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THE PREFACE. 	 vii 

but gr4dtiady increasing; and the events which then happened may be slightly touched, 
" but,.erit no particular, or laborious inquiry. In the third period [from IzE6 to 

rgyzj the history of Scotland, chiefly by mean. of rec.!, preserved in England, 
becomes more ...gel not only we A.A.. telated, but their coffer and effects 

" are explain 	8811,1i00,:¢Terf Scot*. 	in not to road only, but to study 
the hi 	his country. ' During , • 	iperiod [fro, r°4-; to liffogj the 
affaiss of Sestland were so mingled with those of other countries, ihat its hirstory 
becomes 	object to foreigners.—The following histffty is confined to the last )4, 

" these periods." Thus far, the historlogiaplier royal, who thus tells, in specious 
ternA, whin part of die cone., of his country ought to be written, a:1,l what ought to 
In read. 

Yet, the late Lord Hodes, when he wrote his 	Annals of Sc'  
0  Accession of Mali.. III.," posited his inquiries far into the 
oressai perial, which is indicated by the royal histbriographer: Na 
to the accession of Duncan, 1n .34  , D., declaring, however, 
" Scotland, previous to that period, is involved in obscurity, and fable." Ti 
of his country cried out, with alacrity, A Thus has his lordship happily he 
" fable the whole reign of Malcolm Canmore !" In this manner,. thee, 

	

thousand years of obsearity, and fable, to my 	credulity, and industry, as an ant: 
to enlighten the one, and to dispel the other. Yet, I doubt, whether any writer cad 
fairly chniged with credulity, who reduces his blotched toplek. to moral rertabsty, or fitly 
accused of fabulousness, who :mei-tains his facts, by a comparimn of Charters with 
elect:Ft:Au:cos. Id eon rename, pond eerharn reddi p.tat : Every thing is certain, which 
may be made certain. Buchanan did not know, who built the Roman wall, between 
the Fords and Clyde: But, Camden, by throwing his antiquarian eyes on the lapideous 
records, which had been dug from its foundation, ascertained that curious fare. New, is 
tier, coy thing more certain, in any period of the Semish history, noon the Roman 
trancactionii, in North-Britain, A they have been now investigated, and at length 
a4certained In them, there aro much less debate, and uncertainty, than in the history 
okiVi iry Stewart, and her son. 

VI:, Society of Edinburgh, for the Encouragement of Arts, Sciences, and Manitfir 
ridlech, in .36, a gold medal,  ,g  for the best history of the Raman, and afterw 

,the 	conquests, and settlements, to the north of Scverus's wall." Bu 
scholars of Scotland rened rloggisha  and silent. And, I now submit to the reader's 
judgenli.r, a history of both dose interesting :vents. The same Society offered a gold 
chid, " ibr the  best acco,nt of the rice and,  progress of commerce, arts, arid -maim-
fiutures, in North-Britain.''' But, the scholars of Scolpiul reniainedinerr, and uncon, 
nal:6.th, of what :hay did not Limy. And, I presume to submit such' an e. 
or the br,sDin of coinmerce, arts, and Irsanufactistres, to the curious aye of In
wen. I a:sue, however, too lane to claim the gold melds.. Mn, I fear the last 
Society expired with ithe recent cleat!. of Sir William Pulteney, and the Earl of R' 
Bur, I may ider bay.clf Under the authority of tire alma leamed, the most Intel 
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and the most accomplished men, in Scotland, who ofikted those prizes, from the charge of 
folly, in treating of via., and from the sneer of selfssufficiencyd far se„riblning  of 
events, Fhith merit as parri,dar 

I was ambitious, I will UMW, w odor my countrymen the ;orient hirtor, of Scotland, 
elaborated,  into detail, and illustrargaign light; without regarding pieyions opiedeer, 
or fearing contentious opposition; topubed reading difficulties,. or appgifirogling disan. 
pointwent. I have divided my wink, without regarding fantastical co riAkof fabulous 
epochs, into such periods, as were analogous to the genuine history of each successive 
*plc. The Rents peeia, extending from Agricola's arrival, in North-Britain, 
A. o. So, to the abdication of she Roman authority, in cc. D. 446, torus, the first book. 
from its priority in time, as well as precedence in importance. In discussing this 
interesting subject, I was not content with previous authorities. I engaged intelligent 
persons to survey Roman roads, to inspect Roman stations, and to ascertain doubtful 
points of Roman transactions. I have thus been enabled to correct the mistakes of 
former writers, on the. curious topicks. Much perhaps cannot he added to what has 
been now ascertained, with respect to the engaging subject of the first book. Yes: since 
Caledonia was sent to the pre., a discdvery of some importance has been made :.5 
very slight doubt remained, whether the 13urghead of Moray had been a Roman 
station, as no Roman remains had there been found But, this doubt has been 
completely solved, by the recent excavation, senility its limits, of a Roman bath. 
The first Chapter of the following work will be found to be as much the first chapters 
of the annals of England, and of Ireland, as it is of Scotland. The Picthb 
naturally succeeds the fermor Boot, as it extends, from the Abdication of the Romans, 
in A. D. 446, tO the overihrow of she Picts, in A. D. 843. It will be found to mn-
prebend interesting events: The affairs of the Pict:; the fate of thee Romanioed 
Britons; the arrival of the Anglo-Saxons on the Tweed; the adventures of the Scandi-
navians, in the Orkney, and Western Isles; the colonization of Argyle, by the Semis, 
from Irehmtl. It is the—business of the Plaid, period, to trace the singular history If all 
those people, various as they were in their lineages, throughout the different events of 
their obscure warfare, and the successive turns of their frequent changes Add to those 
topicks of peculiar interest the introdudion ref choirtiaivity, which, in every age, and in 
every country, has produced such memorable effects. The Scold, period, forming the 
third Book, and extending from A. D. 843 to 1097, will be found to comprehend historic 
topicks of equal importance: The union of the Picts, and-Scots, into one kingdom the 
amalgamation of the umber Britons of Strathclyde with both; the eoloniontion of 
Galloway by the Irish; the annexation of Lothian to the Smash kingdom, the history, 
body civil, and ecclesiastical, 	all those people of various races, with cosines of their 
antiquities,•their langnages, their learning, their laws ; all those form historical matters 
of singular interest to rational curiosity, if they he investigated from facts, in contempt 
of fabulosity. The fourth Book contains the Scars-Saran period, which extends from 
A. D. 1097 to 5306, and which details many notices of varied importance. At the first, 
and at the second of those epochs,.mornentous revolutions took place, though they have 
passed unnoticed by the Scotish historians; and were unknown to the historiographer 
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royal. With this period began a new dynasty of kings, who introduced new people, new 
- manners, new usages, and new establishment,. In this period, she Saxon colonization 

of proper Scotland was begun. In this period, was the Scotican church reformed. In 
it, was introduced the municipal- law of North-Britain, in the place of Celtic customs. 
In this period, originated her agriculture, her commerce, and shipping, and fishery, 
her manufactut4snd her coins. The beginning of this period formed the pivot, on 
which turned thOr..e  Ric government of ancient ages, and the Anglo-Norman polity of 
subsequent times. Yet, is it of' a period so crowded with changes, and so varied with 
novelties, that the late historiographer royal says, 4,  the events, which then happened, 

may-be slightly touched, but merit no particular inquiry... But, I have dwelt on 
those revolutions, and have marked every change. By a vast detail front the Chart.- 
Irwin, in respect to the civil history, from to97 to sgo6, to the ecclesiastical annals, 
to law, to manners, and to domestic economy, I have tried to ascertain every interesting 
circumstance, and to render the national annals of that interesting period quite familiar 
to every reader And, to give completeness to the whole, are added supplemental views 
of subsequent times, which have their details to instruct, and their curiosity to amuse: 
Such is the plan, which I have formed, and essayed to execute, for reforming, and 
ascertaining the ancient history of North-Britain, which has been so long distorted by 
controversy, obscured by fable, and disregarded by fastidiousness. 

It is the common complaint of intelligent readers, that there is nothing new, in 
history; as the same facts are again served up, in different forms, with some inter-
spertions of sentiment. It is very seldom, indeed, that any history contains so many 
new facts, new discoveries, and new documents, as the following Account of North-
Britain disclose, What can benore novel, than ascertaining the dor-wines of the 
country, by proofs, which are as mirions in themselves, as they are decisive in their 
inferences. Roman camps, in North-Britain, had been already brought before the 
curines eye: But, it is quite new, to show their location amidst the prior forts of the 
Britons, for some hostile purpose. Roman roads, and Roman stations, had been 
before mentioned by tourists, and traced by antiquaries But, it is altogether new, to 
investigate their policy ; and to form the whole of the Roman transactions, in Caledonia, 
into a connected body of genuine history, during four interesting centuries. The Picts 
had been sometimes casually mentioned t But, it is quite a novelty, to give the history 
of the Pictish people, their lineage, their language, their antiquities: It was known 
from Bede, that the Picts had defeated, and slain the Northumbrian Egfrid, in the battle 
of Nectan's Mere: But, it is altogether new, to ascertain the true site of that conse-
quential conflict. 71c genuine chronology of the Scotish kings, their civil wars, their 
hostilities with the Nets; the Scotishlaws, and literature, are sit novelties. The colonization 
of Scotland, by the Anglo-Saxons, Anglo- Normans, .d Flemings, comprehending the 
origin of the Stewarts, and the descent of the Douglas., is quite new. The history of 
law, during the twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, including the origin, and epoch of 
the Regiam illejtilatem; the history of manners in this period ; the account of agriculture, 
of manufactures, of trade, and of the various topicks, which are connected with them ; 
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are entirely new. The whole volume may be regarded as a notuliy, considering its 
arrangement, its matter, and its documents, Few histories can be found, wherein 
there are 	many charters called for, so many records avouched, so many facts so 
ascertained, and so many documents quoted. 

Yet, this volume, which contits the hinery of fo many people, during ages of 
darkness, does not coniprebend Arisfe plan, for codifying the an rd ascertaining 
the antiquities of CALEDONIA. 	palest to offer to the public 	diet voluines, 
successively, and soon, linty health, add spirits should thntinue. As the preterit volume 
has given the history of the several people, dm next volume will form a DICT/ONDAY OF 

PLACES, Chorographical and Philological; for the investigation of the various languages, 
which have born ever spoken within that county This volume will be immediately 
sold to the press. The two subsequent volumes /. will contain the local history of every 
shire, in Scotland, upon a nide pith, and from Vie most authentic informations. The 
materials for all these are already collected ; and they'  re mostly all worked up • so that 
there is little to prevent Are from sending the whole to the printers, except that, I fhould 
certainly feel this circumstance too fatiguing, and tlic public might perhaps regard it, as 
tuo repulfi,u. We mud always remember with MILTON that, 

" 	— 	  God hath fa 
• Labour and tett, as day and night, to men, 
Successive.----- 

I will conclude, with a passage, from booth Yerstegan's Ratitution ofderoyve intelligence, 
z6cs 	Abeit it may cameo auto some a rail, and unadvised attempt, that afref.  .00 

an many the great, and waeethy labors of our learned antiquaries, a new work, under the 
aa name of [Cnterioida] should now be presented unto publyke view ; yet, when it 
a,  shall have pleased the courteous reader to have Coistildered of the contents of the 
54  chapters, I trust he will see, that the ensuing matter till be answerable to the foregoing 
a‘ title; much oViiisbeing so extraordinary, and unwonted, that perhaps not any 
as (especially of our nation) hath thereof written before. I know, I have herein made 
'a myself subjea unto a world of judges, and amstikest to receive most controlement of 
am such, as arc least able to sentence me. Welbli wot, alma the works of no writers 
as have appeared to the world, in a more curious age than this; and that, therefore, the 
as more eircumspation, and warynesse are required, in the publithing of any thing, 
a' that must endure so many sharpe sights, and censures t the consic9.tion whereof, as 
'a it hash made me the most needy not to displease any, so hath .9iiren me the less 
'I hope of pleasing all." After so long a preface, I will beg leave to add only fonf 
words: 

at Fact LIUS esarans 

(:)../.2A14 nArrem.7 
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BOOK ..• 
-THE Ron PERIOD-80 A.n, 446. 

CHAP. I. 	'Of the Abdrigi* iof North .Krilesia. 
eu.ve. H. Of the North I3rit4h tides;-Oar ictcir4116  

Positions; and Singulat An'titjuities. 
GtAr.lit. Ofilgricolds Canvisigns. • ' 
GRAF. IV. Of the Trausactions of Lolliits Orbicas. 
CRAP. V. Of the Campaign Of See-erns: 
Cum.. VA. Oft& Zreall, whack Caraealhs 'made cilb the 

Cakdoniaas ; of the Piet,; of the Seals: Of the 
Abdicationl'of the ilmnats Gincenment. 

BOOK H.. 
14s w44Tet-i Pt xioti-446 A.D. 843. 

Ctin r. I. 	Of the Plots.; their lineage ; 
.their lat4tusge, with a review of the:Pictish 
Onenion: 

Cu n r. II. Of fix Komanized Brawn of the Cambrian Kingdom, 
its North Britain, 

Cw. r. III. _ Of the Saxons, in. Iiothiarl. 
Cum,. IV.  Of the Orbs% and Shetland Isles. 
Cum,. V. Of 1WIrestera Isles, or Hebrides. 
BHA r, VI. Of the &Olt. 
CRAP. VII. Of the Ins, Judo, of Christianity. 
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BOOK III. 

THE SCOTISH PERIOD-843 A.D. I097. 
CHAP. I. 	Of the Union of the Picts and Scots. 

SilliA. 17. Of the Extent and Names of the United Kingdoms. 
CHAP. III. Of the Orkney, and Shetland Isles. 
CHAP. IV. Of the Hebrides, or Western Isles. 
CI14 P. V. 	Of Cumbria, Strathclyde, and of Galloway. 
CHAP. VI. Of Lothian, during this Period. 
Cunt,. VII. Of the Civil history of the Scots and Picts from 843 

to 1097 A.D. 
CHAr. VIII. Of the Ecclesiastical history, during this Period. 
CHAP. 1X. Of the Laws, during this Period. 
CHAP. X. 	Of the Manners, Customs, and Antiquities, during 

this Period. 
CHAP. XI. Of the Learning, and Language, during this Period. 

BOOK IV. 
THE ScoTo-SAxoN PERIOD, from 1097 to 1306 A.D. 

CHAP. I. 	Of the Saxon Colonisation of North Britain, during 
this Period. 

CHAP. II. Of the Civil History, during this Period. 
CHAP. III. Of the. Ecclesiastical History, during this Period. 
CHAP. IV. Of the Law, during this Period. 
CHAP. V. 	Of Manners, during this Period. 	' 
CHAP. VI. Of COMmerce, Shipping, Coin, Agriculture, during 

this Period. 
CHAP. VII. A Supplemental View of subsequent films. 

P. S. This Work is &tatted with a Britisb limas Map of (Lui14.sia, with a Plan of tbE 
Rom. Camps H Norattodykes, which u quite am to the curious Reader; ith a 
Plan of the Roos. Fort, se ClatteriopkreSdge;  that xi alio nest; with Sketch's of the 
kogran Tsussir as the Spey; of the Romao Yore, ; Hi of the Beitish but fort, 55 
21arrAll all 	use sow submit' tett to the Public, (or the first tit.. 
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26809 
11C Cn r 

tice Aborigines of North-Briinin. 

TAE first Boo: turally extends from the colonisation of North-Britain 
the abdication of the Ronfu

t 
 government. It will be found to contain 

many matters of greae 7inmorttlor. The investigation, with regard to the' 
Abaci:ices;  is not nal 	tan km itself, but will comprehend, in its pro- 
gress, sketches of the 	6,.af Europe; of the history of the Celts, and of the 
origin of the Goths; topic 'ethese, which are intimately connected with that 
investigation, either by 'original analogy, or by subsequent opinions. When it 

Il 	de apparent, by the most satisfactory evidence, who thosq Absri- 
eve4ttnquiry must cease, concerning the first settlers of North. 

'he wadcr, when evert tao'-h, who inhabited that country, during 
hrs c 	Id our common era, shall be exhibiltd before Me, curious eyes, 
ft ea 	t more satisfaction, and intelligence, ithe*deount of their 

in defenc% dry their original land against theiit -polTerful invaders. The 
paignsofA — h, the nag:mations of Urbi 	cuff nf 5eveeu 
treaty of 	lb, Ja dour. divisions, w 

at, 	' 	B 	ts. 
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about the affairs of the Romans, in North-Britain, through the Roman period, 
from the arrival of the Romans, in A. D. 8o, to their abdication in 446 A. D. 
The Picts first, and the Scots afterwards, will merely appear, in the dawn of 
their obscure histories, when they were scarcely known to classic authors, 
under those celebrated names. It is the common complaint of well-informed 
readers, that there is nothing novel in 	tory. It must be the business of this 

;period of the North-British wag;  to introduce new notices, and to 
ifiefsite uncommon truths; to spread out before the inquisitive eye the 
geographical position of the Aboriginal tribes, with their natural antiquities, 
as they are evidenced by remains ; and to set* on immoveable foundations 
the itineraries, the roads, and stations of the Romans, while their empire: was 
at, its greatest extent, in North-Britain ; illustrating the obscurity of their 
relicks ; and explaining the objects of their policy t Yet, must all those topicks 
be introduced to the attention of the more judicious reader, by retrospeetions 
to the pristine ages, and by sketches of the first movements of the most 
illustrious nationse 

In the history  n  every people, the dhperrion diNhe human race ought to be 
considered as the eXest epoch. To 114,1Y-int, the various tribes owe their 
discrhnination, and their origiiblar '13111"-n, it was, " that mankind were di-
" vided in the earth, after' he flood, after their temp-es:in their countries, 
" and in their nations." (b). Chronology has fixed the ep h of the dispersiot 
seventeen hundred and fifty-seven years after the creat 

41 
and two thousand 

two hundred and forty-seven years before the birth o ., (c). Whoa the 
mind contemplates those dates, it becomes familiarized with the most distant 
objects, by the steadiness of its own views ; and it gains fresh energy, while it 
makes the mots difficult inquiries, by the constant curclie of its own powers. 

The chief place of our regard, as the preserver ire Patriarch, and as the 
refuge of his issue, is Asia, the fairest quarter of the earth, where the sun of 

(a) Bryant's Myth. 3 v. 95. 
(6) Genesis, oh, to.  The Serirtiores, Pays Sic 4Piiiam bag, after all his re 	contain, 

indepemrently of a divine origin, more truesublimity,  iron:  impurtara hiAiory, 	4r amino 
of eloquence, than could he collected, -within the aame compass, from all ether boo 	re 
ever evrOposed. Asiatic Researches, v. 	15; t6. TOt President Gp 	cady ea 
pressed a similar opinion on thia 	t °pick. -There is nothing o:. twin, 	 kth regard 
to  .tit eally annals of mankind, but in& Serimara. MOM, he. adds, 	thC only guide, in the, 
first pooping of comarica. De L'Origine 	Leta, Scc. Liv. ,.are 44:

4
* 

(e) Moores Chron. 	t593;` P. 3 ; 	 :4.; Usher'; Chron. 
Geneva Ed. p. q Raleigh's Ilia. World, 16,4, p.'3'; G9 is L'Ori des Loix, tem. 1. 
Table Chronologigue Well's Hist. Grog: r. t. P. j70. 

• science 

   
  



—...-CILL—The 4Lorigiod f  3 	Or NORTH -BRITAIN. 	 J 
science first rose, and the arts of society were originally cultivated. On this 
scene mankind began to multiply, and early commenced their career. The 
molt fruitful soil enabled the children of men to increase; and a climate, the 
most pure, called forth the energies of the human genius. • In the progress of 
settlement, and in the pursuits of ambition, respires succissively arose; 
flourished for their several periods; ant front domestic weakness, or from foreign 
invasion, sunk into non-existence. 43'hile conquest, by extension, 	led 
the influence of her own success, the geniiis of commerce, at length, r 	p 
the Phenician people, who, cultivating the arts of peace, accumulate 	Ith, 
by their practice of Avery art,2ith characteristick perseverance. As the parent, 
and the instructor of nations, Asia will always appear, in the pages of hiitory, 
venerable for her antiquities, and respectable for her knowledge (d). 	4, 

Front Asia, meanwhile, went out the colonists, who were destined to sekle 
Africa, to plant America, and to people Europe. If Asia were, indeed, the 
nursery of mankind, every other quarter of the. globe mull, necessarily, have 
been colonized by the superabundance of her populousnessi:..' 

It is demonstrable, that, the well was peopled front tWeaft ; allowing the 
Hellespont to be the meridian. , - The track of colonizatio cannot be precisely 
ascertained : but, it is certain, that Ion, the son of Jupiter, with his children, 
found a temporary abode, after a flume period of migration, near the fhoce of 

0 the narrow strait, which separates Asia from Europe (e). During the.'4ita. 
Lions of nankin 	sir pursuits are not to be stopped by any barrier. The 
curiosity, which ' Ito man, the restlessness, that is incident to colonists, 
urged the posterity 	the Patriarch to cross the Hellespont in such vessels, as 
necessity would direct, and ingenuity provide (f). In this manner, did the 
children of Ion pate into Europe, during a very remote age (g). This division 
of the earth was already settled, as we may learn, from the intimations of Moses, 
at the epoch of the .E.odr,.., fourteen hundred and ninety-five years before 
our common era (h): 

(d) sec the Adair Researr&r. 
(e) Gel* ch. ri ; Josep. Antig. L 1. cll. 6. ; Goginl', L'Orig. dos Lois, tam. r, p. 57. 
( f) any ages after that event, five thousand Bolgarion horsemen had the courage to min., 

across 	cllespont, withuitt the aid of either float or bark. Gcb. Monde tritnit. 9 tom. nice,. 
na 	'tithe strait is scarcely a mile broad, 	 ,s" 

(g) Stilli 	''s Origins Suers, b. iii. ch. i ; I3edford's .9;1mnd. on Newton's Chroxi.„1.4o. 
The sons of Ion, or .1zn, says Bryant, were certainly the first colonists, ,,be plamcd. illilrere. 
'M 	p. 'Myth. 3 yoL 	3A -.4, '  JaVall Is thought, says Shuckford, to have lot planted Gr.....,. 
The Stymy  new of this mind : a,...l, they constantly translated the Hebrew word JaahN isle 
Iv.°  or  Greece. dhuckf. Conne.t. v. 1. p. TO. Well', Hist. Geograph 	'1. i. di.3. 

(d) Usher, Bedford4Calvisius, 11,:hicus. 
B a 	 The 
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The period of the ancient Greeks commenced at  the Exodus (0. The 
patriarchal emigrants first occupied the nearest districts of that vast triangle, 
which is formed by the Danube, on the north, the Egean sea, on the east, and 
the Atli little, on the west (k). In regions, that offered to their inquiries every 
advantage of soil, and every commodiousness of water, the orighlssettlers 

,rt 
 b an to cultivate thOle districts,. wfii 	however sterile, for ages, -pyoduced, 

times, the fair fruits of valo 	rature, and the arts. Whether it be, idi-d. od is captivated with t • variety of adventures, or thatjouth is 
Atha ! 	by the allitrermtnts of letters, or that age delights in the lessons of 
wisdom, it is certain, that the annals of a can 	whic11 abontlantlY gratified 
all those propensities, have found, in every peri7f, many readers. 	• ii,  
*Yet, is the history of the aborigines of Greece involved in all the gloom of un-

eltainty ; because it is confounded with all the misrepresentations of fiction (r`. 
Alas! when the luminous torch of Moses ceases to blaze before our eyes, every 
step of our inquiry must be =di in the anxiety of darkness. The ablest of the 
Greek writers net knew theorigin of their ovy. ancestors, nor miderstood 

0 
 the etymology of t , ..own languige (g).  :, 4 *hits, indeed, 'weitp handed 

m down, fro the eararr times,: by means e 	fid traditions (n). Wit,  what 	, 
in history could the first people have, before thtra were event4reco 	d v. hat 

elypology could they teach, before they hatl a footed language to wri-   .'Front tie 
epoch of the dispersion to the era 'Of the h pia tr ttmetesri con cores elapsed; whilst 
the abort ices of Europe were fearching for places of rep 	During that long 
period, the children of Ion Were continually in Inotkri 	g chiefs to guide 

,,.. their steps, rather than . rules to direct thdr actions;  N tout the ease, which 
settlement only can giv4'ior the security, thy polity alone,,. can afford. The 

a
f paucity of events; during two thoufand yeffittif col' aeonsdetno`nstrates their 

original insigMficance ; becaufe, in hi;finy,  NNa 	'incident. and Want of 
importance., are the fame. '1 ItLir ,antlasts, cod' d, speak of tyrypts, who 
enslaved' the first people; of heves, who heed them ; of It gislators, who ci- 

,:vilizet1 then ; while those.iyrants,. herocs, and IgiisIators, only e ' 	in the 
strop g reolookrarce of hatred, or in the E atIc recoil, ction o4 bon 

• ,, I! ii appat,nt, flow,ar, front sattOftlettny notixs that, during t 	n ages, 
On was acce:,mlislied by )or rnies . tend, raer thnt by e , 	Ines at 

,. 
p 	ilist.of ;la ',Vtalkl. 	(k) GO 1%.1,,c1,. l'i.m. totn:. 33. 
Bryan: cupcurswi0 ,it Li,g,i,t, in reprobatiag the early anaale of Grcc...,., as a congrts of 

. f,1?1v, mytholdgy, and tin;. s: uri. 	 ' 
?;  iln) Gogqc6ii.'Odg. , --. Let:, twn. i. hk. 1 ; .13,-yrie. M It. sal.i. T. 3c6. raiiii. r. 352. 

(a) Gel, IVM  P 	ti;I:l. 9:  p. , j6. 
I,  tea. 
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sea. While the art of ship-building was yet unknown; while the nearest bays 
were yet unexplored ; it was the direction of the countries, along the course of 
the rivers, which conducted the unenlightened steps of the original emigrants. It 
is extremely probable, that western Europe was explored, and settled, by means 
of the Danube and the Rhine : these great rivers showed the natural openings 
of the regions, and furnished the necessn 'accommodations to the fettlers along 
their banks. 	 0.' *„. 

In penetrating, from the Euxine to tile Oliktin, the more adventurous co 
easily explored, and early planted Italy. The original people carried a 	g 
principle of division along witikthem; the nature of the country correfponded 
with tir general habits: ar!! they formed many distinct settlements, which 
had no other connection between them, than a common language, the same 
worship, and similar customs. It  was 1I1  a much later age, that new migrantti 
who lien; easily distingoished from the aborigines, crossed the Adriatic sea, 
from Arcadia, and formed fresh plantations; which, as they gave rise to dis-
putes, necessaily produced events. A thousand years* sed, from the 
settlement of Ttaly to the foundation of Rome, while.,that 	ountry was yet 
inhabited by several ,,distinct tr4;stko w hi,11 were again „  Votivided into'clans, 
and towns, that we*. Connected!' only, by a common origl,,, and joined, 
merely, by political coMederacies, Among those nibes, the Li,tins, who V-.  

' pied the country betweer*the Tiber and the Liris, were, at that epoch' 
spicuous ; and b 	, in aner ages, most pre.ernimot, at least for 
language. After 	;it woe It; four centuries of bloody m arfare e.,;ritri.. 
buted, by the sub, u 	all those elms, to gratify the ainbitioll, aml augment 
the grcainm of Rotne. 

'Whoever may bo:disk. 	to  pause here, for the sue purpose-  of surveying 
the eighth century, b 	r common' era, would see 'a new order ;of things 

;commence. The face, so 	the La t, auf, of i he west, was at once changed : 
the Greeks established tA l) rnpiadi .'s,); Rome tea., founded 	 : ; the epoch 
of Nebonassar took place (q); the empire of the A:Arians, wm,  h had domi. 
neered clvei.Asia,.wf-  or thirteen hundred )  Ca, „ ;unk and its unit weight; and 

the (. ' 	titgan to move. Ij..tr,,-;., at length, , . ',,rt d to free herself from 

fable ; 	the hero 	Aigltily }-, II  Irtch ins, th s ir ,,,i:,,i,,,11 ob,cutity, as soon 

Kas the ,,m 	th shot iorth ti:c irtadiations of a clue, light on oile 	Iw 
event, of the most ancietu tinw ,;/). 

. e. 
(„) 4 7;(, A AX... 	(p) In 751, A. A C. 	(s) In 747,*: A. C. 
(e) Geb  tit is P '8,.. 8 tom. p 34:: At tho, glent ,p.oel, of 1Iniverfl lilgy, the ,ificiOR, 

	

Prideaux bego“ Ilia _' Lefween ,Lcred and plofaT  hutcry. Thos5  eWes forrn.8?  '4f 	... Am  
the epochs of flossu,t'i mare Univerelle. And those date, al called by the ingeniousk 
;,,i,,,,,fikt, EP. illt1 haripren, when wmAhing like hi5wry be114 appear. 

Meantim 
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Meantime, the impulse, which had been given to the human race,at the epoch 
of the dispendon, filled the European regions with People. The kindred ttibes of 
those colonists, who settled Greece, and planted Italy, penetrated front the Euxiae 
to the Atlantic, and occupied the ample space, from the Mediterranean to the 
Baltic, and perhaps to the Frozen Sea(). Yet, were not the aborigines.of Europe, 
who, in subsequent ages, acquired the name of Celia, any where found; ha large 

rubloges of men. While Asia,, 	show several examples of em- 
vast, and flourishing, in the 	le times, we only see, among the Celts, 

rt. .. *disconnected from habit, and feeble from disunion. At the recent 
period, when the Romans entered Gaul, with whatever design of revenge, or 
conquest, that extensive country, the approprialliseakof.the4tie p 	, was 
contorted among sixty tribes, who were little united by„,p,44y ant 	less  
conjoined by the accustomed habits of natural affection. Wherever isve turn 
our inquisitive eyes on the wide surface of Eurow., we look, in vain, for 
a Celtic empire, however the Celtic people may have agreed, in their language, 
in their-worship, and in their customs. Yet, at the dawn of history, we se 
the European naiitins, who dwelt to the westward of those waters, which flow 
eastward to the Etifiae, denominted the Celia (I). 

Disunited, however, as the Celtic clans were, and dispersed, in their several 
positions, they often made themselves felt. During the reign of the elder 
Tarquin, if we may believe Livy, more than five centuries and a half before 
our era, the Gauls, under Belovesus, seized the country Oa the Po; while ano-
ther swarm, under Segovesus, settled in Germ-any (a). i .FiRtir hundred years 
before ourteommon era, the Gauls invaded Italy, in such annuli:roils body, as 
to eVince'rhe extent, and- populousness, of the country, whence they proceeded. 
Brennus, their leader; sacked Rome. They we re repulsed by the genius of 
Camillus ; but they were not dismayed by their disaster. They again over-ran 
Italy by a second invasion. And it required all the ealeur,, and all the skill, of 
the Roman armies, to repress the daring of the Celtic people (x). The Gauls 

• (J) The learned authors of the If viver.ral Himry have diligently thews what was sufficiently 
probable in itfelf, that the Celtic eeriest peopled, originally, the whir extent of Europe, 

p. to, 53. Plutarch, in the Iwfe ofZCamillus, speaks of the vast extent of the Celtic 
countries ; stone monuments, and tradition, attest, that they extended from the foltid .  'even to 
the *Ahern Ocean. 	 .,3LX 

Herodotus, Melpomene;, Ptolemy: and, among the eastern nations, say.s-Reitlen, the term 
C was a general name, for all the Europeans the Greeks applied the name to the western 
Europeans. Tit. Hon. 8 Ed.. p. 75. 

(u) Borsuct Histoire Unitcratl, p. 4s; M. to Comte du Boat% Histeirc Ancienne, 
v. i. chap. x. 

(x) Unirerfal Hist. v. xi. eh. 53t ib. xviii. p. 604; ib ui. P. 533-4-9' 	 • 
iih 	 overspread 
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overspread Thrace, and plundered the temples of Greece, whatever genius, and 
force could be opposed to their inroads. They invaded Asia, which had 
already acknowledged the superior character of European firmness, and 
discipline; and which gave their irresistible invaders a settlement, that was 
long known, by the vivid remembrance of their perseverance, and their 
prowess (y). 	 414„ 

Those intimations of history seeml if emonstrate, that western E 
throughout its wide extent, was alreadit hid with Celtic inhabitants. 
the superabundance of its populousness, which discharged itself, dud,* Ellk-

e531VeEgh, in quest of player, or in pursuit of settlement. It is thus 
nppar.••11,,•• from every notice of history, and every specification of geography, 
that ihe Celia were the aboriginal people of Europe, throughout its ample 
limits (s). Yet, has it been debated by ingenuity, and inquired by learning, 

ja
w 

 • •whether the Celtx, or the Scythes, were the most ancient people; as if there 
• old be priority of origin, while they were both descended from a common, • 

• ' lough distant origin. It is of much more importance to inquire when, and 
on what occasion, the Celtx, whQwere thus, for ages, the s*e inhabitants, as 
they were the original colonists <V Europe, became mingled with a dissimilar 
people, either by colotsation, or conquest. 

A history of the Celtic nations has long.been a dcridera!em among intelligent 
tiquarie, Such a work has, indeed, been essayed by Pollontier : but, 

escreened in nib( 	to stumbled on his subdvd, as to confound the Colts with 
the Scythians (a). 	the Mossical account of the peopling of Europe is to 
distinct, who w.mld _ 	into the•'cloud of uncertainty, which perpetually 

gs, in tie, duryit darkness, over the remote annals of the Scythes, and 
ythia! 

(y) See Petavias,. and the,, 	Histbry. 
) The Geographer Orttliut 	persuaded of the foregoing troths, that he considered the 

cs of Eurcp4 and of &biro', to be simonimous.  4:  
(a) "  s Cebt, ont eke' counuaikociennement cons le nakgentral de Sc3thes.a,t Such is the It+ 
ioation 

	

	a.P .rl Fr°4 dais ',Pening,  which is aot quite consisient with she fact, it is ,,, 
t he must constantly confound the, ancient Celts ,vith the modern Goths. The 

or of the ancient history of Ireland has1,  also ettelorglod hi subject, and einbarraskcs1 
made 	ingthe Scythia* wizh the hill). Our erudite mythologist haithowollit - 

er, with hi 	learning, and vo,carch, that in ancient times, :there were tribes of Plies, 
• in Asia, Ahien, and itk Europe. Anci,It Mythol. vol. g. p. l.4.3; wherein he moist distitictlikaf 
• the &Iva..., aryrbirr, atiglfdaythiernus. As Britain was undoubtedly peopled from Caul, sad Ireland - 

from Britain ; the tidy annals of our Minds Seem to have no relation to the Sc then and Scandi- 
„ 	like ,he 5,,,„6.,„ yiki,tgr, during thcnaddk agaih'infest a tqleerolles, by the 

000, k0 010 htrosiont, and #e,aplea gag reasonings, by the obscurity of their aberrations. 
It 

kw, saemdsdielatams  
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It is a singular circumstance, in universal history, that the migration of the 
second race of colonists, throughout western Europe, is much more obscure than 
the progress of the first. The torch of Moses lights the steps of the original settlers 
of Europe, while every motion of the second emigrants is jinvolved in peculiar 
darkness. The silence of history seems to prove, that the introduction of the 
new people upon the old was made *thuut any great change, which muse 

v been transmitted by traditio  i 	.much less of warfare, that must have 
oticed by historiography. 	guage is the genealogy of nations, 

:Spay lend her aid: but, it is geography, which must exhibit to our unen-
lightened' eyes the'distant positions of the various people, at successive epochs. 

The pretensions of the Scythes have created confusion, through qpry age. 
They 'assumed so many shapes; they appeared in so many places;  j  they arm-

!. ,toted such superior antiquity; that inquiry has been bewildered, in following 
. 	i  iheir steps, and judgment is perplexed, in settling their pretensions. Bryant, and 

Gibbon, seem to concur in opinion, that their name has been vaguely applied 
to tilted tribes of barbarous nations, in distant countries, during the expanse 

- of tnne, In thiardew of a curious subject, it is in vain, that paradoxical writers , 	.i. 
t 	atitert*the antiquitiCs, to trj$:«1-me progress, or to fix the chro. 

lot devious people. Epotheo . ‘e the firstoGothic progress over 
have, indeed, bean assigned, with more confidence than authm. 
in order to establish those fanciful epoclio, the Scriprierechro,Zuy, 

tidy lms demonstrated to be morally ccrtai • '  - _been rejected, for 
a fictiifoift chro-Llogy, tis.r. has been obtruded, in 	ropriate place of 
" the Hileke vrrity (b;." 	 • 

Yet, are we tol,d, with the specious tongue of stone certainty, that the 
first clawn7iif history breaks with the reightf Mertes, in Egypt, before Chrift 
4000 years (c). This fictitious reign Wtiiiiifplace 	 re the creation, according 
to Petavius, Calvisius, and Helvicus ; and font- y 

 it offer the.rreation, accord• 
ing to Wisher, nufresnoy, and Bossuet. (2.) Ai' Scythians are said to htt7e 
conquered Asia 366o years beftil the birth of Christ (d'. Thistbulous event 
is dues placed several centuries befote the rtisprrlion of mankind, 	ding to 
1 h toe and Dolimsnoy, Peiavius, Ca 	m 	 fitlvisius, and Bos et. 	(3.) , 
monarch of  the Assyrian empire, establishes that =pc on 

See i bisscrtation on the orlgio and perigees:it of the Scythia/1s, or Got , 	87. tut,   
Seithlan clinscolo;u, say .Le I: mood authors of the Unityr./ Hist., .tit. :.11 th.....che 
ill 114 I4 Ile aseerseinech Vol. vi. 1,, Si, See, in the sonic volunse, " the few fregmeots, whisk 
8 aeliquity 41.0a,left of the ' citIlia.." Thee 4,-  init.!, scarcely any thilig Lot fsble so  be  
411444 thslaita  Sgihiwts. 	

^.,
.. 	..., 	. 

(c) blvacitclii.. the Scythiaos,  18 	:44(4)„ lb.. i Sy. l • ' 	1 	blei 

	

. b'cythiap 	-.1 
:, • 	' 
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Scythian and, the Scythia evacuate Persia, and settle around the Purdue, 
ido years before the birth of Ch 	(d). These fictitious events are thus said 

to have happened eighty-seven years after the dispersion, and eight and twenty 
years after the settlement of Egypt, as we know from Usher; and, Ninus, as 
we leavillfrom Bryant, and Gebelinvis'intrely a mythological personage, like 
the Gothic Odin. (.4.) The Scythe said to begin their settlements - .in 
Thrace, Illyricum, Gr,ete, and Asiitlettar, 180o years before the 
Christ (e). The, settlements are thurtnade to begin four yeara 

jiood of Ogygel, according to Usher, Petavius, and Dufresnoy yet,'dose 
settle1ents are said to hark been completed tgoo years before the birth of 
Cluff(f). These fabulous settlements are thus stated to have been formed 
only nine and twenty years before the flood of DemeaLion, according to Usher, and 
Dufresnoy, and fifteen years, according to Calvisius. (5.) Sesostrie attacks the 
Scythians of Colchis, 5480 years before the birth of Christ (g). Sesostris is an-
other mythological conqueror, as we learn froM Bryant, and Gebelin. (6.) The 
Scythians peopled Italy soon years before the birth of Christ (h). This fled-
tious event, about which history, and chronology, are il,Ent, is thus said to 
have happened, during the age of Solomon, two hutined and forty-seven 
years before the building of Rome (i). The Scythians, on the Euxine, are said, 

• however, to have held the 	empire of Asia, by conquering Media 74o 
ears before the bIrth of Christ (k). This event, for which there seems to be 

80,11C fOltlidation, 	• h it is mixed with much fable, happened more than a 
century aftetwar , 	ding to Usher, and Raleigh. (S.) Yet, the Scythians, 
we are told, people 	tatty, Scandinavia, a greal;part of Gaul, and Spain, 
goo years before (Thrift (4). 

(d) 1,1. 	(a) 	 (y) 	 (g) 	 (5) Id. 	.- 
(i) For 	genuine tette* 	Ancient laignagn, of Itoly, see Gcbelin's Monde Primitif. t. 

Disc. Prelim. 
(4) Dissertation on the Scythes, p.187. 'nig event is stated by chronology, in 6.34, A. C. 
(I) Id Herodoto, whose geographical notices extend from .1.5e to _too yea-, 1,411a, the birth 

utled thtinhabitants of 	Rorope, from the >77. 7 , 	,,f t11.• 	, 	tit, 

	

Cadhe. 	 Syn. of Herodotnt, 1.. 12. 
formations tmly be d.....med JabHand yea,,,, lot .. 

14. id. Pliny C1/11C11,,,I 0551, Dial's.. Id. 1  

	

or„,, 	 ,7,,1126„ of Minty,  j„ 

Euxine. See the Mem. Liter. ; ye, p. 217, " of the situation of ..7,./7 7 7., 	 I .n...dotnn, 
by T. S. Bayer." Until we 	better informed, , ith rigard to 	• 	 r:, 

	

werc ettimked by Doris, cm the western shoos of the Luxin, 	..7]7,71 

	

bc Minced I :hall not admit, that either those Scythinns, or 	 info 
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We are now. arrived, after a tedious march, through the absurdities of 
fiction, and the obliquities of prejudice, at an important period, in the real 
history of the Scythic people, and country, which are undoubtedly ascertained. 
The well known expedition of the Persian Darius against the :European Scythians 
took place, at the beginning of the eftth century, before the birth oF4l6rilt (m). 
Ire paired the Bosphorus into Thrace; he crossed the Danube by another 

he pursued the (lying Scythes along the western shore of the Euxine 
k of the Wolga ; he folloWed them soutle.westward, through the desMt, 

to the Carpathian mountains ; and he was obliged to recross the Danube, by 
the some bridge, while he leas pursued by the Scythians (n). We thus per-
ceive, that history concurs with geography, in placing the European Scyrthians, 
oat the norl:os,.. t,111 shores of the Euxine, from the Danube to the Don, at 
flee very peri,14 ga years before Christ, When system supposes theta to have 
inhabited Scandinavia, and Germany, Gaul, and Spain (r). It is a tact, then, 
that the Scythians continued, • that epoch, to live on the rivers, and shores, 
of the Euxine, and'not in western Europe. The Scythians still remained on 
the Euxine more atilt a century and a hull later than the age of Darius, during 
the conquests of Afeltander,' whom they were studious to court, in 334 A. C. (p). 

All :lamp, to trace the migrations of the Scythic people, from the Palus 
Maionts and the Euxine, to the Baltic and the Atlantic, have failed (7). These 
migrations, as we "say learn front the silence of history, if they weroever made, 

("I Usher rlaces this expedition, in 514 A. C. Prideaux coucaref#1.1sher ; Potavius 
this epoch, in 5o8 Dufresnoy places the building of the bridge ant Thracian lio,phorus, 
Darius, in 5c8 A. C. 

(n) See Rennet', Map, in his fierodotus, No. iii. facing p. 5o, of Western, or "Euxine Scythia, 
" with the sulT,Madiug countries, and the march of Dori. H;aspes." 	see the map, in 
Welle's Hitt. Grog. s. facing page tog. 	bk. I. 	And Gibbon concurs with all 
these. Hist. v. iv. p.355. 

(u) Dissertation on the Scyth,, and Goths, p. .87. lierodatn., says this writer; p. 7;-4, 
places most of his Scythians, in Germany. The context of Herodoeue might have shown ten the 
true position for his Scythians, which Arran confirms. bk. iv. ch. i. The  lair line of demarcation, 
between the Cdr., and the Scythian', during the socemive periods of Darius, and Alexamkr, is 
the points of partition, whence flowed the waters, o contrary direction, westward4ibe Atlantic, 
and eastward to the Lanier. 

(1.1.  Id. 
(j) .‘This difficult task was attempted, indeed, in the dissertation on the Seythians, or Goths, 

eh. v. wherein "the progress of the Scythians into Scnadinavia it especially considered." Bus, the 
dissertator has failed, like other theorists, who try to perform impossibilities. He acknowledy,,,, 
like the more lefffised, and judicious, writers of the Univemal History, " that the narrower the 
" bounds, to legit* we confine the knowledge of the ancients about Scandinavia, we shall be the 
neater to the 	Dissertation, p. 168. 

Must 
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must have proceeded quietly, without the efforts of war, or the perturbations 
of revolution. The chronology of Such tnigrations cannot possibly be fixed, if 
they ever existed. If, however, we compare the notices of Eschylus, and 
Herodolus, with the much more recent intimations of Diodorps, and Pliny, we 
lhall be 	that the Gothic migrations westward did not happen, much 
more than' a  c 	ry , before the Christian era. But, whether Seythie, or 
Gothic migrations  came into W,ftern Eirope, at that recent period, they atipsd 
too late to augment the populousness of the original tribes, much less to c 	- 
the Celtic language of the British isles. 

That Gothic colonists cane into Western Europe, from whatever country, at 
some period, we know, from the prevalence of their speech, which has almost 
superceded the aboriginal tongue. But, whence came they ? is a question, that 

as been often asked ; yet has not hitherto been answered (r). With a view to 
that question, we must throw our inquisitive eyes over the instructive course of. the 
Danube, from its spring among the Celtm, to issue into the Euxine, among 
the Getm (a.) There, we may see, on the bails of the Danube, Dada, the 
country of the Daces, Getia, the region of the Getes, and Moesia, which, in 
after ages, gave subsistence, and a name to the Moeso-Goths. On the northern 
side of the Danube, flowed the sister stream of the Tyras, which gave rise to 

name of the Tyro-Goths, who lived either upon its banks, or seiiltia its 

Inlayer. centuries, had displaced the more ancient name of Getes : and there can, 
therefore, be no reasonable doubt, ,whether the Goths were any other than the 

es ; and who, in subsequent times, were denominated by Ptolomy the Tyran.. 
oths. In his time, the appellation of Goths, by the philological changes of 

same people, who, in more early times, had been known, by the kindred de-
signation of Getes, and Daces (e). Thus, the Goths, the Tyro-Oaths, and 

e  Moeso-Goths ; the Thicians, and the Getes; were the same people, who, 
c other barbarous tribes, in successive ages, and in varying situations, were 

"'differently denominated by writers, who viewed them, in different lights. 
The 

(r) One.of she latest, sod ableat inquirers about sic origin of the Gob, is Gibbon. As be does 
at adoncnInalletosain account of nbi olispoion, and the subsequent migrations of mankind, be knows 

not lisiw 
to 

& e the Wolfs &scent of tho Guinn: poople. He in disposed to consider Sco SOl v 

A V AA A 	ir original country yet, hi thirst nom say, as J. Cove bnd said befev  Iv,,  ktf .the 
ritoos, that •they had grown, like meaner matter, from the  virgin earth. Gibbon is bladto 

find the Goths, on the Vistula, at the epoch of Christ, tho,Ok he is unable to ascertain, whenor 
onmsc.  

(r) See the Ceograpli. Antigun, Tab. iu.4be mop of Pannonia, Illooicinn, teltwoia, andel:he/L. 
fays, thottdle Get. were calkyl Ly the Romans Mel, lin. iv. c, z alfeee Steplpatsoal, 

TO 	• 	 age/ lb. 	G.', 	 a"6.4:.P- 
C a 	 'inflation 
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The Gothic tribes, however denominated, formed one of the aboriginal people 
of Europe. On this event, history is silent; but, philology is instructive. 
The Gothic language is certainly derived from a common origin with the molt 
ancient languages of the European world; the Greek, the Latin, and the 
Celtic (u). Ancient Thrace, comprehending Getia, Dacia, and Alonsia, was 
the original country of the Goths. - Every inquiry tends tollmonstrate, that 

tribes, who originally came into Europe, by the Hellespont, were remark-.  
a 101tfferent, in their persons, their manners, and their language, from those 
peOPlei-who, in after ages, migrated from Asia, by the more devious course, 
around the northern emitmides of the Euxine, and its kindred lake. This 
striking variety must for ever evince the difference between the Gothic, and the 
Scythic hords, however they may have been confounded, by the inaccuracy of 
some writers, or by the design of others (x). 

Long after Western Europe had been occupied by the Celtac, the Gothic 
people still appeared within Air original settlements (y). During the fifth 

pellation ; and the Gothic people mere but little known, in that age, by their new designation. 
The first appearance of the Goths, as a great and united people. was in the year 250, A. 13. 
when they were felt, by the Roman empire: its .528, A. a. the Gothic empire, on the Danube4 
was formed, by Hermanrick ; and was de>tri,yed by the Huns 	,j  75, A. D. tin Huns, (ruin the 
borders of China, chased the Alans from the Black lea ; overpowered the Goths; and sapped the 
foundations of Rome. Writers, who mention those several hord, do not  >ufticiently advert to 
those raw epochs. 

(w) Geb. Monde Primitif. t. ix. p. 4.5-5 	&hiker's Thesaurus Antiquitatum Teutonicannn ; 
Wachter's Glossaritun Germanic= 'law vastly learned authors demonstrate, without Unending 
it, that the Celtic, and Teutonic, languages lind a common origin. 

(o) Thill interesting investigation has been very learnedly discussed by the ingenious, and 
William Clarke, in his Connexion of Coins. ( r.) Even as early as the revival of learning, in 
Europe, scholars observed a great similarity of the Greek and the Teutonic tongue,. Byt, neither 
Henry Stephens, Joseph Scaliger, nor Camden, drew any inference-nun thefort, which so forcibly 
struck their curious eyes : and, it was Utensil., Francis Junius, and Meric Casaubon, who fir, 
iuferred, that the Greek and Gothic language, which were so similar, in many respects, mutt ha, 
undoubtedly some from a common parent. (a.) Yet, was it awerved for Unlash:, to paten... 
with modest erudition, that people speaking tire same language must necessarily be descended fr.., 
a common stock. De Hellen, p.364. This evidence of speaking the same tongue mat& acknow• 
lodged, says the very intelligent Clarke, as ace of the surest proofs of original defecnithitonnexi.m, 
p.77. (3.) That the Getae were undoubtedly Thracian, was observed by Herodor us. L. iv. r. 
That the Getac, Daci, and Gothi, were but different appellations fur the same people, was strongly 
intimated by Strabo. V. I. p. 466. That the Germans, and Goths, were sister nations, is a con-
clusion, which results front their common language. (4..) The same cies led M. de 
Gebelin to the same conclusions, on this curious subjeet, during our own times,

rcumstanc 
M opposition 

M. &Anvil!, who was s geographer, but not a phdolOgist. Monde Prim. 5. ix. § 7. 
(y) Wella's Hiat. Greg. v. 5. the map prefixed top. to ; Bayer's Distort. in Mem. Lit. t 75e, 

p. act—a59; Cobol. Mende Prim. t, ix. p ant. 
century. 
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century, before our common era, they inhabited the western shores of the 
Et.ine, on the south of the Danube. The Gothic people were found in that 

position by Darius, when he crossed the Hellespont, and the Danube, in pur- 
suit of the unsettled Scythian (a). The Gothic people felt his paver, but 
maintaineilotheir possessions. They remained within Thrace, their pr.  
country, kitten Xenophon, a century later, finished the retreat of 
thousand among the *Ihracian tribes, who acknowledged the Gr 
kindred people. The Gothic nations still remained, within their a 
minions, when Alexander seas preparing to invade Asia, a hundred an 
years, from the invasion of Darius, one of the earliest epochs of E 

history (a> Asia had hitherto predominated over Europe : Europe began n 
to domineer over Asia, when the superiority of Europeans over Asiatics 
at length felt and, the grins visage of war, during that memorable per' 
turned stedfastly to the opulent weakness of the eastern regions. The pages,  
history am crowded with the continual enterprixs, which resentment, or 
bition, or avarice, prompted Greece, and Macedon, and other stations 
Europe, to send against the less hardy, and worse informed people of West 
Atia. Thus, during the eilluxion of five centuries, from the epoch of Darin 
expedition, there does not appear an event, which could have contributed 
face the Gothic inhabitants on the Euxine, and the Danube, in any gr 

',Wadies, to remove westward, in search of new settlements, on the Rhine, 
the ocean. 

If the Gothic people continued to dwell on the Euxine, and the Dann  
during the active age of Alexander, the same people could not have resided, 
the same period, on the Atlantic, and the Rhine if the Gothic people did 
reside, at that epoch, in Western Europe, they could not have emigrated then 
to the British isles, at sole period, three centuries before our common 
When, :snd on what occasion, and by what route, the Goths, with their ass 
dates, moved westward, from their ancient settlements, are questions, whit 
the united scholars of Europe have been unable to answer. history has not 
always dhdained to supply the defect of events, by the fictitious adventures of 
mythologieht charaCters (Is). The credulity of Cassiodorus, the ignorance of 

Jornandes 

ft) Ihrodutue, Melporne..e. Pliny, iv. ch. o ;  Cows de 1:3uat's Hist. Andenne des People 
aeL'Europe, g. 1. ch. 1-13. 

(a) Anion, bk. i. ch.3. bk ie. ch. 1 ; Q. C1.1116 ; Dc Buat's Hist. Ancienne, t. r. 
01 Even Gibbon ha: not hesitated to introduce the fabulous adventures of the mythological 

Odinion serious history. The dawns of Ructbeck, and the gloms of Torphaeus,. are plainly the 
obscure repmentatives of the CeIrk abor;Onri of Scandinavia. The good sense of

, 
 Mant. preserved 
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Jornandes, the fastidiousness of Gibbon, concur in supposing, thakthe Goths 
were indigenes of Scandia (r). We know, that the Gothic tribes. were not 
indigenous plants of that sterile soil : and the questions must ever be askied, 
when, and from whence, did the Gothic people migrate into Seandia. .Yst, 
does fable, taking the place of history, send out the Goths, from tharorehoure 

mitions,  at the Christian era, to Conquer, and to colonize the wort 	When 
Gibbon has conducted the enterprising Goths from Sweden, by an easy voyage, 
across the Baltic to the Vistula, at that era, he is induced, by an intimation 
of Tacitus, to cry out, in the midst of his reveries, " here, at length, we laud 
" on firm, and historic ground !" (d). He might have easily found other 
writers of as much knowledge, and equal authority, who placed the Gothic 
people, at the same period, on the Euxine ,e). The fact scents to be, that there 
were Gothic tribes, at the Christian era, spread out in a scanty populousness, 
among the aborigines from the Euxine to the Athultic. The silence of history, 
and the unconsciousness of tradition, evince that, the migrations of the Gothic 
people had been made, withoutthe perturbations of violence, in the progress of 
colonization. From the notices, which have been collected, with regard to the 
Germans, who were a Gothic tribe, with a new name, it is apparent, that they 

him from the reproach of writing no 	or fiction, with regard to the antiquities of Germany t_ 
be considers the Gothic people as the first settlers of his country, though they were apparently 
only the second they obviously came in on the Celtic aborigines ; es or learn from J. Cases., and 
Tacit.: from Schater, and Wachter. 

(r) Hist. v. i. p. 387-397. The learned Cassiodoms, and his abridger Jornand, were the 
masters, who taught the historians of the middle ages, to derive every people, however different. 
hen, the Scandinavian hive. With regard to the origin of natio, the silence, and loquacity of 
history are equally uninstructiee. It is a maxim that, the populousness of every country most 
in proportion to the constant supply of its food. The dreary forests, and uncultivated wastes of 
the Scandinavian regions, preclude the notion of thou desert countries having ever be., the 
niaina :alai., except in the systems of thosny, or in the misrepresentations of fabulists. 

(d) Hist. v.  i. p.39a. 

(e) Pliny, lib. iv. c. el ; Mcla, I. rt. c. a. Gibbon was aware, that Ovid, being banished 
by Augustus, to Tom', near the southern branch of the Danube, Eved.long amgog the Hey, 
a Gothic people, whose Gothic tongue, the post learned. Ovid wrote a poem, which he adresseds 
to Augustus, in the Gothic language. When Ovid retitled at Totrti, itt 	th• t, the',  "ht, oak 
two tongues, (except the Greek), heard on the western side of the Euxine ; the Getir, vrd t1101 

	

Sarmatic ; which  were diversely spoken by two nations, who  were  different in their origin, and sill 	• 
mom distinct, in the course, that conducted them into Europe. §ce Clarke's Connexion of the 
Rum., Sax., .d English Coins, p.45-47. 

were 
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were recent settlers among an ancient people (f,. The other Gothic tribes can-
not boast a more early settlement; in Western Europe (g). 

Meantime, the original impulse, which had been given to mankind, peopled 
the British isldnds, during the most early tirnzs. The stone monuments, which 
still appear: to inquisitive eyes, in Britain, and Ireland, evince that, thefirst s I e-
ment of those islands must have been accomplished, during the pristine ages o e 
post-diluvian world, while , sly one race of men existed in Europe; and while 
a  second impulse had not yet induced various people to quit their original seilliA-
ments in As' a. As the current I colonization, during those times, constantly 

-towed from the east to the west ; as tire ides were necessarily colonized, from 
their neighbouring continents; Britain must undoubtedly have been settled, 
from adjacent Gaul, by her Celtic people (h). J. Cmsar, and Tacitus, agree, 
in representing the religion, the manners, the language of Gaul, and of Britain, 
to have remained the sonic, when those curious writers cast their intelligent 
Eyes on both those countries (i). But, it is the fits, which are stated by ancient 
authors, more than their opinions, respectable as they may be, for their din-
.getnntent, and veracity, that ought to be the grounds of our conviction. The 

- edition, and manners, of the two countries, remained the same, during ten 
centuries : their pristine language has continued the same, in several districts, 

he present day. Britain, indeed,  was a mirror of Gaul, at the recent pc- 
, when the Romans invaded the British shores. The several tribes were 

(f.) Tacitua, Matron, and Gibbon, wire:ally attest the truth of that representation and, 
Clueeriun, when he delineates ancient Geridiny, as a region of uncultivated lands, rugged mom, 

vast woods of horrik aspeet, and stinking for; sbificiently proves its late settleinent by a 
new people of rude ma..ners.  When J. (:oar, and Tacit, speak of Celtic colonies proceeding 
from Gaul into Germany, they only confound those recent colonise with the ancient people, who 
aPPear to have been unknown to 'those celebrated writers. &ratio, who was not well informed, 
with regard to Western Europe, acquaints us, indeed, that the Dad ob anliqua, of old, liveA 
'awards Cerma,, around the fountain= of the Danube. V.  r.  p. 4+6. If his notion of antiquity 
ea-tended to the age of Heroilotus, we might kern, from the father of history, that the Danube 
had its springs among the Ceba. • - 

(g) Ruclbejas and Torino., had already proved this position, when they scribbled of donor, 

hociddin's YintErio Cdanr, § I.. with his authorities, and facts, 
Cms. de Bet. Gal I. v. 	 ; Tacit. Agri, § 	" The prefect age,'' fags Gibbon, 

satisfied teith the simple andnational opinion, that the Wands of Great Britain, and Ireland. 
ere  gradually peopled, from the adjacent cifti;;ent of Gaul. From the was of Kent to the 

extremity of Cathness, and Ulster, the rnomeMT a Celtic origin was distinctly preserved, in the 
perpetual resmblauce of language, religion, and of manners." His. of the Decline and Fall of 

8vc rd. r. ic, p, aos. 
united 
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united by a polity, which allowed but alight ties : they practised tile same reli-
gious customs they were actuated by the.same personal habits they spoke a 
common language: but, we see nothing of a body politic, which fastened the 
disunited clans, by the kindred bonds of civil society. Neither does there 

aolt 
r, within the narrow outline of their affairs, any event, either of warfare, 
Ionization, which would Iced a discerning observer to perceive, that their 

ydipiples had been corrupted, their habits altered, or their speech changed, by :Y 	'"settlement among the aborigines of  a new people. 
Yet, has it been supposed by some, and asserted by others, that Belgic 

colonies emigrated to Britain, and occupied no inconsiderable portion of her 
south-eastern shores, three hundred years before the birth of Christ (k). If 
the Belgic colonists were of a  Teutonic race, this supposition would settle them, 
in Britain, before the Teutonic tribes had sat down, in Western Europe (/). If 
the Belgic colonists were a Celtic people, it is of little moment, whether they 
came from Germany, or  Gagrl, as they must have spoken a Gaelic, and not a 
Gothic tongue. The topography of the five Belgic tribes of Southern Britain 
has been accurately viewed by a competent surveyor; and the names of their 
waters, of their head-lands, and of their towns, have been found, by his inqui-
sitiveqnspection,  to be only significant, in the Celtic tongue (es)  I  have followed 
his track, in searching for Gothic appellations ;  and finding only Gaelic minim 
of people, and places, I concur with him in opinion, that the Britith Belga were 
of a Celtic lineage (n). It is even probable, that the Belgm of Kent may have 

obtained 
(F) Dissertation on the. Seythians, p. I fly. 	 ...- 
(/) This inquiry, with regard both to the lineage, and colonization of the Beige, in Meld, has 

arisen, by inference, rather than by direct information, from J. Clem, when he speaks of the 
Belga, as occupying one third of Gaul, and as using a different tongue, from the other Gauls. 
Dc B.I. Gal. I. i. c. 1. Yet, from the intimations of Livy, and Strabo, they, and Loom, we 
may infer, that J. Casar  meant &aka, when he spoke of language. He ought to be allowed to 
explain his own meaning, by his context. Ile afterwards says, that the Beige were chiefly de. 
scended from the Germane; and passing the Rhine, in ancient timnr, seized the nearest country 
of the Gauls. lb. lib. ii. c.  4. BIN, Germany, as we have seen, was possessed by the Celt, in 
anninnl time.:  it was occupied by them sue year .... c. { it on,  occurird by ibentilk• year, A. c
and it was occupied by them ma years a.. C. , when the Cimbri I, supposed to have made. 
irruption  from the Elbe to the Rhine; and when those migratory people were repulsed 
Delve, ea  we  leers, indeed, from J. Cesar Iiiin,elf. Germany continued to be occupied 
tribes, during the subsequeat century, when is was described by Tacitus. See his Treati 

1
, 
 the Canners ef Me Germans: and the  same fact,.  or 	er inference, from the fret,is more  won 

stated by Sipe; and by Wachter, in their el 	Glossaries. 
(o) Genumd Hist. of the Britons, p. )13-14,.• ' 	• 
(n) In every question, with regard to our topography, is those early times, Ptol,ny ma, be 

our i.eful instructor: from him, we learn, that three of those Belgic tribes are named Cnenaki, 
A Illf ,tii, 

• 
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obtained from their neighbours, the Belgm of Gaul, their Gaelic name; and even 
derived such a tincture, from their intercourse, both in their speech, and their 
habits, Otto appear to the undistinguishing eyes of strangers, to be of a doubtful 
descent. In the meantime, the name of the Belga  was derived front a Celtic, and 
tot a Teutonic origin. '1 he root is the Celtic Bel ; signifying tumult, h4voc, 
war: Bak,  to wrangle, to war; Moe, trouble, molestation; BeIaog, apt t, 
be ravaging ;  Belg, an overwhelming, 	bursting out ; Belgiod,  one that over- 
riles, a ravager, a Belgian ;  Belgaes, the ravagers, the Belgx (a). 

Du 	Cvte e  tee fond also the Carimaii, in Cheshire, and Shropshire, antrthe 
and 	in North-Britain, and also the Domed, in Ireland: there are the Ceilits, in North. 
Britain, Who, as well as the Belgic Cause, in Kent, derived their significant name from the 
districts, which they inhabited; being the British Caine, signifying the open country. The rivers, in. 
the country of the Beige, have the same Celtic:appellations, as thole in the other parts of Britain y 
firth as the Dora, which led Lhuyd astray, the Almon, the Denier, the Abend, the Them, and 
the Tamara a  there are other rivers, in different parts, 	ritain, named Iced, and Ern, which 
derive their names from the Gaelic Ease, 	 e e the Belgic Alau.na, an well as the 
Aline., in Northumberland, and the Amara.-  in4iygla 	' '  et*. their names from the British 
Aim, which, like the analogous Alain of the.0aelie,.si 	the Grighi  or  clear green; c Burnie is 
merely the latinized Der, which, in the British, and Irish, aiLmifies stn., and give,  names . 
several rivers, in Britain, and in Ireland the Atom, as well as the stiLea river in thigeountry 

the Carta, in North-Britain, and the Arena river in the country of the•Iconi, drive their 
es from the British Are,, bring the Irish Alban, signifying a river. The Tarneeie, and the 

amar, derived their names from the British Dan, TanrreTem, Gaelic Tineb, signifying what 
expands, or spreads, or what is calm: the other British riven named Taint.Tave, fday, and Tam, 
derive their appellations, from the same source. The names of many of the Belgic towns end 
in Do, or Dun-um; as Deane, LonstOgas, Vindenuni, Milsidamou  e this termination equally 
appears, in the names of other towns, in different parts of Britain; as Cainelodunam, 
Marie/union, &n.: seed, Deinvin  is the name of the chief town of the Canci, in 'inland, which b

serted to be a Belgic tribe t now, Diemen, and Pao,  are the latinrted form of Don, and Din. 
which, in the Britifh, and Irish; as Well as in the ancient Gothic, signify a fortified place, the Den, 
and Din, appear in the names of several towns, in Gaul, and in Spain. The towns of the proper 
Belga are named Unela, and Yenta e now, Unela is the latinised form, of the &kids 
signifying bgli, 	and the same British word, which is still retained in the Oebil-hills, olio 
appears in:the names of the neellion peornontorium, a pout,  at the mouth of the Hatcher, in the 
Drell., Wen of the Selgovr, in the d'xidIum-Montes among the Novantes, in the Neellons-
Monte, artiong the Cam:, in Rots. Vesta was alfo the name of the chief town of the Cenomani, 

..Norfolk 	all the rennet:derived their names from the British Gwent, which, in composition, 
e,.!iliifying the open country  e  and thus was the British Wert latinized rem,. Such, then, 

the significant sameness, between the names of the Belgic tribes, their rivers, and towel, in 
.'oath-Britain, and those, in every other pa of the same island : all am indispauiLly Celtic, and 
all are descriptive, in the British, and G 	pages and, fuch are thefrar, which stand op- 
voted To the &libeled etieLernies el ancient, 	orlon times. 

(o) See Owen's Welsh Diet. in Art. 	e root of this word does not appear, in any of 
V 	I, • 
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lf the nearest shores of Britain were colonized from- the neighbring con-
tinent, we might easily be convinced, that Ireland must have beent'UtiginallY 
peopled front the nearest promontories or Great Britain, if fable, add system, 
and self-conceit, ha* not brought endErants to the sacred isle., from every 
coutry, except the parental island. It is morally certain, that„Western 
Europe seas originally settled by the Celtic people. Gaul, Spain, and Britain, 
re 	ned in possession of Celtic triba, when Rome successively conquered 

e several regions. As there were no  indigene:, in Europe, whatever Gibbon 
niight144, or Tacitus might talk ; as the stream of colonization ran from the 
east of L .  to the westward, Ireland, lying to the west of all those countries, 
within the bosom of Britain, mull have been settled, by her children, in the 
subsequent age to theleopling of Gaul, Britain, and Spain (p). All the pro- 
babilities, then, are e 	ur of the reasonable proposition, which triers the 
population of Ireland t 	p 	e of Britain. 

With regard to this curl 	jefto, the taciturnity of hidory, and the 
locpiacionsness of arehhiology, reseepially unins;ructiee. Yet, amidst this 
obscurity, topography offersAte informations to those inquirers after truth, 
who can listen patiently to her lessons. The most early maps of Ireland arc 
Ptoleliky's. Table, and Richard's Supplement, which exhibit the names of 
places, and of waters, in that island, during the second century: these top. 
graphical notices may be compared with similar intimations in Britain : 
barbarize& as those appellations are, by tradition, and transformed by trans-
scription, they yet evince to attentive minds, by their Gaelic names, that 
Ireland was originally colonized from Britaiss, by Celtic tribes (7). 

After 

Gothic languages yet, in some of the mined dialects of the Gothic, a Fen derivatives, from the 
Celtic root, appear, in analogous aignifications a circumstance this, which is far fiom uncommon,- 
in the Teutonic. 

(p) Diodonn Siculus, who lived ender J. Czsaii'find Augustus, says, frio, the Jerre, or 
Ireland of that age, was inhabited by Britons. TI., map of Europe, indeed, evinces, that the 
British isles embrace Ireland, within their kindred bosoms. The western point of CAlitarthen,hirc 
is only distant from the coast of Ireland five and thirty English miles and lloTrad IA about 
six and thirty: the Mull of Ceantyre is only sixteen miles, and the Bins of Galloway nit 
miles, from the opposite shores fif Ireland the nearest promontory orGaul 	distfilt fro 
nearest point of Irelandthree hundred English males) whit' Cape Ortega], in tpaitirnot 
to Cape Char, in Ireland, than five hundred and enty of the same mile, 

• (i) We  sec as ore in Ptolomy, as in Richer 	rihe of the Brigan.- botlt in Britain, and,  in 
Ireland. The Dammii we perceive in Inland, in 	fiBritaio,.asul in South-Britain. There are, 
in Ireland, the Coliondii and the Coritani, and Cernabii, Us Britain. In Ireland, there are the 
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After the maps,of Ptolomy, and Richard, we have no other delineations of 
Ireland, till much more recent ages (r). Yet, in these, we equally see the 
same names of many craters, in Britain, and in Ireland, which can only be 
shown to have significance, and meaning, in the Celtic dialects, which were 
spoken by the original colonists of the sister islands. Tilt undoubted certainty 
of the facts is demonstrable, by the subsequent detail ; being a comparative 

state era, 

ro/untit ; and in Britain, the Polunrii, or Volaniii, and the Sierfolii. Them are, in Iselail  
l'ontiogii, and in Britain, the Pninkontm. We se o Ptolomy, the Gangani, OA. Coogani, in 
Richard the„tpoint of Caernarronshire, which is the nearest land of South-Briteila Irsthod, is 
called Gowan:arm pornontorium by Ptolemy, and by Richard, Cangonorumproroototino ; and he 
calls the hay, on the south side of this promontory, Ctimptour liner from these coincidences, we 
may chili infer, that the tribe of the Cangani emigrated from the opposite coast to Ireland. Ois 
the east coast of Ireland, ns we see in Ptolemy, and Richard, thesn'ts,alribe of the Menapii, whose 

ropolis is  Morapiar on the opposite point of South Wales,thereiiihe town of Men pia, as placed 
y Richard and from these coincidences, we,ma 	le presume, that the Mennisti of Wales 
ers the progenitors of the 111rnatii of Irela; 	 a tribe, which equ'ally bore the name 
the Mrnapri,in Belgic Gaul. The Dor river,L;" 	r 	 d, arc obviously from the Celtic 

or Den, signifying aunt, r this wonla 	in We 	several rivers, in Britain, in Gal, 
in Spain. The Imam river, in Ireland, is i3eijrcifi,difi. tIti.mc  C,dfio source as.the /es-. river 

North-Britain, whereon stood h Roman Station:teffli4ort. The Afar. river itrirelalt which 
correctly written Anson", .in some maps, is minsiMisly the Critic Anon, the name of Bo many 

rs, in Britain, which is merely latiniza ater''.4;.Ante. ThSemi 	latinired form of the 
hie Sem which stgnifies great, grand, and•sioiv.In elikW:rose,Ths a *iris appropriate name, 

Lir this river, whieli, Ware assures us, is the Minn noble riter in Ireland I and,  isms so el.* so 
to stagnate into several lochs, in its extended 'cdinse, Ahtiq.aHib. p.43—s..  The name  of this 
fine river was first changed into Stnen.apen Shown, and finally into Sbannotts -The Apologia of 
Ptolomy is the Bpi-sea,  or  TrIkru river of the Irish, which is now called the Bus:, The B.seoa 
of Richard's map is the latinised name of the Celtic Bann, denoting a white coloured water, Alm 
sanie as the Baia, in Lincolnshire '117 are, in Irelmil, other two rivers named Ban.. The 

uraliona of Richard's map is ohvimo/y the Celtic Dar.ablion, or Dar-mon, the Oak river. The 
.,Birgor of Ptolomy, which is undoubt 	the Barr..ro 4,1 inodeni maps, may have derived its 
significant name from Bir, 	si 	%ter t whence, Bieratk, wavy. . The De w- of 

s 	Richard's map is the same as the  Dv::a s  toVrtuth, and North, Britain, the latiniaod name of the 
:Celtic Dem We may find a river Bora, ioPtolono's map of Spain. Or Ptohimy's, and Ricriirt's 

ape of IreLmid, ive may  see  the ./1,7ita river; and in Gaul,Ttolunty not:" the Argon, and Almon., 
.tisters t the mot of these names is 0,, Celtie A-, or rim, which denotes a clear Alm,  or a  resr./ 

S.emn there are several rivers of tl.is osree, and qt.nlitytiin Britain, and in the Other Couinllos tn.  
Zitil were Witted by the 

(r) O'Connor has, indeed, given, is his Dissertations, p. 170,  " a imp ofIreland agreeable' 
..the times of Ptolemy the geographer " 	'ilia map is, iv fact, compiled from the old Irish 

+laic
, rather thaolrom 	preeedin 	pIs yrt. it is obvioot, that'the names of plasm 

at-lir, mid nit Dothic. 

B e 
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statement of the names of rivers, in Ireland, and in Britain, with the subjoined 
meaning of each appellation, front the Celtic language; 

In L.,. ; 	 In BRITAS,. 

'he ,,,ii,,/,,, a remarkable penimula, on the coast The /Ea, a similar r.i.o., on the ear, COAST.  

Id Donn. 	 of Lewis. 
Ard,,,, a izurnomi,ry on the imam of lymei,,,,Ird-rsom,  a promontory, in the kindred B.ith 

of Clyde (o ). 
A isles, in Galwiy.bay ; 	 Amin Isle, in the Flit h of Clyd3; 

4,,,c WO: ott the coact of 11m,egal. 	 Arrfn 181e, in %Vides (2). 
4.!,:r; 4 ritii;41*.yo,tAullt y , 	 Alder,. 'a river, in Wiltshire; Mt, in till, 

//i/der.bliscki9k/isi.nvhite, in Berwickshire (;1. 
Ail., in MaymeOunty ; 	 Ale, in  Ifoxburgshire ; and hie, in Berwick: hiJ . 

llend river, 

in Leitrim county; 	 AIN, or Allan, is the name ,,f several rivms in 
South, mid North, Britain (4). 

Allow 	in Coil ; 	' ''''. ' 	 Allow, two riVerG of this name, in Northumber- 
. 	, 	 . 	Lind (5 )• 

Ara-glia river, in Cork; 	 rre  river, in Cornwall ; Are, in Yorkshire ; 
• 4r,-g 	 Cork ; 0 .. 	 •••• 	A.ay, i0Argyle ; Ayr, in Ayrshire; and 

4yr, iu Cardigan (,6). 
4rroto 	 r,-Loch _9 	in Sligo; ... -: -4." 	Arm., river, in Hereford ;  Arco, in Warxiek. ;. 

s., 	 ' 	.' ''4ry, in Monmoutlishile. 
4veti-hanim riv:r, in :Wexford ; 	4  ' 7,7: .'' ./ ..yisrallivest, both in South, and North, Brit* 

Soled 	• - 	• 4vembui riv, r, in Cstrlidi....441103, 1.
41
1;:, ..]ess„, 	Anor, whLli, in the aim' 

4,"ra-nnaie rivers, '&"'ofilra'na . 	'i, 	Milet, and Gauge, langunge,, signifies 
Awl- orre river,' in ask; 	. '  	44 	'qv,  (7)' 
41.-gorin, in slip; 'afil several, other Anon,, 

in Ireland.  dfa/-4, or Aldatebb water, in Coil:; 	41d-X.U.• rivalct, o Pm ilhhire (8). ' 

(1) The Gaelic Aird, signifying n pie, or prgfitisa, is applied to several prornotitorii 
thusuoass of Ireland, and on the shores of North.13ritisistgi. 

4) Aran, in the British, signifies a high place it n the name-of several mountains, in 10rit0n. 
(3) A.:oak:or (Brit.) eigr.ifies running water. 	 Yee 

(4) .4keen,(Brit,) Alain (Gaelic) signify the white, or clear, stream. 
(5) Allow, Or Ail., means tfie clear, or bright, olitcr 	and Gke, in the Leith', anii 

other dialects of the Celtic, signify wate'r. 
(6) Air. (Brit ) denotes the bright, pa 'mid, stream; and Aer signifies thearinler, or cony 1 

iclose:ram 'Aer.o.u.,  or  yler-ay, come),  chi, some meaning. 	in ancient Gaulith 
(7) Avon-taa, signifies the white 	 Arvon-Ing.  the yellow river ; .4vm.mort, the great. rive, ; 

and Avon-soma, thd blue river. TheArtheta a 	(wady in doe Apes of watem, and hills, 
in North-Britain. 

(8j Ald-da814 in igaet, signifies the black rivulet. Thee 	c isibegliently applied, ire the 
nasne of dark-coloured waters, in Bri`sin, and Ireland. See Dm. • 
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ellorpines.] 	Or NORTH-BRITAIN. 

; 	 In B11.12410 

Ann river, and Aw loch, in Argyle (9). 
Amy river, in Devon 
Annan river, in Dumfries (no). 

Bon river, in Down; 	 Bane river, in Lincoln; 
Bann river, in Wexford; n. 	 Bonny river, in York; 

Bann river, in Wexford; 	 havoc-burn, in Stirling;  
ver, in Londonderry; 	 Baron river, in Pembroke; 

Bain river, in Hertford (1 I ). 
Bad, river, in Somorem. 
Barlow river, in WestmoreLmd (1),  
Pisa river, in Montgomery (13).. 

.B 	on, ; 	 Bow river, in Shropshire. 
Bray river, in Dublin. 	 Bray river, in Devon (14). 
Brarin water, in Galway; 	 Brier 	&mitnerset (15). 

Aro-beg river, in Cork; 
Any river, 4,B/tenth; 
Amer river, o chre;  

Callen river, in Kilkenny ; 
C0/000 1 oer, in Tyro n .; 

Fe river, in Lon-rnond.; 
lake, in Armagh 

lake, and river, in !nary; 
river, in Ant 	; 

gran 	in Ti ;inn, 

in Wilts (16). 
Cambridgeshire; 

am ri, 	Oucenter. 
Calm/ river, in Cornwall., Cc. (17) 
Car r1Ver, in Dorset ; 
Care river, in Devon; 
Caown river, in Gloucester; 
Carron rive, in Stirling (A). 

(9) Ate, in the Briti,h, :,ad in, the :mcia(<Gaulinh, signifies water: Anc-beg'inignifies the .mall  
water; an, Aro-leg signifies the in& rive, 

(no) An, Ate:  or Awash, in the Gaelic. signifies a water, a river: An, and Ann',  are com- 
•unds, in the names of several waters, in Britain. 
-(sn) Bon, Bane, Bay., Bannea,  all signify thewhite orate, from the Gaelic Ban, white. 
(to) Bar (Brit.; signifies 	 sn, 	npenhie  to  a rapid stream.' 

; (Y3) Beg liver, is perhaps an imperfectiviiiilation 	,Vends, signifying the little river. lir 
(4) Bear (Brit.) means the stream, thatficdn no  swell,. 

8re, and Rene, have probably derived their noon from the tanneries through which 
'they non: Bra (lien;.) Bin (fr.) 	lev.1, or plain'conntry, tie vile, "bog*,  or banks 

a river. 
6) Col, 	sign] i-lcs the 	v ,ter hem, a stmll water, in Are; In..1.ire, is named 

	

Cali.,  in  Briti:h, means the 	that apt to rim'ont of its channel. 
r7) Cam, Cano,n, Cam. fin, denote the crooked, or Innaling water, from the British, and 

Gaelic, Cam it is a alianpound, in  th... name 	several streams of tills description, in Britain; 
as  Gm.*  in lirec)::: 	',let, in S 	Combet, in Comberkmd, 

( IS ) Tar, Con. - ... 1Earra • 	 ling water there are several winding streams, in 

   
  



eDie.rie r, in Louth, the Dena of l'ioLtily 

. earz river, and Ink, in Donnegal ; 
Drarig loch, in Longford 

Donna loch, in Kerry ; 
Glen Dm river, in Antrim ; 

oro river, in Dublin county ; • 
0o.ro river, in Queen's county ; 

Denny water, in Wicklow; 
Dune river, in Kildare; 

• 

look 1.-.-Tbeltoraan 

In Baratavy 

Clyde river, in Lanerkshire ; a 	in Wale,. 
C./ydarb, two of this namq . ig ke. 
.Cledarl,, in Glamorgan; Oche , two rivers ol 

this name, in Breck,nock (,o). 
Culan water, in Banffshiro(lo). 

Dre river, in Wales ; two Dees in North-Britain, 
the Dews of Biotin,* (21). 

Dfarpan water, in Argyle ; several rivulet, and 
some lochainNorth.BritahyrenainedDrarg, 
from the rill colour of theigivaters (no). 

DOW river; in Caermart hen (23). 
Don river, m Aberdeen (a+). 
Doer water, in Fife, and Dour water, in Aber-

deen: and bend the names of .iflierdon, 

Mawr water Argyle (25). 
Doer 	 Stallordthire (26). 

Avon-2a, 

Are ACCOUNT 

boosters;In  

Clyde river, in Louth county ; 
Clodagh river, in King's county ; 
CVO river, in Fermanagh ; 
(34 river, in Londonderry; 

ri Culmy ver, in Sligo ; 

(1.  CV (Brit.) Clod (Ir.) signify warm, sheltered COdirch, of a warm or shelt 
Clyde% is a diminutive form of the word the Irish Clodagl, May possible mean, indee4 
analogy, the slimy, or dirty waters r from Clo,logh, dirt, thine. 

(2o) 'Ca.. (Brit.) signifies the narrow, or C0111111,1 water.. 

(en) The name of the Dee is probably derived from the British Dee,, Wilkh is pronounced liko. 
Dee, and signifies the clerk coloured stream: the Git4ic form of the word is Dab, which  it 
nounced Dun, and may 8..11t for the ancient name of Den, ther eons given it by Ric! 
Ptolomy. 

(en) Drag, and Dtarkem, signify, in Gaelic, the red water. 

(23) Dair-an (Brit. and Ir.) signifies the oak water, and Doran (Brit.) mrans the sonoron 
noisy stream. But the Der, in thew names, is perhaps only a variation of Dur, water, which is 
common to all the dialects of the 

(2+) Dorn (Brit.) Den (Ir.) signifies dusky, or discoloured, width is characteristic of the 
colour of those waters the 1)oun, in Ayrshire, retains its original name, in the Briti,rb form, 	, 

(a;) All these' streams derive thiiir names from the Celtic Dar, or Do, signifying water. 
the British, it is Thor t n Cornish, Dolor ; in Gaelic, Dot-, or Dolbar, which is pronounced'. 
.Dour; in the ancient Gaulish Der, and Dour ; and in Bas Breton Dur. The Der in a compound, 
in the names of many British rivers, as tl e Cal-efue't, Glas4ur, Dur.back, Ac. There is a DUe.  
iieer, and there is a Dourona river, in Ptelomy% map of Ireland. 

(26) These, and several other 	 s of similtr*itra,have probably derived their appellations 
from the Gaelic Dab, or Dove.cTifying boiktOirAlg, smelling; or more probably from D111,1. , , 

denoting, like tbc13ritisli Den, the dusky, or dark colour of the water. This epithet appear, in 
the 

   
  



L —2ile Aborigines] 	Ge NORTILBRITAIN. 

In IRELAND; 	 In BRITAIN I 

Avon-En, or Ed river, rises from Loch-En, in Ea river, in Dumfries; Ey river, in Berwick s 
Donegal. 	 and Ey river, in Aberdeen (27). 

Erne loch, in Westmeath, mistakenly called Erne river, and Erne loch, in Pothshire ; Erne 
iron 1,11; 	 river, now called Findborn, in Elginshire 

Erne river, and Erna Inch, in Fermanagh, and 	Earn water, in Renfrew OS). 
Cavan ; 

Ed liver, and LochErE, in Donegal.; Eel is She same of a number of rivers in lit; 
Esty river, in Slig o; from the Gaelic Err,. Pair, sign.  

es county 	 water. 

Fah, or Pala river, is Corimall: 
Igford 	 Fall wane, in Perthshire (29).• 

rib ; 	 paneI I 	Sutherland (3o). 
Tina 	 ; 	 4:Fine loch, in Argyle. 
Elan river, m,d loch, in Donegtil 	 F rivulet, in Argyle; Fin loch, in Ayr; 

,:glen-water, i r Lanerk( ). 
Fey river, in Waterford ; 	 Foy rivejiin Cainisvai(i), 
Foyle riv,r, in Londonderry; Loch-Fay/., in Fay/41416h gives name to:Nerfoyle, inPertli(a). 

Donegal: 
h river, ho C,al.ohy ; 	 Fresh river, iu Kincardineshire (4); 

i, 	' 	raises of hlany British v.hrirs , the,  ame of Black water, which several streams bear, in Ireland, 
.. 	. s • d in Britain, W 0 mem translation, from the Gaelic thige-loll, and alson.dubb. Spenser men 

tiods, in his Fairy Queen, 
l' Swift llohof,f, wftilorthEnglishmatv, 

r 	 " 1, call'd BI.Erwete 	'd the Liffer.deep.” 	fi.,  
' • (27) Ea, Ey, Em, and Ave, all signify water, in the old Critic. 

(Fog) The Ernes May have denied their namps, from oho British 4,,on, or  Aron ; signifying the 
dristr, or foamy stream. A river, in the south of Ireland, which is different from the Ems, in 
the teat, is called by Ptolorny tarsus a the ancient name M the Erna, in Perthshire, is preserved in 

name of the Roman station of Hierna, 'which was placed on its banks: the might of the whole 
y be perhaps (mind in the British Er , algoifiing on impulse, or progression. 	' 
(a9) Foal, FA and Fuli,,,, derive their names from ,ho British Fall, denoting what spreads 

a spread.  
(so) Fan, and Fuse, in she Gaelic, sT7oifies a descent, or Jarlivity, ,dso lower. 
(s) AR thihe waters, which :Ire nomad Phu, and Thor, &rive their appellations, from oho 

he Fuss, or Finn ; signifyig white. Fun enters into the fur illation of the names of several 
re, in North-Beitain ; as iin.monie, Fis-gla, fin-era, Go. 

a) Fe, Fee4; io clic Gaelic, signify ehe nclisy or INIII/INII, stream. 
(3) Fehr is tIM Fia4 orthogroOliy of the ... clic Neil, which is an inflection of the Pd, and 
upp • both .. red to n d 	.0ri o* 	'r : h is put in the obligIle case, from haying 

te 	..4an ii. 	:car'a,ficeA 
4) Fog/, and Pauilt,ssayalla 	cod (heir name, from the Gaelic Fia'ach, Fidget, signify- 

:. „Y ; or from Fvesbal, cold, chill. 

Caron 

   
  



An ACCOUNT 

	

In Inet.atni; 	 1,1 	,TAI,, 

Giarsirt paint;  la promontory on the coali of Gaon rola, a 1, . 	iii7 3a*( roast of 

-Gam !ouch; in Sligo ; 	 Gnrr loch, ion 	 fedi, in Rof... 
Cale rive, in Ken ry ; 	 Gr.4-: :iron, inn 	(6). 
Cara river, ilea I.och.Gan, in Sligo ; 	Garry  r e 	i P, 	; 	r, r In. 

(71. 
Game, wat .1, in Clare ; 	 Cdr.: wee, 	: 	.1. 
Ginn loch, in Westmeath ; 	 Clas 	and nein. 	I 
Ciii.liarnn river, 	Dmiegal ; 	 in 
Gui.doro river, is; Dorfegal ; 	 Guy.thel, in 	() 

Aver river falls into haver loan, at Invervilinge, Aver river falls into Lmh.Layri in boob . 
in Donegal. 	 land (1o) 

	

river, in Londonderry 	 Katain river, in Lanark. 

Logan water, in A 
Lagan, or Logan wa r, in Down; 
Logan wmpr, in Louth ; 
Lee river, in ICerry ; 

1,7an loch, in Inv•rne, ; 
way in Dumfries; 

J.'„ nn  watr, in Lanark ( it). 
Ler river, in Hertford ; 
J er  laver, in Chethire ( 	). 
Line rim., in Northumberland; 1.yne mire, in 

Peebles; and several others of the 
name, ill Seism (13 )• 

I-Vivi. 'in Cork; 
./9tiver, in Kerry 

 

  

(s) Carron, in the 	sivillea Rada, 04'st:idea, one. 
(6) The Gale, and Gala, may be derived from the British Gal, signifying what breaks out, 

or makes an irruption ; mid, secondarily, from the Gaelic Goal, denoting aifire, bright. 
(7) Garra, and'Garry, signify the rough, or impetuous rive, from Garai, (Brit.),  Carla, 

(Gaelic), rough, a 'Patera. Several torrents, in Britain, me named from this source. 
(6) The epitheigiow which signifies grey, Ilme, or sreen, in the British, and Gaelic, is applied 

to a number of ivat* in Britain ; as Ghtr-due, Fin-glass, and a nriety of streams named Davila, 
(9) Theer, and lawny other streams in:Britain,"derive their names from the British Gauy,  signify. 

ing water, a stream: and the same, in Cornish. The same Gory frequently appears, in the 0.0111C,  
drivers, isgse fortztof 	 fly ; as the (g) is diopt in composition. 

( to) 	inAhe Gaelic, which is pronounced Inver, denotes the mouth of a river, the. 
Milos of a river into Hisses, or into a lake, or the influx ,done river into another; hence, the teeth 
laver has, in a few instances, been transferred to the rivers themsaVes. 

(It) These wags probably derived their names from the wary., through which they rue, 
Lagan, and. - 	tthe Gaelic, signify  a hollow. 

(”) 	 't.i>h, signifies a flux,a 	ataiesm. Aaealee has ts prefix from the 
Irish And,,:  

(t 3) L6 	nl and Linne, in the Gaelic, sigierysiiihat proceeds,. or ism m,tion, what 

   
  



	

— Ch. 1.—Thr ;gins.] 	On NORTH-BRITAIN. 

In lima. t 	 In 131010,1 

Lifor river, which was called by Spenser the Liver river, in Corinvall; 

	

deep ; 	 Liver river, in Argyle (l4)• 
Lough, and Lod, arc  every where, in Ireland; Lltuch, and Loth, are every where,  in Wnkn. 

Scotland (is): 
hlnig river,'in Limerick; 	 Afro: river, in Rossshire (;f). 
Millar river, in Antrim ; 	 Mayne riser, in Stafford; 
Mayne river, in Desmond ; 	 if  water, in Wigton ; 

	

ong river, in Ku ry ; 	 Mean water, 	Duinfries (ty). 

	

in Cork; 	 Mulls river, in Montgomery; Me& river 
Devon; Male dyer, in Surrey (t9' 

ntriin ; Nrag water, in Del,bigb ( ;9). 	• 
odonderry ; 	 Ro,ther, in Inv deer 

	

Mayo ; 	 Rue vivo, in hlontgomery 

	

in Kildare ; 	 Rye river, in Yorkshire; Rye river, in Ayr. 

llows,water, a pool, a lake. T¢e word ftemiently appears in the narens a rivers in Bri 
articularly of such as form ports. Loin, in Gaelic, signifies a rivulet ; and 	f 

graphy of North-Britain. Llicts  is the plored of the IBitish Lit, a flood. 

(ma) The Ly:,, and Lion, as well as the ./.0, which bisects Dublin, 
m the British LiL,  or  Llio signifying a flood, or inundation. The rivers, na 
now Bo, and ISo, in Britain, hate their names front the same source. 

(my) The British Liereb, and the Gaelic Loeb; or Lond,  signifying an Lflux of water, a la 
every whore, in Britain, and Ireland, applied to i lomo of the 	; and to lakes. 

(of) The fiLig, and the Moog, may have derived their name, Pro the British Mel, rigor 
sudden turn, or course ; or, perliape, frnm the Gaelic Maw, denoting the aebey role, of 

waters. The Meggit  water in Peebles, the Ale,io in Dumfries, the Miglo in "Fife, and the IT 
land, probably deli; their names from the same source. 

'sync, Main, and Man, may derive the i names from the Gaelic Meadban, which, 
Mean signifying the mideffe  e so  Avon-

r 
 Mean hnii, the middle rilmr ; or, 

t signifying the agitated, or troubled water; Which is, indeed, ch 
those several streams. 

. 	( ;8 ) The British Mod, and the Gaelic Mod, signify bre, 
been appli$ to those waters, ,from the eircumnance of their 
covering 6/fautod Mad (Brit.) means close, warm: Mol, 

infleodOne, signify loud, noisy. The 111.111: is often called 
a it ran through his neuron. s  

Gaelic, signifies an apparition AV 
Bang otoM, everlfrnt, conittent. Colkct. H 

	

loch 	which is certainly 	gest 

	

fr 
US SW 

R,i't 	 signify the 
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[Book I. TI  e Roman Period. 

In laavAttn; 	 In BRITAIN ; 

Rea loch, in Galway; Ron loch, in  Roscommon; Rea river, in Shropshire; Res river, in Warwick ; 
Rey,  or  Ray, in Wilts (2 o ). 

Siang river, in Wexford; Shinn riv,cr, in Cork; Slanie water, in Perthshire (a2). 
d'airs river, in Waterford; 	 Sowre liver, in Leicester s  donor .ri,r, in Os • 

ford (23). 	.. 
Swell, river, in Donegal; .Fwitty river, and Swellj.  Squall river, in Yorkshire; Squad,  two of this 

loch, In Donegal; 	 name, in Kent ; &oily, in Glocs,c,  ( 24). 
To todl, i,1 Wexford; 	 Tow river, in Der i ;  Tay loch, and river, in 
Tay river, ion Waterford ; 	 Perth ; Tim river,. in Glamorgan (25). 
Toone riva, in Cork ; 	 Tvir river, in Sommerset (26). 
2'./i....elea river, in F,rmanagh : 	 T..... ri, .e, in Flfn 2.,.). 
Uri.;,, river, in Wo, f,•,1; 	 rh.,,b!,..,--, in B,shire ; 
Anon-fin, in Ruse,.mon ; 	 L.',.,. tiv,r, in Galloway ; Urie river,. M Abe, 

&en (s3). 

(s.r) Rea, R.y, and Rye, riven,;  derive their nanien frorneller vality of richer, 
Rim,' (Brit.), Rd, and Red, ,(Cuseiic), signify astral motion, ray:id Ilige-era', and  U.  
si 	y Iterally ',mei,: water of wIgch {tra water,  or  Rea river, in a half translation. 

31.1, and Slane., mop live derlved,their namcs, from the Gaelic Eare.lan ; signifying 
the full water. 

(23) In the Irish, and other dialects ofCeltic, Sur, and Srir, signify water. 
Hamm. v. 3. p. n47 ; 	 otkm. 	Sash (Gaelic) and Sold (British), meant 
or liquor. 

(24) Swift, in the Gaelic, signifies ma; and Sim//, famous : but, neither of these terms  arc  a  
very applicable to the objects: these rivers may have borrowed iher names, from the nature of the 
countries, through sslkich they ran: Ts 	iu the 	 s sheltered place, an inliab,ted, 
or cultivated country. 

(se) These, and various other similar awes of rivers in Britain, are all derived from the British 
Ta, Taw, Garlic T, orb, Tao, signifying what expands, or spreads; also what is still, or quid 

.; the fine expanses formed by these waters justify the propriety of their British appellation My  is 
'the English pronunciation of the British Taw. 

(r6) Ton, (km.), Twn, (masc.), in dd British, and also, in the Gaelic, denote %water, wide,  
forma surges, or wave, in its roll : but, these names are, perhaps, merely a  variation of Taal, 
which anciently sigrinsil a river, in the British, as well as in the old Gaulish. 

(27) Both those 	derive their names from the Gaelic Toile, a flood. The Gaelic T.&  enters 
into the formation of 	names of streams, in Britaina,as Avon-that, oi Avon-nik 
a stream, in Aberdeenshire. 

.4.11  
(28) (Gaelic), and Aion-oer, 	...), signify the cold rim: Avon•vir, (Brit.), 

Ave 	r, (Guile) s;;nify the purr,  or fresh river. 

- • 	 From 
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—Ch. I.—Tbe Adoniina.] 	Or NORTH-BRITAIN. 	 27 

From this comparative view of the rivers of Ireland, and of Britain, arises a 
moral certainty, that the British islands were originally settled, by the same 
Celtic tribes. This certainly might even be made more certain, by a com- 
parison of the names, which the first colonists imposed on the other great 
objects of nature. Of these, islands, arid insulated places, I ave the Gaelic 
name of his, which appears from the maps, in the various forms of hub, Inch, 
Ince, Ennis ;  and which is the same, as the Gambro-British rays, and.the Cornish 
Ennis (a). Of the mountains, several are named frost the Gaelic Siiabb ; as 
Sliabb.sneacht, the .010^.4 glOtIldaht, in Donegal ;  Silabb.damb, the stags moon-
Min, in Sligo; Sliabb.klar; the grey mountain, in Cavan; Sliabh•bui, the yellow 
mountain, in Wexford (5). The Claakc Bein, signifying a mountain, is the 
general appellative of many hills; as  ,Ben-dubli, the black Mountain, in 
'Tipperary; Bendevagh, in Galway ; Ben.balhagh, But-icolben in Sligo. S 
heights have the Gaelic prefix Morn, which also signifies a mount 
/tffm-arty, in Mayo; Messrs-trasna, in Galway. 	Several hilts are 
from the Gaelic Cass, or Knee,  a  hi//;  as  Knoc.breac, the speckled 
Cork; Cnoe.na-shi, the fairy hill, in Slijo. The Gaelic Crwarb,  a hi 
Corn,  a heap ;  Mullach, a summit; 1):01,  a hill; enter into the name 
hills, in Ireland. All those Gaelic compounds appear cvail cons 
the topography of Scotland ; and equally evince, that a 
those several names on remarkable places in both !hose 

The great body of the names of plates, in the map of I 
Gaelte (c). Many names, as we might expects are derived from /la, 
which is frequently spelt Agh, by the English, and signifies  a- field. 
names are formed, from the Catiie /.7,n, or Cluain, signifying a 
Several names are derived frost Ant, a  height ; aUsi from D 
a ridge. A number of names are compeninded with the Gat 
originally signifyed a  UN, and secondarfly a:stresgth,  or forties 
pear: in the form of Dun, Dap, D,cn. Sevetalnaines are derii,  
which also signifies, in the Gaelic, a ,d.nr 9f setwrit y,  a sit 	a v'.1 

(a) In the Cornish, the same ts:si is 	 I 	,ct,' 
Pica,,, it is  fais; and M the ancient G.mIish, 	usi 

(L) The Gait Sfia'h is sink 	 sups, aka i9 
it is the English pronunciation but, in Ihusi,rt'i nIsp u!.  I'; land, and in d  
cotnity snaps, the orthography-of Shall  is mon: 

(0) Sec 13,skuthrt's map, which has best re,d thr 	.1111, of ch. old 
(d) Rash, in she Gaelic, and Rhdrk,  in the

er, 	11 

u
6 

 ri ;Many, s pis re, 
psi, such as the Celtic inhabits= of the British idsz 	Gard It hub' 

E  2 

   
  



sS 	 As ACCOUNT 	[Bosh 1.-77, Ramon 

Cable, and Car, form the prefixes of some mamas, in the topography of Ire. 

land (e); as Carr and Car do, in Wales, in Cornwall, and also in Scotland : 

and, all these are derived from the British Crier,  or the Gaelic Catbair,, which 

is pronounced Cale; signifying a wall, or mound for defence, a fa 

place ; a  fortress,  a  fcrli fled town. There is VO y numerous class of na 	; 

which is much more modern ; because those nom ; were generally imposed, both 
in Ireland, and in Scotland, after the epoch of Cluritianity ; and which appears 

under the form of CII,  or  Kul; signifying wesli, a chapel, a church. 

Ireland, plainly, preserves, in her topography, a much greater proportion of 

Critic names, than the stop of any other country t and next to it, in this respeft, 

may be placed North-Britain. The names of towns, villages, churches, parishes, 

mountains, lakes, rivers, and of other places, and objects, in Ireland, are 

nearly oil Gaelic. A small proportion ore Eritlish ; or of a mixed stature, 

consisting of Gaelic and English. The names of places, which appear to be 

derived from the Scandinavian rovers, who made onto settlements on the coasts 
of loclostd, during the ninth, and tenth centuries, are so very low,. that they 

would scarcely merit notice, if they did not illustrate the obscurities of history: 
and the Scandian mimes are confined to the cast, as we know front Ware (f)„ 
the Easimen were in their residence ; :rod these appellations are chiefly con-

spicuous, from their giving names to some of the maritime towns. The mixed 

wines are composed, by grafting English words ass Irish roots ; as  Lifford, 
&bit-head, Ban fact, Bade-borough, Gil-ford, A bbryfeal. The Engl.  is ap- 

pellations are such as Abing-ton, Ar.ton,. 	rough, Lanes•borough,' Marl- 
borough, New-town, New-earth., Long-ford, Swat . fin,. The termination of 

ford, in those names, and in others, as it merely signifies the passage of several 

waters, must not be confounded, as Ware, and I larris, have mistakenly done, 
with the affix ford, in Wexford, Wafer-ford, Carling fsrd, Strang:ford. The 
fact evinces that, in these names, the ford is affixed to some  bay, frith,  or 
bar, ;  and consequently, must be the Scandinavian ford, which denotes suds 
collections of water. The names, winch were applied to various objects, in 

the Gaelic, its, signified a  surely hence, the term was applied, by the old Irish, and by the 
' 	Scotoslrish, to the villages, in which they lived I to the Seats of their Thula,  or Owes ; and to 

fort:vest, or  place of security ; Rdth  is the common appellation, for the ancient Iriah Flirt., mock 
which were situated on eminences, the same as in Britain : yet, this well-known Celtio , 
which was so frequently applied, by the Garlie people of Ireland, and of North-Britain, to th 

, 	villages; and stredelts, ha, been deduced by speulation from the German Rat, which his quite 
ht 	different ruciming ! T.*, of the Irish Academy, ti.8. AO*. p. y. 

(I) See Bcaufort's Map, nod his Judea, 	(/)  Andel. Hibcrn, ck. 2.5. 
Ireland. 
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---CL I.—The .dlorlgines.) 	Or NORTH-BRITAIN. 	 au 

Ireland, by the Eastmen, are so few, as to admit of being enumerates!. The 
names of Wexford, Waterford, Carling-ford, Strangford, which are all con-

..  nected with bays, need not be repeated : it is of more importance to note, that 

or
,e nave Irish still use their own vernacular names, for these towns; as 

Wateifoid is by them called Port-Lairge, Wexford Loelogarman. The name 
f Wieklow is somewhat doubtful : Mk, in the Scandinavian, signifies a bay, or 

. '  creek, and also a fortress, or strength; but, the term is also in the Anglo-
Saxon, and in old English : And the affix /ow, in Wick-Iota, Ark-kxu, Car-/ow, 

k

it 

 may possibly be derived from the old English few, a hill, or rising ground, 
' 	. which seas borrowed from the Anglo-Saxon Islam, (g). Steerwick, a bay on 

the coast of Kerry, is probably the Stneroviek of the Scandinavians, signifying 
,. • ' . the butter-haven. The Olderfleete-haven, in Speed's map of Antrim, seems 

also to be a Seandian name. The Scandinavian ey, signifying an isla,d, op-
lo

t 

 pears to have furnished a few names of islands, with terminations : such as, the 
Islets of Dalk-ey Lamb-ay, Ireland's-eye, on the coast of Dublin ; the Salt-ce 

' 

	

	. islands, on the coast of Donegal; Oto-ey island, on the coast of Galway; 
Durs-ey island, on the coast of Cork; Whiddl island, in Bantry-bay. Holm. 
Patrick, an islet on the coast of Dublin, is probably the Scandinavian Holm, an 

t
p 	islet, though holm also signifies an islet, in the Anglo-Saxon speech- Butt  

these form a very few of the numerous isles, lying around the shores of Ireland, 
the great body whereof is named from the Gaelic Isis: and a few, indeed, 

li

o 

 .. 

	

	have English appellations. The names of Limeriek, of Leitut,r, of Munger, 
nd of Ulster, were plainly formed, from the vernacular names of Gaelic times, 

,  r by the addition of Scandinavian terminations. The Irish name of Luini-wench 
was converted by the Scandinavian intruders into Limerick. To the Gaelic 
appellations of Laightan, Mumbaht, and U/ladb, which are pronounced, like 
Laiean, Mania, and Ulla, the Scandinavians, who settled on their shores, 
added the Gothic term Stack, or S,er ; and thus {Mined Lamer, Muanseer, 
and Ulster : and these compounded names, which were more familiar to the 
English of the twelfth century, were by theft; adopted, and continued; while 
the native Irish still use their own vernacular names, with the prefix Coige, 
• nifying a province. Such are !he few names, which the Scandinavians in, 

sed on the places of Ireland : and the topography of Ireland, which exhibits 

Sec Gibmt,'s Sas. Chron. Reggie Generale, p.6, 7. Yet, Callow is rnewly a corruption 
the vernacular Irish name Car air-1,,l, signifying the fortress, or town, on the lake. Sec 

et:Hibem. w 3 P. 340. This name is pronounced, in Irish, Cs5h,,0b, awl by the English 
delve so the terminations of.ArBow, and Wale, may also be from the Irish lough, which is 

x000nated kw by the English; the fans roust decide many such doubtful positions. 
none 

   
  



Gaelic. him, Chadic 
and Engli,l, ! 

(/,) A Ten hr, shewing the respective numbers of the several names of towns, villages, 
mountains, lakes, rivers, bays, promontori,s, and islands, in lleatdort's map of Ircland ; aml 
exhibiting the proportion of Gaelic, English, and Scandinavian designs 	each le 
of the alphabet. 

4 
7 	3. 

33 

17 
57 
48 

26 
3 

47
8 	84 

; 
	18 

6 and V 1.3 

30=g 

187 
387 
409 
270 
39 
74 
88 

99 
650 
t27 
182 

26 

Names in A 

C 

H 

L 
 

N 
B 

Q 
K .43 

117 
158 

3. 	 As ACCOUNT 	[Book 1.—The Ronan Period. 
none of those Gothic appellations, at any distance from the coast, to which 
they were confined, altogether corresponds with their history, as we read it in 
Ware's Antiquities : nor, is there to be seen one mountain, lake, river town, 
village, or any other objet, in the interior of this Celt 
Scandinavian name. 

The Index to Beaufort's map, which allay be dame 
contains 3842 names of cities, towns, baronies, villages, parishes, churc es,  

mountains, lakes, rivers, bays, promontories, and islands: of these, 3oz3 
arc Gaelic names; apt are mixed names of Gaelic, and English; 6z3 appoila. 
tions are English and of the whole, only zo names arc Scythic, Scandinavian, 
or Gothic. The several proportions of those various names arc exhibited, in 
the subjoined table, tinder the different letters of Beaufort's alphabet (G). 

This table, then, furnishes a Moral demonstration of the historic truths, that 
Ireland was originally colonized by Gaelic people, from Great Britain ; and 

   
  



Abori:Tine,) 	Or NOETII-BRITAIN. 

that a Scandinavian race never settled beyond the shores of the sacred island. 
Such are the instructive helps, which the topography of Ireland supplies to the 
obscure history of her successive colonists, from the earliest to recent times. 
The stone monuments of the first settlers, which still remain, confirm the just 
representation, that has been given of their original country, and genuine 
lineage (i). 

From those authentic facts, and satisfactory circumstances, it is reasonable to 
infer, that The British isles were all settled, by the same people, during the 
most early times. If Europe was originally peopled by the gradual progress of 
migrations by land ; if the nearest continent colonized the adjacent islands if 
the shores of South.Britain were thus peopled from Gaul, we may thence infer, 
that the northern districts of the same island were settled, by migrants from 
the South, who were incited by curiosity, or urged by interest, to search for 
new settlements, while the original impulse yet produced its early effects. This 
reasoning is confirmed by facts. It will be found, that the Celtic tribes of 
North-Britain practised the same worship, followed the same manners, and 
spoke the same language : and, these circumstances are proofs, which demon-
strate the sameness of the people, with greater conviction, than the fanciful 
theories of philosophers, or the absurder intimations of ignorant chroniclers. 

In every history, it is of the greatest importance to ascertain the origin of the 
people, whose rise, and progress, and fortune, it is proposed to investigate. 
But, in an account of North-Britain, that object becomes still more important, 
when it is considered, how alien its aborigines !rave been traced to various 
sources, and how Irma its annals are involved in singular obscurity. Whether 
the aborigines of North-Britain were of a Gaelic, or a Gothic origin, has been 
disputed, with all the misinformation of ignorance, and debated with all the 
obstinacy of prejudice. The lineage, and the chronology, of the Caledonians, 
the Picts, and the Scots, have been investigated miC he zeal of party, rather 
than the intelligence, and tile candour, of,rationai Inquirers, why examine, 
much more than dispute. 

Under such circumstances, it becomes necessary to offer, with regard to such 
inquiries, proofs, which come near to demonstroion. Rre have,scen, that the 
British isles were peopled, by Celtic tribes, in the most early ages. These 

(;) it I5 not the Ron.d Towers, which arc her,. reforred n, ; and which are of much more recent 
crcction but the Carps, the Circles of Stones, the Crotnice',s, which are of the first ago. Sec 
Wright's Louthiana, bk. iii. pt  3, I., 5, 6 ; Gopp- h's Camden, s. 3, pl. soar. 

lunimenta Anciqtii; v. i, p. 03-3 Groans Antig. 	 p. sit Sinith'u Hist. Cork, 
v. ii. pl. xu. vu. 

settlements 
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3s 	 As ACCOUNT 	(Boa 	Roman Peri 

settlements were made, during distant times, while only one race of men in-
habited Western Europe. The Gothic migrations, which are but recent, when 
compared with the colouization of Europe, had not, in those times, begun. 
And, from those intimations, we might easily infer, that the Gaulish tribes, 
who planted the southern parts of Britain, found a ready course throughout 	, 
every division of Britain, and a final settlement, in the northern districts ofthe 
same island. In our subsequent progress, we shall see history recognize, and 
topography confirm that rational notion of the original colonization of North-
Britain (k). This region, during the first century, is a small, but genuine mirror 

(A) A comparison of the appellations of the tribes, and of the names of places in South, and 
North-Britain; as day are stated by Ptolemy, and Richard, will furnish a decisive proof, that the 
tribes in both were of the same lineage; and that the names of places, o both those eountrie 2, were 
imposed by the Mine Gaelic C010111.. There are, 

in Nones BeIT•111,. 

(i),The Carnabii of Caithness. 

The Canto of Riweshire. 
The Danmii of Clydesdale, ai 

and Ayr. 
The Nlmantee of Galloway. 

(a) The Sylca Caledonia of she 
nJ.: 

I: sell., a tows of the &lg... 
14,11,n ,aoatolof Galloway. 
Pen-Uxellum gOnnatorium, at the 

of Dornoch frith. 
Linde in, at Ardochos town of the 
Rerigonom, a town of the Novantea, 

Galloway. 
Voris, in Murray. 

(3) The Alatina, svhereatstood Mauna, a town 
a the Damnii. 

The Dim, in Angus, and others of the 
name, in North-Britain. 

The Abyss, which separates the Can 
Logi. 

The Dens, a river in Galloway, a 
Aberdeen. 

The Nidne, a river in Wales I. 	 The Niel, a river in Galloway. 
'FM Tina, a river of the Ottodini, in 	'Fire 'rine, a river of the Venticone,, 

Northumberland; 	 Angus. 
This comparative statement, then, exhibits not sinalaritien, but samenessca s and themby el 

h,s, that the same people must have originally imposed all those names on the same perons 

In SOUTH-BILITA. 

(I) The Carnabii of Cornwall ; tire Caniabii of 
Cheshire, and Shropshire; . 

The Canto of Kent 
The Damnii of Devon ; the 133111Itil of Ire- 

land ; 
The 'Pri.novantes of toes, and Middlesex ; 

(r) The Sylvia Caledonia of Norfolk; and Sof. 
folk; 

Dada, a town of the Hadni; 
Dula, a river of Sornmeraa ; 
podium promontorium, at the mouth of 

the !lumber 
LiOdum, at Lincohi, a town of the Ceitani 2 
Rerigoniom, a town of the Siatuaii, in Lan- 

cashire 
Varis, in Wales ; 

(3) The Alauna, a ricer of the Belgo 

The Esca, a river, in Devon t 
The Loa, or Ewa, in Wales 
The Abona, which falls into the Severn; 

The Dom, a river in tales and in Ireland ; 
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Or NORTH-DRIT ,UN. 
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by one and twenty 
enitors, did not 

the sante religious 
it hone mom, 

of action ; 
and, above 

tation of those, 

'aboriiy' ter  of No 	ritain, which is 
such importance to the truth of history, there will be im ediately subjoined 

pboofs of that simple notion of their original settlement, which amount to a 
moral dtmonstration. These proofs will consist of an accurate comparison, 
between the names of places, in South-Brief in, and the mote names, in North-
Britain, 1,1,1, the following heads: (1.) Promontories, hills, and harbours; 
(2.) lti,ers, risuists, and waters; (3.) Miscellaneous names of particular 
district,. Nt,, the identity of the name, of places, in both the divisions of 
our hIstut, I -ii r certain, as well the fact, r their meaning, no doubt can 

main, Lot tle t ue people must have imposed the ,O1111.: names on the SOO'. 
, 11..` 	and it thz south of the British islands. In this tope- 

bLit is as new, as it is interesting, we at once proceed 

lIt ', HARBOURS, ass HILLS, 

111 N01,11-Bitloars : 

igh, rocky, isle0, mtlkc Frit 

of Gaul, during the same age. North- 	ain was inhabit 
clans of Gaelic people, whose polity, lik 	their Gaeli 

admit of very strong tics of political u 	. Tiidy pro& 
ets, as the Gauls, and perfiiiined 	sacred 

is  were the same, as we know fro 
modes df life ; their UbIllipS of bur 1, 

II, their expressive language, whiclh" 
ho delight in such lore, ;Nas the  p 
To lave no doubt with regardte  

   
  



34 AN ACCOUNT 	pool: 1 —Mr Itcman 

.puedeye 
ofienyst.h6744 	A Cara 

Abor-poulg 
. 	merge& Aber 

Sk- 
iVe'toast of 

• 
oi.goiottethshire 	olarnsi411,C 

A6 fray's ( 

leu as ou 1.1‘ toast, are mace 
at the cog 	et of water‘.  

Caw is applied to a rre. 1 ; as Coo 

dIrran bland, in CO 	&event must 

To So 101,11.11w I 

Nftrloneth.: tied Vivi) la, ne  

1,, NoRTI,BLITAIN  : 

man 	in the Clyde, is at 0.000, front 
a sani; of iligh mountains, which run 

through the middle dit (s). 

Aber-iota. Aber-don, Aber-dour, in AlarSien. 
dale ; Aber:dour, in FiEtthim ; 

6t4 r 	Aberfanno, *Cd AbertIliot, in 

1'41V 	gb.TiMit( Abenany, a the mouth of the 

IAberiady, ia hitt4dingtonshne ; and 
, at the confluence of ss.ters, 

of1ande • ,,well a: oath/ court, arc named': 

ifirq 
11, 	 44;vo- Catea 

(2) zir„. (brit 
Thee a aso the A 

(3) Aler (brit.) sifts 	 *confluence caster, 
into a grta 	into the eta ; by metaphor, a port, or 
in Cornish, in in Da

or 
 s-Breton, and in ti,:, 	G..„lish. The 

in the topography, 
a river into the s 
the Celtic names 
.-,ascnri, is called 
or German 05,,, the root n 
of application. In the Briti 	. 
both in its original 	 ,1,,. won 
.eller of the British correspsokb ,,hh the Ireo, :1,, 	, 	'0, 	„,,.„.„ 

•. 
. as they signify the same thh,g. It is a , 	I.' • ' 	h , 

century, that the l',, ()to-frith pcm.1..., 1. Lot ,  
Britons. David I. grahted tu 11,1 	ry ol 	‘• foss ,  .„1 
This remarkable place is at II, mfhla of a 	strum, 
Fife ; both those names arc nosy Ins.. It is on c,phdly cmis, 
into the Ern, 	had been nand ./Monctliy, by t 
Scoto.frish ; and both thew nail,es std remain. ThC G 
as Nid-Arm. 

(4) Cal(Brit.) tafaaf a hollow truak, a cavity, a lolly: to C 

.1" 

   
  



+..„,fortrey, and Pornmouth, in Pariadown,hundectl, 
Hampshire. 

On NORTH-BRITAIN. 	 Os 
In SeeTor-E_  

a name applied t., 
a 	th.. 	0,ff Catawal. ; 

in 
rei) 	 near 

Cardiff ; and Penang-point, near Swansea, 
r. 	 Glamorganshire. 

satire in  the name of a point of land, in Trig- 
hundred, Cornwall.. 

en.ke'poho, near Plymouth, and s, mother 
names ofP,whichareappliedtalnead-lands, 
on doe coasts of Cornwall, and Wales. 

In No 	airmen 

Hash it a name applt 	several height, along. 
the sea coast of North-I3ritain ; a. the Red-

' IBlawks-Hms.b, in Berwickshire; 
ltd Hrugh-end, 	Fifeshire 

Breed-Hey3 in Forfar. 

	

and the 	n-Heugb, 
.Gar.lieush, in Mech.. 
; and Clachan-//eqh, 

-- -on-boa 	tpn. n Wogzon,l,ire (5). 
Kingarth, in the Eland of Bac ; which was fo 

narnedarom a hold head-land, near it on 
the cuait16)• 

E,(ere is the name of a long narrow point of 
land, in the south of Argylohire (7). 

Pen 	a head-land, an the north coast of 
Buchan, Alocrekenshire ; a:n1 the Pon is 
applied io projecting heights ion Nardi-
Iltitain (8). 

Posey, a sea-port, in Banffshine Awl-dawn., 
a creek, in Wigtonddre. 

Porn- 

(5) Uel, mod Ucbel, (11: 	mea., high, a ht.ight, the top, he.; and on  Uch, in the Bas 
Breton, and ancient 	 If  was probably Faxed to ilet, and thereby formed 

there are many iasmncr, M the topography of North-Britain, where the II has hers 
prefixed to Celtic words, Inhaling w'.::, a .novel: the 11.1.,  or  Hob, of the German, akas,rrce,itu, 
"et derived from the British Mt, UAL Waehter's Glossary. 

(6) Pea (Brit.) ,..ges a kenel,  or  0/,',  ae in the 	ient Gaulish, and Bas Breton ; and G.1•15, 
a high rape,  or  rid,. ; in composition, Palarth 	Garth,

nc 
	iu Bas Breton, anal anei,ot Gaulish. 

Cear, and Gin, (Ir.), mem a keac.', or  nu/ ..aig the ancient GauliA, COO 	Pen-arth, and 
Kinarth, signify the rime the British Pal  is a frequent pref. to the names of places, in North- 

•• 	• Britain. 
(7) From Pea, (Brit.). nad 	(1r.), a head, or end, a: ahovo, and 77r, land, (Brit. and 

Irish) : eo, 	 me ,yr.minmoo.,. " At 	nortli.w.,t end of all CatImess, 
said John Harding, on the 	century, s.  key), and IC, nlyr,n,vb." Gough's Top. 

I ,  4  v. a. p. 58a. This is the nonne, nioi,13 hal been given to the Ends-end, by the Scoto-Irish in- 
bitants 	 V, ion Irish, signifies the 	laml.-e,4, or the add 

, 4teid 
a

-landIcE

y

t
d
he British, and Coo.,i,lo, languages, :h.. poi,: 	Cathae, i3 nailed 	y/t. 

thaon. 	's 	p z;F., al, I Richard's Di, 	in,  in boti, those lang.ges, 
FIgnifying a pea annoy, a cape, from /'en, a head, or end, and ;ay, a paint 	h caq to pc.rca.0 
the amology of the application of ilk appropriate name to tin i.uthere, poi.. of Catliness. 

I 	(8) The annex, At,  in the &ads:mire: so that Pernan is to, little point, i. ontradistinction, 
perhaps, to Troup.h.d, a large promontory, two miles we ,tw.,d of /'anon, at the eat1a3ce into 

.th. 

   
  



   
  



1/...truslam. 	 R/i-niom, 	 lc (11 ) 

/(ca, 	apr.fint, form,/ 	,ir 	rn ;;; ; 	Ron, a porm .  

t, ,in 	 d 	I 	n.l. Rn.,-;11z ) , 	1 	ts -F1:11dy, small in 	; 

ire 	 in Lorb-L. mond ; 
Ron. on a Triormint,my, Soutir 	 ;.‘1, Rcn.rmath, o . a promontory, b 

• on tire coast of :Main 	 Long. amr L 
apr, montory,inlin—ii.rm 

anal other promontorrei are cnII. 1 R.,,, 	) 

1Batk WBrkr.BarlIlurl;-) 	 Trnyu p 	,,, a oast If  

in Angfisey ; 	
Drimmeren point, ,m,1 eagle, in I 	C mir-rinan, 

Ark, h him 
Penififisy f 	In:, 	 Dunt-our,  in I/ nnIcc par :A, I orkmbirre 

on tit coast of Carrick, A: 	•, and 
many an 	whir-ii Sirrin 	to 

l/59- 

• Or RIVERS, RIVULETS, Afin WATERS, 

	

T 11.13R ITA 	 NO 1,11-BR fA. 

White 	and Blocs .1S.141, rivers in Ber-- 
AVICk 011, (  r ). 	. 

Dee /Man join; the Teyiot, in RoxburgIchire 

ride Prim, tom, 3. (r.6.3, 343. In *t, there is a If,-bead o,, the eOli.t of Ireland; 
e principal promontories, in the Eus 	as  called the Rant-head. Clarkc'o Con. 

and many other lin, have derived their names from Rhin, ( British, and 
ntny, hill. Kinn, (Ir.) a promontory, a peninsula, the pool of any thing. 

is also applied to a  p.itu, 	several names of play, m Ireland, as Rim parirth, on a 
•ngpad in Clare county. Mira pint, about Valentin kland,. in the county of Kerry, or,, 

(”) Rho, (Brit.) signifies a  sfirry, and is applied filuratively to a promontory, in the same 
rimier, as the English &cry point, on the coast of Desomlirm. Ron, (Ir.), a prrimuntory. R,  

n ancient Paulish, signified ir  promontory,..a penitisida. Rm,s appears frequently M the inpu—
graply of Ireland, applied in thi, sem,. SeeiBeaufort's map of Ireland, and the lades. 

	

( r3);,Tetuyn, (Brit.), I( slam, 	maw. Tray, (Conib!,), a ncsr, a polno,ry. Sron, (Ir.),„ 

) allueddmr (Brit.) signifies running Water: whence, also, me name of the didur rivtr in Ireland—, 

   
  



A. ACCOUNT.  [Book 1.-11, 17: 

All, in 
Atin, in 
A/eden, in 
A/a falls into r sea at 	Oh in North., 

hndand ; Alb, in War.i',406. 
AA in SIffolk 
Alt fall, iwo the sea, atAskoath;in Lanca,hiw 
Ala, in Denbighshire 
Ayr, in Cardigansbiret 
Are, or Ai, in Yorkirire 
Arre joins the Tamar, in Corasonil. 
Amon joins the Lougher, in Caormorthenshire 

Avon falls into the set Wad/ Abl:ravon, in Gies. 
morganshim 	, 

Avon joins the Tuff, in Cilantorgarishire ; 
Avon, in Gloucester, joins the &MI at Tewks-

bury 
Aron, in Wiltshire, falls into 'the Severn b,low 

Bristol I 
An 	• 	se. is, 

AM, 

Am fal, im., 	ea 

Array fall.. into Isocht 
shirt (5). 

Anon divides Went 
Amon juini the Tay, 
41/0/1 joins the Clyde, in Lanetk-shire 

Anon falls into the Forth, bet., et, St 
and Linlitbrowshire ; 

Aeon joins the Spey at I nveravon, i., Ils,4,h 
Avon lulus the Feugh, is 
Avon, in Logic-Easter 

() All one 	 =Inn 	, (Nit ), 	 sfmg 
or !night stream. In a charter of William, the Lion, to the monastery of Melr.,s, n, the 
century, the 	which joint the 	cd, is called 	it, 	British loon.. CI 
in MI. 11..1. 

(3) These II0Met, Of Anne, no doub 
The Aln, in Pendliurghshire,tanal tan A/n 
mon speech, but these name is .44 el 
loge, on the banks of the Rosbuthabire Ale, 
of David, On the monastery of Kelm, in 1 g 'Pb. Elan in Rant 
the A/noon 	Northumberland 1 the rive:s Ade, and Allow, and 
probably derived their names from the Feln.• source. 

(4) Aid (Brit.) signifies a moving, or fluid principle, a running an 
A/,, in Gaelic, moans a rivulet. 

Pu 	(5) Air (Brit.) signifies briglitnw,; Inridity and A, mans violenc, 
.. 	name of the Arun in Sussex. Are is the name of many rivers in Europe, says 

the maps evince I particularly the Are in Switzerland. wine, in the. ancient 
rapid 	wr have the Amu, rives in Herefordshire; and the Areal in Sligo, Ire 

(6) Amon merely a variation of Awn, as under, the is tithe Bptisb 
sister dialect of the Irish, the loom of the mord is Arnhan, andAheir. 

3/ 
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I,, SOUTH-BRITAIN ; 	 IA Nona:n-13w s 
4141  joins the Ilske, in Monmouthshire ; 	Awn is also prefixed to the tames of many rivers; 
AV, or Aron-Vane, falls into the: sea, in 	as dfoon.Brouchag, Avon-Coll, and A.dn. 

Merionethshire. Aron is the common ap- 	Loung, in Rossshirc ; Aron-Adel, alvoh- 
pellation, which is prefixed to the names of 

	
Amig, and Avon-I.aggan, in Argyleshirc. 

many rivers, in Wales, and Cornwall. 	&c. (7). 	• 
Baia joins the Witham in Lin,olashire 

	 gab., a small stream, falls into the Dec in 
Aberdeenshire. 

Bantry i, Yorkshire; 	 Bannee bunt, in Stirlingshire (8). 
Blow joins the Eden, in Westmoreland; 	Bella joins the Lula, in Ayrshire (91. 
Beraali joins the Tiny, in Cardiganshire ; 	Routh falls into the sea at Liver.barvie, in Kdo 

eardineshire ( o). 
Bran joins the Usk at Abcobraen, in Breck-  Mon joins t! Tay, in Perthshire; 

nockshire 
&e'en joins the Towy, in Cacrmarthenthire ; 	Brave joins the Cannon, in Ross-shire; 
Brand, of which there aae two in Anglesey. 	Loch-Bran, in Ross-shire 	). 

Odd the Wire, in Lancashire; 	 Caldar joins the Clyde, in Lanerkshire ; 
the Ribble, in Lancashire; 	Calder in the south-wort of Edinburghshire; 

Call, jcah, the Air, in the West,Riding of Calder joins the Nairn, in Nairnshire ; 
Yorkshire 	 Calder, South, and Calder, North, in the north- 

east of Lancrkshire ; 
Calder, 

( 7 ) Acre, in the British, the Con.:-/., and Armoric, as well as in and,. 
, river, a stream. Alhain, and alma., lave the same meaning, in the Irish; and the word appears 
in the natne of many rived, in l,land. The Saxons took this general appellation, for the proper 
ame of particular rivers ; hence so many wnters 	dmply called .A011. In the same mm- 

ner, the Saxons adopted, as the p,oper name of many river, the British terms denoting their 
qualidoe, without the general appal!: five, which wm coupled with these terms by the Britons; and 
is still used by their descendants. This renders the sense of many of the Celtic names, as pro. 
nounced, in English, incomplete, ,dean where they 	coupled ; as ie generally done, with the 

• English app.:;ative, 'ire, 	 water 60 the Du, %WOow, is equally indefinite an the /dad; but 
if it in  -called Du-river, or 

or 
 Dow-cearer, this comes up to the wore of the real Celtic nand., 

Aron-Da, told Maga-Dow. These general intimations are here given, to save the mmecessary 
repetition of them with the explanation, which are offered in these notes. 

(8) These streams, as well as the Bain in Hertfordshire, the Baron in Pembrokeshire, and the 
several neon named Ban, in /rand, derive their names from the Gaelic Ban, Baiaa  denoting the 
white colour of their water. Bainae, and Ban no, arc diminutive, being applied to small stoarns. 

(9) /b/..s.a. (Brit.) signiLes tumultcous, or raging stream Bar.'-raw (Ern.) means an efll. 
f water. 

( to) Those waters derive their names from the Britdh Bare, to flow; Aran, Barley, a boiling,. 
er ebullition whence also the name of Be...air-burn, a small stream in Aberdeenshire. 

(it) There is also the Brash, in Der..4Iohire; and Bran appears in the name, of several other 
streams. Bran (Brit.) signifies what rim aver. Bros, in the old Gaelic, imam a stream. Bran, 
says Macpherson, denotesin Gaelic,. a mountain lamas. Carric.thara. 
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	 An ACCOUNT 

I. SOV23R11,1,1; 
LIIKOblfhirV' 	 Dv:ai,  or  Don,  runt f 

Tara 	ia Ayrrhirn 
rainaOnyreatrtinIrciconer,hise ; 	Itss,o lona througlr Glen D 	io Pc 

iattiihalWocatr, in Ch,shire; 	S.oalt..0 	iriol 	
evon

ic Forth. in CI  
a the Severo, . ithrrdam,oi;, GI, 	anshire; ll 	attn.. at Of  t'  d ‘tr. 

narg hire. 
rnlu 	 rot Pliny , aqd f.ills 

1 
	or 

.;2)) t h ( t rl!:/17,:;:7 
1,6„;  in the-couny 6 Antrim, Edam]; ard I ,  :e 

r" 	 l. Drum  Was formerly 	l'411,  as 

4nverkeithing. li,thao, or  1),,nnr 
' 	horiptcrisiir of the Scolibh Dew:, 

4 die 

fain:a blank, 

	

ek 'n nrainti 	colour 	of 

	

.. rrfiinf. him 	and 
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to SOUTH Sairesx ; 	- 

Dov, or Op.:, Ms into the to at Aber-
dory, n Menonetlwhire: 

Dad, joins the Wye, in ifierfolet4hire ; 
Dubs loins the Towy,'AlidinawitOthe'nea, in 

	

Caermortbenehirei  4 , P ' 	 • 	• 

p two of thiv rowne'fa/1 iWto the Severn, 
In Mont 	% 

Itts 	n Monteineryshire; 

HtIIRITAIN. 	 41 

In NO0.111 	r Alx : 	• 

Anis, or Divir, joins toe Era, or Ftndhorn, 
in Elginatirk (29). 

Douglar roils 	Voughtedale, and jot. 

Dottgla, 	 in 4rgyleshire; 
Duslas Mt into 	 rer-1.1gIne, 

Dunbarto 
atioilici et 	 fell 	• 

fife thon, 
Into theRid 

Eden fall, into the,M 
4ni,  n  Doak:orMei  ' 

• falls into :iv; too, en 
BOTallt into the ka, 

'1,1nd; E+kiricral 
E t‘‘,  tit'W.10i 

he mune, 
beccr&ri bu,/ 

on of ligl;ter t,,,loArt4..wntere  I 

	

I, blue w wer, 	conwatlie.incei.no. 

	

I,  of tlw Cl:.:e 	petrp!o, 

Vat),  sizees astdetr tren 

th o 	Riddle, 

   
  



44- 	 An A C C 0 0 N '1' 	['Book 1.-7Z, Rowan Parks. 

	

; 	.. ,,, 
111 S,V111 LAIT.UN • 	• 	, 	 111 Noa ism Barra.: ; 

	

104*' 	' ' ' Ey falls into the Stour, in Lei,dm-Lire; 	• Tr fells into rite a's, at Eymouth, Berwickshire ; 
Er (Little) Ells into the Weihni, in Leictster. by  joins the One, . Liver,y, in Aberdeen- 

li.c i 	, 	• 	shire; XsOch.,Ey, in Ross-chive; 
' a l. ao thr Pair., in Sonantersetaare. 	,EmjithinaCbe Anon, EI llumfripsshire (74).  

E'I'en.Y; Iii tiaidarshitel ), -I 

	

hire. 	
Iilf, ,  ,

ii 
 	 iIl  , ,..— ,, the Tamar, la Curiaall ; 	 fiddi.5 rims througfr. 	•ddich, hn 

oummitl hire.  

	

Las into the Cold, ir, Herifmatiiie. 	- : 	: Ude, 
,.. ia Caerinarthenshire ; 

...an I, or Gomm, in Illag. 1.1shile. 	 i 
/1 7 -i:d. * Oh 	:"' 

, 	a 	 rs RE :slang, is C inibta Lod 	 Cik joinatlla L , . 
; 	:3 Iv acr, ia L rievttersime. 	 Ginn 	as  'IS, 
Grant fob into the Cam, in Cambridgeshire. 	Grano falls into 	rout rrty 

shire (43).• 

(34) A,e, Ea., Ea, Ey, in the old Celtic, signify coadr, a rho, Yien, in the British, means a 
a dioivinl, water; and is the root of a number of words, denoting fluidity. Are, Lw, and • 

lilt, says Cohan, are primitive voids, that signify wator, every where in Europe. This ancient 
radical is still preserved, in its simple form, in the names of several other waters, in Britain, and. 
Ireland; as, the _dui river, and Loch-Ate, in Argyleshim ; rive .Zrodtcg, or little Ann, in Cork, 
Ireland; the Eau river, and Loch•Ew, in Ross-shire ; the Ea river, and Loch•Ea, in Ireland it 
also forms a compound, in the names of a number of British, and Irish waters. 

(35) These are merely the dialintltiveS of //ace, a liver, a swam. Vulgar pronunciation lap 
ill other instances, converted the Avon into Evan, as Enda-dale, for Avon-dale, in Limed:sill, t. 
advan.dale, for .4von•dale, in Gloucestershire. 

(36) Fludaiy, Foad-au, and Frrida,/.:„ 	signify a rapid veneer. This is characteristic of 
the Fiddich, in Banffshire; but, as t 	glen: through which it runs, is full of wood, the mina- 
may he derived from Fiodbarli, (Ir.), signifying weedy. 

(37) Carw (Brit.), Garth (In.), signify what is rough, a torrent r whence, also, the clin-
lartythtie names of Carve river, in Ross.shire ; Gaya river, and Loch-Gars, in the county of Sligo, 
Ireland ; and a number of smaller torrents, named Carwald, and 41d-Carve. 	• 

(3.6) The :drove streams may have derived their names Rom the British Cr!, signifying opines: 
r. flew. 

• 
(39) Those waters, like many other, 1 aye taken their names from the valleys, through which 

they rim Glyn (Brit.,, Girona (In.), si ;airy 0 wally, more deep, and narrow, than the dale 
to which the Irish Sfrath is applied. 

(40; Grant (Ir.) signifies fern: Gran 	t.;.  
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In NORTH Earner's 

Irvine fulls into the sea, in%Ayrshire (4.1). 
Ken, in Galloway, after receiving, smaller streams, 

forms Loch-Ken, ant then takes the nano 
of the inferior Dee, o•Iiiish),Ins it (4e). 

Lavenln joins the White Cart, in Renfrovr- - . -  
(4.3)•  

Leith Ells into flue FOrth, in Edinburghshire ; 
L eith-an joins the To aal, in Peeblesskire (44.). 

Leader joins the Tweed, in Berwickshire (45). 
L even runs from Loch-Lomond, which was an-

ciently railed Loch-Leven, into the Frith 
of Clyde, at Donbarton ; Leven nves from 
Loch-Lsven into the Frith of Forth, at 
Leven; Loch-Lmen, iu Argyleshire (46;,, , 

Liver falls into Lod-_-Al v, at Inver-Lin/6 in 
Argylesinre (47). 

Lytn 

   

It• • 	In Sou -tit-Bums., ; 

 

)Oteen falls into the Wyc, in Pmccknockshire. 
4 km  rims by Kendal, and fills into the sear  in 

Westmoreland ; 
Kea joins the E in Devonshire. 
Love: r. falls inttLyo-Tegid, in Merionethshire. 

 

Ijj te  ',Vest orelausl, joins the Eden; 
calledU j in Merioneth- 

--thCeolay, in CaernaromMire. 
Lance falls into the sea, at Port-Liven, in Corn-

wall; Leven, composed of the Whim Levin 
And Black Leven, falls into the Sol:my Frith, 
in Cumberland; Leven falls into Morecambe-

, in Lancashire. 
Lite. kill. into the Lemerd, in Cornwall. 

' 	(41) The above streams probably derived their names from the verdure of their banks Irmin 
(Brit.) signifies a green margin. 

• (42 ) Cain (Brit.) signifies acid", clear, or beautiful whence, also, the names of the Cain, in 
Merionethshire ; the lien, a rivulet in Somersetshire ; the Kennet, that joins the Themes, in 
Berkshire; and Kamen, in Caermarthenshire ; which arc merely diminutives of Ken a there are 
also several rivers, in Vales, named Can-dad, that is, the white, or bright water. 

(43) Llavar, (Bra.) LaMar, (Ir.) meanssonorour, noundingr ior noisy Lavar.an, the noisy 
tream. 

(44) The general characteristic of them sir/mina is their swelling suddenly into a flood; and 
from this cireuinstance, they appear to have got their names from the British Dab, siguif„ hoe a 
dead, or inundation: Leith-an 

(45) I.ai-der (Brit.) signifies the muddy, cr discoloured water. The Leader is frequently 
discoloured by a mixture of reddish mud, which is washed down by the stream. The name may 
dm he derived from the British Lai-dar, signifying the laser wafer, as both these streams are small 
compared to the rivers, which they join. Laidur was, no doubt, the old name of these waters, • 1  
as the vale of the Leader is still called Lauder-dale, and the town on its hanks Lander Camden, 
indeed, calls it the riveret of Lade,. 

(46) There are also other rivers of this name ; as the Leven, in Gloucestershire, and the Leo, 
Yorkshire:in 	the names of the whole are derived from Lleven (Brit.) Lava (Corn.) signifying 

month, which is characteristic of all those riverets. 

(47) Lliv.er (Brit.) signifies the Jeer!, mat, whence also the rivers Lifer, and 	•!; 
Ireland, derived their names, being apt to flood, 

   
  



or f 	i 	 AN ACCOUNT 
.. . 	

',7B ,olt I. she 

In SO7TotplITAIN; 	 L. Nowrn.Illat,Atd t 
. 

Ion joins the Ouse  a  Lynn-Itegli..in No-folk; Ly, r,,J)ns C! Twecd, in PeelsieSshire {l-1  
Line falls into the sea, in Northumberland ; 	it,,, li ils int,' the Fr.,;, ..f Forth",,,l 
Line falls into the Trent, in Nat ngbainsidre, 	l;;, oa 	from Lodi-L, n, an 

, . 
Lin, ill Cumberland.' 	 P Lvo 

44  Lain, or Layn, dvillet, joins thfi 	Dear Loin join, the A 
Botitnyn, in Cornwall. 	 Various rieilcts,i  

Ln 

Locher 'pi 
one, fails into the sea;ir. Yorkshire 	Loon; 

a 
 

iq$o the 
fall. into the 

zp,rjoins the Tam 
Ay,/ joins the Ph,, 

noon do St 

Lunan
Hire  5 

Lid, which is now'called Ltd-dal,  11.11., 

in Itoxborgiwitne, and join 
Ede, in Dumfin.,,Iiire (so) 

(Brit.) signifies what proceeds, or is 
The word appears in the names of a number of running 

,,,,lo,;11 of IX, a good, a stream. Loin, in the Gaelic, 
s:reant., in Gdloway, are termed Lane, which i..merely a mod 

   
  



CI, I.—The diviyirier.:1 	Or NORTH.13121TAIN. 

In 0.1.-B11.11,1,1; 	 Iu NotiriraBrn 
fobs  Mrs, ti43ea;ii, Caernac,nshire. 	May joins the Earn, st

Ara

inveramay, in Peal,- 
rhire (52). 

et, joins the Tyne, ia 	 .Mi'lk .ioins 111, Annon, iu Dumfriesshire (53). 
Manchr,r, Lancashire; rfrrlfork arivulet, joins the Clyde, in Lanai:- 

are,* Lan whir 	the Afaataa, 	;hire (54)  Ilion; am, in 1,:morkallirt, thr 
leler, 	are 	 frelleek, the Caider, and the Doughr. 

into the Iva, ia Pen. Mivir,  or  Never,  nos from Loch-Naar, 

' r.tugh Strath•Mrher; into tirr sea, ..
Sutherland (55). 

yse in YerkrItire r 	Nhh, fvrivarly NV!, 1'01, into the Svivay 
iu Diatiirie,le: • 

Neat/el . 	(1.ittle N.rly, in Perth, Ned, in L1 n, and Mr;larra 
aro the so a, Ci.rmorgrn 	m Lancrkshire (54). 

Ore 

rtiryiiv is characteristic of the Lid,  M Roxlmr!;;Itshire ; a, indeed we 
-waal.noron this mountain stream : 
	— the crystal rivulet, that e'er 

A sumo). channel, roils its  rapid 
r( Swarms with the silver fry." 

ort4 	 .r  iq7 pentions the 1.h1, with curled streams:" whence we I; 
modern curl-option, 	confounding the 

of the :iron to the same mania:, 'Lead  is i. 
to  the Play and a 	.. . ..in Glis 

p,o1,1111e, form 
y 	c agitated, or trout; ea *ate,: 

apt, 

odentii(e'd form of it/a/c,'thcl 	•.? ;,,rne 	thmv 
twelftll 	 Doi; 	IP L21.1 	 t and 
o into the 	ir call. ;I 	in the in/ini.it 	 r16. 

prove, that the name, AL.', is as old as Brithl. tunes 
FeOple. As the worah:,, ,,cn long obfalere, n the keg ua 	the;; 
meaning cannot rosily h 	cel 	 n .' 	I 

Med-hir, says Whitaker,  i3  a compound oftno Briilksirt;ds, 	h siginfy 
of water. 1-list. Manchester, v. 0. p. apo. AfarrVireiftitit) 	el. door 
settles 	pools and this applia,  to the qoalities of both th 3e sitranis 

of the /11rrod,/-nr/r, (slow stream), in Mc riamththire. - 

.)s nifea the gentle strohm. l'err, Par, 	water ; air: boa, the nann, 
ho, and stream!: Gob. hdglid Priin v. 7. p.12 	.o. N,-1,  rr  may n, 
the river Verviiief';e4e the ikavieet 	cf 	Rolm. done„ ,in Nora. 
called Beaulejrriftr: ['ANISE raller, throngli which it  no,  IS 

a Varier river, in Ptolemy', ;rap of Cr,' 
le, (Brit ) denotes a xtreani, that Intros whirls,  or  (urn,. This etymon apples 

poll of the Nith, and Nothys Nadu., and Naben,  are dimintAbos of the qoid 

47 
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Ts SOUTH.1311.1,01,i ; 	 In 1101,1•13RITAIN : 

Oro fails into Orford hags and . 	 Ore joins the Lochty, in Fifeshire t 
Oravell.falla into Orwell haven, in Buffolk. 	Orr, or Ut,, runs from Loch4lar into 

Solway Frith, in Galloway (e7(. 
Pew, falls into the Weever, k Cheshire. 	PIA/East), and Per (West), unite 

into the*, in Iladdingtonshire ( 
are'•'aiiii,.. creek., 	- 
and the wort c 

al 

• 

• 
(511 rAr frz4t') itrA:P:otkt theft steeps* probably 	r 

British Ifyr,de 	 '1,44-0e, in Bee-Breton, signify en.rtavedure : 
sque, 	 Z

h
fityafter. 	• 

(58) There 	 '  tuns throhgh Stratli1P#r into the 
Frith, ig444tiss-shirekitiel' 	4of. theaarnenaMe falls into the s ant In• 

(59) A/111:C- 	*Y.-Y*1 	 :i."ate' t V.-standing we 
-ge of paid, had the saintifellitg. Bll 
from the British Purl thie Itfo is in all the dialects of 

ea, 	 OVerdsbire i a Rea in Shen 
,./Zifit.(U),,signify.swift, rapid t a 

The Rye, 	e, i 	latgeipi: 	; nod Rkint,Inalument Gaul[4,, ,,i 
. 

and the term ustd1PetkileAUVCrglie: •131illet. iditje,Aoubtler,,, thc  run,  ....- 

(61) Thege is also the Tap, indlamorganadres the n-Loo‘ iq 
Weteiford, Ireland. To, Tem (B;it.) signify what spreads, or  ei 
Tay is the English pronunciation of the British Taw, Both ;hear fine eh 
their noble expanlions. The Tay, in the latter part of its 	expo. 
long, and from one to three miles broad ;. and, in the same manner. 
out into a frith eight miles long, and one mile broad. The Solway 
actually cal1,11ho, by the Britons, at the epoch of Agricola's invas 
who has the same WOIX1yEkr the form of Tao the illItiquaric: were 
tention, to apply the 	Tacitus to the Tay, in 

Paul, ,900m  ill, in he 
Saxon P‘it 
Celtic; btil 

(6o) 
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Is So, rn..Ba . 	; 

Tam, in Buckingli 	 Staffoidsilim. 
Trive, of Toy, 	at I .1 w n TWM, and falls into 

the sea, M Cardigansidis. ; Tau, or Throe. 
,:qalls into t beTe to al ,H De vonshil a. 

joins the Tamye, in Brecknockhire; 
TureT in Montgonleryslii.m. 
ix!, in Cheshire 	(C 	y.] 

pq:Saonth, and Tyne North, falls into the sea, 
ynmouth, in Northumberland, Tyree 

.:1 ..Alibis:  the Trent, in Staffordshire; Teyn or 
A" 	n, falls into the sea, at 'Bei/mouth. 

U.ri;i4imis in BrecknocC andfalls into the sea, 
bt)Idonmouthshire ; 

!VW joins the Swale, in Yorkshire ;  

Toon joins the Etteriek, in SsIkil.ks1.!, 
Tee. o, or Tiriot, runs through Tevirc dale. 	I 

loin, the Tweed, in Roxburghihire (n(j. 

Tnni runs through Glen-Turk, M 
Tarty, a rivulet, in Forfar (64). 

Toted, in Berwickshire (65). 
Tyne runs by Tyninghain ism the 'n, in Had. 

dingtonshire ; Tyner, a rivulet, falls ie..tl 
a, in Banffshire; Tian falls into 	ice. m 

iv Jura Island, Argyleshil • (65:. 

Verge:dun joins the Ern, in Elginshire 
(Black-Uisk) in Cunningham ; and 

Du-uhk, in Carrick, Ayrshire ; 

(6a) The alm, riverets, as well as the Tin, in Devonshire, and the Ilone in Cheshire, d 
their names from the British Tan, Ten, expnilding, or spreading;..hick are derivatives of rd. 
Taw : Tam, in tke ancient Gaulish, was applied to a riser, a running water Bullet conucrts 
with the Greek Polamre. Gebelin exhibits the same word differently not -.sit, brave: 
mot, 

 
an pantie. 	,. 

(635 Trivi, or Toni (Brit.), signifies what expands, or spreads ; what has c tendency to cc 
panikr spread: 7:m4;i:expanding, spreading over. The characteristic of the, several stir.. a 

a'i*.idancy to spread: The root of all these names iv To, 7imu, what spread:, or expand.; 
,$-hears e 'fie 	les of the Ton, in Glamorganshire, the 7 	 Ta re, in Pembrokeshire, and others. 	ro  
in entimit Gauli

nan
Sh was applied to a water, a river, the same as in Britain, 

(64) The, affn also the Tod, (hat falls intlaayn Tegid, in Merionetbshirs ; and ...Pr 
streandet named Tureh, which joins theeothy in Gntrinartlienshim. Toole (Brit. ,. si4nis what 
burnuff.s, or goes into the grautul ; and hence it M the appilative for a swine Tare. 	211.1,1r 

andidrc, 1:orr, in Irish, have the sdrilelimanMg. Ou the Turk, in Perthshire, there are s-send 
hid 	,.den,, one of which, tradition says, was the haunt of a wild boor, who nibs, I the 
country. 

(65) Tutriel (Brit.), 51011,5 what is 011 a Wit, or au„ dwr ,she header, or limit of a c wmmr. 

(6T 1all ammo, namtsd Tyr, joins t!is Dove, in Derbyshire. Tain, in the Bit' 
ciently signaled a rive, a running water, thr same as Avow Thin signified she mine, in tiff swon. 
Goutah. And in the kindred dialect of the Irish, it mill means water. It ship cass in somewl, ,,  
varied fornm, in the nest of a mimber of streams. In the mummy of the Vectitlionesj  in 	• 
Britain, there is a river canted 7Mo. Ptolomy. 

Von. I. fit 
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NoliT11-131{ITAIN 

LEiptitt iLocb, inBenbecula-hland, raver. 
e 

  

t Idveriirie, Abfrder 1168), 
Avon 	 'dame of the deer Helm, 

shiresad 	(69). a._ 
rck.in  

So 
	

An ACC 0 

la Soc-rd-BlirdrN ; 
Ibic,achan, (Little Lidice), joins dm U,do, in 

Brecknockshire. 
Vec, in the North Riding of Yorkehice. 
IBilly joins the Avon, at Salisbury, in Wiltshire 

nrr falls into the sea, at Yaromb, in Norfolk 	Theo nivolet,felle into theTlteed,inl 
Erre,joias 	En, in Devoos

m
hire. 

BoIcs, falls into the Wye, in Radnorshire. 	1/ern falls into the :ea, in Aberd;e4 

III. Or NIISCEI.I.ANEnUti DIti ER ICI'S, 	 , 

Ix SOUT/I -BRITAIN ; 	 In Nolore-Bitireor 

Boo, at the hare of the Dee, from Llyn.Tegid, Ballork the old viine of 	.,here 
in Merionethshire 	 risrteritittieSioin Lodi Tay, in Pert hats' 

Ada. 

(67) fry, (Brit.), Uirr, and Eace (Sr,) Irpr, and Err, in mud,: ( 	, 	 - 
course, a rea,,,, a mach This vrofd, in a slightly varied form, ia con. 	, i•• 	in 

of the Celtic ; :lad is still retained, in the names of many waters. 	 • 
(68) A small stream, named Olor, 	 l, ie, joins the Avie at InvehOodei,•, 	B cobdore aol there 

is the Anon Urr in Roscommon, and Urn rivcr in Wexford, Ireland the 
from the same scurf, o, the Orr, and Ur, before mentioned. Cenyr, in cornpmition, ({"._ (Brit)' 
Ur (In) signify sehat is pure, lively, or brisk. So Avoit-/Cyr, the ptire stream, or  the ' 
ing stream. This characteristic is applicable to the Uri, in Aberdeenahlre, the artrhe__ 
..hire, the 17r, in Gallaway, and the Oro, in Fife: Or, Owe, in ancient Celtic., me applied tese- 
StrearnS of wider; and so in Urn, in the Basque. 

(69) The Avon Vile, or 	in Sutherland, is the ill, of Richard's map ; and lins its win, 
like the other //or. in North-Britain. from their rising rapidly, after rain, 	Ii(j, or 	(1(3,) 
signifies the flood: and Avon-Ude (Ir.) meanatlie floody river. , The 11,1, in Forlar.)Orr, is eel), 
Ilylef, by Giraldus Cambrensis, in the twelfth century this ahows, that tli•• It, iti 	naine was 
Jaen unchanged, except by prefixing the aspirate h. as in 	

rI

pronunciation. 
(7o) The Yarrow, in Selkirkshire, is a rough, rapid stream ; . 

Bas.ndon, sigoilied rapid Carey (Brit 	(In.) denotes what is 	or tod,,,,), „on,. 1̂ ,  nrtlt."by inflection, become G,Errev, which, in compositicin, 	 / .1, 	so rurre, 
ly variations Or Carr., Carron., Garr,Ii 	I 	I, Otr Scot.di, as ilklics .the oid English, .; is frequently changed toy t  as Inc fort d ; yorr, torpor , 	• foriffre'Sre.' 	• 

(70,  116.,Trkenr, in Aberdeenshire, b the Iona of Richard, and has the same origin  with th, 10,0,0, 0;0E.dm,swhicli falls into the Solway. 'rimy all derive their descriptive :hind s from they 
!),̂ 0d )  ate 	hair, which signifies gliding. The /r/urn. in Aberdeenshire, in a alas. no, • 

t 	 than, in Hampshire, &lin.; its name from the same sourer. 
• • 

)-afro joins dm Douglas, in La: aloe. 	Tarreen jaM s 

   
  



Adorighvo.] 	On NO NTT 

In Sour ti-Poirra ; 

Bab, the in. from a lake, near hinon don, in 
Caernarvonshire. 

Balsa', a tovin, and Bishop's See, in Caccia, 
ttoishire s Bangor; a parish in Cardigan- 

	

, 	shim ; Bangor, in Mailers-Hundred, Flint- 

	

yw 	shit 
vtit 'Barry, a village, and a chunil. ; and Barry Isle, 

in llcnis, Pow is-Huathmi, Hlamorganabire. 

Brody, in llawysland-Hundred, Pembrokeshire. 
Cilia the prefix to rawly names every where In 

South Britain; as Kii-ewm, Kil..sitot, 
7..con,

Ki/-
in Cacrmarthen ; Kit-garran, KU- 

&c. in Pembroke; 
Kihwyn, in Cardigan; Kii-owen, in 

Flintshires A'd-givii, in Cheshire; ICI-
mock parish, in Somerset; Kif-dals! and 
Kil.low parish, in Yorkshire ; KiCireradon 
patio!, is Somerset; Kif-pishain parish, in 
Rutland; and many others. 

Car n i ra a compound, in many namea of places, 
ia Wales, and Cornwall; as Caro-dyclel, 
Carn-Idendul, Carn-fven, Castovadriim, 
Cano-finadwIl, Cann ilircd, 	; Pam, 

CartuEglos, 	 Cann-hell, 
Cara-hie, CZI/71-Se, in Cornwall. 

Bailsth, nor the i,snci of I. sea rims, low. 
Lath Linntind 	). 

Bangor, in ,he 	of Liiiiitligniitshire Rm. 
garvadmint,iii the anal, of Iladdln,oluldin, 
Ala; .6 a r -Tara, and //,, anclory-Devinick, 
two parishes, in Kincardineshire (a). 

Barry Parish, is latofarshini; Barry Cost), and 
Hill, in Alyth parish, Perth.Lain s  
ia the Bop, BaniShive (3). 

Brodie, 	the pariah of Dy Le, 	(I). 
Cif is the pailis to my imnins 	a who,. on  

Scotland ; as kiln,
an 	

ilvviaah Cum, an. 
eighteen; Kil-cliirloo,ofultshthernani 	, 
KiCsolmkil, of older; there are nieht s KW. 
&Ilan, of which them are ten; 
of which Omit are sin ; A//airy, of v Lin!, 
them are el, win , Aiia-patrick, and Kif., hc 
dir, of which diem am eight ; and in ins 
miters (5). 

Cara, or Cairn, is a ...mpanna. m many aant • . 
of places., in Nmn h.111 i 	, aina, 
Cann-goy Czan-od: , 	Init. Carn.n., 
Ca ir 	 Caitn.glaris, 
Aberdeen ; Car n 	Carn-bror, Carn. 
iamb, ike. 	Lannik (6), 

Craig 

I-BRIT NI',n 

In N.rii-Bairam: 

• 
(a) Bala, (Brit) signifies diseharge, or 	the issue of a river fen,., a him. 
(a) Bar,r, (Brit.) .Baircer, means the prin

ssue,  
cipal row, or circle, the ripper, and ;Li Lan t  

in e wattlii-feime s metaphorically, it signifies a thlence, or 	 ,he main of Limn am., • ! 
monas, eriesi; one m Fliiitshire, o 	Caurnarvonshim, one iii 1. 	 in Be/ids:in ini 
coust of ILitany. In componoding Ban and ets, 	British tam it into Rings:, and din !risk 
into Ben-ajar the adjuncts Tarim, 	De5iitiaf, are dot moms of I lin two pation 

(3) Barry is from Bar (Brit.) Barr (Ir.) signifyiitg 	nap, thn :mania, or mid. Par Br:, 
means a bush ; it signified formerly, in Weltdi, a Emil of sprig, lirantli 	tin Lain. caLli 

: the plaid is Rand, s so Sot, 	Baiii-a-Es5,  in Canna pa: 	lailitiii,tiroh Li. 
(4) ntin-ay, or B,in-dy 	mean the Ina,, 	thc 	 This app(ine 

strongly to Brodie, in Eiginshire. 
(5) Cif (B it.) signifies arei 	a retreat, Ca, Cf), C 	(1, 	 n 	a Ca,ns 	 B 	 rio  

chapel, a burial place and hence the CI, or Kill, became ,he c. 'la a din intim, of so n rat 
parishes. A minibus of names 011 ow, Ireland have the piviix 	;inn ti„ ImLa to 
Map, ;cid Areltdads Monast;Hiber. 

(6) Cain, is the British; and Irish, as 	as in ancient Hanlidi, tatiiifin a prominence, a 'map. 
II 	 , 

   
  



ft AN ACCPUN'I' 

In Sotn11.11AITAIN 

Cr„( compound in any names of places 
S Vales: as Cs...;,,ds, it. Denbigh, 	 Nf.”-t h. R 	; 	r 
gsnm.1, MIL! Craig- da-ucl.af, and Credti-y- 
I 'i 	in Mei ieth, on 

Glamorvin, Eta. 	, 	 srl. ; 	 ; I 	.('., 

l:,,ineimiicat, 	„Mai-Jean 
, 	in Ka licrihmalred, in Cornwall: 	ly 	 0;10-1 	I .  t)7" I 	k 

	

Abe,  k-hm.irod ; l:Arry, in 	Edinburgh; 	 ro.frr 

	

Nord, Cr.lry.himdr: d; and Curry, in 11,1- 	dow, 	 and A 
atemica-red, Somendinliim. 	 aunilier of Coo ree (81. 

Ca-r, 	C,« ni t tnifyieg a Edit, is a coinpound, Can', or lair, 	Mg a fort, , 	tial c. a. 	, 
maas of several places ; as Cimii•

• 

	

si,Gairimarthem Caerilican,CdArienose 	laverock, mid 	r 	ia I tumfra 
daeralimit, Cacr.p,illy castle, Co,'. 

rare -ids, enc 	\ Vales ; Camgoal, 	stairs, Caminimmick, aril 	; al pa. 
Cami, 	aik, 	Car-minnow, Cam 	tidier, in lane; 	r....... 	: 	• . Ei•codei 

	

liatm, &G. ia Corwasil CaMinerven cattle 	bright; 	 • r.,'; ; 	which 
in Cnoilits•land. 

.8.)nrri, in Anglesey Derry, in Caerphilly-him- 

	

' dyed, Clamorganaliim ; Dery .sate, rn 	Derry., hi 	De,  

((o). 
Der, 

a pile: and hence CoIl was the term for the tumult, or t'uneral minimum, e 	!IA C. a.,. pie t a- 
lained to commemorate their fallen warriors: 	 the Cornish, means n 	:ail, 	ii:Icitiorsi 
of rocks, a picky place. The word Cara appliod in the ilium. tic hills ; ei io. e, 
Carta on their wt. , to °them, metaphoric:tidy, from their retendamice to cd, in 

(7) in the British, and Irish, ail well as ii, ancient 	 r„ 	r..,  
height. l'he word is still used, its the Scotts-Saxon language or 	 ns well n. ii, the 
so mmoil speech of South Britain. 

(8) Gain, and Cuiri, in Gaelic, signifies a deep h011ow. 	 r,quently 
in the iiipuginphy, to deep narrow glow, Currie, and Corrie, are the f. ,•, , 	the ,,,ad hes 
acquend, in English pronunciation. 

(9) Carr, 	the British, and Corniill, as well 	in the ain ant 
.igay wall, or mound, a fortress. Thee  rom,Ins of many ltritish Co',o. :add, 	t i„ 
had opposed the Roman progrese into North.Brimin, mat hi 	the ancient a t, i•ilidico of tame. ir, li-
the corrupted form of Keit-. 

(le) Da, in the British, and 

an 
CauliM, nignitio; 	iiakivuud ; tam, De, 	so 	r. 

in the Cornish plur. Dols Dub- Ir.) moans 	and .Deiri, a thicket, a grove, 	wool 
properly dna.; 	..vial parte, the word is pr01101111Ctd !Jerrie and Drreie 

   
  



Si • Co NORTH-BRITAIN. 

• III NOV11•131{ITAIN 

Dol. and Dd, signifyingl flat field, r  meadow, 
areapplied; igtheaame4 of autorplaces, o. 
Doll, and Dollar, in Clackniamma ; Doe, 

Fol tar; Dill, 1.1 1.1 ; 	I. 

	

. , ; 	i 	, 
ere. ; and a 	n.. ,... • , 	• : 

Dysart town and parr', in IR 	: 	. • 
Marys., 1,mfd oldie ; K 11, Im .10 	f , . s 
formerly the name 	(:' •  
Args /eshim 	). 

	

-thnen padsh, Yorkshire ; .4g,lmton, seveml Lag/en-ham pati.h, in Rent-.w 	I 
Domm 	 . 

	

, 0:nh:do, and Laaster ; El,/gr- 	carnie, 	limIrbogion ; 	, - 	i - 
farshire ; Ed./es-fa:M.1n pad.10, m 	. baln, and Eggs:berry, parishes, in Cornwall; 
Ed-Ms-greig (non Sr. Cfm.) ;  EgMap-bressis, and Eglsoys-y ban, pariMes, 
Kincardine hire ; 	Man p n. ' . Cdamorgan ; Egtmys-komen parish, in 
Linlithgow; 	 .1,  oh.. • • 

	

gmarthen ; 4y/says-Inch parish, in De, 	
Dela parish, in Deno  	(1,, t. Li„h; Egkgroaley parish, in Anglesey; 

F,!,, hall, in Stafford; 1/,,/m, two pa-,  
ri.lo is of this name, in Norfolk. 

	

Fonfon parish, in IS-  smn: dm i,.• , 	r. For.!, chapel and parish, in Montsomeryshily ; 
Auclitemith: pamsh, '.0.. !:::: ( 0., t Ford, in Dickering-hundred, Yorkshire; 

Fordo:, in Shropshirg• 

	

Glass is a compoteol i.; the ::a: . 	I .. •  . 	is a compound in Ihe names 	divers planes; 
as Gforgomb parish, in Radnor; 

neck ; Gno-bo) s,m 	; 	• in Denbigh; files-ter, in Pemlooke ; Pm- 
giant, in Cardigan ;. filar-an, ,u Cmnber. 

land ; 

Do!, 	she British, and ancient Gordis!, and Da!, in Irish,  
f; uitfid, or pleasant mead, on a rimr side. 
(sal There are divers.platirches, in Inland, called by this nano: ; as Dysart chor, 	in I , • . 

Desert elonA, in Roscommon ; Dyiari church, 	; Dysart clmreh, in Qv' r; ; ;-
Dysart ruins, and Kil-dynart, in Clare ; Dern, church, in Cork; Dunn-crest in Tyr,,, 
Dysart lodge, in Meath, Mg ; Demo 0L castle, in Flint, is said to be so nand Mom itssingh 
situation. Lem. Morris's Cultic Merndins. Serth u Thir. , steep. 

( r 3 ) Ifylloys 	Egli, and Fglo r, (Cornish), Eaplair ;Ir.;, signify a church. Ina charm: 
of KingWilliam, and in 	:II of Pope Celestine III. in s r95, the clinisM of St. Ninim, :mar tiinlihg, 
is called Egglio 0 which oar ne win elmnged, ha the thirteenth century, to the So.:Au:Saxon AM: 
town hence, also the French Felire. 

(1 ,0) Ford, (Brit. and Corn.) signifies a passage, a road, a way. 

_Ch. r. —The .dbo,;( ;;ina.] 

h. Sou r11•111(11,IN 

si0plifyiog a flat field, or meadow, fa applied 
`in [hi aamns of many ploces ;: as Dale, and 
no!..gmlb, in Mdrioncth ; Dol-anag, 

	

mil .an, 	D 1ob,,n5, 

	

1; 	 , Montgaincryslmo 

,Oroinf ..ha ugh in Radnor s Dysend: castle, in 
; Disirte, in Montgomery; Dyrer. t, 

Breckgdok ; and //_,.,dr:/, in Cornwall. 

   
  



An ACCOUNT 	[Book I.-71 Roman Pr ,  ied.— 

In Sotern.130.1TAIN ; 	I 	 In Noe,-  -B0., TA I 

	

land es, G/ar-brook, in Lancashire; Mae- 	dor, in Ayr; Glar-tie,  in Inverness, he  

	

.tpi.„-t Warwick ; Gtos-neth, and Glar. 	Arran, and in Gall..way ; Gia,rdochy, 
• -•-•• 	) Cornwall, 8“. 	 Kinross, ,ace.

Ki/i/-gorick, Kille-lielan, Hilly- Kelly, in Aberdeenshile ; K.//y, several ... r,:- 

	

erT ,ffilk.io;e, Killy-scurgy ;  and severd 	shires_ 4egt, several in Fria,'"; K.%. 

othneyiltages in Cornwall; 	Kele- 	Petition,' t.  Kellyanore, in  Arran 

	

Sc. in Wales; Kelley, 	Kr/Genes in W.g; nn; 	Ut Ink 

Devonshire, &c. 	 (ill).  

	

--Kin, is a coinpoind, in the names of 	
• 

Ken,  or  Km 	a eumpriuncl, in the unties  a 	11 

	

Fn phw . Kenart in Radnor ; Ken. 	divers placed ;  as  A.-a.anl, in Perth ;  Kn. 

	

hparish, in Cacrtnarthen ; Ann-cot,  in 	pith parish, in Bute; 	St, 

Asti 	Oxford ; Kendal. in Westmoreland ;  Kenn, 	ling; Ken-dal, in Aberdeen ; 

	

rend; Ken-net parish, in Cambridge; 	Prefer; Krarilet, in CI 	a 	• 	. 

	

do, in Derby, Kioley parish, Glo- 	Kirkcudbright ;  Ann ley, in Ed, av,  
At 	andimany othcis 	 many others (17). 

";:/dri,entor(parisb, inn Gloucester 	Lan-beach Lan-bride parish, in Elginshire, a church, de. 	• 	• 

	

parisir, in Cambridge; Lan-gave, in Not- 	skated to St. 	; Lanrinurg.m,
tisghim 

	in 

	

;  Lan  is prefixed to the names of 	Elgiiishire, where there was a dupe), d..
meny,churches, and parishes, in Wales, and 	Ziostarl to St. Morgan (15). 
in Cornwall. 

. LinereS,  a market torn in Anglesey ;  Lenore!, Leone. the county town of Lanerkehire ;  Lat. 
on  Dovy 	, Merionethshire ;  Loaer'eS 
park, on th

river
e river Clwyd, in Denbighshire 

Lanerth-eiron, in Cardiganshire; Lemma!, 
in Cornwall. • 

(15) Clas (Brit.) as an adjective, signifies blue, pale grey, verdant, green; and as a substan. 
tire, a blue colour, a green, a green plat Val (Corn.) green :  G/41  ( Ir.) means grey, green, 
verdant. 

(IC Cd/i (But.) and Kg/i (Cornish) signify a grove, a shady place. a copte.vrood 
Coilli (Ir.) means a wood. 

(r7) Cy. (Brit.) substantive, sigaifice the first, or foremost part as an adjective, firm, chief. 
foremost: Conn, Cin, (ir.),  means the elder,' the head; also an  and,  or limit : and so  Cen. Cy*, 
in 4111Cient Gaulish so in Egypt, and among the Hebrews, Ken  was applied to a prince, a priest, 
&c. Geb. Mende Prim. tom. 8. p. 14o—s. 

(18) Llan,  or Lan, (Brit. and Corn.), a chinch Si signified, originally, a place or meetings  
or gathering together, an inclosurr, church-yard, in whidt the church was buds: Lan. (Ir.) also e 
signifies a church. 

• 
(19) Llannereh (Brit.) signifies a green, a bare place, in a mood; a little yard. Lambert! a. 

(Corn.) meaas a forest, a grove, a lawn, a bare place, inn wood. Lanai is vulgarly prononnecd 
Lanria, which has occasioned the corruption of several of these names. 	 „Os- 

.. 	• 

54 

reel, in Fossaway parish Lanriel, 
nnulock Ends!, ;  Laariel, in Dunabl.mr 
parish; and Lanrick. in Callon!, pond... • 
Perthshire ('9). 

   
  



--Ch. I.—The Aborigines.] 	Ow NORTH 

Soon;-Batmen;In  

Li, and Lyn, are compounds, in several names 
places; as Lynn, and Lynn-Regis, in 

Lyndel, in Lancaster; Lin-ton 
in Hereford; Lin-ton parish, in 

; Lymyerew, Lymhoghlen, Lyn-
; and many others. 
iu Llanylar-hundrcd, Cardiganshire. 

Park is the name of several places, and acom-
pound, in the ns of others; as Park, in 
Ilreclumek, hi Co

ame
rnwall, in Southampton, 

in Stafford, M the Isle of Wight; 
E 	; Park-pill, in Monmouth, 

Park-icain,
m,s

Caermarthen ; ParLerissi, 
Poi-Lb:a, in Cornwall, dm 

Penn,c compound, in thew 	of many places; 
as. Pen parish, and Pen-ard, in Some.wt ; 
Pat-nraig, in Anglesey, in Montgomery, 
in DoMigli, in Glamorgan, etc.; and Pen-
pont, in Cornwall, and in Brecknock ; 
Pon-knick, in Cornwall; Par.keth, LL-
caster; Pon-cold, in Hereford; Prn.titli, 
in Cumberland ; and many others. 

Pill is the name of several places, and is a com-
pound, in the name of others; as Pile, in 
Glamorgan: Pile of Foudray, in Lanca- 
shire; Pill, in Devon ; 	U. Somerset ; 
AA in Pembroke; and 	Cornwall; 
Pilketh , in Radnor; Pi/de:Amy parish, in 

„ 	• —.V..: 	 parish, in Cornwall, Re.  

-BRITAIN. 	 TT 

In NOILTN.BEITA1, 

Lin, and Lyn, are compounds, L several names 
of places; as Lin, in Fife, Forfar, and 
Dunharton ; Lyn, in Peekkes ; Lin-dale 
loch, in Ayr; Lin-ton parish, hi Peebles; 
and.Lin-ton parish, in Roxburgh ;Lin.dorus 
loch, and abbey, in Fife; Lin-lithgow (2o). 

Monarky, in the parish of Alves,  - 
shit, (2s). 

Par/ is the name of divers places,  a 
pound, L the names 
Banff, Nairn, Kirk. 
hc.; Park-hall, in 
and Paokniegs  (Gre 
Park), in Banff; Pa 
and many others (22). 

Prn is a compound, intim O 
as Pen of Eskdahnuit't  • 
Dumfries; Prmoraig, a 
ton ; Pompons parish, in 
ycuick parish, in Edit, 
pariah, in Haddington 
bles ; Pon.wally, in A 
Perth, Se. (i 3). 

Pill is a mpound, in the names of 
as Pil.

co
.ily, Pihmar, /11-t 

Ril-kivie, 
Berwick; PiLrig, in 
whirry, in WMton ; 
nour, rivulets, in Kirkcodbrig 

(20), Liyan (Brit.) signifies what is in motion, or flows; water; a lake ; a 
means a pond, a pool, a Standing water. .Linn, Or.), a pond, a pool. 
water: hence, Doh.fin, and many other ...nes uf places in Ireland. 

(az ) IStannebay, 	 the British, Cornish, and 1,1,10, signifies the m 
(22) Par, Park. in British, so.d 	os well as in ancient 

• signify afield, an incInsure ; and so Pnirr, in Irish. 
(23) Pen, in the British, and Armoric, as well as in the aacient Coldish, sign 
chief, the beginning, the top, 	 mit, the end, a cape, a 	promorittny. 

(Cornish}, means the !wad, a hill, &c.
or sum
c. The analagona word, in the Ghclie, is 4,, 

is an inflection so the names of Pen-rad...and IOn.ard, Ftmcraig, and KM 
mons, as bath already been obstweeed of Pri,arth, and Kimgarth. 

(24) Pill, in the British, and Cornish, as as 
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Rayne pariah, in Essex. 
Re...id forest, in Nardi-hundred, Cardigan. 
Ralitini  in Cornwall; and several other names, 

names compounded of Ror, and Rare (.6). 
Sera, a village, in Cornwall. 
Tre is a prefix M many names; as Tre-evan, Trr- 

frre, 	'Ire-wen, in Hereford; Tre-
ton parish, in Yorkshire ; Tre-borough 
parish, in Somerset; Tre-garon town, and 
parish, and Tre-villy parish, in Cardigan; 
Tre-maine,Tre-neglos. and Tre-wen parishes, 
in Cornwall; and many others. 

li.,  or Tref, is also an affixito several names ; as 
Uchil-reef, in Anglesey ; Uchel-rref, a 
gentleman's seat, in Merionethshire, be. 

rari.r,  on Cluyn river, in Elintshir,  

U N T 	(Book f.—Ter Raman Permd.--:-. 

In NOS.11-BRITAIN 

Rare parish, in Aberdeenshire (35). 
Reseabie pariah, M Eorfarahire. 
Roeelin, in Edinburgliallise; and several other 

names, compounded of Rol, and Roar (a6). 
Sam parish, in, Ayrshire (27). 
Tre  is a prefix in divers names ; as  Trebronn, 

	

Lauder parish, Bersokk ; Trrillarn, in Co-- 	, 
ningham, Aynliire ; Tre-town, in Xenon - 
way, Fifealire ; Tre-gallon, in Troquers 
parish, Kirkcudbright; Ter-long, in Hu-
Dotter parish, Kincardineshire; Tre-uchaii 
in Port parish, Perthshire, &c. (28.) 

Tee is also 	 offs to mental names ; -as Uchil-err 
parish,

an  
 and castle, and Ayrshire; 

in Penningliam parish, Wigton; Ocliihrry, 
in Linlithgowshire, &c• (t9)• 

Pari,, the Roman name of Po 
water, i,, Elginshire. 

fortress, a secnre place r Pill also means a semditch, or trench, filled at high-water, in South-Wales, 
and in Cornwall. There are a number of old forts, in North-Britain, which are called by this name  • 
as the Peel of Gargunno, and the Pool of Garden, on theriver.Forth, in Stirling; the Pal of Lin: 
htligow ; the Peel of Kirkiattilloeli, a fort, on the Roman wall; th.,; Peel castle, in East Kilbn 
Lanerkshim ; the Ped fort, at Lumphanan, Aberdeenshire; the Peel n,n, in Cantletown 
Roxburgh; and the old fortified condo of Livingston, in Linlithgowshire, is, in anei,,: 
need 

 
nd imPont's map of Lothian, called the Peel. The  term 	 ed A, as also appli 	t,, a number 

border strengths. The Pill,  or  Peel,  is unknown to the Irish langu3ge, or Sco:n.Li,h, as w 
to the Teutonic. 

(25) The name of this parish is probably derived from the British, and Armoric, Rhana 
seems to he the sone as the lnaL Rana, and Rain, a portion, a division, a division of land, 
brothers. 

(of) Rhos (Brit.) signifies a mountain, meadow, a moist plain. Roe (Corn.) means a mono 
a meadow, a valley, or dale, between hill, or attended with a promontory. Rim, (Brit.) signifies n: 
:tart, and is hence applied to a promontory. Res, in the old Catie, and Ras, in the Gaelic, signifies` 
a promontory: in fact, Roslin castle stands on the point of a rocky promontory, around whir  r  
winds the river Eds. 

(a7) Sarn( Brit.) signifies a caufey, stopping stones. SaneCornish)  means 	cornzr., 
castle stands, in a corner, formed by the junction of a rivulet, with the river Ayr, in A 

(28) Tr and Tref, (Brit. and Ann.), signifies a resort, a dwelling-place, a home-stead, a. 
a town. Pro (Corm) means a town, a village, a dwelling, a gentleman', seat. info 
of the name Of a number of mansions, and hamlets, iu South-Britain, and also in North-II 

(a9) Viehilire  is the orthography in Pont's snaps of Kyle, and Wigton, in Blaeu's Atlas 
has since !iron changed to °alike... 	(Brit.) Ulid (Com.)'menn high, lofty, gat 
lichen., the 14,,,,/any/fins,  or hamlet, The Odd bills, in Perthshire, are  an named, from 
British 
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IN every treatim, 	r dicta 	 hat has been demonstrated 
must be taken for truth. It seems, indeed, impossible to resist the proofs, that 
have been offered, in accurate detail, Rut cAalslishing the simple proposition, 
which was more than probable in itself, that the Aborigines of North-Britain 
werivtindoUbtedly the same Gaelic Ciatts, who, in the most early ages, settled 
South-Britain (a). Theories, then, must bow down to facts, and conjectures 
must ever give place to certainty. 

At the epoch of Agticola's invasion, North-Britain may -be viewed as a 
mirror, that reflects back the condition, in which was South.Britain, at the 
'more distant era, when Julius -Cm.ar first invaded the shores of our island. 
This faithful mirror shows also the state of Gaul, when the Roman ambition 
enterprized the conquest of the common parent of the British nations. Those 
kindred countries were each cmtonized into many tribes, who were only con-
nected together, bx the slight ties of a common origin, similar customs, and 
the same speech. Caledonia, its its largest extent, front the Tweed and the 

(a' See before, Chap. I. Every scholar knows how many conjectures Tacitus has made, con-
cerning the origin of tlw Caledonian, who opposed Agriola, in arms. Agric. xi. But, such a 
tody pf facts, as are established, in the ;weeding chapter, would explode conjectures of more 
olidity, if it were allowable to regard Siltellinlii01111, in opposition toina a but, Ile cannot be ad-

mitted to reason against demonstration. If any additional proofs were wanting to support this 
historical demonstration, they might be found in an accurate comparison of the Over monuments, 
which ore the undoubted remains of the earliest inhabitants of South, and North, Britain; the Cram. 
lrrLr t the rocking..one. the eirela al alarm; ; all which abound, as much in the North, a, to the 
South, of our island wth the same form ; and, there:Oct, appear to 	 tit- 

me 
 

same people. Compare Bo:lases Cornwall, Beck iii. ; Rowland's Mona, § is. ; Muniments An- 
tigua, ch. t, 3,  4,  5,  6, 7. ; Cordiocr's Antiguities, to. 44. 	Urea Hist. Ruglen, p. 85-6.; the 
Statistical Accounts of Scotland, t;tlt Vol. ale. 5'7. 4th Vol. 16i. 456.; yth Vol. 485., 6:5 
Vol.48 t ; 5th Vol. 71. t sod 	Nest Isles, p. 7s. Add to all these, the munYital-fml,  
that formed, when Agricola invaded North Britain, the defences of the British tribes, in the North, 
as well as in the South, which are eli of the rams constr,etion, and in aim8ar situations. 

tm.. I. 	 I 	 Eden, 
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Eden, on the south, to Cathness point on the north, was possessed by one. 
and-twenty tribes of Aboriginal Britons, who were populous, in proportion to 
the greater, or less fertility of the districts, which they severally occupied:6  
the tribes, on the west coast, must have been fewer in numbers, than the more 
potent clans, on the eastern shore. Every tribe enjoyed the ancient privilege 
of being each independent of the whole; and who only united under a Pen. 

-dragon, sehen danger pressed, and necessity demanded the authority of a single • 
person, for the safety of the whole people, according  to  the Celtic principle of 
disunited independence. 

t. I.et us now cast a curious eye on that speculum, wherein we may see the 
topographic position of the Caledonian clans, in their respective series. In it, 
we may perceive, at the south-east boundary of North-Briton, tjle tribe of the 
Oita/tier; who occupied tha whole extent of coast, from the southern Tine to: 
the Frith of Forth ; inhabiting the half of Northumberl3nd ; the cast par: of 
Roxburghshire ; the whole of Bcrwick, and of East-Lothian; having 'Oleic 

chief town at  Brentenium, which is undoubtedly Roeeheeter,  on Reed-watery in 
Northumberland' b). The British name of the Orodini is supposed to be de-
rived from the site of their country, which stretches out from the great river Tint 

northward, along the coast of the German Sea, and the Frith of Forth (e). 
A British Poet of the sixth century, Aneurist, a chief of the Ottadini, has 

(5) Ptalemy ; Richard, and his map. The rivers, in the countrit of she Ottadinis were  the 
Sim, the Alain,- end the Medd, an AV, learn from Richard.. The Tnm, and Math  are omitted 
by Ptoloiny. The Tier  is merely the British Tait, signifying a river of the same import as  Awn.: 
The Lothian Tine, and the no, in the.tionotry of the Venricones, derived their kindred names 
from the same source. The Atatoin Of the Ottadini, as well as the .dhoonr, in the cciuntry of the 
Damnii, drew their descriptive names, from the A1-.en  of the British speech t signifying the clear, 
or  brighl, stream. There are Reveml other teasers, in Nurth-Britain, which are named nig, or 
Allan and which owe their appellations to similar qualities. The Tueda of Richard is merely the 
British Tied, the ancion name of this dividing water, with the Latin termination (a] annexed Cr  .4 
Lloyd's Archaiol, p.239. 

(r) Camden supposes, that they were named Ottadini from living beyond the Enr. Folio, ing 
up this idea, Lc erukavonrs to derive the name from the British 	supposing, nilatakily, 
drat el--h signifies beyond,  as the Welsh apply fld,Cortway, for the country of We/o hyoid t he Con. 
way. Url.thrd, bowed the wood. The British Uch properly al, nifiea upper, Iiither,ethow e  and may 
be sometimes put for the English Geyond, when there is the coincidence of acclivity in the situation. 
But, the name of the Ottadini may hr derived From the British language, in amore analugo,s form,  
thus: Oat,  or  Orb, ire the British, signifies <dal rends  our  from So Odet,din, implies the iv,ion, 
eeadieg curfew'? the Time, which is, in fact, descriptive of Sc, Ottadinian country ; stretchi,4 out 
from the river Tine, along the east coast to the Frith of Forth. From Oddyirs, die people, inha- • 
biting the country, would properly be alled airlithri, and 	;  and by the 
or  Othedi,i the ay of the Brit:,11 bring prouoinical like the rib of the Latin, and. the English. 
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left a poem, which deplores, in animated strains, the defeat of his countrymen, 
by the intruding Saxons, in the battle of Cattraith 

Gwyr a nth Ododie,, chwerthin wanar. 

Heroes travers'd Otodinta, a joyous course (C). 

2. The neighbouring tribe of the Gadeni inhabited the interior country, on the 
west of the Ottadini, from the Tine, on the south, to the Forth, on the north ; 
comprehending the west part of Northumberland ; the small part of Cumber-
land; lying on the north of Irthing river; the west part of Roxburgh; the 
whole of Selkirk, Tweedale ; much of MiJ.I.othian, and nearly all West-
Lothian ; having Curia, on the Gore water, for their capital (e). Their British 
name is supposed to be derived from the many groves, which, in those days, 
added both strength, and ornament, to their various country. 

3. The western class of the Se/goer inhabited Annandale, Nithsdale, and 
Eskdalc, in Dumfriesshire; the east part of Galloway, as far as the river Deva, 

(d) Cambriqp Register, v. s. p. ay, if,: Welsh ArchMol. v. T. p. T. 
(e' Rieleard's text, and his map. Ptolomy differs From both, in his position of tier Gadeni, on the 

north of the Datunii, beyond the Clyde, in the country of the Aattaculti, whom hr has annihilated. 
The discovery of inscriptions has, however, proved, that Ptolemy, and his interpreter, are COM-
pletely wrong, and that Richard is perfectly right, as to the country, which lee has give to the 
Gadc0i, near the wall of Sev. At Risingham, Meese the Roman station of /fa faancum was 
situated, there was found in  the river Red, which passes this place, two stone altars, th6inseript 
tion emon one of which bears, that it was erected to Mogott, a god of the Cadent ; and to the 
deity of our Lord August ”t  I fa fitancem the other lame an inscription, " Deo Nouns: Carfreortan 
'eInventus Do. V. a." esmden's Brit. p. 1,75-6 5 I Iorsley's Brit. Roen. Northumberland. 
No. laza.; Warburton's Vallom 	,raintm, p. i t  —X. As Ptolomy displaced the Gadeni 
votsn,ry ; • an  he gave Crria, their metropolis, to the m ighbouring tribe of the Ottadiuis but 
Richard ha, properly mstored it to the right Own,: ,. This Gadeni town probably derived its 
significant name fromthe Pritish Geer, signifying a (arir, a iese.er 	ity 5 a cornet.: Co, 
ounla b, latiniaed Curia by the Romans. In me 	to settle Ptolone

extrem
y's en:comes pimitioa 

,d tic,  Cadent, late enquirer has observed, " that Richard, cnmpared with Ptolemy, is 	autho• 
city at all, and that it is tulli,iunt to say, that Ptolemy most be right, and Richard 

no 
must ht 

wrong ," yet, have we secs, that the &tn.:mind:on of ineetiplinvt  'case Richard, and con. 
rotes Ptolemy. This is by no 	 the se:dy improvement,' triode Richard has made e:pon 
Poilomy, in the topography of North

means 
 -Britain : lo has added several tribes, which  we, Wholly 

rittrd by Ptolemy t he has cotrected Many of his erroneous positions ; he has given tnaay 
rut intimations of the ancient British names of Mmares, of neountaias, and of stations, that are 

r. t in Ptolomy and, in all-these additions, rinrocti.m,, and improves:cos, Richard is, in general, 
• oyorted by mind en, discoveries, and by undoubted Lox It their appear, that Richard wrete 
ima better document, and more copious information, than Ptolcimy 5 1.14 sleet Richard!; autho-
, r, and nor:ins, ought to he pitqm.-Cd to the inaccuracy, and barrenness of Piehinty, subcu thee 

fhprant crack int ,1 itot.: 	,slid 	L1• 

1 2 	 0, 
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or Dee, whirls was their western boundary; and they had the Solway Frith for 
their southern limit (f). The British name of the Se/goose is supposed to be 
descriptive of their country ; which lay on a  dividing water, and which, by the 
new settlers, who were introduced, during the Middle ages, was denominated 
the Solway. 

4. The remarkable tribe of the Novantes inhabited the middle, and west, 

parts of Galloway, from the Dee, on the east, to the Irish sea, on the west ; 
they had the Solway Frith, and the Irish sea, on the south, and the chain of 
hills, the Us...thou-monks of Richard, which separate Callon ay from Carrick, 

on the north t and they possessed LI, opibia,  on the site of the present Whithern, 
for their principal town; with another town, which was named &rigoniunt,  on 

• 
Ptolomy ; Richard, and Iii; map. The kuna of Ptolomy, and Richard, is the Sob of, 

which received its mune from the buna, the ancient Ed, oft.  the"mudern maps s and which loses 
itself in the wk.!, exp.], of she same frith. This river, as well as several of the same name, in 
North-tier in, mid the Eden, M Kent, derive their descriptive names Iron, the British Erkki,a, which 
signifies a  gliding ,tream. la the country of the Sclguvie, there are two other rive* on Richard's 
map; the Naar,  or Nitli ; mid the DeTa,  or Dec. The N11, or Nith, like the Nidua, nr  Neat, 
in Wales, derives its appropriate name, fr,n the British A',/,/, which is pronounced Ncifi, and 
which signifies, in the Cambro-thitish speed, eire4e,  ar  errolving, as the fact evinges. The Dee 
derives its significant name, from the  same British source, as the Doe, in Aberdeenshire, and the 
Dee, in Wales De,  as a sobsta•itive, signifies impd,,, eakti,  a 	and wasobviously 
applied to those rivers from their quaMy of rapider, both the 0,,i, in North.Biitain, (15 moun- 
tain streams, are rapid: the name may, however, 	 the Britlith 1), which is pro. 
nonacid like Dee, and 	delletes the dark colour of their water,. One of the Selgorx 
towns is called by Ptulomy, and Richard, Tr,. Wien;  it plainly derived its prefix Ter, from the 
British TIT, a town 	the Trimontium was certainly at Burrenswark-hill, in Annandale, on the 

dsummit of which, tile sic the remains of a large;Bitish 	and two ROT. camps, on iftl 
,leclivity. See chap. iv. U.vellker, iamather town of the Selgime, draws sae descriptive name, from 
the British Ueht!, which signifies Did, lofty, and rely dirguiscd, by a Latin 
termination. It  wa, ,ituate,l,  at Waltilry hill, near Carrlavcrock. C144{1al Orli11111, anwher town 
of the Selgovx, was situated at D., more, where there are ...ill the remain, of a 
and a Riruan camp, on the c.a.,t 	of the 1),,, la.' ea. 	 : then  mn, • 	iondy 
Bonet,with it Latin turinii,atiou the Can.b:,-Brit 	e. I• 	fortre, n f,.rtitied place: 
it,, 	in thepent sh, mcanyonspi,inot, ; ard 	s 	1 p, 	t1. thus 1,.. • ,,,,•, thu. the 
Selgovie were a tioi h 	; 	I 	 , 	 orn the 
CanhrO-0riti.1, spud, 	 to the S,.1.goi, 
ValiQ1111,1,11111,1 Gorda, and ,1,1 ,;,.IL 1.  not r,c.,u.u..1 1,7I 	1,  nor 1. it in hCIlle 	th,,  prior 
editioii, of Ptolemy. 	It I, 	I y theL 	h 	II icr, 	 ;,ai oftlir miiit ry, 
arid was artiii:dily at C 	t)v-i., 	 k.!nr 	fii-iti,11 
strength, ajd also of 	 and thriti are stytial 	' 	Britith ettcogths, on the 
heights, 	it 	court 

th, 
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the Rerigani, Sittur, the Loch-Ryan of modem maps (e. They are supposed 

to have dcrivid their British name from the nature of their region, which 
abounded with oct:tms. T

.
Novant, sere remembered by Anew in, in the 

sixth century, Ny,,hiirt.  he waOescribing the warriours, who hastened to the de-
fence of their country, at Cattractu 

rr Tri awry Novant 

o Three from Nordin.° (0). 

5. The DaMnif hihaSitd the whole extent of country from the Uallum Inantev 
of Richard, the ridge of hills betweAt Galloway and Ayrshire,' on the south, 
to the river Ern on the north, comprehending .t11Stratheluycl, the shires of Air, 
Renfrew, and Stirling, ton!) a small part of the shire: oil Donharton, and Perth. 
Their towns were Vanduaria, at Paisley; alania, in the Noutil-iiasa•ern extremity 

of Strathclyde; Carla, at Caerstairs, in Lane]. Clyslesdak; illanna, on the river 

Allan ; Lindunt, near the present Ardoch ; and 1'kt:rill, it Dealginross, on the 

Ruchil water (1). Such were the five tribe, who occupied, during the first 
century, 

Is,  Ptolemy ; Rielitutd: and his map. The most prominent object among the Novantos, which 

is delineated by ltichdrd, thongh not by Ittolomy, it the Ohr/bott tool., a ridge of high hills, run-

ning from east, to west, dIttng the northern side of their country. TI, Uselltra is plainly the Itritish 

tignifyittg high, linty. Rielutol h confirmed, by what we find in ate vicinity of those ml,1111-

tains, in Wigton, a place which, a, Purvis map of Calloway, i5 called U. 1,/i, the high town: 

this, at well as do thhehna in Ayr, ,ad :no now 	r, red to 0e/Ares. 	Oeltil 

hills, ot, the northern wit. of tin- Forth, are alp; named, front the sat, Btrnr,11 worth The 

Ahriman., of 	mid Bit-lard, is olohnoly the ,/',.noon n I tie Uses topogwipity , the 

a 	Avm, a river 

( h i Cambrian Ito,. , 2, p. 7, NV,Idt 	 It. 
(i) Ptolonty ; awl Ito Ito LI, with hit rntp. Such rt.to the eaten 	territories, and the tottat, 
hit pow, Int trillth Al I 1i•- 	of Agriedlaht invation: and 0.1, they co, hated, tilt' the eree,  
of the wall of ,h: E111111, 	1111:1111,g front the Forth to tho Clyde, it:tough the norther, 
of their C11r, camp:battled the greatett part of it, witltia the conquered prows,: of 

Valenta. At that

111 
 , ptteh, nt wee learn from It ichar,h the HoreStii acquired thesowht of A hinnh, 

Linda., and. 
 Fianna, nett /he no proud:mg Q,l1:,t 	The 	tow, ttetelt runt through the 

country of the Damon, t 	down loy it it 	plainly represent, the z/gr. 	 Illia 
II:neon:toyed its 	:woe on rh • e • 1 	shire, formed, ho doubt, the annex to the Vi,l,gott, 

f 	tolteny, anti 12 it hod: nu, Gre.' err, 	brnith, Atoll/ie., :seedy and drapphtg the (g) 
contpwitera, 	 would 	..he rets.,(y..,•: this ephrt t teat, farnerly td.y deserv. 

of art, ricer; 	it All so, inn h or degree. The 	-:Lt o  cod C:a fa-diE fivaria, are 
y the 	I 	C. 	 011: 	 ...ter (ett.:, in tOhtles. derives„,  its were 

or tine/cat/. These agreeable qua:twos p.pg)(4.,gtectmstk-
thottgh wit toh thote well lenown riven:caw twin la the 

d 't 	as we have seen, from the river., to will. it 

• 
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century, that ample region, from the Tme and the Solway, on thy south, t, 
the Forth and the Clyde, on the north, varying their limits, no1,,ultt, as am- 
bition pressed, or weakness gave way, during tit 	rt.!: Tony 

6. The I lorerrii inhabited the country bets'."'"i the Bates4;:or Folth, tat 
the South, and the Tau 	'f ", or ay, on the north; a dist 	, hich c;mtpte. 
headed the shires of Clackmanan, Kinross, 'and Fite, with the ear tart at 
Strathern, and the country, lying westward.• of the lay, awfar as tho river 
Brand (1.). Front the natural strength of their country,,041forerrfi ate -.;Ipposed 
to have derived their Briti,h name. 

7. The Venrieoner possessed the country, between the river .1 ay, on the 
south, and the river Carron, on the north; comprehending Cowrie, Strathmore, 
Stormont, and Strathardle, in Perthshire; the whole of Angus, 	the I 
part of Kincardineshire; having the it chief town Gorr,r, ott the not:It cant 
margin of the Taves, or Tay (f.) 

stood; and d, ,11:44 obta,,,I 	nam, from the 	 ; 
11,f,  rut. 	 ttv od on the bark :l K1,4igwilter.  tt  rep.dly a  (.1/v.  cc,  . 	t II d 
be somewhat r'orrtiptrd 	ia e'rr; le thr /! 	;,f 	litd,;11,.,,,;;;;ryt,1 • p..1, and /.. , 
a rtrrugth 	/"..-/r/i/ 	td.ad" 

(6) Richard, a.'d 
,11,1 duty we, AO 

tainrd a considr,,I Ir 	1 
Lindum, curd 	 'I 	II 	d 	et; :"..! I.. Pr/taw. • 
exprer.:y ner.• 
I't;t1orny, 

tle• 
(I Pods,' ; 

, 
the Ilor ,,t;i, ;dr • 	 7, 	;-al 
capital Oe, 	R 	 iflt, 01,17, 
of their 
!KO, ir6 A 

Richard, ‘,.•• 
Tin a ; and 1. 
rrled spread, Tie T.,y. 
of it. 	 eral rk; ; 
their qourse.uAities 	ex;r1zision 
is nurzly the S'intl; 
air.18outh-Britai.n, fro, 
on the r.ort11,,11,1 	 I \ 	 I. 

	

nO doubt, derived its 	ellati;,;‘, IS, the 	i • 
the tritifb 	 " 	re,'  11.1, s. 
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8. The Teri.rali inhabited the northern part of the Mearns, and the whole of 
Atfrdcenshire, to the Doveran ; a district, which included the promontory of 

• naird's-head, to which the Romans gave the name of Tabralorum prom.. 

torium and, they had fur thsjp.chief town Devann,  on the north side of the 
river Dee„ six miles above its infhtz into the sea; being the Normandykcs 

of the present tittles. They, probably, derived their British appellation, front 
the jrir hcarbland, which is the most prominent feature of their open, and 

' pointed region (m) 

9. The i  '-acentai possessed the country, on  the south side of t he Murray Frith, 
from the Doverar, on the east, to the Ness, the Longs, of Richard, on the 

west; an  extent, which comprehended the shires of BantI, hagin, Nairn, the 
east part of Inverness, with Braemar, in Aberdeenshire (n). 'I heir towns were 
the Prow. of Richard, the Mora Ceram of Ptol, my, at the mouth of the 

(en) PtoloinY ; Richard, and his map ; Cambrian Rrg. zd 	p. i 9. The remarkatile names, 
in the map of Rickard, and the table, of Ptolemy, within the country of the Taixall, aec the Newt, 
the station of the Devana upon the same river, and the 	Dever,  or  Dee, derives its name, from 
the same  British source, as the Dee, of the Selgoox, and the Wizard Dee, in Wales, The liana, 
or  khan, of the modern maps, obtained its name from the same Britisha origin, and,l.lorn the ...tie 
qualities, as the hum ty( ,t6e Selgovx, which has been already notkied. 

(ii).PtolorhY ; Richdrd,and his map. In the country of the Vacomagi, an the shores of the 
Moray Frith, wet* the (leind of Ptoltatly; or  Celakk of Richard, and the Meek of Ptolorny, and 
the Thesis of Richard. The first was probably the Culen water, at the influx of which into The 
Motiy Frith,, there: a town, which Ivan named rave.. fen by the Stow-Irish, and is now ab- 
breilot 	to  C 	e  Celnius has generally been applied, by modern antiquaries; to the .river 
Dektern,ithout  rry 	etiology of language, or  propriety of local 1.916011. The Mewls  was plainly 
t
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would signify the north water. The Vow, that separated the Varionagi, and Cant, was properly 
the western catremity of the Moray Frith, into Adeh falls, at this day, the river Favor; whence 
the Estuary of Richard drew it, Collie  name. On Ptolonty!s map. the town of 'rm.:la is misplaced, 
on the sees, instead of th, veal  shksof the river Slay, whe'rojt in accurately Floe,  rl aby Ilishatd, who is 

sconfirmed, by the rteetit diacotory ors Roman station, on the  east  bank of the Spey, a little below • . 
iliA;Ksirk of Belli, The "flaid Caska of Ptolemy is :dm much misplaced, being removed a great • 
sdii from the coast ; but Ribliard 	properly plat ed his Petra?,  on the prornt rioet 	Odell is nose 
-.Had Burghead, on the Moray fr.th ; and which liss been established as its vat 	,hhhalia 
misplaced in Ptolorny's soaps,  a gr, at distance sdutliward of the Tbinea; oldie R.. Ide lias  more 
correctly placed it on the east side of the Ness, where there have moron discovered th •  ride:dos of 
Rum 'n  piast, at  a  phrac. Domed liana, anti Bones, 'fir Bri!ish 	 i, descriptive 
of its situation, at thefts'', or lower end of Locb.Nes, w no doubt by the hainiaed into ••• 1 
Beknetia,lhat formed the Baikal,' of Piiiionty, 	Rlidi

as  
aid. ;Ile site of Tssi.•,, !deli formed a 

sti e 	the tenth Iter of Richard, 	Ptoroton, soethw,rd, per 	 i„„pro,,d, 

tot&t 	n on the river Dee, in Prwmar. 
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Varar, where the present Burghead runs nut into the Frills ; the T,,, ..th, en , 

east bank of the Spey ; with famea, and Banatia, in the interior conwo ,.. 
to. The Albani, wino were, sub,equently, called Divoli,-;"Gant, fro, 

having been subjected to the Damnii, inhabi4the interior districts, b,' .r : 
• the lower ridge of the Grampians, which skirt the n mthern side of ti' . l 

and river Tay, on the smith ; and the chain of nannnains, that f .rna: the ,,,e'l ,:• 
limit of Inverness-shire, on the north; compo bending Brakialban,..l• : 
small part of kochaber, with Appin, and (.: lento-Lily , in I'm-a-1.1,-. u; a 
country', as Isichard intimatm, surrounded whit mountain,, an;! :. i ! ,,i k .1 
with lakes to). The British word, Alban, meats greatest, stun ,., oi 	T., 
height (p) ; as  Cul yi'Albgnau, consequently, aignitief. the nn .1 of tl., u 
mountains': .the Welsh denominale Scotian], by the appr.priate ward, !..r  ./ V, 

even to the present times. 
1 1. llfi.aftratotti inhabited the whole country, Iron) Loch-Fine, the T ..- 

lanonitabhi; cit itichard, on the n  ens, to the eastv at d of the river Leven, a..1.1 
Loch-Lomond; comprehending the  st hole el Cowal, in Argyll:shire, and t!. - 
greater part of Dunbartonshire (7). 	I  hey  arc stppoved to  have been calls,', L. 
the British speech, the Eitha.cti, or the melt dwelling along the extremity e: 
the wood. 

t x. The proper Ca/cdanii inhabited the whole of the interior country, been 
the ridge ormountains, which separates Inverniis and Perth, on the south, to 

(a) Richard, and his map. This tribe is wholly omitted by Ptolomy :- '''; Richard ha", :,, 
teeny other instances, supplied this defect; and Richard has dewnhed the pro fleet feature, .,! :', 
secluded country, with Such correctness, as to leave no debt aline genuine source of his inform,,,,,,.. 
The significant name of their mountainous country', 4/Gn, from which they got ti,' arpell ....u. : . 
AlLoni, war afterwards extendt.d to the whole of the middle country, between the Forth, ,,, 1 
Varar ,  ; and had been preserved, through successive ages, to the present times. The Se,,,, .7 
people gave to the ositthen, pen of the Albanf country the appellatain of lir.241,111., ..i,,... ,': 	.. 
the Ilter part of .411.. ; and, ridge of pountnini, in the northent v, ..., by the sir, p, .q , 
named Drum..ellban, signifying the ridge of Allan. 	- 	. 	 . 

(p) to fact, this region  contains soma  of the highesfmountains, it Britain. Bo,•Nevi,, ou 
'northern limit: in 4,370 feet shove the level ,,,f the sea; Bem.Lawers, hill. solitlitirii past, is 4,015 
above the lame level ; and there are several others, which`tfe very little inferior, in height. 

. , (4) The Lelamonius of Ptolemy: the same'svater is called Lwlamnonlus Simi , in Berri LW'S 
,, edition of Ptolemy. Richard, and Id 

	

	 . Ptolomy has wholly omitted the Att,woli ; and his 111,  
interpreters have erroneously placed the'. dent, io their country, Richard has, however, rwst, :, ,1 
this tribe, who were once formidable,

1 	

their real territories, which included, as he infor, ds, 
the Lincaledur Laels. The much admired Loch-Lomond of the prewnt ago is the Lin .1/,A, 
Lam. of Richard, which appellaion was plainly derived horn the .1)7,-; drd4wr of the Britian. 

• the 
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the range of hills, that forms the forest of BAnagowan, in Ross, on the north ; 
comprehending all the middle parts of Inverness, and of Ross (r). This terri-
tory formed.. considerable part of the extensive forest, which, in early ages, 
spread over the interior, and were parts of the country, on the northern side , 
of the Forth, and Clyde, and to which the British'colonists gaie the descriptive 
appellation of Celythhn; signifying literally the coverts, and genailly denoting 
a moray region (.r). T. e 	tribe, who thus inhabited a great portion of the 
forest, Celyddon, were coniequently called Celyddoni, and Colyddorliaid, the 
people of the coverts. lids descriptive term, Ce/yddon, was also applied, by • 
the British people, to an extensive forest, which, in the same early ages, covered 
a large tract of country, on the south of the Humber (r). The northern forest 
of Celyddon is frequently mentioned by the Caledonian Merddin, a native poet 
of the sixth century (a). The name of Celyddon also occurs, frequently, in 
ancient Velsh manuscripts, having in some instances the prefix coed, which 
signifies merely a wood (x). From the great extent of country, to which the 
descriptive term Celyddon was applied„this name, in its Romanized form of 
Caledonia, was, in after times, extended to the whole peninsula, on the northern 
side of the Furth, and Clyde. 	• 

13. The Canto inhabited the east of Ross-shire, from tire ilstuary of Varar, 
on the south, to the Abona, or Dornoch Frith, on the north ;'having 
or Cronmrty Frith, which indented their country, in the centre, and a ridge of 

(r) Ptoloiny ; Richard, and Isis map. Ptolumy eristmously carries the territories of the Cale-
donii, throughout thquountry, southward to the Lelanoohis sinus, or Loch Fine. This error arose. 
from his omitting.the Albani, who inhabited the intermediate diurict, between the Cakdocii, 
and the I,elnnonius Sinus. 

(s) The British people applied the descriptive terms CrC. C,;reldon, G;;;;;,y,P.:!, and Ergoed, to 
Uoad, and wild regions ; and to the open, and plain countries, they gave tin characteristic terms. 

Gwent. Oxen. Thus, they distinguished. the coutry, on tit, northern aisle of the 
Fords, and Clyde, by two characteristic appellations : the interior, and women, part, whiCh oat 
clothed with woods, they termed Cflydr19n, and the inhabitants Celyddon; and to the open country, 
along the east rout, they applied the term PeitIna; ; and the inhatitants were oRed Penbi. These 
general appellations of Celphloni, and Pdclri, were, by the Romans, latiniaed Cale,ionii, and Pith. 
Cal,'Cel, and Coil, are primitive word, which, in it the dialects of the Celtic, siznify woods; as 
eden, in the Greek, also signifies Viet,e. brace, C:../en, a town, and kingd.an of Etolia, which 
dcrived their descriptive names, from the foirst of Cdysion. Gebelin's Mood, Pri, m. tom. ix. p. lot, 

(t) Richard, and his map. He calls it by the latiniud name of Caledonia 	a, the same, in 
import, as the Caledonian forest, in the north. In p. at, speaking of the Coitani, he says, " Coitani, 
" in tram Sylvia obsito, 	It di< Branonnem 	Caledonia Cult appellate." 

	

Welch Archaeology, v. 1. p. 15o, 15a, ;53. 	(x) Cambrian Register, v. a. p. ;9. 

Vo E. I. 	 IC 	 . 	hills, • 
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hills, the Us:1Ln monies, on the west (1.)- Their country, rant out eastward:  

-The 
the narrow point, or Pm Uxelitsw of Richard:Me lafbenness of Ainslie. 

The country of the Cantor plainly derived its, significant name, froith the British 

tty it 111,1113 an open country, hasOftt all times been a very appro. 
print.: tpith, I, for the eastern part of Ross, comparedynith , the mountainous 

,interior, and (Inn western districts (en). 
14. The south-eastern coast of Sutherland wa, inly.hited by tle Logi, whose . 

country extended, from the Abona, or Dornoch rtith, en the south-west, to 
'the river Po, on the east (x). This is obviously the Ilulintsdale river of the 

Scandium-ion intruders, which the Celtic inh,,bitants have always called Avon-
L'ile, or Aion-/iigh, the Iloody water; an appellation, which is strongly cha-
racteristic of this high, and of the other fino, in North.Britain. The Logi, 
probably, drew their name, from the British word, 1. 1, Which was, naturally, 
applied to a people, living on the shore (y). 

15. '1-he Coornobii inhabited the south, the east, and imrth-ca.lt of Cathnessi. 
from the Ila river ; comprehending, the three great prommtorics of Virubium,. 
or Nos-Dead, of Vimedrum, or Duncansby-Ileatl, and of ran:drum, or the 

Pt,lorny ; kichard, i.iiI, hir map. The Loma of Ptolomy, and Ri,hard is, from its po. 
I all., 1111111, thi'Croinarty Frith of the modern mar and it obviously .1,i,ed {washes of 1..1. 
tom tlic 	1.1quel, with a foreign termination, signifying an halm of the sea, or collection of 

anns of the sus, on the westeoku of Nortli.Britain, are c;d1,d Lcclq to this day. 
prolmbly from the Scoto-lri,li Led, signifying the same, as the Combs„-British Lbrp.'5. The 
country of slit Cu,,,,. was divided from that of the Ca/..donii, by a ridge aiimuntaim, which is 
called, in Richard's map, Uxeillon mordes, and.which, like the 	norm, in the land of the 
Navaracs, derived tGir name, as we have seen, from the British U.-hrI, hill, or lofty. This 
ridge, of which Ben-mina is the prominent summit, gradually declines toward,ho north-east, and 
terminates in a promontory, which is called Pert11.,11;or ; hod which is the Tarbes-peer of modern 
maps. The prefix P.,1 is merely the Bririxh cord, that signifies a  brad, or end, or promontory. 
Ptolorny los omitt,I to notice these remarkable object, the Uxelhem mom, nod the Pen U.,.7;,1 
promonforium, ill the country of the Cantu. Upon the coast of the Cantu, on the south of th,  
Lox a, or Cromarty Frith, Richard ha's placed the Arojninn; Imper;i Rummi. 

(w) Ptolosny Richard, with*IS map. The original blunder of Ptd , rny, in the position of 
North-Britain, has introduceda correspondent embarrassment into the map of Riclurd, particu-
larly, on she north of the Varar. 1 This mquary is plainly the western extremity of the Murray 
Frith. Richard's Atom; meat he the Frith of Dornoch, which runs far into the country, between 
Ross, and Sutherland; and which receives into its ample channel Avon-Oigeal, Avon-Shin, Awn-
Carron, and other mono.,: the name of Aorta is obviously formed, from the British appointive, 
Atoeu, a river, with a foreign termination. 

(e) Ptolorny Richard, with to, map. 
(y) Whitaker's Manchester, 8vo Edit. V. ii. p. acs. 

Omit 
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Prue, promontorium, the Dunnet.1 lead of the prescut tinter. The CarnaT't, 
derived their appropriate appellation, like the kindred Cantabii of Cornwall, 
front their residence on remarkable promontories. 

16. The small tribe of the Catini inhabited the north-west corner of Cathness, 
and the eastern half of Strath-Naver, in Sutherlandshire ; having the river Naver, 

o the .Navari-fluvius of Ptolorny, the Nab4rta-fluvius of Richard, for their 
estern boundary (a) they probably derived their appellation, from the British 

name of the weapon, the Cat, or Catai, wherewith they fought ; whence, by 

en easy variation, they may have been called, in an age, when every word had 
its meaning, the Catini, or Club-men(a). The Gaelic people of Cattiness, and 
Sutherland, are ambitious, even at this day, of deriving their distant origin, 
from those Catini, or Catai, of British times. 
. 17. The Mertes occupied the interior of Sutherland (b); and probably de-
rived their name, from the British Merethu, or Merydd, signifying Hatt, or 
sluggish ; and conveying, perhaps, some analogous quality of the people (c). 

13. The Carnonaeze inhabited the north, and west coast of Sutherland, and 
a entail part of the western shore of Ross, front the Naver river, on the east, 
round to the Trams-bay, on the south-west. In this district, a river, called 
Straba, falls into the sea, on the west of the river Naver ; and the head-land, 
at the turn, is named Ebudian; protnantorium (a). The Carnonacm, probably, 
derived an appropriate name, from the British Cernrinag ; signifying the country 
of points. 

(e) Ptolorny ; Richard, and his map. This river is called Navalialuvius, in the edition of 

l'tolomy, 486, Nrmer-lluvins, in Bertins's edition ; Richard calls it Yaberer-fluvies : in Ptolotny's 
maps, the Catini are erroneously placed on the west, in place of the aid, of the Haver river. 
Ptolomy calls this tribe Carba ; they arecalled Catrrni, by Richard, and his name May be reeog-
i,d, in the appellation of their descendants, the Cr/P r  who inhabited this country, in after ages, 

and from whore, the extremity of North-Britain got the name of [:intro-nerro, the Cathocss of the 
prescnt times. 

(a) Cambrian Reg. 2 WI. p. 2C. 
(I) Ptolemy; Riched, arel :kW reap. 	 (c) Owca's Diet. 
(d) Ptolemy; Richard, and his map. The NJ1`.1).i, or V.0.4-flovius of Ptolomy, Ili, Mabel. 

Iluvius of Richard, were certainly Nal, r 	rich give; a nalnc to the creurtry of Swath. 
Mew, and the Sirabartkraus of Richard was probably the Strath-morc river, which runs through.: 
Loch Hope, and falls into Loci. Eribol, an inlet of the sea. The Malan; pron., far.'ung of RI.' 
chard is no doubt the Cape Wrath of Ainslie, as this map-maker, indeed, supposes. 'fine roe,: 

inns of Richard is probably the great arm of the sea, on the west coast of Ross, which is eleno. 
`urinated, by Ainslie, Loch Braon, or Broom. In PtOomy's maps, the Carnonacw arc misplaced. 
ern the loath, in place of the north of Volsas Sinus. 

bow 
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19: The west coast of Ross, from  I -Ass-sinus,  on the north, to the Isys,  on 
the south; was inhabited by the Crean, (c), who derived their British name, 
from dieirietkenm  ; Crexon,  or  Emus:Lys, signifying the men of blood. 

to. The crosses inhabited the whole west mist of Inverness, and the coda-
tries of Ardnamurchan, Morven, Sumer, and Ardgowar, in Argyleshire ; 
having the isys of Riehard;4hich is now called Loch Duielt, on the north, and 
the Langur, or the Linne-Loch, on the south (fl. 

ot. The Epidii inhabited the south-weir of Argyleshire, from Linne-Loch, 
t it she north, to the Frith of Clyde, and the Irish sea, on the mush ; including 
Ceantyr, the point whereof was called the Epidian promontory, which is now the 
Mull of Ceantyr(r); and were bounded, on the cast, by the country of the Albani, 
and the Lilanonitis Sinus,  or the Loch-Fine of the present flay. The Epidii, 
no doubt, derived their descriptive appellation, from the British Ebyd,  a 
peninsula; as they inhabited chiefly the remarkable neck of land, which has 
since been called, by the Scoto-Irish colonists, Ccantire (h).  

Such, then, were the one-and-twenty tribes of Aboriginal Britons, who pos-
sessed, during the first century, the whole range of North.Britain, extending 
from south to north, two hundred and sixty statute miles, and from east to 
west,  one hundred and fifty. A general view of North-Britain would represent 
the whole, at that epoch, as consisting either of mountains, or valleys, which 
were covered with woods, and embarrassed with bogs ; or of surrounding 

(r) Ptolomy ; Richard, and his rnap. In Plolonly's maps, the Creoneeirre also Misplaced, on 
thermal,. in place of the north, of ItyAluvius. 'Fite tsys applies to the long inlet of Ilse ,ea, named 
Loch-Duicla, between Ross, and Inverness, into which several riverets ernprlitheir kindred wares, 

(f )  Richard, and his map. The Loongut-Floninz of Richard is called by Ptolemy 	• which 
corresponds, nearly, with she Lot.hy-Loch, and Loch), river of the Foment day. This Loch, and 
river, together with Loch Linne, form the western part of that remarkable chain of Lochs, and 
rivers, which stretch from the west sea, throogh the middle of the island, to the head of the Moray. 
Frith, at Inverness; and which formed, plainly the Levu, of Richard, and is the remarkable 
era, k of the Caledonian Cond. 

(g) Ptolomy ; Richard, and his map. 
(i) Cambrian Reg. a Vol. p. 21. TIIC mpognphy of North-Britain, in that age, as it is re-

presented by Ptolorny, and Richard, affords a new proof of the proposition, with regard to the 
oanneness of the people, which is demoniliated, in the first Chapter. The appellations of she 
'several tribes, the names of their towns, of the headlands, and mountains, of testuaries, and of 
yiverS, are all  significant, in the Combro.Brilish language ; and are merely disguised, by Greek 
forms, and Latin terminations. But, of Scandinavian names, there appears not either in Ptolomy's 
geography, or in Richard's nosy, the smallest trace, for Gothic zeal to mistake, or for theoretic sub-
say tomiNgrarnt. For the topographic position of all those tribes, with their rivers, and towns, 
we the,AW -British map, prefixed to this work. 

coasts, 
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Coasts, which were indented frith numerous bays, and amplified by successive 
promontories (i). 

The Caledonian tribes, at the arrival of Agricola among them, scent to have 
resembled their kindred Britons of South-Britain, as they were described by 
Julius Cwsar, in a prior age. From his account, they all appear to have been 
little raised, in their social connections, above. the natural state of rude savage:, 
who live on the milk of their flocks, or the supplies of their sport. In this 
condition, they probably remained for ages. • The prejudice of Diu represents 
them, indeed, as a people, who reared their children in common, as they had 
wives in common; and who lived in huts, rather than inhabited houses; that 
they were almost naked from choke ; and were remarkable, for bearing fatigue, 
cold, and famine: they were said to be addicted, like the heroes of more 
ancient times, to robbery, which was analogous to their warfare. Their infantry 
were equally famous, for their speed in attack, and for their firmness in the 
field; being armed, like their Gaelic posterity, in more recent times, with slight 
shields, short spears, and handy daggers : they, however, sometimes fought in 
cars, that were drawn by hors., which were said to be small, swift, and spirited. 
As the Caledonian tribes appear thus to have been little advanced beyond the 
first stage of society; so they seem to have had scarcely any political union: 
their governments are said by Dia, in the same strain of doubtful intimation, to 
have been democratic ; yet, they were, perhaps, like .the American tribes, 
governed under the aristocratic sway of the old men, rather than the coercion 
of legal authority, which all were bound to obey. Herodian concurs With 
Da, in his disadvantageous representation of the civilization, manners, and 
the arts of social life, among the Caledonian clans, even during the recent 
period of the third century. And yet, the stone monuments of vast labour, 
which still remain; the hill-forts of the ingenious construction of many 
hands, that could not even now be taken by storm ; and the gallant stand, 
which they systematically opposed to the disciplined valour of the Roman 
armies; clearly show the Caledonian people, in a better light of civilization, 
and polity, than the classic authors uniformly represent. 

The Aborigines of North-Britain, like other rude people, in the most early 
stages of society, were probably less governed by law, than by religion. In 
all the colonies of the Celts, in Europe, Druidism was the mode of their reli-
gious faith, which may have been corrupted by innovation, and may have ap- 

(i) See the Malls Antigua; and Roy's Mills. Antiq• P. 57, for his short description of she 
case  of the coostry. 

peared 
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peared flyer different aspects, in various clinic.. It v. as d 

of Diogenes lacidus, that the tenets of the Druids might 
under four heads (t.) To wort,hip God ; (a.) To abstain 
exert courage ; (a.) And to believe in the immortality of the 

all those virtues. We may easily suppose, from [helms lava 
of subsequent writers, that the tenets of Druidism d•generat 
nest:, and that the practice of Druidism berallle dtgrailed,  bit 

. • 
refinement. 

The Celtic people, undoubtedly, brought their Druids,e
4d Druidism, with 

them, front the cast into Europe ; and the Gauls conveyed' both into Behan 

The Druids probably derived their appropriate name, from the Celtic Dtrwys, 

the Dar-gloys of the British speech, which signifies one, who'has knowledge 

a  theologian,  a Druid (k). As the Druids had undoubtedly an appropriate vene-
ration for the oak, they imagined there was a supernatural virtue in the wood 

in the leaves, in the fruit, and above all, in the ',Wither. Among the priests 

of Druidion, there appear to have been three orders; the Druids; the Vates t.  
and the Bards; who severally performed vary different functions: the 

sung, in heroic verse, the brave actions of eminent men ; the rarer s 
continually, and explained nature, the productions of nature and the 
and the Druids, who were of a higher order, and were disciplined, 
forms of an established order, directed the education of youth, officiated 
affairs of religion, and presided in the administration of justice. In considcra• 
of those several duties, which, in every age, and country, i t of great in; 
ante, the Druids were exempted from serving in war, from the pay 
taxes, and from contributing to the burdens of the state. 

Whatever may have been the speculative tenets of Druidism, the 
taught the duties of moral virtue, and enforced the precepts of natural religion. 
They inculcated a strong desire of liberty, with an ardent love of their country 
whirls strikingly appeared, in the struggle for both, which was made against 
the Roman legions, by the Gauls, by the Britons, and, above all, by the 
Caledonians. It was a peculiar principle of the Druids, which enjoined, that 

.,no temple, or covered building, should be erected for public worship: for, the 
being4he gmat medium, rather than the object, of their adoration, to have 

shut out that luminary, during their religious services, would have been incon-
sistent with their objects. Neither did the Druids ever erect any image of the 

(k) See 0 11 cn% Diet, iu Vet. Derko)k. This wont, he ingeniously trace, bath to Db,  to oak, 
male oak. Prom the mak )  an it was hold in religious veneration, it had this name, which implies 

the an f 
Deity. 
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Deity nor, did they communicate with the. Greeks, or Romanis, in t 
tipliciry of their local gods, or in the grossness of their general idolat 

In religious worship, the individual may perform his devotion:; wh 
where, he finds it most convenient but, the worship of societies req 
determinate time, and place. In the first ages, there was an agreement,' 
ligion, both its faith, and in practice, among the nations of the earth, in 
same manner as there was a similarity in their language, from a common origt 
The earliest temples were uncovered. The places of the Druid worship co 
need uncovered, till the dark epoch of Druid dissolution. 

The most early places of worship, as might naturally be expected, were  
groves (/) t. the oak woods were the first places of the Druid devotion. Lon 
after the Caledonian for,sts had fallen before the waste of design, and the d 
struction of accident, the sacri¢ tree still remained, within the Caledoni 
regions, the inviolable object of vulgar veneration (m). 

Oratories existed among the earliest people (n). These ancient places oiy  
worship consisted of plots of ground, which, as they were inclosed, and w 
open above, were appropriated to the public worship of families, and village  
One of the earliest of those Oratories was distinguished by a Pillar of Sta 
which was set up under an oak (6). The Druid sacrifices were only perfortnee  
at the altar, which stood within the circles, and under an oak; and when no  
sacrifices were tobe made, we may easily suppose, that the people assembled • 
those inclosures, either for the acquirement of knowledge, or the performance 
'of devotion. For those important ends, and for the instruction of youth, were  
groves appropriated by the Druids, and altars erected. Many of those alta 
still remain in North-Britain. And such a superstitious regal tl is even now p, 
to those sacred ,toner, by the country people, tlra though tome of those 

(i)Gcn. 'a. 7. 
(m) Fee Ure's Ruthergle, t 85. and Stat. Aeon. V. xv. p. a80. s the sequestrated spa 

whicL elands the large Crawled, called the Auld IVive.s.lif 1, appears to have hems surrounJed 
grove of oaks; as several of the stumps of these trees are still visible. In the Isle of Skye, the,  
ts a consecrated weft, which is called Loch Seers Well, and which is celebrated for many virtues 
and near it, there isa small coppice, or clump of wood, that is, to the day, held mend, 
surrounding inhabitants, who are careful not to cut a branch of it, from the belief, that 
fusser would be the result of the act. Martin's West Nes, p. 	From the Joe 
of the Dodds, arose the term Cr1, or CU, which, in the Celtic langnage, origisany'si 
covert, a recess, a retreat, such as werethe sacred groves of the Druids. On the introductirin 
Christianity, the term Cil was applied to she cells, and chapels, of the first Christian mit, 
and saints and secondarily, to the consecrated cemeteries, which were usually attached to 

(n) Mede, 65. 	 (o) Joshua, z.t., of 
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of worship stand in the middle of corn fields, few persons have ventured to 
remove the objects, which were once universally venerated (f) Near the vil-

lage of Kilbirchan, nn an elevated plain, stands  a  huge stone, called CAebodrirk, 

which is merely a corruption of C ischadrad-; signifying, in the Celtic language, 
the Druid's stone. At some distance around it; there are a few larg., grey t 
stones ; but, whether they once formed a Druid inclosure cannot Malwebe ascer- 
tained(g). There is scarcely a district in N. 	whtre Cleehadr:7d 
may not be found, whence sn illitcrme people Sr 	taught to offer their usual 
adoration. 

The number, and variety of the Druid remains, in North-Britain, are almost 
endless. 'lire principal seat of Druidism scents to have been the recesses of 
Perthshire, near the Grampian range. Accurate inquiry might perhaps discover, 
that the circles, and ovals of erect stones, with stone pillars, and small cams, 
within them, are  she Oratories of ancient times; and that the circles of stones, 
having an altar, or a cromlech, within the area, or on the outside of them, 
have beets used, for the different purposes of making sacrifices. Those inch,. 
sures are sometimes formed of a single circle, and tdtnn of double, and 
concentric circles of upright stones. In general, oily one, or two, of those 
inclosures arc seen in one place : Bui, in many districts .4 North-Britain, there 
are found three, fur, and even more, in the same vicinhy ; and ettinctious 
there may be perceived Druid earns, which are closely c•Junected with them, . 
both its neighbourhood, and in use (I. 

There 

(f) Stat. Account of Khlmidctd, •. ss. p. 
(g) Scan. Arco. v. is. p. 4 1. I., Trescaw, on,  ail,- kit I 	 s!..).te of  • 

an oval form, about nineteen feet long, and vhel, ing at the tt.p ttt 	t 	en,i 	a rot.  
ride unequal stones, and a sort of trench. Borlue, p. sCCJ. 	211.

oun  

;  K . 	Munink:.t• An 
p• t3o. pl.  x. 

(I) Within the parish of Kill:mi.:hub in Perthshire, them is a vast body of DT111.i re 
tfpon an extensive, and elevated moor, on the east side of Strath-Ardle, there's a large Cam 
stones, ninety yards Incircumference, mead :about twenty.iter feet high. Cum the cut  aide oft* 
Care, two parallel rows of OtOrICS extend to the .rithward, in a straight line, opvissst. east 

d yards, having a small Cara at the e.remity of each these rows form an avestwo t 
broad, leading to tit, great Cam. Around this large Caro, there is • number of snake 
reel, at  different distancee, generally in groupea of eight, or ten  together. They are 

vend, more or less, with 11109R, or heath. About • furlong west, from the great Cern, tbsel 
the remains of two concentric &cies of upright goon ; the outer circle is  about fifty fret, arrol, 
inner thirty-two feet, in caamellir Them  are slsoin the neighbourho..,1 of the great Cara, at 
ferret distances, the remains of six, or more single circle. of standing stones, from thirty-t 
thirty-six feet in diameter. About a mile north-east, from tide great Caen, no a flat-eyyped 
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There appear, from a Monsand remains, both in South, and North Britain, 
to have been two kind, of Druid altars: The first sort consists of flat stones, 

Piltich are  either incumbent, or upright (1); the second sort is the Cromlechs, 
consisting 

nence, stands an immenre reeking stone. In the vicinity of this sione, there area number of other 
Druididal f,11,1114.....4bont :dsty yards nh of it, on a small eininn;re, slim ,rc two concentric 
circles ofd  one, siglilar to  th, - cbsady desc

ort
ribed ; and adjoining to them, un the east side, there 

is a single circle of stones. DA 	three, at the distance of thirty-seven yards, on another small 
eminence, there is another pair of concentric circles of stones, With a single circle, adjoining them on 
the east side. Prointhrec, as the distance of lint yshre yards, there is yet another pair of  concen-
tric circfsref stores, with a single circle, adjoining them, on the east side. Northeast from there 
con:centric oaths, about Mires- yards, there is a singly circle of.  are ; and beetle it,  on the west, 
tworreflangular inclosures of thirty-seven feet by twelve, also a Cam twenty-three or twenty-four 
yards in cimference, and about twelve fret high in the center. There are several Cams scattered 
idsout in the

rcu 
 neighbourhood. About ore hundred and twenty yards west, from the rocking stone, 

there is a pair of concentric circles of stones, having beside them a small single circle seven  feet in 
diameter. All thdm pairs of concentric circles are of the same dimension, the inner one being 
about thirtydwo feet, and the oute ;Mont forty-live feet in diameter; and all of them have an 
entrance four or five feet wide on  thenondreide. The single circles are, in general, from thirty. 
two, to thirty-fix feet, in diameter. There are several Car 	add circles of stores, aimilar to thou 
above described, in other parts of the same parish, particularly between Strath.Ardle and Glen-
derby. There are also several tall, upright stories, called by the Garlic inhabitante'Crom-hate, or 
Claeb4leachda, the none of euerd,ip. Some of these are live,' and six fere above ground, and  must 
be sunk a considerable space under the surface, from their remaining so long in the same upright 
position. Stat. Accoqd. xv. p.5 t6—re. 

(i) The altar stones ere  generally connected with Druid circles ; and hare sometimes artificial 
vibes in them. In Kincardineshire,  nt Aden-rorth;e, which signifies the field of the circle,, ewe 
two concentric circles ; the exterior one is co from of fifteen standing stones, direr yards hi 
aboveground, and seven or eight paces distant mn one another, the diameter being twenty-Co 
paces: the interior circle is three paces lea,,, the other, and the stones of it are three fret high a 
the ground. On the south, there was a large broad atom lying hat and on the east of the circle; 
the distance of twenty.aix pares, there is another large broad stone, which seas fast in the gro 
having a cavity, that may contain a Scots gallon. Near there two concentric circles, there 
other three concentric circles, the stores of the largest being about three yards, and those of 
two malkr circles about three feet above the ground: on the top of oae of the atones of theta 
circle, on the east side, there is a hollow shore three inches deep, along the bottom of which 
is a channel cut oneinch deep, and two inches broad, which leads  60111V  nay down the 

stone, for the purpose of carrying off the liquid, that had been poured in at the top 

atone, within the  same circle, and upon the same side, there is also .: cavity, with a 
the purpose of conveying down the .ide of it the liqmd, that may have been poured into it. 
shaiol. V. i. p. 3 15. There  ass  several artificial cavities in the top of an altar at  d  s  at a D 
circle, M eapah parish, Perthshire. Slat. Acco. V. 9. p. 5o4. eThere are 
many other Druid entire in North-Britain ; such as,  at Coupar Crerege, in 

shire, nod other places. View of the Agriculture of Perthehir4 p. 
Vas t, 	 1. 
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so 

thovg 
arhidi 11 

forest yet 

V. i. p.:92. 
and O f41,1 ytones, 

1`. 1 .7-141,  &r. 
(i) Many Crorn 

the parish of Old 
of UMW 1.1 Otithc hill 
long, catmint about 
on tliciy edges. Cordine 
Kipp'abouse. in Lialithgo 
the centre, and a large Cromlech 
one of the Druitlital circles, in th.• Ude of Arran, dm, is a Comdt.cli, to 
atone, which is supported by three lesser ma.. Mar 's Wv.,tern 1,0041,1 
of Castlettin, 	Roxburghshire, there in 0 CtYtmlecli, at the tooth rod 
near the north , red of which there is a lb ilia Circle. Stat. Aar et. V. 
ground, near a mile north, from the ylnireli o: Ilaldernock, io Stiilagthire 
or arya, of about 	, tliam r, hundred pacyk and surro 
in the form of an amphitheatre: within ,hip area. 
which its called the.  ould nice, 	: and this arc 
cowed by a grove of oak, Sere. Ace°. V. 5... 

many 011011 DrIlid works. with yimilar Croml 
V. i. p. 185 194. Pl. aY.—lb. V. ni. p. 174. 
Altury llorlaten Corow. 119 Pennaat's Ton 
Antiq. V. i. p. uo-26o. And, there arby al 
of Crorn1,115, at which there do not, at present, 
Cromlech, called 	Cwt,./.,001,, Ket.-  

That at Plas•Newytid, i, Angita 	

n 

,y, and sevetal 
}Nalco, V. ii. p.137 ; Gough's Canal a, V. ii. p. 5 

.• 	Munimenta Alain. V. i. p. 2 3 I —237. Pl. 0.11111 xi. 	ee King'a 
tt.pia63 and I110100,'1 Cornwall, p. 1.3 to 17 3, for:, 	other 

parin of tionthylbitain. 
(I) The term Cron'.- /. it brought, ho 	Yb front 11,1,1, in II,, form of Ctratnylech, 

load, a devoted 1101,0, or ,Itar. Moo. Anti+ p. 4,, u 	by the leamed a 
the Mmtimesua Antiq. V. i. p. a o•—• 	Thiss1,0 
.he  Cromlech, which is 

   
  



II.—The 	bear Airl7sthio.1 	Or NORTH-IS R I T Al N. 	 7F 
• 

The Cares, wIlich the euperstition ..of the earliest ages dedicated to Druid 

rites, must be carefully distinguished; from the sepulchral Caine, (hafiieevery 

l
iter: found, in North-Tiritain (le). The Druid Cams stay be easily ascer-

tained, by attending to the following circumstances : The Druid Corns arc 

hmiya connected, either.  by -vicinity, or use, with/some pfuie 

ork, of mine', sec have seen several examples. Th& Druid 
ally fenced round the bottom, by a circle of te,ones : these Ca 

their summits, a large llat stone, en which the Druid fir6 *re 

sets teal be distinguished, by lb:: avenue o 

devotees to the base of so many Druid Cants Or lv 

Among 

p. 69y ; 3:1d which consists of Crony, bent, or croolmil, and 1,7h, that is pposed, by the 
highlander, to be a corruption of Carlo a one 	Cronies-1i ryas conjuctssrod  to he the stone, 
wIdch was to  -be bowed towards, or the 4011t of adoration. Borlase, p. eay, says the general 
name, for this stone, among the learned, is Cromlech, or crooked stone ; the us?,stuns ixiog 
generally of a convex, or swelling surface, and resting, in a crooked position e aBorlasc adds, in 
note, that Cr,,,, in the Cornish, signifies crooked, and &jowly, bending, bowing s whence Tu. 
land, and others, have conjectured, that these singular erections were called Cromlech, from the 
reverence, which persons, bowing in the act of adoration, paid to them. None of these, however, 
have given the true, and proper, interpretation of the term.CroniJah. Cron, both in the British, 
and Irish, undoubtedlyesignifica boa, indifird ; and Cronodb, bonding, 	; and Llerb (Brit.) 
and Le, (In.) mean a flat stone, as we learn from Davits, and O'Brien whence, Cron-tech 
literally signifies the inctuirdffifi monela and certainly is, like most other Celtic names, descriptive of 
the thing, to whichit is- applied ; the top stone of all the Cromlechs being a flat stone, that had 
been designedly placed in an inclined position. The conjecture of the Scots highlander, of Toland, 

a, 

	

	and of others, as above mentioned, of the Coonsferls being the stone of adoration does not agree with 
the fact ; as the Cunnlecha ire, not constructed, for objects of adoration, but for the analogous 
purpose of sacrificing altars. It must, however, be observed, that Coon isnot the proper epithet, 
either in the British, or in the Irish, for int:1111in, or sloping, unless the stone was also zonostor 
Cron literally signifies, in both those languages, bmidine, Lerma!, bent, censoor , and might be ap-
plied to the attitude of the body, in bowing. For draw ings of Cromlechs, see Pennant's Tour in 

. Wale,, V. ii. p. 246; King's Muniments Antigua, Pl. out, ix. x. and xi. p. sad ; Borlase's 
p 203 	urea Rutherglem p. tits. 

of 
	

(rn) Carn)?. an original word in the Brit 	and Irish, dialects of the Celtic; and signifies. litemliy 
beep, a prominence. 
(n) In Kirkmichael parish, in Perthshire, the distinsn, lished site of Druid remsims, in North-

n, tlieire are a number of Druid &fins, in the vicinity of Druidical circles, and older  

,• 	ono. In Blak. of 	hol parish, there is a large Cam, sixtyipaccs ill circumference, 
tan Is neara Druid, cirri, and which has several flat storms, cm its lofty 51.111il. Stat. 

parish of Lcochel, in Aberdeenshire, them are several large Cams 
,1

,  
. mend with large stones; and near them Cams, arc several double,-  and 

concemric caries. 	V. vi. 	In the perieh of East Kilbride, in Lanerkeliire, on 
slintpit•. 	,Ca 	, 	• 	which is surrounded with a narrow ditch, 

and 

   
  



76 	 As A CCOUN T. 	[ Book 	Ream Period 

Among the vast vaiiety of Druid monuments M North-Britain, one of the 
most interesting is the radio.; st VW, which seems w bane trained 
try, and in every period (o). Plat those singular stones 
cannot easily be doubted, by the seeptieitan, which denies the 
remains, in North-Britain. It wet after the sublime truths o 
fallen into the grossness of supersttti.ta, and the pure adoration of th 
degenerated into delusive inn, Moo, that the racking dine,, whether 
irtificial, were brought in, either to induce belief, or to het 
And.these rocking stones are :Ail] to be seen, the objects of learn 
but of ignorant wonder, in every district of No 
walli  and in Wales (p). 

ands sieldldilic of earth, and hirohninted with a very- large flat atone. 
Iona, which has always hoc ll sa.rid no relighoL ,,bservances, t 
called Gluo.lb-nan•Druidbnr,  1,, the burial ph..., of the D 
stone truce, and had  On, 	Stan. Arco- V. si,.. 
runt's Ton r, V. i i. p. 	the iele of Arran, Illcre I i a Cars, Of 

inn cheeks ;  and near thi., there is a hop Carl. of 7rent pcbh6, haring a c 
base. Pennant% Tour, V.iii. p. 	—in Castleton ',oh!, in Sodas 
stump Cain t having at the north end of n a Druid circle, and at its math end a Cromlech. 
Acco. V. xvi. p. 8s. 

(o) .4.prlasc's Cornwall, p. 179 -18s. See l'ennant's Tour no Wales, V. ii. p 216. for 
count Ofpruid remains, in every part of Earn,. 

(p) In the parish of Kirkinichael, i, ihrtld.ire, there is an immense 
stands on a flat topped eminence, in the vicinity 	ler e 	',to( Latvia 
already noticed. This 	is plac 
very hard solid WhingOne, of a q 
which the greater diagonal it seven 
a half feet and tut solid contents out, t 
he about three tuna and half a hundred ; fat a stone of the same 40414 
,Oglit stone three pounds the cubic foot. ity ressitig down either of The 
in,; motion it produied, which may he 	 rc incagd; si; as to ma! , O.. lines 
41enn, ion, and high,t ele.ation, elan foot. This It me mal.e, tweoty,is: 
from one side to the .a. 	:doer the pro as,. is wholly whOrawn. Slat: Aeon V.  so 
On the south descent ,,f the hill, which is spposi4to the Mal, of Dr.,. in y..rth hire, tl 
large rockiog stun, , 	irs 	bloat of whit.stone, thi ket 	hoi •Inrep feet I, 
placed io 	tomom. hat slupiog positioa, mind rests its central pihmhence, 
which is fixed in the earth - 	gently prev‘ing the upper end, r.  lei  ins 
in nn arch of from ono to two inches ; 	con 	es to vibrate, for Arnett 
wittOrawn. lb. V. ix. p. 48,.—la the ph-ih, of Anent  
stater, near bahvaird, dn. town of lb.. Lod, 	a In 
of ficlianan. 	lb. p..thht. 	On th.. Lill , ...11,1 M.. dye:, 
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It were easy to show, that the remains of Druidism are more numerous in 

North, than in South Britain. 'They do not equal, though they cedainly 

emulate, the stupendous works of the same kind, on Salisbury-Plain, and at 

Lbury. They were all undoubtedly the works of a people, who were :satiated 

by great activity of religious principle, and possessed amazing ingenuity of 

invention, and power of execution. Those turmoil-1mm aim &nue, that the 

Druids- enjoyed, and exerted, all the knowledge, and influence, which have 

been attributed to them by history, in ancient, and its modern, times. From 

the foregoing investigations,. we may perceive, that else stone nsdnument.sin 

Ndrth, and South Britain, as they are exactly the same, must nec'essarily 

Isis, been erected, by the same people, and clearly in the same age hp). It is 

in. 

weight it is so nicely balanced upon two or three protuberances, that the ;imam, of the finger 
peoshices a rocking motion, from one side to the other. lb. V. iv. p. ass. and Grosn'n A titiq. 
V. ii. p. yo. 	ii.. This rocking stone is called in the coutit,, the Logamstonc. 
are a variety c.1 rocking stones, in Cornwall, which am there called L,edediones. Kuria, p. 
thq. tote There are also rocking stones, in Wales, in Dertyiedie, :mil 	Yorksliii•e, and also 
in Ireland. lb. p. 	Camden Brit. 76s. Cough's Camden, I' iii, p. 30-7. 

(y) Several of the Druidical works, which remain in North-Britsio, are of an elliptical, and' 
several of an oval Sam Oa the farm of Graithey Maim, io Dicta: MAIM, there are the remains 
of :a Druidical temple, of an oval funs, 'miming about half an acne of ground.. It iX compbsed of 
large rough whin, or moor-stone, which must have been brought Kim a donsiderable awe ; 
there being to atone of thin kind, within tett or twelve miles of this place. One of the laiOt of • 
these stones, measures one hundred and eighteen cubical fee), Stat. Acts. V. is. p. S,8. Ons 
an minence, about Intlf a mile west ot thi home of Clyne, in the parish of Tallman,'ROM-
/shir there arc the minainsof a Druidical tenm1c, cousdclag of two ova!, jOtned to each other, 
and formed of large upright stones The area, of both these ovals are equal, being thine. feet,. 
from ease to west, and ten feet, in the middle, limn !cloth to south. At the weekend of one of. 
them, there is a stone, which rises eight feet shove the surface of the earth: the over stones • are 
from four to nix feet Ling. Within the some othl, there is a large flat altar stone, which seems clo 
hay e stood formerly;  .at the east end. Them are thrceconcentrie circles, marked out room! the 
eminent, 	t bebop of which, these ovals are situated The lowest one, at thlkbottotn of it, is 
• paves, iii cimenifcrince 	The second, twenty-eight paces above this, is about fifty 
paces it, clicomfereticei And the third, twelve paces above the second, is abOuti thirty-five • 
paces, in circumference. 	i. 	ass. Several other Di Mil temple, in North-Britain, 
are of all oval, or an elliptical fur :IL .d many of those in Sum it.lirit 	t of 	same form, 
The grand temple of Stonehencle, and the priticipal circle at climadon.1)rew, 	Kimersetshire, are 
of 	elliptical form: the Drtid 	near Town-Mallit g, in 	 , of tin oval form, and has,  ' 

a the 	 lt entl of it, a great aar stone,awl Ilsor 	 Arcitatel. v./. p. 07. The 

D ruid to11110., 	Keswick, 	Conibmianil, is oval Pennant's Tom, 	cluotland, e. 3. lit 1*'' 
1;1. t. cicl. ; ;and Audq. IS,c,sosry, s. L. p. s39. Ti,, 	 Iiidkedriaw, itt•Kcertit 
mid at Pedmiwirmun, in Cornwall, and that at Treseaw, in the Scilly isles. are 	oval. Ittirlase 
Anti,! nt Conmiol, p. .98. is sot., pixy. and xvii. The, are the remains of six dslIvrort 
Iltitidisal temples, within a mild of the present church of tilurlitp, io Inverness-shire, one of 

them 
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in vain, then, for sceptics to talk vaguely of there never having been Druids, 

in North-Britain, where so many stone monuments attest their existe,nee, and 

exhibit their labours. 

them is in the present church-yard. Such of these temples, as are entire, consist of two concentric 
circles, albe external one from sixty-four to seventy-four yards in circakfcrence, formed of Ili, large 
stones Four nf theachhones, which arc placed to the west-south-wen, and north-west, arc con-
siderably tag,,, thee the other liar ; being from five to no and a half feet high, and broad in. 
proportion, and are three or four feet farther distant, from each other, than the other five, which 
are only about hum feet high 	The inner el.'',  an' Ark ten, or eleven feet distairt, from the 
outer one, and consist of a number of smaller stones, placed near each other, about two feet high. 
There is sometimes a earn of small atones, in the area of the inner circle; se real places, in the same 
parish, are named from these circles. As Bal-nasarratisan, the Town of the Choice, BLit,. 
carrardan, the Fidel of the Girder, and a farm hamlet, mar the church, 	called Ard-druidlinscb, 
the Issicki of the Druids. Stat. Account, v. 13, p. 52+. Druidism seams not cad, to lime spread over 
North-Britain, to the extremity of Cattiness, but also to have penetrated into the waren; islands, 
and even io the Orkney islands. In the main island of Orkney, called Pomona, those are consider-
able Druidi

nt
cal remains, at a 'dace called Stemless. At the south end of a causeway, which crosses 

a narrow, and shallow part of the loch of Stemless, there is a cite's:formed of smooth fag storms, 
set upright. The stOnes are about twenty net high above the ground, six fce broad, and a foot 
or two thick. Between this circle, and the end of the narbervay, there arc two upright stones of 
the same size, will, the others, M one of which, there is a hole of an oval hem, large enough to 
admit a mair's head. About half a mile from the other, or north-west end of the Cauaeway, which 
crosses the narrow pan of the loch, there is another large circle of stones, about a hundred and 
e
s

tn paces, in diameter. Both this, and the Comm, crecles, are surrounded with fosses. On the 
t Irsfil west of this large circle, there arc two artificial tumuli, or mounts of a concical form, 

and somewhat of upon the top. About half a mile from the first moned circle, at the 
south end of the causeway, there is a tumulus larger than the other, whiblr

enti  
has been surrounded 

with a fosse. 	It is called the.Merehonr. Wallaces 0,1samy, is. 531 Slot ACC.., 5. 14. 
p. 	I. Mernhoso means m,,k,,,,w; Hose, in Orkney, denotes a Knoll, or eminence h is 
from the Scandinavian flail, vulgarly pronounced Hu, 1,111011 15 different from the ScotenSaxon 
fete, a bulion. Some parts of these grand remains appear to have leten demolished, since Wallacc's 
time. The hole, 	 one of the upright stones, at td, place, b similar to toAL/ern/ors, or hole 
StOPPS 	 in See Borlam, p. )77. pl. siv. Yet, the foregOing intimations must only be 
regarded, as a few specimens of Druid remains, which have been selected, from an infinite number, 
tbs.: may be seen, by the curious eye, M every pariah of North-Britain. Theinsitlisitivcread,masy 
expect a fuller detail of Druid remains, in the several County historic, under the head of Anti-
pities, in this work. Nevertheless scepticism lane doubted, and rlsurdity denied, that them ever 
wore Druids, in any part of ScotlandMuch has bran written, si 	the rovival of learning, hi 
turope, on the in 	cokes of thc Druids, their .  tenets, and the nce ir worship. In the fore- 
going sketch, I have derived some help from a totS. Enyuby ind Druidism, which is Iny library. 

• - Among the Gaelic Antiquities of Dr. John Smith, is a A history uf ;ler amrds." lbg, Ibiehitts, 
Ike le,rned, and induAli1)113 Frickius, has collected, in his curebe• 	" lle Db,irbs," every 
'filing, which had been written before him, in any language, on the 	azul, he has added to 
his elaborate treatise, " Catalogue Scriptorum de Druidic et Rebus ad Antinnitates bier:arn per;  
tinentibus." 

The 

   
  



	

Trilw, 'Mt elearigetio.1 	Or NORTH-BRITAIN. 

Thesame Gaelic people undoubtedly erected all those singular monumen 
in Britain, and in•Ireland t this position might be further illustrated by an i 
vestigation of the sepulchral remains in North-Britain, which arc so intima 
connected with the religfous sentiment of the ancien. ialmbitants. 1 /tiring 
first aget; the modes of sepulture were various. In the most early ii,103 

ever, daring the existence of paganism, the burning of the dead set 
a general pra&iee. But, the Pagan relinquished this mod,. 	tl:e 
Chtistiaitity dawned upon them ; and as traits of civility a:promhed 
illumination of their minds. Our present inquiry, how,cr, relates 
modes of sepulture among the Pagan people of North-Britain. They 
to have burned their dead, though they appear to have somewhat 
in the manner of inhumation, according to the rank of the deceased. I 
every part of North-Britain, in the 11tbrides, and in the Orkneys, there i 

ill to be traced a great number of the sepulchral 1-C11,1111S of the first colonists 
or their immediate descendants. there were formerly many more. But, i 
he progress of improvements, during the last century, those sacred remai 
ave supplied the cultivators of the soil with stones, fint their fences, 

'mould fur their compost. These sepulchral rentalns of the Larlirrt 

North-Britain, may be considered under the several distinctions o 
erns, Cistvacns, and iJrns. 
The greatest numbers of these iumull arc circular heaps, resembling, 

o  cone. A great many are oblong ridges, like the hulk of a ship, with its boiRta.-, 
 

upwards. Some .of them are composed or .1111 ; silt 11104 of them of stones; 
Many of th;n1 of a mixture of earth, and stones ; and a *few of them of sand: 
the great distinction, however, between the Barrow, and the Cam, consists in 
his, that the first is composed, only of earth, and the second of stones 141' 
South-Britain, thq.13arrows chiefly prevail ; in North-Britain, the Cams abotitt 
the most (r): and both these, when they are of a round shape, and arc covered 

hit green sward; are called, in the last country, by the vulgar, hilArks, and 
y the learned, ',oth. 

Barrows 

(r‘ Darla, p. 111,611 have :!.: 	•ef inii in lu• rather Bur raltv as die harrow; acconlin, to himo 
a nail, a place of defence,. but t: •-.: 	from 	aburial place. ltiey detirtt 	• 

am the Saxon 	Co& sz. tibl. to r 	,lerite, the same wool, frOth tatt,t  llIe 	le.tiaanol,,y, o.  
due : and, AO% oppdges the but. tAk' to 	II:moths, Saxon Borave, a pan, or woody 

lam 	Now of them mitt to have bit uptr, the wttd,:ritation of the w.11 -known. tero, but:pww4a, 
atul Brhrl,i, tile 	 amer, 	 .01 crier rr.rg 

:MC 	VIVIIVArVIUM fttkhrurn. Lyr. 	u.: 	cvc re t he 1.1(11•Cs of a Celtic 	or 'it  aw 
"Or same W probably 	wed from tht 	: Bar, in the Booth, Barns. in r, edema  

Si, 	Owen. Bar, the hieb, otp,tily wow.,  
a head, 
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Barrows of a greater,  or a  less die, may be found, in every district of 
North-Britain, in the most southern, as well as the most northern. 	Near 
the abbey of`New.Battle, there was once a remarkable Barrow, composed of • 
earth, and of a conic figure, in height thirty feet, and in circumference, at the 

base, ninety feet ; it was surrounded by a circle of  stones, and, on its top, 

there grew a fir tree: when this Barrowiras removed, there was found in it a 

stone coffin, near seven feet long, and proportionably broad, and deep; and 
from it was taken a human skull (a). Several other Barrows,'both its South, 

and North-Britain, have been also surrounded with circles of stones  I).  There 
is a Barrow, in the parish of Kirkmabmck, in Wigionshire, which is called 
Cairny-wane, and which is merely the Carn•uaine of the Seoto.lriah, or  Green-
Corn of.  the Seoto.fiaxon : when Cairny.wanic was opened, them was found in 
it a atone coffin, vomprelivntling a human skeleton, that was greatly above the 
ordinary size, itteether with  an urn, containing some ashes, and an eanhen 

. pitcher (u). There was a sepulchral tumulus, at I'lie, in Fife, which, when 
opened, some years ago, was found to contain several human bones of a re-
markably large size (x). 111 the parish of Logic, in Forfarshire, there are se- 
veral tumuli, two of which have been opened 	one  of these, there was found 
a coffin, formed of flagstones, and containing a human skeleton, the bones' 

whereof were of an extraordinary size, were mostly entire, of a deep yellow 
crilaur, and were very brittle, when touched in the other tumulus, there were 

.. fouild, about  a foot from the surface, four human skeletons, the bones whereof 
were exceedingly large ; and scar these was discovered a beautiful black ring, 
like ebony, of a line polish, and in perfect preservation ; and this ring is twelve 
inches in circumference, and four inches in diameter; it is flat in the 
and rounded without ; and it would fit a large wrist. In the same tumulus, 
there was found an urn, which was full of ashes (y;. In thegparish of Girvan, 

a head, a top, a heap. O'Brien, and Shaw. Be,, in the British, sigrtilies a pyramid, a heap, a 
stack, us of roe, or has Davies, and Owen. Err, in ale Irish,  111,11118 	welling, a pro- 
tuberance. O'Brien, and Shaw. And, inthe Seoto.lrish, it  $ignifics  a pile. Stat. Account, v. 

p. z57 Cara, M the British, and Irish, means merely a  kat,  as we have seen. 

• (r) Antiq. Tem. Chub p.95 
(t) Gough', Camden, V I. p- 	several Barrows, in the Scilly Isles, are edged round with 

large :gun,. Borltue's Coruunll, p•  2 I  9. 
in', stat. Aeon. V. xv. p 55z. 	 (x) Ili. V. xv5. p. 542. 
(y` Stat. Aeeo. V. ix. p. 5s-z.: in a large oblong Caro, about a mile west from Ardoeh, is 

Perthshire, there was fOutid a  81011C  coffin, containing a human skelrron, seven feet long. lb. 
V. ter. P. 495- From rho.su facts, with regard to the large rise of the skeletons, the tradition, 
on this subject, shonhl s.cni not to be quite groundless, as indeed Tacitus, when describing the 
Calcdoninus, appears to iutimate, 

in 
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in A 	ire, tImr, 	s,vd.1 hamdi in one of those, there was found a stone 
, 	hich ins lost,1 c_ clay u n , angla.d, toad rudely ornamented : and the chest 

.s 	nu pa 1,, ,.rld contained rotor ashes (n). lit two sepulchral tumuli, 
near the eat, , ei 	in Folfarshirc, there were found several clay 
with cc. Ipt,11,S, zed coatainine rites, and.ricers of bones (a). 11 
Idamilt.m pa.; 	a I 	taiyihis, which, when sweccd, wns found to.  

go 	many urns; they see all of baked eat 	some of them we 
ad: others tti them are decomad, with mouldings 

they contained ashes, and human bones, and 
,eompanied with the tooth:of a horse (b). On the 
km, in Roxburiphire, there is a ,pularal 
,..11 of Which, there were dug, some )sairs ago, tli,iree Stone coM.,, one. 
a. nt:dned au urn with n: hos (o). 	'the bars of the Cara, in 0 
tile, wore several twin& : in scone of thei;e, when they were, opened, 
there were found the remains of wcapom of brace, which were eery tsar 
rotted ; one of these Was farmed uMeh like a hall:, ; another seas shaped like 
hatchet, having in the back part, an instrument resembling a p,iour's hammer 
a third was formed, like a spade, but of e muds small, size; and each 'of th 
\leapns had a proper aperture for a handle (d). In the parish of Kirk  
Fleming, in Dumfries-shire, there were several sepulchral tumuli, on 
hugest whereof is called Bolton-hill, Rom the Bezahtein, probably, or 
Baal, which, in ancient times, was lighted on May-day (e). In the 

GI 

(01 M. v. 	 p.342. , in every part of NortlaKtkain, stogie diens have 'imen found in 
sod Came, as the er.Fn. ca alder times. II,, v. aid. p.272-3. lb. v. x. p. ,V6.' Ib. v. 

(o) 
 

Its v. in. p.364. 	(t.) Ib. v. U. p. 2oS. 	(r) lb. v. at. pr 307 
(I) Mal Pfc.., via p. 6o. in a Cam, on the King's Mao, near Peebles, there 

an urn inverted, containing the ashes of some ancient warrior, with the blade of bit d 
V xu. p ts. Ina Barrow, in Kirkurd parish, Pceblesskire, the: were found the re 
weapons, which were formed of hint-stones; one of the weapons resembled the head of a 
another was of a circular form, .d the third of a cylindrical shape. From those intimations, , 
may not only perceive the manner of the pristine interments, but the kind of wee 
used by the Gist people: Within a Barrow, in the parish of Coupar in Fife, 
several heads of bittleettles, formed of a very had white-coloured stone, 2711 neat! 
and polished. lb e'.•xvii,?p..a59. lb. v x. p. 186. 

(r) Some pears ago, w*al¢C,PoWerable part of Br/ton-hill was removed, there mas f. 
bottom, a large square stone chest, wherein were some hoeir ; ether 
northmest from Delton.1611, were also opened, when there was found, is one of ,horn, a . 

Voa, T. 
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Alenholm, in Peeblesshiie, by Tw,,cdsile, there arc several I3arrows,lhe of 
.qtichwas.founkto contain a stone Coffin, wherein was found the skeleton o:  a 
man, having ir;tcri:-.C.r on his aries .C.1. On the coast of Banffshire, in the Boyne, 
several sepulchral tmnnli have beta opened in one of them, there was found 
ostoni co!Tht, ecntaining human bones, with a  deers-born: in others, there.' 
were stone chescs, incloSing einR, which were full of-ashes (g). 

The sepulchral tuttndi,,in'the IkbLideS, and in the Orkney tales, are 
same kind, both 	 - and, content ',with those on the 
Lind, Lx their neigh5oitrilood and,  we tray from &e  circutmL,nce, 
that they are the emir:LI-red remains of the first peopk:- Within sere 
which were opened, in the isle 	 were diEcovered'stone 
urns, containing ashes, and weapons (b'. In a Barrett', which  W 

the Isle of Egg, there was fiaMid a large urn, containing human 
urn consisted.of a large round stone, which had been hollowed, and the 

r 	it covered with a thin flag-stone (i). Its the islands of Lismore, Gigha, 4Ind 
others, there have been dug out of sueh twurei, stme coffins, and urns, cost-

' g ashes (k). 
Pomona, the chief of the Orkney Isles, there are a number of Barrow, 

rsortss of these, within the parish :Of Holm, there wove found small stone 
urns, ;contairin;; ashes(/. In the parish of Sandwiek, there wore discovered, 
in several tumuli, three stone chests, about fifteen, or eighteen, feet square, 
conilning ashes, and fragments of bones, without urns : in one of these, there 

e wes found a large urn, which was shaped like a ju., and was sufficient to hold 
fifteen gallons; and it contained ashes, with fragments of bones en). In the 
parish of Kirkwall, there was a number of tumuli, which have disclosed stone 
chests, contzining bones, that were partly -consumed, together .rich the ashes 

the dead (v). In the Isles of Shapinsay, &Imlay, and other Orkney Islands, 

ht which there seas an urn of 'fine orkmanship; itat was MINI with ashes, and the mouth, 
hereof' was  covemd with an appropriat, stone ther.e were also Cyst, in the chest, and near the 

, several  b-on ri tv, ahout the hies of. half' crown ; but they wen., so moth eat up, by rl,st, 
ents of the British women, have seen 

. 	See Douglas's 	Archaiol. 
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wisukhral ranch, in which have Leal found, u,ns, and half-burnt 
:bones(a); the  whole sleaoting that, the Oriner .1n1.4 have been originally 
Colonised, by the Gale-Britons of the solithernehogria. 

The many Brno., and other sepulchral runuth.....thirJa have, been opened, 
' in different parts of South-Britain, hare evinced 	simile/14,-  In their 
structure, and composition, to the twine melancholj monutomiti.4..hilsforth-
Britain; and exhibit, in the curious contents of their urns, sad nem:aims, the 
ornaments, whkh once belonged to the British *condi, and the wevons, that 
enabled the British warriors to defend their -  country, Miring the earliest ages, 

samatess, in all those objects of rational curioity, attest,- that they wire 
undoubtedly thelrorks of the saute people, during the most ancient period of 
the British history (P). 

The sepulchral earns. as they arc composed of vast collections of stones, are 
more numerom in North, than in South-Britain, from its abounding inure with 
lapidose substances. Wi:hin the parish of fiord/rich, illEdInburglethires there 
once were a great many such earns: In those, which h;ite beat opened, and 
all around them, there have been found a number of earthen urea; that *On 
covered with hat stones, and were full of half-burnt human boom ; tan; Mils 
were of coarse, but ingenious workmanship, being ornamented with dills ant 
hguir. and wridlik hare contained about a gallon (q).. On a moor. between 

• rho 	of Kintore, and Kindler, in Aberdeenshire, there are seitirel se- 
pulchral earns, wherein were found a stone chest, and in it it ring of a :aub-
stance, like veined marble, which was large enough to take in three tinges) .ied 
near this stone chest con discovered au urny conciMing beicis !Wu' (19). In 9 
earn, orgCrimaton.hill, in Berm/Attn:, which no. dispiiReil, in tyog: diCkg 
were found several earthen isms I•f diticr, at sizci., containing human bone ,(r). 3 

• arpulch ral c3,rn;i4 Bendothy parish, in l'erd 	e, being opened, there were found 
in it some Wu., and human bones, WhiCh heel undergone the acti, of tire; and 
lower down, In the ume czes.tlieTe were discovered two inverted urns which 
were large enough to hold thigh, and leg buses; and contained human bones: 
these urns were tanned with rtaksimulpture,•but S,Crc without incripilons 

.In 
St.:. /ire... v. rell• 	23.4. a T. N.'0.44.4  Padanes 	Iva r 

(p) Archap.lega. uraachauth GaegiesPloaelgn, tholesholt 	(:comaralla  p. a It 
23s. 	Mutiraett5,4.kg. 	 I hii,Xing ha. shafaci, that she 	hap,*.t 

turl.tal sc.w.1 of thow !pocked Itunytio.00 Daen, is lestrks • r 	- 
Iv) salt. A 	a c554 	--'s -., ) lb. 	po pe. 
(.) lb. • •••. 
(.0 Ste. Aceouat, osier, p.3fg ia a arkleirr.  Iran, ;seta panse of jraK 

! ,1 a 	 vivre 
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IrttU Beauley Frith, which is, on both sides, very shallow, there are, azeon-
, siderable distance within the flortil.seark, on the coast of Rosa.shire, several 

earns, in One of which urns have been found (t). We may easily infer, ft om 
those facts, how much the sea has encroached upon the flat Aorta of the 
Beaulcy Frith, since the distant epoch of earns, which are now so tar within-
its flux. 

Amidst titn vmicties, in the manner of burial, among the ancient Inhabitants 
of our island, the ermumm is remarkable: the ward, in the British language, 
signiti..s, literally, a stone chest., from Cul,  a chess, and mace, stone ; the (n) 
in the British changing, in esintaisition, to (v) ,a). In the various practice of 
those people, the CO/wen:sometimes contained the UM, which preserved site 
precious ashes of she deceased; bur, II:Often C011tilifitti the ashes, audit nes, 
without an urn, as we have seen. In the same 'manner, urns weretequently 
found, without Castvaens, which were of dillerent sizes, and shapes, as we have 
perceived, according to the fashion of successive _ages, and to the rank of the 
deceased (1,;. 

The 

were found some urns, which were open at both their ruts; were narrow io the middle and were 
glued, and ornamented with flowers. lire', loin. p. x14—t9 	lu a sepulchral cant, which was 
opened, 5: the parch of Kirkinner, in Wigtorislem, lien WI, Sound • stone coffin, [0111.4•1•11g 
human bones, which were halt burnt, Stat. Account, v. q. p. 145. 

(0 Stat. Account, v. 17, p. 350 one of those earn, to  the soath.east nC Redcastle, stands four 
hunth,d yards, within the flani•tuark, and is of ...alembic tt*. On the south side of the Bam, 
faith: at son, digance (ism the month of the Over Neu, a considerable ,pace, within the flood- 

there ie lirge tarn, which in called 	that is. the  earn in II,ross. West from this, 
in the time frith, there are three other carps,  et  conaderabic drat:races from 	other the largest 
is 	huge heap of stones, in the middle of the friths'. and is,scactiilde.., low water and, it appears 
so ii•Ve been a repulehral cant, Scorn the nine, which are tined in it, lb. o, p.631. 

(,,) Patios, nod Owen it is carious to observe; that the tatnli word Coe remains, to tbi=,  day, 
in the Scuto.Saxon language. 

(5 ) Stet.  Aeonnut,  v. is, P.34. t v. ; V, P..70-1; v. tn, P. ;8,  ; 	3. p.57 ; which have 
been 	quoted. 15,. tg, p. 103-370. Scared.; top thing ha, appeared, within any of 

	

the sepulchral tumuli, ,hich hate. been opet,,,I, 5, 3,1,,rth.reitain, 	that the finWral moot::. 
were 13.ornau.. Two circumstance! air aiwnya canting ; 	The 	urn, with i. 

	

priate aim, and burnt hone, ought to be found artgtn.1 	11.n,,, 	' 2)  It to 
one some Ruman toad: ,uch er 	 u 

	

ns haw been fone., 	 n  

0105 	or tO attribute of 	muilehral urns, which 5-Live 	 to the Realm., on the eavpu8i6;,,,, ihnt they originally iturodt,o4 urn 	than they cn.ly wer,. 
,apk1 Fktkiug. 	um, lb. v.  14, p. 3o ;  ,.raua. fitntig. Sce. of So.da,d, 

so, Douglaq 
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lice. same obser).ation may be made, with respect to urns, which have been 
generally found in :dwell, but often below the surface;  without a hillock : 
were composed, as we. have seen, usually of pottery; sometimes of stoics ; and 
they were of different shapes, and variously ornamented, according to • he -sate 
of the times, and ability of the parties (O. -there are still out vas ;odes, in the 
modes of sepultures, 	booth, and North.Britain. In both, sepulchral tumuli' 
have been found, in close connecfion with the Druid circles. At Achemcorthic, 
the field of the sits L. there is a Druid temple, which, we have ahead) seen, was 

composed or tin, 	circles:  and them has been dug up, betw, ,n the 
two outer circles, a cistvacn, about three feet long, and one and a hall foot 
wide, wherein there vraa found 0:1 urn, containing some ashes [ti;. And, we 
may thus see an additional example of the similar policy, which appear, is. have 
existed, in every age. between the inhabitants in the southern, and northern pans 
Of our island, as well as the close continuity, which there seem, to have existed, 
between the Druid places of worship, and of sepul,nrc, and those of the 
Chri,tians, in Gaelic Britain. 

The), appears to have been a still more natural connection, hetAveen the' 
British strengths, and sepulchral tumuli as stone chests, and clay urns, con, 

.,hick have 1-1,.a falsely attributed to tl:r Romans, are really British: and th.at the Boma. 
• fepulroms, n Britair, err geoseal.lv without romub it we not the usual pmt 	of the Romans to 

burr oas over their stead. hluoinhata Antig. v. 1, p,  r . — _ 	And it ought to be meol. 
leered, that the Dan, had clesistee, from horning their dead, before their expeditic)114 1,1, Britain.' 
Elouglaes Beata, p. 125. 

	

(c) In the oarish of Ntow.owal.., 	Dornfiies-rhire, mar, cos:mining Mecca ofloonan Boars, and 
I ., --arm 	i. SLat. Ac‘ ou,t, v. 7," 

zoo. Near Feed,. io Kineardimalti, them have been discovelosi el v um, whisk were 
:closed in  xa s as, that wenesonk in the earth, without a., tumulus; and which cootained ashes. 
lb. v.., p..:98 :Loa 1fr Leak, the Minister's LetterlO 111C. Bill, parish of floish, in Kin-
msr-Alr a several tuba ware (bond under a largOscone, and aome under small earne the mos appear 

,to Ina s. 	mode of  coarse  materiala; and to have been potty well laaed, and ornamented, with 
.  elated hires. lb. a. 	p. ;61. 

s  (d) hist. AcFount,i. I, 1  456. At Thrrach, in the parish of New Deer, Abet-dee:A.1re, 
pe aboo, tibloing for Ain., 	1)ruid temple, f, not% about e:gl.teen fishes below tho surface, a 
flat 	 'ilg horizoc:Ay: :mina rai.log t, I, direuvemd au nee, full of horr.aw boors, some of 
alach roe, quite 	 oremb rd into dust: this urn had no butt-,m, 
bur yrs , 	d m, , 9,“ sorse, rtah 	rod its sop and about a yawl, from this oseavation, 

ell, roe a,. 	, bo:11 in South, and Ne.r1,1,  AM,oirlr mule, , uiwate commetwa, !a layer, 
1.5,o .I ir,ain, 	Stol, I s's 	burr ; 	 p. 175 	Googids C,nd 

4.“' 	 !iela P. ! , 
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taming ashen, and bones, are frequently dug up, about such ancient fortresses. 
On Clot east ride of the British fort, at Itichtuthel, there are two sepulchral 
tumuli (e). Such were undoubtedly the burial places of the chiefs, who com-
manded the Caledonian hilkforts, in early rinses. 

Analogous to those, are the sepulchral earns, which, at the end of -so many 
eventful ages, still denote the fields of ancient conflicts. It is more than pro. 
bable, that the battle, at the Grampian, is still perpetuated, and that the 
memory of the Caledonians, who fell in defence of their country, is yet pre-
served, by sepulchral !zonal (/). In the parish of Liberton, Edinburghthire, 
there were several large cams, wherein were found various stone chests, 
inclining urns, which contained ashes, and weapons: some of these cams, 
which still remain, are called the Cat.stanes, or Bailie-statics (g). Single stones, 
in various parts of North-Britain, are still known by the appropriate name of 
Car-stanes(h). The name is plainly derived, from the British Cad,  or the 
Scoto-Irish Catb, which signify a batik. On Lauder-muir, in Berwickshire, 
where a battle is said to have been fought, there arc a number of sepulchral 
tumuli ; and there have been found near them fragments of swords, of bows, 
and of arrows, which had been pointed with flints (i). The early practice of 
raising earns, to perpetuate the memory of those, who had fallen in domestic 
Conflicts, or in repelling foreign invasions, has come down to our own times (4). 

(e) Stat. Account, v. n. p.555. 'There  ale several sepulchral 1,i:lorks, on a moor, anntig,, ,o_ 
toe British fortress in the parish of Moustie a in one of these, cal1,1 Care-Comhall, a stoz, coffin 

Was  (.nand. lb. v. t 5. p. apt. Au urn curioUdy carved, and 011,1 with ashes, was  dug op with hi 
the :lice of a Ihitidt fortress,  on the top of 	 in Ambit, lb. v. 3. p.556. VI-1,1er the 
ruin of the wall of a 14ritivh fort, isi the parish of Pittenain, Lanerk‘hire, there  were (amid second 
done eliest3, ineltitheh, nen, w)iiclt contained ashes. lb. v. I  a.  p. 39. 

" On the hill, abovethe tree, of A rdoch, says Gordon, hin. Septet, p. as, art t 
l 	p: of 6‘0,,,•', the ore cidied awn:1,1,46e other Canine: the former is the greatest one 

this kind, that ever 	ith the qmantity of great mugh gooey lying above oar anothar, 
i,,,,t,surpasees belief, which mad,  nu. love tto curiosity to measure it; and I found th, 

p to  be :dyad  one hundred and eiglith-two feet its length, thirty in eloping height, and f, ,11. • 
tivir in breadth, at the bottom." Th.,  minister of the parish ,-onclir!,.irrAisarcount and 

that there has been found .in it a ,r,11' coin, wherein there watts:Add. Jr: an .1”, hi,. Stat. 
ACLI'oonl, 	O, 0. 

(,) 	Eh,. Soc. Ahlig. v. I, p. act. 

l'• ' 
a viol,: upright stone, 	I, sands at Lilt 	in Staiihrdaltirc, 
lirluninicnta Antal. v.1, 0. 1.1. 

(i` Stet. Account, v .  

p. 516  v.  57, p. ii' 	Gough', Coaslcc, 	k.435, 
	t7, p .1.44 	,.,• 
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Taw, t7.,.4...1,,,qq.,11; 	Or NORTIT-BILITAIN. 

Connected with the, earns of remembrance, are stones or memorial. Be.• 
sides the upright stones, which we have seen so essemialle  connected with 
Druid works, there is, in every district of North-Britain, a variety of stone 
pillars, which are in their natuml sleeps, a; ithout the made of ativ htol ; and 
which are called uaditionally standing, siesse, from their upright' position. Tity 
frequently appear single, and often in groupes of two, or three, or tour, and 
sometimes in .t greater number. These stones have been raised, in successive 
sues, to perpetuate events, which, as the 41011, are without insciiptions, they ,  
Love not transrn4ted. in Arran, there ,11,, MO large stone coltimns, wench 
are quite rude (Ili There is a muntisr of these coin-rimer stones, lit A7 ull, 
,whereof seine are very large, and a, commonly called, by the Seotoolrish inha. 

Corm', a word stgnifying, in their language, a stone pillar (tie). Its 
there are four huge standing stones, near Lundin, and one near Dyeart, 

hich, tradition says, are memorials of battles (it). For the same purpose, 
milar stones have been erected, in every part of North-li; nate], chick, as they 
re without inscriptions, do no; answer the end, either of personal vanity, or of 

motional ire dock.: I a). 

;  W. are thuge led on to some inquiries, with regard to the hill•forts, and other 
;,safeguards, of the origtual people. That such strengths existed, in North-
.D t ain, at•the epoch of the Lo:an invasion, we know, bons the information 
'of facto (p). Burrenswark hill, in Annandale, was the site of a Selgova fore, 

41141 

(5) renant's l'our, v. 3, p. 17S ; them ars others of the same kind M Arran. Martin's west 
isle,, 	 Them nye similar 	Ifni-Fin. Ih.-1.7 —59. 

a( •  tM)

p. 	

Account, V. to, u. 	acl3 
Ye  (9,- Stat. Account, v. 0. p es.0 v. is, p. ze. 

fr (a) Sm. the atm. Accounts, tocm where. Similar stones may still be seen, in mray parts of 

Vales, Cornwall, and in 1. elmol. Borlase's Cornwall, p. tbo—i; Rowland's Mona; 

Y01 s.,Mtlaittienta, v. t. p 
.01 'nut situation 	the, BriC,l. strengths, their ;elative positions to 011<,  .other, and the 

odations attached to theni sfoe. that, they have rather been constructed, for the purpose of 

Seating the tribe, hem the 	, otte another,'Shan for the purpose of checking an invading 
twenty,' They are plum,' upon enh.. :h.:, 	t1i0, mitts of the country, ulna', even in those early 
ages,  must have hi en the must It:Com:h.., 	 thy 	r eiunoticy of subsisterce. They 
freptently appear in grouped el thre, for mat even mom, the huits of each other ; no! ahoy 
are so disporsed, epae the tans of hrisehs, that sometimes a runtish-oar mds, in 	May be semi, frees 
one other; hing one mods hum., und stionger, than the ml.ers, in she most -commanding 
situation, nigh has, no sloaht, bet ;, 	chrtingnishod pest of 1.1,7 ( 	Snob oOS the large, and 

strong post on the Eldonliills, arm:, hie!, in the adjaunit country, there Are the remains of more 
',4.4‘41doxen realist 	such aka trees the large gienieth, 	Ihneennearkddlh at Inch- 

bathe], 

   
  



se 	 An Accou NT 	is,mk 	 ! 

•flifif of the Roman Sfitial of *Trincdttilfte, It we 	 ! • 
•OiChard. At! around the 	normnit .rd t d!, 	ti,  

• something dike tb; foundati; n 	: rvdst,voct t • t, 	t. 	wr.i!  
the lines 	 7 . lie, 	 , 	vir,ro !the an,,Ty., and 
possibly might even have extd;;: 	r 	tic 	• , fho Ro•tri 	ecrocl. 
kg to Roy. The meaning of tile i1111. 

Milne establish the thtm. thtat a Brith.h f r r 	 ,..' 	I.! I 
(brit the construction of the Roman camp 	 •sr:11 	• . 
derived from the British licr, the plural 	i.; itir; ..ii 	: 
entrenchment, or work thrown up "for defer.. , 	V. 	 , 
INtni,diRgnify thorax,' fnira, in the Ao,-rdr.. ,,d; , vvil 	i 
Scot...Saxon, for work. : The ceimitid , 	,,t 
terms, Gtr a defensive Work,-  hat presersed th; 	 t 11.: pr- c..t 
tinier. Front Burrenswark, about teen miles, there to 	named$leer• 
or Banns, at which there it  a  Roman camp r Oleic  arc at Burr en hill, Cr 
Mouton 	parish, Duinft:eidtire, and site Burrell'bill, i.r Kirkbean parish, in 
Kirkoudlnight, the retrofits ,d hirtilications : from the coincidence of the fact.:, 
we may easily perceive, whende all those fortified hall derived rheir appropriate 
appellations. Barron hill, in Idousewald parish, stir plainly thelatrutintello:t 
site of a British strength; brag surrounded by a double dibrit(s). Near 
Burronhill, there is another British fort, onche summit of PantethAull, which 
also coonnands an extensive prospect r). On a well known hill, which is now 
celled Watillaw, in the parish of Caerlaverock, there is a circular British 
fortress, that is surrounded with two ditches, at the top, whence there is a most 
extensive view. On the same site, there are faint traces of a Roman camp, tire 

ti;e.Caterthuns, Basra-WI, Cutle.carr, and othen, all alneli had there Pirooliatate po..• 

	

Wound them.; so se remains of many of those etrengths we atill 	sacra ,That =any of the,  
fortresses were in existence, before the Rollout. invaded Nortb•Britsin, appeersfrOm this dais,  
circomatance, that several of the larger strengths were  converted 111: 	 The h. 
Britiati fort on the Eldon hills, that at lnchtuthel, that at Carle

,,
over, owl some other snisl: 

British fortlets, woe consented into Roman post, We may also draw the same inference, Sro, 
thitt curious fact, that Roman canaps are judiciously.plactd among ,renal rouge, of show British 
stiedgt` r, fe the evident purpose of overawing, and watching them.  

(g) S., this station described in book i. 	iii of this work, and the true etymon of Trimon. 
titnn, from To, the well known British appellative fora town see Rors Antiq. pl. eel. for a 
pLin, and seetions, of this loll, and camps: sec also the Tram. of the Antiq. Society of S.,. 

(r) Qwen, 	vo. 	 (,) Stat. Account, v. 7. p..gt.  
(I) Id. The prefix Pan is phiiidc n corruption of the British Per, which sign tier a head, or t 
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area whereof is now much ploughed up (u). This eminence afterwards served, 
as a watch-hill, to a strong castle of the Maxwells, who were wardens of this 
frontier, dining the middle ages. Mom this circumstance, it is apparent, that 
this commodious height acquired the • Scoto.Saxon name of Wardlaw (a). In 
t he same vicinity, there is on Eskdalemmor, Casur.cver, which appears to have 
been a British fortress, before the establishment of the Roman post, on the 
same commodians site. The ancient entrenchment is of an oval form, on the 
top of a hill ; and there are a number of small strong Its of a similar nature, on 
the surrounding eminentes (y). 

In the parish of Menmoir, in Forfarshire, are two wall known hill-forts called 
White Caterth". standing to the south, and Brown Caterthun, to the north-
ward (e). Pennant, whose welsh etymons are not al rays accurate, says, that 
the literal translation of Caterthun is Camp/own (a). The name is plainly from 

the British words, ceder, a fortress, a stronghold, and 	a hill (b;. Several 
of Ihe fortified,hills, in Wales, bear the sante prefix, Ceder ; as Cade r 
moel, Cm/er.ldris, and others Coder-dun would be made Cadet-dims by the 
Scoto-Irish, Cater-than by the Scoto-Saxons, and Fort-hill by the English. 
These are said to be decidedly reckoned amongst the most ancient Caledonian 
strongholds, and to be emeval with what are called British posts (r.) White 
Caterthun is of uncommon strength it is of an ova form, constructed of a 
stupendous dike of loose stones, the convexity of which, from the base within, 
to that without, is a hundred and twenty-two feet on the outside, a hollow, 
which is made by the disposition of the stones, surrounds the whole. Round the 
base is a deep ditch ; and below, about a hundred yards, are vestiges of another 
trench, that went round the hill. 'rite area, within the stoney hill, is flat ; the 
length of the oval is four hundrcd and thirty.six feet; the transverse diameter, 
two hundred near the cast sid,, is the foundation Vila rectangular building ; 

and there are also the foundations of other erections, which are circular, and 
smaller ; all which foundations had once their superstructures, the shelters of 
the pns,c.sees of the post and there is a hollow, which is now nearly filled 

(a) 	 v. ,n• r. 9s ; 	Antiq. a. t. p 55 ; Stnt A5,055., 	p. 3a. 
13.) See 	a al 	in Son 
I_•) gee Ra:, Antiq. 	for a plan, au(' secLion of Castit.irycr, vrt... In.1,,nraly 	vanIc 

a]7..aaince, and Iwo, as  Or Cederil nn. 	 • 
(n) Ainnlies map of Forfa,hire ; not. Account, v. s. 	so, tad v. iv. 1,  
(,) 	y• • r. t59. 	 (b. 1)avia, and (bwria 

	

A"thl. s I. 	27, and 1.1. i. and ii. 	 C 

c, 	t U., Si Ca:C: 	than. 
Vet.. 1. 	 N.1111 

   
  



As ACCOUNT 	pock I.— The Roman Feria. 	—... • 

with stones, and which was once On well of the colt (a). The other fortress, 
which is called Brawn Can rhun, from the colour of the earth, that composes - 
the ramparts, is of a circular ferns, and consist, of vat jot, 	 (a). 

SIPIllar to the Caterthuus is the British fortress OMIS t 	I tt I:1 Alnnicen- 

shire. This fort was of an elliptical form : the ramparts were pm-tly bedt whit 
stones ; having a large ditch, that occupies the , btla ...omit of the hill, 

. it is about tv. a hundred feet, above the vale, overlooks the low ground, 
cut it and .1 ha mountain of •Benachie. It: was surrounded, by throe hues 

Facing the west, the hill rises very steep ; and the middle 
1 	p:cd by rocks the only access to the fart is on the nnt.side, 

e ascent is easy ; and at this part the envy-  to the fort is perfectly 
oliviOils. This Caledonian hill-fort is now called, by the tradition of the 
se.mtry, Cumn.n.l's Cainp, lions the defeat-, which the Earl of Bud], there 
ste , ained, when attacked by the gallant Deuce. Of the name of this strength, 

is stoic be observal, that Bar, in the British language, as we have seen, it a 
top, or summit; and its plural is Barau(f) t but, as this hill has only one top, 
we may suppose, that the name is front Bar, which, in the -coro-Iri.h, equally 
signifies a summit, and Ra' , in the same speech, signifyin d !art, a strength (g). 

Barry-Isill, near Alyth, in Perthshire, is probably nothing more, in the deri. 

nation of its name, than Bar-ra, a hill-fort. At the base, Barry-hill is about 
a mile in circumference, and sin hundred and neelity,in feet high. 'Ilte sum-
mit has beets levelled into an area, of about one hundred and sixty-eight yards, 
in circumference, within the rampart. Barry-hill appears, from its vast ditch, 
and walls, to have been a fortress of impregnable strength. The approach to 
the fort was from the north-east, along the nn. ;.: of a precipice ; and 	<11. 

sj trance was secured by a bulwark of stones, the remains whereof sn! east. 
Over the ditch, which was ten feet broad, and fourteen feet below the founda-
tion of the wall, a narrow bridge was raised, about eighteen feet long, and two 

/
feet broad: this bridge was composed of stones, which had been laid together, 
without much art, and vitrified on all sides, so that the whole mass was firmly 

(d) Those intimations corrnspond with the tem.,s of the several British foils, in South-Brit:tin, 
which had their Cdb, and structures, and wells. Pennant's Tour in Wales, v. n. p. 503, 535, 3. in, 

(e) Pennant's Tour, a. ii. p. t
en

-9; King's Madmen Antig. V. I. p. a7. 
y) Davis, Richards, and Ow. 
g) O'Brien, satli

MP a
,  r there is a British fortress on Pen...crtig, in Brecknockshire, which is 

said to be an the 	high In ; to he of an oval form, and to he surrounded by 'bre, deep, 
and broad, ectroteldnento. Arch:tin!. v. 3. p.599. See the Drawing of this fortress. 

cemented 1 
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11.—nrTribe, their Astiquitia.] 	Or NORTH - BRITAIN. 	 95  
cemented this is the only part of the fortifications, which appears to have been 
intentionally vitrified (1). There seems to be no vestige of a well ; but, west-
ward, between the base of the mound and the precipice, there was a deep pond, 
which has been recently filled up. The tradition of the country, which is 
probably derived from the fiction of Bocce, relates that, this vast strength of 
Barry-hill was the appropriate prison of Arthur's queen, the well known 
Guenever, who had been taken prisoner by the Picts. About a quarter of a 
mile eastward, on the declivity of the hill, there are some remains of another o 
fort, which was defended by a strong wall, and deep ditch; and which, h 
ever, was of less strength, than the preceding. The same tradition vela 
with similar appearance of fiction, that there was once a subterraneous conun 
nication, between those two British strengths, on Barry-hill (i). 

There are many forts, in every district of North-Britain, of a similar nature, 
and of equal magnitude and several of those fortresses have also the rem 
of the same kind of structures, within the area of each, for the same purpose 
shelter. There is a fortress of this kind, which commands an extensive view  
the lower part of Braidalban (b). Ott the summit of a hill, called Dun-Ev 
in Nairnshire, there is a similar fortress, consisting of two ramparts, which s 
round a level space of the same oblong form, with that of Craig-Phadric, thou 
not quite so large. Within the arm of Dun-Evan, there are the traces of n w 
and the remains of a large mass of building, which once furnished shelter to 
defenders of the fort (a). In Glenelg, hi Inverness-shire, there is a similar for' 
the top of the hill is surrounded with a stone rampart, and in the area, there is t 
vestige of a circular building (d), for the use of the ancient inhabitants. Within. 

(0) It is observed, by dm Rec. Dr. Playfair, that " among the ruins, there arc several pieces of 
vitrified stone ; but, this vitrif intim] must have been accidental, as they are inconsiderable." Stat. 

M AC., V. i. p. 5o8. 
(i) For a more minute description of those fortresses, see the Stat. Account, v. i. p. Sob 

and v. 1. p. +05 there appears from show descriptions, to be the remains of some superttruet 
within the walls, the undoubted remains of the dwellings of the ancient inhabitants, who dries 
the fortress. 	• 

It 	(5) Stohies Map of PertInhire ; Pennant's Tour, v. ii. p. 53; and :his Britiritistrengtn, 
King ban mistakingly described, as lying in the pariill or Moulin, in Athol. Muni,. Ant 

P 
(r) Trans. of thy Royal Soc. Edin. v. ii. p. :3 part ii. The area is said to be about seve 

paces long, and shirt y broad, within the walls. Williams'a Account of Remarkable Rules, p.3 
(1; Thu's exactly similar to the circular inclusure within the center of Caerbran, a hill fort, 

Cornwall. B0.410, p. 346.. 
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sight, there is another of these retreats, which arc called, in Scoto-Irish, Bee-

lilies, says Pennant, the place of refuge (e). 
A much more complete specimen of those hill-fortresses, with buildings, in 

the torpeat area of thou, is that on Carby.bill, in the pariah of Careeletetn, Box. 
burghshire. Th6 hill stands detached from all others ; and commands -a moat 
extensive view of a wide country. The whole SUI1111tit of the hill, which is dr. 
cedar, and is about a hundred feet diameter, its surrounded, by a-very strong wall 

of atones. In the center of the area, there is a circular building,  of atone : and 
around this, there are other circuitous erections of atone, lying circunajacent. 
A road, for ascending to the fort, appears plainly to bare bees-made, in  a 
winding course, round the hill, so as to enter the fortress, Dii.the -soutti .  

side( ). 
Beyond Liddel Water, northward, on the menunit of a hill, there is a camp, 

which is nearly of a square form, and shout three hundred leaf diameter 
rampart is entirely of moth, and is about eighteen feet high hut, within the 
area, as in Tlarby Fort, there are no remains of any buildings. This square 
camp, which thus stood opposed to the British fortress, is plainly a remain of the 
Romans, that they had placed here,- according to their usual emetons;  to besieges 
or male, the previous strength. A similar coincidence appears, in the same 
parish. On the horn of Fifths, scar to the Castle of Clintwood, there arc two 
camps, at a little distance from each other ; the one is rown4,.and is tbnifsed with 
a stone wall, about a hundred feet diameter ; the othtr is +sere, about a hem. 
tired and sixty-eight feet in length, and strengthened with two ramparts of 
earth (g). There are similar coincidences, in the same skinity, whirls equally 
establish a curious fact, and illustrate a singular policy. On two hills, to the 
eastward of the village of Bengal, in Annandale, there are two fortresses ; the 
one circular, and British ; the other square, and Roman ; and they equally stated 
opposed to each other ; being only separated by a narrow morass. A little- 

(e) Tour, v. iii. p.336-7 but, there is nu such word, in the Gaelic, as Rd, fora plane: 11.01 
ie a spot, dies, not den, tapir...la-1i,, or protection. Dn., which, in the oLlique can, in Ann, 
signifies a hill, and secondarily a fort, from the summit of lulls being, in ancient times, the sites of 
the forts, Bel' is the plifral of Ile, a Colo so according to the I:161116011S of Pennant, Iiii.dhun 
might he properly enough explained to be the Coson4e”, or safe-guard. But, this notion, and 
panne, are more modern, than the age of the Britons. 	, 

(f) Stat. Acco. v. xvi. p. 83; ,vherein may be seen a draught of the fort, with the circular 
Aradores, within it. There are similar structures, within the areas of Castel.an.dinas, and Bum., 

in Cornwall. Barlase, p. 346-7 there are similar structures, in the area of thus., a hill- 
fort, near LlancludnAlWales. Pennant's Tour, v. 	p, 346. 

Ir) Stan Ace, 

higher, 
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higher, in Annandale, there is a pretty entire British fortress, at Drysdale-gate ; 
occupying about two acres of ground; and commanding a most extensive pros-
pect : about half a mile eastward from this, beyond an intervening moor, sherd 
is a large Roman camp (g). If the Roman policy be apparent, as we have 
trimly seen, this circumstance would evince that, the British strengths exisIdd 
before the Roman times (b). 

In the country upon the Forth, northward of the Roman will, on the isthmus, 
between the friths, there are a number of British forts, which are perched s.:on 
little hills. The round, sometimes the oval summits of those hills, arc sur-
rounded by a rampart, which on many of them still remains. And the girt rai 
appellation, in the country, for those forts, is 1Crir, which is evidently a corrup• 
tion of the British Caer, a fort, the (C) being pronounced, in that speech, like 
(K) in the SeotoSaxon (i). 

Such were some of the British forts, standing southward of the Forth. 'There. 
is also a- range of the same kind of strengths along the face of the entry, on 
the north side of the same river, which are equally known by then name 
of Keir ; and whiclvappear to have been the only Caledonian posts, whirls were 
designed by them to oppose the Roman progress, as indeed Tacitus inti-
mates (k). 

(5) There are many other 1118[211C011 of the judicious position of Roman camps, in particular 
rituations, fire the evident purpose of overawing, or la,ieging the adjacent British strengths. In 
the districts upon the eaatern sideof the Da, in Kirkcudbright, there are a great number of British 
strengths, which protected a.  pa-of the Selgovm people, in the nesters extremity of their cons-
tr.)" and among these, we find the le11136111, of direr Roman camps, which were placed in appro-
priate situations, for overawing the Selgow posts. See the Stat. Arco. e. xi. p. a4—p, -with the 
map prefixed. The Roman camp at Lyne-Kirk is placed in the midst of some British hill-forts, 
which funned sir safe-gnarls of a part of the Gadeni territory, on the western extremity of their 
country. See A ini,trong's map of Peehleshise, and the companion to it. Savo-Anther instancek 
of thy relative situation of Roman posts to the previous StrenrhS of the Britons, ray he NCH, is, 
the account of tlie Rninan transactions, in Nerds-Britain, and in the detail of the British antiqui-
ties:in the county 1,,,tories. But, what must hare made the yoke sit wry uneasy on the conquered 
Britons was, the invid]ous circumstance, that several oftliedistinguished posts of their chiefs, were 
converted into Itorra,1 	which completely commanded the- subordinate British strength.. 
around them, a. no haie seen. • 

(i) Of such fungi  and names, there are in the parish of Kipper, Ifeir-bid of Glentirntn, Keir, 
kill of Dasher, Keir.brae of Drum, Krir-know eat Arnrno,,, and Keir-brae sri Garden and, all 
hese forts an. of the above description. Stat. Acco. v. vin p. Fag. A little southwanl of the 

i711age of Clarpinnoek, there is a cont.' eminence, call a r'nKrir.hiit, the summit of wbich was 
1.kivoundfd, by a raapart of circular form. n,. 	6. 

(A) lb. v. 	p. 	the prefix in Can-by-hid, laciarc mentioned, is merely the Bntish cars, 
a fort, 
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At the base of the Camisole Hills, abort three miles from the Peel of Kirkin-
tilloch, there are the remains of two British forts, on the summit of their several, 
hills, which are each surrounded by ditches, and ramparts, in a circular form, 
•as the hills are round : one of these, which is called, in the country, the Ma 
Reeve, is about a hundred yards in diameter : the other, width is 
appropriate name of the Alaiden Quilt, is strut twenty yards in 
A mile northward, front the Roman fort of Parhill, on the same 
British fortress at Ball Castle : and, it,is dinned on a small use 
guise shape. About a mile northward of another Roman fort, at Wetter-wood 
there once was a British fort, at Cunny Park, of a similar form, and dimen-
sions, with other fortresses, that owed their erections to British hands., Worst 
the ;indent inhabitants were instructed by Roman arts ; and which defended the 
tribes, from each other, before they were called on to defend their country froan 
foist* intruders (m). 

• . 	 rish of Castleton, there are also several circular fans, which are 
• Is Piers-works. They are all strongly fortified, by a rude 

will of large stones. They seem also to have been erected with a view to 
foreign, as.well as to domestic war. There are two of those forts near Herds., 
house, two on the farm 01 Shawn, one on Tofthohn, one on Foulshiels, one on.  
Cocklaw, one on Blackburn, and one on Shortbuttrees. \Vhen the ruins of this 
last fort were lately removed, there was found, on the South side of it, a place, 
which was ten feet wide, and 'twenty feet long, and was paved with flat stones, 
and inclosed by the same sort of stones, that were set on edge; and there was 
discovered, within this inclosure, what seems to intimate its culinary use, ashes,' 
and burnt sticks (n). 

On the East side of Loch-Nesi, stands the mountain fortress of Dundharduil 
upon a very high hill of a circular, and indeed a conical shape. The summit of 
it is only accessible, on the south-east side, by a narrow ridge, which connects 
the mount with a hilly chain, that nms up to Stratlierric. Ors every oche 
quarter, the a.sceut is almost perpendicular ; and a rapid river winds round two 
thirds of the circumference of the base. lire summit is surrounded, by a 
strong wall of dry Noma, which was once of great hCOlt, and thicknes 
inclosed area is an oblong square of twenty.tive yards 1011g, and fifie 
broad t  and it is level, is clear of stones t and has on ii the remains of ss 

(I) Stat. Arra. V. 	p. 377. 
(-ii stat Acco. r. a,i. p. SI. From thclreirmallty, thaw 	try alto kn 
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Upon a shoulder of this hill, in the course of else ascent, alicLui lifly feet below 
the summit, there is a  Druid temple„ consisting of a circle cllssss- stones, which 
are firmly fixed in  the  groultd,„with a double env Of Sion., c..... ,Line tied. One 

Side, :I'  no menu; or miry to the citCle (s). In the parish of Penycuilc, on the 
Linton road, near the iC71 m4e stone, on an eminence, there arc the remains of 
a British fortress, which is called, by the country peL-iple, the Cash'e. It has an 
oval -area of eighty-four yards long, and sixty-seven broad ; and is surrounded, 
by two tlirches, each of which is four yards wide; and having in the !Matte,. 
between theditches,a rampart six yards broad. In the area there is a number of 
Pretidi, about eleven yards each,, in diameter. There is a similini fort, on the 
side of Harkin-hum, within the woods of Pcnyenik (t). 

intim the foregoing details, it is now apparcia, that the above mentioned hi:I-
f-or:6, and other strengths, which may still be traced, in North-Britain, by their 
ten:, Sable remains, are all similar, in their structure, 	 bitej to' the 
British lull fortresses, in England, Wales, and Cornwall, that wore ver;g.where, 
in 	the safe-guards of the first people, or thoir itnnwsliatillikieendants. 
The 	sire, which was chosen for the whole,  soda  the level summit of hills, with 
difficult access, while the Roman camps were generally,  placed on rising grounds 
below. The ramparts of all those British forts were composed of dry stones and. 
earth, without any appearance of mortar, or cement. They vary, in their forms, 
according to the figure of the hills, whereon they were placed. In the areas of 
some of them, there are still to he seen the ruins of buildings, for habitation, 
and of wells, which supplied them with water. In the areas of a few of those 
forts, both in North, and South-Britain, there are tumuli. There appears to 
have accompanied some of those fiirtresses, tat the declivity of the hills below, 
outworks, which were probably designed, as shelter for the cattle, belonging to 
those, who defended the forts above.. The hill-forts, in Ireland, which are 
called, in the Irish language, and antiquities, Rath:, and which have been mis-
takingly attributed to the Danish invaders, were really the strengths of the ancient 

(a) Phil. Trans. of Edin. v. ii. part ii. p. es—i5. There are several Druid remahm on Carnlsre, 
a British hill-fort, in Cornwall. Botta., p.118-19. Near the British hill-fort, on 'Marton 
Craig in Lancashire, there are three rocking atom, which stand, in a right line from !Muth to 
South, at, equal distances, aboot forty fen asunder. Archaiol. v. is, p. z z. pl. so. Near a 
British bill-fort, called Dinas. a the visinity of Landudno, is Wales, there M a large AI erntigl, vc 
locking stone. Pennant'. Tour, v. ii. p. 356. 

(t) Stat. Acco. v. n. p. 431. In the area of a British hill-fortress on Moel-y-Gate, in Wales, 
them is a small artilicl mount. Pennant's Toupin Wales, 	i. p. As, in the arca of the British 
hilLfort, on Pcrwoata-raawr, thtre is a barrow, or t ...taus of the longitudinal sort. Archatoh 
t, iii. p. 3c6.. 

Irish 
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was composed of large flat stones, without any cement, r_ .misting of two,, 
three apartments, which were not ahoy, five Let wide, and were covered a 
stones of the same kited : and there were found, in this subterraneous buildin 
some wood ashes, several fragments if lags earthen vessels, and one of th 
ancient hand-mills, called querns. . . In the san ' 

vered, a aintilar building, which the country 
cave it was shout four feet 

composed of large ha we 	there 

and an instalment resembling  :III  t 

house, there tins been discoverit 	s 

constructed not rough stone:, that had never felt a tool, hot 

and 	e were ihunti in this structure, the remains of some b 
fraghwiits of small bone:, and suer, querns, about fourteen inch 
th, '1,11mant of an iron handl, and with appearances, which in 
had been much worn (k). In the parish of Auchterhouse, have 
sub:errant:on, buildings, which are also called Weemi, and which 
ashes, bones, querns, and a bras; ring, without any inseription ( 
hiding holes of a smaller size, and of a somewhat dill-exert  • 
long 'won known in the Western lIelwides (nit). In Sand 
Isles, there are sevaal barrows, one whereof being opened, 
a building nine Let in diameter, 'mind on the'outside, ht 
within, With a well  at the &In= : in the upper part of the, 
found a human skel,ron, stanting almost upright (n). ' 

In every part of North-Britain, there are 
improved int5 (hiding places, by artificial in 

(i) Stat. Acta. v. iv. p. ;or. 	 (I) 
(ii lb. v. xis. p. ( A. blear Dundee, on 	lands of Balgey,  MIL lit 

found, under g,romiti. 	 Stab n structure las (Aso been fa 
lb. v. vi. p. 4o6 	In Bendoilisi ppri i, there have been haad siaa;sr, strstctp 
With rafters of wood, wlikh  were  e)werid h.nth earth.. Its. v. s.ix. p. 3 e9('''ID 
drarranit, in Aliercluelahir..,. sects sobtemileaus w t 	base Aso coat 

; earditer's Attic'. p. is. Sialilet buildisgs toss bees: (liseuvered 
Stebsn rtry. 	lb. v. xvii. p. recs. , 

titril base best ft ttl. lb..  v. 	p. Siy/t 
lb... iii. 	bit .  

Gibasy asse‘in 	rya 
. 	thl estate of ILnit s .in 

	

has 1,4iscoseisxl. lb; 	p.; 
..) (tart 	\',::..; 	 p. lust; Pennsni's Tour, 

Ace. 	i.  p.  479.c.The 	:..,(ore of the. 
istber isplacc oi-cal 
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are several natural caner, whkit have bi-n rendered More t.,Ininodious, by aili-

fidal nleansi for the purpose t.I. ,cret hatitttionfo). Ott etc coast of Skye, in 
the puish:of Portree, there are several cOltes of very large extent, of which idle 
tradition relatcs many Elul: vas so•lies (r). in the isle of Arran, there arc several 
large cases, which appear r, Lye i ecru the necessitous retreats of the a cient 
inhabitants, during therut! .. poFey of early ages. One of those,,at Druman•  
dada is noted, in the foal trat;:t;rui o( the country, as the lodging of Fin mac. 
epti4 the Firgal of Ossian, during hi; residence in Arran. "'here are, in this 
favoured isle, other caves of great ditnensiiins, which arc also attended by their 
appropriate. &lions (q). In the parish of12dtburgh, there are several cavet, 
which have been formed, in the face of a rocky precipice, which is washed by 
the river Teviot (r). In Anermn parish, on the river Ale, there are several 
eaves, wherein there arc fire places, and vents for the smoke I r). On the shares 
of the Solway Frith, in the parish of Borgne, at the botts.m of sonic remarkable 

there. are some curious natural caves, one whereof has been assisted by 
art (t). In the parish of East NIonkland, there is an artificial cave. w hich has 
been scooped tort of a bold rocky eminence7on the river Calder, in a seques-
tered spot (n). Ott the north bank of the Fame river, iii the parish of Bothwell, 
there is, in the face of a steep rock, a cave, which has been improved by art, and 
incapable of sheltering fifty men: it is difficult of access; and the entrance was 
guarded, by an iron gate, which was fixed during modern times, in (he 
rock (o). Such, then, were the sad expedients,..4whiche rude people Were it 

(o) Fret. Aeon v. iii p. 37A. 	 • - rt 
(p) Stet. neon P '45-7 	Martin's Western Isla. p.1ct i 

!Wig v. i p. Go. Similar to the great Cave Sky, which a aid to be cipacions enough to 
sore in five 1.1oulredyerson, is the Giant's Cave, iwar Pcnrith. Gent. Mag• 1?9,. p. 

(q) Martin'g. Western 	p. z19 ; Pennant's Tour, v. Hi. .11..18.1 -1' .. gldi• Acco. v. 
p. 167 by 	t 1 Cave of Fin mac-Cod is called the Kik& Cave and 	to have 7. 
had the Inoue of givingebelter to the illustrious Bruce, with the patriot companionauf his perifout 
efforts, for hi, ,ouhcry's intic.pundence. The well known Carts of Hawthorne, have also furnished 
commodious r,l'eata to sly.ilar patriots, who tis ked their all for t

ie
rhir co,ntey, 	to religion,  

bigots, tvlos hamirded nisch for flirt, hitt, in inore recent. times. 	Stni,ley'a If Curiosum, 
for a d,scription, and plan of the Caves, 0 Ha, thorriden Mait. Hirt. of Edw. p. sos ; 
Airtki. V. I. 	Pennant':, Thor, v. ii. 	Stat. Aces. V. I. p. 

(r) Stat. agiiietia v. sin. p. r;6: Seveml of those raves are .if large dimensions. 
In 	lb. v z. p. 29.; ; sod 	Ili. v. 	p. ni,t, for a singular cave, 	Kirkpatr'ck- 

nitro, in thepariih of Moffat, there are two cave,, which have been cat aloof 
a free t 	f anti 	eitpOhko.£ hoidkz several men they are, rat present, used as farm hoax,. 

lb v.ii. p 	 1/) ,111:14. p.; (a) th. e. vii. p. :Se. 
iv) Stat. 	nvi. p. let :''Pill-firu-place, and fluor of this remarkable cave still remain. 
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obliged to recur, for safety, before society bad collected men into regular tribes ; 
and it had become the duty of government to protect the fuse, by the offsets of 

the many. 
The next objects of rational curiosity to the arengths, and hiding places, of 

the British tribes, are their weapons. Several cif these have been already men-
Wooed, as they were occasionally found, in the, graves of the warriors, who had 

once made an appropriate use of them. These weapons arc of different kinds; 
axes, or hatchets; and arrow heads. The hatchets, which have been nlost 
frequently found, both in North, and South•13ritain, are generally of flint, and 
arc usually called re/se, though antiquaries have been unable to explain the 

meaning of the name. Yet, the //int hatchets, that have occasioned so much 
discussion, among learned men, were called echs, from the nature of the material 

+svhereof they were made ; the alit of the British speech literally signifyingaflint 
is ?le (a). These axes, or cefts, as they have been called, even when they -were 
mule of brass, or other metals, have been discovered, in both North, and South-
Britain ; and they were often formed of brass, and of other materials of s. simi-
lar kind, as well as of flint. Several of these brass hatchets have beenfossb4,  
in the British Barrows, on Salisbury Plain (b). 'File places, where these hatchets 
had so long reposed, with the original owners, and were at length discovered, 
attest, that they were British weapons. These brass hatchets, as they have be4 
also found, within the British barrows, in North-Britain, must equally he 
deemed the curious weapons of the Caledonian Brims. (r). Sevens! arrow 
heads, which had been made of sharp-pointed flint, have been found within 
.various graves, in North-Britain, as we have already Seen (.6). Utah arrow 

(a) Owen's Diet. These Crler have been found is 4. 31.1003 places, and of different sizes, ull 
South Britain. Dug. Warwick. p. 778 t Stukdey's late. Curios., p. 54, 	Staff& 
P• 397, Mitch. Cumberland, p. r 3-14 	Whit. flanehester, tin, al. v. i. p.s9i 
W'ha. cudous (a/u, which even appear., British coin, nee also been discovered, ce,ry 

orth-Britain. Gordon's Itio. Sepses. p. 172 j Sibliald's Hot. Enqlt . 	; Companion i,, 
he Map of Tsecedale, p. 34 Acco. Anti, heat. p.55 -9z aid rarril 	Stat. 

4A.w• v. iv. P 479 lh. v. it. p. sr, ; lb. vol. v. p 	; lb. v. s. p. 	 p. 159 
Ilist. of Ruin: 0, p.149, 14 1. 

(t) Stukchry's Stonehenge, p..16; Gibton's Caminn, t6; ; Whit. blanch. Svcs edition, 
°. 

	

(6) Stat. Area. v. vii. p. :$1 I  II,. p. 6. ; lb. v. viii. p. ',c51 	v. x. p.55 	lb; v. :rip, bbbakl
.  sasif„ that several sisoid., he,!: of +Fe, s, a,: 	abet, mad,  of pm:6 fo:rd 	syveral places of Scotland.' Iiid. Census p 	TI me bra. axes, heel were found, in Sod's,' 	G e. 	 Of. eptent. pi.  p. 7.9. 	pa''isl 	Beinolm, Riattrelinediiits 

of 	
y, a batik seas fotight, in a,icisit timer. 

• r: 
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of ship-buildi,g canrot easily be ascertained. Before the age of Julius (".kesar 
they had certainly 'enlarged their canoes silo currachs. C.a.,sar describes the cur-
rachs; as being actonMiodatedwitft Ice Ts, .adilina4s of the E:thtest wood as 
having:their bodies Alf .ytcker,'-whieh was ipiCtetf.hi‘wi4t. •loather ; as 
he had learned from :the 'Iltito n . d kmr from his.  maglee, in Spain. 
I.ncan calls the British cnrieehamh: ship04nd in these,., he adtl,,,4* Bri-
tons were wont to navi,late tt otean'(/). In suelTeurrachs, mcordintga.goli-
nus (in), it Nit'as,co?4n to pass Jd .es,on Irel.ind and Britain. .)..tdampairwls4Ms 
life of St. Columba, describevord.Whoge'...eurrachs,.with"411 the-Pitrts of Ni l?, .    
with sails,. inil oars,, sad with a capacity for'pagsengers ; and h6 adds, thittita 
thin roomy curiaCh, Si. Cormae sailed hito.the north sear where he remained 
oliagtiok fourteen dayi, in petfat safetr(n);  •  yvc have thus see, st hat :were the 
B,Ti.tish vessels,both foir the occupatight Of Oisee,, and the aomres.of war; 

r r end, x;Mailvere the cuachs, wherein th4 Saotti4Oilit‘r 	
4.3M

stade.incurei ns, from their 
woody isle into Ronianized Britain, during the:age,of elattAjatt, 	the`Seot- 
tiFh rowers made II, seafoam, with thetilhOstiWOars (o). 	.,.r..  

Sach, th:n, were the Caledonian Britons ;I sil,ektice topograpicaTAiitioir f 
the ,et-cral tribes ; and such were their antiquitier; 'at the memorable '.eipo 	— 
..1;ricol ,',. inva,ion of Norz!,-11.-it ant. This coulitrit..-was, at that.critical,Ref 

two fr, t 1,,,,aii, awl ,lev;n WA:, ch.., ; and at ow wick.  there vrere thr. venatios‘rif tinw pygs, f6r 4 
ii, pa HI, h ,d, i :ppor- 61 :a have Lew hollwr,d 1,),the imam of fw, in the marrow 4the 
An, , la, , huhu,. 111 tr.,. sanie mums, another carve was ,lag ap, which war a sin Rh, long, 

l d I a.'tear oar d , • ' ' a tJth, at ow each; an 'o g  .iile, or wful, was iliwor,a9 461, on, 
ap° ,  : .,  i , p ...",'.; h a .10 ad, mu: caw shailhr antiTiiiiw, hers- Wen fowl I, a, Locher-

II I, een Pik, Iii ip, awl !so, thil, t A' o.milos hrhad. Pciinait's roar, v. dh p.yrk ; 
Arra. v i. p 6- ; , ,!. v. p. 3 . Tu Ow:hag-hark-Lai, ia Kithaud'oright at 

i 	ihri, pri• 6,,,, i!, v '. u; ii ., i.ii , ai , ril, srwrai aPit,,,, a hiA so ps ai hi limi,,h,'-uholl6Vii."til, on 
Plana, pit , A 	:iv la ladaira 	ll . v. viii. p. 3c6. is Lach-ai in, at, ia Rprifres996;e,41; 

91/ 

haw  her, a p  . I  ,.vrinl wan, hrich ,ipprar to bloc bean formed, ia a rtidt, inanrier, tritt:iiif 
,1,6,  "-err, 1,', i' • A,, ipar cawee. IL. v. ,.v. p. 69, The gre944f Al ,he ,:a.6,,,,hich 

V. r '• : No, tii-Britaip, -was that, ah 
p 
 ich WR, fopiul, in hixrki.,... thel*Iiiir of the 

Comp, haa i , 1 	h ; -.,d fif d  a  a, hn.ied twa h.., i the south hank of4hhe Forth , it v;a., thi h. - 
' '1,1'  ' I..t,..!, ,.. t!. thi.1,11, four feet n,ar tact, s deep, /oar inchrs thick ia ilk 

rida., a ,I a a 	.'1,,; v • i  . 	. r au]: i 0 1,., slap p at ii, stein, jimlbrohdat the rtevn , this C2,10C 

, „ r. d t. i.!.  ' j ,,,,, , : C.,' ... .,,,. tl. :, I, and walualt i t. a u•orrl was of rp ourrhul6iliary 
I, h• 	a ,.I hal at tria a ,,,, .5, ,I.,. h hole bipck. 	Rrhiiiiitr Galcaaa, p. 2,1-2;  Hutch. 

(y,) Ch. 35' 
(„ 	 ir. pr.f p. lxi. 
(i) That ti U'lirataul pp. t .1huralird, 	C,irth century, and cr Thcodosiw, and kin soh.. 

'undoiliz; 

2'6E09 

   
  



103 	 AN ACCOUNT 

undoubtedly rude; k was strong by nature; and its various lolls o 
fled, with great discrimination, and by a singular sort of untutored I , 	, 
people, who were constitutionally brave, had been long occupied non dom 
war. Their arms were sufficiently powerful, for enabling intrepid :nen, ti, 
intruders of less skill, and coinage, and experience, than the Roman I, 
And above all, though the Northern Britons were disunited by rm.-1;dd. ;1;,1 
habit, they were actuated by a strong sense of national independrin 
prompted their vigorous spirits to defend their land, their religion, dad 
women, with obstinate resolution, against unprovoked invader. 
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CHAP. 111. 

Of Agrdcola'e Campaigns. 

/ 

WE have now surveyed the region, and seen the people, whom Agricola 
was destined to defeat, rather than sundue, after a braver struggle, than his 

ight could have, easily, supposed t but, their country was strong ferret's 
4:mature, and the mountain tops were all fortified by art, as we know, from the 

remains ; and as toe have already perceived, from research. * One hundred and 
thirty-five years lead elapsed, since the Romans, under the conduct of J. Cessar, 
first invaded the southern shores of our island : and the disappointments of that 
great commander discouraged the repetition of such expeditions, for upw.ards 
of a century. The invasion, and conquest, of Britain, were at length under-
taken, by some of the ablest officers of Rome. But, opposed by the strength 
of the island. and the bravery of the people, their success was not equal to 

' their expectations, and their efforts. In this alternate state of hope, and dis-
appointment, Agricola assumed the government of a country, wherein he had 
reamed the art of war, under the most experienced commanders. 

It was, in the year 's8 of our co'inMo:ntierfl, that Agricola undertook his com-
mand, in Britain, by displaying his address, as a statesman, and evincing his 
skill, as a soldier. In the memorable year 79, by the exercise of both those 
qualities, he appears to have been chiefly employed, in subduing, and civiliz- 

hag 	After all those necessary measures of precaution, he set out, 
the age of forty, in the year 80, front Manctenium, tin Manchester of the 

resent tinics,..to penetrate into the north, along the western coast (a). Un- 
wn 	were now discovered, by the perseverance of the Roman troops; 

(a,  The late Dr. Robertson has, wittakingly, fixed thit date, in A.B. Se. Bet, the critical 
Titleinont, in his 110.irr din 1:mperturs, 	 ; the intelligent Iforseley, in his Re- • 
tram, p. 46:  the ;tamed Whitaker, in hit Hist.histich, 8voml. c. b 15.43 5 all concur in peon. 
Mg, that Agricola assurn0d the command of Britain, in 78, and entered North-Britain, in a. In 
this manner, by searching out certaintits, may be, satisfactorily, settled the Ihncied uncertainties 
of the ancient history of North-Britain. That Agricola entered North B1 /win, by marching along 
the west erase, and ant the east, is equally certain. See Herselcy's Retina., p. 43. 

and 
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The Caerbantorigum of the ';.,,,yptian geographer is placed by Roy, at Kitk-
codbright town t it is fixed nearly on the same site, by Richard. The prefix 
Caer, in the name of this Station, plainly intimates, that there bad been a British 
fectrs, on its site, from which the name was hetrowed,nnd to which v.-as added, 
as usual, a Latin termination. Among Ilts many forts of the Sulgovat, in t hi 
country, that which is.moos called alumnae castle, and is situated on an 
eminence, above Drull1111,,, wru oh, 	the eta-tat:gest, and the most int. 
portant t and front its positims, and s,1 	i: seems ta have been calculated, 
for a permanent strength, where tire Selgoe,c, no doubt, 'tad a Iowa (a). As 
there is, in the vicinity of this ancient strength, the remains of a Roman camp, 
there can be hide doubt, whether this were the real position of the Corxbantori-
ganyt Ptolomy, and of Richard, which, as we learn front both, was possessed 
by n011100 garrison, during the reigns of the Antonines. The many remains, 
that tre,y still be traced, in the southern face of this great peninsula of Galloway, 
and the absence of remains, on its northern side, are CII.C.IStURC., which seem 
to evince, with strong conviction, that Agricola entered the country, from the 
south of it, and not from the north, as is too often supposed. 

The Romans, in order to invade the Novantes, must have crossed tire Dee, 
to the westward.. Their country seems not to have been so strongly fortified t 
neither are there found in it many Roman remains (a). The only Roman position, .e 
which can now be traced among the Novantes, is at Whithern, the Lucophibia 
of Ptolorny, the Candida-Cara of Bede (c). Front the paucity of remains, 

(a) This fortress is situated on an eminence, abonc Drama:ore ; and commands an extensive 
prospect Abe Solway frith, and rise country along the side of it. It is surrounded by a rainpart, 
and deep fosse, that rein pretty-  entire: near the base of the height, whereon it stands, them is ma 
a large well, which in now built up with stones; and which had supplied the place with water. 
• (8) A helmet of boo, which is supposed to be Roma, was ftund in a tumulus near the river 

in Galloway. Gordon's Itin. Sept. p. 17.e. ,A Ron ein sectiris of brass, five inches long, 
inches broad, at the edge, and an inch limed at the opposite end, was found in the moss of 

which lies in the direct mute, from elm passage of :lab river, 	Whither, Acconot of the 

	

iety of .4216,1113,h, of Scot. p. 74. The head of a Roman spear, which awns 	of bra, 
also dug up, in Wigtonshire it measured thirteen and a half innlieS 	 and wawa,'.,t,d 

when found, lb. p. os. 
(.:) Within a mile of the tdwn of Whithern, them are thr remains of 	lira  

,lc faced, pleinly evinces it to have ht. a C,,st, 	 Acc 
t. 	Da.7,Ison, vol.::ti. I. eta. Other 	 ,ald, I y 

to hate once es,. 	in Slit neighbourhood, wile, 01,7 
p. 504. Roy, wswithstimling the hallo of Rid,rd, 	 n 

, to place Lucopliihic ot Wigton, 	than or 	 end, Ai,ohe was so n, F. ern,. There are no R,,,nan ...ill, at Wigton. 	1,,,coolt,lt,, 	Iltal 
lOo 

   
  



   
  



S11111111, nl a. n. Ss, cc, I 	epeditism 	the Forth 	tic was, no don! s, 
induced, 1/y 'the previous Low-ledge of ill. need comniaid.s, to the tr.cit 
commodious passage of a Gvh, the shires is. ,E viii.•h are, in some I U,.., neer 
the Isthmus, vcry  ntersby, 	t"hers, very stoop. And, turning to the 
right, he was probable threats I by his purpose, by the minute information of his 
naval officcrs, and by the nature of tiro Coe hl ry , to the narrow.,[ strait of the  • 
Forth, at Incligait,y, where the frith is greatly contracted, by the projecting 
poinv of Cho oppose shores. Ile Ives here, no doubt, met bye part of his 
Beet, which would speedily waft hint over this contras:A pant rff the frith to 
the advancing point, in Fife, which is now known, by the appropriate urine et 
th•elsfortliferry (f). 

s. 	igrieola was now arrived among the liorestii. In the MeMlaille, the Ct.!, 

	

Britons commenced 'offensive operations, from the 	elyt'llby, 

-attacking the strengths on thOlstlimus, which Agricola had left behintl 
without adequate defence. By thus daring t, act drinSiVj.., they are sid to 
have inspired terror. The general was advised by those officers, who di `-fused 
their timidity under the mask of prudence, to retreat from this hostile land, by 
recrossing the Forth, rather than to be driven out, by the force of the enemy. 
But, he waseft6"firm to be moved, by such insidious, advice. And, bring in-
formed, that the tribes intended to attack hint on all sides, in a country, with 
which he was unacquainted, he disposed his army into three tlivisigns. Ile 

Acoic. vocv, With .a8 his brevity, 'foci,. has j.-,ivra rr.any eitenmstancidivin respect to 
\ 	:des rsmpaign of the year 83, Aids shows doicanly 	=de of his °Actions: t. The 

roc, 	[.-.-,-d it, Ford, oar his grey object c aSSTlie roaclv wry, supposed to he rendered canner, 
h..tir• evvatirs twiny 3.1-1e . Vvas induced, pawl, I, this checanstanceS tO skakdk  de of the 
y,scoc,re of his foes, wi,,,C, he canted to surrey thesForth ; avd. which pushed on the war by hard, 

and sc 	the cavalry, infantry, and marines, were fretja,,tly ntioed ingether, in the owe camp. 
4. Fr..", the cnndtincuion of all show eircumstaoces, 	an• distinctly stated, try the sou-in-law of 
AgrecJia, it is apparent, that the IZ.7.311 ,,VILV/:11 V(05, thr Forticli means of his Apr; which 

evpInved the 64...Cr:II show. c avd the additionai V.cnc.cticar of theadvire given to the general, 	• 
by some officers, in consvcrevor ef 	sdjnsiw osearl r 	e,my, " that he should retreat on Mil' 

	

lid: the Rat," carries the st•raoro, probability, al- O•••.: from the pro 	cirpoothn,, 	t, 
wolocctoed certainty; that the 11,manc army carried on Orel,. cy:cottons inn 	itiriag c ct• year S3. 
Achl co all those circumstance, tlect dwre a, the rentain, cw :trengdi,near I 	o 	ndjc Wing 
tc, icontisinad, which are to this cioy, called ..1gri,ola's I amp. ScatOkeomit, t. 	p. az,. Thia 

imation wakes it probable, that thr Roman dirt Imy ham Idfo ilind a had,ottr, ',IOW it ex- • 
plcorO the enthr 	 • 

It r  See Stobies map of Perth, ar,a Ain :lies map cc!.  inh For diStainritiny co
w.
ncraccion of the 

trod.. Sir R. Siblgild,swho had seem., ly surveyed Fijr, Pv, on,W4d risme  fc•r -, a= the plane, 
Agricola musr- Itare pureed the Forth.  

probably 

   
  



   
  



CC9S6S Of Caledonia. Agricola resolved to tatiftrt.hitoar 
noted his Own designs and he immediately procee‘leffltos;Ubd 

tit ho do not appear, in the pages of Tacit., to have 1,1.1alliniteli t  
that decisive Matt. ha these operations, 	spent the remainde 
and the beginning of the subsequent year, he occupit, 

tt . 	of the enclitics motions (/). 
Excited tlit 	and instructed, AgrIcola marcha 

of the ilorestii, in the A.M.' of 84.[with :to a 
uhiell he added those Prisons, villein he had brongla 

wan, as utclUI anxilialies. lie in the :roan time diqi, 
ti 	rtxdt,,ttith design to spaced distraction. 	IT, \v.- 

:11C, by the natural pmitions of the Country, as it 
by the course at the 	 he turned to 

la 	 tt 	 ima on ,c,t,y 

nt int booty from Ai, 
C) 7L a poi ,a1, 	. • , 	,he naTiotive 	'1.1.itan, ilea A 

`St ie 1 ,1c, o twe 	1,.1, I Call, soppliwl with plow 
I, 	sc poraltd 	•••., 	arc ape on the.  ooth, i 	tIde 

orlu, NI 11411 	I II. 	 C11, I 	are he remsiili of tithe 
Jrith. Ar f trly., I 	 palish of 'filybole, them is 

in said to Ilse 	s 	-. • 	awn, on the meth cad 
The, apticars to 	tare te ml,n ced camp at Aidargie 

Olt 	alicte the 	• , is,r 	, mid it in still remembered, 
e 	may of "' La. Many eb mongoose/I, vith in 
;ho 	to Roy, 

R. 	

ot.

Accoom of the llorte, Coloniea, and 
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Caledonian Britons retired to the most distant recesses of their' impervious 
t~l
n
nuutry. Agricola led his army back to the confines of the Horestii, on the 

lc of his formes route. And, having taken hostages from them, he slowly 

conducted his troops, .through the conquered ibes, into winter quarters, on 

the south of the friths; perlps On the SO 	,4the Tine, and Solway. Ho, 

Meanwhile,. ordered thecoinntand of tile Rama' navyt echo probablylnet hint 

in the Forth, to sail round the islaint on a voyage of''discovcry, and with the 

&sign of intimidation.. This voyage was happily accomplished, by the retunt 

of the fleet ad portuvi Tritardoismf,`ornZicliborotigh, before the a:iproach. Of 

winter, when it returned to theklarth. With these remarkable events ended the 

the campaigns of Agricola, in 'North-Britain. 

The news of those exploits, however modestly stated, gave apparent joy to 

inpemr bomitian; but inspired hint, at theisame"th4 with real 'mil. 

nd, Agricola was recalled from Britain, in the year 35, under the pretence 

promotion, which was rather declined by that great officer, than seriously 

to have been suflicient for such an army, whatever may have been its noted:ma. The vast *gm 
are British monuments of some great conflict here: the name of Victoria, which the Romans iften 
wards gay to their station on the Ruche], near Cormie, in this vicinity, 13 a significant memorial 
of their decisive victory. Gorda, was so idle as to .plate the sou of the battle at the station of 
Vkiaria. Pennant was so ill informed, as to confute Gordon's position upon mistaken principles: 

nd, Pennant supposed, that the acme of action must henmar the sea, where the fleet could 
o-operatc : but, the plan of the campaign only admitted of general co.operation. If the Roman 

Bret mune into the Tay, it performed all, which was expected /rain it ; and AgricolMeat the close 
of the eat:mai-gat communicated with his fleet, Either in the Tay, or i the Forth.: Pennant had 

d so little to the intimaiions of Tacit:Is, as to auppose, that the
n 
attack on the ninth legio,. 

ding year, was at stir station of Victoria. Tour, [772;1,96: bra., we have already 
he whole operations of the preceding caMP 	w aign ve 	Fife. There is no evidence, that 
er reached Cm: 	y the Tens oETacitus sea, the Solway frith of.mcdern maps. Mai, 

5 the first antiquary, who traced Raritan roads, and Roman tcalltPs, beyond the 
I o the first, who pointed to Uric bill, as tile appropriate nte of tie battle of Mora 
In his loose conjectures, be was copied by Lord Buchang And R.,,y fol194cd Loth, 
1g an account of the campaigns of Agricola, is alwayi' suppesiyg what cannot be 

nd what he cannot prose. Thom is a thread of sophistry, which, a it runs tiirough the 
gs of all those writers, on this point, it is time to cut, for the mite of truth. 1 hey pee 
that Agricola 	 tLe only Roman officer, who made roads, or constmated camps, in 

; :IA thatW2r. Lathss lirbicus, and the Emperor Severna, neecr appeared on that 
tudnuus theatre of war. It has, indeed, been suggested to me by a friend, thelite Colonel Sliamt 
of the artillery, for whose 00,1011 I have a great respect, that the camp at rho Thischs, in the 

risk of Monyie, on the Amon river, in Perthshire is very likely to have limn rim site of the 
site of the Grampian. Star. Acrount, v x v. p.256-7. But, the weight of circumstantial 

f ai tmice appears to my deliberate judgment to he far stronger, in, favmir of the mom of Ardoch, 
cuniality :nary intlyCjateretting remaina, both BritiA, and Roman. 

VoL. 1. 	 9 	 offered 
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offered by his unfeeling master. Agric.,:r died, phi , It ,yn tl , .1 

chagrin, on the sad of August 93, celebrated by Its fria 	, and Ltc,. tel ha. 
his countrymen, whose grief attests Ins worth. 'I he an, ce al 
intimates, that there were no events u; record, dining 	“ a.] ti 

after the recut of Agricola, einktre.s the wisdom This Inca. urc 	.1 	• , 
and rheas the extent of his victories, as a general (p), 

(p) The foregoing sketch of tier oampaiges of AgocoLl was dr.to, 	... 	I r' 
Considerable asaistance was derived, also, from rho learned 	 (1.1‘. 	' • 

%lure, ad tam. 475-6. Troth obhgos nse to notke the 	 :1 	• I,•:• It. 
9.40. Most of the writers upon that pon,,d, by attflbt.to.g 	,, 	 , 

base only obscured the splendour of les conduct. The la, (I• 	 de , 	 , 
seotis., on the Military Antiguiria ofstr .12.,mant 	 hi a, r,' 	r 	...!. 

'Inomart, the yestigia'wheitzof are still to be trace.,1„in ten 	1.. 	 if owl., 
LelliW Minces, nor . the Emperor Sevens, hied led armies :,no the no, 	.,,t s ot 	, 
after times. I do not observe, that any monumental stone h., pr, ,er, 	are. 
who is nevertheless recollected; and admired, wallow the ard , ,f e orh ; r:d:.':. 	 T ':. ._..  

la Rocliette, who was a Fremh engineer, that had hive, trd the 
°Yining the wreaker, of Roy, had prepared materials. It,, " rtt.”4 	 • 
campaigns ; as Mr. Fader, the King's geographer, informs Fr r. I e, .1,-,,,red 	• . 
the papers of M. dc 4,Rochette, before his death. 

   
  



IV.—Tie Alien/ nj L. Urjlea.1 	Oo. NORTH•DRITAIN 

the Transactions 	Lollius Urbiew. 

WIZEN AgricOla was recalled, by the envy of Ddmitian, in the year 
victory had declared, in favour of Roman discipline, at the foot of the 
plan mountains. The long silence of history shews, with sufficient c 
that the Caledonian Britons had felt the Roman hostility, and that they 
length, dreaded the Roman power (a). The British tribes derived confid 
during Adrian's war with the Jews, from the recal of some of the Rom 
troops, with some of the best officers, in the Roman armies (b). They w 
provoked to turbulence, by the misrule of proprcetors. Tire Empercr Ad 
who derived much of his celebrity, front inspecting, with a judicious eye, ev 
part of the empire, came into Britain ; corrected many abuses ; and, in t 
year too, built a wall from the Tine to the Solway; a rampart, which h 
in every age, been a monument of his power, and a memorial of his cis 
spectinn (c). The antiquaries, in their inattention, have supposed, that 
meant, by this work, to relinquish the large extent of' country, from, 
to the northern friths. But, their conjecture was made in opposition to the 
and is, in itself, inconsistent with probability. That several stations remain 
on the north of the wall, is a truth, which we know, from the disc 
inscriptions and his policy seems only to have intended to provide an 
security, for the more southern provinces, against the insurrections 

and Gadeni, and the ravages of the Selgovm,„ and Novantes ; h 
having neither domestic tumult, nor distant devastation, io occupy them, were 

(a) From the .Isnarture of A,siaola, in 85, for thirty years, the Roman lastori 
scarcely, any notice of the affairs of Britain. Horsley supposes,' from a loose ey 
Tacittis, alurrulous historian, that the Romans lost much of their nornipe 

Sob. An. 86. Bit, the silanaa of history conssys a s 
(G) Horsley's Brit. Rorn p 	 Des Empsr. to 

I B.r,Isy, p.50. 	Spariisii is the a. sun 	wl:o is quoted. 

t 	tot k Vi • ' 	"elf 	vs. 6, 	I , 

   
  



it6 	 An ACCOUNT 	tr.00ki.—The ROIMII Aria. ___ 
neither restrained, nor overawed, by the stations of Agricola, on the Isthmus, 
between the Clyde, and Forth (i). 

Antonine assumed the purple, on the death of Adrian-, the loth of July 
138, A.D. Among a thousand other good qualities, the new emperor was 
remarkable, for appointing to the government of the ROMPn provincn, the 
fittest officers: nor, could he have chosen, for the rule of Britain, a more 
proper officer, than Lollies Urbieus, a man, who possessed talents for peace, 
PS well as a genius for war. His most early attention was drawn to the Bri-

_ games, who, having raised a revolt, were again reduced to order by him, in 
13o, A.D. He marched' northward, in the subsequent year, to the Friths; 
and tranquillized the tribes, beyond them. There is cause for believing, that 
this great officer carried his arms from the Forth to the Varar ; and settled 
stations, in the intermediate country; throwing the whole of that extensive 
country into the regular form of a Roman province. Antonine, in the mean-
time, with the beneficent spirit of his character, extended the right of Roman 
citizenship over the whole Roman empire (k) : From this epoch, every inha-
bitant of North-Britain, who resided along the east coast, from the Tweed to 
the Murray Frith, might have claimed, like St. Paul, every privilege, which 
peculiarly belonged to a Roman citizen. But, the Caledonian tribes, probably, 
paid little regard to such privileges, while there remained among them ind.-
ble marks of subjection, which humbled their pride of independence, as well 
as incited their hatred of submission. 

Whatever may have be.en thought, during the infancy of our archaiology, 
there can be now no doubt, that the earthen rampart, the vast ditch, and the 
military way, which conjointly,  extend, from Caer-riders, on the Forth, to Dun-
glas, and perhaps. to Alcluid, , on the Clyde, were constructed, during the reign 
of Antoninus Pius,. sunder the orcleN of Lollies Urbicus, his lieutenant (I). 

(i) Horsley', Brit. Rom,,d4r-a 	Manchest. San ed. p  csq6-'̀' t 	seitten,dhe point, 
wit!, h 	mm is usual amem, and ability and Hoisley, p. 51. Ti,, finding 	. incec,sion.ef coin,, 
and medals, 1,Ionging so ifir intermediate Emperors, at the northern stations, is al 	a earns 
proof, that the Roman soldiers remained in them, diming die paled of that stmee,sion.

so 
 .. Wood), 

of the pan,!, cf.  Ctmn.m.1, p. 4, 5. 
Ulpiat. Dig., Tit. .1.1c 5,55 Norm, nn 	• 0 bed, during the third _ centm,;.was the felt who ictimated, that 

in Britain. Richard, tclio wrote, from elcsdeal infortnatiom, 
o have extended from the Forth to. the Clyde., And Beds, who 
knowledr,' mentions the actwalsAmommement, anCI, termi..ation of 

Buh 

	

canan did noc live 'Ti 	h 'Ting ' 	 aimed with thou cn. 
es tho

,
discovery of em 	 • 	enabled 	e, to have a single 

• I:1, 
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The second legion, detachments front the sixth, and twentieth, 

some auxiliaries, are recorded, in monumental stone, to have perfo 

military works, which are equally demonstrative of their skill, and 

to their perseverance (n1'; : The length of their labours, from old Kirkpatn 

on the Clyde to.Caerridcn, on the Forth, is thirty-nine thousand, seven hu 

Bred, and twenty-six Roman paces, which agree, nearly, with the mod 

measurement of thirty-six English links, and six hundred and twenty yards( 

glimpse of the fact. The successive discoveries of many monumental stones,-  by dig, 
foundation of the wail. have shown to all intelligent men the whole circumstance, 
when that singular fence was made, and by whom. Those stones may be considered, 
records. The University of Glasgow, by engraving the great collection of stone-
which have been deposited, in their library, and which often mention the titles of Ant 
once the name of Lollitis Urbino, have, liberally, famished exemplification 
I owe to that Teamed body my acknowledgments for the favor of a copy of the 
Timothy Pont first had the learned curiosity to inspect sire remains of Antonin 
age of Camden. Sec Extracts from his Survey of tins Praimiture, in Gibs 
p.958-9. Sir Robert Sibbald followed his example, at the distance of a 
Tourist, made a personal survey of the same work, about the year 1725. I 
his track of inquiry, and mensuration, but with a more vigorous spirit, and 
And, Roy, a professed engineer, Wish IS much curiosity, as either, and ;nom 
them, made similar inquiries, and mensuration', in syyy, when the remains 
more faint. Owing to all those inquiries, the Pretenisfra of Antoninus Pius has ma 
object of antiqu 	rc arian reseah ; sn_d van engages, merely, historical attention. 
to know every particular, with *gird to objects, which em altotleir worthy of a ratio ,- 
city, must read Horsley's Ifritannia Romano, 4,i. ch. x. and stogy Boy's NAlita15+ Antigrikip, 

From their curium: informations, it will appear that, this Prerentura consistedof a vast ditch, 
on. the.outward, which was, generally, about twenty feet deep, and forty feet wide; and which 

iallme caner for believing, might have been filled witlitater, as occation reqtdied ; ally, of 
-mm 

	

	Within the ,Itch, which was upwards Yf twenty feet high, ;old fouradit-twenty feet 
Uolimosed of earth, on a stone foundation ; and this ditch, and rampart, Wore strengthened 

iv cities, and throughout its whole extent, by one-and-twenty forts; there being 
ppp 

	

	 t aach extremity of it,,,and one at the cad of every two miles, nearly.; 3dly, of a mi. 
ea a nece,sary appendage, coursed within the rampart, from end to end,: for the 

ue of the Rom, troops, and the usual communication between w manv stations, 
dy'a Brit, Romana, I. ' six.x. 	• 

m.; Antiquitie, pu,G4 	herein appears, elmthat tin' mean dioance, Arun 
st 	for, of tl , 	 en fort, alongathe coatln of the wall, is 3551. ys:d;, or something 

tt wo 	rnde.,  : Halt", as ahem: had pointed outgillts cmious intimation before 
s 	slum n ::,at, * Stations, on the web, were dotigne'ilr Placed on the...PIe- 

Atoin fen. 	us lrf 	Homi, y bna also remarked a curious fact, which mods to support 
AliereaslOogapin the teo;, that do f2ytiiied stations on Antonine'a n-.41 were placed more nearty to 
.j.each dihet than tine milj,tary jyyptil 	mass wall. There are nineteen cations along the coney of 
rAlotonine's•Prc...,,,y,itijhatlYy of 	fortified posts at Cyer-riden, and at Donglas, a mile and t bred 

qua"ter; 
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This ramitrt, this vast ditch, and this military road, which accompanied both, 
in the rearward, were constructed, in the year 140, along the course of the 

stations, which had been established, in A.D. 81, by the judicious policy of 
Agricola (o). At Dunglas, near the western extremity of this memorable 
fence, the Romans found a commodious harbour for their shipping, such as 
they likewise may have possessed at Blackness, near the eastern extremity of 
the same strength, and such as they certainly enjoyed, while they remained, in 
Britain, at Cramond (p).  

In the popular language of the country, the wall of Antonine is called 
Grime's-Dyke. Roy was so idle, as to adopt from Gordon, the tourist, the 

quarters beyond Old Kirkpatrick. The military road went on to Dangles, and may have proceeded 
root to Alcluid: the obvious mason, for carrying the Pretentora so low down, on the Frith, was 
plainly to cover the Cosh of the Clyde. At Old Kirkpatrick, where the modern opinions place the 
western termination of the wall, the Clyde was quite shallow, throughout its whole breadth, which 
is about a quarter of a mile. Pennant's Tour, V. iii. p. 'do. Lower down, between Dunglas, and 
Dumbarton, there was the ford of Dominick, stretching across the river, which, when it was 
surveyed by Mr. Watt, in !yds), " had only two 	depth of water, at ebb.tidet and this shoal had 

only three Let depth of water, for an extent of six hundred yards, up and down the Clyde, at this 
" place." MS. Report. The state of the river was not probably much different, doting the fiat 
century. s and, this circumstance must have dictated to the Rotnan officers the policy of covering 
those fords, whe0 the Caledonian people might have easily passed into Valentin. From these 
considerations, it is apparent, that they must have carried their posts, and their military road, to 
Dumbarta,-, the Theorlaia of Richard. Bede, and liennius, seem to have given the Roman Prc-
tenthrlient,rul texteot. Carndenpancurred in this, by placing' she wall between Abercorn, and 
littletv4.,Brit. ed. 1536, riS.48 I. But, from their several ages, the remains were continually 
distppearing before the eye of cariosity. Nevertheless, sufficient remained to enable the intelligent 
IN Irvine, who. was appoimcd historiographer royal, in th86, to core the several forts, very 
distmaly t ' . Robert Sibbald, is, giving his account of this wall, says, " The west part of it, V 

front Pp m 'on to Falkirk, was afAurately teed by Dr. Irvin, who toldrne he had .re, hal 
tintesit'whe 	ahoy, it. Tie forts, beobgerved upon the took of it, as 1 f and skeet, tit biz 

" papihs, so these, with the dig:Imes of each set down: f I.) At Dunbehon, a great fort; 
a.) The castle, half a mile from it ; (3 ) .1 milt: thence, at the foot 	..0,01nbuch hill, a fort ; 

" (4.) 42ik thence, at Dunglas, a fort ; (s.) A mile thence to Chapel Itill'above the town of 
''"*.KirkParick, a fort:" and so, he proceeds with other nineteen fort, along the course of this 

NsterthgriqvIticll have t:ince been surveyed, by Cordon, Horsley, and 'Roy. Roman Antic'. 

p. aSi, The great clefect tit-. all these, in reasoning :shout the extent of the woll of.Antohinc, 
rococo If., be, that 	did not attend to the ancient' ,hollowness of the Clyde, and to th, great 

',61 of.tho. Roman policy, Tie Roman Peet, says Feimantz probably, had its station 
Alilrtoneldtre there is suftient depth of lamer ; mid the Oahe u , conscidnid, arid mscuie i 

. ter b6,ond [above] itimpassable, for any Teach of b rgh-  Ituo4n. Ton, v. iii. p. T 4 I. 
*0) Horsley R0111. 52. and see his plate, Scotland,.1,1 doe, fora inscritm ion, tithe 	Lla, 

Antonine's wall Was constructiml, in A.D t4, 	''' 	.,.;r' .  ' 
's 	htl' 

tradition 
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tradition of Grime, and his Scots, breaking through the wall ; and so credu-
lous, as to suppose, " that from this circumstance, it might possibly have the 
" name of Crime's-Dyke (y)." It has not yet been proved, that such a person 
ever existed, whatever such &biers, as Fordun, Bocce, and Buchanan, mac 
assert. The fact is, that there are several works of the same kind, in England, 

which bear the name of Grime's-Dyke (r). This significant appellation was, 
undoubtedly, imposed by the British people, who were long restrained, in 
their courses, by its opposing strength. In their speech, and in the Welds 
language of the present day, Cryni signifies strength ; and hence, by a little, 
deflexion, Glyn came to signify any strength (c). The fact, then, and tIkt 
etymology, concur to explode, for ever, the-historical fiction, which has passed 
into popular story, and which speaks of Grime, and his followers, as having 
once been real characters, and as having, in some age, broke through the strong 
dyke of Antoninus Pius. The Roman territories, in Britain, had been now 
carried to their largest extent, and the Roman power to its greatest height 
they had conducted hors, from the rampart of Severus to the wall of Antonine, 
and from this fence to the Ptoroton. of Richard, the Burgh-head of Murray ; 
they lord formed roads, throughout that extent of country ; they had esta-
blished stations, in the most commanding places, within the districts of VI !Mt 
and respauerna and, it may be of use, at this epoch, to investigate, with some 
attention, those several objects, which arc so interesting to a rational inquiry, as 
well as so demonstrative of the Roman art. 

A, the wall of Antonine was obviously intended tO oVerawe the tribes, who 
lived within it, as well as to repel the wild people, who ranged beyond its im-
mediate scope , with the same policy, itCre score settled, roads were constructed, 
and stations were fixed, to command the Caledonian clans, I hrnughout the 

(I) Roy's Mil. Antfii. set. 
Ax to the appellation of Crinw.eide, says War ton, or the ditch made by magi:, it i3 C0111 - 

on to other wor les of the same sort and indiscriminately applied to ancient trenches, ads, and 
boundaries, whether British, Roman, Saxon, or Danish: he then gives five examples of dfirerent 
places, whieh ere -ertiled Grinurfie, 	Ceinmeldir, and G, ;medial, Wartoh's Ridding- 
ton, p. 	there is Aso Grimesditih, in Bucklow hundred, Cheshire.. Sec Flonley's Reinert, 

t 73, kilcit seems, to .fielimptisti all hope ofelboittg able to explain the origin of the name ou 
Grinh's.rlyZe and, sec what Ilearatit 'bays, in his edition of Ntet.bridie, v. iii. 	 fidth 
regard to the proper name being gronyti dhoti; Gnome, or Gromx, he says, were bo6delics of 
pro 	e: but, th, intiination of HeMlIc is too refined, forthe OCCRE1011. 

(.0 	 GrY. 	 r.yrre, in Cornish, rigreifies rtrortg. Bodes, 	the 
mean:. war, keg.. ha, 's 	Is Catrions to remark, that Timothy Pont poi,. petty plainly 
tu 	ttrtuval d h filen ofrhis wit kigow,, bk 	 AtInt Sent:, p tr. 
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Roman tearritories. 	ficr the ci,ction of the wall of Antoninc, three //err 

appear to have traversalthe'provinces of Valentia, and Vespasiana. The sin h 

iter of Richard extended from Cark.le, to the northern wall, near CameIon 

and from this strong fence to P,aratnii (D. The intelligent monk thus places 

his four stages, front Cat lisle to the wall ; from laiguhallittnt tojrimontium 

front Trimontium to Dad,anie'a, the Cielania of Piolonly ; ft .sin Gadanica to 

Coda, the Coria Damniptum of Prolomy ; and front Carla to the stall; with- 

,  out being able, however, to assign the distance of any one of his journies (em). 

Richard's first stage, as we have seen, is from Luguballium to Trimontium 

setting,  out front Carlisle, along the track of the Roman road, through Annan- 4  dale, about twenty-three statute miles would carry the Roman ainnes to the 

station of Trimontium, on 13urrenswark-hill(x). Front Carlisle, the Roman 

armies were naturally carried along Annandale, on the eastern side of th'b 

1.  Anon, past Moffat, where there, were some large Roman encampments, at 

	

, 	i  •  •  ,the 

Richard supposes, from the documemstefore him, that the distance, honr̀carlille to the 
wall, W.  eighty miles but the taut does not warrant Isis supposition the Otrittest.  distance be-
e  ween his extreme points is ninety statute miles. 

(u) The Gadanica of Richard's 9th Um., in evidently a misruled, for Colareith,,phich is pL:inly 
the name, in 	map; ands the Colons 	Ptolomy's table, a town of tie Daninii. 

(o) A thousand circumstanceafix the,rrimontium on Burronswark"hill, the Selgovar town, before 
Agricola placed a commanding garrison, near the site of this British fortn., t this remarkable hill 
is situated, between the rivers Mein and Milk,  00  the mat side df xsinandale a disd is examt; in the 
poSition, which the Trimohtirvt occupies, in Richard's map it wan the site of 'the most important 
fortress, and she of the most eastern town of the S,Igovr. Thishill commands a very extensive 
prospect of the surrounding country, comprehendingDumfri..s•sliire, the east part of Galloway, 
early all Cutberland, and even part of Westmoreland s 13 it was aldS 	.tkaat gat, it seems to 

tl have early 	 . ed the notice of theeRofaus, ho appear to have let a 	',Line on its  C0111- 

mending po s. The area, on the sunmut o 	hill, wa, surroud'aak 	r times, with a 
stone rampart, the remains whereof are still appOent, and tunic, that t 	had been co, 
structed without mortar: and within this area, there also appear some. 	of builthogs, 
the purpose of residence, or shelter, which are similar to those, in the 	.bits, on Car hy 
hill, in gixburghshire, Caterthun, in Forfarshire, and in many others. Theft 	remain, on this 
hill, name other vestiges of the British people; particularly, On the east side; tem are the reinains 
of a line of cireumvallation, which appears to have surrounded the 1011,  -4 "tome distance he..,.,, 
from the circuitous trench on its summit. On the sides of this /.ill, the Romans constructed two dif. 
ferent camps :one on the sob side, which loan irteiular oblong, tl.nu'e hundredyards long, and tun 
lin;dretywts'broad ; hminOrthree gates, one in each end, nod one in the south side the other , 
Cale,; 0111i1C north side of the hill, le an irregular oblong, three hundred yards long, and one 

7 	hundred yards broad; having two gates, one in each side both thew camps iirelurrounded by two 
rumpus, having a fosse, between them; and they arc emneet...d bym large rstftairtrof stone, and 
earth, which runs round the end of the hill. Sell Gordon', ltir. p. q plait Pennant's Tone, e. iii. 

- 	"' ilk9h 	9. 9'.. 
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the distance of nineteen statute miles, from Burrettswaftl (y). The her nu,. 

in its course north-eastward, have ascended L•rickseane-bne ; and passing 

,this ridge, that separates Annandale frosts Clydesdale, it must have Itilen in 

with the sources of the Clyde ; and descending a little lower, it must have ar-

„rived at a Roman post; at Little CI) de, uporrthe track of the Roman road (a). 

'This Roman post is about one-and-thirty miles, from putrenswark-hill. And, 

it is more than probable, that this was the site of Cadent/ea, in the ninth Iter, 

the 	of Richard's map, and the Coldnia of Ptolomy, a town of the 

Damnii, which both concur, in placing on the south-eastern comer of their 

extensive territories. Front this post, which corresponds so exactly odth the 

Damnian town, on Little Clyde, the Iter must have proceeded, in a north-east 

direction, along the south-east side of Clydesdale to the remarkable turn, which 

the Clyde makes opposite to Biggar from• this position, it would naturally 

proceed, in a northerly course along the eastern side of the river to  Ca.cr..frair$, 
the Coria of the her, another town of the Damnii, which is four-and-twenty 

p.9 F.; Transact. of the Antiq. Sec. of Scotland, y. i. p. rag and Roy's Bit. Antiq. p. 
pl. xvi. and 'as. The RUMIlstation, on Burrenswark-hill, must not he confounded with the;Ka-
ties, which isarly two miles and a half southward from it, on the north side of Mein-Water; ne 
and which, as it is near the hamlet of Barrens, is frequently called by that ntme. Sec Roy's 

In order to suit a favourite, but mistaken etymology, General Roy hasj..in opposition to 
y, aa,I Richard, awl in hostility to the StAgOVX, carried away the Triniprisan, from its true 

e the ninth Isar calls for it. into the distant track of a different Itee. STkeley,withwa 
much cornideration, guessed Cauoby to be the Trimontimn of the nivit host but, ibis position is 
much too near Luguballium y and is moreover out of the route of Richard's Itinelary, and design. 
Of this station, Ilorsely says 	Trimorcium, according to Ptolomy, is nut far from the estuary 

of hose, or Solway-Frith. I think,” he adds, 	the situation brings us net; to Anna, 
or perhaps to  13urrenrcrad,  or Middleby, which I -take to be the Balruct 13•Igurns of the Di- 

" 	Brit. Rom. p. 377. Maitland, Alta nuns mistakes, in the Rom* tOpegrrphy 

of North-Britain, corns, very near to the true position of Trimonenna, by placing it on the  1: OEIM 

station,.at hliddleby, which, as we base seen, is little more than two miles south of Burrmswark- 
s hill. Hiss. COI. V. 	p, 14s. 

.elststce.. 	,sg. But, it is pretty certain, that neither of those .canqA  were  th,. 
'Station of Ftolomy's Colatit, or Richard's Oadanica. Camden, who had not the help of Rielimd, 

'aced Cs.lania, at Coldingham, on the cast coast, sixty miles, from the undoubted track of the 
th Ise's. Maitland still more absorilly statist  it at Cramond, on the Forth, which is at Ica,t 

.rots miles from 'rrimonlittm. 	StukvIcy idly placed Colonies  at Colechester, as Peelle,: 
b , them is nu stwli place hest, as Colvehester; and Peebles is alnittt fifty miles fro,rn BuYtens-

c.wask..hill, without the range of the her. 
(s.) Roy 14. The minister of Crawford parish, wherein is this Roman post, mentions imhed 

the remains of three camps, which he,sonsitlels, as Roman. Stat. Aeon. v, iv. p..554. BM, else
that only one  of these de's ROMan fort, as its macre frm attests, the other two are Br iii: 

hs ; as their tootle thistles  and positions, on the summits of heights, demonstrate. 

. I. 	 R 	 milt:, 

. 	• 	.ts 	 c 
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miles, from the Colarifi i4h Little Clyde (a). ,V thin phice, is the Roman seta):.. 

of CaSt Ir ..dy kr', which:Ix:Mt many Replan remain:, ill ie: vicinity, attest, ilea h. : e 
bad been many transactions of that enterprizin); people (b). liorseley i ,IC;[1:,li 
places Ccr.).1,  at Kirkurd, in Peebles-shire; Maitland, who did not 11,, to s:,) 
Richard, absurdly supposes Coils to be near Stirling ; Stackv eunj, eland!! 
places Curia, at Corsford, below Lanerk, out of the track of the It, : io.d 
Roy, who had Richard before him, most mistakingly carries this !ter, whir it 
we have thus traced through Annandale,. and Clydesdale, past Ilawick, and 
tine Eldon-hills, to  Currie,  on the Gore-water. Several of our actite.,t anti-
qinsries have confounded Cori.1,  a town of the Dilllinii, with Curia,  a town of 
the Gadeni. From Curia this Iter proceeded aJ vallura, to Falkirk, says 
Stukeley. From Caenstairs, northward to Camelon, without the wall, is the 
distance of two-and-twenty miles. Whether this iter wenralong the vale of 
Mous-water, past Cleugh to Whitburn, and thence northward to the wall, or 
went by a more westerly course past Shots, the distance is nearly two-and-
twenty miles to the opening of the wall, at Camelon, the Ronan mart (NO. 

We have now traced the course of the ninth her of Richard, from Carlisle 
the wall ; and have also ascertained the several towns, which are culled for Its 
it; and which have been so strangely confounded, and misplaced, by the ablest 
antiquaries. 'It is at length proper to trace, with equal precision, the fifth Iter 
of the same instructive monk, *filch went southward, by the eastern route, 
throughout the whole extent of Valenti°, before we pass the wall into Vevasians. 

'The fifth her of Richard, which proceeded from the eastern extremity of 
Antonine's wall to the south, is much more certain, though Stukeley has only 

(a) The coincidences of the course of this Iter, of the distance, and of the name, concur to 
ascertain theycoria of the her, and Cderiitairadsf the maps to be thc aame. In matching from 
Biggar about three Miles, past Carnwath, the . Roman troops would arrive, at the entrance of a 
small glen, or narrow vale, which is called Clausb, from the Bunn Omsk, a glen, that is the same, 
in sem, as the Cuhic Coin' ,,  and the Coiri, in a thousand instances, i5 applied, in the North-N.-
tish toP'gmphy,  to glens of a similar description ; and appears, in many names of pLues, in tite 
form of Conan: before the Sassy people settled, M this district, we may easily suppose, that this 

. Waugh mu-nailed, in the language of the Cultic inhabitants, Ccill,  or  Conti, the Gaels of Proles. 
my, and of Richard.  

(121 In the course of this tree, between those stations, there were several small Roman posts: 
there was one between Catebn 	d Little Gill, sevrml miles from Little Clyde ; there m.. a an• it  
ot,.er pmt.below, en the we 	e of C.dter-water, opposite to  Nisbet; and there  Yr.  a third 
no,. lower down, at the  to 	r Clyde, opposite to Biggar. 

(15)5a R. 51bald, who .twee from the paper, of Timothy Pont, in speaking of the Roman road, 
ilitmigh Clydesdale, slim "fie people have a tradition, that another Roman sired went ftom Lou.

et}, to the Roman Colony, near Falkirk,". ROM. Alltiq. p. 39. By the Raman Colony not  are 
to nude., and the Ronan port,  at  Camelon, to  which the tide once tlowcd, and vessels navigated. 
... obscured 
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obscured by his conjectures, what he proposed to clear by his research. Richard 
conducts this Iter,a finite Praturiam, to Curia; thence ad Fines; and thence to 

iifr
Bremeniurn ; without being able to assign the distances of his several stages. 

iz 
If the Roman troops set out, from the eastern end of the wall, nine-and-twenty 

oman miles would have conducted them to Currie, on the Gore-water, the Carla 

.. 	-- of the Iter, where there was undoubtedly a Roman station, and where several 
remains have been found. His next stage act Fines would have reached the 
Eldon-hills, at the end of two-and-twenty miles (c). And another stage of 
thirty miles would have conducted them to Brenieniam, which is undoubtedly 

, 	Roe-chester, in Reedsdale, on the border: of Northumberland. 

coincidences 

Beyond the wall of Antonin, an k r, with its accompanying stations, tra-
versed the whole extent of Vespasiana, from the wall to the Varar. This is 

.nierely the continuance of the ninth It, of Richard, when Its enters Ves-
-- clans, and ends at Ptoroton. His first stage extended twelve miles, from 

e wall to Alauna, on the Allan river, near its junction with the Forth, as the 
'coincidences of the name, and of the distance, attest. From Alauna, the her 
went forward, along Strathallan, nine miles, to the Lindum of the itinerary, 

.!. .' the well-known station at Ardoch, as the course, and distance, evince. From. 
Lindum, the cekbrated scene of many conflicts, the her passed throughout a 

,course of nine miles to the Victoria of the Itinerary, the proud monument of 
Agricola's victory, at the Grampian, the Dealginrnss of the tourists, at the 
western extremity of Strathern, eight miles out of the direct course of the 
'Roman road. l'he her now pursued its course, in an easterly direction, nine 

S
~smiles to Hierna, the station on the Ern, at Strageth, as every coincidence at-
.tests, whatever Stukeley supposed. The next stage of the her is the central 
Orrea, on the Tay, at the distance of fourteen itinerary miles. From Orrea, 

'the iter went ad racism, nineteen miles ; and thence ad Esicam, twenty-three 
miles. if we set out from Orrea, in an easterly direction, through the passage 
of the Sidlaw-hills, and along the Carse of Cowrie, nineteen miles would carry 
us to the northern side of the estuary of 'Fay, near Dundee, which is certainly 
he ad TaVII711 of the leer (d). If, from this last station, we proceed, in a north-

(0) Stukeley, by an odd mistake, reads ad Tin, , and so, iced the station, at the Tine, as 
hitaker observes; and, as he adds, this station must hove been on the limits of the Godenian, 

and Ottadinian territories; and must have been somewhere, on the bails of the Tv,erl, in Tweed. 
e. 	Iii,t. Manch. v. ii. p. 3.0. 	This station was, no doubt, at ch., Eldon.hillh Aviv there 

a Roman camp, and a Brithb strength. 
(d) 'la the course of this route, at the distance of two miles west, from Dundee, and half a 

mile north, from Invergowrie, On the estuary of the Tay, there are the remains of a Roman camp, 
hich, Maitland says, ite about two hundred yards square, fortified lx-th a high mmpart, nml a 

pion., ditch. Hist. Scotland, v. i. p. x is. ; and sedalso the Stat. Auco. of Liff, v. siii. p. i 15. 
R a 	 north- 
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camp of Raedikcs ; and going thence in a uswtherly di 	houf she 
les would carry the Roman troops to the rinser Dee $F, ctffir...1424.111,. 

I)evana of Ptohnny, and of Richard. This paillitiis• thirty 	s. t the  
S.uttin Peck, shiftechin; -  and ti:is distanci.exmtly agiees,' 	thenumb,,. of 
miles, inn the fter ; being ad Ti ter t  eight 	and ad D;s4riatiAwenty•th,,,e 
mils. This route corresponds wilh'the'deriOhs hack, *eh is Vineatot• on 
Richard's -useful map. • At tie tetmination 	th,iiinerary. diatince, en the 
north side of the Dee, west from the church of Maefeiilte:r,and south-west 
from the chump of Peter-Gaited,.  there are the remains of,ktensive . entrench-
ments, which are of a rectangular form, that indicate the site of..a camp; and 
are usually called, in'popular tradition, ilk.  Noilnan dikes (d). '"The:Arc.eitient 
of th'e distance with that of the Iter ;. the correspondence of the nanie of the 
Deco, or Dee, with the Devana. of Richard; and the undoubted remains of 
the large encampment, on the northern margin of the river, •on a high ground 
of moderate elevation, opposite to several fords, in the Dee, which the'cainp 
was designed to coy, ; all tlics,e coincidences 'concur to fon the station of 

Devana, on this commodious site, in opposition to the conjecture of Stukeler, 
and to the mistake of Roy (c). 

It 

(i) This camp appears to have been of a rectangular (Wm, extending from the east-noes:mit° 
west-south-west. The rampart, and ditch, on the northern side, are about three spiartersof  a mile 
long, and remain pretty entire. From each end of this work, a rampart, and ditchll ran oft, iat 
right augleS, and formed the ands of the camp;  a few hundred yards ithcreofenly remain: the 
whole of the southern side is destroyed. Colonel Shand, who was intimately aetinainted with the 
field fortification of the Romans, on the north of the friths, and to whom we owe the discovery 
of the Roman camp, at Glen-mailers, examined the Mormon dikes, in February 18e t: andi ne 
informed.nie, that the profiles, and other dimensions of the ditch, mil rani2art, appeared to be

the name, as those of the campilak-Pen-omilen, and Uric, at Batticdila, :insl other camps in 
, Strathmore." ''flse Start. Account 	Peter-Cult, v. xv. p. 38o, con,buns thew relations, 

:though the inhiister ats2ibutes tfus sainp either to the Danes, or to William, the Normhu, when he 
warred with M;dcohp Ceaninore. This camp has been since, mom mlnutely, i,,,pected hr more 
skilful men ; by Mr. In Mc of Drell, Captain Henderson of the 29th o.giment, ond 	Professor 
Stewart of Aberdeen, well., ogee, ;;; thinking the Noonan dikes to be a Roman work. Thi, camp has 
itely been surveyed by Captain lisnikrson, who has obligingly famished me o ot, an son no r plan 

of this curious remain. 	ennip of NormandiktS isdelinented by him,  ZI9  of an oblong rentanidan 
93S yards long, and 943 yards brand ; comprehending an area of ik  S;oti,Innobs b being 

..en sly of the same sine, as she camp of Raeclikes, on the Ithan, the next stIte, in she It,: it has 
rte 	gates, in each side, like Srh camps of Battledik es, and Ihrefaulds, and at Ibb2, end one gate in 
encl. of the ends, which appeal:, Innu 	daneation, to have been ends ecnicred by a traverse, in 
the Roman mabner. 	C4tain blenderson's Di lineation of the Camp of Normandikes. 

(i).  12 reepeet to the station of Decsina, antiquaries have been divided in their opisions, between 
the 
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It is as curious,, 	is instructive, to remark, how different the Coarse of 

Rich9r4',5wrlinth her is, from the track of the Roman road, through Ane,us, 

from Otto. 'We. have seen the her gn, from the common departure, at Orrea, 
in an easterly direction, throu* the Sidlaw hills, to Dundee, the supposed 
station, al MV11711 j and thence proceed, nearly, in a north-north-cast 
to the South Esk, at Brechin. The Roman road Went front Orrea, in a nerth. 
east course, along the east side of the Tay, and Isla, past Coupar-Angus, Roedie, 
Battledikes, and across the moor of Brechin to the camp of Wardik,, at 
Keithoc. This'Contrariety, naturally, suggests what is probable, from the t,not-

of history, that the ninth !ter, as recorded by.Wchard, was established ply: *ars 
to the forrnatien of the road, which is two miles shiner, than the ]ter, and even 
previ.,,, perhaps, to the settling of the camps, on the line of the road, at 
Crsywalls, Cottpar,. Battledikes, and Keithoc. It is apparent, then, that the 
ninth, and tenth hers of Richard must have been matte, in the early part 	the 
-administration of Urbicus, and before the middle of the second age (f). And, 
these intimations equally evince, that none of the Rontan camps, the retn.111 
whereof tixhibit their sites, on the north of the Tay, wore formed by Agrit,11, 
in the prior century. 

In pursuing theit' object, northward, from the Dee, at Peter.Culter, to dx 
Murrayrfrith, at Burgh-head, the Romans penetrated through the obvious opt,-
ing of a-rough country, by the right of Add., Fithly, and Kinmundy ; and 
thence passing forward, in a northnorth-wcst direction, through a rather plain 
district, till they arrived at the site of Kintore, en site Don whence they would 

the taro towns of Mcrae, and Aberdon, without reflecting., that the object of their searches 
have existed w, much more con, eident sir e, than either. We have seen above, how many cd, 
cidenees attest the real position of Dem. robe at Nonnandiker, on the Des. Hitt, no cast ,cnsiso 
remains have hitherto been found at either of those tow* An, wo. remove doubts, or est 
ertainties, on this curious point : we learn, indeed, from Conlon, the tourist, " that io a  place 
canal the Silver burn, nar•Aberdeen, a great quantity of ROM. medals Ivas diseo‘ered, many 

" of which !saw, in the bands of some curious gentlemen." Lin. S apt. is. r re. The', coins may 
•uodoubtectly have been drops here, by the Romans, during unnn 	mm ,;nnu,ssios, bat that 
F 	wido, other circumstances, mom pregnant with proof, cannot aacertain the existent: of a 
station, which we have now found more cosnrtiodcsusly placed at the Pelt 'of the Pre, than at its 
At„, 	 - os  

(f) The learned Whitaker, after investigating this point, with hr.. usual accutencsr, In, decide/1, 
" that ,I.c Itinerary of Richard was compiled, as early oo the.middle of the so, on reat,,r, in a 

is I, whet, the Roman empire among us, was its its,  reat. st glory, sml 5.' it, forhest es,d." 
7 ri 	of IrIasch. T. 	The facts, which have now hers, a41,ahle en:SC.', his de. 

Itinerary was obviolyttl nt Some epoch, stddequent tle corIgructIon of Antomre's 
ed, 	iro A. D. iehich is me 	an MP, called fee, Lyre It, arms,. 

follow 
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follow the strolls of the river, accm ding  to their pract to tile bend of 	• 
Don, where they found a fold, at  the - same nracc, 	ere  the high road 
always passed the same 1.1‘...,r to  Inver.ulic they  soon aver passed the Uric 
and they now pushed on, in a north-north-west conrse,Ihrriugh a  111,:riS 
district, to the sources of the Ithag, the litmallof Richard, where the camp of 
Glen-mailen was placed,  an extended course of twenty-six statute miles, between 
those itinerary stadons (g). The next station of the linerary is  man; Grampiut 
but, neither the course,  nor the distance, is specified, though the mountain is 
supposed, by Richard, to be, what it appears to the eye of mariners, front 
shipboard, at no great distance from the sea, Proceeding from Glen-maihm, • 
northward, and crossing the Doveran,  at Achengoul, where there may stikl be 
seen considerable remains of military works, thirteen statute miles, would carry 
the Roman troops to the high ground,  on the north of Foggy-lone, at the eastern 
base of the Knock-hill, the real man/ Grampian of Richard (b). From this 

station, 
(g) From Aberdon, or Old Aberdeen, General Roy, supposing it to be the station of Derma, 

conducts the nii,th Iter of Richard across the Don to  the name of the film, which he supposes to 
be the itinerary station: but, the Don appears never to have been fordable, %Ave the road mum 
necessarily have passed, and the distance from the Don to  the lthan, e(hich is  only eleven miles, 
by no means corresponds.with the itinerary distance of twenty-roar miles. From the issue of the 
Ithm,  at Newburgh, GeneraFRoy conies the route atoll the coast to Peterhead, t4irty-three 
miles and from thence to Doveran, ninctee9nsles. But, for this deTereoce, between the itinerary 
distances, and the fact, and for this deviation from probability, and from the may of Richard, 
neither proofs, nor authorities, are given nor, here any Roman remains been found, in that part 
of Aberdeenshire, lying between tithe, and the Dovern, eastward, to the sea, which coastal 
justify those departures from the truth. On the other band, the station, ad Ininam, las been 
found, not at the issue, but at the sources  of the Ithan. This important station wee discovered, 
in 5786, by ColonelShand, wlso communicated his discovery, first to the antiquarian society, at 
Perth, in 1788, and afterwards his smigccy of it to General Roy. The Roman camp, which the 
people of the country call the Rac-d'Acs, stands on the southern bank of the Ithan, mile below 
she two well known springs of the river. Three to, in Roy's Military Amiquities, Ala e a plan 
e of the grounds, in the parishes of Fora, Auchterless, and Culsarnon exhibiting the ancient 
" camp of Redykes, near Cie: malice, on the south bank of the Inns" Bet, whir 'Sae c 	too 

• late to citable General Roy to see, that the camp at Glcomailen, was undoubtedly tie station station 
nd &main of Richard, which, from its central situation, commanded the ample extent of Aberdeen. 
hire, the ancient 	 try of the Taixali. There are oth, remains, in the vicinity of this camp, 

which hailiiate the long -oat,•nce there of a military people. The camp at Glenrneilen, a* well. 
thee...trip at Uric, is celled the Roddy lees, from the Gaelic Rd, signifying a cleared spot, a fartmes. 

(h) 	vary intelligeut Colonel Shied informed ine of the obvieua remains of military works, 
at Achengoul. Frosts the heiLlits, toilers!, near Glimmailen, the Roman officers could see, dis. 
sinctly, the whole course of the Murray fish before them, and the intermediate country, through 
whisk they were to pass forward  to their ultiniatcobject, at  P,r.orn. From the high grounds, 

north 

   
  



station, the Itinerary 	 forward ad Selinam, w 

by Stu . 	 be„ the Doverau. '1'hU distance, 

Itin*O1 :ate:station ad Selinam, is not menti 

conducted, by the object of the Romans, by the 

by the discovery of coins, to the'riv6.1et 

at the end of ten statute stiles 	The next stall 

north of Foggylo,m, may be seen Kinimird',  head, and the whole of the north-c 
which head juts 'out here into the German ocean; and from which the lofty slum, 
bill in the first land-mark, that is roes by mariners, as they approach the most 
North-Britain. Such were probably the circumstances, which Cnl RJehard to si 
of the promontory, which runs out into the ocean, towards Germany, thongh he 
diet. to his one map. 

(;) The route, probably, lay from the height, On the north of roggylone, round ti 
east base of the Knock hill, on Ordembill ; and from it to the rivulet of Col:, at Des 
Roman coins were funned, some years ago, near The old bridge, n little below the toner  
The coins were given to the Earl of Minna., the lord of the manor we had, ind 
slowly informed by Gordon, 'tin. &prem. 166, ” that in the country of the 
" Roman coins were dug up; twenty-seven whereof are preserved, by the Earl of 
.,of them, I perceived, to be medals of Antoninus Pius, one of Faustina, one 

reverse hod this legend, Victoria Oihonic:” Gordon was less lucky, when he tad' 
of 	there being no vestiges of Ronnatp encampments, r or. 
lb. 187. But, Gordon published the *snit r , f Li, e 
been so diligently sought fot The Rev. Mr. 1.1, 
antiquary of Baufshim, having minutely inspected the 
a memorial. The antiquarian eyes of Mr, Lan tie saw :yr :t rances 	of a mean  viaiton 

he conceived to have the form of an oblong sonam, along 	we, side of the rivuhrt Criten,' 
pre ending ten acees, with the tower, the church, and man, and. the village of Deskr, 
In order to obtain core 	 aims-,  I caused Abe some in , ree ling :ant to be surveyed by Inn 
ingenionn Mr. George Brown, the land,surveyor, in Nove mber t799. 	more 
the entecneinnents appeared so intlialmt, that it was impossible to determine, by 
for what,pur,m 	they had been made. The discover). drum.] Coins, in  ti 
render it probable, that the R.,man3 may have !rads:me station here. There. 
fun, hundred and fifty cards of :In old paved road, leading horn the mull 
neppened 	 autplarim zeal of Mr. LawLit recevnneerl this 
Runnan n,. I The indiffer,nt eyes of Mr. Brown see:nothing ha: a regn!a. 

soil, v 	nee,,,,ity may have mused to be d.o.k he, in 1: tneh More 
,reat discover, 	Roman camps, d the zealous explciier of Re 

t pue,neat dc.ring . 	E 	
an
N. 	;of 	d 

paved, like 
I in a 	Lee, 
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istance of nineteen miles, from the station ad Sclionz. Front Deskford, par-
ting the course of the rivulet to lnver-Culen, and passing along :he coast of the 
urray frith, seventeen statute miles,, the Roman armies would be conducted 

o the Roman post, which may still be seen, on the 'high bank of the Spey, the 
neeeis of Ptolcny, and of Richard, below the church of Bellie; and which 
as, obviously, intended to cover the ford of this rapid river (k). This station 

,as placed, without any authority, at Rothes, higher dit the Spey, by Stukeley, 
d still snore absurdly, at Nairn, by Horsley. 
On the eastermbauk of the Spey, with the Murray frith, at no great distance 
the right, the Romans were now only one day's march frost the dllarta-Carne 

f Ptolomy, the Ptoroton of Richard, the Burgh-head of Ainslie, at the mouth 
the Estuary of Varar. The distance, from the Toessis to Ptoroton, is not 
ecified by Richard : but, a day's march of seventeen Roman miles would 
ve enabled the Roman troops to reach the Ptorotou ; though they would, in 

41) 4,  The remains of the Roman encampment, says Colonel Irnrie, who examined it, in January 
ityq,q, is situated about half a mile north-east of the ruins of the kirk of Bellie, one hank, over-
%looking the low fluviated ground of the river. It is upon a flat surface, and has be in farm 
nearly a rectangular prallelegrare of 888 feet by 353; but, the we side, and the greatest part 
Of the north end, of the parallelogram, are now wanting. I say Rawly aYrectangular parallelo. 

ram, as small, though perceptible deviation from the straight line, exists in the vellum, and 
ditch; of its eastern side. As deviations of this kind are not frequently found, in Roman field 
fortification, where there is no obvious nezemity, this deviation maybe rensidered as an objection 
o the camp at Bellie, when it is said to be a Roman remain but, born having examined, with 

much attention, the remaining valltim, and ditch of this camp, it is my decided opinion, that 
this has been the work of a Roman sate it appears Co no, that the vallum, and ditch of this 
camp are nearly of the name 	and depth, as those of the cusp of Battlodykes, in the c my of 
Forfar; and if I might be permitted to form a judgment, from the h present appearance of the 
works, I should say that, according to my opinion, those works wore fumed nearly about the 
'same period, and certainly by people, who followed the same general rules, with regard to their 
field fortifications." Thus each from the intelligent Colonel Ionic, it: his obliging letter tome. 
be same ford on the Spey, which enabled the Roma re to connect their stations, in the north, 
ring the second century, also facilitated the pas eage of the Duke of Cumberland, in April I y46, 

hen he pressed forward to Culloden, in order to decide tbe fate of the Gaelic descendants of the 
ancient rece. At Upper Dalachie, near the Roman etation, there remained inviolate, till tyys, 

sepulchral tumulus, which is popularly called the Gee. Cairn ; and wkich contained the ashes or 
me Roman chief. About wo fret from the surface, was fooad, sake. it ,as broken up, an •trn 
rode workmanship, which, when the tidies of the dead odic sk ald. old, disclosed a piece of 
irked gold, like the handle of a more, [line inches in diameter, and !nitre than one eighth of an 

cli thick. It appeared to hate leen the Om dle of a yarn As the society or antiryianien nt 
Mburgh, declined to purchase this curiosity, the tinder add it fur bullion, at the price of thirteen 
news. The foregoing intimations were received from bln Jam. Hoy of Cordon 	his 

to w 	 and the Gib 
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, those days, have been obliged to make :I circuit, for avoiding the water', whic!, 

formed the ultimate station, alma t into a conunodio., islet. I Iorsky, ;Ind 

§tukeley, concur, in fixing the Ptor,,ton of the itinerary, at Inver,. ; 

posing the distance to ha twenty-seven miles, front Tuessis, instead of forty-

seven statute miles (i). The distance, as there was no intermediate station, 
will not permit such an inf,ence to be drawn, from such dubious premisses. 

Other antiquaries have tried, with as little felicity of conjecture, to fix this 

station, where the ninth her ends, and the tenth bej;ins, at Nairn r hut, as this 

improbable position is distant, at least one and thirty statute miles, from TULIIi 

the distance alone is sufficient to refute such an improbability, though Roman 

coins, have, indeed, been found, at Nairn. The situation of the Burgh-head, 

at the mouth of the Varar, where Richard had placed it; the remains, which 

show its vast strength, from the skill, and labour, of ancient times ; the coin. 

cidence of the distance from Tucssis to Ptobiron, and fonts Proroton to Varier; 

all concur to fix, unalterably, the ultimate station of Richard, at Burgh.head(m). 

(I) Taylor, and Skinner's Read Book, pl. is. 
(m) See Roy's Mik. Antiq. p. 13r, pl. 33, 31. I caused the Ilusgli-bead to be surveyed, in 

1'792, by Mr. James Chapman, the land-surveyor, who described the whole ,ite of this markable 
station n follows 	The north and west sides of this proinontory are steep rocks, ,which - a. 

washed by the era, and rise about Co feet above the level of the low water marl, the at, tin 
" the top of this height, is goo feet long, on the east side, and 52o feet long, on the writ side : 

it is ado feet broad; and contains somewhat mom than two acres Engl.!,  h. It app, a: t 
" bees surrounded With a strong rampart, so feet high, which had Lev, built with i,1,1 

cased with stone and lime; the small arid east sides are pretty entire ; Lot the no, 	mil 
sides are much demolished. On the east side of this liei;Oit, aiiil about 4; het lit.low the tinvnit, 
there is an area 155o feet long, and 150 feet wide; containiu upward, of tio, a,res 

" The space, occupied by the ruins of the ramparts, which have
g 
 fallen down, it not metaled 

0 measurement. It appears to have been surrounded with a very strong rampart of ,ti,ne, 
now much demolished. On the south, and land side of these two fortified areas, two deep ditches 

carried across the neck ,.f the promontory ; these ditches are at present from [6 ,• 
" deep, from 11 to 16 feet wide at the bottom, and from go to 5o feet wide at the top. The 
" bottoms of the ditches are now 25 feet above the litel of the sea, at high mat, 	a., car- 
" siderably higher than the extensive tract of the flat ground on the laud Rid, 	di,C111,, 

ramparts, rocks, and waste ground, which surroudd the areas above described, 	o, i". 
" of five acres English. The contents of the whole peninusla, with the rampart of the not,  r 
" are more than eleven acres English." The vast ditches, arid rampart, whivli anciently 
the entrance to this strength, are obviously the laborious work, of Roman hands. The 
which consisted of oak planks, and of stone and lime, and which was, subsequently, e nosed fore], 
security of the upper area, was undoubtedly raised by the less 	work of Ca,. vl,ia 
the middle a0s. Till recent times, the Borgh-liead was called, in the common spet.-1, 	111, ancient 
People, Thry.towa, or Tery-town, which antiquarian ears have regarded as sornetiii,z 	io 

sound, to 	Piot.. of Richard. Survey of Moray, 570, p. 5  i. 
The 
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.The modem name is, obviously, derived from the Danish invaders, Who 
fortified this commodious Station, during the middle ages. 

Fiona this remarkable strength, of which there can be no doubt, tly it is 
the Ultima Prorotol of Richard, eve are now to proceed southward, 
to the tenth Per of that curious collector, p, medianz insula. The first ql i01: 
is Faris, at the end of eight miles: from Burgh-head to ',cues is, in fact, 
eight statute miles. The coincidence of the name, of the distance, and of the 
object, together with the disc.ovcry of Roman coins, at this town, demmtstrat, 
TOT, to be the Faris of Richard (n). From that station, to the Meths, tie 
same river Spey, which the Romans had crossed below, at the ford of 13.•Ilie, 
the itinerary distance is eighteen stiles; the real distance to the lower ford, at 
Crorndale, is nineteen statute miles. Tansea, at the itinerary distance of t wenty. 
nine miles, is the next station from Trtessis. Proceeding southward, along 
Strathavon, by Loch-Bldg, to the junction of the Dec, and Cluny, twenty-eig 
statute miles would carry the Roman troops to the commodiois fmd, in t 
vicinity. Etymological torture could not derive Tanya from Afar, as R 
wittily suggests ; but, the misapprehension of foreign ears may have transforn 
Tam, or Tame, of the British topography, into Tamed. 

The silence of Richard, with regard to the next station, leaves us to suppose, 
that he was unacquainted both with its name, and distance but, nine and a 
half English miles would have carried the Raman troops, front Tames to t 
height, which separates the waters, that Bow, in opposite directions, to th 
Dec, and the Tay; and which, consequently, divides Aberdeen from Perth6hir4 
That learned monk is equally unacquainted with the name of the next statio 
which he places at the end of one and twenty miles; though the route u 

(n) Roy's Milit. Antiq. p. rsa. In November 1797, J. Brodie of Brodie, F. R. S. assured 
" that when the streets of Forres were lately dug up, in order to repair the pavement, they 
" discovered several Roman coins, and a Roman medallion, in soft meta[, which r 

xture of lead and tin this medallion Ise presented to the antiquarian society of 
Theo and f w 	 O ere often changed, in the names of places, as Mu ref Inc Munro s and the 
Richard, is now called Farrar: so Voris is the same as Fri:, which is the Gaelic name 
place, even to this day, as lam assured, by the Gaelic mioister of the town. TheVacomagi h 
probably, a village at Varis, or Faits. They ce.vainly had a large hillsfort, the remains whored 
are still extant, a.. the summit of this 	bills, 	Forres. This strength is of a form between 

v
val, and circular is 	ndod by a strong rampart of earth, and a fosse, mhich Sc s 
ide. The arca, within

surrou
the ramparts, measures 6 acres, 3 roods, and ay bills, Seotis14 

south ride of the hill, there is a small post, of a square for, defended by an earth, 
fosse inclosing an area of to feet square, or 10 falls Scotish. This description is gives. 
accurate survey, and plan, which were made for me, in 1795, by Robert Macwilliam, a la 
surveyor. 

S a 	 doubted 

   
  



the 
existence of Roman work,, all cent 

!., 	whi,h still exhibits n remarkable r:mp 
foams tine northern balk of tlie t:ver Tile ( ' .̀. 	Fro 

Iti the distance ,.f nine itinerary n iih.: 1,, 0,-,.:: and tit 
t 	distance, frail InchtuiliLl, along the !hod, .4' tine T 
'''' almost ten miles ( p). At Chia onntral ..tath,n, which it • tinned a military position of great importance, tine tenth let r,joined tin, ninth ; . 
1; and from Orr.r, it proceeded southward, by the foi nu, relent., thentli trill, 

11 	some trivial ergots, in the distance:, to the wall of Ant,,,,ins (q!. 	Seth errors 
may be well pardoned in Richard, when we con ides I. i in.]] 1't,.,1 'Inc has 

.f 	perverted tine true position of N.nrth.liritairt. 	It i ,, ih,I,,d, b.1.1.111, that an 
' ancient author is so completely confirmed, he col:K.1,1411f I. : ., sttl,..“ItAlt dis-

'  coveries, and recent experience, as the lVc,ttnnvtcr 111.,:!„ to whom every 
lu 	British antiquary is so greatly indebted, for hi., interenin. ,,arcine,... 
... 	The whole extent of country, front Ole ,tall nil Ann n,h it to the Estuary of 

Varar, which tee have thus traversed, i, . add hv 12 i. lh,r.', n:1, i. ,upp ,rnd hs 

strong proof, to have b een crec 	nman 	li t...1 imo a R 	p, ...,.. , , I, .. 	,.. n m ae of / 
Vapariana (6. 	Ili, au tin ,rity, I. r thi , i ith ,r1,,,Ition 	II., I' ...,1 ,i.. 11.,  chl , 11,,ktgh 

. 	his facts, which arr.: confirmed hi. ,n1, ...m., Ian ., ', 'i, , , n;.. .h' ,,., • 	\Vhc- 	+ 
tiler the east co -t of Nort11.11ri,..dn, from the in i,I. . n I . ,r, h h. the hid, at 
Murray, had, in the ag., 01 Antonine, Inc.-, I 	, 	. , „ ,.s..1 i:1,,, , l ,ir.'in 	I 

°'' 	province, is a question, wl i11 r.-do le .1 Ix: van .. •,,,,•[..- 	 east:,ii,.,, 	ilIc t•L.ai,try 	• 

was traversed, ,,, we si, all immedi,ndy Fee, In 12,37,1.1i1 In .`.. , , .1 	the Cale. 
dOnian tribes, who lived on that coast, wars ,,,. rased h. N I ,111.111 plIST' i and 
coins, and medals, and pottery, have been frequently LI; ., ,' ,-re,!, net iell ini• 

e, wherever they are found, the footsteps, a:..1 illtntra: . the. ,rns, of that 
ful nation. It s certain, as we have already learned, from (:Ipian, that 

(0) Sec afttrward, an account of the station at Inehtnthel. 
j Richard, p..,8 , Stobit's map of Perthshire. 	(7) 11xy's hid,. Ar.tig. p. 134. 
,1 Richard, p. It. 
.r .) Basler lays it down, as a sort of maxim, that teen, P,111.1 ix,,, ice, trust hate had its 

war. Hist. de 	nds Chemin, del'Empire Rum. team i. I.. x:4 

ili• 	 -lie 
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also Calcdoniim pcopie, who lived wiLsin the Rote.,bounilai 	in North- 
/It-hilt, were entitled to thc privil.-ges of Roman ciLiens, 	be,fLial 
edict of Antonintis Pius (t). 

One of the most striking nionunnint 3 of .the Roman power was their highs; 
rViliCh, by traversing their Irtale.os, supporand their mithiLity, and promoisii 
their intercourse. The 	 of territory, said; lay between the southern, 
and northern walls, was every where intersected, by CO.. road:. A Roseau 
way may still be traced, into the very interior of Vespasiiina, whare it conducted 
the march of the Roman armies; kept up the communication bets,en die stations; 
and thereby enforced the submission of the Caledonian clans. It is inipormin 
trace all those roads, in their series, that we may be enabled to judge of tits 
Roman pithy, which invigorated the Roman armies to subdue so in.my people. 
The western road, as its course had been traced Ito the genius of Agricola, 
though constructed by his successors, Was the oldest , and being the usual nv3ic 
of the troops, Walt the. MOSt frequented, even down to the sad epoch of the, 
march of Severus. This road issues from the southern rampant, ct .atanwix, 
near Carlisle ; and crossing the Esk at Langtrwvn Church, p,ints wcstward 
through Solway-moss (a). After passing the Sark, at Barrowslacks, the vestiges 
of this road are distinctly to he seen, for many miles, leading west-north-west, 
through the procestrienn of the station at ifirvenr, the British name whereof in-
dicates an anciatt strength. Passing on the west of Barrens-walk hill, whereon 
there arc the striking remains of awn Roman camps, the road proceeds, in a 
north-western direction to the river Milk, which it seems to have passed, at the 
Drove-ford, between Scrogs and Milk-bridge; and leaving the pier of Malls-
Castle, Lockerby, and the Roman camp, On Tor-Wood MOM, all On the left, 
it crosses the river Dryle, below Dryfeiidale Church, at a little cljclighg, Igo;ig its 
confluence with the finnan (b.). At this position, a branch of this gram road 
departed, front its usual course, to the left towards Nithsdale (c). "l he Roman 

road 

(i) Digest this supports the notices in Richard, p. ye. 
(a) FR. Ainslie', ,asp of Scotland, which delineates the Roman road, from Roy', .;;,;pf., 

it appcar,  

	

the; the Ito .n road pudied across 	e pre 	side of Solway 
Boss, alio. the middle of it ; and iificr'sclirds passed the \ 	1R

th
ack Sink-.saner,, -wasers, a consi- 

• der:at], distance nortl-hvard of ('rFinny 	Iron this itcliir,tiocl, theta 	30111, 1,4,011 t, conclude, 
hgcl the Solway Moss did not etist, in any thing like its present ;tee, dering the first century. 

0) See Maitland's lilt nary. v. i. p.;cli-z. 
(e) The minister of Dry (,,dale ray; " nt, are plain traces of Ilse great Roman road, from 
the borders of Engin., up to the vied cile.glinients on the hill of litirnswark s and thence, 
crossing .hie parish, at Tockerby, to Drysclide-gate, up to Rue C.:dal:or-7'1;11, on which them 

s' it 

   
  



conflux, with the Zmani, it pursued its coi:Ae along the ri 
two 	j and ascending Eriastanehrae, and passing this 
wi:ieh rends our the AIIIIOII, the Tweed, and the Clyde, it soon arrived on the 

upper branch of this river, at a place, that is named Little Clyde, where: 
Romans had a small post (e). 't he Roman road, thence coursing the 
bank of the Clyde, by Newton, that is opposite to Elvan-foot, appears to 
been jointed, by the branch, which went off from its track to the westwar 

andale, near Crawford Castle, at the foot of Camp-Water ( j). 
'son this remarkable position, where we have just perceived both the bra 
he Roman road again joint their accustomed track, it pursued the shO 

course over the high grounds of Crawford parish ; and then descending from 
this elevation into the valley of the Clyde, it passed by Gateside, Cauieway, 
and Catchapel, where there is a square redoubt, towards Larnington (g). 

The .„ 

,g is  a Roman fon, whore the road divided ; one branch leading up through Annandale, by Moffat, 
to Clydesdale ; the other branch croased the Ace., visited Lochmaban ; and thence p 

s. along the west side of the rivulet Ao, through Nithsdale into Ayr." Stat. Acco. v. is. p. 
(d) The minister of Wamphry says "The post-road, between Glasgow and Carlisle,: 
through that parish ; and in the track of it, there was a Roman road, by the side of w 
few upright stun, cm-lab:mt. five fuet high, are still standing, nearly at the distance of 
mile, from one another ; and tlumfore, are supposed by some, to have been mile-stones, 

. p. 606. Yet, arc we to recollect, that the Stoic mile was larger, than either the Roman, or 
the English 

(e) The miehter of Kirkpatrick-.rueta says ; 	There is a Roman road, yet to be traced, conning 
0  through this !wish, from South to North it conics up the CORI bank of Ann an, from the ruins 

of a large reap, at Burrenswark, and passes here a place called Tasaiesho 
ti' " some remains of a small square encampment." Stat. Acco. v. iv. p 522. , 

fat addx; ° The Roman road, from Eck to Stirling, passed throughpan 
of the village of Moffat. The vestiges of that road, and of some onion 	_ 
.oil! visible. Senna large Roman encampmeno, also, can be diatillfkly traced, in t 
hood. Ncar the Roman road, where it enters the pariah of Moffat, there was found, in a mhx, 

wn,th ii. 
about three years ago, a picce of gold, ha

pA
a
VOT. XX." lb. e. 

fora,, 	
p. 287. 

semicircuiar 	n, o the outer edge of which 
e following in,eription : .I0V. 

(f) M
cut

aitland, v. 	p. 595.  says the Roman road runs from Newton along the .foutb aide of the 
Clyde, vci,n.t Jtie,irdy rr. to pen. 

( ,) The minider of Ctawford tells us ; 	have two Roman roads, which come throng], this i 
" parish." 
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went up the cast side of Nithsdalc, another branch diverged to the left, cre,tie,i 
the Nith, and traversed the Strah of the Scar, in a north-west direction, toward, 

Kyle (a)...4et is it doubtful, whether this road ever went forward into Ayr4irc. 
where no remahm of it have yet been found. 

.Froin the station of Castl,,lyk,, there went off a vicinal road, athwart Clydes- 
': dale, which was, perhaps, imended to form a communication, between the wet- 

*: tern road, and the estuary of the Clyde. This vicinal road, probably, passed the 
Clyde, near Lanerk ; and theme led over Stonebyre-hill, towards Carro..mill,, 

where it, no doubt, passed the Nethan river, though its track cannot now be 
ascertained yet, on Draffan-Crofts, beyond the Netball, its vestiges are often 

disciosed, by the successive operations of the plough. This road now crossed 

Cancrburn, at the Gill, where it becomes very visible, at present ; leading by 
Tan-hill, along the northside of Blackwood inclosures to Dins-hill : it thence 

pa,sal to the south to Hach:den, crossing Kypc-Water at Sandyford ; and 
coursed along the south side of Avondale, by WellsIcy, and Westlingbank, 
towards the gorge - of Loudon-hill (I). Beyond this remarkable position, this 
road has not been hitherto traced 	yet, its natural track led along the Irvine- 

Water, till it terminated at the commodious haven, which is formed by its influx 
into the Clyde (a). 

Front the Clydesdale road, another vicinal way diverged to the left, at 

Glasgow ; and passing the river at the ford, went athwart the country to the 

station of Vanduaria, at Paisley. This way was traced by C,,1 -don, in t 725 : 

(s) The Stat .loco. of Pcopon:, which Ito..:., 	 mext aide of II.: Nit', v. i. p. as9, says 
" An old Romm oil:noway runs thmitgi. Tymmi, aloe to the 	of Soar:mat.," And
Son thoseof Tynron, v. xi,. p. eta, 	'' An old Roman way rims through ills Finish 
" ainl at this cli,tai.t day, from its 	is in any places ptite uncovered with 	: it. 
'direction is froin 1:w. to West, (rather multi-west) along the face of the 

(,) The Stat. .loco. of Strathaven, v. ix. p. 394, says, 0 A Roman road, or '-caweway, 	he 
.• traced, for several macs, on the south side of 11,, Avon." A remarkable di,,eO'very of Roman 

ns has been late!y made, near rho track of this vicinal road, through the uppni part of timmth- 
ai'en. On Rio 5tlx of March 18o3, sorer,  labourer., 	were employed, in making a drain, at 
Torfoot, some miles south-west of the tillage of Strathasen, di.,covcred a glass bottle of an 
s ,  pare form, v hich was surrour.1,l by several .tones, utili:i.i''v. placed for its 	the 
horde wa, caret:1:y scaled up v. ith a grecoi,l, pigment and upon being opened, was found to con- 

almitt 4,o Rom-an sayer m _: of 'era'; 	 Am,mine, Pius, Fanstin, C,irysioa, and ol 
other miverom, and ompressm. '11, min: wig': alion: 	grainx eaelt, and are, 	, LI 

occiiematMo. Alnint 5o of them, caorust.ed, an to ntIllore topm.,.., 31,1 
o.n.. considerably 0,11,c,d, by the rude Land; do., aLtQami.od to separate 

Ahont two onlyikortlo,nst of Irvine, in Ayrshire, :In., aim found, 	e Gordon's 
a glados of old mi,.cdOss, floc, yards under ground, Itiu, 8:pt. 17 a0, p. x18. 

but, 
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but, such liar been the agricultural improv,ments of this industrious district, 

that the remains, whirls appeared to the curious eye of the tourist, can be no 
longer seen (a 1. There are, indeed, to be traced, an ancient causeway, through 

/1/c/r/srnyre, on the estate of Castlemilk, in Lanerkshire, which antiquarian, 
have supposed to he a Roman remain; though they have not been very success-
ful, in connecting it, either with the vicinal way to Paisley, or with the Roman 
road, through Clydesdale (a). 	• 

On the greet western road(, there seas also a vicinal way, which wont off to 

the north-eastward, from Langtown, by Netherby, to Liddel.mma ; and her, 
crossing the Liddel, pushed up into Eskdale, along the eastern side of the Esk, 

as far as the station of Castle-over, in Eskdale-moor (y). 
After 

(ol Ph:cm-nun Septentrionale. Horsley also intimates, that he had ken, soon after, them  a., 
remaias Brit Romana, p.377. Roy, p. t 06. At Glasgow, where thi ricinal way diverged towards 
Paieley, there once csisted a commodious ford, till the Clyde was deepened, in 177, The shoal, 
which formed this ford, was long 'known, by the appropriate name. ef the Hie", and extended a 
quarter of a mile, up and down the river, at this place, between the Brownie-law, and the Brewery 
Quay. Mr. Smeaton, the engineer, who surveyed this shoal, in , 7S a, found the depth of water 
'on it only one foot three inches, at low water, and three feet three inches, at high water. And 
Mr. Watt, the engineer, who surveyed it, in 1769, found that, the depth of water on the Hirt 
V.:15 only one foot two inches, at the ebb of a spring tide. MS. .Report. 

(x) Sir R. Sibbald tare ; 	Clydesdale, from Erickstane, in the one end, to M.lemyre, in 
" the other, where it borders upon Renfrew, there are evident vestiges of a Roman military way. 

called the Watling-street, and is visible for whole miles together." Rom. Antiq. p.39; Ure't 
Ruglen, p. 133 ; Stat. Acco. v. xviii. p. 17:. 	• 

(y) The Sta. Acco. of Canoby, 	 . p. 4a says ; " The re111,1116 of a Roman station 
appear, about three quarters of a mile east of Gilknocky, near whi.b a variety of Roman coins, 
and stones, with Roman IIIFCriptk, , 11:1, bCC11 dug up. From this camp, a Ronian road can 

" be traced through the east side of 
E18 

 pavish, crossing Tanas-tester aad entering the parish of 
o Lang-holm, on the estate of B000nthohn ;and froM thence leading up Eskdale to the different 

stations, in that quart The Stat. Acco. Langholm, v. 	p. 597, says, Tha Romn 
road of communication between Netherby and Castle-ore, or Ove,loy, in Eslatle.rrod?; . 49 sti

a
ll 

be traced : it cote. this parish, at the soutlueast corner, crosses the Esk, a little above B MOM-

holm, and continues its progress itorthuvest into the pubs', of Webtor16..1: and the minister 
adds, that a nundier of Roman eni:6 have been found, on that line of road :" Particularly, in 

7,  a, there were discovered, by nor, work., SCVCrat 	 ro,,, of Nere, two of Veva- 
• sian, and one of Dombian ; whbh: lecre all io exchlent preset va116., and obieli e now h. the 996... 

se..s:OS of Lady Douglas of 	a fa the track of the same road, the, were found, at a Fobs, - 
fluent period, a coin of Otto, ,..:al te, 	o-ii ox1e1, near Wbtealiope lo alg,e. The commantling 
.f Con of Castle.evor appears to ha., bo, orighhitly n Eritisli ..trmigth, which, from rig atlasl 

of its situaion, 	Cony, 	Ith0 Rozeons, into a Fos:, that tx.raneflded Et;.-dale. 	• 
It,  Maar), aroned :kb rohnkehlo station, to the 	oanee of tecral :Mks, them are still tugbe 

	

urvcd the remains of sealller 1 	 C,S, 4,1 t!:C tops of almott t, cry height: Them'are 
to be sec:: the remains of scomal ; ...I., which appobr to base formed a chain of communication 

between 
• 
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her this fuil account of the west road of the Romans, between the southern, 
northern walls, it is proper to revert to the Roman ways, which conducted 

!Roman armi,, from South to North, on the East of the Roman provinc,_ 
having passed the walls of Hadrian, and Severus, at Port- 

Z, 
 

..anent it, course through a rugged country, . by the stations of Rising-
, 11.1 Roe-Chester, in Reedsdale ; and thence by the Golden Pots, on 

ulmuur, to the camp at C'hewgreen, scar the source of the Coquet, where 
ters North-Britain (s). At the distance of three miles from Chewgreen, 
Roman road ascends the mountains, by the remarkable pass of Wodcn-
and at the bottom of those mountains, it crosses the Kail-water, at Tow-

(a). From its entrance into North-Britain, it forms the boundary, between 
riches of Outlaw, and Hounam, fur the extent of more than five miles, 
it enters a detached part of the parish of ledburgh ; and pushes forward, 

d
e
early a straight line to Bon-jedburgh, which is situated oti an angle, formed 

c confluence of the Jed and Teviot, where there are said to be some ves. 
of a station (6). After passing the Teviot, at that place, it leads through 
closures of Mount-Teviot ; and now, for the distance .of three and a half 
in a direct course, it bounds the parishes of Maxtor, and Ancrunt : 

ng over St. Boswell's Green, it crosses Bowden-burn above Newton, where 
ins are very distinct (c); and front thence, it went forward to the villa.,, 

on, at the eastern base of the Eldon hills, on the summit whereof, there was 
strong fort of the Britons, with a Roman station, in its vicinity., below (d). 

From 
the station of Cartle.over, and the gmat.statiop at 	on the Nbein-tvater, 	Yd. 

There is reason to believe that, the Rom. road, which has harm thus di •mriter.1, alead-
Eskdale, went even beyond Au dation of Castle-over to the northern extremity of Id7adale. 

n ttaius that, a Roman causeway has been discovered at the head of the parish of Erirdald-

P
BPS near a farm-house, named Over-eauseway, before which place, the remains of a pisety 

outer station are still discernible. Stat. Aceo. v. 1111. p.614. 	From a sibzlit notice ci this 
mad, thus leading op Dtkdale, Guicral Rojr mistakingly nnnaeived that, it had been lirgim 
Romans, with a view to curry it, from Eskdale, to the right:  %Ode.' 	 aerrd,  
ntry, past liawick to the 	 sold thereto join it to the great eastern road. VC lit. 

v. 	p. iris. and the map, pl. i. This error 	e, from Ili, nut tracing its real 	i7, 
destination,. the station of Castlesover, id Upper Eskdelr. 

) See Roy, p. ids ; and Stobir's inap of Roxburghshilc, fur the track of tbis Roman.Ps!, 
t, entrance hit. North-Britrio, through that county, as far im it can be traced, us •i• O. 7 

the frbrfine-strott this app.dlation ha, pozakd all the antiquatia3 Y51, 15 it r 	ti 
1,51 !4 ,b,/, 	 may Lai, Coon Lye. tdd 	 p. it.t. 
) 	t 	Ildirrin post on the road, aftor it 11115 poatod 	 (b) .  Roy, p. res. 
•) Me ib 	77 , who alrw,41Atis part of the Roman road for lid, ;a idot, toys, that t, 

it do• 	 Av4,.., it passes down the b1alk, 1111111m 511101' 	Bowden-burn. 
c1ceeuiit 	Nbliose, 1. 	whialt Roy it,. not t !aro. co:Ittihad. Thioro...I 

   
  



   
  



At ACCOUNT 	[Book I...-- 
I  

1 

,.,  arrive, at a ,i.t.all station, Called the !Pane, or Ma/J., near to Ne 
passing on from the Irarts, the Roman road again been 

• throughout a mile and a half, when it again crosses the 
immediately afterwards a rivulet, about half a mile east-north 
belles Chapel, where it enters Berwickshire. lo proceeding up Lauderdal 
Roman road appears to have passed, on the West of Lauder town, and bet* 
it, and Old Lauder, where there are the remains of military station(g). About 
a mile and a half, above Lauder, the remains of the Roman road again become 
visible, and is here named the 0,-road, a, it leads up to a strong rttallest, 
called Black-Ca , ter (Is). From this station, the Roman road passes on north-
ward, by the west of Oxton; and its the course of half a toile, again becomes 
distinct, and continues obvious to every eye, as it crosses the western stream 
of the•Leader, in its course to the Roman station, at Channel-kirk (i). From 
this commanding post, the Roman road proceeded forwards to Soutra-hill ; 
whence turning to the left, it traversed the declivity of the country to Currit. 

(f) This Roman ststion was placed upon a gentle C1111:1041C,, DR tin western side of 
.rata. It is of an oblong form, and comprehends an ac l, and a half of ground. Its 
seem to have been of stones  though they are now so much defaced, . not to show Lint 
what ina,rials they WC,: originally composed. MS. Survey of Mr. Kingborn. 

(z) Roman coins haea be,,, dug no, in the vicinity of LaudA, which the minister hes pre 
Stat. Acco. v. iii. p. .,- 7 . Tlliso..tt i. n, which was placed on a rising ground, is of an oblong( 
nhich approaches to ao.a.a , :AA its loo eat diameter is 1:o yards, from East to 
shortest Fa yards front No,,,, to S,/1101. It was se <d by a single fa.,- and . 
whi,h are now very much clans ad. .Procceding from till station, these are  the  n. 
Corp road, with a sloping ditch, on either Ode, which led down from this sNtion, 
to join the great road of the 12.,means, as it passed, northward, to the R011.11 ,call,  
of Mr. Kinghorn. 	 .. 	. 

-  (1) 'Fili3 camp wa ,,lae,al on a rising ground, which Oerloos riiiiil British forts; 
o it. . Its 	e  I.  sons 	 o h 
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rasters Wudisg.ri rest, sesil afier it had issued from Severus's 	fb; 
brands, which hooves by the pupolar same of the 	Cartsev, tfIns ,;:,, 

beg 4,7thefigk; fromh 'e \Vadillg-street, 	Bewelay, putled on I, tu 
'r,411ki diNa towards 11, tweed, near West Ord; aud 

it,Ortddil in course towurds.Mt,dington, whence it has not bran 

the eastern coast (4). It is, however, certain, as retrains at tea, that at 
road led from Isvetask 	Cr-emend, along the coast of the Forth (p). 

One road only secants to have issued, towards the North, froM tho mall of 
Antonine, at the distance of .a oil, and a furlong, eastward of the :strong fon 

of Rough Castle, through an opening in the wall, which hail been plainly left, 
for this necessary purpose. This circumstance show, di,  nicest y 	d."i n of 

Lolliat Urbicus, td extend the Roman authority, throughout the Caledonian 

regions, on the north-east. 

The road had scarcely issued front the wall, when it pa,,,d through Came-
Ion, the Roman port on ,he Carron ; and pushing straight forward, according 
to the Roman mauner, across the Carron, it pursued its course, by Torwood-
house, Pleaornsir, Bannockburn, St. Ninian's, and by the west side of the 
Castle-hill of Stirling, to the river Forth, on the south side of which, near 
Kildean, there are evident traces of its curious remains. It here passed the 
Forth ; and went forward to the station of Alauna, which m as situated on the 

river Allan, about a mile above its confluence with the Forth; and which, 

takingly carried this road up the course of Allan-water to Sontra-hill, in place of the real track 
along Leader-water See the British-Ruinan map prefixed. 

(o) Roy, p. sot-4. This road may possibly have communirated with thc Roman station on the 
White Adder, near Allan-hank, which is distant only about live miles Sinn the Tweed, at 41'cst 
Ord but, Ainslie has, in his map of Scotland, carried up this road to the supposed Roman post 
on tht height, near St. Alibets-head. Maitland, indeed, supposes, that this road entered Scotland, 
at Berwick, whence he carries it, by Coldiugham-motw, Old Camhus, and Dunbar,. by devious 
course, to Livered, Hitt Scot. v. p so, He does not, however, say, that he had seen any 
sans' remains of titit road, througliont this extended route. Sae Sibbald's R031. Anti+ p. 7. 

(p),Miitlaad tipccd thc retnains of this road, near Muilfelburgli, on the West, whence it welt 
on to' with, 	it pa, Leith-water, at the foot of the Weigh-house Wysd, where it was dis- 
covered, when the pier vas rip aired, at the beginning ofthe last century. Hist. Scot. v. i. p. ioy. 
This road appear:, in ohs north-east of Duddin ston parish, by the name of the 	Caufg. 
Stat. An. v. nein. p. yyd. In draggiag fo 	, in Duddingstondoub, Roman antiquities ha, 

rst been found. Id. Gordon tinced the same.., rintl, froisreramond to 	Edinburgh, trern it 
disappeared among the improvements. Itinerpitun, sop. Had he pursued Lti sear, I,, in 17ey, 
inwards Leith, he had discovered its rem 
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it is twelve miles, from the opening in 	a 	11, az,rees 	 dis- 

tonan in the Iter (a). 
. Pursuing its appropriate course along Strathallan, the road ca 	 end _ 
of nine miles, to the Lindion of Richards ...inerar r the w. Inown station at 
ddrilonb, according to Roy. The man 
that-, ir had been tins active theatre o 

co, is of the Roman period. The 

the intitnati,ns of burden, COI:cur to shass tha, It:;; lutsrin of whard, and 
the camp at &a/gin-Ram, e .2 the same ((,) riaced 	th:tipper part of Strath. 

rn, the station of Victoria um, have form..d a very comairidious defenee.to the 
valley below (c). A slfbrt )sauney mast hal, .and led the Roman willies, 

front Anloch to the 11 ie:rm of Rkhard, 	 of Stra!teth upon the Ern. 

ThaRnman road, 	1/1.;..111.g oh the east sick of Ankall, ascends the 'nom, 

of Orehd to the pone et Feinp'S Castle, which i9 prix, within a few yards, on 
the east (d). The road, from Ketap's.hill, descend, d, moor to the station of 

...„ 

	

	(n) This station certainly derived its natne from the river Allan, on wHifirtistood, in the same 
anner, 29 Rena was mailed, from Ithaii, the Eska, from 18s8. to; thi4iiity of this station, 

9icre were several British forts, called Caen', the reniMns at which are stillextant ; and are known, 
n the country, by the appellation of Icein, a corruption of the British Gait, that signifies a fort. 
iron, om. of these, the rirt.ion-hoose, and estate, of lieu, derived their names. 

151 Cordon's Itinerary, p. 40 	; Richard, 38, who as os the distance of nine miles,. 
from Linde,, to Vintori 	Roy 's Mil. Antis,. :8 	Riehar

sig
d's map, the name of VictCra is 

misplaced, - in the east, instead of the west end of Stiathearn there is, indeed, in this map, a 
aimless station, marked near the true position of Victoria, to which the name should have been- 
plied. The fact is, as the remains evince, that Vrtorir by eight Indio, on the left, from the 

of the Ron tan roml : at Lindum, the Rommis wnt 	north-went dinsction, 
les to the Victoria of Rielmril, the IbmIgin-

e
Ross of Gordon: in prosecuting 

liward, they turned easterly, nine Roman miles to their camp at //Mina, the 

	

h o times, which is only six Roman 	in a direct line from Lined's. The troth, 
fcts, appears to be, that the ,sad, and the ter of Richard, of ten took differ-

rout.; as here, at Ardoch t and farther on, at Ortea. Bede, and Ricliurd agree, in saying  - 
t,Agi.icola founded rstoria, as a memorial of his victory arm (;:ilgiums, at the Grainpid; 

crturidences confirin their opinioas ; (1.) l I 	emir. 	 ; _.) Mime in 
b  

	

stand, which stands within the right gate ; (3.) .18rt tuni..tb 	eimles 	stem, wtdch are 
uttered about the plain, show that, this had I ni die Iva 	mum of seine si,::al military 
erationo. 
(31 Sielde'smap of Perthaliire ; Gordon's Lin. p. 43 t 03y', Mil. Amiq. p. t 23, and ph mmii. 
(2) This :s a small, but strong 1bl-tido:Mon of mi 	 hois 	tad. tong, and 

!weal, 	 z0 doe yanks brcad  •  it is SI run1,11,.,!, y a d oul,it ditr!r, and mph. ramp: klt 	and facing 
la. al 	n an elevated ritortien, it rommanib an imrtrsioc tab..., t 	Mail land's Idiot. trot. 

fit Ant. 	 • 	 • 	.„ 	, 
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Hierna, at Strageth, from which it immediately crosses die river Ern (e). The 
• position of Strageth is pronounced by military judgment, to have been peen.. 

....liarly.rlietiosen, whether its site, on the bank of the Ern, or the laciliE y of 

its defenc, arising from the contiguity of the rb,or, be considered. 

. After the passage of the Ern, the road nuns to the right (f); and, in an 

easterly direction, pass,s on the. north silk of Inverpeary, and proceeds, nearly, 

in a 6traight 	aesoss the mosg.of .C,k, where it is now used, as the com-

mon road (g) ; and continuing its course through the plantations of Cask, it 

passes 

. 	(e) NIaitrand says the road intersects the Roman camp at Stragetli Ili d. of Scot. v. i. p. t96. 
Roy carries a past the west side of the camp, at the same place. Milit. Antis!. p. tot. The 

'mason of this apparent difference is, that Maitland, and Ibiy, allude to different camps. There 
was a larger, and a smaller Roman camp, at Strageth, through the former of which the nsad 
passed, leaving the smaller camp upon the right hand, as stated by Roy. The large camp, at this 
place, was Overlooked by Gordon, and slightly noticed by Roy. Gordon's laic. p. 4a. pl . 	; 
Roy', Milit. Antis1. p. ieS. and pl. xxxii. ; and see afterwards, p. s30. 	m_ 

(f) Frond the great Roman road, near the passage of the Ern, on the north side, a vicinal 
way diverged to the left, and went in a northerly direction, through the country, nearly seven miles 
so the Roman station at East Eluded, on the river Amon. I was informed, by the Into ingui 
rive Colonel Simnd, who had inspected that vicinity, with the eye of a soldier, of 	mime 
several ricinal ways of the Romans, in Strathern, 	that them is one Way of this kind 
" wide, which I have tmottl, md which in some places is very disiiiat, from the 
" the Powaffraytwater, with the river Ern, near Strngeth, where the great Rom 
" the Ern, through the country, northward, to the plantations of Monyie„ wh 

vestige of a strong post, in the Roman style ; from which pr., this vicinal wa 
right ; and I WI, told, by some of the country people, that it may .tell he .eon,  

" running on past Connachan to the Roman camp, at East Findoch. This 
" usual, about ninety acres Santa measure, and is atlyantageowly naiad in the 
tt Amon." Colonel Shand's letter to me, dated the sad De.3111.1- 584 
Rodh.shire may he inspected, watt; a view to that camp, and way. In th 
Shand mentioned to me another viciaal mad 5 " running in a straight line, 

of Fargswater with the Tay, tOWar Dunning, muddle ho it vi of Diluent 

feest perfect, fur 	e than a mile, the
d 
 ough the moorish greyed, 	Mehmonth 

	

t wide, raised consi
mor

derably above the adjacent ground, and br 	elllicr 
i3 exactly the sante, . eery respect, 	the other shtiaal istads, ensiv, 

(g) The Slat. e ado. of 'rtinity Gash, v. 	486, .y 	• ‘• Th 
causeway, pn 	daeig tlw 	...wind in the•parish. It , 
or no repair, Irrset fur a public toad. The stoney,. of which it is iti, 

c laid in geavl order. It is tommonly drys  in. theyvettost aeason." 'I' 
v. i. p aSi, nays " The Roinan causawaYilms through the middle of th 
• ground. It 18 twenty fast biasil 5 and idcolopoadd of rough shim, el 
" is 	eutim prereityntion, . ;lie propritkur of the adjacent grounds, thou 

on each side, with stone dykes, did 110t sale; dtoni to h 
caus 	arc stations, fable of cm,taining  teas. or twat 
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passes a Roman camp, on the right (h). At the distance.of two miles farther 
on, where the plantations of Gask termiate, this great road parses another 
Small post, on the left y). From this posh ion, the road proceeded forward, in 

4 north:east direction to the station of Orrea, which is situated on the a-est 
bank of the Tav, at the present confluence of, the Amon with that noble 
river (k). The commodiousness of the site, bolero s purr of the ericatupownt 
had been washed away, by the floods of the Amon; the Correspondence, be-
tween the distance of the Itinerary, and the real distance, and the passage of the 
Tay, by the Roman road, at this position, :.long a bridgu, Which still Ina)' be 
Braced, by remains, to a landing piece, whence tht; Roman road proceeds ; all 
those circumstances concur to show, that the station, at-the confluence of the 
Amon, with the Tay, was the Orrca of Richard (I): 

From 

which are yet very distinct ; and mem to hone been designed for the accommodation of the cm,- 
" seers of the omk." For tin: policy of such small posts, me King's kinniinciim, v. 

(b) Stubit.'s map of Poth.sliire represents this camp, a, the same form, but of smaller dimension, 
than the small camp at Strageth. The minister of Gask says, 	it Seells iohave been capable of 

containing live hundred men 	the ditches, with the Prs,,Ass,, v... still distinct, though the 
ground i, planted with fin, being inclosed in the piaimitions of GaSh. Stat. Acre. v. i. 
This camp is not noticed either by Maitland, or by Roy. There is a paved way, twelve feet. 

Am.], from the great road to this camp, says Colonel Shand, In his letter to me of am cad De, 
ceinher 

(i) Stobiels map of Perth.shire ; Ray's Mil. Antig. p. to7 ; and Stat. Aids, of Cask, 
}8,. and of Trinity Ga9k, v. rein. 4 86. 
(5) The Amon at present washes the south side of thustation, sad bus carried away apart of the 
rks 	but.this was not the course of it, in ancient timm it ran past Rut livemeastlenon. Hunt. 

re there is still a riatdet called Old Amon, and it joined the 'ray about half a mile 
present junction. St.. Acco. v. 	p. 505 

x 18. See a drawing of Or 	in Roy's plate xii. The intelligent minis • 
the parish which clitima this Roman station,. remarks " Another piece of. 

continuation of the causeway, leading from the Roman camp of Ardocb, uki9b.  
at its present COPRII{ With the Amon. Al, this place, there are the rensuinpf 

II regularly formed into a squar, surrounded with a deep 	which has,.for 
yearn, 	gradually washing away by the overfloMing of the Am.,  'Firers have Imes 

lug up hem several urns, tilled,Millhumad ashes, a Roman laarynurgory, 	also a p 
weighing ohmic too stone, with.Ronian letters .es it, The foundation of a hood,
o hich had been thrown 	theit 	, 	11.ml:eine.yyd onei t 
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°met station of Orrea, the Roman road, and Richa 
eat directions: and we may info., from this sir 
ey belonged to different ages, or at least were col 
En lug crossed the Tay, by means of the wood 

111, the, east side of the river, and paired the 
camp, at Grassy-walls (k). From this nr,ition, the 

the road are distinct, fur a mile, up to Gelb head, on the west 
t passed; and went on, Lc Innerbuist, to Nether-Collin, where it ag 

(apparent ; and cominucs etkijneCto the eye, for two miles" and n half; pa 
on, in its obvious emir., to Drichmuir; and Bytes(1). The read now 
forward, in a north-east direction, *sing between Blairhead, and Gilue 
Woodhcad ; and thence pushing on, by Newbigging, and Gallowhill, on 

	

right, it descends I.cyston.moor ; ancdpassiug that village, it proceeds forward to 	• 
the Roman camp at Cupar. Angus, which is about eleven and a half miles from 

,Orrca. The camp at Cupar appears to have been an equilateral quadrangle of 
four hundred yards, fortified by two strong ramparts, and large ditches, whirls 
still remain, on the east, and south sides, and a part on the north side, but the 
west side has been obliterated by the plough (ni). From Cupar, the Roman 
road took a north-east direction-towards Reedie, in the parish of Airly. On 

-the south of this hamlet, the vestiges of the road again appear; and for more 
than half a mile, the ancient road forms the modern way (n). The Roma,r 
oad now pOints towards Kirriemuir, past whkh it appears to have gone, 

irs course to the large Roman camp, at Battle-dikes (a). Slaving traversed this 
, the Roman road continued its progress, in an east-north-east direction, 
vend miles, along she valley, on the south side of the river South-Esk, 
it probably passed near the site of Black-mill, below Esk-mount. Eronl 

in March 1781. Arit 41 4, SUCiety• 1,40.  Richard, indeed, places ,t 	`ea on the 
n baok of the Tay, i 	e country of the Vspthriones Isl., the 	 jo.t 
would over-mica greater authority than Rithard's, 	hthical aid of Ptolemy. 
Boy, p. 65, :XI pt. xii. 	 .  (I) tito'.,-te, map of Perthshire. 

(m) Maitland's 	v. i. p. t99. The 4tax. Aces, of Cusps, .Anga, 	xth. p, sr, says 
y,a rur,:ar stptare of tam:ivy-fon! acres.'? This camp seems not to have bass 

Qordon, or by Roy. Thmeis, indeed, a Side more tLan ono mile nr ,uth of this cam, on • 
roar, ZnOthey Xmas camp, %Alia' Rey dedothes ps67, and of vi 	1c gives a 

(s).  Nalalands Bet hoe,  sr. p. soa r Roy:s Mi), Antiq. p. cc& 
(o) IvIatuvaitt /Est. SFtjty v. i. p. Zgo, says ";Thor in,,, Wchsisr, the 1.smer, ,110 , 

and laboffred thisis,msp; turucdtipitith the *ugh the losudstion oi this Jos], 	di...1. 
• itinh-ja..  v, aIl sueye , 	inu snide 1.1(1.- 
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thir,31a66)age, it event across the moor of Brechin, whet:: vertiges of it appear, 
pointing to .Keithock(q); and at this place., there.are the remains of a Roman 
eanAz, 'which are now knowa, by.the modern mania, of Trarddes 	Beyond 
tftie camp, on the north, this Roman road has been seldom, or. never Scott, 
even by inquisitive eyes. In the popular traditi.s roadis oiled the 
Calle:van and, is supposed, in popular belief, 	e.itended noithward, 
through Peril:, and Forfarshire, and even thrOughout'l<liticardine-shle, to 
Stonehive Legend imagines this Lang Ca,,aay to have, been constricted, by 
the magic power of Michael Scot, ce;11 in one night; and it Eth therefore, 
often called Alichad Soot's Cauersuay. "IL tradition; though not the legend, 
is supported by remains. About two 	north.tw, from tier Ron.. ,t,t 

tion, at Fordon, and between it and the well-known camp, at Uric, there are 
the traces of an artificial road, as it cro,,es a entail mill ; and ii is popularly 
called the Piers Road, anintimation, se hich carries back its origin, and con-
struction, to ancient times (a). 

There is, indeed, reason to believe, that there are traces of reads, which 
may have been made, by Roman hands, even farther north. In Aberdeen-shire, 
between the rivers,Don, and Uric, en the eastern side of Bermachec, there 
exists an ancient road, which is known, in the conntry, by the appropriare 
name of the Maiden Causeway (r). It proceeds from Bermachee, v.heivon there 
was a 	more than the distance of a mile, into the Wood, of Pitodrie, 
where it disappears from the moat inquisitive sight : it is paved with stones; is 
about fourteen feet wide; and has every appearance of a vicinal way of the 
Romans (a). 

Even Still more northerly, in the track of the TOOTH Zito, as it courses be-
tween 1464o stations of rani, and ruatis,from Force to the ford of Cromdale, 
n.444pikthere has been long known a road of very-ancient cull 	; 

Mr4441,:ho Iles the merit of 	traced thit rf,e1),Nys ; " tl,a 	spoint .  
KeithOk."  „ er.a 40 of the camp et Wardikrs, ii Roy'r 	Antic/. pl. xiv. 

eiihalmer, Seventh', wall, iu,4erth of Segla l is called Jre Pirrr wall. The 
IttraatiortsirtAr thee;,,,f thp roI, a 	to the 	leer r of the Revereud 

.re.,;911.9 1,6Tient 	 do, d the soth of Iciare lt 1799. 
(r) SomJ'of the It tmat, 	in the rordi of 

1.1;,. 	

..ieVod, are,distini,,Lbert hy the 	of 
Moir!, Creamery.' 

rr.arkthe opini of 	late judicious t oittel qa,d, who dekiiked this road to 	. 
his I, ter of go tad D

on
thomber ito • This 2.1airka)rery l:. on the won skit of m-, the rri 	iron,

po‘ io covr,v. fum Or Do. to the Triage of Ill 	the stmt. of Rac,iikrs '11V this way trere 
is its epyroprietetlirection, a mile1,6,nd PitotIrk, it would join the ti al of thlIter, 

Lear II, user 

 

leading 
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m 	*g thFC0110‘9.  leiter, for several miles, through tlif'hill::,.and 
pointing  tt:ii Crordad, ,virli6.5.-the Romans most have fordetl t1W4#10:` It ap-
pears to have:bcen jmliciausly laid iiin, and substantially constructed„: ft 'is not 

Valor can the Lost inteiligent'persons of the country asceVtairi, when, 
hontkib was ma ;(4„ The slack of this veiT ancient W:C, , in the 

and modem desuitudt ' all 	incielencesima it pr 	e that, thii, sin- 
of oio

.
f6o

4ii,ff  , i4,1  of it* CenStraCtiOd:; iii::an: 
,
ccount,I,I. age, 

	

crt • 	k ' ''QP:iht  , 
-:gilfittr rernains!wereoitce-a R,o,t4n koad...".'--  = 

VariOttee tiraCesufwely,artierit roads are still dlicernible.along The track :if the 
k..4 ten0 tie,i beritte9t.the datant station. 'of . mnus, and 2-a s.n, by Car. I and 

%..T.-46iciiligli BracatiarNkhatbNen already intimated : the tradition of the people, 
., in St-athei4and Oraetti#,'.aeclares; indeed, that there arc remains of Roman 

re4e1',.;,ithieihitiaverse the country, between the Don, and the Dee. It 
taid.' 	'itherare obvious traces of ancient roads, which cross the a !i.i 

'.,. 
 

trios„ 	en Strathdon, and Stratltdee, though it is imp ,,,ibis to asi el in:a, 
,,iivh'en;tui^,.by whom, such ancient roads werey.mhom, 	constructed in such erections,
througgcut ',inch a country (y)'. i Such arc the various notices, which have been 

. 	 diligently 

(s) The Reverend John Grant of Elgin informed me, in his letters dated the 24th of 0. tobto, 
and 6 of November, 1799, of the existence of such a road, from. the information it C.,,I.k1:1 

hp. Yig, pOrf. CII! :Icti.rt . .,,1 v.-ith that retired part of the country. I was [hi, imln,, .1 
ries. And M.. James Grant of Grammin, thcAsanager of Sir James Grant'. 

milisronformod me, in his letter, dated the Ertl, of March t8so ; .,” Last summer, I 
two-picot-, of very ancient road, not now used; One of them is some distance north from 

Cas 	i ; and the other, further on, in a direction towards Forres, upon making i,,piiry 
..".i he itople, who live in that country, I was informed that, 3:111 farther on, t,...:.,  

bite piees of a similar road, leading through the hills towards Forres." T11,1., int, rgon,  I: . 

C

'Wit Grant, the old laird of Elchies, said to me, in his letter, dated t!,. 	 (th of .1 zly 1' -, 
4 'ilterec.ntainly is a vcr&stocier, road, crossing the country, in the direction, you pomt out 

from Fortes to the fOti—of Cromdale 011 the Spey) ; some part of it ivn A have.gone, in the 
rection of the present ihattary road, which passes through Strathspey, and by the cartes of 

Corgarf, and Braemar, to Glen"shee." Such, then, are the informati,; of those very.well.in  
..., , cc persons. The tradition of the country ascribes the construction of that very ancient road to 

hcutue„yin of the 13th and 4th cent 	but,` 	powerful fainily were osthenvise occupied, 
mei, when the making °flees Wail untaught of: the policy of thew:4:00es would hark 

obstrocied the makingofirages iuto the interior of an imperviots region  4- 

) TherRevereod Robertba'Grelolc ;he taisaionary 'minister, in Gleruituick, Tulloch, rat 

	

again', ta34, in-hisIcar of the eth ofiMify got:I 	" That a man eighty years old ease Ilan 
Jesclikiwn of Ra4,'T.6aid, whidtz«, from 4 k-raip of Balloter, nearp influx of t:, 

' toilkbdP, 44 the coogry, in a Otakn direction, toward, Corga'lf, on the Don. 
d first ai4eits, INA  tiii831Cf nsoNicof the.Des , between Cairn-, ater, on the o ,ot, ..., 

Or 	 and 4 traces of it atydiitincily scoo, at intt.,1, 
" , throughout 
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diligently collected, hum this most_intelligent monsl  in those soli *acts, 
s.„4„ 

 
with regard to those ancient. roads, ;which 4 ch 	 fling tradition approp 	 to 
Roman times. It is, however, certain, from -ev 	)ficluiry, that t • 
did not, throeghout Vespasiana, make their roads wish the, m. 	1.- 
which they usually employed, in similar workalktpter stab) 

W, base Dow investigated, with some jarecIii*Nae list *I ,, 

which facili:at ea the communications-.91 thefRaigallerifinietteirhal 
Wi :, e , hos, naturally, ionducted to a considkatIoNof the" 
which ssettred the Romanized Britons, and overtiwed the .,independere 	edo- S..., 
nuts, without then swim limits. As the Romansoriginally entered theOid: ea • '  ', 
regions, on the west, we ought to look, for their earlistst ea4ripiveme, alarig thj,:_ -,t- 
track of their first invasions. The fact attests the was 	of this intiMationl B .',..,. 
is along th, curse of their usual communications, where-weobserve the most 
early of the Roman works. On the Roman road, from CarlisleAjirliugh 
Annandale, we soon meet with the Roman station at Birrens, nearlt ddleby, 
width I Lirdey supposed to be the Blaium Pulgium of Antonine's Ithile,paryky), 
II is situated on a commodious flat, upon the northern bank of the 841 riser 
Mein; hating on its east side a rivulet, which byre joins the hjfein : it it of a 
rectangular form, and is surrounded by five'eaithen 	alai, 

 y. 
rectangular  
a part whereof have been carried away by the flo 
formed its ornament, and strength (a). As we mi 
Roman antiquities have. been successively discovered, at this I 

	

* 	 s 
tlannghoni tbe canal), al.lr,st to Corgarf, a &mace of alfput nine mars: the place, *herr it' 

" is moss dr,tiu,,fy I,„., Is a tlIC 1,11 of Glagchail, a few miles from Corgarf ” He ',ad,14 .that, 
C.praio blvaaa of Gardrnsdak sheared ffifa another ancient es l,. higher ug is .the rot,  

I 	 ears, near  the ,cluipe144,10Vie t al ' 	ethruilg *lig stir 
tia"! by nkadikSht. ''.,4 ..Ptgarf t 	 beilig tart till 

kat go Ittihroaie,of /6wea, in die 
non, 

 
ehe bird N 	„lit rated 

way sear trii,houre c4oSallsici c 
f that district, tell. Stii,,l• hia4lItt 
;iv,, ailed tbr Roma,  
e aame.way, called 

‘10. 	Mr. Catenacti, unlade in. 
l'• Maebi* 	a: gyro nose the ' 

(r) Bri 
t. (a) Sra p 

Tour, v. fif, 
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-,Romans, no doubt, remained till their ultimate abdication (a). North-westwa rd 
from Birrens,•nearly three miles, the Romans placed two camps, on the side 
of Bitrrehswark-bill, the summit w hereof had been previously ,,ccupicd by a 

• Britis.  II strength. 'I his is obviomly the frimontiuM of the ninth her of Richard, 
.as t:ie have already siren (b). The .16,1p:tries are 'not agreed, by whom those 
Roman camps were placed on the commanding site of Burrenswark-hill yet, 
is it probable, that the Roman genius Wilt first attracted by the Sclgoveo 
and was afterwards induced to place suece,sively two camps on the declivity of 
this hill, by its commodious position. On the Torwood moor, about four and 
a half nines, north-west from Burrenswark.hill, on the left of the Roman road, 
hall a mile, there 'At the mittilatcd remains of a large camp. The greatest part 
of one tide, with its two gates, and a portion of each end, remain entire. Such 
was its extent, that it would have contained ten thousand men  (a). As it was 
,oniewhat dissimilar, in its structure, from the Roman camps on Burrenswark-hill, 
it was probably formed, by the Roman hands of a different aye. In Upper 
Annandale, at Tassiesholat, there are the remains of a redoubt, and a large. 
entrenchment, which were probably constructed here, by the Roman armies, 
on their march, for a temporary accommodation (d). In the parish of Mollie, 
neer Ore Roman road, there are the remains of some huge Roman camps, 
which can still lie distinctly traced, after so many years of waste (.). lksides 
those larger stations, the Romans established, within Annandale, sundry smaller 
posts, along the cot,e of the Roman road (f ). On the eminence of Calla- 

- berry, standing in the center of the extensive holm, between the Annan, and 
the Drifc, there is another small Roman post (g). On the limlan road, below 

(a) G,rdon's trio. p I S. I Horsley', Brit. Rorth2o7 5n  I, pi. IP p. 	pi. 	7. ex,, ; 
Pennant, 	p. 90—d ; and v. 	p. 406 Roy, p. 19 awl ere the 'n-ans of the :Note. 
Soc. Scot. p 55—st6., for the several antiquities, which were found hers, arid preaciund to  that 

. Srciety, by the late Dr. ChsPiEon, and Mr. A. Copland of Collieston. 
(6) Book ch. 	 : 	 (e) Roy, p. CI. and pl. vii. 
(d) Ih. p O. pl. viii. AHrithiei of Kirkpatriek-juste unctions the post at Ter:a...Wm ; 

and describes some antiquities, which have been found, in hi,  vicinity. Stat. keeo. v. ir. p. 552. 
(e) p. cOt. 
(f) Beyond the Milk, them are'the remains of a Roman post, which is ailkd 

Roy, pl. sue. North,vestward from this post, on the sorith.west Of Loekerby, there n.:, similar 

pow, near the great station on Torwriod-moor, towards the east. Thrre Is another P. crt.an  post, 
on the wcstern extrelikTorwood-moor,• near the Roman road Half a mile 	wwth, 
film, is a siihilar post. 	rum sun village of Ilerrn1/, 	tlu.r,Pt ,ide of ific Annan, t 	: 	•,c11 
Roman post one height, which stands opposite toe British fo.t, on nil' ndjseent rminem ,  lir v. 1. 
p. 425., which speaks of ...like weapons, and ancient armour, that 	he..,,  froinrialv fcavd 

• be,. See Roy, pl. xay. 

he) 
Wampt. , 
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Wamphray, 11  ere it a small Roman post, at GirtIthead (5). At CartthOwn, 
in the parish of Hutton, rhere .is a small Roman camp, which was' prOObly 
placed here, for the purpose of muffling, and overawing several Eiritish forts,, 
that ore perched on the surrounding heights: it may have, also, ;served, as a 
post of communication, between Annandale, and Eskdale, where the Romans 
had several stations. 

On the angle, between the great branches of 4he Esk, a little above their 
junction, the Romans had a station, the remains whereof are now Calla' Castle-
over,  or Overby, in contradistinction to the post of Nctherby, on the Losses 
Esk, whence a Rontan road has been traced throughout Eskdale to Castleover. 
Such was the advantage of Cast], awr, that it completely' commanded Lipper 
Eskdale. On this pi,ition, there was previously a large British fort, which 
was surrounded by a number of smaller strengths, that were placed on the sum-
mits of the heights, for several miles around (i). It is more than probable, 
that Castle.,  was the Cords of Ptolomy, a town of the Selgovw, which he 
places where this is found, on the northern extremity of their territories. In 
lower Eskdhle, three quarters of a mile, eastward, from Gilknocky, there are 
the remains of another Roman station, near which a variety of Rontan coins, 
and sculptured stones, have been discovered by excavation (k). Still lower, in 
Eskdale, the Roman stations were the well known post at Nctherby, and a 
smaller post at Liddel Moat, both which are on the English side of the divid-
ing Esk. 

In Nithsdale, no considerable Roman stations have yet been discovered, 
except the camp on the declivity of Wardlato.hill, the Uxellam of Ptolomy, and 
Richard. This has been already noticed, among the operations of Agricola, by 
whom it is supposed to have been constructed, near the Selgovm town of ("Kellum. 
On the Roman road, which went athwart Annandale, and along the eastern 
part of Nithsdale, into Strath-Clyde, there were several small stations ; particu-
larly, a post, near Amisfield-house, and another, in the remarkable pass, ly-
ing northward of Durisdeer Church; both which still appear, in their distinct 

(3) Roy, p. tog. Upon the Roman road, along the evi side of the Annan, in Upper Annan-
dale, them are the remains of sevvral small pons of the Roman armies, which had been here con. 
strutted on their successive marches. Stat. Acco. v. ii. p. 288. 

i) Stat. Acco. v. xii. p. 	; lb. xi. p. Sr8 ; and Crawford's map of Dumfries-shire both 
on the summit of a height, and on thelower ground below, to the southward of Curie-terr, there 
ae the vestige. of entrenchments; one line running southward, and the other east, towards the 
bank of the Esk. Roy, p. rao. 555 a plan of Cartk-Over, a Roy, pl. ar.ti. 

Vet.. I. 	 X 
	 remains. 
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17entain,, (I). At Kirkmichael, between Annandale, and Nithstiale, there was 
a smdll Roman station, the site whereof now forms the minister's garden, 
A yijnal way led off to it, front the Roman road, as it passed through Niths-
dale (a). Though from this great road, a Roman way branched off, which 
pushed up the vale of Scar river, towards Ayr-shire ; yet, the only Roman 

• post, which has been discovered, on the western side of the Nith, is the small 
station of fibber's antis', opposite to the point, whence the Roman road turns, 
northward, up Carron-water, towards Clydesdale (a). 

'The Roman stations, which have hitherto been discovered, in Galloway, 
from the Nith, westward, to Whithern, have already been described, in giving 
an account of the operations, in that extensive country, of its first broader. We 
have found many footsteps of the Romans, in Galloway, but scarcely any, in 
Ayrshire : and these curious circumstances attest more satisfactorily than the 
brief narration of Tacitus, that Agricola entered Galloway, from the south, 
and not from the north, as antiquaries have supposed. 

We are now to pass into Clydesdale, another great scene of Roman transac-
fields. Here, also, shall we find almost all the stations lying, along the track 
of the Roman road, or in its immediate vicinity. Co the sources of this great 
river, we may sec at Little Clyde, in the parish of Crawford, the remains of a 
Roman post, placed upon the northern declivity of Erickstanc-brae (p). This is 
obvious!), the long sought for Gadenica, the town of the Damnii. The minister 
of Crawford claims, for his parish, the honesty of having three Roman posts,Whhin 
it (q) :  but, he can only be allowed Gadcnica, the other t vo strengths being 
merely the circular hill-forts of the British people. A few mils lower down, 
we come to an undoubted remain of a Roman post, as its square form evinces, 
near the Roman road, between Catchapel, and Littlegill, in the parish of La-
minston (r). The minister, indeed, mentions a Roman post on Arbor-hill (a) : 
but, this also is only a British hill-fort, as its remains attest. About seven 
miles below, near the Roman road, and between it and Colter-water, opposite 
to Nisbet, there is an undoubted remain of Roman construction, srre in its 

(0 It, c. i. p. 165. ; Roy, so,. To ;his station, whose remains are .01,146)10, Roy, and 
Ainalie, have miatakingly applied the name of nbLer'r Cade, which is, !a fact, ch, non, of a 
.dry differom station, dis ant five miles southward, on thel,Yent .14de of the Nith. 

(n) Stat. Acco. v. i. . 64. 	 a.)A. 
a 	(o) See a plan of lo 	 llip ber'sCastlo, in Roy, pl. xlis. arawford's map of D fr) shit, 

for its position. 	. .4)  . 	, 

P. 55 
(t) Roy/ P. tot. 	 (1),11AA-.-I". p.  5 4.  (r) Roy, p. to.t.; and Rds'i mnp of 1,,,kuhirc. 	V(r) Stat. Arm v. 
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form, as capacious in irtneOtents (f). From this station, fit'o miles and a 
halKwre-north-wdst, beigil the Clyde, into the el lag 	S:, 	titers 
are the di,tinet reinaini,bitith Roman unto; (u). tram the sta;i. ,11 On (duke, 
water, :bout 	sullen 	tines I.the remain of another Resins canny, 

as its square form, :Ind its hX!ation, near i 	R otnan.road,at rest: it stand, IITIWLen 
the road and the river, where the Clyde makes a rznarkable turn, olips.,ite to 
Biggar. Rc,u thi, station, north-ca,:, 	raile'anct a half, „therd is 
nun poste r Lig,;ar; on the west, 	is now called she 	 and thi, 
camp was obviously intended to wane. ad the contnunicatio” !.ciwcelt the 
Clyde and.  Tweedale (e). MAW 	Dine miles, there is a Roman 

..which has acquired the appropriate nacn .1.  C,elattuirs, 	which r,• 
'111:e Roman road 	Horsley says, 	that* statien had a Low 
iyith many buildings, which were even id 11 in be seen, and when urns, 	! 
:coins, have been discovered, by wear. O, •,1 ',a). 111 dd.: 	an all di,- cn. 

cidcnces evince, was situated sire loiv,,siiisht for Car(.,, the to 	the 
Mann!, and of the conjectures of the antiquaries ; as, indeed, v c lieve per-
ceived, in tracing thepinth Iter of Richard, uhich calls fir it, a, a commoili-
'ous stage. From the station at Castledykes, two miles, there is a large Roman 
.samp, on the north aide of the Mous Over, between Cleghoro and Stobbylee. 
',This camp is nearly sire 'kindred yards distant front the Roman road, on the 
east ; and from its vicinity to.tastledykes, we may suppose, slut it Wan not a 
permanent station (a).-  011 the south side of the Mous, there arc the vestiges 
Qt another camp, on Lanark-muir s hut, its there can be traced only a parr of 
the entrenchments, on one of the sides, and a part of eon of its end,, ins 
inal size cannot easily be ascertained (b). abs Lanerk, which is nearly rinser 

miles from Castledykes, and two miles from the track of the Roman road, 
Roy 'supposes, that the Romans had a Tuition, and the Daninii a town, the 

sktniet of Ptolemy, and Richard. But, no remain has yet been discovered, 
which would confer the honour of a station on Latterk, a shire-town ; and the 

newt stood undoubtedly on Little Clyde, as we have seen, la 

(s) Sec Ruses map, for their rysitian.. 

„ 	 and ache ntrprcnt ctamtry, in Ray, pl. 	Many re. a;ne, 
• mch a, p.otariq 	sod* barb, /lava 	,!Iscove 	hi ' " 

been a erasion of iretettatekaad,loaqtduramc. Stat. &co. • 

iiiirenoions are Ca 
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r 	poss.( 	 g down the vale of Clyde, front Castkdyk,s, four- 
te'en*edles, 	 Roman station, on the east hank of the river, below 

41alich of 	 s station is distant more than a mile from the Ro. 
rioad, • un 'die` left, which goes on to the Roman wall (d). Below this 

sittion, nearly twin miles, there is a small Roman post, on the banks of the 
fiver Cal La, whtcliseents1.9 have been intended to protect the ford, as the 

'road pa,c.1 the Cr,alif at this place (0). Below the post at Calder, ten miles-, 
there is ,apposed to nave been a station, whence a road pretty certainly diverged 
to Paisley CI). Iluiroad, v., have traced ; but, this doubtful station has been 
lest for ever. ThMids,. that the Roman wall came tarn near to the site of 
Glasgow, to requit'ia.'stdtiort.; and being within the Roman province, and near 
the Roman centinels, the ford, at Glasgow; could be safely passed, willmot a 
protecting post : nor, has any Roman station yet been found, where none was 
requisite, between Glasgow and the wall 

But, no one has ever denied to Paisley the honour of a Roman station, 
Yanduaria,  a town of the Damnii. Sir R. Sibbald, and Horsley, speak of the 
visible remains of a Roman station, at this busy place. The expansion of the 
town, and thculdaation of the country, have almost obliterated the Roman 
remains, The bowling-green, however, on the commanding height, is said, 
by tradition, to denote the Proorlunt of the Roman fort. 'Else British n 
of the Dainnian town seems obviously to have been derived from the vicit 
the Ifibile-Cart,  to which the station extended; Ifen-drir, signifying, in the B 
the white :niter; and this Celtic appellation seas easily latinigcd, by the Ro 
into Vanduarda ; as  Esc  was converted into Esicer, and Alan into 
Beyond Paisley, on the West, no Roman station has yet been fou 
some roads liiik`e been traced, and coins, and armour, have b 
have seen. a It Was the opinion of the learned Pie. David Bac 

(e) Sr. Roy, p, las., where he cays, without authority, a that the Cad 
Roman fort ; fur bare,  an., in the uljacent fields, coins have been fo 
Faustian a" but this castle was merely barottial ; and coins might jv 

Romans drop t. them. See Stat. Aeon. e.  so. p. 12. 	. 
(d) See Rom's map of Lancrkshire. 
(e) A little more than twenty year, nem, mid the minister of D 

pretty entire ; base, cultivation lam now greatly encroachcdupon.it. 
Ill But, for this station, and road, Hoy relics 	# obscure intimatlon of Gordo 

tourist, who wets not much to be trusted. Mill,. Antiy. 	 • 
(g) In the beginning of the last century, thore eititteri, at Paislev;hlae minkns tiro large 

kaokko., with its Prrer,;:inr, on  the rising g,r.md, called 021.4iiiietil, which overlooks the sat- 
rounoing country, and the town of 	'rho Pertains, Lucwas well fortified,  

.w:th 
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§ibbald, that there tv: e a Roman camp, on the Clyde, where 'New.Glasgow 
ads ; and where appeared tLe rest yes 01 a tower but, no retch camp has yet 
poorer] to more accurate eye.; and the tower, to which he alludes, was either 
e old castle of Newark, or the eastern castle of Creenork, that he idly mis-

took, for a Roman past (h). 
If we pass, however, from Biggar, through the natural., opening of the 

country, into Tweed*, we shall discover Rotiiiin ilatiehis„ The principal post, 
'in this country, teas the Roman catnp at Lyn? chareh, atom ten miles, cat t- 
ward, from the Roman rsition, at Biggar, the.  guard of else not meal road into 

eincerier country. .1 t.is ramp was placed upon a rising ground, on the east: 
aide of the river Lyne i.e a.kind of amphitheatre, which is surrounded by 

Is. It is of en oblong forml and was defended by three strong ramparts, 
and, two large fosses ; having a regular.  entrance, on each of its 'sides t on the 

et, it was further defended, by a bank forty feet high, alor;- whieh flowed 
Lyne: the same batik, and the river, continued round the south side, 

ougloat a greater distance; the trench of the camp being a hundred and fifty 
yards,- from the top of the bank, which was artfully scarped away, to augment 
,the strength of the defences (i). The minister of Lyne says, that the road lead-

g  to the camp visibly runs through the present glebe (k). Nstther Roy, nor 
ark. speak of this road ; ye r, Armstrong, the surveyor of Pechlts.shirc, men-
ons a redoubt, and a etuarsti, on aft eastward of the station (I). Pennicuik 

s the first, who published Ay notice of .  this station in speaking of Lyne, 

hdhrte fosses, and ramparts of moll, which ,sere then so high, that men on horgehadl, could 
sseer them. The camp itself, gays Mr. William Dunlop, who was the 	of the 

lege of. Glasgow, and royal historiographer, " took is, all the 	ground ; and, by the g c o 
tige s5ms to have witched to the can: Upon the sewth side, 	agger, 	himpart Foe ti, 

loot of the 1,11; Aid if it be allowed to go m. fo upon the other side, it bath inclosed 
spry mach the town of Paisley itandeth, which idly 	mckonea 

Tyke form of this camp appeur to have been much the some with the Roman camp 
e vicinity of this 	there ;de two small posts, somewhat. larger than the 

amp;c 	but of the same fodra ; the one, en the west, upon the laimhsof Vood- 
oo the south, upon the lands of Gastlelicad, each about half a mile' from the 

he description of Reufrewshire, as quoted by Sir Robert &ibbald,.Roman Antiq. 
andCieW"fritoPs Hist. of; 	9 p. 5. on the same point., 

(h) Porn: Aotiq. 38. 
(t) This descriptimi is chic 	 accurate surrey of this staff" which NM made 

by Mr. Mingo Park, in Om 	 "thC"rf!", and Ron repreeciit the parallel sides a, of 
equal length ob. the difference in 	Park ineasurendmt may he °Ong to the imperfect crate 

long and ,7o feet broad, including the ramparts. 
and 'Ye" Rt.' o'rrh has been after Iflo1fghed, when 

O. v. 	p. 9. ant1564. 
1i) Companion to the !glop, 6.3. 

he 

   
  



As ACCOUNT 	[Look I.—Tile Rynan Period.-- • 

be says, " here is to be seen the remains of a large camp, twat' half a toile in 
" circuit, which is strongly fenced with dry, and double ditches ; and which 
" the people call to this lay, Rattdal's walls (m)." Mons the central situa-
tion of this Roman camp, its the middle of Toccdale, it must have commanded 
the whole country  t  and, it is curious to remark that, 0'011 iu the present times, 
the great roads, leading front Strath-c1) de, on the west, from Selkirk, auti.Rox-
burgh, on the east; from the Lothians, on the north, and from Dumfries-shire, 
on  the south-west, 41 meet at a central point, three, quarters of a mile east of 
Lyre (a). In 'l'weedale, which had its communication with Clydesdale, and 
could thus command the interior; those have been discovered, by active curi-
osity, some other Roman camps, buCof less consequence, than Randal Walls. 
From this station, distant nine miles, its Linton parish, there is a Roman camp, 
at Upper Whitcficld, on the north  t  it is in the form of a parallelogram and 
its dimensions, and area, sap; Gordon,  are much the same, as the well-known 
camp at Ardt,eh (a). The minister of, Manor claims the honour of a Roman 
camp, for his parish, which he supposes to be pretty entire, and to exist near 
a tosser, upon an eminence, commanding a most extensive vicar (p). Armstrong, 
who was also ambitious of Roman discoveries, could not find any Roman camp, 

Manor parish (7). 

In the wild country of lilt crick forest, which, long after Roman times, was 
covered with wood, there has not yet been explored any Roman post. The 
Romans, however, seem to hare delighted to hunt, in this well-stocked forest. 

In 

(m) Description of Tweedale, 17 	p. t9: '5  it got this name, says Armstrong, from a 
pular trachtioM. that the famous Randolph, the Earl of Murray, had a house in the area." 

Compi•iion to tilt lap of Perble, p 55. Gordon fillc rave a plan of this camp. it,,. pl. iii. 
Roy gives a diawigg debit camp. MAR. Antiq pl. akviii. 

(n) There are the remains of  noes  British foes, On the heights, around this 'ROM. station, 
within the circuit of a few miles; particularly, one on Hamildun-hill, on the nmth, our on east 
Happrew, on the south, one on Hound-hill, one an Caves-hill, and the vestiges of other., tin other 
heights 

(e) thin. Septent. 	Armstrong's Comp, to the Map of Peebles, 59. ,Gordan, who eagerly 
...eels this camp, with the name of Remarry, in the neighbourhood, says, thilmunpis onlione: • 
mile north-west, from that place; but, in fact, it is at least ihreeand a half stature miles, northward of 
Romano, where 	the surveyor, could find I;o ',ear of any Rom asehrks. Companion,94. 

(p) Some years ago, a Roman nen, and some ancient cot Were here discerned by i he plough. 
Stat. Aces. v. i6. p. 9t5. The tower, which is alluded 	'fe-, is no doubt the lofty ruin on a 
steep knoll, called CeastRiall,  or the  NYSL  side of Manor- 	above Manor-town. 

(q) He found, I. sever, in this parish, what lie nigh 	o cerey ...lien, 	itish hill.( stir  
in several parts of MulV: IL. Comp. torSnehRp, 	s Map of Peebles-shire. Neal. Tr, 

,rivale„. 	the nouunn. ,:dc of the ddale, on ...gel,' v. 	whio!,  is doubtless of Rornan 
workmanship, 
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In a mots, 	 there line been foultil the skulls of the LIMB, N.,.:;11 a 
Roman spear, which seem, t,, haac boon toss. in killing those powerful ant- 
mals (r). 	Within the t.:odoct limits of 	 there was, indeed, a 
Roman post, in Roherton prosit itir overawing the eircumjacent forts of the 
British people, in western Tot ii 

The same policy dictat,d to the Roman 0, :.,- Is the establishment of some 
posts in Lid.it.'ile. On the farm of Plight, vc.tr the old castle of Clintwood, is 

Roman fort, which is surrounded by two ramparts of rash. The remain is of 
square form, extending a hundred an .I sixty-eight feat, on every side. It was 

	

viously placed here to oppose a British 	which still appears, in its . 
unity.  In the south-west of Lilt:dale, that: was placed, on the colinnodiow 

of a hill, another Roman post, which  sects  sun-Maled by a rampart eighteen 
t high. It was plainly opposed to :he British fort on Carbyhill (a). These • 

two Roman posts, the one on the east, and the other on the w,st, probably, 
commanded the narrow district of Lidsdale. 

Teviotdale exhibit,. many more retains of Roman posts, than 'be foregoing 
districts ; as it -seas much more popelous, and as it was intersected by the Roman 

, which  Cann:  down, from 14,  trthumberlanelt  by the name of the,lfatfing Street,. 
passed upward, through Lauderdale. At Bonjedworth, on the angle his-

tweeb the Jed and Teviot, there are some vestiges of a Roman station, near the  ,t 
course of the Roman road (a). On the border of Marton parish, there are,ihe 
conspicuous remains of a ROlniii camp (b). On the toast of the Roman road, 
after it has passed the river Kail, there is also a Roman port (e). Between 
Bedrule, and Newton, a mile eastward from Rule water, there is a Roman post 
of a square form, which is surrounded by a fosse, 2m1 rampart: it overlooks a 
British fort, which opposes it, about half a mile, on the west 	In the parish 
of Givers, amidst several British strength,, there is a Roman post, which oh. 

ted their ancient influence. Within the parish of Roberton, on the 

,hip, was found and presented, by the Eail of Tnup..air, to the Antiquary. Society of 
elti. Ares 	this Society, p. ;55. 	• 

:ivatiOgs ware presented to the Aniiquary§neiety of Edinburgh. Stat. An. v. ii. 
"(1)%tat: 	p. 83 t °tithe farm of 

and 	
Shortlfitt-trees, in this 	wore dog  out 

of g 	'ao.trii copper, 	brass  yowl. of antique construction, which ,,re  given to the Duke of.. 
Buecleogb. /b So From the many mattmorof Roman mainfuctune, ob.ch loom been dug, from 
the bottom of mosses, we might in 	tOnse mosses did not rules, ii, Roman times. 

(a) Ro:o, p. lex. Ainslie rep 
the Jed, on the south side of T 	

an cwrp, on the 	of tho two great branches of. ,  

rep of Scotland. 	(d) Stat. As. v. m. p. 
Borthtitio.. 
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Borthwie water, there is a camp, which the country people call Africa, and 
which was judiciously placed amid several forts of the Britons, on the surrounding 

heights (e). At the Eldon hills, in northern Teviotdale, the Romans had a 
considerable stati.m, below which there was a large fortress of the Btiti.sh people, 
on the surmit above (f). It has, indeed, been supposed, that the Romano 

merely converted the British strengths him a'strongcr work CO. The Romans 
did certainly convert several British forts into more defensible posts, where the 

situations were advantage°. ;  but, their permanent stations were more com-

modioudy placed, than on  creepy traggs. Their station here appears to have been 

situated at the northern base of the hill, near Metros (1). Around the .British 
stroi.sth,  on the Eldon hills, which scents to have been of commanding force, 

r  there :I.-meats to have been several British forts of smaller size. Some of these, 

the Romans converted into more defensible posts. Such was their fort on 
Calelthiels hill, two miles, west...nth-west, of the Eldon hills (;). The smaller 

strengths of Row-Chester, ut I:. ippila-mains, and Black-Chester, southward of 
Clarilaw, appears stet to have been converted, from British forts, to .  Roman 
posts; Row-chaster is two miles, and Black-chester, three and a half milt*, south-

ward, of Eldon hills (k). 

.1:f. 	(e) lb. v. xi p. 545. 	(j) Roy, pl. axi. Which gives a view of the surrounding cajolery. 

ij 	
(,0 Milne's bistros, p.45. 
(h) Ib. 4.,-5'. There have been irmy Roman coins found here. Id. There ate, indeed, same 

traces of entrenchments, near the village of Eldon. Roy if. And then, arc some other further 

0 

	

	northward, ilear Metros. The Watlin:.;.Street went past this station, in its course,. northward, 
beyond the Tweed. 

(I` This •foit is nearly of a square form,  sot yards long, and tflo }ants broad, having the 
corner, rounded off tithe arra, extending to more than seven acres, is surrounded by an earthen 
sampart, told fosse; and another rao,art, and fosse encompass the hill, about fifty feet below: 
the Romans added a square redoubt, on the south side, extending to about half an acre, which was 

' 	defended, by a rampol, and fosse. Mo. Kinghories MS. Survey, in February 18o3. 
(1) The post of Row-chmter, which stands on a gentle Millen, is  in the form of a parallelogram, 

having the angles tou.gled t it was fortified by,a strong rampart, and large fosse, inclosing an area 
? 

	

	of two and a half acres. Mr. Kinghorn's MF,Burvey. Row-cheater is also the name of a Roman 
-fort, near Severus's wall ; Roe-chester is the name of the Roman station, in Recdsclate ; and Ro-
chester, in Keg, deliees its name, from a ,nman fort. The Row, It,, fare,  are probably the 
English form e of the Seotish Raw, Rd; kt,.  as we see the word, a Rar-dikea, the Roman 

L 	camp, at Uric, aml also the•Roman camp,' it Glanmeilia : the word is probably derived, f,om the 
llp 13t;tish Rd, ana Gaelic 1(2, signifyi,g a fonified pl  a 	rt : The Irish Roth, have the same 

on 	the Oh) be .ng qt. t. BI a, k.clIteter is snag i 
	

gentle eminence, northward of the 
, 	. Ale water: it is alo, a parallelogram, with the mg  ' 	uhded : it was defended, by a strong 
lif rarr art,o

,0 
 ,, 
1,ia 

m
do

s s 

 oble:uch: it was conaiderably larger
. 
 than 	-cheater, at Kippilaw mains. 

Mn. 
 

i(, eye 
These 

'4 
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se three strengths were connected, by a military road of. a singular kind ; 
tins from the streOgth,onCal 	hill,south-south-east, nearly three miles 

post of Row-Chester ; and from it, south-east, a mile and a half to the camp 
a Black-cheste, . This military road seas mentioned by Milne, in t 743, and by 
the minister of Bowden, hit: iy (I). It is described, by Mr. Itinghorn, who 
surveyed it, in 1803, as being, in general, about forty feet broad, but in some 
places gity, where the unevenness of the ground required such a breadth. It 

'my forma, lay scooping the earth from the sides, In operation, which 
middle higlf: there is a ditch, on each side, Item twelve to twenty-. 

-feet 	 hound,  Wide, whence the earth was thrown up, so as to form a mod, on 
the outside of the excavation. No part of this road appears to have been paved 
with stones. It does not-go straight forward, but in several places takes a 

'bend (m). "Phis remain is so different from all the Roman Roads, in North-
Britain, that it is not easy to suppose it to have been constructed, by Roman 
hands. It may have been the work of the Romanized Britons, during Mar 
struggles, after the Roman abdication. When they reoccupied their strengths, 
on that sad occasion, they may have imitated the policy of the Romans, in 
connecting their posts, by a military way, upon a plan, that was adapted to 
their own purpose. Unlike the Roman roads, this military work appears to 
have answered all the uses of a covered svay. This singular work is, in some 
respects, similar to the Catrail, which runs athwart the country, in a similar 
direciion, buiconsiderably to the westward of this covered way. The Cattail, 

its perfect state, must have resembled a lane, with a high rampart of earth, 
on either side: it was thus obviously intended, as a work of defence, though it 
may have also answered the useful purpose of a covered way. The object of 
the military road before mentioned, appears to have been to furnish a defensible 
passage between those neighbouring strengths. It was probably formed, at an ear-
lier period, than the Catrail, when the Rommized Britons had been driven back, 
from the country, through which it passes. It is remarkable, that though this 
military road leads directly up to the strength on Caldshiels hill, and to the fort 
of Black-Chester, yet it passes Row-Chester at the distance of fogar Mind red yards, 
westward ; sending off two branches, one to the south, and the other to the 
tomb side of the fortress. "rhis circumstance show:: clearly, that this work 
was intended, as a covered way, between those several strengths. From slight 
1ppemances, this remarkable wg C is supposed to have crossed the Ale water, 

(1) Account of Metros, p. ,4S Stair: 	omit. v. xvi. p. aqo: 
'rhe minister of Bowileat4ays, that various warlike weapons have, at different times, been 

eq up, in the vininitv or thisiii4,anil in the adincent mance. Stat. Account, 	p. 545, 
Vol— I. 	 Y 	 southward 

   
  



OS 	 As ACCOUNT 	[Book 1.—The Roman Period.— , 
southward, to a strength on &wile hill; and from thence, south-eastward, a 
mile and a half, to the ancient fort above RavrIlat, on the height. From 
Caldshiela hill, two miles, northward, there is the strength of Castlesteads, on a 
gentle,erninence, at Kidside. From Castlesteads, a similar covered way to that 
;rte. described, if toot the same, has boon traced, westward, nearly a inile to 

;;.,'ig Nethorhamford, on the Tweed ; and it seems even to have here passed the 
• . river into the country beyond it, though the occupations of peace have obliterated 

what the results of NOM had constructed (a). 
' .  From the British fort, on Eldon hills, to the strength on Caldshiels hill, west-

, ward, two and u•half Iloilo, there are a fosse, and rampart, which appear to hare 
Oxen.carrie,i throughout the distance, between those fortresses, as a defensible 
bOundary. Thelossc was dug, from twelve to fifteen feet broad, and nine-or 
ten feet deep :,:'tlie•rampart was brained of the earth, which was thrown up from 
the ditch, upon :the north side, to which the ground, throughout the distance,. 
naturally slopes (a). This defensible boundary, like,Iltrriel dile, extending 
from Lauderdale to Berwick, is to be referred, probably, tb the Romanized 
Britons, at the epoch of the Roman abdication ; .and,• with other contains of a 
similar nattire omess lost illustrate the darkest Period of the British annals. 

With the Ilfittling Street, We nosy piss, from the interesting district of 'her 10t. 

dale, into the vale of the Leader, the Lauderdale of more tee 
may, see the Roman post of ei'bc.rtrriee, three and one half Mil 
wyd, _of the Leader, half a ni i le. This 4rengli forms a squ 
kill:fiery yards, on ebb, side,  l, it 11 the angles roundiWanfl, 

.;.., 13heiterlee e as elefendeki by a ifinible fosse, and a strong ran 
i'' 'cultivation loasleyellcd. . A part -of the area has been plant 

k
'eniinence, shit mean post ovei•look's several strengd 

...sirculn:,a co lt enuntry. Fri nn Clu:sterlea, westward, , 
st .).ced th a e 	.alter station of Ri,..'].ewails, which, from  i s andedin 	s.i,icral forts of the BritonS, both On the north, an 

Roman post of,Ridgottiolis is of apoblqi% rectangular form; 
''- 	b three. fi r saes, aid 'earillp •ratroParit i : Elie interior arca 11.1[" 

long, and thirty-seyen'yhr4ilroadri lii  In Laudeadal 4
4 

 
e Wat lingStreet; thel*40,40:14i 	..A hill:for:4'w 
oman art, into defensibli Pathts!.• 414;41 Liucter,;,. 
defended by  a fosse, and rampant. It-1 

'T0) Milne. Melrose, 55-6:  Mr. Kinghonee t 
(oh atli's Metros,, 46 i KinkItctl',0,1,1. So, 

   
  



--Ch..111.-.-71, 	ef.L.tIr4i.., ,.] 	Or NOrtT11.11RITAIN 
to the ..9",atling Street' v some distance, vlstWarl. Fat 	up the dale, 
tniies froin. Uhl Latther, there teas the Ifinieh fort of lila: 4,-  ',viler, NO:C.11 V,J.: 

'61,ViOUSIY,c9nvei-ted, !y Roman policy, into a defensible pest ; as it v..as adva,r- 
tageouslt situa,cd,',on the Wittliug 	; and as it overlooked several stresi • Ins 

. of the Britons, 	the circuutiacero. country (7) ISut, the Ronian steCon 
greatot copsequcattei ht thit CLttict, i, ;h, camp at Channdkirk, in ti:.per 
Latklerdate:., ThisTattion appears to have bora Of comiderable extent, tho,:di 
cultivadon has '111b§cdred its magnitude. "lie clench, churchyard, and :he 
Ministe4ilebe, gf rChanncikrrk, arulainind r.early 	P.•1,, are comprehend:A 
inANarea of this singular camp (r). 
',01461..auderdale, we turn oi the right into the Merv, ive shall fin! the 

.400 aMSiderable station of the Romans, 	e;at, at Ch,st,./ .-knosol. It 
stands on the bank of the White 	 we3t-north-w,t, trout 
•lierwick, and five miles east from Donee. It val.. of an oblong remangulbr 

:by 
; the length being from east so west, along the river ; and it watt defended 

by a triple line of ramparts, whic!1 have all yielded to the repeated intachs of 
the husbandman (a). The only other Roman station, which time, and chance, 
have yeudiscovered, in Berwickshire,-is a small post, on St. Abbe's head, ten 
miles, north-north-east, front Clmter-known. While this post possesses the 
castr,rn extremity of the height, a British strength occupies the western, at the 
distance of half a mile. Further westward, three furlongs, there was another 
British strength, which, with the former, were both commanded by the Roman 
post (t).. 

Front St. Abbe's head, along the coast to Inveresk, no Roman ramp bas yet 
been discovered, whatever antiquaries may have supposed (II). The minister 

of 

(q) I owe those notices to Mr. Kinghorn's Survey, in November r 3o3. 
(I-) In the west bide, there was a gate, which was obvionsly covered, by a traverse; and • 

remarkable redoubt projects, from the south-west angle. Roy, p.61, rd. vi., anti Mr. Kntghorn's 
MS. SnAey, in ,000. 

(a) The ramparts remained pretty entire till 1765, when they were inspected by 
the minister of the parish. Stat. Account, stivjfax—a. At this mation 	by ex- 
cavation, a Rom. moletrina, in 1793. lb. 45-5e. Prom 
rand, as diadovered, in '700, a Roman sepulchre 	' , 	on 11:11,1mi9, ,,, she 
panel, or Chimsid, 	so—n. 

(!) bee Blackadder's map of 1.1e ck:hi re. Ainslie h., 	 R.3,7 ter 
and Ire s7ems to have gone bnyoad 	uthorities, 	car...1az ap in I 
the 12 °awls must hise had a we,. 	st. 

() Manland speaks of tad t an 	h placed a Rwle, c.rn, D mbar, where im rmains 
h,s. 19, innre, and the 	alt.,evant is silent, .1 	„b',., 	 ,9et y anc1cnt •7- 
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of Humbie mention?, indeed, that a Roman CArtelhil is still to be seen on the 
lands of WInteburgh. This fort, which occupies more than an acre of ground, 
stands 011 a lofty summit, in the western-parts of this parish. It is of a circular 
fora]; and is defended by three walls, which are at the distance of fifteen feet, from 

• each other ; and which are built of large stone:3, with cement, at the foundation 
of each. Ile considers this circular hill-fort, alas surrounded by walls of stone, 
as a Roman castle; because there have been found its it a Medal of Trojan, 
a fibula, a patera, and - the horn of a mouse deer (x). But, might not a British 
chief have carried all these into his stronghold, as the spoilseof war, Or the gifts 
of peace ? This castle is not snore than three and a half miles, east-north-east, 
front the Itinerary station of Currie, on the Gore water, a town of the aadeni. 

Mid-Lothian much more abounds in Roman antiquities. The Roman officers 
seem to have had many villas along its salubrious shore. At Fisherow, at 
Musselburgh, at Inveresk, many Roman remains have been found, at various 
times; and the'se show, that the Romans hada post, as Fisher-row, and a post, at 
Inveresk (y). AtSheriff hall, the Roman campis of a square form, and is of a large 
size. And, a hamlet near it bears the appropriate notate of Camp-end. 	 From 
Sheriffhall, south-cast, distant four and a half miles, there is a Remus camp of 
a smaller size, Which stands on a.commanding.site,upon the southern extremity 
of the hilly ridge, that runs along the eastern side of Newbank patisk(es. 
This post is of a quadrangular form, comprehending, in its area, about three 
Scots acres; and having an opening to the south-east (h). From this coati- 

The tradition refers to a British strength on the swamis of the D•;13 hill, taro miles south from 
Dunbar, or pedalo, to a similar strength of the Britons three 1.11111 south from Dunbar, which 
Forrest has denominated a Roman camp, in his map of Haddiagtousliiro. Maitland also State', 
that there is a Roman camp on  Coop hill,  near Harlington, on the north-east. Hitt. Soot. i, p. von. 
The StatimicalAecounts  am altogether silent. Maitland, perhaps, alluded to a largo fort of the 

a 
 Britons, which  as usual, is  called Chatert,  near Harlington, on the north. See Forrest's map, and 

ationg'h map of the Lothians. 
• 	(x) Stat. Accm.ut, v. vi. 165. 

(y) An altar rh•dicated Amlini Crania Oa  dug up, at Ittreresk, heroic the age of C 
1607, p. 33 ; Sib. Rom. 'Pamir'. 33. Coins, and medals, hate also been fouml lne o. 

t  AU. laid open to the eye of curiosity. Stat. Account, v. xvi. p. 4, S. root, Livor,oh, 

ty 	southwaid, to the Rom. camp, at Sherilthall, three miles distant, on,  the Couth. 
rrother Roman road traversed the coast to Cramon0, a ...veil homy,. 	pint. 
(a) Sce'Armstrong's map of the Lod.ians, for the camp ,tiSherifflodl, which exhil•its it, 	a 

„1„a„ 
r . 	, 

(a) Its gite is 6Sc fret shore the level of thq may 	ohs tln, Lothian, the Forth, ai,1 
the shore of Fife. 

(5) .Armstronglo map of the Lothians; Stat. Acne .  a 	• p• e513 and the Res. John Climie's 
MS. Description. 	 ,rt•tt 

unending 
Ae 
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manding position, three miles, south, there is the remain of a Roman station 

at Currie, on the. Gore water. Every circumstance attests Currie to have been 

a Roman post. It is plainly the Curia of the fifth her of Richard ; and of 

course the Gadeni town : the Watling Street, its its course, northward, passed 

this position, as did the fifth her, on its progrers southward. The concurrence 

of the name, the distance of ice position, from Antonine's wall, the coincidence 

of the situation, all evince, that this was the Curia of the Gadeni, however 

antiquaries have misplaced that British town (c). In the vicinity of Currie has 

been discovered a Roman altar of a quadrangular form, which was raised upon 

a strong foundation. There is another Roman altar of the same figure, and 

dimensions, in the burying ground, at Borthwick church, near the same interest. 

ing place (d). In this vicinity, which abounds with antiquities, on the farm of 

Catettne, a mile below Currie, there is tine remain of a British ,trength, that is 

called the Chaters. In the middle of this fort, thereis an immense iound whin-

stone, which the cultivators of the soil have not been yet able to dig up, from it, 

sitfast hold : and from it, distant a hundred yards, there are several.sepulchral 

tumuli. It is curious to remark, that the prefix, in the name of Cdt.cune, 

where those remains exist, signifies, in the British, and Gaelic languages, a 

battle, which the tumuli also indicate to have been once fought at Cat-cone (e). 

It is probable, that there was a Roman post, on the North Esk, near Mavisbank; 

where the Watling Street enabled the Roman troops to press forward to 

(c) On Richard's map, Curia is placed, as far southward, vs Bremenium, in opposition to hi, 
own tem. Roy, and Whitaker, have confounded Curia, with the Coda of the Dainnii. 

(d) The Rev...loini Chino's Ms. Account. Ile also states that, in this.inity,pon theist,. 
of Middleton, there are five rows of terraces above on, another, in the fade of a 

ic 
 slopin

o
g hank, which 

overlooks a pleasant valley i  and these are wailed CK.,:r1, a name, which always iktimatc scow 
warlike works. 

(r) The Rey. Mr. Clunie's Ms. Account. ifs examined, at my request, all niece, remains,' 
with the tenant of the lands. On a plain, half a mile east from Carrie, there are a number of 
sepal, whidi have disclosed earthen pots, containing half-lnant human bones. Near 
the same tumuli, have been dug up, from the plain ground, only a foot, or a foot and a hilt; under 
the surfnee,earthen urns, containing ashes, with half-burnt bones. -From every circumstance, it is 
reasonable to believe, that the earthen pas, which were found under the tumuli, contained the 

• remains Of.thn Brituni; 	tine urns, that were ploughetp, from the surface, contained the ashes. 
of the Romans. It hi.apparent, Ir m allthosicoii:eidemiss, that the Roams legionaries, and the 
Oadeni'peoplc had; Sc this acenoi))1Ant in bloody conflict, the' one to attack, and the other to 
defend the British tawn. • In this neigt urbood, were these altars erected t and three miles, north. 
ward)  (Warn Currie, was placed the 	Isanap, 	Newbottle parish. I owe my thanks to the 
Rev. Mr: Clunieof Berthwick, for alitsiAItliose antiquities of this interesting spot, on the Gore 
water. 	 . 

Cramond 
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.Cramend,--and alsetleall(fP At Raveirie, eight Miles, south-south-1,1,r, h..., 

.:Crarriond,-  stbott. i Roman post, a link eastward from thoiirill, which 

• oetupiedloi- the summit, by a British fort; eshineethe hill 4as -tamed Ca, 
poke; 	the most hy.er,,ting station of the. Rottugt, in 

,,lieetrerr.,!, the Cirer.mck of theill)ritons the ilkut.Stra of thV'Roinan, (b). 
-441i the mouth of the-Anton, Iron she alliemt 	thnRomin;, had their-naval 

' 	station, from early Mmes, till their heal depart,ne; horn the ;bores of the Fcmli. 
Here, have born ef!kcoyacil the mole, whfcli they had fondled on 	r;:ch, 
the Roman,altars, thjr.coins, and medals, and pottery, saiii lime-kiln, end an 
anchor, this evid'ence of Oboes+, Sod a pavcinent, the proof of the to, a (). 

as 4hase seen, tentiMunicated ,by a road, eastward, ssith In 	:k, 
andrcitstwe'rd, to thelealL;', ' 

ilfest-Lothian Chas its full share of Roman antignitits: The Homan, seem to 
tieselh4eidlillt;;st Linlithgow, where the Gadeni had greviondy a town (If. 

.447!Cood'eli, and Wfollowcrs, cannot ''be alloWed to place the Lindran of 
• • 	• yi 	Ritha 	Lin-hth-gow, which demonstration has fixed at 

amity human antiquities have been found. boy, 003; Stat. Account, 

4 	tbedoudiltalf ile., tberia the ternain of mien:het Roman post on Liay 	11. 
In 

	

	ifmds.west eleality of Mid-Lethiap,sot ba from the town of Crosswoadbum, there 
1.44 pA?Iey tithe gate. It Viis,On a most commanding situation, upon the summit 

G4tilegrrg, near- the postage of the ridge, which separates Lothian from 
sayer 

	

	•paasea thelPreseqt Mad to Lanerk. In the environs f L hg  
061211 C0i114, 111111"di4p12)Dol the Roman eagle, though the inscriptions 
; v. 	p. toff. 

Ise influx of the Amen river imu the Forth hence, the Britons called 
ibe Amon and this descriptive name has been -abbreviated, by noun 

otak.icto which ignorance hatiradded a (d); so as to form Cranium/. 
ND.,  A.*: P.33 Cordon's Liu. p. x6-17;  Horsley's Brit. Rom. p ca-S; 

,cestmnmd, p. 7, to. Amon g many coins, that have been found at Cramond, there vow 
disco4 4 	a.medal of Dioalesian, who died, in 316 A. o. ; having On the reverse a genius, with 
I a tip 	t hiaption, GENIOP01.1.121 ROMANI. This medal alone evinces, as 
dnnt reotpk,, VOW liteAlt Romans retained this naval station. 

A, (A) Sir R. Sibbald is positive upon this point. Hist. ,if LinlithgowaHre, p. is. But, he does 
Meat lay. that any remains of a astliai tin Igeen.here found. A discovery,aa, however, male, to 

7.J,4"=1‘pp 	t4 probabditq f there baring 	Roman tills, on thie el,gant site, 
mla. ban, afterward, occupied ups .114-4 pal 	It 	 11120IV moor was tinned 	py the 

bmitais 	whi011 contai*Seianylko 	 of Vespasim, Poinoiam Hadrim, 
Tr.*,A t ni as Pa41,1"...A.,..d Bi 	'Mee hundred of these coins wen. 
preaentadRo the Antiquarian fociety:of pInbirgt, by ebeet41, the respectable t 	t of 

Aotig. Trio 	 ' 

Ardoch (/). 
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 subdued. ?Eyes at r early -epoch, the Romannayy,,vdalett.ourveyeattlne whc:e 

Forth, :may have found a harbour, at Broutislaud,, wherenature had:plaeed a com- 
modious port. On the eastern base of Dunairn OW mile fro, 	port, the Ito- 

' 	masts probably placed a camp, in early times (t).7;', On the western summit of this 
height, the Hora,,tii had a fort, which •was• thui=ntrong,frotri its postion, and 
was made more defensible by art (4). 'Ibis Roman camp remained very dis- 
tinct to the days of Sibba Id, who often mentions it; and speaks of the prectoriala, 

' a, a square of a hundred paces diameter ; and as called, by the country people, 
the narna,:cat, where mart[-  Roman medals have been foulai (a). • On the left 

?.. of this nat,d station, near Cartmck, on the south, the Romans,-had, in tho, 
0, times, a camp, the remains whereof may still be traced, though cultivation has 
' done much to obliterate them. The existence of this camp will always be 

. 	attested, by the name of its site(y). At Loch-Ore, ten toilet from the frith, there 

... was a Roman camp, which antiquaries suppose, with great reason, to have been 
, the same camp, where the gallant liorestii attacked the ninth legion of Agri- 
. 	cola (a) This camp, which; we have seen, was pitched among the strongest torts 

1 	 of 
(t) It is popularly called slgrisshet camp: but, this tradition is not °Id:, prubahly, than the 

witings of Sir R. Silibald- 
(n) The area on the summit was nin-ounded by a raglpart Of St..; and 1.1.o.el. down, IP Of 

face of the hill, another wall encompassed the whole. Sibbald's Rom. Camps, p. 44,5 ; Si,. 
, Account, V. ii. p. 429. On the 1.'01, there was another fort on the summit of Bosh. hill. In this 

vicinity, on the north-west, are there several arpolchod tumuli; wherein have been found ma, 
containing allies, and stone chests, comprehending hon.. bones Sibbald.s Rom. Camps, p.9,11, i B. 
The minister of Bruntiuland also mentions several harm,. on the heights of Orrock and BMA, 
NIE a Inge, northward, from Donairn hill, wherein hinnan bones have been dilcomred by excavation. 
Stet Amanda, v.R. p. +29. 

	

(z) Sibbald's Rom. Fort, p. i s—ts : he alto says, that Roman coins and scirltoix4 0011,S 	4 

.have been discovered at Orrock.. lb. 9. Aioin, of Autoninus Pius b. beon foond lic,i, Brun, 
island, . Trans. Antiq. Sec. Edinburgh. p. 717. 

(g) It is called Camps : and two adjoining hamlets are named East Camp, and Wert Camp. 
Atislit's map; Stat. Account, v. xi. p.497. In the vicinity of this emu, the Her-mtii appear so 
have had a fortress on C,/racil hill; as, indeed, the British prefiv, Caen,  a fort, r.C.C.115 to intimate. Id. 
• here' are sevcalseinikhral tunmE on Centel hat, which him disclosed human remains ; xial wlii,li 

t that some conflict lad happoned here Id. Copper COill9 have also h,  en found Itere. 1,1. 
a Praiglitsear hill, North, a mile and a half, the British people had another for,  )0. ; lb 

P. 443. Vroto rho RUI7,111 camp, at Carnock, northoyett, three mil, the .0...,  bed ....b'.  
-fortress, on Saline hiii ; and below, one of a similar foes. akAtaiFt It- 9.0• •  

	

(s) Oft!te e :,,,,i.ce of a Roman camp, at Loch-154e, 	 tile north-wnet side, there cannot he 

	

a doubt. Ti e proprietor of Loch-Ore, having cut duain 	 d .t she ,amP,  r`"”'' '''rat E'.." 
L . 	antiqiiitin. Oh\ISioartie hill, whirl, stretches from m 	tires .. 

	

ut,  	at, 	.....' ti. 1  ''' '''' '''' 

I  
F. 	vat strength, xihich was fortified, by dottli1Cratopni tit, and ,:fiches. Sibbald's Rom.. '  Ant,. p. 37. 

,, 	„ He confounds this with the Reinati camp. Id. From Bina,  c., a Mile and a half, rest 0. 	th- 
range. 
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the Horestii, appears to have been afterwards converted into a permanent 
tation as its remains show it to have been secured, by three ramparts, with 
eir accompanying fosses (a). The Romans had a small post upon the May 
aver, at A nlargie, at the defile of the Ochil hills, which served, as a central 
ommunication, between their stations on the Forth, and Strathem, the great 
cene of the Roman operations. They had also a post at }lanyards, in the parish 

wf Tel liebole (b). If we might give implicit credit to Sir R. Sibbald, we ought to 
ppose, with him, that the Romans had a road through every vale, and a 
mg-on every height, within his native shire (a). That they had traversed, 

and subdued this great peninsula, between the Forth and 'Fay, where they long 
emained, is certain (d). The coins of such a succession of Emperors, which 
ave been every where found, in this interesting ground, attest the fact, with 

I conviction (e). 
only in Fife, which formed a considerable part of Vespasiana ; but, 
here beyond the wall of Antonine, the brave descendants of the Cale-
people, who had dared to act offensively against Agricola, were re-

ned under Louisa Urbicus, by the same means, which had subdued, and 
the Caledonian clans, within Valentin. Itineraries, with their ac-

mpanying posts, were carried throughout the ample range of Vespasiana ; 
a road, as we knew frorn remains, and as we have seen from examination, 
penetrated the greatest part of its long extent, from the wall to the Varar and, 
fortresses, we shall immediately find, were erected near the commanding passes, 
from the Highlands to the low country. By a judicious arrangement, the 

oman officers seem to have carried into effect two great objects : 1st, In order 
command the low country, which lies between the long range of the 

eampian hills, and the eastern sea, they established corresponding posts, at 
onvenient distances ; adly, With design, to protect the low-lands, along the 
a t of the eastern sea, from the incursions of the unsubdued Caledonians of 

interior highlands, they settled, in every opening pass of the Grampian 

of Clcish hills, upon four different summits, on each whereof the Horestii had a fastness, which 
on: acted wibs great labour. They have been mintaken for Roman works, which are 

their location, and construction. In the low grounds, northward from this hill, 
treed, is z 79 5, a MI101, of sepulchral urns, containing ashes, human bones, u 

ere, doubtless, Roman ; as they were not covered with tuMuli; and won of 
p 	those of She Britona Sint. Account, v. iii. p.56 t. 

e 'tin p. 36 ; Stat. :keen. r. 	p. 	(b) Stat. Account, v. 	p. 47a 
2..m. Enquiries his Roman Forts androlonies ; and his Mist. of Fsfe, throughout. 

Id 	r the Stab, Accounts of rife- 
(e) Sibbdslb Rom. Antic!. p. 5, Hist. Fife, p. 3 t ; Acco. of the Antic': Sac: of Rile. p• ab 

5,1 perc 5. p. 63, 7. 
Vat.. 
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hills, a suitable fortress. All those judicious arrangements of hostile policy 
may still be traced, by the obvious remains, both ,,f the stations, and fort, 
And, a liberal curiosity may be gratified, by a brief review of those military 
dispositions, for enforcing the obedience of the gdlant people, who then in. 
habited a dillictth countty.  
'That Camelon, which was situated about five furl.m,g3, without,  the gate, 

where the Roman road issued front the wall, was a Roman town, is agreed by 
all the antiquaries (f). Its vestiges were apparent to the inquisitive eyes of 
Gordon, and of Horsley (g), though its object seems not to be so apparent, if it 
Were not designed, for the useful purposes of treaty, and of traffic, the Kiakta 
of those times (h). Only one Roman road, as we have seen, conducted the 

• Roman armies,•,from the wall to the Varar, though vicinal ways conn.etcd 
their outposts with their stations. From Camelot), northward, ten miles, there 
is reason to believe, that the Romans had a station, at Stirling (it. Along the 
same road, at the distance of twelve miles, north.nor,h.west, from Camelon, 
was the Alaima of Ptolomy, and of Richard, which was situated on the kindred 
Allan, about a mile, above the confluence of this river, with the cognate Forth. 
The Alauna commanded the lower parts of Strath.allan, with the whole country, 
on boil, the banks of the Forth, and her 'associate Feith, or a considerable 
distance ; having communications with Cantelon behind, Linden before, and 
with subsidiary posts, on those rivers above. The nest station, along, Strati, 
allan, and the course of the northern road, was Ardoch, at the digance of about 
nine miles, northwest, 	the Alatilltt, on lite ca.. 	1-...ttitly I I .1.. 11,e, 

was the celebrated scene of many Roman e l erarims 	!,• 	 fp, h ,51 
- the Caledonian conflict with Ag:icola, till :Ile 11,1 ,,b,f,ca,iun or the Ii ,,man 

(fl  There a plan of this town in Roy's Mil., A.. . 	a a. 
(g) TOT Septen. p. air and Brit. Row. p. 	a. V -, 	iri try, rnignki.g.ly, Cared C 

immediately within the wall. Sec his 	Iil, 	 itt r  fro,. 1. it It to filth. 
(6) Srr R Silibald informs as that. ° 	: 	. . • .., 	[ 	, 

l otg of the giniiind near Cann:Inn 	and 	 tt..• tottouttl bototett it ,t1 	...o,c 
of Carrini, thews, that the sea, in aa.ilear 

" post. 'them are yet traced the vestiges of ri 	o ...1 	 nad 
militar? Wu!, InS511 fculn it, south, tit 	; 	nt R in it coins hose been it 

Rom. Antig. p. 30. And, Roy intimait,s, don in, anchor i.ad brrit founds a,d tit, in.1,5 
of the Roman past are hill 	Ron, Ant q. 153. 

(;. Sir R. Sibbald 	" upon. rook ',low the castle [of Stirling] this itiscripti. 	-.vat 
WIliChWil8,1, to ni,. thus: IN EXCV. ALIT. LEO. II. : anit 	lait•• In-, 	chiet 
citainer 	 legion this being tho wain pass to the 	count.. 	ini 

Tine, 	p. 35. It was obriati.ly the ford on the Forth, at this passago, ' .del, the 
Roma., poo, 	her tilactid ii 

power. 
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7  power. The several works, litchi have been successiveI5,  construccd, at Ar-
doch, by different commanders, with various views, are prty)fs of its advantageous 
position (k). Swath.-.illan, wherein it is placed, is the natural passage from the 

'Forth, northward, into the heart of Perthshire, and into the interior of Cale-
Alonia. And this station, with its collateral outposts, commanded the whole 
.extent of this interesting district, between the frith, and Strath.ern. 

Noes to Ardoch, in this chain of camps, at. Strageth, about the distance of 
six miles, north-east, on the south side of the river Ern, was the Hicrna of 
Richard. This station was advantageously placed on an eminence; and com-
manded the middle part of Strath-ern, lying between the °chi! hills, on the 
south, mid the riven Amon, 011 the north (/) On the moor of Cask, urn the 
communication between the station, of Hiarnu, and Orrea, there are, as roe have 
already- seen, two Roman posts, Which were probably designed to protect the 

(k, At Ardoch, there are the distinct remains of thine 12onrin camps of very different fires, which 
appear to have been constructed, at different periods. The largest was formed by Agricola, io his 
fonions campaign of the year 	 and was of course the first. The Gerund, ill siae, is on  the west 
aide of the former ; and was undoxibtedly formed, by a sulnpitent commander, who Mt:hided within 
his entrenchments a part of Agricola'' camp. The thial, .d smallest, camp, was constructed on 
the south side of the largest one, a part of which it comprehends. This last camp is surrounded by 
a much stronger eifirencliment, than the other two See the dimensions of those several tamps, 
described in Roy's Mil. Antiq. p. 62, and pl. x. Besides these three contiguoua camps, there is, 
also, on the south side of the last of ilncm, opposite to the bridge over Knaig water, a very strong 
fort, surrounded by free or six fosses, and ramparts its area is about goo feet long, OA 435 broad, 
being nearly of a  square farm. See 2 plan of this impregnable fort, in Roy's Military Antiq. 
pl. M. 

 
are Gordon's Ile,. p. 41, p/. vi.; and Horsley 's Brit. Rom. p. 44, and pl. div. Gor-

don, mid Horsley; only mention this fort: and they seem to have overlooked the three camps, on 
the north of it, which, with other small military poets, in the contignons grininds, are equally 
important. Por came Other particular of an interesting nature, see Sir R. Sibbald's Rom. Antiq. 
p. g'; ; his Roman Colonies beyond the Forth, 	arid the Stat. Account. v. vit. p.495. 

Cl On m eminence, at Strngeth, upon the smith honk of the river Ern, there was, till recent 
times, a pretty large Rainan camp, the ramparts whereof have been completely levelled by the plough. 
When Maitland examined it, about the year I ii+g, there was enough of the rampart remaining to 
slibw, that the camp had hem of large dimensions, containing more than thirty Scots acres, accord-
ing to the opinion of the farmer, who inntrd the ground. Main Hirt. of Scot. v. i. p. 196. 
remains of this comp were also noticed by Roy, Stith. Antic. p. xi. On the east side of th., 
...imp, there was a Roman fort of less fin, hut of greater strength, s 	undel by three rows of 
dfichii,, and ramparts, which inclosed a rectangular area of Meta four hundred and fifty f, ..t long, 
nod four hundred feet brood. See a plan of this fort; in Roy's Mai, Antiq. pl. xxxii. ; and Gor. 
dim's him p. 42, pl.  vii. Gordon scents not to have been aware, that there had been a large 
camp on this site, of which the fort, described and represented by him, and by Roy, 1MS merely 
ni. niMenct, 	the same ember, as the fort of Ardoch forms only an inconti.derable part of the 

fortifications, at that fanuina station. 
Z s 	 - 	Roman 
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Roman road, from the incursions of the tribes, on either side of this communi-
cation.. But, Orrca, lying east-north-east, about fourteen and a half miles, 
from 	 as it Nqt6 die nio,,t central station, was al,o the most important On). 
Sit .C.1„0 as we htve observed, at the confluence of the Amon with the Tay, 
OiriaCMumandcd the eastern part of Strathern, the banks of the Tay, and the 
country, between ;his river and the Sidlaw hills (n). The Roman Orrea, like 
the modern Perth, 	central position, whunee the Roman road _,.'parted, 

'and to which it returned, through the interior highlands; as on Is rn iron the 
ninth, and tent!t, ROU're Of Richard. 

Thus much, with rqrard to the principal starions, which commanded the 
,central country, between the Forh and Tay. It is nosy proper to advert, se-
condly, to that policy of r lit Romans, by which they guarded the passes, through 
the Grampian range, within the extent of Perthshire, to the districts below. 

The first Roman strength, on the south-west, is the camp, that was strongly 
placed on a tongue of land, which is formed by the junction of the rivers 
Strath-gartney and Strath-ire, the two sources of the river Teith (0). The re-
mains of this camp may still be seen, near Bochastle, about fifteen miles, west-
south-west, from the station of Ardoch. The judicious position of the camp, at 
Bochastle, is very apparent ; as it guarded, at once, two important passes into 
the west country;   the one leading up the valley of Strath-ire, into Braidalban, and 
thence into Argyle; the other leading along the north side of Loch-Venachor, 
Loch-Achry, and Loch-Catherine, through Strath-gartney, into Dunbarton-
shire. Northward from Bochastle, the next passage from the Western High-
lands, through the Grampian range, into Perthshire, directs its ccmrsc along the 
north Side of Loch-Ern, into Strath-ern. Thlt defile was guarded, by the double 
camp at Dalgenross, the Victoria of Richard, near the confluence of the R 

(sr) Seen plan of Ones in Roy's Military Antiq. pl. xii. 
(n) On the east Bank of the Tay, above Orme, there was a large Roman camp, at Grassy. 

through which ran the Roman road. Ib. p. 65, pl. xii. As this camp was unnecessary, as a per-
cent station, it was probably thrown op to facilitate the march of some Roman army, towards 

the north, though not the army' of Agricola, who never crossed the Tay, assuredly, as General 
Roy, and others, mistakingly suppose. 

(n) This camp is distinctly laid down on Stable', map of Pen lohire, a. 4 rectangultr oblong, 
with an entry it the center of each of its sides. It is somewhat longer than the Roman fart, whisk is 
nppmite to the bridge of Ardoch, and nearly double she sine of the largest camp at Gask. On the 
top of the Don of Bochastle, a hub more than half a mile, west, from the Roman camp, there Is 
British fortress of an oval form : and about two miles east from it, on the farm of Achetlaielt, there 
is a still larger Britithio;tification of acircolor form, upon an cmiococc. Sae &obit's map of 
Perthshire and the Stat. Account of COJI.Ilder, T. II. 11,507. 

with 
•111•113•06 
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with the Ern (p). This station is more than thirteen milt, north-east from 11, 
camp at Bochastle, and about eight miles north-west from the sou ion at Ar-
doll! (.2'). The camps at Victoria not only guarded the passage along 1,vh-Ern, 

but also commanded the -western districts of Strathern. Front Victoria, afacn 
wen and a half miles, northeast, and ff 	Elierna, about six and a half 
ilorth, liarswas a Roman camp at.East-Ifindoch, on the south side of the rich 

Amon. 'his important station guarded the only practicable passage, through 
the mountains, northward, in the extent of thirty miles, from east to West (s), 

Strath-ern, which anciently had a greater extent, than is now allowed it, ap-

pears to have been the peculiar object of the Roman care. On the cast,nr 
side of this great Strath, between it and the Forth, there are the remains 
Roman posts, which ware obviously placed here to overlook the passes of tha 

Ochit hills, some of them as early, perhaps, as the winter of A. D. 83-4, while 
Agricola lay, in Fife t at Ardargic, where there seems to have been a conflict, 
there was placed a Roman camp, with the apparent purpose of guarding the 

(p) See this camp, is Ray's Milit. Antiq. p. 63, pi-xi. which he erroneously calls the camp of 
the ninth legion The plans of the camps of Dalgenross, in Gordon's him ph v. and in Hurtley's 

13sit Rom. p 	arc not quite teat. Horsley inis,ingly calla the camps, at Dalgesross, the 
Inserpeffery stamp but, it is the

cor
station of Hierna, and not Victoria, which is near Innerpefiery. 

The station of Victoria was probably connected with the port at Ardoeh, and perhaps whli that 
at Strageth, by means of .a ricinal way for, there is still to be traced the remains of snob a way, 

from the gates of Vietoisa, a short distance, in a southerly direction ; pointing to the pass, 
that leads to Aoloch See Horsley', Plan, p. 44, and Roy, pL xi. A few miles, north-east, from 

- 	the station at Dalgenross, thin. are the remains of two Roman posts of observation one of them is 
eitosited, Cr 	to have a view of all: station,. Datenroas: and the other commands a more distant 
a,ew of Sic smtion at Ardoch Stat. AccaRnt, v. viii. p. 575. 

(g; See Stviiie's map of Perthshire. 
(r) ThIs camp is placed on a high ground, which is defended by waters On two sides, and by a 

1136., with a stcep 	os the other two des It is about one hundred and eighty paces long, 
and eyhty broad ; 	it is s 

ren are  
oriounded by a strong earthen wall, a part whereof still remains, and is 

near twelve fat thick. The tches 	 gill entire, and are in some places six feet deep. A vicinal 
way diverged, from the great. Roman road, at its passage of the river Ern, near the station of 
Hier m, and led across the country to Ibis station, at East Findoeli. Near this remarkable camp, 
shear are many ruins, barrows, and 4,1t115, 	of which were found, when opened, to hare been 
the graves of those wanioss, sclin had defen

some  
ded their comary agaiiist its invaders. About a mile 

arid a quarter, northward, Isom. the Rutsas camp, at Findoch, on the summit of Dunmore hill, 
there is a akVilp British fort, c Malt laud the complete command of the pamage through those almost 
impirviuus las At d, shoat the same distance, east-north-east, from the same camp, there arc the 
remsi, of two other British forts, no the hill above Lethendy. Stobiehi map of Perthshire, and 
the Stat. Account of Morrie, v. sr. p 2,6-7. It thus appears, that both the Caledonian Britons, 
and the invading Romans, had guarded this important pan, from &sixth-are, through the bills, 
towards the north. - 

passage, 
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pagsage, through those hills, by the valley of May water (a) : and, the Roman 

policy placed another post at GIcneaglis, which secured the passage of the same 

hills, through Glendevon. Front the station at East-Findoch, the Romans 
appear to have penetrated, by the important pass, which it commanded, into 

the central highlands ; and, at the distance cf about sixteen mileS, in a direct line 

north-west, they judiciously fixed a post, at For tingal; with the obvious design, 

to guard the narrow, but useful, passage. from the middle highlands, west-

ward, through Glenlymi to Argyle (t). Fromt the camp of Findoch, about 

fifteen miles, north-east, and front Orrea, eight and a half miles, north, the 
Romans placed a station at Inchtuthel, upon an eminence, on the north bank of 

the Tay (u). This advantageous position had been the previous site of a British 
fortress. 

(r) The remains of this camp are still extant ; and have always been called, by the tradition of 
the country, the Raman Corp. It is situated upon an eminence, on the east side of May water 
and is of a square figure, each side of which is about ninety yards long. On one Ode, it is del , nled 
by a deep hollow, through which a brook runs, and on the other three sides, by trenches, which 
are ten yards wide, at the top, fourteen feet deep, on the side lima the camp, and ten feet deep, 
on the nor 	Stat. Account of Scotland, v. di. p. 309 	Stubic's Map of Perthshire. About 
a mile north.east, from this Ro, . post, there is the remain of a British hill-fort of a circular form, 
on the summit of an eminence, called the Castle-lsw. 

(r) This camp is situated on the north side of die river Lyon, at the eastern entrance of Glen-
Lyon. The area contains about eighty acres. In many places, the rampart is broken down, and 
the ditch filled up, for the purpofc of cultivation the prmtorium still remains complete. In dly,12ir,g 
for antiquities in it, there were found three urns, and a copper vessel, with a beak, handle, and three 
feet. Stat. Account of Scot. v. ii. p. 456; Roy's Milk. Antiq. v. ii. pl. six.; Stobie's Map of . 
Perthshire; Pennant's Tour, v. 	p 25. As Pennant calls it a Cunt/Ion, I suspect, he has COS- 
sidered the Prstorium, 	the only work. Roman. coizill have been found, in different places of the 
adjacent country. Stat. Ace 	of Scut. v. 	p. 456. In digging the foundation of a to„  ern  

"tar T"Yh..t 	
ount

h, about three miles cast of this camp, there were found fourteen silver dmiari,, lint 
no 	of them of a later date than the age of Marcus Aurelius. Pennant, v. 	p. 

(u) 'Pim site of this station is a height, an the north side of the river Tay, in the panah of 
Caputh, the top of which forms a flat of about one htuulred and sixty acme, raised about six, y feet 
above the surrounding plain, and of an equal height, and regularly steep, on every side. On this 
elevated plain, there is the remain of n Roman camp of a square form, thus lie, hundred 
each way: at some distance, from this camp, on the east side, them 16 a mdokibt 	the ed, 
the height on the western extremity of this height, which runs into a 	tile, iE, ill., 

trenched post, 'fortified by five ramparts, and a 	Ean s ny 1,,Ases, 	 th • 	• 	: 
distance eastward, between this entrenched post, and the camp, a ,,Empart. 	 the

m  fro 	side to side. This level se nit was fortified, by the Brit i 	pool 	mol 	y lied a 
hero, before the Romans took possession of it. The dry •,1 me rEEnTEE,Er, wIEEE 
margin of the height, and formed the defence of the 7 	ngtl, 	iE, E., v 
perfectly distinct. Pennant's Tour, v. ii. p. 67; Roy's Milit. Anti+ v. i, p 75. am! id. Y , 

n. 	; Stat. Account of Scot, s. n.. p. 5o4-5. Inclnmhri. the 	• 
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fortress. This station, in conjunction midi em.ther Ron:Jo to 
miles eastward, upon the Haugh of Maul, ,vs the o. et ern a 
Isla, completely command:A the whole of 'Srmont, 	eve 
could lout - the Caledonians down from Athr,l,

to 
 and 

countries below 	The several statioffi, which 
Iter of Richard, were placed at Varis, at -Pace 
of the Dee above, and in Gleff4jhee, on the Isla, 
overawe the Caledonian people of the mountainous dis 
upper streams of the Spey, and tho Dee. Thus much, t 
Roman posts, which wore thus intended to command the 
mountains, through the whole extent of Perthshire; and 
below, from the Forth to the Tay. • 

'1-he law countries of Angus, and Mearns, were secured, as 51 
diately lied, by Roman posts of a different Lscation. Pram It 
seven miles east, at Coupar-Angus, on the Last side of the Isla 
course of the Roman road, there was a Roman camp of a square form, co 
soloing within its ramparts four and twenty acres (y). This camp command 
the passage down Strathmore, between the liit!law hills, on the south-east, a 
the Isla on the north-west in conjunction with the camp on the Ha 
Hallholo, on the West of the Isla, the camp of Coupar guarded the 

leading d own Strathardle, and Glen-Slice. Duni Coupar, about 

sent name of this Once, is derived from the Scotmli 
This 	iv a s doubtless given, by the Ssoto-lt 
sis 	volts side of the river Tay, at thelose of 
stn 

()lrmn this csinp, a liege 	dearth, called the Maar 
a tlitsh, 	 sisty feet instant from the wall, runs out 

arly two 	,,and a ielf and is slid to have joined. thee 
Map of Perthshirer mid the Stat. ACC011111. of Capoth, v. ix. 
true, this rampart, and those trencher, noise hiss formed a v 
form of a delta, six or seven mike, irt sinsumference having the over Is o  on theart,'(  

st, this Tay on the tooth, and wee, and the Craving Aids, eonuecting bah these Ore 
north. 

(y) Stat. Account, v. x.ii. p. so. Tito camp at Coupe-Angus it represented by Mai 
lie. cif Scot. p. poi  as appearing to have been an equilutsral gmulrangle of four bond 
fortified with twa strong ramparts, and hires ditches, .whioltto o c  seen, on 
and southern Milo." Little inure than a mile south from CuuparsAngits, there ars 

moor, the remains of writhes Roman comp, of which Roy gives a description, and a p 
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north-east, stood the Roman camp of Battledikes, as remains evince (.r.). This 
great camp was obviously plaeed here to guard the passages, from the highlands, 
thrOugh,Gleiplisk, and Glen-Prosen ; and at the same time, to command the 
whole interior of the lowlands, beneath the base of the Grampian mountains. 
From the camp at Battledikes, about eleven and a half miles, north-east, there 
was a Roman camp, the remains of which may still be traced, near the mansion-
house of Keithuck ; and is now known, by the name of Wardikes (a). This catnp 
was established, near the foot of the hills, whereon had been previously placed the 
Caledonian fortresses, which are known b) the British name of Caterrhtm. This 
camp was here fixed, as a guard on the passage, from the highlands, through the 
Glens of North-lisk, and of the West-water and it commanded a considerable 
sweep of the low country, lying between the mountains, and the coast. In 
the interior of Forfarshire, there was a Roman camp, which is now called 
flarelaulds, situated ten miles, north, from the frith of Tay, fourteen miles, 
south-south-west, from the camp of Wardikes, at Keithock, and eight miles, 
south-south-east, from the camp of Battledikes; with which last, it was con-
nected, by a vicinal road, that still remains (b). The camp at Harefaulds was 
judiciously placed, for commanding a large extent of Angus, southward to the 
Tay, eastward to the sea; and northward, it joined its overpowering influence, 
with that of Battledikes. The country below the Sidlaw hills, on the north side  - 

(a) The turns length of this camp is oy7o feet, and the mean breadth iSpo. Roy's Mitt. 
p. 66, and pl. xis. And see a description, and a plan ,d this camp, with the vicinal road, kading  , 
front it to the camp of Harefaulds, by the Rev. Dr. Jameson. Biblioth Tupog. Brit. Nu. xxxei. 

(a) The Roman camp near Keithock, which was formerly named War-dikes, and is now called 
Plack.dikes, lying on dm road to Gannachy bridge, two miles, and two thirds, north, from 
Brechin, has been elaborately described to me, by the intelligent Colonel Imrie he states it " to 
" be 2 rectangular parallekgram, Olson sides 2.12.  3.91 yards, by no yards; comprehending 25 
4. English acres. Upon the north-west, and south-west, sides, the vallum em  hr fully traced, 

except the spot, that is marked as ploughed. Upon the nortly.east side, a Flew boundaly fence,', 
" between.two adjoining proprietors, rum in the direction of the old wall, and Ims nearly destroyed:" 

every vestige of it The soutl.east side h. been for many year, a part of cultivated fields yet, 
" the old dike a perfectly remembered; and a Person, "'aiding "car the spot, says that, 

assiseed, in ploughing. up but, as two of its sides are determined, and the mane angle is Conn 
by measureinent, to be a right angle, the camp has been ascertained to be of the figs  . 

44  dimensions, above mentioned." There an imperfect sketeh of this camp 	liyy's 
pl. xi, In the Statiftical Account, v. 	p. aa3,  this rseraqunm paralnisgrent of twenty-li 
is called a Danrek ramp! 

(9) See a oiscription, and a plan of this camp, and vieinal Nail, by the Rev. l)..inmeson. 
Topog Brit. N. xxxvi And see Roy's Milit Antim p. 67, and pl. xi ,. The site of this  • 

camp is eight stiles, soutbaouthtast, from the camp of Battle-dikes, and about ten miles, north 
from the Tay. 

iL 
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of the Estuary of Tay, was guarded by a Roman camp, near feccyttowrie, wliid, 
ad a communication, on the north-cast, with the camp vl I I, beilds (r). 	11.: 
earns was equally well protected as Angus. Northeast, I,nn Wardikes, 
out twelve miles, there was placed a Roman station at Fordun, which was of 

eerier extent than its remains seem to evince (a). It was commodiously placed 
the rise of tho-valley, that is known, by the appropriate name, of tic //tee 

E the Mearns,..which it protected, with the country, southward, toNorth-Fsk, 
d eastward, to the sea. From Fordon, north-east, eleven miles, and from the 
stage Of The Dee, at Mary-colter, south, six miles, was placed the great 
up, called Raedikes, upon the estate of Ury(e). This station, which has been 
y attributed to Agricola, but may pretty certainly be assigned to L. Urhkus, 
mmanded the narrow country, between the north-east end of the Grampian 
Is and the sea, as well as the angle of land, lying between the sea, and the 
e. 	From Fordon, about four and a half miles, west-north-west, there seas a 

Roman post, at Clattering-bridge, which is now known, by the name of the Green 

(e) The remains of this camp are about two miles, west, from Dundee, and half a mile, north, 
Invergowrie, on the Tay. Maitland says, it is about two huadred yards squaw, fortified with 

high inmpart, and a spacious ditch. Hist. of Scotland, v. i. p. 215. And 8, also the Stat. 
ceonot of Liff and 13.We, v. xia. 'p. sts. The .site of this camp still bears the name of Cate. . 
ellie ; no doubt, from the British Cadre, a fortress, a stronghold. This camp must ail,, has. 
fwered the propose of keeping up a commun. , ication with the Roman shipping, in the Tay. 
(d) Near to the mansion-honk, of F redo and Mina n mile, soutbsowithwast, of the clinrch of 
don, they was an extensive Roman chmp, the ramparts, .d ditches, of which remained peen, 
pletc, tiff about fifty years ago. Since that time, a great part of them have been levelled, 
the ground brought into cultivation. Parts, however, of two of them, still remain thew 
iges run at right angles to one another, and seem to bare composed the west, and eon!, sides of 
camp. The Lather-water, which is here only a rivulet, ran formerly through the west aide of 
camp; and on thee.t side of it there are several springs. This stmagth is called, by UK' people 
te country, the Nest Comp. At a little distance, eastward, ruin is u very complete Rom. fort, 
4 is supposed to lime been the Prweriere of the West Camp. It is of an oblong reerangalai 

surrounded by a ditch, and rampart. The ditch is eighteen feet wide, and is even now 
feet deep i bat it was formerly deeper, as the old people, who reside near b, assert. TM tr. 
brio it, from east ro west, about 	 ):,edit long, am! about 3 yards broad ; earl cin, about 

V 	ar the south, 	cor 	i 	se of die width of onta  
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castle. It was advantageously placed here, for the obvious purpose of guarding 
the veil-known passage, through the Grampian mountains, by the Cairn-o'nmunt, 
into the valley of the Mearns (1). At the distance of four miles, south-::owl, 
west, from the Green castle, .d " about three quarters of a mile besouth of 
" Fetters-ire,'' Maid And nsistahiogly supposed, that there bad been " a beaut;-
" ful Roman fort"(g). But, he merely mistook a Brhish strength, far a Roman 
post; as a minute survey, in 1798, clearly evinced (h). 

The whole coast of Caledonia, from the Goya to the Voter, comprehending 
the territories of the Taixali, and the Vacomagi, were secured by the coat.. 
mantling wation, at Glenmailen (a), with its subsidiary posts; by the hammedi-
ate static', of Tuessis, on, the Spey (6); and by the itnprep,mable fort at Nero-
ttm (65). Such, then, is the review, which it was prows.' to make, of the hostile 
arrangements, that the Ii annuls established, for commanding the passes of the 
mountains, and securing the tranquillity of the low countries: and, they show 
distinctly how well they knew both the outline, and interior of Caledonia; and 

( f ) I Callfea 0115 remarkable post to be surveyed, in May t798: it stand, on a precipitous bank, 
on the nortlueast of the Clattering.hum t the area of the fort, within the ramparts, measures 157 
feet, nine inches, at the nortly,ast end, and at the south-west, as feet 6 inches the length is 
ass feet 6 inches. The ditch is 37 feet 6 inches broad, at the bottom. The rasuparp winch is 
wholly of earth, is in height, from the bottom of the ditch, f t feet Mae inches. 

(g) Hist. Scot. v. i. p. 50o. 
(0) At my requeit, this fort, at Balbegno, was accurately examined, in May 5791, by James 

Strachan, who, inspecting it, with ',',prejudiced eyes, found it to be a vitrified fort of British 
"".r""6°.• IIc. saYey " It is situated shoot seven hundred yards west of Balmain, and near s 

mile south-west from Fetteecaim. It is of an oval form ; and is surrounded by two ramparts. 
o The outer rampart is built with dry stone., without any lime, or mortar, and without the lealt 

mark of any tool and under the foundation are found asters of burnt wood. The space betwixt 
° the stet, and. Sr rampart, .1559511T6 93 feet 9 inches. The inner wall is 30 feet thick, End 
" has all untierg, ibe *ration of Oil rifiedlitin. The area within this is 14.o feet long, 67 feet 6 itches 

" broad at the east end, and sz feet 6 inches broad at the wcut. end. The el,vation on the north 
o side is about ye, feet, and full 6o feet on the south side, where it is all wet mos,. ground." ftc 
calls it the Cret0 Cairn, at Balhegno. Such is the description of James Stmehan, the scientific 
gardener of my late worthy friend, 1.or,1 Adam Gordon, to whose 4ealon° kindness, I ow° °'°ch  
information. It i5 txo,timned it, the sum. Account of Fettereaiim, vol. o. p. 334. The minister 
says, " It is on the came of Balbegno, and that tradition calls it Fingl 	C.frP. ; and tit •  roPlc 
" believe it to have been her residence after the molder of Xing' Kenneth, hie attendants 8, fire 

" i0 the building, and reduced it to usints." Such en, Ingend ! 
(e) Sec before, and a t,lan of the camp, and grounds al.. Glenina;l, Si Roy, ph Ii. 
lt) SIT before, p. icy, and the description of the station of 'rtie°siu. 	 • 
(M) lU.e. a ,tir.ny 	Ptinn,ou, or the Burgh.lteail of Mutiny, in 	oy, pl. xxxiii, and nyuit; 

iti.3 5,0 :1 	of r, front ;no, 5,551 wrivy, befol°, p 5.; t. 
with 
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astle,Age see the predominaung policy of guai.ding the passcs, which le'd into 
e;tptelior 6f VAspasiana:(f 
It Wiii4e wise dictates of ate same policy, that established the well-known 

p at  }Wefaulds  :-connected as it was, by a vicinal way, with the station, at 
tledikes, on the great Roman'road, northward ; and commanding, as it 

e center of Angus, we may equally presume, that it was. 
t41,34*nd of t4.1?isus. The similarity of the structur 

Rae-dikes, at Ury, to the cam 
;which we;now knew is the hum of Richard 
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likeness to the camps, at Battle-dikes, at Grassy walls, and at Ardoch, may 
induce the inquisitive reader to conclude, that the camp at Thy was,111. the some 
manner, formed by the policy of Urbicus (g). At Fordon, in the Warns, thorn 
are the revvains of a station, as v 	rrvc Ken, which wa, places! here, by the 
necessity of' a pont, for connuchding the country t and we eriy inier, fret.. the 
judiciousness or it, position, in the corer of 111.. Mourns, that the urinesta-
tion was fixed at Fordon, during the existence of VOIXIStalla, and the command 
of Urbicus. It was probably the dictates of the same liCeett,ity, during the same 
period, which established the strong outpost, at Clattering-bridge, rear the foot 
of Ito Cairii.omtount, for checking the 111.11,1fillS of the mountaineers above, 
into the lowlands of the Mearns below. 

Of the camp, at Invergowrie. it is more easy to determine its policy, which 
was intended to protect the northern bank of the Tay, than to fix 
logy, that probability places under the able command of Urbicus. 
Aroargie, which stood on .an eminence "above the river Play, 
designed to command the pass, from 'Fife into Strathern, through 
bills, by the valley of the May-water': as it thus hunted one of the massy links 
of the chain of stations, which were placed by the policy of Urbicu's, for guard 
ing the defiles into Strarhern, we may pretty certainly presume, that the post of 
Ardargle was also established with so many Other Roman positions, while the 
Roman power was at its height, in Britain; while Vespasiana c =Mucci t 
occupy,_ and command, so large a portion of Caledonia. 
and nature, of VespaSiana; with the positions of those sever 
sidereo, the necessity, which demanded their 
that localized each of them, will..become a •at 
When the Romans 'evacuate 
and its security, would b 
carried an army into that re 
that he reoccupied, and refortified such of those posts, a: 
fiat designs. 

'The aLle transactions of Lollies Urbicus were at length to close, with the 
beneficent policy, which had given hint the commap0 of Britain. On the 
7th of March tot, cited Antonin. Pius; who was it Meiliatolv succeeded, in 

empire, by Marcus Aurelius (h). 
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Urbicus ceased to be the Proprmt sr of Britain. The tranquillity of ib 
which afforded no events, for history to notice, i 	 of hi 
both for peace, and vim., and of the wise measur 
for effecting their ambitious purposes. - 

'rho demise of one emperor; the succession of  
a governor, who knew how to conciliate, and to 
rise to some dkurbance among the tribes. Bute 
sent to Britain, as rite sum, or of Lollies 17J6 
address, to enforce subroTsion, and to restore qt 
years, which succeeded the year 165, no occurrences arose, ft 
history. Amid,t this tranquillity, which shows, distinctly, the 
governors, and the weakness of the premed, the Romans evacuated 
country, on the north of the wall, except perhaps Can;elon, on 
Theodosia, on rite west. The united force of the Caledonian 
perhaps, have removed the Roman troops from the Bar 
numerous forts, ;vhieh enforced their obedience. The R 
country, which experience had taught them to regml, 
agreeable. The advice of Augustus, to set bounds to t 
fions of Trajan, as to the inutility of distant territories (k.  
of Aurelian. who was preparing for a war with the Ger 
biped motives, ;vhich directd the eva. 
in the memnroldc year 170, A.D. (/) 

(;) Florsh.y'c Ram p. to ; 
(I, In giving a geoi.1,1 

hi, 1'4. p 4, " vu 
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CHAP. V. 

Of the Campaign of Severns. 

WHEN the Romans abdicated the government of the greater part of North-
Britain, by evacuating the posts, on the north of the wall of Antonin, the 
tribes, who ranged along the eastern 'Coast, from the Forth to the Varar, re-
sumed their • ind,pendence. Yet, such is the effect of subjugation, that the 
Caledonian clans long remained tranquil. During the misrule of Commodus, 
some of those tribes are said to have passed the wall, in A.D. 183 ; and to have 
pillaged the country, within that strong boundary of the empire. But, Ulpius 
Marcellus, being sent against them, easily restored tranquillity, though he seas 
ill requited, by his unfeeling master. It was inure difficult to prevent the 
mutiny of the Roman army, under the unpopular command of rerennis. It 
was harder still to check the emulations of ambition, that led to tint.e contests, 
fur the empire, between Seven., Niger, and A ibintia, which, after a blpody 
struggle, left Severus sole master of the Roman world. Britain adheres! to 
Albinus ; yet, amidst so much civil contention, on the neighbouring continent, 
this island remained, for some years, in a state of quiet. 

Whether it were the defeat, and death, of Albinus, at the battle of Lyons, in 
597 	; or the division of Britain, which had hitherto formed one province, into 
two governments; or the distraction of the rulers, amidst so much contention 
for power; it is certain, that the Caledonians invaded the 12ontan territ,y, 
at the conclusion of.the second•century. Virius Lupus, the govcruur, brought 
them to wish for peace. And, while Severus WAS still •OCCUpilAl, in the cast, 
with domestic insurrection, or foreign soar, his Lieutenant, in Britain, entered 

• into a treaty with the Ma,atx, and Caledonians, during the yoar 2.,0 (a). But, 

(a) 	be• rac Sup. Ace. Corp. Diplom. Part ii. 	ha cilia,. a 	of Dion 
Autiquarita have ailfered, in their apiniaor, whether the  laboatai 110 at within, Os 0 'tow , ti well 
of :Vito:boa but, it la to be observed, lit, That if they loot li.el wi 	oil,' vial, 
would have been Riarian °kale!, ; ally, If they had bean Rama, 	, the van, iar s_ .t.- 
.., laa have eoterial iia 	 m o a "-nay ,v;th the 	; adly, If Pi • Mini: a laid 	lianiao 

wiiLiu the avail, the Caleciaoia,iii %yeah! at lea° ai • 	 aiiaiiat tar 
and, she Minn were, thetitifore, acdl . ,tribe, who livid yeii/i.e/ 	 ;lie low cram. 

try, in contiaidiatiiieii,,,, 	,he proper Coludooiana, who 	at 	grii:ALA dii nee, io the eartlictiii 
covert, of the heights. 
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In the beginning of the year nog, Severus, after all those preparations, marched 
from the scene of his labours into the Caledonian regions. lo the civilized 'country, 
which lay between the walls, and which was already opened by roads, and secured 
by stations, he must have met with every facility, that his judgment could direct, 
and his power cotnmand. Ile had his choice of two ways, for the easy march 
of his troops, the western, and the eastern : the western W. the most comma. 
dims; but, considering the greatness of the army, which Severus led into the 
Caledonian territories, we may easily suppose, that lie would divide hi army 
into two cohouns ; which would take their separate routes, each by one of those 
roads, for the convenience of subsistence, and with the policy of overawing the 
intertmdiate tribes. Along bolt those principal roads there were commodious 
posts, which greatly facilitated the march of the Roman troops through a' 
settled country of more than eighty miles (r), 

Being thus arrived at the wail of Amonine, Severus marched front this Prat 
tentura into the country of the Mmatm, and even penetrated into the territories 
of the Caledonians, without meeting with touch resistance. The classic au., 
thors magnify the difficulties of his march, without recollecting, that Agricola 
had penetrated into the same country, before him ; that Lollius Urbicus had 
formed roads, and constructed stations, which pointed out his objects, and pro. 
rooted his operations. The emperor is said, however, to have felled woods, 
drained marshes, made ways, built bridges ; unnecessary works seerningly, 
which fatigued his troops, enured to hard labour as they were, and ruined his. 
army, hardy as it MUSE have been. Dion assures us, that Severus lost fif 
thousand men, during this laborious campaign. if he marched such an arm 
into the recesses of Caledonia, without a fleet to furnish them with supplies 

completely ruinous, by neglect, and time ; idly, Seems knew its vinous State, 
and foreseeing, that a similar strength would protect Lis retreat, in civic of 

nined to build a stronger wall, on the some site, in the Autumn of nit, L 
orth ; 4thly, Both Dio, and Herodias, inform us, that the unworthy 

the Caledonians the forts, which Seems had built in their 	5thly, 
owns knew, he bad built forts among the Caledonian tribet, that.„tlie will of Amu 
respect, moremodioas, as the limit of  t com 
to di, SOlway Art from those facts nod 
xs  an officer, and a ttatetinan 	ha 
coniiiton sente, if he hildc 
which garo him a right to'  

ported, by an inicription,i. 
p. 63 ; and which attest, drat the 
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he might have lust a greater number, without feeling the stroke of an enemy. 
Yet, such was his obstinacy of perseverance, that he penetrated so far into the 
north, as to be enabled to take notice of the length of the days, and the short-
ness of the nights, which' were both so different from those of RomeTd). 
Unable to resist his arias, the tribes sought for peace from his clemency. 
'they surrendered some of their arm"", and rclinqui,Ined to hint part of their 
country (e). After this success, which was thought at Rome to merit the title 
of Imperater; he returned within tine Roman territories. But, he did not long 
survive this honour, or taut success. Whether:the Caledonian tribes had yet 
learned to consider a treaty as sacred ; or had advanced far enough inn civiliza. 
Lion; to know how to derive an advantage from the ali.rraction of courts, is 
uncertain: but, tinny had scarcely made their peace with Sevcrus, evince they 
renewed hostilities. Irritated by the odious attempt i i In::: son, Caracalla, On 
his life; impatient, from declining health, at an advanced age; he issued orders 
to renew the scar ; and to spare neither age, nor sex. But, Caracalla, who 
was entrusted with conducting the hostilities, rather busied himself, in gaining 
over the army to act against his brother, and his father, than in executing the 
vengeful orders of the dying emperor. Scverus expired at York, on the 4th 

(A) Tiiia observation of Dion is strengthened, by au intimation of Richard, satin has placed the 

Ara norm', biorrli Raman; on the promontory mmeating the Cnomarty, and Murray bbiths, the 

former, the Loss, and the latter, the Vara:: of that learned Moak. YTt, Roy has mistabingly 

placed the Are Frahm lorporii Romani on the more northern point of Tarbet-ness. Aiaslie has 

copied the misconception of Roy; and the laic survey of Murray has adopted the mistakes of both, 

with regard to the true site of the Are Firrime Imprrii Romani. Them are remains on the more 

southern pro:non:cry, which fortify the position of Richard. The Stat. Account of Cron:arty, 

ai• p. 259, says that, " about than miles south of this idsca, there is a very distinct appcnr-

" anee of a camp in the figure of an oblong square, supposed to ha, been a Danish camp. At 

one corner of it, there is the appearance of a number of graves, iddel: makes it prohahle, that 

many must have fal/en in some attack upon it." These graves may denote the site of the Roman 

cemetery. Mr. Robert Smith, the intelligent minister, adds that, " about a mile from the encamp- • 
rnent, there is a very large collection of round stones, and hard by it n small, one; some of the 

" stosoi are cf a "oatsiso, which a., at have cuss great labour in pthericg it :" there havo J:Iso 

been some stone coffins 	and near those cairns, by whidlt circumstance we may suppose tItese 

are sepulabral tumuli. The cairra on Tsbetness, which misled those, Iyho plmol Inc eli l'a:Long 

- J:aper;i R.01.11,i, oc that promostory, 'were fcbod, ,,hen esn:nined by my in,ejligont f. ],ad, the 

Reverend William Leslie ofl.m-bridr, to he merely the beacons, which the ladiermeu t.1 the ad-

acent coast had er“tod, Zor db. etiog their doviol, conne through a trothlotts sea. 

() Barbey:de 6:ml. Corp. 	Part ii. p. 35. Tu., has been found at tar well.komon Ro- 

mat. Station at cramond, on thc Itodb, a,ilver medal of Smarms haring on tilt tote the lm: of 

P
he emperor, slit: the Icgond iiaartte5 	Ana. oil the rove., 	nuaToit Par 	Ilomk) 'a 

rit. Rom. p.62 i  and 1Vood's Hist. of Coanond, p. 5. This important medal is a strung con. 

rolatiail 	tl,o 	::::,.reseatatioas of '.blory, to: that memorable occasion. 

b 2 
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of February 2n, in the sixty-sixth year of his age; and in the thirdiyear of 
his administration iu Britain (f). 

Severus has been less fortunate, than Agricola, in his biographer, The 
emperor's transactions, its Britain, arc less distinctly known than even those of 
Urbicus, either from the intimations of history, or front the in 	of 
Monuments. And it is very difficult to ascertain the dates of eventaiNhat are 
themselves indistinctly known. The great work of Severus was the wall, which 
he constructed Irons the Tine, to the Solway, before, as we have' seen, rather 
than after, he entered Caledonia. Ile repaired the roads, and %fortified the 
stations, which his predecessors had left bins, rather than formed new ones, 
whickwquld have required consideration to contrive, and rinse to execute!.  
general, it may be observed, that those roads, and cnnps, which cannot be 
clearly assigned to Urbicus, and Agricola, may be attributed to Severus. It 
is certain, however, that Roman remains, which have been recently discovered, 
in Caledonia, confirm classic authorities, with regard to this memorable cam-
paign of the emperor Severus (g). 

Whether 

(f) Tillernont's ILA. torn. iii. p. Bz : The last intimv, ion 51m, s, in opposition to I larvley, that 
Severs, arrived, in Britain, during the year za, and not s 556, as in Brit. Ram. p.56-7. and bin 
Chinn Tables nub. an. soy. 

(g) ik Roman cattsen,ay bee he,n discovered, running M a dice ct ion horn sontli.east to north- 
west, along the bottom of Moss-Flandem, which COVCIK an 0111311. of svveml 	on }Its itpot 
itd, of the river Furth, about nine miles ,vst from ilia station of Alatma un the 
rend, northward. In thr mine muss, there were found, several yearn aga, a number,  
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Whether the son of Severus ever fought with the heroes of Ossian, on the 
river Carron, admits of a similar doubt. It is demonstrable, however, that the 
language of the Caledonian Bard was not spoken, within she Caledonian re-
gions, fcr three centuries, after the campaign of Severus had closed, with . 
fruitic,s efforts;  though with arrogated honours. But, heroic poetry requires 
not authentic history to support its elegant narratives, nor to justify its ingenious 
lien:mt. The language of Os,:ian became rite vernacular dialect of North-
Britain, at asubseqUent period; and the Bard may have praised the valour, or 
deplored-the misfortunes, of his countrymen, in Gaelic verses, Which, as they 
delighted a rude people, were transmitted, by tradition, to their chihlren, and 

	

the 6'oang repeated, in pleasing episodes, what were thus delivered too,thent by. 	• 
the old, as the oral communications of their remote ancestors. 

it, ord.- that ha might see the devoted objects did, warfare. Encyclopedia iris. n. od p 38.7.9 t. 
add to those intimations of Roman foovitepw, and Roman arta, Sat in May .7(41, there None dog 
up, from tha bottom of Kincardine moss, a large round yawl of thia bra, twanty-figs in01.9 in 
diamataa, :lad sixteen inches in height, the mouth sixtoen itahe, and a half in diameter, wIdcli' 
suppmad to have bean a Roman camp ketile. It Iv. roma], lyihg upon a strapin of 	beneath 
file moss, which is generally from over to twelve feet dacp. It ,an presented to the Antiquary 
Society of Scotland by John Ramsay, the laird of A uchlat tyre, in April a .-/Fe. allecoant,aaf 'the 
Anti+ Soc. of Scot. p.91.. 
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CHAP. VI. 

Of the Treaty, which Caraealla made with the Caledonians ; of 
thr Picts; of the Scats; of the Abdication of the Roman 
G11,ernmcnt. 

5 

THE demise of Severus, on the 4th of February all, bad scarcely delivered 

the empire to the government of his two sons, Caracalla, and Geta, when the 

eldest concluded a peace with the Caledonians. Caracalla relinquished, by this 

treaty, the territories, which they had recently surrendered to his lather; and 

abandoned the forts, which Ile had ambitiously erected in their fastnesses (a). 

The very terms of the pacification suppose, that the wall of Antonin, as it had 

Inn g beets the northern limit of the empire., in Britain, was to continue to be 

the boundary of separation, between the Roman provincials, and the Caledonian 

tribes. The medals, which have been found, near the northern limit (J); and 

the stations, which were garrisoned, far beyond the southern walls; establish 

that important fact, in opposition to retry didieuld,s(c). The rival emperors 

hostesses! to Rome, the great scene of their ambition ; taking hostages, from 

the nedonian tribes, line their faithful adherence to the late treaty, which 

ensures!, indeed, uninterrupted peace, for many years (d). 

Such was the wise policy of the treaty with Caracalla, which resulted front 

an attention to the interest of both parties ; and suds was the threatening aspect 

of the northern wall; that the Caledonian tribes remained quiet, for almost a 

(a) lhotteyritch Corps Dipl. Part it. p 33, who quotes Xiphilin, for the Ones. 	oho 
I„ (

t) 
the sore account of 'di:, ren,,,rkable treaty, is h. iii. di.dt. 

(t) 	coins of AntetniatisCalanallit t aut.! of the emperor 1)ionleetan, who newel to rei,o, ita 
304, 	linen di,covrird at Cramond, where so many reliths ltdve Itei it found t 	e !none, elect 
this contenidione port, on t. , Forth, had continued a Roman liattethe, till the Il.dmati eleparttue 
front flritain. See Wont's 	Cramintil 	p. t, s  t and Gordo: di: Itio. Sept p I IS. 

(c) I Ittr,Idy's Snit. Root. 65 	Whit. 1-ititch, St., 	26-2.63. 

• (el) literodiatt lib. 	ch. 	Idttlutyrud Sop. Croy, liddl tin.t it. p. 33. 
ccut,..ry ; 
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century; if we'may jddge, from the continued silence of the clas,ic authors, 
d from the effects, resulting from those salutary measures. As they had not 

much communication with the Roman provinces of the south, the Caledonian 
ople seem not to have interested themselves, its the affairs of the Rommized 

-.Britons, within the Roman limits. As they had no knowledge of the ambi. 
tie., scenes, which were, successively, acted on the theatre of Rome, the 

iSnian clans appear to have been lithe affected, by the elevation of Cxsars, 
fall of tyrants; by the u.strpation of Carausitts ; by the assassination of 
urper ; or by the recovery of Britain, as a province of the empire. 

After the resignation of the imperial power by Dioclesian, and Maximian, in 
305, Britain became an inconsiderable portion of the western empire, 
mild government of the virtuous Constance. 

Meantime, the five tribes of provincial Britons, who bred wit 
ern wall, were too inconsiderable to be muds interested, in the 
the Roman world: but, they were not perhaps too poor to be 
envy to less opulent clMs, who sometimes plundered what they 
to acquire, and civilization to enjoy. 'lb this cause it seas prob 
Constance found it necessary to come into Britain, during the 
repel the Caledonians; and other Piers (m). 'lisle is the first time that 
appear in history. The Calethsnian people had often been metiqoned 
by classic authors, under other names. The Cakdonians were, on this occasion, 
called Pine, awing to their peculiar seclusion Prows the Roman provincials, on 
the south of the walls: and they were often mentioned, during the decline of the 
Roman empire, by orators, historians, and poets, by that significant appella- 

(,,,) Cddones 'dap, Pisa are the significant expressions of Eomenius, the orator, who, in a 
panegyric, doting the year :97, and again 	go/r, was 	Cult, who mentioned the Piesi, as 
poor& As the learned profe5kg of Autun knew the meaning tibia own language, see are bound 
to regard the alte,fook,,,s, and Piers, as the same 'evil., at the end of the third century. Towards 

s  the conclusion of the fourth r,otory, Ammiamn Marcellinus, also, spoke 'of the CaleAnion, end 
Pies, as the rams peerrle 	Eo tempo," says he, Lb. %%VII. Cll. VII. " Pirri in doas votes &rim, 

Dicaledones, et Vectoriones." 011 this occasion, poetry has also added her agreeable blandish. 
s to the narmtices of veracious history, in allowing, that the classic authors supposed, perhaps 

takingly, the c 	among the Candoniana, of painting themselves, to he the n:.: 	which 
Indoced tho,c writer, t

ogotn, 
o 	The Cahnlenian tribes, by the appropriate name of Piei. And, 

diao shout the year 1.co, De bell, class 	alluded to them in the following lines 

crkgit 	Pict,r maricote 
in his paorgyric 0,1 '11.20,10 vi 0,', victories, the pet ag-aiii speaks thus of the Picts: 

o 	levee Moue, occ false nomine news 
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Lion. The name of Piny has continued, to the presenr dot, the theme of 

antiquarian dispntes, and tl,e designation of nation.] hiadr. That the Picts 

were Caledonians, we ti 	have seen in the mention of cl 	uthors, during 

theeeifenturie, tit 	the Caledonians were the North-Bri ,n., who fought 

Agricola, at the font of the Grampian, we know from the nature of the events, 

and the attesta.lo0 of 'lac its. : that the Northern Britons of the first century 
were the tl,cm lants of the ColticAlmriginci, who were the same 

the southern Britons, during the earliest times, has been satisfactotilY proved, 
as a moral certainty. 

The inroads of the Caledonians, and other Picts, were soon repelled by the 
Roman leeionarirs, undor (:on.mntitts, who did not long survive his easy, but 

decisive,t success for, Le died at York, on the asth of July 306 (n). The • 
subsequent silt e of hi..tory, with regard to the future conduct of the Cale-
donians, and other Picts, is the best evidence of the, efficiency of his campaign. 

Almost forty years elapsed, before the Caledonians, and other Picts, again in-

fested the territories of the provincial Britons, though civil wars had meanwhile 

caged; though the metropolis of the empire had been carried to Constantinople ; 
though foreign,' and domestic hostilities had ensued, upon the death of ITS 

great Constantine. In 3,13, CO,IallS is said, on dubious authority, indeed, to 
have come into Britain ; and by a short campaign to have repelled a feeble inn oat 

Of the Picts (a). A silence of seventeen years again inform us, with instructive 

evidence, that the provincials remained unmolested, and that the Picts Wol 

long qvier. 	• 

Wbilc C Instance, the emperor, watrfully occupied V ith the Pereians, in the 
east, and Julian, the Caesar,astns equally employed writh the Gernions, on the 

frontiers of Gaul, the peace was broken in•Brilaitt, by the inroads of the Sens, 
and the Picts. The frontiers were wasted ; the provincials were harassed ; and 

they dreaded future mischiefs, front a•tecollection of ,the past. Occupied with 
the immediate defence of th, Rhine, and ineditatiMt ambition., projects, Julian 
sent Lupichnts, a capable offic,r, with' sufficient troops, to repel the savago in-
cur,iOns of the Scots, .and Pict, p). But, his attention appeases to hate been - 
too much occupied with the conunencent.t of the civil v.ar, between Constance, 
and iMian, nr allow bin to 9ffectitate the object of his mission, at that troublous 

1,,) 	.l. neat !Vit. de Emp. tom. vi. p. 91. 
^ 	T 	WYLY Flpa. d., 1:14. tom. iv. p. 	I hd 	. 	leav, p 72. 

99.9991, that tl 	 acted e ds ., le with the 
(p) 	u. hb. us. ch. i f 'Dilemma 14t. v. iv. p. 

The 

   
  



(q) Seetti, per diver, vagantoiq Multa populabantur. Lib xxvii. 	s 
(v) 	In ti l0 aucecoive paliegyrits of Catalina, wc may sc.: th,i Liston, 	,is of it. 

courtly ports 
" 	Scott= trio wire macrono Secant 
" Fregit Hyperliewas stns' andaeibus ends'. 

Scoter um cumulus flovit glad:di, Iron. 

totem CUM Setae. 7npn 
& iitfeqd ptimava reinige 

14.con 	Chadian be consited, it is impossible not to perceitc, that he regarded 1,1.rnd, 
neemmit of the (dill age. A ceiitrtii and a kilt, aft,-
the plotter mitaitry of the Scots i a sentiment, which 
roof, what appLiared do Camden to be hi6tori,i1 demon. 

Son .end was an island ; adly, That an. 

	

unttita ; 3dly , Tha t 	et Scodand, and Irdand, were act 
soldeni Epinolx, 1691, p. 70, and App. N'ji. Nov, the. point, Laing.  

Seas of Aimmianus Marccllinus, and of CIaudiait 
Ircland, when they invaded the Roman tcrej 
Thaw proof: 	nut to have been attend 

as early m the rcign of Cansiaatine, the nort1;ern .  
is the twg great tubes of the Sari, and Eel, llisr. ofl.heb.line and Fall, Ro cen 

Orositis;.7`ho,lived, during th, iris  century, stye expressly 	Hibernia jai 
Britanrdir'..., & Hispaniam sits 	b I Scotorum gentibus mister." Ed. 1535, p. 10-1. 

:Ch. Vl. Evmtrjmnart A.D. ',W.) OF NORTH-DRITAIN. 

The year 365 is the epoch of the first appearance of the Scotish people, in 
the pages of the Roman annals. Ammianus, who mentions them, at present, 
joins the Scots with the Picts, as if they had for* one army, though they 

'tad no connection Whatever, by lineage, or in neighbourhood, or its interest, 
historian himself, indeed, speaks of the Scots, its the year 367, as an 

erratic people, who spread much waste by their predatory exeursiooe (q). 
These'descriptions do trot apply, .wish any truth, to a tribe, who resided in 
Britain : and, indeed, the contemporary authors of that ape speak of the Seats, 
as a transmarine people, whit invaded the Roman provincials, from the sea 

and Who taste frost Lrland, which was their native i§It(r). 	we.' un-
known, as a people, during the first, and second centuries, if g may regard, 
as satisfactory evidence, the uniform silent:, of the classic :lathe:, oe Rome, and 
Greece, during those learned ages. The &aka gorses, the Stall. h people, Were 

first mentioned by Porphyry, who flourished, at the end of the third century : 
yet, were not the Scots menistreil by EuEnthins, the ore it, though he was the 
first to notice the Pitts of:Argth-Britain, and to distinguish the I libc rn i of 
Ireland.  
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quiet of Britain, which ensued, bears the most 
rigour 	arms, and the eflicacy of his wisdom 

Yet, amidst an age, whoa the Rom 
surrounding tribes, and enfeebled, w' 
Ireland, and .he Pict, horn Caledonij 
provincial,, during the y...r 	Sti is 
by die stren:;:h of his tal.u„ cult such effectual aid 
to repel the ir:vaders, to reptir t!,C nOrthel'll Wan, al 

gratet'ul poetry of Clatidi.m it preserved the 
the historical coldness of Zosinms had consigned to 

The decline of tile Roman empire brought tvith it ever 
addition to its weakness. The revolt of the troops, in Br 
407, the government to Grattan; and after his death, to Conti 
tied the army, that had confer4Con him the purple, to Gaul; 
maintain, however unsucFessftilly; their own choice. The disgrace, a 
of Stilicho, to 401, augmented: all 	evils. While the empire was o 
by the invasions of barbarians, front every nnion, ::rid of every n 

British provincials, who continued to be harrassed by the Scots.; from 
and by the Picts, front the north, assumed a sort of indepemience, 
founded in the necessity of self-defence. flonoriut, feeling his in 

fend this distant province, amid so many attacks, directed the 
rule, and defend, themselves (y). 

But, their inexperience soon occasioned them to fed their ow 
.; nest. And, in 422, A.D. though the walls were then garrisoned 

matt troops, the provincials again applied for additional protection 
the:. desultory attac6 of predatory people, who could be more e 

illed., than tranquillized. A legion is said to have been evict, srf 
'd 'the invaders; and, for the last time, rep:dr.d the fortis 
that*ad 1.g overawed the 	tribes (c). Front this epoch, the 

,erres 	Claudiaa Lave been already voted. From 
etc tOlagi of hi.aensel thatSeili< 	ad 	cd tlir Brihili pro 
'fir , hat Lel mated riff lerfand apreart 'kern re the h sh, 

~hrotdoubt, dwelt in Ireland, Of thet 	1critical iiiiitAan oh 	ea. 
t,,Ae ansisilt inlelitatts 	North4l,reris ; list, 	tiwy I33.1 less represssd' by Stilisho, 

't 'nu long,: forisicle'ste to the 	 Saxons, she, oho, hi that 
to ink, si::: ahirr, of 	 lahly tie 	sal le. Ttf.i.o4osisia, res. 
Sada 

*ir 
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vincials enjoyed twenty years repose. The year 446, wh.m lEtius was consul, 
for the third time, is the memorable epoch, when the British provincials ac-
knowledged themselves to be Roman citizens, by their supplication to that able 
supporter of a degenerate state, for fresh assistance but he was unhble to gratify 
their desire of help ; Ming to the preffures of the barbarians upon Gaul. 
The provincials were again told, in a more despintlnig tone, that they must.  
rely on their awn efforts, for their future government, and effectual defence. 
lire abdication, which lionorius seemed willing to make, in A.D. 4( 9, .[Etius 
thus more completely effected, in A.D. 446 (a). 

(a) Sonic contrariety of opinions Inc:arisen between ignornii,•,,, 	I refinement, with regard to the 
true epoch of dm cessation of the Roman government, in t h ; 	island. The 'real 	the 
Roman hgions, at particular periods of the fifth century, is suptiosed, by some, to give a INit to 
the continuance of the Roman power But, the orrch of the legions, from one province to an. 
other of a most (,te1131,C empire, did not one,  the hature of the got:eminent, any more than the 
oblige of quarters of a British regiment, from one American Iwo, ince to another, operates as a 
relinqui,Innent of British jurisdiction over province, which were thusineant only to be relmv,d, or 
supported. The mere march of a legion, or a regiment, could produce no change in the jurisdie. 
tion,:withoui the signification of the will of the goy. 	eat. The Isittorian of the decline and fall 
of the Roman empire See. to be the first, who, from the intimatiOn of Zozinius, and a passage 
of Procopins, settled the independence of the British cities, as early as the year you. Hirt. fun 
ed vol. v. p.364. But, hie facts may be admitted, without acknowledging his inferences. Hos 
ocrim, by Iris letter, directing the cities to defend, and ghvern themselves, did no ni,,r.•, 	og, 
than George If. slid, in 1756, ,when he ury.ted his American provinces to exeit their oon powcm, 
in their own defence.The conduct of the Britons, from 409 to 446. ednlirtre this reatniiing. 
The " independent Britons raised t 0,00o men for the service of the emperoe Anilemie; in Gaul." 
Ilist. ottheDeel and Fall, stli vol. p. 364, " The independent Britiu., implored, and aeknow: 

• . 	hedged, the salutary aid of 	• lb'. vol vi p. or. 'These fm•ts prove, m.„ sufficient 
conviction, notwithstanding the blandishments of historical doquence, slim the 	Britons 
still thought themselves the ,hprndeni citizens of the Ronnie ciiipins, why, wen, bound to give assist-
ance, and were entitled to leceive protection. Forty yen, afierwaikl, the Roman provincinle.  
applied to .Et has, for similar help, without miceivbig the 	 heemme ocher cone:ens were 
more urgent. The account of slit+ 	 'w•hich has. been sn anitted by C;1,!•,,, ; FO 

estinstantial, that we cannot altogeth, r disbelieve. 	without ;!••:ag violence t., •,, 	I., • :Mal 
faith. If what (Arias asurts 	true, that the Ilritom applied t ,,  r,ttia durisig h: 	.t;te 
for military protectim, this fact would prove, tie, they stiiI m 	v ti eiselts 
regarded by ,ilmrs, a, Roman provisic,,,Is. 	chrimm 	eft 	 : :.; 

Ist, By the 	which slimes, sat Roman 	,,,,• 	• .•• 
northern farce, till tmvardsah.nid 1. t the lift h, 	t• ; 	I: s 	NI,..;!, 	, 
p. aft—fig y ally, liythelong continuance of It eimin .aa, telt, r. Nit the Lem ince , 
svcoa's tlist. of &mond, p, 1— r 	sa te, By the fic,k,,,; in 	c I Ne 
lIonotins, and Valentinian, the flint. 	Her. I, 	Ltit. Itms. p st- 	It., !as I , J11,1..1 

these infimttaim nutis,t p. 55. 

'f he 
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The time was, at length, arrived, when the Roman empire, which was now 
pressed, on all sides, by irresistible hordes, was to shrink back, from the boun, 
daries that, ha her ages of ambition, she had fixed at too great a distance, for 
her own security, or repose. As the Romans receded, their numerous invaders 
advanced. Near states were successively formed. And, Europe inay be said, 
to have assumed, during the fifth century, new appearances, that are still to be 
discerned ; and to have adopted various institutions, which continue to impart 
their influences to the present times, after the revolutions of many centuries. 

   
  



   
  



   
  



As, 

may perceive a strong principle of division, the peculiar characteristic of the 
Celts; producing the direful effects of perpetual enmity, during domestic peace, 
and C011Sr,lt wtilkl,ss, amidst foreign war. This common principle of the.  
Celtic pi ple. which prevented the afrociation of large communities, and ob-
structed the establishment of a vigorous government, has continued to vex, and 
enfeeble, their descendants, its Gaul, and in Britain, even down to our 
times. 

'I here 	her principle, which was peculiar to those Celtic people 
which has' 	their affairs, both within Gaul, and throughout Britain, in lastIng 
darkness, 	'made it a constant rule never to commit any thibg to Wri 

according to a settled maxim, that it was more glorious to perform great :IC 
than to write, in grad langsmge(r). The observance of that r 
proceeded from military' ardour, or -from superstitious ob.:ery 
iltc antiquities of their British descendants with undiminished 

We have, however, seen distinctly, during the first, and 
North-Britain inhabit,' by one-and.twenty distinct tribes 
powerful of those clans, the Caledonians, scent early to ha, 
denomina ion to the whale. In the succinct biography of 'Bye 
who opposed Agricola, are either denominated Brisanni, or 
Galedonii, whose country was, analogically, denominated by bins 
The origin of all th,c Roman names. are to be fouhcl, as we have 

languageof the British people themselves. And, the celebrated 
Caledonia, was merely Rommized, from thi, Cdyddon of the Whoa 
its .origin to the woods, which spread, in ancient times, ovcr 
western pasts of the country, lying beyond the Forth and 
were mentioned emphatically, before the age of Tdcitus, 
ledonian forest (e).. 

(i) engni°, Com. I. sit 	 p. J9. 	(if) 11,Is 
(r) Book i. titsyi. The distant sour, of all rho 

to the appropriate onalitins of the things signified. 
tegiohs being the el, plains, rod tine wo,Ilandr, or 
two leadi ht appellatiwn 	GOI, and .4 	the fir 
Stir row,. Of the wow import with COI, awl its deiivalives, aw Gwal, 	n 

!and &slim,  signifying p t, of char 	W ith Cdr may 1.1 classed 
iinpnstiog the sown,. :See OW,n'  \ Dia, in 'ill. G:LI, Cr!, 

Sets:lies, and 	 of North-Britain, were. in early ago, co,real wit 
forest, tea 	 ;wool, n h., enlohiped tint part of our islnta,l, a 	it the de.Lip' 

their language, the toys,. :. the inin,h1; nos of thisfirs4 
'isa: :aid she 13ritielaerme 
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As other ancient people, both of Asia, and of Britain, had been marked, by 
very different appellations, while they appeared under various aspects to inqui-
sitive geographers, and to subsequent writers, the Caledonians  were  also known, 
by very different names, during successive periods of their annals. Under the 
reign of Severus, the Caledonian tribes were noticed, by classic weitdrs, under 

the  names of Marries, and of Caledonians,  as we learn from Dio, and licrodian ; 
but, they intimate, at the same time, that other tribes also lived, in that age, 
within the Caledonian territories (f). The Caledonian people were called, by 
Apunianus T1larcellinus, Di.caledoncs, and Vecturiones, with an eye to their 

appropriate site, or to the face of the country, when they invaded the Roman 

province, in 368 0. D. (g). The Caledonians, in the meanwhile, acquired, 
towards the conclusion of the third century, from an obvious cause, the cons. 
preansive appellation of Pieti, which, before the end of the fourth century, 

superseded every other name. It  was, undoubtedly, the orator Eumenius, 

who, in his passegyrie on Constantius, during the year 297, first called the 
people of Caledonia Pirti ;  and who, certainly, speaks of the Caledonians, and 

otho. Piet',  as the same people. The classic writers of that age seem, indeed, 

Celyddoni, were merely latinized by the Romans, Coleeknio, and Caledonii. As the division of she 
country was much the largest, to which the term  Celyeklon was propMly.applicable, thi. name, in 
its latiniAd form of Cdodonia,  was usually extended, by the Latin writers, to the whole pesdniula 
of Not th-Britain, which ley northward of the Forth. - 

(f1 Ho, 	Herodian,book iii. The Picts were unknown to Dio, and Herodias, 
who lived, in the third 'century. As the Mentz lived, immediately, beyond the wall of Antonine, 

- 

	

	and were known to the Roman officers from their fiequent invasions of the romanived Britons, 
within Valentin, we may easily suppose, that they obtained their Roman-British name, frono that 
striking circumstance: and, they  Were  thus called 'Mich, which signified, in the British speech, 
thnryle, who take the told, or go out towar. See Owen's Diet. in vo  Meier!; signifying, in 
the British, gam going out to war ; that 'Ain: the jold e  and so  Meia signifies to take the field, or 
to go out to war. 

(g) As the Dr of the British speech signified merely a separation, or a parsing, so the Be. 
Caledones meant only sloe separated Caledoioians, who lived without the Roman province), in the 
western, and northern parte, of Caledonia t and who  wem  thtttli,titguished, from the Vecturion, 
alias duds along the eastern roast, from the Forth to the Varar. As this open country obtained. 
from the. British provincials, the descriptive appellation of Peithov,  so the ildialdtante of it were. 
r...:.egwently, yenned Finial, Peilleuer, and Poidoupron ;  en which terms denoted she penile °file 
open country. The only dile:mom., between the Bitch words Priat, aud Peitint7on,  is that, the 
fortner is a more general, and the later a mom special term, the same in import, as the EnglOple, and 
Englishmen. The British words Peilbh and Prilleanyron, would naturally be laiinized by the RMI131. 
int. Pieti, and Paterson,  or rather Yee.roaer foe, the (do) of the the sh  arc represented by 
the (m) in the Latin, in such words as hare an analogy v and (p) in the thiti$4 elm charges to 
,,f), for which the Romans used (v) as Yarar for Farrar, and Varia for Faris. 

°L. -I. 	 D  d 	 to 
• vsv 
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io  tr ,;ard the Pith, as merely another name for Carden. (h). This position is 

acknow ledged by an enquirer, who had examined the point, and found 

it cle.trly proved, by classic authors, that the Picti, and Calcdones, were the 

same people (1). 
The 

(8) hoe this point ably discussed in Innees Critical Essay, v. i. p. 42-51. 
(i) Enquiry into the Ancient History of Scotland, s 789, v. i. part hi. ch. 	Caledones 

Picti " are the significant expressions of Eumcnius, the orator, who knew the meaning 
of his own 	. Thcrs is a third system maintained, by the ingenious editor of the Scotish Songs, 
t 79; Hist.

terms 
 Essay, p. ;a This system consists, in supposing, that a great part of North-

Britain was,  even  before the idension of Britain by the Romans, inhabited by  A.  poop'. called  Ptah 
AL,  or  Perk, who  are by some thought to have come from Scandinavia, and to have driven out 
the ancient inhabitants t but, lea them come from whew they would, he adds, they were still a 
CeNe colony, and !poke &dialect at least of the language of the original inhabitants. 	41 the 
system of Buchanan. For these assumptions, however, that a people called Pick, Pihr, or. Paha, 
inhabited any part of Northsthitain, even before the invasion of Britain by the Romans 55 years 
A. C., f her found, in the course of my researches, neither fact, no authority, nor intimation 
neither did Ptolomy, nor Richard, nor Camden, nor Seldeo, nor Innis, find any evitlet.ce for each 
• position, as that the Picts were known, by that name, three centuries and a lialf before Eumenins 
pronounced, in 297, a.  n., Lis panegyric on Consmntius. On the contrary, there is proof, OM 
the Picts, who were then first called by that name, were merely Caledonians. Enure iu , who first 
spoke of the Picts, again mentions thAn in 3o8,.as Caledonians. He adds, n Non dico Calteltnuon 
" aliornonvor Pietornon." 'Ammianns Marcellimis, who died about the year 9o, speaks still mom 
distinctly on this head, I. xxvd. § viii. 	thud tauten sufficiet diei, good co [capon Picti inn doss 

gentes divisi Discaledoms et Vecturiunes.. And, limes, who ivretc, critically. on this subject, 
concludes, in v. i. p 	; 	from all due it seems elod 	w ly to follo, tlmt tl& people,-who began ; e 
" first, in the end of the third,, and the beginning of the fourth century, to becalled Pin,, by din 

Roman writer, were not new inhabitants in the island, but the same ancient inhabitants of th' 
" northern provinces, so well known, in the former ages, by the name of Caledonians." 
history of the fable, which traces the origin of the Picts to a Scandinavian, rather than a Cel 
source, is very abort. Tact ss talked about the origins of the Caledonians, and Germans. likt.84  
mad, who *moot very skilful, in such investigettions ; anti who preferred declamation to inquirte 
Cassiodorus, the xcretary of a Gothic court, who undertook to write a history of the Goths, was • 
the first theorist, that endeavoured, with preposterous industry, to derive every people from Sea, 
ilinasia, which, at all times, was still more cold, and barren, endless populous, than it is at present. 
His exampla,sens followed by the pdliile writers of the middlo egets. The framing, and industry;  
ofthe last tivo centuries lave faired, 'egregiously, in establishing the position of Cassiodonts ; ton le 
less, indeet, we admit confidence for investigation, assertidn for facts, and dogmatism for reasoning. 
The origiA culonists were demonstrably Gadic Britons. Their descendants must be allowed to 
remain. in the country of 	 •their fathen, uniu, it can be proved, by'evidence, whieh ietteiry has 
tot yet found, that they wee disporietasd, by iors.iii.g adventurers ef a different ra,  And 
Idstom geography, and philology, :dl concur to attest, is opposition to eonjeeture, that the pros 
I.:11.Vof the before  meet Lined dedottien is caeried up to certainty by the fact. There is a &tech. 
h,'t°7 of'tiw Piers,  by Henry 	 printed, at Edinburgh, in 17'06 ; and  0.  /deli con. 
cent, oall thou posits, with,the foregtdng intimatious, without the ,q 	proofs. Camden, 

Lowe*. 
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The change, then, did not so much happen in 
as in 'the form of their name r and, h is, 
of history, that no people of a differeat listageltad yet 
donian regions (k). As the Creeks 64 been, in saccemiva 
gians, Hellen., and Achai.tn, ; as the Lai., hod aecpsind 
with their several fortunes ; a, the Getty had been den 
changes, in their situation, Cot., Gaols, Dar., Tyrageter 
who were unknown to Tacitsta, by this celebrated name, had beta, in 
manner, called by the very dirtaimilar twit. of,Citubri, nt att, it, Stet 

northennaritolis Were denotoirstoil, from  their 	 i!'• by foreign 
ihti Caledonians, and the Meant, the %tolerator-a, and VettufiOnea; 

the Plat, Lunn, 

From the Roman authority, end separated: from the Rom 
Who often feIrtheir vigarousineursions, and frequently 
of the Roman government. Indic British opaich, the Plato were, freilitApee 
distinctive qualities,,  called I:Okti, which was naturally' !minimal by Alison , 

Titers into Plai, when theyttame, during,the third 	 ;d century 	the edriatita 
of Romahobservation, by assinRatinethe British term to their owe familiar 
word, Pied, Which was dcsdiptive of the custom of painting the body, that the 
Romans saw among the Northern Britons (I). 	 . 

• 
During 

. however, was  the fiat greet authority, who glee it as hi. opinion. the the Pim were the gpiturr 

i-  dereredant, of the ancient Zito. Awl, Srlden, after diatom g ,,hot former mom had veal, 

...  ea the origin of the P•tr. edam the melee. ° miter to adhes to the Iremed Conde, who 

0  melee the Pule very ratio Ifeitear. dipingoidird only by . nattleattal ems." Polypi** 

p. rtg. Clinician, end &Id.. harbor. Cr•rm.11,itoos 	• . 

(I) Every mean+. by whonmeere conducted. h. egnikaaely Failed. in 1;elagmg any erlJesce 
o prove, that • Gothic people rued, in North-Bram. Ay e, de 41,,,Nd f s0. oferle—G.rse. 

during the fifth mitt,- of our cor•ipaii ere 1M topoempha of Noth.li. tar, fem.. ttttt u that 

a Gothirpople dot rot ecttic. 5n Nor.Alrap • 5.-fore the orpiment .5 5',  Si.,  $ ....e 1...foro 

, 	h. • its 1. R. Learning. a.,i Name, <a .art . it abb.!, (Asthma. in  ,pp.oltion to truth. 

(I) Prieki .igni6, in ihr Brit .h .prevh, pt•,,,;.,  err  .e. or e  .yead 5  th • plIr ej ;I.. Ironware,' 

' the peeple of the •vte, e•  .1,,ut , ago thole, inks am. sore s mi., Owen., Gm. Is Ira 

Rom, aid mni,h, cam..... halre al sadoge. the (th) of the llia.ih :,.,- ei reeled* the In', of 

the lima, a, re have oba,,,- , ; t'.., . • .le V:4,I. P,1.,, . at.,.,, .1, , , ,,, 1,,„1,...., ...j 

the Effairif of the Welsh a the Ede. , , ,..: the 1..m .. I: gra,  he Irmo.‘r .5 nicest . a The rot 
It  „ , 	. 

• 
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During the second century, Caledonia was inhabited by sixteen tribes, as we 
have seen, the genuine descendants of the aboriginal colonists. The eventful 
emuxion of three ages may have produced, undoubtedly, some 'changes, both 
in the position, and the power of tribes, who. were restless, from their habits, and 
inimical from their manners. As a Celtic people, they inherited, from their 
remote ancestors, a strong principle of disunion. At the disastrous• epoch of 
Agricola's invasion, they associated, indeed, together under Galgac, their Pen-
dragon,  as the British word implies. During successive eras of hostile irruptions, 

of Pen !lost appeared in Roman writers, when the Romans had long relinquished their province of 
Vespasiana, the appropriate cotihtry of the Pets.  a. The Prithi, cud Peilb.,,,eyr, are  the tune' 
terms for the Pictish people, in the oldest Wel,h poets. 3. On the confines of Wales, those 

-Britons, wholhipw off their allegiance to their native princes, and set up a ?Trim, el their man, or 
adhered to the Simons, were called Ptithi,  or  Pied. Thus a Welsh poet of the seventh century, 
celebenting mic (myg) Dinbich," ^ the renown of Denbigh," says, " addowyn goer ysydd ar 

" 'a fair town stands on the confines of the Picti. 4. In foot, the Welsh, to dis-
tingni,h the northern, from the southern, Picts, called she Caledonian Pitts, by the appellation of 
Gc.17,11,1 Pistol,  or Gwyddyl Fiehti the (p) of the British being frequently changed to (f). 
This Pi*, 	other ancient people, have received,' in the progress of their affairs, and during 
their change of circumstance, other names. The ancient Welsh apply thelerm Blyibon, 'and 
Brythonig, to the lien. Owen's Diet. in en. Brython. And the ami,mt Welsh, by applying the 
terms, Brython, and Brithonig, to the Picts, shMv, that they considered Vim as  Britons: from this -
application of Bryaboa  to the Picts, we may infer, that sloe earliest of the cla=sic, writers, in calling 
the Picts, by the name d  Briton', merely adopted the British appellation. We may loom discover, 
perhaps, the real origin of the term  Brum, as applied to tLe most ancient.edonists of our island, 
and not from the now of the country, as often is suppotrd. The Irish, at asnuch later period, 

:applied to the Picts the name of Crtrirtaearb, 	 mistukingly supposes-s, be 
cotmiption of BrAnweb, from Brio, variegated, raiiitcd. Boon, the fact is, that the old Trifil 
name, for the country of the Pius, is Crui thi re.71 a, b, am! of the Pict:sh people 	 am.rd- 
ing  to O'Br'en, and BLit.. now, Cruill,;n•Taxh literally means  N. re,-Bricai,., as the Grish atrianat 
Mae, signifies word, 0 and Croin!,,ieh,  or  CraAttrach, denotes the Brik,B,  or British people, !sing 
regularly formed from Cooirki, in the same ntaaiicr, as  Ennaci., IrPimen, is formal from Ere, 
Ireland, and ilikanarb, Scotsmen, front Alta .,  the British II2M; of Scotland. l'he Irish terms, 
Cruirdin, and Cruidmirh, weroborrowed from the British BryLia, and Bryeinn the Irish sub-
stituting, according to their idiom, site initial C, for the B of the British : is many wards of the 
same meaning, in these two kindred dialects, where the Britidt has P, or B, the Inn', bane C,  as Is 
fraluwing examples show 

	

DAMS. 	 ENG L 33 

— a head: 

	

Pr.," 	— 	Cran, 
- a buying, pstrcha,ing. 

— 	 — 	dow3 feathers. 

	

P., ,,, 	— 	 — 	EaAcr. 
Ems., 	- 	 glnttony. 

thy 
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they were probably influenced, by similar motives, to renew their associations, 
and to choose  a  pendragon, whose authority was dictated, by the occasion, and 
whose power was supported, by the necessity The Pictish ruler, at the epoch 
of the Roman abdication, was Drust, the son of Erp, who had long directed the 
Pictish expeditions against the Roman provincials ; and who, from his frequent 
enterprizes, acquired, in the poetic language of the Irish annalists, the character-
istic name of Drust of the hundred battle,. 

TO the energetic principle of necessary union,  we  may trace up the obscure 
origin of their princes, whose jurisdictionmust hare been extremely limited, and 
whose office, in that age, was scarcely transmissible. Bede, amidst some fable, 
has transmined a curious notice, with regard to the SUCCCSSiOn of the Pictish 
kings, which intimates, that when any doubt :rose, the succession went rather to 
the 	than to the male, line(m). The fact, however, is, that the uncle was 
generally psekrted to the son; because he was usually more fit fur the govern-

.ment of such a people, in such an age. The irregularity of their succes, 
sions attes, the instability of their power. The authentic chronicles of the Picts 
at coca confirm the fact, and show the names, and series, of the Pictish-kings, 
with the extent of the reigns of each, from the epoch of the Roman abdica-
tion, to the sad era of the.Pictish overthrow (n): And, I have thrown all those 
notices into the comprehensive form of 

A CIIRCL 

(n) His. lib. i.  cap. i. 	 • 
(n) Lines merits lasting commendation, for being the fintt  to dneorcr, and to publi,h, in his 

Critical &say, the ClilIONICa at OISIGIMB Ann,uee,e PICTOR.1, from a MS. in the Ch:her. 
tine library which MS. had once belonged to Lord Burghley, and had, in that period, been seats 
by Camden. App. N . The anthentkity of this Cbronicon has ant been questioned, 	n by 

sceptichm. It may be'  sopponed, indeed, by collateral circumstance, Bed:, Nennius, Hoved,n, 
Simeon of Durham, and other English welters, recite facts, which confirm the authenticity of the 
Chronic., and ales support the succession of the Icings. Inver. vol. i. p. irx—ria,.13779. 
For, as the facts coincide with the Chronicle, the coincidence demonetrates the truth. In giving 
the following Chronological Catalogue of the Pictish kings, I have adhertd, as near as might 

Li be, to the terse of the sovereigns, the spelling of the names, and the extent of their reigns, which 
appear M the Clisonicle. There is nothing more authentic, or satisfactory,,in the early amuds of 

say country. 
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A CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE of the PICTISH KINGS: 

2 km Nan, and 

DlUST, the son of Eq. 
TA Loite  the son ot Aniel. 
N..CTON Mo2222, the son of Erp• 
Dan, Gva 
G21.2241.1 Bretz.. 
Daum., 
Da EST, the son of Giros. 
DI.V52, dm.. of WIlIeSt, with the former. 
Ditarr, shell. of Girom, alone. 
GARTNACII, the 102  of Giros. 
Gsatrasist, the5on of Gaon,. 
TsLosc, the son of Moircholnich. 
Dears, the son of ?dolma. 	- 
GALA, with Aleph. 
Cats's, With Bndei. 
135,5nal, the son of Maileon. 
G211,221C11, the son of Domelch. 
NECTU, the nephew of Verb. 
CINSOC X, the eon of Luthrin. 
(12101.11, the son of Wid. 

the ton of Wid. 
1'..t.olte, their brother. 
Tattotcas, tile ,on of Enfret. 
CART2211., the son of Dowel. 
Door, his brother. 
132121.1, the  son of Bili. 
'1'21,22, the son of Entifidich. 
Balm, the son of Dcreli. 
NECI12011, the son of Dereli. 
Marts, and Elpio 
UNG S. the 2111 of Urguis, 
Baum., the son of Urguis. 
C121012, the S011  a Wredech. 
ELY., the SOH of Bredei. 
DIM, the  000 of Talorgan. 
TooditC22, the son of Ungus. 
Cana°, the son of 'Pada. 
COST Will, the 6011 of Urguis. 
I./MOOS, (Hungue, the fon of Urguis. 
Dees', the son of Constantine, and Talorgan, 

I 
 

the son of Wthoil. 
LIVEN, the son of Lingua 
Waal, the son of Bargoit. 
BRED.  

i.  450,  .0. 

	

,n 45 5 	0.0. )..04 7055  	4 5 

	

4.35 	25 	480 

	

slo 	a 	5z 

	

550 	5 	I 	'23 

	

5.4 	 5.4 1 

	

5 2 4 	5 . I 	5 29 

	

5 29 	5 - 	574 

	

.534 	7 	540 

	

54 0 	 540  

	

540 	I I 	553 

	

553 	0 	554 

	

554 	, 	555 

	

55, 	0 	556 

	

84 	0 
35. 
0 	

586 
5  55 

	

597 	to 	,?; 

	

657 	59 	636 

	

6.36 	4 	640 

	

640 	5 	645 

	

655 	111 	657 

	

657 	4 	665 

	

665 	61 	667 

	

667 	7 	674 

	

674 	 21 	695 

	

695 	4 	699 

	

699 	 710 

	

750 	55 	705 

	

7.5 	5 	730  

	

7.9. 	3 	76.  

	

760 	a 	763 

	

764 	13 	775 

	

775 	35 	779 

	

779 	 84 

	

784 	II 	7  
7
86 

	

786 	5 	79.  

	

792 	30 	li 0 

	

825 	/2 	833 

	

833 	3 336 0 

	

8,6 	3 	839 

	

839 	3 
	

740 

	

84. 	5 	843 (0) 

(o) This Chronolvierd TAN,  is  amply supported, in Inn es Critical Essay,  v.  i. from p. 050 
to  117. IV the Chronicon of Donblain, there is a genealogical ,erica of the Pictish kings. Innes's 
MS. Collections; and, see the Enquiry, 5789, v. i. p.295, or a eerie, bf the Pictish kings. 
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— Ch. 1. —The Pith.] 	 Or NORTH•1314.TTAIN. 	 an 

The names of those kings arc, undoubtedly, .Cambro-British ; yet, is it not 
easy to regain their true appellations, which have been perverted by ignorance(p). 

at, it is vain to assign qualities to those kings, any farther than events ascer-
in facts, which will be hereafter stated, in their narrative order. The historians, 
Ito adorn them with virtues, or disfigure them with vices, without documents, 

0 justify imputations, only show their own propensities, and delude the reader. 

( p) The names of the Pictish kings Imvc not any meaning, in the Teutonic; and, they are, 
orefore, Celtic. They are not Irish; and, connequently, thny me British; ee the following 

o ea will show In Ne al. we may see, in the British'forrn, Dywin.al, which, in the Irish, or 
rote-Irish, pronunciation, would be Donnel. In N' so, Cimind is, merely, the Ketisth of the 

h. 	( z.) Dn., or Dress, is probably the British name Trees!, which sigirifics 10a. (2 ) Tslore, 
alorg, Tfiorgeo, Talorgan Talariv, in the British, signified bash-:mated; Talerg, dark-

ited ; Talorgan, aplendidafromed rinOil signified openner, (39 3'9)) Ne0"))))"....3  Pr.b3HY the 
ython of the British, signifying a person full of energy z there have teen n.ainong the 

ritiab, who were called Nimrilmn. (0) Dadrest was, perhaps, the Garr,,r of the Bin., 
gnifying the beginning of tumult; the g in composition, or connection, was drop, (7.) Giroa 
nes:probably, the Gran of the British, which is often Lund an an epithet, that conveys the idea 
(stooping. (g.) Gartuach, G,urcieh, Garman Gwrehnwyd meant one of an ardent temper; 

vramaid signified an ardent cap i Gwrihnnid Mint on opposing leap. 	Galltenin, in the 
ritish, signified any one, who prowled about. ( is.) Bridri, Brid ; Bessilre, 	the British, 
cant Irearbrro99, 9 2 Brad, trrarbery Mader, 	Alad,91)”, 99)39 il COMM,. British name, which 
plied the origin of good. (,6 ) Cineoch, 	Cyong, in the fisitish, meant forward person. 

17. 	Gwrnrrlb, in the British, signified innscaline stfingth. (.1 ) 'the Dy 	of the British, 
hich is pronoun 	

eu
ced by the Seotish, and Irish, Beatrel, meant what W 	of the weaned conch. 

Bard (2, perhaps, the British Trm, who ia spoken of, in the old
e, 

 writings, ns a arrior, 
t had the terrific nae of Trrust nit Tarim, that it, tumult, itie 9999 of /fender. (23 ) bw,1999,, 

hich is 'pronounced Br
m
idw, or Bundw, means in the British treaelminns Brii, his fail., is a 

BritiainLIfin, 

<I, nr Brtul,. sigailiea, in the British, trash 
latio, of several ancient personoges. 

9•••••  

   
  



app 	 As A C C O'U N T 	[Book I.—The Pietrib 

Those Pictish kings, successively, governed uncivilized clans, during the rudest 
ages. In the third century, the Picts were sufliciently barbarous, if We may 

believe the uniform representations of classic authors. As the Greeks had im-
proved themselves, front the vicinity of the orientals ; and the Romans had 
derived refinement, from an imitation of the Greeks 	, the Picts, we may easily 
suppose, gained noose improvement, from their intercourse, whether civil, or 
hOstile, with the romanized Britons, or the Roman armies. The introduction 
of christianity among the Piers, in subsequent times, by inculcating new lessons, 
impressed more gentle maxims; amity teaching dissimilar habits, established 
among a rude people more humane practices yet, while Europe was over-run 
by barbarism, it is not to be reasonably expected, that North-Beitain would 
escape the contagion of illiterate ages, and much less would acquire the ac-
complishments of knowledge, or the softness of civilization. 

appropriate country of the Picts, Ike more celebrated regions, appears 
to have acquired different names, in successive periods. The mountainous part 
of it was denominated, by the first colonists, in their native speech, Alban, the 
superior height. This appropriate name, which was originally applied to the hilly 
region, that forms the west of Perth, and the north-west of Argyle, was, ins after 
times, extended to the whole country. In the first century, the British term 
Cititidon, which literally signifies the coverts,  was applied, by the Roman 
authors, to the whole county, on the north of the friths, though the same name 
was confined, by the Roman geographers, to the interior highlands, lying 
northward of Alban. Both of these well-known appellations were afterwards 
applied more laxly to North-Britain. The Pictish Chronicle, from the Pictish 
people, calls their country, by the analogous word, Pictavia (9). The annals of 
-Ulster generally speak of this country, by the name of Fortruin, with a slight 
deviation front ntbir, the name of the Pictish capital (r). Sava, the Danish 

historians, 

(g) limes Cris. Essay, App. N" 	Enquiry, 178g, v. i: App. N' xi. In the Met, 
Or Site Allani,s of Girthlug Cmnbrensis, ih. N",. rind or Langh.nb's fIntiquiiatu AlLioratur, 
who adopts the same mote of Piet,v1a. 

(r) Chron. 	iii. in I In,.;'s Appendix. This name is merely the Britbh Fnethir, [Facth.chirl, 
in Irish, Fothir, signifyin, ccG tuner; v,ul this is the cliaracteristic of the plains about Fmtevoit. 
'ro the previous name of Fakir, the Semi-Irish put the adjunct mdbair, hence stir na." of 
Fothir, Fothir-tabhait, ,which is IIONV  1.1d.reviated Fortevoit. Chess. N° 	Innen App.: 

Semis. This ancient capital of the PiCtidi kings was occasionally the residence of the 
Scotish sovereigns, as late as the reign of Malcolm IV. who t.ated one of his charters, from nth,-
tcv..it. Anders. Dipl. Pl. xxv. Forteviot is situated, in Struthers, shout half a mile, south, from 
the ricer Ern, on the east side of May-water. It is apparent. that Foix. ruis, is the eon, is of 
.['tiler, has no connection with Forthrif on the Forth; as Fortroin ?pile, Energy to the scat of the 

Pictish 

   
  



(41. 	] 	Or NORTH-BRITAIN. 	 369 

historian, speaks of the conquests of Regtrar, in. Scotia, Petin, and the He. 
budes (,) The comma plainly points to  Perin,  as the name of Pialand. Now, 
the P./i,r of Saso approaches tlre nearest to the British term Peitb,  or  ,Peirbw, 
which, the 	people applied to the open country, lying along the cast coast, 
on the no:thy:arc or t!1C Ford:. 

The lost:,,: of the Picts is only accompanied, by tech gliini,,e8 of the moon, 
as show it to be little more than a tissue of domestic strife, and foreign war; oP 
violent seccssi.ms, in the series of•their kings, mid some changes of religion. 
eruct, the son of Erp, who is chronicle!, as the for. LIMIte leader of altundred 
battles,. had the honour to contaute his efforts to produce the abdicalgn of the 

, Roman government, if we may credit Gildas's declamations, And the Iri It 
amalists (a). More than a century elapsed, and a dozen successions tnsned, 
without any interesting event to recount. The Saxons, who invaded the 

• Ottndinian district, on the Tweed, arc said to have made a treaty with the 
Picts. The Scoto-Irish colonists scukd on their western.  te:ritori,A, in 503 A.D. 

Ida, who founded the Nor humbrian nionittchyritt 547 0... aPih,ht,  10 )tare 
been diverted, by other objects, from making the picts fed the vigour of his 
genius. In a. n. 556, succeeded to the unsteady government of ihe Picts 
Bridei, whose fame reached even to the east  (u). In the subsequent year, he 
defeated the Scoto-Irish, and slew Gauran, their king, if we may credit the -
Ulster annals:  But, the great glory of the reign of Bridei was his conversion to 
christianity, by the worthy Columba, in 565 (,). From this epoch, the Picts 
may be considered, as christians, a circumstance, which seems not to have much 
changed their principles, or much altered (twit.  customs. 

A petty warfare of Inany ages succeeded the demise of Bridei,in ei.D.58h; owing 
to the defect of the government, and the accustomed habits of a rude people. 
Bridei was contemporary with the Northumbrian Oswy, who made him feel the 
weight of his character, if not acknowledge the superiority of his power (y). 

Pictith government, in Strathern.. - Yet, it,, Mr. D. Macpherson Eallen, with others, into 
error for, he says that, For., in the 0,u, Annals, vols an  or  let 	 hot,  
of Scot. Hist in vo. Fortren. 

(,) Lib. in. 	 (t) See, however, Iltdoi 1. i. cap. Ott. 
(o) The accession of Bridri is recorded 	the conteniperary Count Marcellin, in his Chrooicoe, 

Sinnondut, p. t'S t ltd. V. P. C. Bo=il V. C. xvi. which datp,,t9m9..^ds with o. h• 50. 
thc foregoing Chronological Enumergion of the Pictish kings;"".  

(x) Bede, I. iii. cap. q. 
(y) See the doubtful intimation. of Bede upon this point, ih car. ' 

T. • E e There 

   
  



210 	 At ACCOUNT 	(Book II.—T, 

'llere was a domestic conflict, at Lindores, in 621, under Cineoch, the son 
,)f laathrin (a). In 663, ensued :he unimportant battle of Ludho-feirn, among 
the Picts (a). Drest, who reigned front 667 A. D. so 674, toss expelled front 
his kingdom (e). Far different was the battle of Dun-Nechtan, in 685, when 
the Pictish Bridei, the son of Bili, defeated, and slew the Northumbrian 
Egh'id (c). The Saxon king appears to have attacked the Picts, without pro-
vocation, and against advice. In pursuit of hiPobject, whether of possession, 
or of plunder, he proceeded from Dilition, the Bernick, of that age, across the 
Forth, ,into Strathern. lie thus plunged into the defiles of Pictavia. The torch 
lighted his march to the Tay. lie burnt, on his flaming route, TuIS-Aman, 
and Dun-Ola, before the Picts could meet him in conflict. Flit 'imprudence 
pushed him on to his fate. And he crossed the Tay into Angus, while the Picts 
were collecting around hint. Yet, he pressed foes; and to Dun.N.:chtan, the 
hill.fort of Nechtan, the Dunnichen of the present times (d). And  near the -
neighbouring lake, which was long known, by the analogous name. of Nechtan's 
mere, Egfrid, and his army, tell before the valourous Bridei, and his ex-
asperated Picts (e). This event, as it enfeebled the Northtunbrian power, proved 
as fatal to the Saxon policy, as it was felicitous to the Pictish independence (f). 
Yet, the Northumbria]. under 13erht, their powerful leader, tried their strength 
against the Picts, in 699, when they were defeated by Bridei, the son of Dereli, 
who had just assumed the Pictish sceptre 	The Saxons, under Bcorthfryth, 
avenged those repulses, by defeating the Picts, in Mananfield, and killing 
Bredei, their king, in 750, A. D. (II:. 

(v) An. Ulster. 	 (a) Id. 
(b) The Ulster annul, place this event in 67i but, the:  e  annuls are sometimes, one or two, or 

three years, behind the true dates. 	 • 
(5) 	 ;  Saxon Chron. 	p. 
(d) Ina charter of William, the Lion, to the monks of Akkossat,h, chi, place is actually called 

Dno.Nechtnn. At this seatv there runs ardently a Pictish hill-ft, which was named, from one 
of the Pictish kings, Din.Nretan, signifying, in the Pictish aged, the fortress of Nectan,"the 
Dnio.Nectan of the Irish amtalists. The remains of chi, ancient fort may still be seen, on the 
southern aide of the hill of Dunnichen. Stat. Accolint, v. ). p. 459. 

Is) For the site of this important field, see book ii. ch. iii. 
(f) Bodo, I. iv. cap. aG; Sax. Chem 4/. "ire.emine, the bishop of the Picts, retired, on 

010 occasion, (reel Abeenord, t, 	.:c is fret 	sal Angldeum teivas Piotoromquo disterminst," 
says Bede: this shows cifstidetly the contiguous limit. of the two people, in that early age. 

(g) Bede, I. v. cap. ant Sax. Cl/on. .Fo• 
(1) Ulster Annals; the 8:V(011C/iron. under the year 7:o, states this battle'!" have been fought 

between Hole and Core, on the Northumbrian The. Sax. Clone. nos sad 9,ib*Sti's Map, for the 
aite of this eventful conflict. 
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' Between those conterminous people ensued more pacific scenes. The learned 

'xpelled by the anarchy, which at length became predominant, in Northum. , 

 eolfrid instructed Nechtan, the Pictish sovereign, concerning the epoch of 
aster, and she nature of the tonsure, in 715 (i). Ciniod gave an asylum, 
ithin his kingdom, in 774, to Alcred, the Northumbrian king, when he was 

'erland (k.)• 	' 
Meantime, after various contests for power, which were attended with greaf 

violences, a civil war began, among therlicts, about the year 724 (1). In 727 
A. n. seas fought the battle of Moncrib, in Strathern, which ended, as favour-
ably 4 Ungus, as it proved fatal to the friends of Elpin. A more bloody 
battle was soon after fought, at Duncrei, when Elpin was again obliged to flee 
from the fury of Ungus. In 728, followed the battle of Aloneur, in the Curse 
of Cowrie, between Nechtan, and Ungus, wherein Nechtm was defeated, and 
many of his friends were slain. In the same bloody ytar, was fought, between 
Drust and Ungus, she battle of Drumderg, an extensive ridge, on the western 
ide of the river IL; where Drust, the associate with Elpin, in the Pictish go-

rnment, was slain. This domestic warfare still continued, with greater blood-
shed. In 73o, Brude, the son of Ungus, defeated Talorgan, the son of 
Congus (so). In 73o, the fugitive Elpin sunk before the superiority of Ungus; 
and met his fate at Pit-Elpie, within the parish of Lill, which is, at no great 
distance, from the scene of Elpin's flight, in 727. The Scotisit fables, have 
confounded the death of the Pictish Elpin, at Pit-E/pie, in 73o, with the fall 

(i) Bede, I. v. cap. sib yet, we mud infer from the context,  that the Pictish N.M. did not 
understand the language of the Saxon 

(1) R. Hoveden ; S. of Durham ; Ciniod is mentioned in the Welsh MS. (Throw of the Saxons, 
n the Bdt. Museum, by the name of Cemoyd, the king a the Picts, as having died in A. 1). 774 

m., Cemoyd bmnin y Phictiaid. ra  
From the Annals of  Ulster, we learn, that in 752 Ciniod, the son of Derili, and Inother of 

Mao, the reigning king, and also. the son of Mathgenan, were osoassinated. In the same 
ar Talorg, the eon of Drostan, was imprisoned by his brother 1§celitan. In 7 IS, Thorn., the 
h"; 	..minntcd; In  72 4,  the son of Drust Wari imprisoned. in 725, Nechlan, who 

reigned from 7 so to 725, MU dethroned, by Drust. From this time, Dross, and Elpin, rnigned, 
conjointly, till they both Fell before the SlIptritlf IA/WO,' of Ungus, in 718, and 73o, 5. D. 

(w) From the Anaals of Ul.ter, it appears that, in 733, Talorgan, the son of Congo, ants 
semonte, in a family frud by his brother; and being delivered Into* hands of the Picts, WM 

Isy them drowned. About the male time, Talorgan the sou of p$4611, ,A5 taken priioner, near 
e castle of Olio; and afterwards fled to Ireland, /him the posver4Ortingo2. The same Annals 

e that, in 73(, Talorgan, the eon of Dr.., the chief of Athol, was drowns'_ by Uague, 
mode of punishment, winch seem. to hove been common among the Picts. 

e z 	 of • 

Pien.) 	 Or NORTH-BRITAIN, 

   
  



'ix 	 An A CC 0 TINT 	[Book 	 Prri,e1— — 

of the Scotish Alpin, at laicht.Alpin, in 836 A. D. (u). 	Ungus, who is 
honoured, by the Irish annalists, with the title of Great ; and who appears, by the 
same annals, not to have been very scrupulous, in pursuit of his greatness, now 
reigned triumphant over all his opponents. He carried savage hostilities into. 

; the rugged country of the Scoto-Irish, in 736. It appears, however, that soon 
1 /4ilafter,hluredach, the S'cotish king, invaded the Pictish territories,in his turn, when 

he was defeated by Talorgan, the brother of Ungus, in a bloody conflict, 
wherein many chieftains were slain (0).,4 Ungus again worsted the Scolelrish, 
in The ;grid he seems to have repulsed the Northuinbrians, during slit s 
year, when he was attacked by Eadbert (p). In 75o, he overpower 
Briton; of the Cumbrian Kingdom, in the well-fought battle of curb-
which his brother Talorgan, however, was slain (q). After so many ce, 
the great Ungus died, in 761 a. n. by a quiet expiration (r). He appears, 
hi, history, to have been The ablest, and the most powerful, of all the 
king,. Among the Picts, who were seldom at rest, another battle was f 
iu 767 A.n. between their ruler Ciniod, and Aodh-fin, the Scotish king. 
only survived his doubtful victory till 975. Callao', the son of Tarla, 
79s, vanquished, by Constantin, who succeeded him, in the unstable th 
tha Picts (s). 

While the Pictish people were thus afflicted with civil war, they were exp 
to the destructive incursions of their enterprising neighbours, on the north-e 
The anarchical governments of Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, during 
middle ages, produced the pirate kings of the northern seas. The Viki 
we except the fictitious kings of the Greeks, are unexampled, in 11, ant 
the world. The Goths, the Vandals, the Huns, are recorded, .as tiger s 
of the human race, by land. The pirate kings sr-cue long tl 

(n) See ch. iii. of this beck. 	 (c) Annals of Hero. 
(p) Smith's Bede,sex;   And Savile's Clironohigis. 
(q) Ulster Annals. The Welsh Chronicles mention this 

plane, Magedawc, Meegadasvo. Chron. of the princes iy 
Chaos. of the Benson, and Candoc, 

(r) Smith's Bede, p. ca i, which spe 
The short chronicle, which is annexed 

Oengus Bid-orlon rex shift, rEui.jogni  en 

pehluxit carnifc.x." Id. . • 
fs) For all those eonfticts, vs,  the Ulster A 

By the author of She Enquiry, I 71i5. It is to 11, 	 Ow the sl..t 
extracts from these anzlith, it tl,e• British M1,11:1!, • 	I 	 behind she act, 
mated by Usher, from the original Annals of Ulster, 	: 	 Annals of 
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shipmen, who sailed front every nation, on the European seas. Till the eighth 
century, however, the Viking confined their odious piracies to the Baltic. 
They now pursced their destructive courses 011 every sea, and Gn (eery shore, 
in Europe. They first appeared, distinctly, an the cast enact of England, dec. 
ing 	A•D• (a). They were felt on the Caledonian shores, some years all:, 
wards. They made the Hebrides deplore thcirdlunrities; throughout the ninth 
century, while they burnt the religious houses, tthich the ilium, hands of tha 
coh.bans had built. In 839, the Viking landed 11111011c 11i0 Pict,. 11,1, 
dwir king. hastened to defend his people. A bloody conliist 
gallant lien fell, in defending his country against rho, Locietts invade, t• 
with him, also, fell his only brother Bran, and minty sT the Pictish chiefs (1/ 
Distracted by domestic strife, and enfeebled thus bp wasteful it .,:Ion, the Picts 

, were little able to resist the arms, or to defeat the police of l:sonctli, the son 
of Alpin, when he acquired their distracted government, 	A.u. II  
were asked, why filename Of Scotland was not applied to the Col:Joni, re-
&g , for several years, after that memorable epoch, the answer must be, that 
the Plat remained in possession of 1.11010, as the pretionlillaling people 

The Picts, who had the honour to be ,elubrated lip classic authors, and re. 
membered for ages, after their fall, have been so much inii0111/1,ented, or 
neglected, by modem writers, that it must gratify n reasonaldc curiosity stn,• 
inquire, a little more minutely, about their language, and religion; concerning 
their customs, and antiquities (d). 

In 
(re) The energetic writcr of the late him,. ,f13.. 	3,4.0 	01, lies 	 the 

Mkap., which I have any whri, net with. The histori aan of the three 	hhigrioe, as 
they want chronology, want every thing, which 	valsial 	la I into, 	till ilir 	wel truth 
centuries 	iiistariace contain nothing big gios. fie ti, 	st, 	absord pre- 
tensions 	Ardw.„, we Ietirs that, 	

crs 
fe 	 icilhai is ; or 

Clone 	 :he 1.csicon, srwitio 	 that Sc./gr. sig. 
rifles 11..a ./,,air 	mine admiral. And :KT Ihre, 	lownog, rex, tio-iminin,,ignilies 

3(1.) Cor Om, 	v the 111 	and the 
(i) 	 p ih 
(d 	It i. 	it rwir:i to 	. 	• IC:I 111,C, Alt • L.,. 	Pis oh after Ihrir conquest, 

wore destioye 	 yes, that Kean,  11,, thh. 	 :Ater lie bad 	- 

C 	 a ,  .1 	, !sass 	 i 	I .- 	a  11„,, as 
ly 	betiiirm 	 1! 	 n. Ass., still caper a„dga., 
lions the Pan, 	 ! 	T 	ciri•i-r.!tor 	Niwi!iliw, and ‘1,., uls,„ 	oats, rp„k 
011 ,/re 	 the 	 srid 	in Ow 	th 	 ,,,,y 	(ranit he j.1- 
timatioos of Etialccd, fol. 401, anti Sion ligallas, C. 37, 1. I, 04. 11,100 the tro.1010,iitury, 

• :lie 

   
  



Aa  tea A C C O  N T 	[Book IL-77,e Pirt/rk 

In tracing the origin of a language, it is only necessary to ascertain the de.. 

scent of the people. When it is once settled, that the Picts were merely the 

Gamin...Britons, who appeared, at various periods, under a new, amt. los 

name, the inquiry, with regard to the Pictish language, must sod 

in the conclusion, that the speech of the Britons, and the Picts, 

As the language is Itch true gvealogy of nations, so, the genuine 

r1,1 ions is the most certain means of track„ the analogy of languages (e). But  

this inquiry is not to be now made. The history, and the lineage, of lit Picts 

have b%n very fully investigated. And, we have clearly seen, that the north-

s eri, parts of our island were settled, as well as the southern, by the same 

tish tribes, who imposed their significant natters on the promontories, lea 

and Iasi  and on the rivers, rivulets, and waters, whose appropriate appel 

the Picts seem to have been so compIrtrly merged with the Scots, their conquerors, as n 
to be distinguishable, as a people. Their ancient name wa now transferred to the Gallow, 

• air ii 1ph, the Archbishop of Canterbury, in a letter to Pope &linens; in t x14, applied t 
of Pict• to the men of Galloway. Richard Prior of H22112, a contemporary with Da 
speaks pf sue Ptah,  as composing a part of the Scottish army, at the battle of the standard, in 
11311 AO). ; " Fire que vulgo Gairetryenste dicuntur," says he. 	X Script. Col. 316, n 34. 
Ilnutington, noon niter, considered the Phte, as a hut people. The proper Picts were the &seen& 
ant, of the Cambro-Britons of old but, the Gederejehra  were the descendants of the Scoto-Irish 
xrttlers of the ninth century: It it, indeed, true, that the proper Picts, who had long lived beyond 
the 1.'ritlis,  were  called the Cx-xithnirk, by the Sento.Irisli ; and so were  the Galloway-Irish called 
the Cruithnteh, before their migration the Strathclyde.Britons, who wete confounded with the 
Galloway men, were of the some lineage, as the proper I ids yet, as they remained, within the 
Roman limits, they were not denominated Picts. The norm. oft!, Picts has, however, been applied. 
popularly to various objects. The w all of Serene, is known, in the tradition of the country, en. 
the Piers-wall. The vast fosse, which runs athwart the country, hum CalasItiels to Lidisdale, is I 
Idled traditionally the Pkts-work.ditelt, os well as the Caood. Am, ancient way, in the hfrins, 
is called by the country people, the Pint-road. Several round fOrtss in Lidisdalc, are still Idled'. 
the Pi. ..works Stat. Acco 	p. 4 	A hill, where there iethe reinain 4d-  a British fort, 

. 	Garwald parish, is called the Piaoltill. Armstrong's Map of ilSe Lothians. In Buchan, there: 
number of bitlinh 4o/r, which are called the Ph:I-1101MM general circular buildings of sto 

in Cathness, and in Orkney, are called the Plat-houses. And the:frith, which separates 
nets, and Orkney, was of old ated ^ fictum Pidieunt,," though  MP  the Pentland Firth. 
don's Scotia Antigua, in Mamie Atlas. Ina charter of Alexander Itto the monks of K' 
the lands of Burgle, the  rune. P;etentat"  or water-cour, of the Picts, is called for, as a boo 

(r) " I ant not eery willing," xaith one of the w•isest 4,1 	" that any language oho 
" totally extinguished. Tit& similitude, and derivation of Lin ,ogrs, afford tar most ind 
" proof of the traduction of nations, and the genealogy of munkind. T:iry add often 

certainty to historical evidence ; and often supply the only r, idence of ancient m' 
" of the revolutions of ages, which loft no written mouton,. behind their. 	Job 
Drumminni, in Boswell's life of Johnsen, v. i. Sc.1 	The Pa,ident des Bre 
own Coimbra, concur With Johnson, in his judicious observatioxs. 
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are all significant, in the British language, ag we may learn, from the Welsh 
dictionaries. We have itite-ceived, that the Picts of the third century were 
merely the descendants of the Britons, during the first, though the Picts ap-
peared to Roman eyes, under new aspects, and to the Roman understanding, 
in more formidable shapes (f 	We have already seen, that the names of the 
Pictish kings are significant neither, in the Teutonic, nor Irish, but only in the 
British speech. Alld We than find, that AbeAmethy, the metropolis of the 
Picti h kingdom, also derived, from the British language, its appropriate app.:I--
tattoo, which it retained till the recent period ot the Pictish government (g). 

The most ancient repertory of the Pictish language is the topography of -• 
North-Britain (h) In it, may even now be traced the copious, and .discrintin-. 
using speech of that ancient people. Several of the towns, in North-Britain, 
love derived their descriptive names from the Pictish speech such as Eccles, 
Lanerk, and Strivelin, Peebles, and Perth, Forfar, :mil Aberdeen. Some of 
the parishes also ot(oy thelonour of Pictish names : such as, Llan.bride, and 

`.4r.  
(f) See before, Book 

(g) Sec Book i eh i. 	,Oner opographical dictionary 	 vo. Abre. The late Dr. John 

M'Plrirson, who was praised by r81114 	" s master of the Celtic, in all it: branch." 

wrote an express dissertation, the fifth; on ' the Pictish Ippoisgme In this, he rittempts, with 

a feelhe voi 	indeed, to conftite lanes, as well as Camden, win. were of opiniim, 	,hat Ow Picts 

0  spoke the British British language.° 	this hapele. tai: of writing down the truth, he objects to the 
British word A7,, which they hashconsidyred, as Pictish. He canard admit this because the write} 

(Abor) is found issome parrof.41orth-Britain, to whiell the Pictish empire orser extended as 
in Loehrener. He slid riot kn

ts

osnrithat every part of North-hi-4,6o wits once inhabited by British 

tribes, who left the word A Err behind them, during nthousand priori, hofore the Scots calm' into 

that country, from Ireland. Heititiniates, indersl, that the Irish may have had the .soot 
from some of their pro&niteirs : yd. he durst not clidn't it, as all Tr, word. And, he did not 

know E5r fart, about which he"14:neier inquired, that the word rIniro is inrither ia the Irish dic- 

tionaries, nor to he foiled 	theP *of Ireland, lly the Pictish tongue, he eksolt, as he says, 

the Inreskage of tan r 	 to 	emsor •:I mem: EL( 5 El the (7 elErr, 
spoke Ferro r It iliri net r :imps the Olt, penetrid 	of 	th it ireirloi r Dr. ,halm, so. blr. 

SI'Phrirson, tied:rosined one word of 11,e IS, EWE. " -It ie inv.:Er:Me to prove," says D. 

iohn kl‘Plierscrs, 	Bre. my fairitfril record, that K innethi M'Alors intrredrierd a new lasirita‘ze 

• aino.ig his new nnbj,,t3, after he had mined the Pictish k 	that of the Beets." 

71c, 	the chariots,' prove, that the Score-Irish pirrip slid <I 	Pre I. iiirrin rrwrol, for their 

cm; : :he Et:aro:let:, show the Scow-11..1h 	the wiry 	cilia ..i 	iiis B. 	sllir into 

their own Insgr. It bus been demonstrated, in Book i. 

ne  

[ii. tirei 	nbroes, 	b Noi.. 

Britain, during the okorai century, were British: the Topnieropenhi 55,5erty will tripoliy swine, 

that thenarnes of plaeu,, in the same country, became 51,551,55, rh.Eer the conquest of the Picts, 
by Kenneth APAh.in 

(5) See befinre, Book i. ch. i. and ii. where the most ancient 	hr 	ir the lint, and se- 

cond, cesturies, arc shown to ha British, that is, Pictish. 
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Llan-morgan, from the British Llon, 	; Liff, from the B 

flood ; Pennycuick, Ochittre, Ayr, and 	*Any other na 

may be traced up to the some ancient sours.: snail a,  A, Jlt, 

a creek; 	 Pc/4  a 
a riot of lane; Fill,  a strength ; 
Cur:, and Kerw,:ufwanlpy grout 
a hill ; and almost ail the rivet*, and wat,s(i). 

Next to the notices of topography, wish regard to the Pictish la 
Conte to the:authority of Bedc. Amidst his penury of topographical intim 
the learned monk does recollect one Pictish word (k). In 

`Nennius informs us, that the Seoto-Irish called the saute  heder 
ail, ulldels is known at this day, icy de: familiar name of 
poi of .the British being critiiv‘ilmt to the can of the Irish, this co 
the kindred languages confirms the opinion of Bede; and, ad 

.5. to truth. 
The Pictish language may also be found in the v&nacular langu, 

Britain, even at this day (/). The inhabitants of Edinburgh use the Ian 

(it See the comparative topography in Book i. eh. i. 
(I 	Bede, speaking of the o•all Antoni, the obvious vestiges of which remained in hi; time, 

gat renrIsi, ^ Incipit aurns dour= fertile indium spatio a mom.sterio Arreunsig ad occident...in, in 
4'kfe.co qui 	n.: Murton Peatfoild t  lingua autem anglorum Penman uppalatur" Bede, 

ddltiSn 	
sermo 

p. 	We thus perceive that, in the age of Bede, and during the Pictish period, 
7 ;the end otthe ad/  was named by the Phis Pallor! us 	else (f) and (v) being convent. 

blew a fact this, whirls proves, additionally, that the Pict, and Britons, spoke the same la 
for, An-eau/, 	Pen-y-ttudl, mean sin saner thing, under different constructions ; as  1': 

1,  Wall-end, 'and l'ellttual is the end 	the wall : now, one dialect might in 	commonly 
- 	.on  C form, than the other and, Bccle only showed, by writing Pedf 

ore
de, instead of Pen-y•ar  t , 

4,i:which is still pronlent among the northern Britons; the habit of giving dandle 'sunk, to the 
• vowels, which are used, in the Welsh. The Penal-tux bf  the Suomi, as recorded by Bede, is merely 

the Penton( of the Britons, contracted, by the Saxon purtunciation, hits Pend, with the affix  tun 
,, signifying the so,n, or hamlet, at  Pennual. The intimations of Bede attest, what elf histe 

seem to acknowl. dge, that the languagin of the Picts, and the Saxons, were quite different 
quirt' 178,, v. I. p. 365 apd Om the Pictish Penwand prereded the Saxon aaryd.lem 
.told, however, by the  same  enquirer, v. i. p. 46. that Pen:, in the Stiio.Gothic of !bre, 
extender,  to extend, but, if w, change the treat of a proposition, and Orel. the °rho 
words, it were easy, no doubt, to convert the pc.., of the British, and the Cr, of 
into the Pan of the Suio-Clothic. 	tole etymology, when applied to the nom 
construction, the spelling, the sense, and the sound, ought all to concur together. 

(t) There i va,t body of the common speech, both of England, and of Sco 
from the noble

s 
 language nguage of the ancient Britons. See the vocabulary, British,. 

.A.cothh, 	 i,roduction to the topographical dictionary. Take the fo'dowing 
dirk, earnest inoiley, from the Dritlsh Ark,. 
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of the Picts, as often as they speak of some of the North-British towns, or of 
many local objects around them. 

The municipal law of North-Britain has even borrowed several of its signifi-
cant terms from the Pictish speech. The subjoined specimens may suffice, for 

the present 

Clap and call of the Scotish law, from the British; Clip, and Ckpian. Cabeo 
of the Scotish law, from the British, Galan, Culottes. Kekbin of the 

Begat,, from the British Bug, a hobgoblin; and Bo, a bugbear, an interjection of terror. 

	

Owen's Diet. and Lhayd's Arch. x 	„ 
Burg, a bung-hole. Lbuyd z ny; 
Hale, a boar from Bade!, British ; Bethel, Cornish. Davies, and Pryce. 
Brillet, the breast of a slain beast, from the British Barred. Meltards. 
To Clerk, from the British °eon Owen. 
Carol, from the British Caryl. Owen. 
Cad, dung, from the British Cad,. Owen and Lltuyd, p. t 99. 

Bann, a godmother, also Cunimerwife, from the Briti,h Co tram. Lloyd, p. ;83 	1,1 
Burlase, p.42x. 

Cowl, or Chalk, from the British Caleb. Owen. 
Clime, and dish-ma-clover, from the British, 
Clap, from the British Clip. 
Darn, to mend, or piece. Owen. 
Dub, from the British Drub. Owen.  
Dad, a father, from the British Tad. 
Earners. the pledge-money of an agreement, from the British Ern, and Ern,. 
Gridle, or Girdle, from the British Creidell, ur Irish Cozaa . 

a slumber, British Glay, Corn. Glos. Owen, and Pryor. 
Cia, A sow; Corn. Gide; Arm. Gael. Pry CO , and Lboyd, p. 	.4. 
flak, from the British Radii, (Pithier). Owen. 	aspirate H, being prefixed by tic 

Saxons, changed the word to Halter. 
Htm, a border scam, from the British Hem. Owen. 
Had, Hod, an interj. from Haut, British. Owen. 
Knee, a rap, from the British Carr. 
Knell, pronounced Know, from the British Cnol. Owen. 
Knell, the stroke of a bell, from the British Clod. 0 nen. 

Kehar, a rafter, from the British Rh,. Lhuyd, p. 2,1.; Owen and Pryce's A rch. in ro. Bieber. 
To Kemp, from the British C rap, Campinu. Owen. 
Mammy, from the British Mons a mother. Davies, and Richard. 
Marl, from the British Mar/. Id. 
Pen, Pease, from the British Py,; Cornish Pt:. Richards, and Pont,. 
Park, a field, or enclosure, from the British Parr Conn!, Park. 
Paw, the foot, from the British, Cornish, and Armoric, Paw, and Pawen. Pone, and 

Lhuyd, p. ac8. 
Ruth, plenty, from 121nnah, British; Bosh, Cornish. Davies, and Pryer. 
dnia, Lard, from the British lair,. Richards. 
Mill, a twig, from the British Wydd, (Wyth) ; Cornish Withal. ltichard5, and Bryce. 

VOL. I. 	 F f 	 stylish 
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Scotish law, from the British, Cylrb. Merced, or Mercheta 
of the Scotish law, from the British Merrbid. Order of the Scotish 
law, from the British Oryr (to). 

The Welsh archaiology has, at length, furnished the curious inquirers 
a language, which has been supposed, by the En;;Iish chroniclers of the 
ages to be lost, with some admirable poems, in the Pictish language. 
Caledonian Myrddin, or  kerlinms Caleclonita, who was born on the no 
the Clyde, and nourished about 56a A.D. has left  an elegant specimen of Pictish 
poetry; in his Avallmnt, wIierein he speaks of Caledonia, as his native soil (n). 
The Gadodiff of Aneurin, whu wrote his elegant poem, about 540 A.D. may 
also be justly scented a specimen of Pictish poetry ; a,  it was composed, in the 
kindred language of the Rumanized liritons of the Ottadinian country (a). In 
fact, the Picts being merely the de umlauts of the British settlers of North-
Britain, and she British names of waters, boils in North, and South, Britain, 
being significant in the Welsh diciionaries, the Pimish language must be sought 
for, in the C.ambro•British ward-books, as  IN genuine depositories. 

The language of the Britons, and Picts, has been considered, by judicious 
writers, as masculine, copious, and poetical. Indeed, from not seeing it, in its 
primitive orthography, it seems to be harsh, in its sounds, to the cars of strata-
gem s  yet, when it is put into verse, sad is read, with its genuine pronuncia, 
Lion, it is, like the Greek, and the Hebrew, melodious, and strong (p). 	

As 

(al) Owens, and Davies's Dirt. ; and Sheer Dr ser6crion aignifiintione. 
(a) Welsh Arch. v. i. p. t 50 Llittyd's Arch. p. aft 

Ni nenv ; ni chystat ; errant ry nragon. 
Fy arglwydd Gm:11,1,101mi, am browy frodorion ! 
Gwedi porthi beim., a hoed, anylch Cdfia, 
Ilwyf was gwynfydig gan.Wledig Gorchorddion I 

I sigh not ; I do not sleep ; I am agitated for my chief, 
My Lord Gwenddolati, and my genial countrymen! 
After bearing of affliction, and mourning about Caledonia, 
I pray to be a blessed servant with the Supreme of supernal circles! 

(o) See the Welsh Arch. v. i. p. t. 
(p1 Ancient Univ. Hist. v. al. p.3 t. The topography of North-Britain alone exhibits abun-

dant proofs of those se•eral characteristics of the British, and Pictish, languages; while it 'hews 
the barrenness of the Gothic speech, and the want of taste, for descriptive appellations of the Saxon 
prop!,.. The Celtic names of promontories, mountains, vaileys, lakes, rivers, and other llama] 
objects, display a vast variety of descriptive, and metaphorical terms, which must give gnat de-
light to all those, who are capable of understanding them. The strength of the Gaelic speech 
misos from the brevity, and force, with whiell it conveys to the zn:lid the meaning of the speakers, 

and 

alC 
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As the Celts were the original settlers of western Europe, they transmitted 

to their posterity an energetic passion, for imposing their own significant names 

on all the prominent objects of mature. In exercising this peculiar prerogative 

of first discoverers, they displayed those appropriate qualities of their language, 

Which have heeu remarked; its strength, and discrimination; its copiousness 

lil

• 
 

of epithet, and its frequency of metaphor (g.). 

ind writers. Its copiousness is seen, is the great variety of its appropriate appellations: the Gaelic 
lang-nage has no fewer than fif 

t

ty different terms, fur hills of various kinds, from the Brie, for the • 
highest mountain, down to the Tow, for the smallest hillock, while the Gothic has scarcely half a 
dozen, for the same objects. See Shaw's Gaelic Dictionary, Hicks. Thesaurus, and ether 
Gothic word-books, foe the facts. 

(q) See LIniydhi 21elversaria, which are annexed to Baxter's Glossary; and the following topo-
raphical dictionary, which displays a thousand examples of the Braigtb, and discrimination, of the 
Sitish, and Pictish languages, It were endless to enumerate the great variety of des...II/the ap-
Eations, which the Celtic people hare given to the mountains, rivers, and other natural objects, 

in North-Britain they may be seen, as well in the Comparative Topogniphy, book i. ell. i. as is 
e Topographical Dictionary. The Gaelic settlers, M North-Britain, seem to have had a si;Igolae 
position to suppose the heights of thei mountainous country to resemble different parts of the 
an body, ins  varius attitudes; and to apply metaphorical names to those height, in allusion 

to those fancied resemblances the British Trey, and the Scoto-Irish Seen, which signify the 
ewe, are often applied to promolitoric, and to projections of hills; the British Yen, and the Scot°. 
Irish Crn, the Oral the British Bes, the &ray r (I(:( Gaelic Drug, the Bad i Too, the back-
side; Luiz, the leg, or thank ; Avian, the forehead; the 'British, and Scow flirts Ton, a belly[ 
and many other timilr expressions, wore all metaphorically applied, by the Gaelic settlers, 	the 
• mes of hills. Many of the appellations of rivers, lakes, and waters, in Nurth-Britain, also evince 

e liveliness, taste, and discrimination, of the Gaelic colonists of North-Britain, in imposing their 
lasting names on the various water of that country t such es df(im,l( i,(4,, Ease, Doe, Thu, Guy, 
Wy, or Uy, Aw, Awdttr, Ey, Dolthte, Smith, Ad, An, Ea, Oiche, 	and for smaller 
streams, she Celtic appellations are, Corrag, N., Gov, Ald, Smiths, Lt,itt, Gd, and other,. 
We may perceive, in the maps of Wales, the 1,1i. &Script ire, oei metaphorical names of hill, 
rivers, and other such objects. See the Arissmsr,:i2 of I,Imycl beibee quoted. On the contrary, 
the only Saxon appellative for a rives, which appears in the topography of North-Britain, it the 
Ping, or Fleet ( and which occum but twiee, in the Fhw in Gtli.,way, and the Fier, iii Sutherkmd-
shire the o..ly Sento-Saxon name for a rivulet it Byrn, or Bunk whit's has passed int., common 
speech. Here, then, are additional Arno( of the copi.,osnek. of the Celtic, and of the hnereness 
of she Gothic. Take en example of the discriminating fat ilty of the Cultic 	( many 
strems were called 7),,,fae, Cons tik 	aNkarm.ce of the water 	there i3 	the 
then  vicinity of some of thew, th•• epitimt 	approprietly applied to some 	s, having 
if light glue colour. See the blip of Dunhartoibthire. In the topPgraphy of NortI

stream
bBritain, there 

a the and names, which evince the nke discriminations of the Celtic colonists the Eden, 
jsnd lihgri, denote, in the British, a gliding stream ; the Aloe, and rVim, in the British, and 
Scotodrish, signify a bright, or clear stream; Dirgrgfri signifies a 1,1m.k, or dark-eel-.t. w! stream; 

or .11a, denotes a Slowly stream ; the Car of derived their names, from their dittinguithing 
utility of Cniewitures, and the Levens, 1,(m)(hfir 

f 2 	 As 
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As the Celtic tongue abounded with indigenous elements, the Celts borrowed 
little from foreign languages, whatever they may have lent, from' their own-
abundance to succeeding people. 'file Celtic, indeed, did not stand in need of 
foreign aid ; as the ingenuity of the Celtic people, from the copious roots of 
their own tongue, formed, and multiplied, terms, as occasion demanded, and 
invention dictated. The Celts enjoyed, front their earliest progenitors, an in-
vineible attachment to theiriown language which naturally produced a strong 
antipathy to innovations, int heir ancient tongue, or adoptions, front the speech of 
those, whom their hatred viewed, as invaders, or oppressors. Though the 
Romans were, for centuries, mixed with the BlitOnS of the south, and the 
Caledonians of the north, and taught them some of their arts ; yet, the British, 
and Pictish, people, did not adopt .y of the Roman language, except the,  
names of art, or of persons. Such words, in the British, and Pictish language, 
as seem to the eye of cursory observation to exhibit some analogy, in their form, 
and meaning, owe such appearances to their formation from roots, which sprung 
originally from a common securer. It cannot, then, be said, with truth, or 
propriety, that the Celts borrowed, from the Tatitm, or the Latins, from the. 
Celts. Not a Latin expression is to be found, in the ingenious poetry of the 
ancient Britons, during the sixth, seventh, and eighth, centuries, while the 
vulgar languages of Europe had not yet been formed (r). The, speech of the.  
Romaniaed Britons remained, aft er the retreat of the Romans, the same as the 
language of the extraprovincial Britons of Caledonia. The tongue of the Ca-
ledonian Myrddin is exactly the same with the speech of the southern poets, 
who wrote, in the same age, among the Ronlanized Britons. The Britons 
even applied terms, from their own copious language, to the Roman walls, to 
the Ronan roads, camps, stations, and other Roman works, in this country, 
instead of adopting Roman terms, for Roman labours. Neither the laiue of 
time, nor the change of circumstances, have at all diminished the strong attach-
ment of the Celtic people to their own language, or their aversion from the 
intrusion of hostile tongues. These passions form a striking feature, in the 
character of their undoubted descendants, in the present age. It was one of 
the fundamental maxims of the Celtic Bards, to preserve their own language. 
Actuated by this principle, the ancient Britons, in Wales, and the Scotodrish, 
in North-Britain, tenaciously mnintainsol their own speech, and obstinhtely resist 
the adoption of the English language, whatever may be its improvements, or 
its use  (s). 

in 
(r) S. the Welsh Archaiology, v. i. throughont. 
(a) btu ee  takes notice of thie aversion of the Scoto.iriAl, in his time. Hi, gto edit. p. .Y4  

The 
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In the subsequent proVess of the Gothic tribes over Europe, wherever they 
occupied countries, whicthad been previously occupied by the Celts, the Gothic 
intruders not only adopted the names of the rivers, mountains, and other places, 
:hat the more lively genius of the Colts had imposed, from  a  more energetic, 
and descriptive, speech ; bat, the Gothic colonists borrowed many tenns from 
the more opulent language of their Collie predecessors. The Goths, who, in 
late tittles, intruded upon the Celtic people of Geitnany, borrowed much of 
their language, and adopted many of the Celtic names of places, in that ample 
region: hence, we find, in the excellent glossaries of the German language, 
by Wachter, and by Schiltcr, a numerous body of Celtic words, which they 
fairly state, as derivations from a Celtic origin (t). The candid statements of 
both might be confirmed from the German topography, if the names of rivers, 
and of places, were traced up to their Celtic sources. The :-:axons, who sculed 
in Britain, were prompted, by their poverty of speech, to follow the example 
of their Gothic fathers. 'They adopted the Celtic names of rivers, many of the 
names of hills, as well as other places; and they apPropriated a number of 
terms, from the more copious, and expressive, speech of the Britons, both of 

The numerous roots, and the great variety of the Celtic tongue, maybe SeeRili Bullet's Mm. Surly 
Langan Celtique, tom. ii iii.; in Gel,. Monde Prim. tom., ; and hi Owen's Welsh Dictionary. The 
British dialect of the Celtic contains a copious, energetic, and expressive language, which was 
early formed Cram its native riches, without the help of foreign adoptions see also the Gaelic vo-
cabularies of MgDonald, and NPFarlan, and bliaw's Dictionary, for the copiommees of the Scoto. 
Irish dialect of the Celtic. On the other hand, the comparative barninesss of the Gothic Impinge 
may be seen clearly in the Menaryllege. Mandl, in Andreads Islandic Dictionary, in t he Voratti-
larinoi Daemon, 151o, and  in (tick:, Thoaortis. The barreness of the Anglo-Saxon language 
may he seen in the fewness of its spumyma it has only four, or five appellatives for a hill . 
.13erg, !!loom, or Law, Dee, and Tort and of these four, the two last are honoacd from' the 
Celtic ; for the Don, and Tor, only appear in the Anglo.Saxon, and in the German, but not in 
the other dialects of the Gothic ; and indeed Wachter, with his usual .candour, states ilic 
and Thor, to be Celtic words in the whole of the Islanclic, Norwegian, Danish, and Swedish, 
dialects of the Gothic, there are only about nin 	ten, appellations, for 	hill ; as Berg. FA 
Bode, late, 11611, fl d, LA, lie, Pk; while one

e, 
 dia
or 

 lect of the Celtic alone has more than fifty 
different appellatives for the  same  objects. 	puetieal  mince  of the Critic language may be in- 
ferred, nut only (ruin its aptness for poetry, as we  maysr.., in the Welsh A rcliaiology, but still 
more, from the lively, metaphorical, and descriptive epithets, which the Celtic people applied to 
the various objects of nature, wherever they colonihed. 

It) The nio.t ancient specimens of the German, and French, tongues, ate the oaths of Louis 
le Germanique, and his lindlier Charles le Chatty, which they took, to :iv Aso.; and which con- 
sist of a nide mixture of Latin, Celtic, and Tudesque. Bullet's totem. tom. 	p. 23 j and Gob. 
Montle Prim. roei. v. p. toy. At that epoch, when the Picts ceased to be an independent people, 
both the Britons, and Picts, spoke a highly cultivated language, and possessed many specimens of" 
the Rosso poetry, from a long succession of elegant poet, See the Wel,l; Arehaiologg, v. f. 

the 
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the south, and the north. Many of the Celtic words, which had, been thus 
adopted, from necessity, or convenience, have maintained their places, in the 
English language, through successive ages, from their usefulness. 	These 
adopted words form a considerable proportion of the English language, even at 
the present day (s). The greater number of those adopted cords is so little 
altered, in their form, and easing, as to give little exercise to the ingenuity of 
the etymologist, in tracinetem to their true originals. But, our lexicogra-
phers, from their unskilfulness, in the language of the Britons, and unacquaint-
ance with the history of the Goths, have stated many of the adopted words, 
from the original language of our island, as of unknown origin and they have 
traced many words to a Saxon source, without knowing, that the Saxons had 
themselves borrowed their adoptions, from the British Aborigines. 

It was owing to that barreness of speech, and dullness of apprehensi ,n, that 
we see so little description, or variety, in the names of places, in the countries, 
which were settled by the Gothic colonists (s). The Anglo-Saxons, who, in • 
more recent times, acquired settlements, in North-Britain, adopted, in the same 	4, 
manner, the Celtic names of waters, of heights, and of other great objects of 

(o) See Whitaker's Mooches,. v. ii. p.:38-40 t and see the introduction to the following to-
pographical dictionary, for "a specimen of a vocabulary, British, Scoto.drish, and Scotish." The 
intelligent writer of the late welsh dictionary has carefully investigated the origin of the several 

ords, which begin the letter e, in the English language ; and according to his result, there may 
be referred to the Saxon 	 tot 
Of these, 165 words were obviously borrowed, by the Saxons, from the Britidt 	165 

hence 	936 
Woids certainly-derived from the British, including the above 165 - 	9.5 
Uncertain Words 	- - 	126 
Words from the French 	- • 54 ,  
--from the Latin 

from the Creek 	 - 
• 40,  

64 
---from the Italian Go 
---from the Dutch 	- - 	.35 

33:8  

In severalof the other letters of the English dictionary, this ratio of adoption will he nude in 
favour of the British speech 	the words, 	this language, beginning with a, are few in number, 
comp:m..1 with several other letters of the Cambro-British dictionary: and, cons:dering the con-
nection of the French, the Latin, the Greek, and the Italian, with the Celtic, we may s,-c the 
great preponderance of the Celtic, in the English language. 

(,,) See satisfactory proofs of this, in.Ionas's " Specimen Islandile Ifirrorcum ,  et Inagua ex parte 
Cboragragku.." Amstel. 5643. See annexed to CV...meg Sax. Chron. Ibis " Reguld: Cent-

" mIdi ad investigandas origins Nominum Locorum." And see also, the following topographical 
dictionary, in the Saxon names of places. 

nature. 
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nature. They adopted a greater number of the Celtic names of places in North, 
than in South-Britain; beeause their settlements were made, in the north, at a 
later period, and in a different manner. The Anglo-Saxons, also, borrowed 
many words, both from the Briti,h, and Sewn-Irish, which have maintained 
their place; and give strength, and copiousness, and ornament, to the Scott,. 
Saxon of the pre. ent times: In allusion to that want of fertility, in the AtIgio• 
Saxon speech, Verstegan has recorded a saw, whici Sumner was studious to 
copy : 

d,  In Ford, in Ho,,, in Ley, and Tm, 
The most of English tirnames run (y)." 

To the language of a people, which is, of all their antiquities, the most in-
teresting, the next object of curiosity is their religion; as it shows a progress of 
sentiment, and may evince an analogy of lineage. The religion of the Gauls, 
and the Britons, as we have seen, was the same the religion of the Britons,
.and the Picts, was the same ; as we know they were the same people, from the 
identity of their speech, the sameness of their topography, and the identity of 
their monuments. The tenets, and the form of the Pictish religion, were Druid, 
till the sixth century; as we know from a thousand relicks of stone, that are 
still the wonder of inquisitive eyes, within the district of the Pictish country (a). 
The modes of sepulture among the Picts were the same, as those of the 
Caledonian', as the sepulchral rites of the Caleclonims were the same, as those 
cf the Britons (ass). Their hill-forts, their weapons of war, their ornaments, 
and their modes of life, were the same, as those of the Caledonian Britons, of 
whom the Picts were the immediate descendants (a). 

Whatever portion of the Pictish history we discuss, whet/ter their origin, annals, 
or their language, or religion, their manners, or customs, it is repeatedly asked, 
whether the Picts were a Coffin, or a Gothic people? In order to close an 
inquiry-, which embarrasses, by the frequency of its recurrence, the history of 
this people, it is proposed to review, briefly, the Pictish gucrtion, as it has 
been discussed, by inquisitive men, at different periods, under various aspects. 

If facts had been liscertained, or regarded, it is impossible, that such an 
inquiry could have been ever made. That Britain was gradually colonized, 
from the nearest coast of Gaul, is an historical fact, which scents to be agreed 

(y) Versteg. Restitution of decayed Intelligence. Cut, both Sumner, and Wrstegan, should 
have con5idered the .rireee,,, as derived, ,econdarily, from the Saxon topography, wherein the 
defect originally arose. 

(a) See before, those curious objects investigated, in book i. ch. ii. 	(zz) Id. 
(a) See all those objects of rational <otiosity fully treated of, where we srak of the Caledo-

nian tribes, in book i. ch. ii. 
upon, 
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Upon, by scholars, from L Cwsar, and 'Tacitus, Buchanan, and Camden, to 
Stillingileet, and Schoepllin 	That the several districts of the same island 
should be peopled, by the same tribes, is a probability, which may be carried 
up to certainty, by the satisfactory evidence of the perpetual resemblance of 
the same language, religion, and manners. Yet, paradox supposes it to be 
more likely, that the northern pans of our island were planted, by migrants, 
from beyond the ocean, .9,r  bons beyond the Tweed, during ages, when the 
art of ship-building was Unknown. For maintaining that certainty, proofs, 
which come near to demonstration, have been submitted to the reader, that every 
part of this island was settled, originally, by the same Gaelic tribes. It is a 
truism, then, that our whole island was planted, by the Sara, British people. 
And, against this truism, .d that demonstration, Tacitus cannot be allowed to 
make his conjectures, our Bede, to inform us, from the report of others, that the 
second people, who settled, its this island, cause from Scythia. Subsequent 
writers, who raised a superstructure of sentiments on the opinion of Tacitus,,, 
and the hearsay of Bede, appear thus to build on a very slights foundation (c). 

	

The British tribes cannot be dispossessed, unless by the introduction of a new 	k 
people, whose arrival, and conquests, must be evidenced by stronger proofs, 
than paradoxical theories. 'floe British people, in fact, remained undispossesed 	4 
of their ancient land, during the first, and second centuries. The pristine 
topography of North-Britain, as it is exhibited, by Ptolomy, and Richard, as-
certains that decisive truth. In them, we see a thousand traces of a Celtic 
people: but, of a Gothic people, it is impossible to perceive a single trace. 
While topography speaks thus to the conviction of every reader, history is silent, 
concerning Gothic migrations, in those times, into the British islands, or even. • 
into western Europe (d). 

The Caledonians were the inhabitants of North-Britain, during the firft century, 
as we learn from Tacitus. It was the Caledonians, who fought Agricola, at 
the foot of the Grampian. It was the Caledonians, who finally repulsed the 
Roman legions. If the inhabitants of North-Britain, during the first century, 
were British tribes of a Celtic lineage, the Caledonians must necessarily have 
been Celtic Britons. And, the context of Tacitus attests, that the Britons of 
North, and South-Britain, were, its that age, the same people. 

(b) Ste Gibbon's Hist. Stu edit. as,. p. 791i who says, the present age is ratbfied with the 
rational opinion, slat the British islands were gradually peopled, from the adjacent continent 
of Gaul. 

(e) It was the deliberate opinion of Tacit., or rather of Agricola, says Gibbon, that the Cols, 
Miter, and the Cakdoniann, %vac a kindo.d people. Ibid. p. 090. 

(d) See before, book i. eh. i. 
The 
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The Caledonians  were  inunodiately succeeded by the Picts ; or rather, t 
Picts were the Old Caledonians, under a new name. The classic authors, wh 
lived during the third century, when the Caledonians first appeared, under t 
appellation of Picts, are so positive, that they Were the same people, that eve 
polemicks have acknowledged this significant truth. The stoutest supporters of 
the Gothic system, concerning the Pictish lineage, are, forced to confers, that 
the Caledonians, and Picts, were the same people(*) The acknowledgement, 
which has just been made, of the sapient, of the Picts, and Caledonians, is 
fatal to the Gothic span : for,  as it has been settled, by a thousand facts, as 
moral certainty, that the North-bilis!, tribes were a Celtic people, during th 
second, and first cenunies, the Caledonians of those times must, necessarily, 
have been British Celts : a system, which pretends to outface a thousand facts 
• valves in it a million of absurdities : the fundamental truth, that the Picts, an 

onians, the Britons and Gauls, were the same Celtic people, is strongl 
ed by moral certainties; while the Gothic system is made to stand on 

authorized assertion, and unavailable inference. 
The Scotish chroniclers, Fordun and Wyntown, Bocce and Major, copying{  

the obscure intimation of Bede, trace the Picts, by successive migrations, as  from, 
" Scithy to Ireland, and from Ireland to Brytayn." We may easily suppos 
that, in their conceits, the Picts were a Scythic people. Against such history' 
and such an inference, Buchanan, at length, made a stand. This arose write 

(r) " That the Caledonians, and Picts, were one, and the same Ample, is now universally th 

" lowed Buchanan, Camden, 1..loyd, lanes, Whitaker, the NVPhersons, °Vann, D'Ani 

sr vine, Stillingileet, though differing widely on other points, all join here." Enquiry, t7s9J 

the fast chapter of Part iii. of this book has this significant title, " The Caledonians, and Pict 

w the same." The motive, for this slacrity, in bringing so many scholars to acknowledge 

sameness of the Picts, and Caledonians, appears to be this: During the three centuries, wh 

elapsed, after the invasion of North-Britain by Agricola, the Gook, and Roman authors, wos  
have so firmly opposed the notion of a Gothic conquest over Caledonia, that it became necessary 
go hack i, o darker ages, as much more commodions, for fabulous assumption. Mr fart requi 

that the original colonization of North•Britain, by the Carthro.Beitons, should be acknowledged' 

the classic authorities demanded, that the mmeness of the Picts, and Caledonians, should also 

acknowledged and, nothing remained, bi  tki• strong &lemma of a desperate ewe, but  to a,nr 
without proof, and against probability, that the Caledonians were a Gothic colony, who conque 

North-Britain, 	some unknown age a twn, or three centnrirs, perhaps, b..fore oar common e 

He who goes back to those distant times, for proofs of a Golds conquest of Nortli.Brimin 

dour what the MORI erudite tcholars bare not yet shown, when the Gothic people came in‘ 

Europe; voila the conquering Goths be brought indeed from the Danube, througl.t 

spoilt, into the ocean. But, of such expeditions, in such an age, history is silent : and 
conquests, there does not remain, in North-Britain, the smallest trace, while their exist a thousand 

proofs, that .6 Gothic conquests were never made. 
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y. now insisted, that the Picts of the third century were the descendants of the 
,.• Caledonians, in the first, who spoke the Celtic tongue. After proving, front 

'' an accurate comparison of the wives of places, la Gaul, and in Britain, that 
,- 	the Gauls, and Britons, were the saner people, he erred, with the vulgar, in 
V. supposing:, that either thi- Picts, or Caledonians, were migrants from abroad, 

rather that descendants of the first settler:4, from South-Britain. By thus ad 
milting wh,fl: 'was untrue isdfargument, mid hike in left, he was obliged to derit 
the Picts, :Ind CaL!,lonialar, from the Gothink a Caulk people, in Germany (f 
Buchanan was obviously misled, by Ids enmity ro Hutnphry Lloyd, the Welsh 

s antiquary, to derive the Caledonians from anAppcople, rather than the Cambro. 
Britons. 

In this track of inquiry, Buchanan was soon followed by Camden, tile Strabo 
of England, who originally offered his Britannia to the antiquarian world, in ,  
1386(g). After stating the opinions of others, this modest, and judicious 

4,, writer, gave his own judgment, " t.,,,t the Picts lucre very Britons, indeed, by 
" the demeanor, name, and speech of the Pier," Ile argues the question, 
like Buchanan, fruit classic authors ; like hint, he shows the conformity of the 
names of places ; and he concludes a learned disquisition, without dreading the ., 
charge of absurdity, " that the Pictish, and the British language, differed not ; 
" and, of consequence, the nations vs-ere not divers Or With this judgement 
of Camden, concurred Selden, who advised others to follow his example (i). 
Speed, when he came to exhibit a prospect of Scotland, gave it, as his .opinion, 
' that the Picts, ancientiy inhabiting a part of that kingdom, were the inborn 

" Britons, whose names began first to be ditainguiShed under Dioclesian "(k). 

(f ) See Buchanan's Hist. lib. xi. § ttl. to 27. Thin able man assures us that, before the ar-
rival of the Saxons, none of the British nations, when conmaiog with each other, used an inter-
preter ; that there are no triers of a foreign tongue, in the peculiar country of the Picts ;  that the 
names of districts, and of to 	which they once inhabited,. are still significant, in the ancient 
language. It is cutious to remark, that tin,. notions of Buchanan are confirmed by the fact In 
this work, look i. ch i may be aces, from an elaborate comparison of the names of placer, that 
North-Britain must have been settled, by the same Gaulic people, who colonized South-Britain. Sr 
book i. chi ii. it is evinced, by similar comparisons, that the seines of tribes, and of places, were 

L.; 	still Celtic, in the ...eel, sod third, centuries, without a single trace of any Gothic tongue: and 
hence, the instructive itirercnce, that a Gothic people lent not yet an ivcd, within the Caledonian 
r%".. . 

(g) The.  first edition of the BKITANNIA is an Rao volume of 56o pages: of these, he dedicmed 
trY •  four pages to the Piai ; nituc to the Soli ; and eight to Scoria. 

(01 lb. § R. Pitii. 	 (i) In his notes, on the l'oirldion of Drayton. 
(k) Prospects, B. iii. ch. i. The geographer du Chemin concurs with Camden. Sd,Icti, ,, 

'-' Spend ;  adding  rr..., antholities, and ,.1.1itionA facts. Histoire D'Angletene, U'E,cosn, 
D'Idandt. Lie. ii.. 

When. 
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When Usher was collecting materials, however, for his etriesiastleal anti-
quitie he thbught it to follow the intimations of Bede, rather than the judge-
ment of Camden, by supposing, that the Picts were Cimbric-Germans, and not 
inborn Britons (1). Yet, with Usher, did not concur Lloyd, the learned Bishop 
of St. Asaph, who was an original thinker, rather than the collector of the 
opinions of others according to this eminent scholar, the Pitts were ameiv,tly 
called Calyd I nes and were not of a different langurtge from the Britons ; nor 
were called, by any other name, that we read of, till about three hundred years, 
after Christ Ins 	This explicit judgement of Lloyd, did not, however, prevent 
Stillingfleet, when he came out to defend this learned ',relate against Sir George 
M•Kenaie, from attempting a confutation of Lloyd, on this Pitt;sb question (n). 
The notions of Stillingileet are chiefly derived from Tacitus, who had not in-
fluenctd Buchanap, nor Camden, nor Selden, nor Speed, nor DuChesne, to 
think, absurdly, on so obvious a point. In 17o6, was published the History 
If the Pia', which had been written a century before, by Fleury Maul, who 
concurred with Camden, and argued, from the North-British topography, that 
their language was British. This Pictish history was followed, in' iyoy, by 
Lhuyd's Arrhaiologia this learned writer now delivered it, as his judgment, 
" that the Picts were Britons, without question; as appeared from the names 
" of the mountains, and rivers, in the Lowlands ,of Scotland, where they in. 

habited." After reviewing such contradictory opinions, it is curious to 
remark that, those scholars, who formed their judgements, from reading books, 
without attending to circumstances, considered the Picts, as a  Cathie people ; 
while those scholars, who weighed circumstances, examined topography, and 
adverted to language, regarded the Piers, as  inborn Britons, whose tongue was 
Cambro.British it will he found, from the most elaborate researches, that facts 
must necessarily prevail against opinions. 

At length Inner appeared with his Critical Essay, in 1729, which he had 
elaborated, during twenty years. Like Lloyd, Mlles is an original thinker, 
who forms his own opinions. He now reviewed, with an elaborate pen, the 

(I) Eccles. Primord. ch. xv. 	In) RAI. Aces. of Church Got. 1684, 	§ 3• 
(s) Origins Brit. ao4-6 When Gibson republished the Briiimria, in )697, he referred, in 

nets to Usher's Primonlia, for the origin of the Picts; and added, that " Stillingfieet proves 
s' them to have their original from Scandinavia." It is quite wonderful, that Gibson shonla have 
opposed the loose collection of Usher, and the learned impertinences of Stillingflect, to the solid 
sense of Camden, which will remain for ever. When Gibson had the rashness, to attempt a con. 
futat,, of Camden, he seems not to have known, that Camden had been supported, by the concur-
rence of Selden, of Burton, in his dfnioninca, and of Sir William Temple, in his larrodvelkoi to the 
history of England. 

G g a 	 several 
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several sentiments of those, who had before him discussed the Pictish question. 
He reconciles the conjecture of Tacitus (a) ;  he explains the hearsay of Bede ; 
he concurs with Lloyd; he confutes Stillingtleet (b): and, he at length de. 
dares it' to be more natural, as well as more probable, that the Caledonian 
Britons, or Picts, were of the same origin, as the Britons of the South, who 
came certainly from the nearest coast of Gaul ; and who gradually advanced 
northward ; carrying whgrthem the same customs, and the same language, 
aelakh they had themselves derived from the Gaulish Celts (c). The Critical 
Luny of limes made a great impression on the antiquarian prejudices of those 
times, though he was ,encountered by opptonents (d). But, every researc14, 
which has yet'been made, evinces, that lnnes was accurate, in his authorities, 
founded, in his facts, and right, in his conclusions. 

The next, in succession, though not in merit, who discussed the '7'h- fish 
question,  was Sir John Clerks, who died, in t70 (e). ,  The Critical Essay  seas 
too recent, for the perusal of such air antiquary ; and the opinions of Buchanan; 
and Camden, had been too little considered, in his judgment, to merit refuta-
tion : not, cats he allow -to Davies, and I,huyd, that the speech, which they 

.  had cultivated, was once the Lingua Britannia?,  or the tmiversal language of 
0,,  Great Britain. But, he who speculates on languages, which must have existed, 
': 	before thewatcrs, in the same countly, had received their names, only plunges into 

..  thedark, unbottomed, ityinite abyss, whence none ran find his uncouth way, through 
:: ..,,  the palpable obscure(f) f .). Yet, our antiquary appears to have never inquired, 

t

, 	(. ) Gibbon concurs with lotus, in the sound construction, which he given to Tacitus's sent:. 
,. 	meuts, as to the question, who were the first .inhabitants of Britain. lit fact, Tacitus, aft.' idly 

supposing, that different tril.ws may have had a different origin, at length gives his deliberate 
l! 	 judgment: ••On a general survey, however, it ,appears probable that, the Gauls originally took , 

" possession of the neighbouring coast. The sacred rites and superstitions of thrice people are 
,e) 	" discernible among, silt &nous. The languages of the two nations, (the Gauls, and Britons), do 

" not greatly differ." Yet, Sir Sohn Coke insisted that, Tadtua bad said, the languages of the 
Gauls, and Germ., did not widely differ: he  must  have hastily written from faint recullettion• 

• (8) Ledwich, the Irish antiquary, observes, that Stillingtleet had  Duerr  been confuted: lied- 
wish, perhaps, never no Innes's work. 

(e) Crit. Essay,  v.  i. p. ,it to [66. 
(d) The Re, Dr. Free ivied to confute Inns', judgment, concerning the Pielith quexlico, in 

some dissertations, which are now forgotten. 
(e) He compiled, for the private hearing of a literary society, in t; is, his " Inquiry into the 
ancient languages of Great Britain," which was published, in the Rdiquie Calla., p.36: t and 

which was °ppmd even, by its publisher, who saw its manifold defects. 
(f) We have men before, in b. i. ch. i. that the  names  of the waters, within North-Bi.tain, 

me significant, in the Cambro•British speech, as explained by Davies, and Llinyd. 

• who 
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who were the first inhabitants of Europe; or when the Goths came, originally, 
into Western Europe : but, he is sure, in opposition to authorities, and facts, 
that the German nations were the first, who peopled thcogreatest part of this 
island ; he is clear, that the Saxon speech was heard, throughout this lead, be-
fore J. Casur had &filed its shores, with his ambitious feet u  he i•cerudn, that 
as the Saxon language was what the Picts spoke," and he knew that, si  fink/rue, 
ancient Scots-Saxon knguage continues in the Orklitys, in this day 
true friends of so worthy a man, must lament, that his lopiry shOn4 
been exposed to the eye of criticism; because it must lessen his fame, as an abu% . 
quary, and disparage his character, as a scholar. 

We are now advanced, in reviewing the Pirli4; quktion, to the present reign, 
Guthrie published his history of Scotland, in t7n7. Ile professes to write, 
without regard to former systems of Scotch. atuipticics ; he considers ancient 
languages, as more instructive, because they are founded upon facts, than the' 
wild dreams of Irish, or of northern antiquaries ; fie thinks, that the speech of 
the Celts was perhaps the mother language of the dead tongues, in every part of 
Europe: and, after some obliquities, he comes, at length, to conclude, that 
the Picts, who were the unsubdued part of the Belgic-Britons, in the end,. 
merged the very name of Caledonians (h). Isis apparent, from cuthrie's 
arguments, that be relied more on Welsh philology, than en the more.instructive 
inferences of local facts. 

We now enter on the Poleutick scene, wherein the Macpherson, andWhitakcr, 
played conspicuous parts. In 1768, appeared Critiral Dimertation,  on the an-
cient Caledonians, their posterity, the Picts, and the British, and Irish Scots  (i). 
In proving what cannot, indeed, be denied, that the Picts were the posterity 

(,) 	I, 362-3 I it IP  df111011111,bly Certain, shot the test  grIt11111  of to 	011 the map 
of North-Britain is CambrosBritish ; that the second ski-anon which, within 

	on 

super- 
induced upon she former, was the Cache; that the topographic language of the Orkneys, Meet 
as it is, is as different, from the Anglo-Saxon, as any two language can be, that hose a common 
origin. Sec before is. i. oh. i. ii.; b ii. ch. iii. The inferences, which necessarily result, from 
the demonstrations, which those Books supply,  nee eery obvious to all, who can mason, without 

regard to previous opinions ; slot the Cambto.Britons were the first colonists, who imposed those 
names on places; that the Gaelic-Soots were the second an triers, in the lowland, who imposed 
their peculiar names; but, that there was no mom left, fur the intrusion of Gothic appellations. 

The 'Brownie names of plac 	in the lowlan ds, are Anglo-Saxon, and Englihh, which were im- 
posed, doting recent 	

es, 

; and of courts do not apply to the iff.tifh qftertion. It ie  singular to 
remark that, the name of Pensysetzik, whence Sir John Clerks dated his Inquiry, can only be

explained, fmtn the British spee;h, and not from the Gothic, or Cerlic. ^' 
(h) See his Introduction, throughout. 

(i) By John Macpherson, D. D. the minister cf Slate• 

of 
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'::.  .of the Caledonians, he confutes some positions of Stillingfleet, and concurs with 
the opinion of Camden (k). After refuting the learned Polemick, our Dissertator 
is  DO  weak, as to deny the existence of the Pictish monarchy : he reads the Pictish 
Chronicle, in banes : he sees the Pictish kings, in Bede; acting ' their proper 

r.' •  characters, both eccl - iastical, and civil; yet, cannot he perceive the l'Ictish 
',  monarchy, whatever limes may prove, by the most satisfactory evidence. The 
I.  blindness of prejudice carries our Dissertator even beyond this incredulity : he 

admits the existence of the Picts, as a people, yet denies the entity of their 
: speech, as a language (I) : and, his ardour of Scotirism hurries hint headlong, 

I

. 

 

t from the paths of truth, which lay directly before him, into the obliquities of 
error, that have consigned his Critical Dissertations  to long-enduring oblivion. 

'  These Dissertations were immediately followed, throughout their whole course of 
C.  inquiry, by the Introduction to the History of Crest Britain, and Ireland m). 

.' His precursor had already done so much to annihilate the Picts, that it did not v   
;i require much effort, in our historical introduacr, who affects " to look upon 
.',- 

 
a` antiquity through the medium of the ancients," to  adjudge the Picts  to death, 

1.,'  and hell, by doom severe (n). The arrogance, which attempted to  blot, from 
our history, the genuine descendants of the first colonists of North-Britain, was 

.. 	 ' 
7 	(5) Stillingfleet had been so unguarded, as to argue, that the Caledonians, having been wasted by 

war, left an opening for the Gothic Picts to come M upon them, from Denmark, during the 
. third redury. Orr Dissertator opposes such groundless suppositions, by the'improbability of such a 

migration, and the silence of ancient writers. The total absence of Gothic names of persons, and 
of places, during that age, in the North-British topography, is decisive proof, that no  soots emigra. 
tins took place. 

1,

`

;., 	(1) He contends, he says, for the identity of the Pictish, and Scotish tongues; as the Picts, and 
,,,..  Scots, were genuine descendants of the old Caledonians. It is, however, apparent, that those tongues 
',, 	wen, not  idenfizal; but were distinct dialects of the Celtic. The Scots were not genuine descendants 
	of the Caledonians, and did not speak the Caledonian language. The topography of North-Britain 

attests the distinctness of the two people, and the difference of their tongues. 

P 
(re) By the well-known James Macpherson, who supplied the Prrfore, and other helps, to  the 

P 7  erilicaDimolation.r. It was the great object of those two writers, to revive the fabulous conceits 
of the ancient priority of the Scots, M North•Britain, which critical controversy had driven into ob. 
;am elarknes, 

(n) The Picts are not so much as mentioned, in Macphetson's ample Index, nor in his copious 
titepagc, which specifies theBriterP, the Irish, and the Anglmti arms. The painful reader, after 
turning over a hundred and. twenty-lac pages, will find the Picts cursorily mentioned, as having 

7 once existed, in the historic pages of Ammimus Marcellinus. But, whether they spoke the Carlo
language, or the British, he could not tell. I have been assured, that James Macpherson tried, 

1 	throughout his life, though without success, to di,coeci thc etymon of the norm, of Spey, the 
outrageous river, on whosc banks he wan born , now, this appropriate appellation is merely the 

k. .  Cambro-British Expqr, which denotes the qualities of this owrilowing stream. 
soon 
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sooriseverely chastised. Every branch of the British root found a potent prop 
in Whitaker. The  Genuine History of the Britons appeared, in 1771 ; which 
undoubtedly is What it professed to be, ff A Candid Refutation of Mr. Mac-
" phersou's Introduction." It may be said of this powerful assertor of the 
British history, that " his words are smoother than oil, and yet be they very 
ft swords." Macpherson fled from the words of Whitaker. The refutation of 
this ardent Polemick evinces, in opposition to the mistotements of Macp)ntson, 
that the Picts were Caledonians, and that the Caledonians were Britons. 

This conflict had scarcely ceased, when there appeared " An Enquiry into, 
" the History of Scotland, preceding 1036 (o)."  By a meretricious display of • 
authorities, etymologies, .d topography, he proksses to show the opinions of 
those erudite writers, Camden, &hien, and Lloyd, to be false, ignorant, and 
childish (p).  In  order to fasten this censure upon such scholars, he dedicates 
a whole chapter to prove that, " the Northern Britons, Caledonians, and Picts, 
ls were oat and the same people (7)." A superficial reader would necessarily 
suppose, front this proof, that our Inquirer coincided, in opinion, with those 
learned men, who are said to talk falsely, ignorantly, and childishly : for, they 
maintained. that the Northern Britons were the same people, as the Southern 
Britons; that the Calednniins were the descendants of the British colonists, 
from South Britain ; that the Picts were merely the offspring of the Caledonians, 
under a new name, and a different aspect. He has, however, a thousand dis-
tinctions, to shield himself, from the charge of contradiction. The Northern 
Britons were not, in his opinion, Cambro-Britons (r). The Caledonians, and 
Picts were, indeed, the fame people ; but, they were Goths, from Scandia, 
who expelled the Cambro-Britons, about two centuries before Christ(s). Bur, 
the research, and learning, of two centuries, leve not brought yet any proof of-
the migration of a Gothic colony into North•Britain, till the fifth age, when the 
Angles arrived upon the Tweed. Every attempt to prove this improbability has 

John Pinkerton, in syfq. 	Os) Enquiry, v. i.  p. 	(I) lb. part di. ch. is 
(r) The demonsuations, in the first chapter of the first book of Ode work, confute this conceit. 
(r) Enquiry, , i p. tqa, 146 160. The author saw, that Stilfingfl,et's position of a GOtiliC 

migration into North.Tiritain, during the gird erniury, could not he maintained against the classic 
writers; and he chew a darker age, for his unauthorised assertion let any fair inquirer after truth 
run backward, through the history of Europe, from the epoch of Christ, two hundred years, and 
downward, fmm the nose epoch, ...centuries, and he will satisfy himself of the impossibility of 
each a migration, during such times. The Gothic people, who finally overthrew the Roman cm. 
pire, did not begin to move till t so  s. a.  The topography of Scothod, during the two first cen-
turies of  our common era, as it contains not a particle of Gothecism, evinces incidentally, that such 
3 migration of Goths could out have taken place. 

egregiously 
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egregiously failed ; because falsehood cannot be proved : Stillingfleet had Inm.. 
ing, and our Inquirer exerted his diligence ; but they failed, in establishing their 
Gothic migrations; because such migrations never happened. Suffice it to say, 
adds our.Inquirer, " that every writer, who mentions the origin of the Picts, 
till t707, when 1.1tuyd's Archaiologia appeared, derive them from Scandinavia, 
excepting Camden alone, who was himself far from. learned (t)." The writers, 
who are thus opposed, by xr Inquirer, to Camden, who is mistakingly supposed 
to have stood alone, in maintaining the Cambro-British origin of the l'icts, are 
Nennius, the Saxon Chronicler, GeolTry of Monmouth, Giraldus Cambrensis, 
O'Flatterty, Usher, Stillingflect, and Sheringhant (u). Our dnquirer was im-
mediately opposed by Ritstn; who maintainted, with equal learning, and labour, 
the Criticises of the Piers ; yet, acknowledged that, it would require a volume, 
to expose the errors, to exhibit the contradictions, and to confute the system of 
the Enquiry, 5789(0). 

The next writer, who pretended to answer the Pietith question,  was Sibbald, 
who published, in t Boa " A Chronicle of Scotish Poetry." Ile adopts, as he 
tells the reader, " the principal arguments of Sir John Clerke, and Mr.l'inkerton, 

(I) Ih. 598-9: our author had done well, to have also excepted Buchanan, in 158: ; Selden, 
in 1613; du Ches., lo 16,4; Speed, in his Prospect.; Maur, in his History of the Picts; Str-

ess, in Ids Ann:nue  ; Sir W. Temple, in 1695 ; Bishop Lloyd, in 164 t Bishop Kennet, in his 
Complete History of England, 1706 ; and last, though not the least, Boehm% ; who all concurred 
with " the far from learned Camden!" 

(5) Ib..193-9 to this motley list,  our MAIM( might have added that curious chronicler Robert 
of Glocester, who gives a very interesting account, which is obviously copied from Bede, how 

the Pyeat,  out of the fond of Seitie  atta taste came to YrIonde's north ende, and then into the 
loud of Scotland." It is quite allowable, for else chroniclers of the middle ages to  romance, in this 

manner. But, who would quote such chroniclers, or even Bede, upon such a point, which demands 
research, and reflection I Yet, our inquger, afterwards, does admit, that Camden is supported 
by Lloyd, tome, Guthrie, Hume, Whitaker, Gibbon; and to these, he might have added, 
Henry, the historian. Enquiry, v. i. p coo. By such assertions, however, and contradictions ; 
by such sins against troth, and confessions of error, ere childish writers, and elderly readers, im-
posed upon. Our inquirer, '744 might have found a coadjutor, in the late Rev. Dr. Walker, the 
professor of natural history, in the university of Edinburgh, who tried to support the doctrines of 
Stillingfleet, by a series of assertions, which are not very consistent with facts. See his letter to 
Dr. lyttelton, the bishop of Carlisle, dated the sot's of April 1.767. Archaiolug. v. i. p. :35. 
He bee one passage, which merits recollection ; " One of our best Scots antiquarict, with whom 

I lately convened, Lord Achinleek, one of our judges, was plainly of your lordship's scud-
" men., (Bishop Lyttelton), in qncstioning, treneh people (es the Picts) ever existed, I means 
se distinct from the British, and Caledonians." We have already urn, that Bishop Lyttelton, and 
1.0rd Aehinleck, rims concurred with Camden, Sold., and other great antiquaries, and historians, 
on the Piefith 

Is) Sm the Historical EMI 011  Scotish Song, 1794, 
" In 
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" to prove the German origin of the Caledonians." As their several systems 
have been already'surveyed, the Gothic lucubrations of this shallow Chronicler 
need not be awakened, from their quiet slumbers (x). 

In the progress of inquiry, the next writer, who speculates on the origin, and 
language of the.Picts, is the recent biographer of the Scotish poets. He thinks 
it extremely probable, that Scotland was originally peopled, by a colony of 
Cumri but how this Celtic race was superceded, by invading Goths, who never 
invaded them, is the very question, which the erudition of Europe cannot 
answer. He thinks, however, " it may be conjectured, that the Crow/ were 
" subjected by some new settlers," from some Gothic shore. And, he presumes, 
that- the now settlers, who settled, according to conjecture, might have per-
petuated the names, which their predecessors had applied to mountains, rivers, 
and other external objects s yet, he hazards no opinion, as to the cause, why 
there should be found no traces of such settlers, in the North-British topography, 
during the first, second, and third centuries. He is positive, however, that if 
the Picts were Goths, they must have spoken Gothic ; and if they were Celts, 
they must have used the Celtic speech. This writer may be said, in the lan-
guage of Shakspeare, " to win us with honest trifles i  to betray us, in deep 
6' consequence." 

The latest investigator of the Pieta question is the erudite Edward King, 
the curious author of the Munimenta Antigua. After investigating the stone 
monuments, and the hill-forts, the ancient castles, and the barbarous manners 
of North-Britain, he gives. it as his judgment, " that the Picts were descend.' 
" from the aboriginal Britons (y)." This profound antiquary concurs with the 
late Doctor Henry, in saying that, " we hear nothing of any invasion of the * 
" Caledonians, by any such distinct people, as the Picts s" and he, therefore, 
concludes, as latent had inferred before him, " that this denomination was 

merely a new name, which was given to the old settlers (z)." 
The Caledonian descendants of the Celtic aborigines of North-Britain must, 

therefore, be allowed to possess their native land, till it can be clearly shown, 
when, and upon what occasion, they were dispossessed by Gothic intruders. 

has not yet been done, either by the labours of learning, or the diligence 
of research, either by the dexterities of sophistry, or the perversity of design. 
Possession, in common life, is never changed, whatever may be the claim, 

I.: His system is confuted, in the Prsirgo,,,,,,o, and Glossary, to the Poetical work, of Sir 
David Lyndsay. 

(Y) Munimenta Antigua, 1804, p. 	 • 
(e) Ib. 279. Such, then, is the final tin,o, to the Praid gewtion, which has been bren, 

much investigated, by harped men, and so porpleKed by paradoxical Vflitt.. 

17()Lt I. 	 II h 	 without 
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Without establish g a 	, not by presumptuous surmise, but by satis- 
factory proofs.  

The orie-and-twenty British taws, who occupied North-Britain, during the 
first deptury, remained for ages, in their ancient settlements. 'Five of those tribes 
were. iOducd, by the Roman arms, and were civilized, by the Roman arts. 

Roman abdication, those five tribes continued, in their appropriate 
•4atintiy;tin the south oltsthe friths, distinguished by no other circumstance, 

• ' ihaits 'their civilization, from the sixteen tribes, who equally remained unsubdued, 
on the north of the same friths, and who obtained the name of Piers. The de-
scendants of those Romanized Britons enjoyed their ancient possessions, on the 
south of the friths, by the various names of Cumbrenses, and Walleturf, which 
denote their lineal descent, from the Cainbro-Britons, whose language they spoke. 
If they were five of the pristine tribes of Caledonian Britons, however they may 
have been civilized, by subcluctitin ; it fellows, as a consequence, that the sixteen 
tribes of Caledonians, who remained unsubdued, under the dame of Picts, were 
as much the descendants of the Canibro-Britons, as their southern neighbours 
of Strathclyde, who were noticed, till recent dews, as genuine Welsh (a). 

(a) The only difference between the Britons, wholived on the north of the friths, and the Britons, 
who dwelt iu Strathclyde, consisted merely in this; that the hat were subdued, and civilized, Bri. 
tons; while the first had remained unsubdued, and uncivilized and consequently, they both equally 
spoke the Cainbro-British speech ; since they were all derived, from a Cambro-British origin. As 
the writers, who strenuously insist, that the Picts, and Caledonians, were Goths ;•yet acknowledge, 
that the Britons of Valentin were Celts, who spoke the Cambro-Britiah language i  it follows, that 
such writers are chargeable with inconsistency, in mahwaining such contradictory opinious, upon 

. such obvious questions. The Inquirer, ly89, says, 	that when the Picts (rued  on the south of 
° Scotland, the Britons of Valenta seem to have retired to the western parts." V. i p. 8a. 
w When the llakinds, in 9a3, settled in Argyle, they became next neighbours to those Britons: 

and they seem to have naturally formed alliance. from proximity of speech t both speaking the 
e Celtic, though imeliffirent dialects." Id. The Pas with, wishad to have the Strathclyde 
Britons, in their amity it would have he-o folly, ia the Picts, to have attacked the Strathclyde 
Webb. Id. And sec p.98-9, forthe IVel,6 of Strarberph. •. Aneurin, the author of the Gododin," 
says our Inquirer, ib. 98, .• was of the north ; and, perhaps, front Welsh manuscript., we might 
tram, whether of Strathclyde, or Coati. Merlin, the Wld," he adds, a rse of Stratlwlydes  
Us is 	 , Sem his life by Geoffry, compared with Adenutan, and Jocelin." Id. The poems 
both of Aneurin, and of Merlin, have been lately published,' in the Welsh Archaiulogy; and (how 
to every eye, that the language of both is Cambro-British. The context of several pages of 
Merlin evinces, that hie country was Caledoid.t, the land of the Picts. Our Inquirer also shows, 
that C1.1a, the British Odds, was horn 	:Vcluyd, or Donbriton ; and thai his father Caul... 
war hh,; iii that country, who  oar 0110 the father of Aneurin. lb. 63. Bede, he treys, p. fie, 

	

memo I. Akluith ov remaining, in his time, (73; s. us), in the hand, of the Britons. Such is the 	, 
powe. of 	that it generally precede, in the end, aer the incomistencies of prejudice this 
slue Iced, inquiry threudethe miasma; of opinions, and author., to knowledge, sod certainty. 
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CHAP. H. 

Of theRomanixedBritonsoftheCumbriankingdom,inNorth drain. 

AT the period of the Roman power, in the British Wand, that extensive 
country, front the rampart of &vents to the wall of Antonine, we. inhabit. d by 
the five British tribes of Valenfie ;  the Ottadini, the Gadeni, the Sclgovn, the 
Novantes, and the Daninii ; who, as they Were Roman citizens, were entitled 
to Roman privileges (a). During the decline of the imperial power, the Roman-
ized Britons, within the province of Valentia, were often attacked by the Scots, 
from the welt and by the Picts, from the north ;  but, wore as often defended 
by the Roman armies„ till the final abdication of the Roman governtnent (6). 

The Romanized provincials were, by that event, acknowledged to be an in-
dependent people. As they had been often caged to govern themselves, they 
naturally assumed such forms, as the occasion dictated, and established such 
authorities, as necessity required. The appoinunent of a ,tendragan, when dan-
ger approached, was a policy, which was very familiar to all the descendants of 
the British tribes. The practice of an enterprizing age, perhaps, pointed to the 
fitness of such an officer, whether he were intended, for the energies of attack, 
or the resolutions of defence. In every district of Britain, at the memorable 
epoch of the Roman abdication, we behold princes, playing their parts, in the 
busy scene. In the country of Valentia, which had been attacked, and was to 
be defended, we equally see kings acting, in their appropriate characters, at the 
head of their affairs; protecting the land, during the struggle of war; and 
ruling their people, andd the enjoyments of peace (c). Yet, their authority 

appears 

(a) I do not concur with Inn., Cit. Essay, v. i. p.59-35. that the Macau, who WCIT  ,1113. 
clued by Severus, inhabited the country of the five tribes, an the mouth of the wall of Antonine 
they, obviously, lived on the north of the same wall, were confederated with the Col dir.:ses, a 
kindred people t and, as an independent tribe, the Mseatm entered into treaties with Seeman, and 
Caracalla, as we have already seen. 

(6) lb. as—s;; and see the preceding book, ch. 6. 
(c) lanes, Crit. Essay, vol. i. p. 3a-6. Whitaker's Manchester, vol. ii. p. 95. Langhnen 

has, indeed, given us, in his Chronic. Regan Aglow,  a scrim of the kings of Cumbria, and 
Arcludc whether they can all be supported, by sufficita evitkoce, may well be doubted  sane  of 

H 6 a 	 those 
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appears to have been extremely limited. The chiefs of the various clans, which 
occupied the several districts, exercised such unbounded power, as to end often 
in their own  ruin. 'The jurisdiction of the prince, and the pretensions of the 
nnhit4.:pften clashed. And, during an age of commotion, when the safety of 
alfir.Nnired the strength of union, and the concert of co-operation, the people 

. 1,-*O.Vistrted by domestic contests; the chiefs raised the dagger of resentment 
letiaipar

ac
e'ach teller ; and the land was exposed, by continual anarchy, sometimes 

4  Ara 	 and.  sio74 	a t length to conquest. 
-At the epoch of their independence, the Romanized descendants of the five 

tribes were quacked by the l'icts, with a view to plunder, more than to sub-
jection (d). The northern Caledonians continued to act, its that occasion, from 
the constant habits of two centuries. IV hen they envied the steed of the st rangers, 
they no doubt gratified their propensities. But, from the state of their civiliza-
tion, of their manners, and of their agriculture, they could neither raise, nor 
maintain, considerable armies. Their incursions were made by few men, who 
could soon do much mischief, without many meant. 't heir warfare consisted 
of sudden invasions, and of hasty retreats, when dangerapproachd, and hosti-
lity pursued. They crossed the two friths, in their canoes, or their currachs, 
and infested either side of Valentia; they may have even passed the northern 
fence, when it was no longer defended by men, who had arms in their hands, 
and resolution in their hearts t but, we have no historical notices, which would 
show, that the Pictish invaders either formed settlements, within the wall, or 
claimed rightful possession of that ancient dominion. The notion, which at-
tributes such pretensions to the Picts, is unfinuided, in its principle, and 
is modern, in its application. 	The descendants of the five Caledonian 
tribes, who bad been subdued by the arms, and civilized by the arts, of the 
Romans, had the best right, from possession, and descent, to the whole 
country, which lay between site two walls. This ample range of debatable 
ground, the Picts are said to have taken possession of,  at their own, after the !: 
final retreat of the Roman forces (e). But, what of hit own can an individual 

enjoy 
those princes, however, as his first, Cann, his second, Hod, his fourth, hfarcen, his seventh, 
RYderych, and his twelfth, Constantine, we Shall hereafter find, in the obscure narratives of con- 
temporary writers. 	. 

(d) Gildas offends, by declamation, rather than informs, by a connected narrative of facts, and 
circumsta 	with regard to the events, which happened on the obscure irruptions of the Picts, 
and Scots, du

nces, 
 ring the eventful years 446, and 448, 0. D. 

(e) Imes's Crit. Essay, vol. i. p.32 North-Britain was, by the retreat of the Romans, left' 
under " the dominion of the &ors, and Pies," says the late royal historiographer. Hist. of Sect. 
v. i. p.3. This assertion is faulty, in two respects: ( x.) It is demonstrably certain, that the Scots 

did 
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enjoy till he exist? How can a nation, consisting of many individuals, be 
, 

entitled to rights, till its formation, as a community ? The Picts of that age 
cr.7,hr to  bolconsidered,  as a cOngeris of clans, who, as they were connected by 
very cl*tiez, may have enjoyed many separate pretensions, rather than a 
pelple,'who; Saving been formed into a body politic, or nation, were'entitled 
to public rights. 

Meantime, neither history, nor records, nor tr.:01°n, intimates, tSai the 
civilized descendants of the two British tribes, the Ottadini, and Gafl ni, 
dated themselves into a community, at the era of their independence, or Conned 

the country, extending from the Tweed to the Forth, and from the east coast to - 
the midland mountains, into a dominion. The silence of all those instruct.; 
seems to speak, what events will show, that they were early invaded by a people, 
from the sea, by the Anglo-Saxons, who catne to settle, rather than to plunde,. 
When the day of trial arrived, the Ottadini, and Gadeni, acted, like the de-
scendants of the Britons : they defended themselves, when they were attacked, 
by ferociousinvaders, with more bravely than skill, and with more skill than 
concert. The battle of Cattraeth decided the fate of the country, which the 
disunion, and ebriety, of the Ottadini, and Gadcni, could not defend against 
the union, and fortune, of the Saxon intruders (f). 

The Romaniz,1 posterity of the Se/govx, the Novantes, the Danntii, with 
the fugitive children of the Gadeni, and Ottadini, associated themselves, for 
their common defence, as misfortune drew near ; and they erected their paternal 
territories into an appropriate community, which was sometimes called Regnant 
Canthrme,  or  Cumbroue, and oftener, the kingdom of Strathelnyd, according 
to the usual inaccuracy of the middle ages. This Cumbrian kingdom of the 
Romanized Britons extended, from the billing, the Eden, and the Solway, on 
the south, to the Upper Forth, end Loch.LoMond, on the nortl; and front the 
Irish sea, and the frith of Clyde, which washed its western Estes, it ranged, 
eastward, to the limits of the Mersc, and Lothian. It included, within those 
ample bounds, Lidsdale, Teviotdale, Dumfries-shire, all Galloway, Ayrshire, 
Renfrewshire, Strathclyde, the middle, and west parts of Stirlingshirc, and 

did not then inhabit Northaitain fee the proof Of this postion, in the subsequent chapter: 
(2.) The Pieta, who were n 	that epoch, formed into a community, nver enjoyed the domi- 
nion of the Roman province o 

ot,  
f Valentin : far proof., of 	pedtion, ice boo

e
k ii. ch. 4. 

(f) Aneurin Inments, in pathetic strains, throughout Ins Gododiri, the free 115C, which IS. 
Briti 	countrymen had made of the bewitching mead, before they enten.d into the cool* of 

• Catractli. 
the 
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the greater part olDembartonshire (g). 'fire metropolis of this kingdom was 	• 
Alclityd which they still retained, when the pen drops ferret the venerable 

hand of Bade, in 714 	and which is situated on the north bank of the 	- 
Clyde, at the influx of the Leven. The descriptive name of ,ficiafg, which 

signifies. in the British language, the rocky &jet sit the Clued, was applied to 

bifurcated rock, on the commodious sununit whereof, those associated 
Britons had a  vel), 	 which they called Carr-Alelnyd, and which 

'formed a secure residence for their regvli (b). To this fortress, the Scoto-lrish 
Subsequently applied the name of ambriton, signifying the fortren of the 

Britons; and this appropriate appellation has, in modern times, by an easy 
transition, been converted into Thinbarton. 

Such was the outline of the Cumbremian kingdom of the five British tribes, 

during the more early period of its insecure existence. But, the constant en-
croachments of the Saxons, laid open its ancient boundaries, on the south-east. 

The open country of. Teviotdale, which formed the eastern extremity of the 

Cumbrian kingdom. though it ors Protected by a natural barrierAf mountains, 

on the south, yet on the mat, its facility of access invited the inroads of the 
Saxon invaders, who already possessed Northumberland, and the Morse. The 

rugged country upon the west, and .south-west, ,formed a powerful boundary 
to the associated Britons. To this natural defence, they do not seem to have 

altogether trusted. Antiquarian research has discovered the remains of an arti- 

(p) The tradition of the people, as stated, on oath, in the Inquithio Davidir, a 16 A  n. gave those 
limits to the Cumbrian kingdom. CumGria is therein said to lir "inter Anglian et &whim." Now. 
England was then bounded, natle north-vast, brIbe Solway, the bib, and the liershope; and 
the Sroiia of Int age ,as confined to the north of the 'Friths. The fact is, that, io the age of 
David I. the Whale bt.1,eprick of Glasgow. which then comprehended all those countriem, was called 
Cumbria t *We learn, from the chartuhatalRfielso, No. t. t sad from several charters, and bulls. 
in the chartlarydalChtsgow. On the 'river Annan, in Dumfrirs.shire, them is an extensive hill. 
which was called, in Pont's hlap, Draym.Brettan, in the Scoto.Irish tongue, and is named, in 
Ainslie' s map of Scotland, Dream-Bre., the ridge of the 15ritons. 

(Jr. All, Alli, 	in the Irish, as well as in the British, signify a rocky cliff, or rocky 
het lac. The. prefix C, mt.inf, in the British, a fiwtress, a fortified to 	Davie., Owen, 
O'Brien. 4. I know not why," with Fonjas de St. Fond, " Me. Pennant shoold sly, in speaking of 
the rock, on which Dumbarton castle stands, that its height is  Re/sear/our I found, that  it did not 
exceed two hundred a,.,1 fifty feet. Travels, v. i. p. aa.S. When Harding vis.ted this rock, is 
'434, the tide regularly flowed around it. to his Chronicle, fol. ccxxxi he Bays, 

44 That mai been hold mit long. when ye bogy, 
" Save DmIrernin, the  sea shouts doeth ryn, 
" Eche dale and night, twice, without.,  doubts, 
" Whiche cute bee noose, by farrtishyng Ornate."' 

ficial 
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ficial'saf,guard, which is known, in the country, by the several names of the 
Carrera, and of the Piri,vork.iiteli. The Catrail is the British name of ancient 
times: an 	gee:fies, in the 13:-4ish language, what distinctly intimates the purpose, 
for which was made, the dividing fence,  or the partition of defence (i). The 
name o ,  ,.Pittsworkdarli  was appli,d to this remarkable fence, in snore modem 
times, lay%*e'same people, who called Scverus's wall the Pianuall, and other 
objects. by thesame well-known name. The Conrail, consisting of it fossi; and, 
a double rampart, runs through the shires of Selkirk, and Riixbtwgh, front: . 
Galashick, on the north, to the Peel-fell, at the eastern extremity of 'Li 
on the south. 	. 

The Pictoivorkditch first appears, on the north, at a Elan, called Mosalee, at,  
mile westwar4 from Calashields, near the obvious remain of a British fort. From 
Mosalee; it runs, southward, vy the wc61 side of Boghall ; and, at the end of 
two miles, arrives at the Rink-hill, on the summit of which, there are the re-
Mains, as the name implies, of a British hill-fort, that is 5,1 an ,cliptical form, 
and is defented by two ditches, and two ramparts of earth, and mor, (I.) Front 
the Rink-hill; the Pictsworkiitch proceeds, in a sottill-wt.st directimi, across 
the Tot CCII,  near the influx of the Howdenpot-bum ; and continues its course to 
a British fort, on the west side 	this stream (I). From this fort, the l'icts 
workditch passes Cribshill ; and is again discovered sever,' miles, westward, 
passing along the south-east declivity of Minclimoor, whence it passes'llenbill. 
hope, where it is distinctly seen, in it, tAityious course, for a quarter of a mile. 
It afterwards clearly appears, as it it,ce4s the Swinebrachill, above Yarrow-
kirk; and passing the Yarrow river., near Redhawse, it is again observable 
several milis, southward, near Delorgn-burn, on the south side of Ettrick river. 
Front this position; it has been traced across Coplaw ; and thence, southward, 
by the base of Stanhopelaw, where its singular reniains are pretty distinct. Fee 

V2.1. 

• (i) In the British speech, Cod signifies, a ..tril.ing  to keep,  or to  defend ; an .,g.g",..."ffi' 
and Mutt!, in the same tongue,  means  what tlivielto,  or  par. A eitriion. Owen'. Dia. In 
British composition, the (di changes to  It). 

(I Ainslie, in his map of SelkWkshire, has given this part of the Pieksworkditel, a wrong  - 
direction,.and the British fort, on Rink-hill, au improper position ., placing it more than half a mile 
too far eastward i and he miatakingly calls the Caroll a R0111:111 road, and the British fort a Roman 
cap. 

(/ This fort is of the same farm, but of smaller dimensions, tilts the British strength on the 
Rink-hill. It should be represented just ab.,ve the letter (Ii) in liowdenpnt-tern, in Aia.lie's map 
of Selkirkshire, saith the Rev. Dr. De.e.l.is at Galashiels. It is to this very. basil, ent, and 
obliging, minister, that the public are inWlwed, for dose ace orate. statements, with nod to the 
Cattail, which he kindly communicated to no, after the most minute inspection. 

loPle 
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some distance, southward, of Stanhopelaw, it cannot nosy be raced, owing to 
the swantpioess of the country ; but, the Pictsworkditch again appears on Hen. 
woody common; whence it proceeds, in a south-west direction, across Borth-
stick water, past a farmstead, called Broadlee, where the remains of it become 
very distinct, for the course of a mile and a half, till it reaches Slatatlimoss 
From this position, it proceeds forwards, in a south-east direction, across

SS' 
 Teviot 

river, through the farm of North-house to DockcIce h-hill, where its remains 
ai;e,verytistinct from Dockeleugh-hill, it continues a south-east course, in a 
lalitirfoim, across Allan-water, to a place, named Mod, passing two bill. 

forts; 'on the left (ns). From Mod, where its remains are distinct, the Picts-
workditeh proceeds eastward, past another British fort, called Whitehillbrac ; 
and it there ascends the Carriage-hill, on which its remains are very perfect. 
From Carriage-hill it proceeds across a rivulet, called Langsidesburn ; and here, 
says Gordon, the tourist, " it becomes the land-mark betwixt the Duke of 
" 13ucCleugh's estate, and Sir Gilbert Elliot of Stobs." From Langside-burn, 
its remains appear very distiAt, as they pass along the northerbpase of the 
Maiden Paps to the Leapsteel ; and thence passing Robertslinr,flt traverses a 
tract of boggy ground, called Cockspart : crossing the hills into the sipper parts 
of Listed:de, the remains of it again appeatitht Dawstane-burn ; and thence 
passing tits Abbey, it goes on to Dawstane-rig front this position, faint vestiges 
of it were traced nearly to the Peel-fell, which is one of the chain of mountains, 
that forms a natural barrier, between Northumberland, on the south, and Teviot-
dale, and Lidsdale, on the north (a): 

The 
• 

(m) The, British strengths are placed, as usual/by the tops of heights, which rip surrounded • 
by fusses, and ramparts; and appear, in elliptical forms i one of these  is  called Dockcletigh-ca,tle 
the other stands on an eminence, whichli

t
alled Burgh-hill, aml is Anat.d on the east side of 

Allan-water. • 	 .  
(n) After bring% the Cattail to the Peelfell, Gordon rays, o but, a more distinct track of 

o it afterwards appeared to me in another 'journey near Langliarn (Langhohn) whence it runs 
o towards Canoby, on the rfrer Esk." iris. Septrnt. p. to;. This cannot be connected with the 
end of the Catrail, that he left at Ikelfdl, which is inore than eighteen miles, north-east, from 
Langholin and Canoby, having the whole extent of I idsdale between them. A Ramon vi Taal 
road, indeed, led peat Canoby, and langhohn, up Eskdale to Csatle.Over. Gordon, perhaps, fmm 
a surperficial view of this way, has supposed it to be the continuation oldie Cattail, though it must 
he confessed tbey are very much alike. As the- Catrail, at Peelfell, reached  a  strong barrier of 
mountains, it was probably discontinued, at this 'atm.l termination. if it ever extended further, 
it probably ran along the heights, which separate Lidsdale and Northumberland, to the top of 
Kershope I and from. thence smithy:awl to the Roman wall. The accurate Dr. Douglas says, 

when at Gillsland, in 1789, I thought, I could pereeive traces of thr Cattail, leaving the Mean 
owall about five an six tAilt, to the westof this place,  4t a  station upon the wall." Thi, uscful 

notice 
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Tiie whole course of the Cattail, which has been thus traced, from the v 
nity of Galashiels to Peel-fell, is upwards of forty-five miles (4. The m 
erifire p 	of the Cattail show, that it was originally a broad, and deep fos ia 
havin 	each side a rampart, which was formed of the natural soil, that't 

'at m> 	'm the ditch, imermixed with some stones. I 
different plains. This variation may be partly owing to 
or less perf,t. In those parts, where it is pretty entire, 
Rink-hill, on Dockcleugh-hill, on Carriage-hill, at Leapstecl, a 
the fosse i: I ,enty-six, and twenty-five feet broad: in one pl 
measured l,) Dr. Douglas, the fosse was twenty-seven and a 
But, in those parts, where the rampart has been most dernoli 
onlinieasures twenty-two and a 1,11.  feet,. twenty, and eighteen, art 
444; ;lily sixteen feet wide (p). In some of the most entire parts, Gordo 
lilO4dthe ramparts, from six to seven, and even nine, or ten feet high ; and fro 
.ejeit to ten, and twelve feet thick. The accidents of time, and the improv 
struts &A  le, have, however, destroyed much of them, and lessened 
height of, those: which remain, the singular objects of rational curiosity (g). 

Inats original state, the Cal if must have formed a connected chain of TeL 
fence, along its extended course; being only interrupted, in some part;, by 
the channels of rivers, or by impassible swamps, which formed themselves a 
sufficient fence. Along its ample extent, there arc several forts of the British  

people, which mete built, either on the contiguous hills, or en the neighbour 
ing heights. But, there are not upon the Catmil, as some antiquaries imagine 

notice he staffed to roc, in lot letter, dated tit,. 7th Iroiary ITO. Thin could not he the Maiden  
which Dr. Douglas thus sawh for, the Maidenway Isunes the walla cansiderablo slistanee, 

Gillsland, and proceeds, northward, along the easter; eattemlty of Cumberlaud, 
liershope, which separates Lidsdale and Cumberland. It is called, by the litharians 
land, a Roman road. Gough's Camden, v. iii. p. 	says, it is eight yards broad, at;t1"iiiint 
with stones it cannot, of course, be connected with the Galati!. 

.(c) Gordon, indeed, limits its esdent to two.and.twenty 	but, this limitation was Merely 
conjecture. Istuastirations on the maps of the shires of Selkirk, and Itoiburgh, evince its real 
length, to have been more than lise.and.forty miles, exclusive of its windings. 

(P) In several partsothich wear mcasared by Dr. Donglas,t he fosse was twenty and twenty.two 
and half feet wisla. Gordon says, it was only eighteen fest broad oa Awinebrachill, and only 
sixteen fo.et broad, near Stanhopclaw. As the rampaita sloped on the inside, it is obvious, that 
in proportion as they went demolished, the width of the.foste o ithin would be diminished. 

(al Dr. Douglas food, that lit many parts, the ramparts do tat now much.cxceed three feet 
highh. Same old farmers, in Etertekfouest, informed him, that the remains of the Cairail have been 
much diminished, ia 	ir remembrance; and .that the Wee. of it arobecotniog lestorioible esgry day. 

Vol.. I. 	 a regular 
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a rc,:calar series of redoubt'', suji as ;ra.ve strewed, and ornament, to the 
Roman walls (6). 

Gordon, who has the merit of having first brot,ht this curious regain into 
notice, absurdly supposes it to have been a  Goer,  sir boo ndery, 
ledonians establideed, after their peace with the emperor S,vcru-s (c) PIe ought 

- to.haveerecollecied, that tins work is in the country of the Ronanfze-el 11,•.• 
nkYaien: , and lies far from the land of the 11Ia,n,c, and Caledoni,,,. 

clif" 

	

	ual absurdity, ha, converted the Cattail intoa Born, r. 
only examined it, he e,e1,11 have sscn, that it is as 

..oman road, as a crooked is from a straight line,  Or as a concave w,,rh i, from 
a convex. The able, and disgueiiri, a Whitaker was the first, who aopli,1 the 
Catrail to its real purpose, by r,:tn.ring it to its proper period (6). 'There can 
hardly be a doubt, whether it, Cattail i.ag'6nCe a dividing fence, between the 
Romartized Britons of the Cumbrian kingdom, and their Saxon invaders, on 
the east. It cannot, indeed, be fitly referred to any other histori 	.criot of 
the country, which is dignified by the site of this interesting an t  Y. The 
Britons, and the Saxons, ware the only hostile people, whose -  cMintrics were 
separated by this warlike fence, which seems to,have been exactly calcuLted to 
overawe the encroaching spirit of the Saxon people (2). 

(t) Msoh of the description, and many of the particulars, which. Lave now been stated, wills 
n•Land to the Catrail, are given, from the mensurations, and observations, of the very intelligent 
Deere, Itougla, Cordon's Hitt. Sepien. p. soa.-3 ; St.. Acco. v. viii. p. 55+;  v. xi. p. 5+5 ; 
V. xvii. p. 9z : Stoha's Map of Roxburghshire, and Ainslie's Map of Sclkirksline: . have supplied 
their several aid=. The correct information of Dr. Douglas, with the county M.tps, have helped 
to correct some of the inaccuracies, and to illustrate slame of the obscurities of Gordon's account; 
of the Catrail. Pennant has given, from Gordon, an abridged, and louse, sketch of the course of 	- 
the Catrail. Tour in Scot. v. 	p. 

(s) Itin.Septen. 503-4. 
(,/) Hist, Manc:Ii, v. 	p. ys, et° edit. The Catrail, however, does  not ma from Canohy, on 

the Esk it is not a breast-work ; nor is it lined all the way, on the west, with forts, like the 
Roman walls it does not Continue itself, by an additional chain of castles, along the Gala-water: 
l'he Cattail is certainly a work of great'extent, and of immense labour; but, it shows more  per. 
.severance, than skill: though it appears to have been constructed, fora similar purpose, with the 
Roman walls; yet, in point of strength, regularity, and completeness, it is Br inferior to those 
noble examples of ancient art. In extent, only, the Catrail exceeds the wall of Antonin. 

(.) The Cattail nnnot be referred to • more early period; fur, it runs through the middle of 
the country, which had previously been possested by the Gaderd ; and could not, of course, ha, 
been constructed, as a boundary by them no can it be referred to a more recent period . 
there could be no reason, fur forming such a warlike fence, after the Saxons had intruded upon the 
whole countrY, which the Catrail divides. There is a similar work, near the Eldon-hills, which.lias 
been already described, as pointing to the Tweed, and which is an additional ,idence of the 

struggles of the Britons, in that period, against their powerful invaders. See book i. ch. ie• 
Of 
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Okhis.eurious remain, no traces have been ascertained beyond Mosalee, 
the north. It is, however, probable, that it may have proceeded, as, I 
some- an 	ies have supposed, in a north-east direction, across the G 
into U  - 	' •hderdale; .and thence athwart the country to the nistem  

i

tar 

' 	sopnoi 	. Oi.Ofof such a work, proceeding eastward to the sea, have 
covered; bb different persons, at several tines. 'fhe very accurate lc 
who surveyed for me the Roman remains, in Lauderdale, during 
1:4:3, informed me that, he had traced a high earthen ratnpa 
fosse, runniug off, font a British fort on a height, near Channel Bit  
.west, in a north-cast direction, across the highest source of Leader-w 
the extent of a mile ; and thence eastward through the Lamermoor.I' 
the inhabitants, on its tract, assured this ingenious surveyor, that there 
this singular work may be traced, at intervals, throughout Lamermoor, to t 

`neighbourhood of Dunbar. Upwards of fifty years ago, the intelligent Jo 
Rpottiswoode, the old Laird of Spottiswoode, traced a similar rampart, a 
:fosse, ft1.01p:itish strength, called the Harolaulds, on a hill, two miles north-

.  ,Yves1.of vicinityVet swnode, throughout the country, to the vicinity of Berwick-4:n-
Tweed. '' n that age, it iii as, in various places, very discernibly ; at‘.d was 
the people by the name of lierriec-dihr(f). In the ascertained tray 
ancient fence, there are Several British strengths, situated as usual o 
several heights (g). Whether those several ramparts, which traversed 13enviO 
shire, he the same as the Catrail, is not quite certain : but, there cannot be 
reasonable doubt, whether they were all made, by the same British hands, 
the same purpose of defence, durini

, 
 the same obscure age of hostile intrusion., 

1,11  The mest early reguli of the Cumbrian kingdom, after the Roman abdi 
lion, of whom any notice remains, is Cawn, or Caw, that is mentioned by his  
son Gildas, who, if we may credit the Welsh genealogists, is but another name 

(f) I owe the communication of his father's survey of this curious remain to clay kind.sses of . 
late worthy friend John Spottiswoode of Sackville Street. Thn minister of Grecnlaw said.in .7 
that the remains of an earthen mound, with a ditch, called Harrii,dile,  rna across Ida 
ing shout a mile, northward, of Greenimv e it enold formerly hese been traced fourteen 
ward . and tradition attests, that it proceeded, in the hime direction, eta far as Ber 
Acco, v. xiv p. 512. 

1:1 At a hamlet, called Chrskr.r, the aul4 intimation ..1 an ancient , trenvvth, them are t e 
mains 

 
of a British fee, in the  Weal  or Pogo perish; lb. v ir. p. 2:6 , wherei this , n,  

ingly supposed to be a Roman camp. -See Arm strong% hl..i. of Berwickshire.•
th 

 Near Dog 
....,s, where lierat-fir appeared remarkably distisct, On, wins another Britisl. fart, 
A eli-...sstlessa.np a  and, in that vicinity, there in atogher Ileitis!. fort 	-Id. Old Jolt 
ss,nde says, in his mannacript account of that rampart, .. hr had heard, when t boy, 

chain was band an it, opposite to Grecnlaw, and was given no the Rat of Mambo 
I I 2 

NAM 
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for Aneurin, the Cambrian Poet. Cato was driven from his kingdotMiivith 
his numerous issue, at the cies, of the fifth century, be the envy of the-Picts. 
Caw found an asylum, and lards, among his countrymen, in Wa , here his 
name  is still revered, as the fruitful progenitor of many monks h).' 

At the commeheement of the sixth century, Caw W. succeeded,' 	au- 
; thority over the Cumbrian kingdom, and in his misfortunes, by Firs son Iluail,, 

HOel, or Coyle, of the chriiyielcs. Ifuilil began to exercise his feeble 
'bite same dose with the Arthur of history, Whi, WaS called, by the 

ses  of his country, to the imprint.: command over Jealous chiefs. fluail 
e unhappiness to attract the notice, or to provoke the enmity, of that.  

li .  powerful psis/mem. The hostility of Arthur oBliged nuail to flee from Strath. 
elsrs1 into Anglesey, where he was put to death, amidst the tears of his nib. 

0.4  tions (i).. Henry of Huntingdon, its relating the tonflicts of those times, ja ., 
marks that, among the Britons, the cessation of foreign war Was merely thr 

1, 	signal for domestie.hostilities. Arthur thus establishes! his power - 	Strath. ,  
li,  ch, sl and even fixed one of the seats of his authority at 	' whiS 54 	Y  ' 	 ,, 
t 	thenceforth was called au, runt /Ill burl (k). If we may belky 	- Welsh 

chronicles, hepven pursued the neighbouring Picts beyond Loeldomond ; as 
they had pressed upon the Britons of Stratheloyd. 'The authority, and in-
fluence, of that uncommon character, 'extended from A.D. soS, when he was 

ii  chosen Pend rayon, to  542, when he received his death's wound, in the fatal 
battle of Camlan (1). The valourous Arthur of history, sir the redoubtable
Arthur of romance, has supplies! the topography of North-Brits in with such 
significant names, as seem to imply, either that the influence of the real Arthur  

I' .  was  felt,  or the remembrance of the fictitious Arthur was preserved, for many 
ages, after the Pendragon had fallen, by the insidious stroke of treachery, from 
the kindred hand of Modred (m). 

The 

(0) Longhorn's Ohron. Appen. ; LInlyd's Corn. ed. Williams, p. 4a ; and the Welsh Triads. 
1'f Usher states the death of Dowel, in Anglesey, anno Sot. Primord. 677-8, ttry ; Lan. 

bon's Chron. p. '9. 	In the Welsh Triads, as quoted by Owen, in his Dictionary, in vin. 
litehrnedd,  it is 	Arthur ynhenteyrnedd yn Mhenryn Rhionydd 'yn y gogludd, Cyncleyrn 

Garthwys yn benesgy14 a Gwrthrnwl wledig yn henhynaiv." Arthlw, a supreme of princes, at 
the promontory of Rhionyth, in the north, and Cye trynt Gorthwys [Kentigern] archbishop, and 
Gwrtlimwl wledig chic( of eklors. 

(0) Pailiamentory Record,. 	Doe. ii. 
(7) Ush. Prim. p. sea;-1 ;37: Mc Carob. aped William's Comment. 
(or) It is amusing to remark, how many notices the North.13r.tidt topography furnishes, with 

regard to Arthur, whose fume seems to brighten,  a  inquiry dispels the doubts of scepticism, and 
rehoiology establishes the certainties of troth, In Clydesdale, within slit  palish of Crawford, there 
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The splendour of Arthur's foe seems to have obscured the name of his 
successor,. in Strathcluyde. Ile was I,illowed by Marken, the MeMchjawn pf 

the 

III 1239, there was a grant i,r David de Lindsay to the monks of New/sole, 
of the Mod'ititicadwym in that district, 	werc bounties], on the west part, " a force 

• 0 " 014 :ha le 	tie at 	manta" • Chart. Newbotle, N. e45. The Welsh 
palace I, Arthur, anion, ibe Nhrthern Briton, at  Penult-Ryer:eh In Dative.  
Loy, p. 	 called, the seat of the Prince of Cumbria : and 
51 ekli Li.,ionary TheTirtids Peanyn auppnws a promontory, with some c 

its height and this intimation points to Alelaya: tin' well-known me 
Romani:A nth., in Strathclyde now, a prtliamentery mord of the reign of 
t367,git •s, curious detail tithe king's rents, and piofits, Dunbartonshire, states the" 
" assize Caetri 4etleuti" MSS. Reg. House 5 Paper-Offia : 'the Castle of Dunbarton,th 

the Ca45roar Arbor;, long before the tkia David ii. See the site of Diming-tom in Ainsl 
p of Itclifrewshire. The Point of Cardepss ivaitheRky.-Ryomth; the castle of Dunbar 
the Pena. ti.ryonetli. According teilte British Triadv; Kentigern, the well-known found 

i the eh': 	lasgow, had his episcopal "tit. so Para•Syn411yonetil. The romantic cattle 
ing 	supposed, during the  middle ages, to have been the festive scene of the mu 

tab& 	 Roe Arthurns," says William of Worcester, in his Itinerary, p 3t r. "C 
" todielmt a rouad-table in than/ de Styrlyng,:alitfli, Snarwirti-west.cartell i" the name of &Oh-
slim castle is nothing more than the Seati.draw of Vie' Scort-Irirh people, signifying the fort Or 
fortified hill  on theritur, as we may Muni from O'Bri,n, and Shaw ; anti the bud.dtin has been 
converted to  Snea,dan, 	•the Scuts-Sayoui people, from a retrospection to the Snoca.elen of 
Wales, which I. itself a mere translation from the Welsh. In L.Icilston parish, in Renfrewshire, 
there still remain 4r/bur-lee, Low Artisr.lte, and AV.t .'mbar-lee. alrehne'.5.44vrn, on the Car-

woe kito4 by that name, cs early, if not earlier, than the reign of Alexamirr III in 1093,.  
William Ginlay grid...) to the monks of Newbotle 	firlY1211011CIT 11111111 etagni :id opus rmIrtidini 

sui del Stanhus quod justa fumy, 41rthefai infra baronium de Duirtpas est." Chart. Nrwhiitle, 
N° 039 The name of Artharb-Seat,  at Edinburgh, is laid, by a late inquirer, "to be only a 
" name of yesterday :" Ytt, that remarkable height, hint that distinguished name, before thr 
.publication of Camden's Brithanias  in 595, as we may see in p. h7f and before the publication of 
Major in yet. sr apprart 	fo,iAt and even before the end of the 15th century, as Kennedy. in 

;hie flyting with Dunbar, mentimis ..Arthur Sate  or  any hider hill." Ramsay', Evergreen, v. ii. 
Thrt is not the only No, which Lentlr theccichrated name oftArthur :  not In, from the top 

loLLoch-Long, which separates Argyle, and Dutriccrton, there is ceouicul hill, that is calk,  4,  
the Seat. Guide to Loch Lomond, pl. iii. A rode, on thd north side of the hill of Dunbar. 

..row, in Dunnichen Paiflths Forf.Ah.e, has long' 	e, in the toldition of.the country, the distio- 
Jinislied name of frthaer Sear. Ste. Keen r i, p. 419. In the parish of Cape-Angus, in 
'Perthshire, there is a standing stone, called the Skrac of Arthur 5  near it is a gentleman's scat, called 

dfribor-,ere: and not far from it, is a farm, named Arlbuli fold. But. it 15 at 	the 
mine vicinity, that the celebrity of dirthnr, and the evil fame of Ili. queen Comers,  are moat dis- 

tinctly remeinbcred. Pennant's Tour,•v. p -7.8; and Stat. Acco. 	p. coo and above dl, 

sec &Hendon's Boers, fn. lay i, for the origin of the popular fictions, stsMeigle, about Arthur, 
and Venom. 'lire Scutish chroniclers, Barboui, andXyatown, were. perfectly crequciu,ced with 

illithoc of romance.  we  may using infect from the local farts, that his story,  must hart been 
equally 
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the British chronicles. Marken is chiefly remembered, for his enmity to Ken-
tigern, the founder of the Episcopate of Glasgow; and far his premature death, 
as the appropriate punishment, for raising his sacrilegious foot agai Vat holy 
man  (14 

	

After the death of Marken, a contest aiming the chiefs, for Sc_ .t 	left 
kydderech, the bountiful, in the gotrernment of Strathcluyd. 'Oise' of his 
first acts was to recal Kentigern to the seat of his usefulness (a). Such were 
the, events which occupied five-and-thirty years, from the death of Arthur, to  
the. Wale of Arderyth, in 577. The Bfitist Triads reprobate this skirmish, 
as die: rfilatory battle' of Britain. Whatever cause may bye mooed the wrath 
of the kings, whether a  bird's nos!, or a disputed boundary, Rydderech, the 
munificent king of Stratlichtyd, defeated, on' the height of Arde 
of Kintire, who is stigmatized by Merlin, the Caledonian po 
Fradimg, the perfidious Aidan (p). Merlin was a witness 

equally known to Thomas of Ercildun, a century sooner. 	In "93, the 
knew how to  make  a mill-dam, with tlic material., which they found on the 
Sir Michael Bruce of &mho, thought it necessary, in 5743,  An  pull down A 
most curi 	remains of antiquity, for the stotip, which it furnished, far building a m 	M. The 
enraged an

ous  
tiquaries consigned Sir Michael toaerual ridicule. Sec the Antiquary Repertory, v. ii 

p. 74-5. Sir David Lindsay, in his Compiapo of !hr Papinp, makes her take leave 	Stidin 
Castle thus : 

Adrw fair Srremelotm, with thy towris 
Thy cbapellroyall, park, and tatyll round!' 

And, in his Dry, he 	 laving diverted James V. when young, with se sus ,4 
nod deidis martial'," 

" Of tlector, Arthur, and gentik lams, 
" Of Alexander, and worthy Pam/reins." 

This show, that the stories of Arthur were then ranked among those of the most celebrated 
of antiquity. 	' 

(n) Langborn's App.: Lhoyd's Comment. Ed. Williams, p. 42 locelinh Life of Kentigern 
cli. 	Jocelin, who died" !too, relates that Morken died, at the royal hillagr, which s 
bronco, by the Saxon name of Thorp.morken." 

(a) lb. ch. via. 
(p) Welsh Arcliaiul. v. 	p. op. It is of  more importance to settle the site of the co 

Arder.tht to give it a lurid position, as well as poetic name it  was out  on the Shlv.,F,. 
editor of Lhuyd's Commentariolion supposes, p.145; but  on the Clyde, as proliahility 
from a consideration of all the circumstance , it sce 	more shah pi °Labia, Coot 	,e, 
parish of New Mookland, Lanarkshire, which  ,135  in the e territu7 of ydderech, and a 
distance from the Clyde, is the  trite sit, of the Lady 	Arderyth M the Airdarith of t 
eignifying the height of the comae, or flight, non (th) are  quiescent but, in the British 
the (oh) are both written, and spoken. Mid., docCale&Tlian poet, is very 	in 
the Appleirra of Lanett, while he reproles the battle of Arderyth. • Sue hi. 41waliato 
Webh Arelmiulogy, t. p. Isl. 
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d'the envied honour of wearing, on that decisive cley, the golden 
nddolau, the patron of Merlin, fell in the treacherous 
re disgraceful fare 9wenddolau, 'according to the ha 

c perturbations of the age, laud called in Aidan, as 
munificent king of Alcloyd. Bydderech enjoyed t 

mba's advice, the favour of Adanman's recollection, as 
of the Caledonian Merlin, and 

In the curious passage, from 
of the, times, when a king co 

to be unStable, end the biographer could root rho 
yt Columba died, in 597 i  Ryddcreeb, in Got g 
n. (r) 
dun, the Scoro.Irish king, confederated with 
e, against the Sa,,tes. In 584, with their joint a 

n powers, in the battle of Fethanlea, on Stanemore, a stony 
ern borders of Westmoreland, winch was then inhabited bj  

i). 	Aidan, again'; 4oming kthe aid of the Britons, defeated the 
coding Sander, in the battle of Leid0it (i). He was defeated by them, 

oweyer, at the battle of Kirkinn, during the year 598 (e). And, he eves 
tally overthrown by the Northutnbrians, in 603 A.R., on the fatal field of 
uwstane, within the country of the Britons (e). 	. 
The fears,of Rydderch, the late munificent king of the Cumbrian Britons, 
ears to have been only for himself. He seems to have left no' some, to in-
t his unstable power. There is reason to believe, that the chiefs contended 

(9) Ryddereeli, the son of Totaill (Tudwall) sent to St. Columba; o wishing to know, 0 he 
should be slain by his enemies, or not.' The Saint made answer,: " He shall never be deli-
scrod into the hands of his enemies; hut, shall die, intis own house, upon hie pillow." Adorn. 

the wirer of Columba's life, adds, emphatically, " according to the Saints vaticination, Ro-
m died ad easy death, in his own house." Vita Colurnb. L. i. 
) The British Triad., in giving an account of the lb," parr., on, of Britain, mention Ryd• 
h, the son of Tydwal, as one of them. For his genealogy, see Llmyd's Comment. Edit. 

Dims, p. ta 	Rydderech died the same year with Kentigern, don, o in villa rogia que 

m nctipatur ;" as we learn from Jondin's life of Kentigern. The Pennies of docelin is now 
irk, a village, on the Clyde, below Glasgow. 

CO Sax. Chron. p. ass Usher's Prim: p. sin; wherein he quotes the Saxon annals, Ethelwerd, 
Florence. 

piAdarnn. Life of Columba, Lb. i. “p. viii. ix ; Tigernach ; Ulst. An.; Usher's Binh p.7eg-- 
OgyuIu, 4.7e ; 	 Eccies. 	p. aye. 

	 .  

(7) °dYRia,  P. 475; Adamnan's Life of Columba, lib. i, cap. is. Saxe. Chron. y. a3. 
Sax. Citron. Pt 'Os Bade, Ob. i. ap. 34. 
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for superiority, after his death, doing half a century, according to the 
pies of the people, and the practice of -the age. ()wen, or - Hoen 	I 
acquired the dangerous pre-eminence. It fell to his lot, to e 
of the Irish soothsayers on Donald-b)eac. The restless car 
Kintire. was closed, in 642 A.D. at the battle of Sraith-carmai 
sword of the gallant Owen (y). The merit or defending, S 

. . . tnsuhoosmvader does not seem to have transmitted Owen's power 
race of obscure regoli succeeded, whose bounty, like the 

of Rydderech, engaged neither poet, nor chronicler, to transmit' 
o more inquisitive times (o). 

As the Strathcluyclensian Britons were often attacked by the Picts, 
North, by the Seoto-Irish, from the westward, and by the Saxo 
south, they had many battles to fight (a). They appear to hay 
in addition to those conterminous enemies, to invasions, by., t 
In 685 n.o. they repulsed 'an Mention of the Cruithne of U 
Ayrshire, where Cadhasao, the son of Maoileduin, the kin 
was slain (6). „*. . 

Adarnnon Vit. Columb. lib. iii. cap. v ; Colgan% Triad,-p. 5 ,3 ; Anoat,  of Lister ; 
Brit-north p. 7,2 and O'Flaherty's Ogygia, 

(..) In 6;7 A.D. is said to have died Goiret, the king of Alcluyd. An. Inst.,.This  If 
the Cerctic of Longhorn's catalogatcof Cumbrian kings. Chroo. p. 321. In 693, is said 
died, the Domnal M'Apin, of one editor of the lister annals, and the Daniel %On of 
the Ling of Alcluyd. This king is probably Drovamo. the 50.  of Owen, or  wah, w 
Donald-breac ; and is mem holed, blunderingly, by Longhorn. Chant. p, 358. In 721 
said to have died Bile NIT.Ipin, the king of Alcluyd , this notice show,, that .661in was  a 
name. In ft t  5 A.D. is [Dirt to have died Conan M•Ruorah, the king of the Britons r  Conan 
a British name. After Dotrund, Longhorn includes, in his catalogue of Cumbrian king 
stunt', whose son was slim, by the Scotisli Grig ; Ilethert, - the kother of Constantin ; 
w.ho woo contemporary with Atheletane; and Dunwall, who was expelled by Edmund, 

Chron. Reg. 	p, 3,11. 

(a) The annals of Ukter mention many conflicts of the Ilitrink wiLho, much c 
perfect accuracy, in the dates of Ire events • 41631 a.u. was fought 	bate, 
tween the king of the C4mbrion (tritons, and Anfrith. In 
tonflic't of Indri5. In 7 te 	as fought the baule of Long 
the Strathclurl Briton, who were deflated. In 706, I 
same combatant, at the Rock of Miontirc, where the Br,  
Alcloyd is said to have horn boor, 

(3i Annals of Sparer. Yet, they were og,in invaded by the au 
7 02.3, the Cumbrian Britons fought the 'Lank. of C1114111,11 with th 
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They continued, however, in possession of their appropriate country, at the 
e. of Bede, in 734 A.D. They sustained a conflict with the Picts, in 

ietond they fought the battle of Catho, with that oppressive people, in 
Talorgan, the brother of Ungus, the,Pictish king (,1). 

the 1)Torthurobrian Eadbert seems to'have traversedNithsdare, and seized 
, le (c). By a joint attack of the Saxons, under Eadbert, and of the 34cts, 
tdcr Ungus, the metropolis of the oppressed Britons, though rose the Ca 

ofAlcluyd, was taken, in 756 A.D. (f). Yet, the descendants of le 
iced Britons were not conquered. The series, indeed, of the Cumbrian, 

anus often broken, by civil broils, or by foreign conflicts. The chiefs neveitiled 
'to restune their power, when the storm of our had passed over them. And, 
the Cumbrian people remained within their ancient territories, under the appro.. 

ate name of ifad-nws, though they were pressed, on every side, long after 

e Pictish government had fallen for ever (g). They were tumble, however, 
prevent considerable encroachments on their paternal domains. The Nor-
mbrians broke in upon them, on the south and, the Cruithne from 'Ulster, 
length formed a lasting settlement, on the south-western shore of the Cum-
n hip as we shall perceive, in our progre,. From the events of 

leis 	y, it is apparent, that the character of the Strath.clu)tdcwin. Britons 
ad by,. .rwady softened, by the Roman conquest. They ty,reoLri.oody in-

tr to the ddscendants of the Un-romanized Britons, the l'icts of ibe North; 
hey ,,c e less yigorous than the Scum-Irish, who had never fLlt the Boman 
nts ; and they t ere still more inferior to the Anglo-Saxons, NI ho had risen on 
e fall of .he Rom.m pev,r. 

to 

lc 	1,1, 	cd to 	,at E 411 	A ( 

   
  



Ottailinian territories, at the troublous epoch of the Roman abdi 

novel race are the earliest colonists, who settled themselves, 

people, within the Caledonian country. But, they establiihe' 

so firmly; they introduced their maxims, their usages, their 
ingly ; and, in the end, settled their govertuneni 'and promulgated thei 
so generally, within our island ; that curiosity must be gratified, by tracing 

origin, and instructim must he gained, by pursuing their progress. 

The fathers of the Goths, at they passed the Hellespont, and st nL i! near the 
mouths of the Danube, in the most early ages, formed one of the cat iabial. na 
tions of Europe. On this event, history is silent; but, philol 
The Gothic language is certainly derived, Proust a common on 

ancient tongues of the European world and hence Islay be t 

connections with the Greek, with the Latin, and with the Celtic (,. 
Long after the European regions had been tilled with inh: 

remained in their original settlements (cc). • During the ft 
our common aira, the Gothic people inhabited the eastern sh 
on the south of the Danube. They were found, in that p 

when he crossed the Hellespont, and the Danube, in pul,lit 

Seythians (d). During the conquests or Alexander, the (Auld 

Ii) (lob. Mende Primitif. tool. ie. p. 	Mem. 
AntimMatum '1'cutorlicarum 5  Wa...1.ter's 	German' 
,Ime.m..lrate, without intending it, that the 
it It, theroforc, absurd, to talk or the Gaelic, a Celt i,1tai 
t ~(, 

 
WolP,.. I list. Coop. v. i. the Map Prefixed to p. 109 

z 	p. 	t —2 j t, j GvL. Morale Prim. Am, ix. p. 
(,!) I lerodot 	 Ili, top ch. ;x ;  Count de Bunt's 1-14 

41'En:or, tom. el.. 	;  and the Map jut lionnePil licrodutes. 	. 
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remained upon the Euxincr,O. And their undoubted d 
as a v,11-known people, at She late commencement of our 
Ovid wa0aanisited to 'ionti, by the jealousy of Augustus 
of 	 there does not appear an event, which co 
to fortAe..thOnhabitants on the Euxinc, and the Danube, in considerable 
to rrne;li-'"westward, in search of new settlements, en the Rhine, 
Ocean. 

When, or on ulna occasion, or by what route, the Goa., 
dates, moved, westward, front their ancient settlements, are q 
have not yet been answered, by die united antiquaries of the Eur 
During the first ages, the original colmists of Europe were x 
Danube, and the Rhine, from the Famine to the Ocean. In su 

OttJthic migrants Inay have found a different route, by the Borist 
AristA:•during much more recent times, from the Euxine to the Ba 

S e stmiiMithuments, which still istain, on the shores of this northern 
kerrailean, are obvietnly the works of a prior people, though the Sc 

schplars,Auppos6 them to be the durable remains of the gigantic childre 
mythological Woden. 

Flom philology we know, rather than from I 
lutes, and the Saxons, were Gothic tribes, who an 
southern shores of the Baltic, soon after the Chrisda 
Crime centuries and a half of i l'ern 1 	ociations and 
1.,fore the. Saxon tribes 
incarsions, on the Roc  
"i hcodosius, repeatedly, 
genius, and efficacy of advanct&•, that dm 
the British seas. Yet, the Saxon advent' 
And, they contributed, by their various irruptions 
of the Roman authority, M the British island 

(,) Atria, 1..kt. 	‘t Wet. 	;St 

suns, anti sLades of Sect 
cninparice; he W „oleo's liciultn 	. • , with 

• : arty than, in the CI-c, . 	ine is meth C 
.;;;;I 1,.e, eniitaI n ,orso Cultic e 	; bet, the Ingo„sre 
t; 

 
t 	n,l h 'i.h.,,.,.;•Isd by endorsing from S,Imdia,e 

I ;•r n ir odtuse :au the Anglo SAN. ; such ns the 
• 

 
to, st: to:-4, fur tit, orti,-ln of the Sirellis 
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and, tradition has spoken of the terror of his fame.. Not onl 
English, the Scots, and the Picts, Lim even the most distant 
by the voice of panegyrick, to have feared his sense, 

,  power (a). The metropolis of North-Britain ,llync its 
its appellation so his name. Edwins-burgh ncv, had 
l'  Roman station, though a Roman road, certainly, passe 

resnarkablo site.- Neither before the ri, of the Roman isuthorizy, Mir 
extinction, does that city appear to have been a British Din, or 

;.,probabilsty attests vOhat circumstances confirm, that this consmodio 

	

. 	• . 

volved Isis family ins distress, and his kingdom its ante's, Ye 
frontier, on the Forth, scorn to have I, 11,1.i,,"1 wl-iere Ed 

.S.,x..n conflicts, fora doubtful frontier (b). 
formed, by a Saxon prince, into a bur,,,b, or f.Ttification, during 

'Else rashness of its founder, which exposed him to the sword o 

=during the reigns of Oswald, that succeeded Edwin, its 

who followed Oswald, in 6.1.3 ., and la IP), kIVIllg chastised 
un the Picts, loft his rights, and his starters, to Egfrid, its 

this epoch, the Northumbrian kings appear to have pushed th 
cstahli,,1,,,I 'I it v.., er, front sea to sea :. :on!, the city of Carlin

.   
1,1..lely that:, iii! it was i;iven, by Egfid, to Cuthbert, in 685'.1.-11. (d). 

The ine, ,,siderate valour of Lgfrid was crowned, with unmerited &access, in 
several ents.speises. He is supposed 10 bare vanquished the Picts, in 679  (e)., 
Ile is said to have sent an expedition, tind, Berht, against the nnoffetnling ' 
rich, in OA, the effects of which ale still remembered, with indignation, by 

the Iti,h antiquaries (f ). And, in 685, he marched ag:t'onst the Picts, in oppo- 
to the reteonstrancos of h.:, coltliknen, and the for, boding of his  - 

pe (,0. 'the torch enlightened his route, Ile probably passed the Fords 

(a) Bed, I 	11 

1!) 11,1,., I. i 	 r 400 

ihdv, 1 I. cap. sevi. ; Sax. Chmn, p 45  ; 
vil ugrce, Oho.L F,imamh,.6 agoiast the Pia/ it we, 

Egfrid, thr 
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the Tweed. The Scots were freed front the terror of It 
cluyd Britons resumed their ancient rights. Arid the I.  
kingdom never regained their former extent ; nor did t 
Inian rulers ever acquire its recent ascendence; thOng 

' within their appropriate territory, without distinctly acknowledgine..Perrops, any 
'_particular sovereign (k). 

, The iearned Alfrid, immediately, stir 	the vanquith,3 Egfrid ; and 
,arae followed, by the infant Oared, in 705 A. D. (1). 'the Saxons, me 

eied, in 699, to revenge their late defeat on the Picts but, though tin 
eora'aucted by the experienced Beau, they were again repulsed by Bredei. 
son of Dcreli (m). 	the Picts appear to have been induced, by a recollection o 
their victories, or a sense of their s ;dour, to advance into the Northam 
territories, during the year 71o, as far as the wall of Severus btit, th. 
leader, Beorhtfryth, marched out with the Northumbrians against t 
and defeated them, upon the Tine, between Harfe and Caere, in 
ilia, wherein Bredci, the Pictish king, was slain (2). Oared was-
in the distracted govornment of the NOrthumbiians, A.D. 716, by Kenrusl 
the new king was followed, at the' end Of two wretched years, by Osricj  
established the bishoptiek'of Candida Casa, in 723 ; and appointed Peel; 
for its first prelate (o). Ceolwulf succeeded Osric, in his dangerous charge, d 
the year 729 ; and Ceolwulf was followed, in 738, by Ladbert, whose vigou 
protracted his government twenty years. After that overthrow of the Pi  -
710 A. D. tile Saxon inhabitants of Lothian remained a long while umnol 
and the Pictish frontier continued many years quiet ; though Eadbert is 
have warred with the Picts, in 74o A. D. under the able rule of Ling. (p 

On the wetsern side of Valentia, the encroaching Saxons displayed their 
near the Shore of the Solway, and on the banks of the Clyde: They c 
their arms., into Kyle, and Cunningham, where they fixed their sLulentents, 

(.0 SAY. ClIron. it. 4, 	ISede, I. iv. ch. xxv,. At that epoel, 
11,49,11511,1'y, bay.,711 the I let 	Ent;lish, by the Forth, red 

pith, %vas 
(I) titt,ill't Cbrontd9gia. 

C199.9. 49 Dade, lib. v. 
Sen. Cie9e.. ye; lIteateg 

thy reap, ttetic,, i<preti9ed to Gib 
h 	e,, feeght is. Campo Illando 

Swat,  Chrueolegia Ude, 
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year 75o, under the active Eadbert(g). And, in conjunction with the Picts, 
the Northumbrians, under the sante able leader, sacked Alcluyd, the ancient 
seat of the'cunbrian government, in 756 (r). His scepfre was successively held 
by Ostalgifieh wald, and by other feeble monarchs : but, as Ethelred was 

slain, 	,cingger of insurrection, in 794, an anarchy ensued, which dis-
tracted the afErics, and enfeebled the power of Northumberland, dur4fg three-
and-thirty years (r). Northumberland was, thenceforth, governallby earls, 
who tried to rule a distracted people, under the sovereign authority of t 
English kings. Of the Northumbrian weakness, North-Britain enj Ted  the t' 
benefit: during this calm, the Cruithne of Ulster, who had made fecquctrt 
incursions on the frith of Clyde, formed, et length, a lasting settlement, on the 

of G-Iloway(t). From the distraction of their southern neighbours, the 
- njoycsl the tranquillity, which Weir gallantry merited; the Ste. thchlyde 
s derived quiet, front the insignificance, which their frequent defeats had 

; the Scoto-Irish possessed the security, which their mountains, and 
friths, ensured them, during many years of restless, but obscure, enjoy- 

mem : and, the Saxons, throughout Lothian, fie liernicia of that period, 
remained, in the meanwhile, without the perturbation of civil, of of foreign 
scar. Yet, if we were to believe the English chroniclers, Edgar, the powerful 
king of England, over-ran those countries, in 8a8 A.D. and enforced the sub-
mission of those several nations (s). The Anglo-Saxons, during the Pictish 
period, left every where, within the southern districts of North-Britain, indu-
bitable traces of their conquests, of their settlements, and of their language, in 
the Gothic names of some places, on the Solway, and many, between the 
Forth, and Tweed. 

In that country, which extends from the Tweed, along the Frith, to the 
Avon, perhaps to the wall of Antonine ; and which is bounded, generally, on 
the west, by the dividing heights, rite Anglo-Saxons settled, in some districts 
of it, as early Its 450, and continued their devious residence, within its narrow 
limits, to the present times; though the rule of their native princes was un- 
• doubted),  lost, in 685, and never was completely regained. Yet, the Picts, 
as they had never enjoyed this fine country along the southern side of the Forth, 

(o) Smith's Bede, p. ea+ t Camden, °di: . 1694, p. Ego. 
(r) Simeon of Durham, p..o6 ; Usher's P. 	p.819, Sao. 
(a) Snsill's Clitonologia Usher's Primord. 66:, 1172. 
(1 	in Scotia; Usher's Primord, p. 566-7, 'to, 
(a) Sax. Chron p. 7x i Florence Wigorn. p. 289. The acuteness of Tamer perceived, that 
ose 	conquests were too extensive, and too inconsistent, with the general 1,...or 

history; to have ever happened, Hist. afire Anglo-Saxons, v. r. p. 565-6. 
Vol,. I. 	 L I 	 neither 
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Of Ore Orkney, and Shetland, Isles 

THOSE islands, which lie at no great distance, on the north, and north-cast, 
of Britain, became distinctly known to the learned world, during the first 
century (a). They were 'at !call discovered, if they were not subdued, by the 
Roman fleet, which circumnavigated the British island, in A 
able campaign of S.; a. D.:. and even Thai seas, in that voya 
had hitherto beets hid tinder eternal snores (b). The name of 
classic term, during classical times. Iiiiii&nds, and their appel 	 , became 
familiar b the Romans, Irons their COMIAlitliCati0115 with tire Celtic inhabitants 
of Britain, before the Scandinavian rovers appeared, in the British seas (c). 
By the British people, those islands were called Or: : one of the three piincipal 
isles of Britain, which are mentioned by the Welsh Triads, is Ore: and, Ore is 
the Dread., or Orkneys, in Davis, and Richards' Welsh Dictionaries. Oreb, 
in the British, signifies what is outward, extreme,  or  bordering: this term, Ore, 
was strikingly applicable to the situation of thoseisles, duriqg the Brit' 
period (a). 12lys, Enys, and This,  are the well-knowniirords,* the B 
Cornjsh, and Gaelic languages, for an island.. 

(a) Pliny, I. W. cap. 56.; Mela, I. iii. cap. 6. 
(5) Tacitus's Life of Agricola, § x. Twits. conceals, 

ignorance of the previous knowledge of Thule. The burned have imp o)ed num erudition, 
and  some  restarcli, to ascertain the Thule of the ancients. Pytheas of Marseiles, who lived is the 
age of Aristotle, appears to haveapplied that famous name to Iceland, with which he seems to 
have lnen acquainted. The cxistence of Iceland came, however, to be unknown, before the days 
of Ptolemy. And the Egyptian geographer transferred the name of The/  to the Shetland isics 
without knowing, that the same appellation had been, previously, applied to  the  mon. northern 
Iceland. Even IPAnvillc, by nut attending to thnse intimations, has fallen ilk mistakes, on this 
subject. gossellin's CnTrag. Ara Grera, 	tabGth 	 tu sellin's 1?,cherr 	nY la Gios,-aphir Ira 
,e,,,jem, tom.ii. p. 	at, 7e. 	 o- 

	

(r) The name of Oread. is 	,  by ClatElien, wi,o  was  a better poet, than philolo 
be derived from the Gait. 

(d) OINCC6 Dictionary. 
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st[1,cquet# times, to be variously denominated Orcades, °roadie', Orchadia, 
Orchades,Orkozies, Orient), ('o). 

Th4'  `season. 	to believe, that ils, Orkney isles were planted, during 

early 4 	7%;,  the posterity of the Name people, who settled Western 

Europe.' , he stone monuments, which still remain, plainly establish that 
• cbsetn'e troth (f). Yet, owing probably to some physical cause, the olAiRal 

people seem to have disappeared, in some period of a prior date to ol.ir-A- 

soon era (g). 	Daring the intelligent age of Solinu,, those LAands-  *i.,e.,,.•
.,

-  

supposed to be- uninhabited ; and to be " only the haunt of seals, and ores; .1,0.s.  

" sea mews, clang (h)." 
It was from that circumstance, perhaps, that the Orkneys densest their 

modern name; Ork, or Os-red, signifying, in the Danish;  if we stay believe 

Wolf, a Desert, or uninhabited place, and Oee, or Oce, or T., an tile: and 

ic.nee, the Ork-cys came to signify, the uninhabited isles (i). S,eh i, the name, 

(r) 'Phe largest of the Orkney isles was etied '01T, as we r,y learn from the MS. Celtic 
v. ii. p 23+. By the Gaelic peoplelf the neighbouring cum:, the Orearks are said to 

rn called Iris-Ore, or InistTorm MacPherson's Fingal, p.6; Seith's s..,,, Dana, p. ,6a. 

) Pennant's APCLIC: Zoology, p. 34 " The flint heads of Arrows," says he, " flint ares, 
ords made of the boar of a whale, must be referred to the earliest inhabitants, at a period, in 

which these kingdoms were on a level with the natives of the new discovered south-sea-islands." 
I), 	cirdes of st, he adds, the temples of primx.val religion, in our island, are not un- 
comelom Sec Wallace's 

ones 
 Description of the Orkneys, eh. ni. ; and King's Muniinenta Antigua, 

p. 1,...,8. And, set b. 	ch. i. § 2. Thee  urious fact, that Druid remains, and stone inonuments, 
mist and that colts, and floss-row heads, have been found, in the Orkney islands; whlle none 
of these have ever been discovered, in the Shetland islands ; evinces, that the same Celtic people, 
who colonized South, and North, Britain, also penetrated into the Orkney, but not imo the 
Shetland, islands and this fact also shews, that those sarcral antiquities owe their origin to the 
Celts, who early colonized the also isles alone, and not to the Scandinavians, who equally, 
colonized both the Orkney, and the Shetland, Islands. 

is) A tradition came down to the fifteenth century, that two nations, ,which were denominated 
Rai, or Papi, inhabited the Orkneys, dating ages, before the recent arrival of the Scandinavians. 
Wallace's Account of the Orkney Isles, :you, p. let. Scarcely any of the names of places, in 

.and, and Orkney, are Crhic : they arc all Teutonic, in the Scandin.ian for 	From these 
facts, wc may infer, that the original settlers had long disappeared, before the epoch of the nets 
colonization, by the Scandinavian rovers. Scandinavia itself was, in the same nninner, originally 
dtticd by the Celts, Ito were the giants of Rudbeck. 

(d) Solinus, cap. 34 ; Richard, 1. i. cap. viii. 

(i) Wolf's Danish Dictiondry ; Jo Ichthyology, indeed, Oar, and Oren, signify a monstrous 
ea-fish , an d the Latin Orres moses a sort of great fish: 	thc name of Orkney slay be possibly 

dclived farm t o , with, the Scandinavian ey, an irk, annexed to it. 
which 
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which was probably Unposed, by the Scandinavian adventurers of the middle 

•ages. Prom the same people, the neighbouring islands derived, 'madoubtedly, 
the various names of Zetland, lictland, Skettland, Shetlandis**'Ihey were 

viewed by various persons, front different points (k): they wereWi. Zestsl,rnit 

by the rovers, who considered those islands as dispersed, or sepaietted Inn,/; 

;ahoy were denominated Hetland, by the navigators, who fixed their 20,1011 

to the beet!, which were seen far from the sea (/). 

, 	 During the efflusion of two centuries, those desert isles became the harbours 
1. of the ferocious seamen of Northern Europe. In o. 0. 366, the great "Hievido-

sius pursued the Saxon fleet into the usual haunts of those enterprising pirates ; 

and, he is said, in the language of panegyric, to have stained the Orkneyi, 
with the bloody streams of Saxons :slain (m). 

The Orkneys were settled by the Scandinavians, before the age of Columba, 
who found one of their chiefs, at the residence of Bridei the Pictish king ; and 
who sent hismissionarie, to illuminate the darkness of those benighted islands(n). 
We may easily suppose, that the Orcadian isles were thinly inhabited, and little 
cultivated, during a period, rather ornaval enterprises, than of doincsiic in-
dustry. The adventurers, from the hope of plunder, frequently invaded the 
coasts of Pidavia but, they were vigorously repulsed, by Bridei, the Pictish 
king, who is said to have pursued them into their usual retreats, amidst their 

(k) Sibbald's Description of Sheland, p. t ; Spins. Is! odic CLorcgratbicurr, Is. a. ; " 

Hietland, Vermeil], male Schetland." 

(/) Wachter's Germ Gloes. in on. Zen, Spargerr, Dittergrre hence, 	 ] 

laying, in the 'dandle, 	Andreas's Dictionary; Hicks's Thesaurus. did, 	tl.• old 

German, signified ehus, rxreirso. Wachter. Hence, Ildisland, the high, or loftc, 
mountains, and head lands, of Shetland, naturally, suggested this et,mological ,Otis•r1 50 

nauel people : at the southern end of the 	then. arc Fitfiell-head, signifying d, ,,]•ite 

mountain, and she Sumberg.head, from the Scandinavian berg, a hid and, at the lalth 

there is a high mountain, named Rums-hill, with a maimed chain of hill, run md In 
the two. 

(In) In celebrating the victory of Thcodofisis, Clandian remarks, among other topiek,  of 

poetic praise, 
Maduerunt Sax one fusio 

u °mules; incaluit Tictorom Sanguine Thule, 

Sentormn Casuists Seri, glacialis Cern," 	41 

(n) Adamnan's Life of Columba, lib] ii. cap. al. 	; Innes's MS. Eccles. 11,.]. 

Dridei, the son of Mailcon, reigned from •. o. 556 to 5.96. 

iskts, 

   
  



   
  



THE stone monuments, which still exhibit, in those Isles, specimens of the 
labour, and genius, of the first ages, attest the I lebrides to have been planted, 
by the same Celtic people, who settled South, and North-Britain (a). The 
saute Druid temples, the same cairns, the same cromlechs, evinc 
same people erected the same monuments, in the same age. 

-  people, who gngaged in predatory expeditions to those islands,  
quent times, had neither leisure, for such peaceful labours, no 

c for such lasting memorials. 
The western isles were known to the Roman geographers, during the first  

ti  century, by the name of the Ihebudes(8). This appellation, the etymology  , 
of which has defied conjecture, has been converted, in modern times, into 
Hebrides, by the blunder of transcription, or the error of typography. T 
isles were seen, rather than explored, by the Roman fleet, Which dress v  gated the British island, in A•11. 84, by the command of Agricola. And,  
afterwards had the honour to be described by Ptolomy, front the local in 
anions of the Roman officers. 

During the period of the Roman government, in Britain, the Hebudes wet 
governed, like Caledonia, by many petty chieftains, who were connected only 
by the slight ties of a common religion, and language, and of similar customs, 
and habits : but, they owed no Subjection to a superior, and scarcely acknow; 
ledges! the connection, arising from the same language, the same religion, and', 
the sante usages, which pointed to a common origin, without allowing a com-
mon government. Yet, the descendants of the original colonists could have 

(a ' S:e before, book ii. ch.i. ; Martin's Western T.dcs, p 8, 9—see ; Pennant's Tour to thel  
p. ,8o-3571  Munimenta Antigtm, p. 4.5 1,7. %q5;  Mona Antigua, p.84—q4': 

Porla,', Cornwall, 205--231 Cough's Camden, v. iii. p. 174-190 ; Archaiol. v. vii. p., c 7 ; 
iL 	 vi• P• 

(5) M,la, lib. iii. cap. vi. calls them Haemodal; Pliny, lib. iv. e. z ; Ptolomy edit. Ac,tins,i 
PA' 

been 
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The nearest coasts of Britain supplied the 	isle with colonists, in .1c:cc, 
sive ages, and on various oeca,ions. In the pmg.ss Of settlement, and in the 
improvement of society, the various settlers, when association bccAinc 
formed themselves into a community, by the dilLrent names of 

Sroti: and, hence the island of the weNtern ocean became known lo the 
intelligent world, at the end of the third century, as the native country ,,f the 

	

be seen among Lis cpistlisa, ed. 1691, p. 360, foruislici, historical diiirginstrationa of 	t; 
elusive points, in the text 

Prim m imuction ; Antiguan; Scat it"; 	 : 
. Scotia groxiina Britannia insula. S. Isidurus, 	cup. vi. 
. Scotia qua terns nitsil dcbet. Hegtitippus, lib. v, cap. xv. 

" 3. Scotia fertilis sonctorum insula, Buries 13 Nov. & 8 M i. I tin Mulanos 9 NIa.1 

" 4. De Scotorum insolO venientcs. 115da in Martyrologio 13 Nov. 
it 5. Tata insula Scotia mindiatur. Thcodoricua aped 	t 	 vii. 

4 $ccundum punctum ; A11621212111 Scatiam .s Britannia lois,- discrota; : 
• "1. Static., gclitis dc Britalmorum 	Ilieronyoula in 3 	ia I li5retiaro. 

De Scotia vent rn Britanuiom. Beds in Appendicc ail I Iiitot Lint. 
3. Scotenti, egercitus frugtigntcr transnavigans in Biitanniain. 	Vita S. Patricii i., 1.s.,11•,;.. 

Doaceno NI S. 
4. Britannia 	inseta, cot adjacet S 	lIncl.1,111:. :Tad Suriutn. is N.,. 

st 5. Alter pone orbis Britannia cum attjacente Scotia.. Theudaricus apud Surium ton; vii.  
Julii i. 

Tot ium punct nn;; Antiguan; Scotiam non divrriain ab Ibernia; 
7. Scotia radem & Ibninia. S. Isidorus lib. xii. cap. vi. 
2. Iberni 	Sct.tosurn gin,ibus hobitatdr. ' S. Ora .as lib. 3 p. 22. 

" 3. Britann
a 
 ix atijacet 	see lbenila. I4snl,aldus apul Sur is t2 Nov. 

n  4. Ibernia propria 	Scatorum ',atria. Vita S. Colima's, in Liigendorio Anglican.. 
" 5. Ibtirnia prapria S.-otornm est patria. Besla 	Becl,iaiaat. lib. i. cap, i. 
" 6. Scutorum, qni lb; mina; intulam Btitannias proxiiaam iocolunt. Bcda loco cit. 

cap. iv. 
ss 5. Scotorgrn 	 51.15iali, 	o:,.1 

Iber.sta 
st 	 Tethis j 
st 9. De Iliernia 	;Train veniciites. Beds 13 No.eniii. 

Srotia, qua; E lbernia dicitor. Surins ad cluitlem diem. 
p 	Scotia, gape tun,: 	 11021112 'de 1111110 434 ii, snis EccIp6in lib. 

2. SC(..1,11 ile I 	 T2121,2. 	IVI:12.221,12 ad 21211 657. 
ig 

(III S. Kill:111o. 

" 	t5. lberniam Scnioi 	pins incolit. Jonas in Vita S. 
11111 

Coininlmi. 
14. Iherniam Scot-orlon 	Aingtinitslib. is. cap. ; 	& Eginanlits in gestic Carob 

mogul. 
;5. Enm,a in Scatiorn intront purgatoriurn S. Partricii. Crow-ins lib. ait, cap. xxxviii. 

upa,tito in Soutar 	 & Austral.) Beds lib. iii. cap. iv. 
Scott ; 

• 
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Scots ; anti in a flee ages, by the name of Scotland (1) : the same appellation 
was transferred, from Ireland to Scotland, when both had lost tinir original 
designations, amid the successive changes of unstable tunes. 

Amidst the turbulence of rude age,, the Irish were seldom at rest. They 
sem! either occupied, in maritime excursions, against the Romanized shores of 
the Briti,h island, or they were agitated by domeitic feud,. The northern 
division of Ireland, which was called, by the Irish, Ulladh, and by the English, 
Ulmer, was particularly subject to such perturbations, owing to the pretensions 
of two pea .1u1 tribes. 'Ihe race of the Irish, who were long known, and 
feared, by the name of Cr uithnc. were the most powerful clan of the north-
western district of Ireland. The frequent disputes of those rival tribes, at length, 
called for the interposition of the Irish sovereign, at the middle of the third 
century. Corneae, then reigned supreme king of Ireland. In this war, Cairbre-

I,Riada, the cousii, and general, of Cormac, conquered a territory of thirty 
ciniica extent, in the north-east corner of Ireland, which„ at that disastrous epoch,' was enjoyed by the Cruithne (a). This territory was now seized by 
'Cairbre,fiiida, and his followers, in the right of conquest, and by the favour 
of Cornmc, when it wo denominated, front the conqueror Da/dtiada, the 
prlion of Riada. Over Dairiada, Ce, and his posterity, continued to rule, 

. for ages, under the constant protect of their relations, the sovereigns of 
Ireland (Is). This conquek. of Dalriada, at the middle of the second century, 
by Cairbre, sowed the seeds of many disputes, which grew up into bloody 

15) Sc, Whitaker's Genuine Hiss, of the Britons; p. 2fig —58; Ina's nett. Ea, m01. 1; 
; vol. ii. p. 451--54.5. The Milissian origin of the ancient Irish isnom scarcely be-

lieved by 'filled. fablers. The n  direct conization of Inlaid, from the cast, is hardly a -Sited by 
scholars, who know, thatmigraiions, were made, in early ages, by land, and not by arm The 
Gothic origin of the old Irish k asserted by those, who never inquired, whether the Irish had ever 
spoken the Gothic tongue, or whether die names of places, in the map of Ireland, he significant in 
five C,A:e language. In the midst of the conjectures Of ignorance, and the scepticism of learn. 
ing, it is curios, to remark, that the great Mired appears to hive het the first, who wrote the 
word SerNand, arsi applied the Anglo-Saxon term, as then  ame of Ireland: st On thaem ilea,,
st wmulisl sac on fiyre westende 	Srollond :" in this same Mediterranean, to the westward, is 
Seotked. JElfred's translation of Orosins, p. i4, and the translation by Mines Barrington, p. 
Thus , two Celtic commue destined, by a singular fortune, to &titre abating name, from 
au AngtosSztxon Nue, in th

es 
 e Teutonic languar I 

(a) Cairbre.Riada was one of the sons of Conary II. who ruled, as chief king, in Ireland, front 
.2 se to 22o A.D.; and who was descended, accorilitg to the Irish genealogies, from the great 

tlint fell by the stroke of assassination, in 60 A. o. Usher's Prim. p. fit Mit ; Camden, 
in Scotia; O'Connor's Dissertatitm, p. 102-3, 202 Ogrna Vitnlicated, p. s6.1.s5. 

(b) O'Flahersy's Ogygia5 Ogygia Vindicated, p. tbg, i61r5 	O'Connor's Dissertation, 

Vok. I. 	 N n 	 conflicts, 
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conflicts, between the Cruithn'e  of Ulladh, and the Dalriadm of Ireland, as well 
as their descendants, the Daltiada of North-Britain. 

In the prevalence of contest, and the progress of population, a colony was, 
conducted from Daltiada to North-Britain, at the recent commencement of the.-
sixth century, by Loam, Fergus, and Angus, the three sons of Eno, the 
descendant of Cairbrc-Riada. These colonists not only brought with them their 

)angeage, and religion, their manners, and customs, but their subordination, and 
allegiance to the country, ;silence they had voluntarily proceeded (n). At that 
remarkable epoch, in the Scotish history, Lugad, the son of Laogar, reigned, 
supreme over Inland. 

The Irish colonists departed from Dalriada, which was thus occupied b 
descendants of Cairbre-Riada, and was governed by Olchu, the brot 
Erc (d); and the Irish colonists settled in the ancient country of the 
Epidii, near the Epidian promontory of Richard, and Ptoloniy, whic 
denominated, by the Dalriadinian colonists, Caentir, or bead" 
epoch of their settlement is 503, A. D. (B. And the new settle 
to the age of Bale, to be commonly called, from their origins 
Dalriadini, though they will be herein denominated the Scolo-/rive 
retrospect to their origin, and a regard 	 their colonization. 

• (r) Usher's Prim. p• 947, ton ; Tigernach ; Ulster Annals; O'F/aherty's Ogygia, p. 47o; 
innees Cent. Essay, p. 693. O'Connor intimates, that the lions of Erc were favoured, in their 
emigration, by the Hy-Ninl, or the supreme power, which was then exercised by Lugad, the sou 
of Laogar, the grandpa of Niel, the great r and the sovereign of Ireland, from 453 to yo8 a. D. 
Ogygia Vindicated, p. cia, in the note. Tiki, connection, between the Dalriadic race, and the 
royal family of Ireland, was again doubly cemented by the marriages of Ems, the daughter of 
Loam, in succession, with the two grandsons of Niel, who is called the great, by the appropriate 
eloquence of the Irish annalists. 

(d) Ere, who was the son of Eoeha-hfunrainhar, and a lineal descendant of Cairbre.Riada,. 
died, in 474 A. D.; and, in conformity to the Irish law of Tanaistry, his only brother, Oleb 
succeeded him, M the government of the Dalriadre, in Ireland the posterity of Olchu continued to 
rule this tribe, in subordination to the supreme kings of Ireland, after the sons of Ere had established;.  
their settkments, in Argyle. Usher's Primord ; The Book of Leacan ; Kennedy's Dineen. on tha 

SttIatIsi p. t45- 
(e) In the Gaelic, Cern, of which CM is an inflection, signifies a Mad, and Tr, land 

Cron-air, is literally head-land yet, this significant appellation of the Irish colonists is said to boi 
Geri,;, Enquiry Hist. Scot 1789. The analogous term, in the Gothic, is I-laid...Ian& The: 
Enquirer might, with equal truth, have said, that the Gothic Ilefdr-land, and the English braddand, 

w."1.• 
(f) Tigernach ; Usher's Prim. 947, .1" ; Innes's Critical Essay, v. u. p. 689, 694; Ken, 

nedy's Dissect. on the Stuarts, p. r46, 169: O'Connor confirms the fact, by saying, wildly, tb 
Argyle, Alban, and the Hebrides, were congurrrd, by then., of Erc, in so3 e. n. Diwrt. 
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It has been reasonably asked, whether the tent of Ere made their setdements, 

by force, or favour. This inquiry supposes, that tradition is silent upon the 
point, and that history is also uninstructive (g). And, the unsatisfaotoriness of 
the one, and the silence of the other, lead us to suppose, that the Dalriadini 
settled, without offence, and remained, in their new settlements, for years, 
without opposition. Caen-tir, as the name implies, in the speech of the Scoto-
Irish colonists, is a head-land, which, forming a very narrow peninsula, runs 
far into the Deucaledonian sea, towards the nearest coast of Ireland ; and is 

- 	separated, by lofty mountains, from the Caledonian continent. It was, in that 
age, yery thinly inhabited by the Cambro-Britons. And, these descendants of 
the Epidii were little connected with the central clans; and were still less con-
' ered by the Pictish government, which perhaps was not yet sufficiently 
efined, to be very jealous of its rights, or to be promptly resentful of its 
tongs. Drest-Garthinmoth then reigned over the Picts; and certainly re-
ed, at a great distance, beyond Drum-Alban. To those intimations, we may 
bjoin, that Loarn, Fergus, and Angus, brought few followers with them; 

ml though they were doubtless joined, by subsequent colonists; they were, for 
some dine, occupied, with the necessary, but uninteresting, labours of settle-

' went, within their appropriate districts.Veantir was the portion of Fergus; 
oars possessed Loam, to which he gave his name ; and Angus is supposed to 

have colonized Ea (h). They obviously established their several settlements, 
- according to the anarchical customs of their original country. Each of those 

princes, with their followers, formed a distinct tribe, which Was nearly inde-
endant of each other, with a nominal subordination to the eldest, at least, when 
bedknce could be compelled by power. The history of those Scoto-Irish 

colonists will evince that, by acting on this notion of anarchy, during a rude 
age, their descendants were frequently involved in the cotitests of disputed 
successions, and often in the miseries of civil war. 

In the records of time, there scarcely occurs a period of history, which is so 
perplexed, and obscure, as the annals of the Scoio-Irish kings, and their tribes, 

(g) The Gaelic poem; or &tan, as translated by O'Flaherty, makes the sons of Ern subdue 
bra lban with a twang toed. Ogygia Vindicated, p. $44. O'Connor, as we bare seen, concurs in 

ho notion of conquest. 	p. t8,9-0. The poetical notion of canna, cannot possibly be 
erne. And, probability, and fact, only justify the mare reasonable position of quiet cotaniawrien. 
Bede adds the confirmation of his judgment to the fimple notion of quiet settlement. Bede, 
lib. i. cap. i. 

(+,) Dr. Smith's Hist. Dissect. in Stat. Account, v.:. p. sat t L. v,11, certaully enjoyed by 
Nlaredach, the son of Angus, after his decease. 

N n n 	 from 
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from th 	 3 A. 1). to their ascendency, in 343 A.D 

original cause of this obscurity is the want of contemporaneous writin 
ample field was thus left open, for the conflicts of national emulation. fp 
and ingenuity, sophistry, and sy,teni, all contributed, by their _various 
to make what was dark still 

- kings, have been involved, 
and Scotish antiquaries, 
And Cimmerian darkness o 
restless, for the repose of study, and too: 
In the sister islands, there happily retna 
sequent compilation, which throw many, 
actions of the Scoto-Irish tribes ; and wide 
the entangled genealogies of the Scoto-Irish kings. In Ire 
annals of Tigernach, and of Ulster, with the u eful o 
O'Flaherty, and O'Connor. There exiqed also, in various 'dtpdsi 
brief chronicles, and historical documents, Vw bids Innes first beet 
in a happy hone, 'Ar the North-British history I i). A Gaelic 
logical account of the Scow-Irish kings, also sheds some r, 
gloomy subject (fit.  Some other chitties are fortunately 
destruction of design, and the waste of accident, which 
before ignorance, and folly, and refinement, and system, began to fal 
Scotish annals. From an attentive consideration of all those, and fr 
accurate examination of other documents, I have compiled a genealogical, 
chronological, Table of the Scoto-lrish kings, during that dark period o.  
distracted annals (1). I trot(, it will be found to be more satisfactory, t/ 

gene 

(I) See Innen Ctitical Essay, p. 6.-613 ; and his insolvable Appendix ‘' of Ancient Pieces 
(1) This curious Ditan was published, in the Enquiry, (789. 
(I) The authorities, from which both the Chronological Tab!, and the following history of 

the Scotish kings, have been collected; a , 	, I CAttonit, Rep.: St-ae.attn, 	Fergm , the son 
of Ere, till King William, a MS. in the Colbertiiie Library, which is prl , tod in limea'y 
Essay, App. No. iv. ( z. ) Chratiiat Regan &atom, Pont Purvis, the son of Ere, till King Ala 
ender III. which was taken from the Register a 	Priory of St. Andr,w's, or I is prig;  
inn 	's Crit. Easy, App. No. v. (3.) Chronicot fly/taloa-am,' at the end of the Scoti.0 
a MS. in the Scots College of Faris, and is printed,in Innes's Crit. Essay,. App. No. ,i. ( 
nturter Clanich, an historical, and genealogical poem, compos 	in the time of Malco 
which ta printed in the Enquiry i 	the Hist. of Scotland,

ed 
 759, v. ii. App. No. ii. with 

literal translation by Mr. Wilson, nod d a free translation by Mr. O'Connor t the literal translation, 
though it cor,ins a ) w mistakes, being made in a hurry, and without consulting books, is by far 
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If we may credit the Irish chroniclers, the three sons of rrc enjoyed each an 
dependent government, according to theanarchical maxims of the Irish polity, 

in his own district, in subordination, however, to the sovereign of Ire. 
(a). Neither of the brothers, at the epoch of their emigration, were young, 

we may believe the same chroniclers, who assure us, that the children of Erc 
d received the honour of St. Patrick's benediction, before his death, . in 

93 A. D. The early decease of each of the three brothers, after their settle-
ent, seems to be a still stronger proof of their having declined far into the 

ale of years, before they engaged, in the difficult work of founding a new 
nasty of kings, and settling a new race of people, within a rugged country of 

d defiles. Angus soon died, leaving a son, Muredach, who enjoyed 
rity, within the narrow limits of Ila. And, Loam, the eldest brother, 

eased ; leaving his brother Fergus, the sole monarch of the Dalriadinian 
a). Fergus did not long survive hid brothers, as he died, in 5e6 A. D. 

ng his pretensions, whatever they were, and his power, however limited, 
his.son Domangart (p). The Gaelic poem applies to Fergus the epithet ard, . 	• 

rhieli may mean great in character, or first, in sovereignty.- 
The 

O'Fklerty's Ogygia, p. 47o—a ; O'Cone.es Dissert. r99; and the Albanic Historical 
em, or Dean Bat, the ancient chronicle; in Innes's Appendix, Na. 4, 5, 6, uniformly, speak 
Fergus, as the sole monarch of the' Dahiadinian territories, which he only enjoyed, during the 
n period of three years. 

(a) Louse, who is called Looms 1/agues by O'Flaherty, lad several childrxi, of whom the 
st celebrated was Errs. 'who was married, successively, to two cousin-germane, the grandsons of 

lel, the great king of. Ireland: She first married Muredach, the son of Eagan, by whom she had 
sons, Mureeheard, who reigned king of Ireland, froM 5x3 to 534 A. o Feredach ; and Moen 
married, for here  econd husband, Fergus, the son of Creel, by whom she had four 60116, 

:dnx, who was progenitor of several of the supreme kings of Ireland; Fedlim, (the father of 
. Columba) ; Lugad ; and Brendan. Ogygia, p. 470,  ; and Ogygia Vindicated, p. /59. It 
ms more than probable, that the race of Loarn, who, in afire times, succeeded, occassionally, 
the Dalrisdiuian throne, sprung from the first marriage of Eras; as we see, that Muredach, 
gars, and Ferchar, were family names, in that royal series, Murecheard, the son of Erca, and 
g of Ireland, as above mentioned, was surnamed Mac-Erca, from his mother. Ogygia Vindicated, 

. /59. From Murecheard descended no fewer than sixteen monarchs of Ireland. lb. Pref. p. 4.. 
(p) The three Chronicles in Innes's App. No. 4, 5, 6, and Innes's Chronic's Aecuresid, together 

'th the Enquirer en vy, al Coll., in stating, that Fergus reigned three years, from 5o3 0. n. 
ie Gaelic poem extends his reign to twenty-seven years, and O'Flaherty carries up its extent to 
men. And see Usher's Prim. Chrcn. Index, under 503 a. o p. s /22..j. Fergus is the appro.. 
'ate mime, which the ancient Chronicles, in knees App. and the Gaelic poem, give to the great 
under of the Scotish monarchy, according to the Scotish Chroniclers. The proper Irish name is 
argue, which is derived from the jeer.;  of the Irish language, signifying a champion,-or warrior.. 

'Brien'sDict. This has been latinized Frs.:wit,. Several chiefs of great note, among the oldlriel; 
re this distinguished appellation. The second husband of Erca was Fergus, as we bate seen. 

A Fergus 
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The new reign of five years is said, by the Gaelic poem, to have been 
crowded with troubles, which, however, are not recounted. Yet, Dornangart 
died, quietly, in S  r r A. a. ;  lgaving two .04s, Conga], and Gablnan, who 
successively possessed his petty dominions, and indisputably enjoyed his' incon-
siderable power (q). The root of Fergus now branched our into two great 
stems, which are distinguished, in the Irish Chronicles, by the appropriate ap. 
pellations, of Cineat-Coingal, and Cineal-Gauran; the rare of Comgal ;  .d she 
race of Gauran. Their contests for pre-eminence produced bloody conflicts, 
which ended in frequent revolutions of pow4 that the pen of history must 
non ate, and explain. 

A peaceful reign of four-and-twenty years gave Comp!, the grandson of 
Fergus, leisure to extend his settlements, and to consolidate his authority. Yet, 
has he left no events for history to record. The 0,1414i 	n recites, indeed, 
that his long reign passed away wit/J.1w, (e). 

Comgal was succeeded by his brother Gablnan, or Ca 	 ,-,.. is, withcite: 
contest. This reign of two-and-twenty years is said,by the Clitigtn 	 toe, to 

have passed away, without reproach. Engaging, however, on wlatever,inntive, 
in hostilities with the Picts, Gauran was. overpowered by their kingAtiii, the 

A Fergus reigned king of Ireland, with Donald, S. D. 565A4lhref Alai+ I  ib. p.59 ; 0;yg,ia, 
P. 4r. A F.rgur was king of 'remor, at the end of tho seventh Dmtury. Ware, p. at. 
O'Flaberty call, Fergus, the son of Er a" FergArbere bl3mMre." OgYf:ia. p.  47. H' was 
surn used Msz-Mise, from his mother, whose name was bliw So, MIllechrard, the king of 
land,

a 
 was called Mac-Erca, from his mother. The epithet mfe, which O'llatrty applies to Far; 

denotes, simply, great in body; while the epithet ;red, which rho Gaelic bard affixes to 	raffle, , 
means great, in mind, rnigkey. Fergus was probably, as 0' Flaherty .0155, the youngest of the 
three sons of Ere, who conducted the Irish colonists to Rimyre. Ogygia Vin.i. p. 110. 

(I) For the length of the reign of Dornangart. see Inns, s App. No. 4., 5,  6 And, O'Flaberty, 
and Inns, and the Enquirer s 789, concur in fixing it to five years. The Doan, or Castle poem, 
alone restrains it to four. Domangard, which is properly Domhangard, is called Domangart, in  she 
Citron. No. 4; Davenghart, in the Chron.  5 ;  bonegart, in the Chron. Itythin ; Dongard, in 
For bin ; Dornangardus, in O'Flaherty ; ana Dongardus, in Buchanan. 

r) The CbronAe, in the Regbbm of St. Andrews, and the Chron. Ryrh. in innes's App. 
No.  5  and 6, lengthen the reign of Comgal to twenty-four years, on emmt, which is adopted by 
O'Flaherty, and Innes. The Chron. No. 4, in Innetbs App. enlarges the period to thirty.two 
years. The Annals of Ulster, when properly understood, confirm the Chronic],, before men4W 
tinned, in fixing the commencement of his, reign, in 501 n. D. and 116 conclusion, in 535 
Comgal, or more properly Comhgall, or Comgail, in the Is fsh Arca, denotes one of the same 
tribes emonguinity. O'Brien', act. This name is variomly 'pub Conga], and Corngal, M the 
Chron. No,4, and No. 5, Chomgh211, in the Gaelic poem, Cfmgallus, by O'Flalferty, '0d Con- 

. gal, by Buchanan. A Conga' reigned supreme king of Leland, from 703 to 710, a. o• Ware',  
p. as. 
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antagonist, at the battle of Loro,in 575. He fright the frivolous bar le of 

Ardsryth, with Ityclderch, the bountiful king or Str,thelm .1, in 577(,). And, 

coming to the aid of the Cumbrian-Britons, Aidan defeated Ill, Saxons, at 

Fethanlea, on Stanmore, in 54 (Y). 11, fighting, again, in support of the 

Britons, he defeated the Saxons, in 590, at the battle of Leithredh, when his 

two sons, Arthur, and Eocha-fin, were, however, slain, with rather more than 

three hundred men (u). From this specification of the loss, it is obvious, 

thots.11 Bede speaks of the wart army of Aidan, that the armies of those times 

wore far from 111.1111C1,11,, and that their conflicts were rather tumultuous, than 

regular. In 593, Aldan appears to have been worsted by the Saxons, in the 

battle of Kirkinn, where his son Domangast seas slabs (a). Aidan was totally 

defeated by the Northumbrians, under ../Ethilfrid, at the battle of DaWstane, in 

ho:, (L). 'Use Dalriadini were now so completely overcome, that they did not 

venture, far ages, so far into the hostile country of the south. Meantime, 

(s) U. Lhayd's Commentarialum, ed. 173x, p. 41-4. 

Saxon Chron. p. 12 	 Prim. p. 570, z t 47 , which quote= the English Chronicks. 
Aidan is coca said to have c: rind his victorions arms into the Isle of Man about the same period. 
'the A mats of Ulster, under Sat-a, state, '5 Be/nn Aran, in quo victor erat Assdhan Mae- 

Enq,iiry bliss. Scot. ; 789, v. ii. App. i. 	Is, Johnston's exlition of do Extracts, from 
these Annals, he converts Man. into Rm. Antiq. Celt,+Norrn. p. 57. And, O'Flah,.rty says, 
" Anno eireiter 58+  Aidan us rex in .11fannia hada victor." OgYg,a,  P. 474. There does not, bows 

. ever, appear any thing but the mere similarity of the mom., to warrant the applicatinn of the 
Mann, to the Mandl/Hem. On the contrary, it is highly probable, that the battle of Mona, 
which is mentioned, 6 thd Annals of Ulster, was the are, That the Saxon Annals record to have 
happened, at Srannuirer'The dates of both agree, making the usial allowani,e, fur the backward- • 

Won of the Annals of Ulster, in a number of their notices. The Saxon Sianronire refers to the 
....,'Well.known moor of that name, on the ,astern confines of Westmoreland, which, as the name 

implies, abounds  with.... Now, the Briton,, who, on this oc,asion, were confederated with 
she Seal:I-Irish, would naturally call the same place, by the analogous name of Alden., which, in 
'Fluid language, denotes stoney, or a  Pei of iron, Su this battle may have been stated, in the 
Irish Annals, by the British name of Marnan i  while the Saxon annalists used the appropriate name 
of their own langinge, Stan,norr. 

(01 Adam.,  I 	cap. 9 Tigernach ; Annals of Ulster ;  [1,11. Prim. p. 709, t037, 1548; 
O'flaberty's Ogygah  p. 475 Innes's MS. Eccles. lint. p. 345. This conflict is called by 
Adarnnan  Bann, Alidd.rani And Fordnu confounds it with the battle of Wodeasburg• 

(a) Ad+nman, lib. i. cap. 9  ; and The Book of Chian, in Ogygia, 
(L) Bede, lib. i. cap. s+ Sas+ Chroll. p.24  :  This battle ,, herein said to have happened, at 

Useptane. The real site of this decisive field appears to be llaw,tane, small farm, in the parish 
of Castleton, 	 on  a rivulet of the same name, which falls into the Isidal, about two 
miles', from the march of Northttmherland, near the only pass, which-, leads, on that side, into an 
insperv;ons frontier. See Stobie's Map of Roxburghobire And see also, for the site of this battle, 

,.sap, m Smith's Bede. 

Aidan, 
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Aidan, attended by Columba, appeared at the cde 
in Ulster, during 563 A. D.; where heelaimed the 
land of his fathers; and obtained, by- his inIluen 
homage, which seems to have been yielded, by the reguli of 
kings of the parental island (r). Aodh, or Hugh, the son of 
then sovereign of Ireland (d). During a long reign of active ci 
appears rather to have raised his fame, than extended his  
his several conflicts with the Saxons, he wasted his strength ul 
enemy, who leas almost beyond the re.ach of his arm. 
metaphorical language of a courtly poet, the appropriate: 

niol.rann," or Icing of the noble portion. After all h 
Aldan, the greatest of the Dalriadinian monarchs, died quietly 	trim, 

.age of eighty, during the ygar 6o5, mid was buried in Kil-chei an (;). 
4;,:Eocha'sbui, the son of Aidan, quietly assumed the sceptre of li* 

.-v' 	cording to the vatitination of Columba, which foretold,  
•Ponly the succession of the son of Aid., but the rnisfortun 

gocha', the yellow haired, reigned sixteen years. But, 
• gone down under a cloud of foreign, perhaps, of civil war. 

(ps have been engaged in warfare with din Cs sithor of Ulster. Kenneth-Cie , 
- as tanist, or heir apparent to the kingdom, conducted his army, against tit 

(c) Adionnan, I. i. 	49 	0111alieity, p.,}75:Kennedy., Chou, Ifist. of 
Stuarts, p. r69 

(d)1J,Iler's Prim. p. 057. 
(e) ITeher's Prim. 1156 ; and the Onion. Table or the Scotieli king,. 11,1111111111 

of Kil-cheran, of the elllpnl of Onion, the ,e a, which contains rite dii,t of Ai 
seen, in the midst of Carnpbeltuivii, tar pr. uric reiort of peaceful Ebels. Ai 
tiailikiaa sceptre, ia 571 A. D. j 	6.1 thin .1 	and did, io 6os. 

is la 
;he ChNnick 

the Sc,to 
the () like 

(f) Vit 
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Eocha'-annuine, the son of Aodh-fin, Who sea' of the Gauran race of Fergus, 
succeeded Selvach 11. in 79G A.D. :i: he Chronicle, in the Register of St. An-
dress's, gives hint the sobriquet of annuine, and the Colbertine Chronicle the 
epithet vol.:mm(0.- Thus .1)Mi ile is probably a corruption of the Irish ninilsnes,ls, 
which, when applied to plants, signifies poisoneus ; but, when applied to per-

,.... sons, means peevish, or passionate (5). Eocha' IV. is Sie „lebeises of the Latin 
annalists. As the clans were seldom at rest, he found probably, on Ili, accession 

_i. to the Dalriadinian throne, a civil war raging between the tribe of ArL;ail, and 
the tribe of Loam, which had perhaps proved fatal to his predecessor,predecessor,Selvach. 

.:- These rival, and exasperated, families, indulged their spirit, and tried their 
strength, in 799 A. D. Fiangalach, the son of Durdaing, fell on the bloody 

;- 
 

field : Costal, the son of Neill, and Congalach, the son of Aongus, triumphed 
i.. over the tribe of Argil (I). The feuds of the rival families could neither be 

1

i 

 

pacified, nor restrained. Aongus, the son of Dunlaing, also met the usual fate 
of savage strife, in 812 A, D. (in) Eocha', the superior king, looked with in-
difference, perhaps, on those enfeebling feuds, which he probably forii,aw would 
end in the degradation of the two emulous tribes of Argail, and Loin. And, 
Isis interposition is never mentioned, because it was never felt. Of Loch, dip 

is Achaius of Fordun, and Buchanan, fiction has feigned, that he was ambitioui 
i of foreign alliances : He is said, by fablers, to have courted the connection vi 

is1 his great contemporary, Charlemagne, which seas consolidated, by a treaty e.i-
doubtful existence. This fable was related, and received, in the last century, 
as a fact: In our own times, it has been discussed, and derided, as' a fiction, 

ugh the fact may have applied to the reguli of a neighbouring region (n). 
Fable 

lobo died in 729 A. D. who may possibly have been misplaced by all the chronicles. Engniry, 1789, 
1 

	

	 p. 537. where the genuine chronology is called a ch.141i.rh falrification. The Chron Elegiiwurn, 
in the Chronicle of Niels., which is reprinted in the same Enquiry, pi. 33o, confirms the three 
chronicles, in Lines, as to Sclvach II. Thus, the whole chronicles, which were early compiled 
by different pens, are charged, by system, with " this gififul forgery." The chronicles have raged 
to Selvach the various names of Selvac, Sealvanc, Scaluhanc By Wyotown, Ii, is called s,,,,ta ; 
by Fordun, Selwathius by Buchanan, Solwatliins by Tigernach, &leach.. The prof', Irish 
name is Sealbhach s and Sralbvi,55, is she Irish, signifies, a proprietor, or owner. 	Dirt. 
Sealdb,h meann 	

must 

abounding in cattle, 'orcattle, 	having ,any poss, from Scaly, signifying rani, 
twen rrion. Id. We mu always recollect that, PO, in the Irish grammar, is pronounces' like the 
English (v). 

(i) Inn,,', Appendix, No. dd and 5. 	 (1) O'Brien's Dies. 
III ,1.11,ter Annals 	 (in) Id. 
(n) The late Lord Hades published, in 773. Remark/ on the History of Scotland s" wherein 

e slice, the supposed alliance of Achaius with Charlemagne to be a positive fiction. He was fol. 
lowed, 
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Alpin probably derived his name, which has obscured history, and nu le 
inquiry, from his mother Urgusia, a Pictish princess (t). Over the 
reigned, contemporary with Alpin, Drest, the son of Constantin, his 
and Talargan, who disputed Constantin's authority. Alpin would na 
support his relation, who appears to have prevailed over his antagonist. I he 
sagacity of Alpin seems to have perceived the weakness of Isis neighbours 
beyond the Clyde ; and his ambition appears to have prompted a desire to reign 
over richer people, and more extensive domains. In 836 z.u. he set sail front 
Kintire, and landed on the coast of Kyle, within the bay of Ayr. According to 
''the odious practice of a savage age, he laid waste the country, bctween the Ayr 
land Doon, before the people, .d their chiefs, could nice( him in conflict. Fol. 
lowing the course of those rivers, he penetrated to the ridge, which separates Kyle 
from Galloway. And here, he met his appropriate fate, during a sharp struggle 
from the obscure weapon of an enraged chief, near the si_t,  
which derived its singular name, front the stk.., of Alpin. 
still known, and recognized, three 
his career, and left his claims to Is 

luattcli 	to the Scotiulauhrouiclqu  au t Irid, au I as as 
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supposed, by Sdotielt history, to have fall,,11,Wling his title to the Pictish 

throne, 

postquani cans peniths destrinsit 	ilvvastsvit." Inn', App. p, 799. The Chronicon of Mo- 

ld., which belonged to Professor Ker of Abel dem, and which is recited by Imes, in his MS. 

Collections, says " Alvin ill. Hiwched--iiiiimine 3 	nignavit res ; et occisus es in Galsuitbia 
irs/cam mon pen 	' 	sit Et tune tiawlet urn eft rs..ginuin Scotorum regowin 8:dorm.. 

eye . the Regwtor of St. Andrews, says of Alpin s 

lie wan of were all G31100.5 t 
There, was he -Jayne, and de& away 

" Aught hundyr wynmr foorty and ohm 

Aftyr the blyst nativitie." 

Fordo, boo!: iv. ch. ii. m 	 t the death of Alp., 
d. 	9 	

hot not the place, where that event hap- 
pened 	also mentions the death of Alvin, but not the place of his interment. }toed. p. 18. 

1.1re come now to the evidetiee of record. The founds i charter of the town of Ayr, by William, 

ia 0137, o 	dv.vaisg the limits of its met In. ise trade

on  

, calls for Ladtt-Alk,,, thesis, 988".'s 
as onc of the distinguishing boundaries 	Lahr-Alpin gave rim to the name of an estate, 

after the 	language, ia 	LerseLd-Alpia signifies the graw•earte of Alpin, was no 
luiger understood, in A yrehire s And hence the minim 	Blaeu's map of Ayrshire, No.19, of 

Laichr-erttle, Over-Loh-1r, and Nether-L,0,, is th0 par9li of Dalmelinton These mod signifi-

cant names were left oat of the late map of the same shire by Armstrong: But, upon inquiry at 

the place, I find, that those cause...h.:a appellistion, which will nes, he forgotten, are now perfectly 
Al,,",s from an intelligm.t f. lend in Dalmeliaton, informs me 	tt There are still the 

aim of an old castle, at a place called Lair8r, in this parish, abect two miles north-north-west 
of this of : It w much demolished by the proprietor, in the year 0770, in order to inclose 

some ground: It stan

as 

 ds on the brink of a very deep glen, and was of great strength ,and the 

workmen had muds difficulty in demolishing 	There nre two Pomo there, that still bear the 

name of Over, and Nether, Laicht." The came intelligent friend remarks. that there is, ih 

the parish, a tradition of a bottle having formed) been fought, M that vicinity. The late Mr. Ma, 

.,,tnyne, the minister of Dalmolinton, relates, hi hi, Statistical Account, " that there are some 
cairs or sams/i, in the 9mish, which indicate, that a battle had been, at 60M, time, there 

iet fought." Anmher vcry intelligent friend has assured me, that thew: is, near the village of Dal. 

rnelinton, a remarkable barrow of a very perfect form. Thus the Register of St. Andrews, the 

Cli.ter of Ayr, which calls for the grew-vane of Arta, as a es-ell-known boundary, the old castle 

of Loiel,, the tradition of a conflict, the remaining rum88 all concur to show theiremarkable place, 

where Alpin, the father of Kenneth, found repose from the turmoils of savage life, and loft • 

grave-stone to perpetuate the remembrance of the fact. (a.) On the contrary, fair, in the per

of Boece, recounts a sere-  differsfrit tale. Bellenden's Dome, fah 89. The death of Alpio is 

said to have happeiled, in 0 1.9010 with the Picts, hear Dundee, where he was taken, and beheaded: 

This story is retold by Buchman, and by the other perverters of the Scotish history, down to 

(Ital.-ie. The Statistical Account of Lill pariah, wherein the battle is supposed to have been 
fought, near a place, called Pit.nlftic, and in loaner times Bar-alpin, gives ita additional testimony. 

The Rai-alpin, we arc to understand, sh;nifies, in the Irish language, the death of asgsin. Now, 
the nob is, that. Elpin reigned along with Drrst, use the Picts, from 7es to 73o, when a find 

r ,,,:c01 with great violence among that people, To flia warfare, DrCdt fella vicitim io 718 f  and 

after 
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pears to have been generally followed. The person, in the. fancily, whether a 
son, or a brother, who seemed best qualified, either from abilities, or experi-
ence, to exercise authority, was fixed upon by the tribe, for the succession to 
the sovereign, or the chief. It is apparent, however, front the hi Cory both of 
Ireland, and of Argyle, that during the life of the reiirdling kin:-.5 an heir pre-
sumptive was chosen, under the name of Tel 111,1e, who commanded the army, dor. 

ing the monarch's life, and succeeded him, after hi', derniee, according to the 
established law (1). Much of the dignity of the monarch was fopported by 
the voluntary contributions of the princes, and chiefs, which were paid in 
cattle, in clothes, and utensils : the monarch seas obliged to purchafe the fop-
port, and fervice, of the princes, and chiefs, by similar presents. For thefe, 
they entertained the sovereign in his journics, ;Ind served him, in his wars, at 
least, during a stated period (i). In civil compacts, which scene so feeble, and 
admitted of so touch cavil, we may perceive what the history of the two people 
evinces, the imbecility of the sovereign, and the weakness of the society ; the 
king could scarcely enforce domestic quiet i  and the people were hardly able to 
repel foreign invasions (k.). 

A similar polity appears to have pervaded, all ranks among the Irish people, 
from the king to the prince, and front the prince to the chieftain, both in Ire-
land, and in Scotland. The teparch governed his dktrict, as the monarch 
governed his kingdom: and the chieftains ruled their territories, and their 
raths, or fortified villages, upon the same principle's of mutu,d dependence of 
the higher on the lower ranks, and of the subordinate On the superior (/). Such 
brittle ties were easily broken and during rude times, when the voice of law 
was but faintly heard, the performance of those reciprocal duties could only be 
induced, by assassination, or the breach of them punished, by the sword. 

In the meantime, such was the law of Gavil- 	ovhich thy original planters 
had carried with them front Britain, that the tenure%f lands, throughout the 

(b) Ware's Antig p. yo O'Brieu's Dia m Vo• Tormiar. Sir Richard Co., indeed:asserts, 
that the kings, and chief, did not suce..ed, either by descent, or election, lint by force ; so that the 
title of moat of them is founded on die murder at hi,  predecessor. Hist. Apparatus. See Hot- 
land's Camden, in Ireland, p. 110 ; when 	it appea,s that, according to the law of Tani,itry, the 
possessor could not resign hi. rights, or his name, which he possessed, only, during his runt life, 
without the consent of the tribe ; that a num at full years was to b, preferred before a boy, and an 
uncle before that nephew, whose grandfather survivod the father. The cuatom of Tanistry was the 
common law of Ireland, before the conquest by Henry IL Davia'a Reports, in the case of Ta,  
nistry, p. 	Theseprinciples were insisted on bar,Johd?O'Neal, the famous rebel, before Sir 
Henry Sydney, the Lord Jullice of Ireland. Woliegnho.inuch of such notions, and practice:, in 
the history of the Dalrindinian kings, and prinees; 

CO lb. sera. (1) Lel. Prelim. Bias. CO lb. raeiP. 
Country, 
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country, determined with the life of the possessor (or). This law, under various 
modifications, continued to distract, and barbarize the Irish, all the late period 
of king James's settlement (ii) A similar colossi may be traced among the 
Scott-Irish people of Argyle, till more revolt tittles. 

The Irish women, of whatever rank, seem not to have been entitled even to 
the slightest possession of land, under the Nrchon law (e). They were assigned 
a certain runnier of their father's cattle, as their marriage portion, which, in 
the Irish 3p(f. Cell, is callod Spre', that literally means Calle crodh also signifies 
both rattle, and dowry, which, in those tittles, and in those countries, were 
synonym u. (p). btic shall see, its our nrogress, a very notable issuance of this 
Brehm dOctrine, as to women, among the Scoto-Irish : the Galloway-men .uni-
veitially rose, in support of the pretensions of a bastard-son, its oppositi 
elphits of three legitimate daughters of their late lord and, it required 
user, and all the valour; of Alexander II., to enforce his opinion of 

against the custom, and, perhaps, the privilege of the men of Galloway 
'nen. herds of the Irish were on frequently within their contem 

because, during a rude state of society, their flocks supplied 
contfi des, that the Irish terms, Scedbh, and Sedbb, which signify p 
o rcLf , also convey the. idea of a hard, or drove (r). 	The Irish 
another 1.1w term, Teich, which, at once, signified territory, land, pr 
perty, and imittral right; whence we may infer, that the Irish jurispruden 
did not much arise from positive institute. This intimation may be further 
strengthened by a consideration of the Irish word, Gnarl, which signifies 
equady a manner, a clown, a riande(s). Ter, such is the copiousness of the 
Irish language, that it has a great variety of terms, which convey tire notion of 
a law (I): but, we may infer, from those late terms, with their several modi-

1..) Id O'Brienss Ddat. in No. 
(.) Sir John Davis's Reports, the ease of Tanistry ; Cox 's Him the Apparatus; wherein he 

well esplains the nsisterial daemon. between the custom of gavel-kind, in liens, and the sense cur- 
to 	in Ireland. Vallassey has been studious In show, that the practice of gaveLkisscl, or the Bra-
Iscose

m, 
 lass, eatended to several other countries; Collectantrs de Reb, lisbesss. v. i. 

(a) It was fauhti lir the Jury, in the 	of Taniiny, that by this law, the lands ought to de- 
end to the eldest, :1,1 most worthy of the e blood, and isms, of the Tanist but, that the dw 

ter. were not labs:I-Stahl, ;o.set, lands. 	1d:ivies's Reports, p. 78. 
(p) 	lin.. in 
(7) Lord Hailer') Ann, v. i. is. ea. It is a seri' Irnosisdfact, in the municipal law of 

that in three times, C;:blo,:ry au governed by 	own ,nr,p, laqm See Skene's old laws 
being the law, d folidws, that the Gallowty.sten sirs, r.,s1d, a.d Alexander It. was wrong the 
bassnrd son havinga snore legal titles. 	' 

(r) O'Bries's Diet. in Vs.. 	 (s) lb. in Vo. 
(s) Sh Sub. Adh s Dlighe 5 Dlestehd Reachs1 , Fare; Dior; Bans; Iris; Aisilleatlb; 

Achses Acted; Adisailgne, the lass military. 

R r I 	" 	 fications 
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fications, that the Irish people had little of positive flatute, or written law ; their 
whole body:ofjusisprudence, consisting alma entirely of traditionary cufloms, and 
local usages (a). It was ne written law, saith Cox; it was only the will of the 

Brehon, or the lord (a.). And it is observable, be adds, as their Brehons, or 
judges, like their physicians, bards, harpers, poets, and historians, had their 
offices, by descent, and inheritance; we may be sure, said he, that these here-
ditary judger, and doctors, were but very fad too/s. The Brehon, or judge, 
when he adminiltered nal-lice, used to sit on a turf, or heap of stones, or on 

• the top of a hillock, without a covering, and without clerks, or, indeed, with. 
out any formality of a court of judicature (y). This flute of law, and condi. 
tion of manners, may be traced among the Scoto.Irish, in Scotland, till recent 
times. Every Baron had his moteltill, whence jultice was dillributed to his 
vassals, by his baron-baillie. Under the Brehon system, all crimes were con, 
muted. Theft, rapes, and murder, were punished by a fine, which was called 
Eric. This terns of Brehon law signified an amercemenb, a fine, a ransom, a 
forfeit, and also a reparation: this lift meaning in probably the ori,ailial import 
of the word, as the principle of this rude jurisprudence wan directed to this cc. 

paration, rather than the prevention of crimes (n). The millet, or Eric, was, 
among the Albanian Scots, called Cry', saith Ware (a), The Regina alajOa-
ton of the Scotish law bath a whole chapter; setting forth " the cr, of ilk 
" man, how mikil it is." (b) 

It was an ancient cuitom of the Irish, which was called the cidlons 
and which is, that every head of every sept, and every chief of every clan,shod.. 
be answerable, for every one of their sept, or kindred, when he shou;,l Ire calargtd 
with any crime (a). This also was an ancient cations, among the 

(n) Costs Apparatus to his History. 
'(,4) The cafe of Tanistry might have shown Cox, that this 4?  the minion law 

before the conquest
(y) tb. Harris's Ware, p. 7o.—In North-Britain, the baronial courts used to be 1,1.1, till I 

times, on [notching, sot bridges. 
(n) Hardie a Wore, p.70 Cox's Apparatus; Lei. Pref. Disc. p. 29. 

(a) Harris's Ware, p. 7 t ; and sec Skene, De Verb. SIgnifteatione, h, Vo. 

(b) Lib. iv. cap. xxiv. Skenc bath gen.]y interpolated this chapter he begins it, by 
It is statute be the king 	whereas, in the firer MSS. of the age of Ed. I. instead of thie po, 

vetir the Ise sets forth the Cr, of the Ping Lines/I: .‘ 	le Roi d'Ecosse e;t 	vaches, u ,.is 
mill ores c'etasearoir, tees ores chaque vache." The ero of I& /iv of Sea, ir n th;us,na cc^cc: 

er three thousand cr., dint is to fay, three oras for every co, And IN, was tind.1,,dly 
of the ancient,  Irish, end Scots Irish, Eves by 	 tile lion ; " Give ane 

anie rtyttolle shall give twenty-oinstkye, and ane 	ofr ; and n.ake ptace w:111 the fricyd, 

• cftt4 defunct, conform to the /ato,lat eortalrie:. 	St t, of Ring Wil:on, ch. 

Cl Spcnfer% View of Ireland. 
And, 
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And, it is remarkable, that both in Ireland, 	Esc 	d, this ancient curium 
was adopted into the chime-book of both ths4140 	, from the usefulness. 
of the curlew, to the end. 

The protection of bees was a great head of the Breh6, law. Ireland was very 
fully peopled by this induftrious race: anti their • hciney supplied abundance of 
ward, the peculiar beverage of the ancient Britons, while the Irish hulbandry 

• did not yet provide corn for the dthillory of aqua Oa (tI). North-Britain still 

produces heather-honey, for the breakfult of the rich, as well as for the physic 

,of the poor. 
In vain do the Irish antiquaries give us splendid pictUres of the learning, the 

ps 	and the refinement of the ancient Irish: the laws of every people are 
ell histories of their domeilic affairs. While we see, tlut the wealth of 
h tribes consisted of their bee', and their cattle. we may certainly infer, 

had only advanced from the fir:t to the second stage of society; froth' 
unters, to being feeders of flocks (c). In this unrefined state, the Scoto-

sh long continued, as we may !eat n from their rent-rolls. 
Ware the lives of saints, clueing the period of saints, searched for traits of 
mouth, several intimations alight be found, that would exhibit many new 

',des of thinking, and many novel habits of life. The biography of St. Columba, 
to abbot of lona, has been ran,. Led, with these skws. It is appa,ellr, that 

of wretchedness, ari.imy fronl penury, than of comfort, prevail,' tt:rough- 
or 	Dalriadinian dionicts, it: every rank of ,,cicty. Their Nth h ,u-t-: stele 
M:t of wattles t and; of these sli by and rude, materials, was built due al boy 
I lona, whence issued, for ago., the precents of instruction, and the habits 
f austerity, to a rude people. 'bite kings, and perhaps sonic of the chieftains, 
d strengths, wherein they lived; and whence they tyrannized t during the 

'eta, and seventh centuries, they had, 	Loam, Ithai.olla, Duna, and Creic, 
Inch o ore besieged, andburrn. Buildings of lime and s: e1,:•• 	among 

e Irish, or Seoto.lrish, were, therefore, late works of more itnelligent nines (f ). 

''lire clothing oven of the monks were the skins of beasts, though they hail 
woollen, and liven, which they knew how to obtain, from ciuead,b-i mons 

of traffic: the variegated plaid was it.thoduced, ia later timer. Venison, :cad 

) Lcl. His Prelim. rice. p.ro  Vallercal:C,I. II:1,ra. 
Cox'a apparatus " Li.en slree 	 saith this 1. 	I. Lch p.C.: the 

enoc 	enevv, fur 	 ill of Int.acy 	la NurOi-Br.-aia, the kiegla 	,'lo pale! in 

as toil ,lown as diet  accession ef Robert 	 I ,:ce. N611, Celtic 	lie, Celtic Soalaa. 

	

ceil. of their arm mintage, aud very 	inem! 	soy anplage. 
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fish, and seals, and milk, and flub, were the food of the people. The monks 
of Iona, who lived by their labour, had some provision of corn, and perhaps 

the chiefs, who lived in strengths. But, it is to be recollected, that the monks 
-were every where, for ages, the improvers themselves, and the instructors of 
others, in the most useful arts. They had the meth of nuking many a blade 
of grass grow, where none grew before. Even Iona had orchards, during the 
rugged times of the ninth century, till the Vikingr brutishly ruined all. AVhat-

ever the Scoto-Irish enjoyed themselves, they were very willing to impart to 
others. The most unbounded hospitality was enjoined by law, and by manners, 
as a capital virtue (g). Manufactures the Scoto-Irish had none. And, c•,ery 
family had its own carpenter, weaver, taylor, mad shoemmker, however un- 

skilful, and inadequate, to the uses of civilization (17). The 	of labour, 

and of arts, takes place only, during periods of refinement. 
Of shipping, every age must have had the benefit of some kind. The float 

was the most obvious. The Britons, ancttheir immediate descendants, both in 
Scotland, and in Ireland, used canoes, as 'we have seen. 'II. next step, in 

the art of ship-building, was the making of currachs, both in Britain, and in 
Ireland. These wore formed by covering a kcel of wood, oral a frame of 

wicker, with the skins of cattle,. and of deer. The currachs were, by expe- 

•eience, improved into roomy vessels, either for transport, or war. lit currachs, 

the first colorists mutt have emigrated front Ireland to Cintire. The enter-

prizing Aidan performed his various expeditions, tidier of negociation, or 
hostility, in currachs. In them, the fate of the kingdoms of Cintire, and 
Loam, was decided, in a naval action, during the year 717, as we have seen, 

in the history of their civil wars. 
From that hi,tory, it is apparent, that every chieftain exercised, by whatever 

power, the right of making war, and peace. Hence, sprung the civil feuds, 
which drool :ted, for ages, and barbarized, the Scoto-Irish territories. From 
their mutual enmities proceeded, perhaps, the cu•tom which existed among the 
Seoto-Irish, as well as the old Irish, of giving a nici.name to every person of any 
note. But, it was only the chief of the clan, who e.tjoyed the privilege of 

being called O'Neal, O'Brien, Macdonald, Macleod 	Much of this practice, 
we have perceived, in the epithets, which were uniformly annexed to the dames 
of the Scoto•Irish kings. 

g ) See Lel. Hist. Peel. Disc. xxvi'ii ; Motin's Western islands, Pennant's Tutus, Johnson'', 
Journey to the Western Islands. 

(hl See Adamnieds Life of Columba; and the liqrrend Dr. Smith', eolledlion from it, in 
Stat. Account, vol. x. p tat. 	' 

CO Cols Ahppanatms; Harris's Ware, p. 55-9. 
Of 
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Of the various practices of the ancient Irish, the custom of famine has been 
regarded, as a subject, for particular speculation (8). By this singular custom, 
which equally prevailed among the Scoto-Irish, till recent times, children were 
mutually given, from different families, to be by strangers nursed, and bred. 
The lower orders considered this trust, as an honour, rather than a service, for 
which an adequate reward was either given, or expected. The attachment of 
these, who were thus educated, is said to have been indissoluble For, there is 
no love in the world comparable, saith Camden, by many degrees, to that of 
foster-brethren, in Ireland (/). From this practice arose connection of family, 
and union of tribes, which often prompted, and sometimes prevented civil 
fends (In). 

The sons of Ere, with their Dalriadic colonists, were undoubtedly christians, 
at the epoch of their emigration to North-Britain. They seem not to have been 
agivated by motives, either of religion, or superstition. The saint of Chair 
idolatry, however, was Ciaran, a person of great note, who founded the abbey 
of Cioninacnois, on the Shannon, in 548 a. D. and died here in 549 (o). The 
tenor of his life attests, that he did not accompany the children of Ere, who 

Ca'red under the legendary influence of St. Patrick's blessing. The disciples of 
Ciaran may probably have administered to their religious needs. And there 

was certainly a chapel, and burying ground, dedicated to the influential Ciaran, 
on the site of Canipbehown, in Kintire, where the enterprizing Aidan was 
buried. But, of religious establishments, we hear nothing, till half a century 
had elapsed, from the epoch of the Sento-Irish colony. The illustrious Columba 
arrived from Ireland, in 563 A.D.; founded the abbey of Iona, the instructive 
school of North-Britain; and died in 597, after converting the Piers, by his 
precepts, and meliorating the Scots, by his example. Archbishop Usher has 
proved, with a profusion of learning, that the religion of the Columbans " was 
" fur substance the same, which the protestants nosy profess" (o). The Col.,. 
bans had zeal, but not without knowledge, and discretion. Within the ample 
range of modern Argyle, they founded many chapels, which they dedicated to 
Brigid, to Colman, to Madan, to Ninian, and to Conran ; and which perpetuate, 
in their names, the piety of the Scoto,lrish, though it did not always regulate their 
lives, nor moderate their passions. 	he miracles, which are attributed to 
Columba, and to other saints, can only be regarded as traits of manners, during 

(61 Leland's Hist Peel Disc. p. sz . 	(1) Holland's Camden, Ireland, p. 116. 
(m)-Hart's Ware, p. 7a-t. 	 In) Harries Ware, v. p. 
(el Usher's Difeourse of the Religion anciently professed by she Irish, and British, 1631 

Con's Apparatut. 
barbarous 
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. barbarous times, when neither chieftains, nor kings, could be diverted from the 
... evil of their ways, by other than supernatural moans. Let us not think lightly, 

however, of the 14i1111 of lona, who were the instructers of our fathers, while 
they were yet ignorant ; and the mollifiers of our progenitors, while they were 
still ferocious. The learning, I was going to soy the charity, of those ages, 

• centered all in Iona. It received the persons of living kings, who retired from. 
unstable thrones ; and it equally admitted dead kings, front the bloody field (p). 
From this seminary went out the teachers of the Caledonian regions. To this 
school were sent the princes of Northumberland, who acquired the lights of the 

;1 .11 gospel, from the luminaries of Iona (q). 

(p) In 765 e. o., Niell, who was surnamed Frasnach, king of Ireland, abdicated his kingdom, 
;'• and mired to Iona, where he died. In 777 A. D., Aslgal, the son of Cutald, the king of Connht, 

became a monk of Iona, where he died. Colgan's Triad. Thanumt. App. p. 5 	MS Col. 
III 	Adamnan, the learned successor of Columba, with true charity, opened, the sacred soil of Iona, 

. to receive the poor corp., of the vanquished Egfriel. the Northumbrian king. Yet, did not ibis 
chanty protect Iona from the enmity of the Vikingr. In 797  a. D., it eras ravaged by the 
Pirate Northmen. Ann. Ult. In Sot, the abbey, with some of the monks, were burnt. Id. 

(q) Bede, 1. iii. c. 3-6. 	Colgan has colleifted a ‘4 Catalogue Alphabeticus Sanctoruro 
" Virorumque et illuftrium qui in Byensi insula obierunt, vet is ea florueinot." Triad. Thaurnat. 

,4App. v. 15 	Inns hos oopied this alphabetical catalogue, with sornc additions, into his MS. 
Ci thus, illuiltious men, during the darkest period of the North-British annals, there 

is much in Hurrit's Account of the writers of Ireland, from the earliest times. The Smoraci 
Scriptoria,' Noneric!alara of Dempster it not to he truonal. 
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CHAP. vu. 

Of the Introduction of Christianity. 

THE similarity of the superstitions, which prevailed on the neighbouring 
continent, and in the British island, is emphatically mentioned by Julius Casar, 
as a strong proof of the common origin of the Gaulish people of both. The 
Druidism of the ancient Britons obviously derived its source, front the practices 
of the most early times (a). The barbarous sacrifices of human victims, how-
ever, were too general, in the first ages, to be peculiar to the British priests. 
The most usual objects of their worship were woods, and waters, firm, and 
rocks (b). The same natural objects were equally the gods of their idolatry, in 
North-Britain, as they had beets in the most southern districts of our island (r). 

The priests, and the people, equally assembled in the sacred groves, and 
within the circles of stones, to perfoms their unhallowed rites (d). The stone 
monuments, which still remain, in North-Britain, arc indubitable proofs of the 
similarity of the worship, which was practised there, as well as in South-Britain : 
And, the superstitious obfervances, which yet continue, are supplementary evi-
dence of the sameness of the British tribes. Within the Pictish territories, there 
long remained the sacred groves, and stone circles, the areas whereof, the super-
stitious vulgar called holy ground, which they refused to convect to any civil 
use. Some of the first christians converted those sacred inclosurcs ittto chapels : 

(a) Mona Antigua, ed. t766, p..39-535 BorLtse's Cornwall, book ii. p. 53 ; and see before, 
hook i. chap. ii. 

(0) Borba, p.55. 
(r) Aboriginal Remains, chick are altogether conformable to the British superstitions, sod 

usages, may be seen, in every pare of Scotland. See b. i. ch. ii. 
(d) On the Introduction of christianity, the term Cil, which originally signified a covert... 

recess, a retreat. as it bad been appropriated to the groves of the Druids, was applied to the cells, 
and chapels, of the first christian missionaries, and saints, and to the consecrated cemeteries, whids 
were attached to them s And loner, thakcji came to be a very common prefix, in the names of 
churches. chapel, and pariahe, both in 11,1thi, and  ie  ',Atha having the co., ./ the path. 
Athth 	eu  adjunct, As, KU-aerie,. KIbride, 	strick, KU-calm-kJ sod NJ of others: at 
may be seen in the Topographical Dittioiltry; , 

VOL. 	 S s 	 And 
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And hence, the Lion of the Cambro.Britons, end the Picts, signified a small 

1

.  

,. inclosure, a place of gathering together, a church, a town, having a church (e)..• 
As the Scoto-Irish, who cause in upon the Picts, after the epoch of /43 A, D-  

. had long been christians, none of those Druid monuments can be attributed to 
their unsullied hands. None of the Gothic tribes either erected such stone 
monuments, or practised such superstitions : Nor, do we sec any such remains-
in Shetland, which was undoubtedly settled by the genuine Scandinavians: An 

•• 	those stone monuments are, therefore, the durable works of Pictish hands (f) 
' The paradoxical writers, who can find no evidence, that there were ever an 

Druids, its North-Britain, merely turn away their eyes, frosts the satisfactot 
' proofs of monumental records, which attest the long residence, and pow 

influence of the Druids, among the British peopis, in North-Britain. • 
Is, The era of Christianity, and the epoch of the declension of Druidism 

be considered as the same (g). Augustus proscribed the Druid rites to 
Roman citizens. Tiberius enforced the prohibition of Isis predecessor. An 
Claudius abolished the religion of the Druids, within the ample extent of Gau 
during the year 43 (It). As the Romans extended their conquests, in Britain' 
the practices of the Druids were either proscribed by power, or were disused b 
neglect : Yet, in Wales, in Ireland, and in Caledonia, Druidism continued t 
maintain its influence, till the lights of Christianity penetrated into its dark 
recesses (i). 

The religion of Christ gained upon the world, in defiance of persecution, 
during three centuries of adversity. With the accession of Constantine, in 
306 A.Dy it may be said to have been establisbed, within the Roman empire 
though not with all the temporal rights, which it afterwards acquired. I 
Britain, it appears to have very soon assumed the same form of policy, as it ha 
naturally acquired, within the other districts of the Roman state. And, as 
early as 3t4 A.D., three bishops °dually appeared, from Britain, at the Council 

(r) Owen's Diet. in vo. Hence, in Wales, and in Cornwall, Dan is a common prefix, in dot 
names of churches, and parishes; and even, in North-Britain, there arc some instances of the prefix.  
Van; as in Llan-bride, and Llammorgan. The Druid temples, inNort1,13ritain, were called, by tl 
Scoto-irieli missionaries, who propagated the gospel, in that country, during the sixth century .  
Okra., which literally signified ,tonrs Hence, the term Clark. came to denote a place of worship., 
from the epoch of christianity, to the present times And from the ,,or application of this sera,  
the Kirk-towns, in the western parts of Nonh-Britain, am even now called Clad.. 

( f) See before, book i. chap. 	 (g) Borlase's Cornwall, p. 

(b) Henry', Eccles. Hitt. yol. i. p. 43. 	. (5) Usher'. Eccles. Prim, ch. 
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f Arles, the representatives of three dioceses, which were probably COMIllen, 
r ate with three of the Roman provinces, in this island (k). 
Yet, is th'ere reason to believe, that the benign influence of christianity had 

een felt, in those parts of North-Britain, which were inaccessable to the Roman 
owcr, as soon as the beginning of the third century. The Romanized Britons 
f Valentia, who are called the Southern Picts, by Bede, and the contemporary 
titers of the middle ages, were converted from their ancient superstitions, at 

he commencement of the fifth century. This reformation, they owed to 
inian, who was born, about the year 36o, of noble parentage, in the country 

f the Novantes, near the twrophibia of Ptolomy. Ninian was ordained, at 
ours; was instructed, in monastic discipline, by Martin -of Tours; and ya-
rning before the year 397, he heed his countrymen from superstitious errors, 
CI taught them the most important truths. He founded a monastery at 
hithern; which supplied the country with successive teachers, and erected a 
arch, whiCh is emphatically mentioned by Bede, as the fast, that was built of 
ne ; and, as having from this circumstance, obtained the appropriate name of 

andida Caw. Ninian died, on the 16th of September 432 (I), and on that day 
• his 

(k) Lloyd's Ancient Church Government, p. ye: There accompanied those Bishops to that 
mei], according to the practice of that age, one Presbyter, and one Demon. 
I!) Bede, ed. Smith, book 8i. ch. iv.; Usher's Eccles. Primord. p. s saot Lloyd's flist. Ae- 
not of the British Churches, p. 3o; Innes's Eccles. Hist. MS. in smy library, § 	; Britannia 
eta, vol. ii. p. s 3o-3 ; Keith's Bishops, p. 233; and Dempster's Meitologia. His fame will 

still longer preserved by the number of churches, which, in North-Britain, have been dedicated 
ibis name Kil-Ninim parish, in Mull island; Kil Saint-Ninian, in Colmonell parish, Ayrshire; 
:Ninian'. parish, near Stirling; St. Ninian's. in Myth parish; St. Ninian's chapel, which it, 
'en converted into a cemetery, in the nisi, Banffshire; St. Milian's, in Inverness-shire; all owe 

ir ancient names, to the wonky Ninian. There were other local objects, in North•Britain, 
ich equally derived their names, from the respected Ninian. There was Nonc.kil, or St. Ninian's 
pal, in Kilteaen parish. Them was a chaplainry of St. Niaim attached to the cathedral chinch 
Rom; and there wasa daplainry of St. Ninian attached to the cathedral church of Murray. 

here was a chapel dedicated to St. NinMn, on the Castle-hill of Aberdeen; and there was a chapel 
dedicated to St. Ninian, at the west port of Linlithgow. In the parish of St. Visians, there wire 

chapel, and a lanqing.ground, dedicated to St. Ninian; and mar them, is St. Ninian's Writ 
hich was formerly in grant repute, for curing many maladies. Stat. Account, s. au. p. 183. In 

isle of tote, there mull a chapel dedicated to St. Minn, which stood on a promontory, called 
ma.Ringan, the point of St. NMI.. In one of She Shetland isles, on the west coast of Dumas, 
s, then. was a chapel dedicated to SLIllinian; and this islet was called King, isle, or St. Ninian', 

Sibbahl's Shetland, p. .3. In diftiiem maps, it is called Ronan's irle, or Ringan's isle. 
Pirsien is the Irish name a NMI* irV may candy slippolic, that this name has been applied. 

d this chapel erected, by some of the'isitidolls Columbans, who may hive visited Mak, fur the 
urpose of instructing the pagan $40kneen, in the religion of Christ. Thus, St. Ninian 

"Bas appears 
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his festival was, for ages, celebrated, in remembrance of a prelate, who load 
• spent a long life, in instructing the intellects, and refitting the manners of a 

rude people. 
Niuian had probably the pi ovine of Valentia for lois diocese (sn). The 

Roman citizens, who lived within its ample limits, had been generally converted 
to cltristianity, before the abdication of the Roman power. The firmness of 
their faith was somewhat shaken, however, during the fierce contests, which 
followed that great event, for the possession of the Valentian country, rather 
than for the*  abdicated power. Kentigern, the deserving disciple of Servan, 
appeared among the Romanized Britons, about the middle of the sixth century. 
Under the protection of Marken, the petty king of the Strathcluyd Britons, 
Kentigern fixed his residence at Alcluyd, the capital of the Cumbrian kingdom. 
But, the authority of Marken, and the jurisdiction of Kentigem, were soon 
regarded, as inconsistent with each other. And, from the wrath of. the king, 
the prelate was obliged to flee for safety into Wales. He was nbt long after 
relieved, from the enmity of his persecutor, by the death of Marken. He was 
now recalled to the seat of his usefulness by Rederech, the bountiful. But, he. 
died, on the s gth of January 6o I, after performing, for the improvement of the 
people, all that teal could suggest, or perseverance could execute. Such were 
the religious labours of Kentigern, which induced his votaries to consider him, as 
the founder of the diocese of Glasgow, to whom its cathedral was dedicated, 
under the endearing name of Mango ; as his meritorious services were still 
remembered, at the end of six centuries of obscure recollection (n). 

During 

appears to have been venerated, in every district of North-Britain ; in the northern, as well as in 
the western isles. Tradition repeats, that Ninian occasionally inhabited a cave, which is still shown, 
with veneration, on the sea shore, near the house of Pbysgil, in Wigtonshire. Stat.Account, v. xvii. 
P. 594. 

(m) Bede, Hist. I. i. am. ii. 
(n) Usher's Priraord. Ilvo ed. p. yob, 1154; Innes's Eccles. Hist. MS. in my library ; the In.. 

quest of David, Prince of Cumbria, ill6 	in she Chartulary of Glasgow. For the parentage 
of Kentigern, see the WehhArchaiology, v. ii. p. 3+, among the genealogies of the Britieb saints. 
The Rev. Thomas Maccourty, in his Stat. Account of the parish of Pen-y-cuick, v. x. p. 419, 
says, Mani, in the Norwegian ievpouge, signifim doer friend. If he had substituted Benirk, for 
Norwegian, he would not have been far wrong For the word Mango has nearly that signification, 
in the Welsh: DSwyn, in the British, is kind, gentle, courteous, affable. Owen's Dies. And 
eldrumu, or Adynom. signifies a courteous, or mild person. Owen. 'co Kentigern, or Bongo, 
many plum, in North-Britain, owe their names. On the winding shore of the Forth, near the 
town of Calms*, there is the ruin of St. hfungo's chapel, which legend states to have been built, 
sear the place of his birth Aces; dMg to it, Kentigern tvai the coo Eugene 1II., the king of Scots, 
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During the first ages of christianity, before the chrisfian votaries had yet been 
formed into a regular church, which could afibtd protection to its pastors, their 
most early teachers were obliged to seek shelter in caves, from the heady rude-
ness of half-infonned followers. A cave upon the sea shore of Glasserton, in 
Wigtonshire, furnished such a retreat to the worthy Ninian (4 In the vicinity 
of Campbeltown, in Kintire, there is a remarkable cave, which is said, by 
legend, to have been the retreat of Ciaran, the apostle of the Scotolrish, and 
which still bears his name, in the tradition of the country (p). We may thus 
trace to its origin the cause why so many of the names of parishes, in North-
Britain, and Ireland, have in them the prefix Kil, front the British Cil, a retreat, 
a refuge, and the Irish Kil; signifying, secondarily, a church. Near the 
chapel of Cove, in Kuapdale, there is a consecrated cave, which gives a name 
to the farm, where the altar, and font, still remain, with a cross, that is cut 
in the solid rock above (q). At St. Andrews, the ancient retreat of St. Rule, 
and St. Andrew, there arc several caves, which were anciently dedicated to 
Teligious tiles, by sanctimonious men (r)., 

by an illegitimate intercourse with Thamit, the daughter of Loth, the king of the Picts And he 
as educated, according to it, under St. Serf, at Cuirass, in a hermitage, which was converted w 

into a religious house The chapel of Sr. Mango, at Cuirass, had two es,ahlisned chaplains, who 
were supported, by an endowment of some lands, in &rather, wLich were, at the reformation, 
bcstoWed by the king on the college of Glasgow. Stat. AMMO, .. avid. p. 649. The peril], 
cimrch of St. Mango, in Annandale, obtained its present name, no doubt, from its connection with 
the See of Glasgow. In the Inqtrith;o 	z 116 	this parish was found to belong to this 
diocese under the British same of Attromek. The parish church of Psn.y.cuik, in Effinburghshirs, 
was dedicated to St. Mango; and a spring, in the minister's garden, is still called St. Mungo's well. 
Stat. Account, v. a. p. 4,9 Jr Auchterarder parish, there mess chapel dedicated to St. hiungo, 
the remains of which may still be seen. lb. vol. iv. p.44. The spring, which is the source of 

y. Buthven water, in Blackford parilh, is called St. Mango's well. 111. v. iii. p. 555. In the parish 
of Hourly, in Aberdeenshire, there is a hill, named .after St. Mango, from which issues a line 
spring, which is caged St. Mango's well. lb. v. ii. p. 4159. 

(0) SM. Account, v. aril p. 994: This retreat is still called Sr.Ninian's Cane. 
(p) lb. T. X. p. 534 The most ancient church, at Campbehown, was dedicated to St. Ciaran ; 

and hence, it had the name of Kil.kerran: From him was derived the vane of Kil-kerran, in Aysrhire. 
(q) Star Account, v. x. p. 
r) lb. v. aiii. p. ao:  At St. Andrews, between the castle, and the harbour, there is an era. 

Acial cave, nearly round, about ten feet diameter, and the same in height On the east side °fit, 
the rock is shaped into the form of a table, or altar : And on the west side of it, there is an aperture 

, of the size, and shape, of a door, which leads into a small closet, that faint tradition recounts to 
have been the 	of a hermit : The access to this curious cave is now very difficult. There is also 

similar excavation, or cavc, in the face'of the ma, whereon the castle stands, the lamentabk 
atonement of ecclesiastic pride, and ofleibianing fury. 	. 

Ireland, 
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Ireland, which was destined to furnish religious instructors to the Caledonian 
regions, was herself converted by British.missionaries, as early as A is. 432 (s). 
And, the Irish colonists, who were conducted. to Rintire, by Fergus, in 
503 A. D., were thus enabled to bring Christianity with them, and to interweave 
it with their polity. The religion, which Was professed, by those founders of 
the Scotish monarchy, " was for substance the same with what is now-  by public 
" authority maintained against the foreign doctrine of later times (r)" The 
ecclesiastical patron of the Irish emigrants was Ciaran, a prelate of great fame, to 
whose name several churches, in Argyle, and Ayrshire, were dedicated (cal. But, 
the Irish colonists seem to have been too much occupied with their own temporal 
affairs, to allow them leisure, for making converts beyond the narrow extent of 
their little kingdom. 

The converting of the Northern Picts seas reserved fur a greater personage. 
As he came, not to destroy, but to save, and not to conquer, but to civilize, 
Columba will always be remembered, as the disinterested benefactor of North-
Britain. Born of a family of the highest rank, in Ireland, the cousin of Scots. 
Irish kings, Columba early dedicated his life to religion, during a religious 
period: And being involved, in the troubles of a tumultuous people, he departed, 
from Ireland, for the colony of his kindred, in A. 0. 563, at the age of forty-two, 
after founding several monasteries, in his native land. 

The'year 305 may be considered as the epoch of Monkism. Then it was, that 
Anthony of Egypt thought it meritorious to retire into the depth of the desert, 
from the enjoyments of the world, for the practice of austerity. As early as 
A. n. 345, his follies were admired, and his perseverance was imitated, at Rome. 
In A. o. 360, Basil propagated his fame, and imitated his example, in Pontus. 
The merit of Monkism now found its way into Western Europe. And Martin 
laid the foundation of a monastery at Tours, which exhibited a strict regimen to 

(,) Lloyd's Hist. Account of Church Government, p. 50. 
(5) Archbishop Usher's Discourse of the Religion anciently professed by the Irish, and 

Scots, p. a. 

	

U 	Ciaran, the patron saint of the ScotosIvish, as he was the son of a carpenter, was nicknamed 
Mac-heir, [MaeCheaird], the son of the artificer. He was born. in 5,6 i he founded the abbey of 
Clon-macnois. on the river Shenon in 548 ; and within this house, bodied, in the subsequent year, 
on the 9th of September, the day of his festival Harris's Ware, v. i. p. 16i-179; Meant. Hibern. 
p.380. Keith, though right as to his festival, calls him Se. Queen. an Abbot in Scotland, A.D. t,76. 
List of Bishops, p. ;33. The ruins of Kilskeran, a church dedicated to Ciaran, is still to be seen in 
Campbeltown, in Kintire. At KU-kin:tan in Slay, Kil.kiaran in Lismorc, anJ Kil-koran in Carrick, 
there were chapels dedicated to Ciaran, from whom the names art derived. An islet on ti1C coast 

of 1.orn also bran the name of Ifiaran. 
admiring 
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admiring zealots, and 
ere the spirit, and p 

the monastery of Batch 
meat of the fifth century. And, thence was sent out a num,: C.115 colony among 
the congenial tribes of the sister island. (x). 

With this spirit, Columba seems to have been greatly tinctured, while he lass 
Actuated by the best intentions. For the cite of the monastery, which was de. 
signed by him to be the school of the Caledonian people, he cast his eyes en a 
olitary isle, lying in the Scotish sea, near the south-west angle of Mull (y). 

'hether the investiture of Hy was conferred on Columba by Coral, his rela• 
on, the Scotish king, or Bridei, the Pictish sovereign, is a question, which 
, been disputed between the Irish annalists, and the Anglo-Saxon historian. 
obability has decided in favour of the first. It was doubtless considerations oi 

county, which dictated the choice of such isles, near the shores of Ireland, of 
otland, and of England, as the safest situations for religious establishments, 
ring barbarous times. The foresight of the founders was ill placed. When 

e savage Danes became, during the eighth, and ninth centuries, the most power-
ful navigators of the northern seas, such monasteries were only the objects of 
their avarice. 

In Hy, Colutnba settled, with his twelve disciples. They now neither sought, 
or loved, any thing of this world, as Bede relates (z). They laboured two years, 
ith their own hands, in erecting huts, and building a church of very slight 
taterials. the Columbans, though they were called .ilfanka, were a body of 

regular clergy, except those, who were chiefly employed in corporal labour, and 

(x) See an Historical Account of Monkism in Gibbon's Hist. of the Decline and Fall of the 
tom. Emp. Soo ed. vol. Vt. p. 241-6 ; Camden's Brit. 	p. 666-7; Lloyd's Ch. Gosen,- 

Inent, p.156. 
(y) The name of the chosen spot was simply the Irish !, signifying an island. The I of the 
aelic seas soon aspirated by the Saxon Bede into Hy. From the troublous surf, which constantly 
at upon its shores, it was naturally called by the Irish, Mon, the island of waves; and this being 

ronounced Lon, was by the monks easily latinized Iona s And we may see it written by Adam. 
oce of the successors, and the biographer of Columba, Hyona. Yet, may we bear mythologists 

'king of Ana., in impure form, as being a Phenician word. It 600n became known, by the name 
I.columb.cil, the isle of Columba's retreat, or cell. This isle, which is now two miles distant from 

was anciently separated from it by a much narrower frith, as WC may infer from the inform. 
n of contemporary writers, who tell us, that passengers used to speak across the straight from 
all to Hy. This islet is, at present, two miles long, and one broad; and is fertile in all, that 
rugged climate produces. See the Stat. Account, v. xix. p. 354, wherein there are some Mums-
as to show, that Columba first landed, in Kimpdale, an event, which is quite improbable. 

ede, 1. iii. ch. v. p. a6 a Mittman, I. i. ch. soil, lib. ii. oh, xxxis. 
those, 
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those, who were consigned to pallic penance. -They lived under the strict dis-
cipline, which Columba had established, as the rule of his monasteries. Amidst 
all_ their labours, both bodily, and intellectual, they employed much time in 
reading, and transcribing, the Scriptures, not indeed in the Hebrew verity, but 
in the Latin translation (u). 

After thus forming his establishment, Columba undertook the dif ficult enter. 
prize of converting a people; those Picts, who. dwelt northward of Drum-
Albin. The power of prophecy, the gift of miracles, which were arrogated by 
Columba, and are related by his biographers, are proofs of the ignorance, and 
simplicity, of the age. The Picts consisted of clans, who had advanced little 
from a savage state; and who were governed by Bridei, the son of Mailcon, a 
prince of great influence, but of little civilization (a). The patience, and per-
severance, of Columba, converted the king ; and the prince, by his persuasion, 
and authority, converted the people. Colutnba, and his disciples, now journeyed 
for the useful end of instruction, through every part of the Pictish territories, 
and even penetrated into the Orkney Isles: they at length established monas-
teries, within every district of the Caledonian country, while .parishes did not 
yet exist, with the design of sending out a succession.of adequate inetructers, 
fnr an uninformed people (b). 

Such were, probably, the cells, which were subject to the abbey of Ply ; and 
were situated throughout the western islands, as well as on the shorei of the 

eastern 

(a) " As for the raise of the Scriptures, which sent used in those parts, in those timer, says 
Archbishop Usher, the Latin trandaiion was so received, into common use, among the learned, 

't that the principal authority was still reserved to the original fountains." Religion of the Ancient 
Irish, p.6. 

(a) Brides, the son of Mailcon.dsegan to reign in 11.0. 555, and died in 586: Bede speaks of 
&it'd, a% the powerful king of the Picts " Venit :intern Britanniarn Columba, regnante Petit 

Bridio filio Mailuchon, Rage potenticsinto, nono anno regal jut, gentem que illain verbs et 
exempt° ad ;Mem Christi convertit." Lib. iii. ch. iv.; Innes's Eccles. Hist. MS. in my 

§ 43. 
(b) Ecclesia.t. Hist. § 44: Bede, lib. iii. ch. iv., Adnnt.n, Lb. u. ch. alyi.—The 

numbers, and distances, of the churches, which were dedicated to Columba, em proofs in  con-
firmation of Bede, and Adamoan, and tones, of the meat of his authority, and of the influence 

of his name: there arc Kilcolmkill, the oldest church, and burying ground, in Morven ; Kikrha- 
kill, in South Cantina; Kilcolmkill, in Mull ; 	 in Isla-Island; Kilcolmkill, on the 
north-west of the mote isle; Kilcolmkill, in North-Dist ; Kilcolmkill, in Benbecula ; Kilcolmkill, 
in Skye ; Kilcolmkill, in Sutherland; Cohnkill, in Lanark; there are Columbkildisle, in Lock 
Erisport, in Lewis; Columbkill isle, in Loch Columiskill, whereon there are the remains of a 
PlOnastrry, dedicated to St. Columba 5 Bich Col,  in the frills of Forth, on which a moitas5,1 
was founded by Alexander 1. a.. nay and dedicated to St. Columba; Eilean CoInt, a small 
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eastern sea, and even in Orkney (e), Columba, as abbot of Hy, acquired an 
unusual jurisdiction, within his island, whereof he was proprietor, and, perhaps, 
within the various cells, whereof he was superior. From an intimation of Bede, 
it hasteen supposed, by prejudice, that the abbot of Hy was even superior to a 
bishop. A prelate, living on Iona, was no doubt subordinate to the abbot, 
though only a presbyter, as chief of the monastery, and as lord o the soil, in 
the same manner as the bishop of Oxford, whil, he resides within the jurisdiction 
of the University, is subordinate to the vice-chancellor (d). Yet, neither Co. 
lumba, nor Isis successors, could perform the functions of a bishop, while they 
continued obedient to ecclesiastical authority, as it was established, at the Nicene 
council, in an. 325, and confirmed by universal practice. For the perform. 
once of such functions, as the power of a prelate alone could execute, in that 
age, a bishop is said to have resided within the abbey (c). The settled hats of 

community are its truest history. And, it is from this genuine source of 
formation, that zealous episcopalians arc led to believe the existence of 

nd in Tongue park), there was formerly St. Cam's Kirk, in the island of Sanday, in Orkney. 
se the Map of Orkney, in Slant's Atlas. There is St. Colm's Isle iu the Minch, on the couth• 

t of Lewis, which, with St. Mary's Isle, and some other isles, are celled the Shim, Isles ; and, 
Elea .naa &Wein, which means the blessed, or consecrated islands. The parish church of 

onmay, in Aberdeen-shire, was dedicated to St. Columba. 	There is the parish of Kirk- 
mho, iv Wigtonshire. In the parish of Caerlaverock, there was a chapel, dedicated to St. cohusha 
to him was dedicated one of the chaplainries, which was attached to the cathedral of Moray. 
The original church of Dimkeld, which was built by Kenneth hIscAlpin, for the reception of the 

• relicts of St. Columba, was dedicated to St. Columba, who became the patron saint of the see, and 
of tl.c town of Dlinkeld. Keith, under the 9th of June, has St. Calms, an abbot, and confessor, 
in Scotland, A.O. Goi. List of Likvaps, p. 23a. But, St. Columba certainly died, in yr, on 

- the 9th of June. Licked, Keith has another St Colm, a bishop, and confessor, in Scotland, sm. 
ODO, under the 6th of June. Id. In Dempfler's Menologia, tinder the 6th of June, there is 

" Kirkuc Colmi ordadiini aro:toll 5" and in Dempster's Nomanclature of Scotidi writers, there is 
St.Colmn. 	is. 	t...an The St Colm's Kirk, in the isle of Sanday, in Orkney, was, 
perhaps, 	i d hem t 	Sr. Cal, who was the apostle of the Orkneys, at the end of the tenth 
OCI:tlry. 

nam 
',h., Vlera 	of NI ebilloo, v. ii. p. 669, aerie is en .ekOeve Liteey of the 7th 

v awry, aminding to the puhao. opinion of time learned editor t we may 6, in it, St. nitri, 
r,. 	s, Gila, St. C itin waled, St. Munn, St. &A m, St. Lkihimii1e, and the virgin

c
s 

5'. Calmnba, mid Ft 11 	lkit, there ism it no Sr. a ; nor, ii.dved, any of dose re. 
etalle yr.tons, who nen. mimed, after the :mein:, (Timmy. 
(,) 'flier- is in Orlin,  a, .4glieliay Isle midaiving s 	icieat ulidrui5, which oh. 	do. 

,.5.-d it, name from 
Ad.mtian, tliat Coln 

(d) Fed, tile, iii. 
(e) Usher, indeed, in 

imided in Ily. Lcdn, Primord. 
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thinking that, the solemnity of inauguration initht contribute 10 the stability of 
his power, passed over to the sacred isle, for obtsining 	objse), whether of 
policy, or religion t and, here, in 574, was the king (rettmcd, ai, 8,8.71 mrated,  
by the ubbot, according to the ceremonial of the lifer viirethr(h). 13,1.1.1, who 
owed to Coluniba 'his own conversion, and his people's civiliz,b an, died, in 
A.D. 586, after a reign of thirty years. Cnartis.ich, his successor, who 1.3,1S also 
indebted to fly, for the teachers of his subjects, died in 597. With Columba, 
was also contemporary Ryderech, the king of Strathcluyd, who partook of the 

abbot's councils, for the benefit of his country. Columba died on the 9th of 
June 597 ; leaving his monastery firmly settled, a people consented, by his 

labours, from paganism to Christianity, and a name for the celebration of every 
age (i). 

The 

(h) Adam. ,lib,iii. ch. .. a F. Marten, a learned Benedictine, observes, in his book, 4' De 
Antiquis Etrhfite Rittius," that this inaugmationof Aidan is the most ancient account that, 

after all his researches, he had found, in respect to the knrdirl/an, or inauguearien, 	king4, which 
,he names, that Ada/small gives to this royal ceremony. The cover of the Litre P)treta ia sup-

puodl to have been encrusted with chrystal. Inn 's MS. Eccles. History, 11 49. 
(i) Yet, does Mn. Faber, by a plastic stroke of his mythological wand, convert Colon a, from 

'wing a realman, to he a fictitious dove. Dissertation on the Cabiri, 	Fog . Happy ! if our 
mytholoists, while they cannot illustrate the dark, if they would not dark, the clear. I mill 
subjoin Iron C3Igan's 	Theo at. App.,. §, an enurovration of Col/oases succeasors, 
throughout the present period; as I find the don 	hors's, MS. Collectrons 
x. Buithan, the son of Brendan, and Columba';nuent, 

	
succeeded him as abbot of Inn j and 

died the 9th of Jinn doo A.D. 

A Lafren, the son of Feradach, died in September 644, A.D. 

3. remsaa, who teas surnamed Britannic., a bishop, and abbot of Hy, died the ad of March 
622, A.D. 

1. 	who founded the church of Reehran, died in 64o, 4.o. 
5. &genius the son of nacre, Bind, 	6/1 444, his festival was the sash of August. 
6. Suilinie, the son of Curthrie, died, in 6/4 A.D. 

7. Cominetis died,' in 665 AD. Ids festiwil was on the 24.th of February. 
8. lfrilbei died, on the and of March 677 4.0. 
9. Adams, the ,on of Ronan, died the 	September 303 A.D. 

io. Coufro, 	PAD of Falbei, died the 1:th September 7o8, 
II. Ceitdei, the bishop, and abluA of Hy, died the a4th October  t I A. O. 

	

Dorhonel, who had the cognomen of Con i, died the oStli 	Oets.ber /1/ A.D. 

13. Danchal died the estli of May 616, en 61/. Bede, 1. v. ch. 
14. Fselcho, whn was inaitut,d at the ace of 74., died in 710 A.D. 

Y5. 	who had the cognomen of Long, died the iith, or 19th of April 70$ 0.5. 
x6. Kilian, who had the cognomen of Droich, died the ;d of duly 74.7 
57. niblei died at the ace of 87, the i 0th of /starch 757 A.D. 

T t 	 x8, Sleibnie 
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The institutions of Columba were not only beneficial to the northern Picts, 
but they were also advantageous to the northern English. The moo cry of 

Hy furnished an asylum, and instruction, to those princes of Northunds,land, • 
v Ito were forced to seek for s hotter, from cite revolutions of their country. 
Oswald, who had fled front the power M Edwin, found 'protection in Iona. 
Here, was he instructed in the religion of Christ, and taught the Gaelic Ian. 
gnaw.: of the Scoto-Irith monastery. 

Oswald was carried from exile to a throne, in A.D. 634. He had scarcely 
assorted the government of Northumberland, when, pitying the ignorance of 
his people, be wished for their instruction. He was induced, by this motive, 
to desire the abbot of lip  to send him a bishop, who might teach the Northum-
brians the enlivening truths of Christianity. A prelate was sent, who, as his 
temper, and knowledge, were unfit for the difficult task of converting"an irasei. 
isle people, soon renamed to the obscurity of Iiy. Aldan, a monk of the same 

' . learned establis•hment, who possessed better habits, and more useful accomplish. 
meats, now offered himself to the desires of Oswald. Aidan was thereupon 
consecrated for the Northumbrian mission. The king marked his approbation 
of him, by giving the prelate, 

hi  
for his episcopal scat, the isle of Lindisfarne,  on 

'• the Northumbrian coast, whics now known by the appropriate name of Holy 
Island. The Scotish Aldan, as he did not perfectly understand the English 
language, found some embarrassment, in preaching to the people of Northum-
bria, which was wholly inhabited by the Ar.glo-Saxons, in that early age ; but 

1

a 

 

' 	Oswald, as be understood the Gaelic, was prompted, by his zeal, to act as in. 
terpreter between the preacher, and his people (k). Aldan was soon followed, 
by obey teachers, frosts the same school. The subjects of the pious Oswald 
were, universally, converted by the Scotish missionaries ; and churches were 

sts. Sleibnic died the qtly of March 762 A.D. 
to. Stlib110i ii. dial, in 767 A.D.: his festival was on the sad of 'UDC. 
20. MLIZTdd.CII, the  son of Huagal, died in 777 A.D. 
21. Bressaliei died, in 786 : his mural was the ath of May, or 3oth September, 
22. Censor, the abbot, and a learned writer, died, in ;97 ! his f,stival was stir loth of May. 
23. Kellach, the son of Congal, died in 8 to  A.D.: his festival was the sat April. 
2.1. Dianni: died, in 816 A.D.: his festival was the lash, or zoth September. 
25. Blatlimac, the eon of Flan, was slain by the Danes, in 823: his festival was the 19th January. 
as. Celiac', the son of Alildi, died in 863: his festival was the 18th July. 

(4) Caxton, in his Chronic°, 5482, tells this story, Ilona Bede, I. iii. cap. iv, in the following 
mariner : " Binge Oswald axed of the Scot.; and had it groomed that bissitop Aidanne wholdc 

twrne and teclie 	eople : thorny the kyinge yave him a place of die hisidiops  see  in the Ylonde 
.0 Lynitifinin , tl 	ii migght see wonder : for the bisshop prechid in Scottish, and the kyinge 
0  told.,  io, 

 
its in 	he to the people what it war to sap, Or DICCIlf." See fo. eexbi. 

built, 
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in many places, for the ecclesiastical accommodation of a people, who 
&played the usual fervour of recent converts (1). 

The  fenntration of the monastery, and epi,copte, of Lindisfarne, has for its 
epoch, A.D. 635. The northern limits of this bishoprick extended far into Root. 
burgh, and Lothian, during the middle ages (on). Mailros, alto, owes its mi. 
Aiwal foundation to Aidan. Coldingham, Tyningham, and Abereorn, Were 

probably founded under the reign of Oswald, which extended from 634 to 
643 A.D. Those religious houses pos;xesed certain Ittruht, with their labourers, 
during a period, when parochial rights seem to hare been unlit, ion, in North. 
Britain. The language, that was commonly spoken, in those notes, through= -
out the extensive bishoprick of Lindisfarne, wan the Anglo-Saxon, which, 
on the subduement of the Romanized Ottadini, succeeded to the British 
tongue (a). 

(1) lb'',  ed. Smith, lib. in: oh. 'di. 5, 6. 
(m) The boundaries of Lindisfarne, according to an ancient book, which is quoted, in Leland's 

Collc&anea, vol. ii. p.366, extended k,yeel rho Tweed from its distant source ; comprehending the 
coretry, lying between the Leder water and the Ader, from their rise, to their confluences; with 
he whole lands, that belonged to the monastery of St. Dabber at Tyningliain ; tc,rther with the 

unity, extending from Larnermonr to Eskmouth. By a grant of rite Northumbrian Ceolwulf, 
ho reigned from 7s9 to 73S e.n , there were annexed to the same bishop,-;,b the monastery of 

Abel-corn, and other places, lying on the west of Edinburgh. On the 001,1, of the Tweed, die 
same bishopridc enjoyed Jedworth, from the donation of bishop Ecgreditis, its founder, during 
he same age. Lel. Col. vol, iii. p. set ; Anglia Sacra, vol. ii. p.698. Simeon of Durham, and 
rompton, both concur with this specification. 
(n) That interesting fact will appear, with snfiScient certainty, when to the previous history, we 

the carious circumstance, that Cuthbert, the celebrated founder of the bishoprick of Durham, 
Was born, on Twtedside, and bred in the monastery of Mehl's, often travelled from the 
d to the Forth, and always instructed the people, by means of their peculiar language. 

es's NIS Eccles bliss. sub an. 66s. Bede has lett us nn intelligent life of Cuthbert, from the 
rmation of those, who knew that celebrated personage yet, has the Scoto-Saxon Cuthbert been-
riled by the Irish Antiquary, as an frishinan. Ledwicit's Antiq. Cuthbert died on the aorta of 
rob 687. Smith's Bede, p. 136. We may judge of the influence, which was annexed to the 

rum of St. Cuthbert, from the ancient churches, which were erected, in the southern districts of 
Vorth-Britain, under the dither of his name. The Wed Kirk of Edinburgh, which is certainly 
one of the oldest, was dedicated 'to St Cuthbert. Kirketielbriglit, in Galloway, derives its name 
from St Cuthbert, to whom the oldest eharch of that town wen dedicated. In ClItheaini, Dun. 
fetes-shire, dhere was a el..rch dedicated to the same patron saint; and named Kirkcudbright. The 
old parish eiturch of Balaintrae, in Carrick, was dedicated to Sr. Cuthbert, and was named Kirk-
cudbright In the parish of Sum, Ayr.shire, there was a chapel dedicated to St Cuthbert ; and 
the field, when: it stood, is still called St. Cuthberes-Holm. From those notices;  we may even 
trace the obscure colonization of the Saga invaders. 
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At the end of seventeen years of usef.:1 labours, in conveying to the.Northum. 
brians the comforts of Christianity, Aldan died, in A.D. 65-  T. Ile was fol-
lowed by the worthy Finnan, another monk of Hy, who, during ten years, 
copied the meritorious exaMple of Aidan. In A.D. (ills, Colman, who also 
owed his instruction, and his principles, to Hy, succeeded to Finnan, as bishop 
of Lindisfarne. His repose eras still more dIsturlmtl, than the quiet of his pre-
decessor had been, by the di..putes, concerning the true time of celebrating the 
Easter Festival, and the proper mode of cutting the chsical tonsure. An at-
tention to the public tranquillity required, that such debases, whatever might 
be their importance, should be settled, For this ,alutary end, Oswy called an 
ecclesiastical council, at Streaushal, in A.D. 664 (7) 	Questions, which had 
formerly exercised the talents of the ablest divines of the Roman empire, were 
now debated by Colman, and Wilfrid. 'flee bishop of Lindisfarne defended 
the ancient mode of the Sono-Irish, from the practice of their fathers. The 
presbyter, Wilfrid, who having travelled to Rome, knew the customs of the 
continental churches, insisted, that the calculations, whereon the Columbans, 
as well as the Britons, proceeded, in the celebration of Easter, were neither 
consistent with just theory, nor agreeable to the universal usage (p). use 
tonsure of the British, and Scottish, eccksiastics, was declared by him to be a 
Jewish, rather than a Christian, mode. Oswy decided, in favour of Wilfrid. 
Colman, finding his opinions contested, and his usefulness contemned, relin-
quished his bi.hoprick, and retired, with his disciples, to Hy. On the retreat 
of Colman, Bede is studious to remark, that the whole time of the Scotodrish 
episcopacy, within the Northumbrian territories, extended to thirty years (g) 

Changes of greater importance were now at hand. Theodore,-  a Grecian by 
birth, and a scholar by profession, was consecrated at Rome, in A.D. 668, the 
archbishop of Canterbury. And, to him, for the first time, submitted all the 
churches of England, as he scented to be worthy of such a trust, from his 
knowledge, and prudence. In conformity to his direction, the lint ,t7eneral 
council of the church of England was held, at Hethfield, in 673 .s.o. It cis 
on this occasion, and in that assembly, determined, that each bishop should 
have his distinct district, and that the number of dioceses shotdd be its propor- 

(!) Bcdr, lib. v. ch. xxii ; Usher's Eccles. Prhaord. p. 93. 
(/;) Th ri:e, for the celebration of Easter, wirich had been fixed, by the Council of Nice, ;,; 

the Year r 	13, that it be held Cu the Sunday, which fells upon, or vest after the Saha., Sir 
hsp; 	near after the a 1st of March ; or in other word?, the Sunday, which falls upon, or next 
a'a 	u..cr .c C ast full moon, after the vernal equinox• 

(y) 	lib. ai. 	 . , • 
tion 
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(ion to the diffusion of Christimity. It iv, in ittrailence to this resolution, that 
the 	 of the southern Picts was erected, in 621 A.D.; and ;hat Trurnwine 

pool tO 0,1 the bishop of the, new euablishinent , whose 
ci 	-ltwth (pi). 	Here, he caolilislied, 7i:7,a:slily to th 

itionmtery, v lictice he sent out his iresbyters, to perfo 
practice of Chtiais oily required. Bar, the excreta 

but ry;ice did re tt 	cont Mir., On the defeat, :cal death, o 
:5.1'. 655, Trumwine 	 .y to retire, with his Monks 

os 
trusted, wail, the n 

'goad from A.D. 710 to 
r hrtruction, and assistance. 
poi those difficult topicks, wh 
c Saxon document of ('enitiisi wos translated Mini the 1k Ms langus ,5e, it 

-pears to have made a great impression on Neclitan, and to have convinced, 
or silenced,. the most learned of his ecclesiastics : and, he was induced by his 
conviction of truth, or his iced of proselytisM, to command, that lice Ronlan 

odes, With regard to both thois points of di,ciplitle, should be learned, and 
served, throughout his dominions (/). But, antitint customs do Mot easily 

way to legislative regultithao. And, many of the Columbans, who °fit-
d among the northern Picts, and adhered to their ancient practices, were 

-piled by the zealous Nechtim. Bede delights to tell, at the close of his 
utory, that the nation of the Picts was at peace with the F.nglishpeople ; 
nd rsjoiced in being made partakers of the Catholic verity, with the wniversal 
huseh. 

Nechtan, like the great Constantine, 50,55 also induced, by his own tempera-
rent, and die ignorance of his people, to request of Ceolfrid, the successor of 

Benedict Biscop, the improver of the Northumbrian regions, to send him ar- 

(r) Bede, lib. iv. ch. sit ; Jones's MS. &alum 	sub. an. 665-67,-65x. Trumwine ap. 
ary to have been a very active member of the col11161 of Twyford, in A.D. 685, the proceedings 
eldch he Opted, by the 	 orum Epi,copus.” Monast. Anglican. v. r. . 

; 	Condia, v 
CO 
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chitects, in order to build a church, after the Roman manner: he promised, 
indeed, to dedicate the sacred edifice to Saint Peter; and to follow the edifying 
mode of the apostolic worship. The architects were certainly sent ("). But, 
whether any church was built, history, and tradition, are silent (x). In an 
age, when Saint Andrew, the celebrated patron of North-Britain, was un. 
known, Saint Peter appears to have been little regarded : to his name, not. 
withstanding the assurances of. N.,chtan, few churches were dedicated, ehher 
by the I'icts, or Scots, whatever there may lance been to the more renowned 
Patrick, who owed his birth to the first people, and his celebrity to the last. 

It is a singular event, which Bede considers as wonderful, that the Colima. 
bans, who converted the Northumbrians to Christianity, should, by the Notth. 
Innbrians, be converted to the catholic rites of 1%ft. At the end of eighty years, 
from the mission of Aidan, Ecgbercht had the eloquence to induce the monks 
of Ily, with their abbot Dunchad, to rejoice in the certain knowledge of the catholic.  
time, of celebrating the Easter Festival (y). 

The zeal of the Northumbrians, in that age, induced them to revive the ne-
glected bishoprick of Malian, at Candida-Casa. In A.D. 723, under the reign 

of Osric, and during the Episcopate of Wilfrid, in York, tins Pecthelme con- 

(to) Bede is positive upon the point. Lib. v. ch. nail. 
(x) At Abernethy, in Stratherne, the supposed capital of the Picts, there is a very ancient 

church, which was built, in an age, that is beyond memory: but, while its origin defies conje:ture, 
it was certainly dedicated to Saint Brigid, by the command of the zealous Nechtan. There is here, 
also, as well as at Brechin, a round tower of great antiquity; and of very remarkable proportions, 
being eight Itset two inches in diameter, and aeventy.two feet, in height but, there are no such 
towers, in Northumberland, while there are many such, in Ireland. Ledwieh's Antiq. of Ireland, 
p. too. By those circumstances, I ern induced to think, with Pennant, that the tower, at Aber-
nethey, was built, by the Scots, during the Seoti,L period. Pennant's Tour, v. ii. p. ;66-163:  
The common 16,11 name, for the renuzi tower, in Ireland, is Clash, which, in the Gaelic, literally 
signifies a belfy, from dog, a bell. Collect. klibern. 	p. 3oR, 1.1nlyd's Arch.; O'IBien. 
Many of those tower:: have, for several centnries, been used as lacilftics. Collect. I-Ebel-it. The 
fact is, slot the r,und to.teers are every where found adjoining to church.,: and from all those cir-
cmstances, it more than probable, that they were originally cotIstructed, for the purpote or bell- 
fri

u
es, soon after the introduction of Christianity. It 15 certain, that bellt. were in 	UV:, at 

every religions estalishntent, in the British islands, during the earliest ages of Chris
common  

tianity ; and 
where there were bell, there mtnat have been bellfries. Ctlumba appear, plainly to have introduced 
a bell into the mona:rery of Iona. Adamnan's Life of Columba, lib. i. cap. viii. They ,ere 

o thence, no dubt, introthced into all the Colttrriban churthes of the Caledo:tian rezim..s. The us e. 
of hobs was equally carried into Not thumbc,  hold, by the Colambaa bibups, who taught the reli-
Iigion of Christ to the Northumbrian people. See Whitaker's nist. Manchester, v. ii. p.06. 
4.to edit. 	.. 	- 

(y ) Bede, ltb. v. ch. collie 	 _ 

secrated 
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secreted bishop of Whithern, for the spiritual government of a 
people (a). Pectheltne seas succeeded, during the eighth c 
prelates of equal prudence, and greater energy (a). The 
the Northumbrian territories, succeeded the assissiination 
794, seems to have deprived Whithern of its episcopal a 
commencement of the ninth century, the people of that diocUse appear to ha 
submitted to the inconvenient jurisdiction of the bishop of Man, am 
intrusions of various tribes, and the confusions of disputed authorities. 

Such was the introduction of Christianity into North-Britain; 
the forms, which it every where assumed, during illiterate ages. 
tinent, the chard, had long acquired a complete establishment, 
rally governed by known canons, which, as they had been settled by 
consent, oriel.),  Christian community was bound, in the opinions of those 
to obey. The greater authorities appear, in the earliest times, to have glint 
before the less. 	The apostles preceded bishops; bishops preceded pres- 
byters ; and presbyters went before deacons: Christianity existed belt re 
bishopricks ; and bishopricks before parishes. Of this order, we see the ap-
pearances in Nerds-Britain, during those ill-informed times. But, at the end of 
the Pictish period, in 8.13 	NVC neither perceive any parishes laid out, nor 
observe any establishment settled yet, of the Crtilees, who are supposed, by 
polemicks, to have governed the churches, in that period, inquiry cannot find 
the smallest trace (5). 

With the introduction of Christianity is connected the practice of se-
pulture. T he burning of the dead seas an universal practice, during Pagan 
times. This earliest usage was relinquished as Christianity prevailed. This 
change became general, among the Romans, during the age of the Antonines. 

(m) Saville's Chronologia, sp. Scriptures post Bedarn. 
(a) The foll.wing isa chronological list of.the earliest bishops of Whithern (r.) PectheInt 

was appointed in 723, and died in 735. (2.) He was succeeded by Frithwald, who died in 763. 
(3.) He was followed by Pechtwine, who died is 777. (1..) To him succeeded ./Ethelhert, who 
attended the council of Caleloth ; (Spelman's Conneilt, p. 289); and died in 79o. -(5.) Ile MS 

enceeeded by Eadwillf, ,who is said by Sitril to have been the last of the bishops of Whither. 
( 

	

Usher, however, has given Eadwolf, a succetsor, 	Belabored, daring the year Roo; 
villas Chronologist, Usher's n•imord. p. 669. After this epoch, and during the anarchy, in 
Northumberland, the Scots, coining from Ireland into Galloway, submitted then..Ives to the 
bishops of Man. Udier't PrIonial. 566.7, I b7'.  

(b) The Colds, arc not mentioned by Adanionn, in hit Life of Columba, nor by Bede, in his 
reeleriattical History The ScosSili Cad.., 	rc nr.Incntioncd by Fordo, in his Scutirchroni. 
non, during the fourteenth century", Lloyd's Church Hoyernment, ch. vii. Buena improved on 
ti.e Ciddean fables of Fords,. 

	

1.1 u 	 . 	And 
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And the decent ceremony of burial had universally obtained, in the time of Mac-
robins, who flourished under Theodosius, at the end of the fourth century le). 
ht n.o. 402., St. Chrysostom says, there was not a Christian city, town, nor 
village, in the world, which had not a cemetery connected with them (11). In 
this fact, the other fathers of the church agree with him, though it must be un-
derstood that, the cemetery, in those times of Christianity, lay without the towns. 
The connection between cemeteries, and churches, seems to have been as early, in 
this island, as the building of such sacred edifices. The Christianized Britons 
had their cemeteries thus connected. The converted Saxons had their burial 
places equally conjoined with their churches, soon after the arrival of Augustine, 
with his missionaries: and, we may cushy suppose, that the Christianized 
people of North-Britain, in the same manner, adopted the comm.nt pmatice, 
by dedicating the church yards to the holy purpose of burying thole dsceascd 
relatives (e). 

In speaking of the topics, in this chapter, we may perceive, how much it is 
the business of history to follow mankind, whatever may be their pursuits, either 
of colonization, or warfare, of legislation, or anarchy, of religion, or fanati-
cism ; to relate the events, which were the consequences of their efforts; and 
to offer the instruction, that results from their actions. 

(e) See Dr. Woodward% letter to Sir Christopher Wren, tyrz, 8vo. ; and Sir Thomas Brown 
on urn burial. 

(d) Douglas's Nenia, p..26. 
(e) Whitaker's Stilt. Manchester, r ii. 	t.I1 	Douglas's Nelda, p. .2c 	To Let, the 

Camino-British term  Lion  was applied to the churchyard, as su inclosurc, before it was appropri-
ated to the church. Owen's Diet. in voce. 
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B 0 0 

Tao SCOTISH PERIOD. 543 to 1097 0. 0. 

C AI • • 

Of the Union of Mc Picts, and Scots. 

THE &oriel; Period of this Account of Noreh-Britain, extending from the 
accession of Kencth MacAlpin in A.D. 843, to the demise of Donal-bane, in 
I coy, however dark, will be found to contain several events of great import-
ance, in the Nortli-British annals. The union of two separate nations into one 
monarchy, as it augmented the power of both, and by the ascendency of the 
Scots, gave at length their name to their common country, must be peculiarly 
interesting to rational curiosity. In this period, we shall perceive the Strath-
clyde kingdom of the ancient Britons'merge in the Scotish nation. lie shall 
sce, meantime, the ancient territories of the Selpvas, the Novantes, and 
Datunii, colonized by successive emigrants front Ireland, who gave their settle-
ments the name of Galloway; and who, by a strange fortune, became known, 
under the ,appropriate appellation of the ancient Picts. Cumberland will be 
found to have sunk after the suppression of its reguli, into an appendage of the 
Scotish crown, by the doubtful ties of an obscure title. After some bloody 
struggles, throughout this period of more than two centuries and a half, Lo-
ti,han, ere shad see, annexed to Scotland, by the lasting connection of rightful 
ces,lon, and mutual advantage. We shall behold the circumjacent isles to be 
at kngth, felt, as neighbours, and feared, as opponents. it must be the bush 
/ICS., of this period, tit., to trace the history of all those countries, and people, 
from Jiff rent tonnes; to illustrate their sing* laws from new principles; to 

, investigate their na,anees, and customs, from analogous proofs; and to ascer- 
- 	twin their attSqui,ie,,, and languags, from a temperament of philology, with 

interspersions if I 	sry. 
Soon slice alto c.kum.enccinent of the ninth century, events occurred, which 

ILd to alto supprs,ion of theiVi,ctiall government, and thereby ended the union 
of the Picas, and Scots, Di4 es were, indeed, to be expected, in a barbarous 

t Dun 
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tie 	to having many motives of cunt y, vete 
'gaged in  suet's. In ihe'eighth century, as we have seen, a civil v broke 
out among the Picts, which lasted, with various fortune, throughout a tl.ggli 
otuiti and which proved fatal to their chieftains, and prince, either in open 
tiles, orTrom deliberate ass,sination. These d...tructive conflicts were suc-

ceeded, at intervals, by civil contests among themselves, or by foreign wars 
with the Scots, which at once enfeebled, and, in the end, annihilated the 
Pictish government. Those hostile collisions, between the Picts, and Scots, 
were, at length, mitigated by the unties ties of marriage. lochs IV. the king 

t.  of Scots, married I.Trgusia, the sister of the Pictish kings, Conftantin, and 
Ungus II. (a). Alpin, the issue of that marriage, did not live long enough to 
claim the Pictish sceptre, in right of his mother, on the disastrous, yet honour-
able demise, of liven, in 839 A.D. Ile left  a  son, however, 19110 knew his 
rights, and had spirit, and power, to enforce them (b). Kenneth, the son of 
Allan, an enterprising warrior, found the Pictish people involved in domestic, 
and in foreign war. After the expulsion, and &As, of Drest, and Talorgan, 

pi  in 836, Uven ascended their shattered throne; but, he honourably loft his life, 
and sceptre, in a bloody conflict with the Danes, who had invaded his unhappy 
people, in 839 A.D. (c). 

(al The genealogical sketch, which  is  subjoined, will explain the family coon:camns of tl‘c two 
royal fainilie,, much more distinctly than any harratine 

Vacua. 	J-17 	 

	

URD USIA, the dangh.} 
y 	 so  

i Sonia IV. K. of the 
ter of Uegos,  Ma, 	Scots, from 796 
tied to 	- ., - 	1 	826. 

	

,--,-..-, 	 --;..-.-- 

	

livEN. the son of 	ALP., K. of Scots from 833 to 836.
,  

	

Ungus K. of the 	 I 
Picts, from 836 to 

	

839, when he fell 	KE98,11, the 689  of AlPin, K7-4 

	

om.. 
battle with the 	Scots, A° 836, ob”incd the Pictish 

govmment, ill 843,  e. o. la  

(f) Tom's Critical Essay, v. i. p. 	and we must, on this occasion, recollect what Bede 
relates, a contemporary writer, wh.,  knew what he limes to have been the Pictish constiintiun, in 

-his own time ; " that as often as the succession  was  81 doubt, they should choose their king, ea..
slier of the next of the house of the woman, than of that of the man." Lib. i. cap. i. 

(e) In 839, with the Ulster Annals, a battle by the Gals (Danes) upon Portion men, (the 
Picts,) wherein fell Owen Mac-Aougus and Bran Mac-Angus (Uven the son  of Ungus, and Bran, 
the  sun of lingua), Aud Mac Dean, sod a multitude of theit'followers, 

It 

CON ...TIN, the son 
of Urges K. of 
the Picts, from 79E 
to 81s. 

Uson s, sun of Ur- 
g 	K.of the Picts, 
from 821  to 83o. 
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It was the death of Uven, the male heir of the Pictish crown, m hich opened 
the prospect of the succession to Kenneth, a grandson of I'rg LBia. The Pictish 
Uven, the Owen of the Irish chroniclers, was succeeded, in the government 
v f a distratted people, by Wind, who, at the end of three years of disturbed 
administration, died, in 840. lie was followed, both in, his government, and 
misfortunes, by Bred, who was slain at Forteviot, the seat of his power, in 
843. In the quick succession of those events, we may easily perceive the dis. 
traction of the Pictish aiThirs, which led on to the annihilation of the Pictish 
authority, by the overpowering efforts of the enterpriaing Kenneth. 

During fuels conditions, amidst a rude people, Whole forms of government 
where little fixed, and whole laws were less regarded, the loss of a bagle, or 
the death of a king, was an adequate cattle of an important revolution. Of all 
thole mrents, Kenneth dexterously took advantage; and finding no competitor, 
he easily stepped into the vacant throne. In his perfon, a new dynasty began. 
The king was changed ; but the government remained the same. The Picts, 
and Scots, who were a congenial people, from a common origin, and spoke 
cognate tongues, the Briiish, and Gaelic, readily coalesced. Yet, has it been 
asserted by ignorance, and believed by credulity, that Kenneth made so bad an 
use of the power, which he had adroitly acquired, as to destroy the whole 
Pictish people, in the wantonness of his cruelty. But, to enforce the belief of 

.41 an action, which is its itfelf inhunian, and had been so inconsistent with the 
interest of a provident sovereign, requires stronger proofs, than the assertions 
of uninformed history, or the report of vague tradition (a). The Picts con-
tinued, throughout the present period, to be mentioned, by contemporary 
authors (b); becaufe they still acted a conspicuous part, though they were 
governed by a new race, and were united with a predominant people. 

Yet, is it doubted, by modern scepticism, whether the Scots conquered the 
Picts, or the Picts overcame the Scots (c). Doubts may be entertained, indeed, 
as to the particular circumstances, which are supposed to have attended that 
important revolution : But, whether Kenneth, the Scotish king, overturned the 
Pictish government, and united the two people, as the two families of the 

(a) lanes has employed upwards of twenty pages of erudite investigation, to refute that absurd 
story of systematic writers. Critical Essay, vol. is p. 145-16i. 

(b) Asser ap. Gale, fol. t65, sub. an. 875; Sax. Chron. ed. Gibson, p. 83; Ethelred Ap. 
SaviHe, cap. iii. And the Appendix to Nenniaa, Tigeraac, and the Ulster Annals, as quoted by 
Usher. Primord, fol. ed. p. s75. 

(a) Enquiry into the History of Scotland, 1789, vol. H. p. 549—.174., The late. Oditi011 of 
Sibbald's History of Fife, upon the 189ubtful authority of that Enquiry. 

kings 
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kings were already united, there can be no reafonable question. The ancient 

chronicles, the constant tradition, and a thoufand facts, all uniformly (peal; of 

thofe events, as certain; as indeed the consequences would demonstrate, by the 

interesting union of two hostile nations, who, in future, formed one people, 

that inhabited a common country (d.) 	 • 

(if) The Chronica Pietorton, which Ione, published, in the App. to his grit. Essay, Nu. 
from the Colbertine Library, mentions Bred, who was slain at Fortevoit in 043, as the Sect king 
of the Piet.. The ancient Chronicon of the Scoti,11 kitiga from Keneth, tIm sun of Alpin, to 
Kellett, the son of Malcolm, which Lines has published in his App. No. hi. from the Colo-tine 
Library, also asserts, that the non of Allan neigned sixteen years over PiaaVia. 	Chronicle 
in the Register of the Priory of :it. Andrews (Inn. Ap No. 0.) speaks of the translation of the 
Seotish kings into the kingdom of the Pieta. The Chroulcon 	 App. No. vi.) 
asserts the same fact, in other language. The document (Lutes's App. Na. i.) De Sian Aibucix, 
iu the same manner, states the same event, in terms equally explicit. Fordun may he manly called, 
as a witness to the mine rrndnl,n. Ilearne's ed. lib. iv. cap. ii. iii. Wyntowa ,dao npea!:n to the 
same point, in the language of his age: 

Quhen Alpyne this kyng woo dole, 
6 ' 1 le left a sown was caPd.K,,,ond 
0 Ilowcht, ..n 	1,3 and stool ; 
' All the Idyclais he pot owl 

Grot fictaylia, dam dyd ho 
•"ro put in foolaine his 00000e." 

VVyntown goes on to show, that 0 Nyned brooch: the Scortis mut of Ergyle ; and quhare that 
46 the iuyclitis had before than their dwellyng, he p;c00 thanne 	ans. uen rhino king, in 

n.843." But, the mum of Fife, Parth, Forfar, the Sterns, and Aberdeen, which were 

the appropriate a...marks of the Picts, arh 	record, which ha, tea o. 	 dm thaumpriftcar, 

that are nmationed in the text 	y prove, that the w:catc;t hodhor of Oa. 11,111, of play td;  
in those eastern shires, are nigniticaim, in the Santo-Irish language, which was in, rafted on the . 
Cal,hro-British, and in no other tongue,as the tItienaties both of the Ce!tie, and 'retstonic, 

demonstrate: The Minuend par, then, am dedeive, with regard the doubt, whether the boo. 

me the Picts, or the Picts conquered the Scots, For, those places could only home receiked 
their friLote.lri,l, napes, after the :Mots 0000.0000 those coontrim, subsequent to the ep,mh of 

.1,d A 0.    
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CHAP. 

Of the Ettent, nail Names, of the boiled 160.gdom 

THE union of the Picts wiill the Scott, in o. n. 843, necessarily, conjoin 
the separate dominions of both, and led on to the annexation of other 
,territories. 

The Picts had been confined, for ages, before that epoch, by the Forth, on 
She south, and .Drumalban, on the west, and by the German ocean, on the 

t, and north. 	southern limits had been early fixed, by the provolone 
f the Roman power, They were induced, probably, by the long continuance of 

hat power, to consolidate the distant districts of the various tribes, which had, 
from the earliest times, divided their country, by their spirit of independancc, 
and enfeebled their strength, by their desires of revenge. 

we may trace up to thofe ages of disunion, and disaster, the tradition, which 
, came down to the twelfth century, that Pittaviet had once been separated into 

fix kingdoms (a). The first scat supposed to extend from the Fords to the Tay, 
having Argrin, one of the Ochil hills, for its eastern boundary ; as indeed the 
name of Aith-rin imports, signifying the nointod !flaunt. The second was said 
to comprehend Fothreve, and Fife; having the Forth, the sea, and the My; 

for its confines (It). The 'third kingdom was, according to that tradition, 
bounded by the Ililef, and the Dec; comprehending, the fine countries of 
Angus, and Memos. The fourth realist extended from. the Dee to the Spey, 
comprising Aberdeen, and Banff. The fifth kingdom had, for its narrow 
limits, the Spey, and Drum.alban. And, to the sixth realm were given the 

(a) rn- the Document, De Sim 	Innes's App. No. i. The information, from which 
'ruldtu Candirenais formed that description of Albany, he acknowledges, to have derived from 
edrew, Ow-bishop of Cattiness, who 	i s iSS. 

(I) The flil<1 oat plainly the Ilan  a lid, joins the Tay and which was called 171fe, in the 
exotic of 1175, (Chart, of Arliroth), and gave a name to the parish of Gkv-7#1fi This ap- 
nation may !,.• 	1,, the Pr,tish rzi; the food, or inundation; and is very descriptive of - 

the qualit,a of Ova mountain stwatn..,:.,, 

11111- 

•extensive 

the 

'Is 
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e,tensive regions of MUref, and Ross. l'hofe fictitious monarch 
ceased to exist, before the memorable Union of the Pict, and Scots, ex 
the natural divisions of the country, as they had been nested, by a 
people. 

The Scots, at that epoch, possessed the tubule western coast from the 
to Loch-Toridon, with the adjacent ides. we have seen the Scoto-Irish settle 
on the headland of Kintire, as the name imports, at the commencement of the 
sixth century. As colonists arrived, and population increased, they gradually. 
extended their settlements to the bordering continent, and to the neighbouring, 
islands. In two centuries of active enteTrize, they made an extensive progress.; 
In the days of Bede, their colonies extended, from the northern margin of the 
Clyde, along the shores of the Irish sea, far into the north (e). During rite 
eflluxion of another century, they occupied the ample extent of Argyle, front-
the river Clyde, on the south, to Loch-Fav, and Loch-Margie, on the north, 
and from the sea, on the west, to Drumalban, on the east  (d). 

By the voice of fiction, and, indeed, by the recitals of history, the 
kingdom of North.Britain  was  declared to he Arregaithel (c). Th 
this celebrated country have not occasioned so much contest, as t 
of its appellation. " 	is said not to he the imams of the 

of thofe, echo inhabited it ; signifying the ll'ediern Gael, in oppo,itt 
" Eartern Gael, or the Picts, that ittliabited the shore of the German oec 
Yet, both the fact, and the principle of this explanation, have been caste 
And, Argailml,  or  far-gaol,  or  Argyle, is said to signify nothing mo 
tie Irish (g). There iv, indeed, reason to believe, that this name seas irn 
on that region, by a Gael,: people, in an age, when the geographical 

(5) Bede, lib. t. eh. i. 
(d) Immo, p. 769: ',own its great range, Argyle, in its extreme parte, came to be known 

the names of the South,n, and Norther, Argyle. The 'charter, which Robert L 	ed 
Randolph, in 1311, for the Camila,. of Muiray, describes its boundaries to run o 

ad marchiat bored. Ergadix, et sic per marelaias illas, usmte ad marchias 
Kaims's Lass Tracts, p. nos ; Shaw's Murtay, App. No i. ; Robertson's Ixtles to 
P. 49, which quotes Fladington's Collections In [34s, David 11....cranted the lands 
in N4ribern Argyle, to Reginald the to of 	MS. in the Rap. Off, In 1366, 
Earl 5,1 Ross granted the district of Gerlach, " 	parte. Ergadix," . to Paul Mactyre 
Vindic. of Eli,. Mare, p. t 8 ; and Robertson's 	,, 0-114. From those doe= 
the maps, it clearly appears, that Loch-Ea, an,i 1,,,l,Maree, in Ross, formed the 
boundary of Argyle, during the run:trent', cent •, ry. 

(e) ° De Silo, /147,aie.," Innes's App. No. i. 	(f) Macpherson', Introduition, p.48, 
(4.) Whit. Genuine History of the Britons, p. 297. 

Lions 
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ens of the east, and west, were little understood (5). 

aoil, signified merely the limit, or boundary, of the 
ntithe appropriate appellation of the people, who inha 

gm,. after their settlement, in 533 A. n., was obviously applied 

s the Picts gave their name to PiriaVia, and the Scots commun 
ppellation of Scotland to North-Britain, in a subsequent age (A.). 

Such were the dominions, which the Scots brought with the  

overpowering the Picts, an Union was effected between them, b 
nd territories. Modern writers, indeed, have formed, for but 

laims, which they never formed for themselves. It appears not, 
ver claimed the Orkneys, the Hebrides, Galloway, or Lothian. Of h' 

the common fault, to apply the prevailing prejudice of their own tin 

(t) The Irish word toe signified, merely, in its original import, els, debInd t  and secondarilf 
me to signify the goat, relatively to persons facing the east, at publisk worship. O'Brien 's 
Diet. sub Ins-, and Eirin. 

(i) See the Dict. of O'Brien, and Shaw, sub Barr and Cannibal: This exposition corresponds 
th the etymology of Andrew, the bishop of Caithness, who told Cambrensis " Arregathel 
divit 	quasi 	Scoossurs, sent Ilybernensium." Innea's App. No. h This form of the 

ord agrees nearly with the old shelling; and, in the Irish pronunciation, correfponds tort ,riot 

jhe name of Argyk. 
(k) The name of Argail, Ardgail, or Arregaithel, was originally applied to the middle diaries 
that country, which hes between Kintire and Knapdale, WI she south, and Loarn on the 

ortlid In the 6th, 7th, and ash centuries, it formed the middle division of the Scoto.leish ter-
ries and was inhabited by a particular tribe, who are frequently mentioned in the Annals of 

tIle 	• the the sept of Ardent. This district may probably have derived its appellation from 
mine of its inhabitants t For, in the topogra t ity of Ireland, during the middle ages, we see, 

t most of the petty divisions were owned, from the clans, who occupied them, or from their 
biers. WRIT'S Ara. Ilibern. ch. rd. The custom of our ancestors, says O'Flaherty, was not to 
ake names, and creations, fools places, .d cntries, 	it is with other nations but, to give 
he name of the family to the seigniory, by the

ou
m occupie

as 
 d. Ogygia Vindicated, p. 17r. So the 

he district of Learn got its appellation Irmo Learn, one of the tans of Ere. Considering the 
It, 0 borrowed by the ',terror from the tribe, the meaning of the appellation, as applied to the 

tribe, is ww very obvious. The :m me Ardlail, as in the Annals of Ultam, would signify the 
the noble Gad, or Avtgarll would signify the notle family, or kindred: And, the names of Ears-

il, and Farr-geoid, would convey the san,e meaning. O'Brien, and Shaw's Dicm. in no. Ard, 
re, and Gaol ..tirtglogarl would signify Ills ohirfr of the Gar/. lb. Eire.g.d, or EirtrgrotidLalt, 

nuld denote the I ridl, Gael, or the G,1 of .6v/s,,,/. If, however, the name was kcal, the most 
robahle derivation would certainly be Earr.grair//a,/, or Farr-gad, the fisia, or bonier of the GM. 

the names of Alb., and Ca/sElonia, 	extended to the whole rd.  North-Britain : So the 
se of Ardgail, or Arregathel, w., in the

Avers  
middle ages, extended to the whole country, on the 

st coast, from the frith of Clyde-4946mA 	w, to Loch-E nod Lueh-Margie, is Ron; as we 

X x 	 past 
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While the whole coast of Argyle was thus the province of the Secto.lrish, the 
more eastern districts of North-Britain acquired the name of Pleravia, owing 
to the residence of the Picts. From these intimations, it is sufficiently obvious, 
that the name of Scotia was nor applied to North-Britain, till the union of the 
Scott with the Picts gave a real cause for its application (a). After that epoch, 
the United kingdom was not mentioned under the Latin designation el Scotia, 
or the Saxon name of Scotland, till another age had elapsed, cut the Picts be-
came completely mingled with the Scots. In 934 A..., the Saxon`Chronicle 
informs us, that Athelstan invaded Scothnd, by sea, and land ‘p). Front this 
period, the Saxon Chronicle frequently mentions Scotland, as the well known 
name of North-Britain (q). As early, then, as the tenth century, the preva-
lence of the Scoto-Irish people conferred their appropriate appellation on the 
contrary, which Kenneth had acquired, as much by his valour, and address, as 
by hi, descent, and right. Such were the different names,. which the British 
islands adopted, relinquished, and retained, during many ages of their various 
fortunes. And North-Britain acquired the title of Scotland, and her inhabitants 
the name of Scots, which the many changes of new people, new laws, new 
conjuntlions, and new manners, have not been able yet to efface. 

In See the Document, No. I, in limos's Appendix, " De Situ All.snim :" it is heroin nail, 
during the 	aentory, 	PS.-saviss cane sera corrupt? vosstur .5;sid." In the same Dos. 
smoo, the name is .;;;Sonsly spelt Pitheia. 

Id) Gibson, p. 	the Chronicle of Metros, under the same year, n2cord; that," Res Atha. 
s. walrus vastavit SeesSese maple ThInkodcr f and Flo, Wig. 349. 

It) Gibson, .53, ha. 
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CHAP. III. 

Of the Orkney, and Shetland Liles. 

IT was soon after the year 875, that Harald-Harfagre, having united the 
several provinces of Norway, by a naval victory, pursued the fugitives into 
Shetland, and Orkney; subdued the islanders; and there established the 
authority of his vigorous government. His whole power, the conqueror dele-
gated to Sigurd, the son of Eystain, and brother of Rognwald, who is praised 
by \Vomit's, as a poet (a): hint, Harald created the first Earl of the Orcadian 
dynasty (8). And, after him, a long succession of Earls ensued, who, amid 
their dissensions, and piracies, probably yielded but slight subjection to the 
Norwegian kings (t). It was an age of barbarism, when protection could only 
be gained by slavery, and wealth could be most easily obtained by plunder. 
Torf-Eyner, who ruled the Orkneys, about the year 930, first taught than the 
use of turf, for fuel, daring the scarcity of wood (e1). In 990, the Orkney 
men were converted to the Christian faith, which had been early intimated to 
them, by the zealous Columbans, and at length perfected by Saint Magnus (c). 
At length Sigurd, the son of Laudver, and the fourteenth Earl, succeeded his 
father, in 996 A.D. ( f ). He appears to have been a personage of great vigour, 
much enterprize, and many possessions. Ile enjoyed the Orkneys, Cat hness, and 
Sutherland, with a tribute from the Ilebride isles ; and he also, for a time, 
established his power on the coasts of Ross, and Murray. Ile seas of the 
blood of the vikingr; and he slid not disparage the race, by.his adventures. 
The eastern shores of North-Britain felt his frequent piracies. Yet, about the 
year xoo6, he married, for his second wife, a slaughter of Malcolm II. the 
king of Scots (g). Sigurd was, at length, engaged by those motives, which 

	

(a) 	Litcratura Roots, p. 595. 	(5) Torfaus's Orcades, p. 10,4, ; Orkoeyingc-Saga, P. 
(r) Sec the " Catalog. Comitum Orcadonshon, Ordire Chroaohigico," in the Orkneyinga- 

Scr41 P. 558. 
7.0) Odcncyhtica.Sagn ; Torr055's OPcrolc, 

) Gualagh-Sagan, P. IC, Note 69 ; Torfsus. Ore. p.2(;) Tm1-4"8''  °'"d"' ch. 

	

't.:24r) 	 t. t. 	Orkneyihgc.Sogo, p. 5+4(7 Torricus. Oreadelh P• 33• 
were 
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were most :eductive among vikingr, to aid Sigtrig, the sea king of Dublin. 
And, in April 5054, the potent Earl of Orkney, and Cattiness, fell in the 
bloody field of Clontarf ; fighting againft the renowned Brien BeromIte, the 
illustrious king of all Ireland. (6). Sigurd, by his first wife, left four sons; 
Einar, Sotnet.lid, Brusi, Removals' ; the eldest of whom succeeded to the 
Orkneys. By the daughter of Malcolm, Sigurd left a son, Torfitt, who, as 
he was born, in u son, Will lira years of age, at the death of his father. 	When 
Sigurd set his ill-omened sails for Dublin, he left his infant son, in the parental 
care of the Scotish king (i). When the fate of Sigitrd was known, Malcolm 
put Isis grandson in possession of Catline>s, and such other territories, as still 
remained to Cued, after his many conflicts, on the Scotish shore (k). 
Terfin resembled his father, in Iris stature of body, vigour of mind, and 
ambition of enterprize. At the age of fourteen, 'forfin eninnimccil his career, 
2S a ,,,,,,,,,,. His sails often disquieted the ena,is of Sestismil, during the reign 
of his grandfather. Ile refused the usual tribute to the gat sinus Dune., who 
marched into Murray, to enforce its payment. Ile engaged in avowed warfare 
with the Scotish king. And he had the honour, during this revolt, to engage 
,in hardy conflicts, with " brave Alacktb, who well deserved that name." Tor-
fears claims for Torfin, in a doubtful tone, the success, and the advantages of the 
war : but, Shakspeare bestows, with poetic praise, the victory, and the reward, on 
" peerless Macbeth (1)." Yet, was not the power of Torfin crushed; nor his 
ambition leaned. He engaged in hostilities with his father's sons, in Orkney. 
Otte of them he slew, in battle; another, he obliged to flee; and from his 
elder brother, he wrested several island 	He compelled the Hebrides to yield 
him tribute. He emulated the Scotish kings, in splendour, and equalled them, 
in power. It was the fleets of the sil:in;r, which gave them such superiority 
over the Celtic kings, their contemporaries, who never engaged, in naval 
affairs. Wearied, :a length, with savage grandeur, and feeling "the cont. 
" pundious visitings of natum," he went to Rome, for remission of his 
crime; (m). And, returning front the seat of pardon,'"Witla mitigated feelings, 
Torfin died, about the year toyl, ayrd 65 years (n). Ilc left by his wife, 
Ingiburga, two sons, Paul, and lirland, who enjoyed his possession, both in 

(by Id. Ware's Antig..Svo 	p. 
(i) Foithchistory of,thie great Earl, ,.ev To. C,•1:'. Oradea, c. x. 	Ib. e. xii. 
(I) The whole of this 	which is 	Fif 	11,,, contending parties, and the Drama of 

Shvk,pear, that is partlyii•ar, fuavdccl on it, 	,! 	y  by  T„vf,,,, orcsdess 	sgii n and s, 
the Orkneyinga-Saga, 	5.7. 7.. 74. 87. 

(v,) rnrfna,, O,c. p.64-1. 	• 	(") 	; Orkneyina-Saga, p. a7. 
Orkney, 
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Orkney, and in Cathncss ; and who died, about the year 1090. But, the time 
was at hand, when the Orkneys were to submit to a new =stetr. In 1098, 
Magnus Barefoot, the powerful king of Norway, reduced to complete subjec- 
tion both the people, ,1 	their rulers: trout :his event, those islands enjoyed 
some repose, and sin, traffic, rather than adventurous piracy, under one sove-
reign, in the place of litany tyiants (o). 

The Scandinavian people, who staled, as We have seen, in the Orkney, and 
Shetland, islands, in Cialmess, Sutherland, and the Hebrides, during the ninth 
century, built many stone forts of rude construction, for the purpose of defence 
against the desultory attacks of their piratical ciiiintrymen, who so frequently 
tenured those coasts, in quest of prey, during the ninth, and faith centuries. 
The strong towers, which the Scandinavians thus erected, they :alled Burgs, 
which, in their language, signify strengths, or places of defence ; and most of 
those stone forts still retain their original appellations. By the Sento-Irish people, 
111 the Hebrides, in Cattiness, and Sutherland, these stone hills are called Duns, 
which, in the Gaelic, are synonimous to the Scandinavian Bergs; and several 
of those strengths are pleonastically called Dun•bargh; but, tradition uniformly 
states them to have been erected by the Scandinavian settlers, on those inhospi. 
table shores. 

During late times, many of those edifices, in the Orkney, .d SI.etland, 
islands, and in Cathnesii, have been erroneously called Pi, fish castles, Pictish 
towers, and Picts houses, from a fabulous story, tint attributes to Kenneth 
tlacAlpin the impolicy of driving many of the Picts into the northern extremity 
of our island ; whence they fled to the Orkney, and Shetland isles, where they 
found shelter, and settlement. But, those appellations have never been given 
to any of the-Scandinavian Burgs, in the Hebrides, nor even to those, in the 

. western part of Sutherland. 
That the whole of these Buis, or strengths, were erected, by the Scandi-

navian settlers, in the Orkney, and Shetland, islands, in Cathness, and in the 
Hebrides, and not by die Pictisp, or British people, may be certainly inferred, 
from the following considerations.: 

Those Burgs, or strengths, .on)iexiit, in the countries, Where the Seandina7  
vian people effected settlemenkitObey are only seen, in the Orkney, and Shet-
land, islands, in Cathness, on the Coast of Sutherland, and in theltlebridelti 
with a few on the west coasts of Ross, and Inverness. The 	and 
proper, name of those strengths, is Burg, which i, the iii,nelinavian term, for 

-(,i) SFn. Dim 513  ; chron. M 	tub oe. 5,98 srfinormsslie, 	:alio:atom of thinking, 
shin s,,Ilimcot of mythology' 	.yangung, of so:aiasko. • 

• a fort ; 

   
  



a fof 	and most of them still retain this appellation; and have comm 
thial,faarte to the places, where they are situated (p). But, not one 
strdligths bears any appellation from the f'irsis 1, or British langitag 
recent appellation of Pictish 	cr Pietiohoussi, has only been 
those, in Orkney, and Shetland, i.t Callmoss, and in Sutherland; 
of those westward of Strath-Nsver have ever been called Pictish ea 
Picts houses, tisough the same Lind 	strisilgths equally exists along t 
coasts of Sutherland, throughout the llthrisies, and the west coasts of 
and Inverness. In all those countries, tradition uniformly states them to had 
been built by the Scandinavian sends!, 

Those strengths, in the Orkney, and S:12 rland, islands, in Cathness, 
Sutherland, which have been recently calLd Pictish Castles, and Picts 
are in evtry respect similar, in their form, structure, materials, and si 
and aitier to have licsn construebid, for similar isini;oses, as those on 
coasts of Sutherland, foss, and inver.c,,, and in the Hebrides, whit: 
tion uniformly assures us Wera erected by the Scandinavian people; an 

which the names of Picts castles, and Picts houses, have never been applied (q 

Some 

(p) Stat. Ace°. r. 1. p. dor. Even some of the lochs, in which they are placed upon islets, 
have got from those erections the narne of Burgo.water. lb  v. cc. p. t 2. Is is therein stated, 
that there are eight Pietirh buildings, called Burghs, itt the parish of Walls and Sandoess. A num- 
ber of them, is Noith St-,.,, are called It nyht, or Piets-hous,. Ob. v. 	p.56r. Near Dun. 

- bead, in Cathness, says Pennant, there is an ;mire Pia, castle, called the Burg of Dunbeat 
Tom in fleottind, v. i. p. th. 

(q) Those strengths, in the Orkney, and Shetland, islands, and in Cathners, as well a 
the Hebrides, and on the west coasts of Sutherland, Ross, and Inrcraixs, are situated 

.on rising grounds, along the sea Costs ; Inn, or three, and sometimes more of theca being in In 
each other. They an all constructed of stones, without any kind of cement, and many of tho'  
stones sin of  an extraordinary large size t but, is general, they are very well fitted together in t 
building 	Those buildings are all of a circular, Sr somewhat elliptical form, and arc of differ, 
sizes. The larger ones appear to have been from iota }o feet bight; forming three or four snarl 
of apartments, between the Dater, and inner walls; but, the tops almost of them have listen more, 
less demolished. The smaller ones vary f um o to so feet high; forming one or two stories. T 
interior area of the larger ones varies from. tot so fet diameter; and, of the smaller ones, fro 
17 to so feet, diametsr. They have two walla, use within, the other having an open space be 
tween them, all nand, from foils to live feet wide. In those, which aia most entir, this spa 
appears to have beilividral oh into a nimbi, of separate apartments. A few of the n  smallest ha 
only one well. Ti,,,.gradiully contract, iii the eitminaference, from the foundation upwards 
and she outer wall appear; to hate been joined to the tuner olio at the top; the larger inns arc no 
opee, 	the top; but, ale ,..;her they *ere originally so is noteertain, as the 	ss a, sornew 
dedemolished_Slop, of tl, mailer ooetatil1uxhibit a covering, at the top of long

to 
 Aat stones, 

are en erlaid with sods. Th, eatra.iqqar, io gcaeral, lows  and 	; most of them 
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Some of those Burgs, which are called Pictish Castles, in Shetland, a 
on islets, in small lochs ; having a causeway, leading to them, so 

water, for the purpose of concealment. In the same manner, 

Scandinavi in Burgs, in the Hebrides, which are of a similar structur 
placed, in a similar situation, on islets, in small lakes; having, in th 

manner, a causeway under water, leading to them (r.) 
Those Barge, which arc called Pictish castles, and Picts houses,. 

Orkney, and Shetland islands, and in CatImess, have no similarity to 

the strengths, or places of security, of the genuine Pints, or British t 
North-Britain. The British strengths Wen, formed, by fortifying the 

•eminences, with fosses, and ramparts of stone, and earth (r). The 

tribes never reared any such stone towers, or forts, in North-Britain, 

burgs, which have been erroneously called Picts carder, in Orlin 

Shetland. And it must be remembered, that the Blush Picts never 

Shetland; and confequently, could not have erected those buildings, to 
their names have been improperly applicd. 

The secondary appellations of Picts castles, and Picts houses, whic 

been given to those burgs, in the Orkney, and Shetland islands, and it 

ness, have entirely sprung, from the fabulous story before mentioned. Bo 
it is certain, that the Union of the Pictish, and Scotisit governments, produce 

no such effects, as to drive the people out of the country : And i: must b 

recollected, that the Scandinavians were at the same lisle in pos,tession of th 
Orkney, and Shetland islands, which were of course not open, for the Picti 

settlements. 
Front the foregoing intimations, it is sufficiently apparent, that neither the 

, Piers, nor Scots, had any pretence of right over the Orkney, and Shetlan 
isles. 'rhe contemporary inhabitants of both were of a different lineage, as w 
have sects ; and owed their obedience to their original country.' The Picts, an 

Scots, Etr from subduing them, were often harassed, by those enterprizin 

more than three feet high, and two feet and a half aide. The remains of these strtngthe exhibit,  
the outside, the appearance ,,1 a cone, having its top cut off: the largest ones are somewhat h 
modern zlass.houses. Gordon's hit). Sept. p. ;66.7, and pl. 65 ; Martin's Western Islands, p. 
;53. son ; rentiallt'tl 	,.5. p. 171. 176. 3,9. v i, p.159. 292 	37 • sad t 	SStat. Ass 
of Scotland. In the MS. Description of those iu Glenelg, by th 
be sent to me in Ma: ch ;799, he observe,, " that professor Th 
4,  in .1787, and saw several of these strem:,th, said that, similar 
• Norway, and Denmark." 

(r) Stat. Acco. vol. v. p. 290 Ih. v.sii. p. 365;  16. 
(.1) See b,,,ii. 
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islanders (t). We shall find, in the course of our inquiry, that 
kings acquired, by negotiation, those many Islands, which they y 
obtain, by conquest (u). 

(1) Sagan of Gutdaug. p. 169. 
(t) When the Hebude isles were transferred, in x266, by Magnus IV. to Ah sander 

Orkney, and Shetland isles were excepted. See the Treaty, in Torfxss's Oreadr, 
Torilens Hist. Norway, v iv. p. 343: And see Robertson's Index, p..05, fora eenfirmat, 
to 1312. By the marriage treaty between James III., and Margaret, thy do., hoer of 
king of Denmark, in 5468, the &loop, and Shetland Isles, were rather pledged, furl, 
than assigned to Scotland. Torfzus's Orcades, p. apt—y5. They were, however,  
released for ever. And, on the soth of February x471-2, they were annexed to the 
the Scotish parliament. In Anderson's Chronological Deduction of Commerce, v. x 
122, 253, there is much apocryphal history, with regard to the Orkney, and S 
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cttnr. 

Of eke Hebrides, or Mstern Lks. 

THE conclusion of the ninth century is an epoch, in the history of the 
Hebrisles, as well as of Norway. At that era, the disjointed states of the 

Scandinavian peninsula Were united, by the successful valour of Harald-
Ilarlagre (a). Ilc followed the discontented fugitives into the Orkneys, and 
the Hebrides, which had furnished them retreats, and enabled them to retaliate 

on his dominions. But, neither are difficulty of the navigation, nor the ob-

scurity of the isles, saved them front his vengeance. In ..w. a. 881, he pursued 

them into their fastnesses. Wherever his ships appeared, victory attended their 
sails (1). His return to Norway was, nevertheless, the conspicuous signal, for 
the re-establishment of the former authority of the Hebridean chiefs. Harald 

regarded the icsumption of their privileges, as an insult offered to his power. 

And, he sent Ketel, with a fleet, and army, to repress the presumption of the 

chiefs, and to re-establish obedience to his power (c). But, Ketel only con-
quered for himself. This ambitious officer obliged the Hebridean leaders to 

acknowledge him, for their prince, by the pynant of tribute s He confirmed 
them in their old privileges; he formed intermarriages with their daughters: 

And, such seas the efficacy of those measures, that Ketel rernaincii meter of 
the Hebridean isles, during his life, notwithstanding the fame, and the threats 
of Harald, who had other objects, for his ambition to follow (d). Harald.. 
Harfagre is sltiel to have died, in 	D 934, aged ninety-one (e). 

After the death of Ketel, a new dynasty arose, in the Isle of Man, which, in 
the days of Bede, contained only three hundred families (f)5 and from the 

(a) Torazo Hirt. Nerve. t. if. I. ii. cap. It: 	(t) lb. p. 77. 	• (r) 
(d) Torfiest 	Norw. tom. ii. I. i. cap. vein. 	 lb. GG-72 

(J) 13ecle Bat.1 	From this fart, tve:ntar infer, that the people of the Westcro 
Islands, in that avi 	of 411101Crous. 

narrowness 
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natiftness of its dominions was thenceforth a deper.dent mon.gchy, till it 
subtrtWied to Alexander Ill., the Scotish sover-iga, on the resignation of the 
Norivegian king (g). The Hebrideans, cod their chiefs, ware nev,, ..001 that 
period, perfectly independent of Nat way, though they were subject to the 
kingdom of Man, and paid tribute to the emit of Orkney and Ceti:oust. They 
acknowledged their vassalage,. durin'g the subsequent ages, by rectiving rulers, 
from the Scanclian peninsula, enhidt c,teld easily enforce obedience, on the 
appearance of her fleets; and by paying tributes, which they could not withhold. 
But, to retain them in subjection was wore difficult, front the distance of the 
power, which was to engage their reverence, and tee command their submission. 
Daring a part of the tenth, and most of the eleventh centuries, Sigurd, the 
earl of Orkney, and his son, Thorfin, treated the Hebrides, as dependant ter. 
ritories (5). At length, Magnus, the barefooted, the Norwegian king, came 
into those scat, whit an irresistible fleet. lie laid waste the Hebrides; he 
obliged the people to seek for shelter in Scotland ; he compelled the chiefs to 
boas down to his power: And, in tier year tooS, he completely subdued the 
Orkneys, the Hebrides, and Man; avowing that he came to enforce ancient 
rights, rather than to acquire a new authority (n). 

It it not very easy to discover what right the Picts, or Scots, could claim over 
the western ides, either in their separate, or united state. The Picts had not 
any jurisdiction over the British tribes, who, residing in those islands, during 
those early ages, were a, independent as themselves. The Scotish kings may 
have had, indeed, some authority over the Scoto-Irish colonists, who inhabited 
the merest isles. The conquest of Harald-Hatfagre broke asunder the slight 
ties of connection, which may have existed between the Celtic people, who 
lined in North-Britain, and the 'Hebrides. The irruption of Map us, during 
the civil contests of Scotland, confirmed the rights of Norway. And, the 
Scotish kings acquired, by treaty, during the happier age of Alexander III., the 
western islands, which, in the present period, they were unable to conquer by 
power, or to retain by patronage (A). 

The 

(g) Camden, ed. 1753, vat 	p. 439 ; Chronicle of Man, edit. Johnston: Tot-focus's °read:, 
p. t99 ; Tot-fie:see Him. Norway, v. nn. p. 343. 

(e) 43,r the Orkneyilli,va Saga: Tv is es s °rostra ; 	of Gunlatht, 
(i) Togcua's None. Mo. tom in. cap. ie. a.; Chou. Men, all an. to59; Citron. of Maillos, 

vi an. less; Simeon of Durham, I,. .3. 
(a) Front those facts, tee may PAT how gronnhisss the istipetat holla e re, iliCh 	lute the sale 

of those its to the corrupt non... of Donahhahe ; and hoax torn:mile the story of Snottoxist when 
Ay, 
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The influence of this cession aided the zeal of the ScotoTrish colonists, 
in spreading into every islet of the Hebribes : And, in the progress of coloniza-
tion, they acquired such a complete ascendancy over the Scandinavian sailers, 
as to suppress the Gothic language, and establish their own Gaelic speech, 
which was recently the common tongue, in every part of those islands (G. 

he talks of Magnus having then obtained Kintim by trick. The act of cession, by Magnns as 

Alexander Its., I. in Torfesss Norw. Hire. v. iv. P.343. This was confirmed by a du 
that was executed between Robert I., and Haco V., king of Norway, the sfsh October 131 
Robertson's Index, p. so,. 'Forfieus passed over the story of Snums, as a romance. 

(I) See the SlAtiakdi Accounts of the several parishes, in the Hebrides. 

• 

   
  



CHAP. V) 

Cumbria; Strathclyde; and of Galloway. 

SECT. 1. 

THE north-east part of Cumberland; from the Dudden to the Kershope, w 
habited, as We have seen, by British tribes, at the great epoch of the Rom 
ration. The aboriginal people were subdued, and civilized, by their 
sciplined invaders. After the Roman abdication, the Roman zed 
aintained a long, and gallant, but unsuccessful, warfare mi!h the 

mbrian Saxons, who appear to have over-run a great part of Cumbria, be 
e demise of Oswy, in a. n. lye. In 685, when the furious Ecgfrid was 

bout to set out on his fatal expedition into Pictavia, he granted to St.'Cuthber 
which yct preserved its Roman form, and still exhibited its Rom 

auty, with the surrounding territory (a). The pagan Danes, in subsequ 
mss, over-running this western region, deformed what was beautiful, an 
efiled what they touched. Edward, the Elder, appears, at various periods 

reign, to have extended his you over Cumbria, and to have enforced th 
bmission of the Cumbrian kings (5). Their notions of subjection, in that ag 
rn to have been very imperfect. They obeyed the power, which, during th 

aeon of hostility, they could not resist. Thus, the Cumbrian Britons either 
bmitted, or resisted, as they felt the pressures of superiority. By this con,, 

uct, Edmund appears to have been provoked to invade Cumbria, which Du 
1, in king, gallantly tried to &lend t But, he was overpowered on the ban 
Raisbeck river ; where a large carnedd of stones was raised by his affectionate 

eople, to mark the disastrous site of his unhappy fall. The conqueror, with.. 
rage rage, mutilated the two sons of the vanquished Dunmail, the last of th 
umbrian reguli (e). 

Edmund 

(a) Bcde's Life of St. Cuthbert, c. 27 ; and Smith's Bede, p. 70s. 
181 Be, Wig P. !36  347, tinder the ynam 90 5, gl ; and R. Hoveden, p.+x T-0 x. 
(c) Flor Wig. p. 35t ; R. lioveden, p 4.x3 ; Met. Wcstminater, p. 366. On the mountain• 

pass between Cumberland and Westmoreland, near the read, which leads from Keswick to 
Ambleside. 
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Edmund now transferred the country, which he had wasted, and the people 
whom he had humbled, to Malcolm, the Scotish king., on tine cunditiom4 
amity and aid (d). Indulf, the king of Scots, is said to have appointeckl‘" 
953, Duff, the son of Malcolm I., ',viz,' of Cumbria (e). Dufi, the sun of 
Malcolm, was presumptive heir of the Scotish crown, as  itmidt. If we tree to 
form an opinion, from the fact, rather than the authority, we  a1 lie pre, ante, 

that it was the office of the tanist of Scotland, as presumptive heir of the  
kingdom, to govern Cumbria, as his right. Duff ceased to rule Cumbria, 
when he became king of Scots, in 961 A.D. Malcolm, hi, son, appears to 
have succeeded Duff, as regales of Cumbria (n. Duff was dethrone.! by 
Culen, in 965. Yet, Malcolm continued long to rule tine Britons of Cumbria. 
He was one of the eight myth, who are faid to have mut Edgar, at Chester, 
in 973 (g). Meantime, Kenneth III., the brother of Dolt', succeeded to the 
Scotish crown, during the year 97o, according to the settled usage, in pre-
ference to his nephew, Malcolm, the Cumbrian regurus. On his accession, 
Kenneth III. renewed the appointment of Malcolm, as regains of Cumbria (h). 
'The king of. Scots may have exercised this power of naming the rev& of 
Cumbria, .without possessing the greater power of abrogating the ancient usage, 
which regulated the succession to the crown. The fact seems to warrant this 
intimation. Ambition, however, too often vaulted over tine usage; and by 
assassination, or a battle, seized the bloody diadem. The death of Malcolm, 
about the year 989, opened the succession, for a new regulus of Cumbria. 
The ambitious Kenneth Ill. nominated his own son, Malcolm, though he was 

Amblesidc, there is a large earn of stones, called ammail-torays, which tradition states to Lave 
been erected to commemorate the defeat of Doornail by l•Ichound. Penmult'S T001, V iii p. 37 ; 
Borten Cumberland, v. i. p 149 ; With the map prefixed ; And ice Speed's Mop of Cumberland, 
No. 45. In Woks, there arc similar earns, with a similar mune, applied  to them; 
the stones of cognizance Whence,  we may infer, that the D:mtnail-.d.rap atones mean nw...r.ly the 
memorial stones of Domani]. 

(d) Id.; Sea, Chron. p. r t5; Fordun, I. iv. c. ad, i:qhmite,, indcerl, that it  net  thee ngrrvi,  
between Edmund and Malcohn, that every heir app,elit 	the heethh ceown should hr Cum- 
berhutd, as a fief of England. This is she to,re 	l'or,hlhk timer. From the E.,0tish 
chronicle., we know, that in fact, there  IV. 110 	 1 	tern ti. 1101...S of fealtlity 
were not thought of, in 945  A. O. 

(r) Fordon, I. it, c. 
(f) Ford., I. iv. e. 3,, say in the 	of 	that DIff appointed hi, son 	deolrn, 

as  re.plu/ of Cumbria ; and he al
s,
we.r. h.k 	erne  I.LICeC41,11:, of the rezuli of Cmnbria, 

appoiraments of tin, reining kit  g 0C .:100, 

(g) Fl,r. Wig. 	1 Si 	p. 

(h) FortIon, I. iv. c.. AN, 
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oung (1). Kenneth 111. wan sal 

mia IV. ; and he was soon 
During tinir disastrous reigns;. 

is Cumbria. 12m, in 10°3, after a violent conflict, he defeated, and dethroned 
the gallaat son of DA'; and he now assumed the gory sceptre, under the oat 
of hlalcohn II. Ile appears to have been a prince, able, valiant, and ambitious, 
iic .efuscd Ethelred the demanded Danegelt, in I noel A. D. ;  because none sea 

; and the English king thereupon wasted Cumbria, which could not resist 
a conjekt attack, both by land, and sea  (k). Malcolm H. 
grandson, Duncan, regains of Cumbria (/). He appears to ha 
daring the subsequent part of the long reign of his grandfather. 
log, at length, to the crown, in. 1033, ha nominated his.  son Male6 
more, in his stead (m). And the son of Duncan continued to rule, 
the aid of his uncle, Siward, that dependency, throughout the whole ust 
tints of Macbeth, without any apparent molestation. When he at length ae 
quired the contaminated crown, he seems to have continued to rule Cumbria 
having no son, probably, whom he could nominate to the government, 
rega/uc. At length, William, the Conqueror, alter much contest with 
colm Ceanmore, annexed Cumbria to England, as a conquest, which h 
granted, in 1075, to Ranulph Meschines; to be held by the tenure of tit 
sword (n). Re.nulph transferred many parcels of that disputed territory to 
warlike followers, in consideration of military service (a). From that epoch, 

the 

(i) Fo,clun, L iv. c. zzx.i. 	(E) Flo,\\'ig. p. 369 ; Fordun, I. iv. c. 
(if Pardon, I. iv. o. 49. 
(m) Fordun, I. iv. c. ali.a. Floc. Wig. p. 4d5, iodinates, that Duncan, the father of Malcolm 

Ceaninore, was  regd. of Cumbria rez  Cur:bran, 	Sim. Don, p.187, concurs with 
Florence. Dugdale, 	AittC.  that, in 204a, Eduard, the Confessor, committed to tly  
charge of Simard the counti

o  

es of Westmorelvd, Cumben'and, and Northatobod.aa. Baron 
v. i. 	The Met probably NV, that Doman. having married tho sister of Siwanls  
have been assisted, by this po cilia earl, in the government of Ciimbolaad; who may 	- 
awed Macbeth. 

n) Flan Wig. p. 438; Holland's Could, p. 787 ; Dough's Camden, y. iii. p. 
dale's Monist. v. i, p. goo ; Hindi. Hist. Combeiland, v. i. p. von  V. ii. p. 17.—r9. 

(o) The limits of Cumberland were probably the same, in that age, which they have anon 
to the present times What had been granted by Edam.] to Malcolm, in 9+5 A.D., 

given by the conqueror to MMchincs, in r oya. It is certain, that the northern hound' 
romi6gur Cumbria  was the Solway, the Esk, the KenDipe, and ,the mountains, 
the

m
ir kindred waters, by those channels, to the Irish ma 	For, it is a fact, that RaM 

chines granted to his followers varietal districts, which be io.ig the southern hanks of 
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the whole ceconomy of Cumbria was changed, when the privileges of the 
ancient people were annihilated, by a single stroke of feudism. And to ,140,  
grant of the conqueror, may be traced up a new race of inhabitants, who trigs. 
'flitted rights, which are invariably recognized even down to the present 
day (p). 

In this manner, then, was the Cumbrian territory separated from the Scotish 
kingdom. After the demise of Edgar, in it c7, David, the youngest son of 
Malcolm Ceanmore, became prince of the Cumbrian region, which lay on the 
north of that dividing line, but not of Cumbra-land, that was then possessed 
by Ranulph Meschines, though David, in 1136, and 1139 A. D., acquired it 
from Stephen, by his warfare, and negotiations (q). 

Without 

and which prove, by their positions, the northern extent of his Cumbrian possessions. Camden, 
ed. 1753, p. to3o-4s, ,o59--6a ; Dugdale's Mon.. v. i. p. goo Burn and Nicholson's Cum-
berland, v. ii. p. 461-61, 486 ; and Hutchison's Comb. , i. p.  20. 

(t) There is  a chance of David, after his accession to the Scotish throne, which is dated, se 
Carlisle ;• and is addressed to his men ; Cumberlandix, Francis, Anglicis, et Cumbrensibus." 
Dogdate's Monast, v. i. p. 399. We thus see, that Cumbria bad now acquired the name of Cumin, 
land ; and that it was inhabited by Normans, and English, as well as by the ancient Cumbrians. 
The sudden change in the ancient population of Cumbria  is very remarkable. We may  see  the 
cause, by adverting to nn important notice, in the Saaon Chronicle, 	•• This Y.,' schX. 
w King William, with a great army, went into the north; restored Carlisle, and built its (castle 
w Returning into the south, the king sent a great multitude of English, with their wives, and 
" flocks, to inhabit, and cultivate that northern land " 

(1) Chron.Mailros. It is seldom, that history is able coproduce such an authority, for such a fact, 
as the document, which Isbell submit, for the deductions in the teat lt,is the " Aqui dna Davidis 

Principie Cumbremis de terrier ad ecclesiain Glasguensen pertinentibus facts, x. n. ; ; 6," which 
has been more than once published, from the Chartulary of Glafgow. The original Chartulary, 
which was carried to nonce, by Archbishop Beaton, at the Reformation, is now in my !drat.), 
The' authenticity of this Aquiiitio  is unquestionable. It it, in fact, the inquest of a jury, which, 
like other verdicts of juries, must be admitted, at undoubted truth. By this ;num, the Cum-
teim region wae declared to be situated " inter Anglian et Scotian," Now, the northern  - 
boundary of England, on the west, as we have seen, was the Solway, the Esk, and the Ken-
hope; and the Srotia,  or  Scotland, of that age, lay on the northward of the Forth. This 
general intimation of the Inquiritio  is still mum confirmed, not only by its own facts, but also by 
several other documents, in the same Chartulary, which attest, that the Cumbrian region of Prince 
David extended from the Solway, the Esk,,and the Kershope, on the south, to the Upper Forth, 
and Loch-Lomond„ on the north And from the Hat sea, and the frith of Clyde, on the westi 
this region ranged, eastward, to the confines of Lothian, and the Merge.- The grants of Earl. 
David to the mona,tery Of Selkirk:10 the Chartulary of Kelso, confirm the documents, in the. 
Chartulary ok Glisgow, as to the earirrn extent of the Cumbrian region, by .hewing, that urge 
territory of David, as prince of Cumbria, ,tended into Teviordale. The northern boundary of 

England, 
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• Without such a document, as the Ittpititio, for our guide, through the dark 
s of the middle ages, and such certainty, for our conviction, it would be 

' en to examine the chroniclers of the twelfth century, whole researches were 
feeble, and whose expressions are foose, when they spealt of the Cumbrian 
region. 

SECT. It. 

THE congenerous tribes of Strathcluyd felt, during the Scotish period, the 
same wounds of war, and partook of the same species of polity, as the Cum-
brian Britons, on their southern limit. And, the Strathcluyd Britons remained, 
though some of them emigrated to Wales, after the conclusion of the Pictish 
period, upwards of three centuries and a half, a distinguishable people, under 
the appropriate name of Walemcs, amid the English, the Normans, and Gallo-
way Irish, who all settled during that long effluxion of changeful time, throughout 
the Cumbrian territory (a). Yet, whoever is ambitious of accuracy, in historical 
research, concerning those separate tribes, must carefully distinguish Cumber-
land, from the Cumbrian region, which was undoubtedly distinct, throughout 
the present period of the Scotish predominance. 

After the death of Alpin, in 836, the Strathcluyd Britons were involved, on 
their western border, in the vigorous hostilities, which enabled his son, 
Kometh, to acquire the government of the Picts. During those hostile events, 

England, before David acquired Cumberland, in 1136.9 a. p., is again referred to, in his Charter 
of Annandale to Robert Brace, which hounds his grant, on the south, by the limits of Ranulph 
Mewhines. 

In There remain three charters of Hold I., wihieltare addressed, appropriately, " Frau., 
" Anglia, Scottie,. et Galvionsibus." Diplom. Scotix, pl. Sir. and vo s Dug. Morass. 

i, p. woo. There- is a charter of Earl Henry, the son of David, which is also a:dressed, 
"Francis, Anglia, Seottis, et Galseensibus." Chart Kelso, No. a.so. There are four charters 
of Malcolm IV., which ate addressed, in the due manner, to those four races of men. Diplotn. 
Scotile, pl. xxii and xxe. Chin. Antics. 	s Chen. Glasgow, p . 299. fiery is a 
charter of William, the Lion, widish is also addresSed, 	the 	 ss manlier, to the same distinct 
lineages of men. AyloG's Calend. p. 348. There i, one -hotter of Malcolm IV., and one rf 
his brother, William, which is addressed still more puticiilarly, 	Francis, et Anglin, Ssuttis, 
" Walenriba, et Galwensibus." Chart. GLIsgow, p. aoy, vac. These last charters, we xe, 
were specially addressed, to she people of the hishoPrick of Glasgow, which comprehended the 
an 	kingdom of Stratliclaydi  

Vol.. I. 	 • Z a 	 the 
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the Britons appear to have carried their flaming torches to Dunblane 
the Caw of the Welsh chronicles, scents to have beets then the king of the. 

Britons. Ilis hostility with Kenneth appears to have ended, by the tnnrin,e of 

Ku, with the daughter of the Scottish 	From the epoch of this reconcile- 
ment, more intimate connections began, between the two nations of Britons, 
and Score. As people of the Ririe lineage, they furnished kings, for each 
other. We shall find, that the marriage of Ku, with the daughter of Kenneth, 
produced Etelia, who held the Scottish rceptoc, for a while, with Orig(o. 
This connection, however, did tot protect Ku from the violence of Auga, 

who cnvi al his prc..ensin,,,,, aid connecii.:11. '1-1.0 fall was aven2;ed, by 
ConFtan:i.1 !I. ; who, in giving his protection to his sister, and his nephew, 
Ennella, procured the d:Rth of Artga, in 871 A.D. (41). 

The time was now come, when the Britons of Strathcluyd were to feel other 
evils; and to partake of the misfortunes of the greatest nations, from the 
wretched manners of piratical times. The Vikingr, who had now settled, on 
the Irish shores, found an easy course into the secluded Clyde. In 870, they 
besieged Aldriuyd, which, after a blockade of four months, they sackod(e). 
the spoilers proceeded, without resistance, after the British capital had fallen, 
to plunder the surrounding country : And, they returned, during the subse-
quent year, to Dublin, the teat of their adventures, with many captives, Bri-
tons, and Picts (j). The Strathcluyd Britons were obliged to submit to the 
scourge of the Danish Ilalfelane, the Attila of Northern Britain, in that age. 
And, in 875, the Vikingr, sallying from Northumberland, wasted Gajloway, 
and Strathcluyd (g). The Orchards of I.anerch had no longer their former 
attractions, for the harassed Britons(i). Many of them meditated an emigration 
to Wales, the congenial land of the ancient Britons, the safer country of a rude 

(G) neChron. No. iii. in lines, states expressly, that in the reign of Kenneth Macalpin, the 
• Britons burnt Dtelldattot. 

(e) Citron. No. iii. in limes and the 'Enquiry, :709, v. i. 5,  493. 

(d) Ulster Annals. 
(4 Brampton says the Danes destroyed Alcluid, in 869 a. n. which any be the erne date. 

U1s1<•,  Annals; Ware's Antiq. p. /08 Ogygia, 5.484; Ilsher's Primordia, p. ;t9 ; 
Candor. 

(g) San. 4,11ron. p. R3 ; Asser. edit. Wise, p. a7; 	Primordia, p. 719. Some other 
inroads are sa;d to have boon made into•Stratbeluyd, by the Saxons. Chron. Princes, A. D. 940 
Walsh Archaiol. v. ii. p. 	; Welsh Citron. of the Saxons; 16. 487. Condos states those 
*vents under 943 a. n. riN7r. 489. 

(i) Merthin, the Caledonian poet, delighted to  sing of the huallenav,  or the apple trees of 
Lanerch. Welsh Archaiol. v. b p. 'so. 	• 

age. 
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age. lo 890, the emigrants departed, under the conduct of Conliontin, their 
chief, who appears to have been encountered, and slain, at Lochmaban. His 
followers, however, seem to have repulsed the assailants; as they successfully 
forced their way into Wales. Anarawd, the king, who was hard pressed by the 
invading Saxons, assigned them a district, which they were to acquire by their 
valour, and defend by their pokey. This generous condition they performed, 
by assisting the Welsh to defeat the Saxons, in the battle of Cymric!, and to 
drive the odious intruders from the disputed land. The descendants of the 
Strathcluydensian emigrants remain a distrhguidiable people, id N.n-th-Wales, 
even to this day (k). 

The emigration of the bravest Britons of Strathcluyd added nothing to the 
extent of their country ; and conveyed still less vigour to their government. 
Their limits were daily narrowed, by the Scoto-Irish, on every side ; they were 
overawed by the Anglo-Saxon princes ; and they were dictated to, by the 
Scoti,h kings. In 934, they were oppressed by Edward, the Elder (I). In 
973, novena!, their king, gratified the pride of Edgar, at Chester (m). Every 
event evinced either the dependence, or the fall, of the aboriginal Britons of 
Strathcluyd. About the year 920, they -lost their king, Dovenal. Conftan-
tin Ill. had influence enough to obtain the election of his brother Donal, the 
son of Audit n). This prudent choice appears to have ensured many years of 
peace, between the two congenerous nations. In the midst of this happiness, the 
death of Donal transferred Isis unimportant sceptre to his son Andarch. This 
tranquillity, which was equally convenient to both the nations, was at length 
disturbed, by the misconduct of Culen, who ascended the Scotish throne, in 
965. He had the wickedness to violate the 'chastity of his own relation, the 

(5) Wehh Chron. of tlic Princes. Caradoc gives an interesting account of this migration. 
Welsh Arelsaiol. y. ii. p. 482. And see LhuyclIs Comment. ed. Williams, p. 45: The bound- 

ies 	the country, which the bravery of the emigrants won, would be tolerably well defirit, by 
a line drawn from Chester through Hutt, Wrexham, Orwestry and turning to Mold, by Itutlrin, 
and Denbigh, to the sea. The descendants of those migrants, Vill0 dwell in Flintshire, and in the 
Vale of Cloyd, are distinguished from their neighbours, by a remarkable difference of person. 
and speech They ar, a peopk, taller, slenderer, with longer visages: Their voices are tnalbr, 
and more Nil t They have many varieties of dialect ; and generally their pronunciation is less 
open, and broach than what is heard among the Welsh, who live to the westward of them. 

(l) Sax. Chron. p. or Flo.. Wig. p. 347. 
(or) Flor. 	p. 359 t Sire. Dunelm, p. 129: The British king is called, by thole Chrm 

Dulhalf. 
(n) Chroth No. iii. in limes; Ford., I. iv. cap. xii. alludes to this event, though he has mis- 

taken the circumstances ; and W. of Malmshury makes the Ban, allusion, with more mistakes. 
Sayille's Script. p. SO. 	

a 2 	 grand. 
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grand-daughter of Donal. This insult revived the native spirit of the Britons. 
They flew to arms under Andarch, their injured king. They matched into 
Lothian, where they were met by the Scots. A sharp conflict ensued between 
irascible combatants. And, on this bloody field, Culen loft his guilty life, with his 
brother Emilia, in 97o A.D. (6). Andarch, however, did not long survive the vic-
tory, which does honour to the defce,tdants of those British tribes, who squally 
opposed Agricola, in battic. lie was succeeded by Dunwallon, who was doomed 
to be the last of the Strathcluyd regal. It was he, who administered, under a dif-
ferent form, his name to the varsity Of Edgar, in 973 A.D. Kenneth III. seized 
the sceptre of Cake, without any purpofe of revenging his fall. He was of a 
different family; and converted the fate of Cairn to a step, for his ambition to 
vault into the throne. But, finding the Scots engaged in war with the neigh-
bouring Briton:, his policy resolved to convert this incident to his own interest. 
He renewed the war of Strathcluyd, with vigour. Success attended his course. 
The fall of the independant state of the Strathcluydensian Britons was decided on 
the gory field of Vacornar, where the victor lost many a warrior (p). In 975, 
Dunwallon, his gallant antagonist, retired to Rome, where he took the cowl, 
since he could not retain the diadem (q). 

Dunwallon, which was the British form of the Irish Dovenal or Donal, was 
undoubtedly a descendant, perhaps a son of Devenal, the son of Aodh, the 
brother of ConRantin III. Nor, Inuit Dunwallon be confounded with Dunmail, 
the king of Cumbria, whufe two sons were mutilated, by the barbarous policy 
of Edmund, in 945 (r). The ancient Britons of Strathcluyd became now 
wholly mingled with the Picts, and Scots. And, Strathcluyd, their congenial 

(e) Chron. No. iii. in Imes; Clue. in the Register or St. Andrews in Innes's App. N. v. 

Chron. Elegiacom ; Ogygia, p. 487; Ulster Annals, sub a. 97o. 

(p) Chron. No. iii. in tones. 

(p) The Welsh. Chron. of the Saxons, and Caradoc, state, in 975, that Dunwallon went to 
Rome, took the cowl, and there died: Welsh Archaiol. v. ii. p. 489-494. The Welsh Chron. 
of the Prince, rage this event. in 970. lb 394. But, this chronicle is generally four or fire 
years behind, in the dates of its notices; as appears, by comparing it with the Saxon Chronicle, 
with the Irish Annals, and with the Scots Chronicons. Williams, in his edition of Llittyd's 
Commentariolum, states the abdication of Dunwallon, in 974, from the Welds Annals : But, she 
above am the correct dates, from the Welsh Chronicles, an they are printed in the Arehaiology s 
And, the year 975 must be regarded, as the genuine epoch of the final anortati.m of the Strath. 
cloydensian kingdom to the Scotish crown. 

	

(r) Williams, in his Note, on Lhuyd's Commentariolum, p. 	and Langhorn, hare mis. 
takingly, supposed 	nmail, and Dunwallon to be the same. 	

country, 
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country, was for ever annexed to the Scotish crown, by the successful efforts of 
Kenneth III., who long enjoyed the ripe fruitage of his conduct, which was as 
prudent as it was valorous. 

SECT. M. 

PROM the foregoing history, it is apparent, that the vast .peuinsula, which 
is formed by the Solway, the Irish sea, and the Clyde, waiinhabited, during 
the fifth century, by the descendants of the Selgovie, the Novantes, and the 
Mama The Northumbrian Saxons, as we have seen, over-running that 
peninsula, retained the ascendency, which their superiority of character, more 
than their greatness of numbers, had given them, during the two subsequent 
centuries. The anarchy, however, which prevailed, in Northumberland,.at 
the conclusion of the eighth age, gave a fatal shock to the Saxon power, which 
was not supported by a numerous populousness, within that extensive region. 
The Northumbrians had only mingled with the Romanized Britons, who men-
pi“I the country, after the abdication of the Roman government. Yet, had 
the zeal of Osrie, the Northumbrian king, established the bishoprick of Candida 
Cum, or Whithern, in 703 n.n., which canoe to a premature end with Ead-
wulf, who was appointed the last of the bishops of Whithern, in 790 A.U. (a). 
The Saxon population had always been scanty, within those boundaries; and 
the Saxon authority was annihilated, when the Northumbrian dynasty became 
extinct, at the end of the eighth c.utury, when that great peninsula seas not yet 
known by the name of Galloway (1). 	

An 

(,) Saville a Chtonolegia Script. post Bolan, 
(t) Id. Bede, who gave the history of that episcopate, did not know the country,lay the name 

of Galloway. The notices of topography come in here, usefully, to illustrate the obscurity of 
history. The maps of Galloway exhibit but very.few uld Saxon names of places, which could 
have hten applied, as mrly ae the eighth century a sure proof, that the first of der Saxon in-
vaders of this country could have made few settlements, in that early age. In the stewmtry of 
Kirkcudbright, we nay trace a row Saxon names, which cmrespond with the fewness of the Saxon 
settkrs, till recent times. The OrIcall Illeroe is applied, in some instances, to fenny tracts, which 
had been previously denominated Carer, by the Britons. The Saxon Barg, a fort, er tow, ap-
pears in a few names or Borg parish, BeeO in Colvend, and Dryborgh, is Crossmichacl. There 
is only one instance of the Saxon Berg, a hill, which appears, in its English forn, of Berry, in 
Rader/y.11in. There are only two examples of the Soon 1ro, in the names of Rcreeick, and 
Southeuied. The Saxon Its, only appear; ire the name of Bombir r And there is only one inStanCe 
of the Saxon floe, in Edingkam, and Twynham. The Saxon Cieregb, a ravine, appears only in 
two names. There area few instances of the Saxon Gloawt, or Law, a hill ; as Low, in Remick, 

Warddene. 
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An opening was thus made, fur a new colony, within those ample con.,  
fines(u). The Cruisbne of Ireland, like their progenitors, doting the Roman 
period, had engaged, meantime, in frequent enterprizes against the opposite 
coasts of North-Briton, though without much success (x.) And it was not till 
the end of the eighth century, that the Cruithne made a more successful at-
tempt, near the Rims of Galloway, on the westward, when the British Novantes 
had been weakened by the domination of the Northumbrian power. Here, the 
Ulstcr-Irish commenced a settlement. And, to this commodious shore, they.  
were successively followed, by fresh swarms, from the Irish hive, during th,, 
ninth, and tenth centuries, while the Danish sea kings insulted the sacred' 
island. And, the Cruithne were joined, in their new settlements, by the 
kindred Scots of Kintire ; who crossing the Clyde, in their currachs, had set '• 
fled on the oppofite shores of Cunningham, and Kyle (yl. 

Is is more than probable, that the Irish Cruithne, wino thus colonized the 
antient country of the NOVIII1ICS, and Selgoven, communicated to the Irish. set- 

Ward-law, in Balmaclellan, Green-fax, in Crow.michacl, Lam, in Mianiegaff. The greater part 
of those names, perhaps, were applied to the sites of place's. in Galloway, subsequent to the 
Irish colonization of that country Of this position, the name of Bor.nmeach.foo, furnishes a plain 
intimation ; at the Sa,,on Law, a hill, was obviously grafted, like sonic other names, on the Irish 
Bar, a krigh, which had been previously applied. The only river, which appears, is Gall.-
way, to have a Saxon'oame, is the Fleet, from the Anglo-Saxon Fhot. The Saxons, who domi-
neered in West G',Iloway, or Wigton4dee, during the 7th and 8th centuries, imposed very few 
names on places; because haring a very ioconsider..ble population, they formed few settlements; 
and they became merged among the more numerous Britons. A few of the old Saxon names they 
did impose, during those ages, perhaps: Such as Whit-ben, Conig.bora, Craig-bade, Apple-by, 
Les-wait, Mart-iewn, Brogl,an, Nipton, and Craig-Into r Such, then, are the only names, 
which can be pointed out, as old Salon appellations, that may have been probably imposed, during 
the Saxon ru'e ; and even some of those, as the town, law, and burgb, may have bean applied, in 
more recent times; as the Scoto.Sason speech continued herein use, through many subsequent ages. 
The remainder of the Scoto-Saxon names are merely English, which were undoubtedly applied, in 
some subsequent periods, to the Irish colonization of Galloway, after the fall of the tason govern. 
mem, at the end of the eighth century. 

(o) Malinshory, I. i. C.  ill, ; Usher's Primordia, Ivo. p 667, 5570 ; Gough's Camden, v. la. 
P 330-,  

(n) In fiz a. u., Cathasno, the son of Maoledon, the a hfaormor of the Ulster Cruithne, 
with ii. followers•from Ireland; and landing on the frlth of Clyde, among the Blit011i, he was 
en....nutered, and slain, by them, mar Manchlin, in A; r, at a place, to which the Irish gave the 
name  of Rollmare, or great fits. In this stronghold, Cathasao, and his Cruitline, had probably 
attacked sine Britons, who certainly repulsed them, w:th decisive success. Ulster An. sub an. 680. 
111 700, the tP,nrr Cruithne made another attempt, to obtain  a  settlement 111104 the Briton., on 
the frith of Clyde: But, they were again repulsed, in the battle of Colin, lb. sub, an. 70z. 

(y) Bede, I. i, ch. ; Usher's Primordia, p. 610. 
tiers, 
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tlers, there, the name of krt:, as we see it, in the chronicles of the eleventh, 
end tv.-elfth centuri,:. The Irish colonists were denominated Cruirbt::, in their 
native land; Cruidwacb, in the Irish speech, signifying Pith: and, it was as 

• natural for those settlers to call themselves, and to be called by others, by the 
translated name of Picts, as it was easy for ignorant chroniclers to transfer to 
the Gaelic settler,; from Ireland, and Kintire, the well-known name of the 
genuine Picts of Nord:-Britain. The fact carries up conjecture to probability. 
It was uncloubtccily owing to all those Gaelic colonists, .within this vast penin-
sula, that the now colony obtained, in recent times, the characicristio 11,1111C of 

Callicallia, 	Gallovicy;i:i, 	 Galwcgia, Gallway, ficHe- 
r 	(a). 'Ihe name of Galloway is 1,, inentioned by Bade, though  11,: knew 

the country it is not noticed by the bishop of Catimess, when he wrote et.-
pressly o.  de sit:: ilibunia," as we learn, from the dortimen.s, in inmes Cri-

tical Essay and the first authentic notice of this name is in Earl David's charter 
to the monks of Selkirk, before he acquired the crown, in 1124. From all 
those intimations, We may conclude, that this great peninsula-  did not obtain rite 
name of Galweia, or Galloway, till.  some time after the commencement of the 
&wish Period. 	• 

'Elie name, thus recent, in its origin, and barbarized, in its form, was probably 

derived front some bay, whereon some strangers settled. The capacious bay of  

Luce 

(s) Camden', Brit. .6o.., p. 69z oat afc, hint, Ulm's Prim. p. 067; Ruddimanl, Index 
to the Dipliou. Scotim, p. ts,r. In a charter of Dm id I. this country was called Galwegia. 
Sir J. Dalsymple's Col. s7;; in a ;dories of William, the lion, it is salted Galmhia. 	Dug. 
Monast. v. iii. p. 7S. John grunted sermin ken!, i r Ireland, to Allan de rest/east, ane [7,3 : 
the same king yarn lands, in `retouch, to Thomas de G‘ilcrry an° 12 6. rat. 14 Reg. Joh. Pat. 
.7 .loh This name mat- he needy Gm'iimery, or Gmlimiy, the hay of the Gall, or Irish. We 
may lea, indeed, from Wachter, that Galli eignifies the Gael: " Galli vetesibus Galheallo, 

non Franci dieti." W. Malnishury apild Samile's script. 25. tv,w, in the Teutonic, signifies 
.qva, mare. Wachter, $1 yrs. Mgr wa. prometeced by the English wide n Led, is Ley, and 
Has% is Hay, kr. Lye's Sax Glut.: The Anglo Saxon !Vag bigni(c, how, mad, 
Son 	. From the, iiitimotions, we may discover, perhaps, the origin of the Schwa, Solr, 
Sal, dgnify sal ...lido.. Wachter, in ea. and Wage, /Sly, Marc as in the wen-known rivet, 
Med-may A Gaelic et) urologistwould probably derive the etymon of Galloway, from Gall. 
idosh, which the English woull pronounce 	Gallway, the estuary, or bay, of the stran- 
gers, or foreigners. The Annals of Ulster, under adv. . zoo, all the people of Galloway the 
Irish GeV:. The Saxon Chronicle con,tantly calls the Gad of France Galmmlat. Sec Gilison's 
Index, Nom. Loc. Explicatio, in vocr. It seems more than probable, that this difficult name was 
originally imposed by the Irish settlers, and afterwards Sasonieed, from the coincidmice of the IMO, 
The kgends of the country, however, attribute the origin of the name to king Goldos, who 
fought, and fell, all the bay of Wigton. In his dc.cription of Wigtooshire, Sir Andrew Agnew 
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Luce would offer the migrants a commodious harbour ; and, the principal set-
tlement of the new-comers would gradually communicate its significant name to 
the contiguous country ; as the Shire-town conveys its appellation to the shire. 
In the elliuxion of three centuries, the name of Galloway was applied loosely 
to the whole peninsula, lying betWeen the Solway, and the Clyde ; including 
Annandale, on the south, and Ayrshire, on the north (/). In the long effluxion 
of three busy centuries, the Irish settlers completely occupied the ample extent 
of Galloway ; mingling every where with the enfeebled Britons, whose speech 
they understood ; and amalgamating with the still fewer Saxons, whose language 
they rejthed, as unintelligible, and harsh. The names, which the Scoto-Irish 
imposed on places, and which still remain, within that country, evince at once the 
numbers of the colonists, and the extent of their settlements, more satisfactorily, 
than the uncertain notices of ill-informed annali,ts (b). The Irish topography of 
Galloway corresponds more exactly with the topography'of Ireland, than with 
that of proper Scotland. This shade of difference concurs with the intimations, 
which evince, that Galloway was settled by a direct colonization, while proper 
Scotland, on the northern side of the two friths, was settled by the Scoto-Irish 
descendants of the first settlers of Kintire, during the ninth century (c). 

It 

says that, 4,  beside the harbour of Wigton, stands the ancient monument of king Galeks, from 
whenCe, the shire has its name called Gallatuiclia." This is the fabulous Galdur, who is said by 

Bocce, and Buchanan, to have opposed the Romans, though conducted by Agricola. We may 
herein see a slight trait of history, by connecting the fictitious Galas, with the real Gdzar, who 
fought Agricola at the foot of the Grampian. 

(1) Sir J. Dalrymples Col. I y r ; Lord Bailee An. i p. wo6. 
(5) See 13laen's Atlas Scotia Nos. 23. to as. The Scott, Irish names of places, in those se-

veral maps, pular, dearly, that the Scott,-Gish canie in upon the south•nest and that their 
colonization spread eastward, and north-eastward, over Galloway, and Carrick, into Dumfries-
shire, into the upper part of larnerk-shire, and into Kyle. The Irish names, which are so very 
numerous, in Galloway proper, and in Carrick, decline, gradually, in sumbers, as vm proceed 
through Kyle, and Nitludare, into the upper part of Clydesdale, and even into Annandale, and 
Eskdale, where there are, now, but a small number of Irish names of places. In Kyle, and in 
Clydesdale, the Gallonar;--Irisli, in their progress of sr•ttlement, northward, appear to have met 
the Argyleshire Irish, in their progress, southward. 	 • 

(t) Take the following fill:tares :  Carea,4,  a fen, a swampy ground, the zone as the Currach 
of Kildare, .d others in Ireland, appears in Calloway, as  C2rrackarvre, the great fin, Be. ; so 
the Corrach appears it, Ayrshire, and in Clydesdale; but not, in proper Scotland. 4M,  a rivulet, 
which is so frequent, in,the topography of the Argyle-Irish, very seldom appears Sr Galloway, 
where the Be!, and the firs, arc the common terms for rivulets. Ear, or Bra. which signifies, 

hill, oracelivity, both in the British, and Irish, is very frequent in proper Scotland, while- in 
Galloway it occur, but walk. Oa the other hand, Bar, signifying a top, or height, which is 

60 
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It is, indeed, Curious to remark, how much the name of pl ices, within an-

cient Galloway, correspond with the history of every people, oho have ever 

resided within its ample limits. In Dumfriis, in Kirkcudbright, Wigton, and 

in Ayr, the appellations of rivers, and of rivulets, are chiefly Briti,h, the lan-

guage of the original settlers (d). This fact evinces the first colonists to hare 

been British tribes, as we know, as well front history, as from geography, 

were the Selgovz, and Novantes. The names of the mountains, headlands, 

and of other places, are not unfrequently British (e). This fact confirms the 

former intimations; and supports the notices, both of tradition, and archaio-

ol gy. The paucity of Anglo-Saxon names, exclusive of the pure English 

-appellations, in ancient Galloway, prove what has been already intimated, that 

the Saxons never settled there, in numerous bodies, for any length of years (f). 

In 

frequent in Galloway, is much less common in proper Scotland. There are odor topogmphie 

,-riaaces, which mark the different settlements of those kindred people. In Galloway, the Irish 
gin)  is frequently used for (eh), which isjne pure orthography ; as  arigE for 	and lough for 
h  and the lough has been converted into is, by the English pronunciation, in Ayrshire, 
unifries alrir, Kirkcudbright, and even in Ettrick Forest. 
(di  In Dumfries; the Annan, the Nith, the Ent, the Ewes, the Ewan, the Ae, the Eden 

Liirkaidbright, the Den the Crre, the t/e, the Cargen, the Pilersc, and the Altriel!  in Wigton 
the Ket, the Maisie, the Mann r in Ayrshire the Irvine, the Ayr, the Stinehar, the Grit, 

-the Conrad, the Gerrard, the Greg, the Climb,  all have their significant names from the Cambro-
British speech. 

iej In Dumfries ; there any the British, Coibur-bill, Pre.agual hills, Pen-hill, Pen law, Pen-
net, Carr-downturn, Ken, Xer-rock r in Kirkcudbright; the many Career, or Corm, Troyer, 

,rsh Wigton, there are the British, Wilbert,  or  UrLil-rre, and the Cornish, Haigh, and the 
-Mien of Galloway in Ayr; there are, Ai/ea-rock, the noon, or Troye-point, Dreghorn, and 
Cimino& There are, indeed, in proper Galloway, many other British word, the language of 
he Selgowe, and Nomntes, which has been transmitted through every change of people to tit 

sent times: such as, the Poi, or Pow, the British Pad, or Iii,h Pol, a cooter, or stream 
itish Cool, a hillock, Kelly, and Kell-ton, the British Cell,. awl CA. FAA, and Free; 
yr, a ridge, Collin, haLewood, 1217-glen, the broad hank, Lawn, or  Lan, a elm 

ud 1',Iikhid, temporary habitation, Terrragles, Trogoire, Roes, and other names, with 
compounds. The hill-forts, tine hiding. plat 	the Druid remains, tine ancient sepulchres,` 
limes, the Celts, arc all striking mommo 

es,
uts of the British people. 

(1) In Dumfries; along the Solway, we may frequently find the old Saxon words. Ho 
eagb, Rope, By, Steer, SLiel, Rig, Thevail, or Thee. Co the Locher-water, which was foa, 
rely covered with wood, may be mced the Saxon Welt,  or  Weak, a forest, in Monie-mr/d, Rm 

veld, Tin.endel, 'Bordner-reef/ in Kirkcudbright, there are very few names of places, from the , 
n; yet, the Holm, the Chub, the Law, the Sir, the Skid, the Ha, the Burg, may 

raced: in Wigton; there are not above half a dozen old Saxon names; the /lam, tine By, Ire 
I. 

	

	oh, may, indeed, he traced n in Carrick, there are only a few Saxon names milted wit 
of Scoto-Irish appellations: inn Kyle; the Saxon nAmcogr, somewhat more. 

4A 
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In that country, there is only a sufficient number of Danish names of 

places to confirm the representations of history, whirls speak either of the  

irruption of the Danes into ancient Galloway, from Northumberland, or of 

their incursions along its coasts, during the ninth, and tenth, centuries CO. 

In that country, the Scoro.Irish names of places predominate, though they have 

been much diminished, by recent innovators (4 

In the before-mentioned mode, was Galloway filled, throughout its extensive 

range, with a new, and cognate, race of people, from Inland. They did not 

rims ; but, even them, the nwrIce of the Irish names is equal to Loth the Soots: aeon, and the 
-English names ; and them arc several pleonastic compounds of both those Laguna, ...Dearing 

muds ho em the too r...es of people mingled with each other: in Cunningham ; the p. 	of  
'Saxon names is somewhat gr5atrie than in Kyle, and m..ch greater thao in Canick ; Conni..ghant, 
the Holm, Sbee, By, 	Hem, Mr, Threw,  are frequently seen in the nom es of place, • 
Tien.. fame throw great light on the comparative number, and hdluence, of the several 
of the Saxon., and the Irish, who poured into those countries ups. the original British people. 

(g) In Kirkeudbri.;lit the riser Rea may he the Anglo.Ssami flow of Sumner: in Kuleuil. 
bright, in Wigton, and in Dumfries, thd F.7, Fkrkwenne, of the Islandie D...tiOnATI., but imt 
of Somner, applied to usoral 	; but th, Scandisavian Fell is only to be found in the country 
along the Solway ; it does not appear, s Argyleshim, in Storhcluyde, nor in the 1.othions. 
Thor do not wean to be any other Srandinaviso words, which can he discriminated from the 

' Anglo-Saxon. 
('I  In the southern tract, along the &Away, in Dumfrieswhire, them is but a small mixture of 

Scotu-Irish names of places; in the upper part of Esirilale, and Annandale, they appear more 
numeruns, and the Anglo-Salon fewer and, in the whole of Nithsdale„ northward of Dumfries 

• the greatest number of the names of plasm is Scoto Irish. It is a curio::., but obscure fait, ,'emit  
in the twelfth century, Annandale was still called Stmthannon, and Nitlridalc, Stmorith. Ste 
David's charter to Robert Bruce, in the British Museum. In Kirkcudbright ; the great body of 
the names of places, is Scoto-lrish, even tip to the bank of the Solway: on the wen of the Nith, 
the Savo-Irish names abound much more that, on the east of the Nitb, where the SPIOon nosme. 
greatly forma. 5. Wigton the Scuts-Irish names predominate greatly over the English, not-
withstanding the modern i.orations of surveyors. lir taerick ; on Pons's Napo,  in 111.olia 
Atlas Scotix, which  are chiefly toed, the names of plat w ore almost wholly front the Scoto. 
Irish. In Kyle ; according to Illacti's Map. the names of places spree to he of two classes; 
1st, The Scoto-Irish s and, ad. The ScotoBason, and English and those two chow are nearly 
in equal proportions, with pleonastic denominations t which art composed of both these tongues. 
In Cunningham t on Blames Map, the names of places appear as they do in Kyle, to be of two 
classes.,se, The Sat.-Irish; and, 2d, The Scoto-S.aon, and English; hut, in Conninglarn. 
the latter are mow namely., and the former somewhat kw frequcnt, than in Kyle. The Map of 
Ayr, by Armstrong, has made a great change in the names of place.; several of the old races 
both in the Scots-Irish, sad is the Scoto.Sason, do not appear, and several English oppellations 
arc  introduced h this °hurrahos applies to the modern maps, of aD those shims. The foregoing 
facts demonstrate. that the assertions of those, who say that, s the whole maws in Conning/am 

and Kyk are Croth,e,!:, is visionary. 
enjoy, 
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Of course, their history is barren of events. The 	it r..,. , . ,. 
like The Irish colonists of Argyle, brought with t!.ent, frolli T heir 	ecuntrx, 
the Brehon law, and the law of Tanistry 	They preen io 	own customs, 
and . they long ciaim,d, and enj.lycd, their snot prr.rr to 	. Under the 
Celtic polity, in every age, and in every country, the Celtic tribes of the same 
nation were but slightly connected. Of thin diSC01111,11011, we have seen fatal 
examples, in Gaul, and in Britain. The authority of the nation, conjointly, 
pofreired, anel exerted, but very slight authority over the tribes separately for, 
a body politic,  or  national society, was scarcely known: and, the separate 
tribes were each supposed to enjoy rights, and privileges, which the tuition, far 
less the king, could nof abrogate,  or  lessen. - In such societi,:s, and among a 
Gaelic people, the feudal lass could not exist ; because its fundarrnental maxims 
could not prevail against usages, which had a quite different policy, for their 
end. 	Front those intimations, we may infer, that the connection betwe.xt 
Galloway, and Scotland, and the Galloway.men, and the Scotish 	was 
but very slight; yet, however loose the tic may have been, we ma) certainly 
conelude, that it was not of a feudal nature. Like the British tribes of old, 
with.n South, and North, Britain, the — G aon ardselt Were of the canoe race, 
with the other Scotish tribes ; they spoke the sane Gaelic tong, te ; they professed 
the same religion; they pratlised tine same customs ; and, above all, they obeyed 
the same king, as Gaelic kings were, In those times, obeyed, by a Gaelic people. 
It is possible, indeed, that when K.Cnneth III. had subdued Strathelnycle, he may 
have obtained additional power over those congenerous people, in Galloway. 
Such, then, was the connection of Galloway with Seotlimd, and the obedience 
of the Galloway-men to the Scotish kings, throu:;Imut the Scotish period! 

Yet, was it the opinion of the late Lord Ilailss, who ought always to be 
mentioned, with just deference, " that Galloway, in its largest extent, acknoW-
" lodged only a/ended dependence, on Scotland (oo)." This notion, by more 
recent inquiry, is adopted, as a  well-known truth, and is enlarged, by uncritical 
examination, into an assertion, " that the Gallowidian Lords were only feudatory 

to the Scotish kings." It is not logical, in any lawyer, to speak of feudal 
rights, among a people, who did not know the meaning of fixed al tennis, and 
resisted violentlyfiab/.ixfercitecr. 'Ow opinion of Lord Hailes is plainly con- 

(n) Sec b. ii. ch. iii. § 3. In =rapport of those laws, they frequently hmike out into itmorrec-
tion, during the mina of Malcolm IV. Wills o, the lion, and of Alexander iI- 

(o) See the limit. of Alexander 11. ch. ii. and the statutes of Robert I. ch. mini. in Skenc's 
Ault! Laws. 

(so) Annals, y. 
tradieted 
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tradiete.1 by records, which he tni;;I:t have seen; and is strongly overruled by 

facts, that he must have recognized. While Henry I. reigned its England, and 

,‘I,x3nder I. beyond the Fifths, Earl David exercised the essential rights of 

sovereignty note Straihcluyde, and Galloway; as his father had equally enjoyed 

the same authority (p). Malcolm IV. his successor, exerted his rights over 

Galloway, by the sword ; and, William, the Hots, who succeeded him, pos. 

ses,ed, in Galloway, Castles, and revenues, bailiffs, and, perhaps, sheriffs, 

su Lich enforced formerly, and denote now, his sovereign passer (q). The 

captivity of William, the lion, was the signal, for the Galloway-men to expel 

his Oflicers, with impunity. The regaining of his liberty was the nxstablioh., 

11.111t of Isis power over Galloway (r). It was at the battle of the standard, in 

1138, that we first observe the leaders of the Gallowidians, 1.11grie, and Doyens's, 

ryvho both fell, in that disastrous field 'e). The Lord of Galloway, who next 

(p) Earl David granted to the monastery, which lie founded, at Selkirk, the tenth of hit C.,n 
ni Galloway. Chart. Belau, No 4.5 Sir.T. Dalrymple's Cut. 404. 	In consequence of this 
nt, the mocks rece,ved the tenth of the Can 	of animals, and of swim, from Gallo- 
. wIdi w.is confirmed to them by David I, quit their translatiun to Kelso. Chart. Kele., 
T. 	Ti:, was also confirmed by Malcolm IV. mad by king William. Ib, No. a, 3 

;Mid, pl. 34. The Cluotulsry of More: cameos several grants of tithes to that episcopate 
David, within Cumbria, and liana!, loyde. Both David 1. and Malcolm, his imccessor, enforced 
payment of tithes to the bishop of Glasgow, within the 111111ost limits of Calloway. 
firmed the charters of his brother, and grandfather, on this subject, by a gold, which be ad. 
sed to his Sherif', and Bale: of Ga11,,,,, atid which dire tlic payment of tithes to the 
iip, 	moo persica., mei, ana, et rectitudiima meat ail 

c  
opus met. recipivat." Chart. 

a. 213. 
,q) See his grants. in the Chattul my of Glasgow, which have bees already quoted. 
r) Roland, the Lord of Galloway, with the judges of that country, assembled a jury, and 
a court, at the Shirctown of lamerk, soon after she return of William from his captivity ; 

iby an 	
at 

found, that the Scotia, king had a right to the Gaelic payment of Can, in Gal. 
ay. 	This curious adjudication, which is in the fern MS. Cole of the Leg' &ear, onus base 
rued, betsveen the year t 86, the epoch of the pacification of Galloway, and r IA whoa 
bud became constable. In the same Barn MO. them is an adjudication of the judges of Gallo-

, sitting at Dumfries: ist, If soy one should be cnovicted, ia Gedloway,•" per duellion sire 
o modo," of a breach of the 	pro, shall forfeit twelve score cows, and three bulls: 

y, If any persons fight in the palace, except those, who have the custody thereof, Shall forfeit 
he king x cows. It appears this sitting, at Datofrios. Supposed soon after the peace of Gallo-
y, in 11E6, under the reign of William. After this full exposition, 1 cannot concur with Lord 

es, that Galloway, in those Jays, only acknowledged s feodary doadence on Scotland.” 
owls, v. i. p.175. But, his Lonl.hip neither adverted to these charters, nor knew any thing 

ose adjudications, on the very point of the king's sovereignty. 
(a) Dal. An. v. b p. 79. which quotes the contemporary writees, Aildrcd, 345,  and 7. Hags., 

26a.  
appeared, 
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appeared, upon the stage of savage life, was Fergus, the father of a long line 
of distinguished families: but, having contemned the youth of Malcolm IV. 
he was obliged to follow the ignobld example of Dunvallon, by assuming the 
row!, in the monastery of Holyrood (r). In such darksome inquiries, retro-
spect, and analogy, must decide, when the intimations of law, and the recitals 
of history, are silent. 

(a) In the Chartulary of Glasgow, as we have seen, Fergus was a witness to several charters of 
David I.: but, of his parentage, there is not any where a single notice. He died, in the monas. • 
tery of Holyrood, during the year o,  6r. Anglia Sacra, , i. p. Ift. He was bon), of course, 
as be was now old, during the reign of Edgar, at the end of the eleventh century ; and, he was 
consequently advanced to the manful age of forty, at the battle of the standard, in t 128; after 
which, he probably became Lord of Galloway, either according to the custom of the country, or by 
the appointment of the Seotish king. The property, and chieftaincy of Fergus descended to his 
son, by Elizabeth, the youngest natural daughter of Henry I. Yorke's Uoion of Honour, p.9; 
Sandford's Genealag: History, p.33 : 14.1.11 the ambition of Henry II. induced him to interfere 
in the affairs of Galloway, under the reign of William, he recognized the two sons of Fergus, by 
that marriage, so his relations. Horeden, 339. In 1234. we shall see, the Gallowidians apply 
to Alexander II, to appoint them a Lord, upon the death of Alan, whose rights descended to his 
three daughteis. In after times, when the ancient usage, and the Gaelic people, had greatly de-
clined, the Sentish kings appointed the chiefs of Galloway. The Scotiih kings seem not, how. 
ever, to have been possessed, during the reign of Edgar, of Alexander I or of David I. within 
Galloway, and Stratheloyde, of any lands in demesne: and, having no pooh lands, they equally 
appear to have had no thane's'', whirl, abounded so mach on the eat c.^ ,r. 
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CHAP. VI. 

Of Lothian, during this Period. 

THE genuine Picts, who possessed the country, on the north of the friths, 
never enjoyed any part of the Roman province of Vakntia. As a people, they 
had no right to possess any portion of the territories, which were occupied 
either by the Romanized Britons, in the west of that province, or by the North. 
umbrian Saxons, who came in, as we have seen, on the cast of it. After 
Many conflicts wills those Saxons, the Picts remained without the possession of 
any part of Lothian, at the epoch of their union with the Scots, in A. o. 843 (a). 

his fine district derived its singular appellation from the Saxon policy of a 
Saxon pe,mle : And, long before the age of Malmsbury, it was known, by the 
vcruacutar name of LOUDIAN (b). 

(a) Bede Hist. lib. iii. c. 3-6. lib. iv. e. x5. and App. No. xx. in Ed. Smith, evince, that the 
Northumbrian scats extended to the Forth; and that Bernicia was terminated by the Scotish sea, 
when Bede closed his narrative. Simeon of Durham enumerates the very kinds, and towns, which 
belonged to the bishoprick of Lindisfaro, in 854, slung the shore of the Frith; comprehend-
ing dlLrearn, on the west, Edwin:v.5,p Peirbanr, ..11115ano, Tyningha, CoMnSb... 
Scrip. Col. 63—t.39 ; Hoveden, 418; Usher's Religion of the Irish, p. t 13. The Seotish writers 
are continually speaking of the rights, which the Picts had to the countries, on the south of the 
Friths, without being able to make out any title. Robertson's Hirt. Sent. v. i. p.3 ; Innes's 
Critical Essays and, above alholie Enquiry, 1759, v. ii. p. 505-5'57, wherein the whole subject 
of Lothian is misconceived, sod mistated. The occupants alone had the natural, and just, right to 
the territories, which they held, after the Roman abdication: the Romanixed Britons enjoyed 
their possessions, from ancient inheritance: the Saxons of Lothian enjoyed what they held, Own. 
conquest, and occopancy and, tlio,e sevend rights am altogether valid against the unfounded 
claims, which are idly made fur the Picts. The important fact, that Lothian was of 	trans. 
ferried, by a Northumbi las Ea-1 toe Seotish king, proves, by retrospect, that the Picts, and Scots, 
had neither possession, nor title, before the epoch of this transfer, in mach A.D. if we except, in-
deed, the fictitious donation of Egbert to Kenneth iii, as we are -told by William of Mahnsbury, 
p. s76. of ed. 15-o, and by Wallingford, p.543-4.3. On this ideal transfer of Lothian, our pub-
lishers of poetry are Impeder, while Turner, the Saxon hiAotian, is silent. The facts that 
Egbert died, in Fan son. seven years before Kenneth acquired the scepter of the Scots, and that e 
aria is the fillacy of Wallingford. 

(5) Malmsbury, as aboie, speaking of the before-mentioned gift of Egbert to Kenneth, the 
historian says; 44 .Dedit preterea stiles, regi totem terram gar Lorries patria lingua ouncupatur." 

Soon• 
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Soon after the union of the Picts and Scots, Kenneth made incursions int& 

Saxonia, as Lothian was called by the chronicler, and burnt Dunbar, arid waste 
-  Medicos (c). But, whatever he may have destroyed, he certainly retained not 

any part of the territory, which he had over-run. It was an age of predatory: 
expeditions, when the great object of adventurers was plunder, rather the 

possession. In the absurd fictions of Scotish history, Gregory subdued Lothian, 

conquered England, and annexed Ireland to the kingdom, which he ha 
usurped. If we may believe the English chroniclers, Edward, the Elder, in 

A.D. 924, obliged Constantin III., the Scotish king, to give hint m irks of 
submiffion (a). In 934, /Ethelstan, a still more powerful prince, than his 

father Edward, over-ran Lothian, and spoiled Edwinesburgh, while he con-

I-sidered both, as Northumbrian territories ; and he is said to have obli7ed Con. 

stantin to renew his submission, in resentment far theasyMm, which Godfrid, 
the DanLh prince, had received, in Scotland (c), Constantin, in retaliation, 

joined the Danes, in an inroad into England: hut, they were worsted by /Etheli 

Stan, in the great battle of Brunanburgh, near the Humber; and Constanti  cis 

• returned to his country, with the loss of his son, and with few of hit army, in 
• 938 A.D. (f ). Such important facts prove more satisfactorily, than the Mac' 

; curate deductions of ill-informed annalists, that the Seotibh kings were not 
during that age, in a condition to seize, far less to retain, such a district as.  
Lothian, which was separated front their coantry, by the Frith of Forth the 

were opposed by a succession of English minces, who were distinguished by 

their personal vigour, and for their national power. With the 	n 

(,) Chase. No. 3. in 	p. ;83; I ligden's Polyehronicon. 
(5) Sax. Citron. p. Ito ; Moved o, p. 4z t. 
(r) Sax. Citron p. I t t ; Flor. Wig. 349 ; OTlaherty's Ogygia, p. 05. 
If ) Sax. Citron. 	3; Anglia Sacra, v. i. p, ztz. On the deLisive victory of ./FAltelstan, 

ode was composed, by a contemporary pore, in the Anglo.Saxon language of that age, which is 
still preserved in the British Museum, and has been often published. Take a few specimens, fro 

• " Muniments veteria 	Teutonic., p. 558-34 t 

Scotta !code 	 Scotish lads, 
And seipflotan 	. 	 And uhiptuen, 
Feage feolloa. 	 In tight fell t 

Flotan and Scotto 	- 	 The fleet and Scotialt men 
Thver geflymed wmvth• 	• 	There to Ike were forced 

Swilee three eec m feuds 	 So them eke thc prudent 
Mid Brame con on his elyththe• 	With Iiiet came to his couete 
Nordh Cow eantim, • • 	 "II. northern Constantin, 

geN 	 the 
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the Northumbrian kings, in 954,  Edwinesburgh, the optclunt Eden of the chro-
nicle, was evacuated by Osulf, the first of the Northumbrian Earl, , during the 
reign of the Scotish Indulf (g- ). 

Yet, Indulf was too much occupied with the incursions of the Danes, to seize 
Edwinesburgh, or to conquer Lothian. Such an acquisition was reserved for a 
more fortunate prince, in a happier age. Malcolm II. obtained Lothian, by 
concession, from a timid earl of Northumberland. It was during the reign of 
Canute, n.n. to2o, that Eadulf-Cudel, dreading the vengeance of the Scots, 
made over to the Scotish king the whole territory of Lothian, in just confidera-

-lion of lasting amity (b). in this manner, does archaiology concur with history, 
in establishing the previous probability, with regard to this curious portion of 

cotish topograghy. It is impossible, indeed, to satisfy the scruples of scepti-
'sm t But, fair inquiry will yield full aifent to the best evidence, xlmeh the 
tore of the transaction allows. 
Yet, does incredulity withhold her assent, till we discuss what country was 

intended by the term Lotbene, though Simeon shows, by his reflection upon 
be fact, that he meant Lothian, which adjoined to Scotland. But, of such 
'scissions, there would be no easy solution, if they were more agreeable, 

in their nature, and more satisfactory, in their end (I). 
The 

(s) Cb,on. No. 3. M Imes, p. 787 ; and see hres, 
(01 Simeon of Durham, Ap. Twisden Col. Is; Hoc curio Lodoneium adjectum eat segue 
Scottorum," says she historian, who was in a situation to know the fact and who eta..., 
phatically, what he knew to he true and see Dtagdalea Baron. v. L p.4. to the same fact ; 
by which means, says this antiquary, that urritury came, 0 first, to be a member stScottavd.” 

F'he recent authority of Wallingford. (Gale, , i p. 545.) ought not to be placed against the 
tisfactory information of Simeon, if the fact could admit the fiction of Wallingford. 

.! (;) Bede, who does not notice Lothian, on the Tweed, mentions regia ',midi, Hist. lib. ii. 
;4, The ratio Loidit,which furnished subsequent chi-meek:re with& name fora different country, 
s undoubtedly the district of Leak. The Saxon Chronicle says, that Malcolm, in sett, departed 
t of Scotland into Lettere, in England; in Proviacia Lode, says Florence; hi provincia Loridintri, 
p Brompton. Malcolin came out of Scotland, that was bounded, on the south, by the Forth, 

itto Lothene, which then lay in England, on the north al the 'lived, as the waiter of the chronicle 
upward ; as the English kings frequently insisted; and the English chronicler., geperaly, con. 

tended: but, choir pretensions do not alter either the fact, or the right! The Sat on Chronicle 
talky in stay, of J. hishop of Lotbene. There is a writ, addressed by David Comes Jrhanni 
rpiscopo. Smith's Bade, App. No. 2o. This John had been tutor to Earl David, and was 
Bishop elect of:Glasgow : he is mentioned, in t 127, as bishop of Glasgow, Ly Robert, bishop of 

t. Andrews. lb. p.767 ; and he is mentioned as bishop of Glasgow, by Earl David, in the 
inner of Selkirk. Sir!. Dalrymple's Col. amt. This, then, is theperrem who was meant by 

Suwon Chronicles but, there nese, was a bishop of Lotbsor, in any nation, during any age. 

3 2 	 There 
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The names of places, which still appear in the maps of the territory, extend. 
ing along the Forth, from the Tweed, remarkably correspond with the history 
of the successive settlers ; and distinctly evince, that the western boundary of 
the settlement of the Saxons did not extend te)ond the Avon. In Berwick, 
Hadington, in Edinburgh, and Linlithgow, British names of the principal rive 
and most remarkable hills, point to the distant age, when those countries were 
settled by British tribes (k). The next race of colonists, in all those shires, 
were the Saxons, who have left notices of their several settlements, in the names 
of places, which may still be traced on the maps, and will appear to decree 
in nutnbers, as we proceed through Berwick, Hadington, Edinburgh, and L' 
lithgow, from the Tweed to the Avon (I). 

In Berwiels-shire, the Scoto-Irish even imposed their names on some places; 
after the cession of that country to Malcolm II. in tozo A.D. (g). The Scoto. 
Irish imposed a still greater number of their names, after that epoch, in Ilad 

Three was, indeed, slitor, archdeacon of Lothian. who was a witness to Malcolm IV. charted  
to the monks of Kelso, in 1.59. Dalrymp. Camden, 202. But, if there had been  a  door 
Lett,iaea, in SO  many different countries, the curious information, which is mentioned by Simeo 
would remain unimpeached ; becaufe he knew the country, whrosof he wrote, end states distinct! 
what It • knes, Sheer, in explaining the word Scotia, says, 4,  it sometimes signifies that pa 
4,  Scotland, which is au the north part of the water of Forth ; and is opposed to  Lodoneicem, whin 
4,  we now  call Loudiane fo s, David I. in the third year of his reign, by his charter, no 
44  omnibus Scottie, et Anglis, tam in Scotia, qua m in Lodonrio constituch," gave, Ste. the Ian 
of Coldingham, Ste. lying in La ffoneio, 4,  (plait now lyis in the Mers." De Verb. signification 
In A.D. I ray, says Simeon, John of Comm came to David, the king of Scots, 44  spud Sod 
" Twedam, qui Northumbriam et  Loidern distermivat, in loco qui Rochrshrh nominator." TI 
passage proves how 1411 that intelligent historian knew the boundarses of Lothian. 	- 

(f) In Berwick, else Tweed, the Adur, the Dye, the Eden, the Leader, the Eye, am all rive 
deriving their remarkable appellations, from the British settlers t in Hadingtoss, there are the Bruin 
rivers Tyne, and Pelf,, and the British names of Aberlady, Tranent, Pencaithland, Peneraig 
in Edinbarghshire, the rivers Fon', Esk, Leith, Swish, and Gore, Pddeith;  all denote the Bri  . 
ish colonists, on their banks, who may be still traced, in the names of Cramond, Cockpen, Dreg. 
born, Dalkeith, Keirhill, Pendruich, Pennycuick, Rosh, in Linlithgow, the rivers Anson, and 
Avon, base their names from the British, together with Ahercons, Bangour, Carted, Ochiltrtt 
and the Peel, of Linlithgow, end Livingston, which all owe their names to the British. 

(I) Of the names of places, in those micron,,. from the old Snaon words, Cleugly Law, Shawit 
Rope, Shi,e1, Lee, Rig, Dod, 11am, Chester, Dean, Burg, Pic, By, and Threap, there  is  a 
smaller proportion, M Hadingtom than M Benvick 5 a still smaller proportion, in Edinburgshire 
and in Linhthgowshire, they decrease gill MOM. and 6112W by their paucity, that the Suons neve 
formed populous settlements, within its bounds. 

(g) Tire most obvious Scotts Irish names are 5 Achineraw, Bunkle, or Bon-kill, Duane, Eccles,. 
Glengelt, Eilkinels, Knock, Old-Cams, Press, Rain, Blanern, Lough-loch, Lorgydough, Rom. 

ington 
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ington : the old Saxon appellations, in this shire, only out-number the Seoto-
Irish, by a very small proportion (h). As we proceed westward, from Hading-
ton to Edinburgh, the Scoto-lrish names increase, in proportion ; inimating 
the paucity of the Saxon settlers, and the progress of the Gaelic people, from 
the west to the east (o). These observations apply still more su, gly to Lin-
lithgow, which contains a still greater number of Scoto-Irish names, than 
Edinburgh-shire. They will appear to a discriminating eye to be nearly equal 
to the English names, which, in all those shires, owing to recent settlement, 
and modem map-makers, are the largest number. In the west, and south-
west parts of Linlithgow-shire, which border on Lanerk, and Stirling, the 
proportion of Scoto-Irish names is nearly as. great, as it is along the east coast, 
on the north of the Forth ; where the Scoto-Irish people predominated, from 
A.D. 843 to 1097 (p). The prevalence of the Scoto-Irish names of places, in 
the west, and south-west of Linlithgow-shire, proves, satisfactorily, that the 
Saxons, during the Scotish period, never made many permanent settlements, 
on the western side of the river Avon. And, the foregoing facts also prove, 
that a late historian was not very fortunate, in his topographical opinion, when 
he remarked, with more confidence, than knowledge, " that Lothian was 
a entirely peopled by Saxons, who afterwards received a great mixture of Danes 
" among them (7)." 

But, 
(8) The most prominent SaotosIrish names are; the Bass, Bet-gone, Bale-crief, Cnigendiimas, 

Dunglass, Dunbar, Downhill, Dente-hill, Dalgowric, Dremshills, Fasaneyswater, Garvald, In. 
ver.wirk, Kilsspiudie, 	Pressminnan, Spot-stater, Stoop.liern-tin, Torsbuckslin ,hill, Fras 
lassie, Galen, Lin-plume, NucllesDum, Tarnstallan, Wampliray. 

(e -; Of the Scotoslrish names of places, the following are the most remarkable: Achincorth, 
Acherilecks-walls, Achenhoundshill, Achtigamel, Allermore luS, Achendinity, 	Balgrce, 
Badleith, Balernee, Braid, Catcuin, Corstorphin, Calder, Crossannit, Carnethe-hill, Cr-divot:1,h, 
Currie, Dairy, Driumheugh, Dalmahoy, Drum, Drumaben, Drismdryan, Drmobraidea, Fordell, 
Garvalt, Citrates, Inveresk, Inch, Inchkeith, Inecrleith, Killin.water, Kildeith, Lame,, Lulu. 
phoy, Malouthershill, Mdrcdm, Phamassic, Rath, Terphieheushill, Torqueham Torsonce, 

Torphin, Torbrock, Tormaring-hill, Craigmillar, Craig, Dalhousie, Kipps, Linlitst, 
Linlionseswater. 

(p The most obvious are: Achin head, Barnbougle, Buchan, Sinus. Milliard, Barb:such-law, 
Bedlosside, Bigurnie, Brim!, Flimsy, Bonny, Balumier, Bulhaidie Balgreen, Craigie, Carlo tie, 
Curimber, Cairnie, Craiginissie, Craigs, Geo;phills, Cult, Carnpaple-hill, DahneMe, Dundas, 
Drum, Drarnbeg, Duidarvit, Drumtassie, Drumlyon, Drummalzie,Drumdsiff,Drumhenie, Drums 
shags, Drumforth, Drumm., Deichinrint, Eckline, Ecclesmaehan, Flat,, Clendevon, Inch-
Carrie-Island, lovermen, teals, (seral), Inchscorse. Keene), Kinglas, Killicanty, Kilpunt, 
Kincavil, Knock, Linlithgow, Loiic•

ve
water, Minniefree, Niddrie, Ogilface, Powilat, Polkenimet, 

Strati, Tannach, Torphiches, Turbans-}silt, Turtravan, Lin-burn. 

(,y) Flume's Hiss. eat. ii. p. 503. 	Is the Maps of Bernick, I-Ia3ington, &Uwe, 
3 11 2 	 and 
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But, this topographical inquiry furni hes strong contirmati as of the fore. 
going intimations, with regard to the successive settlements of various people, 
its Lothian, which extended from the Tweed to'the Avon, and from the Forth 
to the heights, that send their kindred streams to the eastward. Ancient Lo. 
thian lay from the Tweed, on the soutlrecst, to the F.  nth, and the Avon, 
on the north, and north-welt. On flit: ear, it w a , bounded by the oecan ; and 
en the west it marched with the Curt 'lion kingdom. Thus, Lothian compre-
hended not only the Lothians of the present day, but also the Morse, and that 
part of Roxburghshire, which lies on the north of the Tweed. Before the 
acquisition of Lothian by Malcolm, it was included in the bishoprick of Dur-
ham: after this epoch, it was annexed to the Lishopriek of St. Andrews, 
its which it appears, in the earliest records (r). Yet, the whole extent of 
Lothian to the Forth was claimed, even in t075, as a part of the bishoprick of 
Durham (r). The limits of the country, between the Forth and Tweed, which 
belonged to the bishoprick of St. Andrews, are distinctly fixed by the ancient 
taxatio of the churches, in the thirteenth century (t). It was co.extenfive with 
ancient Lothian, as it is described above and the bishoprick of Glasgow, 
which had conterminous limits, with the bishoprick of St. Andrews, was en. 
extensive with the Cambrian kingdom of the Romanized Briton.. 

After some fluctuations of alternate possession, Lothian became a territory 
of Scotland, by the transfer of Eadulf to Malcolm, as we have seen, in r0=0 

11.0. During forty years, it continued its this state, owing to the distractions of 
the English, more than to the vigour of the Scotish government. Malcolm 
Ceanmore had the fortune, or the address, to retain this disputed district, in 
opposition to two such able princes, as William the Conqueror, and William 
Rufus. Lothian remained unalterably annexed to the Scotish crown, notwith-
standing the imbecility of rulers, and the changes of times, till the junction of 

and Linlithgow, there is not to be found the Danish word All, which is applied to some 
of the mountains, in Galloway ; neither do there appear, in those Maps, any genuine Scandinavian 
north!, that are intermixed with the proper Saxon. Thus are rafts opposed to assertions f 

(r) Smith% Bede, Ap. xx ; Chart. Glasgow, foL S. 

(r) it is stated, as extruding from the Humber, " ad ultimata Scotia: fines." Hist. Episc. 
Dunelm. An lie Sacra, v. i. p. 703. Est, the ambiguity of this expression mud be restricted to 
the eouthern boundaries of Scotia. 

(I) Chart. of Arbioth. 

the 
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the crowns, and the union of the nations, fixed its political relations, for 
ever (v). 

(o) Whether Malcolm IV. resigned, either the parer, ion, or the sevrretinty, of Lothian, to, 
1-henry II. is a question, which has supplied matter of inquiry, and a subject for dispute. The 
charters of Malcolm, which still remain, show, with strong conviction, that he uniformly cam,  
eised over Lothian every species of sovereign power, in exclusion of every other potentate. See a 
a list of his charters among the archives of Durhain, in Nicholson's Scots Hist Lib. p.364 y An-
derson's Dipl. pl. 04 ; and we the Chartularics of Kelso. and Newhatle. The fact. then, over. 
rules the assertions of the English chroniclers, upon the point : for, Malcolm could not both resign, 
and retain LothMo, at the  same moment. Neither does there appear to me, after every research, 
so hove ever been but one Lothian, which always lay, on the north of the Tweed : when the corn- 

er of the Saxon Chronick spoke of Lothene, in Ettgland, he meant, the same district, and he 
posed, that England extended to the Forth; as his context evinces. The copyists of the Clara- 
le, who changed the form of his expression, arc unworthy of regard. It is perfectly clear, from 
attention to every notice, that there never was but one Lothian ; and that this one Lothiao 

ways lay. ethere Lothian lies now, along ,he Forth, from the Tweed to the Avon, notwithstand. 
g  what is inistakingly said, in the Enquiry, t713o, v. n. p 0:5 to a  I 7 	David 1. addressed his 

der, which was witnessed by Herbert. the chancellor, 	fogitivis qui vocantur Cumber- 
Inch," to all his faithful subject., s' tocius Scotie et Landanie." Fragments of Soot. Ilistory, 
. N 
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CHAP. Ott. 

Of the Civil History of the Scots, and Picts, from 843 to 1097 A.D. 

t. FROM investigatt no, with regard to the Union of the Picts, and Scots; to 
the extent of their dominions ; to the topography of the various territories, 
which, in successive years, were finally conjoined with the original countries of 
those united people ; we are naturally led to a chronological adjustment of the 
accessions, of their kings ; the length of their lives ; the demise of each ; and 
the events of their reigns. Without an adjustment of the chronology of the 
several kings, the History of the Scotish Period of she North-Briti,h Annals is 
written in vain. Embarrassed,, as this chronological series Ins been, by igno-
rance and inattention, by scepticism and system, it is of great importance to 
truth, that a chronological Table should be settled, from a deliberate considers• 
Lion of the four Chronicles, in Innes's Critical Essay ;  front an attention to the 
Kkonicon Elegiacton (a) ; and still more, from a regard to the Vera Series of 
the 1...i,,:,,CrisicAlissayist, which remains unpublished (0) • 	.4 from a con. 

, sideration of the littesi AiNgliiptii9f1.8f..ilii rho cillI/Lft leet c). The cum•  
mencernent of this genuine eltronolcsy is 843, a memorable epoc 	iii-D-Scotish 
history ; the lengtl. -f the Scotish period is 254 years; and thi, duration brings 
the several reigns o. 	e kings to the demise of Donal-bane, in log7 A. D.; 
and these coincidences, .oath the confronting authorities, in the TABLE, conduct 
the inquisitive mind to such certainties, as cannot be hereafter shaken by system, 
or enfeebled by scepticism (cr. I listory may  now  proceed to adopt, as her own, 
what demonstration has settled, frosts the various sources of accurate investigav 
don; and frosts a wide view of an entangled field of satisfactory discussion. 

(a) To the Chronicle of Moho,. 
(a) I have had the benefit of the whole MS. Collections, and Notes, of the laborious Inert, 

during fifty y, arc, which are deposited in my library. 
(e) An Enquiry into the History of Scotland, preceding tos6, published 
(d) See the Chronological 'tour, iu the following pagv. 

A TABLE 
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KENNETH. 

The great exploit of the son of Alpin was the suppression of the Pictish 
government, which led to the Union of the conquered with the conquerors, a 
congenerous people, at a happy epoch for both. Whether the Scots overpowered 
the Picts, under Kenneth, or the Picts over-ran the Soots, has been made a 
question by system; by perverting tradition, and embarrassing history- t by 
confounding facts, and vitiating truth ; though without much success (e). 
Kenneth appears, from the events of his reign over both those people, to have 
been an able, and a warlike prince. He frequently invaded Lothian, the Savenia 
of the Chronicles. He burnt the „cattle of Dunbar, and violated the abbey of 
AIelros, during the embarrassments of Northumberland, without pretending to 
retain what he could not have easily held (1). It required, indeed, all the 
vigour, and all the valour of Kenneth, to defend the kingdom, which he had 
acquired by address, and fortitude. The Britons of Strathclyde appear to have 
burnt Dunblane. The Danish prates, wasting Pittavia, advanced into the in-
terior, as far as Ginnie, in Stpijinqn and Dunkeld on the Tay, under the 
influences of Ragnar Lodbrog, 	' desire was plunder, and whose delight 
was blood (e. He soon afterin 	• merited fate, in Northumberland, amid 
a congenerous people. Kenneth was also a religious prince, as religion was then 
understood, and practised : And, in 85o A. D., he removed the reliques of 
Saint Columba from Iona to a church, which he had built, at Diakild. To 
him also is attributed, with as much certainty, the removal of an object of equal 
veneration, and more efficacy, the fatal stone, which he brought with him front 
Argyle, and placed at Scone. He has been celebrated as a legislator. The 
Macalpine laws, which have been attributed by folly, or fiction, to the son of 
Alpin, are undoubtedly spurious. Yet, may it be allowed to probability, of 
such a prince, that, when he united two people under one government, he 
may have established some general regulations, for the common observance of 
his united people (5). Kenneth died, at Forteviot, the Pictish capital, where 

. 	he, 
(e) See book ill. ch. i..d 
(f) Chron. No. iii. in loxes App.; Higdeit's Pulychronicon, p. 2[6: 
(g) Chron. No. iii. in fermis App.; Langebek's Scriptures D.. v. ii. p. 2, 3, ke. ; Tuner's 

(S) The adtient Chronicles, in las, speak of the laws of Kenneth. He may have intcrwoven 
some of the congenial laws, and usages, of the Picts, with those of the Scoto.lrish. Several of 
the terms of the Scotish law are traced to the Irish language, and some of them to the Cuphro-
British speech. Sac the Introduction to the Top. Diet. It is even possible, that some of the 

Macali r 
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he, and his Scots, naturally ruled, on the 6th of February 859 (i). Kenneth 
left a son, Constantin, who did not immediately assume his sceptre ; and a 
Daughter, Maolmhuire, who is extremely celebrated, in Irish story, as the trife, 
.and mother, of many kings (k). 

DoNAL 

The son of Alpin, succeeded his brother Kenneth, in 859. He is characterised 
by the Gaelic bard, " Dhomhnaill dbreachrwaid ," Donnal of ruddy countenance. 
The Chronicon Elegiacum speaks of him, by a feature of his mind, as strenuous 

war. Fiction, directing the pen of Buchanan, attributes to Donal all the 
vices of peace, with none of the attributes of war. Yet, the praise, which was 
given him by ancient chronicles, is assigned him by modern inquiry. During 
hh short reign, the laws of Aotilfin, the son of Eocha Ill., were re-enacted by 
the Scoto-Irish chiefs, at Fortevoit (1). He died at his palace of Balachoir, in 

e year 863 ( ..m): Yet, was he carried to 	 the sacred storehoufe of 
" his 

ealpin laws, as we see them, in the fictitious p 	e, may be borrowed, from some ordi. 

	

of Kenneth. The-first section of the Macallib 	e provides, that in every district there 
shall he a judge, for deciding controversies, well skilled M the laws, and that the sons of every 
jar should de brought up in din saw Oily." What is this, but a repetition of the Brehon lase 

Sfthe Irish, which was practised by the Scot,Irish of Kenneth Every chief, or AA, had a 
Brehm, or judge, within his district; and rho e'en was hereditary, descending to the sans, who 
were instructed, in their father's knowledge. See 1-1m/is's Ware, p. 76. 

(i) Innes's MS. Collections. The accuracy of this doe reconciles some of the contrarieties of 
chronologists, an this important point. Every authority agrees, in the length of Kenneth's reign 
over the Picts, which is restricted by each to sixteen years ; except the Gaelic bard, who extends 
his reign over both Scots and Picts to thirty years, instead of twenty-three: If the epoch of his 
accession over the united kingdom was 843 A.D., and he reigned sixteen years, as all inquirers agree, 
the date of his demise must be 859 0.0., whatever scepticism may doubt. 

(h) OTlaberty's Ogygia, p. 484; Kennedy's Chron. and Geneal. Dissert. on the Family of 
e Stuarts, tyoy, p. i54. gaohnhuire is a Gaelic name, signifying the devotee of Mary. The 

tons daughter of Kenneth was married first to Aodh-Finliath, who reigned in Ireland, from 863 
879 A.D.; and she married for her second husband the successor of the first, Elann.Sionna, who 
A. that island, from ass ID 916 A. D. Ogygia, P.434. This follower of Mary died, in 9 to A. a. 

• Ulst,r Annals. She bad several sons, by both her husbands, who reigned in Ireland, during their 
-" appointed periods; and a daughter, Ligach, who married Canal, the king of Ireland, and died 

in 9d3 T.. D. Kennedy's Stuarts, p. 184. 
(11 The Colbertine Chronic'e, iu limes, No. iii. ; and the Enquiry., 1789. eel. i. p. 49a. 
(J.) Chron. No. iii., in Isms. The Chronicle, in the keg. of St. Andrews, states, that he died 

iv RaWitanerunion, the same place, where Constantin IV. finished his carer,, in 995. Rath-invt, 
Xmon, as the name imports, was a strength, or foray., which the Scotish kings had at the influx 
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" his progenitors," where many a successor foungl lasting repose, limo the 
turmoils of savage times. 

CONSTANTIN, 

'fie  son of Kenneth, immediately succeeded his undo Donald. ke new 
king found his country in the unhappy state of France, Ireland, antMglaNd, 
dot toed to soar all the miseries of the Danish depredations, which the Paley 
of an unexperienced age was unable to prevent. The first serious attack of the 
Danes was made on Ireland, and vigorously repulsed, during the year 812 (n). 
Cat, the vikingr of those times, as they lived amidst adventure, and perils, 
were not to be discouraged, by whatever danger. It required half a century of 
bloody conflicts, and of abernate success, to make good their settlements along 
the shores of the sacred isle, which seas now defiled by the footsteps of the • 

. felons (a). North.Britain was at length subjected to the utthappy fate of being 
attacked, on both her shores, by the most desperate invaders, whose hope was 
pillage, and whose desire was s 	hter. From those commodious stations, in 
Ireland, the vikingr were now 	to attack the vulnerable coasts of Scett.. • 
land, on the ',VW. From th 	awns, they had but an easy voyage to 
the eastern shores of that dev 	d. From Ireland, they found, in the 
Clyde, a commodious inlet into the country; and inflicted many a wound on 

of the A mon'into the Tay. This strength, with the adjoining village of Berths, was swept away. 
by a riser-Pond, in the beginning of the z3th century. Stat. Account, v. ay. p. 529. All the 
authorities concur, in limiting the reign of Donal III. to four years. 

(a) Ware's A inig. p. 
(s) lb. too—P. Ulster Annals, sub. an. 3;s; Langcbek's Scrip. t. i. p. qsg. Auld, or 

Give, according to the Genealogical T'able of Langebek, t. ii. p. 415, may be traced up bough 
the Northumbrian and Danish kings to that mighty vikingr Ragner Lodbrok. In the year 353, 
Axlif arrived in Ireland with a great fleet, and many adventurers; and the Danes, who were al-
ready settled along the Irish shores, submitted to his congenial power. Ulster Annals ; Ware's 
Antig. p. sob. About the same time, arrived Ivar, the brother of Aulaf, with whom hr con-
fiderated, in some of his expeditions ; and in many of his 16611 conflicts. Ulster Annals; Ware'. 
Autig. p. myna.  a  Shia, a third brother, at the same period, took possession of Limerick, on the 
opposite cunt of Ireland. Girald. Camb. 'fop. Hibern. I. iii c. xliii.; Ware's Antiq p. wa6-7. 
The Danish nWert had also considerable establishments, at Waterford ; and they rendesvoused in 
several commodious ha-bouts, on the cast, and north, coast of belted, at Wexford, Strangford, 
Cading-ford, Iklfast-Loch, Loch-Foyle, which is called Loch-Fevall, in the Annals of Ulster. 
Strangford, which, in the mine Annals, it called Labh ds Caoch, was skein chief resort, when they 
were  driven from Dublin, by the Iripil; at two different times. E., Dublin was the usual scat 
of their power, sin aunt cf theirtginider, and the scene of their dissensions. Wale's Antig. 

xxiv. 
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the enfeebled Briton's of Strathcluyde. The frith of Murray, the river Tay, and 
the estuary of Fords, offered the Danish pirates attractive harbours, on the east. 
The towns, the capitals; the royal seats, and the religious houses, 'appear to 
have been generally the chief objects of their attack, and plunder. Those odious 
expeditions against North-Britain, from Ireland, were begun, about the middle 
of the ninth century, and were continued till the middle of the tenth, when the 
Ostmen of Ireland were converted to christianity. This important change, in 
their religious principles, will be found to have greasily mitigated their natural 
ferocity, and, in the progress of improvement, to have subdued thti/ piratical 
practices (p). The predatory incursions, from the Danish shores, against the 
eastern coast of North-Britain, we shall see, in the tenth, and in the beginning, 
of the eleventh, century. We that! perceive Malcolm II. crush the Danish 
power, in North-Britain t as Brian Boromhe, in sot 	gave the Danish 
intruders a deadly wound, in Ireland. The spirit of piracy, meantime, evapo-
rated, as christianity had been introduced into the pagan regions of the North 
And, the gradual improvements of the European governments lessened the ex-
pectation of impunity, as well as the hope of illage (q). 

In the meantime, Constantin II. had 	The fury of their devastations, 
while the rage of piracy was at its high 	sm. In 866 a. D., the Danes 
of Ireland under Aulaf, their ferocious c 	ravaged the Caledonian coasts, 
from the 111 of January to the 17th of March (r). Gorged with prey, they 
retreated to their Irish strengths, where they soon prepared, for a greater voyage. 
In 870, site Danish rovers sailed, from Dublin, for the Clyde, with augmented 
numbers. And, Aulaf, and Ivar, their leaders, beseiged the British Alcluyde, 

(p) The following chronological series of the chief reguli of the Ostmen, in Ireland, which was 
compiled from the Irish Annals, (Ware's Antiy. Hibern. ch. xxiv.) ; from Usher's nimord. ; from 
Langcbek'a Scriptores ; will exhibit the principal actor, in the successive scenes of piratical de. 
vastations, during the period of their expeditions into North..13ritain 

Aulav, Sod Ivor, his brother, ruled from 	853 to 872 A.D. 
055111, the son of Aulav, ruled from • 	- 87z to 875 
Godfred, the son of Ives, ruled from 	- 875 to 888 
Sitrig, the son of Ivar, governed alone from - 888 to 892 
Sitrig„ and Godfrid Merle, jointly, ruled from- 892 to 896 
Iva, the see of Ivar, governed tram 	- 896 to 9u4 
Reginald, the son of leer, ruled from 	904 to 921 
Godfrey, the S011 of Iva, governed from 	- 925 50 934 
Aulav, the son of Godfrey, ruled from 	- 934. to 941 
Blachar, the sou  of Godfrey, ruled from 	- 941 to 948 
Godfrey, the son of Sitrig, 	 - 948  

(g) Harald Hurfagre is said to have discountenanced piracy. Snorre'a Harald's Saga, p. 80. 
(,) Ulster Annals ; Gluon. No. iii. in Innes's App. 

3 C a 	 which 
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in, the seat of their power, and the mart of their pillage (e). The Strait, 

now plundered the whole extent of North-Britain; and they at length, 
71, set their triumphant sails, with much plunder, and many captives, for 

h they took, at the end of four months, by blockade, rather than assault. 

Britons had soon to sustain another blow: In 871, Artga, their king, 
slain, by the procurement of Constantin, on whatever motive of revenge, 
mity(t). In 875, the Danes, under lialfilen, their furious leader, is 0,d 
Northumberland, and wasted Strathcluyd, and Galloway (re i. Such' As 

requen!y of the Danish invasions, that the wretched land was seldom at 
In p76, they again invaded North-Britain, where they remained, amidst 

'ful conflicts, for several months (x). In 88r, Constantin had to sustain 
4till greater invasion of the odious foe; on the shores of the Forth, he en-

countered them bravely; and here, he worthily fell, in fighting for his 
people (y). The Gaelic bard tried to perpetuate his fame in oracular verfe 

Gana blIvigh 
" Don churaidh do Clionstantin :" 
The hero Constantin bravely fought, 

	

Throughout 	ned reign (s). 
.A01,51 

(n) Annals of Ulster; Caradec ;  0' 	gygia, p.4.84.; Ware's Antiq. Hibern. p. to8; 

	

Langebek's Scriptorcs, t. v. p. tn. In 	ulaf appears to have led another expedition Into 
North-Britain, when he noes his merited fate, from the injured hand of Constantin. Chron. No. iii. 

	

in lunes's App. and in the Enquiry, 	p  493. In 875, Cain, the son of Aster, king of 
the Nurthmen, in Ireland, defeated the Scots, and was afterwards treacherously slain, by his own 
countrymen. Annals of Ulster; Warr's Antiq. Hibern. p. tc9. Dar died, in 878. Ulster An-
nals; and Ware, p. tog. Codfrid, the son of lvar, was treacherously killed by his brother Sitric, 
whn succeeded him, in 858 a.. Ulster An. ; Ware's Antiq. p. to9. 
;Al) Ulster Annals. 

(I.) Sax. Chron. p. 83 ; Florence Wigorn, p.34 ; Usher's Primon1 p. 719; O'Flaherty's 
08/0.,  P. 405. 

(o) Chron. No. iii. in Innes's App. 
(y) Innen', App. p. lot ; Chrnn. Elegiacum, in Chron. Melros. During this invasion upon 
coast of Fife, several of the Scotiah Ecclesiastics, taking refuge in the Lk of May, were slain 

pagan Danes. Langebek's Script. vol. e. p. 57. Tradition still recollects, with a sort of 
the several conflicts, which the inhabitants cf this p. of Fife, had to maintain with the 
rovers: And the skeletons, which are frequently found upon the shore, from Leven liver 

eastern extremity of Largo bay, are regarded by the people, as the remains of the heroes, 
n fell in battle The standing stones, which still appear along this coast, though they may 
n erected for very different purposes, in prior ages, are supposed, by antiquarian prejudice, 
been set up, as memorials of the repulse of the Danish intraders The site of the glorions 

of Constantin, i, Fointed OW, err, now, within the pariah of Crail 	a small cave, near  a 
, called the Dane': Me;  Constantin is said to have been o.criftced to the manes of the Danish. 

Stat. Account, vol. 1,  p. 546 	s.  p. • t6 vol ix. p  454. 
z) The ancient Chrotiioles differ, as to the length of the reign of Constantin. See the Chron. 

Table, 
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AODH. 

To Constantin succeeded, in 88r A.D., his brother Aodh, or Hugh. The 
Gaelic bard characterizes Audit by an epithet, which seems to denote effeminacy 
of character: 

" Da brathair do AodhjliorugotZarb 
To his brother, followed Aodh, the fair hoir'S 

His:reign was as short, and troublous, as it was unfortunate, for the unha 
Hugh. The bard speaks feelingly of the wretchedness of the age, and of 
fate of Aodh : 

er Da bliadhain da door a dhath :'•  
Two years were bard tomtlexiced lime, 

ft was his misfortune to reign, while Grig was Magma,- of the extensi 
country, between the Dee and Spey. This artful chieftain found no great el.  
culty, to raise up a competitor, with a faction, to oppose the king. The c 
tending parties met in Strathalan, on a tiwy field, wherein the son of 
great Kenneth was wounded ; and being &stied to Inverurie, he died 
months after this fatal conflict, and one yeSTafter his sad accession, during.' 

Table, before. After the minutest investigation, the real period of Constantin's reign appears to 
have been eighteen years. The genuine chronology evinces the aft. Aodh, his successor, reigned 
only one year; es all the chroniclers agree: An eclipse of the sun happened, on the 8th of 
August 89; ; being the day of St. Siriac, in the 9th year of the conjoint reign of Eocha, and Grig. 
Chron. No. iii. in Innes's App Chess. des Eclipses, L'Art de verefier les dates. Now, all 
those circumstances, and dates, concur to demonstrate, that the length of C011.11611'6 reign must 
have extended to eighteen years 

Thus, the date of the sun's eclipse was in 	. 

	

the 9th year of Eocha and Grig, being 	 891 
Deduct their nide years reign 	- 

,The date of their accession 	- 	1382 
Deduct for the reign of Aodh 

The accession of Aodh, and the demise of Constantin 

	

The year of Constantin'e accession drdextcd 	- 	- 863 

Leaves, for the length of his reign, 	• 	18 Years 

The Enquirer into the History of Scotland, 5799, though he is wrong, in placing the sues 
of Constantin II., in 864 ; yet, he is right, in stating the length of his reign, so have been sigh 
years. Enquiry, voL ii. p. 578. 
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wretched times, in BS e A.D. 'lice same stroke of treachery, which sent Hugh 
untimely to Iona, entailed upon Iris people the usual miseries of a disputed 
'Or (a). 

EOCEIA, and Guts. 

The bloody sceptre of Hugh was, immediately, seised by Grig. To colour 
his usurpation, this ferocious chief associated with himself Eocha, the son of 
Ku, the British king of Strathclyde; and the grandson, by a daughter, of 
Kenneth Macalpin (h). Eocha, and Grig, are said to have reigned jointly: 
But, we may easily suppose, that this able Usurper actually governed Eocha, 
and his kingdom. This is Gregory, the Great, of Scoti .h fiction, who is 
said to have overwhelmed the Picts ; to have crushed the Britons; to have coll- 

,  quered England; and subdued Ireland. Beyond theft assumptions of fablers, 
fiction cannot go. The virtues, the valour, the successes, of Gregory, which 

j. shine so resplendent, in Buchanan's pages, may be all traced up to the pious 
gratitude of the monks of St. Andrews (c). But, it were as idle to trace fable to 
its fountain, as to attempt to as.;:Can the chronology of event, which never 
happened 00. Grig, like otheilanipers, appears to have conferred some 

	

- 	privileges on the ecclesiastics of a age 0) ; and they were studious, by grate- 
ful falsehoods, to defile his predecessor With vices, and to crown himself with 
greatness. The Gaelic bard, who certainly never tasted the bounty of Grig, 
bestowed not any blandishments on Eocha, and his guardian : But, the favour . 

(a) All the authorities agree, in giving Aodh a reign of only one year, except the Gael.° bard, 
who is followed by the congenial O'Flaherty. See the Chronicles in Innes's App. No. 3, 4, 5, 
sInd 	and the Chron. Elegi ,cusn: The Annals of Ulster, under the year 878, say, that Audit, 
the son of Kenneth, was killed, '5 a todis s," which intimates, that helms slain by the sword of 
civil discord. O'Flaherty's Ogygia, p. 485.

lui 
 The Chron. in the Reg. of St. Andrews, and the 

Chron.'Elegiacum, state, that he was slain, in the battle of Stratheelan The Chem, No, 3, in 
Inset, states his death, in Hearin. The fact appeais to be, that he was wounded io the battle of 
Strathalan, and died two months after, at Inverorie. See Fordun, 1. iv. cap. %vii. -It is impos-
sible to read the narrative of the reign of Hugh, as it is written by Buchanan, without disdain, for 
the prostitution of such talents, to the ends of fiction. 

(8) The Chronicon, in Innee's App. No. 3; and in the Enquiry, 1789, v. i. App. p• 493. 
(e) See the Chess. in the Reg, of St. Andrews, in moss's App. Nu. v. 

	

, 	(d) Wise on the Chronology of she Falulora Ages. 

• _ 	(e) The Chronicle in the Register of St. Andre. says, Olaf Ite gave liberty to the Scotia, 
thurch, which before had been held in slave,' 

of 
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of the church did not protect the usurper front the indignation of the people. 
At the end of eleven years, they were driven from the throne, which they had 
mounted, by the dangerous steps of civil war (f). The filiation of Grig is 
doubtful : But, the weight of evidence gives hint Dungal, and not Donald, for 
his father: And, it is obvious that, from descent, he was merely the Maorntor 
of the ample country, comprehending Aberdeen, and Banff. He appears to 
ha 	en a chieftain of vigorous character, a man of unprincipled morals, with 
studted attention to religicius appearances. His name has been as cruelly tor-
tured, as his nature was cruel. O'Flaherty, indeed, calls him Grig, the son of 
Dungal, or in the Irish form Gairig Matrittngal (g); and Geirg, in the Gaelic, 
signifies fierce, or  crud (b). Owing to some cause, which is not intimated, in 
any of the chronicles, though it is so unusual, Grig was allowed to live four 
years, after'bis dethronement: And, he died, by a quiet expiration, at his 
castle of Duesdeer, during the-year 897 6.6. (i). 

ff) Chron. No. iii. ; Innes's App. p. 785. The eclipse of the tun, which happened, in the 
9th year of this reign, files its commencement to SSz 4,. D. lb. 745 ; Chron. des Eclipses, in 

t. L'Art de verefier les Dates, v. i. p. 60. The Ch ur iv. v. and vi. in lnnes's App. coven 
to extend this odious reign to twelve years. The, ,.. .; No. iii. in Inner restricts it to eleven 
years; and this length of reign is adopted by Lines, in.  is.Vrro &ries, and by Pinkerton, in his 
Enquiry. The Chronicon Elegiacum extends this reign to eighteen years ;  an elongation this, 
which appears to have arisen from carrying it beyond the dethronement of Grig to his death, which 
is said to have happened, in 867. Gluon. of Melros. But, the content of the Genuine Chronology  , 
only allows eleven years to the wretched reign of Eoclia, sad Grig. 

1.4) OgYt,a, P 485. 
(A) O'Brien, and Shaw. The Chronicon in the Reg. of Et. Andrews, calls him Gig, of wh 

Cris is a corruption, by transposing the lotter (r) ; and this transposition is frequemly made by 
Scoto-Saxon people  1  as  howl( for burgh, and as  Lanerk, and several other places of the same n 
are generally pronounced Loorich. 

(i) The Dooloon, in the Chronicle of St. Andrews, and the Dunditorn of the Cronicon El 
cum, mean  Amadeu, the well-known hill of Dunadeer, in the Garviach, Aberdeenshire. 
the summit of this conical mount, there is the remain of  an ancient castle, which had consisted 
double court of buildings, that appear - to have been partly constructed of the ruined ramparts o 
sent older vitrified fortification, around the summit. The tradition of the country states, that this 
castle was inhabited by Grig, who therein finished quietly his guilty career. Description of tire 
Garinch, in the Edinburgh Mag. 176o, p. 1.50 ; Cordiner',, Antiq. p. 3,3 ; Stat. Account, 
, xvii,  P. 468. And, the  sante tradition appears to have existed hofore the days of Fordun, who 
says, that Gregory, after a strenuous reign, closed his career, at  Dornalooty. I.  iv. cap. xviii. 

Dots.Ar 
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Dowm. IV., 

The son of Constantin, succeeded Eocha, and Grig, ia 893 A.n. Yet, did 
he not enjoy, in quiet, what he had acquired with vigour, while the Northmen 
continued to agitate the sea, and nations around trembled for their fate. Donal 
had to sustain a fresh Meatier, of the Danes, from whatever coast. the 
object of the invaders was either Fortoviot, or Dunkeld, they landed dIrthe 
Tay. The chiefs, with a gallant people, hastened to defend the /dr.,/ atone, the 
sacred palladium of the state. Donal met the invaders, in the well-fought field 
of Collin,  on the Tay, which is still remarkable, in the vicinity of Scone Ck). 
The ferocity of the foe shrunk up before the valour of Donal, who wee ani-
mated by a greater object. And the Dane, fled from the patriot swords of the 
Scots, who fought for the dear object of the national safety. Yet, this great 
defeat did not restrain the restless Vikings from their odious practices. In the 
year 904, the Danes of Ireland, under tear 011ear, invaded North-Britain, on 
the west ; and having Penetrated into the country, eastward, with a view to the 
plunder of Forteviot, the Scotish capital, they were bravely encountered, and their 
leader killed, by Donal, who feillimself, in gallantly defending his harassed 
people. lie thus ended a meritorious reign of eleven years, in 904 r..n.(/). 
The Gaelic bard characterizes the son of Constantin as, 

animal Mic Constantin chain 

Donal, Constantin's son, tbr.  &paw. 

But, the Gaelic epithet chain rather means  chalk, or be/sued And, even the 
malignity of Buchanan allows, that Donal was equally dear to the high, and 
low. 

(I) See Stobia's Map of Perthshire. The old Chronicles specify Callan, as the reeve of this 
battle; and Inn., with hisfollower., 'oppose this place, from the similarity of the name, withort 
authority, to have been Inverculen, on the Murray frith, whetv, indeed, a still more Lloody conflict 
happened, during the reign of lndulf. 

(1) Chron. No. iii. M lanes'. App. and in the Enquiry, .759, V. i. App. p. 4931 Annals of 
:Ulster. See the Chron. Table Inues'a Pero &tin, sod hi, four Chronicle,; all agree, in this 
length of reign: But, he, and the Enquirer of 1789, have quite mistaken the place of his death; 
being again misled by the similarity of name.. The Chronicle plainly-say% o Opidum Faber 

occirann est a gentibus." This obviously means  Faber, the residence of the Scotish kings, now 
Forteviot, in Strathern, and not Fames, in the North. Enquiry, t709., ,  ii. p. cur. Their 
mistake is also evinced by the Ulster Annals, which say, under 004  a.  e., that 	bar Crlvar was 
w killed by the  IUD  of ?prim," the name, by which they call the Picthb capital. 

CONSTANTIN 
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CONSTANTIN In, 

The son of Aodh, immmediately began a reign of un.,ual length, but of 
little quiet. As he assumed the sceptre, and sword, of his predecessor, in 
904 A.0., he was doomed to reign in troublous times. And, he appears hitn-
self have been entmprizing, and warlike. The Gaelic bard says that, 

GIs 	
4' Constantin ba rained a shleat s" 
C011,SIFIIIIIII was yawls in bank (1). 

All his enterprize, and all his valour, were soon required, to protect his people 
front invasion. In 907, the Danes, from whatever shore, made a general 
ravage of North-Britain. And they seem to have even plundered Dunkeld, 
before they could be opposed by the efforts of Constantin (m). But, attempting 
to attack Forteviot, in Strathem, the Pictish metropolis, during the subsequent 
year, they were met in conflict ; they were defeated; and they were driven from 
this afflicted country, by a gallant people (n). The land was now for a while 
quiet. But, another invasion was made from Ireland by the Danes, under 
Reginald, who directed his fleet into the 4nie. This incursion is said to have 
happened in the eighteenth year of Conitainin (o). Yet, the Ulster Annals 
date this odious expedition, in 918. The Scots, who were said to have been 
assisted, on thi. occasion, by some of the Northern Saxons, at length attacked 
the invaders, at Tinmore. To meet this onset of an enraged, and intrepid 
people, the Danes are said to have been drawn up in four divisions. The first 
:was conducted by Godfrey °Ivor ; the second by Earls; the third by chief-

ns ; and the fourth by the skilful Reginald; who, as he commanded the 
reserve, seems to have placed his party in ambush. The four first divisions 
were unable to withstand the attack of the Scots, which was furious, and well 
directed, by Constantin ( p). The success of Reginald's ambuscade is but fiintly 
claimed. And, the retreat of the invaders, during the night, proclaimed the 

//, T1, 	III • . ; s rmstranmateo.1  , in the Enquiry,   17 n9, v... p. 325. 4,  Constantin was rolverful, and 
rape," But, see the words Call, and Chao, in O'Brien, and $haw. 

(re) Chron. in Innes's App. Nu. iii. 
(n) Colbenin Chroo. in Enquiry, lg9, v. i. App. p.393. 
(a) Chron. Nu. iii. in Innes's App. which calls the place where the battle was fought, 

. 	
Molar. 

(p) The Annals of Ln, mention, particularly, two Danish chiefs, Otter, and Grogamo, who 
commanded a party, of whom the Scots - made great slaughter, in this battle. Simeon Dmelm. 
p 13 . 	ions One, Comes, and Osvul Craned's, as being with Reginald, rex, at the taking, 
sad piage a Dublin, about the year 912. 

VOL.. 1. 	 3 11) 	 victory 
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victoiy of the Scots, which was the more glorious, as it was obtained, without 
the loss of either king, or maormor (7). 'rids defeat forbade the return of the 
Irish Danes, for many Years. Constantin was, however, disquieted from the 
south. During the year 024, Edward, the Elder, came into the north of 
England ; and made pretensions, which he lived not to support (r). Edward, 
in 925, left his sceptre, and his sword, to his son dEthelstan, who knew well 
how to exercise both. Were we to credit the English chroniclers, w ho have 
their fictions in policy, as well as their errors of ignorance, we ought to believe, 
that zEthelstan, in 93.4, entered Scotland, by land, and sea; and wasted a 
country, which he could not subdue (s). All the circumstances, attending this 
expedition, concur to evince, that Constantin had the prudence to remain in his 
fastnesses, behind the friths, till the stonn of war, which the wrath of iEthelstan 
had raised, passed unheeded over a wasted land. Constantin is said to hare 

provoked this invasion, by breaking the league, which he had made with the 
invader (t). He perhaps gave full as much offence, by affording an asylum to 
Godred, a fugitive prince of Northumberland. And, he was now compelled, 
says Florence, to renew the peace, by giving valuable presents to the invader, 

(q) Ulster Annals; Ware's Antiq. p. it°. Godfrey, the son of Irar, who commanded one 
of the divisions in the bode of Tinmore, in 9i8, must be distinguished from his uncle Godfrey, 
the son of Ivor, who was assassinated by his brother Sitrie, in H88. After this deed, Sarin enjoyed 
the rule of the Ostmen of Dublin, alone, till 89e, when Godfrey, W110 was surnamed Merle, 

' started up, as the rival of Sitric, and shared with him the rub of Dublin, with die vikingr. Ware' 
Antiq. p. t o9. Sitrie, the son of Bar, was himself assassinated, by Godfrey's partizans, in 896. Id.

s  

Aulaf, the son of Ivan, was slain, in a conflict with the people of -Ulster, in 896. Id, In 9on, the 
rikingr of Dublin were defeated, with great slaughter, by the Irish, who expelled them, from that 
piratical haunt. The Danish rovers now found a commodious rendezvous, during their banishment 
from Dublin, in Lochdacaoch. Ulster Annals; Ware's Antiq. p. 109. Ivor, the SOB of lose, 
who was slain, in 904 A. o., left three sons ; Reginald, who succeeded bins as the ruler of the Irish 
Ostmen ; and SRric, and Godfrey, who were also vikingr. Reginald WAS obliged to maintain his 
authority by farce. He was induced, by his desire of employing she vikingr, to conduct them 
to the fatal shore of Loch-Fine, in Cowal. In 9z r, Reginald was, in his turn, slain; and was 
succeeded by his heather Godfrey, who was infamous for cruelty, even among the vikingr; and 
who died in 974. Ulster Annals ; Ware's Antiq. p. s to. 

(r) Sax. Chron. p. • to ; Floe. Wigorri. p. 437, who places this expedition of Edward's, in 
cat A. 9. 

I,) Sax. Cbron. p. 	I., Floe. Wig. p. 34.9. O'Flaherty states this event in 933 ; and adds, 
that Edinburgh was spoiled; but that IEthelstau was obliged to retire, without a victory. 

Ogrgta,  p.485. 
( ) Elorcuse, as abort. 

with 
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wills his son, as an hostage (14). Subsequent events evince, howcver, that Con-
stantin regarded JEthelstan, with feelings of enmity, perhaps, of resentment: 
he formed an extensive league whh several princes of various lineages, who all 
hated /Ethelstan ; because they fared hint. The most powerful of all those 
was Anlaf, who had married Constantin's daughter; and was at once king of 
Dublin, and Northumberland (a). The most distant vikingr hastened to join 
the confederates against LEthelstan, from the hope of plunder, as they knew not 
danger. A vast fleet seas now colleded, probably, into the Tay, and Forth : 
and, in .the year 937, they sailed, without obstruction, into the Humber (y), 
/Ethelstan was too wise not to foresee this invasion, and too vigorous, not to 
provide against its effects. He had collected a great army ; and he had affem-
bled the ablest, and bravest, of his chiefs, with Turketel, the chancellor of 
England, at their head. Near Brunanburgh, at no great distance from the 
southern shore of the Humber, ensued a battle, which was then unexampled, 
in the English annals; and which lasted, with alternate success, from the dawn 
of day till the going down of the sun. Of the many warriors, who displayed 
the most hardy deeds, on that bloody field, Turketel distinguished himself 
by superior skill, And unconquerable bravery : and the chancellor of England 
was most ably supported, by the prudence, and valour, of his sovereign. On 
the side of the invaders, Anlaf was mast remarkable, for the artifices of war, 
and the intrepidity of his spirit. Constantin was now too far stricken in years, 
for feats of hardyhood but, his son exerted snarly acts of forward valiance : 
and, when he was slain, after a violent conflict, victory delivered the wreath to 
Ethelstan, which he had fairly won. Yet, the field had been so manfully 

(v) Flor. Wig. p. ;49. But, the Saxon Chronicle is silent, as to the presents, and the hostage. 
About these events, the Scotish Chroniclers imitate the silence of the Saxon Chronicle, rather than 
the loquacity of Florence. Malmsbury has some monkish eloquence, on this occasion. He re-
ports, rho A:theistnn declared, when he had given peace to Constantin, that he could ',Oh, 

lingd000 goo enjoy  tion. Lib. ii. c. 	We might ask Malinsbury, who gave lain this lire 
speech, which history is studious to repeat. Thin question is too seldom asked of ancient historians. 

(v) Flor.  Wigorl• p.349. 

(r) The Saxon Chronicle, and Florence, place that event, in 938 a. D. The ancient Chrou in 
Irees's App. No. iii. nays, that it happened in the 34th year of the reign of Constantin, which 
corresPonds with 937.8.. Yet, the Chron. of Mailros, the Irish Annals, nod Usher, in his 
Primord, p. 	place the battle of Brunanburgh, in 937 for which date, he quotes Turgot, 
Henry of Huntington, Florence, mistakiogly, Roger Moved., Mathew Flo, Langchek con. 
curs with Usher, M Script. Dan. t ii. p. fns; wherein may be seen the Anglo-Saxon poem, 
which was composed on that important event. 

3 I)  a 	. 	 fought, 
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fought, that Constantin, and Anlaf were able to make good a retreat to their 

dripping, though with the loss of many a  life. 
From this epoch, Scotland was quiet: ./Ezhelstan, in 94.1, lea his kingdom 

to his brother Edmund ; and Constantin brooded near the it,funnities, and this, 

1411unez, of his years. With all his bustle, and his bravery, Constantin ap-

pears to hare been religious. In the sixth year of his Yelp, the king, with 

Cellach, the bishop, and the Scotish chiefs, solemnly swore, on the Moot-hill 

of Scone, to maintain the t.iith, 	the laws, and discipline of the church (a). 

(4) Among the Danish reguli of Ireland, and Nortlitunlwrland, the same names occur so fre. 
quently, that different persons are often confounded. Snell hat been the case, with A1,1,1f, the 
4gagonist of if:theist., and the son-in•law of Constantin He has been confounded with another 
Anlar, who mit-cc:Jed him, as  reguiw of Northumbria. Sitrig, the kinglet of Northnmberland, 

S. 	who marrird the sister of fEthel4an, in 905, died in 9z/; leaving Two sons, Go:It.nty and Antal, 
[ by a former marriage. These young princes wore expelled from Nzrthumberlaml, by the jealousy 
of Ethelstan. Godfrey sank range, in Scotland ; and afterwards became  a  vikingr : AnInt fed 
to hia kindred, the vikingr of Ireland. Godfrey, the son of Iva, wiz, was then reptus ref the 
Irish Danes, war, in 934, succeeded, in this rule, by Antal, whom Ware, from the Irish Annals, 
call, the son of Godfrey. Antig. Hihern. p. to, ann. ult. In 937, Anluf confederated with his 
father-in-law, Constantin, the king of Scots, and with several reguli, agzhest Ethelstan. This 
confederacy was dissolved by the decisive battle of Brunanburgh ; and Anlaf returned to Dublin. 
Upon the de.th of Ethelstan, the restless Northorablians threw off their 0;3-Melee to his sue. 
eessor, Edmund ; and elected An' , the repine of the Danes in Ireland, to be their king. After 

E' :  some vigorous, and successful hostilities, by Aulaf, against the English king, a peace was made, 
' 	by which Anlaf obtained oil [list part of England, lying on the north of Welling St,cct. In 941, 

he spoiled the church of St. Bahhar, and burnt Tyningham, in East Lothian ; and he died in 901. 
For all those events, see the Annals of Ulster; Ware's Antic. ch. xxiv. ; Sax. Citron.; Florence 

Wig.... P. 343— 350: Howden, P-4as-3: Sim DIM.  p 134, 154.5 ; Malmsbury, in Saville, 
p. 5c, 53 ; Walingfdrd, in Gale, v. iii. p. 550; Higden's Polychron, in Gale, v. iii. p. a6z 
Mathew of Westminster, p. 365. The Saxon Chronicle places the death of Aniaf, h, 94s ; but, 
in several of its notices, about this period, the dates of this invaluable Chronicle are one year behind 
the other authorities. Ware states, from the Irish Annals, that Anlaf died, suddenly, in 901. 
The hero of Brunanburgh was succeeded, as  regales of the Danes, in Ireland, by Blacker, the son 
of Godfrey, (Ware, ch. aria.), and as regains of Northumbria, by Aulef, the son of Sitrig. 
Roger Hoveden, p• 403 ; Sim. Dun. p. 	la 944, Anlaf, the son of Sitrig, and Reginald, 
the son of Godfrey, the reguli of Northumberland, were expelled from that country by Edmund, 
the English king. In 949, Anlaf, the son of Sitrig, returned to No, thumberland ; but he was 
again expelled, in 95a; being supplanted by Eric, who was himself defeated, and killed, by the 
Northumbrians, in 954 A. n. From that epoch, this turbtdent country was governed by earls, of 
whom Osulf was the first, who was appointed by Edred the king of England. Sax. Chron. ; 
Florence Wigorm p.351,3 ; Sim. Dun p. i ar, 155 ; Hoveden, p. 4.3. The genealogy of the 
reguli of Northumberland, in Langebek's Script. v.ii. p qty, is by no means cOrrect. 

(n) Chron. No. hi. in Innes's App.; Critical Essay, p. 533 ; Enquiry, 1739, v.i. P.  493. 
The intimation M the text evc ces how laws were, in that rude age, enacted. 

And 
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And, its the fortieth year of his reign, when he had declined into the evening 
of life, he relinquished his diadem, for the cowl ; and retiring into the monas-
tery of St. Andrews, he became abbot of the Culdces. Here, having thus re-
linquished his sceptre, he rested from his turmoils on the staff; and here, ht 
closed a long, and various life, in the retirement of the cloister (6). 

MALCOLM I., 

The son of Donald 1r, and the great grandson of Kenneth, the illustrious 
founder of the Scotish, and Pictish, kingdom, immediately assumed the sword 
f the aged Constantin. The abdication of the preceding king occasioned, 

cog a  rude people, those perturbations, which suds anomalies produce, under 
e best established governments. The Moray-men, instigated by Cellach, 

their chief, rose in discontent. But, the great event of this short reign was 
the obtaining of Cumbria; from Edmund, in 945 (a). The interest of both 

.parties seems to have dictated this transaction. After wasting Cumberland, the 
"English king resigned what Ise could not easily retain, on condition of amity, 
and aid the Scotish sovereign acquired a convenient territory, on the easy terms, 
of defending that northern country, and of acting as the ally of Edmund. The 
king of England, dying by the dagger of assassination, in 946, left his difficult 
charge to his brother Edred. Northumberland, inhabited as it was by a very 
mixed people, was again agitated by Anlaf. Edred restored tranquillity, by 
wasting the land, in 95c. On that occasion, he required the stipulated aid of 
Malcolm _A). The Scotish king did not hesitate; as his interest concurred with 
his policy. He over-ran Lothian, which then formed part of England ; he 
enterid Northumberland ; and, imitating the example of Edred, by exerting 
the same powers of mischief, Malcolm wasted the country, and carried off the 

(8) Usher's Prim. p. 659. The Rook of Chian states the death of Constantin, in oss. 
Ogygia, ;SO. The Ulster Annals record it, in op  A. D.  The Chron. No. iii. in loess's 
App. says, that he died in the iotab year. after his resig.ation of the crown ; and this intimation 
would carry up his life to 953  A. o. The Chron. in the Register of St. Andrews, which is followed 
by the Chron Elegiacum, says, slot Sr moved his abdication Jive years; and here died, and was 
buried. The Chronological Table will shoe how meat the ancient Chronicles disagree in the 
length of the Reign of Constantin III. Some of those writers may love confounded the extent of 
his reign with the length of his life ; while others seen, to hare deducted the period of his retirement. 
fromthe real kngth of his reign ; erroneously supposing, that the latter included the former. 

(a) Sax. Citron. Its; Floe. Wig. 355. 
1.19 Sax. Citron. p.1.5 ; Ford., lib. iv. cap. IQ 

people, 
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„. 	people, with their cattle (r). The Scotish king, meanwhile, did not remain 
quiet, amidst turbulent chiefs. Malcolm marched into Moray, to suppress 

.” 	the insurrections of Cellach, the Maormor, whom he slew, in the traiterous 
_conflict. The men of Moray, in a subsequent year, marched southward, to 
revenge the death of their chief. And Malcolm, meeting them in the Merns, 
was slain, at Fetteressoe, by an insidious stroke of doubtful treason (d). Fiction 
is studious to tell, in modern idiom, that the nobles were diligent to discover 
the conspirators, and were equally severe, in punishing their aggravated 
treason (z). 

INntrLy, 

The son of Constantin III. assumed the gory sceptre of the murdered Mal-
colm, in 953 A.D. It was, in Indulf's reign, that the tows of Edwin, which 
had been wasted by Ethelstan, in 93,6 was at length relinquished, dating the 
distractions of Northumberland, and the reign of Edwy. In this state of de-
sertion, it probably remained, till Lothian was formally resigned to the Scotish 
king, at a subsequent period (a). The vigour of Edgar was such, as induced 
Indulf, probably, to respect the power of England ; and, Edgar was so power- 

(e). The Chess. No. 3, in Imes's Appendix, states this inroad, during the :month year of his 
reign. The Ulster Annals, under the year 95r, which was the smenih Year of Malcolm, speak 
of war against the See., Welsh, and Saxons, by the Gab, or Northmen. 

(d) The ancient Chronicles differ somewhat, in giMng an account of the time, place, and sir. 
cum stance, of Malcolm's death. The Chess. No.3. in Inns, says, that he was killed, by the 
men of Macs., in Fodresaib. The Chron. No.5, in Imes, and the Chron. Elegiacnm, state, 
that Malcolm was slain, "per Qom," by the Moravienses, in Worn and these two am followed 
by Fordun, hbhiv. c. 27 ; by Wyntown, rot. i. p. x79 ; wad by Buchanan, who transfers the were 
of this tragedy into Moray. The men of Monne had no perceivable motive of enmity against 
Malcolm, who had irreconcileably incensed the men of Moray; by killing their chia. The 
FodreFtch of the Chess. No.3, undoubtedly, means Faiheressazh, the ?corm,. of the present 
ch,y, a hamlet, and parish, in the Means. The position of Ulu, the Oren. Na;,. 	is not so 
mrtain. In a charter of Alexander II., indeed, them. is a place mentioned, by the name of 
as lying near Burgle, in Moray: MS. Charters, in my Coll.; and Dalrymple's Collections, 
p.99 he is said Ly David Macpherson, to lave been killed in a Cattle, at Ulee,, mar Burghe. 
Illustrations of the Scot. Hist. But, the Chron. No.5, intimates, that he was killed by pile, 
rather than b, magnanimity a the fee dolt., of the one chrohicon, sad the in olairlone of the other, 
which, in Garlic, signifies a di,h, evince, that Malcolm did not fall in bath. The proper name 
of this king is Mail calm, to it is in the Ulster Annals, and in the Gaelic Donn : and, it signifier 
the devotee of Columba; Mani-Brigid is the devotee of Brigid; and Mool-pcder, the follower o," 
Peter. 

(a) Buchman edit.Man, 040. 	 (a) Chron. No.3, in Innes's App. 	
ful, 
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ful, as to drive the Danish pirates on the Scotish shores. They hauled at 
Gamrie, in Buchan, with the hope of plunder but, the Maornior of that din- 
tri,,t gallantly repulsed them (e.) 'Tradition has transmitted both the invasion, 
and the repulse, v.ith circumstances of barbarism, which may even now 
traced (f). Indulf was doomed to sustain a more powerful invasion of th 
odious plunderers, and to support a more bloody conflict. In 96t, the Dani 
rovers landed within the bay of Cullen, in Banffshire. InduIF hastened to m 
them. A furious.action ensued on the moor, which lies westward from Cullen 
the Danes were repulsed to their ships but, Indulf lost his life, with hone 
in the eagerness Of his pursuit. This victory has come down, in the traditio 
of the people, by the name of the Battle of the Baud( (g). Such was the h 
nourable end ofIndulf, in 965 A.D., after lie had ruled supreme, 6:  ci 
‘' riagbla," saith the Gaelic Bard, only eight years (h). 

DISF, 

The son of Malcolm I., hastened to weild the potent sword of Indulf. This 
short reign was much infested by civil discord. Culen, the son of Indulf, seems 
to have been instigated by Doncha, the abbot of Dunkeld, the Sr. Dunstan of 
Scotland, to claim the sceptre of his father, contrary to the constitutional usage. 
The competitors met at Drumcrub, in Strathern, the Duncrub of the present 

(e) Chron. Nu. 3, in Innes's App. 
(f) The memory of this descent, and defeat, is still preserved, in the tradition of the country ; 

and the vestiges of some encampments, at the place, are still called the Bloedy Pon. A church 

pira seen after erected near the scene of action, into the wall of which, several of the skulls of the 
tical North-men were built and there they still remain. Stat. Acco. v. i. p, 469. A similar 

instance of barbarous triumph took place, after the defeat of the Danes, at Mordach, M 1010. 
CO The Charm. No. 5, in Innes's App. relates, that Indulf was slain, by the Norwegians, 

" in Inverts!. ;" ad fluminis erne Collin," adds the Chronicon Elegincum ; "props beam qui 
" Collin dich or," says Ford., Herne, p.528. On the moor, at no great distance WeStWardr 
from Cullen, at the Millis of the rinds[ Culen into the Moray-frith, which !own was of old called 
by the Gaelic name of Inver-Culen, there are some large, and many small honed, which at once 
point to the scene of this battle, and indicate the numbers of the shin. At a little distance, near 
Woodside, within Lord Findlater's Inclosures, there is, upon an eminence, a large heap of stones, 
which is called the Ike, Cain; ; and which tradition attributes to the funeral commemoration of 
the intrepid Indulf. Pennant's Tour, 1769, v. i. p. 46 ; Stat. Acco. v. xii. p. 154; Ib. v. xiii. 
P. 43,  

(hi See the Chron. Table. Tigemach states the death of Indulf in 961. Ogygia, p.486. 
Abercrombie's Atchievements states it in 961, T. i. p. 47. 
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day. The conflict was contested by a valorous people, with the usual fury of 
civil war. Duf had the good fortune to vindicate, by his victory, the consti-
tutional rule. Doncha, the abbot, and Dubdou, the Maormor of Athol, suet 
the fate, which their ralhness merited (i). Yet, this victory seems not have 
been decisive. The friends of the pretender, and the partizans of the abbot, 
were still powerful enough to drive Duf from Forteviot into the north (k). 
And, he was assassinated on the classic ground of Forres, in the year 965, 
after a troublous reign of four years, and a half O. The unfortunate son of 
Malcolm has been mentioned by a variety of Gaelic names ; and the Gaelic Bard 
has applied to }dm the epithet den, or the brown (m). 

CULEN, 

The son of Indulf, seemed now to enjoy, without a competitor, the blood-
stained sceptre of Duf. The silence of the Gaelic Bard does not prevent the 
subsequent chroniclers from applying to Culen various epithets, which evince 
the insignificance of his character, if not the baseness of his heart (n). The 
election of Dovenal, the brother of Constantin III. king of the Scots, to be 
king of the Strathcluyd Britons, as we have seen, produced a long, and salutary 
peace, between those congenerous people. Tins desirable tranquillity was in. 
terrupted, and the two nations plunged in bloody warfare, by the baseness of 
Culen The Scotish king was prompted by his temperament, to violate the 
chastity of the daughter of Andarch, the Icing of Steathcluyd, the  son of Do-
venal. The Britons enfeebled, as they were, snatched their arms, to avenge 
the wrong of their prince. They were met in Lothian, by the Scots, who 
seem not to-  have passed the Forth, with alacrity, in such a cause. Culen, 

(i) Chron No.3. in Inner; the Ulster Annals place this battle, in 964 A.D. 

(I) Chron. No.3, in trees. 
The Chron. No.5, in limes Chron. Etegincum ; Annals of Ulster; and see tte Chron. 

Table. 
(m) Innea's App. No. t. The Annals of Lit,ter denominate him Dna, which is the roper 

Gaelic name. The Gaelic Bard, and O'Flaherty, speak of him, by the same name ; adding the 
epithet Oda In the ancient Chronicles, No. 4, 5, and 6, in 1,:mee App. and in the Chron. 
Elegiacum, he is called Oaf, and Duffy the Cliron. N.3, in hoes, call. him Nirm which is a 
Latin translation of the Gaelic Dia. 

(n) The Chmnicon Elegiactun cans him sir insipiou Chilean, in the Gaelic, means a whelp; 
and hence, the Chron. No.3, in hoes, calls him Canis ime 

and 
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and his brother, Eocha, were slain, by the valorous Britons, in the field( 
Thus perished the unworthy Culen, after a disgraceful reign of four years, 
a half, in 97o, A.D. (p). The story of Colon, however, as it is told by 
chanan, is a continued fiction, whith is as disgraceful to the writer, as it 
destructive of truth (q). 

KENNETH III., 

The brother of Duf, and the son of Malcolm I., assumed the contamin 
sceptre, with the dishonoured sword, of Culen, in 97o A.D. The Engl 
historians have supposed, that he wished to offer his duty to Edgar, who a 
gated the pre-eminence of king of Great Britain, and that he was conducts 
in 97 r, to the English king, who gave him many presents (n). Kenneth cer 
vainly renewed hostilities with the Britons of Strathcluyd, rather with ambitio 
views of conquest, than to revenge the merited fate of his predecessor, wh 
was of a rival family. The enfeebled Britons made a gallant struggle, for the 
independence ; bat the superior power of the Scots prevailed. Kenneth, of 
various success, ultimately gained the important object of his ambition, in 
nexingethe kingdom of Strathcluyd to the territories of the &wish kings (t- 

.(o) Chron. No. 3, in limes; Chron. No.5, in tones t Citron, Elegiacum s Tigernach places t 
event  in 971. Ogygia, 457, The Ulster Annals record this battle, and the fate of Cubes, in 97 

(p) Sce the Citron. Table. 
(g) Man's ed. p. 	How much more dignified is the reserve of Fordun, as we see it 

Herst's edition, v. i. p. 33o, than the amplification of Buchanan during this reign, sap Ford 
which 

 
on equally unfit, and remiss, nothing either kingly, or worthy of recollection, ia to 

recorded. 
(n) Kenneth III. is said by M. of Westminster, p. 375, to have been conducted to Edgar, 

975, by ./Elfsig, the bishop, and Eadulf, the Earl. The historian of Durham adopts this stn 
without much examination. Hutchinson's Durham, -v. i. p.9S. If, indeed, we coda allow 
be genuine a paper, which is published by Dugdale, in the Monasticon, v. i. p. 17, as one of 
title-deeds of them  onastery of Glastonbury, we must admit, that Kenneth did visit Edgar, 
97s 	for, Kenneth is made to witness the charter of Edgar thus " Ego Kinadios set Alba, 
e• adquieri." But, this pretended charter is very suspicious: its style is too declamatory 
dose is•tot, minute and, Oswald, the bishop of York, is made to sign it, as a veitness, in 97 
though he cam, not to that sec till 97 A. 

(r) Colbertio Chip, No. 3, in t.tst's App, uhich is more accurately printed, from the o 
ginal, in the Enquiry, Hist. Scot. 1789, v. i p.1,5 t it is, however, unfitly interpolated, by t 
editor, as a cosItiatiscrA of the 0,w:iron 	which in fact ends with Bred the last Pic 
king. lb. p. 492—.4., for the continued interpolation. Durex-all., the last king of Strathcluy 
a; he was driven from his throne, retired to Rome, where he took the cowl, and died. We 
Chron. of the Saxons, and Condos, in the Welsh Archaiol. v. ii. p. 489-494- 

VOI.. I. 	 E 	 Ii 
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lk 	Ammon.. .ink to have now fortified the fords of the Forth (r). It was, 

in 97y, that Kenneth 111.  Wii  required by Edgar to perform the term-, on 

which he copied die English province. ,, From Cumberland, he sent a del:ail:-

mat to hat rase the Danish settlements, as it as Stanmore. He marched him. 
self through Lothian, and penetrated into Dein : according to the odious 

practice sal a ferocious age, he spoiled the country, and carried oil the on of 

the Northumbrian ruler (r). hs thi: manlier, did Kenneth perform the dory, 

which he ow std to Edgar (a)! As 	indeed, as the stipulations of the scvcral 

kings were uneqmi, they admitted themselves to be inferior to Edgar. Kennills 

had alone to  defend his kingdom, front the incursions of the northern invade,. 
Nothing could prevent their piracir, bur the 	policy, which was proscribed 

by Edgar, for his yen interest. 'the vigour of Kenneth's government could 
not hinder a dangerous invasion of his cour,try, towards the end of his guilty 
reign. After making partial attacks on the north.castem coast of Scotland, the 
17aties sailed into the Tay, with a numerous Acct. Their object appears to have 
been the plunder of Foneviot, or Dunkeld. They were met, meanwhile, by 
KennctIN'sotlt such chiefs aihe could hastily bring into the Sold, at I.uncarty, 
in the vit* of Perth, on the southern side of the Tay, at a small distance 
from Inveramon. Both parties prepared for a decisive day. Malcolm, the 
Tama!, and prince of Cumberland, commanded the right wing of the Scotish 
army; Duncan, the Maortnor of Athol, conducted the left; and Kenneth 
placed himself in the centre. After awhile, a furious conflict began. They 
fought long, with all the fury of single combat; the one side, for safety, the 

Chron No. 3, a Innees App p.7Sd. 
(s) Chem. No. 3, in Imes t is Emote,. r759, n. i. APP 495 t and the Sm. Chios. p. its. 
(at Naissebney. Hamden. sod Huntingdon, concur to elate a story of Edgar, which is 

worthy of tlie manly almaee of tbat king being at Cisme,. they say, 'hot he commanded Lim- 
wlfto be rowed on the 'virgin' Dee, by tight 	including Kenneth. Stranget that thnie 
magma mocks would depart from the simple story, shish is told by the Saxon Chronicle, that 
bring at Chew,. time cam to Edge es kings, who ens red into a treaty with Ida, that they 
would he lus en opentom in (store, by nis. and land. See Gibson, p. is.. Fluoresce concurs 
net, lien element, nay enlarging the number, of Iiinp to  right, end nuking Kenneth III. an:  
Mabel, " ,ea Coininwee..' two ultimo hinge. Ile nuke. all time oovertigns whom he cninne. 
rams  awes, slaw I/Reynold cooperate by see sod had. *kb Edgar. If we could suppose, 
what lam err Innt•thowth, that the kiss of 'Reglad, .her making his het circumnavigate 
the seeder. per Nu.. 	adopted 	wise policy of inducing the several king, of our 
wilds  whether depcsnlere, at witspendsat, to cooperate no trie common defence against the 
Des.. this *Om rd waken would ma ha elincter ,uperi,r  to the juie line of BIM& Kit, 
the ewers( hisleing rowed eu the Des, by Logs, would only &grade a great polity into the gross. 
em hreelemens. 

other. 
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has recorded the assassination of Kenneth (5). This king's piety, or remorse, 
appears to have given Brechin to the church (e). By his liberality to the clergy, 
the guilty king may have endeavoured to allay the perpetual torments of a min.!, 
which was conscious of terrible crimes: his death happened in 994 A.D. after 

anactive, able, and guilty, reign of four-and-twenty years (4). 

CONSTANTIN IV., 

The son of the worthless Galen, assumed the tarnished sceptre of Ken. 
neat III. His reign was short, and unquiet. His pretensions even to such a 
sceptre seems to have been disputed, by Kenneth, the Grim, the son of Duf. 
A conflict ensued between the pretenders to a wretched government, near the 
river Amon, in Perthshire (e). And, Constantin, who is mentioned by the 
Gaelic Bard, with the epithet du',  or  deceitful, closed his inglorious days, 
Within the Rath of Inver-Amon, in 995, .5.5. (f). 

KENNETH IV., 

The son of Duf, who was sirnamed Crim, front the strength of his body, 
rather than the force of his character, immediately seized the gory sceptre of 1 ,,," 

parish of Fettemairn, is still called Finella's 'Castle. Stu. Acco. vol. v.  p 334. to Fordo, 
parish, there is a place called Strath.Finella-Hill. Garden's Map of the Merits. And many sup.. 

: 

	

	pose, that the neighbouring Castle of Kincardine was also Finclla's residence. Stat. Acco. vol. iv. 
p.498.9. The parish of Ecclesgreig, within the same shire, claims the honour of her punishment. 
Here, they show Den-Fend,  or  Dm-Fouler,  to which she is said to have fled from her Castle of 
Kincardine ; in which she seas discovered ; and whence she was carried to her merited end. Stat. 
Acco. v. xi. p.95. 

(6) Ogygia, 487: and the Ulster Annals state the same event, under the year 994; and the 
Chron. Elegiacum concurs in the time, the place, and circumstance, of Kenneth's violent death. 

(0 Chron. No. y, 111 11111f, 	 (d) See the Chron. Table. 
(e) Ford., mistakingly, supposes tbis event to have happened, on the Amon.water, in Lo-

thian, lib. iv. c xxxvii. 
(f" ) The Chron. Elegiac :ern applies to Constantin the epithet ealoget, which corresponds, 

nearly, with the Gaelic elnin. The Chron. No. g, in Innes, states, that Conflantin was slain, M 
Natl.-reran:nem This place is plainly the Ratl, Inver-Amon, where, as we have already seen, 
Donal MacAlpin ended his days, and which had continued to be a strength of one branch of the 
royal family, from the age of Kenneth MacAlpin. Tigemach attributes the death of Constantin 
to a sad stroked civil conflict : but, he erroneously places the event, in 997, instead of 995. 

i 	Ogygia, 487. The aut unities all agree, nearly, in the length of the reign of Constantin, except 

ii

-  AfleVeaelic Sand, who extends it, mistakingly, to seven year.. Bee the Chron. Table. 
a.. 	 Constantin. 
• 
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Constantin (g). But, what he had thus gained by violence, he did not long 

,enjoy in peace. In loco A.D., Ethelred, the king of England, almost depo- 
- 	Cumberland, on whatever pretence, whik his fleet attempted to circum- 

navigate North-Britain (b). Malcolm, the son of Kenneth IH , who was then 
presumptive heir of the Scotish crown, had already been declared the regulus 
of Cumberland. As he refused an unjust demand, he was driven from his 

1001 
 charge by a power, that he could not resist. Peace was, however, restored on 
the original terms, .of common defence. And Malcolm was left free to intrigue 

,.. 'for the crown, which his father had untimely endeavoured to settle on him, by 
so many crimes. In a barbarous age, and among such a people, it was cosy to 
animate pretensions into commotion. The partizans of the two princes flew to 
arms, when the dread of [Ethelred was withdrawn. A bloody conflict ensued 
at Maighavaird of the chronicle, the Ark-ors bard of Fordun (i). Grim fought 

e whole field, with the vigour of his nature, and the valour of his family. 
c at length received a mortal gash: but, he load no father, to inquire, like 

Siward, " if he had his hurts before ?" The death-wound of Gritty decided 
the fortune of the day, with the fate of the kingdom. Thus, honourably died ' 
Kenneth IV. the gallant son of Duf, after an unfortunate reign of eight 
years (k). 

MALCObat 

(g) (( Griot is a common Danish name," says the Enquirer tyaq, systematically, V. 	p. 1139. 
But, Grits, 	tfte Gaelic, signifies war, haul, O'Brien ; and Shaw. Gym, in the British, 
means force, energy, pdwer, streny,th. Owe 's Diet. Bnchanan, indeed, talks, as if he had seen 
the king, of the batters of Grime stature, of his beauty, of his courtmy 	M.'s ed. 155. 

(6) Sax. Chron. t yo Florence Wig. ;69; 	Dunelin, 164: but, none of these add a 
single circumstance to explain the cause of this unneighbourly irruption into Cumberland. Fordun 
supplies that defect of explanation. Lib. iv. ch. xxxviii. /Ethelred demanded Dane-gels of the 
Cumbrian, which Malcolm, the regaw, refused. 

(i) Citron. No. 5, in Innes the Chron. Elegiacurn Fordun, I. iv. eh. xli. The Ulster An- 
nals state, under the rer 	mistakingly, a battle between the Scots at Monate, where Kin.. 
oil Maradh was dam. The proper Gaelic tiatne Morgh. Skated, signifies thep/oin of the Bard. 
The appellation of this ever-to•be remembered place is now corrupted into Moni.enirei, the name of a 
church, and parish, in the upper pan of Strathern. " Shme miles to the northward of the church, 
.‘ says the minister of Mouivaird, there is a very large barrow, called Can choinichio, the Carn of 

Kenneth." Stat. Acco. v. viii. p. 576. Thus, the intimations of the chronicles, and the 
..adition of the country, concur with the monumental cww. to ascertain the true site of this 
portant battle. Chronology fixes the undoubted epoch of it, in .00,3 a.n. 

(1) See the Chron. Table. Kenneth IV. left behind him a son Boidhe, who on the fathei of 
the celebrated Crumb, Lady Macbeth; and also of a son, who was killed by Malcolm II. in 
top. Rego. of St. Andrews Annals of Ulster. Kennah IV. had the merit of giving a hospi-
table reception to Sarno, the king of Denmark's con, when he teas driven from his country. on 

account 
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MALCOLM 

The son of Kenneth III., in this manner, plunged through blood, to seize 
the sceptre, and the sword, of the valorous son of Duf, in 1003, A.D. (I). Of 
the reign, and fortune, of Malcolm, the Gaelic Bard has said 

" Trocha bliadhain breacaid soioo ;" 
Thirty years of variegated reign ; 

Be nigh otonadh M.tolcitolaim ;" 
Was king by fare IV: 

From the ancient chroniclers, he obtained the epithet victoriosisthnw, though 
they did not explain the means, by which he had merited this honourable dis-
tinction (m). He appears, indeed, to have deserved the praise of turning into 
distant channels the devastations of the Danes, who then deluged England with 
blood. Though the government of Denmark, Sweden, and of Norway, had 
now acquired firmer consistence, and better morals, the vikingr continued to 
roam through the northern seas, in quest of plunder, from every shore. The 
eastern coasts of Scotland were particularly infested by their piracies. They 
even seized, during this reign, the burgh-head of Moray, the Pierston of 
Ptolomy, if we may believe the obscure annals of Ireland, instructive tradition„ 
and obvious remains. Here, the vikingr found, what they greatly wanted, a 
commodious harbour, and impregnable retreat. Earl Uchtred of Northumber-
land, meantime, invaded Cumbria but, he was sharply encountered by the 
Scots, near Burgh-upon-sands, though with doubtful success  (n). It was, in 
the north, near the coasts of the Moray Frith, that the Norwegians collected 
plunder, from a wide extent of country. Sigurd, the Earl of Orkney, carried 
on his depredations along the shores of this frith, in the end of the tenth, and 
beginning of the eleventh, century. Even after he married the daughter of 
Malcolm, be was not restrained by this connection, from continuing his ac- 

sccount of his religious innovations. The Scotish venters dwell on this praise-worthy incident. 
Buchanan's ed. Man, p. 306. hat, Messenioa places the same incident, in his abridged Chron. 
of Scondia, about the year 	; and in his Srondin Illnarata, he speaks of Sueno, as still living, 
in Scotland, and aided by the Scotish king, in 997, n  n. Messenito4 &cot& Illurtrata,t. a. p. 3 i. 

Ill Chinn. in the Reg. of St. Andrews ; Chron. Elegincom Both the date of the accession, and 
the filiation of Malcolm II. are stated, mistakingly, in Enquiry Hist. Scot. 3789, v.  A. p. 789. 

(m) Chan. No. 5, in tones. 
(n) The Ulster Annals, under the year tong, speak of a battle between the Scots and Saxons, 

in which the Scots were defeated. And, see Ford., lib. it. ch. xasix, who claims the victory, 
for the Scots. 

custoined 
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customcd depredations (4. A. vikingr felt no emotions of delicacy; friends, 
and foes, were equally the objects of his plunder. The Danes, having made a 
descent in Moray, were met, in solo, A.D. by Malcolm II., at N1 ortlacb. 
A fierce conflict ensued. And, the northmen, after defending themselves, 
with their usual obstinacy of valour, were obliged to yield the bloody field to 
the numbers, and bravery, of the Scots (p). This year was as unfortunate for 
England, as it was happy for North-Britain. The great infelicity of the 
southern parts of our island, at that period, arose front the mixed nature of the 
people, which was the natural effeEt of the wrong policy of /Elfred, who conceded 
the settlement of the Danes to his necessities. But, the Scots had hitherto 
remained uncontaminated in their blood, and uncorrupted in their spirit. They 
had never allowed the odious Danes to gain a permanent footing, within their 
country. Malcolm, in gratitude for his recent victory, soon  after endowed a 
religious house at Monlach, with its appropriate church, which was erected 
near the scene of the bloody conflict (y). The piety of Malcolm was approved 
by the confirmation of Benedict, who ruled the universal church, from tot 
to 1024 A.D. (r). Tradition, and remain', confirm the intimations of Fordun; 

(al Gunnlaughi.Sagan. Hafo. /775, p. s69; and Torfieus's Orcades. The Enquirer into the 
Hist. Scot. ;74, v. ii. p. xpo, says, that no incursions were then made from Orkney; because 
Sigurd was in strict amity with Malcolm II. bat, general reasoning mus, give way to special 
farm. The Gunnlaughi.Sagan, a contemporary writer, is positive upon the point; because he 
knew the fact. 

(p' The minister of Mortlach appears to have investigated the local evidence of this conflict, 
with appropriate attention. lie states, (J.) There still remain the vestiges of an entrenchment, on 
the summit of little Convabhill, which is called by the people the Danish Camp (s.) Them are a 
number of tumuli, which arc supposed to have been raised over the bodies of the fallen ; (i.) There 
is still a huge stone, which is said to have been placed over the grave of a Danish chief (4.) There 
is now to be seen a standing stone on the glebe, having en two of its sides some rude sculpture ; (5.) 
Human bones, broken sabre, and other military armour, have been discovered; and, in plowing the 
glebe, about so years ago, a chain of gold was turned up, which looked like the ornament of one 
of the chiefs; and, (6.) Several skulls of the Danes were built, according to the practice of a 
savage age, into the walls of the church, which was, soon after the conflict, meted on its site; 
and in the same walls they remained tdl recent times ; Stat. Arco. v. xvii. p.444. We have al- 
ready seen a similar instance of 	barbarous practice on the defeat of the Danes, at Gawks, in 
the reign of Indulf. 

(50 Fordun is the first writer, who mentions the establishment of a bishoprick, at Mortlach, 
by Malcolm, in pursuance of his 	 , at the commencement of 'the battle. Lib. iv. ch. xi. But, 
with some facts, Fwd. has mingled some tietions. It war not the practice of the age of Mal-
colm, in Scotland, to erect  li fbcprith. The usage was to endow a religious house, wherein 
bishop resided ; and whence fir performed his fonctions. 

(r) Id.: The reference to Pops Benedict shows the date of the endowment. 
and 
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and record carries up those traditional intimations to historical certainty, what-
ever may have been opposed, by the objections of ignorance, or by the doubts 
of scepticism (s). 

The hostile descents of the Danes were not, however, confined to the Moray 
Frith, in that enterprizing age. The coasts of Angus, and the shores of Bu-
chan, equally felt the scourge of their hostilities, and shared in the glory of 
their defeats. At Aberlemno, which is so celebrated for its sculptured pillars 
of obscure memorial, the Danes were encountered, and repulsed. Tradition, 
and remains, transmit the event, anal ascertain the locality., where a brave people 
repelled the desultory foe (/). Sueno, hearing of so many defeats of his congenial 
people, is said to have sent against North-Britain a fresh body of warriors, under 
the valiant Camus. Landing on the coast of Angus, near to Panbride, Camus had 
only penetrated a few miles into the country, when he was boldly encountered, 
and bravely defeated, by the Scots. He attempted to retreat northward. But, 
he was closely pursued, and fortunately slain, where a monumental stone, called 
Canes'-Cross, continues to mark the sad scene of his overthrow. Time, the 
great revealer of secrets, has at length discloses! the manner of his death as 
the conflict was hand to hand, the skull of Cassius was cleft, by the deadly 
blow of a battle-axe (a). 

(r'. Owing to the destruction of the earliest charters of the diocese of Aberchm, and the fabria-
ties of otherdocuments, instead of the lost chartulary, the first charter, which is free from suspicio, 
is the bull of Pope Adrian IV. to Edward, the bishop, in s  159 t  whereby the Pope confirmed t no 
the bishop,  4,  Villem, et  matarteriarn de Marthlach, oath quinque ecelesiis et terris eindem pc, 

tinentibus.7 Chart. p. 3z9. The =mu." of Cloveth, which was a cell -of Mortlach, was also 
confirmed, by the same bull. Those churches, and those monasteries,  were  undoubtedly granted 
to the bishop of Aberdon, by a charter of David I, which does not now. exist. The 7esuno of the 
r3th century, and Bagimont's Roll, tz75, confirm the bull of Adrian, by shoving, that those 
churches' of Mortlach, sod Cloveth, did, at those several dares, belong to the biahoprick of 
Aberdon. Bets, who was the first bishop of Mortlach, has obtained a place, in the Semis!) Co.
lendars, on the z6t1, of October. Keith, 533 s his effigy, which was cut in stone, formerly stood 
in the wall of the 'church of Mortlach, with other singular monuments of those savage times. 
lb. p. 6o  t  Orem's Aberdeen, p. xxxv. 

(5) Gordon's loin. Sept. p. t 5 r, says, there were, in his time, five ancient obelisks, clutch were 
called " The Danish Stones of Aberlemny. Pennant's Tour, v 	p. 166. The minister of that 
parish adds, the, in the neighbourhood of those obrl:.ks, a few tumuli have been opened, wherein 
were found rude stone.coffins, containing black earth, and mouldering bones.. Stat. Acco. vol. iv. 

(") Buchanan edit. Man, t4.7.. Gorden's Lin. Sept p. 154. There is, in this neighbourhobd, 
an ancient entrenchment, 'which, though it w. re originally a part of the  R 0.11  camp, at Kam,  
buddo, is called by the  pemle Nervous Dile, Near Conan Cross,  a plough laid open a sepulchre, 

,..as enclosed with foist stones here, a huge skeleton was dug up, which was supposed to 
have 
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But, the Danes were not to be discouraged by defeat, nor to be rastrained by 

fear. They again landed on the coast of Buchan, about a mile west from 
Slain. Castle, in the parish of Cruden. Here, those persevering pirates were' 

attacked, and overthrown, by the Maormor of the district. The certainty of 

the conflict, and the site of the engagement, are ascertained by undoubted re-

mains of the mournful scene (o). 
So many repulses contributed, with the fortune of Malcolm, and the events 

of the times, to free Scotland from the horrible devastations of the Danish 
vikingr. The Danes had made good their settlements in Normandy ; they had 

well nigh established themselves, its England; they were overpowered by Brian 

Boromhe, in Ireland; and their attempts on Scotland were all, meantime, re-

pelled, by the vigour of Malcolm. The evacuation of the Burgh-head of 

Moray by the Dosses, and their final retreat, before the brave people, who had 
given them so many repulses, seems to have been at length obtained by sense 
convention with Sumo, before Isis death, in 2014 A.D. National tradition, 

and the memorial-stone, may scent to willing antiquaries to carry up this ra-

tional probability to historical truth (y). The Scots, after so many conflicts, for 

have been the body of Camas r he appears to have received the mortal stroke upon his head ; as a 
part of the skull was cut away. This in the account of Commissary Malik, who relates what he 
suw, about the year 16 i o. Add to this, a few other circumstances a little more than two miles 
west from Panbride, there is, in the parish of Monikie, a farmstead, named Comon ; another 
nuar it is called Crlinititon-Cror there is a third place, which is known by the appropriate name 
of Caiiiitstaii.D., Ainslie's Map of Forfar. Tradition connects all those notices with the reign 
of Malcolm 11. ; with the several intrusions of the Danish rovers ;  and with their ultimatefortunes. 

* §ueno tried to conquer Scotland, suys an impartial Frenchman ; his generals sustained several com. 
bats, wherein they were sometimes the vanquithers, and sometimes the vanquished. But, the in. 
trepidity of Malcolm, at length, obliged Sumo to come to a convention. Lacombe's Ab. Chron. 
de "Histnire rh, Nord. v i, p. 74. 

lot Gordon in Trio. Septen. p. t55, says that, at Cruden, even now bones of a Large size are 
frequently turned rip. The minister of Cruden confirms this fact. Stat. Acco. vol. v. p. 45 
He adds, that the different places, where the dead were,buried, do yet strongly mark the field of 
'tattle, where the blowing of sand frequently discovers laman bones, in sevethl places ;  and here a 
chapel w erected which was dedicated to St. Plans ; 	the site of it cannot now be toured, as 
the groun

as  
d is ovAlown with sand. 

(y) See the fine obelisk at Forms, which is so celebrated for its elegance in Gordon's Itin. Sips. 
pl. ce ; and .better representations of it, in Shaw's Moray, p. z=9, and Cordiner's Antiq. p.54. 
By the traditional language of the country, this memorial stone 	is still called King Sumo's 
5' SNrie." Gordon's Itin. Sept. p. rte, ;  Shaw's Moray, p. sc9 ; and Pennant's Tour, not. i. 
p. to. Scat Ace. v. xvi. p.356. Yet, scepticism doubts, whether there be any ground for 
the wars of Malcolm with the Danes. Enquiry Hist. Scot. 1789, v. ii. p. 	In short, adds 

the same Et quire, in the subsequent page, ibri, is floral shadow of authority for those Danish 
wars of Malcolm II." Popular tradition, with well-vouched remains, are historical documents 

of sufficient authority, for narrative farts. Who would doubt, whether Grim, the son of Duf, 
was vanquh hod, and slain, at Moniraird? 

VOL. I. 	 3 F 	 some 
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torte years, enjoyed poser, the result of th,ir 	and 	reWarti of ;11,i1 
valour. A dispute with the Northumbrisus, 
and 	habits, with the Danes, again called f..rth ft. it action.:;ad tried 
bravery. In rot 8, Malcolm conducted his warriors to Carhent, near AV,..k, 
on the southern bank of the Tweed : and here, he was met in hostile conflict 
by Uchtred, the Earl of Northumberland. The battle was long contested , itIs 
desperate valour. The Felon of victory wits claimed By lirchtftd but, Malc.Arn 
en:ity,,,1 the perennial fruits of his success (,,). Dein:red was soon after assassin. 
mad, on his svay to offer his duty to the great Canute: and, his earldom do 
sccnded to his brother, the less valiant Eadulf. The wounds of C.arlialn were  
still felt; the swords of the Scots 'Were still feared, in Northumberland : and, 
Eadulf was induced, in confideration of a firm concord, to cede Lothian, for 
ever, to Malcolm (a). This event alone entitled Malcolm to the epithet of site. 
toriosisamta, as a just tribute from his country, for so important an acquisition. 
On that occasion, the king of Scots, who is by gratitude praised, fir his lib, 
rality, gave many oblations to the churches, and gifts to the clergy, who re. 
corded his victory, and transmitted his fame (b). 

Malcolm was afterwards engaged with an antagonist of greater consequence, 
than either Eadulf, or Ilchtred. Owing to some cause, which history has not 
explained, the great Canute penetrated into Scotland, timing the year lop. 
After obtaining from Malcolm an engagement to perform what he owed for -
Cumberland, Canute returned into England: and Malcolm certainly retained 
both Cumberland, and Lothian, whatever prejudice may say of his sub. 
tluction (c). 

Chron. Ne 4, in herb P. 79s ; Simeon D... P. s77 t Chron. of Mailross, 
(a) Sim. Um. p. as 	Hoc moan Lotion um adjec 	cst regno Scottornm." The fact is 

thus distinctly steed by Simeon, who had an oppoitun
tum  

ity of knowing the truth. Dugdale 
equally shows, that Eadulf transferred Louthion to the Scots; ‘‘ by which mesas, he add, that 
territory earns, at first, to bee member of Scotland." Baronage, u. i. 

(51 Chron No. 4,4in Inner, 79s the Chron. in the Reester of St.Andrews, called him, in 
grateful recollection, rex victorio,issi,. 

(c) The Sax. Chron. p. 153, says, Canute went into Scotland, and subdned Malcolm, tic king 
of Senn, with two other kings, Mmlbeth, and Jekmare. Neither Florence, nor Simeon, adopt 
thin passage: Huntington, titmice, copies it, uncritically: Snorro, and the other (alders of the 
north, talk wildly of the subduement of Scotland, and the appointment of a viceroy, by Canute. 
Fordun crpiniva this trnnsaction, with sufficient distinctness, but with too much at 	to the 
notions of his own times. Hirt. lib. iv ch xli. The English king had no other pret.,mion to 

.Cumberland, nor any other claim on the Scotish king, than amity, and aid, in the north but, 
there was nothing of fendality, in the connection, or contract when Malcolm, therefore, promised 
his amity, and Ina aid, in klorthumberlmd, to Canute, he had stipulated for all, that he owed. 

Yet, 
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Yet, the vigorous reign of Malcolm II. could not pass away, without Sal., 
civil conflicts, among such a people, and during such an 	Fin,cgh, the 
Maorraor of Ross, and the father of Macbeth, MI a sacrifice to the demon of 
enmity, in loco (a). Revenge never sheathed her dagger, though the long 
concealed it, till she avenged the fall of Finlegh. Maolbride, the hiss rotor of 
Moray, the grandfather of Lulach, was burnt, within his rath, with filly of 
his clan, during the year 1032 (e). These events covered the royal family with 
blood, and steeped Scotland in wretchedness. Yet, the aged Malcolm died, 
in the subsequent year, without feeling the point of the dirk, or thc poison of the 
bowl, though revenge stood panting for her prey (.). 

Malcolm II. appears to have had no son, but two daughters, by whatever 

I . 

	

	
queen. Bethoc, or Beatrice, undoubtedly married crinan, the abbot of Dun- 
held, a character of great consequence, in that age (a). A daughter of Mal-
colm II. married Sigurd, the Earl Orkney (b). 

As a legislator, Malcolm is entitled to less commendation, than fiction has 
bestowed. The leg. Malcolmi, which exhibit an anachronism, in every para. 

raph, have been shown to be spurious by all the modes of proof, that have 
ever detected forgery (a). The legislative fictions, which have been :applied to 

(J) The Ulster Annals, speaking of that bloody event, calls Finlegh kiu of Scotland, mistak- 
ingly. The Irish terms for a king, as Righ, 	Kalb, also signify a lord, 3 rhiff, a ruler 
now, Finlegh was ruler of Ross. 

(e) Ulster Annals. 
(a) The Chron. No. 5, in Inner, p.803; the Chron. ERgjaeum ; the Chropide of Melross„ 

oncur adth the Irish Annals, in saying, that Malcolm died quietly, at Clangs. Fordun was, 
haps, the first, who said, that the aged king died a violent death. Hist. lib. iv. c. xli. These 
till shown, in the church. yard of Glamis, " king Malcolm 's grace•stone," which is a rude maw, 

(bout an inscription, sixteen feet high, and five broad; and which was erected there, say the 
" 

	

	memory of his mord,r." Gordon's Itin. p. 162-3 ; Pennant's Tour, v. i. p. 17o. 
O at. Arco. v. vi. p. sad. Malcolm II. W entombed, with his fathers, in Iona. 

W (a) Chron. Elegiacum ; Chron. in the Register of St. Andrews. 
(I) Snort° states the fact very cimstantially. T. I. p- 53,-3: the Oideney-inga Saga confirms 

it, p. t. and 87 ; and adieus, in hi,
rcu 

 Orcades, p. 33, adds this additiong egcumstance, that the 
daughter of Malcolm was Sigurd's second wife: by him, she had a son Thorlin, who was an infant. 
at his father's death, in the legal, of Clontarf Ie soh;, e 	MaiC01111 it immediately carried into 
effect the destination of Signal, by putting Id: grandson, Thortin, who lived at his court, its pos-
iossion of Caginess, and Sutherland. Till:..n afterwards, acted PlF conspicuous a part, as any 
viaingr of his ago: Origicy.itiga SP, 	 Torfieus Orcades. 

(a) Lord Knims's F..ays on British A gig. 3 ed. p. 	: He is yet willing to allow this 
obvious fabrication to lave been she undoubted cod, uf Maleolm-Ceannsore. On the contrary, Lord 
Stasis, has pro vial, " that the iv: Makohni bear the certain marks of forgery." Enquiry into 

„tllkAlit 	i .(1 	s  Rala 
Malcolm 
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Metimes with censure, and ofien writ prait,e, were origi,dly 

railed by Fordun ; afterwards legitimized by Slane (3); and .finally.  exploded, 
by the late Lord Ilailes. 

grandson  of l colm H., b 	 don, 
and prince of Cumberhunl, immediately succeeded the :Ted king, in 103: A. u. 
It fell to the lot of Duncan to perform the stipulations of his grandfather, with 
Canute And, he marched through Northumberland, in 1035, and attacked 
Durham, whence he was repulsed, with the lore both of men, and reputation, 
if We credit the English historian (e). Canute died, on the 12th of November, 
in the same year And Scotland was left, during the five subsequent years of 
Duncan's reign, to enjoy quiet, and to engender mischief. Fiction represents 
this short period, indeed, as disturbed by some rebellion, and as afflicted by 
some depredations of the Danes (d). We may easily suppose, indeed, that 
Sigurd's sons, the earls of Orkney, may have tried their young pinions, as 
eaglet vikingr ; and soared for prey along the shores of the Moray frith, while 
the inaormor of that district was yet an infant (c). '1 he time was now at hand, 
when the " gracious Duncan," while his " plenteous joys wantoned in full-
" ness," was to expiate, by his blood, his grandfather's guilt, and his great-
grandfather's crimes. Kenneth Ill., as we have seen, attempted to change the 
old mode of succession, by the murder of princes, who stood before his son 
He put to death, on whatever pretence, the only son of Finella, who was the 
daughter of Cunechat, the maormor of Angus And, Kenneth fell a sacrifice 
to a mother's vengeance, as we may remember, in 994 .1. D. Kenneth IV., 
while reigning lawfully, was slain in 1003 A.D., as we have perceived, by 
Malcolm IL„ at the battle of Monivaird. Kenneth IV. left a son, Boedhe, the 

(I) Ford. k. iv. 	Skein's Old Laws; Lord Hailcs's Tract, 1769. 
(e) Simeon. Dun. p.33: But, the Saxon Chronicle, and Florence, are both silent, as to this 

irruption of Duncan. 
(d) The rebellion of Macdonald, from the western irks, as feigned by Shakspeare, is /Isere 

fable: The old historians may have confounded, indeed, the rebellion of Gilconigain, the maorrnor 
of Moray, in to3.3, oak  the rebellion of Macdonald, during the reign of Duncan, In the sam 
manner, there was no invasion of Fife, by .0 Sueno, the Norway's king," at that period. Shah-
spear,, and Holinsbed, were misled by the Scotish historians, who confounded time. and per.  
oilage: 0  The Norwcyan banners may have flouted the sky, in Fife," during the preceding 

reign. 
(e) See Torfeas ONades, ch. siii.; Orknryinga Saga, lh 40  tn 87. 
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the heir of his rights, and the succe,sor to his wrongs. Seeing how unable he 
was to contend with the slayer of his father, he seems to have provided for his 

".safety, by his insignificance: And, he left a son, and a daughter, to enjoy his 
recensions, and to avenge his ir.  juries t Ilia son, however, was slain, in *033, 
y one of the last orders of the o.;ed Malcolm. His daughter was the lady 

:Gruoch, who married, for her first husband, Gilcomgain, the maormor of 
Moray, a person of the first consequence, nut to the royal family ; and, for 
her recond husband, she married the never to be forgotten Macbeth. The 
Lady Crunch, with great strength of character, had the most afflictive injuries 
constantly rankling at her heart ; a grandfather dethroned, and slain; a brother 
assassinated ; and her husband burnt, within his castle, with fifty of his friends ; 
herself a fugitive, with Lulach, her infant son. Such were the injuries, whit 
prompted the Lady Gruoch's vengeful thoughts ; and " which filled her, fro 
" the crown to the toe, topful of direst cruelty." Amidst her misfortunes, 
partied Macbeth, the maormor of Ross, who was then in the prime of life 

nd who was of still greater power, than her first husband For, after 
marriage with thin injdred woman, he became maormor of Moray, during 
infancy of Lulach. If Macbeth was, indeed, as we are assured by Bocce, and 
Buchanan, and Lesley, the son of Doada, a daughter of Malcolm II., he might 
well enter into competition with Duncan, for the crown. And, we thus per-
ceive, that Macbeth wanted " no spur to prick the sides of his intent." This 
intent was at length carried into effect, by the insidiousness of assassination, 
rather than the magnanimity of conflict. And, notwithstanding the popularity 
of Duncan, owing to his mildness, he was cut off, in a premature age, by a 
stroke of " treasonous malice," at Bothgowanan, near Elgin, in 1039 A. a. (f). 
From the place of his death, we may perceive, that the unhappy Duncan had 

(f) Alt the authorities concur, in extending the reign of Duncan to six yearn. See the Chron. 
Table. Ogygia, p. 488 ; Ulster Annals. For the site of that sad event, see the Citron. No. v. 
in Inn., p. So3 ; Citron. Elegiac., in Gale, v. p. 59c ;  Fordun, I. iv. e. rliv ; Lord Hades's: 
An. v. p. r. The scene of this tragical event is laid, by Shakspeare, in Macbeth•, castle, at 
Inverness Here, says Johnson, is a castle, called the castle of Macbeth, the south of cohith are 
dill standing. Journey to the W. Islands, p. 343 And Steevens, in his Commentary on Shah-
speare, v. vii. p. 367, re-echoes this story. There was, in fact, a castle built, at Inverness, as 
early, perhaps, as the twelfth century, which, even as /ate as the eighteenth century, was, with some 
modern barracks, used as a royal fort, and was destroyed by the rebels, M 1745. The remains of 
this castle were a ahapeleas Mats of miss, when Johnson visited Inverness, in t773•  And, it was 
an illusion, both in the traveller, and the commentator, to talk of the walls of Mathetlea castle, 
where he never bad a castle, nor a residence. In Shakspeare, it was fiction, to lay the minder of 
Duncan, it a place different from Bothgowanat, where the Chronicle had veraciously fixed it. 

been 
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Lady Gruoch, and of her son I.ulach, together with the authority of maormor 
of Ross, but not of Angus. With all these powers, its superaddition tc his own 
character, for address and vigour,Macbeth became superior to Duncan, and the par-
tizans of his fatuity. Macbeth had to avenge the wrongs of his wife; and to resent, 
for himself, the death of his father. The superiority of Macbeth, and the weakness 
of Duncan, were felt, when the unhappy king expiated the crimes of his fathers, 
by " his tnost sacrilegious murder." And, Macbeth hastily marched to Scone, 
where he was inaugurated, as the king of Scots, supported by the clans of 
Moray, and Ross, and applauded by the shouts of the partizans of Kenneth IV. 
If Madbeth had been, in fact, what fiction has supposed, the toss of the second 
daughter of Malcolm, his title to the throne would have been preferable to the 
right of Duncan's son, according to the Scotids constitution, from the earlielt 
epoch of the monarchy. Whatever defect there may have been, in his title, 
to the sullied sceptre of his unhappy predecessor, he seems to have been studious 
to supply, by a vigorous, and beneficent, administration. He even practised 
the hospitality, which gives shelter to the fugitive (q). During his reign, plenty 
is said to have abounded ; justice was admini tered ; the chieftains, who would 
have railed disturbances, were either overawed by Isis power, or repressed by 
his valour. Yet, injury busied herself, in platting vengeance. Crinan, the 
abbot of Dunkcld, who, as the father of Duncan, and the grandfather of his 
sons, must have been now well-stricken in years, put himself at the head of the 
friends of Duncan, and made a gallant, but unsuccessful attempt, to restore 
them to their rightS (r). Yet, the odious crime, by which Macbeth acquired 
his authority, seems to have haunted his most prosperous moments. He tried, 
by distributing money at Rome, by largesses to the clergy, and by charity to 
the poor, to obtain relief from " the affliction of those terrible dreams, that did 
shake him nightly (4" Macbeth, and the Lady Grouch, his wife, gave the 

lands 
(q) See Sim. Dun. Fe 187. 
(r) In an. ro45, the Ulster Annals record abattl, between the See, rim:eke, wherein Crionan, 

the abbot of Dunkeld, was slain. Lord Railes states, from Persist, that the partizans of Malcolm 
often attempted his restoration; but, that their feeble, and ill-concerted efforts, only served ro 
establish the usurper. Fordun, I.H. c. xlvi. 1, 	c. i—vii ; Annals Scot. v i. p. a. Lord Hailer, 
throughout his Annals, talks too often, in the idiom of his own times: We elms see, that he did 
not perceive how Macbeth .could have any right The superiority 	Duncan 's title arose from his 
tossmiar, not from the representation of his grandfather, INfalcohn 

(e) Marianna Scotus, a contemporary wIter of g,... at judgment, was the first, whorted that, 
Rex Scotia Macbetad [Macbeth] Roma argentum serninando pauperibas 	asseChron. 

sub an. logo. ed. Struvius, v. i. p. 65o. Marianna was followed by Floe. Wig. P. 409 s Chron: 
Mail. p. +cry ; Sim. Dun. p. s84; and with them concurred Wyntown, and Ford., 1. v. e. 

Goodal, 
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lands of Kirkness, and also the manor of Bolgy, to the culdees of Lochleven (0. 
Yet, the friendship of the pope, and the support of the clergy, did not ensure 
Macbeth a quiet reign. His rigour encreased with his sense of insecurity. The 
injuries of Maecluff, the Maormor of Fife, constantly prompted the son of 
Duncan to attempt the redress of all their wrongs. With the approbation, 
perhaps, by the command, of Edward, the Confessor, Siward, the potent earl 
of Northumberland, and the relation of Malcolm, conducted a numerous army 
into Scotland, during the year 1054 (”). The Northumbrians, lcd by Siward, 
and Isis son, Osbert, penetrated, probably, to Dunsinan (a). in this vicinity, 
were they confronted by Macbeth, wisest a furious conflict ensued. The num-
bers of the slain evince the length of the battle, and the bravery of die com-
batants (y). Osbert was slain t Yet, Macbeth, after all his .efforts of valour, 

and 
Goadal, the editor of Ford., was the first, who was so abmrd as to suppose, on these authorities, 
the Macbeth Weld to Rome. He was followed, by the Enquirer, 	v. d. p. 193, who, is, 
order to convert au improbability into a likelihood, shows how many princes went to Rome, in the 
vme age. While Lard Hades laughs at this supposition, he insists, that the Original insinuated 

Macboth bribed the court of Rome." Au. v. i. p. 3. We have seen above what the Original 
say., which is copied by Fordun. 

(r) Register of St. Andrews. 
(0 Flo,. Wigom. p. 416 s .Sim. Dun. in Twisden, p. rO7. Bromton, lb. 946; Chinn. 

.hlailros, in Gale, v.i. p. t58 ; Fortino, I. v. c. vii. The Saxon Chronicle, indeed, is silent: 
)3ra, William of Malorabory, Hayed., Matthew Mon and U9114, speak to the same fact, and 
to the same year. 

(x) Wyntown relates, as the notion of his dines, that the Northumbriarts passed the Forth, and 
.Tay s marched to Brynnanc, and thence to Dtinsanane, ilka man baring intil hys hand a busk 
w of that wode there." Cronykill, V. i. p. 238.9 Wyntown adds, from tradition, a. very curious 

Ora...Race of Birnam wood 
Thefxracil coral thai callyd ay 

w That Eng tymeeftyre-hend that day.") 
at was anciently a foe., and a part of the royal domain. Near Duncan's bill, which 

'corms a part of this classic scenery, there are a number of tumuli, which seem to indicate, that 
'Macbeth did not wait for the arrival of Malcolm,- With his English auxiliaries, at Dunsinan hid. 

Aecoont, v. vi. p. 374. 
(y) to '054, the Mater Ann. record a battle between the Scots, and Saxons, wk.,'" peso 

:`Scots, and,Soo Saxons were killed. The site of this memorable baftk has not yet been ascertained. 
;to the indosures of Ilklinont, indeed, within the parish of Meigle, which is so justly celebrated, for 
kts antiquities, there is a toranhis called Belliwiaff, where tradition asserts, that Macbeth fought, 
'and fell. Sim. Account, v. i p. 5054 by the Rev. Dr Playfair, who properly intimates, that 
Macbeth was slain at a quite difiraent plow. As same distance from Belli-duff, there is a standing 
stone of granite, co tons weight, which, the name tradition says, was raised to cornincmorde dx 
died if am of his generah. The nfte of this tumulus, and stone, is about eight miles north from 

. Dunsinan bill, in Strathmore, doe great passage, which leads from tie Tay into the North. See 
Vol. I. 	 3 G 	 Mak', 
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and vigour of conduct, was overcome. He ectired into the North, where he 
had numerous friends, and where he might find many fastnesses. Si.kard re- 

turned into Northumberland, and died, at York, ill oss 	Meantime, 

Macbeth continued his bloody contest with Malcolm. And, this uncommon 

character was, at length, slain, at Lumphanan, on the sth of December 1036, 

by the injured hand of Macduff (a). 
The singular story of Macbeth has furnished a subject to one of the sublimist 

of poets, fur one of the noblest of dramas. '1 he age, the subject, the country, 

the notions of the times, wherein lived the dramatist himself, were all highly 

favourable to this great production of the human genius. Every fiction, every 

tradition, every locality, wore allowable to Shakspeare : But, no poetic licence 

descended to his commentators, who were bound, in their strictures, to adhere 

to the truth (b). Much of this drama is made to turn upon two points of his-

tory, 

Stoble's Map of Perthshire. This tradition is the more worthy of credit, as it is not reared on 
the fictions of Bore,. I have searched, without success, for some memorial of Osbert, the gallant 
sun of Siward, whose fall even gave satisfaction to his.beroic father. 

(o) Sim. Dun. p. 187 ; Floe. Wigorn. p. q  36. The Sason Chron. states the death of Siward, 
in 1055, While lessVPIIIC10119 authorities .care this AMA, in after times. 

(a) Ford., I. v. c. vii. asserts, that Macbeth was slain on the 5th of December lose; ; and 
Pardon is followed by Lord Hailer. An. v. i, p.3. The genuine chronology evinces, that he 
must have died, in ro56 A. 0, after a reign of seventeen years. Sec the Chore. Table. Yet,•is 
the year, wherein Macbeth was stain, given out as a theme, fos the discussion of the antiquaries of 
Scotland. Enquiry, .709, V. ii. p.3.49. The ancient chronicles seem 30 convey the tradition of the 
times, that Macbeth was killed, by a cruel death. Macbeth's cairn, which lies about a  statute  mire 

northward, from the kirk of Lumphanan, on the brow of a lain 3 is forty yards in circumference 
and is pretty high in the middles Farther up the hill, there are several smaller cairns. Stat. Ac: o. 

vi. p. 388. These farts seem to intimate, that titre, ho some skirmish, Macbeth fuddled his 
guilty career. Here too, if we may believe tradition, and tomato, a son of Macb.th also fell, in 
his retreat from tl.e same skirmish, which decided his father's fate. In the parish of Tough, a 
few miles north of Lumplianan, there is a large stain4ing stone, twelve and a half feet of perpendi-
cular height, and nine and a half round, which, as tradition repeats. was raised to commemorate 
the fall of Maddlr's JO, who was interred under it. Stat. Account, v. alit. p. a60. Of tlds 
event, and of the children of Macbeth, the chronicles are silent. 

(I) There are a thou.:3d blunders M the introductory note to 'the play of Macbeth, in 
Steevens's edition of Shakspeare, i 793. (t.) Conan, who married the daughter of bfaleolm I1., 
was not thane of the isles; nor of the western parts of Scotland. Crime was, in fact, abbot of 
Dunkeld 3 and there were no thanes, in Scotland, during that age. (a.) Malcolm 's second 
daughter married Sind, the thane of Clam's, the father of Macbeth 3 Now, the na,ne 	not 
Sint!, but Holey ; and he sraypot thane of Glamis, but maormor, or prince, of Ron. (3.)

was 
 Dun. 

ca 	married the elerterer of 'Siward ; hut,  it  oral the rite, of Siward, whom Duncan married. 
(;n) Duncan Was  murdered by his couin.german, Macbeth, in the castle of Inverness, in nu k es, 
or 3045 ; But, Macbeth may hare been a rtlatioc, though not  a cousin.gcrtnan ; Duncan was  in 

fac, 
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tiny, which had no foundation in fact. There was not, in tire reign of Duncan, 
any revolt in the western isles a For, the Hebrides then belonged, rot to Scot-
land, but to Norway a Neither is it probable, though it be possible, that Sueno, 
the king of Norway, landed any army, in Fife, during that reign ; as he ap-
pears to have been much otherwise occupied; and to have died, in 5035 v). 
Other subordinate circumstances are egregiously misconceived. Cumberland is 
said to have been then held by Scotland of the crown of England as afrf(d). 
But, we have already seen the real tenure, by which Cumberland was connected 
with Scotland, while/frit were unknown, in this island. The crown of Scot-
land is said to have been originally not hereditary (e): The whole history 
evinces, that the descent of the crown was hereditary, in the loyal fancily, 
though not in any determinate series, while the right of representation was un-
known, and the brother, the cousin, or the son, of the preceding king, who 
was best qualified to wield his sceptre, and who had the strongest party, suc-
ceeded to the "vacant throne. The personages of the drama are egregiously 
misinterpreted. The filiation, and station of Macbeth ; the filiation, and con-
nection of Lady Macbeth ; are strangely misconceived, as we have seen. 
History knows noticing of Banquo, the thane of Lochaber, nor of Fleance, his 
son (f). None of the ancient chronicles, nor Irish annals, nor even Forduo, 
recognize the fictitious names of Banquo, and Fleance, though the latter be 
made, by genealogists, the " root and father of many kings." Even the com- 

fact murdered, at Bothgowanan, rear Elgin, many a mile from Inverness; and that sad event hap-
pened, in 1039, according to the gentlint chronology. (5.) Macbeth was himself slain, in tos.p, 

to6, t But, this event happened, in December to56. There are, in this introduction, other 
hallimitiatimm, which, se they do not belong to the history of this reign, need not be true 
rectified. 

(c) Langebek's Scriptores ; Lacombe's Abr. Chron. de Phistoite du Nord, v. i. p. Sr. 
(.1) Slaak. ed, r793. v. vii. p. 56R. 
(e) 
( f) Even the very names of Banque, and Prance, seem to be fictitious; as they are not Gaelic. 

'the traditions, with regard to them, are extremely faint. There is, indeed, on the summit of one 
of the Sidlaw hills, about eight miles north-north-east from Thinsinan, an old tower of modem 
erection, "Nell is called Banquo tower. Ainslie's Map of Forfarshine. The minister, however, 
who writes the account of the local antiquities of the parish, does not call this erection Banquet, 
tower. Stat. Account, v. iii. p.403. The minister of Kilmalie parish, in Lochaber, speaks of 
Dam 	 who being the ancestor of the Loose of Stuart, wo had his castle on the river Le., near 
Fort William: " And a little below the site of Torecastle, there ts a most beautiful wa , about a 
" quarter of a mile long, that still retains the name of Banner." Stat. Account, v. viii p. 436. 
We know, from the evidence of record, that Banquo was not an ancestor of the family of Stewart 
And, the other circumstances are modern, in their applications. 

3 G a 	 mentators 
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mentators trace up the family of Stewart to Meaner (g). Neither is a thane of 
Lochaber iceovrn, in Scotish history; because the Scotish kings had never any 
demesnes, within that impervious district. Cattiness owed but a very doubtful 
allegiance to the Scotish kings, in that age: For, Torfin, the son of Sigurd, 
affected to be the independent call of Cathness, during the whole reigns of 
Duncan, and of Macbeth. Such as were thanes, before the death of Macbeth, 
were now made earls, in the fictitious parliament, at Forfar, say the commenta-
tors, after Holinslied, but without authority, or analogy, or probability (G). 
Such, then, are the misconceptions of the commentators, as to the history, 
titan the drama, of Macbeth. 

Of the real fate of Lady Macbeth, history, tradition, and fable, are sliest. 
Shakspeare, indeed, informs us, that " the fiend-like queen, by self and violent 
" hands, took off her life, as 'tis thought." Tradition, with remains, seem to 
evince, that a son of Macbeth fdl, with his father, in the same engagement ; 
and was favoured, with a similar memorial. The name of Macbeth was long 
popular in Scotland. The Scotish people saw, with indignant eyes, foreign 
mercenaries interpose, in their domestic affairs. Men of great consequence 
considered themselves as dignified, by the name of " this dead butcher.". 
Whatever asperity of reproach, the poet indulged, to gratify the populace of 
the theatre, the plenty of the reign of Macbeth, his justice, his vigour, his 
hospitality, were long remembered in Scotland (i). As a legislator, perhaps; • 
he is entitled to less praise; as Macbeth's laws, which ate detailed by Bocce, 
are obvious forgeries, though they be admitted into the Concilia Brirannia. 

Every object, which is in anywise connected with this famous character, is 
interesting. When we approach " high Dunsinan hill," we tread on elastic 
ground. Yet, this well-known fortress, on this pap-like height, has every ap-
pearance of having been constructed by the human hands of the ancient Britons, 
without the wizard aid of the weird sisters. It is similar to the pristine strengths, 

Shak.Ptar,, ,793,  vii. p. 473. 	 (9) lb. p. 01. • 

(1) See the ancient Chronicles: Conn.', the son of Macbeth, is one of the witnesses to  a  con. 
brmation, by Alexander I., and David I., of their brother Ethelred', grant to the Culdees. 
Reg. of St. Andrews. Macbeth Mae-Torfm is a witness to a charter of David 	in the 
monastery of Donfcrodin. Maldowen Macbeth is a witness to a charter of the same king to the 
same monastery. Dalrymple's Cd. p. 338. Them was a Macbeth, those of Falkland, in the time 
of David I. crawf. Ott of State, App. p. t. Macbeth of Liberton wa, a person of great 
consideration, in Latvian, during David L's reign; and witnessed many of his charters. Macbeth 
was the.biabop of Ross, inn the time of David I. Keith's Bishops, p. tco. 'Einem was a Mac. 
beth jade:. of Geary, 	the reign of William, the Lion. Chart. Coupre, Ns. s4. In t 164 • 19. 

Antos, the eon of Macbeth, was 'krill of Tragnair, Chart. Newbotk, Na. 30. 
on 
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on Barra hill, to the Cater-thuns, and to several hill forts, in South-Britain. 
Donsinan hill is one of the Sidlaw chain, and is separated front the neigh-
bouring hills, by a deep valley, and is about eight miles north-east from Perth. 
It towers, in an oval form, to the height of a thousand and twenty-four feet, 
above the level of the sea. The summit was surrounded by a strong rampart of 
stones. It had the additional defence of a fosse and a ledge of rocks. The 
original height of the rampart is uncertain ; as the part of it, which remains 
entire, is six feet high, and is covered with an immense mass of ruins, the 

• height must have once been considerable. A road, which takes the hill, on 
the north-east, ascends its a slaunting direction, crosses the esplanade, and en-
ters the rampart, .d area, on the south-south-west. Another road, which 
was cut through site rock, went up from the Longman's grave, in a straight 
direction, and enters the centre of the esplanade. The interior area of the 
fortress, was of an oval form, two hundred and ten feet its length, and one 
hundred and thirty in breadth (k). When an inquisitive antiquary surveyed 
Dunsinan hill, in s772, he was induced, by tradition, to suppose that, 
" a high rampart environed the whole, and defended the castle, itself large, 
" and well fortified (I)." When the same height  was  afterwards inspected, by 
several ministers of the neighbouring parishes, the high rampart, and well fort/lied 
rattle, were no longer visible. The weird sisters continue, it should seem, to 
hover around this enchanted seat of bloody usurpation. In the fair form of fond 
tradition, they displayed to the inquisitive eyes of the youthful antiquary towered 
embattlements, and a lofty castle : But, when the spell-dissolving ministers ap-
proached, the high rampart, and large castle itself, appeared to them, like the 

(dl For various descriptions of this interesting fortress, sce Stat. cannot, v 1.  p. 503; 
lb. v. xx. p. 41-246, with a sketch annexed; View of the Agriculture of Perthshire, p. se9; 
Stobie's Map of Perthshire. A section was lately made across the top of the bill by Dr. Playfairi 
and Hags, charcoal, and bones of seveml species of animals were discovered, but no appearance of 
any building. At the south extremity of she section, there oas found a pit adjoining the rampart 
full of as, and moist earth, loose stones, burnt wood, end bones of cattle, sheep, and hares, 
but none of the human body. Having penetrated seven yards horizontally into the heart of the 

wass of stones and rubbish, which bad composed the rampart, and surrounded the area, part of the 
all of the rampart was discovered quite entire. It is nicely built of large stones bedded in clay, 

or mortar. The retire part of the wall is five or siz feet high. Upon making incisions i 	other 
parts of the rampart, the wall was found, in the sane good preservation, quite and the

nto 
 whole 

fortress; having been protected by the large mass of mins over it, which was covered with a green 
sward. View of the Agriculture of Perthshire, p. y69. 

(/) Se the additional information, respecting the castle of Dunsinan, in the Sort. Account, 
'• xx. P 

baseless 
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baseless fabric of a vision, in the shrunken shape of " a large mass of ruins, 
" which was covered with a green sward." 

Tradition relates, that Macbeth resided ten years, after Isis usurpation, at 
Cambeddie, in the neighbouring parish of St. Martin's. The vestiges of lus 
castle are still to be seen, which the country people call Cam-bath, and Mac-
beth's Castle (q). The celebrated name of Dzminan is said, to signify, in 
Gaelic, " the hill of ants ;" with an allusion to the great labour, which was 
necessary for collecting the immense materials of so vast a building (r). Gaelic 
scholars, who delight to fetch from afar what may be found at home, approve 
of this etymon, as very apt. Yet, is it Dun.reangain, in the Irish, which would 
signify the bill of ants. Dlowinin signifies; in the Scoto-Irish, a hill, resent-
bling a nipple ;  and, in fact, this famous hill does appear, at some distance, to 
resemble what the Scoto-Irish word describes, with the usual attention of the 
Gaelic people to picturesque propriety, in their local names. 

LuLnell, 

Immediately after the fall of Macbeth, ascended the throne, on the bloody steps 
of his predecessor; and was sometime supported there, by the powerful in-
fluence of their united families (h). Lulach was descended, from a long line 
of princes, who, as they ruled the ample country of Moray, were of great con-
sequence. As they governed their tribe, with an independent sway, the 

(e) Carnbeddie is about three and a half statute miles from Dunsinan hill. Stobie's Map. As 
Macbeth had a castle, which was his usual residence, it is not likely, that he would build another 
on Dunsinan-Lill so near; he probably kept up the British fortress, on this hid, as a place of re-
treat on any emergency, from which it has got the name of Macbeth's Castle. The teem  mule is, 
in many instances, in Scotland, applied to camps. or fortifications, by entrenchment, and rampart 
only, and not exclusively to a strong Sews,  or  savour. Such are  C.-fele-dykes, a Roma.; camp in 
Clydesdale, Curie-over, a British and Roman hill camp in Eskdale, Cartk-Cary,  a Roman post 
on the Wall of Antonine, Tibber's-earr/e, a Roman camp near Thirisduer ; and several British for-
tifications are called Maiden-card. In the same manner, the British fortress on Barrn-hifi got the 
name of Cummins Camp, from the army of the Cummins taking shelter in it, after their defeat,  at 
Inverury. No quell appears to have been discovered upon Dunsinan hill, which would be au in-
dispensable requisite to any castle fora constant residence. 

(r) Stat. Aces. v. xs. p. 
(A) Luailleach, in Gaelic, is a slimis, a person full of gestures. Lloyd's Arch. and O'Brien. 

Fa., which was applied, as an  epithet to Lulach, may have been intended, sarcastically, as the 
Latin translation of the Gaelic Luaillfuebi which  was easily translated, by the iguorance of chroni-
clers, into the -.brogue, of !diet. 

Maormors 
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Maortnors of Moray, were Often opposed, in civil conflict, to the Seotish 
kings. Of such insurrections, the first, which distinctly appears, was that of 
Cellach against Malcohn, who died in 953 (i). The men of Moray revenged 
the slaughter of their chief. 'I hey advanced southward, and meeting Malcolm, 
in the Merns, they slew him, as we have seen, at Fetteresso (k). Duff, attempt-
ing, perhaps, to avenge the death of his father, was himself slain by the same 
people, at the ill-omened Fora, in 965 (1). At the end of this century, Maol-
brigid, the prince, or Maormor of Moray, had the difficult task of defending 
his country against the Norwegian vikingr (m). And, in this afflictive warfare, 
he defeated, and slew Liot, an Earl of Orkney (n). Maolbrigid was succeeded 
by his son Gilcomgain, in the arduous government of Moray (a) Gilcomgain 
married Gruoch, the daughter of Bodhe, the son of Kenneth IV (g). Engaged 
in civil war with Malcolm II, Gilcomgain lost his life, as we have seen, in top, 
whesPhe left his widow Gruoch, and his son Lulach, to find their own pro-
tectors amid such bloody scenes. Soon after the demise of Malcolm II, Mac-
beth, the neighbouring Maormor of Ross, married the Lady Crunch; and 
thereby became the father-in-law of Lulach, and the guardian of his own wife, 

d the defender of Moray. The Maormorsof that age, when they rebelled, 
nld only forfeit •for themselves : the clans possessed privileges, which pre- 

(i) The Chron. No. 3, in Imes, states, tlmt Malcolm marched his army into Mom,; and show 
!lath. 
(5) See the Chron. No. s,  in Inn. ; and it is followed by Fordun, Lb. iv. c. xxvii ; Wyntown, 

J. p..79 ; Sir). Dalrymple's Col. p.99; and the 1,qt:icy, 1759, v. i. p. 591. The Chron. 
.3, in Imies, indeed, says, that Malcolm was slain at Fetteresso by the men of Isfrrnr but, 
e Chnsnicon Elegiacum concurs with prohot.ility, and the Register of St. Andrews, in saying, 

illat Malcolm was killed by the Aforapaero at Men. 
(I) Chron. No: 5, in Inner ; Chron. Elegiacitin ; and Fordun, lib. iv. .28. 

'  (oh Torfmus Orrades, p. 25. Maolbrigid, whom he mistakingly a.dis Coma Mo.tdragdos, is 
mentioned by that historian, as carrying on hostilities with the Norwegians, who were settled, at 
the end of the tenth century, in the Orkneys, .Cathness, and Sutherland. 

(n) Id. 
(e) The Ulster Annals, under the year top, expressly, state Gilcomgain to be the son of 

Maolbrigid. 
(p) The Uhter Annals, under the year to33, show, that Boedhe was the son of Kenneth IV. 

It is ascertained; by documents, in the Reg. of St. Andrews, that Gruoch was the daughter of 
R.dhe ; and, consequently, was the grand.daughter of Kenneth IV. Crawfurd's Officers of State, 
4.429. The Citron. No.4, in Inner, states, that Lulach was  nett;  a  tf B,iolk," the grandson 
of Bodhe ; the father being confounded with the son, by prefixing the Gaelic Moe  to his name. 
The Ulster Annals assert, under the, year toss, that Lulach was the son of Gilcomgain. Ili, 
chanan, yib. vii. c. xv. calls Lulach Ihe inn "(Vitaelh, and so says O'flaherty, in the Orgies  
p. 491 yet, wan Lulach only the mot:ohm of Macbeth, who married Grouch, his mother. 

eluded 
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eluded the king, from appointing a Maonnor for them, without their own 
consent hence, the clans were ever forward to revenge the death of their 
Maormor, and to protect the rights of his issue. And, from this genuine 
history, originated the celebrated fables, which were repeated by Bocce, re-
echoed by Holinshed, dignified by Buchanan, and dramatized by Shak-
peare (q). 

Lulach was thus the great-grandson of Kenneth IV, who fell at the battle of 
Monievard, in tong : as Kenneth IV. was descended from Duff, the eldest son 
of Malcolm I, the son of Donald IV; and through Constantin II, derived his 
blood immediately from Kenneth MacAlpin ; the title of Lulach to the sceptre, 
and the sword, of his fathers, was perhaps preferable, in the legal usages of that 
Gaelic age, to the pretensions of Malcolm Ceantnore, who was descended from 
Kenneth III, the second son of Malcolin (r). Lulach was the son of Gruoch, 
the grand-daughter of Kenneth IV. Malcolm was the son of Beatriox,.the 
daughter of Malcolm II. Lulach, as his father perished, in lop, mu4 have 
been a youth of five or six-and-twenty, when he succeeded Macbeth, on the 
5th of December z o56. The short reign of Lulach extended only throughout 
a few months of feverish struggle:  His antagonist was enterprizing in himse  

and was supported by strangers. The competitors for the bloody sceptre we 
in a decisive conflict, at Essie, in Stratlibogie, where Lulach fell before 
fortune of Malcolm, on the 3d of April to57 	Lulach was buried, 
Macbeth, in Iona, the accustomed repository of the Scotish kings. 
daughter, to weep his fall, and to transmit his rights, with his wro 

(?) From those several traits of real history arose the singular story, which so many poets had 
considered, as fitter for the dram, than for Watery r that the thane of Moray was forfeited 
and that Macbeth was anminted thane. The rebellion of Gilcomgain was obviously the origin of 
what is said of " that most disloyal traitor, the thane of Cawdor," who was condemned, and his  , 
title given to Macbeth and hence, Moray, in its largest extent, is made the scene of the several 
vents, is the drama of Macbeth, till the thane of so many districts acquired the crown. The 

heath; where he met the weird sisters, lice between Forme, and Nairn. The first witch hailed him 
thane of Glamis Bone of Angus; Buchanan. The second witch hailed him thane of Candor; 
Bocce of Murave ; Buchanan. The titles of Glanns, and Cawdor, were borrowed by &eye 
from thanedoms of pore recent origin; the former, in Angus; the latter, in Moray. Duncan, 
too, was killed, at Inverness, according to the drama; nor Elgin, according to the chlonirles. 

(r) See the Gerlogi;a1 Tale; facing p.4.06. 
(s) Chron. No. 4, in Inner. The Chun. No. g, in lents, says, that Lnlach, faluits, was, at the 

end of four 111011013, slain at Essie, in Strathbogie. The Chron Rytlinticum extends his reign to 
four months, aotta half. Eerie is the name  of a parish, which has been annexed to Rhynie, in Aber-
deenshire. 1%,arnach, in Ogygia, p.498, says, that Lulach was slain by Malcolm, 
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eluded the king, from appointing a Maortnor for them, without their own 
consent: hence, the clans were ever forward to revenge the death of their 
Maormor, and to protect the rights of Isis issue. And, from this genuine 
history, originated the celebrated fables, which were repeated by Bocce, re-
echoed by Holinshed, dignified by Buchanan, and dramatized by Shak-
peare (q). 

Lulach was thus the great-grandson of Kenneth IV, who fell at the battle of 
Monievard, in 1003: as Kenneth IV. was descended from Duff, the eldest son 
of Malcolm I, the son of Donald IV ; and through Constantin II, derived his 
blood immediately from Kenneth MacAlpin ; the title of Lulach to the sceptre, 
and the sword, of his fathers, was perhaps preferable, in the legal usages of that 
Gaelic age, to the pretensions of Malcolm Ceamnore, who was descended from 
Kenneth III, the second son of Malcolm (r). Lulach was the son of Gruoch, 
the grand-daughter of Kenneth IV. Malcolm was the son of Beatrice,the 
daughter of Malcolm II. Lulach, as his father perished, in 1032, mute have 
been a youth of five or six-and-twenty, when he succeeded Macbeth, on the 
5th of December 1056. The short reign of Lulach 'extended only throughout 
a few months of feverish struggle. His antarnist was  enterprizing in hinase. 
and was supported by strangers. The competitors for the bloody sceptre Inrr.  
in a decisive conflict, at Essie, in Strathhogie, where Lulach fell before the 
fortune of Malcolm, on the 3d of April 5057 (a). Lulach was buried, with 
Macbeth, in Iona, the accustomed repository of the Scotish kings. He left a 
daughter,  to weep his fall, and to transmit his rights, with his wrongs- 

AIALcol.na 

(q) From those several traits of real binary arose the singular story, which so many poets Ina 
eonsidered, as fitter for the drama, than for Wstory : that the thane of Moray was forfeited 
and that Macbeth was ariminted thane. The rebellion of Gileurogain was obviously the origin of 
what is said of that most disloyal traitor, the thane of Cawdor," who was condemned, and his 
title given to Macbeth: and hence, Moray. in its largest extent, is made the scene of the several 
events, in the drama of Macbeth, till the thane of so many districts acquired the crown. The 
heath; where he  met  the weird sisters, lies between Fortes, and Nairn. The first witch hailed him 
thane of Glamis Baser: of Angus; Buchanan. The second witch hailed him thane of Cawdor ; 
Bocce of Moravec Buchanan. The titles of Glamis, and Cmvdor, were borrowed by Bocce 
from thanedorns of n ore recent origin; the former, in Angus the latter, in Moray. Duncan, 
too, was killed, at Inverness, according to the drama; near Elgin, scrawling to the chronicles. 

(r) See the Cow:logical Talk ;  facing p. 4, 6. 
(/) Chron. No. 4, in tones. The Ch:on. No. s, in lanes, says, that Lulea, 	 at the 

end of four months, slain at Essie, in Strathbrigie. The elm:: Rytlimicum extends his reign to 
four months, and a half. Arae is  the name of a parish, which has been annexed to Rhynie, in Abe, 
deenshire. Tigernach, in OgY 4;,•,• p. 451, says, that Lulach  was slams by Makolm. The 'Ulster 

Annals, 
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MALcman III, 
, 

at length, ascended the bloody throne, after a continued conflict of IWO 

years (t). The prudence of Malcolm was, for some years, successfully em-

ployed, ha rewarding those, who had supported his struggle, and in calming the 

spirits of a harassed nation (v). He seems to have cultivated peace with Eng-

land, during the reign of Edward the Confessor, while he was not firmly fixed 

Olt 
 in the affections of his Gaelic people (u). Malcolm made his first eacursim 

into England, on very slight provocation; broke the peace of St. Cuthbert; 

• and wasted Northumberland (r). In 1c66, Tostig, the brother of Harold, 

" 	being obliged to flee from Stanford-bridge, found his safety with Malcolm (a). 

In 1°63, he gave an asylum to Edgar Atheling, who feared the cruelty of 

William, the Norman, with his sister, Margaret, whom Malcolm-soon Aer 

Annals, mistaking the year loy6, for ton, date, that Lula& Mae-Gikotogain, the arebVag of 
Scotland, was killed by Malcolm Mac-Duncba, in battle: Lord Hades. copying Fordun, lib. v. 
c. 	 . says, that Lulach was killed, on the ;d of April ron. An. v. i. p.3. And, thin is al- 
together consistent with the genuine chronology. See the Chrom Table. 

(5) Fruitless inquiries have been made about the age of Malcolm Ceanmore. He was Much 
trIer age, at the death of his father, in top the marriage of Bethoc, the eldest daughter of 
Malcolm II, tei Crinan, the abbot of Dunkeld, could not have been earlier, than the beginning 
of the t ith century, when Orinan was very little more than so years of age; for, in so43.6, he 
was still, in Sufficient vigour of life, to go into battle, where he fell, in attempting to avenge the 
murder of his son, Duncan allowing, then, that Duncan, the son of this marriage, married soon 

ersm years of age, his oldest son, Malcolm, could not have been more than is years of age, 
he were really as much, at the death of his father, in cosy if he were then fifteen, he mart 
ve been born, in acia4, in the s,st year of his grandfather, while his father governed Cumber- 

as er;ohm, or iing, according to the expression of the English chroniclers; and, Malcolm 
Ceanntore was, consequently, thirty-three, at his accession; about forty-four, when he married the 
princess Margaret; and about sixty-nine, at the epoch of his demise, in ;093. From this inquiry 
into the age of Malcolm III, and his father Duncan, we may see the absurdity of the notion, 
that Malcolm was root the 9011, but the grandson, of Duncan. Emptily, s; 6y, V. ii. p. ;o3. 

(v) Of his bounty to MaoDuff, there is no direct evidence. It seems certain, however, that 
• in very early times, the Maormors, or Earls of Fife, were entitled, ( .) to place the king 011 

inaugural stone; (a.) to load the van of the king's army into hattic, (3.) to enjoy the pri- 
vilege of sanctuary to the clan hleclhiff. Wyntown, 0.i. p. s4c-z ; 	Fire, ch. ii; Doug- 
las Per, p. ay+ ; Lord Hallen, A10. V.1. 	but, ch.; culling of a parliament, at Forfar, is 
mere modern fiction. 

(a) The silence of the Solon Chronicle, and of Florence, confirm the fact, which is mentioned 
:s1 the text. He is said to have visited Edward, 111 1059. Sint. Don. p. tpo. 

	

(m) Id. 	 lb. 

	

VOL, I. 	 • 	3 FI 	 married. 
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married (y). He now engaged more intimately, in the troubles of England, 
without any apparent mo:ive. And, in 1070, he marched through Cumber-
land into Teesdale ; and putting to flight all, who opposed his progress, he car-
ried his gory sword through Cleveland, and Durham (a). In his rage of 
devastation, he did not even spare the churches. Gospatric, who now ruled 
Northumberland, as Earl, emulated Malcolm, in the spoil, which he mean-

Idle made, in Cumberland. The Scotish king led so rilny captives with him 
into Scotland, that the English prisoners were, for many years, to be heard, in 
every village, and in every house (a). 

The time  was  now at hand, when William, the Conqueror, was to revenge 
his wrongs on Malcolm. But, his policy was first direfted to the calming of 
the disturbances in Northumberland. By making it a desart, he ensured its 
peace. Many of the Northumbrian sought their safety beyond the Tweed. 
hiarop., William invaded Scotland by sea, and land, with design, perhaps, 
to chastise, rather than subdue, a valorous people, in a barren land. Malcolm 
advanced to obstruct his progress. The two kings met, in conference, at 
Abernithi, the mouth of the Nith, in Dumfries-shire (b). Malcolm agreed to 
do homage for the territories, which he held in England, and gave his son 
Duncan, as a hostage (c). On that occasion, it probably was, that WilliMak 
deprived Malcolm of Cumberland, which the English king transferred to Ralph`,. 
Meschines, to be held by the tenure of the sword (d). Edgar /Etheling was 
probably included, in that treaty ; as he left Scotland, in the subsequent year; 
returned to England ; and thence, going into Normandy, made his peace with 
William (e). 

During seven years, both the kings appear to have kept their engagements ; 
and the two kingdoms enjoyed a repose, which was equally beneficial to both. 
Malcolm, however, still recollected, that he had lost something, either of ter- 

(r) Nor. Wig. p.43,; Sim. Dun. p. t949. 
(z) Sim. Duo. p. coo—, 	(a) Simeon, p. 201.2. Bromtoa's Chronicle. 
(b) Them have been some doubts entertained about the place, where this famous conference 

teas held. Lord Hades An. p. Is. But Florence, p. 438, is pos:tire, that the name of the place 
vcrs .11.erniebi. Simeon, p. ao3, calls the place of meeting ...f/o-n;ihi: this, then, was obviously the 
mouth of the Mcb, in Dumfries; as we know many of the names of places, in that shire, remain 
in their Britil form to this day. These circumstances evince, that the 111V1,1011.  of William, both 
by land, and acs, was made along the western coast. 

(c) Id. San. Chron. p. IS t, which says, however, that Wiliam led his army to the Ge.wacde ; 
ad Duda, says Gibson. 

(,I) Camden's Britannia Dugdalt's Monett. v. i. F. vo. 
(,) No,  Wig. p 439. 
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ritory, ' '• , rit 	or character, in his late transaction with William; and, while 'the Eng- 
lish king was engaged abroad, in civil war, with his son Robert, the king of 
Scots, during the year ion, carried his devastations into Nollanberiand, as 

r as the Tine (f): many he killed, says Florence, more he captivated, and 
with much plunder, returned (g). As Robert was now reconciled to his offended 

'father, he seas entrusted with the command of the army, which was sent, 
In toSo A.D.,  to  chastise Scotland. But, as Malcolm remained behind the 
Forth, Robert could only march over barren moors to  Egglabreeb, without 

'effecting any exploit, which could do honour to his character, amidst cold, 
`-- 	and want (it). During his inglorious return, he built, on the coaly Tine, a 

o

new  Carr/e, which has since given a celebrated name to a commercial 

p

emporium (i). 
i William, the Conqueror, died on the 9th of September toft7 ; and was 
iucceeded by his second son, William Rufus. Malcolm was little gratified, 

, „by the attentions of the new king, while the English sovereign withheld !tom 
Ens Cumberland, his ancient poffellion, with some lands, that Malcolm perhaps 

', • 

	

	inherited front his father. Exasperated by other mortifications, the Scotish 
king entered England, in May to91, during the absence of William, in Nor-
mandy : but, learning, when he had penetrated to Chester-in-the-street, that an 
army was marching to oppose his advance, Malcolm thought it prudent to re- 

,, 	

tire,/ without risking a battle! In retaliation, the king of England prepared a 
mighty armament, to invade Scotland, by land, and sea. The English fleet ,  
was dispersed by an autumnal storm, and many of the English cavalry perished 
from want, and cold: yet, William marched forward to encounter his anta-
gonist. Malcolm, willing to meet his opponent, crossed the Forth into 
Lothian. But, Robert, the Duke of Normandy, and Edgar Etheling, who 

en lived with hIalcohn, negotiated a peace between the hostile kings, which 
rather prevented action, than promoted reconcilement. Malcolm promised the 
same duty, which he had yielded to the conqueror : William engaged to restore 

( ji Sax. Chron. p. 184 x Sim. Dun. p. x 10. 
(g) Flor. Wig. 4+3 ; Sim. Dun. p. s io. 
(h) Sim. Dun. p. all I Lord Hanes thought, he could ascertain the position of Egslatrirs 

and, he accordingly placed it, at Bride-kirk, near Annan. x Anl. p. Is. The name of the place 
has been variciusig ;pelt by chroniclers. as he studiously shows. The trueapelling is  Eyledrer, the 
uld name of F.i/Iir/.  If Itched. had penetrated to  Amu, he mat have entered Scotland, from 
Cumberland, on the west but, as his irruption was bounded by Falkirk, he most have come down 
to this well-known town, the scene of so many conflicts, through Northumberland, whither he 
certainly re  reed. 

(i) Sox. Chum. p. x8+; Sim. Dun.  p  a to Fordun, lib. v. c. xvii. 
3 II a 
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to the Scotish king, - twelve manors, which Duncan bad held in England; an d 
to pay twelve marks of gold, annually to Mulgtho W. Yet, the peace did not 
continue lung, between these angry potentates. William for!ified Carlisle, in the 
subsequent year. Malcolm resented this dbunitful measure. A personal in, 
terrine was protnoted by those, who had an interest, in preserving peace. 
Malcolm met William, at Gloucester, in August 1,93: but, this interview 
creel unhappily ; . rite demand of homage was 2.1 captiously proposed, as it 
was cauriously avoided. William was advised to demin the Scotish king: but, 
disregarding suggestions, which would only have dishonoured himself, he al- 
lowed Malcohn to depart, attended with cirein.tances of contempt for his 
power (0. 

The Scotish king, resenting this contumely, hastened to rise an army, with 
which he entered Northumberland. He attacked the castle of Alnwick : but, 
he was snip' rized by Earl Mowbray, and slain, on the 13th of November ic:93. -
His eldest son, Edward, shared his misfortune. And Margaret, his wiM, who 
had brought him six sons, and two daughters, was so affected, when she heard 
of those sad events, that she only lived to perfonn th sic religious duties, which, 
throughout a life of goodness, she had bean studious to pay (in). 

Such are the principal events of the long reign of Malcolm Ceanmore! But, 
it is supposed by historians, and by lawyers, that Alalcolin performed much 
greater feats, than his predatory inroads into England that he introduced sm.-
names among his Gaelic people; that he created new tides of honour, by 
substituting earls for thanes ; that be introduced the feudal law among uncon-
genial tribes; that he held parliaments, without estates (n). There are, how-- 

V- 	ever, a thousand reasons, which we shall consider, in our progress, for rejeeling 
those speculative points, as the most egregious fictions. Malcolm 111. had 
neither authority from law, nor influence from character, width could have 
enabled him to make such innovations, among such a people there is no 
evidence, that he made any innovations but, there is the strongest proofs, that 
the Gaelic inhabitants would neither receive any strange people, nor admit any 
novel practices. Malcolm may be allowed to have been a vigorous character ; 
to have been a prince, without learning; a soldier, without conduct; mid a 

(I) Sax. Chron. p. r98 ; Florence Wig. p.457 , Sim. Dun. p.116 ; Radon, lib. y. dr. six. 
who quotes William of Malmsbury, his usual authority. 

(/) Sax. Chrom p. f89, rte.; Pier. Wig. p. 459 ; W. Malmshury, p. 122. 
(,,,) Sax. Chron. ,89 ; Flor. Wig. 459 Sim. Dun. 	Fordun, lib. v. c. xx—i. 
(o Bocce, lib. nil; Lord„Kaiinds Essay on British Antiquities; Lord liars All. y. i. p.56-7; 

Enquiry 1789. 
statesman, 
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statesman, without holey : that he should have been able to maintain his inde-
pendence, and the rights of his people, in opposition to too such antagonists, 
as William, the Conqueror, and William Ratios, is a strong proof of his mag-
nanimous perseverance : yet, must it be remembered that, amid his struggles, 
either of ambition, or  resentment, be lost that part of Cumbria, which lay to 
the southward of the Solway:  a  weaker prince would have lost his crown, 
considering its unstableness ; and his country, allowing fir its wildness. 
• The length of the reign of Maleohn; the day of his death ; and even his 

filiation, are disputed (a). During the reign of Malcolm, the Gaelic bard 
finished Isis poem " Malechn a nosa asrigh I " Malcolm  nose is king:" 
" Mac-Dounclsaidh datha drechlahi :" Mac-Duncan, the Jolly: " Mac-
" Donnchaidh dreatbruire s" Duncan's son, the celebrated figure. And thus, 
the contemporary bard applied to Malcolm III. two epithets, the one implying, 
that he had a handsome person, and the other, that he had a cheerful mind. 
Ile is better known to history, as Malcolm Cran.re,  or  great bead. 

Every point in the history of Scotland, which is obscure, difficult, and un-
intelligible, has been referred by historians, and lawyers, genealogists, and 
antiquaries, to the reign of Malcohn-Cemmore, for its origin ; because this 
period was heretofore in itself sufficiently dark; and its darkness equally con-
cealed both truth, and falsehood. So much has been done, for illustrating the 
obscurities of this reign, that it cannot hereafter be the refuge of ignorance, the 

(a) See t.1.. Chronologinl Table; Sax. Chron. p. ;99 ; Flor. Wig, p. 459 ; Sim. D.. p. a IS ; 
and Fordun, L v. c. axe. s all concur, in saying, that Malcolm was slain, on the day of St. Bricius ; 
Sr. Lord Hades was right, is fixing it, on the s3th of November. Annals, v. i. p. 54. And, 
confequently, the Enquirer, 1789, v. ii. p. 503, was wrong, in placing themme event, eu the 
fth of Jane to93. This last whiter has a peculiar conceit about the filiation of Malcolm, which 
is, that he ass not the son, but the grambon of the grariour Dummy. But, for this notion, there 
is not the smallest foundation, M any chronicle, or the slightest tradition of any age; and we ha., 
already seen, from an inquiry, into the age of these two kings, that it w,s not possible, is the 
course of nature, that Malcolm LII. could be the grandson of Duncan. Florence, p. 4.s6, 
calls Malcolm regis Cumbrorom Shorn; as the same Florence has equally spoken of Makohnus, 
no Cumbromm, in 973. Flor. Wig. 	But, for those times, this was a very slight in- 
auracy ; an Duncan was certainly ',gam of Cumberland, who married Siward's rine, with whom 
he
cc 

 received, as her marriage portion, twelve manors. These manors, which Malcolm enjnye,. 
from his father, Duncan. had been seized by William, the Conqueror, were returned by his soy, 
at the peace of ,o97, to Malcolm. Flo,. Wig. p. 4571 Sin,. Dun. p. 15. The Enquirer, 
1789, , ii. p. a;4, only mistook the Gaelic bard, when he supposed, that the Duan had given 
two different epithets to Duncan ; so as to imply, that Duncan, the father of Malcolm HI , w-as 
not Duncan, the king of Scotland. Malcolm was probably born about the year 024,  as we have 
wen, and was near seventy, when he fell under Alnwick castle. 
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shelter of self-sufficiency, or the reproach of system. Yet, are we still con-
fidently told, that Malcolm III. married, for his first wife, Ingibiorg, the 
widow of Torfin, the earl of Cathness, by whom he had a son, Duncan, who 
succeeded him in the throne (6). But, Torfin, the son of Sigurd, by a 
daughter of Malcolm IL, was born in toog A.D., and died, about the year 
to74, aged sixty.five (e). Now, it is certain, that Malcolm Ill. married the 
princess Margaret, in 1070. And, Duncan, the son  of Malcolm, was given 
as a hostage to the English, as we have seen, in 1072 0.0., when he must have 
been fifteen years of Age ; as he way soon after knighted, and obtained a corn. 
mand, in the English army : Duncan, therefore, must have been born, before 
the accession of his father to the throne, in 1057 ; and of course, could not be 
the son of Ingibiorg, who only became the widow of Torfin, in 1074. Yet, 
Malcolm may have married Duncan's mother, whose name may have been 
Ingibiorg, who may have been confounded with the widow of Torfin. 
cohn III. was probably thirty-three years of age, at his accession ; and it is 
equally probable, that he may have been married before that period, consider. 
ing how early princes married, in that age : He must have married of conse-
quence, while he was an exile, in the north of England, and while he was yet 
unknown to fame: And, front this obscure marriage, may have sprung his 
eldest sots, Duncan, who has generally bey regarded,  as  a bastard (d). 

Donal-bane, the brother of Malcolm Ill., assumed the dillicult government 
of Isis brother, according to the ancient usage of the Scotish nation, while he 
must have beets well advanced in life. At the demise of the late king, his 
children were all under age. A Gaelic people gratified their national hate, by 

(a) Torfiths's Dread:4 p.65 ; Orkneyinga Saga, p. 99 ; Macphenson's Note on Wyntawn, 

•ti. P.470. 
(C) 	 p. ;ea.; ; Torfetis's Decades, p• 11 - 65 ; Orkneyinga Sage, p. 5-87. 
(5) William of Malmsbury was the first, who applied to Duncan the epithet, NotSvr. p. i 55. 

on followed by Fonda, I. v. e. 	 who has been copied by Bocce, 1. sii. ; by Buchanan, 
I. iii.; and by Lord Haile.. Annals, v i. p. 44. The ancient Chronicle, in Jones, No. iv. 
and v.; the Chron. Elegiacurn ; the Irish Annals; the Saxon Ch..; Floe. Wig. p. 46a 1  Silo. 
Dun. p. 4-19 ; all speak of Duncan, as the son  of Malcolm, without applying to hint 
any debasing epithet. Tic Saxon Chron., and Florence, indeed, mention Edward, who on slain 
with his father, as the eldest son of Malcolm III. to two charters of David I. to Dunfermlin, 
and in other grants, he calls Duncan, tt Crater melts." In the dubious chance of Duncan to 
St. Cuthbert, he calls himself, " Ego Duncanus Mins nig Malcolumb coast: us hereditane t'' And 
he gave the lands tt pro anima pantie mei, et pro fratribm mei, et pro uxure men, et pro infanta,. 

me is.'' Edgar, his axe...,  is one of the witnesses to this supposed charter t But, Duncan 
says nothing in it of ills mother. Diplom. Scat*, pl. 	Smith's Bede, p. 76o; Ruberton's In- 
ds, p. 152. 

expelling 
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expelling the English, who had lived under the protection of Margaret, and 
Malcolm (c). Donal, however, did not long enjoy his good fortune, whatever 
may have been his pretensions, or his popularity. 

Doss CAN, 

The son of Malcolm, who drst appeared as a hostage, in tome, and who after-
wards manioc! Ethreda, the daughter of Gospatric, now served under Wil-
liam Rufus, as a military commander (f); and besought the king of England, 
for leave to invade Scotland (g). Duncan entered Scotland, with a numerous 
band of adventurers, English, and Normans, by whose assistance, he easily 

ii .,. 	overturned the government of Donal ; and assumed the sceptre, which his 

lit
feeble hands ivere unable to support, without foreign aid. These events oc-

-. urred, in May ,e94 (b). Yet, such was the general indignation against 
reignem, that the Scots obliged Duncan to engage, that he would not again 
troduce among them, either English, or French (1). And being unsupported, 

:tither by power, or by popularity, Duncan was assassinated by Maolpeder, 
.. „ the Maonnor of the Merns, at the instigation of his uncle Donal, and his 

brother Edmund (k). Thus Duncan only enjoyed a feverish, and oppressiVe 
reign, of six months. Drawn into the Moms, on whatever occasion of 

. 

	

	business, or pleasure, Duncan was slain by Maolpeder, at Monachedin, on the 
banks of the Bernie (/). An upright stone still Comm the unlettered memorial 

' 	of 
(e) Sax. Citron. p. 199 ; Floe. Wig. p. 46o. 
(11 Sim. Don. p ace-6—so ; Dug. Mtmasticum, v. i. p. 400 Crawfurd's Peerage, p. 3e9; 

D°"/-tl. Prongs, p. 439. 
(g) San. Chron. p. 199 Nov. Wig. p. 4601 Sim. Dan. p. 
(L) Chron. in the Reg. of St. Andrew's; Citron. Ryan]) ; Chron. Elegiac= ; Lord Hales!. 

(it Sax. Chron. p. zoo; Flor. Wig. p. 463 ; Si,,. Dun. p. ore. 
(4) See the Chron. Table; Ulster Annals, sub an. J41 the Chron. No. iv. in Inner', App.; 

the Chron. in the Register of St Andrews; the Chron. Elegiac:um ; the Sas. Chron.; and the 
Chron. of Wilson ; all concur in establishing, that Duncan was annaninatcd, in November '994. 
By following Fordon, I. v. ch. xxviii ; by mistaking the SOK Chron. ; and by overlooking Si,, 
aneknt Chronicles, in Inn.; Lord Hales has erroneously placed that atrocious event, in Autumn 
to9c. Annals, v. s. p. 46. 	Florence also states, distinctly, the assassination of Duncan, 
it,  .094. 

V) The Chron. in the Register of St. Andrews, in Inner, p. 803, says, that Dorcas loss slain 
by Malpedm Maeloe 	a Monarbrdin. The Chronicon Elegiac um concurs with it. Fortino, 
I. v. e. 	r•peats, that Duncan was slaio by Malpeder, at Monathceltin, alias Monythyne. 

by feveral charters of the t3th and 4th centuries, as a barony, 011 the 
Bessie • 
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of his odious end. Duncan left, by his wife Ethreda, a son, William, who 
flourished under David I., and was sometimes surnamed Fitz-Dancaa. He 
married Alice, the daughter, and heiress of Robert de Romely, the lord of 
Skipton ; and, by her, he had a son, who was popularly called the Boy of 
Egremont ; and who died under age ; and three daughters, who carried vast 
estates into three of the greatest families, in England (m). 

on the assassination of Duncan, with circumstances, which sufficiently evince 
the savage manners of the age, and of the country, again seized the gory 
sceptre. Two years closed his career, in misery. At length, William Rufus, 
commiserating the family of Malcolm, or perhaps, fearing the irruptions ofhis 
northern neighbours, allowed Edgar /Etheling to assemble an army, for their 
relief. Edgar marched into Scotland ; overcame Donal, who seems to have teen 
surprised, and taken, after a sharp conflict, in September s 097 (d). The aged 
king was imprisoned; and being deprived of his eye-sight, according to the 

Bm-vie river, in the blerns. William, the Lion, granted to the monastery of Arbroth one 
carucate of land, in Moneol,n, 	super aquam de Bervie " Chart. Arhroth. Richard Frumit 
granted to the same monastery," 	term in territorio de Menerfell, propinquam aqua de Bernie," 
lb. 13 7 — 29. David II. granted to Walter Pitcarne the barony of Manakin, in the shire of 
Kincardine. Robertson's Index, p. 35-86. By a rumor, which is dated, in ,56o, it appears, that the 
same family of Pitearne possessed the same lands, by the name of Mandy= r The evidence, then, that 
those lands, which arc bounded on three sides by the Bervic water, are the same, amounts nearly 
to demonstration. See Mondynes on the river Bervie, in Garden's Map of Kincardineshire. Near 
the house of 0  Mondynes, in a field, thefe still remains a large, rude, upright stone, six or eight 
0 feet shove the ground, but without any carving, or ornament." MS. ColninunicaLion of Mr. 
Prof. Stuart of Aberdeen. Here, then, probability fixes the scene of the murder, and for rime of 
Duncan. Yet, Bocce, Buchanan, and their followers, carry this event, with the scandal, resulting
from it, into Monteith. 

Dugdale's Monast. p.400;Dugdale's Bar. v.;. p. 59. William, the son of Duncan, 
succeeded, a. the beir of Allan, the son of Waldeve, the son of Gospatric. Dug. Monast v. i. 
p. 400. But, it is not true, as Dugdalc intimates, that William FitaDuncan was earl of Mracve. 
His wife, even in her widowhood, always calls herself, in her charters, Alice de Romely. Dug. 
Monast. v. i. p. spa, Be. In 1157, there appeared, hided., in the north of Scotland, D..sid. 
bane, the son of William, and grandson of Duncan. Lord Hailes's Annals, v.1. p. 	with 
his authorities. This Person pretended a title to the crown r Ile may have been the haitard 
of William, the sou of Duncan n He was probably an impostor. 

- 	In) Saxon Chron. p. :06. See the Chron. Table the Chew. No. v. in Iona, p. S.33, which 
specially states the facts of the reign, and death, of Donal. 'tire Chien. Rythmicutn, aid the 
Citron. Elegiacum, occur, generally, with the former. 

odious 
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odious policy of a barbarous age, died at Roscobie, in Forfarshire. With him 
may be said to have ended the series of the Scoto-Irish kings (o). 

(a) Donal-bane had a son,Madarb, who was the first ow.' of Atliol,during the reign of Alexander'. 
Madach married a daughter of Haco, the earl of Orkney, by whom he had a son Madach, who had a 
on Malcolm, who was earl of Athol, in the reign of king William and Malcolm had a son, Henry, 
who died, in the reign of Alexander II., without male issue. Torfusus's Orcades, I. i. e. axii.; Orb. 
ncyinga Saga, p. ;76; Chart." Scone, No. i.; Chart. Dunferm. ; Dalrymple's Col. p. 378, 08. 
In Torfatts, and in the Orkneyinga Saga, Donal is blunderingly called by the same name  as his 
brother Malcolm, whom they calf Melkolfr ; and from this mistake, the editor of Wyntown was 
misled to suppose, that Duncan lad a third son, named Melmare. VVyanown, v. d. p 470. 
Kennedy, in his Account of the Stewart., p. 	mentions, rpm very slight authority, a third 
son of Duncan, named Oberardur, who, after the murder of his father, fled into Norway; and 
afterwards settled in Provence. John Curnyn, the lord of Badenach, during the great competition 
for the crown, claimed the succession, as heir of Donal-Bane, through the female fine. The 
genealogy, which he gave 	 on that occasion, it more likely to contain the true descendants of 
Dopal,bane, than any loose

in,  
intimations of ill-informed writers. Rym. Ford, t. ii. p.577. 

Vat.. I. 
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CHAP. VIII. 

Of the Ecclesiastical IIistory, clurhig this Period. 

AT the commencement of the Pictish Period, christianity had been intro-
duced into North-Britain : But, we have seen, during that Period, neither the 
establishment of the church, nor the introduction of the Culdees, into that 
country, either Prom the east, cr from the west. And, we must look for those 
interesting events, in some subsequent period of greater certainty, and more 
civilization. If we might believe the Life of Ninian, as the same has been col-
lected, by the learned Usher, we ought to infer that, lab ordained presbyters, 
consecrated bishops, and divided the whole land into certain parishes (al. 

At the memorable epoch of the Union of the Picts with the Scots, the 
bishoprick of Lindisfarne extended far into Lothian (I). Long after the episco-
pate of Durham had succeeded to the church of Lidisfame, Teviutdale continued 
a part of that extensive diocese (e). In Lothian, the religious houses of Alailros, 
of Coldinghani, of St. Balthar at Tyningham, of Pefferham, and of Aberconi, 
had been long established (d). There is reason to believe, that as parishes had 
been laid out, in Northumberland, prior to the age of Bede, those ecclesiastical 

(a) Primordia, p. 668. But. whatever there may be, in this loose assertion, certain it is, 
that the term Parodia signified, in early times, a much larger ecclesiastical district, than a modern 
parish. The provinces of bishops, among the Britons, were denominated Parafbia, according to 
Gilds,. And even Camel informs us that, Parotbia anciently signified the diocese of a bishop. 
Law Dict. in so. Parish. And see Kennet's Glossary to his Par. Antiquities in so. Parochia, where 
the same ground is taken. 

(0) Smith's Bede, I. iv. cap. xxvi. App. No. ii. Simeon of Durham, col. 69.—r39 Ecgred, 
the bishop of Lindisfarne, who died, in s. n. 845, built the iwo villages of Gfamorde, and Grin-
/sae, in Roxburghshire, with the chureba thereof, which he gave to the bishoprick, with other 
towns. Anglia Sacra, vol. i. p. 698. 

Is) lb. p. tot. 	. 
(el) Simeon of Durham, P. 69 ; Hoveden, p. 4t0. 

districts 
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districts must have been equally settled, in Lothian, during the subsequent 
century (e); since churches were built, and priests were appointed, for ad• 
ministering the accustomed rites of the christian dispensation (f). 

In Galloway, the bishoprick of Whithern had fallen, amidst the distractions 
of revolution, in Northumberland, soon after the ninth calmly commenced. 
There seems to have been an early connection, between the Galloway Irish, and 
the monks of Iona, as might easily be expected. And the Galloway-men 
derived the benefits of instruction ficun the religious teachers of that learned 
establishment. This monastery certainly acquired the patronage of various 
churches, which were built, in this Gaelic country, during a rude, but reli-
gious age. After the dissolution of Iona, amid the savageness of the vikingr

churches,reign, William, the Lion, granted to the monks of Holyrood, the church , 
and chapel, in Galloway, that had belonged to Icohnkill(g). In Cumbria, 

.  throughout its whole extent, the episcopate of Kentigern seems to have existed, 
in the fond recollection of the Cumbrian, long after the founder, and many of 
,his suamon., had perished, amid the irruptions of paganism, and the savageness 
of anarchy. In the mean time, many churches were dedicated to Kentigern, 
and numerous lands were appropriated, by the piety of the Cumbrengs, to the 

h

oi 

 service of religion, throughout the Cumbrian provinces ; as we may perceive, 
by retrospect, at the dawn of record (h). The Inguisitio attests, that many 
churches, with their appropriate districts, existed within the episcopate of Lend-

- gem, during the Scotish period. 
.. In the United Kingdom, beyond the friths, there remained, at the epoch of 
the Union, in 843 A.D., various cells, which had been settled, in early times, 

tl 

	

	by Columbans ; and still continued the abundant fountains, whence flowed 
religious instruction to a confiding people. One of the first acts of the reign of 
Kenneth was to show his respect, for the memory of that Apostle of the Scots, 
and Picts, by building a church, wherein the reliques of the Saint were deposited, 

(r) Sec Whitaker's Manchester, v. ii. p. 369. 
I I) Anglia Sam; v. i. p. 698. 
(g) Sir Oa. Dalrymple', Coll. p. 271. 
.(9) S. thn miens laquisiiia Davidir. bin the Chart. Glasguen 	Dalrymple's Cullbctions, 

App. Na, t and in Gibson's Hiss. Glasgow.] The churches, whibh 711, enumerated by tin 
Inguisitio, lay in Strathclyde, Annandale, Nithsdale, Tovimdale, Tuxedo', in Galloway, and is 
the north-cast of Cumberlabd. There are, indeed, in Cumberland, sevcrol churches, which were 
dedicated to St, Mango, or Kentigern, as the founder of the Cambrian episcopatc. Hutchinson's 
Cumberland, vol ii. p. 510. There were many other anti-ekes dedicated to St. Mango, through-
out every district of North-Britain. 
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in A. D. 3.19 N. The site of this sacred depository has not yet been fixed by 
antiquaries. Yet, was it, at Dunkeld, where Kenneth built the church, which 

dedicated to Columba (k). Thus, Dunkeld, and its church, became Cui red 
tin Columba, who equally became the patron saint of both. A religious house 
teas here built, upon the same system, as the original establishment, at Iona. 
In it, a bishop resided ; over it, an abbot ruled : And this seems to have been 

• the ecclesiastical plan of almost all the religious establishments, in North-
Britain, during the Scotish period. From the epoch of 848, the church of 
Dunkeld appears to have formed the primacy of Scotland, for several ages, till 
it was supplanted, in its turn, by St. Andrews. The abbots of Dunkeld were 
persons, as we have seen, of the first consequence (I). The first bishop of 

(i) Chron, in lones's App. No. 3 ; Smit's Life of Columba, p. sp : But, Iona was not held 
sacred by the Danish pirates, who had not yet felt the influence of christianity. The Ulster An-
nals are filled with their devastations on the isle, which was revered, in Ireland, in Scotland, and 
in Northumberland. And, the reliques of Columba were no longer safe at Iona, which seems to 
have been the marked object of the yikinges rapacity. See the Ulster Annals, under the year 
845, where Jurastach, the abbot of Iona, is said to have brought Columcill's tug,  or  soartYreel 
dringe, into Ireland, which is inistakingly put fur Scotland, into which they were brought, at this 
epoch. 

(E) St. Columba's day has long been revered, and must for ever he remembered, at Dinkel& 
se the patron saint of the place, as well as of its cathedral. Jamm IV. granted two charter; to the 
bishop and Cliumh of Duakeld confirming sundry privileges to the town of Dunkeld and ,grant-
ing an yearly fair, at this place, on the day, after St. Columba's day. MS Charters to  the Reli. 
gious Houses, p. 59, 60. The annual court of the Chapmen Society, which was established by 
the charter of James V. is held, at this fair, on the day after St. Columba's festival. Stat. Ace, 
v e. p. 435. One of James's charters runs: " Pm specialern devotionern, plant liabenms 
'• gluriosissima confessom Sancta Cohundo dicta" chimes patrono." The other runs: "yr° sing., 
lave devotions quam gerimus erga sanctum reverendum is Christ° confessorem S. Columbarn reelesio 
eatbrelrolis Modelden potrenton." As Columba died, on the 9th of June, this day has heretofore 
Been celebrated, especially in Ireland i asa breviary of that country attests. Porter's Flowers of 
the Saints, p. 564.; Keith, p. 

(/) The Ulster Annals, under the year 04, state the death of Tuathal Macirergus, the 
orchf jibe,' of Fortren, and abbot of Dunkeld. The annalist, mealy, Means to speak of the 
primate, by the florid expression of arelthisbop. Under the year 87s, the  0111C  alum]. state the 
death of Flavertach Mac-Murtach, theprinate of Dunkeld. The Lin-going notices mince, in op- 

! 	position to the claims of the Register of St. Andrews, that Dunkeld long held the primacy of the 
United Kingdom. Duncha, the abbot of Dunkeld, was slain, at the battle of Duncrub, in at-
tempting to dethrone Duff. Citron. No.3, in Ininet. Ana the Ulster Annals, under the year 
964, assert, that Crinan, the abbot of Dunkeld, married Pethec, the daughter of Malcolm 
and fall, in battle, during the year to45, in a gallant attempt, to restore her grandson to the 

t. 	throne. Ethelred, the son of Malcolm III., was abb. of I)unkchl. Crawford's Officers of State, 
P. 430. 

DunktAls 
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Dunkeld, who came out conspicuously, on the stage of life, was Cormac, 
who appeal, under Alexander I. (so). Yet, is it certain, that there were 
bishops, at Dunkeld, bctbre the early age of Cormac. 

If we might credit the legend, there was founded by Hungus, the ,Pictish 
king, who died, in 833 A.D.;  a religious house, at - Mucros, Kil-rymond, or 
Kil-rule, the church of Regulus, who brought the reliques of St. Andrew to the . 
promontory of Swine (n). If we might believe tradition, we ought to regard. 
Kenneth, the conqueror of the Picts, as the founder of the sae of St. Andrews. 
Yet, is there reason to believe, that this diocese was founded, during the rule 

, of Grig, who ceased to reign, in 893 (o). The bishops, whose names, and 
whose festivals, the zeal of bones has collected, scent to have existed, in some 
prior reigns (p). But; Kellach, who was the first bishop of any determinate 
see, performed his episcopal functions, at the demise of Grig: He continued to 
discharge those duties, under Donal IV., and Constantin III.; and, in pc, A. n., 
he held an ecclesiastical council, on the Mote-hill of Scone, where Constantin, 
and Kellach, swore to maintain the faith, and discipline of the Scotican 
church (g). Kellach was succeeded by Fothad, who was expelled, by lndulf, 

(as) Cormac, the bishop of Dunkeld, was a witness to the charter of Scone, in 1115 ;  and he 
witnessed another charter, of the same king, to the same monastery Comae is also a runner,to 
two chokers of David 1. to the monastery of Dunferndin. Pref. to Keith's Bishops, p. is.; 
Chart. of Scone ; Sir 1. Dalrynylc's Cul. p. 373 ; MS. Charters in my library. 

(n) See the Legend, in the Register of St. Andrews Macros appears to have hem the an-
tient name of the pr, mummy, whereon was founded the city of St. Andrews. The origin of the 
name of Macros is doubtful Mop-roe moans tiro 6ely  promontory ; Mund,ros signifms the pro-
montory dinar; dfur-mss denotes the .11Fiftes promontory: In fact, a large district, which lies 
around St. Andrews, is still known, by the name of the Boar-don. ;  a considerahle village, and 
adjacent lands, in the parish, are called the dam-Lill. ; and the eons of the city are a  Bo, leaning 
m a tree. lari-tnonadb, in the Gaelic, signifies ti., cell, or church, on the 	moor.  KS. 
rule, in this language, rignifier, the evil, or church. of St. Role, or Regulac. The Garlic Poi,. 
of North-Britain apply the moue of K,/. ale to the town of St. Andrews,  twin in the present times. 

(*) The Register of St. Andrews, which is obviously partial to Grig, says: " Et hie prima 
dedit libertatem eeclesiz Semticanz Toe sub semitute con usque ad illud tempos es constitu- 

w time (emmetudine] et more Pictorom." Inn, App. No. 5, p. 8os. The Chronkon 
cum, 

	RingSa- 
cnpying the Register of St. Andrews, also states, under Grig w Qui &Elk ecclesiz lihertut is 

Scoticanz, qui ash Pion .= lege redacts fair " These intimations mein to attest, that Grig 
either formed a church establishment, at St. Andrew', or goosed some privileges to the Scotican 
church. 

(p) See before, Book II, Ch. V. 

(g) Chron. No.3, in Inn, p. 785, and also p. 558 ; and the same Chronic., in the En-
quiry, 1789, v. i. p. 493: wherein Ohio curious passage is more fully stated, than in Inns. 

in 
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in 953, and died under Duff, in 9fiz (r). After Fothad, followed a succession 
of bishops, in the see of St. Andrews, till the commencement of the Scoto-
Saxon peri,x1 introduced a new system of ecclesiastical affairs (a). There was 
a religious house at St. Andrews, as well as an episcopal seat. Like other 
monasteries, that establishment formed originally the residence of the bishop (r). 
It was to this houfe, that Constantin III. retired, when, fatigued with the in-
firmities of age, and the savageness of the times, he resigned his sceptre to 
Malcolm I., during the year 944; and assumed the staff: Here, the aged king 
acted as abbot of the Culdces ; and, at the end of five years, finished his joyless 
career, in this dreary pile (u). 

At Brechin, also, there was a religious house, which, according to the custom 
of the age, and of the country, equally formed the seat of a bishop. It owed 
its establishment to the piety, or contrition, of Kenneth RICO. This monastery 
was filled with culdees, who were ruled by an abbot. And, in the progress of 
ecclesiastical establishments, Brechin formed the sec of a bishop, long before 
the end of the Scotish period (y). 

At Dumblane, there was also a religious house, which was, early, in this 
period, settled with the usual establishment of culdees ; and formed into the 
seat of a bishop, according to the accustomed practice (n). 

(r) Chron. No. 3, in Innes, p. 787. 
Fothad was succeeded by Malisins, who died, in 970 n. a., the last year of Cohn. Ib. p.7P8. 

Malisius was succeeded by &Bach II., the son of Ferdulaig, in 971; area after he had governed the 
see five-and-twenty years, died under Kenneth V., in 996. Id. Kelluh was succeeded, firatiby 
Malisius ; and afterwards by Malmerius, who died, in 103 	Alwin, who succeeded:yeled 
this see, during troublous times; and died, in to6r. Tuthal, who followed him, did in 4063. 
He se 19 succeeded by Fothnld, who died, at the same time with Malcolm-Ceamnort, is 3093. 
The Ulster Annals state, under this year, to93, the death of Fothad, the o,vbi,i.rhop of Scotland. 
After him were, successively, elected, though not consecrated, Gregory, Cathar, an& Godric, 
between the years !c91, and 1157, when the celebrated Tuegot became bishop of St Andrews. 
Ruddiman's Introduction to Anderson's Dipl. p. 16— i9. 

(t) Under the year 871, the Ulster Annals state the death of Bishop Colman, the abbot of 
St. Andrews." 
(a) The Citron. No. 3, in Imes, p. 786, says, be outlived his abdication non years The 

Chron. in the Register of St. Andrews, says, that Comminin, at the end offer year, died, and 
was here buried. 'And, with this, concur the Chronic. Elegiacum, and Usher's Prim. p. 59. 

(a) The Chron. No. 3, in Innen, says of Kenneth, whose life satiated the revenge of Finella, 
is 904 	Hie est qui tribuit magnam eivitatem Arouse domino." 

(y) Keith's Bishops, p. 92. That there was a bishop established among the enlaces, at Brechin, 
before the erection of the bishoprick, by David I., is certain, from his charter of erection, which 
was ranted, w  Episcopo, et Keledris, in ecclesie de Beechen." Dalrymple's Col p. 019. 

(x) Keith's Bishops; Chart. of Cambuskenneth ; and Crawfurd's Officers of State, p. 6. 
St Gun was the patron, as he was the chief of this religious establishment; being a bishop, her,  
about 10.0 .11.0. Keith'S B181101”, p. 

At 
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founded, by Malcolm II., near the scene of his victory over the invaders of his 

the see of a bishop, though it never formed a regular bishoprick (a). 
age, a religious house, which, according to the Gaelic practice, was soon made 

Soon after the battle of Murtlach, in loan A.D., a religious house was 

At Abernethy, the ancient metropolis of the Picts, there was, in an early 

people (a). Like other manasterie7s, in that age, this establishment, at Murtlach, 
became the residence of a bishop. And, the inaccurate writers of the middle 
ages, from this circumstance, suppose, a regular bishoprick was here established, 
at that early period (d). The fact, however, appears to be, as hash been already 
intimated, that a religious house was endowed, with some lands; wherein a 

t 

	

	bishop fixed his residence, for the performance of the episcopal functions, among 
a rude people: But, a regular episcopate was not formed, till a subsequent age, 
which was more congenial to such establishments. Beyn was certainly the first 
bishop of Mortlach ; and he is said to have been consecrated by Benedict VIII., 
who ruled the catholic church, from loin to 1024 A•D. (c). There appears 
also to have been a religious house, and a bishop at Aberdon, in early times. 
St. Machar, as he was the patron of the establishment, was, probably, the first 
bishop (d). And all those church., with the revenues, belonging to them, 
were forested, by the reforming hand of David I., into the bishoprick of 
Aberdon (e). 

(o) The Ulster Annals, coder the year S64, speak magnificently of the death of Tuathal, the 
are1,1141,op of Fortren, or Abernethy. 

(a) Of Malcolm II, who reigned from too3 to ‘033 a.n , the Chronic., No. 4., in Inns, 
says, " Ipse edam maws oblationes tam ecelesias gum:talon). die distrilanit." 

(4) Fordo, L iv. e.lxiv. The supposed charter of foundation by Malcolm to Bishop Bert, 
which is act forth with all the dittinctuess of truth, by Sir J. Dalrymple, in his Con. p. 535, 'nay 

Le regarded, however, as a palpable forgery. 
(e) Fordun, L h. a Ai, ; and Bocce, ia the History of the Bishops of Aberdon, gives a re- 

gular series of the bishops of Mortlach from Skye to Donors; from him to Carman; and from 
Cormac to Declaim, who certainly lived under David L 

(d) In the Scotican church, the festival of St. Macho, was held on the lath of November. 
(r) The charter of David I, which anew/10141nd this policy, with other documents, were on. 

fortunately deftroyed. There happily remains, however, a genuine bull of Adrian IV., who ruled 
the church, from tiss. to .159 This Pope confirms to Edward, the bishop of Aberdon, wits 
other churches, hods, and revenues, " Villain et enosarterizan d Munblad, cum rulingue ecclesiis 
et terris eistkm pertinentibus," and also " Monarterium de Cloveth." Chart. Aberdon. In the 
Taxatio of the churches, in the s 3th century, the church of Mortlach, with those of Cloveth, and 
Domed, which belonged to it, are included in the bishoprick of Aberdon; and are classed M the 
deanry of Mar, though they are sot locally situated, in that district. Chartulary of Arbroath. 

vatliac documents support the facts, that arc stated in the text. 
Thus 
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Thus much, then, with regard to bishops, and episcopates, during those early 
ages. The United Kingdom of the Picts 'and Scots was formed under the 
regimen of parishes, though neither the times, nor the circumstances, of this 
formation, can be clearly ascertained, amidst the gloom, which hangs over the 
Scotican church, during the Scotish period. We may easily ‘suppose, that those 

; ecclesiastical districts were gradually established subsequent to the great epoch 
of 843 eta. They were pretty generally settled, during the Scotish period, 
though they were inconveniently large. They were established by private per-
sons, rather than by public authority. Bat, that parishes existed, during the 
reign of Malcolm-Ceanmore, is undoubtedly certain, from unquestionable re-
cords (f). 

It seems equally certain, amidst so much doubt, that when churches were 
erected, parishes laid out, and parochial duties were statedly performed, cede-
siastical dues must have been incidentally paid. In those charters of Alexander, 
and of David, tithes are mentioned, as if they were familiarly known, and had 
been long established (g). It is certain, that tithes were paid to the clergy, 

during 

(f) See the charters to the monastery of Scone, by Alexander I. Clain. of Scone; .d parti. 
colarly the charter of David I. to the monastery of Dunfermlin, wherein he says: " Preterea pater 

tamset mater tom dederant ecclesne, sancta! trinitatis Parerbiarn  totam Fotherif, et sic concedo." 
Flat, Sekra  is the comm. expression, in thrat charter, fora parish. MS. Charters, p. not 
Dalrymple's Cul. App. No 3. Sea Spelman's Gloss. in vo.  Selfira ; and Comet in vu.  Perorlin. 

(g) There is an assize of David I. who died, in Its 3, which enforces the payment of tythes, as 
. 	an establiebed right. Chartulary of Moray. There  16  a charter of the same king to the prior of 

Wetheral, in Cumberland t giving to that priory the tithes of the village of Scoteby, Sires ab 
antiquo data eisfuit " Dogdale's Monast. t. i. p 39o. David I. granted a charter, command-

ing the payment of tithes to the monks of Rindalgros. Chart. of May, No. to. There is, in the 
Chartulary of Glasgow, a charter of Malcolm IV., " De decimis solvendis ," He enjoins all hi. 

.  people, Normans, English, Scots, Welsh, and Galloway-men, to pay their tithes, and other 
41;,  ecclesiastical dues, which the law of Ga (IOW to de paid Chart. Glasgow, p.a03. And this was fol. 

lowed, and enforced, by a charter of King William, to the a'ame purpose. lb. toy. Makohn IV. 
granted a charter, commanding the tithe of fish, caught about the Isle of May to be paid to the monks 
of May. Chart.May, Nu. 15. This was followed by a charter of King William to the same purpose. 
Yet, says Forbes," the learned Craig will have the custom of tithing, among us, to be much of a date 
ar with the famoits Lateran Council, in sat9." Forbes's Treatise on Tithe, 7c5, p. zaft-3 ; 

• - Craig  on bends, book i. But, why would not the leaned Craig look into the records of his own 
CO an trY !  If he had. he would rot have been so positive, ra slut the first payment of tithes, 
" among us, (the Scots), was merely the ea. of episcopal tyranny, introduced about the twelfth 
" century " 	o see a progress M knowledge is always pleasant. " The right of tithe, sm 
•' Erskine, appears to have been recehed, with us, as far back as David I., by two chmt,rs of 
ar that king, in Anderson's Diplornata. Our first statute conce.ning teinds, [tithes), is David If. 

ch. xlli." Institutes, p. ago. The mom diligent Erskine, howner, did not advert, that tithes 
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during the reign of Malcolm-Ceanmore ; it is probable, that such ecclesiastical 

dues were payable, as early as 9 1 o A.D., when Constantin, the king, and 

.Kellach, the bishop, solemnly vowed to observe the faith, the disciplir.e, and 
4the rights of the churches (5). To that era, then, if not to  the prior reign of 

rig, may probably be traced back the payment of tithes, and other ecclesiasti-
cal dues, within the United Kingdom (i). 

had.been granted to the monks of Scone, by Alexander i. ; (Chartulary Scone, Nn. r, Stormont 
copy); and enforced by an assize of David I., which was, in fact, a statute. 

(5) Chyon. No. 3,in limes, p. 785; 	Concilia, v. i. p. zoo, from the Colbertine MS.; 
Enquiry, 1789, 0.1. p. 493. 

(5) The probability, which is me rationed, in the text, is caned up to certainty by the fact. 
Eotliald, the bishop of St. Andrews, from to55 to :093, granted to St. Smart, and the monks 
of Lodi-Leven, the church of florkendorach, with the accustomed privileges, and duos: s,  let, 

ant, saith the Rbgister, antique prestationes et °moues quas prefateecelcie wt./chant antiquirra 
triginta panes decodes, cum  antiqua  mensura farine ibi apposid, triginta casco, quorum 

quilibet tacit edam.,  V  onto nt.de de brasee, ct derchede-mak," et cliedhcr-endr." This is a 
very curious, bat obscure, extract, from the Rogister of site Priory of St. Andrews. Crawf. 
of State, p. 4: s Rud. bared. Dipl. Scot. § iS. It is apparent, however, that all those presta-
time were customary dues of ancient times, before the age of Fothald ; the word  canon  ',dog formerly 
used, for any prestation, pension, or 	mary payment. Cowel in no.  Caw, and Dufresne. 
The Checkout.  in the Irish Culebra., the (el')

custo  
being quiesent, which signified weigbt. Shaw'aDia. 

Macfarlane's Vocab. p. 85 So, Clash-or-rowlrim means, literally, a reorat-weighl puntwwwedrim, 
tound-welybi. Macdonald's Gael. Vorabulaiy, p. 120. David I. granted 10 the monastery of 

Camboskenneth, viginti eudremer easels," out of his rents, in  Sirivfing. Chart. Combos. No. 54; 
Nimmo's Stirling, App. No. I. This grant was confirmed by Malcolm IV., by King William, 
and by Pope Celestine, in a t95; but, they call the Clwdreme ss  viginti earierie cad." Chart. 
Cambus. Nu. 29, 54, 56. Alexander II. made an exception of the:said C win+, which he, per. 
opnally, struck out of his charter, by the name of" 	 adrini casei ;" fur which the monastery 
was promised satisfaction, in  8131:11e WMr way. lb. No. 57. 1:e, indeed, granted to that monas-
tery " viginti 'wawa [rather cowgall] easel," to be received, yearly, from the firm of his lands of 
Tullymnethae, by the hands of his sheriff of Stirling, s' pro viginto tarinie taxis," which the nine 
house was wont .to receive of the bailie of Strivling, under the gratin of David. lb. No. nay. As 
this grant is entitled, Donatio cotton petraruno case'," k is apparent, that the Tecogoll,  or  Cowegall, 
which I never met, in any other .place, was some weight, equal to five stout. The Male  seems 
also to be a Ce.iie term, fur some payment Mal, in the Irish, signifies a rem, a tribute, a tax. 
O'Brien's Diet. The British Mad, has a similar signification And the British Mal signifies 
money, or coio, or tribute. Davies, and Richard's Dict. The British clad, also, signifies a hol-
low vend of wood ; a in:lk tray; a vessel of earth, or wood, to hold milk, in a dairy.house. Id. 
See Spelman, Dufresne, Cowell, 	vo. Mnibi. 1'he &wish law has, at this day, its mall, and 
ns  elwia. Them Was an inquest, M the an!, of Edward III., within the county of Lancashim 
whereby the jury found certain profits, 	Cow.mate," and Gee rani." Cowell in no. 
ellalle. To those Lancashire Fade., may be opposed the Barley-mak, the Derelicde.reak, and the 
Cheder.o44, of the Register of St. Andrews. Them was, also, an ancient customary payment, 
which is mentioned by Ilm name of Cuorortb,  or limn fruits Sec an account of it, among the 

• berms of the law, cL ix. 
VOL. I. 	 3 K 	 Yet, 
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Yet, the secular clergy, seldom, or never, appear, in the Scotish history, 
during the Scotish period. The bishops, indecd, and the abbots, appeared 
very conspicuous. And the Culdees, see shall discover, in their cells, though 
their origin be extremeP) obscure: Thew were neither mentioned by Bede, nor 
known to Nennius, nor acknowledged by Adamnan Yet, Were  not the Culdees 
peculiar to North-Britain : They were equally recognized, by the same name, 
in the ecclesiastical systems of Ireland (k), of Wales (/), and of England (nil 

The Cuklees were undoubtedly monks, in all those countries, as the name 
implies, though they acquired their distinguished appellation, at different epochs, 
in those several nations (s). In the United Kingdom of the. Picts and Scots, 
the name seems to have been unknown, if we may determine, from the silence 
of Bede, of Nennius, and of Adamnan, till the establishment of a monastery at 
SL Andrews : And, here were they first distinguished, by the significant name 
of CuLfar (o). They were obviously  an order of Celtiemonks, who performed 
the functions of secular priests, among the Celtic people,./odor a Celtic govern-
ment; as the faith, and discipline, of the church, had come down to then], 
front Constantin, and Kellach. 

Of Culdees, there existed, in North-Britain, during the Scotish period, reli-
gious houses, at Abernethy, Dunkeld, St. Andrews, Dunblane, Brechin, Mort-
lach, Aberdon, Monymusk, Loch-leven, Portmoak, Dunfermlin, Scone, and 
at Kirkcaldie. This form of a religious establishment scents to have existed 

(I) Ware's Antiq. by Harris, p.236 s Usher's Prim. p. 637 , Ledwieles Antiq. of Ireland', 
p. 59, 66. 

(1) Geraldus tote. Comb. v. 	p. 6. 	 • 
(as) Dugdale's hImast.Ang. v. ii. p.s66.7; Lloyd's Church Gov. ch. vii. 
(n) Their name was probably derived from the notion of their retreat, and seclusion. In t 

Welsh, CA which means shelter, a hiding, would forte the name, it the plural, thus 
Celytaaud, Crlydion, Crlyda.v. In the Gaelic, Cadre signifies a monk, a hermit; the name of 
ca114,aa,  is  commonly given, at this day, says the learned, and reverend, Dugal Campbell of the  , 
lots of hInil, to persons, who are use fond of society. Sts. Account, v. xiv. p.  coo.  In the 
Gaelic, 240, Celle signifies a seryant: Hence, Cry-4, the servants of God; de being the genitive 
of Dia, God. See O'Brien's Dict. in To. The topography of North.13ritain does not throw any 
light m the obscure name of the Culdees; as there does not appear to be any appellation, in the 
maps of Scotland, which bears the bust analogy to the culdean monks. 

(a) Register of St. Andrews. The first authentic notice of the Culdees  is  in a charter of 
David 1. There is 	 mention any where of Culdees till after the year B.. Lloyd's Ch. Gov. 

vii. They were  first brought upon the obscure scene of Scotish history by Ford.. Sir James 
Dalrymple lam that Bishop Lloyd rashly asserts the Cultic°s to have been a monkish dream. Dal. 
eympic Cot. p. 279. The Bishop only spoke, contemptuously, concerning " tlut monkish dream 
" of an ancient church gore:norm'  in Scotland, by Piwkr”." Church Gov. eh.vii. 

among 
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among the Picts, and Scots, even from the age, and example of Columba. 
During the Pictish period, there was endowed, at Abernethy, a religious house, 
which was dedicated to Brigid. Here, it long flourished, in usefulness, under 
the patronage of the Scotish kings. And here the Culdges continued, till they 
were suppressed, in the thirteenth century, after religious novelty had removed 
many ancient foundations (e). 2. Dunkeld owed the erection of a religious house 
to the pious gratitude of Kenneth, the son of Alpin. It immediately assumed 
the form, which was known, and practised, within the united kingdom, during 
that age. The house was filled whit Culdees, who were governed by an abbot ; 
and, with them, resided a bishop, who performed, independently, the functions 
of his office. The abbots of Dunkeld, for many ages, acted a conspicuous 
part, in the bloody scenes of the Scotish government. And, the monastery, 
with the Culdees, and their abbot, continued, amidst min reforms, till the 
maiden reign of Malcolm IV. (m). 3. At St. Andrews, a religious house, with 

its 

( r) William, the lion, confers,' on his favourite monks of Arbroth the church of Abernethy, 
with the severe' chapels, and lands, belonging to it, Cum medietatem omnium decimarom 
" pervenientium es propria abbatis de Abernethy, quorum alteram medietatem habutrunt Kekeiri 
" de Abernethy et prates dicimas de dorninio ipsius abbatis quas Keldri de Abernethy habere 

solebunt." Chartulary of Arbroth, No. 63. Such a disposition of such rights necessarily 
produced dispute. A lawsuit ensued, which was long agitated, as well in court, as in the 
judicatories of the bishop of Dunblanc, between the prior, and Culdees of Abernethy, and the 
abbot, and monks of Arbroth. At length, Abraham, the bishop of Dunblane, after consulting 
lawyers, gave judgment against the Culdees, in presence of Brice, king William's judge: and 
both parties swore to the perpetual observance of this adjudication. Id. Keith's Bishop's, 

n(m) The establishment of a regular bishoprkk at Dunkeld, by the projecting policy of David I, 
does not seem to have affected the prior rights of the Culdees, and their abbot, who continued to 
act, 83 the dean, and chapter, of this episcopate. It la supposed: though without foundation, 
that the Culdees were expelled by David I, to make room for a bishop. at Dunkeld: but, as we 
have see, a bishop already existed, there, when Om rational reformer reinvigorated the episcOpate. 
Dalrymple's Coil. p. a44 ; Lord Haile's Annals, v. i. p.  95  Keith's Bishops, Pref. p. 9. After 
that event, David T. granted to the Am:rite monks of Dunfermlin, Omavam part= de ornniloo. 
" placitio et Ineris mei, de Fife, et de Potherif, exceptis rectitudinibus qua abbate de Dunkeld per-
" tinent," hc. MS. Monast Seotiar, p. to5. Yet, Da6d I. gave to Andrew, bishop of Cath-
nes, this monastery, with its pertinente. After the &nth of Andrew, Malcolm IV. granted to 
the monastery of Dunfermlin, " Eccicsiam Sancta Trinitatis de Dunkelden cum testis ad illam 

pertinen . et cum  ski, rectis pertinentijs 	Am This gram was  confirmed by a charter of 
James II. Id. Dal. Coll. :4701. This abbey of Dunkeld is mentioned neither by Spotigamode, 
oor by Keith, among the uli..ions houses of Scotland. The armorial bearings of the town of Dun. 
k rid have been blazoned, with a view to the dedication of its church to  Cortosba: " Sable a dove argent. 
vo bolding in its beak an olive branch prom : the shield is surrounded with a ribbon, se, whereon is 

4 K 
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its usual concomitants, existed, when the union of the Scots and Picts took 
place. The abbots, here, were also distinct: and, they had the honour 1, 
enumerate several kings, in their list (o). Here, the Culdces maintained t heir 
purity, and usgulnessigor many an age (o). A priory was founded, at [Isis 
ancient seat, by Alexander I. And, canons regular were introduced, here, in 
1140, by Robert, the bishop of St. Andrews (p). 4. At Brechin, as we have 
seen, a religious house was settled, as early as  994, o•n.  (q). The Culdeei of 
the Monastery of Brechin continued, for many ages, to act as the dean and 
chapter of this episcopate, and they seem not to have been reformed, by the 
introduction of canons regular, till the recent accession of Robert Bruce (s). 
5. The religious house at Dun.bline is of very ancient foundation, as  1.11 have 
seen. The Culdees, and their Prior, retained possession, and here performed 
their fundions, during several ages of reform. They were superseded, how-
ever, by canons regular, some time before the middle of the thirteenth cen-
tury (a). 6. A religious house, which was dedicated to St. Senmn, was erected, 

in 

written CA LCDON I a, and in the bottom part of the shield is a tbiele  proper: the whole is elicit- 
. tied with two palm and rers." MS. Cumin. 

(n) Constantin III. in 944 A.D. and the king of A'cliatb, who died, hem, in  0.u. .033. 
Ulster Annals,.944.--,933, A... 

(o) After the introduction of the canons regular, in 1140 	slay joined the Cubic,,, who 
aeted before, as the dean and chapter, in the election of the bishops. In 1272, the canons rugul,r 
began to make the elections alone s  hut, against this exclusion, the Cold,. appealed to the Pop., 
in 1297: yet, without success. Keith's Bishops, pref. p. 8, and p..3, , 4--,37: is 	lie;; of 
St Andrews, Pa, i. No. 6, there is recorded " Decisio controversia-, inter Ka,I.os A episco. 

punt [St. Andres) de jurisdiction agri per T. Panulphum Guardiainnu cina ma,' &ratio., 
an° 1309." And, Ni. 55. is Petitio Keledeorum subjectio cotton episcopo St. Andrew." 

Reg. of Si. Ands- 	Dalrymplc's Col. p.284. 
(p) Keith's Bishops, p.137. 
(a) aro. No. 3, in Jones, p. 
(r) Chartulary of Arbroth. The prior of the Culdees at Peechin is a witness to many charters. 

Id. The prior and Culdees here pre mony charters, confirming the grants of the bishop, of Bre. 
thin to the monks of Arbroth. Id; Keith's Bibhops, prof. p.11 5 who.in Maelbryde, the prior, 
and the Culdees, are called the ehopor of the church of Brechin " Maelbryde, prior et ICeledei 

COICtiple de capitol° Brechyncnsis eccksic." Id. Maelbryde was succeeded by Mathew. as 
prior of the Culdece, here : and, Mathew issued a writ " ad visitandas “clesias," as prior of the 
Culdees. Chartulary of A rbroth, No. 187. The Culdces of &vain were superseded by canons 
regular, before the year 136. Dalrymple't Coll. 549. 

(s) The prior, and Cu!dees, of Dunblancs were fremtent witnesses to the grams of the bi,hops 
of this see. Malpol, the prior, and Michael, and Malcolm, Culdees, were witnesses to a  charter 
of, bishop Simon,.at the cud of the twelfth century. Crawfard'305cers of State, p. '6. Cormac 

the print of tOCuldees, witnessed a charter of William, the bishop of Dumblane (from 
• 1110 
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in the earliest times, on an islet, in Lech.Leven (u). Successive kings, Mac-
beth, Malcolm Ill, and Edgar, and his brother Ethelred, with the bishops, 
Maldwin, and Polodoch, were all studinus to endow the Culdees of Loch-
Leven (vi. Here, they performed their usual funetionA till the rcfortning hand 
of David I. fell upon them. To the priory of St. Andrews, this pious prince 
gave the monastery of St. Servan, with the is land of Loch-Leven ; and with an 
intimation, that if the .Cultlee.s Would live peaceably, they should be protected ; 
IAA, if they should resist the ry al grant, that they would be expOlcd the holy 
isle of Servan (v). The Culdeco were expelled ; though it is not easy to ascer-
tain the time, and circumstances, of that event, which arose from the violence 
of the canons, and the connivance of the bishop, who usually supported the 
canons agamst the Culdees (cc). 7. At Portmoak, on the eastern margin of 
Loch-Leven, and the northern efflux of the Leven river, there was founded, 
during the ninth cewury, by Ungus, the Pictish king, a religious house (o). 
Here, the Culdees, under the usual rule of their abbot, performed their ac-
customed functions, for many a savage reign. They were reformed, during 

tato totan' to the Monastery of Cumbus-Kenneth. Chart. of Cambus. No. sag. Keith sup. 
poses the Cultlets to have been superseded, in s sao, by a mandate of Gregory IX. Keith's Bi-
shops, pref. a. aud p. no But, there is a rieerns of the dean end dapar of Dunblane, confirm-
ing to the 111011k, of Cambuskennetli the kirks of Kincardio, Tulybody, and Tulycultry, 
dated the 3d of the kilende of February, 1, 239. 

(t) K.sith's Bishops, p. sag : The Register of St. Andrews relates, that Brude, the king of the 
Picts, rave the island of Loch-Leven to St. Scrvan, and the Ctiklets. 

(o) Macheth rave the Colds,, the lands of Kirkuess, and also the tillage of Bolgy. Mal. 
ctshn III, and his pious queen, granted them the town and lauds of &aerie:ie. no lo Ed,at, 
they got Pitnemokin. Ethelred rare them the lands of Adam., Mukluk, the bishop of Sr. 
Andrews- granted them the church of Scunie; and from Fothald, the bishop of St. Andrews, 
they got the church of Horkendorach. Reg. of St. Andres.. David 1. granted to the copal" of 
Dunfcrmlin, 	Balchrisue cum suis rectis divisis, excepta rectitudine gram Keledei habere de- 

, bent." MS. Clsartcrs, top- A dispute ensued, between the prior and canons of St. Andrews, 
who name in the place of the Culdees, and the monks of Dunfermlits, :shorn their respective eights 
so Balehristie. King William determined, that the trunks of ansfenulin should have Balchristie, 
subject to the rights, which the Culdees lied in it, during the reign of David I. ,,Chang. of Du, 
formlin ; Dalrymple's Coll p 2v3. The chards of Alva, in Stitling.shire, wan dedicated to St. 
Se /yr; I41 a7:, Alexander Dominus de Shriveling granted so the chord Sandi Sayan( do AlvesSs 
an acrs of land i.e the manor of Alveth. Chart. Catubus-Kenneth, No. lg. 

(at Diplom. Scotia, pL fa. . 
(w) S,,otiswoode, p. 4,  7; Keith's Bishops, p. '37. 
(x 	See the Maps, for the sae; and the Stat. Hypo. vol. v. p. rg r. Spotiswoode, and Keith, 

erroneous/y , lace the monastery of Port-monk on St. Servant role; no as to confound it with 
the priory of Loch-Leven. 

the 
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the general reformation of the worthy David. They, too, became the prey of 
the prior and canons of St. Andrews, though the time, and circumstances, of 
the depredation, cannot now be ascertained. 8. The splendid abbey of Dam-
fermlin owed its inconsiderable foundation to Malcolm Ceamnore ; its comple-
tion to Alexander I. and its reform to David I. The monastery of Dumferm-
lin was dedicated, like the ether Culdean establishments, to the Holy Trinity. 
Here, the Culdees, with their abbot, discharged their usual duties, during se-
veral reigns and, David I, who lived much with Henry I. of England, upon 
his accession, introduced, among the Celtic Culdees, thirteen English monks, 
from Canterbury (y). 9. We may easily suppose, that when the fatal stone was 
transferred by Kenneth, the son of Alpin, from Argyle to Scone, a religious 
house would be established, at this ancient metropolis. A Culdean church was 
here dedicated, in the earliest times, to the Holy Trinity, like other Culdean 
monasteries (a). The Culdees were at length reformed, in 1115 A.D., by Alex-
ander I.; who dismissed the Culdean churchmen ; and committed the cus-

tody of the church of Scone to canons regular of St. Augustine," with a 
prior, at their head (a). r o. At Monymusk, in Aberdeenshire, there was, also, 
in ancient times, an establishment of Culdees. Here, with their prior, they 
performed their usual functions, for many ages, without complaint. The su-
perintendance of this house was transferred by David I, while he panted for 
refoms, to the bishop of St. Andrews. The several pretensions of the depend-
ants, and superior, soon produced controversies. These disputes were settled, 
by a reference from Innocent III, in 1212 0.0., which gave them a new consti-
tution (b). Yet, did the bishop of St. Andrews, in opposition to a solemn 
promise, suppress those Culdees ; and place canons regular, in their room, at 
Monymusk, which became thenceforth, a cell of the priory of St. Andrews (c). 

(7) Spotiswoode, p.436 ; and Keith, p. a45. 
(z) Buchanan, and others, state, that there was, at Scone, au establishment of Culdees, before 

the age of Alexander I. Spotiswoode, p. qsq ; Keith, 36 the charter of Alexander I. attests 
the fact. Chart. Scone, No. s ; Dalrymple's Col. App. No. z. 

(a) Chron. Metros; Dalrymple's Col. p.374.5. 
(b) The deed 'of settlement is in the Chartulary of Aberdeen, No. g. By this settlement, the 

number of the Colder, was fixed to twelve, with a prior. They were to have oar lefectory, one 
dormitory, one oratory, with a cemetery, in the church of Monymusk Their elections of the 
Prior were to be made, by choosing three of their own number, O. of whom the bishop was to 
elect a superior. The Culdees were not to become canons regular, without the content of the 
bishop. They were restricted, an to the holding, or acquiring of lands. And, the bishop pro. 

for bimse`f, and for his successors, shit the Culdees should, in future, enjoy, she privileges, 
which had thus been settled, by the Pope's referees. 

(e) Spotiswoode, p. 457.58 Keith, 238. 
I. 1st 
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s. In addition to all those Culdean houses, there appears to have been an 
establishment of the Cullees, at Kirk-caldie, in Fife; whence the place was 
named Kil-celedei, which seas changed, during the Scoto-Saxon period, to Kirk-
calethe (d). 

Sitch, then, were the originals, the nature, and the end, of the Culdees, in 
North-Britain. Yet, system has.  concurred with ignorance, in supposing, that 
the Culdees were peculiar to the united kingdom of the Picts and Scots ; and 
actually possessed rights, and exercised powers, which were inconsistent with 
the established laws of the universal church, in that age (e). A retrospective 
view of ecclesiastical history, from the epoch of the introduction of Christianity 
into North-Britain, would shew to a discerning eye, that the doctrines, liturgical 
forms, and the monkish discipline, of the Britons, the Irish, the Scots, and 
the Picts, were extremely similar ; as all those people were, indeed, con-
generous (o). 

The church judicatories of North-Britain, during the Scotish period, are 
involved in the same obscurity, which covers, and confounds her general his-
tory. If any one were disposed, indeed, to regard as genuine, the Macalpin laws, 
which are recorded by Fordun, and recited by Bocce, he must equally believe, 
with hums, that the first national council of the Scotish church was convened 
by the son of Alpin(f). But, the MacAlpin laws, as they have been published, 
are undoubtedly spurious. Grig is said, by the ancient chroniclers, to have 
established the liberties of the Scotish church (g). In gto, Constantin held 
a council of the church, at Scone, with Kellach, the bishop, as its head ; wherein 
both the king, and prelate, solemnly vowed, to observe the laws, and disci-
pline of the faith ; and to maintain the rights of the churches (1.1). The active 
zeal of lanes has discovered some other ecclesiastical councils, which he sup- 

(I) Reliquiz Divi Andrei; Dalrymple's Coll. 13e. 
(e) Sir James Dalrymple's Collections, which are filled with the prejudices of his age, and 

country. 
ee Usher's most learned discourse, on the religioy anciently professed, by the Irish, and 

British;' Lloyd's Historical Acco. of Church Government, in G. Britain, and Ireland; ch. id. 
to vii 

f) Critical Essay, p 07- 
*  (r) Chron. in the Register of St. Andrews; lanes, p. 8ot. The Chess/con elegiacom con- 
curs with this. 

IS That some event of such a nature, at that time, occurred, Nye have the authority of one of 
the most ancient chronicles for believing. Cris. Essay, p. 588 ; Ap. No.3. p. yes ; Enquiry, 
,789, 	App. 495 ; and see Wilkins's Coacilia, v. i. p. ad+, for the o Concilium Scoanense iv 
" SCOth," from the Bibl. MS. Colbert. Paris, is support of the same position. 

poses 
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poses to have been held, in the united kingdom, at Forteviot, in 86o ; at For. 
far, in 878; at Perth, in 1 ozo ; and a sixth council, under Macbeth, in 
t o5o (i). But, the laws of the son of Finley are, undoubtedly, spurious; and 
the supposed councils of Perth, of Forfar, and of Forteviot, require better 
authority, than the loose assertion of Bocce, to enforce conviction, or even to 
induce regard. 

An age, arrived, however, when councils, of the Scotish clergy were to be 

Yee  called. Before the reign of Malcolm Cearnoore, novelties had crept into du? 
Scotish church. These abuses were seen, and lamented, by a pious queen. 

ir  And, a council was convened, in 1074, during the episcopal rule of Fothad, for 

t 
 the correction of those erroneous practices, particularly, those, which regarded 

the keeping of Lent. A difficulty soon occurred, When the council met: the 
Scotish clergy could only speak Gaelic; Margaret, who was the principal pro-
locutor, could only speak Saxon the king, who understood the English language, 

• as well as his own, acted as interpreter, between them, in imitation of Oswald, 
the Northumbrian, at a similar conference, its a prior age (I). At the end of 
three days, the clergy, conscious of their own ignorance, dutifully acquiesced, 
in tho dictates of a learned queen, as delivered by the royal expositor (I). From 
those instructive intimations, it is sufficiently apparent, that the church of the 
united kingdom was Gaelic, in that Gaelic reign: we might, from that circum- 

-  stance, easily suppose, if there were not facts, which establish the certainty, 
that the people were also Gaelic; because there would be no congruity between 
a Celtic clergy, and Teutonic parishioners. We shall sec, in our progress, the 
Scotican church undergo the greatest changes, during the successive reigns of 
the more intelligent sons of Malcolm mad Margaret. 

(it Innen Essay, p. 588. Wilkins, indeed, has published, in his Conciliar  r. i. p. 3 tor  Lewes 
" Ecclesiastic. Maccatraei!" 	 • 

(I) Sec this very curious passage, in the Life of Margaret, by bishop 'Forgot, who was present. 
Vise antiquz Sanetorum, 17A9, p. 335: with the' illustrative commentary of Lord Hailes. An. 
ails, v. i.  F. 35. 
4/) Lord Hade's Annals, v. i. p.35. 
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• cam,. IX. 

Of the Laws, in this Period. 

THE laws of every country will be found to be congenial to the nature of the 
people; because the law, in every clime, and every period, proceeds from the 
people, and not the people from the law. The genuine history oF jurisprudence, 
in North-Britain, would clearly illustrate that appropriate observation. The 
customary law of the Scots may be traced back to the beginning of the sixth 
century, in Argyle, to the end of the eighth age, in Galloway; to the middle 
of the ninth century, in the 'United Kingdom of the Picts and Scots ; and to the 
tenth century, in Strathcluyd. We have seen a migration of Scots arrive in 
Argyle, from Ireland, at the first epoch ; we have observed a colony of Scoto- 

i 

	

	Irish settle, in Galloway, at the'second era; and we have beheld the conquest 
of the Picts, by the Scots, which effected the union of bob, at the third epoch; 
and which ended, in the subduction of the Britons of Strathcluyd, dining the 
subsequent age. The Scots introduced into all those countries their usages; 
because a people do not easily renounce their laws ; and a rude people are tena-
cious of their customs (a). But, a rational historian would not attempt to trace, 
by analogy, from the Teutonic forests of Germany, to the Celtic mountain's of 
Caledonia, a body of laws, that would be so incongruous with the modes of 
thinking, as well as habits of acting, which were peculiar to each of those dis-
tinct races of mcn, who are known by the distinguishing names of Germans, 
and Cells. The historians, and jurists, who have treated of the origin, and 
progress, of law, in North.Blitain, did not advert, that the Germans were a 
Teunmic race, and that the Picts, and Sects, were, on the contrary, Ce',ie 
tribes ; as ten thousand facts attest. 
, 	'I he ancient law of Scotland was tunloub,cdly indigenous. And, its origin 
may be found, by a 	inquiry, in the earliest colonization, when North- 

(.) See hook ii. ch. iii. § 3 " The natives of Scotland, in the north part of Delwin, being a 
eolfriy of the MTh, riot the Irby cuk.miny her," nays the mart learned Usher. Sec U3her's 

di`co 	on the fink estuiLli3hincut. of EnEnglish Lays in Inclund. Gutehc's 	v. i. p.32. • , 
Oz
ninue . I.' 
	 3 L 	 Britain 

   
  



' his power soon after ceased, with his life (r). 

to abolish those British customs, though perhaps without complete success ; as 
several governments had fallen. The Justinian of England attempted, in 1305, 

bria, Strotheloyd, and the ancient districts of tit Picts, were not collected int  .) 
a code, due n; mach later times. The several descendant..( of the ancient Bri-

tons 

 
continued io practise the saute customs, (luring many an age, after their  ,. 

Ofjlywel, the goof, at the commencement of the tenth century (b). We may 

easily suppose, that tile British usages, winch operated, 713 leave, within C.1.1M• 

in North-Britain. The &kit& customs, even within the predicts of \ Vales,  .' 
continued to be the unrecorded jurisprudence of a  ,clodad people, till alto reign 

ten usages of the ancLeit Britons, in tie 7 7.1717, III, !, ,,al tts,1:-,es of every district,' 

Britain was settled by the Bri•ish tribes, who ;,..,•••; ,lit their native customs with.  
them into their new settlemen••. 	A j,• • ,••• .' ..• : svould di,oveo, in the unwrit- 

ten 
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Meantime, the British customs, which had long prevailed, within North- 
B•itain, on the northern side of the two Friths, became amalgamated with the 

Scotodrish usages, on the Union of the Scots with the Pict§. There is reason ,.. 

to believe, indeed, that this natural effect of the union of two congenerous , 
people was promoted by legislative art. It is probable, that Kenneth, the  son 
of Alpin, who effected that corrunixture, by some ordinance, also commixed 

the Scoto-lrish usages with the Picto-British customs t hence arose, perhaps, the 
obvious fiction of the Alac.11pin laws (d). Yet, is it more than probablj, that 

• 
(1) U5her's Cimourse, in Gutchc's Collectanea, v. i. p.43; and Clark's Prcf. to Om Lege, 

yet, that gmeral position must be somenitat limited, by the recollection, that the lano 
of Ilywel, as well as the Triads, often allude to the preceding code of Dyvnwail. 

.(!) That a kingdom of Britons continued on the Clyde, long after the union of the Picts, and 
Scots, is certain ; that the Picts themselves were British tribes, is equally certain ; and, 	late as 
a.n. r 164., Malcolm IV. addr-essed Ids writ, Dr elaimis sAyndis to the Norman., tIse English, the .; 
Scot,, and the Wats, living within the'diocem of Glasgow ; and K. William afihrliards addressed • 

similk writ, in the same manner, to the same liheages. Chart. of 	p. 2o.3 —5 : and 
sce before, book ii. ch. ii. Edward the first, by the ordinance, which he 22tade, 	ryoy, fur the 
,ettlemcnt of Scotland, ordained that, ° the custom of the &or, and Ba#is, shall for the future 
" be prohibited, and be no longer practised." Of this important record,7which Ivas published, in 
Ryley's 

	

	yo6.; and printed, in the R oils of Parliament, v. i. p. 267, I liavz obtained a 
collated copy, front the original in the Tower. ° The usage of the BIlETS, says the late Lord 

I take to be what relates to the judgecallcd Ih'ebon, in Ireland ; and, consequently, 
o that the thing hem abolished was the commutations of punishments, by exacting a pecuniary 
o mulct." Annal, v. p.287. No it was the Ill+ Of the Bit Iron s, or ((WA, who, as we 
have seen, residid, in the diocese of Glasgow, which Edwani endeavoured to abolish. 

,/) See thia book, ch. vii. under the rcig-n of Kenneth blac-Alpin. 

one. 
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one of the sons of Alpiu did introduce, by positive law, some body of Scoto-
Irish usages (e). If it were asked, what were the nature, and detail, of those 
wages, the curious inquirer must be referred to the Brehon larva, xt lac!) we have 
seen the Irish colonists, and their leaders, bring with them, from Ireland, into 
Argyle (f). The into of tanistry, whirls had long prevailed among the fathers 
of the colonists, in their holy isle, was, also, eve are told, a fundamental law, 
in Scotland, for many ages (g). But, we kart] tins truth m.a-e satisfactorily, 
kora the 'effects of the principle, than from the weight of authority, or the 
expansion of detail. The right of succession to the government, which involved 
so much the happiness of the governed, was confined to the royal family, but 
not in any direct series. The royal person, who was best qualified by experi-
ence, and abilities, to wield the sceptre, succeeded to the throne, whether he 
were the brother, the son, or the cousin, of the last possessor. The only ex-
ception to this rule seems to have been, when a tanist, or heir presumptive, was 
appointed, during the life of the reigning prince. The history of the Scotish 
kings establishes the certainty of the fact (b). But, such was the bloody con-

. sequenccs, that few of those princes died quietly in their beds. Front that fun. 
damental law, proceeded also repeated revolutions, constant civil wars, and 
ever-during savageness. The continuance of all those evils till the end of 
the Scotish period, in tow, evinces, with strong conviction, that the law of 
Tanistry remained unrepealed, whatever may be conceived by credulity, or 
asserted by ignorance (1). 

The Irish Cruithne, or Picts, who resettled Galloway, at the en4 of the eighth 
century, brought with them similar customs, whereof they were peculiarly te-
acious. I.ong after the practice of feud  had made many changes, within 

6  peeper Scotland, the Galloway-men enjoyed their own proper laws (a). Edward 

(,) The Mon. No. 3, in limns, when speaking of the reign if Donal Mac-Alpin, says; " In 
hujos temporc, jinq ac Inge] regal Edi lilij Echach [Audhfin, the sun of Eocha,] fecerint Gob 

" deli IGanidheli, 	the Gael.] cum rege Ain, in Futhertabneht." 
( f ) See book ii. ch. iii. 
(g) Dr. John Maepherson's Dissertations, p. t0,. 
(it) See hook ii. ch. iv; and book iii. ih. vii; and the Genealogical Table of Kings, with their 

;saws, facing p. qt 6. 
(i; 	theMau-Alpin lawr, in the code of Malcolm II, in the Macbeth laws, in the system of 

Malcolm-Ccan;nore, M a anachroniun, and incongruity, may be traced, in every line In perusing the 
pretended laws of 	lohrn II, .who died, in Io33, we naturally suppose, that we arc reading the 
Cou.lemier Non.) firm 	nte 'y. 	Sec the irestil;g work of M. Howard. The laws, which are assignsd 
to Malcolm-Cenonore are equally irryconci!cablc 	(11V lIct:Drib, and. habits, of a•Celtic people.- 

.7  (a) Stat. A/exander II. ch. ii. 1214, in Skcne's Old Lass; Stat. Robert I. ch. 36 And sac 
712.obcr,sun's Index to the Records, Doeteript, p. 

3 I. 2 	 attempted 
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attempted to abolish them (4 Robert Bruce, ebb a more liberal 

granted a confirmation of the liberties of Galloway 	Of the nature of th 

laws, and liberties, which remained so long, and were so often confirmed, 

analogy must furnish what history, denies (d). The people were Irish; their 

language was Irish; and their juridical customs 'acre also Irish.' 

if we  cast a retrospective glance on South-Britain during those ages, we shall 

see a Saxon people, Scums laws, Saxon charters, Saxon coins: On the con. 

trary, if  we look into North-Britain, in those early times, we shall see a Celtie :  

1,ople, a Cchic church, a Celtic g:_wmiment, and Cain customs  ; trueve 

not find any charters (.),  nor any coins cp. During the Saxon period, Eng- 

land- 

(S) By his ordinance, in 13os, for settling the government of ScotImd, 
(r) 2106,22011.6 Index to the Records, p. t3 ; Prof. p. ho. . David IL, the son of Robert 

Bruce, granted a charter of eotilirmation to the men of Galloway of their lawn, and liberties. 16.33. 
The community of Galloway complained to Edward I., in parliament, daring 30t, that they 
were extremely grieved by a strange law, which was called " Surdit de Sergatutt t" and which low 
had sever, said they, been used, in the time of Alexander. Edward referred the complaint to his 
Locum-teste,,4; that be mightiouire that benefit the Snedir .1.. &vaunt has to the king, and what 
damage to the people, Raid Pork v. p. 452. In the Dietimtire, Roman, Itch,,, Celt* ,
et et Than 	77, Surdite is  aid to signify enekre We may thence infer, that the grkvous audit 
was some new  extortion, under t u colour of law. We may see, in Shenc's Old Laws, that most 
of the remedial statutes, in favour of the Galowaymen, were made against the Serpxot.r. 
says, &di, means non.. :  But, he adds not where he found Surd',  or in what context, it could 
mean nos', There-is a grant of Robert Bruce to the capons of Whithern, freeing them ‘• a 

etipereficto Strittlium." MS. hlonast. Scotia. This gives a more satisfactory exposition of the 
&rib, as some  impothion, or .  rurriarr. 

(d) The same juridical notions prevailed among the Gallowidian-Irish, as in Inland, and in 
North-Britain. In confirmation of this truth, we may remembc,a remarkable transaction, in the 
Seotish history. Alan, the lord of Galloway, and the constable of Scotland, died, in i534; 
leaving three legitimate daughter, and a bantard  600.  The Gallowidimis, animated by their ancient 
law, disregarded the title of the daughters, and preferred the right of the som as incontrovertible: 
And, they. petitioned Alexander II., praying, that the son might he appointed their lard, with 
the accustomed rights. The king, preferring justice to ambition, rejected their petition, with Lord 
Hour. But, his lordship did nut see this passage, in the juridical lights, which have been now 
exhibited to the reader's aye. The °allow:dims broke out into in.urrection, with the bastard, at 
their head. Alexander suppressed this rising with grant difficulty ; and re-established the female 
heirs of Alan. Ainuds, v. i. p. 251 Ci12011. M211202, p. 2211 M. Paris, V. net. We 21.1114 
perceive the ancient law of a people overborn, by the strong nun of authority. The municipal law 
of Scotland may be said to have been, successively, introduced, in a similar manner, among her 
Celtic inhabitants, 

Tr) Whatever`IMfour, and Skein, and other such antiquaries, who lived, at the beginning of 
the seventeenth century, night pretend; there have not yet been produced any undoubted charters 
of the Scotish kings, prior to these of Edge from Ruddirnan, with all his oral, for the antiqui-

ties 
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land was tail out into tithings, handteth, and shires But, Scotland Bas been 

never divided into ti!: tin,, nor bombed,; and was not placed under the regimen 

of Sheriffs, till the commencement Of the twelfth century. Those comparative 

intimations would prove, if there were not the dena.mstrations of facts, that the 

people, who acted upon suds di,similar principles, must necessarily have been 

• Of different lineages. 

In South-Britain, the pennle have enj.,yed, for many centuries, a favourite 

s/stem of juri,pruden6:, which is known by the name of the common law: But, 

in Nortliprit,in, the Scoto.Saxon settlers never could boast of the enjoyment 

of a  own. law : 	reason of this singular circumstance may be assigned, in 

the•language of the English jurists, that the municipal laws of Scotland have all 

arisen, within rime cf memory;  at the epoch of record; at the commencement of 

the twelfth century (g). 

• None 

es of his country, seems willing to relinquish, as indefensible, the pretended charters of preceding 
tieigna. Introduction to Anderson' s Diplom. f x. That excellent scholar did not sufficiently ad-
vert, that there is a material difference between a grant, and a rimer :  Malcolimeennmore, no 
doubt, granted lands hut, he did not convey them, in writing Tittlate Lord Rai: 	rernarks, 
that there were still  some  lands, in the highlands, which were LAd, at the middle of the eighteenth 
century, without chimers. This observation applies strongly to the ancient state of Galloway. 

(A The Saxons Intl many coins in England, m  we  may sec in Caron, and Speed; and the 
princes of the Eastmitin, in Ireland, struck coins, which still remain, as nye may perceive in Sim., 
and Ledwich Bot, the Celtic kings of Wales, of Ireland, and of Scotland, left nu coins, for the 
inspection of posterity. What coins Macts.th distributed, at Rome, I pretend no to know. 

(g) By the parliament of Scotland, indeed, the civil, and can. laws have been termed the 

f9"^.. low.  '493,  ch. li. ; 154o, et,. Isix. Ism ; t 555, eh. xxii. But, it has been observed, 	, 
that the parliaments of Scotland were never skilful antiquaries. 	The ancient customs, that have 

obtained with nts, time out aS mind, saitb Macchiwal, (Institutes, vol. i. p. ,1d, may well 
si tanned one 	rota, in  the mine  81,111,  as the English lawyers do theirs." Lord Stair, a 	• 
greater man, and deeper lawyer, than Mamlowal, had already intimated a similar sentiment " In 
..like manner, said he, we are ruled, in the first.place, by our ancient, and immemorial custms, 
ita which niny be called our  monition law welt  as oar mitnogeniture, and all  degrees of succession, 

our communion of goods, between man and wife, the succession of the nearest agnates, the life-
n nof husbands of the courtesy, Which are anterior to any. statute " Institutes, p. is. Abort 

fillm eon.. law, Mackenzie is silent. Institutes, tit. i. Mr. Professor Bayne follows his example. 

t74i), 	a, 5.  Erskine refers to the statutes, which speak of the civil law, and the canu . 
law, as the  nommen lawn of the realm. Institutes of the Law of Scotland, ed. ;y5,, p. 5. It is 
easy to see, that the immemorial customs, which are mentioned, as examples, by Lord Stair, 

'began, with tit: introduction of the feudal law, in the twelfth century. 	One must be ignorant 
# of the history of our law, says the late Lord Kainnes, who does not know, ipat the laws.of 
fi,Scotland and England were miginally the same, almost in every particular." Stat. Laws of 

;Aland abridged, 1555, P  neq This position is undoubtedly true, though not, /Kidnap., in 
fp seine, in which Lord Raimes intended. For ages, before the intrusion of the Romans, the 

customs, 
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None of the terms of the law of Scotland, which Skone attempted to explain, 

are indigenous, in the Scotish jurispruant'e (Is). They are all derived from 
two sources; 1st, From the language, and customs, of the Celtic inhabitants 
of North-Britain, who predominated till the twelfth century; idly, From the 
English ]aw, and the Norman language, which conveys its various details It 
will not easily be believed by those, who have not attentively examined the 
law terms of the Scotish jurisprudence, how many of them owe their origin 
to the Celtic language. For example: 
(1.) Bothna, Bath., Bathena, appears, says Skenc, to he ane park, where 
cattle are inclosed : Bothena, in old records, a barony, a lordship, or sheriff: 
wick, say Bailey, and Ash. Bed, its the British, signifies a stationary place, a 
station in life, a dwelling (i). Borth, in the British, Bad, Bathos, in the 
Cornish, Both, Boding, and Bothan, in the Gaelic, mean a cottage, a booth (h). 
(n). Barlow, Byrlaw: Laws of Burlaw are made, and determined, by con-
sent of neighbours, who arc elected in the Byrlaw courts, saith Shone. Byr, in 
the Welsh, means short, abrupt; Byron! tending to shorten; Brylietwia,ug, 
(Byrlaw), short-handed (1). Bir, in the Gaelic, means short (me) : So, Bye-
law may mean short' Jaw, or speedy justice. Bur, in the Gaelic, signifies a 
clown, or boor (n). Bier, in some dialects of the Gothic, has much the same 
signification ; and it also signifies a cottage: So Bur-law may mean rustic law (o). 
(3.) Can, Cain, Canunt, signify the duty, custom, or tribute, which was 
paid to the superior. In the charters of David I., Can is often mentioned, 

customs, which had the place of laws, were exactly the same, in South, and in North-Britain; 
because the tribes, who bad inhabited 'both, were the same Celtic people. During the Roman 
period, the same laws continued common to both. The conquests of the Saxons made great 
changes, in South-Britain s But, as the Saxons made no conquests, on the north ache itvo 
the immemorial customs, in this country, continued unchanged. No;theis did those conquests make 
any change, in the customs of Wales, of Ireland, of Kintire, of Galloway, of Cumbria, whatever 
alteration such conquests tasty have made, 111 Lothian. It will he seen, that when the sous of 
MalcolnuCeasonore, the childsun of a Saxon princess came Its, succouively, by the aid eta Saxon 

we por, from the north of Englund, they brought with them, at the commencerneut of the twelfth 
century., the custom, and Inset of England, as they were then ssadcf,tood, -and pro sued. yearn 
that epoch, the position of Lord Kaimes began to berme. 

(h) In his tract, De Vohnrum Significatio, which was published, in 1597. 	4 
(0 Davies, and Owcn's Diet. 	(i) Isl. ; Pryco's Archaiologia ; O'Brien, and Shaw's Diet. 

(/) Owen's Diet. 	 (ns) O'Brien, and Shaw. 	 (n) Shaw's Diet. 

(o) The term, Birk, is still used, in Scotland When two countrymen are chorea, by the 
parties, or appointed bye judge, to access:tin any dainago done, they are called Birfesusymen. 

according 
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according to this sense (p). Cain, in the Gaelic, means a rent, a tax; a tri- 

butii, a fins(7). Cris 	front Cain, in thel3ritish, was formerly used sub- 

stanti;iely, for coin of ditrerent valuations, but now it is simply a penny (r). 

(4.) Cansvds, which is not noticed by Slane, was, like the Cain, a Gaelic 

duty, that was paid to the superior, particularly, to ecclesiastical superiors (a). 

Ceara-mbath, which is pronounced Clwaaalb, signifies, in the Gaelic, the first, 

dr chief fruit ; or lb, feat fi.er.ts, in the ecclesiastical sense ([). Cain-mhaitb, 
which is pronounced 	could signify, in the Gaelic, the duty, or tri- 

bute; paid to the chief (O. (g.) Ca their/ HS, or Cathcrius ; what it means, I 

cannot well declare, saith Sket,, Is it equivalent to the value of nine ky, [kyne]. 

The word is probably front the Gaelic Ceatbar-each, signifying four horses, 

which may have beets latinized Ceatbariza. In the same manner, Cealbra', in 

(p) Earl David granted to the monastery of Selkirk the tenth of his Cars of animals, and of 
cheeses, in Galloway And this grant was confirmed by him, when king: It was confirmed, 
by Malcolm IV., and by King William. Chart. Kelso, No. 1, a, 9. and 4; Diplom. &mix, 
Id. cab,. The Scotish kings r“eived Can, from the ship, which arrived, in the different ports of 

. Scotland ; and also from the saltworka, whieli were estahlished nn its sinnes ,  And, some of Illus 

payments, at several places, were granted by Alexander I., and David'', to the religious ceta'olish-
ments, Chart. of Scone, No. r, 3, and 26 ; Chart. Camboekeinitith, No. yy, as, ay; Chart. Dun. 
Fcendio; Chart. Aberdon ; Reg. of St. Andrews ; Reliquix divi Andres, p. 165; Chart. JEcl,o, 

.3(,5; Charter of Ilolyroodbouse, in Maitland's Edinlyargh, P. '45- 
(7) O'Brien and Shays Dictionaries. 	(r) Owen's Diet. 
(a) Robert, the bishop of St Andrews, in is-, wanted a charter, *Erving the monks of 

Durham, from the duties of Can, and Csonarib, payable from the church of Coldingliam, and 
the other cher:hes, and chapels, belonging to them, in his episcopate. Chart. Coldingham, 

Pi 	; Sruitl:',! Bede, App. p. 764. In the end of the twelfth century, Roger, the bishop 
of St. Acdrews, granted a charter, confirming a convention, made between him and the monk. of 
Durham, super can et Carman, procuration:bus, hospitiis, 	instentionibus eccksiarum." 
Chart. Coldingham, p. 	Similar conventions were made, by SVill,xm, the bishop of St. An- 
drews, in reap, and by William Fraser, the hi hop of St. Andrews, in tay3, with the monks of 
Durham, about Con and Carryon; and these were confirmed by other charters. lb. p. 449 CB 9 ,,  
The monks of Scone .r rived yearly, from each pi 	of land, belonging to the monaniiry 
c' pro L..; Cm.anli, ad festum muniunf sitrictorum, imam vaccam, duos porins, quaver Clunmerisi 

deccin diravar avene 	
am 

, decem gallinas, ducenta ova, decem manipulos camielarum, quatuor 
Anualas monis, vigioti et dimidi 	melas casei " These customary payments were confirmed, 

in a dater of David I., rind in a bull of Pope Alexander III., who came to the papal chair, in 
tyy. That, Scone, No. 1,,, .6 King William granted a charter, confirming to Richard, the 

bishop of Moray, the rights of Can, and Conmorb, as the bishop's-predecessors had enjoyed the 
same, 

 
in the time of David I., and Malcolm IV. ; rad as the bishop had received than,' in the 

. 	time of Kbig William. Chart. Moray. fol. 
(i) 0'1;; ien, and Shaw, in vo. Ciao, and Mod, mid Owen, in vu. Cyn. 
(n) O'Brien, and Shaw, in vo. Caine, and Afaith._ 

the 
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the Gaelic' , 

	

	rooted beasts, or any kind of cattle (o). (6.) Camps's, or 
t Calpes, in 	and Carrick, whereof mention is made, in the acts of 

t:. 	parliamenf,-Oth Skene, signifies en; gift, which one man gives to his superior, 
.,5,:.. or the chief of the clan, for protection. Ca/pich, in the Hebrides, is a duty, 

payable, by the tenant, to the chief (y). The Ca /per of the Seotish law is 
".,. merely the Co/pa of the Gaelic, signifying 'a. cow, or horse, or Colnath, a Fifer, 
:'1 

	

	a bullock, a colt (a). (v.) Clcreinethen, Clarmarban ; the law of CLIrcniathat 
concerns the warrandice of stolen cattle, saith Skene. Clairthe, which is pro. 
nouncecl Claire, signifies, in the Gaelic, dealt, or divided ; andMathir://., means a 
pardon : So, Chthr.mraiwin may mean mercy, or pardon dealt chit. Cbir-n.,:b.iin 

CL 	would signify, in the Gaelic, the pardon, or mercy, of the tribe, Sr society (a). 
5i (8.) Clepc...and-Call, one form of tidal, petition, or libel, saith Skene. Up,. 

in the Welsh, signifies a Clap, or Clack (1). Clap, in the Cornish, mea. 
...;.; prating; and Clapicr, to speak (c.) Chth, in the Gaelic, means an open 
k mouth Le/). (p.) Colpindoch, one young Least, south Skene. Cqpa, in the 

Gaelic, means a single cow, or horse ; and Calpach, a heifer, a young  steer, a 
!I, colt : Hence, Co/pa.dagb sig%ines a good heifer, or colt (e). In the pretended 
. laws of Malcolm II., the Calpindach is °hen repeated, as the amount of a for- 

i. 	leiture. ( to.) Cro is one satisfaction, for the slaughter of any 'lean, saith 
t4, 	Skene. Cram, in the Welsh, and Cross, in the Cornish, signify blood ( .1) 1 Cro, 

:m the Gaelic, is death, and I,r  I,  blood : Cro', in the Gaelic, also si.,ilites 
G. 	rattle, in which the satisfaction, for slatIncr, was anciently isdal (g). ( i i.)C,./- 
!,.- racb is called a furthenrAand botgb, or cautioncr, saith Show. Skinner de-

rives this word, front the Scoto.ltish, Cuir,achl, the guard of tilt man(b). 
( en.) Enoch, ane satisfaction for a fault, or crime, faith Skene. lawn, in the 
Welsh, signifies atonnmni, or safisfitetion (i). Eineach, in the Gaelic, mean -,  
bounty, goodness ; Ennrchmn a reparation, or anmnds (k;. (13.) £5 Via, one 

] 	French word for the first; or principal part of the heritage, saidi Skene. Ace, 1

,  

'; in the French, is the e first-ban. TE eldest, or first-b n, in the Nadel), is aged, 
old (/). Floe, in the Wef h, is aged ; ocean is the superlative (in) .E.161, in 

' 	the Contidi, i, old (n). Lean, in the Gaelic, !is old ; Scinsc, or Seine, elder, 	

.. 

r (::) td. 	(y) Martil'A West LI.,,aR, r. ,.3. 	-(,) O'B, ,, ,,,,,i Silaw's l' :yt• pl ' 	(a) Id. r, . 	(a) Own', Dict. 	' 	(,) Pryce's A,11. I  liorIa.,', Caatyawallaiit. 401. 
ai , 	(.1) O'Brien, and Pilaw', Di,. 	(5) Id. 
i 	(f) Davis, and 0) en', 1,1,:imaaries a P 	Arall.aolcsi., 

(A.) O'llrical, sad 611.'3 Dial. 	(1.) IW in as. Cy!, z:-.I.I R. -/Y. 
( I ) 0,1)(11(6 011t. 	 (1) ("1-(11,s, and IiIy,y', DY•t. 
ii; Pel!,YAW Dec,. 	 (n) Dia;ie, and 01,1),(5 it i1t. 
y,) Pry, 	claioloaain. 
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eldest (o). (14.) Gaines, ane kind of satisfactfaction for' slaitglaKSays Skene. 
Ga/emiu, in the British, signifies murder, a satisfaction for - Murder i So, 
.Galanas, in the Welsh laws, is a satisfaction for murder (p). Gail, in the 
Gaelic, signifies slaughter ; Gailehin, a fine for manslaughter (q). (I .5.) Gan-

.,, giatores signifies them, who should mark the cloith, bread, or barrels, before 
fibcy be sauld, saith Skene. Gangiad, in the Gaelic, is deceit (r): Gangiator, 
one who prevents deceit: Gangiatoreo is the plural. (96.) Girt ,Jol, Girth, a 
sanctuary, saith Skene. In the Welsh, Curthol, means a posterior part, the 

. 	rearward (r) The root of the word is Garth, which signifies an inclosure, both 
' in the Celtic, and Teutonic languages. (t7.) Kekbyn is ane penalde enjoined 
,o ane man, who confesses his fault, saith Skene. In the Welsh Cekbyn sig-

nifies one, who conceals himself. In the Welsh laws, Cyld, was a tax, or 
service, to the officers of the princes ; as Cyleh Stallayn, the tax en the master 
of the horse, for the use of the stallion(t). In the Gaelic, however, Gallebin 
signifies a fine, for manslaughter (u). Macbamison, from the auld French word, 
Mebaigne, which we call Mannie, hurt, mutilation, saith Skene. This is the 
Muihees or Maim, of the English law. In the Gaelic Maielbin is a skirmish; 
Maidhins, which is pronounced Mayins, means a breach ; and Maidtha, which 
is pronounced Maiyns, signifies to tear (x). (rp.) Maras, Maer, an officer, 
or executor of summons, saith Skene. Bailey, and Ash, derive the term 
Mayor, from the Latin Major. In the Welsh, the Cornish, and the Armoric, 100  Mawr means great : And Ma, signifies one that is stationed, that looks after, 
Br guards another; a provost; a bailiff (y). In the Gaelic, Maor signifies a 
steward, an officer, a sergeant: Among the Scots, Moor was anciently the 
same with Barons; and Maar.aum.tneant a great 74F,,,,, a lord (a). (no.) Me, .jhet of women was a duty paid to the superior, by tlii, tenants, or vileyns, on 
the marriage of their daughters. This was an usage, or customary payment of 
the Britons, in North, as well as in South.Britain : And it is remarkable that, 
in the country of the Strathcluyd Britons, as well as in proper Scotland, the 
appropriate land of the Picts, where the British people remained long unmixed, 1  

.a•  
(ol O'Brien, and Shaw's Dice 	(p) Davies, and Owen's, Dia. 	(g) ghaVis Di .

. 
V, "Brien, and Shaw's Diet. 	 (r) Osven's Dia. 
(s I Celtic Remains MO. ; Owen's Diet. 

• . 	(a) Sleeve's Diet, The word is compounded of COW, slatighte, and Cain, a Lae. In the Gat 

t which has the power of the English K. is tresIncnllY pus foe C. 
-, (N) O'llren, and Shaw's Dia .  

(Y) Davies. Richard's, and Onen's Diet.; Borlase's Corms-all, p. 444. 
(n) O'Brien, and Shase's Diet. 

VoL. I. 	 M 	 tl ' 
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Or NORTH-BRITAIN. 	 1,  

:give a very mistaken exposition of the laws of Scotland, on this head (d). Upon 
'the ridiculous fable of Bocce, and the absurd explanation of Skene, respecting 

the Mersheist mrelierum, much has been written, often ludicrously, and some-
times gravely (e). (as.) Orbiern is ane name of dignity, and of an freeholder,. 
saith Skene. In the Gaelic, Oigthiarna is are fir apparent to a lordship (f). 
(as.) Oder, usury, airier, an uscrer : Such as buy victual, and hold it till a 

• dearth, shall be punished, as Miran, and, usurers • g). Such us shall take 
more than ten pounds, for the yearly interest of an hundred pounds, shall be 
halden, and punished, as ()therm, and usurers (b). In the Welsh, Oeyr, and 
Orractb, signify usury; and Orrwr, an usurer (i). In the Gaelic, Char is 

	

1 

 , 	interest, usury (d). (a3) T.-header...6, an officer, or jurisdiction, not unlike 
to an baillierie, specially, in the isles, and highlands : Some understand it, to 

:be an searcher, and taker of thieves, and limmers: In the civil law, they are 
called Lersmesslestores (1). In the Gaelic Toiseach signifies a leader, or chief ; 
and Tasiseash, a commander, or officer : Usishdar means upper, and Uarlida, 

...orb uppermost, highest (m) : So Toistbursclidarails mcans the highest officer. 
,'And this officer existed also among the Gaelic people of Galloway (n). 

	

- 	The modern, or municipal, law of •Scotland, then, is not original, but de- 
rivative : and, Ave have thus'seen its fountain heads, not in the forests of Ger-
many, nor in the vineyards of Normandy ; but, in the language, and customs, 
of her own Celtic inhabitants; and still snore, in the usages, and speech, of the 

(d) B. iv. ch. xxxi. 
(e) Hour, L iii. p.35, and I. xii. p. 26o; Skene de Verb. Signification; Macpherson's Crit. 

Dissert. p. 192, 191; Spelman, .d Du Cange'a Glossaries; Cowel„ and Jacob's Law Diet. 
Craig adopts the interpretation of Skeaso but derives the custom from France, with the feudal law. 
De Feudis, b. ii. ch. iii. l  rsai. The late Lord liacles thought it worth his while to write an 
elaborate dissertation, on this juridical subject; without being able, however, to elucidate the true 
origin of the custom. Annals, v. i. App. No. 1. The learned Whitaker seems to have been the 
first, who referred the term Mayhrot to its real source. 

(f) O'Brien, and Shaw's Diet. 'f he term is composed of 04, young, youth ; and Tiara, it 
lord, a prince, a ruler. 

(g) James 11. Pad. 6. eh. x. . 	 (b) Mackenaie's Crim. Law, p. s36. 
'(i) I mks, Richards, and Os .1% Dict. 
(E) Shaw's Diet. Ora., usura ; Leibnites Cdtica, 136. The C of the Welsh, and Gaelic, is 

pronounced like K. And see Verstegan's Antiquities, p. 229. 
(/) Skene de Verb. Significat. On the 9th of March :5f4,  Neil MacNeil sold to Jame,' 

Mac-O'Neil thalami, of Gigha, with the Toogodairdch of Kintyre. 
I,,) O'Brien, and Shaw's Dicc • 

Robert ILL confirmed a charter ofJohn Lachlanson, the laird of Durydaroch ; grassing to 
aucan Dalrumpdtbe kfue f 7irrlredararl, in Nithsdale. Robertson's Index; p.146. 

3 M I 	 Anglo- 
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Anglo-Norman barons, who came into North-Britain, successively, in the well 
and thirteenth centuries. 

The true sources of the law, during the Servirb peri,e1, however, must ht• c. 
stantly sought for, in the genuine history of the several people„whether 
Gallowaymen, or Britons (n). that period began with the Vnion of the Picts 
and Scots. This union was strengthened, by the annexations of Stratheluyd, 
Galloway, and Lothian t yet, there still remained, in the nature of the Scotish 
policy, territoriacisions, which produced, for ages, weakness, and distrac-
tion, notwithstanOg those annexations, and that union. Thd settlements of 
the Scoto-Irish were every where divided, either by mountains, or rivers, or 
valleys, into countries; but, not into shire,; because the Saxon policy of the 
shire was unknown to site Celtic people, who, both in Ireland, and in Sc.nland, 
concurred, in their hatred of Sheriffs.. With these intimations, the fact re-
markably corresponds. Exclusive of Lothian, Galloway, and Strathcluyd, 
proper Scotland was subdivided, throughout the Scotish period, into ten districts, 
which, as each of them possessed separate, and independent, rights, scarcely 
admitted of sovereign authority, in the united whole. 

I. Firs comprehended the country, between the Forth, and Tay, below the 
Ochil-hills. Of this ample district, MacDuff was the noted Maormor, in the 
reigns of Duncan, Macbeth, and of Malcolm Ill. II. STRATHERN, kIenteith, 
and Braidalban, included the country between the Forth, and the Ochil.ltills, 
on the south, and the Tay, on the north. III. ATtroL, and Stormont, com-
prehending the central highlands, lay between the Tay, and Badenoch. Dur-
ing the eighth century, a branch of the royal family of the Picts ruled withija . 
this extensive district. Talorgan, the son of Drostan, and the regulus of Athol, 
was made prisoner by the mighty Ungm, in 73.3 A.D. Talorgan effected his 
escape into Ireland t but, returning thence, to assert his rights, he was, in 738, 
drowned, by the inexorable Ungus (co). In 934, Dubhdou, the Maormor of 
Athol, was slain, its the battle of Drumcrub, between Duff, the reigning king, 
and Culen his successor (x). IV. ANGUS comprehended the country, front 
the Tay and the Ea, on the south, to the northern Esk, upon the north. 
Dubious, the son of Indrechtaig, and Maormor of Angus,. died in 939(y). 
Maolbride, the son of Dubican, died, during the reign of Culen, which ex-
tended, from 965 to 970 (a). Cunechat, a Maormor of this extensive district, 
was the father of the Anted Finella, whose wrath deprived Kenneth III. of life, 

(n) Sec book ii. oh. iii. 	 (hp) Ulster. Annals. 
(n) Id. Chronicle, No, a, 	 Chron. No. 3, 
(a) Id. 

in 

knee, 
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994 (01. V. Moe ax, or Morns, comprehended the district, which lay be-
tween the rivers North.Esk; and the Dec. Finclla, who is still remembered, 
in the traditions of the country, for her wrong, and her resentment, was the 
impassioned wife. of 'the Maormor of the Mems. In 5094, Maolpeder, the 
Maormor of the same district, as;:assinated the Igh of Malcolm-Ceanmore, Dun-
can, the Scotish king. VI. The extensive range of country, lying between the 

*Dee, and Spey, comprehended Aberdeen, and Banff. The Maormor of this 
district, Crig, who is famed, in Scotish history, as Gregor#*e great, slew 
Aodh, his sovereign, in battle, during the year S8z ; and reigned, in his place, 
till he was dethroned, in 893, A.n. VII. The ample region, comprehending 
the country frosts the river Spey to the Farar, or Beaulie, and extending west-
ward to the limits of northern Argyle, formed the district of MORA, The 
Maormors of Moray were persons of great consequence, in the earliest times. 
The first of those princes, who is recorded, by the chronicles, was Cellach, 

100 
the antagonist of Malcolm I, by whom he was slain (8). The reign of Mal-

, *colm, who died in 953 A.D., may be deemed the period, when the Moray-men, 
and their Maormors, appeared often, in the bloody scenes of the Scotish history. 
When the eleventh century began, Maolbrigid was the reigning prince over 

- 	those powerful people (c). As Maornmr, he was succeeded by his son Gilcom-
gain, who married Gruoch, the daughter of Bodhe, and the grand-daughter of 
Kenneth IV.: and, by her, he left a son, Lolach, who, with his father's mis-
fortunes, possessed the throne, for a while ; and left issue, who were supported, 
by the Moray-men, when the children of the Maormor claimed their rights (d). 
VI* AnoyLs, as it formed the ancient kingdom of the Scots, extended along 
the continent of Scotland, from the Clyde, far into Ross, and comprehended 
the numerous isles, in the surrounding sea. During the Scotish period, we see 
nothing of the Maori-mars of Argyle, on the gory stage of the Scotish history, 
till the rise, and adventures, of the northern vikingr. IX. Ross, and Cram-
arty, formed the great district of Ross. 'I he potent Maormors of this penin-
sular range appeared early, in bloody conflicts, with those rapacious sea-kings. 
In those honourable scenes, appeared Finlegh, at the end of the tenth century (e). 
As Maormor of Ross, he was succeeded by his son, Macbeth, the tyrant of 

(a) Chron. in the Register of St. Andrews. 

(a) Torfaus's °modes, p. es, Etc. 

(d) Ulster Annals Chron. No. 4, in Imes Lord Haiku remarks, mistakingly, that no party 
espoused the cause of this pageant monarch Lulach. An... i. p. 3. 

(e) Torfzues °reader, p.a7. 
Shakspeare. 
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Shak,peare W. As Maormor of Ross, Macbeth overpowered the king, and 
seized the sceptre. X. SUTHERLAND, and Cattiness, formed a district, 
which, at the end of the tenth century, was ruled by Sigurd, the Norwegian 
Earl of Orkney. This powerful prince waslucceeded by his son, 'Bodin, the 
grandson of Malcolm II. ; whAlaimed autliZrity over the Gaelic people of the 
interior country ; though they owed submission to the Seotish king. 

Such were the districts of Scotland, throughout  the Scctish period. These• 
divisions agree nearly with those of the Document, " De Situ Albanim," which 
was communicated, in the twelfth century., by Andrew, the bishop of Cathrtess, 
to Ciraldtts Cambrensis(g). He is not accurate, however, in all his divisions 
he couples Angus, and Morns, together, though they were undoubtedly distinct, 

ti  as we have seen ; and were ruled by several Maormors : Ile conjoins Moray 
with Ross, though they were also separate ; and were governed by various 
Maonnors. As the districts, which were inhabited by the British tribes, when 
Agricola invaded North-Britain, were connected by very slight ties ; so those 
several districts, during the Seotish period, were conjoined by a very brittle chain. 

V .  The whole scarcely enjoyed authority over every part. The clans of the distinct 
Fl.  districts possessed rights, which the whole kingdom could hardly controul 

they were governed by their own customs; and they were ruled by their own 
chieftains, or Maormors, who could not be appointed, nor displaced, by the 
king: we shall see, in our progress, that the Maortaor, of the present period, 
isthe next, assumed the name, and character of Earls, by their own authority, 
rather than the king's creation. iche notion, of a body plitic, that had an at-
know lodged nal:unity, to make laws, which every individual, and every district, 

?, 	were bound to obey, was Ithle recognized, among the Gaelic people, and scarcely 
known, clueing the present period, But; in those enumerations of districts, and 
of Maormors, we see nothing of the regimen of sherillidoms, wills their several 
sheriffs, rho wore pecidiarly•reprobated by the Irish polity, and habits. 

p 	In the same manner, the Kings, the Maormors, the Chiefs, were lindepen- 
5,4 	dant of each other, in their respective stations, that the power of the sup, for 

over thdynferior was but little felt, though it was acknowledged ; and was bets 
resiste '; 	ause it could not easily be enforced. ilhe prerogative of the kings, 
and th pris egos of the princes, and chief*, and people, continued the• same, 

t during t c Sc 'sit period, as they hod been, throughout the Pictish, among the 
s 	Scoto.1.1. h (h). 	 tsatne law, which directed the succession of the kings, 

q fatal as was, qua operated, in the succession of every chieftain, with sitnilar 

ancient chronicles concur, in assigning Finlegb, as the father of Machah. 
Iner's Apyendis, No. r. 	 (1.,) See book ii. Cli •  

effects. 
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• In nil these iir clefs, and Subdivisions, the chief gave protection, and, 
in rcil,rn, 	il:itelols yidded subordh-lation, and ecntrIbutions, during peace; and 

,ipport, a Id obedience yet, doniag uncivilized tinier, the possessions of 
all were pi caries,; and cLiltivatifip owing to this circumstance, was not carried 
much b,yond the wants of nalure, and the dues of chief :dory. 'The custom 
• c:v was tbe cominen law of North-Britain, throughout the Scotish pe-
riod, as it hail been, originally, in. Ireland, till the invasion c..f Henry II. (k). 

emninued, during the Sco:ish period, airtlwy had dose, 
dur:i1,7 the 	in Argyle, to bc judg,w, thmughhut every district of 111-111(1.  

(/). The .11111.• ,11 en tins Of the country, and the usual Mantle', of 
the times, were the accustomed rules f their judicial proceedings (m). During 
the Scoti,h 	there were custorn,cy payments of Celtic origin, which were 
long known, by the 1...eltic names of Cain, and Canevethe ; the nature whereof, 
as it has be.en already explained, need rot be here repeated, though the Cain, 
and Cannatlie, formed in that age, the principal revenue. The mischiefs, 

hid: resulted from such maxitm, continued to be deplored, till the feelings of 
recent times abull,bed them, by legislative regulations (n). 

Thu 	intimations clearly evince that, during the reign of Malcolm- 
Ceanmore, the laws were Celtic, the governtnent seas Celtic, as we have already 
seen; the church was Celtic, and the people were Celtic, throughout the same 
period. If Malcolm-Ceanmore, a Celtic prince, who did not arrogate the cha-
racter of lawgiver, had been di, pored to effect a considerable change, in this 
Celtic system, he would have found his inclination limited by his impotence. 
The Seotish kings, during those times, seem not to have possessed legislative 

(51 Dr. John Mecpbcrson's Dissertations, p. ifs. 	• • 
(I) lb. 1S4. See book ii. ch. iii.; and see the ancient, and marten], customs of the western 

isles, in Martin, p.1-34. 
(I) 	Seeiloors ii. ch.

01 
 iii. 

(n) See Martin's Western Isles, p. 124, " Of the Courts of .indicatory." - 
(n) The well-known Lord Lovat, in a memmial, winch he presented to the Duke of Newastle, 

the Secretary of State, in rise, says, 4,  This extraordinary state of the Ilighlandi has, at all times, 
" prob.:ea many mutual qua/rels among the chiefs, which formerly amounted to almost a COntillnal 

scene of civil war and, to this clay, them remains both personal, and hereditary feuds, among 
" them, which have a very grea. influence over all their actions. The late has never had its due 

course, tn many part,  of the Highlands, either in 	or criminal matters." MS. Mem, in the 
Paper Office. The Lords of Session reported, by direction, to the }lbw of Lords, ant the 9th 
of January 	; " That the Highland, of Scotland have been at all tiro, and at this day are, 
" in a ,tate so unsettled, that offe..ders arc not free thence amenab* to justice, nor can process 

of law have free con,: through them." This was 1't  hawed,, bylhe statute of the 20 Geo. II, 
Jo' alolainz heriatajuriadittiou, and by other similar acts, for ineprrag the union. 

power 
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power : whenever they acted, as legislators, they appear to have had some coad-
jutors; either some Maormors, or sonic bishops (a). Ills children, and grand-
children, when they attempted to introduce new maxims of government, were 
in Galloway, and in Moray, opposed by frquent insurrections (p). To con-
vert a Celtic people, from thew ancient habits, and usages, how many ages, and 
revolutions, and laws, have been requisite, in North-Britain, and in Ireland! 

It is incredible, then, that Malcolm-Ceaninore introduced, among the Celtic 
people, the feudal system, which was so inconsistent with their principles, and 
so irreconcilable to their habits. It is in vain to quote spurious laws, fictitious 
charters, and ignorant historians, for proving, in opposition to that incredibility, 
that the practice of feuds, the titles of marls, barons, and of thanes, had been 
introduced into North-Britain, even before the reign of Malcolm-Ceanmore (a). 
A system must be, indeed, weak, which requires the support of fiction! We 
have seen, that customs of a very different nature prevailed, during the reign of 
Malcolm-Ceanmore, NVe have observed, that many of the very terms of the 
modern law of North-Britain must, necessarily, have been borrowed from the 
Celtic language, and usages ; while the very titles of honour, which actually 
existed, during the reigns of Malcolin-Ceanmore's successors, derived their 
names, and their energies, from similar sources. The thanes, and thanedoms, 
which are supposed, by the Scotish historians, and lawyers, to have existed, in 
North-Britain, during early times, derived their names, and policy, from the 
Saxon language, and jurisprudence; and must, consequently, have been in. 
troduced, during the Scoto-Saxon period, when the Anglo-Saxon speech, and 
the Anglo-Norman law, became predominant (6). Sheriffs, and Sheriffcloms, 

are 

(o) See the ancient chronicles, in Innes's Appendix. 
(p) Lord Hails,' An. v.i. p. 67— to6--y ; Shaw's Moray, p. 212,4 Chron. St. Crude, 

spud Ang. Sacra, v. i. p..6o-.. 
(al Who would quote the laws of Malcolm II., after they had bee., exploded by such writers 

as Lord Kaimes, and Lord Hail, and, indeed, had exploded themselves, by their own. absurdities ! 
Who would rite a monkiat collection, for a genuine charter! In opposition to that collection, and 
to Sir James Dalrymple, Lord Hailer has shown, that the Excerpt, from the Register ftSr Priery 
of St. Arader6u, which speaks of Ethelrede, the son of Malcohn-Ceanmore, as " Coma de Fife," 
6 ooly  a monkish recital, that was composed, in some subsequent age! Annals, v. p. 	Who 
would quote such hiAorians, as Fordun, and Bocce, and Major, .d Buchanan, for points oflaw, 
which are suppoad to hive arisen, three, or four crown% before They were born ! 	. 

(6) When such fabaous writers, as Bocce, nod Buchanan, speak of nun, as existing is 
Course Scotland, during the eleventh, and tenth cenitivie4 who would believe them: We may 
learn indeed, from Somuer, and Lye, the origin of the word, Mane, or Nev. and the nature of 
the thing, which was originally a  lead-rietvard: And, both were very familiar, in England, daring 

the 
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are said to be as ancient, in North-Britain, as earls, earldoms, and as re-
cords (r). 

Whatever persons were introduced, or changes were adopted by Malcolm-
Ceanmore, or his Saxon consort, were swept away, by a single blast of 
national indignation, when both ceased to reign (d). The modern, and muni. 
cipal, law of Scotland, must be sought for, in some more congenial period, 
when prejudice was less prevalent, and power was more favourable. But, a 
revolution is at hand, which will produce consequences, salutaryirthough silent. 
The ancient fabrics of a Celtic church, and of a Celtic government, will be un-
dermined, if not thrown down. We shall behold new authorities assumed, new.  
maxims propagated, and new rights distributed. We shall see improvements 
follow in succession, till the sun of freedom shall dispense kindlier influences to 
a happier people, after convulsions shall have ended, in union. 

the Saxon period of her history. Whitaker's Hist. Manchester, vol. ii. p.157.69.7,74.75, 
t82.7-9. The word, and the dice, both came into use, in Scotland, while they were falling late 
desuetude, is England; because the Seem-Saxon period of the Scotish history began, after the 
Saxon period of the English aunts bad ended. Cowell, in vo. Thane. Per a more full account 
of Thane, and .47thane, see the subsequent Book, Chap. IV. 

(r) Wallace's Peerages, p. s ,s : I agree to that proposition, because it is apparent to ow, that 
neither sheriffs, nor earls, nor reoords, existed, in Scotland, before the demise of Malcolm-Cray. 
more. I put node the Scotish writers, who speak upon those points, as unworthy of credit 
because they assert, without authority, what is highly improbable. But, was them not a charter 
of Malcolm-Ceanmore to the monks of Dunfermlin, published by Dugdale, in the Monasticon., 
from the communi 	of Sir James Balfour, which is tested by three earls? Yes Yet, it is a 
palpable forgery, wh

cation  
ich, by the magic wand of Sirlames, was transformed into a genuine charter. 

Sir J. Dalrymple's Hist. Coll. p. 229. Terfxus, the DaniAt Historian, is 	 oned, as 
axing often spoken of earls, in Scotland, dining much earlier times. Frog. of Scot. Hist. p. 37. 

What sort of logic is this? Turfaus died, in 17., et the age of 8s And, what could he know 
of the affairs of Scotland, a thousand years, before he was born ? The Danes have not any docu-
ments, with regard to their own annals, at a much more recent period. Pontoppidan addressed, is 
;No, to the prince of Denmark o Gesta et Vestigia Donor um extra Denim." In treating of 
the Grna Deiveruni, in Scone, he is obliged4for want of documents, to quote Buchanan, and Bocce. 
and Saxo-Gramaticus, who is equally fabulous, and De Roches, who is still more modem, and 
ignorant, than TmSens, who, as he is defective, in chronology, and in judgment, is continually 
introducing tlu. mannets of his min times. Pwatiappidan :n;,i..fortned, and deluded, his prine:, upon 
a thousand points of history. Langebek, when he publishod the Soripteres Darien, was somewhat 
more happy, though he toe was obliged to use the same Scotish authorities, and was deluded by 
theme 

(4) Sax. Citron. p. spy, use. 

Va. I. 	 3N 
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CHAP. x. 

Of go Mayners, Customs, and fIntijuities, during alio Period. 

IT is not more congruous to trace the manners of the Picts, and Scots, by 
analogy, from the Goths, than it is to deduce the Celtic laws of North-Britain, 
by direct transmission, front the Gothic people of Germany. As those two 

i  races of men were perfectly distinct, their manners, and customs, must have, 
necessarily, been dissimilar, allowing only for those similarities, which the same 
state of rudeness, or civility, will ever produce. And, this observation is alone 
sufficient to show how inaccurate Tacitus was, When he conjectured, that the 
Caledonians, and Getman-s, must have beets congenerous people; because they 
were shnillr, in the largeness of their joints, and in the likeness of their hair ; 
and how incautious it is, in modern writers, to copy the philosophical Mac-

`:,  curacies of the Roman annalist. 
Doting the many ages, which elapsed, before Agricola invaded Caledonia, 

grand Tachus recounted his campaigns, the manners, and customs, of the British 
tribes, in South, and North, Britain, were the same (a). Their marriages, 
which were not free Irons reproach, according to the account of J. Ciesar, v 'ere 
extremely analagcus. From this source, proceeded, however, the cottons of 
foJtering, and geuipred, among the Irish, and Scoto-Irish, 91 the practice of
clanship, which was extremely like, in all the British kingdans ; and which 
every where produced the usual evils of anarchy (b). The original dress of the 

Britons 

' (a) Whitaker'.* Manchester, book i. ch. e. Sec before book i. ch. i. ii. 
'.. 	(1) Harris, Ware, p. 7z. See before book ii A. iii. 'Among the Gaelic people of Galloway, 
..'  and Carrick, we may sec this custom mcognized by the king's autbority,lloring the 13th and .4th 

centuries. In ,4r, Alexander II. confirmed a clm-ncr of Niel, the earl of Carrick, to Roland de 
• Carrick, aed his heirs; eonetituting him dfil: chi' of his tribo, or Clan, (1:•mgenive sate), with all 

4:••the privilegcs, p,tai,inii• so the It'irdynel, (chief of the race); with the allies of bailie of Carrick, 
1

4,.. 

 •• and the right of lieuling the men of that country, under the cad. This was also 'confirmed by 
-• Robert II. Robcruon's I • p t 341. Janes Kennedy, who married Mary Steteart, a daughter/ 

.., of Robert III., obtained, with several lauds, is Ayrshire, a charter, constituting bin, and hi. 
heir* 
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Britons seem., to have continued, in Scotland, even till recent tiin :s ; because it 
was congenial to the people, and suitable to their several climes (c). Their 
modes of sepulture appears to have been nearly the same, amid the :du:rations, 
which that mournial cerernony underwent, during the changes of cu,toms, and 
the reforms of religion : The burning of the dead, and the practice of um burial, 
seem, indeed, to have been changed, by the christians, to the err 	of inter- 
ment ; yet the Gaelic people continued to rear the mint over the respected graves 
of the warriors; as the most lasting memorial of their worthy deeds And the 
Gaelic christians even continued, long after the great epoch of their faith, to 
bury their dead in stone chests, which were deposited in the holy ground of their 
churchlards ,d). The rude knowledge, and peculiar practice of medicine, 
which were once similar, among all the British clans, seem to have descended 
to the Scoto-Irish of late times (e). The reverence of the British nations, for the 
finnitribes, because they paid adoration to the waters, was a singular custom, 

heirs male, the captain of his clan. Th. p. ma. David Ii. granted a charter, concerning the 
privileges of the el. of Muntercascluff ; comitituting John Mac-Kenfiedy theircaptain. ib. p 57. 
The same king granted a charter, concerning the privileges of chi clan of Chnconan, is Gdlowvy, 
appointing their captain. Id. And he also granted a charter; confirming the privileges of the elan 
of Keuchran, is Galloway. Id. The custom of clanship, with the right of command, as chief of 
each clam subsisted among the Gaelic people. in the highlands of Scotland, till the middle of the 
last century, when it was only dissolved, by th consequences of the rebellion, in 1145. 

(r) Whitaker'a Manchester, Svo ed. 	e p. yaa. ; Dalrymple's Mem. v. i. p. 345—p, of 
the manners of the Highlanders. 

(d) In making a new road, between the perishes of Longforgan, and Rossic, in Perthshire, them 
were recently discovered several stone coffins, containing human skeletons, with various piece. of 
silver, and copper money t The silver coins WC, of Henry IV. The copper coins were nearly of 
the same sire t Some of them were ornamented with lion de Es; but had no legible inscription t 
The other coins were quite rode, with,/ any figure, or inscription; and appear to have been only 
hammered. Stat. Account, v. six. p. 56o. On muting a rend through the burying ground of 

Ninion's 	in the pariah of St. Vigeant, n Forfarshht, several stone coffins were disco. 
nand. Stet. Acco. N. Mi. p. S3. On digging at the wmt end of the. church of Coop., iu 
Angus, there were discovered a number of stone coffins, containing human skektons Some of 
thevc coffins were femml of ore entire stone, which lad been hollowed by rat; and which Iasi a 
flat stone cove. others were foml rna of two stones, that were scooped out, and placed together, 

inclosing the body. Tin-, ,..toms were hollowed, hi such a manner, as to snit the shape of the 
human body bring 51lt-,1 at the shoulders, narrowest at the neck, mad having a place properly 
sounded out for the head. 14. urn. p. 

(e) Martin's Western Isles, p. 109 A remnant of inch manners continued, as late . the be-
Mnning of the seventeenth ccommyOu dm loth ofJuly 1Coy. King James granted to Fergus 
Macbeth the clhee n11,61161-.1,1 physician, 	the boundaries uf 114 6coLfl, '1,1,, with the lands 

nalkenee, - ani Tarbet. Macfarlaut's 6,5. C.Alections. 
3 N 2 	 which 
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which prevented fish from being considered as food, the effects whereof have 
been felt, even in our own age: Whatever encouragements have been offered, 
to incite the practice of fishery, neither the Welsh, the Irish, nor the Gaelic 
people of Scotland, have yet entered, able ardour, into the views of the legi;la-
tore, in promoting the catch k of fish, as a nationsl object. There it a proverb 
among the Gaelic Ilighlanders, even to this day, which speaks their contempt, 
for the Scem.Saxons, asfrh eaters. When we see a principle of religions, which 
was itself exploded, producing consequences, through so many centuries of 
change, we ought not to be stirprized, that the manners, and customs, of the 
same races of men, should have continued, finiiages, so extremely analogous. 

The natural state of the Gaelic tribes, both in Ireland, and in Scotland, was 
that of war. Among such a people, who were addicted to such manners, there 
existed a thousand causes of quarrel, not only between individuals, but among 
clans. Their irritability induced them to suspect injuries, and their bravery 
prompted them to resent wrongs. The war-cry was no sooner raised, and the 
fiery erose carried through the district, than every warrior of the clan repaired 
to the accustomed rendezvous, in ordquo maintain the character of the chief, 
and to vindicate the rights of the tribe. 

The war-rry may be traced up to else earliest ages, among the most ancient 
people. It was a sort of watch-word, by which the individuals of the same clan 
recognized each other, either amidst the darkness of night, or the confusion of 
battle. And, he cries of war were of very different kinds: The most common 
were the names proper; as, when Gideon gave his cry  to his party against the 
Midionites : To the Lord, and to Gideon. Others were cries of invocation, such 
as the cry of Montmorency God assist the fret chrietian. But, the most in-
teresting were the cries of rendezvous,  as  Montjoie Saint Denis ;  rally under the 
banner of St. Denis (f). The Celtic nations seem to have been peculiarly at-
tached to the war-cry, owing, perhaps, to the hostile state of society, wherein 
they wually lived. The Irish, in all their encounters, commonly used a general 
exclamation; crying out, as we know from Spenser, Errragh ! Ferragb! 
The usual war. ry of each particular tribe was  Abo, which seems to have been a 
common interjection : As Butler•Abo, Cron•Abe which the Irish parliament at- 

(f) Gebelin Month: Primitif. tom. via. p. say. 

LS) Spencer's View of Ireland, 1996, p. I:9 t From the Irish Fear, a man, was formed the 
arab, Pn yoyb, which  is pronounced, Fran, to act like a reams to ft4ht stoutly. O'Brien's Diet. 

. 	 tempted, 
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tempted, in vain, to abolish, in opposition to the manners or the people (b)• 
The Duke of ',dater, notwithstmtling the statute, assumed Crow-Abu, as his 
appropriate Ntoito, without much deranging private quiet, or disturbing the public 

ce 	During the turbulent times of Elizabeth, the war-cry of O'Neal was 
L'emh.dearg,-41fo, that is bloody-hand, which is O'Neal's badge, the arms of 
Ulster, and the cognizance of the baronets. 'Fite war-cry of O'Brien was 
Lemb,haidir-Abo, or' the .rtmeg-beml (k). Every Innh clan had anciently its 
appropriate war-cry, for the hostile purpose of rousing the tribes to arm, (/). 

The Scoto-Esh brought with them the ancient t

a

...
/
tliti,.o.in 	war-rrinr, though 

they.secm not to have sited the affix Mr, which ,w s, among the Irish, merely 
.p pleonastic interjection. The postaity of the irish colonists adopted, like their 
progenitors, a general cry, which they usually raised, before the onset began 
shouting with an allusion to their native country, and their generic name, 
ilibanich! ,ja.,). Among the people of North-Britain, the soar-cry was called 
sometimes the Slughorn, and often the Sq.; yet generally the name of the 
place, where the clan were to meet, on the approach of danger, was the word of 
alarm (a). The chief of the Mickcnzie".4ad, for I r Shrgborn, rulloth-ord (e), 
or the high bill, 'f he chief of the milerous clan of the Grants had, for his 

(1,1 Those two cries, in particular, and all other clannish watch-words, wrre abolished by the 
Iry Stat. so Hen. 7. cb. 38, which directed, that no lord, or gentleman, should use any other calls  
but roily Sr. George, or all, King. at this subject, oe Settler's Note, in Polyolbion, p. dd. 

'f he Crom...4Lo of the Geraldine, is a proper sea err: For, the Crosti.. merely the name of 
a castle, which belongs to that fanely, near LimeriCk, called Croni-castle : And consequently, the 

meaning of this war-try was to collect the Geraldines, under the walls of Com-castle. 

t4) Spenser's View of Ireland, p. 119. 	(!) Harris's \Vac, p. 16a-3. 

(m1 .eflbarricb is the name, by which the Grebe Scot., call themselves, to this day, from Alan, 
the aceicat appellatiRof North-Britain. Ou this subject, Hovedeti has preserved a very curio. 
fact At the battle of the Standard, in I r3S, says he, o Exelamovitque simul cicerones Scottorum 

insigne patriuin, et asociidit clamor nacre 	rcelum, .41Soni, Allani." Saville, p. 483. The 
Gaelic people a the Hehikilio, before engagilig in battle, raised a general cry, which was called, its 
their speech, Bro.-nricSadh-diab, as incentive to Loth. Martin', Western Islands, p. too. 

(ii) Nisbet', Heraldry, v. ii, p. s.t.4.. blacketizie's Heraldry, p. 97. 	The Slughcro, and 
— S/agaii, are both from the Saxon landiii^si, as we may Lam from Some em In the Gaelic, the 

.var-ery seas Blaadh a Cqadh. The Gnlic Car:n.0., or Crowd, which was of old the foneral cry, 
'lame afterwards to signify the cry of alarm. Dunbar, in his Darner, haring introduced n bisbIand 

arlyare, fur the purposes of ridicule, ,ays, 
4) Be he the Cnrenach had done sellout. 

Erschemen so gaderis him about." 

(.1 This is still the name of a high la, is Kintail, the counti7 of the IVIackenies. 
WareCry, 
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war-cry, Craig-clot-hie, or rock of alarm (p). The chief of the Marphersons 
jlr  had Craig-ubbe, or the black-rock, for Isis Sloghorn(9). The chief of the 

IVIacdonalds had, for his Slughorn, 	 the rock of the raven. 
The chief of the Macfarlancs had, for his Slughorn, Loeb-Sloy, a place, its the 
district of Arrochar, at thhead of Loch-Lomond (r). The chief of slot Mac-
gregors had, for his Slughorn, Ard-Challich. The chief of the Buchauans 
had, for his Slughorn, Clareit,h, an islet in Loch-Lormnid, where he anciently 
resided. Mercer of Aldie had, for his Slughorn, The Grit-pal. During the 
progress of manners, districts appear to have acquired the war-cry, as well as 
the chieftains. The war-cry of Braemar, in Aberdeenshire, is Cairn.na-cuimbnf, 
the cairn of remembrance. Even now, after so many customs have been buried 
in oblivion, if this cry be raised, within that district, in any fair, or assembly of* 
people, all the tram collect, for the purpose of protecting the injured individuals. 

4'; 	The district of Glenlivet has, also, for its tear. cry, Bac/Jail, the name of a well. 
known hill, in this vicinity. If this cry be raised, even at this day, in any of the 
neighbouring markets, the men assemble; and a tumult ensues. After the 
the revolutions of a thousand ages, such are the singular remains of ancient 
manners, when government was feeble, and the law was unheard. 

The Gaelic clans of the west, and north, communicated those singular cus-
toms to the Saxon repro of the south, and east, who had already adopted, as 
we have seen, much of their peculiar language, and many of their legal terms. 
In this manner, the invaders of Ireland, at all times, borrowed more from the 
Irish, than the Irish borrowed from Asir invaders. The war-cry of the Scoto-
Irish was denominated Slogan, or Slughorn, by the Scoto.Saxons (s). The 
war-cry of the potent family of the Scots of Buccleugh was Alanaar, from its 
tommodious situation, in the midst of the clan. The slogan of the Ilmnes was, 

a Home! a !kw!" and of the Douglases, " a Douglas! a Douglas."' The 
Maxwells had for their cry, " I bid you bide Wardlaw," which is the hill above 

i`• 

(r) Crare-E!hit format the entrance into Strathspey: Craig-f /ads signifies, in the Irish, as we 
loam from O'Brien, and Shoe, the rock of alarm. 

(q) The Cra;roau i. a saoll, but well known black rock, in Dadenoch, the country of tite 
Macpherson. 

(e) SInei, in the Irish, means a multitude, or massy Whence, we may infer, that Loch-Slog 
derived in name, from its being x pia, of remkaso.s. 

(o) Sly, in the Saxon, as we  may learn from Sumner, signinea erMeemt ,n ,loam to  war ; and 
1 	is so called, says Hicks, from sii-en, peremere, as what nos struck off from the metal. Thomas 

'u , 	y's Leeds, y. 

Cacrlaverock- 
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• aedaverock-castle, where the clan rendezvouzed. The Johnstone, when they 

st; as lord of !whoa, tvWh 4, harp, and, in order to present mistakes, wrote under each crest, 

ecessors of William, arise began to reign, in t fis, adopted a coat-armorial 

calL.i hit men together, by 5.'uskorn, and sound of trumpet." History, p. st d. 

ye the badges of the Earle of Warwick, from Brutus, the founder, which was composed by the 

"ere tine wardens of tine borders, assumed, for their slogan, " Light ;Mares 

.,(t) Nisbet's Heralday, v. 	part is. p.:45 t  Sir G. MtReneies Heraldry, p 97  at the fatal 

t gni solebant antiquitus. ' Robemon's lades, li. 

( 	Ledwich's App. to Walkar's Ilst. Mem. of the Irish Bardt, p. 1. The position of Led-. 
h tern, to be confitmed by the feries of the Irida col., as we tee them, in Sim 's Essay, 

Fanner, fiegnitai 1, And Irr..,,,td These facts 	monstmte, that English Ireland had 

do cut invalidate my position, that Wis Ireland bad not armorial-bearings, that if, 
li  L., the invasios of Henry 

d submit to the law(;). During the change of. customs, ancient families 

erns; as the Dukes of Lennox, like the Duke of Leinster, assumed the war- 

e men of Moray were rem ired to follaw his standard, " am cum alijs qui vexilluns Moravie se-

.ral sepia, amid the conflicts of the clans (it). 
Neither Celtic Ireland, however, nor Cultic Scotland, used armorial bearings. 

Own to common sense: Ilistory comes in to assure us, that none of the pre. 

beard 	in an earlier age, than her antiquaries have been disposed to allow yet, 

dry of the feeble, Avant Darn!.,y, as an appropriate motto, foe their armorial 

stir of Floddon, in ,sta, the Earl of Mundy, says Pitscottie, thinkilig  se regain the Held, 

(01 By the charter of Many, which was grantOto Si, Thennaa Randolph, by Robert Bruce, 

an Ewl of Warwick: the antsy tie, in painting  the several crests of Richard, sormounte'd his 

nverted theieWar.eries into gmtios, which they plac,ed upon escrols above their 

her. Yet, fiction must submit to feet ; and heraldic assumptions most bow 

'rests. Districts had, also, their peculiar pennons, which distinguished the se-

soil . Yet, is it certain, that when a commission was appointed, daring the reign of Ed-
'rd IV. to inq uire, what were the arms of Irelwel, the commissioners returned, that her arms 

lebrated Al.! Roos, the Wiawick antispiary, who died, ..pa s. 	incloded Richard, the scud, 

I," vhich was merely the command of the warden to alight from their horses, 

ow a grant of Charlemagne to Achaius, whets the fabulous league was con. 

The harp, says he, for the fiist time, appeared on the bah coies, in die year 153o." Ph v. 

eery VIII., on being proclaimed king of Ireland, is said to have given her 

'hied between those princes, who probably knew not of the existence of cads 

noel of 	 p,I,. There rmanins in the Colleke of Arias, a curious roll. contain- 

e harp, as a distinguishing mark 4 her fears in music, which has remained, 

d heraldry, have concurred, in deriving the armorial-bearings of Scotland, 

her escutcheon, tine aril-known badge of her national arms ( et). Fiction, 

• 

and,. 
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and, diplomacy vouches, with her usual precision, that on his escutcheon the 
lion rampant first appeared, as a national badge (e). 

Neither Celtic Ireland, nor Celtic Scotland, either made use of seals, or 
coined money (w). Theis only commercial medium  was their cattle, like the 
most ancient nations, during pristine times. The Ostmen were the most early 
gainers, in Ireland t and Alexander I. established the first mint, in Scotland. 
In both those Celtic countries, penalties were annexed to crimes, in cattle : in 
the Irish language era signifies cattle, and also death t and hence, era came, 
secondarily, to mean in the Scotish law, the penalty of crimes, and the price of 
blood. In both, as they had not money, in thcirnaolicy, they had not a word 
for money, in their languages. And their modern compilers of word-books, 

• were obliged to translate the English, or Anglo-Saxon terms, for the money 
of account, as well as for coins. Money in now so commodious, in the various * 
transactions of life, that we can scarcely believe, how society could hare existed, 
without so useful a measure for all things. The Gaelic people of Scotland 
borrowed their very terms, for the several denominations of money, from the 
Scoto-Saxon inhabitants (t). We may observe, that there is noticing said of 

gold, 

(n) Lord Hades's An. v. i. p. a4t. We are told by Gebelin, tint the fen -was the armorial 
representation of all the Celtic nations yet, I suspect, that Henry, the son of Du'vid I., the Earl 
of Northumberland, and of Huntington, assumed the red lion; as  the king of beasts was already the 
armorial-bearing of the earldom of Huntington. See Speed's Map of Huntington William, the 
lion, probably copied his father's example. Wo, indeed, fuss see the lion on the shield of Alex-
ander III. Diplom. Scotia, pl. 3o. The lionoriginally appeared on the gold coins of Robert III. 
and the unicom, as a supporter, on the geld rains of lames III. lb. pl. ssa, 133. " The 
" d>ubtr gravure  WI,  anciently used, says Nisbet, in the royal ensigns of the kings of Scotland, 
0  to perpetuate the ancient league betwixt them and the kings of France." Heraldry, vol. i. 
eh. avid. In 1471, the Parliament of Pantos III. " ordauit that in Lyme to cum thee cold be na 
" double tremor about his armys bat that he sold her hale semis of the lyoun, without any mar." 
Robertson's Part Record, p. e69. We may easily suppose, that it was the English faction, which 
predominated so much, in that unhappy reign; and which introduced that fulmination against the 
doubt Iremur, in contempt of the ancient league with France: yet, the double tremure  Mtn to have 
maintained its place, in the armorial-bearings of Scotland, even to our own times. 

(a) Ruddiman's Introduct. to Anderson's Dipl. &air ; and Astle on the Seals of Scotland: 
ace Simone Essay on Irish coins; Harris. Ware, v. i. p. so6 ; Ledwieh's A ntiq. of trotted, 1:4 ; 
Anderson's Dipl. Scotix ; Cardortel's Nurnismata Scotia. The attentive diligence of modern an-
tiquaries has, indeed, discovered, in Ireland, some silver coins of Irido reguli, during the el,venth 
century. Collect.Mer. v. h. p. r5-7. The inscriptioos am in the Irish character, and language. 

(t) The'Gnel.c Featly:,  a farthing. b from the Saxon FeurtMins, the  th  being quiescent, in the 
Gaelic pronouneimion. The Gaelic Iseisbio, n penny, is from the Saxon Prill c; whence also the 
Gaelic compounds le,itl,fteishio, a halfpenny; Crerthar-prisbin, four-pence; and Sie,tei,ehr, six-
pence. The Gaelic 8:;!lic, a shining, is from the Saxon Sullinz: so the Gaelic expression Fier/w.f. 

seillirt- 
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gold, or coins of gold, which, indeed, came late into the mintage of North-
Britain. In such countries, and during such times, commerce must have con. 
listed its barter. The progress of manners is thus usefully introduced, to trace 
the connexion of nations, which system is ever misrepresenting; and to illus. 
trate the obscurity of usages, that are daily retiring from our sight, and must 
soon be lost in darkness. 

The Stones of Manorial  were erected, during ancient times, in vain ; since 
they wers!without inscriptions. Besides the stone monuments of the earliest 
oges, and of the rudest forms, which we have already noticed, there exist, in 
hlotth-Britain, various piklars, and obelisks that, as they exhibit sculptures,-
show a ?mg.0 in monumental art. These are chiefly seen, on the cast coal 
though some sculptured monuments are to be found, on the western shores 
Argyle (a). The sculptured stones of Nonh-Britain may be divided into the 
classes: t. Religious monuments; 2. Monuments of Events; and, 3. Funs. 
real Monuments. Of the first class, are the upright stones, which stand, in ti 
ctil ivated field, near Corgi! ; and whereon are carved the moon and stars (y),i.  
Of the stones of memorial, the most remarkable is the sculptured pillar, neat'
Forres, which tradition refers to the expulsion of the Danes, by Malcolm IL (a 
Of the same kind, are the hieroglyphical obelisks, at Aberlemno, which 
dition supposes to be memorials of the Danish defeats (a). An obelisk, 
Kirktlen, in Forfarshire, is also said, by tradition, to perpetuate the disgrace 
the Dann, front the vigour of Malcolm II. (b). A standing stone, on the gle 
of Mortlach, in Banffshire, is the traditional memorial of the overthrow of th 
Danes, by their frequent conqueror Malcolm II. (r). An hieroglyphical colum 
which Stands conspicuous on the moor of Rhynie, in Aberdeenshire, is the la 

owillin.•arrunarh  means literally twenty shillings English. The Gaelic Cr. is obviously from sled 
English crown, shish again is Cross the French Com.... The Cache l'Etra, a well as the En 
lish Rrazd, is from the Saxon ?wad, which is still thus pronounced, by the common people, 
Scotland. 

(C) Astle's Observations. Archaiol. .. ziii. p. to. pl. 	he shows, what c.c. as obvio 
connection, 	sculptured stones, in Ireland. See also Wright's bandanna, pl. I It sat ,3., 

(y1 Stat. Acco. 	p.3365 The Sold, wherein those vast nonce stand conspicuous, is sti 
called th Morridradr. 

(.) Shaw's Moray,  P soy; Cordiner's Antiq. P. 54; Conlon's Itin. p. s so, p1.56. Und 
this head, we ought, however, to remember, that in after times, large cones. which thecharters 
Crone, and pond. 	ucee placed, as boundaries of lands. Chart. Melros, No.59 94.  
etraulcm Llideurn has aku placed, for the same useful propose. lb. No. so3. 

(a) Gordon's kiss p. '51 ; Pummel Tour, v. ii. p. ;66; Stat. Acce. v. in. p. go. 

(5) Stat. Acco. v.ii. p.513. 	 (a) lb. v. 	P. 445. 

VOL. L 	 3 0 
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ing evidence of a candid with the odious Danes (d). MacDqrs Cre., which 
once stood, near Newburgh, in Fife, is a sort of memorial of the defeat of 

i
i
o 

 Macbeth, which, as it marked the restoration of an exiled king, conferred pe-
culiar privileges on the race of MacDuff, whose valour contributed to :hat 
event (e). Of the third class, relating to funereal monuments, the carved stones, , 

, in Meigle Church-yard, are memorable, for their connection with the renowned , 
Arthur, and his unfaithful Venom (f). In this vicinity, at Glamis, there is a 
sculptured obelisk, which is called, by the popular'voice, king MainInes Grove 
Stone (g). And, the supposed assassination of Malcolm II. is also perpetuated, 
by another hieroglyphical stone, which stands within tie inclosures of Glamis (h). 
In Ross, in Sutherland, and in Cathness, there are several funereal stones, 
which tradition uniformly refers to the Danes (1). But, the absence of Phonic 

i'. Oscriptions seem to refer them to a different people, and a later age. There 
1  , seeing however, to be a true Danish monument, in the churchyard of Ruth- . 

well, Dumfries-shire: when it was entire, it appears to have been, about eigh-
teen feet high, without its pedestal, and to have been sculptured, on each of its  

4  four sides, with foliage and birds, and marine animals; and inscribed with ' 
,,. Runic letters (k). And this curious pillar, which seems to be the only Runic 

(4 Stat. Acco.' xis. p. t9a. 
(e) Holland's Camden, Scot. p.35: Among other privileges, there was annexed to this cross, 

i 	the power of sanctuary. See Cuoinglmm's E,ay upon the Inscription of MacDuff's Cross, 1678; 
Cordon's Itin. p. t64-5. 

(f) Cordon's DM. p. s.61. ; Pennant's TO1M, v. ii. p. 177, pl. ty : we are by hire assured, that 

(
1 	women arc careful how they tread on the grave-stones of Veto,,, as. barrows, according to the 

legend, would be the consequence. Stat. Acre. i. p. 500-7. • 
(g) Gordow. kin. p.163, and pl. 0.1. 	 (0) lb. and pL 55. 
(i) At Sandwick, in the parish of Nigg, there stand, on the east shore of Ross, an obelisk, with 

sculptures of beasts, and a cross; and here, tradition recounts, that three sons of a Danish king 

g' , were interred : there is a similar none, in the churchyard of Nigg, which tradition also attributes 
F•. 	to the Danes. Stat. Acco. v. viii. p. 19. There is another obelisk, Which is ten feet high, with 

carved figures; and which stands, in the yodels of Edderton, in Ross, and is said by the popular 
voice, to be the monument of a prince of Denmark, who, having fallen in battle, was there interred. 
Ib. v. xi. p. 46{. There is an obelisk, near the church of, Cricch, in Sothttland, which is about 
fourteen feet long, and four feet broad, with a cross ruddy sculptured ; and is said to be she asonn- 

j; 	vent of a Danish prince, who there fouild repose, from barbarous adventures. lb. v. viii. p. 370-3. 
kl 	At the church of Far, in Sutherland, there is a law sculptured stone, which is said to mark tit& 
L. ,  gray:, of a Danish chkf, who Isere rested quietly, aft., all his savage deeds. lb. v. iii. p. 543. At 

L Wick, in Cathness, there is a large stone, with hieroglyphic characters, vital: is said to mark the 
grave of a Danish princess, the wife perhaps of a viking, during the days of their piracies. lb. 

(6) Cordon's Itin. pl. 57. p. tt5o. 
remain, 
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remain, in North-Britain, may possibly have been erected; by some of the fol-
lowers of arliden, the Dane ; and was certainly ordered, by the General As- 
8embly of the Kirk, in 1644, to be thrown down, as an objeft of idolatry to 

• the vulgar (/). 
There was another class of steels monuments. which was very familiar to the 

Irish, and the Scoto-lri h, and which may be properly called inaugural stones. 
The chieftains of clans, in Ireland, were inaugurated, by being placed on stones, 

-whatever the kings may have been, -when they were severally instituted (or). A 
ort of inauguration existed, certainly. among the chieftains, in North-Britain (n). 
o the same obscure r,right, may be referred the coronation stone of the Scot-

3sly kings. This memorable stone is traced up to a very distant origin. Legend  
supposes this ill-fated stone to have been the pillow of Jamb; to have be 

nought from the Holy Land to the sacred atnd ; to have been the individ 
stone, whereupon the supreme kings of Ireland used to he inauguraTed, 
times of heathenism, on the hill of Tarah (a). The fatal stone of the 
legends is supposed to have been a record stone, in Kintire, before it was brough 

hr 	to Scone by Kenneth, as an inanerrrd stone (p). Aware of the ancient legend, a 
the national affection, whirls was annexed to this inestimable jewel, Edward 
was induced, by policy, to transfer it from Edinburgh to Westminster. 

(5) Nicholson's Scots Hist. Lib. lxvivi ; Pennant's Tour, v. iii. p. 	; Stat. Aced. v. s. p. at 
20 Cox, in his Apparatus, says, that the monarchs of Ireland, were neither anointed, 

v' crowned, nor inangurated, by any ceremony." Aldan, we know, was anointed, and inaugua 	.  , 
rated, in Iona, hr St. Columba, tImugh during thb ceremony, we hear, indeed, nothing, of the 

afatene. Ferchar I. warivoioced, in the kingdom of Miriade, by Conan, the bishop of Soder, 
jf we may be*ie the learned Usher. Prim. p 	t. Fmm the inauguration of Aidan, and sire in. 
.0itioiiein of Ferchar, we may infer, in dpposition w Cox: that the same practice already existed, in 
`Ireland and, see Harris's Ware, v. i. eh x. Sir George Mackenzie is studious to inform us, 

that. " Gregory was the first of Cu- kings, who an. 87p, gave the first coronation oath, having 
j. 	embraced the Christain faith 	Oburvations on the Statutes, p.176. Yet, I doubt this ass,- 

thin because I have seen nothing like such a ceremony, during the Celtic period of the North.. 
Di-kids annals. 

' 	(n) Martin's W. Isles, p. a+ t In flay, says he, there is a large stone, seven feet square, 111 
there was a dreg impression, that was made to receive the fret of Mac-Donald, wherein he 

tocid, when he was crowned king of the Isles, and took the coronation oath whereupon his fa-
r's sword was or into his hands, and he was anointed, by the bishop of Argyle, and seven 

nests, in the presence of the beads of the tribes. 
.c) Toiand'a Hist. Druids,ip. m3 ; Harris's Ware, p.67: Wyntown has a whole chapter. 

'b. iii. ch. b. 
Qvilien the. KynOs stave of Spanyhd 
Fyrat come in Mantic and Brettanyhe. 

(p) King's Muniments Aatiq. v. i, p.118. 
302 
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now caused this coronation-stone to be placed in a new chair, to which was 
added a step, when the whole was. settled, near the altar, before the shrine of 
St. Edward, in Westminster Abbey (a). By the treaty of Northampton, ill.  
1328, which was confirmed by Parliament, it was agreed, that his stone should 
be returned to Scotland. For this end, were issued by Edward BL writs, which 
were never executed (q). And, this stone, whatever doubts may have been 
entertained, by some antiquaries, still remains, in Westminster Abbey (r). 
Strange! that the bardic prophecy should continue to be fulfilled; that the 
Scotish lineage should govern, where thiT stone is found : An thus, the blood 
of Fergus, the son of Ere, continues, happily, to reign, where this stone even 
now remains (r). 

Other antiquities there are, in North-Britain, the works of different ages, per-
haps, and constructed, for very different purposes, from the uses of those 
monffInents of stone. The singular terraces, which appear in several places, 
were undoubtedly intended for various sports. In Pdebles-keire, which was 
famous for its plays, these terraces abound. Near Newlands, on the side of an 
eminence, which is called Terrace-hill, and which has the significant remains of 
a British strength, on its sumtnit, are to be seen la dozen rows of artificial ter-
races, that were raised, one above another, in a regular series. These terraces, 
which may be seen at a great distance, appeared to Gordon, the tourist, like a 

(a) Among the king's jewels, which were discovered in the Cade of Edinburgh, 1296, was 
" Una pets magne super gum rages Scotia solebaut coronari." Ayloffe's Cd, p. 353. In the 
wardrobe account of Edward I., under the year r3oo, are the expences, which were then laid out 
upon that stone, when it was placed in the new chair, with a step, and when the whole was painted, 
and adorned, at the expense oft I. 19 s. pd , which was a great surn in those the* See p. 6o. 

(g) Ayloffe's Calendar, Introd. p. 56-3g. 'Popham, in his introduction to the Wardrobe 
Account of Ed. I. in 13oo, p. or, says, that, notwithstanding the orders of Edward III., this 
coronation-stone has ever since remained in the confessor's chapel; as Edward III. renewed the 
pretensions, and policy of his grandfather, and thought of bending the unyielding necks of the 
Scotish people. 

(r) Widemore's Hit. Wen. Abbey, p. 5o ; Cent. Plag. 178.1 P.452 	178s, p.m His-
torians have ratioudy described this Roos. In the act of the coronation of Alexander III., the 
last of the Scotish kings, who had the felicity to be crowned in this egsential seat, it is said, that 
else Earl of Fife, us it was his privilege to do, placed the king, " in Cathedra Marmorree ;;" yet, 
is it added that, the king being placed super hails Cathedrarn latidani." MS. in my _Library. 

,Is) The Ilartlic saw runs thus e 

" Except old Seers do feign, 
" And wizard wits he blityl; 
" The Scots in place must reign, 
" Where they this tease shall find." 

large 
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large amphitheatre (r). Gordon supposes those interesting works to have been 
made by Roman hands, for itinerary encampments : the people say, they are 
Pictish remains ; because they know not either their origin, or their use, which, 

	

Indeed, cannot be easily ascertained, At the east end of Lyne-bridge, some- 	• 
.what more than half a mile from the Terrace-hill, there is a small hill, with 
:terraces, on the side of it, which is called the Moot-hill. This name indicates 
the judicial purpose, to which these terraces were applied, in much more recent 
times : they may have been originally constructed, for the uses of war, and sub-
sequently converted to the objects of pefce (u). At Kirkurd, and Skirling, there 
are rows of terraces, similar to those near Newlands (v). At Smithfield, near 
the shire-town of Peeblis, there are still faint appearances of terrace-walks, in 
an elevated situation (w). This intimation carries the reader's recollection to 
the well-known poem of " 	to the play," which has been attributed, 
by conjecture, to King James I. (a). La Burthwiek parish, near Currie, *ere 

- are 

(t) Itin. Septent p. st4,tq. Pennyenik gives a much lms magnificent idea of those Mil). 

remains of art. He says, there are only eleven, or twelve rows of terrace-walks t he agrees, how. 
ever, that the like are to be seen upon the top of several other bids, in Twecdale. Geograph. 
Descrip. of Peebles-shim, p. 

(u) It is a fact, that there are British -hilMorts, wherever there are terraces, in Peebles. See 
.Armstrong's Map of this shire, with the companion to it; Cordon's Itin. p. 15. 

(s) Id,. 
(vs) Companion to the Map. In Northumberland, near Cornhdl, there are simdar terraces, 

which are said to have been designed, for exercising the Militia. Wallis Hist. Northam. v. ii. p. or 
Pennant concur* this improbable conjecture. Tour in Seethed, v. ii. p. out. Gordon inti-
mates, that there are such terrace. at St. Oswald, near Severua's Wall, in Northumberland. Lin, 
Sept. p.t is. 

(x) The ingenious editor of K. James I. poems, remarks, that the annual games of archery, and 
Aber pastimes, at Peebles, were  el:Cry ancient iaxtitution. Tytler's Remains of K. Jame, I. p. 33-

46. The antiquaries have failed egregiously, in explaining the nature of the peutimrs at Peaks. Id. 
1Stat. Acre. of Peebles, v. aid p. r3, 	; Pinkorton's Scotish.Ballads, v. ii. p. r —tot ; and Cal 
leader's Ancient Scotish Poems, p. ,c4, who is only studious to tell that, " to play is to plead." 
Those parri,,,,,  at  P,a3ii.r,  were probably very different, in successive ages, with the various changes 

.of manners. It is to be lamented, that the hit:neurons poet, whoever he were, did tot el:scribe 
,the nature of the plays, at -Nadi,. in his elegant poem, err this subject. From binrywe only learn, 
that they were presented,  On  Nay day, which was properly deemed •r their fries day ;" and that 
'those pastimes were numerously attended: 

At heltane, quhen ilk belie bownir ' 
o To Pelalis to the play, . 
o To heir the thigin and the nand: 

T1154ce, .nth to say, 
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P are similar terrace,  on the side of a commodious valley (y). At Markinch, in 
.  Fife, there is a beautiful bill of an oval form, which has six artificial terraces, 
s 

`,.  on  its northern declivity, and which has a ',Candling rivulet (bough an appro. 

i priatc meadow below. 'flit tradition, which has preserved the name of ibe play. 
;  jeld to  the mead, that fronts the tetrad., shows, with sufficient conviction, the 

uses of the whole (u). And, this disclosure seems to evince, that the terraces, 
I  and the play-field, Were constructed, in some period subxquent  to the present, 

by one of the Earls of Fife, whose influence could enrage the whole power of 
4

. the country, in so popular  a  work (a). 'There are al .° terraces, which resem-
, ble those in Twcedalc, on the north side of a hill, in Clamis parish, with De. 

( noon Castle above, though without a mead .below (.%). At Bochastsl, in the 

. 
 parish of Caliander, there is an artificial bank, which is sixty paces long, is a 

.i.rstraiglit line; having the 'appearance of two tiers of scats, with butts at each .  
endlif it (a). But, the grandest terraces, in North-Britain, are those of Glen. 

45'.  'toy : three parallel rows of terraces, or wide roads, ion, fast seven, or eight 
miles, along each side of this valley, which is narrow, with high mountains, on [ 
both sides of it. These terraces arc, undoubtedly, singular monuments of the 
labour, and skill, and perseverance, of the people, who made them. Taken 

i in their whole extent, these terraces are at least forty-eight miles long; each 
1: • terrace being near seventy feet broad, which are cut out of the curving sides of 

" Be firth and forma forth they found; 
" They graythit sham full gay t 
" God wot that odd they do that around, 
" Fur it was their friar Any, 

" Thay said, 	4P 
" Of Pglit iv the Play." 

I.  'tile tame pastimes of xingia, and toundi, continued till the age 	 a of 	V. who, in his 	le: 
Xiri  on  the Gram recollected Pablo, et the Play. Dr. Femlyettik, who published his description of 
Tweedsle, in 17 Is, Vanns us that, " Here, 1Peeblis] upon the fourthof May, is yearly run a 

4J,

[

" fatuous horsc.race, fora large silver cup." The antiquarian minister of the place, after speaking 
...of motto, tournament, adds, " their home•races continued to be held, at Britain,  till the middle of 

the eighteenth century." Stat. Aeon. v. xii. p. sg. 
(,) The Reverend J.Clunic's MS. Account. 	(a) Stat. Acco. v. ail. p.552-2. 
(a) We know, that the dramatic satyte of the three estates, by Sir David Lindsay, was acted 

44  near Casper, in Fife, at the early pc- od of the sixteenth century j they may have been also 
ll 

	

	pretested, on this very playfichl, at Markinch, before the manse gentry, who were at-tonged on 
the terraces above: and other games of a more healthful, and' salutary tendency, may have been 
exhibited there, M much prior times : perhaps, justice was here administered to the whole country, 
by the Earl of Fife, vi ,J. was governor, and judge. Sibbald's Fife, p. 14o. 

4  . 	4.,) OOrdon's his. Sept. p. t64. 	 fe) Stat. Accoj  v. us 9.609. 

the 
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the glen. There are also similar terraces, in the neighbouring valleys of Glen 
Spean, and Glen Gluy (d). The tradition of the country attributes those vast 
works to the accommodation of hunting. When we recollect the housings of 
the Earls of Athol, during the days of Mary Stuart, we may rosily conceive 
what must have been the buntings of the Scotidt kings, in Glen-roy, during 

tier times, when a whole nation was collected by a common passion (c). 
Vv'e are now to review those curiosities, which have been lately discovered, 

the vitrified forts, that exist in every part of North-Britain. They were first 
brought before the public, in 1777 (v). It is apparent, from the descriptions 

k. 

	

	of those vitrified forts, that they arc in every respect, except the vitrification, 
the same as the hill forts of the Britons in North, and South, Britain, and in 
Ireland (so). The sites of all are the same; being constructed on the level sun, 
mits of lofty hills, the access to which was genera% on one side. The ran, 
parts, which defended the area on the top, were in the same manner for 
of stones, withou,t., 

 mortar, though some of these ramparts appear now to ave 
had 

(4) Pennant's Tour,  to Scotland,  vvit. P. 394 i Stat. Accts. v. gal p. 549. 
(e) Pennant's Tour, in Scotland, v c. p.64.: For the entertainment of that queen, by the , 

I of Athol, two thousand Highlanders were employed, to collect the deer Of the central high. 
lands. 

(e) See an account of some remarkable ancient ruins, lately discovered in the northern parts of 
Scotland. By John Williams, mineral surveyor. 

(qv) Book f. ch. ii. Of these vitrified forts, which may he traced in every district of North. 
Britain, there are, in Galloway, three one 'called lbe More of Afarf on the river Uri, upon the 
narrow top of a high rocky hill. Stat. Accts. v. xvii. p. 3. There is one in 13nittle parish, on • 
farm retied Castle Gower. lb. v. xvii. p. 13s-3. The other is in Anwoth parish, on a steep rock, 
elevated about three hundred feet above the level of the sea. lb v. xiii p..35 t. In Kintyre, 
there are several vitrified forts s ou Dunskeig-hill them it a eitrXed rampart. Ib.  v. x. p.56. 
There is a vitrified fort in the parish of Killean. lb. v. six. p. 623, v. x. p.539. There is a fort 
'f the same kind on the bay of Carradet lb. v. vS. p. 455. Iv the Isle of Bute, on  Doe-gall, 

siranger.r Lill, there At evident vestiges of a vi:rbfed wall. 	p.31:. In Inverness.. 
, there are those staperidons vitrified forts, which first excited the public coriaity: Craig. 

acme, Dan-dhairghal, Tordon, and Dun.Fhion. Williamsa Acco. p.3s. 76, 77; Trans. 
oyal Soc. of Elio. v ii. part ii. p. 3—‘3. with the annexed plates t Williams's Acco. p.35 ; and 
tat. Acco. e. viii p.43 ; lb. a. 	p. 35; Pennant's Tour, 6 i. p. 301-3; Stat. Accts. v. xiii. 
ps. In Ross shire, there is Knock.fetvil, which is one of those vitrified forts, that was first 

and, and most minutely inspected s the engineer made a section across the summit of this hill. 
and discovered its well. • IVilIams's Acco. p. 	; Archaiol. rot v. .p. 456-9. In 

utherland, there is the vitrified limn of Criech, which rises to a great height above the frith of 
P1001, and the cement of the rampart of which is as lord as rock. Stat. Acco. r. viii. p. 373.. 

oNairo shire, there are Castle-Finlay, which was sump .n.led by a vierifid swim mod Dun-Bean, 
„the vitrifactiona whereof are Imo apparent. Williams's Acco. p. 36-S; Trauma. of Royal Soc. 

Edits. 
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had with the stones, a mixture of ear* and rubbish. They seem also to have. 
had the usual adjuncts of such strengths, consisting of wells, roads, tumuli, 
temples, and other accommodations. And, it thus equally appears, that all 
those hill-forts, in Britain, and Ireland, were the works, and the safeguards of 
the Gist people, or their immediate descendants. Nor could those fortresses 
be the labours of the Danish rovers, who neither penetrated far enough into the 
country; nor remained long enough on the shore, to erect such impregnable 
strengths (x'. 

With regard to the vitrification, various - systems were immediately formed. 
Those philosophers, who arrogated the most knowledge, decided,-that the hills, 
and forts, and vitrifaction, were all the necessary effects of extinct volcanos (y). 
Inquirers of a different sort have said, indeed, with less confidence, that the 
bills are natural, that the forts are artificial, but that the vitrifactions arc vol-
dank (n) The discoverer of those vitrified forts, with those, who havefollowed 
hint, maintain that, vitrifaction  was  used, when those strengths were erected, 

Edin. Part ii. p. t3. In Aberdeenshire, there are the vitrification on the hill of Nab, the Nash 
of the Britons. signifying, in their descriptive languaqe, naked, bare, exposed. Cordiner's Scenery, 
F. t1-13; Archaiol. v. vii. p. 88 t In the same shire, there am the vitrifications of Dunodeer, 
which mom modern art has applied as materials for the royal palace of Gregory. lb p. R9; Stat. 
Acco. v. avii. P. 487: ia the same shire, at 'rival', a pminsulated rock, hanging over the sea, 
was once fortified by a viirijoi 	W'rlliams's Acco. p. 67-R. In Kincardine-shire, there is 
the green earn of Ilalbegno, the fmtitious caul, of Finella, which was once surrounded by an 
inner wall, thirty feet thick, that has all undergone the operation of vitrifaction " Ja. Strahan's 
MS. Description, and Plan, which he surveyed,, by my directions, in 1798 ; Stat. Acco. rot. •. 
p. 3;4. In Forfar-shire, there is upon she Cale-hill of Fiat:avert, an eminence of great height, 
a  British fonress, which was once surrounded by a rampart of dry stones, but cemented by a said-
vitrified substance. Pennant's Tour, v. ii. p. 165 ; Trans. Royal Soc. Edin. v. ii Part ii. p. 14; 
Stat-Acco. v. i. p.465 : M the same shire, on Drumsturdy-moor, upon the summit of a mounts  
stood an ancient fort, which had once been surrounded by a rampart, that appears to have 
been vrtrificd by the esternal application of burnt wood. Stat. Atm. r. adj. p. 4841  OR 

Dundee-law, the most ancient fortress has partly undergone a partial vitrification by the accidental 
application of Ins. lb.  v.  viii. p 5c6. Io Pcrth-shire, on Barry-hill, among the mins Of the 
ancient fort, are wveal pieces of vitrified some, which mutt have been accidental, as they em  few, 
sod inconsiderable. lb. v. i. 

(o) The ruins of the ancient works on Dunideer, in the Carioch, evince, that the castle, which 
tradition supposes to have been the re. deuce of Gregory, whom fiction culls th, greet, was, in a 
great meamreconstrumed from the vitrified fregme ms of the more ancient walls. Arebaiol vi. 

Aura. 	 • 

• (,) Phil. Transact. 1777, Part ii. No.  so. 

(n) reenatst'. Tour, v. S. p.165-6; Cordiaer's Seenery of Scotland, p.1 t —13. 
as 
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as a mode of architecture (a). But, a &re. sober inquirer has clearly shown, 

that the vitrified forts arc she clatrorate works of design,. for the security of the 
earliest people t and that the visiiCetiona are the accidental dials of fire upon 

structures, which had been formed of fusible materials (b). 

(a) Williams's Letters throughout, and Os. Anderson's Essays in the Arehaiol. v.vi. p. Sg s 
Ib. vol. r. r. 20 9. As the vitrified forts, io North-Britain, are merely the same sort of struc-
tures, as tl.c earliest strengths of South.Brdain, and of Ireland, wherein no vitrifitstions have yet 
bun discovered, the probability is, that the ramparts were not originally constructed, by the action 
of fire.' 

(1, ) See Mr. Tytler's Account in the Phil. Transact. of Edit. Part ii. p. 3. to 32, with the 
plates annexed, In Williams's Acconnt, p. Sr, there is a letter, from that celebrated chymist, Dr. 
Joseph Black, which is written, with all the modesty of knowledge; and which shows, 	that 
0 them are in most parts of Scotland iiIerent kinds of stone, which can, without much difficulty, 
0 be melted by fire." This truth is confnmed by experience. The fort of Cullen, which is of a 
much more modern erection, was burnt down by accident; and exhibits many vitrifactions,'s the, 
necessary , fleets, Cordinees Scenery, p.49; and Stat. Acco. v. xis. p. ;53. The vitrifactions 
on the law of Dundee wem probably produced, by the frequent action of the fires, which were 
lighted on it, daring the middle ages, as beacons. The vitrifactions on the hill, in she parish of 
Anwoth, are said by the minister . to have been the accidental effect of large fires, kindled on those 

high rucks, either for some domestic purpose, or for signals to alarm the country, on the op-
" proach of an enemy." Stat. Accts. v. xiii. p. 35s. The British strengths appear to have been 
frequently used as the commodious sites of succeeding people; the Romans erected forts, within 
the British strengths, at Burrenswark, at Castle-over, at Wood...stk., at Inclituthel. In the same 
manner, the Danes refort;fied Burgh-bead, the Preteens of the Romans. Macbctlt probably 
made some use of the British fort on 00  bigh Dunsinan-hill." In Wales, the more ancient forts 
were converted into more modern strengths. A round tower was erected within the area of the 
British 	called Cart-ark, in Flint-shire. Munimenta Antiq. v. 

• 

Vol,. I. 	 3 P 

   
  



celebrated school of Iona, which was Collude], as we have seen, by 
Olumba, ruled by Cumineus, and adminthered by Adatnnan ; and which, in 

the prior age, had instructed the various regions of Northern-Britain; gradually 
' disappeared, amidst the frequent ravages of tire Scandian vikingr, during the 
, present period (a). The school of Abernethy, which was established, at the 

Pictish metropolis, by Kenneth, but ill supplied the loss of the Columban learn. 
K' ing at Ily : this was a period of savage adventures, as eve have perceived, in 
t our progress, and of barbarous manners, which forbade the cultivation of letter, 

And, the seminaries, which mere established, on the neighbouring continent, 
' by Charlemagne, and his successors, attracted the few scholars, who arose: 

(a) TI, following notices, as they have been collected, from the Ukter Annals, and from tie 
' 	Irish Martyrologists, will show, with rod conviction, tilt frequent ravages of the Danish pirates, 
... and the final destruction of Its venerable abbey of lona. In a 797, the monastery of Hy Waa 	0 

k burned, by those ravagers, In a Sc,, it was ,,,,,in burnt, by the same Danirh rovers, with its hi- 
l ! 	habitants. In a° 8c5, the pcopk of the tnonatery of Hy, 	 unting to sikty.cight, were de-. 

1,..„ tr  soyed by the Danes. In a° 8,4, died St. Kellach, the son o 
amo

f Conghall, the abbot of Ey. In 
li  ' 

 
8,5, Diarmid, the abln;t of Hy, went into Scothind, with Columba's reliqucs. In a° 824, 

:it 	Blathmac, the sqn of Hann:was martyred in Hy, by the Daniah Pagans. In a° 804, Cellach, 
the 81)11 Aillil, the abbot of Hy, died, in the land of the Picts. In a• 879, died Fusel, the 
son of Comas, the abbdt of Hy. Inn° ;,9-, died Flan, the 3011 of Mauledrin, the abbot of 
Hy. In o. 935, died SI.Aiingus, the ass of Morchartach, the coadjutor of the abbot of 
Hy. In a° 945, died Caoinehmerach, the abbot of HI. In a° 964, St. Fingin, the bisimp 

l' ' of fly died. It, a" 98j, the monaspry of Hy was rifled, on Clui,tmas.o,r, by the pin., 
who killed the abbot, with fifteen of his learned disciphs. In a* too4, died Maoll,thle O'Riuner,, 
the abbot of Hy. In a° Lois, died B. Flamidi Abl.ra, the abbot of Fly. In a° 1069, ebo ny. 

destroyed by fire. In a° solo, B. NI,Boithen, the abbot of Iona, wee kill..1, 
Doneha, the son ofkloenach, the abbot of Hy, \Aid, life was thus nave, 

during 
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during an infelicitous ego (1). Iricanthir, not a person came upon the stage 
of Icarning, who is ruitclabered, for any endowments of mind, or superiority 
of knowledge, in North-Britain, if we except Turgot, a monk of Durham, 
and bishop of tit. Andrews. Thu abbots of Dunkeld, during the Scotish pe-
riod, arc exhibited, by the fm-, ,cpbys.., history, oftener in the field, than in the 
schools. Ectitcmih 	! bd compicurus, as the rector of the schools 
of .Abernethy, during tile ,,;:e o bilrgni 	In this period, the foundations of 
the Scotish church were only 	v 	the edifice .if the English church was 
mired to some height, be rite ruihmity of ecclesiastical councils, under the 
intluence. or shier men (d). 	1..1.2ding bccatne stationary, in North-Britain, 
under the Colder establishments of the Scotish period. The introduction of 
foreign scholars, by David I., wfien he reformed the Celtic church of Scotland, 
gave a new body, and an energetic soul, to the learning of his people. 

If we were, indeed, to convert this inquiry low au investigation of the Gads 
literature of Gaelic Scotland, the labour of the research would be still worse 
remlited, by the success of the investigation. The bards enjoyed all the erudition 
the Celts of old es we know front classic authors. But, their learning, -what-
ever it were, declined, as the precepts of christianity prevailed. The introduc-
tion of the Christian religion, and of useful letters, into Ireland, had probably 
the same epoch. Whamver the Irish profcsscd of either, they brought into 
North-Britain, soon after the sixth century began. Of the learned protUssions, 
bile divines possessed a sort of monopoly of the erudition, which exieted, during 
those religious times : Late, and Physic, as they were hereditary, in particular 
families, whatever may have been the profit to the individual, communicated 
little instruction to the people,N.ho were restrained, by ancient habits, from 

rc 	receiying the lights of knowledge, or propagating the effusions of literature. 
The total absence of btricriptions on sculptured stones, within North-Britain, 

*throughout the Scotish period, is an instructive fact: \Ire stay, indeed, say, in 
the strong language of a great dramatist, that ." Dumb cairns, and unbreathing 
" stones, star'd on each oilier." This fact seems to evince, with full convic-
tion, that the Gaulish maxim, which, as we have seen, discpuntenancecf writing, 

(5) Laanoy, " 1.)c scl,olis cekbribus, a Carols M. ex pod. Carol= M. in occidentein 
ratis." 
(r) Berk,adh, 	P ettor ,cholatum de Abeturtli)," is mentioned, among/then considerable pc, 

ton', 
 

..Lo ere witnessts toe grant, in favour of the Culdees of t. ocliLeven ; et coram eTtCribus 
tot 	tune ek Aberneilln." Rtg. of St. Androvs Crawford's Off. of State, Ap. 

• p. 11. I. 

(d) S. Book iii. oh. 
31' 
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as an unwarlike practice, came down to the Gaelic people of Scotland, as a con-
firmed habit (a). 

Yet, the same Gaelic people of Scotland seem to have transmitted, by tradi-
tion, appropriate music, which has conferred celebrity on their Celtic country. 
England, meantime, is acknowledged to have no national music (I). The. 
Welsh, the Scots, and the Irish, have all melodic: of a simple sort, which, as 
they are connected together by cognate marks, evince at once their relationship, 
and antiquity (e). Yet, it is idly supposed by Hawkins, that the Scots mu. ic was 
introduced, from the north of Englnd, even as early as the age of Bede (d). So. 
cred song may have been then introduced into the Scotican churches(e): But, this. 
does not apply to the Scald) melodic:, which are supposed, by the more Ica: neel^,  
Burney, " to be of higher antiquity, than it is generally thought ( j)." James I., 
who was undoubtedly a very accomplished prince, is yet allowed by some to have. 
been the original composer of the Scotish melodies (g) i But, as what he knew. 
of music had been learned, in England, he could not teach what he had not 
been taught. The wretched Rizzio has been reprobated, by all the admirers, 
and historians of music, as either the author, or the improver, of those Scotish!.  
airs, whose artless tones will be admired, while the heart shall continue to be ,  
affected by what is simple. and pathetic. 

Music, and poetry, have been considered by critics as sister arts. Since the 
Gaelic Scots have transmitted to their countrymen those celebrated melodies, it 
is supposed, that they must necessarily have excelled in poetry. And, the 

(o) Astle seems to ham proved, in his useful work on writing, that the lettere of the Irish, andr 
Scoto-Insh, are similar to each other; sad that the oldest specimens of writing, which he had ob• 
mined, were of the tenth century. Plate xxii. and peg 503. 

(a) liawkins's Hist. Music, iv. p. 7. 
(r) C:unbrensis mentions the appropriate music of all those Celtic people, and as be wrote 

dozing an age, when them were few Saxon penple, in North-Britain, this fact alone evinces, that 
the melody, and song, of Scotland, were indigenous among the Gaelic people. Major mentions 

• that, M his time, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, the lielned &au were the principal 
harper.. His contcmporry, Dunbar, laughs at the minstrels of Edinburgh, for haring only two 
tunes. Satire on Edinburgh. 

(d) Hist. Music, iv. p. I—B. 
(s) Stephen Eddi, or Heddius, a monk, was one of the trim marten, for zinging, in the North, 

umbrian ebureter ; and was, for this purpose, invited out of Kent, by Archbishop Wilfrid, ai 
Bede relates. This Aging monk wrote the if, of Wilfrid, which was published, in Gale's Col: 
lections of English Writers, vol. iii. TyrrePs Hist. England, 	Pref. p.x. 

(f) Hist. MIMIC, i. IL 38. Hr alp shows what confirms his intimation, that there is a grea 
likeness between the Scotish melodies, and the Chinese music. 

(g) Aloat's App. Hist. Edin.-tirkit. 
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poems of Ossian, composed as they were, in an age of rude antiquity, are pro-
duced, as sufficient proofs of this obvious assumption(b). But, as the poesy of 
Ossian was composed, in the Scoto-Irish language, we must recolimt si hen that 
expressive tongue was first heard, in North-Britain. The Er.: language was not 
introduced here, as we have clearly seen, till the sixth century It did not 
become general, in North-Britain, till the ninth (i). The Po.inis of Ossian 
turn much on the Danish invasions of Ireland, which did not commence 
ninth age began. These intimatins of history confine the poesy, and the hero 
,pf Ossian, to much snore recent times, than their supposed epoch. That 
Gaelic people of Scotland have transmitted poetry, appears, front adequa 
evidence, to be certain. And the reign of Malcolm-Ceanmore produced 
Gaelic Mon, which, whatever may be its merit, as a peon, has supplied so 
historical notices. Yet, recent inquiry has not been so much occupied abo 
the nature, as about the identity, and existence, of the common language 
Gaelic Scotland, during the Scotish period alter annals. The preceding pai, 
may seem to have ascertained what language was actually spoken, though t 
point is contested by theorists (k). A Celtic kung; a Celtic government s 

Celt 
(81 Arnot's Hist. Edin. Ap. 
(i) Sec before Book H. Ch. Itt. ; Book III. Ch. I: 
(8) 	That the language of the 14,8 pre ailed, in Scotland, with the Enquirer, ,719, 
p. 16o, after the time of Kenneth, the conqueror of the Picts, there is not the shadow of proof, 

This assertion is again repeated with some enlargement 	There is not the shadow of Proof, t 
the Irioh tongue ever was et all used, in tie lowland, of Scotland." Id. These observations 

been re.eelmed by the copyists of the Enquire, 1789. The people, who imposed. the Gaelic na 
on places, throughout Scodand,mnst have spoken the Garlielanguage: All persornotho repeat s 
Castle names, in their daily intercourse, speak the Gaelic language, in the lowland., to this 
The same theorist, who makes the foregoing assertions, again and again acknowledges, bower,' , 
flit " the only common dew, ie Pialonil, owe kirk" lb. p. 578-79. "" The kiln derrl," he 
adds, were the sole diorebnion, in Pialuid." Po. p. 2gs. When the whole clergy of Scotland 
assembled, as we have observed, under Malcolm and Margaret, they could not understand the 
Engliob language of the &snob queen. The king, who understood her language, as well as 
his own, acted as interpret, between them, says Turgot, who was present. 	 Saneto- 
111111, 789, p. 339, 376. The editor of these Lives attempts to explain away themeaning . 
of this curious passage, in opposition to Lord Hades, in his Annals, v. i. p. 	And the 
notion, that the Sceto.ldsh speech 	the-vernacular tongue of Setstland, in that age, 
considered, as a wove pini.n by the Dissertator on Ossian, and by ell :hum, who thi 
that the Picts were a Gothic people. Laing,. Hist. of Scot. v. ii. p. s 2. The same ore,  
opinion of the common use of the Gcelic •.peech, in proper Scotland, was entertained by Bud 
whose authority rnay, perhaps, infldencr some mind; 	Tomtit., says he, turn Scotha 

oormone et. iastitmis /dent," Ed. Man. p. :67. The context shows, that by the a 
Buchanan meant the Garin language. lb. p. 47-51. In the tune opinion, cons 
Buchanan,Verategan, a native Fleming, and a better antiquary, who assures us that, 
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Critic churn , concur to 	, 	the, 	le were neeessarilY C I c, wta 
spoke the Gaelic tongue: 	the Curnbru-British speech we spok.en, by the 
Picts of the prior period, is a fret, svh;ch we have 	established, as  a  moral 

certainty (0. That the Scots overNwcred the Fir 	and overran North- 
Britain, in the sulreque,t period, which began with 8.1.3 A. n., are event,, that 
have been historically set:1,1 (m). That the Se,,to-Irish tongue a us spekcn, in 
every part of proper Scotland, from the acc4ssion ,.r Fenuetb, the cone, ,ror of 
the Picts, till the demise of Donal-(sane, is a prop, sition, which' may he nude  :NO 

certain, as not to be doubted, by any one, who would avoid the charge of oh, 
stinacy, or folly. If arch a proof were required, it night be introduced to the 
mind of the sober sceptic, undcr ante heads : t. The names of Persons ; a. The 

appellations of places ; and, 3. A comparative topography of the Saxon  names 
of places, 	the south, with the 	names, in the northern ports of 
Scotland. 

. the conquest) the English court, by reason of the abundance of Normans th4cia, Issemn, most 
to speak French!, so the Scotish snort, bemuse of the queen, and the many'English, tin., curl, 
with her, began to speak English, the which language, it should seem, King Malcolm himself 

. had before that learned, and now by reason of the queen did the more affect: But, the English 
w tongue did in fine prevail inore,fu Scotland, than the French  did in England, For, English be.. 

, w came the language of all the smith part of Scotland : /he kiii6 Wore Aar having ten, tte,arra/ 
, • 

	

	" lanpetge of that 14,11,1e emu, since remaining only in the north, where, hr ma.on  of  the :.,c.- 
. Gm thereof, in the south parts, the vulgar Highlanders began to call their southern countrymen, 
4,  by the name of Englishmen, and that part of Scotland, by the name of Englknd." Restitution 

- 	of Decayed Intelligence, 16o5, I/. 1So. He who cries out that, 'r There is not a shadow of proof 

ii;,  " that the Irish tongue was ever at all used, in the lowlands of Scotland," may be confrenta with 
, 	the 110I0601111 John Ilardi,,, who travelled through Scotland, in .434, under a safe conduct of 

3:: 	Jamul I. ; and who reported, that he heard the led./ Se. speak the kid, tempt, in the Cariag, 
andiothe lowlands of Moray. Gough's Top. v. ii. p. 5St. Why; the Ira tenpe  was commonly 

,• 	spaken, M the celebrated school of Aberdeen, during the reign of Mary Stewart. Sec that Arc 
,, 	hook V0116% Rtalintenta, Edina 1566. The historian, Nlajor, informs us, indeed, that "Una 

' 	st Scotiz medic., Hibemicz loguitur." Hist. Ed. ip t, fol. t5. Munster, the geographer, after 
. 	relating the migrathin of the Scots from Ireland, more specially adds, . Scott erect in hodiernam 

usque diem pro tnajori parte.  Rile:mica linger." Cosmographic, 1559, p. 48. Thus, they both 
concur in the same fact. Here, Alien, is something more than tbe thadow ,f att0•1; that the Irish 
tongue was generally Token in Scotland, tilt recent  *nes. It is, itideed, an instructive fitet, 
which confirms those authorities, that the Gaelic language is even now spoken thrtsughout two 
thirds of proper Scotland, lying northward of the two friths; as we may learn, by comparing the 
appropriate informations of the Knead ministers, in their Statistical Accounts, wish the map of 
Scotland. 

s 	(/) Book I. Ch. I. 	 (to) In Book 111. Ch. I. V. VII. VIII. IX. 	• 
c. The 
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1. The names of persons, in proper Scotland, 

tiring that period ; . we kii,c Ron record (n). 

nets, of the Scotish 	and of the royal family 

ver they may have been blundered by copyists, or ban:  

e chief nobility of the locrhmdo, beyond the Forth, were 11103t 

gown, as the memorable atee,sion of Robert Bruce, if we ex 

earls of Catimess (p). The appellations of bishops, abbots, and ; 

clergy, were all Caelic, dining the Scotish period (g). 

At the demise of Donal-bane, the whole people, inhabiting every 

proper Scotland, spoke the Irish tongue, if it be true, as we have 

they were ruled by Scoto-Irish kings, and instructed by Seoto-Irish eccl 

At that epoch, the Gaelic people expelled the English, as we may lea 

the English chroniclers (r). During the reign of William, the Lion, the G 

(n) Sc, the Chartulariet throughout. See the Ancient Chronicles; the Aces!, of 
Register of the Priory of St. Andrews, as the contents thereof have been published, in 

89, v. i. p. 450—yo. Notwithstanding the influx of ma, nem settlers, during 
d thirteenth centuries, the great body of the people, who inhabited the Inudand 

ats still Celtic. Thi,,ppearsCOMpiCUO. in the Chartalaries, particularly, whtre 
noinber of the inhabits 	collected together. David I. granted to the monks of May 
lands of Rdiettallim in If,, " .sent Cellecohn, IffuesChhahedein, Alaelett, Miele 
-Theirs da (Air, ens pr.:dictum terrain pertiriueret." Chart of May, No. q. TI 

limo David t, convened to decide a controversy, about the lands of Kirkness, 
re Ceneertnein, the earl of Fife, and great judge, in Scotland, eif.nbeh6, thane- of. 
, the or of AthesChe, and Ilfaldoinerb, the son of Ilfachtylnele. Reg. of St. Andre 

d of the twelfth rectory, the laud, of Balfech, in the Ritmo, were preambulated, inp 
•e king's precept, by 4ngne. Ilfac-Dunet, Aldbridr, Alan-Lend, then; Coke of Fetteree 
rt,r/nntir, DozesGillenikhael, 	illnefalevords, and Comae of Nig, et Rios pro 

regit oh Augur et de Ahern,. Chart. Arbrotlt. 70. In I up, some land 
etambulated, by the following juror., ) Crikee(rt 	Lae, Cilleconslandn, Gide I 

rub, Cilleserf, 141de-Ito/f, Cillennesetin, Gilleaohn, Moe.dllelds John Trod('  Rr.  
filne•Lard, Gilleta(ntek, MarsAfandhin. Chart. Dinformlin. Such were 

of t he Merns, of Atom, and of Fife, in that age. And army took, equally die,!.  
epic name), mi slat be enumerated)  from the Charthhiries. 
(0) fee Ionc0's Crit. E,ray, p. 765 ; the Ancient Chronicles, in bit Appendix; 
hoots; O'Flahu-ty's Ogygta, 	-41,1 And me before, Book III. (lb. 

mad 	Tables. 
(p) The  out  anyehm distinctly, iii the charters, and chartolurie 
to just qtude I. 
(9) Ste the Ancient Chronicles; the Annals of Ulster;,'.  

• 65-q..70, for tiros e Catlit 
XOttittle, p.ZCO. WWI u tech cone:1r Flomace of 

	

Das itysge of the mwt 	rs. 
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people, even in that more recent age, attempted to expulse the forci7ners to 
their lineage, and strangers to their language; as we know from William of 
Newbtig (a). c. 	

2. In the course of colonization, and in the progress of conquest, by every 
successive people, the first language was superseded by the second ; and the 
second language, by the third. The first language, as we know from demon-
stration, was the Cambro-British speech of the ottr,imll colonists, who remained 
unchanged, till 843 A.D. The second was the speech of the St:no-Irish, which 
remained, without change, in proper Scotland, comprehending the lowlands, 

kI  for many an age, even after the epoch of 1097 (t). The third was the Scot°. 
Saxon tongue, which, after that period, gradually superseded the Scotodrish, at 

- least in the lielands. It is run possible, to show the Scoto-Irish people, in the 
very act of changing the previous lant,mage of the Britons, or Picts. Thus : 
David I. granted to the monks of May "  lover-in, qui fait Aber-in (u)." Here, 

kr  Shen, is a pointed instance, in which the Scoto-Irish people of Fife substituted 
their own Inver, for the British Aber; both denoting, as the two words are 
synonymous, the is flue of a small rivulet into the frith. We may also see 
another example of such an innovation, near the capital of the Picts, at the 
influx of the Nethy, into the Fro, where the curious eye may perceive both 
Aber-nethy, and limermeth'y (x). It was thus, that the Scoto-Irish people, 

decisive of the present inquiry, ash is curious : For, as it proves, that the people of Scotland Were 
Gag, it also demonstrates, that they spoke the Gaelic language Now; this is the sem- point, 
which was to be proved. • 

(a) Lib. ii. cap. xxxiv. On that occasion, the Gaelic people drove the Saxon colonists into 
towns, and under castles : This fact proves two poiats ; r. That the Saxes colonization had made r some progress; a. That the people of the country continued to be Gaelic. 

• (e) In the charters of the twelfth century, the Scoto-Irish language was distinguished by the 
appellant., of &aid,'  as the people were known by the name of Sao. Ina charter of William, the 
Lion, to John Waller, he described the boundary of some lands, in Pik, as running, usqoe ad 

Comm ilium versus Karel [Crail] qui &wire 7-Jeri nuncopatur." Astle's MS. Diplom. Scotia: 
hi 	Now, the Stathb Mbar of this charter is obviously- the Gaelic Tel, signifying a spring. Fife is 

even now full of Gaelic names : But, it had many map, when the surveys of Pont, and Gordon, 
4 	were made, in the reign of Charles I. See Illaeu's Am Scotia, No. 30, 31, 3a ; and Ainslie's 

recent map of this shire. 

(a) Chart. May, No. 5. 

(a) See the Map of Perthshire: Aber-nethy was  the Cambro.Britidl name, for the eolArenee of the 
Nethy : Inver-nehy was the Scoto-Irish name, for the same object, which had been, subsequently, 
imposed by the conquerors of the Picts Such changes could  not have happened, if the Scoto-Irish 
people had not come in on the ancient Pieta. 

coming 
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corning in upon the Picts, in the ninth century, changed much of the topo • 
graphical language of North-Britain. 

Yet, the Sroto.lrish people, in their progress of settlement, throughout every 
part of proper Scotland, allowed many British names to remain, which continue 
to be spoken there, even at this day. The speech of the primmvalBritons, and 
the tongue of the conquering Scots, are congenerous languages: And, the Scow-
Irish people, understanding the propriety of the names, which they found im-
posed, by their predecessors, generally, allowed them to remain unchanged; 
and transmitted thin, by tradition, to the people of North-Britain, British, 
Scoto-Irish, and Saxon, even t, this time. Of those words, which fonn the 
chief compounds, in many of the Celtic names of places, in the lowlands, some 
are exclusively British; to, Aber, Llan, Caer, Pen, Cars, ancirthers s Some 
of those local appellations are common to both the British, and the Irish ; as, 
Cara, Craig, Cram, Erb, Dal,  or  Do!, Englii,  or  EgIv.v, Glas, lair,  or  Trays, 
Kinn,  or  Rhyn, Roe, Str.sth,  or  rstrad, Tar, Tom, Glen, or C/rn. And, 
many more of those local names are signidcant only, in the Scoto-Irish ; as, 4th, 
Aid,  or  Alt, Ard, Aird, Ambler, Bar, Blair, Ben,  or  Bin, Bog, Cloth, 
Carly,  or  Curry, Cu!, Dun, Drum, Fin, Glary Inver, Kin,  or  Ken, Kil, Knoe, 
Larg, Lurg, Lag, Logie, Lead, Lethir, Lon, Lob, Meal, Pit, Pal,  or  POW, 
Saran, Tullneh, Tillie, and When. It is unnecessary to prove, how many of 
the names of places, in proper Scotland, are significant, in those Irish forms (y), 
and yet is it demonstrable, that the Irish people, who imposed those significant 
names, within the lowlands of Scotland, must have over-run the country, before 
they could have marked their progress, by imposing on so many places their 
descriptive appellations. 

The topography of North-Britain, rather than her history, supplies that de-
monstration (e). This truth will appear, whether we look, for local language, 
into her charters, her tax-rolls, or her maps. The names must have beets law 
posed by a people, who spoke the Celtic tongue, before they could have ap-
peared, its either of those depositories of topical information. As the British 
names were applied to the great features of nature, by the first colonists; the 
Irish appellations, which still irtmumber all other names, within the lowland, 
of Scotland, were undoubtedly imposed, by the Scoto-lrish people, who subdued 
the descendants of the original colonists, and gave their own names to their 
appropriate settlements.. Those Scoto-Irish people, and their posterity, who 
transmitted their proper speech; by means of those settlements, spoke their.  

(r) See the Topographical Dictionary. 	(a,) See the Topographical Dictiooarf. 
VOL. I. 	 3  Q 	 Gaelic 
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Gaelic language, in every district of North-13ritalti, from the demise of Ken-
neth MacAlpin, to the demise of Donal.bane. The Pictish speech, which is 
supposed to have fallen into non-existence, is even now spoken, as well in the 
streets of Edinburgh, as in every district of Caledonia, as often as the British 
names of places are mentioned, in daily life. The Irish continues a living tongue, 
within the L000lando, where it is said to have been never spoken the theorists, 
who cry out for evidence to prove a self-evident proposition, speak, and write 

I^ the Gaelic language, though they be unconscious of the fact : At is this, but 
what has been happily called, the learned fro:my of &small.log oeboolo. Yet, 
it may be asked, whence, and when, did the Irish become here a living tongue ? 
The answer must be, when the Scoto.Irish people, coming from the western 
coast, over-ran the east, under Kenneth, the son of Alpim From that epoch, 

s,  the Irish langustig,e, has continually been spoken, in proper Scotland ; as re. 
Qr cord, and history, tradition, and facts, commr to attest, in opposition to the 

follies of scepticism. 
Thus, whatever mode of proof may be referred to, it clearly appears, that 

the topography of proper Scotland was purely Celtic, during the Scotia/ period 
of her annals. It appears, indeed, &ens the same kind of proofs, with equal 
distinctness, that the topograully of proper Scotland was as much Celtic, dur-
ing the earliest reigns of the 'Scoto-Saxon period, in her subsequent progress, 
from Gaelic ages of long duration to Saxon times of ultimate prevalence. In the 

s 	charters of Alexander I., who began his reign, in 1124, every one of the stamen of 

1 	places,on the northern side of the Forth, are Celtic, without one exception of a 
Chic, or Saxon name,which would show aTeutonic colonization of whatever age(a). 
In the many charters of David I., of MalcohnIV., of William, the lion, as well as 

1.  the grants of other distinguished persons, the names of places, in proper Scot-
land, arc nearly all Celtic, with only a few exceptions, which evince that, the 

6 	moron settlers had made but very little change on the Celtic topography, during 
the twelfth century (5). Front the charters, and other documents, during the 

thirteenth 

(a) See the Chartulary of Scone; and the various charters of that king to the monks of Scone: 
(a) See the monorails charters of those kings in the Itcg,oT St. Andrews,. the Chartularies of 

,Ii‘l' Dunfermlin, of Scone, of May, of Cambus.Kennath, of Inchcolm, of Lindores, of Cuper, of 
s; i Arbroth, of Aberdeen, of Moray, and the Dilom. Scotia, From air', names, in a charter 
;, 	of David I. to the monks of Diinfermlin, system has singIrd oittfor ; Pitcorthin, (Pitcur), Kirk. 

alduit, Kingliorn, Smitheturo Wymet ; as . a proof, that,. 1 1 a6 n.., the language was gnu.. 1, 
' . tonic] Scots, from which these words were derived." See a Distertation on Ossian. This 

Ol 	objection, if it were foundad in fact, might he completely confuted, by recollecting that, she Scoto-
Saxon settlement. beyond the Forth had begun long before the epoch of ibis charter: but, it may 

be 
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thirteenth century, we may perceive that, the alteration on the Celtic topography 

of 

be shown that, the points, on which the objection is grounded,  arc mere insconceptions. Pi:ear:fix 
is 

 
cot  Pisa.e, as is  mistakingly supposed; bat is  Pitesrthie, which is still the name of two hamlets, 

in the vicinity of Dunfermlin. l'aisfer applies to the Pirtycalstr of Elam, or  Pi isehar of Ain:lie, 
a hamlet, in Kinglassie parish. Both three names are Gaelic, in whatever Icon they may appear, 
a; are all the names, in David's charter, that begin with Pit, which, in Gaelic, signifies a bolts.: 
the Pie, in those lines, cannot be derived from the English i?it; because it is compounded with 
Gaelic words, h; the Gaelic formation; beingprOxed, and  not  nifiNed,  as it would have been, if it had 
been compounded with a Scots-Saxon; or English word. Sec air 'Topographical Dirt. under 
Ph, wlach foilts theprefx of many Gaelic names. The two last examples of the &clash language 
are  Sailtbetan, which is now Smeaton, and Wpm: ; and they are both, in Lohisn, the propereoundy 
of the Saxons ; and, therefore, cannot be applied, in fair discussion, to an inquiry about the Sco-
deism, or Gaelicisrn; of the names of places:lying northward of the Forth. 1..lfus, the/velum., 
which wene te d Adis!, in opposition to so many Gaelic names, the Scoto-Saxon speech of Scot-
land, .in that age, arc reduced to two, Ifirealaia, and Kinker:, on the prominent shore of tie 
Porch, opposite to Lothian. As these are the only instances, wherein the Saxon appears among 
a crowd of Celtic names, they would have shown a fair disquisitor how Edit change the Sakon 
settlers had yet made, in the Celtic topography beyond the Forth. In KW-cake/le, the Saxon Mee 
had been substituted fur the Gaelic synonym, Cif, in the original name. See Martin's Reliquim 
Divi Andrea, and Dahymple's Col. p. cp. In IGsbarn,  we may sec one of the many instances 
of a pleonastic combhiation, from the language of the ...woe colonists, within North-Britain. 
To the headland, or corner, upon which Kinburn stands, the Gaelic people applied their term  Xis. 
to which the Saxons superadderl their epithet Gars ; whence the name of faabors, which was easily 
corrupted, Kinzborn,  as the descriptive Gaelic name of Kinalar has been corrupted into the un. 
m ring appellation of Kips Edward. If, says the Dissertator, there had been any writing, in 
the

ea
age of queen ;Margaret, we might have seen " the harbour, where the queen's ship moped 

" from tic tempest, named S. Margaret's Hope; the place, where she landed, the QueensferrT ; 
" whereas it would have been Porte, had the language been Ere." But, the deficiency of writ. 
inge, in that age, is a proof of the Language being Celtic ; there have not bed; discovered any char-
ters, during Celli,: times and, the appropriate name of Queensferry, in Gaelic, would fume been 
./ISras,aa.Ghean-riash, and not Part.ri, which signifies King'...barbour. If the Saxon attendants* 
Malcolm% queen gave the name of St..11forgsret. Hoja  to the bay, whirl, afforded her shelter, this 
solitary example would no more prove tire contemporary prevalence of the Scoto-Saxon language, 
in proper Scotland, than the names that were given to headlands, and bays, by our voyager, 
prove chat was the eci;ting speech of the savages, who 'mirhd upon the desert shores of the South- 

, 	Sea Islands. The attendants of thetirtuons Margaret were driven from Scotland, after her de- 
. cen,e, by the Celtisc people, as aliens tintheir.lineage, del strangers to their speech. And as there 

*is 00 proof, when the same of St. Margaret's-Hope was given to this bay, we may easily believe 
what probability attests, that this name was impaced by the foreign monks of Dunfermlin ; in the 
fond recollection of her legendary miracles. Neitillt, is this systematic writer more lucky, in pro. 
diming Quctnisferry, a, an evidence, that the Scots-Satoh language prevailed; during that age, 
licyoed the Forth. Tier c is no proof, that the name had lie. imposed, during the reign of Mar. 
g,,net, who died, in ro93. There is positive cvideTce, that this name did not exist, doling the 
rcign of her youngest ton, David I.; for, when he granted this ferry to; the monks of Dunfennfin, 

sQ2 	 iv 
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of proper Scotland, was but inconsiderable, during tat busy age (c). This 
change becomes somewhat more apparent, during the fourteenth century, front 
the progress of the Saxon colonization, and front the change of manners (a). 

he callni it, " Passagium de Inverkethin z" See the Chart. Dzinferinlin. It first appeared, under 
the name of Quesm.ftnry, in a charter of Malcolm IV, in a .C4, when he granted to the monks of 
Score, and tla,ir men, free passage, " ad forlorn region."  It is easy to perceive, then, that the 

d
of Qureof ray Li o  mare modern translate: of a Latin description, &rill, prior times The. 

	

entan 	Gaelic name of the place, which is now called Queenskrry,  woo Ardebinnerhenam. Uolrywp. 
Ca In. The Latin charter, which founded the Abbey of Holyroodhouse, is produced, as a 
demonstration, that the natiostal language was not Erse. It is MA very felicitous to quo te a Latin 
charter, founding a religious house, in Lehi,  to prove that, the language on the northward of 
the real,  was not Gaelic. The "Erelesie Sancta Crania" of this charier, was a Latin name ap-
plied, on thin occasion; and so, can prove Mulling but, system might have seen, in this charter, 
that the names of pikes, on the northern side of the Forth, are wholly Celtic; and that even the 
greater number of the names of its places, even on the south of the Forth, are also Celtic ; as 
InverhWh, Lialia, &afro, Striorli, Corrteofn, Avoe, Ilereth (Airth), ri,endrirch, 7&I u, 

ragaanorf. Chart, in hlaitl. Edin. 
(e) See the Charthisries before quoted, with those of Balmerinacb, and Imhaffray, and the 

Diplom. Scotia,. In the chartn.r. of King William, of Alexander If, and Alexander III, as well 
as of other distinguished persons, to the bishop. of Moray, in the lath and t 3th centuries, the 
names of towns, parishes, and hamlets, are nearly all Celtic: of ristty.trot names of places, which 
appear,. in those charters, sevenrvaPt  am Celtk, and only four are Scoto.Saxon. S. the Chart. 
of Moray. In the charters to the bishops of Aberdeen, during the lath and z 3th centuries, the 
names of places an., in the propmtion of twenty four Celtic to one Scot.Saxon. See the Chartulary 
of Aberdeen. The names of places on the north of the Forth, which appear, M the charters of the 
Diplomata Soothe, amforry of which, ihirry-nine  are Celtic, and the remaining one, Rardta,  or 
Rarryth, is a compound of Saxon, that is grafted on a Celtic term. The British Rbwr,  or Gaelic 
Roo, was applied to tine promontory here, and to this the SMsto-Saxens added their term  Hyth, 
signifying a haven, and assuming, in vulgar prominciation, the form of Myr: aoun Stone-hive. 
St. Andrews appears, both under its modern name, and under the ancient Gaelic natne,  Cdranont. 
From the Tax Rolls it appears that, the names of the parish., throughout the country, from the 
"Forth to the Moray Frith, were very nearly all Celtic, M the a3th and lath centuries. In the 
Tax:di, which was made, is the reign of Alexander II, there are, in tine bishopricloa, of St. A. 
drews, Brechin, and Aberdeen, front the Forth to the river Dorman, 055 names of pariah., of 
which sly are indisputably Celtic ; and the other six  are Scoto.Saxon, or English, as St. Andrews, 
which took the place of the original Gaelic name, Cilrimunt. fire this curious Tax-roll, in the Clmr. 
tulary of Arbroth, and Aberdeen. Ina more recent roll of parishes, within the bishnprick of 
Moray, extending from the Doveran to the Beata:, there  are  sixoinames of perishes, which '.aye 
all Celtic names, except that of Wardlaw, a Saxon appellation, that had 1.1t  ran substituted, for the 
Gaelic name of Kito.faite. See the Chartulai of Moray, p. 33S. 

(d) See the Chartularies before mentioned, with Robertson's Index to the Public Record., 
This useful document show: what a vast change took place, in the territorial property of Scotland, 
during the reign. of Robert Bruce, and of hia•tion David It.; a change, that induced a material 
alteration, is the nausea of many Osten. 

Yet, 
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Yet, it Wes long before the Scoto-Saxon names bore any proportion to the 

Celtic (a). Aed, even now, after all the changes of recent times, the Celtic 

names are :;:, prevalent, throughout the whole extent of the low countries, as 

to prove deciivaly, that the Scoto-Irish people colonized every district of proper 

Scotland, alter they had overpowered the Picts, in 843 A.D.(f"). We have 

thus seen that, during the changeful dilation of the twelfth century, the Saxon 

sealers, in proper Scotland, began to change the Celtic topography of that 

country ; yct. Iier a progressive alteration of seven centuries, the Gaelic names 

are still the most numerous class (g). It is, ind-ted, remarkable that, through- 

out 

(e In the Tax-rolls or 13i t, there are 904 names of landed estates, within the counties of 
Fife, Clackmannan, Perth, Forfar, Kincardine, Aberdeen, Banff, Elgin, and Nairn, from the 
Frith of Forth to the Frith of Moray; oaf of those 924 names, 745 a, Critic, and only 183 are 
Scoto-Sa con. 
If) The surreys of Pont, and Gordon, in the reign or Charles I, evince that, even at that 

period, the great body of the names of places, within the Lowlands of proper Scotland, were Celtic. 
Sec the Maps in Blaeu's Atlas Scotia. From the recent surveys of shires, we may perceive, that, 
during the intermediate period, much alteration has been made of the names of places, in the Low-
land, which stretch-along the eastern coast, where many of the ancient Celtic appellation, have 
given plies to English names of modern innovation: yet, the Gaelic names are still so numerous, 
as to show that, every part of these Lowlands must have beescolonited by the Sento-Irish people, 
during the long period of their predominance, after the great epoch of Sp; a.n. All those Garlic 
names must have been imposed by a people, who spoke the Gaelic tongue. 

(g) From the vouchers, which have bean already emoted, thousands of Celtic names, British, and 
Irish, might be enumerated, that have altogether disappeared, in the course of those changes. In 
the rah cein.ury, the Gaelic name of Cilritnoni was supplanted by that of St. Andrews and Egli., 
near Stirling, by that of Kirltotun, and this our, by St. Ninians. Rrg. of St. Andrews, Chart. 
Cambas-Kenneth. The Briti,li ollog.eromic was changed to St. Monance ; ADrierdar to Ma, 
cock Strathdogir to Iluntly ; Doe, Sr Doan, to Macduff Sonobar to Burdsyards; /nun...ma to 
Findliorn ; and so of many others. In the Celtic names of parishes, the prefix 	has been sup- 
planted, by the Scoto-Saxon Kin. Some of the Critic names have been half translated, as lidiss 
(in the chanters of David to the monks of Cambus-Kemetln) into Tor-mood; Ater qv, irate Tay-
moth t Inver spry, into Spey.rnoutb. It is remarkable that, in half translating those names, the 
Celtic formation has been changed to that of the Saxon, or English. Of the elms of Celtic names, 
beginning with the Gaelic, /nom, signifying an influx, many have been comipdy abbmiated, by 
omilting this significant prefix, ai kw, herb, limer.lunon, Invorlorgie, logyr-ondan, 
Inver.tulan, /,v -u are tpronouneed •Lirtb, Lonna, Scenic, Crueko, Boynoliz, Cullen, Nairn. 
A number of Celtic 	that appear, from ancient charters, i a form perfectly intelligible, 
has been corrupted into etmpkte nonsense ; as Kinedem into lay Edward; Gerotacb into Ger. 
mouth, Breetentorhuth into Brigbelneseg, and the daelic INV, has been corrupted Inner. The suc-
cession of the Saxon to the Britosit, and Gaelic people, in Scotland, appears in the composition of 
many names, which have hem formed, by parting Seoto-Saxon words upon the previous Celtic 

tern.; ,, 	 eile,Ern.eirle,o4vongettn,Ed.tlale,Ed-mount,Spege.lono, 
sad 
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out this long course of innovation, the old Celtic names of the most consider. 
able places,. and noted objects, have been nearly all retained; the obvious change 
having been chiefly made on those of less note. The rivers, the lakes, as well 
as the more conspicuous hills, and projecting headlands, have nearly all retained 

R r. 
their Celtic names of pristine imposition (/), The ancient districts, lying be-
yond the Forth, have all retained their Celtic names, except Caginess, and 

t-  Sutherland; on the northern extremity, where the Scanilinavian Goths made 
/!, 	some settlement's, as we have seen  (1). All the shires, 'in proper Scotland, are 

still distinguished, by Celtic names, except the modern counties of CaMlicse, 
11 , 	and of Sutherland (i„). 'Ile chartered boroughs, and principal towns, thrnugh. 
it.  out proper Scotland, as they were settled by the Gaelic people, as hamlets, be- 

fore they grew up into villages, mad towns, during he -der influences, are still 
F.  "distinguished, by their Celtic names of ancient times, except a few, in Fife, 

where the Celtic names were mixed with the Saxon, as  early  as the twelfth 
century (k). 

and many others. A number of those compound names are mere pleonam'is 	Bin-hill, Dun- 
hill, Avon-river, Ed.water, DalErld, Knool-knows, Kimr airthEad, A/.-more-Earn, lash-island; 
and so of other phonastic compositions of fantastic appearance to intelligent eyes. 

I 	(I) See the Topographical Dictionary. 
(i) The names of those districts are; 	Fothere; Ssrathdoviin, forming the shims of Fife, 

Kinross, and Clackmanan ;  Woodman, Sinaloa, Sayab-alfan, Menteith, Braidoldon, Rannoch, 
Cho Ass, StratEardle, Stormont, Goorrie, Strathmore, is Perthshire; Angia, including Glen-

1ela,Glen Prase, and Glaird, in Farfarshirc ; Moorne  or Metres, forming Kincardineshire ; Mar, 
Cro-rnior, Bras mar, BIT41,  ouw Birse, Gliontamer, Cita-mulch, Slrenhalre, Drab-don, Sir hh-bosie, 
Garrisch, Formin, and Buchan, in Aberdeenshire ; and the Boyne, the Asir,  or  Ernie, Stralh- 
isle, 	Glen fidish, GlEolivat, and Strathinven, la Banffshire Moray, or Murray, 
Brae Moray, &nail ern, Strati-maim, in the shires of Elgin' and Nairn ; Strathorrais, Streak-glass, 
Wen.org ; Knoidart, Morir, Arosoig, Afoidart, Stroth-ssoy, Binisnach, and Locbahr, in Inverness-
shire; Ardsoosinr, Arelnameirchon, Su.", Mona, Lore, Appiu, Esnediraloch, Ilifrichenrn, Wm-
ursko, Caved, sfrulr, Knispihnt and Kintyre, in Argyleshire ; Lsrrere/r, and dirrosiner,  in Dun-
bartonshim ;  Ross, Ard Ross, Ardruarnosh, Knt il, Laholib, frisher, Tara, G 
won, Coigorh, and .1',./t1,..rron, in the shires of Ross and Crotnarty ; ./1”int, Erkrachshi, Dui-
rents, Str.:tb c over, in-Sutherlandshire ; and finally, Gotham, which has a Celtic prefix, with a 
Gothic termination. 	 • 

The Celtic names of the shires are  Fife, Kinross, Clarboati, Paqh, -Forfar, laasaohn, 
Aberdeen, Bari, Eisio, Nair, lovernoss, irgyle, Bose, Doobartori,. Sifting, Ross, Cromrtroy,  or 
Crovidack, 

(I) The towns, which are still distinguished by Celtic names, are 	Dun*, Aberdeen, 
Strivelin, that has been perverted to Stirling, Dtinbrittm, that has been transformed to Denbarton, 
luverkeishin, Dunfernilin, Culross, aackmanan, Cerail, or Coil, Dysart, Pittenweem, Kilmnny, 

Dicchin, Munros, or Montrose, Istveibtryk, Kintme, 
Teruric, 
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On the other hand, not a Saxon name appears, on the northern side of the 

Forth, till the twelfth century; as the chart:darks attest: and, when Saxon 
name:: did at length appear; from the Saxon colonization of proper Scotland, 
the appei!:cions, which they affixad to their settlements, seem to the judicious 

eye mach more modern, in flair forms, than the Saxon names, within the 
Lothhr. (f). 

Agiu: It were easy-to show-, that the Gaelic tongue was spoken, during the 
Scotch period, even on the south of the two friths. Tradition, history, and 

facts, concur to evince that, before the union of the Picts, and Scots, the Scoto-
Irish people began to form settlements, in Cuningham, Renfrew, and Leven-

ads, along the shores of the Clyde. After the Santo-Irish had acquired the 
ascendancy, by that union, they overspread the country on the south of the 

tenni, Banff, Invcrculan, Elgin, Forres, Invernairn, Inverness, Rosinarkie, Cromartie, or Crew. 
'baclity, lliuo rail, Taira, Dornoch, and Inverarayt Kinglarn is  a compound of Saxon, which is 
grafted en Celtic t the burgh of Wick, in Cattiness, received its appellation from the Scandinavians, 
wise settled on that coast: and Campbehown, is Kintyre, is only a century old. 

(I) The intimations of history, ram to the settlement of the Saxons, during the fifth, and sixth 
centuries, within ancient Lothian and the recitals of the more recent colonization of the English 
people, in proper Scotland, during the twelfth century, may be illustrated, and confirmed, by to-
pography, as it assumed various appearance, in successive periods. In the southern shires through-
out the Lothians, there are many names of places, which were imposed, in the old speech of the 
first Cea settlers, before it had undergone any changes such as those compounded of the roc. 
tiles, 	

se 
 Doer, By, Sow, Sioe, Did, Cleosile, Hopes  Shaw, Weak, lVejde, Urea)", Thelon., 

Chester the names, from these old &icon words, gradually decrease in number, as tee proceed, 
northward, through the Lothians to Stirlingshire; and in proportion, as they decrease, the Gaelic 
names increase in proper Scotland, these old Saxon words are sot to be found, hi any names of 
places, if we eseept one or two instances of the By, in Fife, a single instance of Shaw, and  an-
other of Thera,. In this country, the Celtic satins abound; and such males; as are mixed with 
them, arc given from the Scoto.Saxon of more recent times, after it had undergone a change, and 
assumed the form, in which it appears in the uth, and isth cenlairies. The most common vo-
tables,iLthe Seoto.Sason names  of places, on the north side of the Forth, are, Toe,  or  roan, Ha,,, 
Hill, TM, or  Meer, Myer. Mare, Burn Weed, Water, bane, FOIA Field, Ley, Hauge, Leeds  
Teed, Mill, Kirk, Fault/ or Fold, .0,1e, Seal :  now, all those words  were retained, in the Scoto-
Saxon language, as it was fount, during the lath, and I 1t h, centuries ; 'and Steel arc of course 
common to the Scote-Saxon wpography, on the south of the Friths: but it is very remarkable,. 
that the old Salon words, which have Lees m.amerated, and which appear in the topography of 
the country south of the Forth, arc not to he found in the topography of proper Scotland; be-
cause they %surest retained in the Scoto- Saxon language of thi7 people, who more recently ca.- 
loniaed this elloutr7. Thus, does the evidence of topography support the intimations of history, 
that proper Scotland wee inhabited.by a Celtic people till the demise of Donal.hmic, when the 
country along the east coast began to he colonized, by Anglo-Saxon, by Angle-Norman, and 
by Flemings. 
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Friths. The great numbers of Gaelic names, which were imposed by those* 
Gaelic settlers, though they he now much diminished, in their numbers, and 
disfigured its their orthography, by modern innovation, clearly show the pro. 
germ of the Scam-Irish settlements, from the Friths 16 the Tweed (m). The 
whole of Galloway and Carsick are full of Scoto-lrish names of places. These 
were all imposed by the Irish colonists, who settled, in those countries, at the 
end of the eighth century. These colonists, in the subsequent times, gradually 
overspread Kyle, the upper past of Strrsthclyde, Nithsdak, and even pushed 
into Annandale, and Eskdale. And these Galloway-Irish, in their progress of 
colonization, northward, appear, from the decisive intimations of the names of 
places, to have suet the Argyle-Irish, iss their progress southward, in Kyle, 
and Strathclyde. Such, then, arc the lights, which topography throws, in- 
structivcly, on the obscurities of history. 	And, as good sense forbids the 
absurd supposition, that those Gaelic names could have been imposed on those 
several places, by any other people, than the Gaelic settlers, it follows, as a 
moral certainty, that the Gaelic language was spoken, though not exclusively, 
in thecountries on the south of the two Friths, during the long period, from 
the accession of Kenneth MacAlpin, to the demise Ai Donal-Banc. 

3. Meantime, during the entcrprizing ages of the Scotish period, the Scan-
dinavians, who had settled the Orkney isles, colonized the nearest shores of 

(et) The Gaelic names of places, which am so wmeroes, in Renfre,v, in Strathclyde, in Stir-
ling,  IP  Linlithgow.sliire, gradually diminish in numbers, as we proceed east, and south-east, 
through the Lothians, into Tweedale, Etterick.forest, and throughout Tevictdale, and Berwick-
shire. See the Maps of show countries, in Shett's Atlas Scotia, comps! ed with the modem 
Maps. The Gaelic names, in those districts, are not confined to insignificant places ; as many of 
the chief towns, parishes, churches, and villages, derive their descriptive names from the Galin 
language, which was spoken by the Gaelic settlers wallas, Regrew, Greenock, Iturberstrn, Gins- 
P", Liubrlgoau, Inver rich, 	 !leered, Dunbar, Metros, Dun.re; and the parishes of 

Imbinan, Inorrllp, ICITarchan, 101mattobn, and Kilalla, in Renfrewshire Cambadany, 
Comtganttbax, Culler, Dnhesf, Cable!, Diattyre, Cavan, laltriele, Sirathaven, Piirrnain,in Lan-
erkshire Dabney, Enr'ermathan, Torphieben, Kinneil, Strcthdroe, Bunsen, Golder, Ceraorphin, 
Currie, Ciente", Ratba, Gnsrecr, Klleirb, Wymet, Gum /d, Gap, 1,,,,o,t,tiat 	&c. in 
the 1.1.148116 it'eleancts, Ella,,, Cede:, in Bmwickshire ; 	 4Inerron, Mints, in Ito, 

• burghshire t Denernelcier,'InverIcithen, Glen-holm, Killychn, StirXei in Peelales.shire. 	See the 
Toxatia of the churches, during the z 3t1, century, and the Chartulal ice of Glasgow, Paisley, Koloo, 
Whoa, Dryburgh, Newbotle, 0ohlingham, vied Soutra. The Gaelic  111Tell  of pines of less nate ; 
such as estates, and faamsteads, bills, and waters, M  these southern countries, are too numerous 
for recapitulation. See the Chartillmies, and Maps, as sham; and toe the Topographical Dic-
tionary, and the county historics. Many of the persons, in the country south of the two Friths, 
who appear its the charters of David I, Malcolm IV, and William, the lion, were undoubtedly 
of Celtic lineage; as appear. from their Gaelic names. See the Charuilaries, as before. 

Cathnese, 
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aihness. and Sutherland (n). They did not, indeed, intrude into the interior 
entry but, they established themselves along the coast, so fi into that, in 

their adventurous progress, their chiefs disputed for superiority with the Scotish 
kings ; and their dexendants may still be distinguished, within Cathness, and 

gSg
utherland, a; a distinct race of Gothic people, from the Saxon inhabitants of 
e more southern districts (a). But, it is topography, rather than history, 
hich exhibits the whole extent of the Scandinavian colonization of Cathness, 
d of Sutherland; and of the nature of the Scandinavian language, which is 

so different from the Anglo-Saxon speech, though both had a common parent. 
From Caxton's Chronicle, indeed, we may learn, " that Cam., is beyond 

Scotland." Nre shall see, that the topography of Orkney, Shetland, and 
ateness, is completely different, from the Celtic, and Saxott topography of 
cotland, which does not exhibit one Scandinavian name, that is distinct from 
e Northumbrian Dano-Saxon. On the other hand, the Cambro-British to-

pography of North, and. South-Britain, is the satne ; the Seoto-Dish topo-
graphy of North-Britain corresponds with that of Ireland; and the Saxon 
topography of Scotland is the same as the Saxon topography of England. 
From all those agreements, And coincidences, we may perceive the lineage, 
Rod the language, of those several people, who successively colonized North-
Britain, which, we may thus see, was never settled, by Scandinavian Goths. 
Bad proper Scotland been colonized of old by a Gothic, rather than a Celtic, 
people, the topographic language of proper Scotland would have been the 

me, both in sense, and in sound, as the topographic language of Catene.a, 
Orkney, and of Shetland, which is so entirely different, from the topographic 

guage of Lothian, and of Northumberland (p). 
Such, 

(n) See before, book iii. ch. iii. vii.  
(o) See before, book ii. ch. iii. iv. v.; Orkney.inga Saga, p. 41—S7 ; Sagan of Gulling, 
109. 163- 5 j and Tolima/. Orcades, throughout. 

:01 A few examples will completely establish those interesting truths. Of the Celtic names of 
cs, in Scotland, a very numerous class begin with "kb, which signifies a field, or a place for 

. 

 
dement, and Ed, which means a dwelling-place, a hamlet: and these words are always prefixed, 
cording to the Cdrie mode of construction. Of the Scoto-Saxon names, in Scotland, the great 

terminates in to,,, or town, w.1..h, like the Ira hi, signifies a dwelling-place, and some ter. 
te with Goo, a hamlet : and, these aro -bays affixed, according to the Gothic mode of con-

struction. Of the{  andinaviaa names in Orkney, and M Cathness, the great body terminate, ac-
cording to the Gotrie construction, in Rm., signifying a dwelling-place, in Sier, denoting a sta- 

Ittion, or settlement, and in &ter, a seat, or settling place. See A ndreass Isl. Dirt.; Verelius's 
ervar. Saga; Arij Polyhistor,Schedm. But, there W not a single instance of the Burr, the Sur,

" 
 

the Suer, in the topography of proper Scotland ; because the Scandinavians never effected a 
' Vof.. l. 	 3 B. 	 permanent 
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Such, then, are the decisive aids, which topography bring's Co history, in 

tracing the successive migrations of people, who settlxl, in various ages, within 

North-Britain. If language be the genealogy of nations ; if the topography of 

Scotland exhibit to the eye, and show to the understanding, the several tongues 

of the successive settlers ; it follows, front those circumstances, that topography 

must fundsh proofs, the most satisfactory., of the nature of the people, who 

gave the existing names to the ancient settlements. This argument has been 

found so oppressive to those theorists, who substitute conceit for knowledge, 

and assertions for facts, that they have endeavoured to free themselves from the 

weight of reasoning, which they could not support, by' transforming the Gaelic 

names into Gothic, and by metamorphosing the language of the Maps ; so as to 

Permanent settlement in that country ; and there am no such words, either in the topography, or 
language of England. In Orkney, and Shetland, the words, How, llog, and Hell, fonm tie perils 
of many names of places, in  high situations; and in the common language of thwe islands, How 
signifie, a height : hut, there is not a single instance of Now, 1I v, or Hell, in the topography, or 
language of proper &Inland, in that sense : on the contrary. the Scow-Saxon How signifies a hol-
low,  as the How of the Morn, ; and it is thus applied in the topography of England, as well as of 
Scotland. For Noll, lloi, Ho, How,  see thee, Wolf, Wacht‘g, and Gibson's Gloss. Sea. Chronicle. 
In Orkney, Shetland, and Can tors,, Warn!  is applied to denote water, a lake, from the Islandic 
Wk.. Sec Andreas's Diet.; Torfietts's Norway. But, there is no such word as Wallin, either in 
the topography, or language, of proper Scotland. The Scandinasian Strom,  a car-rant, a stream, 
is frequent, in the topography of Orkney, Shetland, and Cathness : but, there is no instance of 
Piro, in the topography, I or Language, of proper Scotland, or of England.' For Strom,  see 
thee, Wolfe, aid Andreas. In Orkney, and Shetland, the Sc 	an  Tang  is applied to the 
many long points of land, which run out into the sea t but, 	 word appears, in the topo- 
graphy, either of Scotland, or of England ; because it is not in 	on language. The nume- 
rous ponds of land, which project Into the ocean, around the we 	of Caledoolg are natr.ed, 
from the Scoto-Irish Ru, which signifies a projection ;#nd some headland. are sawed, from the 
Irish And, which denotes a promontory. In Sh 	the numerous Inlets of the sea are nettled 
Yoe, from the Idandic Vogr, as we loam from 	and on the coast of Cathiless, several 
creeks are termed Gar, as Gina-go, Papip, 	odic Go. See Go, in Andreas, and Gra, 
in Arij Polyhist. Schedx. But, them is rata 	tans  of P.,, or Goo, in the PaPograldsY 
of Scotland. The numerous inlets of the sea, on the west coast of Caledonia, are generally termed 
Loeb, from the British Llovol.,  or the Scoto-Irish Looh,  some ate called Pool, from the Celtic Pol, 
f

ir 

 Pool-  ollo  and some of the creeks are named Poor, from the Peril of the British, or  Pori of the 
Irish 	,en I sod Canna, from the Gaelic Canna, a bay. The Scandinavian word Quoy, or 
Qusy 	orms a compound, in many, names of places, in Orkney, Shetland, and Cattiness, and 
signifies alifig, or  pk.ce of cultivated laud: but, there is not a single instance.pf this word, in the 
topographf, or language, of Scotland,•or England; because it is not in the ratan speech. The 
Seandinavian words, which have been thus tenumerated, and explained, as they denote the chief 
objects, in the settlement of a country, font; the great body of thenaines of places, in Orkney, 
Sln:land, and on the sh nc of Catliness. The other Scandinavian words, which appear, in the 
topi.graphy of those northern countries, are all equally unknown, in Scotland. 

substitute 
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ubstitute fiction for fact, and to establish the absurdities of error, for the c 
istencies of truth. Those theorists seem not to have been acaro, when th 

thus endeavoured, by a stroke of perversion, to convert the Celtic topograp.  
of North-Britain into Gothic logomachy, that there is a radical difference, 
the formation of the Celtic, and Gothic names, which furnishes the more de 
titre test, for discriminating the one language front the other, in topograp 
disquisitions ; and even in the construction of the two tongues such vocabl .  
as are pr9fired, in the formation of the British, and Gaelic names, ate c 
ptantly affixed, in the composition of the Gothic, the Saxon, and Engl 
names (q). In shore names, which are simply composed of a substantive, a 
an adjective, the British, and Gaelic rule of formation is to place the subst 
love firm, and the adjective last ; while the Gothic, the Saxon, and the Engli 
rule is, to place the adjective first, and the substantive last (r). This radi 
difference, in the formation of the Celtic, and Saxon names, with other c 
stirring circumstances ; such as, the nature, and signification of the vocable(  
:that are conjoined; fumiah the most decisive rule, for distinguishing the BeL  
tish, and Gaelic, topographic names, from the Saxon, the Gothic, and else 
English (s). By those decisive tests, it was, that the Celtic names were asce  

twined  
(g) A few examples will illustrate this: 

Celtic Names. 	Shao-Saxon Names. 	 ata-Saz,n Names. Celtic Nam, 	Se  
trath-clyde 	Clydes-dak. 	 Bo/sea-oraig 	Craivoan. 
rarh-annan 	Annan-dale: 	 Bai.na-eaglis 	- 	Kirk-roan. 
ber-say 	 Tay-mouth. 	 13al-sea-Vaagairt • Pnest-soun! 

01Ver-Cy 	 Ey-mouth. 	 dfch.na-cairn 	 Cairn td.l, 
un-edin 	 Edin-Largb. 

(,) Take, for example, the following instances of synonimous names. 
hie Name. 	See o-Saxon Nam, 	Gehia Nana, 	Sroo.Saxon Num 
isge.du 	- 	Bloch-water. 	Baile-beg 	. • ' Little sown. 
lt.du 	 - 	/3/arivburn. Baileonare 	- I 22-6°: indnore 	- 	Miale-hill. 
roil 	- 	Nigh-hill. 	 Bade-meanach 	- 	Middle-town. 

rum-more 	-. Illielle..rig. 	 Coile.wore 	- Mir/iv-wood. 

(z) Those tests are so decisive, as to give the means of discriminating the Celtic from the Saxm, 
r Gmbh-names, where the form of the vocables compounded are newly the same. For example: 
al, Gaelic, Dol, British, signify a flat field, and are frequent prefixes, in the names of places: 
at, in the Saxon, and other dialects of the Gothic, signify a valley, and is a frequent strut in local 

now, the names of Dot.betls, Dai-eaglis, and Dal-gain, we certainly know, must be from 
{he Celtic Dal; because it is gryiard, according to the Celtic mode of construction ; because it 14 
otipled with Celtic words, as Brisk, signifying birch, Eaglh, a church, and Gain, sand; and be-

' atm the places, to which these names are applied, correspond with the signification of the Celtic 
I7.  3 R 2 	_.... 
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tainesl, in their nature, and distinguised, in their application, from the Saxon 
names, throughout this inquiry, which has historical certainty, for its impart-
ant end. 

There is another branch of the same rule, which equally shows the different 
manner, its which the Celtic, and Gothic people, applied the patronymic maid ; 
the Celts prefixed it; the Goths affixed it: hence,  eve  every where see, the Ape 
of the Welsh, the O's of the Irish, and the Macs of the Scotish people, prel.ved 
to the names of sons ; while we perceive the Gothic people always 'Six the pa-
tronymic note, by adding sou,  or  darter,  to the name of the falser (t). This 
pile has been the means of discriminating persons, throughout this work, which 
has required the conjoint helps of history, topography, and philology. 

We have now seen, from this investigation, what foundation there was, for 
the doubts of scepticism, whether the Gaelic tongue was spoken, in proper Scot-
land, or the Lowlands, during the &orig., period of her annals, from 43 to 
1097 A:11. It was a little absurd to doubt, whether the people living, in such 
ages, under a Gaelic government, and a Gaelic. church, with Gaelic kings, and 
Gaelic chieftains, at their head, were Gaelic : it was still more absurd to doubt, 
whether the Gaelic people of a Celtic country spoke the Gaelic tongue. In order 
to expose such absurdities to the eye of judiciousness, it was deemed necessary 

Dal. On the other hand, theword Doi, in the names of Annan-Jr/4 Clydesrfdr, Esk-dal, we 
certainly know must be from the Saxon Dal, a valley because it is  affixed, according to the Saxon 
mode of construction; and because it is acttully applied to a valley, which the Saxon Dal signifies. 
Again; the Gaelic Beg,  as well as the British Bye,  Or  Byean, signify little, and the Saxon Big sig-
nifies great t now; the names of Bal deg, Strath Leg, etc.  am ascertained to be from the Cettir ad- 
jective 	; because it its  45sed, according  to  the Celtic mode of construed. ; and because is is 
compounded with the Celtic words Bal, cad So-aid : at,  the other hand ; the names of Big helm, 
and Big.bause,  we know to be from the Saxon adjective By ; because it is prcfixed, according to the 
Saxon, and English mode of construction; and because it is coupled with the Scoto-Saxon words 
Mar, and haate. By such nice rostra of discrimination, may the Celtic he certainly distinguished, 
from the Gothic topography of North-Britain; and the Gothic, from the Celtic. Thom theorists 
who sit down, under the influence of prejudice, to support a system, by aymolOgiZ;ng the topcw 
graphy of Scotland, merely from a similarity in the combination of a few letters, without attending 
to the construction, the syllabication, and the location of the names, only delude themselves, and 
deceive their readers. 

(r) We base already seen, in this chapter, some judges, and jurors, of the ink and 13th 
centuries, 

 
whose names almost all begin with the Gaelic Mae I will now produce, for the illus• 

tration of this Me, adecree of the Lawman of Bergen, in Norway, and also the Lawman of Shet-
land, in 1485: there are, Guttorin.tren, tItt-Lawman of Bergen, Williaitu-ow, tire Lawman of 
Shetland, and Andor-ran, Sturkar-son, tJe(wron, Soten-eon, Salmos,ran, tflunna.ron tollottrlotter, 
Alexander,  Auer. Sec James MackEneieta Grievances of Orkney and Shetland, Edin. s750, 
App. No. a a which is Istiery curious document. 

to 
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to treat this subject under three distinct heads : 1st, To prove, affirmatively, 
that the persons of proper Scotland, during the Scotish period, the kings, the 
nobles, and clergy, and even the resentful commons, were a Gaelic people: 
when  We  hear the Saxon Chronicle declare, that the Gaelic people of North-
Britain rose up as one man, at the demise of Donal-Bane, to expel the English, 
the Normans, and other foreigners, who can doubt whether the Scotish people, 
at that epoch, spoke Gaelic, oil Gothic ; when we perceive, that the Scotish 
people again rose, a hundred years afterwards, to expel the English settlers ; 
and when we hear Major, and Munster, at the beginning of the sixteenth cen-
tury, pronounce, that the one half of the Scotish people spoke Gaelic; who 
can reasonably doubt, whether the people of proper Scotland, during that long 
effiusion of years, were Gaelic, or.Gothic. 2. The topography of proper Scot-
land was brought in, affirmatively, in aid of history, to prove, that the names 
of places, at the demise of Donal-baste, were all Celtic ; and must necessarily 
have been imposed by a people, who spoke Gaelic. g. The Saxon topography 
of Lothian was compared with the Gothic topography of Cathness ; in order to 
prove, negatively, that the non-existence of Gothic names, in proper Scotland, 
incidentally evinces, the non-residence of a Scandinavian people, in the Low-
lands, during any age. Such are the proofs, both affirmative, and negative, 
which must for ever demonstrate the often mentioned theory of an early colonies. 
tion of proper Scotland, by a Gothic people, to be an egregious fiction. When 
the dogmatist shall hereafter cry out, in the face of 'moral demonstration that, 
there is 712, the shadow of proof, that the Gaelic tongue was ever spoken, in the Low-
lands, his outcry must be heeded as the wail of childishness, or the bawl of 
idiotcy. 

Such was the philological point to be proved! We shall soon perceive, in 
our progress, the introduction, into proper Scotland, of Saxon colonists, with 
tifeir Saxon tongue, who gradually imposed some new names, and finally ac. 
quired an ascendency, both in polity, and in language, over the usages, and 
speech, of the Scoto Irish people, who had themselves previously domineered 
over their Pictish predecessors. lire shall perceive, in our historical advance, 
what efforts of power, and what length of time, were requisite to silence the 
Godly speech, in the Lowlands of Scotland, by introducing gradually the Scots-
Saxon tongue, in its ancient place. 

We are at length conducted, by the progress of events, to the conclusion of 
the Scotish period of the North-British annals. It began, mod it ended, with a 
revolution, which has passed unheeded, by history. The first was accomplished, 

by 
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by the Seoto•Trish people, who, when they had conquered the Picts, every where 
introduced their own language, and customs ; established their peculiar polity, 
civil, and religious, and brought with them their royal family, and their native 
Maormors. The last revolution will be found, in the course of our inquiries, 
to have introduced a Saxon people, with a different dynasty, a new series of 
kings, novel maxims, and, by a slow progress, a dissimilar speech. 
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B 0 0 K IV. 

TaA SCOTO-34.01V PERIOD ; from 5097 ro 5306 e. V. 

C H A P. 1. 

Of the Saxon Colonization of North-Britain, during this 

THE Scoto-Saxon period, which began one-and-thirty years, after the Saxon 
period of the English annals had closed, will be found to contain historical 
topics of great importance. 'l he Gaelic Scots predominated, ,  in the former 
period ; the Saxon-English will be sects to give the law, in this. We shall 
perceive a memorable revolution take place, concerning which the North-British 
annals have hitherto been altogether silent : we shall soon observe a new people, 
come in upon the old, a new dynasty ascend the throne, a new jurisprudence 
gradually prevail; new ecclesiastical establishmentO settled, and new manners 
overspread the land. It must be the business, then, of this Fourth Book, to 
investigate the Anglo-Saxon colonization of proper Scotland, by modes of 
proof, as uncommon as they are decisive ; to narrate the history, both civil, 
and sacred, from documents of a nature, as novel, as they aye satisfactory ; and 
to exhibit the laws, the customs, and the manners of the dominating people, 

k !il  _snider aspects of attractive appearances. 
History, if instruction be its end, is written in vain, unless the successions 

of the people, of whom it treats, be periodically traced ; the dissimilarity of 
their various tongues be distinctly marked ; and unless the changes of their 
polity, and the series of their rulers be deduced, from their sources to their 
effects, through every change, in their fortunes, whether happy, or adverse. 
Such retrospective notices are.  peculiarly useful, in the North-British annals,. 
which have been obscured by system, and distorted by controversy. 

A regard to all those objects demand .that, in tracing the Anglo-Saxon co. 
Ionization of North-Britain, we should advert to the several lineages, who - - 
have successively inhabited this country, in every age. I. At the birth of C 
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the same British people, of Gaulish origin, possessed both North, and South-
Britain (a). The British people remained, during four centuries, and a half, 
notwithstanding the Roman conquests, without much other change, than acquiring 
a greater, or a less civilization, from the long residence of the Romans among them. 
And they left within every district of North-Britain, indubitable traces of their ori-
ginal colonization,sin the British names of places, which the topography even now 
exhibits to every inquisitive eye (b). II. Soon after the Roman abdication, a new 
people of Gothic origin came in upon the British tribes ; settled upon the Tweed, 
and colonized upon the Forth ; and, in the progress of their conquests, intruded 
themselves upon the Solway and the Clyde (e). TheAnglo-Saxons left every 
where, within the southern districts of North-Britain, distinct traces of thiHr 
settlements, by the names, which they imposed on places, as the local Maps 
would evince, if history did not relate the arrival of the Angles, their conquests, 
and their settlements. III. At the recent beginning of the sixth century, a 
second people, but of Gaelic origin, came in, frosts Ireland, upon the British 
tribes of Kintire, and Argyle ; and in the quick progress of two centuries, and 
a  quarter, the Scoto-Irish colonists overspread the western isles, and Highlands, 
where their descendants have continued unmixed, till late times, to speak their 
Gaelic language, and to_practise their peculiar customs (d). IV. At the end of 
the eighth century, new migrants, frosts Ireland, settled among the Romanizcd 
Britons, aud Gothic intruders, in Galloway ; and overrunning that great penin-
sula, by speedy settlementy were, after awhile, joined by the kindred people of 
Kintire, and Argyle, in giving new inhabitants to the districts, and novel names 
to the places, as far .as the Clyde, and the Annan (e). Such were the three 
races of men, who were the only people, that ever made permanent settlements 
in North-Britain, if we except the Scandinavians, who colonized Orkney, and 
Cathncss. The Britons were the first, who became known, during the Roman 
period, by the name of Picts ; the Saxons were the second people, whose de-
scendants have finally prevailed over the posterity of the other two; and the 
Irish-Scots of Kintire, Argyle, and Galloway, were the third race, who, by a 
singular fortune, were doomed to new-settle, and new-name every district of 
proper Scotland. The year 843, as it is the commencement of the Storish pe-
riod, is also the epoch of the ascendency bf the Scots over the Pictish govern- 

(a) See a mural demonstration of this truth, in book i. ch. i. A distribution of the distinct tribe:, 
throughout every district, may be seen, in the same book, chap. ii. 

(8) See hook i. ch. i. ii ; and the Topographical Dictionary. 
(t) See hook ii. ch. ii. of the Strathclyde Britons; and ch. iii. of the Saxons, in Lothian. 
(d) See book 	of the Scots. 	(r) Sac book iii. ch. v. of Strathclyde, and Galoway. 

event : 
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talent : The Scots now mixed with the Picts, throughout Piailli4; and, as they 
overspread the country, gave new names to almost every place, which they 
acquired by their address, or arms : it was from this epoch, when the Scots 
became the predominating people, that their'Gaelic language also became the 
common speech, in proper Scotland, northward of the two Friths ; and 
that their polity was practised, as the universal law ; that their manners pre-
vailed, as the general usages : and, these representations, with regard to those 
successive settlements, are attested, by the united voice of history, tradition, 

''and topography (j). 
The chief objects of the present inquiry*, with regard to the Saxon coloniza-

tion of proper Scotland, must be, to trace the change, which certainly took place, 
during the Scoto-Saxon period; and which introduced Sax m, Norman, and 
Flemish colonists among the Gaelic inhabitants. In dais period, we shall see an 
Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Norman, and Anglo-Belgic colonization begin, in the 
country beyond the Forth, and a Scoto-Saxon dynasty commence. In our 
course, we shall perceive the prevalence of the Celtic customs insensibly super-
seded, by the introduction of new manners, and the influence of a Celtic go-
vernment gradually reduced, by the establishment of an Anglo-Norman juris-
prudence, and by the complete reform of a Celtic church. 

if we were, indeed, to yield full credit to systematic writers, we ought t 
believe that, all those changes took place during the obscure reign of Malcolm 
Ceanmore. He undoubtedly married a Saxon princess, who brought to Scot-
land her relations, and her domestics. Some barons certainly fled, with their 
dependants, into Scotland, from the violences of the conquest, in England: In-
surrection marked the enmity of the Northumbrians, during the three subse-
quent years, tc,68, 69, 5070, which unsettled the inhabitints of the north of 
England; and gave many Northumbrian people to Lothian, and to the other 
southern districts of Nol-th Britain (a). Malcolm, as he encouraged, and 
aided, those insurrections, gave an asylum to the fugitives; and during his 

, incursions into Northumberland, and Durham, carried away so many of the 
young men, and women, that they were seen, in the age of David I. not only 

if I See book iii. eh. i. of the Union of the Picts and Scots ; cJi. vii. Of the Civil History of 
'dm Scots and Pieter the same boot:,-eh. viii, node,- the EreIrsia.ical Hioary, shows clearly, that 
'Ste SC011.111 church, with its ecclesiastics, wets Gaelic: its elt. is, of the same book, which treats 
or da Lau,  we see nuthing bat Gaelic usages: the same book, ch. x., exhibits only Celtic man. 
nem, Celtic .131011115, and Celtic antiquities: pod ch. xi of the same boo: demonstrates, by affirm. 
seive, and negative proofs, that the Scoto.Irish speech was the general language of proper Scot-
land, from 843  51:, 1097 A.D. 

i

i 

 (a) Sax. Chron. p. ;74 ; Sin. of Durham, p. I97. /99, a004 5 Mono( Worcester, p.43,1-3. 
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in every village, but in' every house, within his dominions (5). Males! 
afforded an asylum to Edgar, and Isis sisters, with those Saxons, wh 

; I  attached to their fortunes) and, about the same time, he married Mae 
one of those sisters, whose fecundity, and virtues, will Ire found to 

fF 
  upon the sad demise of Malcolm, the Saxon followers both of Edpr, 

had so great an influence on the subsequent affairs of North Brittle. 

Margaret, were driven away, by the usual enmity of the Gaelic pro 
It is thus apparent, that the Scoto-Irish were then the predominating 
while the English, and Normans, were deemed strangers, whom jealo 

polled, and otiosity tried to exclude. Under such circumstances, du 
rude age, we can scarcely consider the Saxon colonization as yet elfl 
begun, in proper Scotland, except by the lowest orders, who consisted 
generous vileyiu (d). 

During the busy effluxion of the Sertifh period, indeed, the Scand 
inhabitants of Orkney and Shetland, colonized the nearest shores of Cat 

I. 	and Sutherland (c). .17hey diti not penetrate far into the interior of a 
tainous country : but they established themselves along the coast so firmly that, 
their descendants may still be distinguished within Cathness, and Sutherland, 

! 	as a distinct race of Gothic people, from the Saxon inhabitants of the mo 
southern dstriets (f). Yet, is it topography, rather than history, which ex-. 
hibits the whole extent of the Scandinavian colonization of Cathness, and Su- 

(6) Simeon of Durham,  101 ; Bromton concurs with Simeon, in thin curious notice: and the 
Scala Chronica states, th.at iu this irruption Malcolm ° toke with him so many prisoners, that 
o almost every house, in Scotland, had sum of them." Lel. Collect. v. i. p. 43t. As far as thou 
notices SO to move, dial, the lowest orders of people, in Scotland, during the reigns of David I., 
Malcolm 1V., and William, his successor, were English Vi/eyar, those ch ea.:biers are confirm:A 
by the chartalarics: and see Smith's Bede, Ap. No. xx Fragments of Seotielt Dist. Ap. 
No.  u. 

(r)Sacon Cbron. Gibson, tows Floe. Worcester, 4to ed. p. 46o. Even, when Duncan obtained 
the government, with the aid of the English, and Normans, the Celtic inhabitants would not submit 
to his authority, till he had agreed, never again to introduce Normans, or English, into their 
country. lb. 200. This paloasy of strangers coutitnied under Donal bane. 	rot. The same 
aniosity to strangers oceasiqed imnrectione, under William, the lion. \Valiant of) Newbrig, 
lib.

m  
ii. c. xxxiv. 

(dl Malcolm, and Margaret, rye several vileyns, and Cumbrrlarlr, to  the Trinity chnrels of 
Dumfernilin. Fragments of Scutigh history, Ap. No. ii. 

(e) See before Book hi. Ch. 3-7, and particularly Ch. ri., where this subject is mere fully 
orated. 

(i) See before Book iii. 'Ch. si..; Orkneyinga Saga, p. 4S-1/7  ; Salo' of 0.1.°S.• 
P'69—t6,—St Tottale °resides, throughout. 

therland, 
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Orland, and the nature of the Scandinavian language, which is to  different 
tun the Anglo-Saxon of the southern shires (g). 
After this, exposition of the Scandinavian settlements of Catlmess, and Su-
erland, for the purpose of contrast, it becomes necessary to submit satis- 

	

ctory evidence of the Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Norman, .d 	 cole- 
*zation not only of the southern districts, bat also of props: Scotland, which 
as wholly inhabited by the Gaelic people, when those in'grations, frosts 
gland, began (h). The conquest of England, as we have seen, contributed 
the colonization of Scotland. And some of those Northumbrian insurgents, 

ho sought an asylum, in North-Britain, as they were persons of considerable 
onsequence, may still be trace!, in the families, which they left firmly settled 

hind them. Of all those Northumb..i Ins, the greatest uloubtedly was Earl 
ospatrick, who, being deprived of his country, in tcy•z, obtained from 
hn many lands in the Morse, and Lothian; and left three sons, and. many 

. - .3sals (0: the  suns  were Dalp!tin, G.,spattick, and Waldeve, who were all 
itnesses to the ing7,':io Davi,fir, t 116 A. 0. Gospatrick succeeded to the 

Scotish estates of his father (.0. Waldeve obtained from Ranulph, and Wit- _ 
Meschincs, vast estates, in Cumberland, and Westmorland (I): he gave 

nds to three Sisters, Ethreda, Gurwelda, and Matilda : his son Alan sue-
;ceded to his lands, in those counties; and was also very bountiful to his two 
''stern, Ethelreda, who married Ranulph Lyndsey, and Guynolda, who mar-
ried Uchtred, the son of Fergus, the lord of. Galloway. The heir of Alan teas 

is nephew, William, the son of Duncan, the son of DIalcohn Ceanmore; 
Villiarn being the  son of Ethreda, the daughier of Waldeve (an). Arkcl, ano- 

(g) See dernonstgations of that pnmosition, in book iii. ch. xi. 
(14 So book iii. ch. xi. foe full proof. of this important point. 

e (i) Ktnnet's Par. Antig. 	Crawford's Peerage, soy 	Dug. tfonast. p. loo; the Cr.. 
plane C..4. Sim. of Durham, sub An. soya. One uf the Corbels, who probably came from 

hropshire, obtained the manor of Foe, which he held as a vassal of the earls of Dunbar. 
hart. Kelso, No. 3°4. Wilfann de Courtney soarried Ada, the daughter of earl Patrick, and 
twined, with her, the hada of I-10.1,e. lb. two a. In the chartertof Cospatrick, who died, 

in 1,6% aad of his son Waldeve, who died, in 1185,  can may see  many of their English raxsals, 
nd ofbcers5  ms  Whiles./ Piplorn. Scotive. fol. 71 -73. Smith's Eede, Ap. No. ass and 
any of the English vassals who settled under this potent family, throughout Berwickshire, and 

'East Lothian, may be traced in the chartulari,s of Coldingham, of Newhottle, of Dryburgh, of 
Kelso, of Metros, and of Satan. 

(4; Smith's Bede. Ap. No. ,o. 
(1) Douglas, the Peerage writer, was unable to tell what Wu, the fate of Wildere. Peerage, 

p. 4. 	 • 	 • .  
(m) See the Croak. Cumbria, Dug, hltmast. 

3 S 2 	 thee 
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ther of the Northumbrian chiefs, who fled from the power of the conqueror, got 
from Malcolm lands, in Dumbarton.hire ; where his descendants became earls 
of Lennox (nr). Merleswane is also mentioned,•as one of those emigrants, front 
the devastations of the conqueror, to the asylum, which ,Malcolm afforded them, 
in Scotland (n). He probably settled, in Fife; as as  ass  see his posterity in pos. 
session of considerable estates, in that Gaelic peninsula, during she twelfth, and 
thirteenth centuries (o). Waltheof, and Morcar, are also mentioned with Go, 
patrick, the cad, and Edgar, as leaders, in the same insurrection (p). Siward, 
Burn, and Alfwin, the brother of Arkil, are also stated, as insurgents, on those 
occasion', against the conqueror (q). Siward was, no doubt, the progenitor 
of a nutnerous family, who  ruse to eminence, in North-Britain. Edward, the 
son of Siward, witnessed a charter of David, to the monks of Diunfermlin, soon 
after his accession in I t 24 (r). His descendant, Richard Siward, who lived in 
the reign of Alexander II., was one of the guarantees of the peace with England, 
in Iz44 (s.) Richard Siward, the grandson of the former, was one of the 
Magna. Soria, who engaged to recognize the princess Margaret, on the de-
mise of Alexander III. (t). As one of the Scotish barons, he sat in the Parlia-
ment, at Brigham, in (290 (5). Richard Siward, and his family, were involved 
in the disasters of the succession war (x). And, on the settlement of the go- 

vernment 
(.11) Sim. Dashers, ,97-9; Crawford's Peer ag6. 
(n) He is called Morrivevr,f,m, in the Saxon Chronicle, 173-4. .11forhaven, and Marlemetn, 

by Simeon of Durham, soy —pp, and Irfertle-Sevin by Florence of Worcester. 
(o) The descendants of that Northuthrian appear to hare been, in the following series: Made-

Swarm had a son Colhan, who lived under David I. : Conran had a son, Presto-Swans, who 
flourished, tuv ards the latter end of the same reign, under Malcolm IV., and under William, the 

Chan. Dumferlint MS. Morass. Scothe,to6. Chart. Scone; Shaw's Moray Ap. xiv. Chart. 
Arbroth, 63. This last htarleanane was succeeded, in the latter part of the twelfth century, by his 
son, Waldeve, who inherited the masts of Arches, of Ferldrill, and of Kennanchy in Fife. Chart. 
Inchcohn ; Chart. St. Andrews. Waldeve was succeeded, in the reign of Alexander II., by his 
son, Marleswane, who, ins239, made an agreement with Calfrid, the Bishop of Dunkeld, about 
the adrowson of the church of Fetbkill. Chart. Incohn. No. 6. Merltswane died, about the 
yeas ate: leaving an only child, Scolastica, who inherited the lanis of Ardross, Pethkill, and 
others; and she confirmed to the bishop of Dunkcid the advowson of the church of Periling. 
Id. No. 7. 

(p) Scala Clnern:en in Leland's Collect. v 	5.35; Forclun I. e: cap. xvii. 
(q) Sinner of Durham, rpo. 	(r) Chart. Durnfermlin s MS. Monast. Scotia, 106. 
(r) Rymer's Peed. v. i. 425. And see the same Richard discard, in  t2 34 5. D. lb. p. 37o. 
(t1 lb. ii. 256. 
(a) lb. p.47,. And ace  P. 547, 567, 5.94, and 643, for other notices of him. 
(*) Riiliard Si and was one of the leaders of the Scotish army, that invaded Cumbtland, in 

March tap& Math. We. t. 437 Walt. Herningford, i 87. Ile soon after obtained the charge 
of 
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ernment of Scotland, by Edward I. in t log, Richaid Simard was appointed 
heriff of Dumfries (y). The family of Siward ended in a female heir, Helen 
iward, who, having mulled Isaac Maxwell, carried the blood, and the estates 
f the Siwards, to strangers (c). In this manner, commenced a Saxon cola-
ization, which, however, did not extend northward, beyond the Tay, till the 

rotifh pa iod had almost elapsed. 
But, it seas the new dynasty of kings, who succeeded, at the conclusion of 
at epoch, that were destined to gave a more diffuse course to the peopling of 

roper Scotland, by Saxon, by Anglo-Norman, and by Flemish colonists. 
.dgar, the first of that dynasty, forced his way to the bloody throne of his 
aclic ancestors, by the decisive aid of an English army. The new polity, and 
e different usages, which the Scoto-Saxon kings introduced, gradually, 

rought in those new people, who unalterably established the Saxon coloni-
tion of North-Britain. In the successive charters of Edgar, Alexander, and 

avid I., the three first kings of that dynasty, we scarcely sec any other wit-
ewes, than Anglo-Saxons, who enjoyed under them all power, and acquired 

t possessions, in every district of Scotland (a). 
The first person of the English race, who appears conspicuous, as a colonist, 

. 	. during the reign of Edgar, was Thor-longus, who obtained from him a grant 

1111 
 f Ednaham, which was then a waste ; and which he Unproved, with hi. own 
oney, and 'his people: Here he settled a village, and built a church, that he 
on conveyed to the monks of Durham (5). This is an accurate representation 

f the genuine mode, by which the English colonization of Scotland was begun, 
.,ind completed : A Baron obtained, from the King, a grant of lands, which he 

inf the castle of Dunbar; and woe made prisoner, when it surrendered, on the ayth April, t95. Lord 
odes, An. t n3ft — 	On the yth September following. the English king issued a writ 

M  
to hie 

tena, in Scotland, directing an assignment of yo marks of land, of legal extent, to aria. 
the wife of Richard Siward I and co Elisabeth, the wife of Richard, his son. In this writ, Inc 
otates that, Richard Siwarl held 500 marks psi Amon of land. Rymer, ii. 728. On the 3oth 

or, Richard Stinted was liberated, with 61.,C1..1 other prisoners, on condition of serving the 
nglish king, in France. .1b. fly. 
(y) Ryley's Placita. 5,o3. 	 • 
(s) She lived under David II., when she resigned the barony of Rellie, in Fife. Rainstorm's 
des, p. 20, 35, A, 5 E. The Sandilands, the Ainolies, and some other families, pretend to have 
me, from England, into Nonh Britain, durmg the early age of Malcolm III ; but, I will not 
rant the cos. period of their several pretensions. 
(a) The charter. of Edgar are addressed by him, womnibps in regno sun Secoh, et deg," 
e charters of Edgar, and of David, are witnessed by Englishmen those of Alexander I., by 
Sootish nobles, chiefly; as he ruled beyond the Furtlh 

Ap. No. so. 

settled 
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settled with Isis follower* built a castle, and a church, a mill, and a brcwhouse ; 
and thereby formed a hamlet, which, in the practice of the age, was called the 
71,, of the Baron (r). 

During the reign of Alexander I., fee,  foreigners settled, in Scotland. flis 
easy communications with England were cut off, by the possessions, which his 
brother, David, held on the southern side of the Friths. He married, however, 
an English Princess; he introduced a Bishop of St. Andrew's, front England; 
he planted canons regular, front the same‘ountry, at Scone, at St. Andrew's, 
at Inchcolm, and at Lochtay ; and he encouraged English settlers, in his fa-
vourite residence (d). 

It  was  the reign of David I. which was so propitious to the settlement of 
Scotland, by English families; as he introduced so many favourable insti-
tutions. He was educated at the era rt of Henry I.; he married an English 
Countess, who had many vaterds ; and when he came to the throne, in s 124, 
he  was folhwed, successiv,iy, by a thousand Anglo-Normans, to whom he 
distributed lands, which, like Thor-Ionian, they settled, with their followers (r). 
The mixed arniT, which David led to  the battle of tbe fiatulard, jro s 
evinces the mixed nature of his people, who were chiefly Gaelic Scuts (f). In 

civil 

(t) Whether TImr.lungus, who undoubtedly came from NorthuMberland, where we may fad 
Tbso by, Thsraord, liar mamby, is uncertain. Hementions, in his charter, his broth, 
Lefwin, who was then dead. There 	a Thor-aldus, who is mentioned, in several charters, under 
David I., as  archdeacon of Lothian. Smith's Bede, Ap. se; Charty Kelso, No. 272-287. There 
was a Ther-de.Travement, shout the same time. Chatty, N. Both.. No. rso. None of those 
Thor+  were probably the father of Swan, who lived under Williain. theKon. The Lyons carry 
their pretensions as high, as the reign of Edgar. The claims of the Livilgstons to equal antiqnity 
s ms to be better supported. Levin. probably settled, in North-Britain, tooter Edgar, He 
cer
ee

tainly obtained  a  grant of lands in Welk Lothian, which he called LeVIV :17,1.1: 	and Arnie 

was derived the surname of this realsectahle family. Thurston, the son of Levingus, who inhabited 
the hnds of Levings.non, lived under David I. Thurston left a son. Alexander, who, .n a charter 
of King William, is designed of Livingston. 1 tie direct line of this family became entiact, 
the mica of James the Eutirth. Crirford's Fee, 274. 

• (I) See the chartulary of Scone. 
(e) There are several charters of David I., of his son, Earl Henry, of Malcolm (V., and 

William, which are addressed to their very mixed subjects, in those early timer;  to the Etticht 
She English, Scots, Welsh, and Galloway-men ; Proveie, Agfir, Scottis, Walensibus, cc GaiSvci-
ensibus. Diplom. Scotin. Dogdale's Momatleon ; Chart. Kelso; Chart. Glasgow. 

(f) Aldred, a contemi omry writer, describes very minutely his order of battle the C_,:loway.. 
men funned the first body, and I.,gan the battle, and like other Gaelic .:we (onto-, witi,ot ar-
mour. The men at anus avers the English subjects of David the seem.: I, .1 : was 

and of the men  of Cumberland, and 'reviotdale. The third hotly we.' fem.], of 
men, of Sanders, and of Zforsenni, vetoes  I conjecture,  to have been the ores ,.1 Lam e.,lts. 

D., id 
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civil affaior, David chiefly. employed his English barons (g). David is said, in-
deed, to have founded tr..ona,te.T1,s, built castles, erected towns, and promoted 

. trade, which nil tended to coloniz, North-Britain with foreigner (b). Even 
now may he traced, in the chartularies, the many Norman-English fami- 
lies, who '::awed in North-Britain, under the beneficent moot of that excellent 
in-:nee.  

Among those English scttIct4, not one was more early in his attachment, or 
se to greater eminence, a the state, than Hugh Morcville, who came from 
urg, ht Cumberland (i). Under• David, he acquired vast Possessions, in 
auderdak, in, the Lothians, and above all, in Cunningitame, along the northern 

k of the river Irvine. Dinh, his munificent master, Hugh Moreville, be-
me Constable of Scotland, which office descended, hereditarily, through a 
rag succession of iliustrious heirs, both male, and female (k). Ile was the 
ightal founder of the monastery of Dryburgh, and, he died in ri6a (/): By 
.trice de Eello-Campo, his wife, he left Richard de Nloreville, who enjoyed 

high office, and great possessions, and became the principal minister of 
illiam, the ham Richard married Avicia de Lancaster, who is emphatically 

sid put his chief trust iu h6new subjects. The Celtic ad of Stratheni, who was not har-
d, Nobs out into iodignatioo, at the preference shown to the  RI,  at arms. Alen de Percy, 

h  the spirit of his family, said, the Earl boasted of more than he dared perform. The King 
erposed. The reservb consisted of the true Scuts, and the bloray-men. 
(,r I  In the A quithio Davidir, i r is. we may see as witnesse., among other Englishmen, Cos-

pearick, the brother of Dolphin. and IValdeve his brother, Cospatrick, the son of Uclitred, 
Cospatrick, the son of Alden, MAC., the son of Unwye, Iingh de Ategrille, G: rase Ride), 
Berenger de Regain, Robert Corbet, W.dter de Lieuhey, Robert de Eiroeville, Alm de Percy, 
Walter de llroo.• And in the charter . f the same P.lase to the monks of Selbirk,  we also sec, ilt. 	...witnenes, Robert de Bras, Robert de Unefeaville,. Reginald Mescamps, Radulf Anglieue, 

r de Ljee,ter, with inner Enpli:limen. 
b Porthin I.  v. cap. 5,. As it is obvious, from record, that David was the 1,,isletor, who 

'  ituted the Leg, 1,,rgcr :on,  it is apiarent (rem the fact, that .lie intimations of Fordon are 
altogether unfounded. 	 it 

.  '. ill inuidtionavais, tee Due. Morn, v. :74, 5,6, for bid charters, and the grant. of 
his datighter Johanna, who rea,tied Richard Sr Cermin, whi, I, show their liberality to the monks 
of Hulm-Cultram. This Hag]] de Mureville, the progenitor of in illustrious family, in Scotland, 
must be distiegnialied, frum the as., actin of Becket, hi I .7,, who  was also of the North. Dug. 
3331,11 1. r. 6. 2. 
L,(4) The chart. of N. Rode evinces that INgh'Moreville ws Constable, before the year 1  r 4. 

1) ' An , t' 5. Obit Shunt de Morevjle, fohdator reclesiee de Dryburg." Chron. Mailros 
He al o founded a monastery at Kilwiuning 'n Cunningham, for Tymnensean monks, who 

tm...planted from Kilo. He appear., from the chart:dor:es, to have had a brother William 
...evil.,  o lid lad for his wife Muriel, and bad larids. at Bre:mouth, in East LmUlina. Chart. 

No.  5.d. 
mentioned 
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mentioned with him, as a patroness of the monks of Mailros. Richard de 
Morville died, in 1189; and his wife Avicia, in ttor (ns). They left their 

opulence, and feudatories, to their son William; and a daughter, Elena, who 
was destined to carry all those enviable objects into a different family. William 
acted a conspicuous part, towards the end of the twelfth century. Ile marrial 
Christian, though of what family does not appear (n) ; but, she brought him 
no issue and he died, in 5196 (a). On the death of William, without lawful 
children, his high office, and vast estates, wereenjoyed by Elena, and her 
hulband, Roland, the lord of Galloway (p). Their son, Alan, who is men. 
Cloned in the Cm?! Charter of England, was one of the most opulent barons, 
in Britain And, he dying, in tsaq, 111S 1111111e]lSe property, and great office, 
descended to his three daughters '1110 eldest of whom, Elena, had married 
Roger de Quinci, the Earl of Winchester; the second, Cluiffian, had married 
William de Fortibus, the son of the Earl of Albemarle; and the youngest, 
Tiervorgil, had espoused John Bailol, the lord of Bernard-Castle (p). Those 
descents, and marriages, introduced among the Gallowaymen, to their great 
discontent, many new people, as well as new customs. The chief vassals of the 
Morevilles ose up, in aftertimes, to be persons of great consideration, iu vari-
ous districts of North-Britain (r.;. 

Gervase 

(m) Chron. Mailros, p. 178.9. That great baron is noted, by the gratitude of the chronicler, 
as, " fmniliarit 

(n) Christian is frequently mentioned as his wife. Chart. in13ilid. Hari. ; Chart. Glasg. p. 165. 
(a) Chron. Mail tin. He appears to have had a natural daughter, Alicia, who married Mal-

colm, the son of David de Constablestun. Chart. Glasgow, P. 449 She is only called the daughter 
of William de Moreville But, if she had not been spurious issue, she would have succeeded to her 
father, in preference to Elena, his sister. 

(p) Chart. Mailros, No. 133, No. 63. 
(q) Chron. Mailros, sox ; which is somewhat inaccurate, as to those matrimonial enfr,4ements. 
(t.) Henry de Saint Clare, the Ryder of the family of Herdsmanton, was Pireconter to Richard 

Moreville ; and he acquired from tom the lands of Herdinanston, in East Lothian, which had been 
possessed by Richard Cameravius, under Hugh Morevillc. Diplom. Scotia, pl. 75. The son of 
Henry, Alan de St. Clare was Sheriff to William Moreville, from whom he obtained a further grant 
of lands, in Upper Lauderdale. Ib. No. 81. The Mormilles had several English vassals on the 
lands of Saulton, M East Lothian. Chart. Dlybitrgli, No. ,..545-54.5. Chart. Sohre, No. 11-11. 
The Miristane family were vassals of the Morevilks. Hugh de Moreville granted the lands of 
Thidestane to Elsi the sun of Winter. Tide-deeds of the Lauderdale family. Elsi was suc-
ceeded by his son Alan, who assumed the local surname de nirlarone. Id. And Also was 
aucended by his son Thomas ch. Thirlestane, who lived in the reign of Alexander II. and whose 
only daughter carried the family property, by marriage, to Richard de Mameknt. Id. The first 
person of the name of 141e.4,ng was Thomas, who appears ;ilia witness to a charter of 3011n de 

1,0101o, 
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Gervase Ride! was a witness, with High Morcvilc, to the Inirrisiiia Davidir, 

'116 ; and witnessed many of his charters, after he ascendlid - the throne. 

Landeles, of Hownam, in tas7. Chao- Ehlros, No. 3. 	Douglas, artfelly, misquotes this 
charter, and transaction. Peerage, 39z. There  was one William de hillocland, who appears as 

witness to the charters of subjects, but not of kings, much about the same time. Chart Echo, 
No. 185-241. Richard de Mautelaal obtained the lands of Thirlstane, by in.m.y;ng the heiress of 
Thomas de I hirlestaue, who hoed under Alexander If Title deeds of the Landerdale family. The 

• 
progenitor of the Cleplianes waled in Lauderdale, as a vas.1 of thr Motevilles: And Alan de 
!Clephane executed the dike of Sheaili of Lauder, under Alan of Gdloway, rho successor of the 
Morevilks, in the beginning of the thirteenth century. Chart. Kelso; Chart. Now,Estle. The 
..genitors of the Hags held the hinds of Bentersido, near D,yborgh, wider the Morcrilles, and. 

under their successors, the lo2d, of Galloway Chart Dryburgh 0 chart Role, 2; s, 242. Several 
titer English vassals settled, under the Moresdles, in Landendde ; and vs.sioue pl tees, in that 

trier, obtained their names, from those English settlers, as Ilifmtun, Lyle,-sort, Sampsonsshiels„ 
dgamhope. Sec the chartulary of Dryburgh, throughollt These obsess:16os equally apply to 

district of Cuningbam, where several English families settled, as vassals of the Moroyilles. The 
genitor of the family of Laudon was a vassal of the hdOresilles : James, the son of Lambin, ae- 

3  •  quired from Richard Moreville a grant of the lands of Laudon; from which he assumed the local 
suame of Loudon. Dalrymple's C.a. Pref. lxv; Chart. in Bibl. Had. 56. 'Eke progenitor of 
the

rn 
 Coninghama settlfd, it that country, as 2 vassal of the Murevilles Warnebald. 'who came 

from the north of England, obtained from Hogh Moreville a grant of the manor, named 	 ng- 
i'  - 

 
ham, it the parish of Eilmaurs, whence he assum-d the local surname of Cuninghant ; and from 
bins are descended rho family of Coningharn, Earls of GIcncairn. Cainden's Brit. ed. 16.23, p. ,Sos 

"". 	Chart. Kelso, so+, 282, 28 x84; Diplom. Scot.:, pl. lxxv. Several persom, who were sum. 
named'  Ros, from the north of England, settled under the Morevilks, in Cuningham : Godfrey 
de Rot, James de Ros, Reginald de Ros, and Peter de Ros, were vassals of.Richard Morrvilles  
and witnessed his charters Godfrey de Ros acquired from Richard Moreville the lands of Stew-

'" anon, in the possession of which he was succeeded by his son. James de 4. and these are the 
rogenitors of the Roans of Halkhead, Ros Lord Res, Ros of Tarbes, in Cuningham, Rot of 
oquhar, io Nithedale, and various other families of this name. Chart. Ghsg. 153, 165 ; Diplom. 
otie, pl. 75, 81 ; Chart. in Bibl. Hart. 56; Chart. Fawley, passim ; Dalrymple's Col. +to: 
nugins's Baron, 323 ; Douglas's Peer. 582-. Stephen, the son of Richard, got from Richard 
reville s ome lands Cooingbam, where he

d 
 settled; and named the place Stephen, tun, which is 

Stevenstcon. St,phen witosssed the charters of Richard Moreville, and some decda of his ma 
Ohm,. Chart. Glasg• t 63,165. Edulf the wli of Lsehts* obtained from Richard Moreville 

the lands of Gillemorestuo, In Tweedale Here Ed If settled, and changed the name of the place 
to Erb 	which has been corrupted, by vulgar pronSuleisaion, to Eddleston. Chart. Glasg. 
163, 165, 25 t, 255, 257. Another vawal named Ild;ilf got from the same opulent baron row 
lands in the territory of Loehogo, 3„,; 	where he settled And he was sacccedecrlay his ant, 

• Ashes, and he, by hi. son Constantin. Chart. Nowlmtle, 33 to 3S. RogorMasculos, or Manic, 
of Anglo-Norman lineage, a v..1 of Richard Mowsille, acquired from bilo mine lands, in the 
same territory of Lochogow, where it, settled, and these lauds were held by his descendant R. 
dolph Mascolus, under the Lords of Galloway, who snecesded the More; ill.. Chart. Glasg. 063 

,.11iplotn. Scotia', pl. as ; Chan. New both, 33 to 33. Richard de Warewic, an Englismans 
Poe of the followers of William Manville. Chart, G12,g, if;. 

L. I. 	 1 'I' 	 Gervase 
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Gervase appears to have boo the first of a very ancient family, that came from 
Ridal, in York-hire, into Scotland. (key., F.,,ems br have been one of the 
earliest sheriffs of RoxlaurghshirV, (a). lie obLtined from En I Hoary a grant 
of the stance of Peauttw.setc [1h.intsidc], iu Roxburgh.hirc (1). 	Gervase 
Ride! appears, in tunly charter:, and ollivev, undcr David I, and his son Earl 
H,nry ; and d)inp a very old, and rop,t:ible 11,,, 	was 511,0-11,/, by his 
son Gaufrid, in his 	of Pranr`vcscr, who 	 11IA!Ci.11,1 IV. and 

; and mas wry bountiful to ILe monks of Kelso, and M..Ir a, (5). 
\Va!'cr de Ridale, lived at the sanie time will: Gervase; end olnained, front 
David /, the territory of Lilliesclif, and otherJands, in Ro.burglaire (e), 
All those lands, 'Waker left by will, midi all Isis goods, to his broth,r, A iske. 
tin (d). The Ridels also spread into Mid.Lothhm : Hugh de Ridel, who was 
probably the son of Gervase, scaled at Cranstown, which  Way  called front hint 
Cranston.Ridel ; and he was the progenitor of the family of Cranston.Ridel( e). 
He seems to have had a brother, Jordan, who appears, in the chartularies, Under 
1,Ialeohn IV. Front this double stock of the Ridels, there branches! out several 
fandies, in different districts of Scotland. The Rid,:is of lioxburghshire set-
tled various vassals under them, who also contributed to swell the population 
of those districts (f ). 
• Robert Coibet, who was one of the witnesses, with CervIse Ride!, to the 
hvgyivitio Davidis, was probably the progenitor of one of the most ancient fa-
milies, in North-Britain (g). Shropshire was she original country of the Cor. 
bets, where we may see traces of them, which still remain (S`. 	His son, 

(a) Sir J. Dalrynillie's Col. 340. 	 (1) Chart. Kelso, No. 36+. 
(11 Dal. Col. 05 ; Chart. Wool, No. Co,: 
(e) Sir Ja. Dalrymple's Col. 345; Doug,. Baton. 6f : The genealogists, metakiegly, ILIPpOte 

Wilt, to have hem the eldeo son of Gervase; hut we see Gattfrid, as the heir of Gervase, in the 
ahartularies, which the genealogists see, or might have seen. 

(J) Sir Ja. Dalrymple', Col. 3+8. The will appears to have been confirmed by the several hull, 
of two Popes. 

(e) Hugh flourished under EselOilenry, and Malcolm IV, whose charters he often witnessed. 
I Dug. Monast. 886; Chart. Glasgow, :96 Chart. Antiy. Bib'. 1131. Dauglaq again, Matte., 
Cvely, confounds 	 on Hugh, with Hugh, the s 	of Ansketin. Si, H.141. RideVdming very 
rough times, had the amenity of a gentleman t having some disputes with the monks of Newbotle, 
about the goundariesof his lands of Cranstoon, he renounced his ptetveiotei, on an examination of 
the cOntroversy, 	per vicinos 	mcos, so per prohos ac tickles hemines patrite." Chart. 	• 
N. Bode, No. as. 

( f ) Chart. Melo:oh No. la, II,  to r9 and so 	 • 
(g) Robert Co .1., t witnessed the charter of Earl David to the monastery of Selkirk, aml a 

charter of the same prince to the ohusch of Glasgow. Chart. Kelso, No.+ ; Chart. Glasgow, 'Sr 
Ile alo witnessed a grant of David L to the monks of Donfersolin. Sic Ia. Dal,•Col. 388, 405. 

(5) Dug. Bar. v. i. p.5,5. 
'Walter, 
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Walter, acquired the manor of Malcarvestun, and miter lands in Teviotdale(i). 
Walter Corbet appeals to have been an opulent; and liberal elan; as we know, 
from his grants to the monks of Kelso (k). Ile flourished under Mal-
colm IV. (c). lie was succeeded by his son Walter, who became conspicuous, 
at  the commencement of the reign of William, the lion. He also was studious' 
to practise the bendicent virtues of the age, as we perceive, in the charm-
larks (1). Ile married Alice de Valoincs, the daughter probably of Philip de 
Valoines, the chamberlain, who also possessed lands in Teviotdale : she brought 
him a son, Robert, who lived to witness some of his father's charters; yet died 
before him; and a daughter, Christian, who married William, the son of Pa-
trick, the Earl of Dunbar ; and who carried with her, as heiress, the large 
estates of her father (ns). In r 245, died this opulent, and liberal woman, the 
last of this ancient race of the Corbets (n). They also had their vassals, who, 
as they settled around their lords, contributed to people Tcviotdale (o). Several 
Corbets, indeed, found their way into the north ; and settled, in Moray, while 
Brice was bishop, at the beginning of the thirteenth century (p). There was a 
family of Corbeti, who held the manor of Foghow, in Berwickshire, as we 
have seen, under the Earl of Dunbar (5). 

The surname of Lindsay is said by Dugdale, who mentions several of this 
name, .in England, during the t ith and lath centuries, to have been assumed, 
froriithe manor of Lindsay, in Essex (r). There were some of this family, who 
attached themselves to Earl David, before lie ascended the throne CO. Two 

brothers, 

(1) Chart. of Kelso and Melros. 	(;) Chart. Kelso, No.2 ; Diplom.totix, pi. a. . (C) Id. 
(I. Chan 1{,1$0, No.234-5, 356: He confirmed to this monastery the grant of one of his 

vassals of some lands in the territory of Malcarvestun. lb. x37. He likewise possessed a ,part 
of the lanilv of Section, ami some lands in the territory of Clifton, in Teviotdale, where he hod 
dw his yaysals. Ili. 356 7. 

(re) Cm, Kelso, No. 2:2-x53: In her grant to  the priory of St. Andrews, she speaks, with 
affection, of her husband, of her father, and of her mother* Chart. St. And. Ctawford's MS. 

hours. 
Ant 24T, °bid Christiana Cot-bet uxor 	filii Comitis, et in capitulo dr Melvin 

sepelitur." Chron. Madras. 
(n) See their CO1,1111120011 of Swir vassals grants, iv the chatularies of Kelso, and Metros. 
(p 	Sir Archibald, and Sir flu 	Corlict, knights, were wh

H
ile... to ar composition. b.:tweed 

Brice, the bishop, and John Evict. Chart. Moray, fat zo : 	ugh Corhot was a witness o 
vend chancre, in the time of Brice, who died, in t 221 and of Andrew, who succeeded him.

t 
 Id. 

(7 Chart. Kelso, Ko.dod. 	 (r) Dog. Baronage. 	- 
ft) Walter de Lindsay was s witvess to the lnonitduo Daviii, It 16 ;  and he also wheened the 

shorter of Earl David to the monks of Se/kirk ; Chan. Kelso, No. 	and one of the mow prince 

3 T 
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i 	brothers, Walter de Lindsay, and William 'de Lindsay, obtained 11,111 David L 
: various lands, in Upper Clydesdale, and is Middle, and Eact-Lothian. From 

those brothel's, are descunded all is LimIsayg of Scotland, if we loay believe 
the genealogist,. William de Lindsay had for his port, and heir, Walter (/). . 

[.  lie had al,,, a s,st, who was called William, mid who vitn,ssed many charters 
1-, 	of Willia a, the lion (,). This William de Lindsay, the soli of William, aced IT• 
If  as Jmtierrry of Lothian, daring the ten years, which elapsed, Mom 1139, to 

rty)(N). II, grunted some lands in the territory of Crawford to the monks 

1.: 	of Newhotie (y). David de Lindsay, one of this family, ilppears to have set-
'.  Sled in Filo, where he. held lands under Ermengarde, the Queen of 'William, 

the lion (a). Several of the Lindsays settled itt Berwickshire, mid in East La. 1.

4. 

 
(bias; as we know from the chartularies (a). 

I , 	The great stock 4 the Percies branched our, beyond 
.,, 	burghshire. Alan de Percy, le Mcsr bin, the youngei 

to Earl David, and adhered to this bcnelicmt prince, 
He accompanied David, with the spirit of a Percy, to the 

.;, 	to the church of Glasgow. Chart. Glasgow, 13. Ho witnessed a number of David's charters, after 
be wee .1,1 the throne.  Randall de Lindsay sotnessed a grant of David I. to them  onks of St. 
13ega. Chart. Am. Bib'. Hart He also witnessed a grant of Earl Henry to the ,11.ks of Holm 

'  Cultram. Dog. Mona, v. i. p. 8:-'6. William de.  Lindsay was a witness to many charters of 
l.  David I, and of Malcolm IV. 	 . 

(0 Sir.  Tn. D L Iyanple's Col p.351-2 I and Doug!. Peer. 153.4. 
i: 	(a) William de Lindsay held Ereil,:on, and other 'nods in .Laoderdale, under the-Harts o 
f.  bar. Chart. Dryboriik, No 76 to X3, as s 
.,...-',..'  land, in Ercildon, to the monks of Drybui 
!„.  Dryburgh, No. R3. He also granted some 

r Chart Cur., No 7-35. These grants We 
' 	And Walter granted the patronsr of the church of Ero.ibloo, to the monks of Kelso. 

(re) Chart. Soltre, No.6; Chart. Glasg. p. 2 x I , Cbarr. K,Iso. 
• by) Chmt. N. Basle, 44 , 'Co thiS gr.,at Dm;d, Ids so:5, and beir, is a witness with Earl Dm id, 
• the brothel of Willi:Mb Ille lion Id. See io Liu, same clon•tulary a serios of grants, by this.. and 
' heir. 	 • 

(2) David de Lindesay, de Brenwevil, granted to the monks of Balmerinach so shillings Ste, 
,-  ling, yearli, from his mill of Kerchow, ° faciendum in aniversario hone mensoriz Ermengard goon- 
; 	" dam regime Scotia, Amine, nee." Chart. Balmerioach, No. 79. This was confirmed by Ales. II, 

in 1233'. Douglas confounds this David, with David de Lindsay of Crawford. 'Peerage, 155. 
, 	(a) David de Lindsay was, in the 13th century, stud, Alexander IT, damintis de LeradA 

Lord of Lufness, J East-Lothian. Chart. Newbotle, No. to, William, de Lindsay was, at the 
lame time, Lord o-  Lambortou, M Berwickshire. Id. 

7 '  (3) He was a w:toes, o thelvdritio Dovish, 1116. He witnessed the grant of David I. of 
'•  Atrathannan to Rubor, Bruce. Chart. Antiq. Bib/. Hart 

in 
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in 5531. In return, David gave him the manors of Oxenham, and Heton, 
in Tevioldale (r). 	dying without issue, was succeeded, in those two 
manors, l.y it's brother Geoffry and, he imitated Alan, in his bounty, to the 
monks of Jedbmgh, Kelso, and Ilryburgh ; as we may learn from the chartu-
laries of those s,vet,1 monasteries (d,s. Geoffry also dying without issue, was 
succeeded, in tho,e lan3F., by his brother Henry de Percy, who also imitated his 
two brothers, in thdr bounties to the monks on the border (e). But, he seems 
to have Icit n, issue, to,propagate the race ; and to transmit the name of Percy, 
in North-Britain. 

'1 	Sonunwilles have just pretensions to be considered, as an ancient race. 
Gualter de Somerville, who accompanied the conqueror to England, obtained 
front him Vhitchnour, in Staffordshire, and Somerville-Aston, in Gloucester-
shire. Ile left several sons, at the commencement of the lath century ; Gualter, 
who inherited his estates, in England ; and.William, his second son, who at-
tached himself to David I. (f). William de Somerville appears to have Wit-

nessed many of the charters of David I. (g). He obtained,-  in return, for his 
attachment, the manor of Carnwath. Ile died in the year t 142 (b). This, 
then, is she progenitor of the Somervilles of Scotland. Ile left a son, William, 

(e) Alan de Percy granted carucate 	Ind, in each of those manors, with tlse osual easements, 
to di monks of Whitby, for tl:c salvation of his own sold, for the sairation of the souls of 
Lord King Da id. and his son, Earl Henry. and fur the souls of his father Alan de Percy, and 
of his mother. His grant was witnessed, by Iris Soothers, William de Perey, WIdter de Percy, 
Geoff: y de Percy, and Henry Sr Percy. Hug, Menu[. e. is p. 	; Charleton's Whitby, p 1. 
This grant wan confirmed by David I, and by Malcolm IV, and by his broth*Geoffry, and Henry. 
Char: mores Whitby, p.8 t-s. 

(d 	the monagry of kdworth, he granted the chor:h of Oxenhatn, With ion carvcates of 
lardy and two bovates, lying adjacent to the church, with cummon of pasture, and other casements, 
in this nmaor. Chart Jedmorth. To the inonastry of Kelso, be granted s cerucatc of land, in 
Heton, 	pro salate saimm regis David." CitRit. Kr!, 7,55. To the :nonastcry of Dryburgh, 
he gralmd two bunter of land, in Hmon. Clint.r Dryburgh, 166. 

(r) Henry 	Prey gik to the monks of dedburgb the lands of Neu•bigging, in the presence  
of Malcolm IV. ChartYlkdbargh. I leery de Percy seems to have been much about Mal. 
tolm IV: he wbersmd uCoartcr of Malcolm, at Roxburgh, somewhal before the year t 159. 
Dog. Mon 	v 	p. 85 I. He wit:le:set: a charter of bledcolm, at Roxburgh, hs I159. Hipster. 
Scotim, ph 24. 

'Hugdand. Bar. ; Douglas Pcumgc, 6.54 SO da.Darrymplc's Col. 594-5. 
(s) Clart. Kelso; Chad. fd.h-os, No. or ; Mti Mona. Seotiy, p: 	Astle's M.S. Di. 

plom.S.eotim, No. • he r.,., a witness of Earl Henry's grant to the monks of Holm Culuam, 
1.11g Mcnast. m i. p. 8e6 

101 An.. r tad, Ob. Willielmus de Somemille, et :maul Metros sepelitur. Clmon. Metros, dab. 
This date solace, 110W Mi111.1.11.Houglas's Pier. p. Gal. is, on this brad. 

Who 
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who died before the year is6r ; and whose posterity 'branched out into many 
families of great respectability (i).  • 

The Umphravilles may vie with the Somerville,, for antiquly. Their pro. 
genitor, Robert de Unipltraville, also came into England, with his relation, 
the Conqueror, who gave him Redesdale, for his attachment (k). A grand-
son of Robert de Umphraville of the same name, appears to have attached him-
self to E. ,r1 David, and adhered to hint, when he became king (1). Robert de 
Uatpinavillc left a son Gilbert, who also adhered to David, and to his son, Earl 
I heirs (m). He obtained from David the manors of Kinnaird, and l'unipace, 
and other lands, in Stirlingshire(n). Gilbert flourished, also, under Malcolm IV, 
whose charters he witnessed ; and he died, in the beginning of the reign of 
'William, the lion (t). Whit him, also, Ileurished Odonel de Urophrat 
who also witnessed the charters of Malcolm IV, as we learn from the charm-
larks (p) ;  and died, in 5,85, as we know frmnDugdale (p). It  was Gilbert, 
the great-grandson of Odonel, who married Matildis, the Counters of Angus, 
in t243 (r). Gilbert, who thus became Earl of Angus, died, in 1245, Ica, 
ing a son Gilbert, who succeeded to his mother, as Earl of Angus; and acted 
a splendid part, during those eventful times, till he died, without issue, in 
13oz (s). 

Maccus, the son of Unwyn, as he attached himself to Earl David, woe 0,, 
of the witnesses to the Ingtriutio &midi,. Ile obtained, from this benefikeLt 

(i) Crawford's Peerage,  p  445; Doug. Peer p  654: he witnessed many grants of Mal. 
colln IV, as we learn from the chartularies. Diplom. Scotiz, pl. 24; Chart. Gla,g. 3. ; Morass. 
Angl. 5. i, p 8s I. 

(k) Dag. Bar.,  • i p. 5C.S. 
(1) Robert de thaphraville is a witness to the charter of Earl Dayid to the monks of Selkirk. 

Chart. Kelso, No.  1 j Sir d. Dal. Col. p. 404. He Witne.eci a grant of David I. to the monks of 
Melrose. Diplom. Scotiz, pl. 14. And he witm,sed other grants of David. Chart. Glasgow, 
P... Artle's MS. Diplom. Scotiz, No. a. 

(of Gilbert de Umphraville witnessed a charter of Earl Henry to the monks of Wetherell. 
Dug. Monast. v. i. p. 399 t and another grant of Henry. Chant. C, 	ow, 	p.567. 

(0) Gilbert de Lltnpliravillc granted to the monks of Cambus-K'enneth two carucates of land 
in the manor of Dmipace. Chart. Cambus-ken No. 85. His eon Gilbert gave to the monks 
of Holyrood a emocate of land, in the nly,har of Kimaird. Macfarlane's Col. 

1.) Diplom. Scotiz, pl. 22. 24; Chart. Paisley, No. B; Cl,,,,. Otto 3oo ; Chart. Antiq. 
Bild. Hari. to. Gilbert de Umpltraville witnessed a charter of 	to the church of 
Glasgow. Chart. Glos. z7. 

(f) Chart. Glasgow, .3 ; Chart. Antiq.13ild. Heel. 
(y) Peerage, v. i. p. sob. 	 (1.1 Chine. Meknes, .6. 
0, Dog. 	g. 506 Lord H. Ad. Satherland Case, p. lo, u. 

prince, 
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whose rights were supported, by so many followers, some lands on the 
Tweed ; which, from him, acquired the appropriate name of Marmr -vials. 
His sons, liogh, and Edmund, assumed the surname of Maerao,ille ; .d 
has grandson, Herbert, inherited the estate, and bore the name, which seas ab-
breviated by the vulgar to Mu-env/4 and Maxwell. Herbert flourished under 
Malcolm iv, and William (t). 	rose to be sheriff of RoxbuTh (u). And 
from Llsrbort ore descended the ]might; families of the Maxwells, in Scot. 
land (a). 

Berenger de Engain, of on Anglo-Norman family, attached himself early to 
the fortunes of Earl David 	Among other vet y respectable persons, the 
fathers of so many families, ova may see Berengerius de Engain a witness to the 
Inquisilio amides. H e obtained front David as the reward of his attachment, 
one of the manors of Craning, in Teeiotdale, where he sat down, with his 
family, and followers.  And here, like a respectable man, he practised the mu-
nificence of Ilis• age (n). 

The family of Soles, who settled, in the same country, during the same age, 
rose to greater eminence, than the Engains. Owing to whatever cause, Ra-
nulph de hulas followed David I. from Northamptonshire into Scotland (a). 
The attachment of Ranulph was amply rewarded, by a grant of Lidisdale, the 
manor of Nisbet in Teviotdale, with some other lands, bah in this district, and 
in Lothian (b). In Lidial;dc, he built a for 	which gave rise to the village 

(t) He witnessed several charters of William, the lion. Chart. Glasgow, p. as. He grunted 
the clutrch of laccuswell to the monks of Kelso, before 51,59. Chart Kelso, No a. 

(ul Chart. Kelso. Julia dc Maccuswell .witnessed some charters of William. Chart.Athroatb, 

In Crawfmalls Poe, p.:6,, Dough Peer. 180 a Dotagl. Bar. 56 a Ib 4.0. 
lel William Engain, who was probably of the same family, witnessed a grad of Earl Henry 

to the monks of lialm.Cultrain. Dug. Monast. v. i. 886. 
se) Berenger de Engain granted to the monks of Jealburgh a mark of silver yearly from the 

mill of Calling, with twolovates of land, a toll, and a  saiken: and, am the slay/. of a chaplain, 
who served, in the c  hapeM the same pace, he granted other two boom. of Lod, with another 
tuft, sad a third toll, lying new the church. Chart. Jcalnortla. This pant  W.  connrmed, by 
William, early in his reign. Id. 

(a The surname of this eminent family was obviously derived fnmn two bailiwicks, which arc 
called Safe, in Northamoonshire. Brydges Northampiio, v. ii. p. 486.1. ' 

(l) This Rantalph de Sales, who settled, in Scotland, 1,r6.re the middle of she •  ;6 rentlary, 
witnessed a charter of Earl Henry to the snooks of Holm.Caltram, oho the year 1140. Dag. 
Mons, v, i. P.  8 C. Before the year 	he granted to the monks of Jalworth the church of 
Dodiagton, attar Batten, in Northamptonshire, and the church of Lidiadalc, with a carucatc of 
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of Castletown ; and which, air was unlucky, has produced popular legends. 
He held the office of Pincer/2E r, e, for scnie rinse, during the first years of 

the lion. IL 	not long beLth the year r t 7a : and was succeed. 
ed, in his estate, by his nephew Ranulph, the con of William de Stiles (r). 
The office of Pinrrrna did not descendlo Ranulph, the second; as it was not 
then hereditary, in the fanny of the Soles (d). Contemporary with him fltu-
tithed under William, the lion, Richard, his brother, who Witnes.e.1 his charter 
of confirmation and Fulco de Soles, who omit also have been of the same 
blood ; as he contirmenhatcharter of 	:cation (e). Ramilph, the second, 
fell by a detestable stlohe of domestic assasthia;ion, in.  1207 	 las de 

.Sules, the son of Fulco,' succeeded the second Ranulph; and he acquired, by 
his talents, the office of Pinte:rtia, which he exercised under Alexander If, and 
even under Alexander III (s). Amidst the clash of parties,  'a iliCh divided Scot-
land, between the Scotish, and tng,lith interests, during the u Mority of Alex-
ander Ill. Nicolas de Sulei.  was removed from the king's councils in t agj (h). 
IIe died, in t 264, with a great character for wiadotn, and eloquence (i). ht 1271, 
William de Smiles, the son, and heir Of Nicolas, was knighted, ec Iladington, 
by Alexander III. (0). William became justiciary of Lothian under the same 

land is the manor of Nisbet. Chart. Ictiworils Ile appears to hate witnessed several charters of 
David I. tdiptee. Scotia, pl. i6 Astle's MS. Diplotn, No.  1. He witums,1 a grant of. Earl 
I leery to Iloltn-Cultram. Dug. Monast. y. i. p 586 Me w :tneoscd the chatter. of 14.1cohn IV. 

Scntiao pl. a4; Chili, Ant in. B/el. Had. And be witnessed 55.eral groom of 
the lion. Chart. Arbroth, No. 6; Chart. Moray, t56. 

(r) 	second Ranulph granted a charter to the monks of Newhods, oderrin he mci/eer EL 
anon if, P:oorron a  and this must have been granted, before the year x t71 ; as it was confirmed by 
a charter o,  William, which was tested by Nicholas, the chancellor, who died, in 1171, C:.art. 
Newhotle, No. 45-6— 8. 

(d) Shirt. Caper, No. 3. 	 (c) Chart. Newbotle, No.47. 
(f) An' Icon, Ramdfus de Sules occieua eon in dorm, suo a domestic:, mil.. Chron 

Of this terrible feet, the minstrel, who sung of Lard Ssnl,, appeim,  to have been ignorant, me. I. 
might have turned the grievous end of a respectable man to a pi e51 sex. Ti,crc never was a Lord 
Souks, whatever the border minstrels may sing. 

(g) Chart. Newbotle, No. 191. The enjoyment of Lidisdale, of Gilmer., and of other lands, 
«Inch were hold by the two Ranulphs, evinces that, Nicolas wan their acknowledged heir. 

101 01.0. Pad. v. i. 566. 
(i) " An'" .264;  obilt Nieolw3 Or kaiaks DOM. VoIGs de Lydal auid Ro;homagum ;Rouen 

"in Normandy] vir toting regni eloontenus et sapientis.imus, cui Wm it 	filios ekes." 
Crawford's MS.-Notes. By his wife, a daughter of the Earl of Buchan, he let two so, Wil- 
liam, andlohn. Wyntown, 	Ch .1i. This intimation throws a little 1 	on the dal I‘ 
tier of William de Sides, when he plotted against Robert Brus. 

(I) Ford. I. a. cap. axis. 
king. 
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king (/), He was one of the 111 agnate! Soria, who engaged, in 12134, to sup-
port the succession of the princess Margaret to her father Alexander III. (n). 
In a ago, he was present, with John Soules, his brother, in the parliament, at 

Brigham, for betrothing the heiress *Scotland to the prices of England (n). 
Desides William, and John Souks, there were Thomas de Smiles of the county 

of Roxburgh, who swore fealty to Edward I, ha a soli, and Sir Nicholas de 

Soules(o). Meantime, one of the competitors, for the crown in 1290, with 
;Bald and Bruce, was Nicholai Soules; wise soon withdrew his pretensions. 

..which could not be supported; and is perhaps the same Sir Nicholas de Soules, 

that swore fealty to Edward, in s ego (p). This numerous family seems to 

have been all involved, finally, in the ruinous effects of that memorable 

competition. 
Robert Avenel, an Englishman, was settled by David I, in the same vicinity 

with the Souleses, in Upper-Eskdale(q). fie flourished, • during the reigns of 
Malcolm 

(1) Ou the 8th April 128o, William de Soule., the Juniriary of Lobo', witnessed a charter 
of Alexander III. Orig. Writs of Sinclair of Rooth.. He held this office in t284. Char. 

0 	Paisley, /06. 
, 	(nn) !Lynn. Fwd. v. i. 265. 

(n) Id. 4.71 : In I x87, John de Soules was one of the ambassadors to France, for marrying Jo-
letta, the daughter of the Count de Drone, to Alexander III. Ford. I. a. c. arab,. In 'sot. 
John de Souks was sent to France to negotiate the marriage of Edward Balloi with a daughter of 
Charles, the French king's brother. lb. I. xi. c. sr. In 1299, he was made, by John Balio/, 
coons regni Scotiz. lb. I. xi. c. xxxe. In 13m, Sir John dc Souks commanded at the siege of 
Stirling Castle, which was surrendered to him by the English. In 5303, lie was one cif the Scotish 
commissioners at Paris. Rymer's Foed. p 929-30. He Waii excepted gy Edward 1. from the 
conditions of the capitulation at Strathurd the 9th February n304 i and it was provided, that he 
should remain in exile for two year.. Ryley's Placita, 769-70. He joined Robert Buis, Corn 
',bombe gut a grant of the baronies of Kirkredrews and Torthorwald, and the lands of Brettalacln, 
in Dumfries-shire. Robertson's Index, p. 5.9. In 17 ig, Sir John Soules went with Edward Bruce 
to Ireland, and with him fell, in battle, near Dundalk, the 5th October 11348: 

(o) Prynne iii. p. 651. 66i,4,' In I goo, Thomas de Soules, knight, was taken prisoner by the 
English, in Calloway, ate Edward I. ordered an allowance of yd. per day for his maintenance. 
Wardrobe Acco p. 76. In t 3o6 -Alicia, the widow of Thomas de Soules did homage to Edw. I. 
for land, inn Scotland. Rymer, ii. tons. 

(p) Prynne, iii.5o7.. His claim to the crown was thus deduced: I. Alexander it. left a  Lured 
daughter, Margery, igo married Alan Doorward,A6setive, and ambitious baron, that died, is 
1275 i leaving three speghters  : e. One of those to hers, Ermingard. married a Soules: 3. Of 
this marriage was Nicolai Smiles, who competed Cu, the crown. Rya,. Feed. ii. 577. The anal of 

c.,iompetiter has bren engraved by Ast/e, among the Scolish seals, pl. 3. No.., But, his 
armorial-beinings are quite different, from the arms of the Lidisdale family of Smiles, as set forth 
by Nisbet. From this circumstance, there is ream to infer, that the lineages were also different. 

(9) In his charter to the monks of Melros, (Chart. N. 4.) he ,scam. his grant to have Leea 
Vol,. I. 	 3 I.J. 	 nude 
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Blaleohn IV, and William, wiwse charters he witnessed (r). And he officiated, 
as justiciary of Lothian, for a short period, after the accession of William, in 

Os (a). lie married 	by whom he had a son Cervase, and a datOtter, 
whose illicit love, with King William, psoduced a daughter, Isabel, who was 
given by her father, in marriage, to Robert Bros, in 1183 ; and to Robert tic 
Ros, in ri 9 t (1). R obert Avenel retired from the turmoils of life into the 
monastery of Melror, where he shed, in t1  8g (o). 	Gervase succeeded his 
father, whose grants to the monks of AlcIror, he confirmed (a). He outlived 
the lug life of Wtfliarn, the lion ; and died, is 12.19, when he was buried, wilt 
his father, in Melros Abbey (y). Gervase Avenel wa. succeeded by his son, 
Roger, who flourished under Alexander II. (z). He disputed with the monks 
of Melros, about their several rights to their lands in Lrkrittle (a). Ho died, 
in t 243, and was boded, near his father, in Melros Abbey M.  He left an only 
child, who married henry, the son of Henry de Graham of Abercern, and 
Dalkeith; and thereby carried the estates of the Avenels into the family of 
Graham. One of the Avenels, however, a younger soy, perhaps. Robert, 
married Cecilia, one of the two co-heiresses of Eschina, the 'Lady of Moll, in 
Teviotdale. By Cecilia, he left a son, Gilbert Avenel, who inherited the estate 
of: his mother, which 'he held, in 1251, as vassal of Williatn, the son of 
Eustace dc Vcsci, who had married a daughter of William, the lion (r). Gee. 
vase.  Ave.!, who was probably a younger son of Gervase, that died, in 1219, 
possessed the manor of llodinston, in West-Lothian, during the reign of Alex. 

made a  pro anima domiRi mei regis David, qui rodeo terram dedit mihu, servicio meo." He wit-
nessed a grant of David to the monks of Dryburgh. 

(r) Diplom. Scotia; Chart. Caper, No. 1,a; Chart. Paisley, No. R. 

(s) Chart. St. 	Chart. Canmsk6ineth, No. I o5. 

(t) Chart. Metros, No. no ; Chron. Melros, 175 W. Rex Seottorum (lam sum ttdsd, yarn 
genuit ea filia Roberti Avenel, Roberti de Buns honorifice tledit. lb. r7 ,.). 

(a' lb. '76 t To this monastery he granted a large portion of his lands, in Eskdale. Chart. 

(e,) Chart. Melros, No. 9s. 
(n) Chron. Mel. t97. He witnessed many of William's Charters. Chart. Maros, No. 4 ; 

Chart. Arbroth, No. 55; Chart. C .x...buslmneth, No. 156. 

(s) He witnessed several charters oftlaring. Chart. Arbroth, No.1,1 t Chart. Newbotle, 
No :50, and No.21. 

(a' The king him elf settled this suit, in la -5, who found, that the monk., woe rotated to 
the s'oil but not .0 the game, which bolor)ged to Avenel, the lord of the manor. Chart. 

(5) Chron. Metros, .<7. 
	 (e) OHO. Kelso, No.162-17,7 

ander 
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ander II, wills some vassals under him of English lineage (d). Warin, the son 

of Robert English, granted to John, the son of Gervase Aven.:1, his lord, half 
a carucate of laud, in Dodinston (r). 

David de Olifard is said to have actompanied the retreat of David I. from 
Winchester, in t 140 (f). David I. certainly gave the compani v 1 f his journey 
the manors of Smallham and Crailieg, in Roxburghshire (gl. David Olifard 
had the honour to be the first Justiciary of Lothian, of which any record ap-
,pears. In this important character, he appeared, during the year is60  (5): 
yAnd, he continued to act, as justiciary, for several years, under William, the 

(5). When he died, appears not : bur, he left five sons ; David, William, 
Walter, Philip, and Falco, who all appear in the chartularics, during William's 
reign (5). David Olifard inherited the effects of his father .; and he died at the 
end of the twelfth century ; leaving two sons, Walter, and David. Walter in-
herited the estates of his father; and acted, with applause, as justiciary of Lo-
thian, fir more than twenty years, under Alexander II. (!). There seas not a 
person, in Scotland.during that intrigueing age, who was more trusted, in 
public councils, or in private affairs, or was more worthy of trust, than Walter 

(d) Sir Ja. Dalrymple says, also this Avenel family possessed the lands of Cramond, a part of 
which they granted to the bishop of Dunkeld and this part was afterwards called Bishop's 
Cramond. Col. do. 

(e) The gems, of Wads was witnessed by C. Avenel, by G. filio sun et herede, Roherte fratre 
suo, by Thomas de Somervill, Bernard de Hawden. Chart. Ineheolm, Na: 9. John Avenel 
gninted this half cement, of land to the Monks of Inchcohn. II, No. so. 

) Dalrymple/ Col. 174; Dough Peer. 554, who speak of his rewards, without producing any 
authority. David Olifard was the :arm of David I., Olifard, who served, its the army of Ste. 
phen, learning the danger of his yeafether, after the siege of Winchester, concealed the Seutish 
king ; sod .vent with him to Scotland. Hagostald, 571. 

Is) After she demise of David, in 1153, David de Olifard granted to the monks of Dryburgk 
a C3,  111.1C of land, in Sinalham, with pasturage for 3oo sheep, for the remission of his sine, 

pro animalms weanqui ills. terms mihi dedcrunt." Chart. Drybargli, Nu.a i 7. 'His was 
confirmed by Malcolm IV. lb. No. 118. David de Olifard also granted to the monks ofJed. 
wortR the tenth of rise motto of the mill of Coiling: and this NV. coolir:sed by William, the 
lion. Chart. dedworth. And the munificent Olifard gave to the ho seof Soltre a thrave of corn, 
from ,wh ploughdand, in his manors of Southern, and Crailiag. Chart. Soltre, No. 16, 17. 

( ft Crawford's Peeing, 376. 	 (i) Chart. Scone, No. es_ 
(I) David Olifard, pdPlsi.ip Olifard, witnessed, fiideed, a charter of Malcolm IV. Chars.. 

Daniermlin. 	°Hard Fyne 0 witness to a :charter of William, the how Chart. Cups, 

	

(I) He died ii, 1,45:Oh. Dom. Gualterns OlifardJusticiaris Landoniw, et in capita, thy 	• 
Pieties sepelitur honorific,. NI began to act, in that distinguished character, during the yes 
1220. 

3 U 2 	 Dillard. 
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Olifard (to). He married Christian, the slaughter of the Earl of Strathern, 
with whom he obtained an estate in that Gaelic district. This seems to have 
been the first settlement of this family, in Perthshire. Walter's brother, Da. 
vid, married Johanna, the heiress of Cader, its Lanerkshire, wherein he planted 
the Olifards(n). This name was afterwards softened to Oliphant; and from 
this stock, sprung the several branches of the Oliphants, in Scotland. They 
acquired the peerage from James H. (0). There was another Olifard, who set-
tled among the Gaelic people of the Mans, during the reign of David I. Ile 
was probably a brother of the first Ofifatd, who settled in Roxbuighshire. 
Osbert Olifard was sheriff of the Merns, under Malcolm IV. His only daugh-
ter married Hugh, who was designed de Aberbutbenoth, from the name of his 
estate; and who was the progenitor of the Viscounts of Arbuthnot, and of 
other respectable families of the same name, who are all descended of the blood 
of the Ofifards (p). 

The GffardJ, as they wore relations.of the emperor, were distinguished, for 
their many possessions, in England (0, Two of this race, William Giffard, 
and Hugh Giffard, came to Scotland, under David I (5. William Gifford 
was probably an ecclesiastic (sk Hugh Giffard obtained a considerable grant 
of lands, in Lothian, where he settled, wish his followers. He was succeeded, 
at the commencement of the reign of William, the lion, by his son Hugh, who 
appears to have witnessed many of the ch users of King William (t). He had 
the honour t3 be one of the hostaE,es, fur his captive sovereign, in 1174 (u). 

(as) He was one of the most frequent witnev es to the charters of Alexander II. Walter Oli- 
fard rauted the church of Sznalham, with its pertinents, to the monks of Coldi,gham. Chart. 
Coldingham, to. And be confirmed a grant of Claridald dr 0 iiprd of Esseby to the same monks 
of two fishing., in the Tweed. Id. In the Chem of Glasgow, r 75, there is a charter of Walter 
Olifard, janisr, the justiciary of Lothian. which was wessed by David Olifard, by Robert de 
Pere, Robert de Malevyn, 	nostr;s, David, kris

itn
, Caere,, Osbert Magnus, Osbert Scotus, 

1Valter P4tror, se-denude, marl.. Tlo.w intimations show thefabser, of this respectable knily. 
(n) Chart. Glasgow, 47. 	 (o) Dough, 	507. 
(p) Sir G. Mackenzie's NIS. Baron.: App to Nisdet's Heraldry, 86; lb, 	061 ; Dough. 

Peerage, zo. Richard de Aberbutbnot witnessed a dater with Turpin, she bishop of Breehin 
rt7S. Chart. Arbroth, No. 3s. 

(q) Dug. Baron. v. i. 60-499. 
(r) Efiss Giffard was a witness with David I. to a charter of the Einpres. Matilda, 

Rymer's rued. v. i p 8. 
(.0 Brother 	Giffard of the monastery of Dmfirmlin stands at the hcad of the wit- 

IVOCS to the charter of David I. to the marks of May. Chart. Mop, Na I. 
(?).•Diplom. Scotile, pl. at ; Chart. Arbrotb, No.130 ; Chart. 1)1111101111in, 50o; Hugh Gil, 

fard witnessed a art, o. David E. of Huntingdon. Chart. K,16.1 

(u) Rymer'sFocd,. i. p. 40. 

Willem 
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William not only confirmed to Hugh the lands of his father, but granted tohitn 
rester, which became the scat of the family, and the title of their peerage (a). 
Hugh appear; to have also enjoyed the manor of Tealing, in Forfarshire (y;. 
He appears to have outlived William, the lion, who died, in 1214 ; and to 
have been succeeded by his son, William, who was also a considerable per-
son (a): For, he was one of the guarantees of the Peace, with England, in 
re44. He was followed, by his son Hugh, who also acted a completions part 
in the drama of those times; and died, in 1267 (a). From this great stem, 
branched out several families of Gilfard, in Scotland, who rose, indeed, to less 
eminence. 

In England, there were, of old, two considerable families, who were named 
Say; and who derived their descent from the same Norman original (b), 
The first of this ancient race, who came into Scotland, was Seib, de Say ; and 
he obtained, from David 1, lands, in East-Lothian, which, from him, were called 
Say-ens; whence his descendants obtained the surname of Saytas, or Seim (r). 
Seiher was succeeded by his son, Alexander, who flourished under David L (d). 

He enjoyed the lands of Seton, and Winton, in East-Lothian, and Winch-
burgh, in West-Lothian. He was succeeded, at the commencement of the reign 
of William, the lion, by his son Philip, who obtained from him a confirmation 
of the lands of his father (r), and who died at the end of the reign of William ; 
leaving his son Alexander- Sash wore the progenitors of the Scions, in Scot- 

(x) Crinford's Peer. yo• r According to an ancient toolition, which came down to Ford., 
the castle of Yen:, had been Constructed by &mega,: 	! 

(y) He granted to the priory of St. Andrews the church of Theiling, with the pertinents ; and 
his Out was confirmed by William, Sr lion. Macfarlan's •IS. Col. John Gifford, who may 
have been • younger son of Hugh, possessed the lands of Polgavier  in the Corse of Cowrie, at the 
end of William's nip. Chan. Caner, No.49. 	 tit (s7 In I 200, William was sent on a minion to England. Rymer Feed. v. i. p.121. He m6 
nested teem., charters of William, the lion, from rt9ii to r 1 4. Diploro. Semis, pl. 2S, Chan. 
Arbrothr  I r.o ,; Chart. Paisley, 6;. 

(a. lb. 5 y9-566 	He grained to the monks of Newbotle the lands of Cresswell, is Latina, 
per nos recta, dins, skirt Alexander saerromar nab: eas pcmolutivit." Chart. Newbutle, 

No. 09. This grant was confirmed, by William, the son of Hugh; and by John, the son of 
William. lb. No. 9o, 9 

(4) Dag. Bar. 	p Oft—Sri. 
(a; air Web. Maid:old', 11S. Hist. of this family; Nisbet's Heraldry, v. i. p. 236. 
(a 	He witnesserja charter of David I. with Andrew the bishop of Cathness, and others. Sir 

is. alrymple's Cob p 4.6; Nisbet's Herald AP. 3.4. 
(a) This charter confirms to him Setun, Wietun, and Winoldsurgh, " gee fait Alerandri de 

• Seam, Sul paters!' Charter in the 	trebly.; Donal. Peer. ;et. 

land, 
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land, who acquired the Earldom of Winton, in 1600 (f) ; which they for-
feited, by misconduct, in 171 y . 

The origin of the Kee hs, as derived by the Scotidi genealogists, is altogether 
fictitious. Their real progenitor, and the first of the race, who settled, in Scot. 
land, was Hervei, the son of Warin, who attached himself to David 1. (g). 
He obtained, from his munificent protector, a donation of one ef the manors, 
which are called Keith, in East Lothian. He did not, perhaps, survive 
David 1. And, he was succeeded by Isis son Hervei, who assumed the bur. 
'name of Keith; and under Malcolm IV., and William, held the office of Ma. 
reschal of the King. He had a long contest with the monks of Kelso, about 
the church of Keith, which was finally settled, by Joceline, the bishop of 
Glasgow, and Offiert, the Abbot of Paisley (b). Hervei died, a short time, 
before the year 1196 (i). Ile had a son, Malcolm, who witnessed several 
charters of William, at the cud of the twelfth century (k); but died before his 
fait, tiered. Malcolm left two sons, Philip, who succeeded, as heir to his 
grandfather, Hervei (1); and David, who, as he held the office of Mareschal, 
conjointly, with his brother Philip; assented the surname' of Mareschal (m). 
Philip, by marrying the grand daughter of Symon Fraser, acquired the other 
manor of Keith ; and thereby consolidated the two manors of Keith-Hervei, and 
of Keith.S)mon(s). Philip died before the year s 2:0 ; and was succeeded by 
his son Hervei ; while his uncle David continued Isis associate, its the office of 

(f) Dough. Peer. 7o6. Of this family was Set., Earl of Dunfermline ; Scion, Viscount of 
Kingston; Seton of Touch; Stun of Culbei; Salon of Pitmeden ; Set. of Careston ; Soon 
of Barns: Set. of Mende; Set. of Parbroth. 

(z) Hervei, the son of Warin, witnessed the grant of David I. to Robert de Brus of Annandale. 
Chart.Amiq. Bill Hari He also witnessed other chillers of David I. 
els(k) Chart. Kelso, No. 66-94.3-6, upon this settlement, which no*  made between 1173 and 
1178, he confirmed tote monks the church of Keith. lb. Ni.9. 

(i) He witnessed some charters of William, the Lion, from 1189 to 1,96. Chart. Arbroth. 
No. 43, 63. 

(I) He witnessed a grant to the Monks of Arbroth, in t t73, wherein he is milled the son of 
Hervei de Keith, the blaresehal Chart. Arbroth. Doug. Peer. 449. He wifiessed two other grants, 

.185, and in 119o. Id. 
(/) Philip de Keith, Mamschallus regis, witnessed a charter! William to the monks of Arbreth, 

between 1196 and 5198. Chart. Arbroth, No. 120. 
(en) In tact, Philip, the Mareschal, and Davide  the blareschal, witnessed a charter of William 

the LTOO. Chart. Glasgow, 49. And ACC Sir JellICA D.drymple's Col. Pref. 77,- and p. 373, for 
Phdip, and David, appearing together, as brothers, and as joint Mareschals. 

(n) Philip, in fact, Married Eda, the daughter or Hugh Lorena, by Eda, the heiress of 
Symms Fraser. 

• Mareschal. 
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Mareschal (o). This association of two persons of the same family, in the 
Came ,,lice, which see•ns to have been an anomaly, gave rise, as we shall see, 
to futon: di,putes. Ifervci, the son of Philip, and the great grandson of Symon 
Fraser, confirmed to the monk; of Kelso the church of Keith, with its perti-
nents, and some rights, in Keit:,Sytnon, the donation of his great grand-
father (p). llemi died soon after the year 1242, certainly before the year 
t ass ; when his son Sohn, Marefehallta, de Keth was in possession both of 
Ids estate, and office (q). John lived, and died, though with little notice, 
under Alexander 11I. By whatever wife, John de Keth left two sons; William, 
who became his heir; and Adam, who was rector of the church of Keth-
lVlareschal r). William de Keth appears not in history, and little in the char,  
tulaties (a). A cloud seems to obscure this family, throughout the busy, and 
important reign of Alexander Ill. At the eventful demise of this lamented 
prince, not one of this family appears among the magnates Scotia. William de 
Beth is said to have married Barbara, a daughter of Adam de Beton, the 
a,cestor of the Eatl of :Winton (t). This lady, who seas of a gallant race, 
seems to have infused a new spirit into the blood of the Keiths : 	William, 
her husband, who died, before the year 129o, she produced Robert de Keth 
Richard de K.,th ; and Philip de Keth, Who became rector of Biggar, in La- 

(syDavid, Moresthalltu, and Hemel, Marathaut, appear together, acting in their ogler, ai 
1.tx-l!, on the [5:11 ofJune, 'aaci, when Alexander If. married Joan, the Princess of England. 
Rai 	's Pod. e iaq,. About the yea a,6. they together witnessed a charter of Alexander II. 
to the monks of Melros. Attle's MS. Dipiwn. S,c14, No' 6. 

(p Chart Kelso, No. 86-ti. Hervei, the Marcsclial, appears iii n charter to the monastery of 
Coldinghain, at we see in its chartulary s and he also withersed a charter to the monks of Arbroth, 
in is s 5. Mat:Art.'s NIS Col.. 

(q) More his succession, John appeared, about the year rag a, as a witness to a grant of Viviiin 
Millet:et, to the Ho.6ilal of Su; tre Chart. Satre, No. t I. John confirmed to the monks of 
Kelso the plows of his ; retina:snort, with the addition of some lands tvithin the manor of Keith. 
Chart. Kelso, No (3,. He :dm confirmed to the Hospital of Sohn some lands, in the district of 
Joneston, near Keith, which had been granted to them by his great great:grandfather Synion 
Fraser; and he 440 tnfirmed to them some tolls, near the lands of Salty,. Chart. Bohm, 

(r) e,. No. 37. Doug) Peer. I:16: The adjunct lirrori, which had long distinguished this 
place from Netli.Symons, was at length supplanted by the adjunct Ilfarm.'21, which it nal 
retains. 

(n) Donglat has found Wilham wing,. to a charter of Malcolm, Earl of Lenon,-to the monks. 
of Paisley, about the year syo : He called William de Roth, hut not Ainresehat 

(al Douglas Pecr. 3.30, who quotes a MS. history of the family, 

nerkshire. 
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nerkshire (2). Robert de Keth first appears, in 5294, under John Ballot, 
front whom he obtained a confirmation of the land, of his family (n). Robert 
de Keth seems so have been admirably qualified, for the bloody, and changeful 
scenes of that age.: As a statesman, he was supple ; as a soldier, strenuous ;; 
and in his old age, with his sword in his hand, he died at the battle of Duplin; 
in 1332. He was the second founder of his Unify, which he planted, in the:, 
northern shires, under Robert Brace (w). 	It is new time, to advert to.  
the second branch of this stock, which early adopted the surname of Marshal,-, 
from the office (a). David, who, as we have seen, was the second son of 
Malcolm de Kett,, was associated with his elder brother Philip, and with his., 
nephew Morsel, in the office of Mareschal of Scotland (y). He lived long; 

(a) Robert de Keth, muovated the family, tinder the gallant Bruce, by his talents, as a stater;.  
man, and soldier; Sir Richard do Keith, who appears in the chartulary of &Inv, No. sy, was the, 
progenitor of the Keith, of Colston, in Ayrshire, says Dough Peer 430, from the MS history'.  
of the 'family, and was the father of Sir William Keith of Colston, who distinguished himself, as 
a *arriar, among the many warriors of Robert Bruce's reign ; and who fell, fighting for his country'.. 

(y) Sir James Dalrymple says, w I have seen a copy of a charter, in•the hands of the Earl 
Marischal, by King John, the second of his reign, to Robert de Keith, Marbeallo Imam"  to 

hold the lands of Koh, Stc. Hilt. Col. Prof. lxxxvi. This charter evinces that, Robert de Keth 
wan now the King's Marischal, and was the heir of the Keiths. Robert de Keith, Mari4erillut 
Stotie, granted to the monks of Kelso a right to build a mill on his buds of Ildndeby-Keth. 
Chart. Kelso, No. 99. 

(set to 1300, he was  a. prisoner in Cumberland. Wardrobe ACCOLOrt Of Ed. I. p• 76. In 
5305, he M one of the Commissioners, who were chosen by the Scuds!, people, for she settle-
ment of their

O 
 government. And upon this settlement, hews appointed one of the Justiciaries, fur.  

the country from the Furth to the Mount. Ryley's Placita, 3o3.55. On the 26th of October, S.  
1305, he es, one of the 131.1101.141114 of Scotland. Rym. Feed. ii. p. 97o. He joined Robert Bruce, 
when he became King, wino confirmed leis office of Mareschal, and gave him many lands, Roo- 
bertson's Index, p. 	Robert de Resit was continued Justiciary on the north of the Forth. 
Chart. Lindores, No. so. He appears to have ,O1I11[111,1 many greats of Robert Bruce; as we 
know from the chat tolariet. 

(x) There were two persons, who were designed Maracallus, under David I. Sir Ja. Dal. Col. 
388-393: MS. Monaca Scothr, s 04-3 'Dug. Monast Ang. ii. p. ;ow. But, whether this 
term applied to the office, or as a surname, is uncertain. The same confusion occurred in England, 
at the same period. Madox Excheq v. i. 43-46. This namike Mamie/ became very common, 
before the end of the thirteenth century. Sec Ragman's Rull in 3 Prynne. 

(y) David appears, as an associate, with Philip, in this office, as early as ;TOT. In this situation, 
we have seen him with Hervic, in i :so, at the marriage of Alexander II. Rymer v. i. t4r. As 
ItfamenItta, he was a witness to many grants of William, from :zoo to 1204, as we see in the 
eh2rtularies. David also, as Mareschal, witnessed many charters of Alexander II. As Mareschal• 
David was present, when the peace ,vas made, at York, in 5237, lb. 376. 

yet, 
• 
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t, he must have died, before the year 124.0 (z). He left a son, who is in. 
olved in the same cloud, which obscure the Keiths, under A'noander III. He 
ppears, however, to have attended that King to Inverness, 	(a). He 
rubably died soon after. He certainly does not appear ...nmg the IVilgNaleS 

cotio, who engaged. in t 28.1, to maintain the right of the princess Margaret, 
o the crown (O. But, David, to 1,14,5hal, app,ared a -.13:1,; the bhrom., in 
he numerous Parliament, at Brigham, in Mar, h . 12 ye (r). After Eduard t. 
had overpowered Ballot, and acquired, the dust surcr,,i; ny of Sc,,tland, in 
296, David, the Mareschal, presented a petition to the Kin„ in ran-ha:nem, 

Prating his right to this office, front his ancestors by docent and praying, 
no person might be preferred to him, without t e judgement of his 

e
t
s (d). His claim was probably allowed 	When David died is uncertaini 

It, lice eons Richard, fighting against the English, in ta 95, was taken pri-
mer, and carried into Enghmd (a). Yet, this family, taking part against 
ruce, appears to have been involved in forfeiture, and ruin, during the sue. 

ession war (f ).  
There was another fancily, which held a still greater office, in Scotland,.as 
was connected with greater property. It ‘Ias the de Quincies, whose proge;  

nors came into this country, under William, tint Lion. The first of this 

(n) David was the progenitor of many Mai-Odds, but not of an the Marshals, who appear its the 
artularics, its the subsequent age to his own. 
(a) See the charter of Inverness, in Wight on Elections, Ap. p. 412. 
(1) Rymer's Feed. 	a66. 	 (0) lb.47r. 

	

.(dl Rolls of Parliament, v. i. 	Edward I. referred the petition of David to his Lomat 
n, in 	 ar Scotland, to inquire, whether the Mlalship Imlonged to David, in heritage. Id. The 
oinn of David's petition was plainly to Robert 	Keth, who had been recogniacd, Ly John 

laliol, in =94, at his Mortschn. 
lr) On the 4th of September, t z96, Edward T. onlered his Lieutenant, in Scotland, to anign 

n 
 

merles of land of legal extent to Agnes the wife of Richaid, the son of David, the Maresca'. 
u a prisoner in England. Rymer's Fad. ii. 728. Richard, after his release, presented a petition 
Edward stating, that he was the son, and Leh., of David, the Maresehal, who had assigned hint 
pound., of land, for the support of him-, and his family i  and pmying, that the King would 

bnlrm ih Edward panted his mph, Ruts Parl.... i. p. 474. 
) David le Maresehal of Dumfries.shire swore fealty to Edward 	 in Angtot r291, 

Prynne, 654- David MarshaWniglit, forfeited the lands of Contorphin. in Mid.Lothim. 
Welt were given to Malcolm Ramsay and the lands of DanicIston, in Renfrew, which were 

sued tofihomas Ci:rno. Robertson's Index, 5g. Therc was a John le Marshal of Toskertom 
Wigtoniihire, who also 	 e fealty to.Edward 1. ; and whose lands were granted by Robert 

ruce to William Hurchinehe.
swor 

 Ib. 53. There were upwards of twenty persons of the name of 
neeredni, who swore fealty to Edwatd I., n 1296 n au1 but one person of the name of Ken, 

ho on Alexander de Rob, the parson of Hodolia, is Dumftics.shire. Pryane, 	356 , and 
lee the same from 354 to 36x, for the Martha's. 

	

a 	3 X 
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u.  family, who settled in Scotland, was Robert de Quinci, a Northampmnshi,v 
baron, who appeals to have attached himself to Wi4en, the laon, if not to his 
predecessor, Malcolm IV. (y). Front William, he acquired the extensive 
manor of 'frovernent, in East Lothian, out of which he made a liberal do- 

,  nation of land s, to the monks of N,,whotle (h). William oho made him 
Justiciary of Lothian, which he did not enjoy limy O. Robert de Quinci 
married Arabella, the daughter t•,f Nes, the son of William, by whom, on 

' 	her father's death, he obtained the valuable manor of anchors, and other 
lands, in Fife, with the estate of lluglyit, among the Ochil hills (!). Robert 

de Q,!!inci died about the yea = =9.  > sold ens cocc,,led, ha his Sc lists curates, 
by his son, Seyer de Quinci, who conliNned his father's grant to the nmnks of 
Newholle,  to which he'rnade some additions, and he also showed his liberality 
by several grants, from his e.tates in Fill, to the monks of St. Andrew's, and 
Cambuskenneth 	Seyer de Quinci, who became Earl of Winchester, about 
the year into, took an active lead, among the EngliAt barons, who op. 
pised King John (,a). fIe could flatter as well as oppose such 'a king (o). 

(g) He was a witness to some of the charters of Malcolm. Chart. lrf Bibl. Hart. He wit. 
.35(4111N  iy  charters of William, before h ajn. Chart. Clog. 23 ; Chart. Kelso, •43. 405. nen. 

The manor of Travernerit iVranent.1, extended, at that epoch, all the way to the boundaries 
of Pinkie, and Invercsk. To the monks of Newboile, Robert de Quinci granted the Grange of 
Preston, in this manor, awhe pad perambulated the same, in the presence of uveral honest men, 
and with it, past.rm, in Ids manor of Travernent, for loo sheep, and for oxen, sufficient to labour 
the Grange; and a% acres, in his meadow of Travernent, with  20  carriage loads of pea., from 
his peatery, with other casements. Chart. Newbotle, 71. 

(i) Chart. Kelso, 385 Chart. Pasley, as ; Robertson's and. p. yo. 
the  son of William, lived in the reigns of Malcolm IV , and his successor,William. He 

witne,ed a char er  of Malcolm to the monks of Scone. Chart. Scone; Doug. NIS. notes. lie 
witness.d  a  gram of William to the monks of Caper. Chart. Caper, No. 5. Net  had the honour 
to he one of the hostages for William, when he was freed from his captivity, in ‘174. Rymer's 
Feed. v i. 40. 	 • 

(1) Chart Newhotle, No: 72. He further granted to this monastery the half of a marsh, near 
the Grange of Preston, also a coalliery, and a quarry, on the rivulet of Whicerig, near the same 
Grange. Since de Qvinei witnessed this grant, which was confirmed by King William. Chart. 
Newbotle, .3.4. Sipes de Quinci made some grants, from his manor of Leuchars, to the monks 
of St. Andrew's ; and in his chart,. 	liee,ttions his father, Robert de Quin., and his made,  

• Arabella, ,be daughter, and lobe. of Net, the ran on of Wiliam. chars. St. Andrews ; Crawford's MS,  
notes To the monks of Cambuskeimeth, he gamed all the lands of Duglyn, by the same 
boundaries, as they had been held, by his grandfather Net, the  ION  of William. Anclehirmme  co.-
brtned by King William. Chart. Cambaskenoth, No 75-6-7. 

(n' See a full a,count o Seyer de Quinci, in Dugdale's Baron. v. i. 686. 
(o). For livery of n .art of the suburbs of Leicester, Seyer gave John three excellent courser.. 

• I Jb. 687. He afterwards gave the 	another coureer, caned Li rd, with a goad pad brad. 
Id. from the Pipe Roll. 

• Has 
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lis principal castle, in Scotland, seems to have been at Lemhars, in F 
where he held Isis baronial court (p). Sayer married Margaret, one of 
coheiresses of Robert, the Earl of Leicester, by whom, whin he died, 
•fe r 9, he left, as heir of his earldom, and of his estates, in Scathed, Ro 
.de Quinci (q). This great baron obtained a large addidon to his  pr 

in Scotland, by marrying Elena, the eldest daughter of Alan, the lord 
*ay, who died, in t 234 (r). On this event, Roger not oily sha 
extensive estates, which had come down from the Merevillei to Alan, but  
;quired; in right of his wife, the hinh ollice of Constable of Scotland, which h 
also descended from them, by a film? le heir, Elena, the.sister of William, 
Jnst of the Morevilles. After all those accessions of property, and of power 

	

oger de Quinci became 	still more liberal to various monasteries 	But, the 
aelic people of Galloway were not much pleased with his principles of 
udism, Or his practice of colonization : And, in t n 1.7, they besieged hint, 

pis castle ; wieduce they obliged him to flee. Roger de Quinci died, on 
1st of April, 214 (1). And by Elena, the daughter of Alan, the lord 

Calloway, he left thice daughters Margaret, who married William, Earl 
Derby ; Elizabeth, who married Alexander Cumyn, the Earl of Buchan; an 
plena, who married Ahiri la Zonae. These ladies shared their father's va 

Having a ditputc with Duncan the gor, of Hamelin, about the beds of lluglyn, he broug 
lancan to acknowledge a release of his claims, a, Ids court, " in plena curia mea apud Locres.: 

b. No. 78. 
(g) Soy.- had an older son, Robert, tvbam he mentions, as his son, and heir, in a charter to the 

,yanks of Cainbusltenneth. Chart. Cambuskenneth, 78. This son, as Ditgdale states, (Boron 
88) was, at the time of his father's death, in the Holy Land, from whence he does not appear 

ten have ever returned. Roger de Quinci confirmed the grants of his 'father, in his manor of  - 
meat, to the monks of Newbotle. Chart. Newhotle, No.75. He granted to the mviks 
Inierinach a peatery, iv his moss of Swanismire, in Fife. Chart. Balmer. No. 38. And 

ype moults of 1,indores, he granted zoo cart loads of heather, yearly, from his moor of Kindeloc 
peati. from his ',eatery, called Moncgie, with some I lids adjacent to Monegie, with corn. 

f pasturage, on his moor of, Rindeloch. Chart. Lindores, t9. 
EEEEEEpp 

 (r) Besides Elena, the daughter of his are: wife, Alan left by his second wife, Margaret, 
dest daughter of Dahid, the brother of King William, Christian, who married William de F 

ifbet, situ 	 1 of the Earl of Albemarle; and Dervorgilla, who married John Baliol: of Cast 

	

mord, he
1,0, 

whims she had John 	the competitor for is crown. 
(i) Chart. 1)ryburgh, y. tie granted to the monks of Scone the land which William do 

	

bud held ins Perth, :mil which 	tbr 	webtdcoy If Scotland, with the Stone house, i 

berth, and the peel, without the walls, that belonged to the same house. Clean. Butner  

n 57 6f. 
"..(5) The seal of this opulent baron was engraved by A.itle, pl. iii, No, 3  Th, te,„a on 

" Slgill, Rogeri dr Quinci Constabularij Scathe." 
X 2 
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estates, in Scotland. His office of Constable came to Alexander, the Earl of 
Buchan, by the resignation of Margaret, the Countess of Derby, who, as the 
eldest sister, inherited this great office (u). But, this office, and those.' 
estates, all became forfeited, during the sad events of the succession war (o). 

Before the middle of the twelfth century, a person of Anglo-Norman lineage, 
who was called Male, settled under David I., on sonic lands, in Mid-Lothian, 
which he obtained from that beneficent prince. .Annie, and Mal,le, were pro-
bably of the sarne race. Ala/e, who Obtained the lands in Imhian, called the 

Place, where he settled, Malt-vilfr, and, from this local appellation, his family 
were distinguished, by the surname' of Male-vile. Galfrid de Male-ville pos. 

sed those lands, under Malcolm IV., is ho demised, its t165, and mater 
• William, his successor (y). Galfrid de Maleville was Vit.... 'de Cella 

Puellaront, for Malcolm IV. (-a). Calf; id de Male-ville had the honour, as he 
thus flourished, at the demise of Malcolm IV. to be the fil:ft 7Viciary of pro-

f per Scotland, who appears in reeexcl (a). Such was the progenitor of the 
in Scotland, though his descendants have not been very accurately 

stated, by the genealogists (6). A younger son of Calfrid settled, 'in the 
Merest  as he married Eva, the daughter of Walter, the son of Sybald ; and 
obtained with leer the lands of Monethyn, on the Bernie river (c). Philip, the 

(a) This office seas resigned by Margaret, after the death of her husband, thorn;!, she had a 
son, to the Scotish King, who immediately conferred it on the Earl of Bmintn, the hu.band oI 
the second daughter of the late Constable. 

(x) See the Appendix, No. 6, to the Fragments of Ssotis'h History, a Catalog', of ad the 
great Constables of Scotland, by Sir dames Balfour, who has outdone hia.,1f, in the absurdity of 
his conceits, about the de Quincim, and the office of Constable. 

(y) Chart. of St. Andrews. He granted to the monks of Duntfermlin the xku..ch 
with its pertinents. Chart. Dunfermlin. 

(a) Chart. Newbotle, No, t5 t75. Ilanulph de Stiles, the P;nerrna of Witham, granted 
a carom, of land, in his lordship of GilmorOtk n, as laid off, by the measurement of Colfrid de 
Maleville, and other worthy Men. lb. 49. King William granted some lands near Crail, is Fife, 
as they had been perambulated by Ualfrid Se Maleville, and others. Astle's MS. 1)iplom. 
Scale, No. 4. 

(a) Chart. Glasgow, 25 ; Fragments of Scot. Hist. 45. 

Galfrid was the progen'itor of the Earl; of Melville! Crawfurd's Peerage, 323; Doug. 
Peer. 469 ; of .the Melvilles of Stmthkinnes, and Craigtown. Dough Bar. 52 ; of the Melvilles of 
Reich, of Dysart, of Cairnhee, of Glenbm vie, Os. Nidlet's Heraldry, Ap. 3o; Dalrymple's 
Col. 428-5. For sort-wing the inaccuracies of the genealogists, see Chart. Newbode, No. 2 15-
240-/-223. 

(o) Chart. Arbroth. 13o 4taut of those lands, •they gave a donation to the monks of As. 
th • bro, which was condrrned 	'''ng William. Id. 

son 
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son of F. llip, and that ge tels, a of Calfrial, was Sheriff of Aberdeen, in r 222 (d). 
He as gterwards the :Sherilf of the flares. Anal, he rose to he joint Justi-
ciary ata' toner Seotlaial, with Ricl—al de Man-calm, in t 041 (e). Such was 

.1:11C rc,p,tahic progenitor of the Melvillos of the Ments. One of the Melvilles, 
by olgaLting the halals cf Ail/ti/flu:mg, became an inhabitant of Forfar hire f). 
Si. toed de Melville v.ats a witaces, its 1 g lt, with William, the Lion; and 
Torpin, the bishop of Brechin, to a charter of John the Abbot of Kelso to the 
monks of Arbroth (g). Richard de :Melville thus flourished, in Forfarshire, 
during the reign of William, the Lion. 'Ch.. v,as a 1Malcohn de Melville, 
who lived in Life, with flatcohn the Earl, at the demise of William, the 
Lion (5). 

'Cite family of the Iller,lea derive their ancient origin from a person of M.' 
distinguished name, called Cumin ale Maule, who came from Normandy, wit 
the Conqueror; settled in Cleveland, and died, about the accession 
Henry L, in a too ; leaving two sons, the heirs of his adventure: Robert a 
tached himself to Earl David; came into Scotland with him; and obtaine 
front David, the bountiful, a grant of lands, in Lothian (1). Robert die 
about the year a1  3o ; leaving several sons: 	; Roger; and Radulph 
and he was, probably, the father of the Made, who settled at Malevillr, 
Lothian, as we have seen. William, adhering to David I., attended hen to th 
battle of the Standard, in 1.38 ; and obtained from hen the manor of Fouli 
in Perth: late (1). The younger sons of Robert de Moult appear to hay 
shared his lands, in Lothian. Radulph Moule de Lochogow on the Esk, 
Lothian, which he probably held, as a vassal of the Morevilles, granted to th 

(d) Robertson's Index, ldi, t Chan. Arlirotlt No. .o. 
(c Char, Chip, 2715 Chart. Cope, 	33. lie witnessed seveml charter. or Al 

milder II. Clia .1. Athroth, Na. 153-T6i 	IIe witreseed many chatters of the inhabitants in 
/tiaras. It,. No. 20: App. to Nisbet's Heraldry, .F3' 

of 	Richard de Melville 	to the monks of Arbroth, and to the chapel of Kablathmo 
ten scree in campy de Icillilath rod, and half an acre in tile village, wills the chapel toll, in pt 
alms. C.a. A rbroth, No.17;. 

Chart. Arbroth, No. 31. 	 ebi Chart. Morey. p. sot. 
15. Holineheil, H. p. 505 	Peer. tea. 
(1 	Mittoihn is's witness to a 	of Earl Henry to theTeiory of Sr. Anise 

Chart. Si Andress-,; Chart. GI ts/tow, p. e67. Wallas, de Maul, or Mintddint, (as the nem 
wits then eel itten in dinners Cr , to the Priory of Si,. Andrews the chapel of Podia, with t 
pertinerets. Craideird's M.S.eon, from ,he Chart. St. Andrews. William Meseulbs of Pooh 
gave •...Thoihas 	" rwpote nreo;" the church of Foulis, Si, pure alms. Michael Maectdu 
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monks of Newbotle, a portion of the same estate (/). It was Roger, the second  11 
son of Robert, who was destined to be the progenitor of the family of Manic (m). 
His grandson Peter, by his eldest sell, Richard, married about the year t 224., 
Christian, the heiress of William de Valoniis, the lord of Fanmure, and Chant.' 
berlain of Scotland, under Alexander II.: And, from this marriage sprung the: 
family of Maulc, who became Earls of Patunure (o). 'there was another race' 
of the Maules, who settled on the border, with their followers, and who con.' 
tributedto swell the population of that important disttict (o) 

Of the Anglo-Norman family of Valoniis, two of the younger sons, Philip,' 
and Roger, settled in Scotland, at the end of Malcolm IV.'s reign (p). From 

the Lion, Philip obtained the manors of Panrnure, and Benoie, in 
Forfarshire (q). He appears to have been the frequent attendant on William, , 
who gave him the office of Chamberlain (r). He was one of the hostages, for.' 
the Scotish King, when he obtained his freedom, in it 7.} (1). In 
accompanied the Bishops of St. Andrews, and Glasgow, with William C 
the Justiciary of Scotland, into England, on an embassage to King, It3Itto 
After the death of V;'illiam, in t 2 54, Philip de Valoniis was Continued Cham- 
berlain, by Alexander II. (o). He died, aged, in tat 5;  and was buried, 
Melros Abbey (v). He left a son, and two daughters (se). He was succeeded, 

(It Chart. Newbotle, Nu 39. This grant was co.rfirmcd by his grandson, Tioxras nude oe 
Lochugow. lb. 48. 

(m) Roger witnessed many charters, during the reign of William. Chart. Glasgow, i 63 ; Dough 
Peer. 5.0. 	 to Dough Peer. 541. 

(n In the Chart. of Kelso, No. 54. then i n charter of Witham blascolus, confirming tl 
r enciation of  seven  of hit vaned, to  the monks, of fishing, in the Tweed ; and he conferred o 
the

nu
monks of the same house, the free use of his elate quarry on his ?ands army/ems,. 

(p) In soveral charters of King William, wherein they both appear as witnesses, Roger in men- 
tioned, as the younger brother of Philip de Valoniis. Chart. Arbroth ; Chat. Arniq. 

In) App. to Crawfurd's Officers of State. 463. 
(r) Chart. Arbroth, No. 5s; Chart. Glasgow, p. a3; Chan. Kelso, OR. Philip de Vat 

loniis gave to the monk. of Casper an acre of land, at his port of Sfimbindehatrot, for building. 
with a fishing, and other casenients of the sea, ton port belonging. Chart. Casper.' This dnnatiol 
was confirmed by Thomas de MIMIC of PiMMIrC, in 455. Cr...11,1M's Officers of Slate, 06: 
There are two havens in Panmure barony, Westhaven, and Eanthaven, where there arc fishing 
villages, to this day. From this transaction, we may sec Tow the havens, on that shy:, been 
peopled with Englishmen. 

(s) Rymer's Fwd. v. i. 40. 	 Fordnn, 1. viii. e. 7o. 	„ 	lb. 
(v) An. 1x83. Ob. Philipps de Valoniis Camennius Dorn. Willielmi regis, qni are_  

delatos, in capitulo honorifice est tornulatus. Cbra9. Mel. rye. • To the monks of this ho  
had ,ronfirmed she lamh of Ring•od5, in RozbuighOtire, which had been granted them by ()suit 
the son of Uchtred Chart Melees. No. 

(w) Crawford', Officers of State, 159.8 s Doug. Peer. 538. 
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both in his c,tat a, and in his Mike, by h's son William, who obtained front 
t~'illi:un, 

 
rl. Linn, during his faker's life, a confirmation of the manors of 

envie, am i s'numire (a.). Of this King's charters, William de Valoniis was 
frequent 0itne  3 ;  ,11,1 as Chamberlain, he witnessed some charters of Alex-

wk.' II., b,1.ire he died, in 1219 (y). Ha left an only child, Christian, who 
inarryLlg, as we have seen, Peter Made, carried her heritage, and her 

blood, law a new family (.). IL Roger de Valoniis, the younger brother of 
Philip, came with him into Scotland, and equally became a favourite of Wit-
ham, the Lion (a). From this King, he obtained the manor of Ktlbride, in 
Clydesdale, with other auds, in the west of Scotland, where he had his 
c..stle V. With Joceline, the Bishop of Glasgow, feats I 175  to 1199, Roger 
had a law-suit -about the church of Kilbride, with its pertinents, which tom 
settled, at Lanark, by an agreement, in the King's presence 	When he 
dLd is uncertain; but, he undoubtedly left a daughter, Isabella, who married 
David Cumyn, who flourished under Alexander H. ; as we know from the 
Chartularies rd). David Cumyn was one of the magnate, Seale, who en-
gaged to maintain tae peace with England, in 1237 (e). He performed an 
act of benthcence to the monks of Newbotte, in 124.5 (a): bat, he certainly 
died before the year tese•, when his widow granted her finest of Dalkarn to 

he church of Glasgow (b). She died before the year 1261: and, by David 
utnyn, for whose soul she was careful, she had a son William, who flourished 

(ss) Oficers of State, eat This confirmation of his father's lands, which he had obtained from 
the same king, must haw been made between the years ity6 and isoo. 

( y 1 Chart. of Scone; Chart. of Arbroth ; `4 An. 1119 s ob. WO. de Valoniis ap Kelchnu, 
cujus corpus etiam, contra bens placitum Monachurum ejusdem domes, spud Meltma deductum 
est,  et ibidem honorifice scpultunt, in capitulo monachorum, Mau sculchrurn patris sui." 

Chron. Mel. 19, 
fas Crawf. Off of State, Ap• 469470. 
(a) Both Philip, and ogee, witnessed many charters addle. King, as we know from the Char-

tularies From this circumstance, Ore may infer, that they were Lis daily courtiers. 
lb Chart. Glasg, 	I. 
(e) Ib. 3o. William confirmed this agrecium, by a charter, to which Philip, the brother of 

Aoger, is one of the witnesses. lb. so. Roger granted an annuity to the monks of Paisley out of 
Isis hods of Kilbride. Chart. Paisley. He left a bustard son, called William de Valordis, who 
witnessed a charter of Iths star Isabel, lady of Kilbride, before the year ,,to. Chart. Glasg. asst. 

(0,1 Chart. Caminito. No. ;38; Chart. Solt, No.7 ; Cl,,,,. Cup, No. lg.. 
(e) I Ityrn. Fad. 376. 	 (a Chart. Newbotle, No •92. 	 • 
(b) Chart Glasgow, 259: This grant was made for thc safety of the souls of her parents, and 

of her husband Diehl Cutryn, who was then dead. It was confirmed io 1250. lb. ail. 

under 
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under Alexander III; as we may see in ,he chartnlaries (i). lie probably died, 
soon after the year 'An: he was not among the Magnates Scathe, is ltrbr airy 
1384 (e): and, he did not appear, in the numerous parliament of BriA ltatn. in 
Mardi t zoa (J). 'William Cannyn of Kilbride was succeeded by John Cuatyn, 
who was destined to struggle through the subsequent scares of intrigue, and 
warfare. John Cannyn ,f Kilbride was taken pris,mer by the Englidt, in 
1996 (c). He was succeeded, in Kilbride, not long after, by Edmund Cantyn, 
who was immediately involved in the same struggles, .d miNfortunes(f). 
Yet, Edmund Cutnytt of Kilbride fought, with the other Cutnyns, ag:drist 
Bruce, in favour of Ibilicd, and Edward 1, till he Idst his curate, and life, CO. 

4  , . So terrible to many respectable families were the effects of the long contest, for 
the bloody crown of the Scotish kings ! 

	

1.. 	The Berkeleys settled, in Scotland, during the tweVth century; and ti - y 
were a branch of the great family of Berkeley, in Glocestet,hiie at. 12 o,..., 

	

it 	de Berkeley obtained the manor of Mackiston, about the mid Jo . f die tw, :: 
lt . 

	

1. 	century, by marrying Cecilia, who enjoyed it, as the II, iteis 6). 	Ib_y .,, - 
r  pear to have been succeeded, in the manor of Maeki,ton, before the y.ar 1, 

by Hugh de Normanville, and Alicia, his wife, who was doubtless th, 1,,,,, 

k...[  

	

. 	(1) 0,, Whitson-Monday, I 26i, William Clny', of Rilbride appearsd is roost, at kdIss..,h, 
before she king himself; and resigned to the bishop of Glasgow the lands of olei sisff, in Els, fi,te •i 

	

. 	of Dalkarn. Chart. Glasgow, a4r. See the Chart. of Sulu, N.,. S; of -Eel., No. I sa ; of 

	

, 	of Arbrotli, No. , i s of Glasgow, 443 I of Paisley, No. , to. t15. .55 t for siotns's of Wi",. 
.'. Eurryst of Kilbride, from 126i to I 280. 

	

[ 	(c) Rymer's Feed. v. ii. p. 266. 	 (d 111. 47 5 . 

	

•• 	(e) He was liberated on the 9th of /insist 1297 ,. on his swearing at Brede, tli. he would SerVe 
She English king, in France, or elsewhere, on pain of forfeiting his body, .d goods. Rymer's 
Fied. ii. 782. 

(f) Mons. Edmund Cones of Kilbride submitted with John Cumyn, the guardian, by the ca-
pitulation of Strathord, . the 9th of February 13o s. Ryley'e Placita, 569. aithe s ith Oe• 
tober t30-, Edmund Cooly, with all those, who submitted, at Strathind, was fined three years 
tees of his  r'''''" by Ed..", 5• RY5n,..s F.'',  ii. 969. 

(g) Robert Brace granted the barony of Kilbride to Wilt, Stewart, who had married Isis 

	

ii. 	daughter Margery. Robertson's Index, p.9. But, the tare king with a mitipted spirit, wanted 

	

:, 	-to May Comp, the sp4se of Edmond Cumyn, the lands of Gillennachis, and Sauchope, with 
the mill, in the change of Formartin, Abnrdecushire. lb. p. a. 

• (a) Dug. Baron. v.. p.3.19. 	 • 
(b) Robert, and Cecilia, his arouse, g.ranted to the monks of hfolros a . r Cate of laid, in 

She territory  of Mackistono will,  common of past ranges and other  e.en,,nts , thoy trait of 1),  
vid I, and Malcohni  their late lords; and of their lord William, and David, his brother. Chart, 

rt, 'Echos, No. 27. 
Of 
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of Robert, and Cecilia (c). Walter de Berkeley, who 'was doubtless the bro-
ther of Robert, was appointed chamberlain of Scotland, in :65, when Ni-
colas, his predecessor, was made chanallor (d). Walter obtained from king 
William a grant of the extensive manor of Inverkeilor, in Forfarshire ; whereon 
he built Red-Castle, on an eminence, near the mouth of Lunan-water ; and he 
was from it sometimes called, the lord of Red-Castle. He granted the church 
of Inverkeilor, with other privileges to the monks of Arbroth (a). He had the 

honour to be one of the hostages, for enforcing the treaty, which restored his 
master, William, to his people (f). Walter held some lands, in Galloway, 
under Roland, the son of Uchtred: he granted those lands to the monks of 
Holm-Cultram, which grant was confirmed by Roland, the Lord of Qallo-
way (x). When Walter died is uncertain: he was alive, at the end of the 
twelfth, and died, at the beginning of the thirteenth century ; as we may learn 
from the .chartularies. He left an heiress, who married Ingelram de Baliol, 
who was the first of this family, that settled, in Scotland (f). Another branch 
of the Berkeleys took root in the Hems, during the twelfth century; and be. 
came the progenitors of Barclay of Mathers, of Barclay of Uric, and of other 
families, in those northern districts. Humphry de Berkeley, who obtained 
estates, in the Merns, front William, the lion, was probably a brother of Wal. 
ter, the chamberlain (i). He married 4catha, wlm witnessed one of his char. 
tees. Humphry granted Balfech to the monks of Arbroth (k)— He probably 

did 

(c) Ib. 29, 30. Robot de Berkeley was a v.itness to many grants of William, the lion as 
we may see, is the chartulaties. 

(d) Crawl. OW. of ST.., p. 233. Robert, and Neter de Berkeley, appear as witnesses, to-
gether, in many charters. Chan. Arbroth, No. 4-56; Chart. Glasgow, a!,—alS ; Chart. Cu. 
per, Na. 35—.39 MO. Monast. Scotim, tot. Robert witnessed the charters of Walter de Berke-
/ay. Chart. Arbroth, No. 83-87. There is a charter of Walter de B,rkeley, the chamberlain, 
with his very carious seal appendant, in the Diplom. Scotia, ph 77:  It W. witnessed by Wil-
liam de Moreville, the constable, who died, in t 496. 

(e) Chart. Arbroth, No. 83.4, 85-6. 	 (f) Rymer's Fued. v. i. p. 
(g) Dog. adonast. nol. v p. 086. 
(h) Off. of Sta 553 ; Ruddims lode, to the Diplom. Seotim. Nisbet pretends, that he 

left two &nide,:
te, 

 but, this loose intimation is contradicted by charters, which cable, that Ingel. 
ram de Bdiol wan the only person, who was called upon to coofirm'the grams of Walter de Ben. 
Mei. Chart. Arbroth, No. 67. Monast.Angl. v. p. z86. 

(i) Chart. Arbroth, 	I-Dainpliry de Berkeley witni ',ea two charters of Gilchrist, Eli 
of Angus. lb. No.38— 	App. to Nisbet's Heraldry, 240. From William, Humphry oh- 
rdned the manor ni Colwell, which is 	called Laitrencekirk, Moubodaeb, Balfech, Callan], 

Glenfendiar, and ocher lards, in 
now  
 Fordon parish. 

(I) Chart. Added!, No. 154 as the salon had been parotid elated, by Moire, ,he bidiop 
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did not survive his flatter, William, who demised, in 1214 j and he left the 
greatest part of Isis lands to his heiress Richenda, who married Warnebald, the 
ancestor of the Earls of Gleneairn. As•they had no issue, they granted their 
estates, in she Hems, to the monks of A,broth, which were et:Wins:al by 
Alexander B. (1). She outlived her husband; and during her widowhood, 
confirmed her grant to .the snooks of.Arbroth (c). There was one Joists Berkc-
Icy, 

 
whether a nephew, or a bastard son of Humphrey, who enjoyed a part of 

estate, though Ftichentla seas  Isis heiress ; and seems thus to have been looked 
at, with envious eyes, by Melinda, and Warnehald, triton they gave such estates 
to the monks. John de Berkely disputed with those favourite snook a, about 
some of these lauds, soon after duo death of his father. This contrtw,sv 
ended, by an agrcemer.t, which was assented to by his son, Robert do licrkdey ; 
mud was confirmed by Alexander II, about the year 1125 (1/1). Jule de &eke-
lay had some connection with Rogue, the bishop of St. Andrews, who died, its 
1262 j and w!lose charters, he often witnessed (n). The Berkeleys enjoyed 
other high  0,Eces, besides that of chamberlain. Walter de Berkeley acted as 
justiciary Under William, the lion. Hugh do Berkeley, was justiciary of Lo-
thian, between Inca, and 1214, the last twelve years of William (o). Another 
Hugh de Berkeley was justiciary of Lothian, under Alexander HI. (p). The 
brothers Hugh de Berkeley, and Walter de Berkeley, were among the Alagvaics 
Scale, filo entered into a treaty with the Welsh, in 1258 )q). Sir David 
Berkeley obtained the lordship of Brechin, by marrying Margaret, the heiress, 
at the beginning of the fourteenth century. 'f his estate went afterwards to the 
Maules, by another female heir of the Berkeleys (r). 

The progenitor of the Anglo-Norman family of the Normanvillos came, from 
England, into Scotland, during the twelfdt century (1). The place; where they 
first settled, cannot now be easily ascertained. 'Ilciorc the year Inca, Thigh de 

of Aberdcen,. and Ciawre, the Earl of St.ther. Swandom 	 19:17,t 
contitsncd by K. William. tS. No. az:. litorphry was 1141,414 Frambulatm 	n 	4i, of ladc,m 	the 
.51. Of the kingdon, Ib. p.4. 

(/) Chart. Arl.19 No. 	and No. 21: this confirmation of Ahrond, I, 	dated the zoth 
of March r:.4.3. 

(e). lb. N.22: Her grant was conlirot,d by Alrsnader, 
(.) Ch4rt. of A4broth. 	• 	 (n) Id. 

Chart. N,..Nbotle ; Fragments of SentiAh IlLitor, 
(;) 14107. Scotix, 36; Chart. Sol,e, N. 9 ; Clmet. ti'.., 	9;, 	 'how, 

51,at tiugh  WaS  justiciary of Lot.. ao, in 5:55, 1,66, and 1,97. 
, 	CI) Itymer's Poet v.i. p. 6;3. . 	 Perrogr, 

(,) We may sec several or the Faglieh Norm:11,41, is 	iorJosn, v. i. and in Dog- 
dak's 1,109asticon. 	 • 

Normanwilk 
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Normanvilld, and Alicia, his wife, were in possession of the manor of Mackis-
ton, which lied previously belonged to Robert de Berkeley, as ve Dare seen. 
Alicia was doubtless the daughter of Robert de Berkeley ; and by her mar-
riage, transferred the possession of Mackiston to her husband. In I Coo, Hugh 
de Normanville, and Alicia, his wife, gave to the monks of Metros the lands 
of Kelvessete, and Fawlawe, in exchange foe the land, which Robert de Berke-
ley, and Cecilia, his wife, granted to the same monks, in the manor of Mackis-
ton (t). Hugh de Normanville had four sons; John, AValran, Guydo, and 
Thomas. John, as heir, inherited the manor of Mackiston. Before she year 
1232, be confirmed to the monks of Melros all the lands, common of pastor. 
age, and other easements, which they claimed, within the manor of Mackiston, 
under Ids father Hugh (o). He granted to his brother, \Vahan, a carucate 
of land in Mackiston (e). Waken conveyed this carucate of land to his 
brother Guydo (y). And he transferred it to his brother Thomas, in exchange, 
for the lands, which he had obtained from the gift of Matildis, the Countess 
of Angus (n). Thomas de Normanville was one of the Scotish party, who 
acted with the Cumyns ; and was removed from the councils of Alexander III, 
its loss, by the influence of the English king (a). 

A cadet of the English family of Montcalt, wbo derived this name, from a 
place in Flintshire, came into Scotland, during the tweillh century (I.). Robert 
de Montealt is a witness to some of the charters of David I. (r). This family 
obtained brain William, the lion, a grant of tine manor of Fan, in Forfarshire. 
Robert Lie Montealt, knight, gave to the ntonks of Caper a stone of wax, and 
four shillings of money to be annually received, from the rents of his lands of 
Fern (d). This family appears to have had other lands, its Forfarshire, Nrti. 
cularly, the estate of Both, its Carmylic parish (e). Richard de Montealt was 

(s) Chart. Metros, No, 29. 
(Is) lb. to : And he granted several other portions of land to the same monks, ruder ALsvms 

lice II. lb. No.32.  
(,) Ib. 4I• 	 (71 Ib.  45. 
(z) 	to 120, died Walran de Normanville and seas buried at Melrom Chun. Mel. 111. 
(o) Ry0155'15Flnd. i. 566. 	 (I) Dag, Baron. i p• 527. 
(e) lie witnessed David's charter to Holyroodhonse. Ile was certainly an Englishman, says 

Sir is Dalrfmple. Col. 4s0. 
(d) Chart. Over, Nu. (.1: Laurence de Montsalt 13 a witness to this grant. Robert dc Mon- 

tealt witnessed seseral 	L.s of Il, sod some  of Alexander III. Chart. Arbroth. 
No. 23 t No. z7. 

le) On she s 71h r5billary 1250, 5115 41..05 A5b50011,50A1,15 bound to William de Mmgealt, 
the ten of Michael de RItn.tealt, to support a chaplain ac his chapel of Both. Chart. Arbroth, 
No. I+. Michael de Montealt teas slmeiff of Inverness, is x234. Chart. Moray, fol. so. 	. 

3 Y 2 	 justiciary 
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justiciary of proper Scotland with Philip de Malcville, in the three years, ending 
with 1242 (f). Michael dc Montealt was justiciary of proper Scotland, with 
Philip de Melgdrutn, in 1252 (g). William de Monteith 	one of the Scot. 
ish barons, who, in their famous epistle to the Pupt, said they would never 
submit to England, while one of them remained (I). Montealt has been vul. 
garized into Mowat ; as the English family of Montefichet has been transformed 
into Muschet (b). 

The de Vescies were a Northumberland family, during the reigns of Henry II, 
and of Malcolm IV. (i). Fustace de Vesci obtained from William, the lion, 
his bastard daughter, Margaret, with the manor of Sprouston, and other lands, 
in Rokburghshire, in 1192 (k). Eustace was killed, by an arrow, when 
Alexander II. and he, advanced to view Castle-Bernard, in 1216. Eustace, and 
Margaret, left a son, William, who confirmed their donations to the monks of 
Kelso, and Of Melros (/). When so many pretenders to the crown of the.  
Scotishilcings appeared, in 1291, William de Vesci, the descendant of Fustace, 
by the bastard daughter of William, the lion, gave in his illegitimate claim, 
which he withdrew, in November 1292 (is). 

Chart. Glasgow, 27 r ; Chart.. Cooper, No. 43. 
(g) App. to Nisbet's Heraldry, 13 r.; Rood. Index Diplom. Semis. He was, as we hare seen, 

the father of William de Montealt. Michael had another 4011, Bernard de Monteith, who wa, 
a witness to a grant of Ale.:ander III, in 1265. Diplom. Scotix, pl. 36. Bernard du Montealt, 
with the abbot of Ilahnerinach, and others, were drowned on their ',urn homy, Croat Norway, in 
'28 1. Index to the Diplom. 

(1) Uiplo,a Semis, pl. 51. 
(b) Dog. Ear i. p.438-9; Rud. Index Diplom. Scoti, 
(i) Dug, Baron. i. p. 9 t : William de Vesci was a witness to a charter of William, the Earl of 

Nortlintnberland. Chart. Antig. Brit. MI5. William de Vesci, knight, was sheriff of Northum-
berland from 1154 to 1168, when he probably died. Hutch. Northumberland, ii. p. 45t. 

(E) Out of that manor, Entstace de Vesci granted twenty shillings to the monks of Kelso, to be 
received of the tenant of the 141711,of Sprat's., fur the tithes of the mill. Chart. Kelso, No.207. 
Margaret de Vesci granted the monks this annual.rent on condition, that they would receive far,
her

, 
 lord, and their heirs, into the society of the house. lb. so9. In 507, the monks of Kelso• 	• 

agreed, that Enstace de Vesci, and his wife, Margaret, should have a chapel, in their court  of' 
of Sprouston. lb. sot.. Richard de Vesci, the brother of Enstaco, was a wituesato this charter. 
For notices of Enstace,see R ym.Emd. vi. 8f, to a s 11 anc117Vallis'i Northumberland, v. ii. p.359-6o. 
Margaret de Vesci confirmed to the monks of Metros the grants of land, which had been made, by 

rne of her vassals, in the territory of Lillieselif. Chart. Maros, No. 70, 71. 
(/) Chart. Melross, No. 7s, 73 : He also confirmed to the monks of Kelso the grants to them, 

in the territory of Moll, by his vassal, Gilbert Avenel: this charter is witnessed by Willi:inn de 
Vesci, his son. Chart. Kelso, No. tyo. 

(as) s Rpm. Fad, 54(-76, 
Thomas 
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Thomas de London, an Englishman, obtained from David I. the manor of 
I.essedwyn [Lessuden] in Roxburghtbire, where he settled, with his follow. 
era (n). He married a widow, whose name was Lovel, and who possessed some 

ds, in his vicinity; out of which, she gave to the monks of Jedburgh that 
.4ortion, which was called Uchtredsxaghe (o). Thomas de London was suc-

ceeded by his son Maustice ; and he by his son Richard, who married Matilda 
lot ...- ,.. de Ferrers, by whom Richard had Robert de London, his heir, during the 

,.reign of Alexander II. Robert confirmed to the monks of Dryburgh the church 

,. 

 
of Lessedwyn, for the safety of the souls of William, the lion, of Richard, his 
own father, and of Matilda, his mother (p). Robert de London, the descend- 

I, ant of Thomas de London, must not be confounded with Robert de Loudon, the 
natural son of William, the lion, his contemporary (q). 

u The two families, who were called de London, must be distinguished, also, 
from two families, who were denominated de Lundin, and who settled, in those 
times, the one, its Fife; and the other, in Forfarshire (r). Philip de Lundin 
obtained from Malcolm IV. the manor of Lundie, in Fife (a). Philip outlived 
Malcolm IV, and continued his career under William, the lion (t). Ile was 
succeeded by Isis son Walter, who obtained from King William a confirmation 
of the lands of Lundie (u). Out of these, Walter made liberal grants to the 
monks of Cambuskenneth, which were confirmed by King William, and by 

's heirs (o). Walter de Lundie, also, possessed the lands of Benvie, near 
Lundie, in Dxfarshire (y), a circumstance, which seems to denote, that the 
Leadies of Fife, and the Lunches of Forfar, were originally the same. Walter, 

. 	(n) Thomas de Londonia witnessed some of the cluxters of David I. Chart. Glasgow, 4'g. 
"•~:3Ie granted the church of Lessedivyn to the monks of Dryburgh; and this grant was confirmed, 

y K. William, and by Jocelin, the bishop of Glasgow. Chan. Dryburgh, 4.0-1. 
(a) Chart. Jedburgh. 	 (pl Chan. Dryburgh, No. 59. 	, 
fq) Chart. Incheolm, No. 15. Robert de Lundyn u-as a witness to a charter of William, the 

on, with Robert de London, the kihg's son. Chart. Arbroth, No. 6. And they thus appear 
together, in other charters. 

(o) The Latin name of the charters is Lundin ; the Edglish name of a-0. n. life is Lundie, 
the moat appellation of the lands. 

(r) Sir is. Dalrymple's Col. 298, which quotes the original charter. 
(5 ) r ;ph,. Scotia, pl 28; Chart. Caper, No. 53 , Chan. Arbroth: No.73— i i an 
(a) Sir Ja. Dalrymple's Col. 398. 
te) He granted them four bovates of hind, with a toll, in the village of Baleormark, near 

Lundie, with pasture over his whole estate, for 590 sheep, so cows, and three acres of field, 
which he had perambulated. Chart. Cambay. Na. go. Id.+1-, 

(y) Chart Arbroth, Ns. 171, 
Iry 
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by his wife Christian, left several sons, who appear in the chartularies, as wit-
nesses of their father's munificence to the monks. 

Malcolm, who was designed de Lundie, was contemporary with Philip, who 
was, probably, his brother. Malcolm equally shared the bounty of David I, 
and Malcolm IV, from whom he obtained, perhaps, the lands of Lundie, in For-
farshire. Malcolm de Lundie was certainly succeeduti by his son, Thomas, 
who obtained front William, the lion, the office of Door-ward, or Ifactiarius, 
which became hereditary, in this family. He acquired lands, in Marr, on the 
Dee, as well as in Forfar, and in Fife, out of which, his munificence induced 
him to make several donations to the monks (a). Thomas, the Dlor-ward, 
was alive, in 1 z 2o: in that year, he was one of the Magnate's Scotia, who rati-
fled the marriage.of Alexander II, with Johanna of England (a). He was suc-
ceeded by Isis son, Alan, the Door-ward, who was a busy actor, during a busy 
period: besides the hereditary office of I.,stiari.w, he 11,1,1 the important trust 
of justiciary, for proper Scotland, from 1243 to sass, and again from 1255 
to 1257 f and he became, for a while, the Earl of Athol, though the Peerage 
writers cannot tell, by what design, or accident (6). He early married the 
bastard' daughter of Alexander II. He had the presumption  to oppose the co-
ronation of the infant son of his benefactor, in 0249 (r). As a strenuous sol- 

(o)Thomas de Lundie, the ton of Malcolm, and the king.s Doorward, granted to the monks 
of Scone the church of Eycht, in Marr, with its perti. Chan. Soon, 
gore to the monks of Arbroth the church of Kinernic, 	Marr, with the pertinents s which was 
confirmed by K. William. Chart, Arbroth, No. Rt,  89. He granted to the samo monks the 
forest of Trostach, lying between the Dee, and Canie-water. Ib. No. )4. He gmmed to the 
monks of Caper a mark of silver to be paid, yearly, by him, and his 116,, out of his lauds of 
Balmerinach, in consideration of the burying-gmnod, which he had located before thcir church- 
door, where he desired he might be hurled. Walter, Iles 	a, de 'Aladin, is one of the witnesses 
to this gram, which was confirmed by 1Villia.n, the hon. Chan Caper, No. 51. 'Phis ground 
before the church door of the abbey became the burial-place of the family of Lundie, where Ake, 

' the Door.ward, and the son of Thaws,, was buried, in ran, as Fortino relates. 1. x. c. 
(a) ; Rymer's Fad. 
(fl He calls himself Eml of Athol,.in a charter to the monks of Arbroth, confirming hisfa-

ther's grant of the forest of Trootrien. Chart. A oIroth, No. 161. TIC., charter was c.,.... .,.,.
by Alexander II, in 1233. lb. t6 ,. Ho witn,,c1 a citorter of Alexander it, in los t, wh, rein 
he is allowed to call himself Earl of .914. Ib. I t 	tranract ions of those firers ovine: that, 
he wm a most presoMptuons character. What Nisbet, Sr bis Ilmoddry, i. p  7+;  .a 
to..rt,r3gc, P. 41, say of him, is quire erroneous. CraBford, the antiquary, str,sposes, that he 
sr., Earl of Athol, by havieg the gift of the wardohip of the young Earl. MS. Notes. How-
ever anomalous, this is not unlikely, considering the audacity of -the man. and his marriage with 
Alexander 	bustard daughter. 

(r) Lord }hides An, i. sfia ; Fords., x, c. 
dier, 
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dier, and ambitious statesman, he took Isis full share, in the political manage-
runt of !hat .reign (d). Alan, the Door-ward, enjoyed elates, in almost every 

- district of the north ; in Moray, Aberdeen, in the Sterns, and in Forfarshire (e). 
He seas liberal to the monk: ; he founded hospitals, and a convent ; as we see in 
the chartularia (f ). lie died, in 5075 ; and. was buried, in the inclosure, which 
his father had prepared for him, before the Abbey church of Caper he left three 
daughters, who carried his large estates, with his blood, into other families (g). 

A branch of the Anglo-Norman family of Heria came into Scotland, during 
the age of David 1. (5). It is snore than probable, that the since William de 
Heriz, who appears to have attached himself to David 1, and his son, Henry, 
may have settled, in Scotland. The peerage writers assign to William de Heriz 
three sons ; Nigel, William, and Thomas hut, neither the series, nor the fili-
ation of those 1-1,7;zes, have been accurately settled by those genealogical writ-
ers  (i). 'William de ficrig, who witnessed a charter to the monks of Kelso, 
at the end of the twelfth century, was probably the genuine stock of the ilcriz  
family, in Scotland (5). Nigel de Heris was forester, in the southern districts, 
to Alexander 11, who directed a precept to him, and to the sheriffs of Edinburgh, 

and 
(d) SeP s Rym. Fred. 428-559-566.7-67,-.7:5. 
(e) Chart. Mar. 85: Chan. Caper, 54;  Chan. Aberdeen, 3c9--s5. TO '256, he acquired. 

from Walter, the abbot of Arbroth, the lauds of Banchoit-Devenich, M the Mesa. Chat. Ar. 
broth, No.16. 

(f) In 	lie founded an hospital at Kincardin °Witt, near the bridge, which his father 
had built over the Dee. Ire his foundation charter, in Chan. Aberdeen, 315. and another char. 
ter from him to this establishment,  in 1550. lb. 3o9. 

Fordun, I a.  e. aura He had a see, who grew up to man's came, but died before him-
self: he was a witness in his father's acquittance tollihe monks of Arhroth, in 1256, bylhe name 
of 0 Thomas Hosticrins Hine mess, Illus.. Chart. Arbroth. ho. zo8. 

(6) William de Heria was a witness to a charter, which David I. granted IC/She monks of St. 
Beg.,  at Kaplow. Chart. Antir;. Bibl. Hart. William de Herix also witnened a grant of Earl 
Henry to the monks of Wederhall. Moms, AngL i 399.• He also nitnened a charter of Earl 
Henry 	;he monks of Holn,Cultrarn. lb. SSG. See Dug. Baron. v. i. p.684-5, for some no. 

s of this family, which lease it somewhat doubtful, v..hether %Valiant emigrated from England. 
This Family, who were not considerable, had their chief residence at Wyverton [Samoa', in Not. 
tinghamehire. The Scotish gencalog'.us, taking no notice of this English family or Maria, derive 
the Scotish race from the house of Vcnaume, in France! DooLL Paee. 337. 	 • 

(1 K . 	gel  is said to ha., b 	it been a wnessain some charters to:the monks of Kelso. SirJa. Dal. * 
rymplc Coll. lavtii. 

(I) He Witnessed a charter Of William, the lion, to the monks of Metros, in the period. from 
1175 to sigg. Chart. McIros, No.,. He WaS a witness to  a chatter of Robert de Bras, between 

s83 and 19o. Chart. Arbco,h, No.66. Thomas de Heria also witnessed the  same Charter  50 

the 010111“ of Kele, with William, and Nigel 'There misted other parsons of the same name, 
in 
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arid Traquair, to ascertain the extent, and value, of the pasture of Lethanhope, in 
Tweedale (t). This family settled is Nithsdale, under David II. ; they ob-
tained the barony of Terregles, and the lands of Kirkguneon, in Galloway, and 
Achry, in Stirlingshire (I). The representative of all those Herizes, Sir Herbert, 
obtained the title of Lord Herries of Terregles, in 149,3. From this stock are 
sprung the several families of Herris in Scotland. 

The story, which Douglas tells, from Van Dassen, of the orign of the Can-
inghams, is entirely fictitious (m). Camden traces them from England, on 
surer grounds, though he confounds Hugh Moreville, the constable, who lived, 
in a prior age, with Hugh Moreville, the assassin of Becket (s). Warnebalil,  ' 
who canto from the cords of England, settled as a vassal under Hugh 
in Cuningham (o). From him, NV.Iiebald obtained the manor of Cuningham, 
which, comprehended the church, and much of the parish of Kilmaurs ; and 
from his manor, Warnebald assumed the surname of Cuningham (p). Warne-
bald was succeeded by his son, Robert, in the manor of Kilmaurs, and Cunng-
horn. He married, as we have seen, Rich  2.  nea, the daughter of Humphry de 
Bcrkelty,IVith whom he obtained several lands, in tee Merns, which they granted 
to the monks of Arbroth, as we know, from the eiarrulary of that opulent 
house. As Robert was the vassal of Richard Moreville, he w..s a witness to , 
some of his charters (7). Robert granted the cl,u,h of Kilmaurs, 5' in villa 
" mea de Cuningham," to the monks of Kelso, with a carucate of land, be- 

in Scotland, in the twelfth century. Henry de Ile: if. witnessed a charter of William de Somerville 
to Ingelram, the bishop of Glasgow, between 116+ and 1174. Chart. Glasgow, 5s. Ivon de 
Herix, and Roger de Hens, witnessed a charter of Walter its Berkky the chamberlain, between 

t59 and 1196. Diplom. Scotia, pl. 77. 
(t) Chart. Newhotle, No. 135 Douglas nistakingly colts this .orester, Hcnricus de Herie. 

Robertsim's Index to the Records. 	 le' Peerage, a99. 
In) Camden, s6e7, p. 59y. 	 (o) Crawford's Pen-age, 107. 
(A There was here, of old, a hamlet, and manor-place, named Cuningham there is still, in the 

neighbourhood of Kilmaurs, the mansion of Cuningham-head, where there was an old castle, when 
Pont surveyed this country. Blames Atlas Scotia:. From this manor.place, the whole district 
took its name. We see told, indeed, that the district took its name from being the residence, or 
hem, of some king, in some age: it was not recollected, that such a king never existed, and that 
eutiag signifies a rabbit, while Cyning means  a king Caning, in the British, sigMfirs  a rabbit; 
the word was adopted into the Anglo-Saxon, and Scuto-Saxon ; and this word appears in the names  • 
of places, where rabbits abounded ; as  Conia Earth, in Northumberland, Cunialarth, in Latter).;)  
shire, Clinirrg-11111, in Lothian, Cuning.h.a,sh, in Bellie pari,h, Banffshire, Cuaing.pari, in Ayr-1 
-Aire so. Caning-ham means rabbit-!am; or she place, where shits abound: them is another place, 
which v.as called Cowing-ham, probably, from the same circumstance, in the pm Ur of Wigton. 

r 	Diplom. Scenic, pl. hay; Macfarlane's C'ul. so Ile alsewitttussed sou,,  charters of Wil- 
liana, the lion. Chart. Glasgow, as...35' 

longing 
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longing to the church (r). 'This grant was confirmed by Richard de Moreville, 
his superior (a). Robert, the son of Warnebald, died souse time before the 
year 7 189 ; add was succeeded by his son, Robert, who confirmed his father's 
grants to the monks of Kelso ; and his confirmation woe confirmed by his snipe- 

, 	s  rim lord, Richard de Moreville, who died in t 189 (t) This family of Coning- 
ham is frequently mentioned, in the chartulary of Paisley. 	descendants 
became lords of Kilmaurs ; 'and, in 7 388, Earl of Glencairn (it). And from 

.them were descended several very respectable families of the name of Culling-

learn, in North-Britain (e). 

The progenitors of the Lockharts were Stephen Lockard, and Simon Lock-
ard, who settled in Lanerkshire, and in Ayrshire, during the twelfth century. 
Stephen appears, as a witness, with other vassals, to a charter of Richard de More-

vine. Simon Lockard, who appears as early as the reign of Malcolm IV, is 
supposed, by the genealogists, to have been a son of Stephen (y). But, this is 

6doubtful ; as they seem to have been contemporaries (a). Simon certainly set-
tled in Upper Clydesdale, at a place, which wus named Irons hint Simcns-town, 

and which gave its appellation to the parish (a). The parish kirk was then called 
Widekirrh. Simon Lockard confirmed to the monks of Kelso the church, named 
FVudekirch, with the lands appertaining to it (b). This confirmation was con-
firmed by joceline, the bishop of Glasgow, whose charter mentions, that the 

„parish of Wudekirch comprehended the manors of Simonstown, and Tankards-
'.town (a). Simon Lockard was succeeded by his son, Malcolm, who held his 

(,) Chart. Kelso, No. 	The consideration of this grant WAY Awry usual, in that age, an 
emy reception into the fraternity of the Imam he gave the same monks two parts of 5uch goods, 
as shotild belong to him, at his death. Id. John, the abbot of Kelso, from 156o to tt8o, granted 
.tia Robert, the son of Warnebald, the village of Little Draffan, for the yearly payment of half a 
'mark. lb..to.y. 

(7) lb. No. 2.F4. 	(r) 	28.54. 	 Crawfold's Pew, 268. 

(w) Id. Doug. Bar.; Index to the Diplom. Scotier 5 Nithetls Heal. v, i. p. 59.5 5 sod Ap. 43, 
and 2.97. 

(y) Dough Bar. 323. 
(n) Simon Lockard is a witness to a charter with Harbert the bishop of Glasgow, in t 164. 

Chart. Kelso, No.334. Simon was a witneas, with Richard Moreville, ton grant of William, 

PIC lies, at Rutherglen. Chart. Glasgow, 339. 

(a) Hc had also some lands, in Kyle, which was from him named Siosia,42evii, wheals the pre- 
nt name of the perish of .Sync 	Chart. Chmt. Paine'', Na. y. 

181 Chart Kelso, No. 3,6. 
(5) Id. 47 t Tmkardton forme more a part of CoMegton parish. 

Vol.. I. 	 3 Z 	 lands 
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lands in Kyle, :under the family of Stewart: (d). Simon Lochard was the 
undoubted progenitor of the Lockhart.; of Lee, the' stock, whence sprung 
the whole Itockharts of North-lkitain(s). 	• 	• 

The origin of the Scotish family .of the FlayS, as transformed into legend, 
'by the genealogists, is entirely fitbalous. The. Hays of Scotland are certainly 
abranch of the Angle-Norman Hays, who themselves probably came into this 
country, with William, the Norman (f). The first person of this name, who 
appears in Scotish record, is William de Hay, who settled, in Lothian, at the 
middle of the twelfth century (y). He acted as Pirrarus, during the reign of 
Malcolm IV (b): he seas also Piocerom, in the beginning of the reign of Wil-
liam (0. 'Ile first William de Hay died about the scar 0 s7o. And, he was 
saccecded by his son, William, whom he Lad by a fi,..er of Ranulph de Sales, 
he 1001,i of Lidisdale. This son inherited his 1,41,17, but not his ofilcc, which 

-• passed into the family of Souks, with whom is seems to have become hereditary. 
The first William, de Hay left another son, Robert, who was the progenitor of. the 
Hays of Locherwart, the Lords of,Yester, and Earls, and Marquis. of Twesdak. 
During those times, there were other flays, in Scathed (k). The second Wit-
ham do Hay, as he was the frequent attendant on William, the lion, witnessed 
many of his charters (f,. He had the honour to be one of the hostages, for 
William, when he was liberated, in 0174 (tu;. The cal- licit possessions of the 
Hays were in Lothian King William granted to the second William de Hay the 

(d) He granted to the monastery of Paisley, which owed its foundation to the first Sten-art, 
acres of land " in Villa Symonis de Kyil ;" in Sim. 	in Kyle, in pure alms, " pro salute anbra 

Walter; 	Alani," us. Clsart. Paisley, No.67. From this notice, it appears that, Syne.- 
.., in Kyle, derived also its appellation from the name of his father, as well as lemon-rev, in 
Clydesdale. 

(t) William, the son of Simon, flosuishrd under Alexander II. Chart. Newbotle, NO. 232. 
Sialon &I Ley lived in 1339. lh• 234. Alan Lo,klart de Lee lived in 107. lb. 290.1. Far 
other notices about those respectable families, see Douglas Ilar. 323 ; Sir Ja. Dalrymph's Col. 
4 	Chart. Paisley, and Kelso, and Robertson's Index. 

(JI Dug. Sawn. V. i. 597; Dough NU. 477. 
151 William de Hay was a witness to several charters of Malcolm IV. Chart. Scone; Chart. 

St. Andrews; Chart. Glasgow, 27; Danl. Peer. 2.17. 
191 Diplom. Scotia, pl.  24. 	 (1) Chart. Cope, No. 3  ; Chart, Glasgow, 27. 
(51 David de Hay nourished with Roger, the bishop of St. Andrews, from s 19S, when he was 

,onlecratud, 10 1202, when he died. Chan. Cope, No. 6n; Chart. of Arbroth,lio. 122. 
(/) D19/0/11. Scotia, pl. 26, 	; Chart. Glasg. 2 IR —339 ; Chart, Nenb9s)e; Chart. Kelso; 

Chart. Dunfermlin. 

(o) t Itym. Feed. 40. 
extensive 
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extensive manor of Errol, in the Carse of Cowrie, with the pertinents(o). 
William do Hay immediately granted, in subinfeudation, several parcels of this 
manor to his followers (o). Ile granted, in the same mantle:, to the monks of 
Caper, the lands of Ederpolls (p). The peerage writers have married this 
William de Hay, who thus lived under King William, and died, at the end of 
the twelfth century, to Eva, a daughter of Alan, the Doonvard, who flourished 
under Alexander HI, and died in says W. William de r Lty certainly had. 
six sons, the eldest of whom, David, succeeded him, in his estates. In the 
thirteenth century, the Hay, became thus numerous, in the Corse of Cowrie, 
and in the adjoining countries of Perth, Forfar, and Fife (r). In the fourteenth 
century, they became still more numerous, and spread into Aberdeenshire, 
and into other parts of the North t yet, it must be always remembered, that it 
was William de Hay, the first, and William de flay, his son, who were the real 
progenitors of the Hays of Errol, that obtained, from Robert Bruce, the office 
of constable, and front James II. the Earldom of Errol, in 1462 (s). Front the 
first William de Hay, by his son Robert, as we have seen, sprung Hay of To-
cherwart, its Lothian, whose descendants, by various transmissions, became 
Earl, and Marquis of Tweedale, in the seventeenth century (t). Robert de 
Hay sloes not appear to have enjoyed much property, or consequence. He Ilef 
a son William, w ho was  .the father of John, before mentioned, who married 
Margaret, the co-heiress of Robert de Lyne, with whom he obtained the manor 

(n) Chanter in the family archives Dough Peer. 48. This grant must have been made, in 
the period front t 178 to r t9st Crawford says, mistakii,fly, during the reign of Eldest. IV. 

(a) Cita.. Caper, No.41-4. He grants lards to his younger sons. lb. ,2. 
In) IL. 59. .This pine, as the Gaelic nae implies, lay between the twn pah, 	nsolcs, 

which were caked tic Pod,  or  few of Errol, an
m

d Pet-goal, the name of EdergbIls has heir, long 
since, forghton. 

(q) Dough Peer. 248. The wife of Wilham de Hay was certainly named Eva, but not the 
dati,glites 	Al.:, who was barn tali a century afterwards. He obtained, by his wify'she  land. 
nf Piths:din, s, rob Eno, and he, granted to the priory of St. Andrews: and tilts grant was coo. 
firmed by their son David, and by R. Willi*, who dinl, in 12,4. Chart S, Andrews; Craw 
ford's MS. Notes. 

(1.1 Tbsy ray be all traced, in the ehartularies t so. Chart. Curs, finis No. 4.  to  55. 
N From this noble steels, arc sgsusg the Hays, lbols of ILlimotil. Crawl. Pier ,8 t Dough. 

P.,. 3S4. Ha:, Lod Binshis, snit Earl of Carlisle. Dung'. Pebr. 	Hay of Lays t Hay of 
Intl., Hay of - Enfield Hay of Ranes, of lushes h, and corny others. ld. 

(,) The pserage writers again err, in eleKr:ng this reopretable family, through the incs,1 Willui 
do Hay, instead of Robert de Hay. Dongl. Peerage, 07, Crawford, indeed, calls the broth., 
of ViEiliaci, who was the tree foonds, of this flahly, John de Ituy. PeeratEr 404. 	• 

3 Z 	 o f 
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of Lochenvart, in Mid-Lothian ('s). From this brnch of the IIays, sprung the 
respectable fiunilies of the Bays, in the south of ScOtiand (x). 

The progenitor of the RlIti,,CTS was Thor,. a person of Saxon or Danish 
blood, who Came from the north of England, and settled in Scotland, under 
David I. fa. ). This Thor was a di:IT:rent person, from Thor-longus, whom we 

under Edgar,-in a prior a%e, and from other '''hors, who appeared, 
in di.forcs: asi.ecis, nearly, in the same period. - The progenitor of the 

t.ouns to have attached himself to Earl Henry, front whom he ob-
1..in.Al prol,ably a jgrant of lands For Swats, the son of Thor, gratefully cum; 

memoralus Earl Ileum', in hit charters' to  the mocks of Scone. Swan, the 
sort, and succe•sor of Thor, lived long under Vrilliam, the Lion ; and crated 
the 'manors 	 Tuberrnore, and other lands, in Perthshire. Swan 
oho possessed, as superior lord, the territory of Crawford, in I  fpper Clydes-
dale, which the Inogcrsitors of the Lindsays held as vassals under him (b). 
Swan, as  he Wag opulent, practised the virtue of munificence, according to the 
practice of the tines; and he made several donations to the snooks, who were 

the objects of his liberality (r). It was Walter, the son of Alan, before-nun-
tinned, who first assumed the surname of Ruthven ; and who acquired the 

(u) David, the son of Robert. do Lyre, possetsed Loclierwart, this ancient seat of the family of 
TwecJale, under King William, while Joceline -was bishop of Glasgow, from 1173 to r79. 
Chart. Newhotle, No. 23. David was succeeded by his son, Robert de Lyn, lb. No. to. And 
this Robert was the father of Margaret, who, by marrying John de Hay, transferred thin lorge 

estate of bee father's to the fondly of liny. See a chh ter of confirmation of William de Hay, the 
non el this marriage. lb. No. 26 ; and see a convention between the abbot of Inolicolm with Wil-
liam de Hay de Locherwort, Knight, and 6011 of John de Hay, 1263. Chart. Irc:,colns, 24. 

(r) The geoehlogists name the Hays of Linplume, the Hays  of Barre, the Hays of Belton, the 
Hays of SitOlthfield, the Hays of Royston, the Hays of Spot. 

(4) Daring the lath campy,  Swan, and '!'for  Were consmon names, in the noith of En;,;larnI. 
Dug. Monasticon. Adam, the con of Swan, &writhed, in Yorkshire. t Dug. Bar. 663. Adx, 
the son of Swan, and H. the son of Swan, were witnesses to a grant of David 1., to the monks of 
St. Bora. Chart. Antic'. 13;b1. Hard; Chart. Metros, No. 54. 

(5) Chart Newbotle, No..44,  .44,  t45, udder William, the Idon. 	' 
(e) Swan, the son of Thor, granted to the monks of Scone Achanspohel, by the same limits, • 

as Roberts the chaplain, had hell them ; and that toft, in Tuhermore, which Is. fader held, and 
also the meadow on Loch Methin, YetInten, in Perthshire] with common of pasture. Chart. 
Scone, No. so.. This grant was confirmed by King William. lb. 00. Walter, the son of Alan,• 
the ton of Swan, the son of 'nor, confirm,' the grams of his grandfather, So.-an: And upon 
this, Alexander II- granted a rharter of confirmation. lb. No. 6s. Swan, the son of Thor, also 
rave to the monks of Inc4

4,
11 a soft, is Tnhermok, which was confirmed, by his grandson 

1V aker, the eon of Alm ;.' 	y his descendant, William de Ruthann, in 2362. Chart. Inch- 
colm, No. to. 	• 

Lands 
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lands of Cosvgask, M Perthshire, by marrying Cecily, the daughter of Gilbert, 
the Earl of Sntathern, ins the reign of Alexander 11. (c 1 	Such, then, were the 
progenitors of the Ruthvens, who obtained the earldom of Gowrie, in 1581, 
who were created Barons of Ruthven, in 1651; and branched out into other 
families of less con,idenstion (a). 

Ramsay, in Eil land, i a local name. Front it, however, is derived the same 
name in Scotland. The progenitor of the Rannsays; in the north, was Simon 
de Ramsay, who settled, in the Lothians, under David I. Ile first appeared as 
a witness, in a charter of 'Thurston, the son of Livings's, to the monks of Ho-
lyrood, at the end of David's reigns. And he again appeared, as a witness, to 
ns. grant of William Moreville, the Constable (f). He left a son, William de 
Ramsay, who witnessed scone of the charters of William, the Liar, during the 
twelfth century (g). Such were the obscure progenitors of Sir Alexander 
Ramsay, one of the bravest, and most virtuous warriors of the afflictive reign 
of David II.; and such the progenitors of the Earl of Dalhousie (10. From 
this family sprung Ramsay Viscount, and Earl of Holderness, who merited 
his peerage, by his intrepid loyalty (i). And from the Ramsays, who settled 
in Lothian, sprung the several respectable families of the scene name, in every 
district of North Britain. 

The Falconers of Halkerton derive their origin from Walter, who obtained 
from David I. the Emit of Lonkyir, [Lumgairij, in the Sterns. His son Ra-
nulph was appointed Fa/caner by William, the Lion, who gave him Luthra, 
Balbegno, and other lands ; calling him, at the same time, Falconarna meter. 
From this circumstance, the descendants of Ranulph were designed le Falconer, 
which became the surname of the Slushy, which, in 16.17, acquired the peerage 
of Halkerton (6). 

The Rollos derive their origins from Richard de Rollo, en Anglo-Norman, 
who settled, in Scotland, during the reign of David I. (1). From this prince, 

(a) Creed. Peer. 165. Alan left a aon Walter, who obtained a cenfintatiott from the Earl of 
Strathere of the lands, which Gilbert his rather had given so Wither, the eon of Alan, with Cccily 
hi, daughter. It. 

(r) Clawford'e Peerage; Doug. Peerage, ace—bet. 	(./) Chart. Clang. 
(g) Chart. Celdiegham. He was a witness to a convention of Richard, tee Bishop of Moray, 

with Dance, the Earl of Fife. Chart. Moray, r ye. 	 • 
(b) 1)011'k Peer. 107. 	 (i) Ire gay; Dogdale's Baton. •. ii. 4.4. 
(51 Crawford's Peer. ton—s. 	Nisbet's Heraldry, 	i. 355  The armorial b,ei.g. of thin 

(emit); refer to their ancient sleet . Peter Igraukeuer, a younger son of Ranttl5in, er a grandson 
by hi, eon, Walter, was Ch,ri,” Regis, ender Alexander II. Chart Kelso, No :57. 

(I) Richard de Rollo witoewed some chatters of David I. before the year 
he 
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he obtained some lands, in Perthshire, where he planted this ancient race. 
In 1380, they acquired the lands of Duncrub, with other possessions (m); and 
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in Iris r, obtained the peerage of Rollo. Front this lineage branched Oct many 
respectable families of Rollos, in various parts of North-Britain (n). 

Radulph, who was called Rufus, obtained front William, the Lion, before 
the year 1 r 84,' the lards of Kinnaird, in the came of Gowric (0). Front this, 

....local circumstance, this family assumed, like other feudal chiefs, their surnarne' 
0.i ...  of Kinaird. This ancient race did not acquire the peerage, till the recent period 

of r 68a (p).  

The progenitor of the Abernollys was Orm, the son of Hugh, who floss, 
rished under Malcolm IV., whose charters he witnessed (q). Orm, the son of 
Hugh, possespd, during his reign, the lands of Dunloppie in Forfar, and of. 
Balbrennie, [Balbirnie] in Fife (r). Froin William, the successor of Malcolm, ' 
Orm, the son ,of Ilugh, acquired the manor of Abernethy, in Strathern (a). 
It was from this manor, that Orm, his son Laurence, and their posterity, 
assumed she surname of Abernethy. Ortn, the son of Hugh, exchanged his 
lands of Balbirnie, with Duncan the Earl of Fife, for the lands of Glenduachy, 
in Fife, and Balmadethy, in Forfar (t). Orm was succeeded by his son Lau-
rence, who acquired importance, as lie obtained additional territory (u). After'  

(ea) Charter in the family archives. 	(n) Crawford's Peerage, 4:2 ; Donal. veer. 57.t. 
(e) A charter is the family archive, ;  Mwtio's MS. collections. 
(f.) Crawford's Peer. 247  ; Dougl. Peer. ass. 
(q) Then: were various persons of the name of Orm, is the northern parts of 

* the twelfth, and eleventh centuries: From them, several places we., named, 
Ores IA, and others. Durlig the twelfth centumi, tome persons of the same 
England into Scotland . One of them gave his name to  Ormndon, in Roxburghshire, 
imposed his name on Ornu-roe, in Lothian. Orm, the on of Floe, is 	 to to t 
of David I., of Earl Henry, and of Malcolm IV, Diplom. Scotix, pl. 

a 
 iv.—taxiv. He 

in the teriitory of Crailing, at the place called from him Ormuon. MS. ALAN. 'Scotiz ; Cha 
in Sir Lewis Stewart's Collections. 

(r) Lauren., the son of Or, obtained from Alexander II., a confirmation of Nfalcol 
charters for the lands of Dimloppie. Douglas Pen. p.  no. 

(I) Laurence, the son of Orm, also obtained from Alexander II. a confirmation of William 
grant of Abernethy. Id. 

(t) This exchange was confirmed by a charter of William, before the year 119'5. The chart 
,,quoted by Douglas Peer. p. 9. Glenduachir i:. Clendurkin, in Flit.k parish ;  and Balmaderhy is  n 

lhamadity in Fern parish. 	. 	 . 
( u) See the Chart. of Arbroth. No 63—s, and the  g. neral charter of K. William to t 

monastery, for notices of Laurence de Abernethy. lie resigned to the monks of Ealmerinach t 
lands%  of Cultran, of 13aluedan, of Balnedard, of Cortehy, and Bahnurenach, ingonsideration 
ZOO  marks recsked from the executors of Queen Ermingard, the foundress of that monastery. 
Chart. Balmorinacli,,No. 7. See the Chaaulary of ennui' for several dmicendants of Ovm, and . 
Laurence. 

various 
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various descents, Alexander, Lord Abernethy, who died in the anon of 

.Robert I., without male issue, loft three daughters, who carried, his estate, 
..1md blood, into the families of Stewart, of Lindsay, and of Lesley 5.0. From 
Laurence, and Orin, the son of /high, are descended the family of Abernethy, 

ord Salton, and mil, families of the same surname, in Scotland 5.0). 
A younger-son ci!7  Gray, of Chillingham, a Norman family, who settled in 
orthumberland, obtained a settlement in Scotland, under William, the 

Ie is the pr.-igenitor of the family of Gray, Lord Gray, and other families of 
the same surname, in North-Britain (x). 

L 	The tiers derive their descent from an Ang,To.Norman family of K cr; or 
'Car, a branch whereof settled, in Scotland, during the thirteenth century. 
From that branch sprung the Duke of Roxburgh's family, the Marquis of 
Lothian's family, Lord Jadburgh's family, and other respectable families, of 
the same surname, in North-Britain (y . 	 • 

The families of Colville, in Scotland, sprung from the race of the Colville., 
in England (n). Their progen:tor was Philip do Colville, who settled in North-
Britain, during the twelfth century. He appears, as a witness to some charters 
of Malcolm LV. (.1); to several of William, his successor (5) : And he :It 
flourished, at the demise of the one king, in t 1 65, and at the accession of 
other. lie had the honour to be one of the hostages, who contributed to t 
freedom of William, the Lion, in It 74. (r). T he first possessions, which Phil 
de Colville obtained, in Scotland, were the manors of Hcton, and Oxninn, 
Roxburghshire Al. His grandson, and great grandson, acquired the man 
of Kinairil, in Stirlingsbire, and 'the lands of Ochiltke, in Ayrshire. They. 
afterwards obtained the barony of Easter 1Vemyss, by exchange for Ochiltree 
Ada d0*.Colville, widow, granted to the monks of Newbotle, the lands of 
Kinaird; paying, yearly, for the same, ten pounds of silver, for the salvation 

Crawford'acerage, 4o. 	(no) Id. 435; Doug. Peer, 6o3. 
(a) Crawf. Peer. 17/1; Douglas Peer. 350. 
(y) Dough, Peerage, 591, 416, 355. 	(i) r Dug. Dar. 656. 
(a) Chart. Antio. NM. Hail. Chart. St. Andrea, 
(1i) Chart. Aibiotli. No. 7.9; Chart. Meal.. 27. 	CO1 Rye,. Fwd..", 40. 
(e() Chart. 1Wyborgh, No. 167 ; Chart. Kelso. 	Colville was a se knees to several 

charters of S. William, between the ye. ; ;59 and 1 146. Cho), S. I.re, No. 6 ; Cho, Arbroth, • 
Tlionia, de Colville had property in Pcrivickuldre. He was ,ucceeded liy IVilliam 
his son, who grantNI to the monks of Newbotle the lands which Leleaged to his father 

e 	Clio, Newhall, Na. 210. Willi= de Colville settled at alicham, in East 
t 	am, uncial. William, the Lion. Th. Na. 1,6. SoLert Colville 116 the lair d of Oaealiam, 

champ the reign of Robert I. Chart. theirs, No. 51, 

of 
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of Alexander IL, his queen, and their son Alexander ILL (e). She assigned 
this annuity'to William Locanl, the son of Malcolm Locard, and his heirs ( (). 
Titus Philip de Colville was the progenitor of Colville, Lord Colville of Cul-
ross (g). Front this stein branched off Colville, Lord Colvin of Ochiltree ; 
and of several other persons of the same name (14. 

The progenitor of the Gordons came, from England, into North-Britain, soon 
'liter the commencement of the twelfth century: He obtained the lands of 
Gordon, in Berwickshire, where he settled, with his folloWers ; and whence, 
like other Chiefs, in that age, he asmmed the surname of Gordon. Pe was 
succeeded, by his son, Richard de Gordon, who enjoyed his estates (i). 
Richard was succeeded by his son Thomas (k); and he, by his son, Thomas. 
'Elie second Thomas was succeeded, in his estates, by his daughter Alicia, who 
married Adam dc Gordon, her cousin (/). The Cordons, we now see, had 
extended themstves, like other great families, beyond their original terri-
tories (m). Adam de Gordon, who flourished, at the end of the thirteenth 
century, the grandson of Alicia de Gordon, was the common progenitor of the 
Cordons of the North, and of the Guidons of Galloway. The Gordons scent 
not to have mingled in the party struggl:s, during the minorities of Alex-
ander II. and of Alexander III. ; Sir Adam de Gordon first appeared, like a 
gallant knight, in support of the valorous Wallace, during his cfirts, for his 
country; and he afterwards contributed his exertions to the final success of 

(e) Chart. Nombotle, No. 53 5. 
)  lb. 232. This grant ,.to the monks was confirwed by her daughter, Ada de Morhan, 

lb. 533. Ada de Multi= antesrs to lose been the daughter of Ada. by Adam de hlorham of 
Stanhos. lb. 230-7. 

(g) Crawford's Peer. 80. 	 (5) Dough Peer 41. 
(i) Richard ranted to the monks of Kelso the church of Gordon, with a right of pasturage, 

in his manor of Gordon, with an acre of land in Todlaw, and an acre of mcadowhaliiindleistrother. 
Chart. Kelso, No. 117. 

(4) Thomas, the son of Richard, confirmed the gra'nt of his father Richard to the monks of 
Kelso. its, r ay. Thomas was succeeded by his son Thomas, who confirmed the charter of his 
father. lb. 126. There are other charters of Thomas de,Gordon, the father, and .f 'Thomas, 
the son. lb. No. I20 -11.11. Adam, the son of Ado de Gordon, granted to the  113111t mock, 

pasture, within the same manor, for thirty cows, " in marisco meo qui dicitur 
11,  m 8. 

(1) Alicia, the daughter, and heiress or Thomas do CoctIon, confirmed the grants to those* 
monks of her father Thomas, of her grandfather Thomas, and of her great grandfather Richard. 
lb. sty. 

(m) There is a grant, to the Monks of Dryburgh, of Adam de Gordon, Knight, the husband 
Alicia, of ap2ories..in his territory of rawnis, Chart. Dryburgh, No. 4°. 

Robert 
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Robert Bruce (0). At the end of the thirteenth century, 	Adam acquired 
the Glenkens, in Galloway, which .he granted, with the lands of titelit I, in 

oxburghshire, to his second son, William, who was the piownit, of the 
V iscounts of Kenmure, and of other Gordon, iu Galloway. On the forfeiture 

, f David de Strathbogie, the faithless Earl of Athol, Robert I. panted to Sir 
-Adam the lordship of Strathbogie, with its appurtenances, in Aberdeenshire, 

d in Banff. In consequence of this munificent grant, the Gurdons went 
rout Berwickshire into the North, where many a vassal settled with them (e). 

Sir Adam fell, fighting for his country, in the battle of ailydon-hill, 1333. 
,His eldest son, Alexander, succeeded him ; and Was designad de Hun* ; and 
ire became the progenitor of the principal branch, who rose to be Earls, and 
Marquises of Handy, and Dukes of Gordon (p). 

I he Scotish genealogists have been so injudicious as to imroduce legend into 
he biography of the Grahams (q). The first person of thisiltelebrated name, 

;1,11c, appears in record, was William da Graham, who settled in Scotland, 
tinder David I. (r). He obtained, from that generous prince, the lauds of 
Ahercorn, and Delkeith, in the Lothians, where he sat down, with his fol-
lowers. When William de Graham died, he left two sons, Peter; mid John; 

Whom inherited his father's lands, in the Lothians (s). From this 
accidental 

Sir Adam Cordon was SVarden of the Marches. 	ii. 570. In 5507, be 

	

as fined three years rent, by Edward 5. for his resi,ance to :lin , 	that kiag, 	Scotland. 
b. 09. • In the sew year, he was obese], by the Scots, one of the Cenonssiners, for nettling 
e government of Scotland. Ryley's Pla,iis, yes. 	this stittlenisin to.dt idzse, in Reg, 

cr 	06 	p oiptc4 sec  of the Jnaticiati• of Lo 	b 
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arcumstance, the first descent from the genuine stock of this farnibtF, 
ally produced Ise,' branches. (L) Peter de Graham, who may be,03*.,: 

21 the founder of the Dalkeith tcandy, flourished partly under MC 
W., but more under William, his successor. Peter-granted to the In 

&lode,' far the soul of William, his lwd, the lands of Balneboth, 
Itshis manor of Dalkeith (0. Peter had two sons, Henry, and William 
limey, or his heir, confirmed to the monks of Newbotle, his fat 

t (e). (ferny was succeeded, by his son Henr, oho confirmed the ch 
gr.:.ndfatlterPeter, and of his fisher Trcnry, to the monks of Newbotle 
second Henry was recceeded by his son Henry, who is unnoticed by 
geuriters; and who was, however, nor of the =Tastes Scathe, in 1284 

\Itritiwl to the manors of Dalkeith, and Abercwn, in Lothian; the 
ry acquired, by marrying the daugluer of Roger Avenel, who diedi 

5, the ;rent 2staers of the A vessels, its Eskdah, Henry smut have been 
ken in years, when ho thus uppearcd, in tal34., And he was succeeded-- 

Nicholas de Graham, Knight, who sat its the Parliametd, 1: hri 
l• in 139o; and was one of the nominees of Bruce, M 1091 (a). Nicholn 

Utahans, 	married nwis, one of the daughters, and heirs of larger! 
Musche., ill: Countess of Strathern (G). He died before his wife, in the 
of Robert 1., and was succeeded by his son, Sir John do Graham, who live& 
under Emhart I., and David it., and whose daughter, Margaret, cirrica 

tee of Abercorn, Dalkeith, and the property of the Avulse's, in Eskdale, to .  
liam Douglas of Lugton, in Lothian, the predecessor of the Douglases, 
became Earls of Morton. Here ended, under David II. the male Mire of 

Craphan, the dwelling of Grey, which was the name of tome conaiderahle familirr. in Eng. 
Bart. • i. p. 7e9 in sat. 	lint, if the jnst Telling were 	 Wt_ 

record the name an gennine S.11.03 word, th•nifyiag niter, fierce 	awi 

	

Crim, 	terr, savage r 
appeared, in England, trweral pw.ens 	011101  and Grim ; and Lei 	the newt of 
g G n10n, Grnu.dy, 	anti C,ina-lor:; one of the .Orkney id., it named 

ChM Newbotht, No. 7, 
Henry de Graham, and William to Graham, the an. if Peer, witnessed a carter of the 
at K. Willis., the co..., Ada, who died ,,i,5.. 14. }borede Graham witnearta 

of the charter.' E. Willie. Chart. Gg le.. 37. 
al Chart Nrobolle, 

grind.: of 
Ryoter's 

fr Bateman 

the derer,.t thus fa 	) Peter (2) Henry, (3) 

f•; Rymer': Pal v.,- 471. 553• 
cehtradirtios in Sir Ja.D.drytaple, Col. 397, who mints 

Ti.- ho 50, in foe, to, mothet. 
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grant was confirmed by Roland, the Constable, who died, in 1200 (a). In 
this manner, did the race of ahe Sim:lairs branch out front the Anglo-Norman 
stem, throughout every district of North-Britain, as we have seen. 

The families of Ros, its the north of England, and its the south-of Scotland, 
are the same ; having taken their common designation, from the lordship of 
Res, in Yorkshire (b). The first settlers, in Scotland, of this name, appear, 
as vassals of Richard de Aloreville (e). Godfrey de Ros obtained from 
Richard Moreville the lands of Stewartown, in Cuningham ; wherein Ire was 
succeeded, by his son, James de Ros, who granted some lands, in this manor, 7  
to the monks of Paisley (d). Such were the progenitors of the Rosses of a 
Hawkhill, of Ros, Lord Ros, of Ros of Tarbet, in Coningham, of Ros 
of Sanquhar, in Nithsdale, and of other families, having the same name, in ,e 
the south of Scotland; and of Rose of Kilravock, Rose of Geddes, of Rose 
of Home, and of others, its the North. There arc other families, its that part 
of the kingdom, of the mane name, who derive their descent, and designation, 
from the younger sons of the Earl of Ross. Robert de Ros, who was scat to 
Scotland by King John, and was the common progenitor of the Rosses of 
Hatnlek, and Work, married Isabel, the natural daughter of K. William, in 

to t, with whom he obtained a manor in Scotland (c). By her, he had two 
sons, William, and Robert t To William he left the castle, and manor of 
Handel:, with the patronage of several monasterial; and to Robert, he gave 
the manor and castle of Werk, with his manor its Scotland, which he had with 

(a) Diplom. Scotia, pl. laical. The Sinclairs built a chapel upon their lands of Herdmanstort, 
in &ikon 	; and another upon their Imds of Carfrae, in Ciiild,kirk 
And John de Sinclair, the sueuciaor of Alan, found it nece.ary to grant an iniktimity to the 
principal churches, for those chapels, and for two acre 
Chart.  Dryburgh, No. 43. 

(I) Dugdale's Baron. v. i. 54t -t54-t. - 
(s) They appear in many of his charters, as witneesee 

James, Reginald, and Peter, as bin sons. 'Diplom. Scotia, pl. 75,  8 I ; Chart. Glasgow, :63,65 
Chart. Antiq. Bib. Had. ; Doug. Peer. 580. 

(r1, This grant was confirmed by his descendant, Sir Godfrey de Reis. Chart. Pai,ley, No. 65. 
Doniinus Godfrey de Ito, witilesed a charter of Walta Comyn of Rowallan, in Cuilingham, at 
the beginning of the colt century. Diplom. Scotia, pl. 39. 

(e) " An. 119 . Will. rex Seat. dedit than suam 	quafiiit oxnr Rob. de 13ros, Roberto 
dr Roe aped Doilinton.” Citron. Melros, 179. 
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his wife (f ). Willi= de Ras, a descend= of this marriage, tea;, in t oga, 

one of the illegitimate competitors for the Scotish crown (g). 
The progenitor of the family of Loud= was James, the son of 'Ambit), who 

obtained, from Richard de Moreville, the mum of Loudun, in Cuningham (k). 
Here he settled, as the vassal of Moreville ; and assumed the designation do 
Loin4rn, according to the practi..c of the age (i). James de Louden obtained 
from William de Moreville a confirmation of his father's grant (I). Jams de 
Loudon left an only child, Margaret, who, marrying the Sheriff of Aye, Re-
ginald de Crawford, carried the blood, and estate, of the first purchasor into 
an ancient family of Lanerkshire (I). Four descents conveyed all those estates to 
Sir Reginald Crawford, the Sheriff of Ayr, Who lost his life, in die troubloas 
year, t 3o3 	Leaving Savannah, his only child, who married Sir Duncan 
Campbell; and thereby transferred the estates, and office of this family, to a 
new ra 	who continued, worthily, to represent the Campbells, the Craw fords, 
and the

ce,  
 Lambins 

During the reign of David I., the manor of Langton, which now forms the 
parish, in Berwickshire, of the same name, belonged to Earl Henry. Ott it, 
he settled several vassals, from England. Of these, the chief was William de 
Vetereponte (n);.  on whom ha conferred the greatest part of Langton, while 

he 
(f) 134,<.• 546. 
(,,,) Rymer's Teed. ii. p.576. This compritor mortice. Maud, one of the coheirs of John de 

Van, and died, in ivy ; and was buriwl, M the Pr arty of Kirkham. Hii seal was engraved 
amunig the other gab of the competitors, by Awl, at the expence of the Antiquary Society of 
London, pl. iii. No. is. 

(1,1 Lambin, the father of James, 1.1 previously settled, in Upper Clydesdale, under David I. 
from whom he acquited a manor, which, frorn him, was denominated Iambi.- a, arid by' c ,  
ruption was called Lambington, which is now softened to Latnington, the name of a parish. 
Ibtibmson's Index, 36. 

(i) Sir Jo. Dalrymple's Col. Pref. Inv. James de Loudon appears, as a frequent witness to the 
grants of Richard de Moreville. Diplom. &tithe, pl. yy. 
4f(E) Chart. Antic. Bibl. Had. 

(I) Crawfunl, and his descendants, contimird to hold Loudon, and other lands, in Caningliam, 
of the Constables of Scotland. Hugh, the son of Reginald Crawford, obtained, in 1216, from 
Alan of Galloway. the heir of the Morevilles, she lands of Crosieley, Monad., and tie third parr 
of Sterentun. Sir Ja. Dalryniple's Lol. Pref. lay. As the deiceidants of those, who represented 
the Galloway family, and held die high office of Constable, became forfeited, (luring the succession 
war, the family of Loudon ,vere freed, from their vassa age to Overlords; and by a charter from, 
Robert Bruce, became vassals of the crown. 

(ky Crawford's Peciage, p 580 ; Dougl. Peer. vs. 
In) William de Vetereiminc witnessed a charter of hlaicolm IV. to the monks of Paisley. 

Chart. Paisley, No. 8. 	also witnessed several chatters of William, the Lion. lb. 30 ; Chirt. 
Glargow, 
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he gave a large portion Si Roger de Ow; who teas of anvitnglo.Norman family, 
who had settled' in Northumberland (o). Both those persons confirmed to rh 
monks of Kelso the church of Langton, with the appurtenants (p). 
tie Vetereponte was succeeded by William, his eldest sots, by his first wife4 
Emma de St. Hilary. William, the son, confirmed the grant of his father td 
the monks of Kelso (q). This William de Vetereponte acquired, under King 
William, the manors of Bonito's, in East Lothian, and Careden, in West 
Lothian,  vs  hich his sovereign confirmed -to him (r). is, his descendant, \Vila 
Earn de Vetereponte, Robert T. and bk.  sen, David Bruce, ennui! reed thos 
several manors (s). A branch of the family of Vetereponte settled ors the lands! 
diSocanstoun, which were enjoyed by `Nicolas de Vetereponte, and his spouse, 
Analsella, in the reign of Alexamicr III. (r). i‘nather part of this fatally settled  
its West Calloway, as the vassals of the descendants of Fergus (u). 	Vote-
reponfeu, while they thus extended themselves tie, and wide, seem swore to 
have risen to any great eminence, its North-B+ain. 

The' true origin of the ancient race of the Erasers is darkened by peculiar 
fables. Beyond the period of revised, few of the families, in Scotland, or in 
deed in any country, can trace their 1'.edi7,rees, with any certainty. The Erase 
are said to have first appeared, as the vassals of the Earls of Dunbar (a). Sy 

' 01.gow, 'a, at, z; C11411. 	 For various notices of the Angle-Norman  
Vetcrepootclin England, eve Item. Fad. 	i ; togiale's Munn, Angl. Dug. Bann 
The name often sppc 	in tl,e form 

I,) 	 So..37 13mllltomyqn. Tine do Ow't assumed their Inc 
Om, in Norrnnmly. lb. icor,. 

it) Chart. Kelso, No. 	lb. 458. 
(y) lb. No. 538. 'Ebb charter of confirmation In w, reset,  awes 

Vetcrepunto, junior, the  on+ of Matilda de St. Andre, the Iva Wet 
younger son witnessed son, of K. William's chartem Cbd...t. Cup 
so, granted other landsdilf.•rent torbt,y, 	,prist 
lb. :9. tyc, 541. 	rhos  
V: dCser, the your.eer,  tra 

(r) The socond 
was a hostage, 	r 
fitber,.and fh.7i,hed, yhoi.c7 t, crm 	F Abonmem,. 
who guaranteed the imaoe, oitlt E.,gband, iu t24.7. 	5 :E.9. 

Rubertnon', Tmlos, 79. 	 (t  ;  Chet. 
Alan e V 5 e tune, ,d Iyn de Vciegepfote,s.0 	le 

Eest T rteta, 
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Fraser undoubtedly enjoyed the lands of Keth, in East-Lothian, even as early, 
perhaps, as the reign of David T. Uncial. Malcolm IV, Symon certainly granted 
to the monks of Kelso, .the church of Keth, with some lands, and the right of 
pasturage, with other easements (b). Symon Fraser had an only daughter, Eda, 
who married Hugh Loran; and who, with her husband, confirmed the gram 
of her father to the monks of )Kelso (c). By Eda Fraser, Hugh I orens had a 
daughter Eda, who married Hervey, th • son of Philip, the King's mareschal ; 
and by her, Hervy obtained the land of Keth-Symon, which was thus named 
from Symon Fraser, and enabled Hervey to form a considerable addition.to his 
own estate of Keth-Hervey. The old grants of Symon Fraser to the monks of 
Kelso were now confirmed by Hervey, the son of Philip, and by John de Keth, 
the son of Hervey (d). In this manner, then, was the blood of Symms Fraser 
merged in the blood of the Lorenses, and Keiths, by the marriages of his daugh-
ter, and granddaughter. (II.) Another family of the Frasers settled, on the 
lands of North Hales, in East-Lothian, as vassals of the Earls of March (r). 
Bernard Fraser appears, as the chief of this family, throughout the reign of 
Alexander II. (j). His mother was a daughter of Ness, who held the lands 
of Fenno, in East-Lothian. His grand-father was probably Gilbert, who 
flourished under Malcolm IV. Bernard Fraser raised himself, by his talents, 
from being a vassal of a subject superior, to be a tenant in chief of the king. 
He was a frequent witness to the charters of Alexander II, as we see, in the 

.  ...  chanularies. Fle was made sheriff of Stirling, though not of Peeblis, in 

..,  1234 (g). In 1237, he swore to the performance of the treaty of York (b). 
.  ' He was certainly alive, in November t 247 (i). And he is said to have died, 

•• to  be one of thi witnesses to a charter of Cospatrick to the monks of Coldstream, during the reign 
of Alexander I. Dough. Peer. 4,7, which quotes the chartulary of Coldstream. Yet, as I do 

4  not sec any Fraser a witness to the very early bnants of the Earls of March to the moults of Du, 
ham, in Smith's Bede, App. No. cc, I doubt Douglas's quotation. 

(d) Chart. Keho, No. 	; and see this charts in Ci-aw'urd's Officers of State, 47,  This 
gratit was confirmed by Malcolm IV, and William. Chart. Kelso, ;90 -93. 

(a) lb. 85. Douglas pretends to find Si, Simon Fraser in a charter to the monk. of Coldine 
ham, 1184. PC,. +27. 

(d, Chart. Kelso, 862 and both these charters  were confirmed by Alexander II. lb. 95. 
(r) See the Chart. Nenhotk, sot -a, 120-11 Bernard granted  curer  lands, is North Dales, to 

the monka of Newbotle. Id t and see Crawfurd's Officers of State: 169. 
( .11 lb. tot 1 In this charter, his brother Ness appe.irs, as a witness. 

• (e) Chart. of Newbotle, No. 1st% 
(b) Rymer's Feed. i. 576 and was the only Fraser, who is mentioned in this tome  of the 

Ftedera. 
(i) He then witnessed a charter of Alexaoder IL Robertson's Index, 76. 

4  B 	 about 
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about the year t2se, an aged, and a respectable person (k). This.  etninerit.man 
scents  to heveben succeeded by his relative; Gilbert Fraser, who  was  the sheriff 
of 'fraquair, during the reign of Ales:andel-II, and his successor(/). This 
eininiat sheriff was the parent of several sons, who distinguished themselves, 
durin ,g the subsequent age c Symon, the eldest i Andrew, •who was sheriff of 
Stirling, in 1291, and 5293 ; and William, who rose to be chancellor, and 
bishop of St. Andrews, 1279, during an eventful age (+n). Sp-non, on the 
death of, his father, became sheriff of Peeblis, from 1263 to 1266 (a). Ha 

the lands of Oliver-Castle, Needpat h, and others, in Tweedale. In 
rc8.I, Symon was  one of the Magm.xtes Scotia, NVIto engaged to support the 
daughter of Alexander III. on the throne of Scotland W. In 1290, as a Baron, 
he sat in the numerous parliament, at Brigham (p). In 1291, he was a nomin, 
of Baliol, for illustrating his claim to the crown (9). And, on the r=ib of June 
1291, he swore fealty to Edward I, as superior lord of Scotland, at Nor. 
ham (r). Symon Fraser, the father, died soon after; leaving a son, Symon, 
the heir of his property, and power, one of the most distinguished statesmen, 
and gallant soldiers, during a struggle, when it required all the wisdom, anal 
all the valour of Scotland, to maintain her independence against such a prince 
as Edward I. (a). (III.) It is now time, to advert to a very ancient race of Frasers, 
who were certainly the relations, if not the progenitors, of this branch of a re-
spectable family. kylvert, or rather Gilbert Fraser, possessed the lands of 
Hales, in East-Lothian, under the Earls of Dunbar, during the reigns vi Mal. 

(I) Douglas Peen 4282 IkTnard Poser does not r.ppear in the conflict of ponies, whiit 
sued, soon ail, the accession of Alexander III, in 1249. Rymer's Pmt. i. 566. 

(1) Chan. Newbotle, No. 13o. Gilbert was also shetiff of Traquair, whil, William was bi.11(q. 
of Glasgow, from 5233 to 5258. Chart. Gla:gow, 275.9. He continued 6h,Ar 
in the reign ofAlexander III, as IOW as 1258. lb. +15. 

(m) Keith's Bishops, 13. The bishop', seal Is engraved, by Astir, p1.3. No. 15, which.showt, 
by the six fads, his relationship with the Fairs of Twecdale. 

(n) Chart. Snare, No.8 ; Chart. Kel,o, 589. 	• 	(o; Rymer'. Fccd. ii. 266. 

(t) lb. 475 • 	 (4) 1b.551• 
(r) 16.567. In the documents of that age, Symon Fraser was denominated 	: 

two sons, who began to appear upon the stage ; Symms, and Sir Alconeder FOna,, 
chamberlain of Scotland, under D.ohert Brace. Douglas Peer. 428 Crawfurd's n•er. 27c., ; Craw. 
Rod's Officers of State, 2714. 

(a) As the sword of Symon Fraser had been felt, the axe was employed to avenge that r,. sa-
tion. Crawf. Officers of State, ;72. He loft no son to retalintr his wrongs on the  XIII  of Ed-
ward I. His two daugh,rs carried Ids blood, tel my,pery, lot., the &milk, of the Marqui, of 

Tweedale, and of the 	of Wigton. Dough Veer. 4:8. 
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coins -  '  co IV, and William,  as sue  know from the chartulaties (t). He left several 

ildren  : Oliver, his eldest' son, flourished with Joceline, the drop of Glas-
'  ow, from 1175 to 1 t oo (u): it  was  he, no doubt, who built Oliver-Castle, 

Tweeclale, which became famous, in after-times, as the seat of the Erasers (x): 

ut, as  he died, without issue, his nephew, Adam, enjoyed his estates. The 

second  son of Gilbert was Udard Fraser, whose posterity became illustrious, in 
teeblis-shire. Gilbert left -soon, that was the father of Bernard, who, as we 
have seen, seas the first of the Erasers, that rose to eminence, under Alexan. 
der II. Gilbert left also a daughter, Maria, who marrying Ness, had for bar 

portion, that part of North-llales, which was claimed, by Bernard Fraser, as 
his heritage, and acknowledged, by her, during her widowhood, in the court 
of their superior lord, the Earl of Dunbar, to be Bernard's right (y). Adam, 
the son of Udard, inherited, as well the property of Isis father, as the estates of 
Oliver (o). Laurence, the son of Adam, enjoyed his father's lands; and con-
firmed not only his charters, but the grants of Bernard Fraser (a). He left a 
son Laurence, who lived, during the succession war ; and when he died, left a 
daughter, who carried his estate of Drummelier into the family of To-eerie, who 
long enjoyed it, in a state of rude splendour. Thus, have we seen the blood, 
the estates, and names of the distinguished Erasers, both of Oliver-Castle, and 
of Drummelier, its Twcedale, merged, about the same time, in several families, 
who rose upon their extinction. Yet, Fraser of Fruid, in Twecdstottir parish, 
still retnained; in that southern district (O. (IV.) Hitherto the Frasers were 

confined 

(t) Douglas Peer. 427 : This in the same Kxlvert, or Gilbert, whom Douglas carried lack to 
the ego of Alcearid, I.: hot, the chatters, which state the pedigrees of his issue, mince that, be 
must have lived under Malcolm IV, and after his demise, is 1165. all.. (11.1.11g0W, p. 53. Ile 
wens to have possessed considerable estates, is TweerbJe, as well as in Lothian and hence, 

	

Tweedale breanic the great seat of the Frasers, during the Pariah, aad 	teem!. cruturie, 
1.1 Chart. Nearbotle, No.131. 	 • 
(a) The earliesrnotice of Oriorr.Carrie  is in Chart. of Glasgow, p. t136. 
(y) Char. Newt:rode, Na. 101.1. 	 12) lb. No. 
(a) lb. 86. Laurence flourished, at the middle of the thirteeialt ecututy ; and was desigted 

LoTel of Drummelier. Crawl. Oflicans of State, 27N). 
(1,) On the 14.th of Ellie us', Simon Fraser .woo (wiry to Edward I. Are. Foul ii. 567. 

On the 5th of July 129, Richard Fraser swore fealty to Edward, in the chapel of the Cattle of 
E62burgh. lb. 569. On the a xd of July 1:91, Simon Fraser mom fealty to Edward, in the 
.1,s..,Pry of landores. lb. 57o. On the 7th of Illy 1.2y6, ream fealty 10 Edward, at Fermi.. 
in Forfarshire, William Fraser, the son of the late Altamaha' Fraser. j Prynne, 65s. On the 
rdth of August 1:96, at Berwick, swore faalty Alrasaciier Fraser, Knight. lb. 653. It was he, 
who probably married Mary Bruce, elks the death of Sir :hide: Cionbel. Alexander Eater of the 
county of Peablis followed their example. lb. 654. Ballard Fraser, and William Fraser, of the 

4B 	' 	 easily 
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confined to the south : but, doting the reign of Robert I, they spread, north:.  
ward, into tlelerns, into Aberdeenshire, and alsosinto Invernes-shire ; having 
Sir Alexandes7Fraser, the chamberlain, for their chief (c). From this stock 
branched off Fraser, Lord Salton, Fraser, Lord Fraser, and Fraset, Lord 
Lovat (d). 

Fiction, in the form of a peerage writer, is continually darkening the clear, 
without clearing the dark. This truth is abundantly illustrated, by the absurd 
accounts, which have been left us, of the powerful family of the Gump', who 
came, from Northumberland, into Scotland, daring the reign of David I.' 
(I.) Williams Cumyn, a younger son of this family, who had been bred as a deed, 
by Gaufrid, the bishop of Durham, and chancellor to Henry I, was appointed 
chancellor to David I, in 1133; and continued, in this office, till 1142, 
when he was nominated bishop of Durham (i). (II.) The chancellor's nephew, 
Richard Cumyn, the son of his elder brother, who inherited the family estate,: 
in Northumberland, obtained front Earl Henry, the son of David I, the manor'. 
of Linton Roderick, in Roxburghshire, which was the first possession of the 
Cumyn, is North-Britain. The church of this manor, with half  a  carucate 
of land, he gave to the monks of Kelso (k);  Richard Cumyn, as he witnessed  • 
several charters of Malcolm IV, who demised, in 1  t65,-and William, who 
succeeded him, not only flourished at that epoch, but throughout many years_ 
of William's reign. Richard Cumyn, who died about the yeir t too, married 
the Countess Hexild, who appears to have survived him. Richard Cumyn„ 
who was the principal minister of William, the lion, seas taken prisoner with' 

his 

county of Edinburgh, alto swore fealty. lb. 656. Andrew Fraser of Fife swore fealty. lb. 661.. 
Sir Richard Fraser of the county of Dumfries swore fealty. lb. 652. And Sir Richard Fraser of 
the county of Stirling swore fealty. Ib. 663. This specification evinces, that the sword, and the 
axe, had spared to Scotland, a numerous race of the Fusers. 

(,) Crawf. Off. of State, 272-3. Robertson's Index, p. 16. 
(d) Done. Peerage, p. 606 .73 ; 47. 
(i) Officers of State, 7 ; Anglia Sacra, v. i. p. 709-20 ; William Cumyn was not the worse chan-

cellor of Scotland, that he had been bred a clerk, by the chancellor of Henry I. of England. 
The chancellor of Scotland had a nephew William, a young knight, juvenis miler, who 
tively engaged in his uncle's contest, for the sec of Durham ; and who died, in stay. On the  , 
settlement of this contest, it was agreed, that Richard, the other nephew of William Campo, 
should hold the whole honour of North Allerton of she adverse bishop. Hagustald, x734; An-
glia Sacra, i. p. 7 ; Hutchinson's Hist. of Durham, i. p. 16o-62-53. 

(6) Chart. Rel.', No. 273 This grant was made for the usual considerations of that age, for' 
the soul of his Lord, Earl Henry, who died, in 1152 , for the soul of his own son, John, who had 
been buried among them; and the witnetect of his bounty were Hexilda his Wife, and Od, his son.. 

Id. 
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is master, at Alnwick, in 0574 (e). la the subsequent year, he was one of 
ie great men, who became securities, that William would fullighe terms of 
is liberation (f ). As Richard enjoyed the estates of his fathers, in Northum-

land, he was bound to attend the judges itinerant there ; and to perform 
thee services: in 1076, for not attending those judges, he was fined a hundred 
ounds (g). Richard Cumyn appears to have acted as justiciary of proper Scot-

t; from 1178 to t s89 (b). Richard Cumyn died after an active, and fin-
ortant life, about the year 1189; leaving considerable estates; and, by the 
saltless HeMid, William, their S011, who acted a still greater part, on a more 

onspicuous stage. William Cumyn, if he died, in 1233, at the age of seventy, 
ua have been born, in 1163 (i). From his father Richard, he inherited not 

nly his estates, in Scotland, but also his lands, in Tindale, within Northurn- 
berland (k). William Cumyn appears at a witness to the charters of William, 
the lion, during the last five-and-twenty years of Isis reign (/). But, he first 

distinctly 

d. This grant was confirmed by Malcolm IV, in tr99. Richard gave a eat-note and a half of 
nd, in Staincroft, to the monks of Rieval, width Hexilda, the Countess of Ethehetela, his relict, 
nfirmed• Eccles. Hist. Yorkshire, 363: see her charter in Dug. Monet. i. p.733. John Cu. 
i, the competitor for the crown, stated his pedigree, and pretensions, as in Rymer's Fed ii. 

77, thus: 
(1.) Bethock, the daughter of K. Donal.banc, who died 1097. 

,--..,-..., 
1 ,--,...—, 

(2.) Hexild, her daughter, married Richard Comp,. 
i 

r----"---, 
(3.) WM. Cumyn, their son. 

• 
1 ,----....,---., 

4.) Richard Comp, their son's ode. 

...
i  

...• 
(5.) John, their son's son's son. 

I 
h.,..., 

(6.) William (1) ;—John (a), who claimed as heir of William, his dila brother. 

,---^---, 
John Cumyn, who was slain, byRobert Bruce, toth February 0306. 

(0) /1.,ed., 539. 	 (I) lb. 545 ; Rytner's Fad 5. 39,4,  
(g) Dug. Baron. i. p. 655, which quotes the Pipe Roll of the zz Hen. III from the amount of 

this fine, we may suppose, that the attachment of Richard Cumyn to K. William, was recollected, 
by the English judges. 
1 	

(hi Diplom, Scotia, pl. so; and Chart. Antiq. Bibl. Had, 
li) If he died, at the age of 65, Ise must have been horn, in 1 x 69. 

`(41 Attle's MS. Diplom. Scotia, z4 ; Ryley's llama, p.353. 
r S"Cb.t. Mar.., N4.4.; Chart.Arbroth, No. 48, SI, 63, los, 107, 050, r45; Ch.,  

Glasgow, 
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distinctly appeared, at the age of thirty-seven, in t zoo, as one of  the envoys; ;  
whom Willi, 	the lion, sent to King John, who Clad just ascended the throne. 
of the gallant Richard (en). Before this time, William Cumyn married a lady, 
whose parentage, and name, have wholly escaped the genealogists, though cir-.  

cumstances, and charters, attest the fact (n). lie acquired from William, the 

lion, whom he served, the manor of Lennach [Lenziej in Dunbartonshire, an 
well as the lands if Kirkintulach, though perhaps by  3  different title (a). He. 

appears to have been sheriff of Forfar, in the beginning of the thirteenth cen-
tury (p). In Ioeg, when Inc had become justiciary of proper Scotland, he was 
sent with the bishop of St. Andrews, and others,  on an embassage to Eng-

land (9). About this time, died Fergus, the ancient Lail of Buchan, whose 
only child, Margery, William Cutnyn was destined to marry. After the 
cease of Fergus, Margery continued  to  act as Countess of Buchan (r). Wil- 
iiast Cuinyn, by marrying Margery, about the year t o to, became Earl of 

Buchan (e). In 1212, Guttered, having as -a partizan of MacWilliam, raised 
a rebellion in Moray, was brought to condign punishment, by William Curnyr4 

Glasgow. 17, 45, .131 Chart. Cupre, No. 6, 141 Chart. Moray, 69, 7a, 74; Diplom. Scotia, 
pl. ag ; Astle's MS. Diplom. Seoti,e, No.4. 

(es) If Witham Cumyn were born in 1168, he was only thirty-two, when he was sent on thill 
embassage. 

(n) Not long after be became Earl of Buchan, by marrying the Conntcss, his second wife, W.  

Liam Cumin granted to the church of Glasgow a stone of wax yearly ; and his charter was witness 
by Richard Cumyn, his coo, Chart. Glasgow, sfly. This Richard, who  001 no a Man, must.  

have been the  son  of William, by a prior marriage, as Wyntown intimates. This notice correspon• 
with the record of the pedigree in Rymer, when John Cumyn claimed the crown .through Riche 
Earl Williams rirlort con.  This charter must have been granted only a few years, aftcrhis marria 
with the Countess of Buchan: fur, one of the witileT3t, tO it  is  Adam; a brother of her (atilt 
Fergus, the Earl, Thus, Wyntown, Book viii. ch. vi, is supported, in his intimations, by charter 
testimony. 

Ccawfurd's 14,5. Col. This grant was confirmed to him, by Alexander II.. Id. 

(p) Charter by William to the monks of Aberbrothock. z Dug. Monast. toys. 

(q) Furdun, lib. viii. cap. 70. When a pence  WT19  afterwards made with England, Willi 
Cumyn the justiciary swore, on the part of the king of Scots, for the observance of it. lb. ; 

irj Margery, the COMItell5 of Buchan, granted to dm monks of Arbroth the patronage of t 
churches of Tm•fred, [Turref 1 of Invcrugie, of Strath,hin, and of Rather., in Buchan and 

co • donation was nfirmed by King William, between Toll, and 1214. Chart. Arbroth. To 
monks of St. Andrews, she granted half a mark of 	yearly, from her fro of ltwerure. Cha 
St. Andrew,, 379. • 

(o) As Earl of Buchan, William Cumyn witnessed  a  charter of William, the lion, at Elgin, ts 
the 17th of August tot t. Chart. Arbsoth. No, 911. 
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the justiciary of the north (t). In 1218, he exercised hi! munifiEwce, by ftritnd- 
ing, in Buchan, the abbey of Deer (u). He, and the Coos 	Margery, in 
imitation of their father, Fergus, made soma splendid donations to the monks 
of Arbroth(x). In a 22^, he witnessed, with other Scotish nobles, the mar-
riage-contract of Joan, the princess of England, with Alexander II. ly). Wil-
liam diel, after  an illustrious life, in t 233 (5). (III.) It  is  now proper to trace 
the several sons of this great Earl, according to their seniority. Ile had, by 
his first wife, Richard, and Walter; and by his second, Alexander cumyn, 
who became Earl of Buchan, with two younger sons, Fergus; and William (a). 
Richard, who is the second Richard of the competitor 's pedigree, flourished, 
whatever peerage writers may say, during the reign of Alexander IL ; and en-
joyed his father's lands, except what descended from the Earl of Buchan (b). 
In 1244, he appeared conspicuous, with his relation, Walter, the Earl of Men.. 
teith, and Alexander, the Earl of Buchan, and other Scotish statesmen, as gua-
rantees of the treaty with England (r). Richard does not again appear so pro- 

(i) Lord Ilaile's An. i. 539: William Curnyn, as.justiciary, crushed another rebellion of the 
Mlle  clan, in /559. lb. 55o. 

Chron. Melros Chart. Mom, 
lie) In addition to wbaythe Countess had gRen to this monastery, before her mamiage, she, 

and her husband, granted to it the pntronage of the church of Buthelny, with all its pertinents 
and a toft, in the village of Buthelny, with common ,f pasture, and other easements: Chart. 
Arbroth, 	1634. 'fo the monks of Dryhurgh, William Curayn, the Earl of Buchan, with 
consent of his Countess, Margery, conlinned the grant of the church of Kilrenny in Fife, which 
had been made by the Countess of Ada. the mother of Malcolm IV, and William, the lion. Chart. 
Dryburgh, 9,'t. To the monks of St. Andreas, he confirmed, with consent of his Countess, 
the grunt of their vassal Merleswan, the son of Colhan, of the lands of Kenmuck is Kennauchy 
parish, Fife. Chart. St. Andrews, 37S. 

(y) Rymer's Feed. i. 41, a55 t In this last record, he is called Wilhelm. Cumin Com. de Bach. 
justic. Scotia, while Walter Olifard, in the same record, is called justiciarins Lao:Ionia. 

(a) An. 5x33. ob. Will. Cumin conies de Buchan, abbatia de Der fundaipr. Chron. Melros, 
:o (

a) 

 • 
(a) Chart. Aberdeen, 589 Chart. St. Andrews. 
(51 Richard Curnyn appears ass withmeis to several charters of Alexander II, with William, the 

Earl of Buchan, his father, and With William de Bosco, the chancellor, who resigned M 1226. 
Chad. Arbroth, No. 543, 148. In one of these, Walter Camp, who became Earl of Men-
tent, is also a svitmss ; and appears after Richard, as his younger brother. Ridari again appears 
as a witness to a charter of Alexander II, in sacs; and with him is a witness Alexander Comyn, 
his half.b.tother, who had not then succeeded, as Earl of Buchan y  ar his mother, the Countess, 
seas then afire. Chart. Kelso, No. 1St. 

CO Rymer's Fed. i. 4a9 In this state paper, Walter, and Alearinder, his younger brothers, 
sec named before him, as Est% while he ranks only with the .111agnarri. 

minent • 
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taut : and he probably died, in 1249, at the demise of Alexander If. He 
was succeeded by his son, John Cumyn, who infinediately entered into the 
faction of the Cumyns, during the minority of Alexander III. (d). The Earl of 
Menteith, the Earl of Buchan, and John Cumyn, their nephew, were all re. 
moved, in t255, from the councils of the infant Alexander, by the influence 
of Henry Ill. of England (e). In 1257, they overpowered their opponents; 
obtained possession of the king and queen; and governed Scotland, by the 
weight of their talents, and the influence of their family (f ). They created' a 
new Ace, for John Cumyn, who was made justiciary of Galloway (g). He, 
however, continued an active member of this powerful faction. John Cumyn, 
with his uncle Alexander, the Earl of Buchan, were two of those Scotish states-
men, to whom the English king gave his oath, that he would restore his daugh-
ter, the Scotish queen, with her child (h). John Cumyn was present with 
Alexander III, when he held his court at Jedburgh, in 1261 (i). In 12.64, John 
Cumyn, John Baliol, and Robert Bruce, led a body of Scots to the aid of king 
Henry Ill, against his Barons (k). In 1268, some of his retainers were slain, 
by the citizens of York: to pacify John Cumyn, the twos  kings, I ienry Ill, and 
his son-in-law, Alexander III, interposed, when the citizens paid him three 
hundred pounds, and agreed to maintain two priests, who should pray for the 
souls of the deceased upon Once-Grigg, where this bloodshed probably hap-
pened (I). In 1273, he engaged to protect his eldest son, William, who had 

Id; The peerage writers, as they knew nothing of Richard Cumyn, brought forward his son 
Jobs, during the reign of Alexander 11 ; and gave him the title of Badenach, long before he Na-
ir.d h.: they confounded Lim with John Cumyn, who married the Countess of Angus; and 
died in France, during 124s; leaving a son, who died an infant, is the subsequent year. Citron. 
Maros.. 

let Rymer's Feed. i. 566. 	 6s9; Chron.Melros, 12 I Mat. Paris, 644- 
(g) Rymer's Feed. i. 653 ; This was she first time, in 1258, that we hear of a justiciary of 

Galloway, though it was not the last. He had property, in Nithsdale in 125o, John Cumyn, 
knight, as proprietor of Dalswinton, and Dancol, granted to the monks of bIelros, a tight of 
passage through those lands. Chart. Whoa, No. ta. After the slaughter of John Cumyn, the 
younger, by Robert Bruce, at Dumfries, in 13c6, Dalswinton was given by Bruce to Walter 
Stewart, and Duncol to Robert Boyd. Robertson's Index. 

(6) Rymer's Feed. i. 715. 	 (i) Chart. Glasgow, fol. 59. 	• 
01 Dug. Baron. i. 665. 
(l) Id.; It is As John Cumyn, who is characterized by Fordun, as " V:r ad raphism et tem- 

" ritatem expedites." Lib. a. 	x. This transaction, at Yorke, seems to justify this character; 
Be was popularly called Red John Comps; his son, Blasi John Cumyn; and his grandson, who 
was slain by Bruce, RedlohoCumyn. In 1268. John, the son of John Comps, At knighted, 
at Berwick, by Alexander 111 s " Johannes, Mitts Johannes Comyn, In ipso rege Akaandro bal. 
" then prxeingitur militari." Ford. Lib. x. a. xxiv. 

married 
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married a daughter of the Countess of Monteith ; and who was involyed spr  
unavailing struggle, for the Earldom of Menteith. John Coley diediggn 
after; leaving several sons. His eldest son was Wiliam Cu :yin, who, besides 
the one half of the land; of Menteith, enjoyed, widt other estates, Illf..111aM, of 
Kirkintulach, whick had onto.' down from tail 	throe h his eldest son, 
Richard, to his son John, and from 1dm to his eldest son, William, who was 
distinguished, from his manor of Kirkintulach (in). Ile appeared in tire nume- 
rous parliament, at Brigham, in March s 	as  Scygnur de Kitkimolach (n). 
William died, before the 3d of June 1291, when his next brother John, who was 
distinguished, by the title of Badenach, claimed the crown, through William, 
who had died, without issue (s). John Cumyn of Badenach now became one 
of the most potent men, in that age. II, was present,- in 128r, at the conven-
tion of Roxburgh, when the marriage of Margaret, the daughter of Alexander, 
was agreed on  (p). In 1284, he was one of the Alognia, S.-ans, who enraged 
to maintain the title of th,laughter of Margaret,  on her grandfather's demise (q). 
In 1286, he was chosen one of the six guardians, after dna, sad event took place(r).,  
Ile was one of those, who treated with Edward I, about the marriage of the 
infant queen, in 1485I(s). 	He appeared, as guardian, in the parliament of 
Brigham, in 1290 (t). In August of this year, he went, with other envoys, to . 
England, to mgotiatewith Edward, the marriage of the Scotish queen (a). In . 

2.4t, John Cumyn, who was now distinguished, as  senior, Lord of Badenach, 
acknowledged the superiority of the English king (4): and he, soon after, gave 
in his claim to the crown, as heir of Donald-bane, whose family had been out 
of possession, since 1097 (y). He supported the clams, and government, of 

(m) In :sou, William Cornyn of Kirkintukoh granted a release to Hugh Halyel, the sheriff of 
Lunerk, for twenty marks. Chart. Antiq. 851. Hari. Auk, has engraved t o  sod, winch is 
appendant to this release, ph q, No. 	he has the appropriate dance of the 	Ore three 
mobs, with an additional difference of five crosses, which sber he rho quartering of the lady, who. 
be married. 

(a) Rymcr's Feel. ii. 47r. 
(0) lb. 551-577. After William's death, Kirk int nhodt coo, by descent, to Jobe of Bohn. 

:oh; and from bins no his the dohn,'who was s!sio hy "hue, After this 'coot, and the enkse-
qeort forfeiture, robot Bruce gooted the manor of KA:hauls:It to Malcolm Fleming, one of I.is 
strenuous supporters. Rabe: n, 	p. a.. W.  Eon. sod John, lool two younger brothers 
Alexander Consyn, who was talon pis., at the bole Of Urrhur: and Robert, who was take. 
with him. lb. 776-728. 	' 

(p) lb. ii. 	 (9) Ib.ii. urd. 	(a) lkothin, hb. as. 
(,) RYA 'a Fad. ii. 431. 	 (s) Its.  47  h. 

(a) IlUM90 9. 	 (a) lb. 55e. 
)  lb. 577-8: He withdrew his pretensions, as unattainable. lb. 5118. 

VOL. I. 	 4 C Balk], 
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BA, as Wyntown intimates, and record attests (n). In 1294, John Cumyn w 
atAgioned by Edward L as superior Lord of Scotland, to attend hint into G 
cony(a)." In 5297, John Cumyn, senior of Badenach, became security for his so 
JohnCumyn, and ler his brothersAlocander, and Robert, and others, who were r 
leased by Edward, on condition of their serving him, in France (b). He was st 
alive, though less active, in November 5299(c). Ile seems,  Moll  after, to ha 
found repose, however, from the turmoils of ambitious life, at Iris castle of Lochi 
dorb, says Wyntown. He had married Margery, the sister of kingJohn Bali 
by  N,  Loin he now left a son, John, who had long acted a conspicuous 
In 5298, be  was chosen, with general consent, o 
in the nevi, of Baliol i f ). In February- 5303, 
the aid of Simon Frasett defeated, successively 
army, on the same day, near Roslin (g). In 5303, he 	mBled 
for the protection of Stirling-Castle but, he was obliged to, 

superiority of the English king. On the 9th of Fe 
,into a capitulation with Edward I, by which I. saved has 
sacrificed the most strenuous defenders of his country (b). In 1.  
fined three years rent of his estate; and ordered to  re 	fro 

to) Chart. C10750‘7, 407. 	 (o) 
(L) Alexander Corny°, and Rohm Cutnyli, the younger brothers 

Jahn Comp, him eon, were taken pri,oners, at Dunbar, in April '29 
on the sorb July 1297,  on condition of serving the English king, in 
While they were pri,oners, Edward 1. issued a precept on the pth Sept 
tenant, in Scotland, to assign 30 market of land of legal extent t 
Cumyn of Dadetiach. lb. 71.4. The Cumyns of Altyre, and 
hloray, derive their decent from P,o1,21 t  Cum; p,, the yaw 
liadenech. 

(9 Rymer's Fret ii. 859 ; wherein his son is called .!oho 
(d) 	Peerag,, 3o; Ruddiman'E, Dissertation, us; 	1.1‘10,3 the chartulary o 

Aibrotli, and Forduti, the' oldest, and bc,t histerizu, of Scotland, 12 an2ient times. 
(s) In March /296, John Curnyn, the younger of Baden2,11, was one 	the leaders of 

Scotia!: army, which entered Cuml,rland. NIat. 	 Walt. 	
of 

He war v....An prisoner, at Dun'unr, in ,11,61 1296. W. Ilemingior4 
prisoner, Edo:ad I. ordered 2.2^.. Inark.., of land, in Scotland  - 
Aylofft.'sCalend,, top. He or t..-,:leased, in July 1297, 
cozdition of serving the English king, in France; and 
his  6011 Jr,),,,,  as a  hostage. Rymer's Fred. ii. 776. Hoary', 

releme of his lards of Bad ash. 	0111,0117, I 16 
Let.; and he deserted him soon after,n th,. field of Falkirk. W. 

Fordun, 	xi. e2p.xxxi, ; Rycey al. 
Ryley's Placita, 369-70. , 
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though this last condition of his pardon was released (i). And, en the If 
February 1306, he was slain at Dumfries, by Robert Bruce (k). Ile lefilby 
Joan, one of the sisters, and co-heirs of the Earl of Pembroke, a son, and two 
daughters, who found refuge, in England ... his son, Joists, died, without issue, 

;, 
 

in 1323 ; and his daughters, Joan, and Elizabeth, carried his bh ed, and his 

l

io 

 
wrongs, into other families (1). Thus, by the fatal stroke of Bruce, was blasted 
the elder branch of the Cunsyns ! (III.) We arc now to trace, briefly, 
Walter, the second son of William Cutup, the Earl of Buchan, by his first 

. , Wife (2//). As Walter died aged, in 1238, he must have been born, about the 
.-' 

	

	year I too. Be first appeared, conspicuously, with his father, and other nobles, 
at the marriage of Jelan, the princess of England, with Alexander II, at York, 
in 1220 (n). He now witnessed many transactions of Alexander II. (o). By 
his own conduct, and his father's influence, he acquired, from the gram of 
Alexander II, before the year 123o, the vast country of Badenach, which was 
then in the erown,(p),. He acquired it, about the. time that Cillespoc's rebel-
lion, in Moray,tvas crushed by William Cumyn, the Earl of Buchan, in t 22.o. 
It is highly probable, that Gillespoc forfeited Budenach; upon that occasion ; and 
that the influence of t44 Fad of Buchan obtained it, for his younger son, of 
his first marriage. Nor, can there be the least doubt, whether he were the same 
'Walter Curnyn, wild' became Earl of Menteith, by marrying the C011111.5;  in 
lair own right (q). Ile thus became Earl of Monteith, before the 3d of February 

(it Rymer, ii. p69. 	 (a) Forth', its. au. cap. 
(/) Dug. Baren.i. 6€6: yet, Douglas says, in the face of rceord, that he died, without ittue. 

Peerage, an. 
(ral Zvi", 55e :on of il'elikus Ctetycl, granted, a stone of WaV;  or four shtilragt, to the monks 

of etacae, to to received, yearly, at Mich:Idol, "de Camera m t" Chart. Sauna, No. Fc. A. 

is groat was wade, during she reign of Alexander If, coder suc
ea  
h ciremmtances, it 'Arcs Mardi. 

with suf.icieht certainty, when chapled with other notice". 
( 	Rymer's recd. i. co. 
(a; Ou tlm cal; of December t ee;, he witnerrad a charter of Alexander It, with Ora Earl of 

pchan. Chart. Arbroth, No. r4--s and the sante chart661ary throughout. 
(p) lltc Chart. Moray, p. so-T, a cratpraNs, which was node, before 1130;  between Walter 

I syn, and Andrew, the bishop of lerc.y, 41/1/111 the manorial rights of the lordship of Badenach. 
t, she Ilittoriatra, and peerage. 1,71,r, of Setglawl, hno w clothing  of this important fact, thungh 
itc thas Wit1.112,Sett, by racord. They ramon;wly eolith!, John Currran, who 006 the sun of 
ht, and the grand nephew of 	; and who  way ciao the competitor for the crown ; as the 

rat lord of Badeaa,h. Duel. Prerage, 	; and even lord Hays retails this fiction, in his 
pals. 

In the rainy chartulary, p.54.-5, there is another erartstsraia, be,yeen the. same parties, ce. 
cth‘g the sa:1, country, wh;ch is dated in 1234 ; and which de,ignates the lord of Dadeuach, as 

tha,' 	ascertained! 
1235. 
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1231 Cr). As Earl of Menteith, he witnessed many charters of Alexander II; 
at we know, from the chartularies (a). .‘Valter, the Earl of Mcnttitls, with 
other Scorish nobles, swore to maintain the agnannent, between the Seotish and 
English- kings, which they entered into, et Yet 	in September 123; (t). After 

,the death of his father, 'William, the Earl of Buchan, Walter, the Earl of Men-
trit it, soon ro..e to be the most influential man, in Scotland ; owing as much to 
the strength iff his talents, as the support of his family, and the number of his 

followers, the vassals of Menteith, and of Badenach. Ile displayed his wisdom, 
tn,d authority, at the coronation of Alexander III, in 1249. Objections were 
raised to the performance of that ceremony but, Walter, the Earl of Menteith, 
seeing, the danger of civil commotion, insisted, unit decisiiiinfluence, that the 
bishop of St. Andrews should knight, and crown the infant non of his benefac- 

. 

	

	tor. The Earl of Menteith was now regarded, as the chief of the Cutnyn fac- 
tion, who had to defend the rights of Scotland against the insidious arts of 
Henry III. (u). Daring the struggles of that minority, Menteith, and his party, 
v ere rote,al times displaced, and re,aored, till they finally prevailed, in 1257 (A). 
In the subsequent year, Ibis powerful faction lost its head, by the death of the 
Earl of Menteith (y). It was said, in England, that thiPgreat person died, by 

a fall from his'horse: it was reported, in Scotland, that he had been poisoned, 
by his wife from the intimations of bAlt time stories, we may suppose, that 

he died suddenly, and, perhaps, without any settlement of his affairs. He cer-
tainly died, without male issue ; and probably without any issue, though Doug-

las assigns him two daughters (a). The lordship of Badenach, and his other 

lands, descended to John, the son of Richard Cumyn, the Earl of Menteith's 
eldest brother, who was then dead ; and front John, those estates descended to  
his eldest son William, and through him to his second son, John Cuntyn, the 
competitor for the crown, awl the guardian of Scotland, who was long remem-
bered, as  black John Cutnyn, the lord of Badenech (r). Earl Walter's widow, 

who, indeed, was Countess, in her own right, and who must have been well 

(r) Ile on that day, as Earl of Mentetli, witnessed a charter of Alexander It. to the monks of 
Balmminach. Chart. Ealmerinach, No. ; Dug. Menast. ii. 1056. 

(s) Chart. Scone: No. 5c. ; Chart, Cuper, No. 19; Chart. Arbrotli, 	; Chart. Moray, 
throughout. 

it) Rymer's Fad. i. p6.. 	 (u) Chron. Mains; Rymer's Feed. i. 506. 
Ix;  Isl. Paris, 644.662; Cheep. Metros; 	i. 65o. 
iy) An. 1550, obiit Dom. Wakens, Cumin roams de Alm:meth. Chron. 	Emden, M 

stating the same event, v,is vim, " comes  veterania de Meneteth." Lib.a. cap. ii. 
(z) Doug'. Peerage, 47N.: 
(a) His son, who was slam by BD..., 10 s 3C6, WAS popularly called 5,.) loge Cumpu• 

stricken 
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stricken in years, married, in 1259, John Russel, an English knight, and en-
tailed on her family, by thismisconduct, a litigation, which endured a quarter 
of a century. Such was the grievous cud of Walter C.nnyn, the illustrious 
Earl of p.lentoidt  ! (IV.) We are nor; to advert to the oral. issue of William, the 
Earl of Buchan, by 1`.1argery the Fondato of Buchan, who survived her hus-
band, for some time; and confirmed the grant; of her father to the monks of.  
Arbroth (4). William, the Earl of Buchan, Witt succeeded, in the peerage, 
after the decease of his widow, by his son Alexander (r). The.son of Margery 
the Countess, confirmed to the nsonks of Arbroth the donations of his ,rand-
frulser Earl Fergus, which had been confirmed by his mother (d). Alexander, 
else Earl of littchin, acted a conspicuous part on the troubled stage of his 
country, during rite busy reigns of Alexander II, and Is successor, Manse. 
derIII. Ile was one of the guarantee; of the peace with England, in t 244 (0). 
He was appointed jc,ticiary of Scotland in 25 s : but, as one of the Scotish • 
party, who were obnoxious to Henry III, he was removed irons that high trust, 
in 1 255( f ). He seas restored, however, its 1257, to the office of justiciary, 
Which he held till his death, in 1259. Its the midst of'those contests, for power, 
AleIrander, she Earl of Buchan, married Elizabeth, the second daughter of 
Roger de Ouinci, the Earl .of Winchester, and constable of Scotland 
Alexander, the Ead of Buchan, seas one of the Aingualer Scalia, who entered 
into a meaty With tilt, Welsh, its s253 (b). tin the death of the Earl of Win-

(b) Chart. Arbroth She also cold:trot:tithe grams of her vassals to the monastery of St. Andrews. 
Chart. St. Andrews, 380•1. She WAS certainly alive, on the 3d August lean, three years after 
the decease of .her husband. Chart. Ash 	No. t. She was probably alive on the i Stir July 
I ego, when her eldest son is called .imply Alexander Cams, in a chatter of Alexander II, which 
hewitneswd at Letters. Chart. Kelso, sf t. Site tms probably dead, in 1244, when her eldest 
sn, and heir, appears as one of the guarantees of the peace wii,h Englund ; and is designed, At,.. 
trod- Ear! of Buchan. Ryinet's Feed. i. 4,8. rordon elongates her life till t 507. 

(e) Douglas, whew adhount of she Earl, of Buchan is Nil of ignorance, falshood, and presimm• 
610116  interpolates William, itt the place of Alexander, as the heir of the earldom, slur the death 
of the Count e 	

en 
ss Margery, itt opposition to tint whole chartulary of Arbroth. Nut so, Crawford ; 

who writes, soberly, 	this subject. Ptcrage, 49. William, the Earl of Buchan, left, indeed, 
two younger sons, William, who is 6,11 in the thundery of St. Andrews, and Fergus, who an-
pears a the chariot:try of Aberdeen, .1 yag; with some daughters, if we may believe a peerage 
writer. Douglas Peerage, tjr. Ile apprars to ha', left a daughter, who was mended to the Earl 
of Mar; and died in 1:69. Fordo, lib. 1. c. stir. 

di Chart. Arbroth.' 	 (r) Rymer's rad. i. 419. 	 (f) Ib. 566. 
On the decease of Alexander, tie Fml of Buchan, in w9g, his am, John, was provial to be 
ears of age and more, Escheat Rolls, 18 Edw. I. Dug. Bar. v. i p. 695. 

11 Rymer's Fwd. i. 653.67o. 
tt. 

cheater, 
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chester, its tafq, without male issue, the Earl of Buchan obtained, in right  
of his wife, a full share of her father's estates, in Galloway, and in other coun-
tries; and, in ta7o, he acquired from the good will of Margaret, the Countess 
of Derby, his wife's eldest sister, the office of constable of Scotland, which she 

♦ held, after her husband's decease (i); and now resigned into the King's hands, - 
for the purpose of conferring it on her brother-in-law, the Earl of Buchan (t). 
He thus enjoyed the two great offices of justiciary, and constable, for near 
twenty years, 'before his death. The Earl of Buchan was one of the Magnates 
Satire, who engaged to maintain the succession of the princess Margaret to the 
crown, on the demise of her grandfather (6). In 1286, he was appointed oneof 
the six guardians of Scotland, during the intcregnum, which followed the sad de. 
miss of Alexander Ill. In the midst of the subsequent intrigues, for the suc-
cession, Alexander the Earl of Buchan, died, in 1289; leaving his sots, John, 
his pre-eminence, his offices, and his struggles (0. John sat in the Parliament, 
at Brigham, in I t9n, as Earl of Buchan (m). In the subsequent year, Ise seas 
appointed by Baliol, one of his nominees a and owing partly to his relationship, 
perhaps as much as to his principles, he adhered steadily to Baliol, and Edward, 
till he was obliged to flee before the fortune of Bruce (n). Thus fell, after 
many a crash, the house of Curnyn, she most eminent, in Scotland, during the 
active reigns of Alexander 11, and Alexander III, involving several small 
milies of Cumyn, in its fall (o)! 

Co 

(0 William de Ferrorf, Earl of Derby, died in tap,. 'Dug Bar... i. p. a Ca. Roger 0 
died, in 1264. She had a fon, at  the timed her rAigruttion of that high office, which waa 

bably demanded, by the Scotiffi king, who may not have wished, that such en office should have  

been held, ether bye widow, or an infant, who resided in England. 
(s) Ayloffe's Calendar, 336, II 	 (di Rymer's Red. ii. 266. 
(/,, The seal of John Cumin, the son of Alexander, Earl of Buchan, is engraved by Astir, 

pl. 3, No. Is t it bears the armorial deride of the three:arts, the appropdate insignia of the Cumyns. 
lint Rymer 's Pod. s. 475. 
In) Ile matured his sword with Bruce's, . the battle of inverurir, in .3a, when he was  de 

feated; and compelled to sack shelter, in England. Ills great office, and tart estates, were 11010 
furfe![ ed. He lost Ng 900, John, in 1313. And, whatever right he poisested, when he died, in 
13:9, wont with fetnale he: inte other familia, stim 1,at  to fight, for their pittens:ors. 

CO LordHailec repeats fr
,-s 

 o, Fordun, nod., the y. t 	that there were ,Inn, in Scotland, no 

t

fewer than thirty.two linigi lit of the name 	
'l 

or Cumyn - but, perhaps, they w.irt.both imposed upon 

by the doubtful meaning of ,h/term mi/er, which ni,olified an awned retainer, as a.t.ltas a kogiyht. 

.. 

 

There eau, however. beno doubt, that the stock of the Camps had b 
'.: icionf, even during the reign of William, the lion. They were eert.dnly: 

. 	the sad perilid of the succession war. In June 119 t. swore fealty to  Et!, 

Camp!, Ealrl of Buchan, Julio comyn of Badenach, William Camp. Rym 
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Connected with those eminent persons was another great family of Norman 
origin, the Baliola of Bernard-Castle, in Durham, who obtained some lands, 
in Scotland, from David I. (a). (I). Bernard de Ballot being thus possessed 
of the manor of Wudeltom, in Berwickshire, granted to the monks of Kelso, 
a fishing on the Tweed, called Wudehorn.stell (5). This grant was witnessed 
by David I., his lord, and by Guido, his sots  (r): And it was confirmed by 
David I. ; and also by Hugh de Baliol (d). Bernard de Baliol, as the courtier 
of David I., was a witness to many of his charters, the evidences of the extent 
of his bounty, and of the numbers of his followers, from the south (e). Yet, 
had Bernard de Baliol the manliness to advise David against his war with 
England, and the spirit to meet Isis benefactor, hi else battle of the standard. 
During that period, the Baliols seem to have settled, in Scotland. They be-
came still more conspicuous under b' illiam, the Lion, and his son Alexander 11. 
Ingelram de Baliol married, during the first reign, the heiress of Walter de 
Berkeley, the Chamberlain of Scotland, as eve have seen ; and thereby acquired 
a splendid establishment, in Forfarshire(f). Ingclram was, successively, Sheriff 
of Berwick, and Sheriff of Fife, under Alexander II. CO. Henry de Baliol 0-as 
Chamberlain of Scotland, under Alexander II. (5). 	(II.) in 1233, John 
Baliol of Bernard-Castle married Dervorgil, the youngest daughter of Alan, 
the lord of Galloway, by his second wife, Margaret, tit, daughter of David, the 
Earl of Huntingdon. By this marriage, he obtained, on the death of Alan, 
in 1234, vast opulence; and on the demise of Alexander III., his family was 
involved, in lasting misery. By that illustrious woman, who lived till t sly, 
he left four sons, And  a  daughter (i). John Baliol, who shared the estates of 

• Alan, 
In July r295, at Memos, 'John Cumyn, Earl of Buchan, SirJohn Cumyn of Badenach, senior, 
John Cumyn of Scmesburgh, \Pdtiam Comes, pmiessites of St. Andeews ; at ElginssSir Alexan-
der Cutnyn, Audemer Comps. Prynne,Fsi. p.63, ; at Berwii, iu AsIgnst .20, John Camp, 
Earl of Buchan, John Curnyn of Baden :le!, Yin Al..e.mder Cans'in, John Cormin of Skeresburgh, 
Margery Comyn, dame de Gordon, in llsrwickshire, W.lter Collar, of l'oebicaltire, Byrne/ 
Comp of Banffshire. lb. 653.5-6-66 r. 	:Ids ph 3, there am three seals of this most porter 
family, wherein the names are differently spsIled t No. es. is the seal °Nolo, Conga, the son of 
the Esrl of Buchan; No. s.  is the set:set seal of Id, C,iO, of Badenach ; and No. 4. is the seal 
of Widiam Csesin of Kirkintulacli, 	ellselm.ther; yet, they had but one armorial bearing. 

tel Dug. Baron. i. 523. Hutehiessm's Dorhses,. 	p. 133. Chart. Kelso, No.5 t. 
(5) Chart. Kelso, No. 5, 	 (c) Id. 	 (el) lb. 4.32.5oss2. 
(,) Chart. Ghxllows 1,  57 ; Chrt. Kelso, No. 266. 	_ (f) Chore. 11.11-,roth87 

Ciort. Moray, fors; Chart. At-broth. No. 155. 	• 
Uss  In this character, he is often a witness to the grants of Alexander II. Ste the chartularies 

of Glasgow, Kelso, and others, throughout: 
(i) 	Hugh, who dice!, i 	s without issue; s.  Alan, who died, bef.sre his 1119ther Hugh; 

3. Alexander Sled, in .215, ithout issue; 4. John, who Succeeded to all the estates of his 
brother:, 
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Alan, and through him of the Morevilles, enjoyed lands in Galloway, in Ayr 
shire, in Lothian, and in Lauderdale: And in those territories, he granted 
possessions to his relations, and in those several countries, he settled his Englislyl  
vassals .(k). John ,Baliol, the husband of Dervorgil, dying in 5269, aftera.  
splendid life, as one of the magnates Scotia, and as one of the Cumyn party, 
left John, the heir of Isis fortune, and his claims (I). Among the magnates 
Scotia, who enagcd,in 1z54, to maintain the right of the Princess Margaret, 
were John de Baliol, the youngest son of Dervorgil, Alexander de Baliol of 
Covers, and Ingclram de Baliol of Rcdcastle, in Forfarshire (m). And, at the 
Parliament of 13r;ghat, in 1290, again appeared Alexander de Ballot, and 

•Ingelram de &dial, among the magnates, who had a right to sit in that 
assembly (n). In vsgi, John [LOH, at the age of forty-one, claimed' the 
crown, through hi,. ., ,ther, his gs.mdrnother, and great grandfather (o). Ills 
claim was allowed (i). When he could no longer hold the crown, with the 
independence of those Seotish kings, whom he repre,nted, he resigned his 
uneasy diadem (g). A long, and bloody struggle, immediately, ensued. John 
Baliol died, in France, in April 1314 (r); leaving by  a daughter of Earl 
Warren, Edward, the heir of his misfortunes, andllestry, Ns!n+ fill, its sup-
porting the rights of his family (r): Edward Patio' died, without issue, in 
1363, near Doncaster (s). The smaller families of the Bali 'Is, in Scotland, 
seem to nave acted, throughout the succession war, with spirit, and to have 
fallen, with honour. Thus perished the Paliols, who were highly respectable, 
for their birth; and connections, for'their vast possessions, and their extensive 
liberalities. 

brothers, sot of his mother and who claimed the crown, in 1191, in  her right, who was the 
daughter'of Margaret,' the sccond daughter of Earl David, the brother of William, thr Lion. 
The dangiLr of John Mkt, and Dervorgill, who was named Margery, married John Coops, 
the competitor for the crown. 

(5) He granted lands, in Landndale, to Alexander Ballot of Carers, and to his brother Guido 
de Baliol. Chart. Dryburgh, No. loc.!, ; Chan.. Sohn., No. 8. 

(/) John, the husband of Dervorgill, was called by Mat. Paris, 957.9, s' dives et potens." 
Hr founded natio' College, at Oxford, which was patronized by Dervorgill, long after hi, death ; 
and she outlived her husband twenty years. Her instructive seal is engraved by Astir, pl. iii. 

Na. 4. 	 (m) 2y men's Pod. ii. :60. 
elh. 	 (o) lh. 548, 578. 

(p.k lb. sga. 	 (7. Th.140. 8461-8 a. 
(r) 	Rymer's reed. iii. 5064 Imes's MS. Chron I: Arc do verelier les dales. t. i. p. 844. 
4; He was killed, at Annan, in defending an attack upon his brother Edward, on the r6th of 

December, 1330. 
Knrghton, p. 26t7. 

Connected 
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Connected with the Babols, in family, and pretensions, were the Braces of 
Annandale. Robert de Bruin was an opttlent baron, in Yorkshire, at the early 
epoch of Domesday Book (u). (I.) His son, Robert, appeared in the court 
of Henry I., with Earl David, being nearly of the same age. And soon after 
the accession of King David, in rit4, he obtained from his bounty a grant of 

'Annandale (x). As the charter of David established a if., C, b: the/word, we 
Ina),  easily suppose, that he brought with him into Annandale knights, and 
yeomen, front Yorkshire ; as indeed might be shown, by tracing to this source, 
some respectable families, in Dumfries-shire (y;. Yet, that great baron seems 
to have clung to Gyseburn, where he was born ; and where he was harried. 
When he died, an old, and opulent man, in 1145, his son Adam inherited 
his English estates, and became the progenitor of the Brous of Skelton: 
(II.) His youngest son kobert enjoyed Annandale, from the gift of his father; 
and laid the foundation of the house of Bruce, in North.Britain (a). This 
Robert Brus, le Mcfclel tr, entered into a composition with the bi,hop of 
Glasgow, concerning several churches in Annandale; as the privileges of the 
baron clashed with the rights of the bishop (a). This progenitor of the Seotish.  
Baleen flourished under David I., Malcolm IV., and William, the Lion (p..): 
Yet, have the genealogists confounded this great baron, the protector of the 
monks of Holnicultrarn, with his father, Robert, and his son, Robert; and 
indeed seem to have been unconscious, that he ever existed, thbugh he appears, 
very distinctly, in the instructive pages of-record (c). (III.) This liberal baron 

was 

(u) lidham's Domesday. 
(r) Chart. Antiq. Bib!. Harl. Yet, are the peerage writer& so absurd, as to talk in the face of 

this charter, that this great baron of Yorkshire obtained Annandale, by marrying the heiress of 
Annan. I have obtained from the British Museum, a copy of this curious charter. 

(y) The .sardines of Applegorth settkd there, as vassals of One Braces, in the twelfth century,. 
Chart. Arbroth No. 66. The progenitor of the Johostons settled, in Annandale, in etc twelfth 

:century. Doug. Peer. a5. The progenitor of the Carlyles obtained the manor of Torthorwald 
from William Bruce. lb. t zfi. Heralds retnark how many of the gentlemen of Dumfries-shire 
quarter the arms of the Drum of Annandale. Sir Geo. Mackenaies Science of Heraldry, p 5. 

(e) Dug. Belot:. v. i. q,15; Dug. Monett. r. ii. p. s{ d. 
(a) Chart. Glasgow, p. 43. The grantor's son, Robot, confirmed this composition, when he 

witnessed the deed, with William de 
(b) K. William confirmed the grant of David I. of Annandale, to Robert Bros: This charter is 

printed in Ayloffe's Cal. 3.1.5, with a mistake of villa, fur 	ee which changes the amount of tke 
grant, from a country, to a town. Tic Italian paid; in iy 1, a hundred shilling, for essuage 
into the English Exchecorr. Mad. Hist. i. 629. 

(e) Crawford's Pee, 76t Sir Ja. Dalrymple's Col 35) s and the Record in Dug. Nfonast. 
550. Robert, and his wife Burl:cane, gave to situ monks of Holm Cultram the tiling of TordutT 
Yo k. I. 	 4 D 	 on 

569 
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was succeeded by •his son Robert, who married 
William, the Lion, in 1183 (d): This Robert co( 
father, by giving several diuretic:, in Annandale, to 
Bur, he did not live long:' In 119i, William gave Inv 
bert Bruce, to Robert de Ros (c). (IV.) Robert Bruce w 
son, William, who died, in 1715 (f). (V.) lie Won sure 
Robert Bruce, who monied Isabel,. the second daughter of David, the 
Huntington le was in consequence of this marriage, that their son 
entered into competition flir the crown, and that tilde great grand, int a 
the throne. lie copied the liberalities of his father to the monk:, by c 
firming their grants (0. Ile flourished under Alexander II.: He died 
1745  ; his widow survived him till rag : And they were buried in the' 
of Sabre; near Stilton, which the second Simon de it, lair, the I, 
Isiorthmripton, and Huntington, had built (h). They were succeeded by 
son Robert, who had married, in 1244, Christian, the daughter of Gilbert, 
Earl of Gloucester, and as an able, and strenuous baron, acted a great part, 
-under Alexander III. In 1255, he was appointed one of the fifteen Regents 
of ,§cotland: And, he supported the English faction against the Curnyn party, 
wino opposed Henry Ili. In 1264, with John Cumyn, and John Ballot, he led 
the Scotish auxiliaries to the aid of l hurry Ill. of England. In 178.4, he con. 
.eurred with the other magmata Senile, in promising to accept the Princes 
Margaret, as their sovereign, on the demise of Alexander Ill. (i). In te86, 
after that sad event, he entered into an association, with several powerful barons, 
to adhere to the person, who should obtain the amen, in right of blood, (torn 
Alexander III. (I). In the Parliatnent at Brigham, in March 	he 

on the Solway This grant was confirmed by Rob, Ben:, 114, son, a vice 
the roe filiation, and by Wilhans Brie. Id. it is a .iery curious tire,: 
rd dno fond),  that, them were nine persons, in the direct &scent of the Annandale Braces, 
Robert Bros of Donwslay.book to Robert Btu, the restore r of she &midi nionarclay, jnelnal 
and that there were eight of them named Robert, and one of them called Williani It is not; the 
sneprisio,g, that the peerage writers should have loqt nor  of the links, in this genealogical chain. 

(41.1 Chron. Meilrus, t 7y The chronicle says, that William ',mariner dedit 'Isabella to Ro 
de Denis. 	 (e) lb. t79. 

If) Dug. Baron. i. 4;o; Dog. %mast. i. p. :55, wherein i, a charter of ton( 
by William, the Lion, who mentions William Bros, at the son  of Robert Bros. 

(g) Ongdale's Mon., v. 	 - 
• ( 	Stukeley's Itinerary, 77 : Witen the antiqaary ttsr the nano of this chirch, am 
by the bones of Robert Bray and his wife, Isabel, who were the progcniton of Ling., he 
many a groan. 

It) Rymer, ii. sfG. 	 (E) Samson's Hist. Stewart s, ,S. 
st 
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Lord of Annandale, with his son Robert, the Earl of Carrick (I). ht t za r,  
he entered into an unsuccessful competition, with Ballot, for the crown. He 
now resigned his pretensions to his son, the Earl of Carrick : And, he died at 
Loclunaban-Castle, on Good-Friday oP the year 1295, at the patriarchal age of 
eighty-five (in). (VI.) He was succeeded by Robert, his son,. who having ac-
companied Edward I. to Palestine, in 1269, was ever after greatly regarded by 
that gallant prince. But, the great distinCtion of his life was his marriage with 
Margaret, the Conntess of Carrick, in 1 ay t, at his age of twenty-seven ; and 
he became thereby Earl of Carrick, according to the curteSy of Scotland, in 
that age. The Earl of Carrick acted, during those eventful rinses, a very 
splendid part, though he was perhaps of inferior talents to both his son, and 
to his father. Ile had the honour, in 1278, to do homage for Alexander III. 
to the English king, for his English lands. lie engaged, in 1284, with rite 
other magnates of Scotland, to acknowledge the Princess Margaret, as toe-
cessor of Alexander III. (s). He sat in the Parliament at Brigham, in 1290: 
With his father, though on a higher form, as Earl of Carrick (o). He seems 
to have lost his wife, the Countess, its 1292, who had brought him twelve 
children (p): And, he thereupon resigned to his eldest son, who was still 
under age, the earldom of Carrick, with every pretension which he held by 
curtesy, in right of his wife, as Earl (q). The late Earl of Carrick, and his 
heir, swore fealty to Edward I., in August 1296. Robert Bruce, the father, 
died in 1304, when Robert, the Earl of Carrick, obtained livery of his !midi, 
in England (r). After several submisdons, and reiterated renunciations, the 
Earl of Carrick was chosen one of the guardians of Scotland, fir Ballot, in 
1299, with the Bishop of St. Andrew's, and John Curnyn, the youngerovimm 

(I) Itymer's Fad. ii. 571. 
(m) The seal of the competitor i= ,Igi71,3 by Astir, pl. iii. No. e. Ilia appropriate motto wan: 

Pero fro,: la leo The eaparho.1; of hi.; horse are adorned, and distinguished by the ,F,ibier, the 
noei 	

J 
cot.nons of liens. 	 (n) Rymer, . 26(.. • 

4a'~(7 i• in :25, (13 one) he  swore fealty to Echvord T. Is. gyi. He did !Ins appear 
in Bel/tilts tirtt parliament, thongb ennnooned far that peep,. lb. boy. He ss:t to Norway,. 

1293. It: his 	 nit 
(P) Hie imam, by the Cniintess of CirrTelt, were t ,. Robert, who wnt boot 	t074 ; .who 

became Earl a Carrtaii, in 1,9f ; Kin: of Soots, 	;yeti ; and died U. Itteo, 2. Ethearil,..015 
,,a, 	11C,7  Di, Atli, on the pth 	Ott.ilt.tr, ;30. t, 4. Thitiont, and Aloinoder who wein 
token prisoti,e, in L7alloway, oth 	toy ; and pit , death, at Cntli,le, by Edward t. 

5. N,i7e1. 	Ye:, who neat ttiki 	at..Eildretr.inie, and pot to death, at Berwick, 14,61 s 
tenon danglitern. 	

who 
Pe,r. ton 

(y) Poein, 	0.1 	'chit leaignation it dated the 	°ember, 129, 
1],r. 
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he slew, at Dumfries, on the, toils of Feb; tr.ry, 13045 (s). and, alter vari,Ms 
actions, which evince, that they were dictated by the ecen:!,,n, 	(yes 
mere fixed steadily on the crown, Robert Mime, the Fall .d Cati.lek. at ;he 
;iv of thirty-three, becama, King ef Scots, on the 1;th of \ 'Arch, 

Front those investigations, with regard to ftc 	toe are naturally co,- 
ducted to researches, concerning the St:eart Ia dlv, whose trot origil 
hitherto defied the [mist curious researches (n). Lord I laile; has succeeded, its 
proving that, those various histories are nothing more than 
without being abitto determine, Tubes, and .cent was th., 

innily of IL' 	 (x). Yet, his lordship acknowledges, that Walter, -tab. 
Nourished, under David I., and his succesmr, Malcolm IV. was intle.•./, 
Stewart of Scotland. But, the difficult question still remains unanswered, ,.f 
what family was this real personage? lle stuiformly spcalci of hineclf, and 
Token of by others, as Walter, the son of :Van : Yet, who this Alan was, is 
a vary embarrassing inquiry, which no one has hitherto pretended to answer, 
if we except the fablers, who pretend to give a regular succession of various 
\Valters, and Alans, frosts Ea.+, the King of Scots, who nigned, during the 
eighth century. 

I propose to show, front the most satisfactory evidence, that Walter, the son 
of Alan, cams front Shropshire, in England ; that he was the son of Alan, the 
son of Flaald, and the younger brother of William, the Sol I  of Alan, who teas 
the progenitor of the famous house of Fitz-Alan, the Earls of Arundel. The 
great exploit of Walter, the son of Alan, was the founding of the monastery of 
Paisley, during the reign of Malcolm it'., by transplanting a colony of Cluniae 

(s) Rym rod. ii. 859. It might, on this occasion, to be remembered, that Cmnyu, the 
Earl of Buchan, obtained from Bello], in ta96, a grant of Annandale ; sod took im,essio,  of 
Bruce's Castle, of Lachomban. Lord Hades An. i. a40. 

(t) We have seen how many of the Brum, during the succession war, fell under the sword, 
and the axe. From the princimd stock, however, branched out the following scions Bruce of 
Clackmanan. Dougl. Baron. 238. Bruce the Earl of Elgin. Doug. Peer. es;. Bruce, the 
Lad of Elgin, and Kincardine. lb. s38.3So. Bruce of Stenhouse. Dough Baron. s.to. Bruce 
of Kennet. lb. 54t. Bruce of Blair-hall. Ib. 143. Bruce of Kinross. Ib. 245. Bruce of 
Earithall. lb. 5,o. Some of those Braces have adopted, as their appropriate motto .1 

(o) See the several histories of the illustrious family of Stewart, particularly, Symson's Histo-
ricalAccount, which all trace this family to a Thane of Lochaber, who is feigned to have flourished 
in the ninth century. 

(e) See his App. No. viii., Annals, vol. i., A Dissertation on the Origin of the House of 
Stewart. The late Andrew Stuart, the able writer of The Getealegieoi 'history of the Sleioartet 
concurs with the opinion of Lord Hail., without being able to advance one step, in the road of 
dilcovery, towards the true origin. Gen. Hist. Stewarts, p. 5. 

monks 
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onks from the mona.hyy of Wenlock, in Shropshire (y). So.'h, then, was 
he connection of Walter, tha Prat Stewart, with Shropshire, with Wenhick, 

isabel dc Say, who..marti“,1 	 brut'.er of 9 Valier. AI .,•, the 

on of Flash!, married the daughter of Watint, the famous Shui.f or 
hire, soon ail, the Norman conquest ; and of this marriage 91 illiam wan the 

blest son of Man, and the undoubted heir both of Alan, and of Warine (o). 

hut, the son of Flaald, a Norman, acquired the manor of 0.westrie, in Snrop-
ire, soon after tit., conquest (a). Alan was undoubtedly a person of great 

onsequence, at the. ac.te.sion of Henry 1.: Ile was a freqtligtt tritness to the 
mg's charters; with other eminent personages, of that splendid court (b). I 

.Will now prove the fraternal connection, between William, the son of Alan, 
nd Wdlter, the sop of Alan, by a.transaction, which is as new to history, as 

t is singular in n,11. Oswestrie, in Shropshire, as we have seen, was the 

y
g2riginal seat of Alan, on the Welds border. Clune, in Shropshire, was added 

o his family, by the marriage of Ins son, William, who built Clune-castic And 

(y) See the foundation charter, in the Chartulary of Paisley, which evinces his intimate con-
nection with the monksof Wenlock And see the Ji.le chartulary, No, ,, 7,9, 37, t42, 111 
.+ 159 Humbald, the Prior of Weldor, held a convention at Paisley, for the purpose, no doubt, 

f giving, a ...citation, and settlement, to the monastery of Paisley. Cid.. Maitre,, p 170 
Zt'aart. Paisley, No. 2. The greatest benefactor to the nionks of Wenloc was Isabel dc Say, lady 

Clime, the opulent, and liberal, wife of William,  the elder brother of Walter, the son of Alan. 
Tilde's Monist. v. i p.6t3. This monastery of We-olock was founded by Roger de Moot-

goniery, the great Red of Shrewsbury. 1,1. and Dug. Baron. i. p. 27. And we shall find, that 
younger son of this Roger followed' Walter into Scotland, and obtained from hi, a grant of 

themanor of Egleshain, which, as the most ancient possession, is still enjoyed by the Earl of 
Egli... That William, the son of Alan, married the heiress of Chine, Isabel de Say, we 
know from Dug. /331.11. i. 454. Clone descended to the ritz-Alans, Barisal Arundel, as appears 
from the Escheat Rolls of the third of Henry V. 

(a) Dug Monast. i. ;78 a 382. William, the son of Alan, confirmed his father's charters. 
ug. Monad. ii. 44. In r s es, the 19th Henry II. the honour of William, the son of Alan, 

in the custody of the Sheriff of Shropshire; William being then dead. Modes Escheg. 
.97. 

"•(4) Dug. Baronage, i. 34; Lel. Cul. i. p. 2510 HoL Camden, 589; Gib. Canal. 1695. 

P. 545' 
(I) He was a witness to a charter of Henry I., with Matilda, his queen, the daughter of*Mal-

olm Ceanmore, and other personages of the highest rank, dated the ,8th September r 14I 
hieh charter was engraved from the autograph, in the possession of Mathew Howard, the lord 

of the manor of Thorp, near Norwich, 17,8. Alm subscribed this charter thus: Ego Alanus 
mild; fili7 S. Alan, the son of Flathald, witnessed another charter of Henry I., at Canterbury. 
lig. Monad. Y i. 353. The same Alan witnessed a charter of William Peyerel to the chords of 

Peter M Shrewsbury. lb. 382. It is thus appaient, that Alan, the son of Fluid, heed 
Henry I. 

John 
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John Fits-Alan, lord of Chine, and °meanie, by marrying Isabel, the second: 
eider of William de Albany, the third Earl of Arundel, who died, in s Inc 
became Earl of Arundel, and changed his residence, from Shropshire to' 
Sugar (r). Now ; Richillkl Fitz-Alan, the Earl of Arundel, being wit 
Edward III., in Scotland, doing the year s335 ; and claiming to be Stew 
of Scotland, by hereditary right, sold his title, and claim to Edward III., for a 
th011Eand MAL, ',A). But, Richard Fitz-Alan had not any right to tha 
Stevan,hip of Sw. land t \ Vatter, who was the.firaprerrt4or of this hereditaru 
office, was the Xixter brother of William, the sun of Alan, the progenitor of 
Richard Fitz-Alan, the claimant ; and till all the descendants of the first par. 
chasor had failed, the claim could not ascend to the common father of the two 
families (0): But, Robert, the Stewart, who Was born of Margery Bruce, on 
the ad of March, 1315-16, and became King of Scots, on the and of F ' 
bruary, o37o.1, under the entail of the crown, was then in possession of th 
hereditary oflice of Stewart, by lined descent (f). 

Walter, the son of Alan, undoubtedly obtained from David 1., and from 
his successor, IM..lcultn IV., great possessions, a high office, and extensive '  
patronage (g). .1...1, 	may be, reasonably, asked, by what influence he could 
acquire, from two kings, so much opulence, and such an office? David 1. was 
a strenuous supporter of the claims of his niece, the Empress Matid, in her 
severe contest with Stephen. William, the brother of \ Vatter, influenced by 

l'ake's Union of Honour, ,. 59; 	Dar. i. 31:;,15. Camden, 1693, 
P 	; Ewlsrat Rulls, 3 1141., 

(d) llagal. Bar. i. 3 ,6.. "shish census the Clause RAI 13 Edw. III. p. 	01. 40. 130t 
to Illgslale, for rich a transactiuo, I scot to the Tower, for a cony 	oh, Record, 

which attn. the fast t owl Ads. ourioue cirewsnstance, which Dugdalo swerlooked, that Edward 
lwlobtainwl the cossfumathos of 1111S purclwo, fsom 11.dwnol PAU; so alosion. was the ambition 
of Edward III. to olda.n thn hrosonted thl• to the V,: .,...,;.p of thotlasol !I • 

I.) The Ewhow Rao of the it It.-o. V. eolswo that, Thomas, E,.1 of Arundel, tad., 
walsout issur, pose,  sol, rnung solsor vast  OW, thuswoh, 	osS,h isal  ;eat ur Alan, thr ones 
of 	WM, and of Clooe,awle, the don ,  :cc .1 t!' tm. the um  of Alan :  5,, that those 	n he 

	

soot 	A 
a doullt, tune. he shod Wirral a Ow, 	 whether the Ets.Ahoss, the Paoli of Aontdol, 
wensdrwrwled Iry Alas, she 	n pnsgessitor of the II,rt as of Snot:and, who,..,. swelly 
Jr-woo...al from Walt, the 	of

commo  
Al.,,. 

(f 	Sec Aoil. lthrost's G 
son  
rwral I Ilthny of O,. itowatts, p. 03. Crawfos 	FIR. 

I. sr. 	Is; '334, Eduard 113,...1 	 :la•liagt of Sitrul.b.gic, tlw Tat of Athol, 
sty 	 61:1, • 	St,t0.1rt /Sea tat 	oi:c 	C 	the ttltwar,t, ti. 

IP .14..  we tune two, 	liol s.. ••1 	E.I.tha
ort,

d 	S. 	:J.:Lop:sax ar 14444 
I. no terms  to has, 	owhing 	 h f 	 .reel 	 114 
...w;l1 • ocular', :a  the ;Lawton,. spohlt of she hattl • of flalislan 

(?on. of Paids-i. ; Craw-fwd., Hi 1. Straws, ; laws: 	An. i. p. 363. 
the 
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was owing to the marriage of Sir John Montgomery to the heiress of Sir Hugh 
Eglintoun, who died under Robert II. Robert Croc obtained from Walter, 
the son of Alan, a grant of lands, which were called Crocs-four, after the 
proprietor. He founded see chapels, and a hospital ; and he witnessed many 
charters of Walter, Isis chislf (p). His blood, and estates, were carried, 
by a female heir, into the family of Steuart, Earl of Lenox (p). Several other 
families of English descent settled, in Renfrew, as vassals of the Stewarts (r). 
Walter, the son of Alan, also enjoyed, front the munificent giant of the Scotish 
king,- the territory of Inverwick, in East Lothian. And, there the first Stewart, 
and Isis son Alan, settled several vassals of Engliils lineage (s). And the 

Stewarts, 

mr of Eglesbnin, in Renfrew: And this was the chief possession of the family for a centuryano 
and a half. The head of this family, who :wore fealty m E he. I., in 5596, is designed de 
Egli,ham. 3 Prynne. Robert, and Alan, Montgomerie, both appear as witnesses in the charters 
to the monks of Paisley, during the reigns of Malcolm IV., and William, the Lion, as we know 
from the chartulary. 

(p1 See the Chartulary of Paisley throughout. 	(g) Crawf. Hist. Renfrew, 59. 
(..) Grimketcl obtained 	 ear 	Chart. Paisley, No.y. Roland ac- 

quir,id wine part of the manor of Mir, from which lie mistimed the surname of iIaas. lb. No. 59. 
Folhert obtained some of the lands of Pollock ; and was succeeded by his sons Peter, Robert, and 
Heti.. Hellas acquiring some part of the Mona, in Renfrew, assumed the surname of Mesas. 
lb. 54.5-7-8.9.60.64. Holey de St. Martin got two caruca.s of land on the Gryfe, which he 
held under hatter, and his  6011 Ali111. Id. 22.3 4..39. Henry de Nes acquired some lands under 
Walter, the .on of Alan, out of which he gave a donation to the monks of Paisley, and got leave 
to build a private oratory. Id. 44, 46. Roger de Nes was also a follower of Walter, the son 
of Alan, and witnessed some of his charters. Id. 7. And Ailinn de Nes held lands of the 
second Walter. lb. 63.9.70.4 William de Hertford got some part of the lands of Neilstoun. 
lb. As. Sonic of the Maxwell family settled under the Stewart, in Renfrewshirc. Herbert de 
Maxwell, Miles, held a part of the hinds of .Bros lb. 6,5-3. And John de Maxwell held the 
lands of Lower Pollock. lb. 61. The progenitor of the Flemings of Ilarochan settled in Renfrew, 
as a vassal of the Stewarts, and the connection subsisted long between tile two  families. Chart. 
Newbotle, 594. Antony, a Lombard physician, obtained a grant of the lands of Fulton, from 
Alan the son of Walter. Chart. Paisley, ay. And Isis poster4, who held these lands under the 
Stewart, were surnamed Lonthard. Antony Lad also his subvasside or. these lands. lb. 06.28. 
His descendant, Sir Antony Lombard, renounced do lands of Fulton to the monastery of Paisley. 
lb. as. Adam de-Kass held a part of the lands of Inglistoun, under the second Wallet, the 
Stewart, for Isis service, and thirty bolls of meal, yowl), lb. 48. Adam, the Carpent 	held Auld 
Inglistoun of the same Walter. lb. 49,50.1. 

(i) Radulph de Kent obtained some lands in Inverwick. from Walter, with a mark of silver, 
yearly, from the mill of Inverwick. Chart. 	 Nicolas de Coi.tentin acquired some 
lands, in the same district, from the Stewart, and granted one  rnh ern  of the same lands To else 
monks of Paisley. lb. 19. Rollers de Costemisi, G..Ifrid ins CDstentill, Walter de Costentin, and 
Nigel de Costentin, also settled in Inverwick, under Walter, the Stewart, and they witnessed 

several 
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Stewarts, who possessed Kyle-Stewart, from the royal grant, planted there 
several colonists of foreign lineage, during the reigns of Wiliiam, and of 

Alexander R. (1). 
The Stewarts had the honour to patronize the pipgenitors of the illustrio 

WALLtsc r. The original country of this grcatman's family is Ply suppos  
to be Wales : hut, his progenitors, under the form of Wateafe, or Warp', we 

undoubtedly an Anglo-Norman family, who settled under the Stewarts, in Ayr 
shire, and Renfrew (a). Richard Imam,,, who appears, as a witness, to t 

charters of Walter, the son of Alan, the first of the Stewart", acquired Ian 
in Kyle, where he settled ; and named the place Rieard.tun, which is now it 
name of a village, and a parish, in Ayrshire (b). And this territory yeas  

by Richard Walense, and his posterity, under the Stewart", till this. 
came to the throne, when the Wallaces of Ricardton became tenants in 
Richard Walense, the first settler, was succeeded by his son Richar 
lived contemporary with Alan, the son of Walter, the Stewart. And the se. 

	

several of his charters, and some of those of his son Alan. Ib. 7, 7, 	59,  9+. Robert 
Hunaud, the nephew of Nicolas de Costentin, held some lands, in the same district, as the vassal 
of Walter, the son of Alan. Chart. Kelso, No. 48. Roland of Inverwick was also a vassal 
under the same Stewart. Ib. 49. Vincent, the son of Robert Avenel, held a part of Inverwiels, 
as the vassal of the second Walter. lb. 25 t. Robert de Krra held a part of lab:mirk, under the 
same Stewart. His possessions were shared by his three daughters; Ada de Kent, who married 
William de Hawkerston ; Emma, who marred Richard de Haw kerston ; and Helens, vise mar. 
ried John de Mondegumrie. lb. ,;o. 
. (e) See the Chartulary of Paisley, throughout. I shall dire deeper down into the history of 

the Stewart., whose blood ran in a thousand channels, in my account of Renfrewshire. 

	

(u) The runic of Warns, was softened into IYal..yir in EnglanrOas well 	in Scotland. Rym. 

	

rad. 	p. 62 70 0G 	and Dugdalefe Mm, .t 	throughout. 	The SCOLiSh antique. 
ries suppose, that tic fam

9, 
 ilies of Wa/mer, and VZoines, who both came, from England, idto Sea 

land, to have been the same but, that there two families were altogether different, is appare 
from Ditgdalebs Baron. i. p. 44t, .7 74. 

(i) Chart. Psley. The territory, which Richard \Valet,se acqiiirel, comprehended the ion 
of Barrnore, and Godenoth. Chart. Niches. He ..:messed a charter of Walter, the WI of Al 
some time before the year 1174. Chart. Paisley, 7. Among the irsLmirs, is :England, we ma 
ere Iticard It!alenrr, a witness to a charter of Sins., the Earl of Northampton, to the monks 
Sabre. Dog. Mona+, i. 85 t. This eves Simon the second Earl, who teL contemporary wi.  
Malcolm l.W. Dug. Baron' i. 59. SC James Ddrmple, indeed, supposes, that Eimar Calla - 
NvIkrt witnessed the charter of Earl David to the murk, of Selkirk, sysa the progenitor of the /{' 
brrre of Ayrshire. Coil qsg. Bat, of this, aim is no evidence: whereas record atsests that, • 
Richard Waleme was the first settler, in Ayrshire. 

(c) When the second Walter, the Stewart, confirmed to also monks of Mehos theslands, which 
his grandfather had granted to them, in Kyle, he also confirmed to them the grant, that Richard 
Walense had made to them of the lands of llarmorc, and Godenoth. Chart. Helms, 137. 
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cond Richard \Valens., was succeeded by his son Richard, who lived at the 
tame time with the second \Vahcr, the Stewart, and with his son, Alexander, 
some of whose.eharters he witnessed (d). At the acces ion of Robert 11, Wal- 
lace of Ricard-ton acquired the nci,;libotiring e,!:tte of 	 marrying the 
habeas of Lyndsa:,  of C.raigie (e . (11.) Anollry branch of the family o f w 
Ln,i too!: rojt, itr Renfrcwshire, tmdcr One kindly influences of the Stewarts. 
Hem.: ,,Valense, who was probably a yomy.,;er sun of the first Richard Walcnee, 

lands, in Renfeew,hir:, and, Wahcr;  rLe St .:wart, in the early part 
;iy.: thirteenth century (f). I 	AVahm se 	pro!,ably, 11:o farther of 

AJam, 	in the reign of Alexander 11, v.-as connected Yith Walter, the 
Szcwart ,17-). And this Adam was probably the father of Malcolm \ Valeys, who 
was the oilier of Sir William Waleys of Ell,rslie, the celebrated Chempie.n of 
his country's*dependence (b). In this cho,acter he came out ono the stage, 
in May ten7, to contend with Edward 1, for the Nv...,y of Scotland. llo was 
anacs,ltd, in many a coneict. l li. succes:c nsir..l JAte to be the guardian of 
the kingdom, znd-the lead, or her :MILS 11). 1-1, freed 	colmtry. Bat, be 
wasenc,bled by envy 3 and in the end, acs subdued by petiidy. On the 23d of 

(0) .Chart. Pah.ley, s ;.Cliart. Ant. B11. 	Cluut• Melr‘o. The surname was, in 
abuse chate,s, written Wakc.,., and lY lac. Beside:, the or:g;nill eitain ,r 151,nd.to, and otl., 
lands in 	the third Richard Wale), held the estate of Aeltencrl, on the river Ayr. Chart. 
Kelso ; Dghymple's Coll. 4:3. 

(r) Crawford's Hist. of Renfrewshire, 6 r. Fur more notices of this family, see the Chartulary 
of Paisley, and Robertson's Index to the Reconls. H. is Walbree of Craigie enjoyed those °star, 

1.4 c.3. Chart. Paisley, 503.4. 
If) Chart. Paisley. 	*. 
( g ) A charter of the second Walter, the SteWap, to the monks of Balrnerinaelt, is witnessed by 

Dominus John Cumyn, Dominutiefehm Wa* et Richard Crispin, miiitiGo. nottere ; 
et Ail 	Capellanis nostril, MaiZt,Ime de Clem, et Walter, cloricis nostril, &c. Chart. Bal. 
:ner. 53. We here Sc, a curious intimation of the domestic economy of the Stewart, 

(b) Crawford states, that the Wallaces of Ellerslie were scion of the ancient stock of Richard. 
. ton; and he supposes, that. Sir Malcolm was the first sprout. Mist Renfrew, 61. But,,the 
• Chartulary of Paidey evinces, that this Innach came off much more early ; and that Henry Waknse 

flourished, in Renfrew, under Walter the Stewart, during the reign of Alexander IL, Henry 4-as 
probably the grandfather of Sir Malcolm, and the  great-grandfather of the renowned Sir William. 
The wife of Sir Malcolm was the daughter of Sir Reginald Crawford, the sheriff of Ayr. Craw-
ford's Hist. of Renfrew-, 6 t ; and Rudintan's Index to the Diplom. Scotia, 121. Yet, the spe-
cification of Blind Harry would lead us to believe that, she mother of Wallace was a daughter of 
the laird of Rilspindie, in Perthshire. 13.11 Wyntown, and Harry, concur, in speaking of the 
great Wallace, as the second son of SIr Malcolm. 

(1) In his charter, the great Wallace calls himself " Wdlelmus Walays, Mdn, castes regni 
Scocie it doctor exercitum rjusdem." Diplom. Scotia, pl. 44. 

August 
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August 1305, this magnanimous man -fell under the axe of Edward I, whose 
sword could never subdue-him. He left no legitimate issue: but, he had a 
natural daughier, who married Sir William Baillie of Hoprig, the progenitor of 
the Baillies of Lamington(k). 

The origin of the numerous family of Douglas, which long after contended 
with the Stewarts, for pre-eminence, is equally obscured by fables, and is as 
much contaminated by falsehood (/.) Their historian cries out: " We do not 
" know them, in the fountain, but in the stream ; not in the root, but in the 
" stenune ; for we know not, who was the fiat man man, that did raise him-
" self above the vulgar (nr)." This outcry is ill timed. If he had opened his 
eyes, he might have seen the first wan malt of this family. I will now produce 
the object of his inquiry, whom the historian might have found, in record, if he 
had been more ambitious of research, than studious of declamatinp. This moan 
man does not appear either in charttalaries, or in history, before the year 
11 so (n). (I.) It was Arnold, the abbot of Kelso, from 1147 to t 16o, who 
granted some lands on the Thigkm.I.Vater, in Lanerkshire, Tbeoi-aldo Rama-
"' tier," to Thcobald, the Fleming, and his heirs (o). As this grant of Arnald 
to Theobald, is the first link of the chain of title-deeds to Doglasdale, this 
family must relinquish their original domain, or acknowledge their Flemish de- 	- 
scent (p). Yet, it does not appear, that Theobald, the fiat nom ',Inn, whom 
Godscroft sought in vain, ever assumed the name of Duglas: that assumption 
was made, by his first son, during an age, when it was the practice of land- - 
orners to designate themselves, from the names of their land% (II.) But, his 
son, William, who inherited his estate, called himself, and was named by others, 
according to the custom of the age, " de (:),(sla,t (q)?' William, the son of 

Theobald, 

(k) CraieforL's 'Hirt. Renfrrn, 51 t Redditnan'6 Index Dtpl. Scotia, in. The east, of 
ELL:retie ISont to the Waliacos of Ricardton, as his nearest 	hoirs ; this retate long eortiaLed 
in duo Eerily of Wallace ; os 	itnosy from the rocools. Robertsoo'; lel.; Clan. 	y. • 

(I) See Home of Godscroft's History of 1112 DotigLoos, throughout. 
(r) lb. Prof. A. 0. 

(o) The visionary toles, chid; arc told oldie original dessert of this family, by Godscroft, and 
by Boogies, the garage ;visitor, are geese fictions. 

(r) Chart. Kelso, No. t.5, and 115. Sour other loran were afire -aids piootol, by :1i:other 
allot of Kelso, to this Eerily, on.the nine sticioo, 	gave its distingui.hcd oa c. to tLs in., 

do,condante Tlrobald, the Hergg. 
(p) I stet to the Atli:cotes Liloory, at E

ie
ilinhnrgli, for.a copy of Arnold's root to Tlirobeld. 

("ram the Cho:rotary of Kelso, that I might hr s..iso of my position. 

	

W.Iforn 12.2S 2 W1111222 to several char:cos, betworn the years t 	sad t t90 William de 
Diogies sir teemed 2 greet of 2oceline, the bishop of Glasgow ( it.75-1559) to the monk. of 

• 4 E 
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Theobald, married a sister of Freskin of Kerdal, in Moray (r), She brought 

him at least six rolls. Archenftahl tie Dtglas, was the eldest. &id., who. 
was prior of Lesmahago, in Duglas-dale, a cell of Kelso, and derin of Moray y 
and who became the Idaho!, of Moray, on the dcath of Richard, in rue3 (s): 
he had four brother's; Alexander, Fleury, Hugh, anti Freskirt ; who, as they 
ware all without provision, followed the worthy bishop into 1\lbray, Itthere they'_ 
settled' under his protctrion r .1) : and such Mere the fathers of the Duglases 
Moraty, who, iis they sprUng, thus early, front the original stock, are older. 
hos, titan the Day:I:leer of the xmth ; if we except the principal house. (11 
hibitual 'partiality of the pee age writers convert Archenbald, lb 
of William de Duglas, into the fourth I,erd Daglas, who possessed' 
with great talents, and great favour, hose Alexanderlr(0). lie wtii 
tally the third laird of Duglas ; but, there.was not a  peerage, in hid Rut 
a century and a quarter, after his decease (t). lie inherited merely the I 
Duglas, which were too narrow, to supply a envision, for the younger ci 
t f I l ls. huller. Hit brother, Brice, who. chose the church for his pro 
was the man of talents, who rote to eminence, and who was more able t 
vide for his younger brothers. 41s the three first rases of the.Duglases were 
among the Magnalos Scathe, they appear not, as witnesses to the charters of 
David 1, or 1118 grandsons, Malcolm IV, Will William, or of his son Alcxan 

Kelso. Chart. Kebo, No. 45r.. William de Dania', witnessed, with Walter de Ly 
grant to the monks of Arbroth, by Thomas the son of Tankard, a Fleming, who settled in 
dale. Chart. Arbroth, No. )35. Yu,, the historhin of the Donglases, and the peerage 
have carried back this Itilliam de Duvglas to the reign of David I. who died, in 1 ty3. 
were induced, by their propensities, to quote a charter of David H. who began to reign in 1319, 
wherein William Cc Douglas, Mn,,,l 	is a witness, as a dent of David I, in whose charters no Doe. 
glas appears. 

(r) Douglas's Peerage, 181 ; Chart. of Moray. 
($) In 1 ear ; ubijt Ricardus episcopus de Moravia; ad succedit Coro. Bricius prior de Loma-

logo. Cr,,,,. Metros. BriChIS was a witness to many &rants ;  is we may sec in the chartulaticii 
of Moray, and Kelso-: Itc owed his first preferment to the abbot of Kelso ; and when he became 
bishop, he showed his gratitude, by granting the abbot of Kelso the church of Birnie, in Monty, 
with ti,, pertinents, and lands. Chart. Kelso, No.368.  

It) Sec the Chart. of Moray ; wherein they may all be traced very minutely, 
(g,) Douglas'aceragc, IS, 
(x) " And this remembers me, with Sir George Mackenzie, of a custom, in 

s• is but lately gone into dissuctude, and that is, that such ai did hold their lands of the king, 
.s were called Laird, but such,  as held their lands of a subject, though they were large, and. 
o their superiors were noble, were only called goad mfr." Science of Heraldry, p.13. From this' 
audios of multifarious learning, we thus perceive that, those early Duglasses aught to have Bern' 
called o the good ran  of Drglacdalc." 

whatever 
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whatdirer the peerage writers :nay say,. intstithilvly (y). Archenbald is said • 

hare married Margaret, the daughter, and co-heiress of John Cr:1,1:0rd, knight, 

atirlt whom he ohraiires1 cort..itldrabic possessions (a). It thus appear;, front 
record, that he had some family connection with the Crawfords t and, the 
younger brothers of this family ernigiated to Moray, where they formed II, 
settlements, which they sought, under the protection of bishop Brice (i). Ar-

chenbald i, said to hive been alive, in .238 (k): and, he variably died before 
the I 8;11 of July 5240(1). Partly by the means of mairiage, andliartlx by re-
taining what he obtained, Archoubald died seized of a much larger, estate, than 
any of his progenitors had posses-ed. And he left two sons, who transmitted 

his blood to several families 'William, hi; heir; and Andrew, Who became 
the stein of the Doingldscs of llalkeith, that rose to he Earls of Morton. 
(IV.) 	mho succeeded to the estate of Duglas, somewhat v.ler than 5 24o, 
Was a person of more consequence, than any of his forefathers. With the en-
largement of the estate, the rank of the family increased. They were sore te-
nants in chief; and they at length began to be ranked among the Illag,at“ 
Sfqia. William de thighs was Mlisted, in ;255, by Henry III, into the Eng-

- NM faction, when it was scarcely able to maintain its ground, though supported 
by the King of England, against the Scotia; party, which was composed, by the 
Cumyns, and their friends (a). William de Duglas certainly witnessed a char-
ter of Alexander II. at Lanerk, u1 h i4o (b) : and, he witnessed a charter, at 
Kinloss, in 5249, whiCh proves, that he preserved hisConnection with his rela-
tions, in Moray (c). - William dc lluglas is said to have married Martha, the 

(y) This Arclienhald appears, however, as a witnets to many grants of private subjects; as we 
may um in the ehartidaries. 

(,i) Doug!. Peerage, 	de Duglas, the eldest sots of this marriage, when he cow 
tneted with the Abernethy family, in 1259, for wining his son Hugh to Margery de Aber-
nethy, referred to some Lads, gum soot in caltimnia inter me et Johannis de Crawford." Gods. 
croft's Hist. p. 17. Sir John Crawford is said to ham died, in :20, leaving two daughters; Mar-
garet, who married Hugh de Duglas; the other married David de Lyndsay. Crawford's Hist. 
Renfrew, 87, who (11110t. Crawford's MS. Ilist. of the Crawfords hot, the name of J1gh is 
obviously mistaken for .1,,hrnlveld. 

(0 See the Chart. of Moray, for several Crawfords, who settled in that country, while Brice was 
biihop. 

111 Dougl Peerage, :82. 	 (1) Chart. Kelso, No.18, 

(a) Rymer's Pod. i. p. 566: yet, when a formal protection was deemed necessary by this 
party, William de Duglas was passed over, iii silence, as a less significant character, than the chiefs. 
lb. 567. 

(,) Chart. Kelso, No. 1St. 	 (r) Chart. Suttee, No.55. 
daughter 
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slaughter of Alexander, the Earl of Carrick 	but, of the very existence of 
such personages, there is not the least proof. Even Douglas, the genealogist, 
seems to discredit, on this occasion, the historian of the house of Dettglas 
'Whoever she were, she was obliged, by the unnatural conduct, of her youngest 
son, who refused her dower, to appeal to the feeble justice of her country (f), 
In 1270, William de Duglas obtained, in consideration of his counsel, aid, and 
patronage, a considerable body of lands, along the rivulet Pollenel, and adjacent 
to his demesne of Duglas, from Henry, the abbot of Kelso (g). William de 
Duglas is said to have died, in 1276, leaving two sons ; Hugh ; and William, 
who was distinguished, by an epithet of barely-hood (4). (V). Hugh de Duglas 
succeeded, in 1276, to the augmented estates of his father. He married Margery, 

the sister of Hugh de Abernethy, in 1259 (i). Hught had the honour, while 
he was yet young, to contribute to the defeat of the Danes, at the battle of 
I.args, in 1263. And, he died, before the year 1 a88, without issue; a - 
circumstance, which led to the succession of his brother (I). (VI.) William de 
Duglas, .who was called the hardy, by the voice, of flattery, succeeded, as 
the heir of his brother. 	He lived, during times, when hartlyhood was 
necessary. None of the Douglases appeared among the great men of Scot-
land, who acknowledged glitrgaret of Noraway, as the heir of Alex-
ander III, in 1284 (I). None of thorn was among the associators, at 'Dum-
ber] y, in 1 o86, for msintaining the pretensions of Bruce (s). Yet, in March 
1290, William, as a tenSnt in chief, sons present in the Parliament at Brigham, 
by the name of Guillaue de arglar, when the heiress of Scotland was betrothed 

(d) Godscroft, 54. 	 (e) Dough. Peer. '16. 
(f) Ryiner's Fwd. ii. p.613 If she had Iron a daughter of the home of Carrick, connected, 

as she would haw Iseen, w o,ith Robot Eric, the competitor, Robert Bruce, hiss 	and Robert 
Bruce, who, before lie obtained the crown, carried of as prisoners the' wife and children of, 
William de Dughts, she would have sought other protectors, than the law, which itself squired 
support. 

(g) Chart. Kelso, No.:or. This shows, slot tlic old connection of the Duglases with the 
abbots of Kelso was still preserved. 

(5) Douglas's Peerage, ifs. 	 • 
(i) 'Plot remarleahle marrile contract is recited by Godscroft's Hitt. of the Duglases, p. 2 

15. Hugh obtained, with his wife, tirentonrucates of land in Weneors, the Gloneross of Nib 
Lothian, probably ; toil his father gas, him twenity crownwes of land, in Ditglas-Jale. Id 

(I', In 1s88, 	de Daglas 	an a,dinowledgeiment to the abbot of Kelso, that he had 
received from him 'II I,is charters, ninth, were in the abbot's custody. Chart. 
This is an additional iisl,:ence etnhr eoniwction of the Dvhoes with the abhors of Kelso ; and of 
tie ['Tactics of the ti,rws, 	indiionl the barons to send their titlewleeds to monasteries, as the 
se 	rqoa;t0: 

(t) Syinson's 	Stewart:, ;F. 
to 
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tdietheb,Ir of Edward I. his). Ile partook, as we have seen, of the turbulence, and 
misfortunes, of subsequent times. As governOr of Berwick, in t 595, he was 
'Obliged tOsurrender then castle, after the storm of the town, with cireunwances, 
which do-no honour to his h.ardyhood (n). Afi:r swearing fealty to Edward, 
Sir William Dug:as joined Wallace, whom he tried tnlinitate, and to support 
but, young Entice, who had also sworn fealty 10 Edward, at Carlisle, invaded 
DOngla,dale, nod carried into cap:ivity Dnglas's wipe rind chldren. 	he times 
did not ado.it of consistency of conduct. Dug]. deserted 14allacc, and sub-
misted to the English power. yet, finding I net, he could not porforin what he 
bad stipulated, Duglas,. with his coadjutor, the hi,hop of Glasgow, as they 
had attended Brut, and Wallace, surrendered themselves to the English troops (a). 
And; in England, Sir William Duglas died, about die year 53x2 (5). He is 
said to have married, successively, three wives: (I.) Elizabeth, the eldest dough-

- ter of Alexander, the Stewart of Scotland (?) ; (2.) the daughter of William de 
Rehh; and, (3.) a lady of England, who was named Pervert. Sir William 
Duglas certainly left two suns, James, and Hugh, by the sister of Robert de 
Roth, oho acted a similar part, in that dill-took scene (r). 

Such, then, was the true orig of the Dag,lasik: and such they were, during 
the six first descents. It does not appear, that they had yet obtained one grant 

(m) Rymcds Fwd. ii. dm  He was not a minim', either cur ;duce, or Baliol, in tapa when 
she'd pretension to the crown were to he decided. lb. 55 s. Yet, he swore fealty to Edward 
in the chapel of the manor of "nor., i s Ea>t-Lothian, where the English king then lay, on. 
the 5th of,Tuly 129 r. lb. 0: ; Prytme, in. ado. In ta93, he N. prosecuted, for imprisoning 
the king's bailiffs ; for casting into prison three turn, arid fur beheading one of them. Rym. 
Feed. ii. 6r3. 

(n) Godseroft, 	; Lord.Hailes An. i. a36. Sea the subsequent year, rx95, he swore 
fealty to Edward I, at Edinburgh. Prynne, 	149. Yet, says Douglads Peerage, I is, Sir 
William Pugh. was the rally person of rank, echo never could be prevailed nit to submit to the 

• English king. When than compared, by injudicious folly, with Wallace, the pretensions of Du-
glaa to valour, list werestedoess, or perseveraacc, sink into nothing. 

(a) Lord Hades An. i..a.t6.7-8-9-P• 	 U,) Godsrrnft, ro, en. 

(2) Douglas Peer. IS: ; and even the aer.ate Andrew Stuart concurs, in this fiction. Cr,. 
4. It was, plain/y, William de Ditglar, dominos de Lugton, in the this of Dalkeith, 

tl.e progenitor of the Earls of Morton, who marriwt Eikaalieth Stewart, and not Sir William Du-
glas of Duglas-date, who had no connection with the Stewarts. Du& of Lugton obtained lands 
in Etherkshire, from tarn, the Stewart, who succeedod his falter in 1343. Chart. in my Coll. 

(C) Godscroft, p. n6 r It b said, by Nisbet, Heraldry, Ap. p.3, that when William de Dug-
las was carried a prisoner into England, his son James was sent to France, by his uncle Robert de 
Roth, on his own charges. The infant James, who became so justly celebrated, in Scotish history, 
as the zood Sir Jame, returned from France, in .1303, upon hearing of his father's death. Gods-
troft, p. ro. 

from 
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from the crown : it appears not, that they ever parted with one acre 
which they had chiefly acquired by marriage (s). A sort of new dyn' 
gan, with good Sir ynnies, who performed great services to Robert Bruce ; an 
in return, was abundantly rewarded, by that munificent prince (t). It does not 
suit my present purpose.of tracing the Saxon colonization of Scotland, to fol.. 
low the progress of this family any further. We have seenlow early they mia  

grated into the north. Under Robert Bruce, they overspread the southe 
shires. Under David Bruce, they overran the west. Fictions created WiltiatN 
the first Lord Duglas, at the Parliament of Forfar, which never existed (u), 
The first real peerage was acquired, by this family, almost three centuries, after 
that spurious creation(x). 	TIw Duglases originally obtained Galloway, in1  
1368 (y). After a long contest minis the  CI  oses, that had enriched than, the 
Duglases were forfeited, in 1455 (z). When the old stock was thus cut down, 
a new stem sprung up, which formed the house of Angus. This new race of 
Duglases, itnitating the old, were also forfeited, under lames V. They were 
afterwards restores): and during ages of less turbulence, and more refinement, 
there were left, in Scotland, many a Duglas of great respectability, and true 
worth. 

The younger sons of the English funnily of Manners settled in Scotland, at 
the end of the twelfth century (a). The first of this funnily, who appears in 
record, was Anketil de Meyners, who witnessed a charter of William de Vete-
repent to the monks of Holyrood, at the beginning of the thirteenth century (5). 
He seas probably the father of Robert de Meyners, who flourished under Alex. 
ander II. (e). He seas appointed chamberlain of Scotland, on the accession of 
Alexander III, in 52.9 (d). Meyners seas probably disblaced by the Comps, 

(I) It is singular to remark, that though the Duglases owoi their first fortune to sloe abbots of 
Kelso, it does not appear that, till this time, they granted one foot of land, or one shilling of: 
money, to any religious establhhment. 

(s) Sec the grants of Robert I. all over the south of Scotland to SieJames Duglas, in Robert.. 
son's Index to she Records. 

(o) Godscroft, p. ro. 	 • 

(0) David II, on the 4th of February 1357, crrated William de Duglas, the Earl of Duglas:  
Robertson's Index, no. 

(y) By the grant of David II. to Sir Archibald Doglas.' Ib. SS. 
(:). The res of forfeiture is dated the 9th of Julie 455. 
(al Dug. Baron. ii. 20 	hleyners, Meat., Maneris, which aftersva 

transformation, became Menzies, .:ere originally the same. The armorial bearings of all these 
were the same. Nisbet's Herald. App. 2+5. 

(5) lb. 
(0) Robert de Meyners witnessed a charter of Alexander II, in t231. Officers of Sante, 262. 
(d) He held this office till '253, when he was succeeded by Sir David Lyroliay. Id; and: 

}holm, lib. x,  c. ix, which proves that Sir David was chamberlain, in 1253. 
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vile was one of the English faction, who, in 1255, supplanted the Scodsh party, 
in the King's councils (e). He was one of those Scotsmen, to whom the Eng-
lish King granted his protection, as they supported his interests (f ). In 1 a53, 
when another change of parties took place, and the Cuntyns regained their in-
fluence, Robert de Meyners, and others, coaleseed•with them; and he was 
nominated one  of the ten regents (g). He  was present, at Perth, in fuly 1266, 
when a treaty was made with Magnus, the king of Norway, for the cession of 
the Western Isles (9). Robert de Meyners died, in 1267 ; leaving a consider-
able estate, in Perthshire (i). Robert was succeeded by his son, Alexander de 
Meyners, who sat in the Parliament, at Brigham, in 129C (k). 'But, he ap-
pears not to have been a nominee, either fbr Bruce, or Baliol; nor does he 
seem to have sworn fealty to Edward I, in 1291. Fighting stoutly at the bat-
tle of Dunbar, in April 1296, he was taken prisoner: and Edward I. soon 
after directed an assignment of fifty rnerks of land, according to the legal extent, 
to his wife, Agnes, among other Scotish ladies, whose husbands were also pri-
soners, in England (1). In the subsequent year, Alexander Meyners was libe-
rated, on condition of serving Edward, with other S5potish barons, in his French 
wars  (m). Sir Alexander de Meyners obtained from John de Strathbolgie, the 
Earl of Athol, the lands of Weem; and Abeifeldie (n). He acquired, from 
Robert Bruce, the barony of Glendochar, in Perthshire (a). He died, in this 
reign, leaving, by Egidia Stewart, two sons, Robert; and Thomas; who ob-
tained large estates; and became the progenitors of the several families, who 
assumed the name of Menzies (p). 

The Hamilton of Scotland derive their descent, from an Anglo-Norman 
stock. Roger, and 'William, two younger sons of Robert, the third.  Earl of 
Leicester, and the grandson of Robert, the first Earl, who came over with the 
Conqueror, went to Scotland, in the reign of William, the lion, to whom they 

(e) Rym. Pod. i. 560; 	 If) Ib. 567. 	 (d) II, 670. 
' 	(9) Robertson's Index, rot. 

(i) I'm Mtn, lib. 2. c. a I.  He granted the lands of Culdares, in the parish of Fortingal, to 
Mathew de Moocrief.` App. Nisbct's Heraldry, 140. Among  other witnesses to this grant, 
were David de Meyners, and Thomas de Meyners. Id. This last Merl,. witnessed a charter 
of Gregory de Maleville to the monks of r.whermlia, iu 1251. Chart. Danfednlin. 

(a) Rym. Fri. ii. 4.7 5. 	• 	(/) Ib. 728. 	(m) Ib. 7;o. 
(n) A charter snoted by Nisbet. liemldry, App. 145. 
(o) Robertson's Index, p. /9. Robert Bruce also granterno Er Alexander de Meyners, and 

his wife, Egidia Stewart, a daughter of James, the Stewart of Sa,land, the lands of Ourisdeer, in 
Nithadale. Id. 

(j) See Robertson's lode. 
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were related, by his mother, the Countess Ada. Roger, who preceded lais 
brother, was made chancellor of Scotland, in is 7`3, bishop of St. Andrews, in 
1139, and died, in 1202 (1). He was followed to  Scotland, by his younger 
brother, William, who was surnamed de gamble, an, front the manor, where 
he was born, in Buckinghamshire. William de Hatobleton, who obtained lands, 
in Scotland, ,married Mary, the daughter of Gilbert, the Earl of Strathcrn, 
front whom he acquired a large estate; end from this union, sprung the Ilamil-
tons, villa became Dukes of Hamilton, and other faniiiies of this distinguished 
name, he North-Britain (t). 

There were, as may be easily supposed, various other families, though of 
much less note, who came, front England, into Scotland, during those early time; 
of the Scoto-Saxon period. During the splendid coign of David I, there settled 
in North Britain, several persons, from the south, whose descendants long 
flouridul, and are still known. Edmund,. who settled in Mid-Lothian, was 
the progenitor of the Edmundstons (a). Robert Barnard settled on the Tcviot, 
as early as 1123 ; and his descendants removing, northward, became the pro-
genitors of the Burnets (tyt A branch of the English family of Vans, or Valli-
hus, settled, in the south of Scotland, during the twelfth century ; and became 
the progenitor of several respectable families of that name  (”). The Boswells, 

(g) Chinn. Metros; Crawford's Off. of State, p. to; Keith's B.illops, 9, to. 
(r) Douglas Peer. 3z7. The most considerable families, which brynched from this stock, are 

Hamilton Earl of Harlington; Ib. 319: Hamilton land Birgeny ; Hamilton Lord Belhaven; 
lb. 69.7t ; Hamilton Earl of Orkney; lb. 533 and many others. See Douglas Baronage. 

let Edmund witnessed the charters of David ; and from Min obtained the lands, which were 
named from him Erin:1,44., whence originated die surname of Edmonston. Nisbet's Heraldry, 
163. App. 

(a) Chart. Metros, 	Douglas's Baron. 4.t. 
(u) Dug. Boron. i. 618 ; App. to Nisbet's Herald. 25o. William de Vallibus, who appears, 

as a witness, to some of the charters of K. William, held under him the manors of Golyn, and 
Diileton, with other lands, in East-Lothian. Chart. Kelso, 3R, ; Chart. Dryburgh, 16, so, 26, 
7o ; Chart. Coldingliam, ro ; Chart. Arbroth, r5 1. William de Vallibus left two sons, John, sad 
Williams John, who inherited his father's lands in East-Lothian, appeals as a witness to some of 
the charters of K. William, and in a mob, of his succemor's, Alexander II. Chart. Caper, 7 , 
Chart. Drybmgh, ti ; Chart. Arbroth, 16,, be. He was shmiff of Edinburgh, under Alexan-
der 11. Chart. Newbotle, 130. He confirmed his father's giants to varhius monasteries, and gave 
himself, additional donations. Chart. Arbroth, 152-3 ; Chart. Drpburgh, 234-5, 71 ;  Chart. 
Glasgow, 4,3, 4.7. Several Englishmen settled in East-Lothian, as the sub-vassals of this family. 
The progenitor of the Nobles was William Noble, who held, under William de Vallibus, that part 
of the lands of Garmyhon, which was afterwards called Garmybon-roil. Chart. Newbotle, 503.4. 
William Noble was sociecdcd, by his son, Radulph Noble, who confirmed his father's grants. 
II,. n5. 

both 
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both of the north, and west, derive their descent,. and name, front a branch of 
the English family of Bosville, who settled, in North-Britain, under David L(x). 
Chartetis of ArnisfieId, and other families of the same name, owe their descent 
to a branch of the Anglo-Norman house of Charteris, who migrated, north-
ward, durineDavid's reign (y). Robert Ferrara, a branch of the English race 
of Ferran, obtained from David I, for his senior, sonic lands in Mid-Lo-
thian, before the year 5140 (5). David gave the manor of Simprine, which 
now forms the parish of Simprin, in Berwickshire, to a foreigner, who was 
called Rye; and who settled here; and assumed, from the place, the surname of 
SiVrinc (a). The lands of Romanach, in Tweedalc, were given by David to 
an Anglo-Norman of the name of Vermel, Ulm transmitted them to his son, 
and grandson (b). Barnard, an Englishman, obtained from David the lands 
of Cathrine, in the hlerns, which he transmitted to his posterity (a). Richard 
Germyn of the English family of Germyn, setded inTeviotdale, underDavidI.(d). 
Robert de Monteacute settled in Scotland, under David I, several of whose 
charters Inc witnessed (e). Robert de Butneville, who witnessed the charters 
of Davis), both before, and after he ascended the throne, settled in the south of 
Scotland, where his grandson, Robert de Burneville, held the lands of Broca-
mouth, in East-Lothian, under William, the lion (f). Reginald de Muscamp 

60 Dough. Baron. 307-458. Robert de Ilosville lived under William, the lion, and witnessed 
some 	cis charters. Chart. Arbroth, No.38, 	; Chart. Glasgow, of. 

(y) Dougl. Bar. 150. Robert de Chartres witnessed a charter of William, before the yfir t t 73. 
Chart. Kelso, 384. 

(o) Chart. Newbode, No. ts• Robert granted some lands in Mid-Lothian to the moan of 
Newbotle; and this grant was confirmed by King William. lb. s76. 

(a) Hye de Simprine granted to the monks of Kelso the church of Simprine, with IR acres of 
land, fur the salvation of his late Lord, King David, and fun that of Maleuhn 1V. Chart. Kelso,. 
eta.. 

(51 His son Philip de Venuel lived under K. William ; and granted a portion of the lands of 
Rom arch to the monks of Newbotle, between 1179 and 1189. Chart. Nowbotle, 134. Philip 
was weer dcd by his son, Philip, and he, by his son, Radolpb, who was  succeeded by his son, 
Philip de Vormel, M feodo de Romanach." lb. ;39, t4.0-1. 

(e) Cwt. Arbroth, No. 96-7.8, 157-8, 160. 
(di Dug Baron. ii. 4'9. Richard Cermyn is a wi,neato a charter ,T David to the mumks of 

Mclros,that was dated at ErcIdon. Astle,. MS. Diplom. Sortie, No.3. Ile grantod to the hospital 
of Sultra the church of Lempetlaw: whim.. reserve. Chan 9-.1tra, No. 4. Ho granted to the 
same hospital a toll, mod other landA, a part of ulo., Simon, the can ofthlbert, held of him, with 
a vileyn, named Alan, the son of Took, with his ione. lb. 5 . 

(e) Chart. Holyroodhome ; Sir Dalrymple's Coll. 4,8. 
)  Dalrymple's Coll. 405, 410; Chart. Kelso, 4, 321. Ruben de Bun.eville was one of the 

hostages, for the performance of the treaty, by which K. William W. liberated in 1;74. Rpm. 
Peed. i. 4o. 
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settled in Roxburghshirc, under David, whose charters he witnessed, both he. 
fore, and after he became king (f 

During the short reign of BIalcoins IV, David's successor, several English 
families settled, in Scotland. Henry de St. Martin sat down in Renfrevshire; 
and gave a part of his possessions to the monks of Paisley (g). Alexander de 
St. Martin, who was probably his son, rose to Ve a judge under William; and 
obtaincd lands in Lothian (I). Under Malcolm, Ritdu If de Clara obtained the 
lands of East-Calder, where he settled i s an opulent Bison ; and communicated 
his name of Clare to this distria, v hich  Won  henceforth call,' Colds-Clear, its 
contradistinction to Call,r-Conirfr (1).  

During the long reign of Williani, the lion, runny fo,igners s.:ttlad its North-
Britaitt liclias, the son of Hutred, obtained from Waltleve, the son  of Cin- 

• panic, the lands cid/Midas, in West-Lothian (k). From the Gaelic appella-
tion of Isis lands, Hellas assunmd, like other land owners, the surname of Maz-
da (I). And, Helins Lad the honour id become the progenitor, not only of 

Dundul of Dundar: but of the other distinguished liunilies of Dundas, in Scot-
land (m). The Malherbs settled, in North-Britain, during the twelfth century: 

If) Dalrymple's Coll, 4o5  ; Chart. Kdso. His grandson, Th'omas de Muscamp, lived under 
William, the lion, and witnessed several of his charters. Chart. Cuper, 5 ; Chart. Balmerinach, S. 
And his great.grandeon, Robert de Muscamp, flourished under Alexander II, and died in 125c, wh..11 ' 
he was buried at the monastery of Melros, to Willa he and his fathers had been benefactors. Chroo. 
Melros; Chart. Melros, 3. 	 (g) Chart. Paidey Douglas Peerage, 227. 

(A) Chart. Etyburgh, 74 ; Astles MS. Diplom. Scale, No, q. I k held the lands of Crombes,  
trailer, in East-Lothian, under K. William. Chart. Newbotle, tot. He acquired the lands of 
Langlaw, from the Countess Ada, the mother of Malco'm IV, mail William. Chart. Dryburgh, 
66.7-8. By his wife, BasS, he left a daughter, rola, who confirmed her father's grants. Chart. 
liewhotle, tog, t t r. 

181 He granted the advowson of the cluirch of Calcdour, wish the tenths of his mill of Caletour, 
to the monks of Kelso, who, in return, allowed him to have a private chapel in his court. Chart. 
Kelso, 315-6, t3, 450. He was succeeded by his son, Radulph de Clem, who also acquired the 
snarler of Cambusnethan, in Clydesdale, and was equally bountiful to the :nooks of Kelso. To 
them he granted the'churcli of Cambusnethan, with the tenth of the milt., of his mills of Cam. 
busnethan ; and they, in return, allowed him to have a private chapel, in his court, these. Roger 
de Clerc was  One of the witnesses of this grant. Id. 271. 

(8) Diplom. Scotia, p1.1xxii. The chronicle of Metros, by showing that, Waldere succeeded 
his father, in 1166, and died, in 1,82, incidentally proves that, this grant must have been made, 
during that period. 

(1) Hellas de Doraa, witnessed a charter of Robert do London, the son of King William. 
Chart. Incheohn, No. '5. 

(m) Sir Ja.Dalrymple's Coll. 381; Nisbet's Heraldry, App. :69, 176.7, and i. 281 ; Doug-
las Baron. nil. 

John 
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John de Malherb, and Adam de Malherb, obtained the manor of Morham, in 
East-Lothian ; and from it, their posterity assumed the surname of Morham (n). 
There were several families of this name, -  that settled in Penhshire (e). Gray, 
a younger son of Gray of Ghillingharn, settled in North-Britain, under Wil-
liam ; and !as the progenitor of Gray, Lord Gray, and of other respectable 
families of that name (p). The Mortimers also settled, in Scotland, daring 
this reign. "William de Mortimer, who appears to have come from England, 
as a soldier, tut Earl David, the brother of William, the lion ; and obtained 
from that opulent prince, the manor of Aberd.mr, in Fife (q). The Moubrays 
also settled, in Scotland, during the sat. reign ; and they got lands in Perth, and 
the neighbouring shires, where they placed their followers (r). The Gourlays 

cams 

(n) Chart. limbale, 94—C, .5-6, .110-1143. 

(o) Hugh 	acquired the lands of Rossi, in the Cal, of dowrie, about the middle of 
the twelfth armory. He was succeeded by his sou, Hugh Malherb, who lived under K. William 

'and he granted two borates of land, in the teiritori of ROSAC, is the monks of Artiroth ; which 
was confirmed by K. William. Chart. Arbroth, 95.3, t95, s31. William do Whet!, the bra 
titer of the first Hugh, obtained a considerable grant of lamb, in the north-east of Perthshire, at 
the middle of the twelfth century r and 'William granted, in subinfenclation, the lands of Balenaus, 
to his younger brother, Evyn Mallterb, fur his service. William was succeeded by his son, Tho• 
rims, who gave to the monks of Arbroth a donation of two shillings yearly, for ever: this grant.  
was witnessed, by his uncle, E.yn, and by his roll, Hugh, the son of Hugh Mather', Id. 
Philip do Malherb, who was probably of the same family, settled in the Moms, durhag the reig 
of William, the hon. Ib. 96. 

(p) Douglas Peerage, 300. 
(9) Chart. Incholm, so. It is said, indeed, that Alan do Mortimer previously held this manor, 

in th, reign of David I, and that he acquired it, by marrying the daughter, and heiress, of John 
de Vrtercpont. Nisbet's Herald. i. 294. William de Mortimer witnessed some of the charters 
of his Lord, EarlDavid. Chart. Kelso, es5. He granted the church of Aberdour to the monks 
of Inchcohn. Chart. Inchcolm, an. Roger de Mortimer settled, in Perthshire, in the reign of 
William, whose charters he witnessed, and under whom Ire was sheriff of Perth. Chart. Scone, 41, 
and throughout ; Chart. Cope, la ; Diptom. Scotia, pt. 23 Chart. Arbroth, 535. He ac• 
spirted a part of the manor of FotliiN. in the Cane of Gowrie, by marrying one of the three daugh-
ters, and heiresses of William Mode, who acquired this manor, and other lands, from David I. 
Chart. of St. Andrews. By his wife, Roger had a son, Hugh de Mortimer, who confirm,' to slid 
monks of St. Andrews, the grant of his grandfather, William Maude, of the chapel of Funks, and 
some land, belonging to it. Id. There was one Marco de Mortimer who hoed, in the beginning 
of the thirteenth century, and witnessed some of the charters of Malcolm Earl of Fife. Chart. 
Moray, 103. 	 • 

(r) Philip de Moubray witnessed a number of charters of K. William, under whom he bald 
lands, in Fife. Chart. Arbroth, 55, 73, 79, z s3, Isar Chart. Caper, 6; Chart. Glasgow, 515 

Chart. Mont', 57, 69. He granted ro the monks of Arbroth a toft, in the town of Inverkethin, 
is pare alms, for his salvation, and that of his wife Gallisme. Chart. Arbroth, 154-5. To the • 

monks 
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came into Scotland with William, the lion, when be returned, in 1174 (1) : 
Ingelram de .Gourlay obtained a grant of lands in Fife; and became the pro. 
genitor of the Gourlays of Kincraig (i). Another family of the Gourleys set-
tled, in Lothian, as vassals of the Earls of Dunbar (s). Joceline, the abbot of 
Metros, and bishop of Glasgow; from 1175  to 1199, obtained for his brother 
Helias, the manor of Dunsyre, in Clydesdale : and, Hellas granted the church 
of Dunsyre, with its pertinents, to the. monks of Kelso (u). Hugh Say, an 
Englishman, obtained a grant of the lands of Kintulach, in Perthshire, under 
William, the lion : his estate descended to Arabella, his sister, who married 
Reginald de Warrene (x) : Henry Rowel, a foreigner, obtained, from King 
William, a grant of the lands of Cultrath, in Fife, with Balmerinach, and Bal. 
lendard (y) and William granted to Richard Rowel, the nephew of Henry, 
the lands of Eastcr.Ardit, in Fife (e). 

monks of Dunfermlin, he, and his wife. granted some lands at Inverkethin. Chart. Dunfermlin s 
Nisbet's Herald. i. 287. Philip de Moubray outlived K. William, and flourished under his son, 
and sucumor Alexander II. In July tats, he was sent by Alexander II, with the bishop of St. 
Andrews, and others, on an embassy to the English King. Rymer, i. zos. In lime rano, Philip 
de hloubray was, at York, with Alexander ll, and witnessed his marriage.contract, with the 
',Meese Joan of England. lb. 24 r. In the following year, he was again at York with the same 
log, and witnessed the endowment of his young queen, on the &Ede of June s zz r. lb. 251. 

Roger de Moubray, the brother of Philip, told hods in Perthshire, under K. William, and Ili, son 
- Alexander II, some of whose charters he witnessed. Chart. Arbroth, 154 Chart. Balmeri-

nach, to. He granted, in stibinfeudetion, the lands of Moncrief, and Balcooachin to  M/I1110., who 
assumed the surname of Moncrief, from she lands. Douglas Baron. 41. Galfrid de Moubray was 
Insticiary of Lothian, in 129.4. Chart. Kelso, iv. For other notices of this family, see Nisbet's 
Heraldry, i. p. 287 
(i) Scala Chronica, in Leland's Col. i. 533. 	 (i) Douglas Baron. 468. 
(a) Hugh Gourley, the first settler, was unneeded by his son Hugh. Chart. Newbotle, 504. 
(a) Chart. Kelto, 553. 
(x) Reginald dc Warren witnessed a charter of WAiam de Rotliven, lord of Rothven, dewing 

the reign of Alexander II. Chart. Scone, 74. Arabella, after the death of her husband, granted, 

in 

 
nog, to the monks of Scone, a soft, and a croft, with three acres of land, in her territory of 

Kintulach, lb. 65. 
(y) Chart. Balmcrinach, No.2-3. 
(e.) lb. S. Richard Rewell witnessed a number of K.William's charters. Chart, Arbroth, g, i 

Chart. Moray, 57, and throughout. Henry Rowell, having died, without issue, transmit!ed his 
lands of Cultrath, Balmerinach, and ISallendard, to his renhew, Richard, who obtained a confirm. 
ation of them from Alexander II /d. Richard, a'oo, Miing without issue, was &Unneeded by his 
brother, Adam de Rotel, or Stated, who, in 1225, sold the lands of Cult rash, of Ardis, and Bal-
merinach, with its church, to Ermengard, the queen dowager, for ashousand marks. Adam went 
into the King's court, at Forfar, before Alexander II. himself, and surrendered the whole to Er-
',opt d and, the queen granted the estates, thus acquired, to the monastery of Baltherinach. 
wwelttyl. 4! le then fonntita. Chart. Balenerinach., No. 4, 5, 6. 

The 
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The Norhams of Northumberland scaled under William, the Lion, in Ehr-
farshire, where John de Norham obtained the lands of Panbride (a). The 
,Mountforts came into North-Britain, under William A part of this family 
Asettled, in Lothian, where they obtained the manor of Hstanford John de 
ll.lountfond of FAitanford granted to the monks of Newbotle a stone of wax, 
voarly (5). William de Mountfort, who witnessed several charters of King 
`William, obtained from Ern some lands in the Merns, where he settled (c). 
!John, v ho was probably dr.: brother of William de Mountfort, oho obtained, 
,from Kitty William, lands in the Memo, where he settled: And, he gave,,` •'  • 
I,pure alms, to the monks of Arbroth, the lands of Glasheler, in that district ( 
.,The St. Michaels carne into Scotland under William, the Li.: Robert 
Bt. Michael settled, as a vassal of the Earl of Dunbar (e). Roger de St. 
cllael settled in the Morns, under a grant of King William And Roger ga 
ito the monks of Arbroth, in pure alms, the lands of Mundernachin ; and 
',bounty received the king's confirmation (f). Wdliam de Candela, who o 
tamed from David I. the lands of Anstruther, in Fife, was the progenitor 

?the several &milks of Anstruther, M Scotland (g). lle was succeeded by 
son, William, who gave in pure alms a piece of his lands to the monks o  , 
Ealmerinach (5). The second William teas succeeded by his son, Henry, who 

dve some booths, in his town, to the nmnles of Dryburgh ; and was the first, 
,who relinquished his surname of Candela, and assumed the territorial 

(,.) He outlived King William, and, about islo, he confirmed to the monk, of Arbroth the 
.  ...pi of the church of Panbrids, with its rrtinents, which had been granted by the late 

ing. Chart. Arbroth, 53. John, having died without isaue, was suemeded by his brother 
Adam de Norharn, who eonfinned the grant of the church of Panbride to the same monks. 

54. 
(d) Chart. Newbrule, 216 t William clE Mountfort witnessed a charter of Alexander de St.,  
artin, of East Lothian. lb. to9. And William de Mountfort, with other's barons, et milites" 

;of the king, per.mbolated some lands, in East Lothian, for the purpose of settling a controv 
,hetween the monks of Newbode, and William de Vallibus. Chart. blcwbotle, of. 

(a) Chart. Arbroth, 109, so:I 	And William de Mountfort witnessed a grant of Robert de R' 
d babel, his von, the daughter of Ring William. lb. 67. 
(d) Chart. Arbroth, 99: This gent was confirmed by King WillianT. lb. too. John 
seed the grants of his neighbours. lb. 50, sz5, 
(e) Robert de ft. Michael witnemed a charter of Waldese, the Earl of Dunbar, from sta zags. Diplom. Scot., ph 93. 
(f) Chart. Arbroth, /13.4. Roger was succeeded, in his estate, by his nephew, John. 

t. Michael, who confirmed the grants of his uncle. Ib. s ,5. 
(11 Doug. Baron. 353, 536 i Nisbet's Her. Ap. 65. 	(6) Chart. Balms? N.49.  . 
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distinction ocAnstruther (i). Bcrlitrd, the son of Brien, an Anglo.Norinan, 
came into Scotland, in the reign of 'William, the Lion, from whom he ob. 

;• tained the manor of Hawden, in Roxburghshire (k). Bernard assumed, front 
his estate, the surname of 'louden, by which his posterity were distinguished. 
Bernard was succeeded by his son, Bernard de Hawden, who was Sheriff of 
Roxburgh, under Alexander II., many of whose charters he witnessed (I). 
A branch of the English family of Hastings settled in Scotland, under William, 
the I.ion. John de Hastings, who witnessed many charters of this king, oh- 

: 	tafned from him the manor of Dun, in Forfarshire, where he settled (m). Adam 
de Hastings acquired, from the same king, a grant of lands, at Kingoldrum, 
in Forfarshire, where he also settled (n). In the reign of Alexander II., Sir 
David Hastings acquired the earldom of Athol, by marrying Fenielith, the 
daughter of Henry, the last Celtic earl of that district (o). Walter de Hamuk 
settled, under William, the Lion, in Lothian, where he obtained lands (p). 

. Robert de Hullecester, Miles, acquired the lands of Newton, in Berwickshire, 
where he settled in the reign of King William (g). Walter de Muleaster settled 

iI on the lands of Giffyn, which he held of the Morevilles, and their successors, 
I 	the lords of Galloway, its the same reign:(r). 

(i) Henry gave to sloe monks of Dry-burgh 4; tees bothas in villa men de Anstrother." Cho, 
Dryb• is, 17, as., ;so; and he confirmed his father's grant to the monks of Balmerinach. Chart. ' 
Balmer. 49. 

(I) Chart. Kelso. Bernard witnessed many charters of King William, for the salvation of 
whose soul, he granted some lauds, in his manor of 'Hawden, to the monks of Kelso. Id. s i 3, 
504-3, sot: And these grants were confirmed, by King.William. Id. 385, 405. From the 
Abbot of this monastery, Bernard acquired the special privilege of having a private chapel in hia 
court. Id. zoo, ziz. To the hospital of Soltre, Bernard granted four bulls of corn, yearly, to 
be received at Hawden, on the feast of St. Nicholas, Chart. Soltre, 18, 

(S Chart. Kelso, in which several other persona of this family may he seen. William de Hawden 
acquired sloe lands of Kirkyetham. lb. 4.8s. The families sprung from this stock are now 
distinguished, by the name of Itarlden. 

(m) Chart. Arbroth, 73, s52; Chart. Cooper, 14, 35; Chart. Melros, 4; Astle's MS. Di-
plea. Scotim, No. 3. To the faromite monastery, which King William founded, at Arbroth, 
John de Hastings granted a sa't-work, with some hod, pasture, and ether easements, in his ma-mr 
of Don. Chart. Arbitth, t74. 	 (n) lb. 156. 

(,;) He became Earl of Athol. in right of lois wif, in 1242. Chron. Mello... David de 
Ilasl.hg,s;  the Earl of Athol, was one of the guarantees of sloe peace with England, in ' 244. 
Rym. 	gag. He granted to Ness, sloe King's physician, sloe lands of Dunfolenthin, for his 
ham 	d 	ice, Closet. Cupre, 69, 70. David the Earl of Athol died, in the Holy Land, 
in 1269 Chron. felros. 

Cr) 'Chart. Kelso, 349. In) Chao t. Dryb. t69-7o, 

Richard 
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Richard de Fronk, an Englishman, acquired, from King William, a grant of 
lands in the Mems, where he settled; and he conferred on the monks of .  
Arbroth a portion of the estates, which he had thus acquired (a). The Durham's 
derive their ancient descent, from the family of that name, in the north of 
England, a branch whereof found a root, in Scotland, dating the thirteenth 
century : From this stock, sprung the Duritams of Graze, of Pitkerrow, of 
Largo, of Luffness, and other families of this distinguished surname (1). The 
Lascelles became early attached to the princes of Scotland (u). An English 
family of this name settled, in Fife, under William, the Lion (x). Radulph tie 
Lased was Sheriff of Fife, about the year rays (y). Margery de Lascels, 
widow, with the consent of her son, Alexander de Moravia, gave to the monks 
of Inchcohn twenty shillings, yearly, from her manor of Baludtnond, in 
Fife (a). The Mtudichets settled, in Scotland, under William, the Lion (.1). 
Richard de Munfichet, who witnessed some of the charters of that king, 
obtained from him a grant of the manor of Cargil, in Perthshire, where he 
settled; and was succeeded by his son, William de Munfichet (b;. The 
Muntichets were the progenitors of the farniliat, in Scotland, who are named 
Muschet. The Biters of England settled, in Scotland, under William, the 
Lion (o). They obtained the manor of Upsetlington, in the Merse. They here 
founded an hospital, which was dedicated to Se. Leonard; and which Robert 
Eysct, the proprietor of Upsetlington, conveyed, wills all its rights, to the 
monks of Kelso (d). Several of the Bysets settled, in Moray, during the 
same reign. John Byset possessed the manors of Kiltalargyn, of Coneway, and 
of Dulbathlach, while Brice was Bishop of Moray (a). John Byset gave the 

church 

(a) To those monks he granted some Iamb in Moneth,n, near the river Berrie ; and oho 
canoate of land in Balhkellrfan. Chart. Arbrotb. 126.7. And those grams were confirmed 
by King William. lb. who. 	 (a) See Donglaa's Scrooge. 

(a) Alan de Lauder witurescd a charter of Earl Henry to the monks of liolmeultram. Dug. 
• Moaast. i 884. 

(a) William de Lased witnessed several charters of William. Chart. Moray, St. 74. 
( y) Chne. 10101M• 610.17. 	 (s) Ito. No. ts. 
(a) The name is variously written Montefiue, MotateLehet, and Munficbct. In popular speech, 

it has been abbmviated Moselle, Rud. Ind. to Diplom. Seotix ; Ragnian's Roll, in Pry..., 
a. 660 —2. 

(8) Chart. Moray, :54. In late, William de Munfichet granted to the monks of Caper, 
commn of pasture, in 1,13 manor of Cargil. Chart. Cup, 43. Ile witnes•d several charter. of 
A/exan

o
dm II. lb. +3, 5P. Chart. Moray, p. 16o. 	 tat Dug. Bar. i. 6.32. 

(dl Chart. Kelso, ay" h Walter Bret, and William Bytes, are oitnesses to his grant. Id. 
tel Chart. Moray, 1.11, 113, 176, 161, 5133. Jahn Byset entered iota • composition wink 

Drica touching the Wyoyri101141, and tithes, of the churches of Coneway, sad Dulbatlaach. Chart. 
Von. I. 	 4 G 	 Moray. 

• 
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1I.  church of Kiltalatgyn, with the, pertiet MMSss. to 	I eh of-St i 
fl 

.Rothven, for the support oft  
e-.  mimerour, in the northern d 

charters they witnessed, as persons of maportance (g). An-ekiit appenttli 
in 1242, which involved the family of By.4.4, in :44.-005.-.:, and Sc:s:1,11 l, is, 

disquiet. 	l'atri4k, the y::ung Earl :::' A:h.:I, 11, .4.4 uf Th::::::s of Calloway, 	- 
I:  overthrew AV. lit of of 1.7p,ctlington, at a tO0000:....1!  on C. i,,,,!,- , ,  And in 

revenge of this morti;i4a1::),, the Btu's a;sar ins tal she acensupl:,i4-4 Earl 
within Isis lodging, in Iladim;ton, which [la_ p fir:tl,to conual :I :e daers of 
this odious deed. The noblcs ilew t,s :Ir.; : 1441 liy:ur, and \ Vator, his 

t, uncle, were outlawed, and the v. hole fandly 	i-grae..1 (b). 
-  The Chen.., who settled, in 4Iimtland, soars after the thirteenth century 

began, were undoubtedly of Anglo-N4rman lineage. '11:::, descents load et:-
ciercd, in this race, before tile year to 6o (i). They sin not, hower,, appear 
in any of the public acts of Alexand, ll's reign: Neither do the Clines ap-
pear among the two parties, who struggi,ad for pre-eminence, in tots (h). 
But, Reginald lc Cherie was one of •tha niugnst, Se: fie, who entcred into a 
treaty with the Welsh, in 2258 (I): And in 1267, he became Chamberlain of 

Moray. Id. This CI:1717,911.;011 is witncsged by Arnolph By,et, and Willis,,, By,t, of Kilta-
lug), the brother of John. Id. They witne,scd another deed of Joliti L'ystt. Ili as. 

1 

 

(f ) This not not witneased by Andrew, the Bishop of Moray, from Test . IL I], 5/y 
1  William Byte', she brother of John, by H— his cha:dain, by Wadin his ,zeutYcr, mid other,: 

He statcs  his grant to have been mad, f., the soul df King Wiliam, and for the salvation of 
.' 	A lexaml, II. lb. sat. KiltaLyzyn is  LOW  Killartiiie, a parish in Inve,ness shire. „John fleece 
t, 	founded the monastery of Beatilie, M t 230.• Walter de Bytes held the hinds of 3,,,tnanic, in
in -  the 13th century, by a charter from the king. Rymer's Etna. ii. 259. 	 .,.. 
C 	CO John, Walser, and Peter By,,,t, witnessed a charter of inlenand, II., at Fyrie, in sal!. 

Chart. Arbroth, 164. William, and Malcolm Bysct, witnessed a charter of the same king,'I st N 1229. lb. 155. Thomas Byset witnessed a deed of Alan liostiarinsi is 125 6. lb. 2oS.

ert 

 
(A) hlat. Paris, 3547 t  Citron. Meilros, 206. Notwithstanding this check, the Byseta sOcon-

tinned a family of importance. William Byset witnessed several charters of Alexanderill., in 
.66, and t279. Chad. Lindores ; Title-deeds of Sir...lair of Roslin. William Byset, of the county 

I,  of Edinburgh, and Walter Bytrt of the county of Aberdeen, swore fealty to Edward 1., in 
K,  August, t296. Prynnr, iii. 654, 66o. Another William Byset, the son of Robert Byset, was 

taken prisoner, in 2296 ; and was liberated in tar, on condition. of serving the English king, in 
, 	France. Rymer, o. 773. When the government of Scotland was settled, in September,t305, 
IGF  William Byset was continued in his "Re< of Constahl, and Keeper of Stirling Castle; and he 

was also appointed Sheriff of Stirling. Ryley.s Phnita, 505. Thomas Byset played a double 
part, at the disastrous epoch of the battle of Falkirk, in 129,, by which he acquired, Bona Ed. 

i:, 	ward I., 's  gran e'tte Isle of Arran. L. Haile., An. i, 264. 	- 
'1', 	(i) Nisbet'a Heraldrr, i. p. isa. 	(6) Rym. Fred. i. 566. 	 (I) Ib. 653. 

Scotland. 
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Scotland. Reginald Chow, the father (pt), and Reginald, the son, were loo 
present, in 128.4, among the magnates Scotia, who engaged to accept th  
Princess Margaret, fur their queen (n). In Ingo, they w..re present, in the 
Parliament, at Brigham (o), And both father, and son, were appointed, 
in 5291, nominees of Baliel (p). Bat, Sir Reginald, the fathcr, died, soon 
after, an aged man  (q). Sir Reginald Chene, the son," was Sheriff of Inver, 

narn, in 1291 (o). With other persons of the same name, and family, Si' 
Reginald swore fealty to Edward I., in 1296, when all not, in Scotland, sub. 
it-fitted, except Sir \ Villiam IVallace 	: Henry Chene, the Biohop of Aber 

deer, swore fealty to the English king, at the sat.: time (t). When,Edwa 
settled the government of Scotland, in 1305, Sir Reginald Chene  It as a 

pointed eon of the Jus;i4iaries, in the northern parts, Itcyon.1 the mountains (u) 
He died, befote the Gilt of November, 5313, when Robert I. confirmed a con. 
vend., which was made, with rogoed to the lands of Duff it, between Dentin 
Maria, the spowe of the late Sir Reginald Chene, and Alexander Fraser o 
Philorth, who loan led Jane, the second daughter of Wiifiam, Earl of Ross (a) 
Ile left a son, Reginald, who inherited the extensive estates of his father. 
He was one of the Scotish barons, who wrote the spirited letter to the Pope; 

132o (y). Ile was taken prisoner at the battle of lialydonhill, in t 333 (z). 

(oi) Fordnn, 1. x., cap. 22, 26. Sir Rnginald Cherie witnessed a eharter of Alexander, the E 
of Buchan, in 1263 Chart. Aberdeen, 323. He had, for some  year been in pons esaion of th 
manor of loveragie, in Buchan, though by what title does not  appear. In 1272, Regina! 
Chene, the father, and lib.ginald, his AO, witnessed a charter of Alexander, the Earl of Bail 
lb. 539.. In 1281, Sir Reginald Chen, the father, wits /amid, with the Earl of Buc 
perambulation of the moor of Nigh. Chart. Athroth No. 4, 

(0 Ron. Pied. ii. a66. 	 (') Ih. 47'• 	 (P) 	555. 
He ninsried Ensbat, tha 	ir of air William Co!.ill,, of ()shares, in Ayrs 

brought. Iiin, lande, in dint country. Chad, Maros, Eiatdoe outlived lies husband; and ha„ 
eam, lbolty to latlansd I. in ; art, Inv! livery of her lamb, in the shim of Ayr, Aberdee 

Si,.,,,s . 	0, 	1111d 	 lar her heritage, or her dower. Rym. rod 
C dandar, 337. 

(a) ; Pry _, Si r. Reginald, the son, married, so 	time balmy the year I zS6, Ma  
thd oldent daughtep and co-heiress of Ficskyt, de Mo

nic  
ray, who died before die year 1268, 

eldest datight,r, the wife of Sir Reginald enjoyed the mantas plao, and castle, of Duns, with oth 
lands, in Moray, hi Cnchaets, and in M's.3 Lothian. 

(,) Id. Ida was eson of old Sir Reginald, and a brother of young Sir Reginald I and 
consecrated Bishop int r, and co. nerd fort ybight years. Keith, 65. Therew 

m, Che 	in Soodiind, in that age holm Chene of the coon,  y of Edinburgh  swore 
ward, it, 1x96. 3 Prywir, 650. 	 (n) Ryley'a Maeda, Yob. 

(N) 'The Earl of Rohs had narrial Isabel, di...heiress of John, Earl of Caithness, by 
had Jane, whobnarried Sir Alexander Filar, Crawford's Peer. 4.0. 
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And, he died about the year :350; leaving by his wife, Mary, two tbu 
wino inherited his estates t Man of married first, Sir John Douglas, and se 
after his death, without issue, John de Kett), the second son of Ed 
Kcal, the Mareschal, by whom she had a  SOD, Audrey-, who inlfcri 
estates: Mary.married Nicol Sutherland, the second son of Kenneth, • 
Sutherland, who obtained with her the barony of Duffus, and other la; 
from this marriage, sprung the family of Sutherland, Lord Dallis (a). 
manner, ended, in female heirs, the male line of the chief family of the 
thduiii many branches sprung from the principal stock, which still 
Aberdeenshire (b). 

There arose, M the same country, nearly in the same age, the family,  
Grants, whose origin, as stated by the Scotish genealogists, is undu 
fictitious. This appellation is rather Norman, than Gaelic (r) :  And the 
came, from Normandy, into England, where many Grants appear, in 
employments ; and whence several of them passed into Scotland (a). 17 
of this family, whom I have found, in record, are Laurence Grant, and 
Grant, who are said to have been the sons of Gregory le Grant, who marrie 
Byset, the daughter of Byset of 1.ovet (e). Laurence Grant married' 
the heiress of Cumyn of Gletichernach, whose estates, in Strathspey 
thus obtained by marriage, with the connection of the most powerful 
in Scotland. By Bigla turnyn, Laurence Grant had two sons; Jo 
Ratliff ; who were taken prisoners, in :296, when fighting for their c 
at the battle of Dunbar (g). Yet, it does not appear, that the Gran 
very nuinerous, at the accession of Robert Bruce, in i3o6. Two of  
appear, indeed, as prisoners, after the battle of Ilalydonhill, where they 

(o) Doug. Peer. 196 ;  Crawford's Peer. t o0 ; Nishet's Herald. ii. SO. 
(6) Nisbet's Herald. i. 43o ; Chartulary of Aberdeen. 
(r) Tim form of the name, is Normandy, is Grand. (IS. Memoir of the Grants, 

Viuount deYaue. 
(d) The Grants in England may be traced in Rymer's Fad. i. ; Dugdale's Mo 

and in Hobnailed. 
(r) Laurence Giant, and Robert Grant, were witnesses to an agreement, which is 

9th of September, r258, between, Archibald, the Bishop of Moray, and John Byset, ton 
church of Conway, and some land, at Conway, and Erchless. Chart. Moray, 153. 

( f) Doug. Bar. 341.. 
(g) Rym. Fled. ii. 976? When they  were  released from their captivity, in the subsequent ye 

on condition of serving Edward, in Franco, Joins Cum). of Badcnach, the competitor, was shell 
surety. Id. This eircumstaace shews, that they had a very powerful protector. R013[1,  
Grant of the county of Fife, swore fealty to Edward I., on the 28th of August, 129  
Prynne, iii. 657. 

foe 
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fought bravely, though unsuccessfully, for their country (1.). The principal 
stock of the Grants shot out, however, in after times, into a potent clan, whose 

its have shone, brilliantly, in the two opposite profeffions of the gown, and 
ho sword. 

le groat family of the Campbels, like the numerous clan of the Grants, are 
ndoubtedly of an Angio-Norman lineage, whatever family historians may 
u k, or Fabius may say (r). The progenitors of the Cambells came into 

outland, during the twelfth century: But, they appear little, in record, as 
'ctors in the public scene, till the end of the subsequent age, when an no-

nillion occasion brought new characters upon an extraordinary stage. The 
,ambells, who were .then settled, in the several shires of Ayr, Argyle, Perth, 
d Dunbreton, were called forth to promise their allegiance to Edward I. (k). 

he principal stern of the Cambels took root, in Argyle, as early as the twelfth 
ntury, by marrying the heiress of O'llubhin, a Gaelic chief, with whom he 

stained Lochow, the first seat of the Cambels (1). Five, or six descents 
ought down this prolific family to Gillespick Cambel, the laird of Lochow, 
ho witnessed a charter of Alexander BI., in March 1266 (m). Gillespick 

died, before the year 28o and was succeeded by his son, Colin, the laird 
f I.ochow, who was surnmmd Mere, from his stature: And, the diet' of 
is family was long called, from that circumstance, by the Gaelic people, 

el-more. Colin was knighted, by Alexander 	in 128o (a): And he 
so had the honour to be appointed one of the nominees of Brits, in r sg2,  
hen his title to the crown was to be investigated (a). Sir Colin is said to 

(4) Dominos John Grant, and Dominus Alan Grant, are recorded among the prisoners, on 
at 

 
sad occasion, by Knyghten, p. 2564. 

(i) Crawf. Peer. r3; Dough Peer. 34. The name was anciently Cambel, in Scotland, the 
me as it had previously heen, in England, and in Normandy. Ryince's Fad. i ; Dug. Monast. 
synne, iii. Martin of Clermont, the antiquary, was of opinion, that the Cambels came from 
MICP. Gen. 	1. 53 ; 	59. Ke.ndle  is a variation of the common name of Cambell. 
(k) Nicol Cambel, Chevalier, who, we may easily suppose, was Sir Nigel, or Niel Cambel), was 

ten 
 

as the head of the Loam, or Argyle family, swore fealty to Edward, in August, [396. 
yore, iii. 653. Mestrc Niel Cambel) of Ayr, also, swore allegiance, at the same time. 

lb. 654,51. Duncan Cambel del Isles oho swore fealty. lb. 655. Thomas Cambel, tenant of the icing, is Perthshire, followed their example. lb. 656. Dougal, Arthur, and Duncan Cambel of 
erthshire, and Sire Dovenal [Donal] Combo' of Dunbrcianshire, who  were  probably all was 

if Colin Cambel, More, of Loch°, and brothers-  of Niel, also score fealty to Edward. 
657-62. 

(i) Duncanson's MS. Hist. of the Cambells, in the family arcgiree ; Dough Peer. 34 ; and 
Ctonford's Peer. r3, who quOtel a MS. Mkt. of this family, in his hands. 

(nr) Chart. Lindurcs, 3. 	(n) Dough Peer. 3+. 	(m) RYmi Fad. il. 
have 

   
  



Sir higcl CaloLcb a loo married Mary, the der of [tubed Bruce, joined him, at the 
Ilia catvliti 	; aditcrt :I to Idin, iu his pry 	-.rid 5:1 	y 5 foidtt by 

almost every .dncountdr, from the conflict ..1 N thrra to the battle of Ildnotablatra 
Nigel appvaidd, 	the arliametit a Ayr, to 1315, for ratio the den 	of the crown. 
other lands, 	obtainr.1 the whole forfeiture of David, East of Athol. lbdtg. Peer. p. 
Roltertron's Index to the Rodottb, al, Sir Nigel it said to have died about the year 1316: 
widow, the Princes, Mary, r‘ataialy mauled Sir Alexander brard, the Cliatnbdilain, who 

tr 
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have been slain, in a Conflict with the lord of Lorn, about the year 1:93 
By his wife, who is called Sinclair, by the family historians, he left five sons 
Rid, his heir, Dovenal, the progenitor of the Cambels of Loud., nail 
other sons, who all swore allegiance to Edward1., i11 1296; and aft 
supported Bruce, wills their most strenuous efforts ; and were all a 
warded, by that munificent prince, fur their services, and hazards (p). 
Cambels assisted Bruce, in crutling Alexander ale Argyle, the lord of Lor 
they shared largely in his forfeited estates And they seem to haie risen on th 
ruin of that powerful lord, whom. they succeeded, in the chiefiainry 
gyle. As Sir Nigel, and his four briatherc, obtained extensive est.. 

4 Robert Bruce, they founded five separate families, who formed each a 
house, that soon rose to eminence, funidst the convulsions of a dist 
country (q). 

Such, then, were the Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Norman, and Anglo-Belgic 

wmites, 	wite the principal settlers, among the Gaelic people of Scotian 
4ring this period of her annals! The succinctness, with which the biograph 

ose families can only be.treatcd, in this place, precludes the mention of 
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greater number of coknists, 	eoiotiimt,,,I, by thlir posterity, to people 
North-Britain- Yet, such cocr.: ihs earn, 9.1, 	 F.20001i, .throughout 

the StOto-Sa,tcni. period ; who 'formed her constitution, and administered her 
laws; Who e,a1,1::11.- .1 	eh, t 	aml 	 11,1.  authorities ; who vin- 
dicated her ritdes, rad tattered Ittre imlopcmia,mc, And the whole of the 
iLibscquent 	 c,) :pp] 	 111,1S11,, to those settlers, 
and their 	 crept en. 	of the Gothic inhabitants of Cath- 
nesi,, and 	insurrections 	(lactic peopit, in proper Scotland,..and in 

Galloway. 
Van),  one 	 rp the foundatiol of those I:Ida-lotions, after 

such full proofs, he might find in the names of men, who appear, in the 
chartulacies, satisfactory evidence. Before surnames came into use, men were 
distinguished by their countries. During the twelfth century, there appeared 
in Scotland, many settlers, from England, who were known by the name of 
ilnglicar (a). In the south, ana east ell  Scotland, there still may be traced a 
slumber of places called English-town, or 	which mark the settlement 
of Englishmen, in those ages And EglisLy or Inglis, is a common sur-
name, in North-Britain, which is appropriate to some respectable 
Many persons ••sealed, in North-BritaM, during the twelfth, and thirteenth 
centuries, who had assumed surnames, from the localities of England. We 
may see, in the chartularjes, several men, who were surn.ued de Leyeste17 (t), , 
de IV i,ksour (”), do Li ncoM (a), de Colchester (y), de 'Erecter 	"krt. 

(,) Radulph .,1;,,c7ors witusesed David's clarter to the monks of Selkirk. Chart Kelm, No. 4. 
Richard zlns/iros witnessed the same prince's grant to the monks of Meilros. Chart. blear., 54. 

settled in Clydesdale, in the to,laii century. Char: Glasgow, 9s. Henry flas 

gess witnessed a charter of Walter Berkeley, the Chamberlaln. 	Simitiar, pl. 94 s 
Thomaal/lailirsa witnessed a charter of Roland, the lord of Galloway. lb. pl. Sr, Walter 
4...,,lhas witnessed 	charter if Alan, the son of Roland. Chart. Kelso, s44. Phillip lIngli?as 
witnessed a charter of AlexanrItT it., in 1233. lb. s92. And,. sec Willi., diary Anssfirr, 

1.3th century. lb 97. Robert Peed.. settled in West Lothian, under KingWilliams; 
and was succaeded by his son Warin. Chart. Inehcolm, 9. 

(1) Roger de isiarer, witnessed the charter of Rut David to the monks of Selkirk. Richard 
de Leyeater settled, as s burgess in Peels, in the reign of King 	Chart. Scone. 

(a) Walter de Iriedrener lived under Wiliam, the Lion s and witnessed several of his charters. 
Chart. Kelso, ,seia Asst ', MS. Dip/m, SciStir, No. 3. 

(sc) Richard de Liseeln was the Coles., of King William, and witnessed many of his charters. 	' 
Chart. Arbroth. 31, Ss, Sc. Another Richard de Lincoln scaled at Moll, under the 83711, king, 
ChLt. Kelso. 

(,) Robert de CiliMer appears, in a charter of Robert de London, the son of King William, 
to she monks of Inelicol in, between s tli9 and 119). Chart. Lichisolm, 

(al Hem-yds Es,rder settled, in Clydesdale, during the reign of William, the Lion. Chart. 
Arbroth, t35. 
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ford (a), de Kent (b), de Warrade (e), de F.rez (d), de Huntidun (e), de Noting. 
pant (f),  de Derby (0, de Grantham (b), de St. Edmund's (i), de Newham, 
and many others might be enumerated, front the charters of the twelfth, and 
thirteenth centuries: But, those examples are sufficient, to evince how many 
Englishmen of inferior note, settled, during those early ages, in North. 
Britain. 

The Flemings, who were the most enterprising people of the twelfth century, 
emigrated, through England, into Scotland, in almost equal numbers. After 
seeing  to  distinctly, in the foregoing pages, that the family of 	Douglases is 
descended, from a Fleming, the reader will not be surprised to hear, that some 
of the greatest houses, in North-Britain, owe their foundations to the same 
people. The Flemings, who were incommoded, by the infelicity of their situ. 
ation, at home, migrated to England, in great numbers, during the reign of 
William Rufus, and Ilenry I. (a). During the civil wars of Stephen, the Flem-
ings acted as stipendiaries, in his armies. On the accession of Henry II, in. 
1154, he banished the Flemings, and other/are/pm, who had come into Eng-
land, in such numbers, during the preceding reign (b). 

(a) William& Iferlfhed settled at Nielston, in Renfrewshire, during the reign of King Wil-
liam. Chart. Paisley, St. 

(b) Several persons of this surname settled, under Walter the son of Alan, in Renfrew, and in 
'East Lothian. Several of the same name appear, in Ragman's Roll. 3 Prynne. 

(r) Richard de lYarea•ie settled under the Motrvilles, before 1.19o. Chart. Glasgow, v65. 
(I) John de Ewe settled, in Fife, in the reign of Alexander II. Chart. Balmerinach, ;6. 
(e) John de flangedun settled, in Clydesdale, during the mien of King William. Chart. Mel-

ees, I ; Chart. Kelso, sa6. Another John de Huntedan  was rector of Durisdeer, in Nithsdale. 
Chart. &ISO, ,7. 

(f) Radulph de Naingham  was  Prepasitut of Berwick. Chart. Newbotle, coy. 
(g) Roger de Derby was; canon of Aberdeen, in the middle of the thirteenth century. Chart. 

Aberdeen, 336. 
(h) John de Granibarn sottled in Berwick. Chart. Kelso, 35. 
(i) Walter de St. Eduland'.1 settled, in Perthshire, during the reign of William, the Lies. 

• Chart. Scone, 54. 
(a) William Rufus settled them on the waste lands, in Northumberland, and in Cumberland,' 

where their settlements may still he teased, by the names of places. Henry I. planted many Heet.. 
ings, in Wales, L'Art de Verefier lea Dates, tom. iii; Mandl:bury, fu. 68 ; Hamden, Florence 
of Worcester; Simeon of Durham. 

(b) Gervaise Chron. a377. No. 3o ; Ciraldus Can't...oasis, book i. ch. ii; Brady% Hist. i, 15,5; 
Carte, i 5o3. Bromton, tow, says, there were, id Engdind, during the year t  r5s, a great 
multitude of Flemings, who were driven away, by the edict of Hoary 11 ; and who went chiefly 
into the North, while tome of the, settled, in Wales. King John brought so many Flemings 
into England, to oppose his Barona that, according to  the Stale Cla,nira, the country had much 
ado  to feed them. Leland's Coll. i.  585. 

The 
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The Flemings, driven thus from England, repaired, in great numbers, to 
North-Britain, where they easily obtained settlements, after actirg as stipendi-
ark's, in the king's armies (c). They settled in the towns, in the hamlets, in 

the country, and on wastes, which they converted into villages. The Flemings, 
who thus colonized Scotland, during the twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, were 
a far more civilized people, than the Gaelic inhabitants, among whom they set-
tled : as they.weCe snore addicted to industry, and business, tier Flemings sat 
down in thli.illages, and towns, a policy, which the Garlic people abiorred (d). 
The towns!clong the eastern coast, were chiefly settled by Flemings, during 
those early times, when Flanders was the universal mart (c). Several hamlets, 
along the score shore, which were named Flemington, still mark the places, 
where the adventurous•Flemings found permanent repose. 

In addition to the subordinate classes of Flemings, who Fettled its the towns, 
and energized the hamlets, as traders, or fishers, many eminent persons, who 
had distinguished themselves in the wars, came with their followers into Scot-
land ; where their services were rewarded by the sovereigns, with grants of 
lands, Which they knew how to cultivate. They- settled, in every district of 
North-Britain, from the Tweed and the Solway, to the Clyde,,and the Moray 
Frith ; and iheir posterity formed numerous, and respectable families, at the 
recent conclusion of the Scoto-Saxon period (f 

Jordan, 

(‘- '; William of Newbrig, i. p.2 no; Lord. Lytt. 	iii. 	: The Scala Chinni. says, s. 
hem, King of Scots, entered England, having with hint malty Flemings, and wan the CRAtif• 

of Appleby, and Burg." Lel. Col. i. 532. When William was taken prisoner, in 1154,aurne 
of sin principal office were Flemings , as we know from the English chroniclers. 

lit) Adam, Flatuln
rs 

 uisb, WRA the prepusitus of Berwick, in the thirteenth century. Chart. 
Newhotle, 2o7: e body of Flemings possessed the Redhall in Berliek, by the tenure of defending 
it against the English in 1296, thirty of those Flemings bravely defended this post till it WAR 

fired, when they perished, in the flaws. border Ili:, 195. The other towns along the east 
froaa were also energized by Flemings. Stet. Aeco. evi. p 5 t7. Under William, the bon, St. 

Andrews was inhabited by Solo, French, English, and Fldnar000.. Relionir Divi Andrei, ten. 
Maynard, a Flaming, woe the Provos: of St. Andrews, under D.Ivid I. Henry Bald, a Flemish 
goldsmith, settled in Penh, during K. William's reign. Chart. Scone, 4o. Swartbrand, a Flea, 

settled in Perth, during the WWI° reign. Clare: BaInterinach, 21-12. PAIRICWilli a Fiernisk 
sadlcr, settled in Pei ill, under David I; and was surnatned Lotion., from his proiession. Chart. 
St. Andrews. Bartholomew, a Fleming, became a burgess of Edinburgh, daring K. ‘Villiam'a 
reign. Chart. lovhcohn, .9. 

(e) Even as late me the yeAr 1587, on act of Parliament WAS passed,- "anent the 0,1ficnn 
Private Aft ;Lt. VI, No. 63 of Skene's Collection. 

(11 In the charters of the twelfth, and thirteetith sentnrica, there are a number of persons, wino 
were surnamed, In Flortiog, le Maxon, Flaweeneb, FlonwOO; and Flamenco', though the settle. 

Vo L. I. 	 4 N 	• 	 relents 
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nits i a litandAas;',iibtaiited from David I. some laws, on the Tweed, 
1104itteled ; road'- ivhence he proceed.' withWilliarri, the lion, to the' 

viAlmeick, Which ended in the captivity of both (g;. Alany 
mith•their followers, in Annantlak,..whare they formed a t tune, 

during the fourteenth, the lifte,inth, and sixteenth centuries. The 
knit igt settled in Clydesdale, amidst the descendant',  of the ancier.t Britons (h), 

Flemings sat down in Renfrew, where they founded wine distinguished 
sCs(i 1)uring etc coign of 1Villianr, the lion, a Flentish leads- acquired 
'roamers of Kilpatrick. and 1)ownotyr, ihl)tathatton, where he settled with 

antoing the Gaelic people (di). The FIctitings Settlid, al,o, ici 
ra under the Earl of Carrick (!). Baldwin, a more distinguished Flemiais 

r, than any of those, settled wilt his follower', at 1'10., in Clydesdale, 

of eacheannot be loerdired. Ste the chartularies tlicongliout t and Sir J. D.:Iry.m.!.'n COI. 
lj.e. Robert le Diming wan one of the Baru, who . i

E.l 
 n the Parlime it : ; Itri;le.rn, in 

	

Rym. F.rd. ii. 471. Na1,, 11.1.`i ,1:45  StVc., 1....Ity tn 	ward 1, in  11  ',en: tilt:John lien.. 
at Aberdeen; William in Fleming, of Seto, in Edinkurgloitit., ; Walter in Fiening of LI- 

	

litilV 1 Willi,111 le Fleming, ana Patrick le timing of D 	artuabun ; Alan lo Eton:lard Ayr; 
' le Fleming of Peebles; and others of the same ins,. nctive turM, 3 Prynne, 651.9. 

) Jordan, Readmit, witnessed a charter of David I. to the monks of Kohn, in 1,4 t. 
. Kelso, R. Jordan, the,Fleming, witlicssml a charter of the Countess Ada to the molds, 
nfermlin. Sirda. Dalrymple's Coll. 425. Jordan granted some lands: in the territory of 

, to the monks of Rel.. Chart. Kelso, 27. Even the English chroniclers take notice of 
!capture of Jordan, the Fleming.  

Tankard, a Flemish leader, obtained from Malcolm IV. a grant of lands, in Clydesdale, • 
Ire settled with his followers, and named his  rent Teutionetoteen. Ho was succeeded, by his 

11011, Thomas, who lived under William, the lion. Thomas granted to the awake of Arkruth ail 
his land,. lying between the Eskar, and Cakdoor, which, he sap, had been given to his father hy 
Maleoln, This charter was titnested by William de Duglas, the son of Theobald, the Fleming, 
who had settled on the Duglas.water, about the same time, that Tankard sat down. in his neigh. 
hourhood. Chart. Athroth, t35-6. The tillage of Tankerton is still distinguished, by the name 

itthe Flemish Tankard, in Upper Clydesdale. William, the Fleming, settled in Clydesdals, ina 
beginning of the thirteenth century. Chart. Nelso. Patrick, Flandrensis, sat door, in this die-

about the WIC epoch. Chart. Glasg. 257. 
) A Flandrim, who settled in Renfrew, under Walter the son of Alia, during the reign of 
GIM IV. was the progenitor of limning of Barochan. Chart. Paisley ; Stat. Acco. I. p.327. 

- "lids family, who arc called in the charters Flatareatit, and Flandroteit, may be traced throughout 
eke thirteenth notary, while duir connections with the Stewart, are apparent. Chan. raider, 

43. 33- 7. Cat 791 Chart. Newbotle, t94. 
(I) He wits succeeded by his ton Hugh, FL:rattail, who enjoyed those lamb, under Aka.. 

,der II. Chart. Paisley, 282. 
(I) A,.,,,., Bartholomew, linadron,,,, 

,
It maa,  witnessed the elmrters of Hid, the Earl of Car. 

during the reign of Alexander II. Robertson's index to the Records. 
under 
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':  as the reign of David ILO). We may tints perceive the true source, to which 
.-  ,may be traced up the Teutonic dialect of Aberdeenshire, that is even now called 

the Broad Buchan. 	- 

I

. 

 

• We are now  to follow the Flemish colonists into Moray, whose Gaelic inha-
bitants had often distinguished themselves, by their opposition to strangers. 
ficrowald, a Flasidrian leader, obtainedifrom Malcolm Ty, a grant of the lands 
of limes, and Diehard, where he settled, with his followers (y). As the first 
descenthuns of 't heobald, and Bartholomew, assumed, front their lands, ihe 
surname of DugIax, and Lev& ;  so the first descendant of Borowald took, from 
his estate, the name of loos, which he transmitted to some respectable families, 
ulto are descended from the same stock (a). We are at length to advert to one 
of the most eminent chiefs, who came into Scotland; during the migrate  

,:of David L Freskin,  a  Fleming, obtained from that munificent king th 
of Strathbrock, in West•Loillian. Soon after the insurrection of the 
men, in S 130, Freskin, who probably contributed, by his skill, and bravery
to the subduetnent of those ancient people, acquired, from the same prince= 
some of the most fertile districts of the Lowlands of Moray (es). Freskin le 
two sons; William, and Hugh (i); and the former cenaioly inherited his lands,  .: 

' both in Moray, and West-Lothian, which were confirmed to Film by William, 
the lion (h). Willism,lhe son of Freskin, acquired other lands, in Moray, 

,.., 	(t) David II. granted a charter to John Marr, cn of Aberdeen, for the lands of Craters- 

1,  

town, in the Garlach, ', una cum lege Femme,'  dici 
ano

tur FIrming-la.hr.. Robertson's lades to 
the Records, G t . Cv,ru, thewettler of this hamlet, was plainly a Fkoliv ; 115 we  learn from his 
narne. 
(y) Chart. Moray 1 Shaw's Hist. Moray, App. aiv. The settlement of those Elcmingt, and other 

strangers of English lineage. gave rise to the tale, which is recorded by the nld historians, bow 
Malcolm IV. dispossessed the ancient people, and repeopkel it with very different inhabitants. 
The rising of the Momy.men, in the time of David I, was %lipplested, perhaps, by Flemish sti-
pendiaries, who obtained lands, like Berowald, fur their services. 

(0) MS. Account of the families of Inv., in my Library; Shaw's Mist. of Moray ; and Dou-
glas's Baronage. 

(a) Freskin then obtained Delius, Rosily, Inshkiel, Kintrae, Machir, and others. Chart. Met-
'lli; Shaw's Hist. Moray, 75 t App. to Nisbet's I Icraldry, ipt. On Ditlfus, he built a fortalice, 
wherein he resided, the many ruins whereof arc still remarkthle. Shaw's Hist. Wray, :07. 

(1) Hugh, the son of Freskin, witnessed a charter of Robert, the bishop of St. Andrews, t 
Herbert the bishop of Glasgow, berme the death of Earl Henry, the wn of David I, in 1 t5, 
Chart. Glasg, 57. Douglas 1159 perverted some charter notices of Hugh Freskin, the son of t 

is above William ; so as to apply them to Hugh, the son of Freskin. Peerage, 06o o. Of this las 
Hugh no other notice appears. 

10- King William, in the beginning of his reign; confirmed to William, the son of Frtskin, t 
lands, in Moray, and Wett-Lothian, whirl, bit fail'', Frakin, had ;NM and, David 1. Chart.-
Mom, ; Shaw's Hist, of Moray, 741; Nisbet's Herald. APP. 'ye' 

from 
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from the bishop, durBig the year moo (c). He flourished under lial:oan I'; ;. 

and was a constant attendant on King William, during his frequent expc_lidon.: 

1  into Moray, when he witnessed several of his grants (d); and perambulared 

me lands, under his authority (e). Aber thus Acting, as the most consideialal.: 

. Earl of CathnesS, in the rebellion of 5 5 py, which Hugh Freskin had assisted to 

l'erited his father's lands, in Moray (g). At the end of the twelfdi century, 

yugh acquired, from King William, the territory of Sutherland, lying,, north-

Xcard, on the opposite side of the Moray Frith, which had bean forfeited, by the 

-preference to the family name of Freskin (f ). (I.) Pugh, the eldest son, in. 

rson, in Moray, next to the bishop, William, the son of Freskin, died, to-

aids the end of the twelfth century ; !dying two sans, Hugh, lad William, 

ho, in some charters, are surnamed Freslcjo, while, its others, they arc de-

:geed de Maravia, or Moray, ul,:ch because the surname of their posterity, in 

(a) Chart. Moray. 539. 
(a) William, the son of Freskin, wetnesied 1,falcolm !V.'s charter to Berowald, the Flandriun, 

in 5157,  at  Pmth. Id. ; Shaw's Hist. Mar. App. No. 54. See the charters of William, thalion, 
which he witnessed, in Chart. Morai. 552.15C.558-206 he witnessed, with his son Hugh, char-
.. of K. William.' lb. 724, 547-8 : and lie witnessed some of the 221112  king's charters, with 
his sons Hugh, and William. Wight on Elections, 450; hIS. 11,fona.st. Scotix, 204. 

(e) Chart. More,. MS. M022.2t. SCOLirt  205. 

( f )  Hugh Freskin, and William, his brother, witnessed a chatter of K. William, at Elgi, 
between the ye?I'S 1203 and 121r. Chart. Moray. ;59. Hugh de MOI,Vi2. witnessed a cmm. 
lion of Richard, the bishop of ',foray, with Duncan, the Earl or Fife, between then.  exm 
2587 and 1203. lb. 551. 

(g) lb. I. 
(14 Of the rebellions of the host of Cathness, in 5196, and the subsequent year, Forthin gives 
me useful particulars, in lib. viii. c.  59: in 1196, K. William, he says, ,6 enerciturn dukit, in Ca. 

fs thenesiam, et transit° javio Oehiello, taming. provinciani Cathenesiam," Re. The river Gel,4/.  
falls into the Frith of Dornaid: ; and divides Sutherland, from Ross it thus appears, that Haruki's 
earldom of Ceiba," comprehended Sutherland,  or South Catheness, at the epoch of that inmtrec• 
lion and it is equally clear; that he was deprived of it, on that occasion, when be had shown how 
oaf, he was to enjoy power; for, Hugh Fre.,kin appears, in possession of Sutherland, in the be-
ginning of the thirteenth century as he granted to his relation Gilbert, who became archdeacon 
of Moray, about the year 2203, the lands of Skelbol, in Sutherland, to hold the same, is fee. 
This grant of Skelbol was confirmed by William, titanium, 	of Sutherlafrel, the son,, cod heir, 
of the late Hugh Fred:in x and both dense rants to archdeacon Gilbert were confirmed by 
tram, the lion, between the years ill I.  and :254. Add. Sutherlaud Case, p.9. Lord Hades, ,s  
indeed, says that, the grant of Hugh Enskin to archdeacon Gilbert, was made some time between 
the years 2186 and ityax but, the chartulary oWoray evinces that, Robyn  was archdeacon of 
Moray till  1203, when Gilbert became archdeacon, in his place and, consequently, the gram of , 
HUgh Freskin must have beer: made to archdeacon Gam, in some subsequent your. 

- 	suppress (b). litegh Freskin died, soon after ixo3, leaving two sons ; WU- 

1 
Garay 
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liam, who inherited front him the new acquired estate of guiberland ; and Wal 
ter, a; Im enjoyed Duffus, with other possessions, in Moray. William becamer 
thus the laird of Sutherland, at the commencement of the thirteenth centuryp 
and at the end of K. Williamts reign (I). The death of Earl Harald, in t 2060  
with the punishment of his sons, did not prevent fresh insurrections of the Scan 
dinavian periple of Cathness, in 1222, when they assassinated Andrew, the 
bishop, with circumstances of odious cruelty, as well as insidious insult, to th 
g vernment ofAlexander II. (k). ThcScotish king severely avenged that aggravate 
outrage. The Freskins were again called out, in support of the royal authority 
and, they probably contributed their assistance, in crushing the insurrections o 
Gillespie, in 11.28 (1). It was on this occasion, perhaps, that the gratitude, as 
well as policy, of Alexander II, thought fir to raise William Freskin to th 
dignity of Earl of Sutherland ; in order to balance the power, or to overawe 
turbulence of the Earl of Cathness (m). William, who thus because the first 

Earl of Sutherland, under Alexander II, is supposed to have died, in r 248; ,  
when he was succeeded by his infant son, William (n). This second Earl of 
Sutherland was too young, or perhaps at too great a distance, to engage in the am-
bitiiins intrigues of Alexander III.'s minority: but, he attended the Parliament, at iy 

(i) Men William, the eldest son of Hugh Freskin, confirmed his father's grant of Shelbol 
archdeacon Gilbert, he stiled himself, " 	 domimiir de Sutherland, fail., et hems, quo. 
" dam Hope.  Ercskyn ;" and this confirmation was confirmed, as we haw seen, by William, 
the r1011, between the years tart and s tit, when the aged king demised. We may 	 embss  
that Sir George Mackenzie, the Lord Advocate of Scotland, translated d.j., by the upproi  
plate word, laird, to signify merely a tenant in chief of the crown. Now brie are satisfacto 
proofs, that the earldom of Sutherland did not exist, at the demise of William, the lion, in 1514 
and, of course, that William, the sir of Hugh Freskin, who called himself &minus dc Suthrr  
land, was not then .Ear! of Sutherland. 

• (I) " A,i. ao6, obiit Comes Arald," (in the castle of Roxburgh]. Chron. 
A new Earl of the same turbulent race appears to have been soon after appointed to proper Cath.: 
or,,, which lay northward of Sutherland, who was in possession, when Andrew was assassinated.':-  

( 
m

I) Fordun, lib. hi. c. ay. 
(m) The convention of the year ,a75, between Archibald, the bishop of Cathness, and William, 

the Earl of Sutherland, states, that controversies had arisen between Gilbert, William, and Waher' 
three of Archihald's predecessors, the bishops of Cathness, " et nobles virus Willichnom clam met 
" morim, et Williehnum ejus filium COMiir.1 Sutherlandire." This indenture is printed, in the o 
ginal case of the Countess of Sutherland, App. No. r. This writing attests, that William, 

n of Hugh Freskin, who vim the son of William Freskin, who was the son of Freskin, who no 
'idled under David 1, was,"in fact, the Earl of Sutherland and from the foregoing docomenty  
it is apparent, that he was the first Earl. Im.opposition to this document, Douglas, bo 
calls him the stroni/ hurl of Sutherland. Douglas Peer. 661. 

(n) Crawford, Pere. 471 Douglas Peer. 66r. 
Scone 
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cone, in r 284, which engaged to support the title of the princess Margaret (s':: 
sat in the great Parliament, at Lt:gham, in 1290 (p). Ile swore fealty to Ed-
rel I, in 1196 (1). At the eye of siNty-s,ven, he fought in support of Bruce, ut 
nnockbutn, in 134(7). He outlived those disastlbus titers; and subscribed 

c spirited letter to the Pope, in 1320 (r) be di.-d, in 13.15, w;len he 11, ! 
early advanced to the patriarchal age of eighty years (a). ik utiain, the seem! 

rl, was succeeded by Isis son Kenneth, the third Earl of Sutherland, who fell, 
Mientling his country, on Hal) donhill, in 5333 (s). It is unnecevary to 

ace ..my farther the Sutherland ,3rattch of the family of Freskin ; as their de-
eats are so obvious, as to re:41M, little flittstration (is). (II.) Walter, the 
her son of 	 as he enidycil his father's lands, in Moray, u-as 
stiuguiehctl, by the sunume of elo 	or Moray, a distinction that, his 
Cher sometimm enjoyed and, as Walter possessed the castle of Duffus, which 

great-grandfather, Freskin, had built, he was designed sometimes Walter 
Duffus, to distinguish hint from his cousin, Walter de Moravia of Pettic (n). 
alter de Moray married Euphemia, by whom he obtained some lands, in'Ross. , 
died between the years 5140 and 1243 ; leaving by Ettphernia a son, Fres-
de Moray, Who inherited, frosts his father, the manor of Dotrus, and other 

nds in its vicinity, Strathbroc, in West-Lothian, and from his mother, the 
lonys, in Ross (y). Frcskin de Moray appeared, as Dominus de Duffus, in 
048, when he entered into a composition with the bishop of Moray, about 

heir several rights (e). Freskin de Moravia was one of the Magiar(e, Scotia., 
ho entered into a treaty with the Welsh, in 5258 (a). He died before the 

(a) Rym. Fad. ii. p. 266. 	 (ff) nl.471 • 	 (ii 3 PfYlme. 
(g) Sir Robert CordOn's MS. Hisn of the Sutherland family Crawford's Peer. 471. 

Dplozn. Setae, p1.5 
(a) It was to this venerable Earl, that the House of Peers adjudged the present Countess of Su-
rland to be the successor, es heir of hie Lay. 
01 Nicol, second sou of Earl Kenneth, was the progenitor of Lord Duffus, and the Slither. 
els of this family. Cra7ford's Peer. 109. 
(se) See the Pedigree, which i, annexed to the additional Sutherland Case. 
(s) Chart. Mcr. 119 Walter dc Duffus, and dominos Walter de Pettis, militibus, were wit-
s. to a convention, between their relation Andre:5, the bishop of Moray, and David de Strath. 
gy, in tsp. lb. 77. They both witnecsed many deeds of bishop Andrew, between t raz 

d 	but, they were most frequently distinguished, as Walter de Moravia, the son of 
igh, and Walter de Moravia, the son of William de Moravia. Chart. of Moray, throughout. 
(y) Chart. Moray: Frain of Moray, with his relation Malcolm of Moray, the progenitor of 

Athol family, witnessed a charter of Mabee, the Earl of Strathern, about the year 5536. 
bet's Herald. App. :92. 

More 904. 	 (a) rtrIll• rod. i. p. 693. 
year 
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year 1268 (6) ; leaving two daughters, Mary, and Christian ; who, as we ha 
seen, married Reginald de Cheyne, and William de Federeth ; and thus car 
lied with them into the families of strangers the estates of the Freskins, 
Moray. (III.) It is now time to advert to the younger brother of Hugh Frac 
kin, William, the younger son of William, the son of Freskin, the first settl 

'in Moray. William Freskin appears often with his father, William, and bin 
brother, Hugh, as witnesses to the grants of William, the lion, in the end 4 
the twelfth, and in the beginning of the thirteenth, centuries (r). Ile possesse 
large estates, in Moray, partly from his father, perhaps more from his own at. 
quirernent, particularly front the bishops of Moray (d). He died about the.  - 
year x220; leaving by whatever wife, a son, Walter, who inherited his estates 
and other sons, who propagated the name of Moray, by founding other 
houses (c) Walter was often designed of Fettle, in order to distinguish him, 
fr, his cousin Walter Moray of Dallas ; but Walter of Pcttie was never called 

bred!, as Douglas, the Peerage writer, mistakingly, supposes. Ile flourished, 
k  irons 1222 to 1242_, while Andrew of Moray was bishop, whose charters he 

frequently wimessed (j ). He is said to have married a daughter of the Earl of 
Fife, whose charters he also witnessed (g). Walter .  of Moray was one of the 
guarantees of the peace with England, in 1244 (h). During the factious mi-
nority of Alexander III, he acted with the Earl of Fife, as one of Henry III's: 
party, in s 255 (r). Walter soon after died, at an advanced age; and Was sue 
eecded by its son, Walter, who has been confounded, by the Peerage write 
with his father, Walter. The son of Walter inherited his estates, in Moray • 
and he acquired, probably, by marriage, the manor of Bothwell, in Clyde 
dale, and the lands of Smallham, ih Berwickshire, both which had been r& 
cently possessed by the Olifards (6). •  He appears, front his charters, to has 

resided. 
(t) Chart. Mor. Son. 
(a) Wight on Elections; App 410 ; Chart. nor. s59, and throughout. William Freskin 

sheriff of Invernarn, in 120-,. Ay10f111.9 Cal. 137. This shows, distinctly, when he flourishe 
From the location of his fathers, and his own possessions, he assumed the distinguished surname 
of Moray, which he transmitted to his posterity. 

(d) Chart. Mur. throughout. 
(e) As the family of Moray had now bran,hed out into two stems frorn the original stock, it 
impossible to trace all the ramification, John de Momy, who lived contemporary with the 

shore William, and was probably his younger brother, emigrated to'the south, settled, M Perth-
shire, and became the progenitor of the Morays of Tullicbardin, who ruse to he Earls, Marquises', 
and Dukes of Athol. Ore Doughts's Peerage, and Baronage. 

) Chart. Moe. throughout. 	.  (al Id. 	 (I) Rye. Fed. 459. 
(i) lb. 566-7. 
If) Chart. Uryburgh, u7-18; Chart. Glasg. 221; which evinces the, Walter °lard, the 

justiciary 
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resided in the Castle of Bothville (I). He died soon after; and was succeedect 
by his son, William, she appeared in the Parliament of Scone, 1284:(m) 
lie also sat, in the snore tuttneri,us Parliament of Brigham, in 1290, with hi 
brother, Andrew de Moray (o). Ile swore fealty to Edward i, in t 295 (o 
lie is said to have died, in 129+ :.but, he appears never to have been Puna 
rites Stoke, as the Scotish gencalogids assert (p). As he had no issue, he 
succeeded by his brother, Sir Andrew, who became celebrated, as the associat 
of Wallace, when this illustrious patriot raised the standard of rational ind 
pentlence. The firm, mid gallant Sir Andrew, obtained his death's wound 
the battle of Sliding, in 1297 (p). By his wife, a daughter of John Crony 
of Badenach, lie left two sons, Andrea', and John (r). Andrew inherite 
with his father's estates, his $atriotism, and his gallantry. Ile became th 
associate of Wallace. lie joined Bees, whose sister, Chrisdan, he married 
and Sir Andrew Moray continued till his death, in 1338, to be the ,tremor 
protector of David II, the helpless infant of the great Brits. Such, then, we 
some of the most distinguished progeny of Freskin. When we see the bloo 
of the Flemings defending, with such magnanimous perseverance, the country: 
which had given them settlement, who would regret, that he owed his orig 
to that accomplished, and spirited race(s)! 

justiciary of Lothian, held the manor of Bothville,.at his death, in I. 
death of William de /vim-ay, who is said to liave acquired the same in 
Olifasd Emig. Peer. 80. 

(!) Chart. tryburgh, t ry, which shows that, he was alive, in 1278. 
(c, He is called, in the record, Willielmus de Moravia folios Waken. de Moravia. RS 

Feed. ii. 566. 
(n) Cuillam de Morel; Andrew de hforef, William de Morel-  de Drumsergard, and Jobs 

Motel, ail sat, in that Parliament. 
In) Th.571. 
(pt lb. 547, 554, where he is simply ealldd " William de Moravia" in his charter to 

of Sohn., Ion merely calls himself; " Willielmus de Moravia." Chart. Solt,,, 30. Hiti 
Andrew ale Moray is not called. 	 SroiLe but, the son of Andrew held this 4 

reign of Robert Brus, from whom, he probably obtained it and the genealogists 
this ibtinguislied acqabitica to his predecessor, William. Chart. Drylnagh, 

iv) rustiest, 	C. 29. 
(r) John in said to have obtained from his father the lauds of Drumsergard 

the daughter ci Malin, the Sail of Stsothorn, he acquired the lands of Ogilvie, and Aber et 
Perthsition t and, Salts thus 1,4:canto the pingenitor of the Morays of Aliercarnie. 
(s) It is cow obvioido  ho , the Most satisfactory evidence, oleo Fame of the most num 

and eminent families, 	Scotland, are derived from dim 	: ths Sutherland, the Morays, 
Duglassr, the Leshes, the llen ings. the lanes, cod•oi

ince 
l,,s of less distinction ; all owe th 

tle.tent to Fiemish 	The pint family of the Pere), same from Brabant, according 
• L'aibilem 

Vol,. I. 	 4 
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Such were the numerous colonies of Flemings, which settled, in every district 
of North-Britain! Yet, Scotland neither owed the whole of her Saxon caiiii. 
zation, nor derived the beily of her Teutonic speech, from the Flemings, what-
ever may have been their numbers. The towns had their origin, generally, 
hing.liefird the Flemings began to Migrate. It was, in Lothian, among the 
:litirens, where the first towns arose. EDINISURCH owes its rise to Edwist, tine 
lfdloi.liumbrisa kink. ledbu rgh was founded by ficgrid, the Bishop of Lindis. 
fern, during the Minh century. The very streets of Berwick, and Roxburgh, 
mid other morns, sense ‘,1 oid called after Saxons names, though the or 4inal 	' 
appellation of the hamlets may have been Gaelic (t). The Celtic people had 
their hamlets, and cil.tuns, to which they gave Alascriptive names, in their can 
language ; Eat, when the Anglo-Norman settlers came in upon than, their 
first object obviously was to build a stronghold, around which the Idlowers of 
the chief tat down ; and thus formed a hamlet, and sometimes a toil-n. The po-
licy, indeed, of the Scotish kings during the Saxon dynasty, prompted t lie building 
of castes, in convenient sites, for bridling the CcIdc people : And it was 
under the protection of those strengths, that towns arose ; and industry beg:, 
her career (u). The Gaelic people viewed all those measures with indignation , 
and when they rose upon the strangers, after the capture of King William, in 
11 74, the foreigners fled to the King's castles for shelter (a). Such had been -, 

(t) In Roxburgh, we see the Senede-gate. Chart. Dryburgli, No. it r. In J..dburgil, v-, 
may perceive the Castle.gatr. Chart. Kelso, No. 485. In Lerwick, we see Suthgan., Wal.'.eir. 

[ gait, and others. Chart. Newbotle, No. ao8 ; Chart. Kelso, No. 3q-46. We may shame, in 
Hadington, Hard-goo, Nuniate, Hoddimgate, from Hilddin, • settler, in the tub century. q.. 	Chart. Kelso, No.45-63 : There was “ vie. dice. Sykale in burgs de Hadingtow" Chart. ' 
Newlintle, No. zoo. In Peebles, there were Bridgc-g re, and North-gate: In Edinburgh, there 

I 	are the Canon-gate, the Cow-gale. lb. No. 266. In Ayr, there were Sand-gate, and Bridge gates 

. 1
and in Glasgow, the Fisher-gate. Chart. Paisley, No. ass. In Perth, we may see the Spenats, 

'' • the Water-gate, the Kirk-gate, and Skinner-gate r And in Aberdeen, the Broad-gar, the Castle-
! -,, stye, the Kirkwate. The same term was applied to the streets of the towns, in the north of 

England. Ray's Local Words, .to. The most common name, we have thus seen, for the passages- 
,,- 	in towns, was the Saxon pH, which assumed the form ornate, in the Scotish, and Old English, as 
I 	we may see in Chaucer, and Spenser. In more recent times, gate has given way to Jtreet, from the 

1.• 	Saxon straw, which has become the prevailing name. 
(a) Fordo% I. v. cap. 53, informs us, that David I. established towns, and invited foreign 

traders to souk in them. The Loges Burgeon of David suppose that, there was a castle, with its 
Caleella, at every town, as Fordun intimates. When William, and his brother David, with a great 
army, marched into Ross, they there built two castles, in i : 79. alma. Mara., 174. Ayr was 
founded by Wiliam, in 1197. Id. 

(v) William of Newberg, I. xi. c. 54. 
the 
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the progress of colonization, that the towns, and burrows of Scotland were, 
in 1 t 7.1, inhabited chiefly by Englkh (y). 

A policy of a very different kind was accompanied with the same titulary 
effects, of settling new races of men ; and of promoting new modes of industry : 
The erecting of so many religious houses, during the twelfth, aad thirteenth 
centuries, was attended with all those beneficial consequences. A maimificeitt; 
building, which was dedicated to sacred uses, scat erected. The monks were ,  
chiefly drawn from England. They had their stipendiaries, to whom they  k  
granted parcels of land, on the condition of service ; and their followers, con. 
sitting of various craftsmen ; together with their viler!, both male, and female, 
who cultivated their several granges (a). And, in this manner, the sett' 
every additional rejigious house may be considered, as the plantatio 
new colony ..of a Teutonic race, amidst the Gaelic inhabitants of 
Britain. (a). 

The Saxon colonization of Galloway might be illustrated, obscure as it is, in 

a similar manner. It was originally settled, as we have seen, by Cambro—
British tribes (b). During the British period, it was over-run by Saxons, uhci' 
loft:some of their blood, and a little of their language, within its Celtic limits (r). 

• (,) Id. " Regni coins Seottici oppida tc burgi ab Anglis habitaii noscontur." William of 
Ne.brig, who, as he lived, near the time, in the north of Ecgland, had goal opportunities of 
being well informed, touching the farm We may see in Eyrn. Feed. t. ii. that the people of the 
Scotish towns, who ,wore fealty to Edward I., in Tao, we, equally English, if tee may decide, 
from their English surnames. The same fact is verified by Pryone, vol. iii. s. to the persons, who 
wore Foley to the same king, in 1296. The ScotUb king., during the Saxon peded, had been 
studious to invite foreign settlers into their towns; as we learn from the aortal:16es, as well as 
from Fordon. See padieularly the Chartuleries of Saone, of Incheolm, of Bahrerinadi. of 
St. Andrew's. and of Idunfantlio. 

,a) David I. granted Kortral bondmen to the monks of Dunferndith Chas. Eiinfertn. ; MO. 
Monast. Smut, p icy. Fragments of Scotish History, App. Nu. s—it. William granted • 
sum, viler, to the monks of Stone. Chart. Scone, No. 34. Waldeve, the Fact of Duebee. 
to the monks of Kelso, " Holden et Williehous foam...jos et moues sequel:is ea:soul 	n Che. 
Echo. No. say. Andrew, the win of Gilbert Fraser, pee to the same moi,ks, floes ad.es 
meadow, in the manor of Cordon, with Adam, 	son 01 Henry del I foda, 	men,,,01 
" too seyiela ma." Ih. 	Eclenger 	Engaia granted to the oaks of Jerlhorgh I wo 
borates f L ud, " cum ono viliano." Chart. ltelkoeh. R; ,ad C..roiyn gear e to sic 1,1 :Id of 
Sat, A'an, the son of Took, " et boinagium stiont et whoa waiut:arn LAE," Chort. bol, 
Nu. e 	 • 

(n) 1e, that manner weir founded, ddo: the satin, and , 31,  e.t.d.. in ScotInndi ofd."1s 
of one hundred and ten monasteries, and co eons, for 541.11, and foreign mold, exclusive of 

establehmeins for 'he Temples. Ste Spottioveyde ; soh Kt..k. 
(0) Book i. cli. 	 'e) Syr Book ii. ch 

4 I 2 
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During the ninth century, Galloway was new peopled by the Irish Cruithne, 
who overspread its surface, and new named its 'laces (.1). At the COMITICIICe, 
merit of the Scoto.Saxon pet:od, in t oo7, Galloway was universally inhabited' 
by a Gaelic people. A 11,1, it requited the continual colonization of ti: bun. 
Bred years, by Yaglish inhabimmi, before the Gaelic speech of the Irish co-• 

itists ceased to be the vernacular htiguage of this great peninsula (e). 
Snell, then, are the proofs of the colonization of North-Britain, by the 

fingli:11, Anglo-Normans, and Plantings, during the Scoto-Saxon period of 
her annals. Thi, has been deermd, by great autlmrity, a loading fact, in the 
North-13ritish annals (f). These proof, are as raw, as they arc satisfactory. 
It was proved, on a hunter occasion, as a moral certainty, that the whole itt. 
habitants Of proper Scotland were of a Gaelic descent, at thi end of the Scotisli,  
period (g). 'rite additional evidence, which has now been adduitl, from 
chartularies, carries that certainty up to demonstration, The time, place, and 
eircutns,ance, by which a succeeding people of a different lineage, end a did. 
milar speech, colonized Nc..h-Britain, during the long effluxion of the Scotia::  
Saxon period; have at length been submitted to the reader's judgement. 'file, 
very epochs, when the earlie,t progenitors of the present people came into 
Scotland, have been distinctly settled, fretnt the evidence of charters. Thete 
affirmative proofs are irresistible. If those early progenitors settled, in Scot.• 
land, after the commencement of the twelfth century, as record attests, they 
could not have been settled there, " from a period of very remote antiquity." 

• It is quite new, M the history of this country, to exhibit the settlement of a 
Flemish colony, in almost every district of North-Britain. It was shown, on a 
former occasion, by negative proofs, that the Scandinavian Goths had never settled 
within proper Scotland (9). 'rho evidence, which has been now adduced, 
shows, with full conviction, that there is net a family, in that country, what-
ever there may be, in the Hebrides, who can carry up its pedigree to a Seandian 
origin 	It has been proved, by references to charters, that the various 
Teutonic people of Scotland are derived front Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Norman, 
and Anglo-Belgic colonists, in the recent times of the Soto-Saxon period of 
her annals. These cumulative proofs form a new demonstration, that th 
Teutonic inhabitants of North-Britain arc descended, not from " remote an. 
" tiquity,"' but front late colonization. Many children of the Celtic petal*: 

V have been, no doubt, converted, from their maternal Ce/ticion  to the artificial 
Gothicism of the Saxon settlers: They may have been induced, by interest, to 

(i) See book iii. ch. v. 	(e) Buchanan's Hin. Busk ii. s. 27 ; Stet. Ac. vol. vii. p. 
( f ) Transact. of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, vol. v. part Hi, p. 29. 
(g) See before, book iii. ch. ri. 	 she Id. 
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imitate the Saxon manners : They may have been obliged, by discipline, to 
speak the Teutonic language. Yet, at the end of seven centuries of different 
changes, the Saxon colonists, and their descendants, have not been able, with 
the aid of religious prejudice, and the influence of predominating policy, to 
annihilate the Celtic people, to silence the Gaelic tongue, within proper Scot-
land, nor to obliterate the Celtic topography, which all remain the constant 
reproach of the Gothic system, as Wall as the indubitable vouchers of the 
genuine history of North-Britain, 
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CHAP. n. 

Of the Civil Iliflory, during this Period. 

FTER the full discussion, in the precedinAhapter, of the Anglo-Saxon 
Colonization of Proper Scotland, from documents, which are as new, in their 
nature, as they are decisive, in their inferences, it is full time to recapitulate the 
several conjunctions of separate districts, and various people, which focused 
at length, one united kingdom. When we first threw our inquisitive eyes on 

t:  the immediate descendants of the British origins, they appeared as several 
tribes, who were connected by very slight ties. When they were pressed by 
conquest, they sought the greater strength of compression. The childrensof 

C the Crtiedoniems became a people, under the new appellation of Pith (1). They.  
• flourished for ages, till they were overpowered by the Scott, in 843 0. D., who 

sS 
 had the fortune to give their own name to the united kingdom of Prat, and 

Scale (4). The Strathcluyd kingdom of the ancient Britons was united to the 
Scotish government, in 975, by the prudent enterprize of Kenneth III. (1). 

?: The Gallowidian Scots, when they felt their weakness, during adventurous 
times, acknowledged their Gaelic submission to the Scotish kings (en). Mal-
colm II. added a rich jewel to the Scotish. diadem, when he obtained Lothian, 
in tozo A. n. from a weak Earl of the Northumbrian dynasty (n). During the 
Seoto-Saxon period, we shall perceive, in our progress, that the various ter-
ritories, forming the Scotish monarchy, acquired nearly the extent, and 
boundaries of modern times. On the south, the Tweed, the Solway, and 
the Kershope, with the intervenient heights, divided England from Scotland, at 
the accession of Edgar, as well as at the demise of Malcolm Ceanmore. This 
boundary ,,continued, without change, during the reigns of Edgar, and ' 
Alexander I., his immediate successor. David I., who succeeded to both, had 
the good fortune to push that boundary so far southward, as to acquire the two 

I.  northern counties of England. The interest, however, of Henry U., induced 

r 	(I) Boa', li. ch. 5. 	 (8) Book 
. 	(1) Pork iii. ch. v. s. 	In) Book 	ch. y. s. iii. 	(,) lb. ch. vi. 

him, 
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him, during the minority of Malcolm Br., to demand the restitution of those 
shires, from the infant king; and his superior power enabled him to 'enforce 
shat his ambition prompted him to require. Henry IL may be said to have 
extended his northern limits qver the whole extent of Scotland, when he obliged 
the captive William, to surrender the independence of his kingdom (o). The 
generosity of Richard I, nevertheless, relinquished what the policy of Henry 
had extorted : And, in 1189, the Englidt monarch re-established the marches 
of Scotland, as they had been settled, before the captivity of King William, 
and acknowledged from ancient times (p). No event occurred, during the 
lapse of this period, which d;sturbed the boundary, that had been thus 
established, by the genuine ingests of the neighbouring kingdoms. 

Lothian, on the cast, and Galloway, on the west, were, during the Scoto-
Saxon period, regarded by foreign powers, as two con iderable divisions of 
Scotland (7).4  As territories, they were, Mean, Idle, considered, by the 
Scotish kings, who governed them, mulcr distinct jurisdictions (r). Before :he 
commencement of this period, in 1097; Lothian, mr.1 Galloway, became so 
completely consolidated, as to Love some doubt, in prejudiced minds, whether 
they had been 'settled, by di,imilar people, and had been ruled, by different 
lass. 

.• The Western Islands, during the Scotish period, were inhabited, as sYk have 
seen, partly by a Gaelic people, and partly by a Scandinavian race, who 
yielded a doubtful obedience to the Norwegian Kings. At the beginning of the 
St-o/c-Santa period, while a civil war raged in Scotland, Magnus, the Itat"e-
footed,  came in a powerful fleet, among the Hcbride isles, and asserted his 
rights, and enforced his authority. Neither Donal-bane, nor Edgar, the Scotish 
Kings, were able to contend with his irresistible force, had their pretensions 
been founded, in right, rather than assumed, by historians, from the sug-
gestions of fiction (a). The policy of Alexander III. acquired, by treaty, 

in 
(o) Rym. Feed. i. 39. 	 (p) lb. 6+. 
(q) lb. 118. 	("1 Rym. Fad. i. :ea; Skeet's Old Laws; Anders. Diplom. pl. 35, 37. 
tel See before, book iii. ch. iv. Yet, are no told, by a late commercial annalist, on the weak 

authority ;;f.  Snorro, that, in 1,0, Scotland was deprived of Kiatim by a quibble 	This 
covaiged in this; By a treaty, which was never made, between Magnus, and Makolm III., 

who had been dead, some years, lvfore the imuption of Magnus, the Norwegian kid! acquired a 
right to all the Western isles; and drawing a boat across Kintire, he claimed this peninsula, as an 
island. D. hlacpherson's Annals of Commerce, i. 3s3. This tale, which would do honour to 
the Lida,  is worthy dutch a romancer as Snot.; but, is altogether unworthy of any writer, 
who regards fact, more than fiction. This MAI is supposed to have happened in 1098; and 

Suorro, 
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, in 1266, the kingdom of Man, and the isles of the Hebridian seas, which his 
• poorer could neither have conquered; nor retained (t). 

During the Sdotish period, the Orkney, and Shetland islands were, in the 
same manner, inhabited by a Scandinavian people, Sr ho, as they had been 
long habituated to predatory adventures, Were not easily reduced to steady 
subjection. They were governed chiefly by their own earls, wlui only yielded 
a forced obedience to Norway. At the commencement of the Scorn-Saxon 
period, Magnus, the Norwegian, re-invijorated his authority over those islands, • 

4  and compelled their earls to acknowledge his jurisdiction, and yield sub-
mission to his power (e). Shetland, and Orkney, continued in subjection to 

t: Norway till the year 1463, when James III. %tied, by the gentle mode Of 
manage, what he could not have acquired, by the rough means of war (x). 

At the sad epoch, when the great Barons were assembled by Alexander 
in 1284, to settle the dubious succession to the crown, they decliired, that the 
territories, belonging to Scotland, were the lade of Man, II, iolos, together wills 
Tyndale, and Penrith (y). Both Man, and the Hebrides, had been acquired, 
as we have seen, in 1266. Tisdale, and Penrith, were all, that the Scotish 
kings retained of their English possessions. Edward I. took the hie of Man 
under his protection, in t zoo (n). At she conclusion of the Scoto-Saxon pc- 

. rind, it required a persevering struggle, to retain even Scotland, the principal, 
dominion, from the constant grasp of insidious ambition, which was supported 

Sb'orro died, by a stroke of assassination, in 11411 Now; what could such a person, a; Snorro, 
living in such a place, know of cid, an event, in such an age. Noise of the English historians, 
the Sason chronicler, Florence, or Simeon, and indeed mine of the Danish writers, take notice of 
such a treaty, or of such a trick; because none such ever happened. The sovereignty of the 
Hebrides slid ass belong to Scotland, in that age, whatever the commercial annalist may tidal:: 
Consequently, Magnus could have no desire to acquire. either by treaty, or trick, what already 
belonged to himself. Neither did Alexander III., when he purchased the Hebrides, in i266, 
acquire, by treaty, Kiritire, which he knew was his own, from ancient descent, and present 
possession. Nothing can be so injudicious, as to bring forward, in such an age, as ours, such 
absurd pretensions to any part of the Bridals dominions, .on the authority of a iirofessed romance, 

n.'• who is coutemnediby the graver sort of the Norwegian historians. See Ayloffe's Calendar, tot ; 
and Robertson's Index, Introd. xi. and p. a or. 

os There is si transcript of this treaty, in a very nient MS. in the Register-house, at alio-
iYirgh it is printed in Torf,esis's Hist. of Norway, iv. 341. It  was  condoned by an agreement 
between Robert 1,11,1 Haas) V. King of Norway, in sgs 2. Robertson's Lulea, p. sor. 

Orkneyinga Saga, 113.17; .Toriantes OrCad_CS, 57.9. 

rot The marriage treaty is published, in Torfaus's O,r. de, 1191. 
(Y) Rym. Excl. ii. 266. 
(a) Ityin. bard ton. ii. p. oz. On tha allth of June, 1307, Edward took the Isle of Man 

into his hands, and assiuniid it, as his own, lb. p. ; 

by 
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by a mighty force (a). It required all die fortune, and valour of Bruce, with 
the perseverance, and the magnanimity of the nation, to restore the monarchy to 
its ancient independence, and its territories to their acknowledged limits. We 
must now proceed to narrate, in successive progress, the various events, which 
led on to that happy result. 

Laws; 
• 

The son of Malcolm, by Margaret, an Anglo-Saxon Princess, lacrosse King 
.of the united kingdom of North-Britain, at Michaelmas, 5097, wielc 	WaS 
yet young (b). He enforce/Phis title to a disputed crown, after a fir rae con-
flict, by means of ass Anglo-Norman atmy, which was conducted by his uncle; 
Edgar ./Ethellitg. The education, whirls he had received from his mother ; the 
experience, that ht had gained, in Northumberland ; :he power, which fixed 
his authority over North-Britain; all there incenriver induced him to imitate the 
English customs, rather than the Scotish, is the usual administration of his 
feeble government (c). 

Edgar had scarcely ascended cite Mitres  throne of his father,. when Magnus, 
tfc 	 King of Norway, appeared, in the surrounding seas, ip order 

r..,e*. thc 	r,f his subjects, in the Orkney, and Hebrido, isles ; 
and to plumter, or suera WC(  she people of the neighbouring shore% of England, 
Man, and of Irviand. The King of Scots was little able to contend with the 
powerful Norwegeian, if Na coasts had been invaded (d). Edgar was at length 

'a) The boundaries .of Scotland, were, however, restored by the Parliamentary declaration of 
Edward III, at York, on the :st of Mesh, :327-8, to their ancient extent, as they'liad formerly 
been,  at the demise of Alexander III. T:os important document, which has not been mush 
noticed by historians, and lawyers, is preserved, according to the practice of that age, in the 
chartulary of Kelso, No. 47o. See also Rym. Feed. iv. 337 Lord Hailer's An. ii. 526. It is 
apparent; then, that every attempt of the English government tb change those limits, either by 
force, or flutist, was made M opposition to an English nct of parliament. 

(5) Saxon Chrom p. 	On his great seal, he calls himolf &wool,. knave., in imitation 
of Edgar, the King of England, who affected various, and sounding titles. Edgar is the first of 
the Scokisli kings, olio is represented on his scat, sitting ono throne, emblazoned with the attri-
butes of majesty. if he were born, is toys, he must have been  27, as  his accession # he were 
born, in so; 5, he could have been only  12  years old. 

(r) Edgar is said to have laze., the first King of Scots, who neon  anointed' by the Bishop of 
St. Andrew's, underr &epee front the Pup. Martin's Reliquis divi Andres. Chap. xi of the Bishops. 

(el) It is said, indeed, in the Chronic. of His,, that, Magnus hung,ted the Gallowaymen, 
so effectually, that he obliged them to cut down timber ; to carry it to the shore; and to fix 
it on his entrenchments." Edit. Johnstone, p. s 1. But, ice hoar of  11(1 con/ice and atilt less 

of any treaty.. 
Vol.. I. 	4 	 relieved 
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relieved from all apprehensions, by the death of Magnu3, who, in the non 
Ireland, met the fate, which his piratic, adventures amply merited, in 1103 (e). 
Edgar considered William Rufus, who died in r too, more as a benefactor, 
than as an opponent. Henry I. married Matildis, the sister of Edgar, in the 
same year. Owing to those causes, be prudently avoided any dispute with 
England: Edgar gave his sister Mary to Eustacc, the Count of Boulogne, in 

1  ;oz. And his interests, or his weakness, led him not to interfere with the • 
embroiled affairs of the European continent. 	 • 

g 	Meantime, the unhallowed disputes between the Emperor, and Pope, prevented 
the consecration of Godric, the Bishop elect of St. Andrew's. The gratitude. 
however; or the piety of the Scotish King, confers.rnany.churches, and lands,' 
near Berwick, on the monks of St. Cuthbert, at Durham (f). Ile gave to the 

Culdees, the church of Portnmak, in Kinross; and to the monks of Duo. 
fennlin, Gellald (g): But, he had not the merit of founding any religious 
house, during a religious age. Ile died, at DunEdin;  without issue, on 
the 8th of January, r to  6-y. Ile was characterized, as an amiable man, em 
setnbling,,in all things, Edward the Water. From the silence of history, 
we may infer, that there were not, during this reign, any events  to  record -(/').. 
And from that circumstance, we may suppose; and front the feebleness of his 
character, conclude, that the authority of Edgar was, scarcely, recognized, 
within the largest portion of his kingdom. 

ALEXANDER I. 

Assumed the tarnished sceptre, which his brother's demise had placed in his 
friner grasp. One of the first acts of his reign  was to acquiesce in the dirge. 

(e) Chfon. Wares sub as.  11. 98 An. Ulster; Sax. Chron. p. ao6; Tod. Hint. Norm t. 
r. 44s-h. Magnus found lasting repo. in the abbey of Cluen. 

(f) Edgar's charters may be seen, in the Appendix to Smith's Bede, No. so., and in Ander-
son's Diplomats. From those documents, it appears, that Coldingham, which existed, as 
religious house, before the age of ➢ede, was now transferred, by Edgar, to the monks of St. Cuth-
bert Yet, is it said, that Edgar founded a priory of ➢enedictines, at Coldingham. Lord Hades 's 
An. i. 48. And, for this position, which is countenanced by those charters, and by Fordsn, 
them appiirs some evidence. Spottiswoode, 435. Wyntown sings, indeed: 	• 

. Coldyngam than fowndyd he, 
o  And rychely gat it dowyt 

(s) Crawf. Offices of State, Ap. 430 ; Chart, Dunferm.; Sir Ja. Dalrymple's Col. 383. • 
(5) Wyntown is, however, mistaken, in saying that, Edgar ended his days in  &vie;  as 

we know from the register of StAndrew's, that he died in  DanrEdin, the Edinburgh of the 
Saxons. 

sition, 
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sition, which Edgar had made of his dominions : The country on the north of 
the Friths, Alexander was to enjoy, eking; the districts, on the south of 
those dividing waters, except Lothian, were assigned to David, their younger 
brother, as his appanage (i). The policy of Henry I. consurred, with the 
interest of Alexander, to cultivate mutual amity, which happily preserved the 
peace of the neighbouring kingdoms. These ties were further strengthened, by 
the marriage of the Scotish king to Sibillt the natural daughter of Henry I. 
With the cots Mental states, he appears not to have had much communication. 
The division, which Magnus had made of his dominions, among his three sons, 
removed, indeed, all fears of the naval power of Norway. He was, however, 
called into the northern pt. of Scotland, during the yeir 1550,  to chastise 
the insolence, or to enforce the obedience, of Isis subjects, in Moray, who 
rose under Angus, their Maormor, the grandson of Lulach, the late king, to 
claim the crown, for their chief (k). From the promptitude, with which he 
quelled that insurrection, though Angus remained unsubdued, he was thence-
forth called, by Isis people, Alexander, the fierce (I). His whole reign of 
seventeen years seems to have been disquieted, by the ecclesiastical pretensions of 
theArchbishops of York, and Canterbury: Yet, the Sootish king Maintained 
the rights of his country, and the independence of Isis government, with steady 

(i) Alexander, as king, confirmed, by several charters, to she monks of St. Cuthbert, 
lands, which his brother Edgar had conferred on th2m, near Berwick. Anderson's Diplomata, 
pl. viii. David. Co, daring the reign of Alexander, also confirmed the same rights, and ex-
ercised a distinct jurisdiction over those monks, and their lands, in Coldingham. Ib. ph I: On, 
of his charters is tested by Matiklis, the queen, and William' her son. There is a charter of 
Thor-longue, wherein he prays David. Comes, Sicut domain:lot memo karissimitm," to confirm 
Ederhatn  to the monks for ever. Smidi s Bede, Ap. xx There is  a foes 'boil; of this curhon  
charter, Andehon's Diploma., pl. la, The Incisaie Daaddi, in the chartulary of Clasgo, 
proves, that he granted lands, and exercised jurisdiction, in 'reviotdale, and Tweedale. As Dsid, 
Cc.nrr, ha founded the abbey of Selkirk, " wide Henry reigned, in Anglia, and Alexander, in 

Scvia " dthrt. Kelso, No. 4 ; Sir L. Dalrymple 's Cod. Ay. iv. Those in ontrovertible do-
cuments demonstrate what has hoer: little noticed by history, that Earl David enjoyed the conntriea .  
on the south of .the Friths, W we except Lothian, while Alexander reigned, in Scotia. Chart, 
Scone7 No. t. The king was not of a temper to rubmit pawively to the disposition of Edgar 
But, Dmid ,vas supported, By the voice of the country, and was protected, by the favour of 
henry I. 

(i) Eadmer, 132 Wyntoun's Cronykil, i. a8,3 ; Shaw's Moray, 2 

(!) We nre told by Wyntonn, th2t, 
Cot day hys Legys all 

hym Alysander rbr Fere  to call. 

4 K 2 	 perseverance, 

   
  



per,evcrance, and ultimate 
lawful issue, on the 27th of April, I 
who seas well instructed, both i t latter, 
his ecclesiastics ; but, he was auster, to 
chedience to laws, which they.  did not un 
Sz,gland had C311se to regret a soverfl[f li of so much kt 

r posse.;,ed, and exercised, for the ben'efit of 

D.s...11s, 

The youngest son of Malcolm, and Margaret. irminliately, occupied the vacant ,. 
throne. The demiSe of Edgar tali him in possession of the extemive countries, 

r, from the northern limits of England, on the south, to the river Furth - and 
1.,eln Lomond, on the north ; and he was Earl of Northampton, in consequence _ 

: of Isis marriage with Maud, the Countess. The reign of David forms all epoch.-  

1

:  in the history, and jurisprudence, of Scotland. By attending the court of so 
accomplished a prince, as Henry I., he acquired a knowledge of the law, of 
Englanelfftnd gained experience in the art of government,W. After the de-  

.:, cease of "hnon de St. Lie, Henry bestowed his widow on David, in I s 1.o ( p). 
The Countess brought her second husband his son, Henry, in I1 s5 (0. And, 
on the 27th of May, 1124, David mounted the unsteady throne, which an able 

t, brother had supported, with sense opposition, but with final success. 
:+- 	The duty of the Scotish king, immediately, called him to the difficult.  task of 

f , defending the independence of the Scotish church, against the pretensions of 

1 .the Archbishop of York, and the prejudice of the l'ope (r). His prudence 
, finally disappointed both. His attention was soon after drawn to an insus,  

O h) Lord Haiks's An. vol. i. p. 49. Alexander w 	firs as the 	t of the Scotish kings, who intro..:_ 
h. Sneed the use of a great seal with a double impress of equal grandeur: He appease ndt to have , 
r

:  
. 	had any s5ounterseol. He was also the first of the Scotish kings, who introduced among his people 
(. 	the commodious measure of coins. Lord Pembroke's CoinS. 	 . 
,, 	(n) If we may believe Ordericus Vitslus, p. yos, Alexander I. left a bastard son, Mr/vd., who 

rebelled against David I. ; affecting a right to the crown. 
(a) David went into England to his sister, as early as I toy. 14t. Paris. David, Comes, was 

the last witness vs a charter of Sirnom the Earl of Northampton, who. widow he married: This 
...,1 cli.ter was confirmed, and signed by Henry I., and Matildis, the sister of David. Dugdale's 
.'• Moves, i. 63o. On his seal, the inscription is, . Sigillum Davit Comitis Anglorura Regine 

1„: Fris." And. Diplomats, pl. 5. 
(p) Dug. hIonast. i. 679 5 Kennet's Par. Antiq. Ss ; Malmsbury, 158. 
(7) Ken. Par. Amiq. 93; Sim. Durham, aft. 	(r) Sim. Durham, aye, 

rection, 
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rection, in N' ray, which had, for its first object, as opposition to his laws, 
and for its uhitinte end, the overthrow of his government. In t t 30, Angus, 
the Earl of Moray, as the grandson of Lulach, and his adherents, ware de-
feated, after they had penetrated far into the south (a). David was zealously 
supported, by the tyartial barest of Northumberland, with the experienced 
Wadierl'E,pcc, at their head And, rtiengthencd thus by their presence, and 
alacrity, the Scotith king man had, with the whck force of his southern doW!. 
Mons, against the northern in,,gcnts. At Stracathrow, pie of the passes in 
Vorfathire, he gave them an antire defeat (t). The Celtic people of Mciray 
one against Alexander, as we have seen, in opposition to his government 
'fire Earl of Moray, who elated a title to the throne, as the heir of Lulach, 
note disputed Davi,i's right to the crown (re): We shall perceive the same 
people, or their descendants, equally rise agdinst the authority of Malcolm IV.; 
in oppc,ition to rules of law, which they did not understand, and to modes of 
government, that were to them odious, because they were new. 

In the mean time, David had neither disputes, nor intercourse, with the con-
tinental powers. Iliswhole reign seems to have been occ4led, in supporting 
the rights of his family, and promoting, in England, the interests of laik king-
dom. He spent much of the year 5 a a6, at the court of Henry (x). At 
Windsor, in the subsequent year, he took an oath, with other English barons, 
to maintain the rights of the King's daughter, the Empress Maud (y). This 
transaction engaged David, in endless negotiations; and involved his people, in 
many miseries. 

'The death of Henry I., in a 535, was the inauspicious signal for civil war. 
Stephen, the Earl of Mortaigne, his sister's son, seized the vacant throne, not-
withstanding his own oath, and the most solemn engagements of the English 
barons. Of his promise, David was more mindful. With inconsiderate ardotir, 
he seized altnost the whole country, as far as Durham ; obliging the northern 
barons to swear fealty to Matilda. On the approach of Stephen, with a 
powerful army, David retired to Northumberland. At Newcastle, the two 

(z) Chios, ht. Ibex, ifig ; Clime. St. Croce, Ang. Sacra, i. ,6o; Ulster Annals. 
Is) The experienced Ruben 13rucc, when dissuading David from fighting IL. battle of the dandord, 

disclosed several intimations, with regard to those events, which arc 110  where else to be found. 
From those notices, it appears, that shipping were sent from the porn of Northumberland, which, 
no doubt, carried provisions for David's army. Aildred, tag ; Orderieus Vitahs, oz.g. 

(n) The claim of Angus was by no means ill-founded :  as he we, lineally descended Nom Ken. 
mot IV., the son of Duff, the clot  son of Malcolm I.; while, David was descended from 
Kenneth III., the youngest son of Malcolm I. 

	

(5) Sas. Chinn. 230. 	 (f) Id. 
kings, 
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• -kings, who were nearly connected by marriage, entered into an ineffective 
treaty (0) t David relinquished thd country,•wldch he had possessed Stephen 
engaged to confer on Henry, the heir of the Scotislt kingdom, the honour of 
Huntington, Doncaster, and the territory of Carlisle. For these, Henry did 
homage to Stephen, as his father David had refused to pi!rform the feudal ce-
remony, for his English possessions (e). 

The war, which was equally wasteful, and inefficacious 
David, in 1136, during the absence of Stephen, in Nora 
were made, on both sides, which only ruined the borders, 
object. Whle Stephen was hard pressed, by the barons of the 
entered Northumberland with a greater, and mine various, army. According 
to the most barbarous practice of the age, the. land Was laid write, and the 
people were sent into bondage. The northern shires, in the absence of Stephen, 
had no other resources, but their own valour, and the policy of Therstiu, their 
Archbishop. The barons with their vassals readily obeyed his summons, to 
meet at Thrisk. They voluntarily submitted, however, to the military cora-
mand of Walter L'Espec, an experienced warrior. And, they were animated 

r by alAke motives, which  a  sense of religion, affection for their families, and 
r attachment to their country, can inspire into manly bosoms. The English 

army was inspired by one soul : The troops of David, who were composed 
of various lineages, were actuated by many jealousies, and were divided by 
several pretensions (b). While theScotish tribes were engaged in altercations, 
the English raised their consecrated standard on Cotton-moor, near Northal-
lerton ; a circumstance this, which conferred on the subsequent conflict the 
name of the battle of the standard. 

Walter L'Espec, whose experience had taught him, that the battle is :not 
always to the strong, thought it consistent With his usual wisdom, to preven 
further hostilities by negotiation. He sent Robert Bruce, the Lord of Annan-
dale, to David, whose friend he had been, in order to convince him of the en. 
certainties of war, and the felicities of peace. The speech, which the historian 
assigns to Bruce, on that occasion, contains many curious facts, and much 
pathetic argument. David was moved; but, not persuaded. When Bruce 

(n) Stephen or, Earl of Boulogne, in right of his wife, Matildis, the only child of Mary, the 
sister of David. Lord lIailes's An, i. 67. 	. 	!a) lb. rs. 

) 14siilcs Norman, Germans, and Northtubbria,,i. D,:d had wlth I.in Qe people of Gal. 
luiyay, the Britons of Strathclyde, themen of 	 the wrrriurs of 
and try clans of .tress. Much of thy weakniss of 	has 	om,,bied, 	71, ,,,ious 

of her people, who spoke dissimilar Iznguageg, at,ii were act,,,ril Icy dirCerent motivis. 
renounced 
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renounced his allegiance to the Scotish king, those old companions in arms burst 
into tears. Here, th, negotiation ended : and the spirit of discord, going out 
upon the field, inspired both the anni.., with enmity, which was etnbittered by 
disappointment. 	• 

The men of Galloway, echo claimed, from ancient custom, the dangerous 
privilege of commencin:.; the'confliet, raised their usual war-cry, and rushed on 
to battle (u): Theis on-et was furious, and persevering:-  they disordered the 
forentost ranks of their opponents. But the English archers repulsed them, with 
the loss of their two chiefs, Ingric, and Dovenal. Earl Henry, the King's son, 
gallantly charged through the main battle, which had been weakened, by its own 
efforts; and, with the precipitation of youth, attacked the rear-guard. The 
Galloway-men attempted to renew the fight. But, the invading army, hearing 
that the King was.slain, were seized with an irrecoverable panic. It was in vain 
for David to bring up the reserve : he only found, that the field was lost, and that 
his own person was exposed to danger. The dismay, and flight, became ge-
neral. 'rile battle of the standard was fought, on the Sad of August x138 ; 
and furnishes another example, since the conflict of Thinthria, how often una. 
&miry overpowers numbers, and skill.  overcomes valour. David some his 
retreat, with some difficulty, to Carlisle. Here, a council of the Scotish pre-
lates, and nobles, was held by Alberic, the Pope's legate. By their authority, 
many abuses were now corrected. The legate tried to soften the hardships of 
um, by inducing the various tribes, who composed David's army, to engage, 
that they would not, in future, violate churches, nor murder old men, women, 
and children (s). This singular engagement proves, with strong conviction, 
t'te savageness of the people, and the barbarity of the age. 

David, soon after, reduced the castle of Work, and showed, that he was. 
still formidable, notwithstanding his defeat, and the mutiny of his army. Re, 
condiment was so much the interest of both the parties, that Matildis, who 
Was  the wife of Stephen, and the deco of David, did not find it very difficult 
to induce the hostile kings to listen to proposals of peace. After a short truce, 
a treaty was concluded at Durham, on the 9th of April t t 39 : by it, Stephen 
ceded to Earl Henry, Northumberland, except Newcastle, and Bamborough ; 
the Barons, who held lands of the Earls of Northumberland, were now to hold 
them of Henry, saving their allegiance to Stephen : the laws, which had been 

(a) Aildred, 34S ; Hnyeden has happily preserved the war-cry, on that signal occatioa it was, 
Alb-ankh! Albanich ! Albanich ! SaYdle, 483. 

(a) J. Hagustald. X Script. p.24; toed Haile's COLIOCilf, p• 3. 
established, 

   
  



established, for Northumberland, by Henry 1, were to remain m orce (y). In 
7,, return, David engaged to. maintain perfect amity with Stephen, and to give 

hostages, according to the practice of the-age, for his faithful performance. 
Yet, after ike captivity of Stephen, David repaired to hid niece, the Empress, 

and attended her, during her flight from Winchester, in t 141 : but, finding his 
counsels slighted„ he returned to the nobler task of civilizing his people, by the 
arts of peace. The quiet of the country was, however, disturbed, and the pro-
gress of improvement retarded, by the frequent irruptions of an adventure, 
called IVylnund, who pretended to be the s.m of the late Earl of Moray, he-
;wren the years t tg4, and 1,56. it is a strong proof of the ignorance of the 
age, and the attachment of . the people, that the supposed son of their late  
Maormor should have occupied the whole force, and policy, of David, during 

. a dozen years, to bring such an advemuser, not to justice,. but to a corn-
promise (.). 

In the meantime, Henry of Anjou, the son of the Empress, visited David, 
at Carlisle, during Whitsuntide t ;49. lie received from David the honour of 
knighttiod, which, in that age, was deemed of great importance (a). in re-
turn, Miry made oath, that on his acceding to the crown of England, he 

r would restore Newcastle to David, and cede to him, for ever, thy country, 
which is situated between the Tine, and Tweed. They also entered into mea-
sures, for dethroning Stephen; but, as those transactions begus with breach of 
treaty, they ended in disappointment. 

A more severe disaster awaited David. On the lath of June ; t 5 z, died his 
son, and heir, Henry, a youth of the fairest hopes, 1,1110 kft, by the Countess 
Ada, three sons, and three daughters. (b). .these were at present the only con-
solations of the aged king. Malcolm, his eldest grandSon, who was now, in the 

r 	eleventh year of his age, he sent, in a solemn progress, under the guardianship 
of Duncan, the Earl of Fife, through every district of Scotland, where he noes 

proclaimed, and received, as heir of the crown, according to the practice o 
an age, in which the efficacious voice of the law was seldom heard ....this solid 

ft: 
(y) Betted, 4.8a Citron. Math, 165: From this time, Hearn asntmed ths title o 

Northumberland. His baronial seal may he men in Anders, Dipl. pl. zo. s, 56 the roll° 
.eription 	Sigillorn Ihmrici Comitis Northootherlandie Filij Regis Scotitl." The g. 
Earl Henry eternal the CMI.WCS, Ada, the daughter of the Earl Watteau. Citron. 

n. St. Cruets, sob Att. 	icy 
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tide of the prudent David seems to imply, that he suspected, there were still 
latent claims to the crown, existing in the Gaelic hearts of the people. To his 
second grandson, William, he destined the litigated territories, in the NOIMUM.  a  
brian regions. Him, he presented to the Not ihumbrian Barons, front whom 

demandheed a proMise of obedience; taking hostages, for the'perferniance of 
gageinents, which were probably regarded, as only contingent. This investi-
e embittered the whole life of William, and involved his people in endless 

,'"series. Worts out with solicitude, at the age of seventy-three, David died, 
,  'at Carlisle, on the 24th of May .53. He has been held up by historians, 

who were not addicted to flattery, as  the petsfect exiamplar ea good king. David 
6, 	was, undoubtedly, an excellent man, and a beneficent sovereign: if he had 
,' 	acted with less zeal, as an English Baron, and more policy, as the Scotish king, 

his character would have approached nearer to perfection. David may be con-
sidered, however, as the salutary reformer of his country; the wise institutor 
of the municipal law of -North-Britain : he founded towns, and he enacted the 
Leger Blergartun. He may be deemed the munificent founder of her church, 
for the improvement of his people, who were mixed, from venous descents, 
and rude from ancient habits (c). And David introduced, as we lie lately 
seen, so many Anglo-Saxon, Anglo-Norman, and Anglo-Belgic Barons, into 
every district of North-Britain, that he may be said to have new peopled his 
realm with novel races of men, who were the great supporters of his crown, 

she strenuous defenders of his kingdom. 

MALcoi.m IV. 

ucceeded, in the twelfth year of his age, to tlse manly task of defending, 
.,With firmness, what Isis grandfather had acquired, with difficulty. Here com-

mences what may be regarded, as one of the greatest infelicities of Scotland, 
and what  Was  unknown, during her ancient policy, the frequent recurrence of 
minorities, in her government. Malcolm was soon called out to defend his 
country from invasion. On the soh of November s rs3, Som.-led, the Lord 
of the Isles,  en lkbridean chief of great influence, invrded Scotland, to satisfy 
his desire of adventure, as much as to vindicate the rights off' the children of 

alcohn, the assumed name of the impostor Wytnund, who had married his 

'(n)- Tin pions gratitude of Urban III, bestowed on David the titir of Princeps CatItolicus et 
•ChriAisai Pidei ampliator.' Clan. Ging. cry. 

VoL. I. 	 4 L 	 daughter, 
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daughter, and who had equally .disturbed the firmer adusinistratian of David. 
After 1111.10. conflicts, SOMeriell Was repulsed, but not subdued. The peace 
vial that pOICIIS chieftain, in I .5 	51-60 deemed of so much importanc,, as to 
fOrIll all epoch, in the dating of Scotish charters (5). 

slonlise of Stephen, the King of England, ins 154, and the accession of 
11.ncy II, in the same moment, soon called Malcolm to exercise his policy, 
nailer than his power. Plenty II, instead of performing his colonist engage-
menla, that he would cedt to David, or his heirs, the country, lying between 
the 'fine and the Tweed, demanded the restitution of those territories, which 
Malcolm held in England.  Prudence induced him to relinquish what his 
strength could not defend against a prince of such abilities as Henry II. O. 
In return, the King of England conferred on Malcolm, the honour of Hunting. 
ton, which did not contribute to his own independence,, and slid ..ot prevent 
the indignation of his people. But, Malcolm IV, it must be remembered, was 
still much tinder age (f ), and, is said to have been the ward of Henry II., who 
undoubtedly gave him a corody (g), in t 557, when he did homage to the 
English king,, we his grandfather had done, saying all his dignities. 

Suchgtere the manners of the age, that llalcolnt, for the honour of knight-
hood, seemed ready to surrender the independence of his kingdom. This pro. 

(d) Shaw's Hist. Wray, p. 319i. 
• (e) The English, and French, chroniclers, seem to cone, in repTesentio,g, that Ivralcohn Irco. 

cored, on that oceaslon, Carlisle, Babeaburgh, Newcastle,  es Gottiktuth Leach:nth,. The Seotish 
historians deny, that ?.I.alcolm relinquished even the sovereign', of Lothian, to which Henry II. had 
not the least claim. Lord Hailer wrote a dissertation, in order to controvert the representations of 
Lord Lyttel,n, on this point. Remarks on the History of Scotland, p.41-88. Lord Hanes 
endenvota, to show, slut there was a Lothian, in England, as well as, in Scotland. I am not coil. 
vinerd by his labours my researches have satisfied me, that there never was, any where, but one 
Lothian. In answer to Lord Lyttelton, whose notions, and language, Sim altogether modem, it 
had been quite sufficient to have mid, that the chroniclers, which he quotes, as his authorities, op. 
posed their assertions to charters, and their arguments to facts. I will, however, subjoin what 
would have strengthened the argument of Lord ILiiles The Clovis to the Torklire dialect, 1696, 
p. On, would have informed his Lordship, that the Yorkshire apenines wem called, by the country 
people, the hyoids, teas/d•, or wade but what lay heeler the hill, or the low land, upon'the Hum-
ber, and the Ouse, they denominated the Loauda. We know, from record, what the gmndfather 
of Malcolm IV. considered as  Lothian. Ina charter of David I. to the monks of Durham, he 
confirmed to them " has terms, in Lnelontio, scilicit, Coldingham, Aldcamus, Lumisden, piston, 
" Remington, Suinewood, Prendergast, Ecton, Cramcsmuth, Lambtonf  Paxton, Fishwit, and 

Swinetun." Chart. Coidingliam ; MS. Mantas. Seoti,c, 17. Now; all those places are known, 
at this day, to he ,within Berwickshire, on the northern side of the Tweed. 

( .1) Yorke's Union of Honour. p.165 ; teladox's Excheq. i. p. 539. 
(g) Mad.% Excheq. i. p. 2o7. Malcolm also enjoyed divers Ian& in Northamptonshire. 

lb. 539. 
pewits; 
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clergy, and the vigour of Malcolm, calmed their ruffled spirits (Li). 
the.indignant nobles broke out into insurrection. But, the interposition of t 

of Galloway, where independence had ever resided. The Celt', people sac 

. 	pensity arose front one of the principles -of chivalry, in those romantic times, 

MalL.olta led a discontented army into Galloway : and, he was twice repulsed. 

faith jealous eyes, the gradual introduction among theft of the Apglo-Norm 

• 

fiws, and Anglo-Saxon people. Their resentment rose into revolt. In 

hick supposed, that a king could not be crowned till he had been knighted. 
en his Barons saw Malcolm serving on the continent, in the army of Henry, 

In the meantime, the standard of rebellion was raised amidst Ore mount  

In a third attempt, he overpowered the insurgents, in battle. Fergus, the 

I
Lord of Galloway, bowed down to his superiority ; gave his son .T.Tchtred, as 
a hostage; and assumed himself the habit of a canon-regular in the Abbey of 
lIolyrood, where he died, in 1115 s (1). 

By that example, the people of Moray, who equally affected independence, 
were not terrified. They also perceived, with indignant apprehension, the 
Anglo-Norman jurisprudence intrude upon their Celtic customs ; and Ass. ,  
Belgic colonists settle in their Gaelic country : they likewise raised thilktandaid 

revolt, in support of th.cir native principles, and in defence of their ancient 
laws. But, after'a violent struggle, Malcolm obligq them, in t 6 x, to sub-
mit to his power, withodt understanding, his policy. The Moray-Men are ma-
ligned, by history, as a people, who were not to be allures! by largesses, bound 
by treaties, nor influence& by oaths. Malcolm is said, though without any 
proof of an egregious improbability, to have removed the inhabitants of Moray, 
from their ancient scats, and to.have planted their lands with new people (k). 

Amidst 
(b) Chron. Maros, p.169. 	 • 

4,(i) Ch6;n. St. Croce, in Anglia Sacra, i. tbr, ; Chron. Meilros, ;6S; Fergus, the Lord of —. 
Calloway, was the common progenitor of Bruce, and Ballot, and of other great families, fobs 
by Elizabeth, a natural daughter of Henry I. Yorke's Union of Honour; Hoveden, p.539. 

nude, lib. viii. c.6; show's Moray, 219-15 ; Lord Haile's Au. i p sot. Fordun, 
as the Inns, who talked wildly about the Monty-men, did not see, that they were. distinct pro 
m the :leo...Saxons ; neither did lie naderstand, that they spoke a dissimilar language, sad pr 

tised diffeNot customs. The struggles, between those two races of men, which began, as we h 
perceived, during the reign of Alexander I, continued, till the battle of Culloden decided the 
test, is 17.pl. The dispossessing of a whole people is no difficult an operation, that the recital 
u e.,out he believed, without strong evidence. It is, indeed, C44.111;  that new laws were in 
doted, that new officers were appointed, that new castles were ;milt, that foreigners were pla 
aclong them The charter of limes was granted, at the moment of that revolt, cc Brroaval 
Fltaarensit; to Berowahr, the Flandrekin. Shaw's Hist. of Moray, 391. In that age, also; 

mc have seen, Fresk in, a Fleming, the genuine progenitor of all the Monies, obtained t01110 of 
• 4 L z 	 best 
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Amidst them domestic insurrectimw, Somericd, the powerful Lord of the 

I
I
t 
	

invasions of a &Zen years. He came into the Clyde, with a considerable arm, 

Hebride Isles, prepared to make another attempt, in addition to the various 

meat ; and he landed, in 1164, near Renfrew, the scat of the Stewart of Sea. 
land but, Somerled was encountered by the gallant inhabitants, who gave him 
a decisive blow, which, as they slew the chief, with his son, Gillecolane, closed 

the restless adventures of an ambitious man (1).. 	• 
hIalcelln, at the age ofitwenty.four, however, by his vigour, triumphed over 

all his adversaries. But, he did not long enjoy his good fortune ; as he died 
of a lingering disease, at Jedburgh, on tine 9th of December 1165 !so). The 

events of his reign exhibit his character in a very different light, from the gross 

caricatures of the Semish historians: in these, he appears with the features of 
impotence, and incapacity: the facts of his life depict hint, as a youth, with 
some imprudence, hut more magnanimity, who was very capable of planning, 
and executing, measures of a hrwardous policy, for the interest of his 
people (n). 

di 

The brother of Itialcolm,sswas crowned, on the 24th of December t 165 (,). 
In the subsequent year, he repaired to the court of Henry If, in order to solicit 
what formed the great object, and infelicity, of his reign, the restitution of 

Northumberland, in which he had been enfeoft,s by his grandfather, David 1. 
With youthful impatience, he pawed into France, in order to serve under the 
banners of Henry II, though his counsellors informed him how much indigna-
tion this inconsiderate step had raised against his predecessor. Henry II. was 
not a prince, who was to be captivated, by such attentions. That politic mo-
narch amused him with fair promises, and consented to prolong the truce with 

Scotland ; because his own interest consisted, in preserving peace, on his north-
ern borders, during his war on the continent. 

best districts, in the lowlands of Moray, whereon to built the castle of Duffus. In those novelties, 
we may tad the true causes of the frequent revolts of the Moray-men, and of the fictions of For- 
d., which have been re-echoed, by Lord Bailee. 

(/) Chron. Mcilros, 169. 
(w) Chron. Melva, 169; Annals of Ulster; 13romton, n 059; Wm. of Ne,brig, p. 

516, 166-7. 
(a) Will. of Newbrig ; and see some carious anecdotes of Malcolm IV, in Bromton, 975' 
(r) Chron.Meile014 170. 

• 	 The 
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The tedious effluxion of a twelvemonth.made William feel, that he had been 
amused with fruitless hopes. And, in t 168, he sent ambassadors to France, 
in order to negotiate an alliance with that kingdom against England. .This is 
the first needation, between Scotland, and France, of which we have any 
authentic information (61). The real interest of Ma taco weaker poWers con-
curred, on that occasion, in a commas measure against a too powerful opponent. 
The Scotish king, however, soon ‘.fier did homage to Henry, for the lands, 
which he impoliticly possessed in England. 

William incessantly solicited the restoration of Northumberland, though he 
might have seal, in the excuses of Henry, the determination of his adversary 
to retain what hit own impotence could not enforce. He was thus stimulated 
to enter into a confederacy with Henry's son against his father. In 1173, in-
roads were made on both sides, which only wasted the borders, and embittered 
the. spirits of the two kings, without gaining any reasonable object. In the sub-
sequent year, William made a more unfortunate incursion. With a numerous, 
but undisciplined army, consisting of Scots, Galloway-men, and Flemings, he 
laid siege to Alnwick Castle. And such was his inattention, that he allowed 
himself to be carried off, on the 13th of July 1174, from the inidslipf his 
army, a captive, by a gallant band of Yorkshire Barons (p). The Scotish king 
was conducted to the presence of Henry, at Northampton, with such circum-
stances of insult, as rather disgraced the English sovereign, than degraded the 
captive monarch. Henry sent his prisoner to Falaisc, in Normandy, in order 
to exhibit to the continental powers his good fortune, and his triumph. Oct 
the 8th of December tt74, the Scotish people bought the freedom of  their in- .  
considerate king, at the expense of their country's independence: William be-
came the liege man of Henry ; he surrendered the castles of Roxburgh, Jed-
burgh, Berwick, Edinburgh, and Stirling; and he gave his brother David, and 
some of his principal Barons, as hostages, for the faithful performance of this 
disgraceful treaty. 'the Scotish clergy, however, by an effort of address, and 
fortitude, which does them great honour, saved the independent rights of their 
national church. 

The captivity of William, with his principal ministers, was the signal, for 
enkindling a civil war, in Galloway, and for raising the standard of insurrec-
tion throughout Scotland. Fergus, the Lord of Galloway, who died, in t 16i, 
left two sons, Uchned, and Gilbert. According to the ancient custom of the 

(o) Lord Lyttelton's Henry II. iv. p.218 , Lord Hades's Annals, i. p. t 52. This may be 
properly named the old league with France. 

(11 Will. of Newbrig, 116.1 e.xssiu , Lord Lyttel. Hist. Henry II. iii. p. 48. 	
Gaelic 
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Gaelic peoplef  in that region, the lands of the father were divided between the 
two sons. Uchtred, and Gilbert, as dependants, attended, with their fighting 
men, the Scotish king, when he invaded Northumberland. The king's disas-
ter was a sufficient intimation to the men of Galloway to retire into their native 

. wilds. They slow the subjects of Scotland, English, and Norman, who had 
settled, in their country ; they expelled the king's officers, and threw down the 
king's castles (q). They now proceeded to murder each outer. On the azd 
of September 1574, Gilbert assassinated his brother, Uchtred, with peculiar cir-
cumstances of savage barbarity. In the subsequent year, William, as soon as he had 
regained his liberty, marched into Galloway, in order to chastise Gilbert : but, 
the Scotish king accepted a pecuniary satisfaction, according to the ancient 
custom, instead of executing rigid justice. In 176, Gilbert attended Henry, 
at York, did him homage, and was received into favour. Henry 11. is said to 
have sold his protection to the fratricide, for a thousand meths (r). 

Incited by the powerful protection of the English monarch, Gilbert, in t z 34, 
carried devastation into Scotland. The fears, or the impotence of William, 
offered a compromise fo the savage Lord of Galloway. But, he was of a tem-
per to pipfer the uncertainties of hostility, amidst a rude people, to the gratifi-
cations of peace. From such a character, the world was freed, by his death, 
its 1135 (a). In this year, William, his brother David, and his Barons, met 
Henry 11, at London, to consult; touching a supply for the holy land .(t). 

The decease of Gilbert roused to action Roland, the gallant son of Uchtred. 
On the 4th of July 1185„ he totally defeated the vassals of the late Lord, and 
slew Gilpatrick, their leader (u). He equally subdued the hordes of banditti, 
which the civil nor had spread over an unhappy land. 	 by those successes, 
he possessed himself of the whole extent of Galloway. 'St the enterprixes of 
the intrepid Roland, Henry was incensed, as much as William was gratified. 
The English monarch assembled, in 1186, a great army, at Carlisle, with de-
sign to invade Galloway. Roland  was not dismayed. , He fortified, by those 
natural means, which were in his power, the passes of a strong country, which 
he resolved to defend. The interest of all parties concurred, in dictating a emu: 
promise. Roland agreed to submit to the English judicatories the decision of 
what hAcl been possessed by Gilbert, and 0-as now claimed by his son, Duncan. 

(4) 11.vedent s3p. 
(,) Hoveden, 54 -555: The fact is that, in i [Po, Gilbert, the son of For., was charged, in 

the English Exchequer, with the enormous sues 01,6.19  9 o for rig geGI wia of Henry. Madox 
EV'N. j• P. 473- 

(4 Cr.nrfor.ls  Peerage, 157 	(s) Madox's Excheq. I. p. zo. 	(a) Chron. Mcil, 176. 
And 
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And Henry, having thus enforced his favourite policy of subjugating Scotland, 
granted.peace to'Reland. William, on his part, feeling that, his own' inde-
put:knee was rompt,noked, tried to settle a contest, which was so fatal to hint • 
self, and hi; people. In t 186, he gffinted the district of Carrick, wIfIch formed 
a considerable pert of towient Galloway, to Duncan, as a full satisfaction, for. 
his various claims. And, iu the final settlement of the civil war of Callow 
we may see the erection of a new earldom, and the commencement of a lam.  
which was destined to give to Scotland a new (cries of kings, in the person 
Robert lire cc  (/‘). 

Mc (tn bile, disturbances arose in every district of North-Britain. The Ca' 
people rose upon the new senders, and forced them to seek shelter in to 
and castles. la Ross.shire, where the inhabitants were by habit little abed.  
to law, and were easily misled, by any bold pretender, the people broke 
into insurrection. In 1179, William marched into the notth,v, here his superio 
commanded submission. In Ross, be built two strengths, which did•mot, how-
ever, ensure lasting quiet, while the business of peace was less followed, than the 
tumult of hostility (x). In 1187, Donal, the son of William, the grandson 
of Duncan, the bastard king of SCOt11111(1, disturbed the' tranquillit*of the 
north, by his pretensions to sovereignty. He took possession of Ross ; and 
he wasted Moray. The Scotish king led an army against this pretender to his 
crown. In the vicinity of Inverness, Roland, the gallant Lord of Callow 
decided the fated Donal, on the 5th of July 1 t 87, when he slew him, in 
accidental rencounter of a foraging party (y). His head was triumpha 
brought to William, as a savage sign of returning quiet, by the overthrox 
usurpation. It is a sufficient proof of the ignorance, and barbarity, of the t* 
that any audacious imposter was able to raise a sufficient force tr....maintain a v 
ous war against the whole efforts of the royal power. 

During the year 1188, Henry II. sent Hugh, the bishop of Durham, 
several clerks, into Scotland, to collect a  dame for the holy-land : but, (tea 
opposition allowed them very little success (u). Henry offered to restate 
castles of Roxburgh, and Berwick, if William would pay the tenths 
kingdom, for the holy-war : yet, the Barons, and clergy, indignantly 
Parliament i "  that they would not, although both the kings should h 
" to levy them (a)n" 

(a) Ford. viii. c x1; Crawford's Peer. 69; Dougl. Peer. act. 	(o) Chron. Meil. 
(y) Chron. Meil. spin Fordun, lib. viii. c. xxv. There is reason to believe, that Donal, 

assumed, according to the genies of the country, the name of MacWilliam, was either an imp. 
or a bastard. Dug. Menses. i. 4.00, 7571; Deg. Bar. i. 85. 	lc is apparent, then, that Its 
above mentioned, could not be the legitimate eon of William, the soil of Duncan. 

(xl Madors Excheq. i. so, 	(e) Lord Hanoi's As. i. x31; Benedict. Ab. Ss 
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An even . 	and, which was of still more importance to William, and 
his kingdom. On the 6th of July 5186, died Henry II, who employed great 
abilities, and superior power, during a long reign, in oppressing Scotland. 
Richard, ids magnanimous successor, acted with snore genuine policy, when 
he restored, to -William all, that had been extorted by Henry. On the 5th of 
December 1189, Richard made a formal restitution of the independence of 
Scotland, with all her rights, as they had been enjoyed by Malcohn IV, and as . 
the kingdom was bounded, at the captivity of William (n). For this noble 
boon, the Scotish king agreed to pay ten thousand merks, Sterling : neither 
William, nor his people, could discharge so large a sum, at one payment. 
And, there is reason to believe, that he called a convention of his bishops, and 
barons, at Musselburgh, who gave him an aid, for so valuable a consideration, 
however embarrassing it was to a people (a), who could only obtain scanty opu-
lence, from the sale of wool, hedes, and skins. It is always pleasant to remark 
reciprocations of generosity. -When William heard of the captivity of the gal-
lant Richard, he sent hint two thousand mcrks, towards his redemption (d). 

Scotland was now independent: and it was to be lamented, that William ac-
cepted what Richard agreed to convey, the earldom of Huntington, and other, 
English territories ; because the performance of the feudal ceremonies, by the ,, 
Sconsh kings, had, in the eyes f the vulgar, the appearance of acknowledge-
mans for the independence o the kingdom. On the and November I zoo, 

( 

William did homage to John, t e successor of Richard, with " a saving of his 
" own rights (p)." After the performance of the accustomed ceremony, which 
was not, in that age, regarded as disgraceful, he demanded the restitution of 
the three northern counties of England, as Isis ancient inheritance. An answer 
was promised, which there was no purpose to give; and a disappointment 
ensued, that embittered enjoyment, by deferring; hope. 

Meantime, Harald, the Earl of Cathness, disturbed the peace of the north, 
in Li 96. William, with his usual promptitude, dispersed the insurgents. But, 
they were not subdued. They appeared in the subsequent year, near Inverness, 
under the command of Torphin, the son of Harald. The rebels were again 
overpowered, by the royal army. The king nosy marched through Ross, be-
yond the river Oehil, throughout the earldom of Cathness (q) i seized I larald, 
and obliged him to deliver his son Torphin, cs a hostage. Harald was allowed 

(n) The instrument of renunciation is in Rm.- Post. i. 61. ;  see I-Iorcd., 66: and Bawls. 
s168. 	 (o) Lord liailcs's An. i. 133. 

(d) Chron. Meilros, 179. 	 (p) Hoveden, Si ns; Ford., lib. viii. c. 
(i) FvrJun, lib. viii. c.59 Torfzua's arcades, th ai. c. 

to 
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to retain the northern divisions of Cathness ; but, the southern part of it, which 
was called Sutherland, was given to Hugh Freskin, the progenitor of the Earls 
of Sutherland, Harald died, in r2o6 (r):• But, his son, in the end, paid the 
forfeit of his father's reiterated rebellions, and his own turbulm:e, by suffering, 
in the castle of Roxburgh, a death of such cruelty, as the savageness of the 
age could alone dictate, or endure (a). 

William had scarcely calmed the troubles of those northern districts, when 
disputes arose on his southern borders, with a more powerful adversary. The 
English king, in order to overawe Berwick, built a cattle, at Tweednmth, in 
1504. William demolished it, as often as this invidious building was erected. 
In szc9, John brought an army to Norhatn; and the Scotish king led his war-
riors to Berwick. The Baron,, on both sides, who feared the events of war, 
mediated a peace, between the hostile monarchs. William became bound to 
pay the king of England fifteen thousana marks, for procuring his friendship, 
and for Isis performance of certain stipulations.' William also gave hostages, 
for the payment of that -vast sum, by periodical instalments: and he delivered 
his two daughters, Margaret, and Isabella, to John, in order, that Ito might 
provide them, in honourable marriages (t). This treaty, like other r unequal 
agreements, was not very accurately performed, on either side. The aged 
William, who was censured, for this pacification, called a great council, at 
Stirling, in 12t 1. He asked assistance, to enable him to fulfil the stipulations of 
the late treaty. The Barons, who owed him an aid, for the marriage of his 
daughters, gave him ten thousand marks and the boroughs contributed six 
thousarfd, if Fordun may be credited, for this improbability (u). 

In the meantime, a new insurrection broke out, during the year 1211, in 
Rose, among a people, who, from their habits of life, set little value on the 
blessings of peace. Ctdarcd, the pretended sots of MacWilliam, who had fallen, 
on the same field, in 1187, landed from Ireland, and spread devastation, ac-
cording to the savage custom of the age. He for some time baffled thh King's 
troops, amidst the fastnesses of a mountainous region. But, the King, even at 
his advanced age, marched against the insurgents and, Guthrcd, being be-
frayed by his followers, seas executed, in 1212, by William Cumyn, the justi. 
ciary of Scotland (c). 

Chron MAros, 182. 
Chr. Mail. son; 	viii. a. 5g; Torfa,m's Orcades, 44:7. 

(i) Ford lib. viii. c 	Meilros, 93; Rym. Ford. i. r55. 
(u/ Ford., Yb. viii. c.;3:Lord Hailes's An i. 139. 
(x, Chan. Med. 195 ; Ford., Sb. viii. c. 76. 

Vol.. I. 	 4 M 
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William, worn out with ego, and infirmities, died at Stirling, -on the 4th of 
December r214, in the seventy-second year of his aze, aid the forty-ninth of 
his reign (y). By Ermengardc, thniaughter (di Richard, the Viscount of Beau-
mont, whom he married, in 1;86, William left a ar:11, and three daughters. 
William appears to have bean a prince of not much penetration, or judgement. 
He might have foreseen, that the territories, in Englaml, which he claimed, as 
his inheritance, would never be delivered to hint ; and would not have pro-
moted the hm-est of his people, if he had acquired them. His misconduct at 
Ahovick was hoc cause of his own disgrace, and his people's misfortunes. He 
thowsai dextei-ity, however, in regaining the independence of his kingdom, by 
watching the necessities of Richard. In quelling domestic insurrections, he 
evinced the activity of his nature, And, by administering justice, with steadi-
ness, and severity, he in some measure tamed the fierceness of undisciplined 
tribes. He followed, successfully, the steps of his predecessors, in maintain-
ing the independence of the church of Scotland, which was frequently under-
mined by intrigue, and often assaulted by power. 

ALEXANDER II, 

The son of William, was crowned, at Scone, in the seventeenth year of his 
age, on the gth of December 1014 (0). His repose was soon disturbed by an 
inroad, which Donald It/I`William made from Ireland into Moray; and which 
was easily repulsed by the warlike tribes of that region, who were led by M'In• 
tagart, the Earl of Ross. The head of the invader was triumphantly brought 
to the youthful king, according to the savage practice of a rude age (a). 

Freed front this embarrassment, Alexander was induced, by the interested 
promises of the English Barons, to engage is hostilitire with John, the object of 
their lime. In expectation of regaining the northern shires, the Scotish king 
besieged the castle of Northam, without success. In t 2'6, John made a signal 
retaliation. 	He wasted Yorkshire, and Northumberland; and passing the 

(Y) Chrou.Svfeil. 186; Fordun, lib. eiu, c. 79. 
(z) Chron.Meil. t 86; Fordun, lib. ix. c. is Yet, M 5033, the archbishop of York entered an 

eyed, in rho nature of a protest, which was adopted by Henry III, against the coronation 5:: 
Alexander, as prejudicial to the dignity of the king of England, and derogatory from sloe right, 
of the archbishop. The writ is in Rrynne, iii. Hg ; and in Rym. Pod. i, 3 

(i) Chron. Mail. 
Tweed, 
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Tweed, with his army of mercenaries, be penetrated into Scotland, and burnt 
Dunbar, and Hadington. His devastations, by cutting oil' his own subsistence, 
obliged his army to retire : and, during their retreat, while enraged by disap-
pointment, they burnt the priory of Coldinglunt, and the town of Berwick ; 
John himself carrying the foremost torch. Alexander imitated this rage of de-
vastation. He entered England, by the western marches, with fire and sword. 
The Galloway-men, who were now called Scars, as they were, in the former age, 
denominated Picts, fired the monastery of Holincultram, in Cumberland (b). 
In returning, with their plunder, a thousand of 11. saild Scala of Gallaway are 
said  to have been swallowed up, by the river Eden (c). Alexander dismissed 
from his service those ferocious plunderers, who enfeebled his army, by their 
turbulence, more than they strengthened it, by their valour. While the Scotish 
king was marching forward to join Louis, the French prince, and the di-con-
tented Ens-our, he heard of the demise of John, in consequence of poison, on 
the afth of October 1216 (d). 

The shameful defeat of Louis, soon after, induced him to Make a dishonour-
able peace, without including his Scotish ally. Deserted thus, Alexander made 
Isis peace with Henry Ill, in 1217 s he relinquished the town of Carlisle ; 
he did bomage to the English monarch, for the revisions of Huntington, 
for those tV111101.1eR, which his predecessors had held of the Easglish crown (. 

The pacification with England, which was confirmed by mutual mania 
had scarcely taken place, when an insurrection broke out, amidst the wild 
Argyle. The perseverance of Alexander, notwithstanding the obstructi 
of nature, enabled him to pass the defiles of this Tumid country. The me 
Argyle submitted to his power their chiefs fled from his resentment. 
he distributed their lands among his officers, with their followers, who enfo 
obedience, by their settlement, and taught civility by their example (f ). 

A tumult arose in Cathness, during the year 1222, on account of the exec 
of tithes. Adam, the Itishop, was burnt in his palace of Halkirk. The 
of Cathness was supposed to connive at this barbarity, if he did 
insurrection. Alexander, while journeying to England, heard o 
were disgraceful to his reign, however suitable to the savageness 

(d) Citron. Mail. 19o. 
(5)  Id The Eden of the chronicle was probably the Solway, which was more likely, 

shifting sands, to have swallowed up the Galluwayince, if returning to their owe country. 
(d) Chou, Mail. t90.1 ; M. Pails, 199- 
(e) Rym. Food. 1. 	; Corea. Melt. 595 ; Fordo, ub. ia. c. taxi. 

Pardon, lib. is. a. =this. 
4 M a 
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and the age. He hastened into the north : and he inflicted on the mall itude 
punhihruents of such severity, as outraged justice ; and he deprived the Earl of 
his estate, which he allowed his, aftelbtfards to redeem (ii). The Earl was him-
sif murdered, by his own servants, in his own house, during the year 1231 (e). 
Nu family, and the state, had now a sad example of the danger, which arises 
from lucidly; tumult, and perverting morals, amidst a rude people, in an int, 
ciblc age. Dr was, during those events, probably, that the earldom of Suther-
land was l'orimd, for the fussily of Freskin ; in order to overawe the turbulence 
of the 	Is of Cattiness. 

a our. insurrection was raised in Moray, in r aaS, by Gillespoe 
Pli,Scol me. Devastation accompanied his inroad. lie burned some wooden 
castles; he fired Inverness; and he spoiled the crown lands, in that vicinity_ 

king hastened against him, With a very slender power; but without suc-
cess (f ). In the subsequent year, William Cuinyn, the Earl of Buchan, and 
jusricimy of Scotland, who was supported by his numerous vassals, dispersed 
the insurgents, and executed justice on Gillespac, and his two sons ,ig). 

-Upon a more obvious principle, the standard of revolt was raised, in Gallo. 
way. Alan, the son of Roland, and great-grandson of Fergus, died, in 1234; 

Ip 
	

leaving three daughters, though by different marriages, his heiresses, and a 
bastard son. ThelbGalloway.men, who could not see, without indignation, their 
country parcelled out to several lords, petitioned the King to assume the lord-
ship but, Alexander sacrificed his atnbition on the altar of justice. They next 
requested, that Thomas, the bastard son of Alan, who had married a daughter 
of the king of Man, migikt be appointed their lord : but, Alexander again pre-
ferred his own rectitude to their gratification. They rose, in support of their 
principles. The standard of revolt -was now carried through Galloway, by the 
bastard, and Giirodh, an Irish chief. They-even attacked - Scotland, wills fire 
and sword. Alexander led an army against the insurgents. He fimnd them in 
a strong country ; and he obtained a victory ; but it was with great efforts of 
perseverance, and bravery. The insurgents now submitted to his mercy, which 
Isis equity did not withhold from mistaken, rather than seditious, subjects. And 

(d) Fonlun, lib. is. e. xxxvii Chron. Mail. 599 ; Torfzus's Oreades, lib. i. c. xl. 
Ie Citron. Mail. an, His name was John ; but of what family is uncertain. 
If ) Those circumstances gave rise, probably, to the scat. Alexander II. ch. 15, which inflicted 

penalties on those " qha passes nocht to the king's hoist:' and see ch. xvii. " of the Dome again 
Gylascope." 
(y) Fordun, lib. ix. r. xhii. It was oil that occasion, probably, that the great district of Be. 

denach vas given, by Alexand,, to Walter Conga, the son of the Pool of Buchan. 
he 
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he restored the lordship of Galloway to the heirs parceners of Alan. The 
bastard, and Gilrodh', returned vith auxiliaries from Ireland, in the subscqt.ent 
year: but, finding little supp,t from did,- Galloway-men, they surrendered at 
discretion, and received their pardons from a merc;ful king. The followers of 
Gilrodh, trying to escape to Irol,..tdf,rom the CI:, de, were put to death by t11.2 
citizens, of Glasgow (b). In this insurrection of the num of Galloway, w, 
may  see a principle of Anglo-Norman late enforced, by the 	, against the 
habits of the people: and, in dividing the Gaelic country among the A.,glo-
Norman husbands of the coparcene,, we may perceive hose the lands were 
settled by new, people, who improved them by their labour, and spread civiliz. 
orion by their manners (i1.  

Owing to whatever policy of ambition, or weakness, Henry III. called in 
question, during the year 1233, the validity of the coronation of Alexander, 
one even attempted, by intrigues, at Rome, to deprive the Scotish king of the 
independence of his crown (k). By an interview between the two Kings, at 
Newcastle, they tried, in vain, to settle their misunderstandings. They ad-
justed, however, their mutual pretensions, at York, in September 1.237 t in 
compensation, for the claims of Alexander, Henry agreed to settle lands upon ' 
him in Nor:humberland, and in Cumberland, of the yearly value of two hun-
dred pounds and for this unequal equivalent, Alexander use fealty to Henry, 
according to the ancient practice (/). l'he manners of the age, or the necessi-

ties of the occasion, could alone justify such impolitic treaties. 
- 

	

	But, unequal agreements seldom last long. Jealousies arose between the 
neighbouring nations, in 1244. A rumour was brought to Henry, that Alex-
ander had said, he owed no homage to England, for any part of his territories 
Henry suspected, that _Alexander intrigued against him in France. Such were 

(0) Chron. Mel 2,1 ; Fordun, fib. ix. c. xlviii ; Wyntown, book vii. c. ix ; M. Pais, 794. 
(i) Helen, by the Met wife of Alan, man ied Boger dr Quinci, the Earl of-Winchester, who 

became constable of Scotland, in her right. as representative of the great family of the Morevilles. 
Christian, the eldest daughter of Alan by Margaret, the daughter of David Earl of Huntington, 
married William Is Vortibus, the Son of the Earl of Albemarle ; but, she died without issue, 
Dorvorgille, the youngest daughter, married John Baliol of Bernards Castle, to whose issue, a, the 
proper representatives of David, Earl of Huntington, she conveyed a claim to the crown. The 
Claus. of Meilros, as,, and Fordun, lib. ix. e. 	state that, Dervorgille was older than Chris- 
tian and in this enor, they have hem followed by Lord Hades, An. i. so 	but, the genealogical' 
claim of lkdiol, which he gave in to Edward I, states, formally, that Christian was the eldest sister, 
who died. without issue, and thereby Dervorgille, the youngest sister, became the representative of 
David, Nail of Huntington. See Ballot's claim, in Rym. Fed. ii. 579. 

(01 Art-, Fed. i. 3510334-5. 
(1) Ryon. Fed. i. 374, Ho. He SWOIT fealty, not fur his kingdom; but for the land, which 

he held in England, according to the practice of his ance.tors.. 
the 
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the motives, which occasioned vast preparations for war.  Henry assem 

..., great ar,ly at Newcastle, While he incited Irish adventurers to invade Scot 
Alexander marched to the frontiers *th en army of a hundred thousand men, It 
if we rn.9-  credit th, calculistions of that age, who Were unanimous and brave, 

1:- 
 

and Oho were still more powerful from their reselmion, that the clergy' had in- 
1 	spired, to &e in the just defence of their religion, and conmry (so). A smaller 
,,•.' 

 
area;:, mdmatcd by seas motives, would have bcen extremely formidable to an 
abler leader than Berry. This sentiment soon spread among tho r glish 

i - 	eons. And they mediated a reconcilement, between the ho,[ile kiss 
castle, in August 104.4, which, as it was made on equal terms, prov 
ing bereft to the contiguous nations (n). The character of Alex.Ind,r, who 
was admired even by the English people, as " a devout, upright, and courtc.-
" airs prince," procured him greater attentions, from Henry, v.150 1,...1 lately 

.• 	felt his influence, and bite[ also seen his power(o). 	 • 	• 

1:-  
Meanwhile, the wild Scots of Galloway, who had been compelled to receive 

strange lords, and new laws, Wore not reconciled to either, by the harshness of 
,. 

Roger de Ouissci. A Gaelic people could no longer bear, With any patience, 
`c 	the feudal services. And, in s 047, they besieged their lord, in his came, the 

sent of their oppressions, and ties object of their hate. 1)e Quinci, armed at ell 

li. points, sallied ou*witli Isis adherents; cut ICs way through the unsuspicious 
V, besiegers; and made his complaint to the Scotish king. Alexander, with his 

usual attention to justice, chastised the insurgents, and reinstated the Earl, in 
his rights, but not in the good opinion of the Galloway-men. Roger cle Ouinci 
died on the 25th of April 1264 j leavin,; by Helen, one of the coheirs of Alan, 
three daughters, the coparcencrs of his vast estates (p). 

The refractoriness of Angus, the Lead of Argyle, next attract 	gs 
of Alexander. This chief, villa had ..,ually paid his homage to the 
way, for some of the Sobs 	Islet, r.fused his homage to the 
reign. Alexander marched an army against hire, with design to 
mission (y). Eat, he died in Keircray, en islet, near the coast of A 

11 Pale, 432-56 	 59,4. 
Rym. Fad. 5.4x,S.9 ; le fact, the treaty of York was renewed: and Alenan 

live in amity with England, and not to aid her memit, unless the English hi, 
imng. Thi., treaty .vitacuntirmul by the Pope. Pry:we's 	ii. 6 zu r. 

(a, Id, NI. 	431-36. 
(p, M. 1'a.6,,, 496 DttgEl. Ear. i. 	: 	Margiwet marled William do PCITC1.9 the 

Derby; ( x. i Eliz,bc:11 ra,riied 	 the Earl of Bud.. ; Elree married 
Lunche, an English 11,,,:o n. 

pr'w, 515-6; Chron. 
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8th of Jaly 5249, in the 5 5 ,t )C111. of his age, and the 1511 of 
was buried in the Abbey of Mcilros, in ionFos 	hi, oan desire (r). By 
his first wife, 1,m, the daughter of John he king el Eng!,:nd, whom he mar-
ried in 12_t, he left no issue by his send wife, Mary, the daughter of Ing,e1-
rant de Cenci, whom he married, in 1239, he left e son, who was born at 
Roxburgh, on the 4th of September 124 t (a). Alexander II. was undoubtedly 
one of the bdst of the Scotish kings he was, properly, characterized by For-
d., as a king, pious, just, brave; as the shield of the church, the safeguard 
of the people, and tile friend of the mherable. 

ALE/LAND/IR M. 

Succeeded his Esther, its the eighth year of Isis age. lie was crowned, on 
z 3th of July, t 249, notwithstanding the scruples of superstition, and 

prejudice of chivalry : The day was said to be unlucky, and it was added, t 
the prince had not yet been knighted. But, Walter Cunlyn, the Earl 
Menteith, who remembered the late protest of the Archbishop of York, 
knew, that the King of England was intriguing at Rome, to obstruct 
coronation, without hii consent, insisted, that the Bishop of St. Andr 
should knight, and crown, the heir of their lamented king. David de Bee  
ham, the Bishop of St. Andrew's, recollecting the examille of Anselm, 
Archbishop of Canterhury, who had knighted William Rufus, knighted also., 
and clowned, prince Alexander. The bold baron of Menteith deserves lasting 
praise, for having thus exploded a scruple, which might have involved an 
irascible nation in civil war. The coronation oath  was  explained to the youthful 
king in Latin, and in French. After he had been placed on the fatal shone, 
a Cache Seinachie approached hint,. in the simple mode of ancient times ; and, 
in the absence of heralds, repeating his genealogy, the Seanachie pronoun 
his benison in his country's language, Benach de Re Albanich, Alexan 
Mae-Alexander, Mac-William, Mac-David, Mac-Malcolm (r). 

Alexander celebrated his nuptials with Margaret, the daughter of 
1251. He, on that occasion, did homage to the English king, for It 

(r! Fordon, lib. ix. c.lxiii. 
(.0 Lord Haile,' An. i. App. No. ix. Alocant:er II. granted to the monks of Nee 

valley of Lsthan, Ste. for rho soils of his anytstors, David, Malcolm, and William, a, well a 
the soul o: Earl Henry, and for his own tarots,ad that of Mary-, his queen, whose bed 
to be buried, at Newbotli... Chart. Newbotle, No. tsp. Mary had brought him his 
ander III, in t 	; and she died abroad, in zsgs.. Foot e. 

01 Citron. Moil, 219; Rym. Pod. i. 463. rordu», h x. c.  I t  2. Fordun says 
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lands. Yet, did the interestedness of Henry demand 'Of his infant son, 
for the kingdom of Scotland. But, with a fortitude, and prudenc, 
would have done honour to an exp4ieimed politician, the King 0 
that he had come to marry the Princess of England, but not to tt  
of state; and that he could not take a step, so important, withou 
bation of his great council (u). 

From that epoch ensued, during the king's minority, the intrigues of interest, 
and the perturbations of ambition, in a continual series. In 12.55, the ruling 
chiefs were removed, by the influence of Henry, and a new faction was eke stud 
to the misrule of an unhappy kingdom. The Camps were the family of the 
greatest possessions, and influence, during that minority. Animated by them, 
the discontented nobles burst out into insurrection, and seized the persons of  
the king, and queen, in order that they might rule, in their names. This faction, 
consisting of the 11106t powerful men of Scotland, entered into a league with 
the Welsh, who were then its arms against Henry, which had for its end, that 
neither of the parties should make peace with the King of England, without 
mutual consent (x). Henry found it necessary to accommodate himself to the 
state of parties, and of power, in Scotland. And, a regency was formed, in 
1258, which, comprehending the chiefs of the several factions, produced am 
immediate calm, in a ttoubled state (y). Tim minority of Alexander III. seems 
to have been the epoch, when faction first came out upon the stage, in Scot-
land, for the obvious purposes of sharing power, and dividing profit. 

Alexander, and his queen, visited Henry, her father, at London, in 1260. 
The safe conduct, which sons given them, on that occasion, bore, " that neither 
" the king, nor his attendants, should be required to treat of state affairs, 
" during this visit (5)." Henry made oath, that he would neithAndetain the 
Oueen of Scots, nor her child, if she should be delivered, in rigland. It 
was formally agreed, that the Scotish queen should lie in, at her father's court. 
What manners! what morals! Henry again made oath,' that he would restore.  
the queen, and her child: Ile engaged, in case pf the demise of Alexander, 
to deliver the infant prince to the regency of Scotland. A daughter was soon 

atioo cF the infant Alexander Itt,, his duty was explained to him by the 111,hop 
in Latin, and then expounded in French, L x. c. t. Lard Hailes ccrcni,oti,ly 

from the tons passage, {bat ihreoronalion oath was put to the king. Annals i. 162. His 
ought to have known, that there was no coronation 	that age ; and hepight ha 
that she above passage is not to he seen, in the genuine Fordun of Hearne. 

(or Rm. Fun. 1.467; hI. Paris, 554-5. 	(o) liym. 
(p) Rye. Fwd. i. 67o. 	 (t) lb. 7,13. 
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after horn to the Scotish zing, and named Margaret (O. The whole conduct 
.of Henry, with regard to Scotland, had been so basely captious, that the 
Scotish statesmen could not demand too Iiihny securities against his interested 
practices. 

The King of England, however, endeavoured, in 1262, to save Scotland 
from invasion. Hearing that Haco, the King of Norway, was preparing for 
war, Henry interposed 'his good dikes to prevent a rupture between the two 
northern kingdoms. Haco gave assurances, which he knew were unreal. In 
the subsequent year, the King of Norway came into the Clyde, with a powerful 
armament. 13e landed at Largs, in Ayrshire. But, he was attacked by the 
Scotish people, who 'gave him a total defeat, on the and of October, 1263. In 
making his retreat from the hostile Clyde, his fleet was dispersed by a storm. 
Haco arrived, in Orkney, only, to deplore his misfortunes, and to die (d). 
Magnus, the King of Man, now did homage to Alexander (e). The decisive 
victory of Largs brought to a conclusion a very tedious negotiation, for the 
sale of the Ilebride isles. Magnus, the King of Norway, agreed, in 1266, to 

• relinquish to Alexander those islands, including Man, with all his Hebridian 
rights, in consideration of four thousand marks, and an yearly quit-rent of one 
hundred marks, for ever. The laws of Scotland were, in future, to prevail 
within the ceded isles; but, the Scandinavian inhabitant; of those regions were 
allowed freely to retire, with their effects. Orkney, and Shetland, remained 
to Norway (f). This, then, was one of the most fortunate acquisitions, which 
Scotland had ever obtained; as it tended to exclude foreign invasions, and to 
prevent domestic troubles. 

In the meantime, a civil war having broken out in England, Alexander, in 
return, fortigie late interposition of Henry, sent him a numerous body of 
Scotish warriors, who were commanded by John Cumyn, John Baliol, and Robert 

(e) Rye,. Fred i. 7'4-15; Chrod Mail. 223. 
(d) Rye. Fad. i. 753;  I6. 772 ; Torfeus N. Hist. vol. iv. ch. 47; Chron. Mail. 2t5; 

Ford. 1. x. c. 	; who intimates, evat some , f the Scotish barons had invited Elan° to invade 
their country. See the Norwegian Account of Hare, Expeefitioo, in Jolnistonc's ed. 17.II2 	The 
" Smtisl, army is herein mid to have consisted of near fifteen hundred knights ; All their horns 
hadtreastrplates ; and there were many Spanivb horses in complete armour. The Scotish kjag 

had besides a numerous army of foot soldiers, who were sell accoutred t They generally MI 
" bows, and spears." 	 (t) Ford I. x. e. 18. 	• 

ill Toffees N. Hist. M. 343 ; Ford. I. a. c.:9; Calendar of ancient charters, 328. There 
is a 

 
copy of that treaty, in the curious volume of MSS. s, hicliwas lately transmitted, by the King's 

order, from the Paper Office, to the Register House at Edinburgh. And  sec  Emden, p. 349. 
This treaty was confirmed by  211 agnOCOICIIL between Robert I. an] Haco V. King of Norway., in 
1312. Robertson's Index, p. tot: 
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Britcw the, ;1413t11011$ barrens of the grcate6t 	 ssessions; m Scotland. '111,,y 
shared hi the defeat, and disgrace, of the haul 	,ewis, on the 14t if of May, 
1264. Gunton, and Bruce, with *her Scotish 'efs, who were there made 
prisoners, regained their liberty, in the subsequet4 ,year, when We civil war 
was closed, on the d,ci,ive field of Eveshans. 	captiousness of the one 
patty, and the je Jury of the other, introduced a 	ulation, that those rein. 
forcements should Le received, rather as  autiliarks t 	us wwals ( g). 	• 

From this period, Ahxander employed 	) 	of his manhood, in 
maintaining the independence of the Scotish church oga 	the pretensions of We 
Pope, and in restraining the encnnschment, of the Scot' 	bergs. lfic firmness, 
and his prudence, gave hint final success, its both those 	ult operations. 1st 
Michaelmas, i 27S, Alexander seas called to perform a 	of equal delicacy. 
At the coronation of Edward I. of England, the Scot 	king swore fealty to 
him, in general terms. Robin Bruce, the Earl of Canick, by order of 
Alexander, and with the consent of Edv..ord, performed the ceremony of ho-
mage, " for the services due, for .  the lands, which I hold of to iling of 
". England (5)." The captiousness of the English sovereigns, during those 
feudal times, was so gross, as even to be obvious to the eyes of the infants, 
who governed Scotland, 'Her rulers scent, however, to have been blinded, by 
the manners of the age, which did not allow thou to perceive, in such cere-
monies, their own degradation, and in such insidiousne,s, Weir country's 
disadvantage. 

A train of events now ensued, which involved Scotland in the miseries of 
civil war, and which led on to the humiliation of dependence. Margaret, who 
was born to Alexander, in 1260, was married in t 28a, to Eric, the King of 
Norway, in the fourteenth year of Isis age She died in 	83 icaving.Man. 
garet, an only child,, who was called, in the familiar language' of that age, 
the maiden of Norway. In 1232, Alexander, the Prince of Scotland, metric,! 
Margaret, the daughter of Guy, the Earl of Flanders And, he died, on the 
afth of January, 1083-4. The Scotish king, who was wounded, by this 
stroke, both in his family, and Isis kingdom, immediately assembled his great 
council, at Scone, in order to settle the succession to the crown. The nobles 
bound themselves, by the most solemn ties, to acknowledge, as their sovereign, 
Margaret, the maiden of Norway; "  failing any children, whom Alexander 
" might have; and failing the issue of the late Prince (i) s" The nobles 
acknowledged, that the heirs of Alexander ought, by law,  to succeed to the 

1:1 Rym. Fad. i. 771. 	 (8) Rpm Pod. ii. 
Ii! Ford. I. e. c. 37; Rpm. Fed. Si. 166. 

crown : 
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crown But, they appear to re disregarded, on that appropriate emergency, 
the right of ',presentee/en 	it existed,4rnong those kingly heirs (i). They 
enumerated, with precis' 	however, th territories, which were thus to be 
governed by the legal su 	ors of their excellent sovereign. 

In order to add stren 	to those prudent measures, the Scotish king married 
Joletta, the daughter 	e Count de Dreux, in 1235 (k). The public flesti- 
vides bad scarcely  c 	on ass occasion, which promised stability to the 
state, when the patio 	as involved, in general mounffilg, for the king's de- 
cease. Riding, on 	16th of March, t 285-6, in the clink of a cloudy 
evening, between B 	-island and Kinghorn, he was thrown front his horse, 
and killed by the 	) Thus died, Alexander Ill., its else forty-fifth year of 
his age, and the thi 	eventh of his reign (is). Let no one question the sal- 
vation of this king, because of his violent death, saith Fordun ; " he who has 
" lived well, cannot die ill." He was long lamented, for the rigour, and 
equity, of his government. He enforced the steady administration of justice, 

• by his presence in the juridical tares. He overawed, and protected, the clergy, 
by his circumspection. By his prudence, he maintained the independence of 
his realm. By his policy, he acquired the Hebride isles, which at once en-
larged, and secured, Isis kingdom. And he showed a virtuous example to a 
rude age, which his experience forbade him to refoms, by his legislation, as a 
project, too difficult in theory, and more dangerous in execution. 

MARGARET, 

The maiden of Nopway, succeeded, peaceably, to her grandfather's throne, and 
misfortunes; as she had been, recently, acknowledged the heir to his 
rights (n). The infancy, and the absence, of Margaret, concurred to make a 
provisional government necessary. On the It th of April, 1286, a regency of 
six, consisting of the principal prelates, and basins, was settled, by the great 
council at Scone The Bishop of St. Andrew's, the Earl of Fife, and the Earl 
of Buchan, were appointed to govern the country, on the tiorth of the friths 

The Bishop of Glaigow, John Cumyn, and James, the Steward of Scotland, 
had the countries 011  the south of the Friths committed to their charge. Antes/1g 
the regents, neither 13ruee, nor Balks!, appears. In a factious age, unanimity 

(i) Id. 
If) The pine, where Alexander wax killed, is still called Tie It'inst's necked,  on a terrace Over 

a precipice This place it 1;63 pointed out, by the foinmen to inquisitive passengers, from Leith 
to Kinghoria. 	 (m) Id. a  L. Hadn't An. i. 183. 

(,.) Rye. Fad. ii. e66. 
4 N a 	 could 
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.could not long exist, among such men, during such peculiar circumstances, 	' 
when the voice of the law was unhesd, amid the clamours of ambition. (p). 

The number of the regents was i&in reduced to four, by the deaths of the 
Earls of Fife (r), and Buchan. Parties began to be formed among the nobles. 
The Braces, and Stewarts, entered into a league of mutual adherence, with 
Gilbert, the Earl of Gloucester, and Richard, tlieVarl of Ulster, with a 
view to the competitiOn for the crown, which now was obviously in con-
templation (i.). 

To all those ;tents the interested eyes of Edward I.,, the sovereign of Eng- 
land, and of Eric, the King of Norway, were not inatten 	As early, indeed, 
as June, 1286, Edward granted to Eric, who had been 	lously attacked by 
Denmark, assistance both of troops, and money (t). 

tld, 
 

e two kings drew 
closer to each other, as the government of Scotland became more enthralled. 
In April, 1289, Eric sent ambassadors to Edward, in order to treat of the 
rights of his daughter, Margaret, and of the affairs of her kingdom (u). The 
guardians being informed, by Edward, of the purpose of Erie, • sent the 
Bishops of St. Andrew's, and Glasgow, with Robert de Bros, the father, and 
John Cutnyn, to treat with the Norwegian ambassadors, in the presence of the 
English monarch; saving, nevertheless, in all things, the liberty, and honour 
of Scotland (a). Edward informed them, -in return, that he would send proper 
persons to inspect, and report the real state of xkingdom, whose quiet, and 
prosperity, he greatly desired (y). This politic king had already formed the 
salutary project of marrying the heir of his dominions to the Queen of Scots (a). 
lie convened a congress at Salisbury, by joining his own agents to those of 
Scotland, and of Norway. The deputies soon formed a convention, which had 

( 	Ford., L xi. c. 3 ; L. Hailes An. i. 185. 
(r) Duncan, the Earl of Fife, was assassinated, in the twenty-sixth year of his age, by Sir 

Patrick Abernethy, on the 35th September, 1283. 1.:1-lailes's Au. i. t85 ; Sibhald's Fyfe, 
Alexander Cumyn, the Earl of Buchan, died M r 289. 

(,) This association, which is the earliest of those family compacts, that became so frequent, 
and perdicionS, is Scotlind, was entered into, at Turnhery.castle, the baronial residence of Brun, 
the Earl of Carrick, on the loth of September. t 286. Dug. Bar. i. s et, which quotes the.ori..' 
ginal • ',vols.'s Hist. of the SOMAS. 47-78 ; L. Hailer's An. i. 186, mistakingly supposes 

the  Stewart of Scotland was at the head of this as.ciation ; though he had then no pre- 
tensions  to  the crown, while Bruce had a claim. 	• 

(r) Rym. Fmd•ii • 3.3-4,  357.39. 	(a) Ib. 4/7; Torfrus Nor. Hist. part ir. ch.5. 
(o) Ryrn. Fa?. h. 411: The regents dated their commission, from the monastery of Metros, 
the 3d of October, ;sly. 	 (y) Rytn. Feed. ii. 445. 

f
ire obtained a dispensation from the Pope, for such  a marriage, dated the 16th of the 

de of December, la89. lb. u. 45a. 
been 
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been previously settled: It W112 now agreed, that Margaret should be sent • 
either to England, or to Scotland ; that In should be delivered free to her 

	

people, if she should .e 	in England, prrided good order should be restored 
in Scotland, and her subjects should not give her in marri:Ige, without the 
participation of Edward, and the ascot of Laic: The Scots engaged to establish 
good order, previous to,the arnival ,f Margaret ; and they promised to re1101,1 

any of the guardians, whom the Elitlg of Norway might deem unlit for their 
jmportant stations @Al. 

'fhe Scotish peOple seem not to have been well informed; with resped to 

	

the intrigues, which 	re carrying on,  t either for their happiness, or misery. 

	

The most consideras 
	

mons, in Scotland, appear to have been privately can- 
vassed, for the prOjedted marriage. And, in March, 129o, a great council, 
width was very numerously attended, met at Brigham, on the borders, , to con-
sider of the state of their country. The effects of the recent intrigues now ap-
peared. The whole community of Scotland, including the next heirs to the 
crown, failing Margaret, wrote in the most obliging terms to Edward ; desiring 
to know his purpose, of which they had only heard by rumour ; and declaring 
their assent to a measure, that must necessarily promote the happiness of the 
two nations (5). They wrote to Eric, at the saute time, in more urgent terms, 
to send his daughter to the King of England, in order to accomplish a mar-
riage, which would be so honourable to him, and so advantageous to them (r). 
Eric did not enter, however, into their views, with the same ardour. Either 
from affection for his daughter, or from a regard for his people, he hesitated 
to comply with the warm desires of the British nation. Other measures were 
noiv adopted, for insuring his compliance. In April, 1290, Edward sent the 
Bishop of Durham, to negotiate this interesting treaty : He soon after informed 
Eric of the Pope's dispensation, and of the requests of the Scotish people (d). 
The English negotiator was empowered to employ more persuasive arguments 
with the most influential persons,at the court of Norway (e). Edward adopted 
additional measures, for obtaining the speedy arrival of Margaret, and accost, 
plishing the object, which was so nsuch desired by the British states (f). 

In the midst of those intrigues, which facilitated subsequent measures, the 
treaty of marriage, between the.Prince of England, and the heiress of Scotland, 
was concluded, at Brigham, on the 18th of July, 1290. The stipulations of 

(a) See the convention, which was dated the 6th of November, .9y, in llym. Pod. ii. 446. 

	

(6) Rym. Pod. ii. 471. 	(,) lb. 973. 	 (01 lb. 474. 
(e) It appears, from the records in Prynue, id. 399, that the Bishop of Durham was authorized, 

and enabled, to settle pensions on certain persons in Norway, till Margaret should accomplish her 
fifteenth year. 	 ( f ) Rym. Pad. ii. 479. 

this 
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this matrimonial convention do honour to the wisdom of the Scotish statesmen. 
In negotiating with a prince, who had shown, by every action of his life, his 
address, and his ambition, their ciretinspection stipulated, what their sagacity 
foresaw might be necessary, for preserving the independence of the state, and 
guarding public liberty, and private rights (g). Scotland was to remain indc-
pendant. The government was to be conducted, within the kingdom, ac-
cording to the established laws. And, it was settled, that the right to the 
crown should revert to the legal heirs, in case Margaret should die, without 
issue. Edward niadc haste to ratify a convention, which scented to accomplish 
what he had resolved to obtain, by whatever measures ( b). 

Yet, his impatience appears, through all his projects, for annexing Scotland 
to his crown, to have blinded his policy. The treaty was scarcely ratified, when 
he appointed the Bishop of Durham, his lieutenant, for governing Scotland, in 
the names of the princess, and the prince, in concert, indeed, with the guardians, 
though the marriage had not yet taken place; though the treaty had provided 
a different government (i).. This departure both (ruin policy, and the con-
vention, was followed by a demand of all the strong places, in order to guard 
against those dangers, which rumour had suggested ; and which existed, only, 
in his own impatience (k). On suspicions of the guardians were now 
awakened. And they refused to surrender the strengths of their country to 
the demands of artifice. They offered, hots-ever, such conciliatory terms, as 
seem to have given satisfaction to. Edward, who perhaps intended merely to try 
bow much the patience of an irascible people could bear (1). 

But, the demands of the one, and the proposals of the other, were all ren-
dered vain, by an event, which foresight could not prevent; and which in-
volved the nation in sorrow, and the people in misery. Margaret, the anxious 
hope of three kingdoms, sickened, on her voyage from Norway; and died, in 
Orkney, during September, a Coo (m). 

• At 
• • 

(g) Sec the treaty, in Rym. Fed. ii. 48r. 	 (A) Rym. Red. ii. 455. 
(i) Rym. Fred. ii. 4t7. . 	(i) lb 4:S. 	 (0) M. 4r9, top. 
(m) Rem. Fad. ii. tar; Mob, Westin. 381 ; Islnndic Annals in Langebek's Script. ii. 10. 

Sir Michael 1Vcmys, and Sir Michael Scot, two illustrious knights of Fife, were 	t, by the 
gum-diens, to conduct the Psincess to Scotland. They brought the unwelcome tidings of her 
Ovals but, their report of an mom, so important, does nut remain. Foram, lib. ai. cap. i. 
I Itaer calved every inquiry to be made in Orkury, for room monumentul stone, or sonse 
traditional memorial of the time, place, and circumstances 	the demise of Margaret; but, 
though I base been assisted by my respect:Mk wicket, Mr. James Ridsloch, of Kirkwall, I have 
in./oiled it. min. Oa the ;tit of March, 1 Sot, be wrom to me: r‘ Agrcenbly to your desire, 

I ham made 'all the inquiry in my power, reopening the death, and burial, of Margaret of 
Norway, 
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At this epoch, there were due to Eric four years annuity of seven hundred 
• 

xnarks, On account of his ale's portion: This dckt, he assigned to merchants, 
who had lent him eight and twenty buoyed marks sterling, for defraying the 

.• charges of hit daughter's voyage to Britain. And, he ached .Edward's assist-
ance, in recovering what he had thus transferred to trzArs (n). In this 
transaction, we may see the deranged state of Scotland, and the commercial 
wsalth of Norway! Aft, clai,ling the crov.,a of Scotland, as heir to his 
daughter, Eric himself died, in 12)9, during the tidrty-first year of his age, 
and the nineteenth ofFiis reign,_ which had been greatly disturbed, both by 
domestic fm!tion, and by foreign warfare (a) 

Norway, who, if she died, in Orkney, must undoahtedly hate been burin t, in the cathedral of 
St. Magnus; though you may be assured, thcre is neither monument, nor inteription, of any 
kind, to establish the tact : But, in the part of the cathedral, where divine worship is per-

k footed, there are some  graVC91  four or five, covered with stone, of white marble, without any 
inscription, or figare on them pond the tradition handed down respecting them, is, that they 
are the Isual places of acme Danish nobles. Upon opening a pillar opposite to one of these 
g,ar,s, some years ago, for the purpose of erecting a loft, there was found a box, about  Otto 

o feet and a half long, smengly made of wood,' which contained a 'curious cap of silk, and a corn- 
' 

	

	" ber of ribbons, and there was an appcarace, that some of the vitals had been deposited in it, as • 
" was customary, when great people were interred. I think it highly probable, if  you are sure she 

died in Orkney, that this grave opposite to the pillar, where the box was found, was hers." He 
afterwards wrote me, on the 4th of August, st,ot, as follows " Agreeably to what I ,wrote in 

icy lay, I have had the suspected grave opened, in presence of Kr. Yule, our first clergyman, 
and some others; and I shall deseribeto you, as well as i can, what we saw. This gave, from 

• she sine of the stone, which cevemd it, appeared to be narrower than any of the other distio,  
guithed graves ; and upon miaowing the stone, we observed a common stone set across, nearly 
two feet, or twenty Mahe,, from the top, as if to shorten the grave ;  and upon removing part 
of the earth, there woe also a wall built spop the side, of •cut fre:stooe, of the rice of bricks, 

gs :1pp:trendy to narrow the grave, with an arch of  some mm on stones, in a very rude stile, over 
what was below : This arch being removed, we  fOltIld sits

c 
	,tolls, one  certainly of  a full grow. 

" person, in whi,lt the teak were perfectly sound, with hones of a large size ; and the other 
scull hots being  smaller and very thiq.  compared with the former, we supposed to be that of a 

" young person, and the sire of the bak confirmed this opinion, and in the bottom of the grave 
there was a smooth flag stone, without the appearance of wood, or any thing else. One thing 
we discovered, which appears curious: The graves, which I call distinguished, are all covered 
with stones, hitherto supposed to be marble ; hut, upon opening this one, we found the to-

ring stone to be granite, of a superior quolity.to the Quer/Juke, for grinding malt, Sc., and 
brought from Norway, which I humbly think evinces, that the persons interred, in these gmves, 
have been people of some note, as these stones must have been brought from Norway, for the 
purpose; three being none such in this country ; and although all of them are so well pa- 

. lished, as very much to resemble white nimble, yet no inscription, or mark, can be di;.covrecl 
on 

 
spy of them." 

(”) Ryin. Feed. ii. soya. 	(a) Torten,, iv. 393406; Langeheck's Scrip.ii, s97. 
• Ths 
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The regency was now at an end ; the many ties, which had recently con. 

nected Edward with Scotland, were completely broken, by the decease of 
Margaret (p) ; and there thenceforth ensued p

, 

 

• 

AN INTERREGNUM. 

The late settlement of the crown extended no farther than the progeny of 
.„,0  Alexander III., which had unhappily failed. But, there were remoter heirs, 
9..' who had not been inattentive, meanwhile, to their several claims. The legal 
'0 .  heirs were those respectable barons, who traced up their propinquity to David, 

the Earl of Huntington, the grandson of David I. Robert Bruce, the lord of 
'Annandale, who was the son of the second daughter of the Earl of Fluntington,, 
appeared at Perth, on the nrtws of Margaret's death, while the great council' 
was deliberating on the demands of Edward. The formidable retinue of Bruce' 
proclaimed the secret intentions, which his prudence concealed. The Earls of, 
Marr, and of Athol, severally, assembled their numerous vassals. Every, 
claimant, however preposterous Isis pretensions might be, formed a party. And.  
the sad prospect of a civil war, with all the miseries of a doubtful succession, 

i
i 

 now lowered on a divided people. 
John Baliol, the lord of Galloway, who then resided, in England, was the 

great grandson of the Earl of Huntington, by his eldest daughter, and who 
was now at the age of .fprty-two. The pretensions of this potent baron were 
promoted, by the intrigue of William Fraser, the Bishop of St. Andrew's. 
While the fate cf the maiden of Norway sous still doubtful, this artful prelate 
wrote to Edward, on the 7th of October, 1290; insinuating the claim of 
Baliol ; and inciting the English monarch, not, indeed, to invade Scotland, 
but to appear on the frontiers, for the obvious purpose of overawing a distracted 
nation (q). The ambitious eyes of Edward easily saw the true meaning of the 

1,. 	dark suggestions of the prelate's policy. That able monarch prepared to follow 
! advices, which altogether corresponded wi, the resolutions, tiled his prede-

termined purpose had already formed. And, his resolution could, only, hare 
been postponed, by the lamented death of his consort, Eleanor, to whom he 
paid the last, and merited, honours, in December, 1 ago. 

t. 	In the meantime, the inhabitants of the Isle of Mau, which belonged, by 

I

t cession, to Scotland, placed Ellen:selves under the dominion of the King of 

'..... 	(p) Prynne's Col. iii 400 : Even the lands, which the Scotish kings bad held in England, 
.,, escheated to Edward. Rylvy's Placita, Gift 

(r) That odious epistle is in Itym. Fed. U. logo; and we Lord Hailer's commentary on it, in 
1 	lib Ann. i. 196.7. 	 lb England, 
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England, owing to the intrigues of a designing monarch (r). Without authority, 
or invitation, that interested prince determined to interfere hi the setthment of 
the affairs of Scotland, with design to acquire its sovereignty (a). When the 
marriage of their queen was in contemplation, the estates cautiously stipulated 
what Edward admitted, that they should never be required to meet their 
sovereign, without the realm But, Edward, who had now no other authority 
over the Scotish people, than the pretences of ambition, required the clergy, 
and nobility, of Scotland, to meet hint, at Norham, on the English liorder: 
the determinating Tweed.. To this place lie had summoned all his 	vas  

of the northern shires, with the obvious design, to support pr.:tensions, witi 
could not be maintained by argument (e). 

In fun' obedience to this summons, the clergy, and nobility, met Edw.,  
within the English borders. The Scotish statesman, who had so recently trea 
with the King of England, on a footing of equality, could not easily sutpd 

that he would at time take higher ground, and from it dictate, in the tone  

superiority. 'they were, however, sadly disappointed. Edward, who a 
upon a systematic plan, came to Norham, with Isis justiciary, who brought 
proofs, as could he collected by the monks of England, for supporting 
bold assumption of Lord Paramount of Scotland (is). 

(r) Rym, Find. ii. 495. 
(r) Whether Edward I. was invited, by the Scotish nation, to settle the succession to the cro 

is left somewhat doubtful by Lord Haile, An. i. 199. Yet, it appears to me, that the Kin  
England had nu other invitation, that; the insidious suggestions of Fraser, the Bishop of:  
drow's ; (1.) Neither the presigns diligence of Prynnc, rho ransacked the Tower of 
such documents, nor the suhsequent industry of Rymer, has discovered any such peperp  
deceitful epistle of that intrinh‘g prelate was readily found. (z.) Edward himself 
fend, when he opened the Assembly, at Norham, to have had any such invn, 
ii. 543. O.) There was a inertia indeed, iudeed, of the regents, and others, at Perth, in

itatio 
 0 

when they heard of the lamented death of their sovereign But, it is inferible, from 
Pry., and Rymer, drat they sent noncof their proceedings to Edward. (4.) He 
the historim, who followed him, were mIded by the rumours, which were spread by. 
England, in consequence of the Bishop's letter before mentioned. (5.) It is, the; 
that Eda-,.3 had not any public 	to interfere, in the settlement of Scotland, 
vete, and unauthorized, suggestions he may have had, 

Os Rpm Pod. ii. -545, 543 ; Pryone, iii. 450 ; L. Hales's An. i. e98-zoo. 
show, however, that the army of Edward had not arrived, at Norham, on the oath of 
he had face sufficient within his command. 

(is) Pry., iii. 407. Pryer e was SO  blinded, by his prejudice, that Ise assumed fictions fm 
and sophistry fur argument. The monageriea of England, the gt eat depositories of pub] c 
meats, were mitsacked, for bistodcal poufs of the feudal supciiutity of England. Walsinglo; 
I have, in my own library a MS. toll of great length, which uppears to hive been drawn u 

Vot.. I. 	 4  0 	' 	 pro  
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After all those preparations, this great council assembled, in an unlucky 
at Norham. Brabazon, the Justiciary of England, opened the business o 
assembly, with a premeditated speech. By the order of Edward, he said: 
after much deliberation on the unhappy state of Scotland, owing to the failur 
of direct heirs to the crown, he had undertaken a long journey, in order to do 
justice personally to all the competitors, as  superior, and Lord Paramount 
the kingdom of Scotland; that he meant not to encroach on any individual 
rights, but as  Lord Paramount,  to administer ample, and speedy, justice to 
every person, and to every prty : And:in order to accomplish more effectually 
his avowed intentions, he required their recognition of his title as  Lard Parer, 
mfmt; and he declared his willingness to snake use of their advice, in settling,  
the nation, which was, at pres,m, full of danger, from the disputed succession 
The silence of the assembly shoved their astonishment. At length, a voic 
was heard to say " No answer can be made, while the throne is vacant." 
The indignation of the pr ended Lord Paramount was roused, " By holy Ed 
" ward, whose crown I wear, (cried the King) I will vindicate my just rights, or 
" perish in the attempt." The Scotish statesmen desired a delay, for the pus-
pose of consulting those, who were absent. He adjourned the business till the.  
morrow. They now renewed their request. And, the imperious Edward al-
lowed them three weeks to give him a definitive answer to a very perplexing 
question (a.). 

He seems, in the meantime, to have discovered, that the assembly of the 
Scotish clergy, and nobility, in England, was an unprecedented measure, 

proving the yuamount dominion of England, when Henry VI. was following the steps of Ed: 
ward I. The historical part of this roll, which traces the connection of the two countries, 
the early age of And, consists of fictions, forgeries, and mis-statements: It ekes not no 
explicit renunciation by Richard I. of all claims over Scotland It passes over, in prudent 
the battle of Bannockburn, which established the independence of Scotland, infra, and the 
of Northampton, that settled the sane independence, in saes. Harding had a pension 
Henry VI., for his forgeries. Anderson's Independence", Ap. No. vii; Calendar of APC. Chart:. 
344 	Astle  On  the Seat. Seals, 743. It is curious to remark, that the parliament of Henry 
adopted, literally, both the histo,, and kid, of that roll. Act for the Subsidy, 34.-5 H. VIII. 
ch. 27. Rasta!, as I. The argument of the roll, of Edward I. and of Henry VIII., amounted to 
this: The Scotish kings have often performed homage, for the lands, which they held in England, 
as the English kings had often performed homage to the kings of France, for the territories, that 
they possessed in.France Therefore, the Scotish kings hold Scotland, as feudaries of England.. 
Such an argument could alone be made by ambition, and could only be maintained by power 
Queen Elizabeth was the first sovereign of England, who, after the treaty of Northampton, had 
the policy, to disavow any claim of sovereignty over Scotland, though the Queen of Scots had been. 
considered, as a .1 aary, in order to affect her life. 

is) Rill. Fad. ii. PS-28s 543-4-5 W  • Herring, i. 33. 	
which, 
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whirls, as he found in it some disadvanu%e, to himself, he was careful to dis-
avow (y). He appears, however, not to have perceived, that it was equally 
unprecedented for a King of England to ince'. a Scotish great council, within the 
realm of Scotland. Yet, on the and of June, rays, Edw  11 j did assemble such 
a body, at Upsetlington, on the northern banks of the Twe,l, for a purpose, 
which, to every party, seas of great importance. 

The Chancellor of England now undertook to manage the assembly, in the 
place of the Justiciary. He appears to have spoken with less dogmatism of his 
sovereign's superior right. But, since the Scots laud not controverted his pre-
tensions, he said, that the king was resolved, as Lord. Paramount, to decide.the 
question of the succession. Alas! what answer could the Scotish statesmen 
make to such pretensions ! They were divided by faction ; they were distracted 
by the insidiousness of the Bishop of St. Andrew's, the late rtgent ; and they 
were betrayed by the interestedness of the pretenders to the crown. The mi-
nisters of Edward only changed their plan, without relinquishing their object. 
They had, probably, discovered, from the late delay, that the Scots, who at-
tended the convention at Norham, had no authority to surrender the inde-
pendence of their nation. And it was deemed sufficient by Edward, and his 
advisers, that the competitors for the royal prize should recognize the authority 
of him, who was about to bestow it. Ten claimants came forward, by the in- • 
trigues of Edward, with very different pretensions, in order to create difficulties, 
which did not really exist. At the head of these, were Robert Bruee,,the 
grandson of David, the Earl of Huntington, by his secmtd daughter, and John 
Baliol, the great grandson of the same prince, by his eldest daughter. The 
Chancellor, addressing himself to Bruce, demanded, whether he acknowledged 
Edward, as the Lord Paramount of Scotland, and whether he were willing to 
receive from him, in that character, judgement on his claim Bruce, explicitly, 
declared his assent. The same questions were, in the same manner, asked 
Ballo!, and the other competitors, in succession And the same answer was, 
respectively, given by each. A great concession was thus obtained, by Ed-
ward, without any suspicion of the competitors, that he had any further pre-
tensions in reserve. But, the Chancellor now protested, on the king's behalf, 
that he was not only entitled to the right of superiority over Scotland, but also 
to the right of property. There seemed to be no end to the subtilties, and 
cavils, pf ambition. It was at length apparent, that Edward laid a strong claim 
to the royal prize, as of right his own, if the other claimants, at any time, 
should fail (a). 

	

L.r) Rym. Fwd. u. 546 	 id) Rim.  Fwd. ii. 514, 555.9. 
4 0 a 	 After 

re, 
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After all thosc preliminaries, the comiatitors sealed a pm:concerted instru-

ment, on the. pd of June, 17:9 ; acknowledging the established rirht of Ed- 
ward, to adjudge their claims; and promising to , 	 a abmit to hil,wafil. Com-
missioners mete now appointed bails by the cjaiinenta, and tic:, jud];‘,, to exa-
mine the preten,ions of each, and to make their sport to the Lord Paramount. 
On the 4th of June, all the competitors agreed, that. raisin of the kingdoms should 
be delivered to Edward; because judglwcnt ought not to be givan, without exe-
cution, nor could ea:cultic:1 be:p.c.:v.1W, without possession. On the r rth of 
June, the regents made a solemn, but scandalOus, surrender of the kingdom to a 
stranger. And, he imusediately restored the custody of this degraded nati;u1  to 

the late regents, Eraser, the 	of Si. Andrew's, Wisheart, the Bisi!bp of 
Glasgow, Joins Caunps of Badenach, and James, rite Steward (a). hand those 
scenes of slavishness, it is pleasing to sea upon the stage one character of spirit. 
Gilbert de thnfraville, the Earl of Angus, refused to deliver sip the charge of 
the castles of Dundee, and Forfar, 'Which had been entrusted to him, by the 
Scotisik,nation, without a joint indemnity from, Ed-ward, and the competitors. 
They virtually acknowledged the spirited integrity of Undraville, by gratiting 
him the requisite indemnification (I). The regents of Scotland, many of the 
principal barons, and some of the ecclesiastics, mole fealty to Edward, as 
Lord Paramount. And, on the rash of June, this assembly, which will ever 
be despised for its servility, adjourned to the 2,1 of August (r). Edward, by 
sending the proceedings of that great council to be recorded, in the mo-
nasteries of England (d), seems to have been studious, to perpetuate the chi-
canery oft is claims, and the artifice of his management. 

The King of England now considered the two kingdoms as completely united, 
by those formal acknowledgements of his paramount authority. He appears to 
have regarded the two countries, as more thoroughly incorporated, than if they 
had been governed by the same king, under distinct titles. And, he directed, 
that judgements, which were given in England, should be executed in Scotland; 
and that writs, tested in Scotland, should be received in the law courts of 
England r Thus forward was that able prince, to carry into practice, the no-
velties of his pretensions, though he thereby sacrificed his wisdom to his 
policy (e). 

The universal homage of Scotland was now required, and given, as if oaths 
could much avail, while Edward, by the tenor of Isis measures, departed from 

(a) Rye, Red. 	 (6) Rpm Toed. it. 535. 
(,) lb. 559. 	 (3) W. Hemingford, i. 36. 
(r) Rytn. Feed. ii.5.33-7.3. the 
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the practice cf morels (f). On the 3d Of Aitgust, the several competitors, 
put in their Claims, at the meeting of the commissioners. Of the ten pretension's, 

- 	none were regarded, as meriting. lunch consideration, except those of Baliol, 
and Bruce. As it was universally admiited, that the crown was descendible to 
female heirs, any real contest could only exist between those two powerful 
barons. When the question Was stripped of all the chicanery, which artifice 
had thrown around it, the single coniiskration could alone be, whether the 
grandson of the eldest, or the sots of the second, daughter, had the preferable 
title. On this simple state of the claims, B Allot had the best pretension, ac-
cording to the practice 1,E the age, which seems to have adopted the rig ht of 
representation. 'Tice ancient usages (g), t!lo recent practice (b), and the subse-
quent resolutions, both of the parliament, and of the chords (i), appear to have 
been most favourable to the piete,sions of Bruce. Yet,  were both the claimants 
equally servile ; and had both shown themselves to be altogether unworthy of 
an independent crown. 	• 

After so many preliminary steps, the commissioners, at length, came* the 
hearing of the claimants. Foreign jurists were, in the meantime; consulted by 
Edwatd. The Scotish statesmen ay sin disgraced themselves, by referring to the 
Ehglis'n commissicners, low declaration what were thelaws, and usages of Scot-
land, which applied to theft alit cult questions. On the 2d of June, 1292, the 
commissioner, who were snore instruments, in the hands of  an able politician, 
declined to make any report, in a matter of fuck high concernment, without-
listening to the better judgement of the wise men  of England (5). That artful 
prince was now induced, by the self-denial of the commissioners, which himself 
had prompted, to call a parliarnent,at Berwick, on the 15th of October, t292 (1). 
In the midst of those difficult discussions of Scotish jurisprudence, neither the 

lac-Alpin laws, the laws of 'Malcolm, nor the Region ougistatem,  were either 
mentioned, or alluded to. After various discussions, which, as they were all 
affected, merit little recollection,. Edward, on the 16th of November, 1292, 
gave judgement, in parliament, s,  that John Baliol shall have.seisin of the king- 

Ill Rim. Feed. ii. 56.7.73. 
(g) As they had been derived from the Brawn laws of Ireland, and were practised in Scotland, 

/ from A. 1). 843 to tor Lord Hailes, indeed, by an odd perver.ity, considers those ancient 
usages, as  mere  usurpations. Annul, 	7. 

(0) When the estates of Scotland settled she succession on the offspring of Alexander 
lb. toe-s; 	 (is Anderson's Independence, Ap. No. r1.tz. 

(41 km. Feed. sit. 58o-t. 	 (1) Id.. 
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don of Scotland (in)." Yet, the sovereign judge did not forget to renew his 
ambitious claim to the direct dominion of Scotland. Edward now ordered scisin 
of the Scotish kingdom to be delivered to the successful candidate, who was, 
incidentally, put in remembrance, that he seas merely a pageant king. Baliol 
swore fealty to Edward for his kingdom, at Norham, on the aoth of No-
vember, 12)2 (a). The disgraceful scenes, wherein see have lately seen am-
bition display her artifice, and intere,tedness her pusillanimity, were now closed. 
A sovereign state was thereby reduced to feudal dependence. From the castor. 
quences of so many measures, neither England obtained the great objects, that 
the English monarch endeavoured to gain, by so many subterfuges, nor did 
Scotland avoid the peculiar miseries, which the Scotish statesmen feared would 
be the result of a diiputed succession, and a civil war. 

lasso BALIOL, 

At site age of forty-three, was inaugurated, at Scone, on the 3cth of Novem-
ber, 1292, with the accustomed ceremonies. A short month had scarcely passed 
over, in the enjoyment of unsubstantial royalty, when he felt, that he was only 
a dependant king. At Newcastle, he did homage tg,Edward, for his kingdom, 
on the 26th of December, s 292. Other mortification followed, in the train 
of this degrading rite. A citizen of Bernick appealed frosts the adjudication of 
those officers, whom Edward had appointed to administer justice, in Scotland, 
during the interregnum. Ballot opposed what he foresaw would involve film in 
many troubles. He claimed of Edward an attention to his assurances, " that 
" he would observe the laws and usages of Scotland, which did not admit of 
" his withdrawing causes, for determination, its the English judicatories." 
The Lord Paramount was provoked, by this slight opposition, to avow his real 
purpose. He declared that, notwithstanding any temporary concessions, he 
was determined to hear every complaint from Scotland ; to administer justice to 
all persons; and if necessary, to summon the King of Seers to answer its his 
presence, as chief sovereign. This bold avowal seems to have induced the 
prudent forbearance of Bohol to confirm all that the English king had clone, 
during the late interregnum, and to renounce, indeed, every appearance of 
sovereignty (o). 

(,,$) See the whole proceedings in Lord Hailes's An. i. 108-221, which arc dravrn up with ads. 
idate precision, (rein she public papers in Ityiner's Focders, ii. 5.1 2, 590. 

(n) Rye. Fued. ii. 5139-9,91 ; Prynne, as, hook 5. ch. 3, 

(o) W. klemingford, 37; Rym. Foed• 6. 593-6-7; 3 Prynne i, R:.,ey's Placita, i.iy. 
Edward, 
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Edward, however, condescended to return thb Isle of Man to Baliol, as it 

had been enjoyed by Alexander III. reserving his own rights, and the pretensions 
of whatever claimants (p). Ile made a more important resignation to Baliol. 
While the King of England seas employed in collecting, from every source, do-
cuments, for supp.,rti,:l. his gn,undle, claims on the Scotish down, he ap-
pointed five commissioners to collect, to seize, and to examine, all charters, 
instruments, and other writings, which alight concern either public, or private 
rights, within the kingdom of Scotland (7). Those documen:s, he now ordered 
to be returned to Beli.‘1, having gained his insidious object. 

The time was at length come, when Edward was to treat the Scotish king, 
as a mere Lieutenant of a dependent territory. In 1293 A.D., he ordered Ba.. 
list to appear, personally, in the English judicatories, to answer complaints. 
I-Es compliance was not icy punctual. And, Edward ordered three of the 
principal castles in Scotland to be seized into his hands, until the king of Scots 
should make satisfaction for his contempt. The execution of this order, as it 
would have required force, would have amounted to the commencement of 
hostilities. But, the Lord Paramount hail, at that time, a very different object, 
in his military view. In preparing for war with France, Edward not only laid 
an embargo on all ships, within the ports of England, but ordered Baliol to 
lay an embargo on all the shipping, in the harbours of Scotland, till his plea- • 
sure should be further signified. Iie required the Scotish king to send him some 
troops, for an expedition into Gascony he demanded the personal attendance 
of the principal Barons, as the leaders of the Scotish tributaries. But, such 
captious demands were either eluded, or postponed. And both parties being 
mutually suspicious of each other, 1101.2 prepared for rancorous hostilities (r). 

The Parliament, which Baliol assembled, at Scone, in 129.1., advised him to 
dismiss all his English attendants, who were regarded as spies. They appointed 
twelve Bishops, and Barons, as a Committee, who were, by their prurience, 
to assist him, in the usual conduct of the public affairs (s). Baliol perceiving, 
that the Scotish people were driten almost to despair, by the conduct of Ed- 

( p) Rytn. Food. ii. 6o5. 
tel 	iii. 540 This writ was, herein, printed by Pryor, in order to record t,  what 

" great esteem and care the king had of the records in Scotland." Yet, those records, which were 
thus removed Inset the places, where they w 	safely deposited, have not yet been found. Calendar 
of ancient charters, p. li.—Ivi.; Robertson's 

ere 
 Index to the Records, p. 	Edward did not 

destroy those documents, as some historians assert But, his memory is answerable, for an tne 
kss, and derangement, which happened, as the necessary consequence of that tyrannical act. 

(r) Rynt:  Pied. 596-7, 657.636 ; Ryley, ;49,331,  57.9 ; W. Heming. 75 ; M. Westin. 
p.455. 	 (s) L. Hailer's An, i. 533. 

ward. 
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ward, which was equally imptudent, on his side, as it was provoking to an 
iraseiltIc people, entered into a treaty with Philip, the French king, when Scot-
land, and France, had a common interest, in opposition to England (r). They 
agreed to assist each other against the attacks of Edward. They stipulated 
what has seldom been performed, not to make a separate peace, without the 
consent of the contracting parties. And, they strengthened ties, which seemed 
to be, naturally, formed, from a consideration of the genuine interests of both, 
by the marriage of the son of Baliol with the daughter of the Count of Anjou. 
This treaty was concluded, on the 23d of October I 295 (u), a slay, which was 
not felicitous to France, and proved fatal to Scotland. 

Meantime, Edward was too penetrating not to see, ha the conduct of Baliol, 
preparations for war. Ile had already drawn his sword against Philip. And, 
henow demanded of Baliol possession of the three frontier town; of Berwick, 
Roxburgh, and ledburgh, which he engaged to redeliver, cm the return of 
peace (e). 	. 

The Scots, grown impatient at the multiplied demands of Edward, invaded 
Cumberland, with a tumultuous army, which was conducted by John Cutnyn, 
the Earl of Buchan. He assaulted Carlisle, on the 28th of March t 296 ; but 
he was disgracefully repulsed: he carried devastation into Northumberh, id, on 
the Sth of the subsequent April ; but, he was obliged to retire, more by his 
want of discipline, than by the stroke of an enemy (f ). 

The King of England, in the meantime, entered the eastern frontier of Scot. 
kmd, with abetter appointed army. Ile immediately attacked Berwick by sea, 
and land : his ships were burnt yet, he took the town by assault; putting 'the 
garrison, and inhabitants, to the sword, on the '3oth of March 120 (g). To 
this barbarity Edward had, probably, been provoked, by some metrical 
scurrilities, which he promptly revenged, by his sharper sword (8). 

Baliol was induced, by this loss, and advised by his parliament, to renounce, 
formally, his allegiance to Edward. He enumerated many provocations, while 
he forgot his circumspection. But, a renunciatl'on, which coincided so much 
with the apparent object of the King of England, this penetrating sovereign 
heard smith disdain, rather than surpri.c. The Scotish government expelled 
all those English ecclesiastics, who potsessed benefices, its Scotland, with obvi. 
cos policy, though with doubtful prudence. By the same authority, all the 

(m) Item, Frt. ii. 695; And. Dip]. pl. 	 (a) Rym.ittrd. ii. 690. 
(e) 	Ron. Fed. ii. (55. 	( f ) W, }Leming. i. 87,93. 	W: Fleming. i. sg, g,• 
(5) Ritseii3 Arc. 	, its,, Blascrt. p. aa,f. 

partizans 
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partizans of England, and all persons, pretending to be neutral, were forfeited, 
as traitors to a country, which we. only betrayed by such feeble measures (e). 

By such threats, tl:e operations of Edward were not retarded. He dispatched 
the Earl of Warenne to retake the castle of Dunbar. The governor agreed to 
surrender his charge, if he were not relieved, in tiller days. The Scotish army, 
hastening to his relief, was attacked, overthrown, and dispersed, on the a8th 
of April le96 the only person, who, in this conflict, acted with the firmness 
of a man, and the conduct of a soldier, was Sir Patrick de Graham, who main-
taMed Isis post till he eras slain, by an enemy, that admired his spirit. The 
grievous fate of Scotland eras now decided, on an ill-disputed field. The castles 
oX Roxburgh, Edinburgh, and Stirling, followed the example of Dunbar, in 
submitting to the conqueror (6). Yet, two priests, Thomas, chaplain of Edin-
burgh, and Richard Tulle, had the bravery of spirit to excommunicate EdwarZ, 
before his whole army (1). The King of England, however, was not a prime 
to be pushed aside from his ambitious purpose, by priestly weapons : he caused 
the standard of John of Beverley to be carried at the head of his troops ; and 
the warlike Beck, the bishop of Durham, to command his advanced guard. 
The despondency of the nation, naturally, followed her distractions. And, 
Midi, whose virtues, and talents, entitled him to better fortune, had only to 
implore the mercy of his offended Lord. He was obliged to perform a formal, 
and degrading act; confessing his feudal faults; and resigning his kingdom, 
and his people, to his Lord Paramount, on the 21 of July 1296 (7/2). In this 
manner, the indifference of France, and the languor of Scotland, produced 

A 	TERREGNUNI. 

TR~onquered had note no other resource than to submit to the will of the 
conqueror. Edward made a progress, northward, to Elgyn in Moray ; recei, 

	

(i) Rytn.FiEd• d. 7o7; Ford., lib. Ti. C. 5(114 011. 	(k) Lord Hailes's An. i. 238-9. 
(I) At a gaol delivery, at Swiveling, on Thursday, the fast of 62P feast of St. Michael, 

r , 	a+ Ed. I. I taE6j, Thomos, chaplain of Edinburgh, w ...li 

	

as 	ed, for tleat he had publickly ex, 
ceinniunieated Edward, our Lord the King, fly IAA and cap.', before the army, in despite of our 

, 	lord the Ling ::cod also Richard Tulle was attached, for that he had ming the bell, . that es- 
' 	esSes, ie as:tempt of the King. They were both afterwards delivered, by tile King's order, to 

the arel,Lacon of 1.mr. Record, al. Ed, I, in the Chapter-House; Report on the Resoele• 3; 
Ses fiss,e,, To,,,,,,,,,By.,,is, ye, for the form of exconuminication by bell, book, and candle. 

(.) Ford., ribs ix. c. xavi ; Ryiu. Fad. E. 7 t8 ; W. Earning. i. 99, too; Trivet, 293. 
vo,.. I. 	 4 P 	 1 	 log 
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ing the bagnage, and some of the bishops, to his peace, v nom he obliged to 
2810212 fealty to their liege Lord, and to renounce the late treaty with the French 
king (o). Returning to the south, he carried away from Scone the coronation 
chair, which he ordered to be conveycd to Westminster, as a mark of the su-
periority of the one kingdom, and the degradation of the other (o). 

' Edward convened a Parliament at Berviikk, on the 28th of August 1296, in 
order to add the sanction cf oaths to the energies of conquest. He now re rrf -
ceived the fealty of the clergy, and laity, of that nation, 'Which he had di. tracted 
by intrigues, and overrun by his power Ep;. Among the Bishops, and Batons, , 
who entered into this disgracei.ul submission, were Robert Brace, the 'elder, 
and Robert Bruce, the younger, Earl of. Carrick ; Robert Bruce, the compe;i-
tor, having died, in the preceding year. Ile adopted more efficacious means 
of securing his conquest. He restored the estates of the clergy ; he provided. kk 
for the widows of those Barons, who had fallen in the conflict; he enforced 
few forfeitures; he removed few from offices, while he preserved private juds-
dictions ; and he conciliated the Bishops, by granting them the privilege of be-
queathing their goods by testament. In addition to those measures ref recon-
cilement, he appointed John -Warenne, the Earl of Surrey, the governor of 
Scotland, Hugh de Cressinghatn, the treasurer, and William Ormsby, the je, 
ticiary. At the end of the year 1296, Edward returned into the south from 
Berwick, with the self-gratulation of ultimate success, in the great object of 
his policy, by his address, .d valour (q). 

The recent measures of the English monarch seem not to have been prudently 
seconded by his officers in Scotland. The Governor lived in England. Cresting. 
ham, the Treasurer, who Was too opiniative for advice, oppressed a desolated 
country, by his exactions. Ormsby, the justiciary, spread universal discontent, 
by driving all those into exile, who refused the oath of fealty (r) : an admini- -; 
stration of so little moderation, or forbearance, could not expect much regard. 
Contempt for government ; disobedience to law ; prevalence of crimes ; disor-
ders of every kind ; all were the necessary consequences of such a state of 
society. At a moment so fruitful of adventures, came upon the stage William 
Wallace, the magnanimous vindicator of his countries rights. He was the 
Jerold son of Walla, of Ellerslie, in Renfrewshirc a young man of athletic 
body, of enterprizing habits, of undaunted courage, and of affable manners: 
with all those talents, which were admirably fitted to gain xn ascendency, in 

(n) Rym. recd. ii. 7zo. 	(a) 16.12o Honing. i. toe, 57. 	(f) Prymer, iii. 652.. 
(5,) Rym. Fort. ii. 	 73,14 W. Fleming. i. 1034 ; Tord2P, lib. Ii. C. 27. 

Fleming. i. ♦ .8 ; Trive.t, 299. 
that 
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that ago, among such a people, he appears to have enjoyed, from nature, u 
common talents for war. Being obnoxious to law, for some offe/Xe, whit 
cannot now be traced, he necessarily associated with adventurers of every kind, 
over whom he easily obtained, by address, such an authority, as in those times,  
was not yielded always to power(.)..  

Wallace began his operations against the oppressors of his country, in Ma  

1297 (t). Ilis first SUMS= collected, successively, many partizans. Ile w 
joined by Sir William Douglas, a man of consequence in Clydesdale. Th 
now attempted to surprise Ormsby, the justiciary, who was then holding hi 
courts at Scone. And, he who had driven so many into exile, by Ins severity-
was now obliged to derive his safety from flight. Wallace, and Douglas, sues 
cessfully, attacked the English, in every quarter. They returned into the westhi  
with the applause, which attends success, in an honourable cause. And, they' 
were immediately joined by Wishart, the Bishop of Glasgow, by the Stewa4 
of Scotland, and by other persons of consideration, who brought a great acces: 
sion of strength, both by their numbers, and characters (ts). 

Among those vindicators of their country's rights appeared not Bruce, th4 
grandson of the competitor, and Earl of Carrick, by descent front his mother 
Suspicion had watched his steps; and he had been summoned to Carlisl 
where he swore, on the sword of Becket, to be faithful to Edward. As 
proof of his sincerity, he laid waste the lands of Douglas, and carried off h.  
wife, and children, according to the savage practice of knightly times. As he 
probably, acted an assumed character, he soon repented, both of his oath, an 
of his violence: and, putting his trust in the Pope to absolve hint from an ex-
torted oath, he joined the Scotish army, as the proper scene for hint, to perforsta 
a genuine part (x). 

arenne,the Governor, hastened, in thelneantime, to suppress an insurrection, 
which had grown into magnitude, from his negligence. Ile found the Scotisharnry 
strongly posted near Irvine,who were powerful in numbers, but weak from disunion. 
The leaders would neither obey, nor command. And, on the 9th of July r 297, 
they entered iwo a treaty, which was negotiated by the bishop of Glasgow;  

'and which ended in the submission of Bruce, of the Stewarts, and other Barona 
cl less consequence. Wallace, seeing the bishop negotiate this pusillanimotta 

(J) rerd. hb. xi. c. 	; Wyatown's Coonykil, book vid. c. xiii. 
(t) 	 01.9 Trivet, 299. 
it) L. 	An i. 546. Among those who joined Wallace at this epoch, were SirAndreir 

Moray of Bothwell, Alexamkr de Liodosy, Sir Richard Lunch, and the brother of the Stewart. 
(n) W. lierniag, i. st -as. 	 • 

4 r 2 	gym 
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treaty, attacked his house, as an enemy of his rostra, pillaged his effects, 
and carrie4ff his family. Suspicion still clung to Bruce and, he was now 
obliged to give the bishop of Glasgow, the Stewart, and Lindsay, as surc,ies,. 
for his good behaviour, till he should deliver, as en hostage,-  his daught,, 
Margery, who lived to bring the crown into the family of Steuart (y). 

But, Wallace, disdaining submission, retired inn the north, with his most 
faithful adherents. Edward, meantime, accepted the treaty of Irvine ; as he 
was preparing hostilities against France he even liberated those Scotish Barons, 
who had drawn their wngeful swords against hint, in the preceding year : yet, 
he made it a condition 	lihemlity, that they should serve hint in,the French 
war. He hoped, by this prudent expedient, to occupy the Barons, and to 
waste their followers, in forcio expeditions (s). 	, 

The arery of Wallace increased in numbers, with the celebrity of his charac-
ter. He w0i thus enabled to besiege the castle of Dundee. While occu-
pied, in this enterprize, he heard, that the English army, which was com-
manded by Warcnne, threatened Stirling. The energetic Wallace hastened to 
the Forth ; leaving the citizens of Dundee to blockade their castle. \'rarenne, 
who expected to be superseded, naturally, wished 	avoid a general section. 
He even tried, by negotiation, to induce the Scotish.Aef, who contemned sub-
mission, to lay down his arms " We come not to treat, said Wallace, but 
" to set Scotland free." The English army, hearing this language of defiance, 
demanded to be led into hostile action against the bold defyer. Warenne hes, 
rated but, Cressingham, the Treasurer, cried out, " Why do we waste the 
" king's treasures, by protracting the war: let us fight, as the best ceconomy." 
The two armies were only parted by the Forth, which was here crossed by a 
narrow bridge. Prudence suggested that a ford should be sought, as the 
safest passage. The ignorance of Cressingham insisted to lead the army along 
this dangerous defile. The bravery of the English induced them to follow a 
leader, who showed, by his temerity, that he was unfit to conduct spirited mess. 
Before one half of this, misguided army could form, after defiling from the 
bridge, Wallace charged rheas, with as much conduct, as fury. Cressingham 
met his merited fate: thousands of his devoted followers fell on the field, or 
perished in the river. A panic seized that part of the English forces, which 
had not felt the swords of the Scots : the fugitives burnt the bridge, which had 
been built of materials, from the neighbouring Torwood ; and they fled to Ber-
wick, before they felt themselves to be safe. The loss of the Scots, on this 

0) km. Fad. o. 774-5; W.  
(e..) W. Harming. 	R.fm. Fad. ii. 77,82. 

triumphant 
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triumphant day, the 12th of September x297, would have been inwsiderable, 
if Sir Andrew Moray, tire faithful associate of Wallace, had not been mortally 
wounded. The victory of Stirling put into the possession of the true owners, 
the castle of Dundee, and other strengths, with Berwick, which was evacuated 
by the English (a). The valour, and fortune, of Wallace, had nosy freed his 
country, from the claims of a superior, and the Scotish people, from the op-
pression of snangers.. 

.Wallace hastened with his ustrd ardour, to pursue, where his victory pointed. 
He led his army into Ctmi,rlanl, and Northumberland, which, its the savage 
spirit of the age, he wa,ted with fire and sword, during several weeks (b). 
He could not restrain the excesses of 	followers, though he could command 
their val,ntr. He associated with him, in the conduct of the army, and of 
public .dairs, Sir Andrew Moray, the son of the gallant chief, who died, for 
his country, at the bridge of Stirling : and, they both acted, in the name of 
John Baliol, the king of Setts, with the consent of the Scotish kingdan (c). 
In November 1297, they returned into Scotland, loaded with plunder, amidst 
the applauses of their countrymen, who had been freed by their • valour, and 
were 0.1w elevated by thpuccess. 

Wallace was soon afters  appointed the guardian of the kingdom, and leader 
of her armies, rather by the acclamations of a grateful people, than by the ap-
pointment of any regular authority (d). By this power, however, he directed 
affairs, in the name of Ballo!, who was then a prisoner in the Tower of Lon-
don ; and was sent to France, in order to be delivered to the Papal Nuncio, 
in July 1299, with such circumstances of indignity, as excited the contempt 
of the interested, and the pity of the generous (e). 

Meantime, Edward•heard, in Flanders,„of those events, which deprived him, 
in a few months, of a kingdom, the fruit of so many intrigues, and so much 

(a) Rym.Fccd. ii. 7s7; 	 526-7, sac; Trivet 3o7; Fenton, lib. xi. c. 29. L.liailes's 
An.i. Isms: The ancient seal oldie town of Stirling, which may be seen in Astle's work, pl. a, No.g, 
se ms to commemorate this important victory t we may see en the obverse of it the wooden bridge, 
on which stands a crucifix ; on the south side of the bridge may be seen soldiers, with their bows, 
the characteristic weapon of the English, who are attempting to pass: on the northern side, are 
soldiers, with spears, the national weapon of the Scots, who defend the passage : the legend is, 
Her arneit Bevel, Seeti stone hie ova Nei, with a plain allusion to the safety of sire church, and state 
resulting from the valour, and victory, of Wallace. See Ford., lib. xi. c. 29. 

(1) Ford. lib. xi. c. 29 t %%Healing. Tyr. 
(r) In Hemi,gford, :35, may be seen a copy of the protection, which Mon., and Wallace, 

gave to the prior of Hexhildesham t Wallace modestly allowed the name of Moray to stand before 
his own, as the leader of the Scot ish army. 

(d) Audenon's Diplom. pl. aliv. 	 (t) Rym. Feed. ii. 84.46. 
bloocithed. 
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bloodshed. He had, scarcely, returned to England, when he, summoned the 
Scotish Barons, under the pain of rebellion, to meet hint in Parliament, at York. 
Between their hatred of Edward, and their fear of Wallace, they- disregarded 
the threatened forfeiture (f ). 

The king of England, by calming she troubles of his kingdom, was enabled 
to assemtle, at Berwick, an ardr: of almost eighty thousand men. With this 
mighty fence, which was anim-ted by the presence of a warlike prince, Edward 
entered Berwickshire (g). The castle of Dirleton alone retarded his march, by 
a gallant defence. The Scotish fighting men, meantime, collected, though 
they were not incited, by the greater Barons. Young Curnyn of Badenach, 
Sir John Stewart of Bonkil, the brother of the Stewart of Scotland, Sir John 
Graham, and other Barons of less note, seconded theefforts, and strengthened 
the patriotism, of Wallace. Robert Bruce, the Earl of Carrick, did not obey 

t the summons of Edward. He avowed Isis attachment to his country : yet, he 
did not join the Scotish army under Wallace, owing to whatever cause : he may 
have conceived, indeed, that he did full as much service to his country, by 
guarding the.castle of Ayr, on that occasion, by preserving the communication 
with Galloway, and with Argyle, and, perhaps, with.the more distant isles : 
ill this manner, was Bruce employed, while Wallace, and his coadjutors, fought 
the influential battle of Falkirk (b). 

Edward, knowing front experience the positions of the country, is said to 
have resolved to decide tae fate of Scotland, in the west, rather than in the 
east and, with this design, he ordered his fleet, with provisions, to meet him 
in the Clyde. If the Scotish leaders had wasted the country, as the enemy ad-
vanced, and retired beyond the Firths, with design to act offensively, Edward 
must have retreated from a desart, which could not supply such an army with 
necessaries. But, they determined on a decisive day, which extricated the Eng- 

( j) W. lieming. i. 44.5. 	 (g) Ih. tCo. 
11.) W. Fleming 160-6 ; Trivet, 314: Lord Hades says, " that the earlier part of the life of 

" Bruce, was altogether capricious, apd desultory, and irreconcileable to any principle of honour 
" or interest." An i. z56. I do not concur is that judgement. It appears to me, that Bruce, 
who had, from nature, very vigorous fa oisieg bail hi, penetrating eye constantly on the crown, 

F 	which he was told, in his nursery, belonged to him of right but, baring continually before him 
a choice of difficulties,' be was obliged to act,.from the expedient of the day, which presud upon his 
fortunes. He bad now a peculiar motive, for abst:ining from the presence of the English army:  
in the winter of Iso7-8, Clifford, the warden of the  Mat  marches. had nude  two inroads into An. 
nandale, wasted his father's estates, burnt Annan, and ten other Nillages, in that vicinity; in re. 
satiation, no doubt, for the ravages of Wallace. W. limning. I. 137. It was by suds inroad, 
tint the two nations were nispitsd with implacable hatred of such other. 
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fish King. from the embarrassments of a mutiny, and the fears of want. From 
Temple-Liston, he marched to Falkirk, the scene of many conflicts, in the vicinity 
of which, Wallace had drawn up his army; with sufficient skill. They met, on 
the sad of July 1298. Between the English gallantry, and the Scotish valour, 

t. 

	

	the engagement was-fierce, and obstinate .. but, the army of Wallace was at 
length oppressed by the numbers, overpowered by the cavalry, and harassed 
by the bowmen, of a well-conducted enemy. And he retired front an obstinately 
disputed field, whereon were left Sir John Stewart, Sir John Graham, and other 
intrepid chiefs, who died for their country, and were regretted by the enemy. 
Wallace retired behind the Forth ; having burnt, amidst else confusion of flight, 
the town, and castle, of Stirling. Edward repaired that strength, and made 
it a place of arms. He-now marched into the west, with design to chastise 
Bruce. But, that enterpriling Earl, after burning the castle of Ayr, which 
might have strengthened his enemy, retreated into the , fastnesses of Carrick. 
The perseverance of Edward would have followed his steps, if want had not 
warned him to retire. Ile at length directed a stilling army to return into Eng-
land; and marching through Annandale, he took the castle of Loclunaban, 
the baronical residence of the Braces, and wasted their estates (i). Edward 

ki 	closed the campaign of t 293, wherein expectation was disappointed, by divid- 
g 	hag the estates of the Scotish Barons, among his principal followers, before 
l

b 

 conquest had gained possession, and tranquillity could ensure enjoyment (k). 

o- .. ,  Galloway was still unsubdued: and ancient Caledonia continued to enjoy her 
tive freedom, beyond the Friths. The misfortune, at Falkirk, deprived Wal-

. • lace of power, and lessened Isis influence. At this moment, when necessity 
dictated what convenience approved, William Lamberton, the bishop of St. An- 

t
; 

	

	thews, Robert Bruce, the Earl of Carrick, and John Cumyn, the younger, were 
appointed, by general consent, the guardians of Scotland, in the name, and 
place, of Baliol (1). The new rulers tried to imitate the enterprize of Wallace. 
Knowing that the Scotish people were rather defeated than discouraged, they 

1
. 

	

	undertook the siege of Stirling castle. In ordir to secure success, they prur  
dently encamped in the strong position of the Torwood, where the cavalry, 
which had decided the field, at Falkirk, could not act, and the infantry must 

P 	
have met the Scotish spears, on disadvantageous ground. Edward, however, 
determined to try their firmness, as he was sensible of the importance of Stir- 
ling; at the passage of the Forth. With this design, he assembled Isis military 

t vassals, at Berwick, in November 5 299, after holding Isis Parliament, at York. 

1 	

(i) Trivet, 3 4. 	 II) W.Floming. i. set. 	(0 Rym. Fed. it. 859. 
But, 

Filhz 	 .. 
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But, his Barons refused to advance ; urging the dangers of a winter campaign, 
in such a clime; but recollecting, that their grievances had not been redressed, 
by a sovereign, who felt only for hiinself. His disappointment induced him to 
order the garrison of Stirling to capitulate ; and disgust urged him to retire from 

j. 	a dissatisfied baronage (et). The guardians applied, meanwhile, to the charity 
of Edward, for the respite of a truce, which his policy denied to their 
prayers (o). 

The impatience of the Scots had now learned to watch occasions ; to trust to 
intrigue, when they could not expect success from arms: and their persever-
ance derived protection, front the dissatisfaction of the English people, who did 
not feel a strong interest, in this struggle, between ambition, and freedom. 

C. 	During the year 130o, the efforts of Edward were, owing to those causes, con-
fined to an irruption into the great peninsula of ancient Galloway. After summon- 

i. 	in his Barons to Carlisle, he entered Annandale, the land of she-Braces, on the . 
' . 	26th of June. He-subdued the castle of Caerlaverock ; he wasted the country, 

without oppOsition, as experience had taught the Scots to decline engagements; 
and penetrating to Kirkcudbright, be received the submissions of the men of 

o Galloway. The progress of Edward, beyond the limits pf Galloway, was 
stopped by an intimation, from ecclesiastical authority, that his war was irreli- 

i 	gious. When he returned to New Abbey, on the northern margin of the 

V. Solway, he was met by the archbishop of Canterbury, who comtnunicated to 
ii 	him, before his whole army, a bull of Boniface VIII, stating Isis injustice; and 

requiring, that he should discharge-all the ministers of religion, whom he sa-
crilegiously detained, as his prisoners. Edward, advisedly, said, " it was the 

i„. " custom of England, that an affair, which related to the whole kingdom, 
" should be considered by the great council of the realm (a)." The bishop of 
Glifigow, who had long been confined, was soon after set at liberty ; on his 
taking an oath of fidelity to the Lord Paramount, upon the consecrated host, 
upon the cross nays, and upon the black rode of Scotland (p). Yet, experience 
had shown, that such oaths, Vetter the 'sanctions might be multiplied, were 
not considered, in that age, as sacred. At Dumfries, on the Both of October 
13eo, under the mediation of France, Edward concluded with the Scots a truce, 

[,• 	(,,,) W. Healing. I. 17o ; Trim, 3 t 6. 
(n) lt.ym. Red. ii. 859 t Their application o doted the r3t1, November ”99. 
In Plynne, iii. 883-3. 
(pi lir. Ft3d. ii. 867 : Then-c, utfiz was the white etc., 4 St. Andrew; on which they  

.., mato swear in Scotland. Kelham. Norm. Di3t. in vo..N•313. 
which .• 
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which was to endure till Whitsunday I go 1, whoa the season of action would 
again approach (f). 

Such 
(4) Rym. Feed. ii. SO. In the wardrobe aces.,  of Edward I, during the year t r.o, which 

has boon published by the Antiquary Society of London, there area tho.usand particulars of hi, cam-
paign, in that year, as well as many curious notices, with regard to North-Britain, I er castles, and 
economy. As history becomes less interesting, as it becomes more general, I will submit to the 
more curious reader the particulars of Edward's campaign, M 1300, Gamthat authentic document. 

Edward was, at Carlisle, on„thc 1st and 5th of July r 3co. On the 6th of July, he was at 
Appelgarth, in Annandale, to which many, necessaries were sent from England, fur this campaign: 
the king made an oblation of 7 s. at St. Nicholas's altar, in the church of Appelgarth ; and a si-
milar oblation; in the same church, in honour of St. Thomas. 011 the Soh of July, he was at 
Tynewald. On the rah, the king made an oblation of 7 a. at the altar, in the church of the Mi-
nor Friars, at Dumfries. On the sash, he made a similar oblation, in his chapel, at Caerlaverock, 
iu honour of St. Thomas. On the [4th, he remained at Caerlaverock. Oa the 16th, the king 
made another oblation, in the church of the Minor Friars, at Dumfries.' On this occasion, he gave 
the Minor Friars 6 s. for his victuals, when he visited Dumfries, in June mad be gave them another 
6 s.  for the damage they may have sustained, in their houses, owing to his visits, in June. On the 
oath, he made bil accustorneeroblation in his chapel at Lochroiton, [in East Galloway]. On the 
.19th of July, be made his usual oblation, in the priory church,  at  Kirkcudbright. On the zoth, 
the sad, the z4th, the 15th, the z7th, he made his oblations at Kirkcudbright. On the last 
day of July, he paid to William de Rude, for the hire of 4 hackneys, two days, in carrying money, 
from Lochrimbert to Twyneham, [on the welt silo of the Dee, af miles N.W. from Eirkend. 
bright]: On the ist of August, the king made his usual oblation. at Twyneham. He continued 
these oblations, every day, at Twyncham, tin the Sth. On the 9th, he made his usual 
at the Hese, [at Girtbon, nearly 6 miles W.N.W. from Kirkcudbright]. On the loth, aft, hi4 
usual oblation, he sent John de Lawford, from Gerton on the Fleet, to Carlisle, for money, to 
pay his household, and the army. On the 15th, he made his usual oblation, in honour of the as-
sumption of the blessed Mary. 011 the 19th and zoth, he was at Crossmichael. , On the aid, he 
made his usual oblation, in his chapel, at Sutheck. [He was now on his return; Southwick beMg 
between Kirkendbri:clit, soul Caerlaverock]. On the zath, the court was at the Abbey of Dona-
quer, (Sweetheart in East Gallowa.1]. On the z91h, he made his usual oblation at Caerlaverock. 
On the soth and aist, he was at Drunnock, [Dornock, east of Annan]. And on the sd of Sri:-
tender, he was at Holnicultram, where he seems to have remained, at least in its neighboarhoo I, 
throughout September. At Holincultram, and Carlisle, He remained till the 16th of Octc,her, 
when he set out  for Dumfries. On the 17th, the king and queen were at Dumfries. On the oath, 
he made an oblation, in his chapel, there, for good news, from Galloway, according to his com: 
mon practice. On the 1st of November, the Feist of all Saints was celebrated in the 
the Minor Friars, at Dumfries. On the actor November, he made his usual oblation, at Coed, 
verock: on the 000e day, he set out for Carlisle, after the prmlamation of the truce, mid. th, 

• Scots. Beforc he left Dumfries, lie gave i donation to the Minor Friars of  5 s. 4d. for four days 
victuals, according to the king's common custom. 

From thewardrobe acconnt, it also appears that, the English army took its departure from Car-
on the z6th of June t3bo ; marched through Dumfries dihe, into Galloway; and penetrated 

to Wigto  ocd  LTen to  Ayr, if a detachment had not been left, in the Mlle of Ayr, during the 

Vest. I. 4 Q. 	 rreeediog 
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Such were the powerful influmees, which brought a salutary respite to Scot- 
land. A now competitor, for her crown, had now appeared, in the field of pre-
tension. Boniface VIII, by the bull, which the archbishop of Canterbury had • 
delivered to Edward, at New Abbey, with a reluctant hand, confuted tha pre-
tensions of the Lord Paramount, and set forth his own. Edward's tile, by 
lawful transmission, front the Trojan Brute, vanished before the ind,f, asible 
infeofftnent of St. Andrew (r). The Paramount Pontiff, in imitation of the 
Paramount King, assumed to himself the cognizance of the cause, in which he  ' 
had himself so great an interest. And, lie required E'dWard to send his proctors: 
to Rome, in order to support his pretensions, and to defend his practices. 
This interposition of Boniface was not by any means spontaneous. Scotish 
emissaries had found their way to that ancient scat of corrupt intrigue. Among 
other agents, Baldred Bisset, who is still remembered, as an artful partizan,, 
hod supplied the Pope with the historical documents, which formed the irre. 
fragable title of the Roman Pontiff (a). 

..:, . 	Ridiculous as the pretensions of the Pope may now appear, they extremely cm- 

.., 	barrassed Edward, whose claim was equally ridiculous, but more overbearing. 

t9  The king referred the difficult affair to the Parliament, which he called to meet' 

F. 	preceding campaign. There was, indeed, no battle, as the Scots had no army to oppose the king's 
advance: but, the Seas, by sudden, and various attacks, greatly harassed the English army.. 

' We, accordingly, me allowances for harms, which were killed, by die Scots, on the Meet, on the. 
Cm, at the bridge of Dee, at Cullendach on the Fleet. William de Gretbam, a monk of Dar., 
b., carried the banner of St. Cuthbert, at the kiug's request, for which se 	e, he was allowed 
51. for fifty-three days espences. The king was attended, by transports, which supplied the army 

p: 

	

	with provhiors, as well as the garrisons; bringing every necessary, not only from the ports of 
Cumberland, but from the ports of Ireland. Corn was sent, from Galloway, to England, and even 
to Dublin, to be ground, and brought back, in a manufactured state. Bakers were not from 
Carlisle into Galloway, to accommodate the English army. The town of Drogheda sent to the 
king of Kirkcudbright, a present of to hogsheads of wine: altd the king made an allowance of 
las. 4 d. to John de Cnoefergus, for bringing the wine, in his ship. The army returned to Car. 
lisle, from Galloway, in various detachments, in September, October, and November. He made; 
several allowances, for damages done by his troops, on their return. He gave two hogsheads of 
-wine to William de Carlile, and to Ade, the widow of Robert de la Fierte, for damage done to their 

k: 	corns, at Dornock . for So acres of oats, that were destroyed, the day the army lodged at Dor- 
L. 	Dock, the king allowed to Will. de Carle s+1., or 6s. per acre. When Edward was at Girthon, on' 
,','  the Fleet, he received from Dame Margaret de Mahon 23 s. yd. for the restitution of her liberty. 

From Henry, the miller, who rented the mill of Girdles, he received la  9. 4d., for some mower-, 
sation, that bad been found, in his mill. He received from the town of Fleet yo s., for their ig.cl 
meuures, and other transgressions. During the Winter of 23co, Edward erected a pie,  or castle,. 
at Dumfries; bringing materials, and workmen, from the north of England, at a vast expellee. 

(r) TheDull isinRym.Fmd.ii. 844. 	CO Rym. Fccd,ii. 8133; Waking. 78; Fordun,lib.xi. c.35.. 
him 
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,  him at Lincoln, on the 31st of January 1301. Scholars, and jurists, were now 
mmoned front Oxford, and Cambridge, to give their juridical assistance. 
e monasteries were again ransacked, for documents ; as if ii,: on could be 

converted into fact, and sophistry into logic. The Parliament firmly declined 

the Pope's jurisdiction, as to  temporals, and zealously maintained the king's 
tide, by suds arguments, as ingenuity will always find, when they are sought 

F 	by power. Edward wrote Boniface an epistle, which, as it was more diffuse, 
eras

110 

 s more feeble, and as it was more elaborate, by deducing his claim frosts / 	
Brute,  was more absurd: he acted, however, upon the perfect conviction of 

0 
	 e justice of his title, and the rectitude Of his measures (t). 
i  The truce with the Scots  was  now expired : and being at length fortified by 

• the opinion of his Parliament, Edward hastily entered Scotland, on the 3d of 

. ' 	July 13ot. The Scots left the defence of their country to its own ruggedness, 
and to the wants of the invaders. And, the scarcity of forage allowed hint only 

Md - 1.: 	to penetrate to Glasgow; and retiring thence to Linlithgow, he there enjoyed 
a : 	the festivities of Christmas, and built a strength (u). Meantime, he contented 
i

•tto 

 • .... 	to a truce, with the Scots, which  was reified at Dunipace, on the t4th Octo- 

.. 

	bee trot (o); and was to endure, till the 3oth of November, 1300(y). 
In the meantime, Boniface, owing to whatever cause, changed both his pre- 

.tensions, and his tone. He coolly reprehended Wishart, the bishop of Glas-

1..  

„ 	 . 
'  

	

	(r) Ryas. Fad. ii. 873, 883-8; Prynne Coll. iii. 882, 854: In the Ashmolean Lib. Oaf. 
No.8573, there is the " Protestatio Magnatuin Anglia super Literis Bonifacie VIII. Papa in 
" Parliamento exhiffitis tangentibus jus euperioritatis Sr Domini:, Regis Anglia: in RegnumScotie, 
4. 28 Edw. I." 

Cal IV. Fleming. i. 196 ; Trivet, 332. . 	 - (..e) Rym. Pad. 5. 591. 
''(y)  The subjoined dates, which were collected from writs, that were issued by Edward, &rin 

the inefficient campaign of s3ot, will exhibit his progress more distinctly, than has yet been done; 
and incidentally show, that Lard Haile, was somewhat inaccurate in saying, " that Edward wins 
" 

 
Bred at Linlithgow:' on the ,et of July 13o,, Edward was, on hie journey, northward, at 

Charleton ; on the a d at Barnburgh ; on the 0  at Ilalieland, and Eerewie ; on the cad at Kelshew, 
[Kelso] ; on the soh, at Rokekurgh, and Middlehan.; on the 4th of August, et Pcblis ; on the 

5., 	aoth, at Glasgow, when he offered oblations at the shrine of St. Kentigern, in the cathedral 
clmrch ; on the 24th at Glasgow; 011 the 25th he offered ob: aim, at the same  011-111, rc  for the 
" good news of Sir Malcolm de Drummond knight, a Scot, being taken prisoner, by SirJohn 
o Segrave ;" on the ath of September, at Mairnes, I the castle of Mearns] ; on the 8th at Both, 
cite ; on the a4th at Glasgow ; on the I 4th of Globes, at Donypas ; on the 2.1th at Manen sll, 
[the monastery of Manuel) ;,on the 25th at Lffilithsii ; on the 25th at Donypas ; on the t8th of 
December, at Linlitcu, whence he directed prayers to he universally offered for himself, his queen, 
and children, for his kingdom, and for his success, in the subduesjon of Scotland";  011  the 26th of 
January at Lynliteu ; m the T2tli of February, he was at Rohesbargh, on his journey southward; 
and on the .2.0h  at  Morpeth. 

L 4 0,2. 	 ' 	gate, 
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gow, as the prime instigator of the fatal Warfare, which had tong continued 
between his dearly beloved son Edward, and the Scotish nation: with similar 
effrontery, he exhorted the other bjhaps of Scotland to promote the national 
peace, sander the threatened pain of his displeasure (a). They probably knew 
his motives ; and certainly despised his profligacy. 

The truce had scarcely expired, when Edward recommenced hostilities; so 
eager was he, to regain, or rain, an unhappy land, which owed hint no obe-
dience. He sent John de Sege*, a noted warrior, to invade Scotland. The 
English were nosy deluded, by the recent forbearance of the Scots: 'Under 
this impression Segrcve marched towards Edinburgh, in three divisions, for the 
convenience of forage. Juhn Cumyn, the Guardian, and Simon Fraser, the 
keeper of Selkirk Forest, had not been inattentive to this want of circum spec.. 
tion. They attacked him, near Roslin, on the 24th of February 13oz•3, with 
such skill, and steadiness, that they defeated his three divisions, in detail, though 
the EntOish fought with their accustomed bravery (a). 

Sc Oland, which was again freed, could only be saved by such efforts ; as 
she was left to struggle alone against a too powerful neighbour. She had al-
ready been deserted by the Pope : and she was now,  tacitly resigned to her fate, 
by the French king, who made a separate peace with the English monarch, on 
the aoth of May t 3o3 (5). She was even misled by her seven commissaries, 
who intrigued at Paris, and were themselves deluded by the duplicity of 
France (r). 

Edward,' at length, turned his undivided attention to Scotland, which he had 
finally resolved to subdue, and settle. lie summoned all his military vassals 
from England, front Ireland, and from Gascony, to .meet him, at Berwick. 
And he entered a devoted country, on the scth of May 5303, with an irresist. 
able force. Whatever power the Scots could have assembled, they were too 
experienced to meet that warlike monarch in the field. He marched forward 
by easy journies to Linlithgow. He probably passed the Forth, near Alloa, with 
the assistance of the shipping, which accompanied him, about the loth of June; 
showing, by that passage, his intention to penetrate into the north. He re-
mained three weeks at Perth, which, from the epoch of Lollius Iirbicus to the 
recent times of Wade, and Cumberland, has been the scene of many military 
consultations ; owing to its central position._ Edward determined to follow the 
north-eastern course of the Roman road. And his progress seas first obstructed 

(e) Itym. Fwd. ii. 904-5 Lord Hades 's An. i. 571. 
(a) W. Healing. i• 599-8 ;1.1iTet. 33 6 ; FOrdan, lib. .ii. C. 111 

41) Rysta.Fced. ;1.913. 	(c) lb. 959; L. Madill As. i. 593-5. 
by 
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by the castle of Brechin, which was defended, during a month, by the gallant 
Sir Thomas Manic, who fell in the act of inciting his men to an obstinate resist.-
ance. The castle surrendered, when the spirit of Mask no longer directed its 

mice. The king of England now continued his triumphant career into Mo- • 
y, taking the homage, whirls was every where yielded rather to his power, 

than to his pretensions. from Kinloss, where he remained a month, he re-
turned, southward, on the t 5th of October. By hasty marches, he arrived 

ore the 6th of November, at Dunferrnlin Abbey, 	owing to the mu- 
nificence of the Scotish kings, now-afforded hint splendid accommodations, for 
his Christmas festivities. 

When Edward passed northward, he left the castle of Stirling unassailed, 
because he was aware of its strength. Cumyn, knowing its importance, as the 

- 	last hope of his country, assembled his whole force, on the southern margin of 
the Forth, to protect it. The genius of Edward readily found 'the sante ford, 

Inch had enabled the Roman armies to pass that difficult rivet, in the vicinity 
of the rocky height. When the Scots saw the Englidt monatch ford the river, 

• at the head of his cavalry, they fled, as if they had been surprized, or disap-
'. pointed. Cumyn entered into an agreement with the English Commissioners, 

t  Strathurd, on the 9th of February 1303-4; whereby he saved his own ad- 
; 

	

	herents, and sacrificed the friends of Scotland (4. Bruce had already surren- 
dered himself to St. John, the warden of the western borders (e). 

In the beginning of March 5304, Edward repaired to St. Andrews. At this 
metropolitan seat, he now assembled a great council, which was composed both 
of English, and Scotish, Barons. In this assembly, were outlawed Sir William 
Wallace, Simon Fraser, and the garrison of Stirling, which had hitherto re-
sisted his artifice, and defied his power. By his great council, he was now 
advised to reduce the only remaining strength in Scotland. And with sacrile-
gious hands, he despoiled the cathedral of the lead, which covered it, as hostile 
provision for a difficult siege (f ). 

Sir William Oliphant, to whom the castle of Stirling had been entrusted, 
• ed immortal honour, by the faithfulness of his spirit, and the intrepidity of 

ismperseverance. During three months, all the bravery, skill, and enterprize, 
f the age, were employed to reduce its defences to rubbish. The king, hint-
ifs though stricken in years, exposed his person, with the temerity of youth. 
ut, he did injustice to his own gallantry, by refusing a capitulation to the 

Ryky's Placita, 369.7o. 	(e) Trivet. 334 Nyley's Placita, 369.70. 
(./.1 Trivet, 	; Ferdua, lib. au.  c. 

request 
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request of Oliphant, whose fidelity demanded his favour, and whose valour 
merited his admiration. Scotland was now subdued, by the intrigue, and war. 
fate, of many years. Wallace alone remained, unsullied in his character, and 

subdued in his spirit.. Edward departed for England; still distrusting. his 
success, while that man, of whom a nation may boast, continued in 

lom (g). 

Of Edward it cannot be said, that he came into Scotland to save, rather than 
oy. 	The torch every 'where conducted him to his object devastation fol. 

ed in his rear, throughout his extended course, from the Forth to the Moriy-
. The Abbeys, which supplied him with the most commodious lodgings, 
urnt site benedictine Abbey of Dunfermlin, which could have then accoin. 
ared three sovereigns, and. their attendants, v.-ithin its ample precincts, was 

troycd by the English army, when they no longer wanted its abundant hos- 
pitality. Thus the fury of Edward began that destruction of religious houses, 
which the fanaticism of Knox completed (h). 

Edward at lenglh, proceeded.to the more difficult task of settling the govern- 
t of the country, which he had overrun by his power, and injured by his 

W. Fleming. i. 205-6 ; M. Wert. 	; km. Fed. ii 951 ; Forbin, lib, cii. c.iii ; 

a's An. i. c75.9 Lord Hailer has published a timies of date, from the instruments in Payne, 

and Rymer's Collections. for ascertaining the progress of Edward, in the excursive year t3o3 

subjoined dates will be found to be more numerous, and illustiative, of Edward's campaign, 

as to the course, and extent, of his progress. Ile was at Westminster, on the Rth of March 

at Beverley, co the z ist of April; at Newcattle, on the 7th of May ; at Alnwyke, on the 
Of May; at Roshingli, on the r7tlr and 1.st of May; at Edinburgh, on the 4th of June; at 

hgow, on tire 6th ; at Clackiensta,n the:2th and i4tli; having probably crossed the Forth, 

Atlas ; at Perth, on the 16th of June, and to the cosh of July ; at Kyncardyn, on the 

of August, haying taken the castle of Bread, in the 	at Aberdeen, until:14th: 

n6', on the 4th of September; a iTioloss, in Moray, on the

meanti 
 9th of September, and to the 

at Kildrummy, near Nairn, MI the Rth of Octobers he thence returned to Kinloss, on the 

These law dates prove, that hr did not estend his progrets to Cattiness, as Trivet, and other 

.s, assert, though he may hare 	detachments into that couotry. Returning southward, 

the Abbey of Kioloss, be was itt Dundee, on the aoth of October ; or Cantbnakyneth, on 
at of November; at Danfermlin, ou the Otis of 'November, cad to the ioth of February 

; as Cambuskyneth, Os the 5th of March; at St. Andrews, on the lath of Mar6); to the 

of April; at Drurnharagli, [Druinearra, in Fife), en the yth of April; at llonary, oo the 
of April at Stryeelyn, on the 1st of May, and to the zoth of July ; Retorting sontliward, 

Teas at Boghkener, [Bothkenerl, on the ;VI of AnAppt ; at Jeddeworth, Peilltut Rh], on the 

of August ; at Yetbam,(Yetholm, Roxbirghtlare1, on the sash of August ,at hlorthpetb, 

the aRtli of Aurist and at York, on the /SO of October, I tot. 

0) M. Wn 	

; 

tm.446 Ditnfeklin, Hadirgton, Hobos. Dryloirt;h, were all destroyed by the 

glith,• L. Hailes's An. 4x76.. Reatenet, and other 	catabliunents, were equally dc- 

ycJ 	then, Rolls fat 1 41.-3- 

a 	 • •  allifice. 
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r 'Sec. In thi, aTJ.10•• 	,‘:, 	c: no. to have pl aced his chief confidence in 

Vi ' art, the Dish,— r 	Bruce, the Earl of Carrick, and John do 
et, :i t 	',11 ‘,1 March 1365, they advi,ied hint, to tall a great 

°until of the a •tt, 	!;12 III,  pulp+, or choosing ten Commissioners, 

not t7,1, C 	.••• 	05 t! , F::,;11 	easiest, at London, in order to 
akin tic!. an :irrang.ente,t, 	5110111.1 COI!), ,t1 the interests, and stability, of 
a two reap r. (t). Stalt a c 	 and such Connuillioners were 

hoses', vim toot Edward, m P-...1liament, on the 2211 of September 1305 (k). 
Ellie laws of Scotland arrc not now :tholished, as some historians assert: but, 

be Celtic customs cat the Britons, and Scots, were abrogated; because they 
not easily coalesce, with the modern usages. As many of the old forms 

Went aUovad to remain, as present circumstances would allow. The private 
roperty, which forfeiture had left, was resigned to the protection of law. The 

tights of hereditary officers were respected. The executive government was 
laced in the king's Lieutenant, and Chamberlain. The castles were placed in 

the hands of trusty officers. Many individuals were punished either by fine, or 
disqualification. And measures were provided, either to arrest, or banish, all 
such persons, as were likely to disturb tranquillity by their intrigues, or raise 
'commotion, by their vigour(/). On that occasion, it must be allowed, that 
Eduard acted more, as a legislator, than in his character of conqueror; since 

Inoderation teems to hare dictated what policy approved, though the Scotish 
people had ;teen too much injured to admit of reconcilement. 

Wallace, however, was still alive, enjoying obscure freedom, in his native 
wild . Activity, and artilacc, discovered, at lengtii, the place of his retreat. 
ide was arrested by Sic John Menteth, the sheriff of Dunbattotthhire ; and sent 
to London in fetters. Ile was now tried, for the odious guilt of high treason. 
Wallace denied, Ilia Ile had departed lion the allegiance, which' he had Inver 
Morn: he admitted, that he had levied war against the king of England, in 
support of his country's freedom; and being found guilty, be suffered the ag-
gravated pains of treason, on the aid of August 1305 (m). Such was the un- 
worthy fate of the only pure character, of which Scotland could boast, during 
those difficult doses. The fond admiration of his countrymen has attributed to 

ll  Wallace the incredible feats of ancient heroism but, such was his disinterested- 
• new, Isis valour, and his service% that his fame needs not the heightenings of 

fiction, for its durability. 

Ai) RI47'. Ma... 43. 	 11) 	54. 
(I) lb. I Rolled Pot. i. 567; L. Haire. Act i. 5ej4g. 
(a), Trivet, to t aim,'. Clap:Ku:1e, so-1. 

Yet, 
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Yet, Robert Bruce still remained, who was a more dangerous foe to Edward, 
and a more successful friend to Scotland; having as much enterprize, and bra., 
very, as the valorous, and unsubmitting \Vallace, with more suppleness, and: 
greater address. The education of Robert Bruce had taught him to consider.' 
the decision of fhe king of England, in favour of Baliol, as the unjust depriva. 
tion of his fairest inheritance. During the recent struggles, for the subordina-: 
tion, or the independence, of Scotland, the ambition of Bruce, constantly looked 
up to the diadem, as the ultimate object of all his aims. While Ise was acting' 
with Wishart, the Bishop of Glasgow, as the adviser of Edward, in the settle-
merit of Scotland, the Earl of Carrick entered into an agreement of mutual 
concert, and help, with Lamberton, the Bishop of St. Andrews (n). The ge- 

y. 	object of suds an agreement, during such times, it required not a strong 
sight to perceive. The rivality of Bruce regarded.  John Culnyn, as a competi. ,  
for for the crown, and as the obstructor of his fortune. These two potent Ba-
cons met, accidentally, at Dumfries, while the English judges were holding 

If their usual assizes. An expostulation ensued between those rivals, in the church 
t• of the Minorites. Altercation was easily roused to fury, between men, who,' 

like the characters on the theatre of Rome, could not brook a superior, and 
could hardly bear an equal. In that sacred place, Cu the loth of February) 
13,5.6, Bruce gave a mortal wound to Cumyn, who was dispatched by Kirk-
patrick, a partizan of his rival. The justiciaries, instead of arresting Bruce, 
were themselves made prisoners by him ; and yet were allowed to depart for 
England, without further molestation (o) s as their detention would only have 
been an embarrassment. 

Accident hat now obliged Bruce to avow his object. - After chanting the least 
of many a difficulty, during several years, the Earl of Carrick had at length 

• to deckle, whether he would choose to be punished, as a felon, or revered, as 
• king. The manners of a rude age, which induced men to consider, as a manly: 

effort, for the freedom of his country, what would nosy be deemed an aggro. 
voted murder, enabled the slayer of Cumyn to decide the alternative. Robert 
Bruce ascended the throne of his ancestors, at the age of thirty two, in the fare: 
of a thousand obstacles, supported, by a few friends, strengthened, by the,' 
resources of his own genius, and animated by his 01V11 valour (p). At Scone, 
the ancient seat of Scotish inaugurations, wauthe Earl of Carrick crowned king 

(,$) Lord l3a]i9s was the foss, who publidied, 12910 22,q,nt Mt. 229,timents, this 
meld, which is dated at Cambuskyneth the I th of Ji111, 1304. An221„ 28d. 

(n) W. Fleming. i. 229 ; 111. West. 453 ; 	34,• 
'Si Trivet, 342 j M. West. 4.54 ; rpkitt2, 	e.9. 
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of Scots, on the ayth of March 1306, without the reialla, which Edward had 
carried to Wesminster. But, the occasion always supplies such requisites. 
Lamberton, the Bishop of St. Andrews, crowned Robert Bruce. The Bishop 
of Glasgow furnished him with the robes, and a banner. A golden crown was 
found by the nearest artist. Isabella, the Countcfs of Buchan, the sister of the 
Earl of Fifc, had the manlinefs to act the part of her brother, who, from an. 
dent descent, had the privilege of placing die Scotish kings in the inaugural 
chair. And any lapideous matter would sufficiently supply the place of the fatal 
ttone. Such a concurrence of circumstances evince the popularity of the act, 
the applause of the country, and the resolution of the people to support Bruce, 
with their spears (q). 

(,) For their conduct, on that occasion, the bishops would have lost their heads, if their eccle-
siastical characters had not shielded them, from the vengeance of Edward. The bishop of Glas-
gow was accused, by the English king, before the Pope, for that the bishop provided out of his 
own wardrobe 'Iv robe, which the Earl of Carrick was to appear in, on the day when he was to 
act as king; end had moreover delivered to the Eel of Carrick o a banner of the arms of the 
.4  lute king of Scotland, whicrthe bishop had concealed, in his treasury, and use to the Abbey 

of Scone." Rymer's second Letter to Bishop Nicolson, FS. In the Pat. Rolls of the 35 Ed. I. 
there is a pardon to Walter de Coigners, for concealing, and detaining the golden crown, with which 
lIchrrt 13ruce was crowned. Nut so, the intrepid Countess of Buchan, who it characterized by 
M. Westminster, as impiissima conjucatrix ." she was actually imprisoned, in a wooden ear, witl, 
in the castle of Berwick, by the special order of the enraged Edward. Rym. recd. ii. r014, at. 
test, this disgraceful fact. Tide illustrious woman seems to have died ibe her wooden rage; as she 
sever appeared again upon the gory stage of the Seotish history t nor, has soy research found her 
afterwards mentioned in any record, or noticed by any writer. 

VoL. I. 	 4 R 
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CHAP. 

Of the EcehAllical Higoty, during this Period. 

	

THE church establishment of Scotland 'remained imperfect, at the recent 	. 

I 

	

	
commencement of the Scoto.Saxon period, in 1 og7 A.D. Some parishes, 
indeed, had long been formed, though not by the special authority of any king,:.  
or the spiritual influence of any Bishop: ministers had regularly performed their 
ufual functions; and tithes, and other ecclesiastical dues, had been undoubtedly. 
paid (a): yet, is there reason to believe, Cleat though Bishops had existed, for 
ages, bishopricks had not been locally settled, whets that period began(b). 

Godric, as he was the Bishop of the Scots, in 1097, had the doubtful ho..‘ 
nour of inaugurating Edgar, though he had never been himself consecrated,' 
owing to the disputed jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical power, cc blob ought to ,_, 
perform the necessary consecration. He died, in 1107; leaving Isis imperfect .' 
rights to be defended, by an abler king than Edgar. Turgot, the prior of Dur-
ham, who had.been confessor to Margaret, was now nominated by.Alexander I, 
as the successor of Godric, and confirmed by the clergy : but, his consecra-
tion was, for many months, delayed. There was not, in Scotland, at that 
epoch, any authority, which, according to the constitution of the church, could 
perform the metropolitan act of consecration. This power had beets, pertina-
ciously, claimed by the Archbishop of York, and, obstinately, denied by the 
Scotish clergy. The Archbishop of Canterbury disputed the jurisdiction of the 
Archbishop of York, to consecrate the Bishops of the Scots. This romped- 

(a) Scc before, hook iii. ch. 	Though many parishes were.laid out, during the Scoti,h 
period, yet, many such djstricts were progressively setdeds  during the pressor pmind, when so 
many ecclesiastical changer were made. 

(01 See the seals of the Bishops of St. Andrews, even as low dont], 	xISS, on which 
the prelatee, Robert, Arnald, and Richard, each entitles himself, St,tornm Ejthropra : And. 
Diplom. pl. roe ; Anglia Sacra, ii. 23+6. Whence we may infer, that their predecessors had 
considered themselves, as the Biahops of the Scotish peo6le. 

sirs 
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tion of rival metropolitans evinces, that neither of them had an indisputable 
right. The knot, which could not be cut, by controverfy, was at length un-
tied by compromise. Henry I, in concert with Alexander I, enjoined the Arch-
bishop of York to consecrate Turgot; saving the right of either church t and, 
the consecration was performed, on the 3oth July I too, without any profes. 
slots of archiepiscopal obedience (c). 

rut, the death, of Turgot, in t I 15 (d), after an unsuccessful government of 
an extensive see, only revived former pretensions, reinvigorated subsequent de-
mands, and inspired ultimate denials. Alexander I, artfully, applied to Ralph, 
the Archbishop of Canterbury, for his advice, and assistance, in the choice, and 
consecration, of a successor to the aged Turgot. After the hesitation of years, 
the Archbishop sent Eadmer to Alexander, as a fit person, to rule the Scotican 
church. This monk of Canterbury was received, as Bishop of St. Andrews, 
by the queen, by the clergy, and the nation. But, the disputed act of conse-
cration still remained to be performed: and the litigated point of canonical obe-
(fierier continued to disturb the peace of an unformed church. Eadmer was so 
weak, as not to know, that people must be governed, in conformity to their 
principles. And, Alexander was resolved, from the vigour of his habit, and 
the conviction of his interest, " to be every' thing himself, in his own king-
" dont." The king resisted the remonstrances of the Archbishop, and refused 
the submissions of the monk (e); as the besotted Eadmer preferred his con-
nection with Canterbury to theindcpendence of the Scotican church. 

Mmwlile, the greatest eflb.-ts were made by the Pope, and Thurstin, to 
obtain a sufficient number of suffragans for the see of York. The Popes, Pai: 
chal (f), Calixtus, Honorins, and Innocent, successively, exerted themselves 
to  subject .  the Orkneys, the Westesn-Talcs, Galloway, Cumbria, and Scotlnd, 
to the eccle,ia,tical juri.dictiou of the ambitious Thurstin (,). lint, their per- 

severing 

(c) tinder,, 77-pe ) Sim. Res. top sss  r  lanes's MS. Chrosicen. 
(d) liue.ls NIS. Climes!. Scotia, sub en. 	(c). Rolm, 130 33. Anil. Sacra, U.  2.11- 

(f  ) 	Pyuseed the church fors 21.11. toes so III 	Calixtes foam 11) to I 124  1 lint. 
'us from 1114 to  1130 :Led leicescm Sue! i n 30 to r14.!. 

Tel 	 ii  159 See the Pope's lett, .; to the King of Nar- 
way, ailrimitaieg Si,.. i 	 to place the Bishop of cy4sioy, aand the 1-1,, seder the see  of 
Y 	Deg. 11(oupst. Si.

n 
  43-3. 	Itrlitipricl: of 	Cai n wee 'IOW IVVIVeq and ()ale- 

Aldm, the bishop elect, cos 	 ts 	hi,nself teuler the archiepiscopal authority of 
Tlieritin Gille-Aldsio triflingly, t !cud 	Pe!a's n.ee.ste ; estuidering it as a duty, which 
hol cnnvi down to hire he anciret :One, 	1 45.43. The JR.I.ops of Ceedido Case lung 

tuns gow 
4 R s 	 wet 
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severing efforts were ultimately baffled, by the intelligent firmness of the Scotish 
kings, and the virtuous struggles of the Scotich prelates. 

•Alexcntler I. who constantly opposed a firm front to every ecclesiastical attack 
on the independence of his crown, only lived to find a succcsvarto Eadmer in 
Robert, the Prior of Scone. Thurstin revived the pretensions of his see, which 
avere left to the policy of David to settle. At the accession of Alexander, in 
January, 1 t06-y, he found prelates, performingtheir undefined.functions, within 
tie Sc,t:sli territories (e). During, his reign, though not under his authority, 
the bishoprick of Glasgow was revived. Alexander gave ample possess  
the church of St. Andrew's V). Ea enlarged the funds of the abbey o 
ferrnliu, which the piety of his mother had endowed (g). After four 
monastery of Scone, in n. D. 1154, he placed therein a colony of Can 
gular, from England (5). To the same Canons, he gave Inch-Tay, in 
vs-here a monastery was built; end wherein Sibilla, his queen, was buried (0. 
He founded at St. Andrew's a priory, in honour of the apostle of Scotland (k). 
And he erected, hi 1123, a religious house, in one of the islets of the Forth, 
which he gratefully.dedicated to Columba, to whose intercession, says the 

I

, legend, be owed his. safety from shipwreck (1). . Such were the ecclesiastical 
establihments, which owed their foundation to the munificence, or policy, of 
an able prince, during a religious age. 

Robert, who was chosen the Bishop of St. Andrew's, in t 12.1, did not obtain 
consecration, till 1 i 23 (et): Thurstin, from a love of God, and a respect for 
David I. consecrated Robert, without any profession of obedience; rose 

was also revived about A. D. t a t6 ; and John, the tutor of David, the earl, was consec 
Pope Pa,chal, lb stay. Innes's MS. Chron. Ed; An Celixeue, and Innocent often urged him, 
the most pressing admonitions, to obey th,Archbidiop of York, as his metropolitan; but, without 
effect. Dug. Monast. hi. 45-7. The Sentish kings acre also admonished, by the same Popes, to 
place their church under the ,ame juri,dietion; but, without success. Id. Yet, is the prejudice 
of Sir James Dalrymple, const:intly, charging both the kings, arid bishops of Scotland, with the 
design of introducing the Romish power, and practices, among the Sco6sh people. See his 
Collation, sorry where. But, the .0:unbend eyes of Sir James had not seen the interesting epistles, 
before quoted, in Dug. Monast. iii. to-8. Those curious papers equally escaped the minute • 
industry of Bishop Rcith, and the harmed diligence of Lord Ilaihs. 

(r) Chart. of Scow. 	 (f ) Ford. lib. v. c. 36,7. 
(.e) Chart. Dunfermlin ; Dale. Col. Ap. iii. 	(1.) Chart. Scone; Dal, Col. A 
(i) Spottiswoodc, 44. 	 (1) lb. 416. 	 (1) Fordo, 
(m) Jones MS. Clwon. tub An.; Plor„Wig, Sa 
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the rights of the two :.:es of York anti St. Andrew's (n). The Pope, as su-
preme head of the church, had the undoubted right of consecration, in the opi. 
Mon of 11,, ages, according in. the established law of the christian world. 

Arclibi:.ho. of Canterbury had neither from custom, nor practice, any 
preteneu 	super:..rity over the he, ell church. Whatever power the Bishop 
of York may have exercised ova Lothian, or Whithern, during the seventh, 
and ei.711th, centuries, ceased at the commencement of The ninth age, when 
anarchy h,ed those countries, from the claims of Northumberland. 'the Bishrlp 
ol York never exercised any ecclesiastical authority over proper Scotland. The 
recent attempts of the Popes to subject the bishops of Scotland, as suffragans of 
York, evince, that the ancient practice was deemed merely a:pretence. The 
spiritual jurisdiction of the Pope was, in that age, acknowledged r His temporal 
'ower was disputed ;. because it would have absorbed the sovereign rights of 
independent princes. After many struggles, Celestine III. declared, in r t 88, 
the church of Scotland, to be " the daughter of Rome, by special grace," and 
to be immediately subject to the apostolic jurisdiction (o). Amidst the prejudices 
of the age, this declaration of Celestine was regarded, by she Scotish clergy, as 
a great charter, which operated, as an impregnable shield against the groundless 
pretensions of the Archbishops of York, and Cunerbury. 

Robert, who had thus been elected, and consecrated, the Bishop of St. An-
drew's, outlived David I. by whose policy he had been placed, canonically, in 
his extensive see. His successors were either consecrated by the Pope's leve, 
or by the Scotish bishops. On the death of Herbert, the Bishop of Glasgow, 
in7t16.4., Roger, the Archbishop of York, revived, indeed, the pretensions of 
his predecessors. But, Pope Alexander IH., by an irrevocable bull, decided 
the metropolitan question, in favour of the Scotican church (p). 	' 

(n) Angl. Sacm, ii. 037 Thor e is a declaration of David in Dug. Monatt. 	46, which shows, 
that he had, with the address of statetiman, obtained 	present object, by postponing Ors liti- 
gated question of right, for the discussion of some future day. The prejudices of SirJames Dal 
tymple led Min to transfe'r the power of contr.-ration to the Caldar. Col. 236. Wild, thosb monks 
formed sir dapar of any diocese, they would, necessarily, possess, like other chapters, the 
right of &aim ; but not of roararation. 

(o) Hovedca, 6tt r Celestine, moreover, declared, rims the Pope, or his legate a larre, should 
alone 	the power of pronouncing against Scotland the sentence of excommunication, or inter- 

that lin one shouldbe capable of exercising the office of legate, in that country, except 
a Scotn

;
li subject, or a proper person, who should be deputed, .by the apostolic sce, out of the 

sacral collage ; and that mi appeal, concerning benefices, should be ever carried out of Scotland, 
enccpt e, the court of Rome. Lord liniles's An. i. Iso. 

tp. 	:th's bishops, 138.9 ; Chart. of Glasgow 
The 
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The first national council of the Scotih clergy, whereof any distinct account 
remains, was assembled under David I. At Roxburgh, it met, in r 126, with 
John of Cremona, the Pope's legate, at its head (q). Thurstin tried to revive, 
in this assembly, the ungracious question of his odious supremacy. But, Ho. 
norius It. assumed to himself the decision of a point, which, Ise perceived, would 
only embitter the proceedings of men, who already felt, for their independence. 
Hcmorius made no haste to decide the controversy, by a bull, which he saw 
might be disobeyed, or eluded (r). • Another council of the prelates, and 
nobles, of Scotland, was assembled, in 1538, at -Carlisle, by Alberic, the Pope's 
legate. During the perturbations of war, the papal representative, says the 
prior of Hagustad, corrected, in a council of three days endurance, whatever 
required correction (a). John, the Bishop of Glasgow, who had retired, from 
the vexations of his episcopate, to the quiet of his monastery, in France, the 
legate obliged to resume his uneasy functions. 

But, it was David I. who refounded the Scotican church. He either super-
seded, or repressed, the Culdee establishments, as We have already seen ((). 
'lie restored the bishoprics of Glasgow, and Aberdeen ; he formed the epis-
copates of Dunblain, Brechin, Dunkeld, Moray, Ross, and Cathness (O. His 
munificence, or his piety, founded, or strengthened, many religious houses (x). 

The 

fe‘. Sim. Dunan. 252; Wilkins's Concilia, i. 407. 
(,) Lord Hales's Councils, e. 	 (r) Deem Script. 264. 
It) Book iii. c. viii, 	 (t) LI. 
(x) la A.D. ut.t5, David settled Tyrone monks, at Selkirk; and, in 112R, he trantated 

them to Kelso Ile also founded, m s t4o, a monastery for the ea 	a[  
In 	founded Holyrood.house, for canons regular: And he established monasteriei of the 

• same order, at Combus-kenneth, at Jedhurgh, and in the Isle of May. He was very bountiful-to 
the Benedictine monastery, which Isis father and moth, had founded at Dunfernilin ; from whence, 
in I eS, he transplanted a ;Awls of Benedictine monks to Urquhart,. in Moray. ,In J136, he 
richly endowed the abbey of Metros, For Cistercian mocks, from Ricvalit, in England And he 
founded monasteries for the some order, at Newbotle, in 1 540, at Kinloss, in 115o, and at Mach-
lin, in Ayrshire. David introduced the Bermsdine, or Cistercian mins, into Berwi,15: And he 

founded Convents, for the same order, at Three Boonton., in Lamermoor, and at Guinne, in East 
Lothian. He introduced into NorthsBritain the Knights Templars, who acquired sstablishment, 
at Temple, and at Balantiadoch, is; Mid Lotbi;•:, at 0 ,g,rston, 	Stirlingshire, at Mary Cubtx, 
on the Dee, at Aboyne, and 'Niue!, in Aberd,nshirc, at Inc.,.na, in'Renfrewslinv, at St 

ans, in East Lothian, and other places. The Knights of Sc. 5,,Ln of .'srusalmn also owed to 
David I. their estnblislIment, is North- iLitain, and their principal vat, at Torphichen. During 
the reign of David, - other monastic establishments were formed, in Scotland, by hi, subjects. 
Fergus, the lord of Galloway, founded, in that Gaelic country, mum,teries, for Prerdm,tratensian 
snooks, at Tungland, at Whithern, at Sauluat ; he settled at Dundrainan, 	114a, Cistercian 
+plonks, from Rieralle, in England: And he founded on St. Mary', Isle, a monastery fur Canons 

• regular. 
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The church, which that able prince 	, r:ned, h.: lift complete, by his 
venous reforms: And, in this manner, lie coiled in the influences of religion, 
to support the energies of his policy. His su,cessor, Jame,i. of Scotand, when 
be saw-, at the end. of three centuries, the magdficence of those religious 
bounce, and the extent of their donating, is said to have cried out, " that 
" Saint David had been a soir saint to the cravat." 'the experience of James 
did not enable him to reflect, that it was not so much the profusion, as the 
policy of his predecessor, which had induced hit; to create so many bishoprics, 
for the government of the clergy ; and to found so many monasteries, for the 
improvement of his people: Neither did the intelligent James perceive, when 
he envied the opulence.of David, that the rapacity of courtiers would, mean-
while, have seized what the clergy had improved, for their own benefit, indeed, 
but fin. the advantage of the nation. 

The short reign of Malcolm IV. furnished few materials for ecclesiastical 
history. He naturally courted the Pope, when he wished for a protector against 
Henry 11. With this design, he sent an embassy to Rome, in 1139. Pope 
Alexander III., during his contest with the lingerer Frederic, willingly, con-
ciliated the favour of other princes. And, he conferred the commodious office 
of papal legate, in•Scotland, on William, the Bishop of Moray, who was one 
of Malcolm's Ambassadors (s) This connection, however, did not long con-
tinue. The same Pope seems to have given to Roger, the Archbishop of 
York, a legatine authority over the Scotish church. This new legate appears to 
have been ambitious of exerting his interested authority. In 1163, he sum-
moned the Scotish clergy to meet him, at Norham, under the penalty of sus-
pension. They sent three deputies, not to submit to his power, but to re—
monstrate against his assumption. And, an acrimonious altercation, between 
the Archbishop, and the Scetish deputies, ended in a decisive appeal to Rome (a). 
Malcolm confirmed the right, and enforced the payment, of tithes; he con- 

regular. Hugh Moraine, the constable, founded, at Dryburgh, a monastery for Premonstra. 
tensio monks ; and another ,s Eilwinning, s n n4o, for mimics of Tyrone. Turgot de Possedal 
founde

n 
 d a insist, fur Canons regular, upon the Eat, in Drionfries-shire, at the place, whiall was 

named from slum Canon-by. The same Can 	were settlid at Restennot, in Radar:hire, at Pit- 
tmoreem, in fife, and at Blantyre, in Clydada

ons 
 le. At Haywood, in Nithsdale, a monastery of 

Prernonowatensian monks wa, vtablisheii in David'. reign. Cospateick, theEarl of Dunbar, founded 
a monastery of Ciarreian n 	at Calateram, on the Tweed; and convent for the same ordcl 
was established at Eibtals, is

uns, 
 East Lothian. 

(.y) Angl. Sacra, 1.161; Chum. Mail. 565. 	(n) Lord Mika An. i. ton. 
• leered 
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furred many lands, and churches ; and, imitating the policy of his grandfather, 
he founded several religious houses (a). 

The misfortunes of William, the Lion, raised the glory of the Scotian 
church. While the king. and the nobles, were obliged,- by the captivity of 
William, to swear fealty to Henry IL, the clergy would only consent, that the 
English church should have the authority over the Scotish, which, in right, and 
justice, is ought to have. In this proceeding, the address, and firmness, of the 
Scotish prelates, are equally remarkable (b). 

In 	the papal legate, Cardinal Hugteccio, assembled a council at Nor. 
thampton, wherein were present, Henry II. and William, the Lion: Six of the 
principal bishops of the Scotish church attended the Scotish King. Henry re-
quired those prelates as  to yield that obedience to the English church, which 
" they ought to yield :" But, though they were in the power of Henry, and in 
the presence of the legate, they explicitly avowed their own sense of the late 
treaty; and boldly insisted, " that they had never yielded subj,ciim to the 
" English church, and ought not." Roger, the Archbishop of York, con-
tended, that the Bishops of Galloway, and Glasgow, had been anciently subject 
to his metropolitan see. Jocelisre, the Bishop of Glasgow, now insisted, with a 
retrospect to the bull of Alexander III., in s 564, that his see, being the peculiar 
daughter of Rome, was exempted, from the jurisdiction.of all other bishops, 
and archbishops. Richard, the Archbishop of Canterbury, at length, inter.' 
posed. In contradiction to the Archbishop of York, with whom he was at vs. 
riance, he claimed the Scotish prelates, as his peculiar suffragans. This is tbe 
second occasion, when such a competition of claims evinced, that neither of the 
claimants had any pretence of right. Henry II. felt this observation: And he 
allowed the Scotish bishops to depart, without enforcing their submission to the 
English church (c). 

The firmness of William, and the spirit of his prelates, appear to have ob-
tained a similar triumph over the Pope. This victory was obtained, in a contest 

(a) See the Chartuhries. In ,,56, Malcolm established, at Manuel, near Linlithgow, a priory, 
for nuns of the Cistertian order 	t164, he planted a colony of monks of the same order, at 
Cooper, in Angus, on the commodious site of a Roman station: In the same year, he founded a 
hospital at Soltra, which, ffOrn its Sit1.1011, and revenues, became one of the most considerable 
evtablisments of this. kind, in Nortli.Britain. During the reign of Malcolm, Walter, the sou  of 
Alan, the Stewart, established, at Pai.ley, a momastery of Ctnn. 111011k 3, who  very brought :rem 
Wenloc, in Shropshire. Cospatric, the Earl of Dunbar, founded, at Becks, in t 154, a convet, 
for nuns of the Cistertian order. And Uchtred, the so of Fergus, the lord of Gallowy. 
established, at Lincluden, a convent of black nuns, of the order of St. Benedict. 

(L) Rynt. Feed. i. 399; Iioveden, 550. 	(m) Hoveden, 95o; Keith's Bishops, r39. 
abOW 
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about the choice of a successor to Richard, the Bishop of St. Andrew's, in t r78. 
• The chapter chose the C1.1.1&10 John Scot The king nominated Hugh, his 

own chaplain ; and when he heard of the election of the former, he .ore, 
" By the arm of St. James, that while he lived, John Scot should not be Bishop 
" of St. Andrew's." Roger, the Archbishop of Yolk, who was armed with 
legatine authority, excommunicated the Scotish king, and inerdicted his 
kingdom. The Pope supported the Archbishop. Yet, William continued in. 
flexible. The legate now excommunicated Richard Moreville, the Constable, 
and Richard de Prebenda, the Secretary, who were considered, as the king's 
advisers. But, William encountered such fulminations, by banishing all, who 
yielded obedience to Isis opponents. Meanwhile, the Pope, and the Archbishop, 
died. The Scotish king, immediately, sent Ambassadors to Rome. Lucius, 
the successor of Alexander IIL, reversed the excommunication, and recalled 
the interdict. The competition for the see of St. Andrew's was ended, at length, 
by compromise. The two prelates resigned their pretensions:.  And William 
allowed the Pope to nominate Hugh to St. Andrew's, and John to Dunkeld. 
As a mark of sincere reconcilement, Lucius sent to the Scotish king the ,ye/den 
rose, with his paternal benediction (11). 

live other ecclesiastical councils held their obscure sittings, daring the long 
reign of William. One, at Edinburgh, in t in, under the legate Tomasi ; 

'another, in the .church of Holycross, near the same city, its t r So; a third, 
under John de Salerno, at Perth, in 1201 (e); a fourth, at the same town, in 

ao6 ; and a fifth was called at Path, by William, the Bishop of St. Andrew's, 
and Wolter, the Bishop of Glasgow, the Pope's legates, " by the king's war-
" rant, as is the custom." These councils were probably all, like the last. 
composed of clergy, and nobles. But, as their transactions were dark, and in-
Hie,-tive, they do not supply many events, for narrative, nor furnish much 
matter, for reflection (f ). 

In 
,A) 1 lovedon, 599; Forditn, 	55-36  t Ciirh, M1tail.  t74 S. 
(,) John, the cardinal legate, issued a precept tore Scotish bishops; directing them to visn 

the igeyeral chinches, which the monks of Kelso enjoyed to their roper ore, according to roc rule 
of the Lateran council. Chart. Kcbo, 4 4. The bishops of St. Andris, and Glasgow had .tires dy 
agreed with the abbot of Kelso, that he should pre,ut vicars to the several cliorchns, shish ha. 
lon,:cd to the monastery of Kelso, iu their respective diocese,. ; and this .s,cniement was coulirii. 
by the cardinal John, at the cinitaril of Perth, in r 	-;ca. 

(if ) On,  of the canons, which was made at Perth, in 12D , , prohibiting nil secular employments. 
from Saturday, at noon, till Monday morning, it uid by Burge, to isaie Loco ratified, by the 

tides. Lord Hallos's Councils. 7. The proceeding'. of a Provisciiil Council, which was held, 
.it Perth, in 1242, was also r;tilicd by6., .states. Fordo, as well .13iiiice, 9i:sesta this position. 

4 1 
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In the meantime, there assembled other eccl,ciastical councils of a less general 
nature, during that religious period. The Scotisl, Bishops called synods of 
theiNtlergy, within their several dioceses, for establishing diocesan rules (g). 
Robert, the Bishop of St. Andrew's, called a synod, at Berwick, in 
a. D. 11 sc.,  (1). '{he Bishop of Glasgow followed his example, in tam 
The attendance, at such synods, by the abbots, was soon deemed a burdeni 
from which, they studiously sought exemptions (B). 

The abbots had gradually acquired other exemptions of greater inconvenience,  
to the station. They had generally obtained the privilege of sanctuary (/). 
Abuses soon crept in, which were at length felt. And, in t 21 2, A. D. William 
made a vigorous attempt to correct them, though ht was opposed by Into.,  

lb. 15. Thus early seems to have begun the useful practice of calling in the assent of the king,. 
and the estates, to energise the councils of the Scotican church. Imes, a Roman Catholic OW,: 
but a fair inquirer after truth, appears to have gone over the parliamentary record,,lia 
prove how shut the bulls of the pope, and the canons of the Scotism, councils, 
by the king, with the assent of the estates. Innes's MS. Col. in my library. IL 
remark, that lanes, who made his researches from :tat to 5735, found, in the 
Record, several proceedings, which are not to be seen in Roberuaxis Path volume So- that thee 
record seems to have received considerable injury, in the intermediate period. 

(e) (( The ancient epiuopal synods, which were held once • year, about Enter, were composed 
4 of the Bishop, as President, the Dean cathedral, as representative of that collegiate body, the 

Archdeacons, as at first only deputies or proctors of that inferior order of deacons, and the 
" Urban, or rural, Deans, who represented all site parochial priests, within their division," Ken-
net's Par. Antiq. Glos. in Vu. Synodi. The episcopal synods, in lkotland, were more name. 
musty attended by the clergy. 

(h) Chart. of Coldingham. 	 (i) Chart. of Glasgow. 
(k) Wiiham Lambert., the Bishop of Si. Andrew's, liberated, in 1295, the Abbot, of Dry. 

burg, from the synodal meetings of liadington ; and, if for urgent affairs, they should come there, 
in that case, he gave them a pension of four marks to be paid then, by the hands of the Dean of 
liadington. Chart. Dryburgh. 

sO Exclusive of the general sanctuary, which every church, in some measure, possessed, several 
ehurchcs, and religious houses, had particular sanctuaries, by special grants of the Scotish kings. 
In t 144, David I. granted to the monks of Lestnahago, that all perso who were in danger of ns, 
the loss of life, or limb, agd who should flee to their cell, fur refuge, or should coe within the 
f.r crotm, should Le entgrt.1 to his peace, in honour of God, and St. Michael. Cha

m
rt. Kelso, 8. 

f :Malcolm W. granted to the church of Inverleithan, in Tweedale, wherein the body of his son 
had rested, the fast night, after his death, such sanctuary, within its territory, as Wedale [Stow,} 
or Tyi[tagham, enjoyed. lb. zo. The hospital of Sulu-, possessed a privileged sanctuary, to which 
a road Gera the south led up ; and which is still known by the name of the Girth-gate. Chart. 
Sam a and the tradition of the country. 
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cent III., who only felt for his own. religious order(m). The abbots, and 
monks, obtained other honours, privileges, and exemptions (a). 

Meantime, William, the Lion, nude, as well as confirmed, loony grants to 

ecclesiastical establishments; he enforced the payment of tithes: but, he doeiX, 
not appear to have founded religious houses, if we except a corran of red 

friars, in Aberdeen, and the monastery of Aberbrothock, foe 	monks 

which he dedicated to Becket, in 1178, with a hostile recollection, perhaps, 

e invariable enmity of Henry II. (s). 
Alexander 11. had scarcely ascended the throne of his finher, when cngagin 

in warfare With John, in support of the barons, he incurred the indignation o 

(0) Lord Hades's An. i. 14, Innocent addressed a bull to William ; confirming the pd., 
legs of the Scotialt church t 1. That there should be no interdict, or crcdsanitnication, proinal' 
gated over the Scotith people, miless• by his holiovis, or his legate, in Scotland z a. That no co 
troversies should be drawn out of Scotland, ckcept to Rome: 3. All former privileges, belongin 
to the Scotisli church, vv. unpfirmed. Tile only bi,hopricks, which were then:known to t 
Pope, in Scotland, wore St. Andrew', Glasgow, Dunktld, Dunblain, Brechin, Aberdeen, Moray, 
Rot, and CatlITICZI, Chart. Glasgow. The bishop of Candida Casa WaSi  at that time, suppo 
to I  e  a tin:Iasi : to  of the see of York : And thc bishupricks of Argyle, and Edinburgh, were n 
hooded till rfter the effintdon of many years. • 

(ni In 1153, Innocent issued a bull, in favour of the abbot and monks of Balmerinach, " ne t 
it hamar ad synodos INA ad conventus forinsecus." Chart. Rattner. 6o. In 1210, 
Pishop of Glasgow, exempted the abbot and monks of Atisley, a procurationibus et synudalibu 
Clwwt. Pad. 361. In i3o3, Bistedict granted n hull to John, the abbot of Paisley, that his,  an 
his successors, might wear a 	re, a rig., 	anis pontilicalibus." Ib. 1.4/. 	,3,5, the son   
Pope granted to Patrick, the abbot of Cambitikeneth, the mine pontifical riyileges, with that 
power oEgiving benediction to the people. Chart. Cambork, 30. Under David I. Robe 
Bishop of St. Andrews, empowered the abbots of Kelso, to rrtiolve ordination, with its 
monies, from any bishop, that they might think proper. Chad. Kelso, a,. The mon 

ore sobstantial exemptions. 	120;, Lowe:ft issued a  55111, commanding that, none 
tithes 6orn the lands of the monks of Newbotle. Chan. Newbotle, 147. This was ler. 

da extended to the tithes of animals, and fruit. lb. 205.. Lucius, who ruled the universal 
-church, froin 1181 to 1195, gave a similar exdoption, from the payilig of tithes, to the monks of 

Chart. Mel. 165. Alid the monk, of other houses enjoyed' the slams exemptions, re a-a 
tray 1 son front the Chart nisi ies. 

fa) 	by• 1iii• w ai t Chart. of AberLdt bock. In d:.,.one year, 1178, Ili, brother David, 
th, F.,' 	Ilindogi on, foot:Jed a on07-, 	 torniks,,t Lindores : And in t 
Yertius, the. Ettrl of Bud., platztod 1:0::,: imonks, at Fyire, in Aberdeenshire. The COAlltN. 
Ada, the mother of King Willis, settled, 	t:79, a convent of Cistercian nuns, at Harlington. 

And the C m trit 1.1 Dzidhar ortildi,11,1 n  consrot of Cistertian twos, at St. Bothan's, in Lamer- 
. Rolatol, the lotil 	Galloway, founded, 	1 9o, n monastery for Cistertian monks, at 
le,: And Er z iltaill, the  ,1171  nd 	s!, plaided a colony of Cistertian monks, at Sada', 

VZ;I•tire. 	 th • Earl tr titwthern. 6..111.1rd, ill 1200,  a monastery for C.10ti! rt•guhr. 
Inchadica t A oi Gilchrist, the Earl a Mat, ht:ilt a Priory, for Canons regatta., at Many-

, ,11,:e th.y sup, tasted the Celtic Colder,. 
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the Pope. As John had left his kingdom under the papal protection, Ilonce",, 
c ,nsidvred England as his own. Owing to this cause, Gualo, his legatei.* 

0,MaltilliCatell the people of Scotland, in t 216 a. u.; as the enemies ofi 

adopted land. '1119,  did not much regard this fulmination, as they deems:44 
the effect of interest, more than the dictate of religion (p). A peace was sae 
after concluded•with Henry Ill.; and Alexander was thereupon absolved frOic 
the embarrassment of papal censures. 

But, his people were not freed, from the odious rapacity of Gualo, the papal,  
legate, in the scandalous sale of individual absolutions. The Scotish clergyaent, 
three bishops to Rome, as deputies, to represent this oppression, and to soglit4  
redress. llonorius not only removed the grievance, but confirmed the mks 
leges of the Scotish church ; owing to his affected respect fur Alexander, w 
had manfully withstood the papal power (q). 

A general council of the Scotish church was called at Perth, in tans, IPy 
the papal legate, in order to obtain aids, for the holy war. Another papal # 
agent, in the mealtime, journeyed through the country; soliciting under thtli, 
imposing pretence, money, which he spent, as profusely, as he had obtained 
it assiduously. A third legate arrived in Scotland, during the subsequent year; 
for a similar solicitation; but not with the same success. A bishop, whose' 
name has not been proclaimed by fame, moved, in the assembly of the estater,:r 
what obtained their assent, and the king's approbation, that neither this, nos" 
any other legate, should thereafter be admitted into the kingdom. Honed*, 
felt what he teas unable to suppress. And, he /mid it necessary to issue a. 
bull, in v225, to enable the Scotish prelates to hold a provincial council, 
Without the mandate of a legate, or the summons of a metropolitan (r). TIN 
Seotish clergy explained the doubtful tenor of this papal act, hi favour of their 
own powers And, under the sanction of that bull, they called ecclesiastie 
councils, without the Pope's consent, or knowledge (s). They soon aftert 
ercibcd the important privilege, which they had thus artfully obtained. Theys'„, 
held a council, wherein, among other canons, they ordained, that curry Fold& 

• 
print should be entitled to pasture his cattle over Ids whole parish (a). 	

4 
 

After various attempts, and repulses, by the Scotish king, Otho, the Pope's 
legate, held a council of the Scotish clergy, at Edinburgh, in 1239. Their 

(p)',Chros Mail. rya; Foram, Eb. 	c. 5t. 
.9) 	 e. 32-3 i Ryrn Fad. i. 227. 
(r) Chars. Moray, L. HaalesS Cout,th, p. 	 lord ttaarr. An. i. 49.  
(t) L. Had.....'a Cousas, p.12, which quotes th,. Chart. of Moray, fat. st. Bur, the Ciff• 

tub., dos s. inform in, whether thiyarjeuhtual canon oat ratified by the parlianr,.:. 

proceediago 
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proceadkda arc awkeowo. It i. only certain. that ()duo, afire ditifleadi eol- 
keno./ intik,. untittitelV. onr•ltIti, test.. EttgiitItd. 

(;neon IX was pettectl, hemmed. both of the reeohnion, and the power 
of A!..st..t r II., to or.ote the rolran• c  of a legate into Sceiland ; as be was 
antengtIttord h, 	cen,errence of his polar.-., and the wire of the country. 
And that kaolinpontid condescended  13  tooth hie obstinacy, and to conciliate 
hit • •..; jun.,. 	gaitt:ng the int -r.i:rd object via profligate court (u). 

In tha atm" of a legate. lksvid, the Ifohop of St. Andrew's, called a pro. 
ul roma at Perth, in 1243. In it, were passed many canons, which ea 

they were ratifies' let the estate., and enlaced by the king, continued to be 
the reek:Unica' 1.10 of Scotland, till the recent epoch at the refonnation(r). 
Ttw scutith attach gained an 	;silt liege, float the complacency, or the pro. 
dem c, 	 lontron 1%*. i.Lturi a hull, in r sac, tlirectins w that the 
w papal tIcItitatra, for ityins, ecdr.tasti.al  canter, sletill I hold their sitting., 

colter within Scotland, 	within the dioceses of Cu:. Ir, or Durham; hut  

m not within the thin-ere of York." 'the Archlitlop had recently revived 
ew  of the ant ;en, peettittions of hie ter, which, at a moment of conciliation, 

it • ...helm.] prank vat Itt c ,tittgui.h (or ever. 
riming a mho, which ryilectol glory on the king, and brought advantage to 

hies ktngpiont, Aksaiwier ntaldWted the indypendence of hit church, *Wheat 
addhig much to bre opulence. Pitying the poverty of the bishoprick of Argyle, 

ha.1 been lowish,' about the 'ear sae, he endowed that episcopate 
,tilt chunky., and Look. 	 luta (y). Ile, however, founded no I.w;r thaw nine tott.seenct .1 1).ml', .n friars. Every ant reeding age seems 
to have had es own ta.hion to monkery. 1)avid, and his two grandson., bad reatdisitol, it 	• ',frol tiolo,ls of the country, monks of itartm. kinds. 

II. it I 	.th. title I 1)ostint. an, or black friars, in the towns ; and L 	• 	..J. 	h3 	prt - , b. the nobles (a). 

(.11..4 Mare. 	ta 	t 
ro ; 	t, tht  Lae 141.3 Fla.!.,. 13,311 iii ("handl., Al..,•1..ra. 	,.'I •..• 	- 	kw.....'w.l, prattatttt, lo.3.oht3 L, 11,11.,•4 	lue —dd. 	' •. 

•4, •,• 1.3 ah•-• • ••• ' 1 ... , a al 	. v.  rn :W 	..,r, aft,. 

p 	 13.1 .4 	, 	••• 	, ' • . a 1,z, a 

• mor-,•1, 
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The coronation of Alexander ill. had scarcely been performed by the bishop, 

who knighted the Icing, when an ecclesiastical council was convoked, at Edin. 

burgh (a). It was called by David, the Bishop of St. Andrew's ; and it was 

composed of the clergy, and nobles Ily the concurrence of both, an ordi-

nance was passed; declaring, that the church, and her prelates, should enjoy 

their rights, and liberties, as they had possessed them, during the late reign, 

-saving the royal authority. Those liberties, however, were invaded, and the 

rights of the Prior of St. Andrew's were particularly attacked. The bishops 

were thus induced to present a remonstrance to the king, claiming their late 

asserted liberties (G). And, in 141, Innocent IV. interposed, by a bull in 

favour of the Scotish church, whose complaints of oppression had moved him, 
to furnish a remedy (0. During the king's minority, Scotland was governed 

by a faction, which it Was not easy to restrain, or abash. 

a In:mastery of Cistortian monks. In rIA, William Culnyn, the Earl of Buchan, planted a colony 
of C....it-tams at Deer: And, in t2,9, Ennengard, the widow of King Willimn, founded a mo-
nastery of Cistercians at 13almerinach, in Fife. Aleaundsr 11. she introduced the monks of Vallis 
Coaliiiin, whom he established, at 'Insertion, in Moray, in 1230. In the same year, John Bi"t 
founded the monastery of Beanlie, for this new order, a colony of whom was also planted at Anl.. 
chattaii, in Argyle. In 1,13, Patrick, the Earl of Dunbar, founded, at Dunbar, a convent of 
Red Friars: In 1226, a colony of the same Friars was planted, at Houston, its Realleseshire t And 
William Malvoisia, the Bishop of St. Andrew's, who died in '233, founded the monastery of 
Scotland-well, for the same order. In 144, Duncan,. the Earl of Carrick, established a tno-
nastry of Chntiac monks, at Crosragwell. Cu,iag the 1,!,7,11 of Aleaand, 11. a monastery of Pre• 
monstraten,ian monks was established, at Fern, in 12oss, by Fat-chard, the Earl of Ross. Wake, 
the Stewart, planted at I)almulin, in Ayrshire, a colony of Gilbertine monks, who were brought 
from Sixik, in Yorkshire And he settled at the same place a body of Benedictine sons. Convents 
of Franciscan Friars were established at Berwick, at Suabtirgh, and other places, during thii 
eign. 

(a) This gonna, which was attended with important consequences, escaped the saute diligence 
of Lord Idailes. Sec his Councils, p. 15--16 t and his Annals, i. 16, —3. 

nba There is a copy of that curious, and nnt.Iited, rensonstmnce, among the Charm /Int! To, in 
the Advocate's library. On the oar, band, their sins a 	of Alexand, IV. which he addressed 
io the hOtop,s of Scala .d, " nu prxlati pe, turbent libertates et 'Jura do,ni,ii regis." Ryin. 
Feed, ii. a15. 

(r) This ball was, for the first titnt, put:idled by Lord 'Talks, in the Appeudia to his Aanais, 
eel.i. No. IV. " Impartial posterity, says he, will jatIt.e, 	that. Si, deal:tat:nits, [the grievaaces 

neutioned in the 1.11] was. se111,4, Or patriotic" TIte remonstistuce of the Scot 
which nay 	considered, as ait st,ful snotiltiment 'to the halt, will enable posterity to form a 
proper judgement nf the parties, and their principlea. Das 	1)),Iloi ,  of Sr. Andrew's, who 
was at the Ittiail of those remoistmnts, died, in t esy, a date, which 1,aes the epoch of the 

;01:j so same yrar between 1553 and 12 11, WI XII .AI,U1141, Ill. 	 throne. 

Innocent, 
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Inntreent,.in return fur his pot...lion, granted, in 1254 a. n., a twentieth of 
c eecle:lastical revenues of S,otland to the King of England, Awing three 

years, for the aid of the Holy Land: And, he renewed the same grant, for ano-
ther year, in 1055 (d). Mistaken piety thus furpished, during many years, a 
pretence for obdurate avarice, to amass, or to squander wealth, by the o 
.pression of indigence. 

In the progress of papal usurpation, the court of Rome proceeded from 
propriating the revenues of the Scotish church to the appointment of 
Scotish bishops. In 1256, the Pope supported the factious bishops of St. 
drew's, and Glasgow, agaiast the king (e). In s 059, the Pope appointeV 
the room of -William, the Bishop of Glasgow, John de Cheyam, his o 
chaplain, to that opulent see. In the appointment of Alexander IV. and the 

	

recommendation of Henry 	the Scotish King acquiesced ; because his oppo- 
sition would have been dangerous to his distracted kingdom. The Pope, as he 
was satisfied with apparent acquiescence, recalled the angry mandates, which he 
bad issued against the Scotish nation (f ). 

While the king, and the clergy, were at variance, about their several pre-
telisions, Otto, the papal legate, in England, required of each cathedral, in 
Scotland, six. marks; and four, for each parish church, on 'the pretence of 
defraying the expellers of his visitation. Alexander III. forbad the contribution, 
;and appealed Co Rome, against the legate. The clergy -gave the king two shots-

.nd marks to defray the expellees of a law-suit, which so nearly concerned their 
temporal interests (g). 

The legate felt the repulse of the Scotish clergy; and tried to avenge it. In 
1068, he summoned the Scotish bishops to attend him, in England, at whatever 
place he should think proper to convene a council He required the heads ci 
the religious houses to send to the same council fit procurators. Each of those 
orders sent two proper persons, not to concur in the deliberations of the council, 
but to watch the conduct of Ottobon (b). This great council was held at 
Saint Paul's, in London, with the consent of Henry IIL, in May, x268 For 
the regulation of the churches, and clergy, of England, Scotland, and Ireland, 
Ottobon published several constitutions, which he addressed to Scotland, to Ire-
land, and to Wales (i). But, the Scotish clergy, feeling their sorts strength, 
refused their obedience to the canons, which they had not approved. 

(d) Rym. Fad. i.  5,7 ; L. Hailcs's An. 1. 164. 	(r) L. Hailcs's As. i. 1.69-to. 
) KE,ith's Bishops, 14a ; arms,. dell. 212; ftyrn. Fad. i. 683.98-7o3. 

(5) Fordun, 1. x. 
(i) rrynn,'s Cot, ii. lo4o. 
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The Pope, however, and his legates, were not to be easily repulsed: And, 
in 1268, Clement IV. required the Scotish clergy to pay a tenth of their be-
nefices to the King of England, as a hallowed aid, fur an intended crusade. 
Alexander III. concurred with his ecclesiastics, in rejecting this odious requi-
sition They said, that Scotland herself would equip an adequate body of cru-
saders. Several of the Scotish nobles, who departed for the Holy Land, never 

returned to their native soil. Henry III., however, attempted to collect the 
tenths, which Clement IV. had granted to him; without a proper motive (r). 
The clergy appealed to Rome against the collection of a tax, which had been 
imposed by incompetent authority. 

The Scotican church, willing perhaps to show her independence, assembled 
M a general council, at Perth, in 1269. A bishop of their own called this 
council, and presided in its meetings: And, at this assembly, they enacted a 
body of canons, which remained the ecclesiastical code of Scotland, till the 
recent epoch of the reformatiOn (f). Such councils continued to assemble, 
from time to time, for correcting clerical abuses, and maintaining the freedom 
of the Scotican church, till that epoch saw new jurisdictions arise, from an 
ardour of reform. 

The year 10 'is is a remarkable era in the Scotish state. Au ecclesiastic, who 
is called Bagimont, in the history, and in the law of Scotland, but, whose real 
name was Bayarnond, came from the Pope, to collect the tenth of all the bene-
fices in North•Britain, for the relief of the Holy Land (g ). He held an cede- 4ls 
siastical council at Perth : and, the whole clergy, except the Cistertians, who 
enjoyed their exemptions, agreed to pay the tenth of their benefices, upon oath, 
and under the terrors of excommunication. The add taxation of Bagimont is 
often referred to, by the Scotish statutes, as an adequate tneasure of the true 
value of ecclesiastical benefices (b). In that age, the clergy felt the oppression 
of paying truly one-tenth of their real incomes. And, they induced Bayamond 

In Purdue, I. x. c. 26 ; Chron. Meihos. 
(1) Wilk Concilia, i. 6c7-8; Lord Hailes's Councils, 16 : 'Among a great variety of salutary 

regulations, the Gut canon required, that a commil should be annually held, in conformity to the 
before-mentioned ball of Honorins tot., bu 1,25 : The second cam. appointed, that each of the 
bishops should, in rotation, be the Courrvaor Shawano, fur enforcing obedience to the various, by 
ecclesiastical censures. 

Hearse's iii.547 ; Calendar of Ancient Charters, 356. 
(0) Ja. III. Par. vi. e. }q; Ja. III. Part. iv c. 39  yet, Rene, who published those sta 

totes, supposes, that the null taxation of Beigimant  was coeval with James III ! Cowel confounds 
Balbnant's roll with Ragman', roll. And, Bishop Nicolson was misled by Coon into the same 
mistake. Scots Hist. Lib. p. 183-5. The copy of Bagimont's roll, which is in Bisset's MS. 
Rollount of Cowl, cannot be considered as older than the reign of James V, wherein it was found. 

In 
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to repair to Rome, in order to solicit some abatement of that burdensqme im-
position. This, Ilayanmnd, itith,llt making auy impression 1.11.11 the accus-
tomed avarice of the Papal court, returned into Scotland, where he could not 
collect the tax, but limed a grave (i). What made so great an impressigp',~ht  
those times, must be an interesting object, in the present. And, I subjoin an 
abstract of the only copy of .4),,yiniones Roll, mhich, perhaps, remains, either 
to gratify curiosity, or to promote knowledge (k). 	 • 

The bad success of 13agimont's taxation of the year, .1075, did not diiS 
courage Edward I, from soliciting, nor Martin IV, from granting, the tithes, 
which were collected, in Scoilmul, for the relief of the Holy Land. Yes, was 

the 

(i) In September ,ago, Edward I. wrote the Bishops of Scotland; desiring that they would 
aid the Pope's agent, in collectiagthearrears of Bayamond's tax the king afterwards wrote the 
Ito laps of St. Andrews, and Glasgow, to favour the Pope's agent Oared de Vesano, who was 
sent to accoont with the C.C.I0r9 of Bayamond. •  Psynxiniii. 5+7. 

(4) TG BIBwing abstract Was taken from theamatioscript Rollmeni of Coot, of Abacuk Bisset, 
who had been secretary to Sir John Skene, the 'publisher of the ancient Laws of Scotland; and 
who connilerml his copy .of .73n.fiwourh Roll, as the only one, which even then z600] remained, 
in any Sentiili register it was found, says Bisset, by " Done John Christieson, the principal of 
" the Carmelite order, at Abcrdetic," and copied by " an, chaplane of Auld Aberdene, c.alled 
" Doctor Rouse." The Doctor was not every ac mate arithmetician, or scribe ; and I have, 
therefore, rectified his additions, given the sinus 	Arabic cyphers, and corrected his spellings' of 
the names of place.. 	index of the M$. in the Harleyan Library would lead us to expect a 
copy of Bogimoner Roll, in that fine collection of national muniments t but, the document, which 
is referred to, is merely.so account of episcopal benefice, is Scotland, at the Refarnintign. 	- 

An Abstract of BAGINONT'S BOLL, as it stead andel. James V. 

Caulida C Djucesia—Sum'a detimaiMil in umPiani et Cairo ectIlam caudida ease 146 6 	8 

Surn'a Capituli Glwgimul 	cum 	ecelesijs 	com`iiiiibus 
C'rsguert' Dioce.is 	- 479 ;3 	g 

Sonia decimarum, mum ettlesiain Glagueie in dem- 
hat. de Pehlis 	 - 	- ,. 70 ;3 	4 

Smn'a deeimurion decanattis Teiredelix 	- 	- 66 13 	.3 
Sum's&rim:eine deematu di; Noel, 	- 	- C 	8 

E ;taw.' D'o. rats qinn'a decimmuin deranatos Anumilie 	- 	. 
13
3

3 

34 t3 	4 
'' 	n'a il- 	, Li:e decamtu; de  Roden 	- 
SimMi dec.  maria deminatos Sr Lump:, 	- 	• "49: ;33 	44' 
Buda iimimartiro iimoat: s de Lmierk 	. 	. yoo 	o 
Smith, decimarum decreases ale Kyle et Cuningliam 53 6' , 3 
yam', ahcimalmn decanatos de CarA 	-- 	- 26 o 	o 

. 	Sues totalis deciinarum Clasp.' Diocesis 	• 	4093 x3 	8, 

Vol.. I. 4 T 	 s 
--.---,--- 
3,1 A.,6 
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the grant conferred on such conditions, as made it nugatory : it was thereby 
required, that Edward should himself assume the cross ; that he should obtain 

s. 
Sum'a decanatus do F, Is 	- 	 - 125 6 	8 
Sum's decant. de Fotherick 38 o 
Sum's deem.. de Gowrie 64 13 	4 
Sum's decsustus de Angus ie Ts 6 	3 
Sum's decsustus de Mornis 	- 86 6 	8 

m's decanatus de Lyelytlaphow 193 1 3 	4 
Su
u
m's dee:maws de Hadington s68 /3 	4 

Sum'a &consuls de Morse 	- 53 1 3 	4 

Sum'a decimarum beneficiorum Sd Aadre:e Diocesis 945 

decimarum cap'li cum cod's om'ims Dunkeldes' Go 6 	8 
tbum's decimarum bent ficiorms extra eccl'isni Duukeldes' 57 6 	S 

Sm's tonsils decimsrumbeneficiorum Dunkelden' 
et Diocesis 	• 	- 217 To 

Sum'a decimarum infra, et rotes, eccl'itun Duuldsure 

decimarum 
i-:ul'coB=i;cl tin en' ' 	

- 
d 	anit'l 	el 	 - 

34 

75 

30 

13 	4 

o o 

1 3 	4 

Sum's totalis decimarum Brechiaen' Diocesis 102 13 	4 

" 	8SolZ:=:::::::=I'ida:A1,7:11: i7m'b'-' 09556 
6 

Sum'a totalis decimarum Abirdonennis Dioce65 4 

Sum's decimarum capliMoraelen' 	 - 175 13 	4 
_ 	Sum's dtaimseurn Morsvirn ilioccrishenefIciortim extra 

eccP,ism 	. 	 - E 1 3 	4 

Sum's totalis decimarom Monvicn' Diurnal, :93 6 	S' 

Sum's ospli cum prepositurs dcTsyne in Diocesis Nuance' to T3 

Sums t.~;ufis decimarum berieficiorum pr“Crip: } 3,304 7 0 

The 

Andrx Diocesis 

Dunkelden' Diocesis 

=Iglu& Diucesis 

Brechinen' Diocesis 

'bic7esis 

Roams' Dioce,is 

Catbomo' Diocesis 	Sum's decimal-um Catimuen' Dioccsis 	 - 	35 o 0 

Lismorme Diocesis 	- 	Sum's totalis decimarum Lismures' re' Argadic 	- 	go 13 4 

lardadco' Diocesis 	 Dioccsis Archideesnstus Zenlandie 	- 	5 6 8 

INcasis 
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the consent of the Scotish king; that he should, from this Fuld, supply the 
Scotish crusaders (s. 

During the year ruSo, the Bishop of Moray addressed a letter to the 
" Bishops, Abbots, Priors, Deans, Archdeacons, and other Pililates of the 
" church ;'s requiring them to assemble, in a council, at Perth. The enume-

ration of this precept points to the ecclesiastical persons, that were usually sum-
moned to provincial councils, in those tittles (m). It is, however, certain, that 
the Scotican church, owing to her own struggles, to the enactments of her 
councils, to the progress of society, in that age, had arrived at complete ma-
turity, before the unhappy demise of Alexander III. The marriage contract of 
Margaret, the maiden of Norway, with the heir of the crown of England, is a 
full proof of that broad imsition (o). In addition to the several houses of different 

monks, which former kings had erected, there were some other establishnients 
settled, under Alexander III. (o). 

We have seen the amount of the tenths, which the several bishoprics, and 
deanries, in Scotland, during that age, produced. We see, still more distinctly, 
the relative value of the several bishoprics, and deanries, during the same 

(/) Rytn. Fred. ii. 274. A synod, which  was  held, at Perth, in 54m, ratified Bagimont's 
tax, so far as to doctor, that all benefices above 401. Scots, a year, should pay a certain sum to 
the Pope, for his annats, and bulls; and as much to the king, when necessity should call for it, 
and he himself should think ft. Malcolm's MS. Coll. 455. 

(re) L qaileo's Councils, P. ao. 
(a) By that contact, it was, expressly, deckled, on the part of the king of England, that the 

Seotish church should enjoy all her rights, laws, liberties, and customs that the ehop.rs of ca-
thedral, collegiate, or conventual, churches, having the right of election, should not he obliged to 
go out of Scotland, to ask for leave to elect ; fur presenting the persons elected; or for swearing 
fealty to their lice, Lord. Rym. Esti. ii. 480-3. 

(o) During the reign of Alexander All, the Celtic Gulden were supplanted, by canons regular, 
of Abernethy, and at Portnmak. Drrvorgillm the Lady of Galloway, founded, for Cistertian 
monks, the monastery of Sweetheart, in East Galloway. But, the monastic establishments of this 
reign ere chiefly convents of Friars. In r s5e, the Red Friars were established, at Smitland 
Iry David, tl Bishop of St. Andrews. In sass, they were planted, at Failcfurd, in Ayrshire. 
In 5 ail, Alexander III. founded a monastery, for the Red Fr4:r5 at Peebles and in .275, this 
order wss establised, at D01.1100, in Sutherland. In 1:67, the Lur'y Deryorgille founded e con. 
em for Dominican Fri 	at Wigton. In x 7o, the Bishop of Gla.gow established the aome 

order, in that city anars, d they v.-ere planted, at St. Andrews, in 157.5, by William Wisheart, the 
Bishop. The Franeiman Friars were est:MIL:lied, Cr Dumfries, and at Dundee, by the munificence 
of the Lady Demi gill, In ta6z, a monastery of Carmelite Friars was founded, at Tullilum, 
near Perth: and, in r26:5, Patrick the Earl of Dunbar established a convent of Carmelites, at 
Dunbar. There were founded, in Scotland, daring the &ma-Saxon period, other 	esta- 
blishments, the chronology whereof canna rosily he settled. 

4 1: z 	 period. 
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368 15 	6 143 x 	8 

9.339 0 	0 2,028 so. 	6 
5,345  33 	4 '1' ,657 

1,206 5 	8 C65  '3 	4 
6,7 5 3 	4 447 15 8  

445  3 	4 321 16 	8 

5 /495  1.358 ,7 	3 
1,411 55  55'9. 8 	8  

310 7 	tt 246 x2 	o 
286 14 10 86 6 	8 
211 6 	8 133 6 	8 

15,1o2 ,5 	rt 9,515 6 	6 
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period. The average income of each rectory was ten pounds sterling a year, 
and of each vicarage ten marks (p). 

During the reign of Alexander III, the revenue of the church gradually rose 
to its greatest' height. An extent, which nan taken during his administration, 
shows the amount of every bishopiic : a similar extent, which was settled by 
Parliament, during the reign of David 11, exhibit, the amount of each, at that 
period, after a long, and wasteful Arai, had reined a. wretched country. And 
a record, 	anus  long pi.e,crved, in the Paper Office, and is now deposited, 
in the Register-House, at Edinburgh, has happily transmitted the relative values 
of the several bishoprics, as they were fairly esti:owed, both bifore the war of 
the succession began, and after it concluded. This comparative statement may 
be seen in the interesting note below (q). 

The great fund, from which those incomes were paid, was the tithes. These 
had been, probably, collected, in Scotland, as early as the beginning of the 

(p) L. Hailes's An. i. 202, 3o7-3-15 ; Chart. of Cambuskenoth. 

(g) Candida Casa 	- 	 - 
Glasgow. The old Taxatio was 	- • 4..poPo in 2 

I. 	But as several churches in Teviotdale, 
•Eekdale, and Annandale, were under 

the jurisdiction of England, at the 
epoch of the New Taxatio, the va- 

	

luation of these must be deducted - 	74, 112 
— •  

Saint Andrews 	- 	• 
As the Trinity Church, in Berwick, and several 

churches, is the Men, were under the jurisdiction 
of England, at the epoch of the New Taxation, 
their value is deducted from the total amount of the 
one.. Taxatio. 

pankeld 
Dunblane 	• 
Brechin 	 - 
Aberdeen 	- 
Moray 	. 

C  Rasa 	 - 
Cathnets 
Argyle 

tenth 
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tenth cent i-s. Befwe the reign of William, the Lion, the right of tithes was 
extended to almost evert thing, which rho land, or water, produced; to the 
fruits of the gartIcit, creel the fish of the sea (r). The parochial clergy were 
entitled, nlore,,,,r, 	 othcr ecelesintical dues. The religious 

houses Were 	purled 1,y lowly Inds, by farms, by ,alt-works, and by traffic : 
they.posse'..cd f he advow,ons of 	churc bet, and enjoyed exe..11,tions front 

many burden:(;). 
The right of patronnnr appears to have been exerted, during that age, in 

North-Britain, as it has always existed, in England. The king nominated the 
Bishops, who were elected by their chapters, and consecrated by the Pope, or 
by the Bishops. The king appointed the rural Deans, whereof there were nine 
in the eljocese of Glasgow, eight in the episcopate of St. Andrews, and the 
same proportion, in the Other bishoprics, according to their size, and opu-
lence (t). The chancellor of Scotland exercised the king's right of presentation 
to the smaller benefices (u). The Baron; enjoyed the right of presentation to 
those benefices, which had arisen from their own munificence, or  . the piety of 
their progenitors. The Bishops, and Abbots, had acquired, from charters of 
the Kings, or grants of the Barons, the right of advowson over many churches. 
Front this right, other privileges of great importance were deduced. This in- 

(r) Lord Hales', Canons of the Church of Scotland, p. 2,1 ; Lord Haile.% An. i. 
The chart of the tele of May shows, that tithes were exigible by the monks, there, of the fishers 
around that isle, as early as the reign of hlalcolm IV. The millers, and the mad-mins, were not 
exempted. L. HiliiteS Cabo., 5,. 

(s) See the Chartulatirs. The abbot and mcnks of Kolso engaged to Walter, the Bishop of 
Glasgow, who governed from woe, to present proper clerks, and chaplains, to the vicarages, and 
churches, which the monks 	to their proper use. Chart. Kelso, yip. Gamelin, the Bishop 
of St. Andrews, [1255,to 1571.] granted to the Monks of Kelso a permission, that the churches 
of Cords, and Hume, which they held to sheIr proper us c, should be served by proper clerks, 
who might be answerable to him, and his sucer,sors. 11,..,26. David, the Bishop of St. An. 
drews, Tamed to the monks of Kelso the church of Sinapri,,,  011  a einlilar condition, of finding a 
proper clerk. II,. 429. the same Bishop panted a similar permission, touching the elmpel of 
Wedericy, which the same mmtks held to their proper use. Ib. 

(a) 'Wilkins, Concilia, iv. sat t David Cuningham, the It,, of litiglen, went, in 5 489, to 
visit the monastery of Paisley but, the Abbot, claiming an exemption from vbitatione, declined 
his jurisdiction. Chart. of Paisley, 357. Other monasteries claimed similar exemptions. 

(u) William de Bevercotes, the Chancellor of Scotland, in 1309, pmsented a petition to the 
king, in Parliament, praying that he might have the gift of all the king's churches,  as faAter 
CAanstilors tad so lam, this prayer was granted, for those benefices, which did not exceed  sat 
pounds per annum. Ryley's Placita, 6i 3,4 ; and lee Prynne, iii. 657,  on skis hind. 

ference 
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ference gave rise to the claims of a mother chord, 	The clergy obtained, 
in that age, a thousand exemptions : their property, and their persons, se-ere 
exempted, in a great measure, from temporal jurisdictions. The Bishops of 
St. Andrews, .and \Glasgow, who were so superior, in opulence, to all other 
Bishops, and, perhaps, to most of the Scotish Earls; and who acted such con-
spicuous characters, in the sad tragedy of the ambitious aims of Edward 1, 
owed the preservation of their lives to the sacredness of their persons: that 
enraged monarch would have o'lrered their heads as a sacrifice to his vengeance, 
if he had not feared the Pope's resentment (y). 

If the Scotish church had its faults, during the Scoto-Saxon period; it also 
had its merits. It spread civility throughout a barbarous land It furnished 
statesmen, for the conduct -of affairs, while the nobles were little instructed, in 
the arts of government. The national rights could not have been discussed, nor 
could the national independence have been maintained, without the zealous Sup-
port of the church. When warfare pressed upon their country, the prelates 
put on the cuirass with their cassocks. In the lengthened conflict, for the suc-
cession to the crown, and the liberties of the nation, their property was wasted, 
and their persons :were imprisoned. The epistle, which, in a subsequent period, 
the bishops wrote, in concurrence with the barons, assuring the Pope, that they 
would not submit to Edward of England, while one of them remained, left an 

• energy to be admired, and furnished an example to be followe;e1. 

(x) Whitaker's Manchester, ii. 435. And hence arose a vast traffic, between the Abbots, and 
the barons, as to the erection of chapels, iu the bcronicl courts the Abbot granted the power to 
erect a chapel; bet, in return for this indulgence, be generally obtained some land, or some. pas-
turage, or other valuable consideration. The chartularies arc full of this sanctimonious sort of 
temporal trade. 

(y) The king, having close imprisoned is iron, 1,mberton, and Wisheart, the Bishops of Bt. 
Andrews, and Glasgow, saith Prynne, wrote the Pope, on the 4th of October pc6, to appoint 
William Comp, the brother of the Earl of ISuelian, to succeed the former, and Galfrid de Mott-
bray, to succeed the latter. The epistle is in Prynne, iii. ;156 r and -ace the curious articles, which 
were inhibited by Edward against Bishop Wisheart, in thatvery rare tract the second letter of Rymer 
to Bithoj Nicohron. On the 6th of March t,o7, Edward I, hearing that the Bishop of Moray, 
who adhered to Robert Brus, had sought shelter, in the Orkneys, wrote most earnestly to the king 
of Norway, to send him back, in safe custody. Papule, 
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CHAP. tO. 

Qf the Law, during this Period: 

i 
10.

0 

 
THE jurists of England have written of their laws, as if they thought them 

!indigenous. The jurists of Scotland have been studious to deduce their laws, 
, 	r  from a distant country, as a fat fetched system, from a congenerous people. 

The English lawyers, indeed, might have reasoned, analogically, from the 
Anglo-Saxon authors of their common law, to their Gothic progenitors, in the 
German forests. But, the Scotish lawyers, if they had listened to the Gaelic 
language, which they daily heard, in their streets, would hardly have carried 
back their inquiries to the Teutonic tribes of Germany, from the Celtic clans of.  
Scotland, who are so different in their lineage, and so unlike, in their Ian-

zguage (a). History, however, had not furnished the Scotish jurists with do-
cuments. And, without the cert..inty of facts, inetaphysicks may darken, and 
system may distract ; but, law c..nnot be cultivated, as a  science, either 
the agreeable illustrations of theory, or for the more useful purposes of pre'  
rice (b). 

(a) It is psrfectly evident, that the lawyers, and historians, of Scotland, hol not the least co 
ception, that the people, the king, the cicrgy, the la, yol the 1;01,11111,kt, were all Celtic,' 
sop7 A.D. , and consequently, those lawyers, and hisiorians, NVCre not aware of the absurdity 
their speculations- on their theories of Scotith jurisprudent,: : From that view, it is apparent, t 

A.. they could not, specnlating on the munkipal In of North-13ritain, go beyond that epoch ; aii 
4f ours, could not get back to the obscure reign of Malcolm Creamers, nor even to the Critic 
times of Donal.bans. 

(I) It IV. remarlad, by Lord Kaimes, 	175g, " Were it - decent to criticise a favourite 
author, it mien be observed that Craig los taken little pains•to search into the antiquitins of 
our law. It was not the practice, in his days [Ike died, in r6o8] risks... for historians, or 
yess, to dip iota records and our author, [Craig] appenrs.to be better acquainted with the 

yr feudal history of other onuntries, which might be learned front beaks, than with the feudal 
history of his own country, which must he gathered from records. Nor, is it wonderful,, that 
so polite an author should be followed by Lord Si,, and other late writers." Stint. Law 

Abridgcl, 431. 
In 
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'racing the progress of law, the chief object is the people, who 	M it 

by tradition, and tinge. In every period of the Scotish annals, which preceded 
Use preset, the inhabitants of North-Britain were Celtic, and not Teutonic, as 
we haves..., in many a retrospect (c). Their jurisprudence was altogether ana-
logous to the nature of a Gaelic people (d). And, Malcolm Ceanmore, as he 
did not make any change, in the usages of,  his fathers, bequeathed to his ciiiht 
deep, a Celtic church, a Celtic government, and.Cultic customs ..,e) ; for which 
a Celtic people, loudly, clamoured, after his demise, and. long contended, 
throughout the present period (f). 

During the present period, from 1,97 to tgon A. D., the great basil of the 
people continued to be.Celric (g). 171 Sr1,111.11.1yd, the Britt-It inhabitants re-
tained the juridical usages of their British fathers (fr). In Galloway, the Scot°. 
Irish settlers enjoyed " their own peculiar laws," notwithstanding the legislative 
efforts of Edward I. (i). In proper Scotland, en the north of the two Friths, 
as it remained Celtic, the great body of the people continued to practise Gaelic 
customs, and to oppose the introduction of Gothic fonts, In Ireland, chatting 
the same period, the English laws were circumscribed within a narrow circle, 

(c) Book i. ch. 	 (it) Bock iii. elm vii, viii, is. 
(e) Id. 	(f ) Saxon Cheer. '99  10, ; norm, of Wars lee, 460 Sihn. Dllr. 160. 

The gmat (Infect of the Seutish writers, on the juridical aatitmMirs of their comary, consists, 
supposing what was altegethee unfoutoLd, that the Scotish item& we, 	and not Gaelic 
And, on this m 	

supposed
istal, they reason, analogieally, but absurdly, from the anciem customs of the 

I. 	people of Germany to the supposed customs of the iithabitants of Scotland. On the streets of
' Edinburgh, it is. easy to distinguish a Gaelic highlan)bnan, from a Saxon loalandinan, by their 

s. 	greet,: And dm juridical question is, what were the laws, which prevailed, in Scotland, when it 
was wholly inhabited by highlandmen ? The answer must he, by Gaelic customs, roil not by the 
feudal law. Yet, says the to, Dr. Gilbert Stuart, " Scotland re a feudal kingdom." PiL. 

r, 	Law, to. But, when did h begin to be a fotolrd kingdom iv tICS prAat in question. Froin a so, 
catenation of such assertions, which are equally soghistical, the same writer goes 	to conclude, 

I think, I am justified to infer the .6;AtIs amis,mityof fiefs, in the Scotish nation." lb az. Similar 
nations bad been before propagated by Craig, in hie ‘14.F Feanle, and by Lord Kainis, io hls 
liesays, concerning British afneiguifies. Now, tlome inferences were drawn, in the fa, of a thousand 

• 1 	facts, and in contradiction to the impouibility, tbat Aft, which origivated wish Iintonic people, -  
could have existed, in Scotland, among a 0,19- new de. It Itep,eut to be a faidal kingdom, at the 

or 	s.to-sa r;11 period, s c97, at least, in some districts of pr., Scotland. 

(g) Ste before, B. iii. 	x.B iv. c. 	 th when 	at position is not only pro md but , 	the Saxon mil,. 
nization of proper Scotland Sr minutely traced. 	 (9) Dark 

1.1.; Stat. Alexander II. eh z t zd Ptat. of Robert I. sit. ;6, in Sktine's Auld 
Rabartaoa'a Index. 
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which was emphatically called the &gild, pick (4). In North...Britain, it was 

in Lothian, and in the towns, which lay along the eastern coast; and which 

may he deemed the Eneirb pales, that Coe English jurisprudence gradually pre-

vailed over the ancient usages After the end of the Scoto-Saxon period, it 

required many a snuggle, through subsequent ages, before the English law 

became triumphant over Gaelic customs, and enforced the submission of an 

unwilling people, within the whole extent of Scotland ; so difficult has it always 

been, to  force strange laws upon a people, in opposition to their habits. 

In the law of every country, through every age, persons must precede things. 

Duringithe Scoto•Saxon period, the great perscnage, who appeared resplendent, 

in history, and in the chartularies, was  the King. He was the generaihritn, of 

the kingdom, who personally led his armies into the field. He was the great 

justiciary, from whom emanated all jurisdiction; and who personally admi-

nistered justice to his people (1). He seems to have been the fountain-head of 

(4) Dionysius Campbell, the Dean of Limerick, who was sent by the English government, to 
Scotland, in .596, to intrigue among the western highlander;; remarked, " that most of the 

lords of the islands, neglecting to pay the king's rents, when process of law cloth not prevail 
upon them to come to the court, Sr  Englied Pales, of Scotland, are committed to prim 

• EIS Observations, in the Paper Office. We thus see, that M former times, tile Scoto-Sai 
4i ,riots were emphatically called lie &T7"6 Pale, 

(I) In the chartularies may be seen some curious examples of Alia practice, in early timer. 
a charter of David I , he wanted to die abbot of Metros the lands, and wood, of Galtonsidei 
• Stmt ego ipse et Y.r miens filius mein ct abbess Ricardo preivimus et circuivinius die veneris 

crastino aseencionis Domini, anno scilicet secundo quo Stcphaa us ro, :Ugh, ceptus est ['tat]." 
Chart. Melroi In a charter of Richard, the Bishop of Moray, he condi-mod to the monastery 
Kitts, the grant of David I. of Kinluss, and laverlochethin, per recess dirisas terrain q 

roe David cis perambulavitd' MS Morass. Scotia, ace. In tae6, King Alexander 
....dinned this chatter, in the same signiCant- expressions. lb. 107. 13 rigy, 	eontrove 
bra wren the church of bteilros, and the men of Wedeir, was mottled before William, the Li 
his brother David, and reveal bishops, and nobles The point of right was, however, 
Richard Morville, she Constable, sad twelveideier &mines. Chou. Med, .16. Earl 
..on of David L wanted to the monastery of Kelso the lands of Tiaveden and Grogan;  

pater mess, a egO, et 01111.60FIS .101100011, peragravimus.” Chart. Kelso, 240. The 
to tc, am full of proceedings before the king, in his con, ; before the king, and Ls n„blest B 
it will scarcely be helloed 'that, it was necessary the king- himself altotild be grouse, persona 
on such occaaions Ye, this is not a fiction, but a fact, as retard auras Ala xa.,Ler III. ly 
Lick, at Jedhurgh, in ITS], on Monday of Pentecost, William Our yn r.F Kilbridc, 07s 

before the khig, is his bed, in the great tower of the cattle oI3cdburgli, the queens  the Earl 
blare, the Earl of Dunbar, John Camper  Ayincr .de Makeoieet, Alexander Oviets  being all 
present; and resigned the land.: of Slaindaff to the Bishop of Glasgow. Chart. Glasgow, a.tr. 
This curious fact illustrates what must have once &culla, practice of England, wldch still requires 
precepts to be returned before the ling Elwell.l. 

VOL. I. 	 4 U 	 honours, 
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honours, which could only be communicated by Idea to his subjects. He ap-
pears, also, to have been the lawgiver of his people, although it should seem, 
this sovereign power seas exercised, with the advice of his clergy, and the 
assent of his nobles (sn). 

'fhe second person of the realm was the king's son, the prince of Scotland. 
(I.) Under the Celtic constitution,there was a tanist,who was the heir presumptive 

,to the crown, and enjoyed many rights : After the acquisition of Cumberland, 
the tanist was incidentally Prince of Cumberland (n). Under Alexander I., his 
youngest brother, David, was Prince of Cumbria; and had for his appanage, the 
shires on the burdens, both on the west, 'and east (o). Under David I., Isis 
son Henry, who was 1,0111, 1111115, became Earl of Northumberland, and 
Huntingdon ; and enjoyed large estates in the southern shires, as his appanao.. 
After the death of prime Henry, in 1152, the aged David destined his grand-

son, William, Who star born, in 1143, to the earldom of Northumberland; 
obliged the Northumbrian barons to swear feallyto him; and took hostages, 
for their obedience (p): But, the accession of Henry II, blasted the fond hopes 
of the Scotish king. During the reign of Malcolm IV. his brother William, 
Who was his presumptive heir, seems to have enjoyed dither appanage, nor 
title (q). William relinquished the honour of Huntingdon to his brother David, 
who was long his presumptive heir: This character ceased, in 1198, when, 
Alexander, the heir of William, was born. David, throughout Isis life, ap. 

(n;) Sir G. Mackenzie's Institutes, at, tz ; the Chartularies throughout ; and the Deere Col-
lection, herein-after-mentioned. " In the Annals of the North, snub Wallace, in his Areient 
" Peerage., a ifi, it is recorded to have been declared, by a statute of Finnan, that the king should 
" do nothing in the public administration of his realm, without the advice of his nobles, and that 

L it should not be lawful for him either to make war, or to conclude peace, without the consent 
" of his captains, and of the tribes." For this infounation, Wallace refers to Storer, Buchanan, 

.,.. and Balfour. They ought all to have known, that there never was such a king, as Finnan, in 
North-Britain. If we ask when, where, and by whom, such a statute was recorded, the answer [ 

	most be, in the fiction of Bocce, the falsehood of Buchanan, the folly of Balfour, and in the 
egotism of Wallace. This conceit is contradicted by history, and was conceived, in the face of a 
thousand facts. 

! 	(o) Sec book iii. ch. vii. 	 (o) lb. a. v. 	• 
(pi In Dug. Moues, ii, any, there is a charter of William to the canons of Brinkeburne, 

wherein he calls himself: " Willielmns de Gwarer Comes Northumbrix," 

(4) There', a charter of Henry II., at Woodstock, in 1163, which is witnessed by Malcolm, 
Kitig of Scotland, .c1 his braber, William. Kennet's Par. Antiq. 119. As he was born, in I143, 
William was not of age, in al63. Whatever Yolkc may intimate, in his Union of Honour, a65, 
William never was Earl of Huntingdon, till he mended the throne. 

pears 
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pears to have been the most opulent baron in Britain (r). Alexander ascended 
the throne, in 1214, whets lie vast only sixteen, and coll.! have had no 
appanage, as prince of Scotland. Ilis son, Alexander Ill., became king, Risen 
he was still an infant, eight years old ; and could have had no distinct pro-
vision, as prince. The male issue of Alexander Ill.. died, while they were 
infants, and his female heirs resided in Norway. Thus much, th,n, with regard 
to the princes of Scotland, and their oppanager, before the ac,cssion of Bruce. 
(II.) It was the great effort of the latter life of that great king, to settle the 
descent of the crown His brother Edward was placed the first, in the Series of 
heirs i!and he rests amply provided fist, as Earl of Carrick, and Lord of Gallo-
way. Margery, the eldest daughter, and heiress, of the king, when she mar-
ried, Walter, the Stewart of Scotland, received many land,, as her marriage 
portion Buz, she seems to have had no appanage settled on her, as princess of 
Scotland; her huSband being one of the most opulent 'barons, in Britain. 
David, the son of Robert Bruce, was only a child, When he died; and spent a 
long reign, as an 	an exile, or a prisoner. Robert II., the son of Mar- 
gery Bruce, succeeded to the crown, in 1371, under the parliamentary settle-
ment, nomid, ...ling the intrigues of Edward III. and David II. Before the 
dynasty of Better, the heir of the crown had no particular designation, and no 
appropriate appanage. But, on the accession cf Robert II., John, his male heir, 
was acknowledged, by parliament, as his eon, and fecir ; and as Earl of Carrick, 
and 	of Scotland (t). What John became Earl of Carrick, the anti- 
quaries could not ascertain: But, April 1569, is the true epoch of his creation, 
by David II. (”). .1,illis succeeded to the crown, by the name of Robert IIT., 
in 139n, under the parliamentary settlement. His eldest son, the Dttke of 
Rothsay, was assassinated, by his uncle. His second son, James, while a boy, 
wak taken prfsoncr, by the English, during e truce, and was educates!, in 
England. WC s re now arrived at the epoch of its creation of gm Principality, 
as the appropriate appanage of the prince of Scotland, t.11 the t 8th of De-
cember, t ;s4. (x). 

(y). Is tIiii, 	sis Earl of Ho itirigdos, 	 .sAiiiition 	RifIssil I. 	, 
Ge, 1-lisc. 7.}., 	xxii, 	 datixitscr afl 	,L:]-tC 	A nil, Ai the, b:-- 
q: 	 seas th, 	of the Scosiiiii 	 ilxii Itist 

ir) Hs) i s Vii, iiixt si iif 	Iilure, App. 1 	Srr 	nI d, 	App. p.si. 
(n) Hay's X 	96, With Crawlicsi's MS. nal 	DUkigt. Peer. iii. 
(if) S., 	d's C.1,1.15 	11:1S, 19, Carmichael% various Tracts, sa$•137. There is so. 

thing in the Parliamentary Rscoi ,, 	this iiisercs!ing subject. Sec, xviveves, Glesiloick's Acts, 
da. IV. Path ii. ch. xvi, an act, :.:rut the free terrain of the Mike of Rotli:ay, aad Stewart. of 
Scotland A :id iiief the saint call, 	 in sta t. 
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The third description of persons, next in rank to the king's son, V.,1.2 the 
prelates, who, at the commencement of the Scott-Saxon period, were but 
few, in North-Britain. Before the conclusion of that period, the church was 
settled there, on the same policy, which had dictated every other religious 
establishment of the christian world. The bishops, the abbots, and the priors, 
were undoubtedly original members of the Scotish parliament (y). Whether 
the bishops sit, in the English legislature, front the right of their barcla,, or 
front the authority of usage, is not quite settled among the Fmglish jurists (n). 
It is however, more than probable, that the bishops, the abbots, and priors, 
were called to the king's councils, by the king's summons. 

It is a question, which has been often a,ked, yet has never been satisfactorily 
ensWercd, when were the titles of earl, and of baron, introduced into Scotland? 
The late leord Kainscs answers, explicitly, that it was Malcolm Ceanmore, who 
introduced both (a). But, that learned person did not know, that the prince, 
the people, ;Ind the polity, of North-Britain, were all Cdtie, in Malcolm's 
reign. Wallace, who followed the speculative track of Lord Kainms, at the 
distmce of forty years, gave it as Isis opinion, " that earldoms are probably 	_ 
r.more ancient than Malcolm." (b). The name, and the thing, which existed 
among the Anglo-Saxons, are Teutonic. And it is not probable, that a Gaelic il 
prince, wino was not an innovator among a people, who did not admit of inno- .. 
nations, would have introduced among such a people a new office, with a new .. 

name. During tine Scotish period, as we have scent, proper Scotland was di. .,. 

(y) In the great parliameM, at Brigham, in ,to,  there  were pre.ent, 	consteurat members 
ther!bf, twelve bishops, twenty-three abbots, and Lleyen 	Rym. Pod. ii. 4.7 r. 

(a) See [hen  otes on the late edition of Coke Lyttelton, 70 (b)—[34. (L), where the hater 
opinion seems to be, that the bishops right to sit in parliament arose from mange 	evcry unag, 
Imes have had a bcginning: And, the question will ever recur, what was the origin of such an 	• 
w 	"Ube answer must be, the king's writ. 

(a) Essays on Brit. Antiq. 21. 
(bl Ancient Peerages, 51: For this improbability, Nisbet's Heraldry is quoted, which cites 

forged laws, and fictitious histories; and which relies sn TOrfrus, the Norwegian histolian, who 
flourished. the beginning of nie eighteenth century An 	Authentic Deed," which is quoted 
by Sir James Dab ymple, inn his Collections, 22s, is also mentioned But, this nmbrnrir dra in 
merely an excerpt of mankini., history. The charter of Malcolm Comore to Dumfermlin, which 
was published 11 Dugdale, in his Iltandraican, from the communication of Sir Jam. Balfour, 
might have also been quoted, with good effect ; because it plainly speaks of earls, and of barons 
But, this unlucky communieatieh of Sir Jam. Balfour is a palpable forgery ; asW, might learn, 
indeed, from Sir James Dalrymple. Nor, will the, easily be found any real evidence of there Iliwing 
existed, in the emly reigns of Malcolm III, much lens of Malcolm II., any earls, or barons; he-
cause a Saxon policy could not have existed among a Celtic people, who had an aversion, as we have 
seen, from the language, and law, of their Saxon neighbours. 

vidal 
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sided into s..veral districts, which were ruled, hereditarily, by considerabl 
persons, who were called, in the Gaelic speech, P.f.ivrInors. But, there is n 
throughout that period, a single trace, in any authentic document, of an E. 
a Baron, or a Thane. It is remarkable, that the countries, which were the 
governed by Maarmcri, Were the same districts, whose chiefs, are tern 
Cutout.;  or  Earl.) undo. Akxan.1, 1. (c). Ancl, it is more than probable, th 
no other change ha..'.pencd, in thc p)iity of ti,otInnl, at the commencd 
the Scoto-Saxon period, in this rc,pect, than merely mentioning. t 
11.1,zormor, by 	Latin name of Ceases, which n'as easily translat,1 
English Earl: The districts thus insensibly became earldom:, and the Mao 
Earls: But, there certainly Wa3 116  erection of any earldom, nor creation 
any earl, as Lord Hailer, and the ye:rage onions, suppose (c1). Both Conti 
and barons, existed, undoubtedly, undor David I., at least on the such of 
Friths, and Coutes, clearly, appear under Alexander 1., within proper Sc 
land (c). In the genuine charters of Edgar, none of the witnesses are oil 

ear 

(c) Chart. Scone; Sir Ja. Dalrymple's Col. Ap. No. a. There are six C 	r., who wita 
this charter. 

(d) Sutherland case ; Crawford, and Douglas. The rani.- changes took plaeu, in Prance, 
the socend rat, The peerages, which are not older thinssm a. D.  and the C..fo ::ad
origin, says Henault The charters, creating them, have never burn seen ; because
assumed by the 17 es  themselves. HenanIt's Abr. ilia. sif France, i. -7-n3S. This 
of the learned liciiault exactly applies to Scotland, in n ,ibsoinent ego : Tne J.-aerator 
the right of being Earl, when the word Naormur bccamc obsolete, and the term Cenat Lima 
fashionable. 

(e) Several charters of David I. are addressed, " Comitibus, Justiciis, Baronibus, Vice 
mitibus, he." Diplom. Scotia, ph sin, xci, sv r: And Chart. Glasg. 459. It is to be 

served, that some of those charters arc addressed to  Ang:ir,rt Fra,,:,r, only, and not to  Stenis. 
the Diplomat: Scotie, pt. sail and amv, there are two charters of Malcolm IV. addressed " 
" mitibus, et Baronibus, &c," " Francis, et Anglin, Scotti.:, et Galwethkmihns, &c. :to 
" terra," 'Thus, the peers, and the peerages, did not commene, in North-Britain, till 
twelfth century. Clint. Stone, Noe I, 	3: Chart. Dunfermlin n Dalrymple's Ccl. .373-38 
MS. Monast. Scotia, tog. By comparing the charters of Henry I., with those of his con 
poraries, Alexander I. and David I, it will appear, distinctly, that the English bishops, and barn 
preceded the Scot's!: several years, in the useful practice of affixing their titles to thuir 
This practice of mini:sing the tide to the name commenced under the reign of David I 
Comer, who annexed his title to his name, was I/Behr:de, Conui it: cringer. Diplo 
pl. x,  iv: The:Cu:mu:vs of Fife, however, preceded this earl, y this,dignified immv.iti 
Cenatitta it, rife, ,vas a witness to the chatter of Ada, the wife of Eall Henry, and th 
two kings, Malcolm IV. and William ; giving to themonastery a tat; in HadingtOn 
charter was made, during the life of Earl Henry, Mtn died, in asp, liens has the 
being the first Conntess, or Count, who has yet appeared, as a witness to  any anit're 
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earls, or barons. 1Vhat title Alexander, the successor of Edgar, bore, during  

the reign of Edgar, cannot now be known. But, David, his youngest bro.' 

ther, called himself; and was called by others, Comes, during the reign of 

Alexander, though not of Edgar (f). 
Doting those reigns, there does not appear a Comes, as a witness, to any of 

the charters of Earl David, or of Isis son, Henry (g). The Comiks first appeared, 

in the chatters of Alexandei to Scone, and of David, to Dunfcrmline; roe sloes 
there seem to E..ve been my Comes, who annexed any title to his name, till the 

reign of Nialcohn IV. Such, then, are the facts, as they appear in the char-
salaries, uldeh scoff at speculation, and mock metaphysics (b). 

name of the earldom annexed. 	Antiq. Society of Scotland, i. IS. In addition to those 
Gaelic Ahm,irs,-e, the only Earl,' who seem to be of new creation, during the Seoto-Sa,m pc-
rind, Were derhe Earl of Dunbar, whom great progenitor, honorees, was Gospatrick, the Karl 
of Northumberland: The next was Duncan,. the Earl of Carrick, by William, th. Lion And the 
other, was William, the Earl of Sutherland, by Alexander II. Here, then, are .6.17  three earldoms, 
which appear to be new, throughout this period of the North British Annals 

(J) In a chaster of Simon de St. Liz, the Earl of Northampton, Henry L sig ned, as king of 
England, and Matildis, as Quinn: Then follow several bishops, and earls, who signed, by their 
baptismal names, and local tides: The last of' all was, " Signmn Davhl fmtrii reginx." Dug. 
Mon., 68.7. Henry I. addressed a subsequent charter, " Corniii David," among other faithful 
persons, "de. Flumendenschn." This seems to intimate, that David became Earl of Huntio7;-
don, from his marriage, in s, so. Firma Burgh, x7o ; Diplom. Scotia:, pt. x ;  Smith's Bede, 7.5x. 
As Eat David, Inc witnessid a charter of Henry I., among other great persons, at Windsor. 
Madox's Formulate, 192. 

(g) In the Inqui,ritio Daottlts, 	16 A. o. appears, as a witness, Matilda, Comilirm, his own co, 
sort, but no Comer. In David's charter to Silkirk, while Alexander reigned in Stasis, Matilda, 
Con iti8912  is again a witness, and Henry, his son, is a witness but notu Gimes, though there be 
two Viee,oteiter. After Henry became Earl of Northumberland, he calLid himself, in his charters, 
" Henricus, Comes, Dies regis Seotim ," He addressed his charters, " losticiarija, BaroniGut, vice-
comitibus, prepositis, 63c " Smith's Bede, 762. In Alexander I. charter of Scum, Gospatriek 
appears as a witne3s, without the title of Comes: After the accession of David I. in 117.4, the 
same Gospatrick, in his charter, called himself Cm., withot# any addition of Dunbar, or March. 
Smith's  Bede. 763. 'These circumstances show, that he had, in the intermediate time, either ac- 
quired, or assumed that title. 	 • 

(A) 'file Lave, as we have se 	were familimly known mid, David I. Brit, the tern, homey, 
was used, in England, as ear

en, 
 ly 	15zo, as we know from Mados's Baronsge, appears very 

seldom, indesil:  in the usage of Scotland, thus early: The 1,ory of Kilblathmeht 	called for, 
in sing. Chart. Arbroth, e. And, yet the term /hooky, as applied to lands, was scarcely used 
s,lt the reign of Alexander III. ;  and even then but very rarely In 126o, Chart. Kmlso, 37o 

in ta 7  I, Chart. Soltre, 	And the kroeih 	Coldingliam appears, in a charter of Alen. 
III , to that monastery. Ch. t. CoM07. TI,.', ore  211C only instances, which I have met 

6,0,3,the Ciurtularnie 49 Ullif1911012 woo the use of she term, Jemmy, ht those times. 

What 
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What officers of state surrounded the Celtic throne of Malcolm Ceanmore 
cannot now be ascertained. The only officer, who appears near Edgar, was 
the pinarna, the Minister poolorum, mi.', indeed, is mentioned in Datnclatty.. 
(took (i). The Minister portelorum sc.s to have become hereditary in the 
family of Smiles, before the end of this period : And a descendant of this fa-
mily, William de Souks, enjoyed the office of Buttekritts, under Robert 
Bruce (k). 

Under Louis le Gros, 'who began to reign, in t te8, at the same period with 
Alexander I, the usual officers, who Wit,IL'is& the French chatters, were the 
steward, the chamberlain, the -budcr, the cousta..I and the chancellor. In 
England, under the Norman kings, the principal officer was 1.1., t justiciary. who 
soon became too great, froth for the king, and subleet (a). Such an officer 
seems not to have exi,ted in North-Britain, during the three first reigns of the 
Scoto.Saxon series; tho king al.:, being justiciary, or supreme judge. Under 
Alexander I, and David I, there appears to have been a justice of high autho-
rity, bath on the south, end on she north, of the two Friths (5). This policy 
continued during the reign of Malcolm IV, who had his justice on the south of 
the Frith, as well as in Scotland (r). There appears, at the same time, to have 
been subordinate judges, in almost eve, y district of Nonh-Britain, who seem to 
have continued, during the subsequent reign of their successor (d). 

A New 
• 

(l) In the gratin:, charters of Edgar, Afric Pin,rna is a Wit13095 And he was again called upon 
to witness the charter of Alcsander I. to Scone. 

(I) 	Scotix, B. Wiliam de Hay was the King's Pincerna under Malcolm IV. Ib. see. 
And in the early part of King William's reign. Chart. Caper, 3; Chan. Clasg. 27. After him, 
Rariulph de Soles was Pitorros to  William, the lion. Chart. Ncwhotle, 45. Malcolm appears as 
the Kidg'2Pincerna in the end of King William's reign; Register or St. Andrew's ; Chart. 
Semler  7i And in the beginning of the reign of Alexander II. Chart. Glasg. 169. After him, 
Nicholas de Soles was Pincer. to Alexander II. Chart. N,wbotte, 19, The bishops had also 
their ctft.Gran, in that age. A charter of Gilbert the Bishop of Dunkeld, 	23 , , is ititnessed 

• by Homy " 	no.," Chart, Balmetinach, z6. Several deeds of Andrew, the Bishop of 
Moray,. from lass to t2,42, alr witnessed by Michael, his Pincerot. Chart. Moray. 

(a) Madox Exeheq. 3o; Dogdale's Series 5  Blackst. Com. iv. 4s5. 
(6) Reg. of St. Andrews; Cmwford's Officer of Slate, 43 	(c) Chart. COW11101.1, 3. 
(d)., Brice, the bog's judge, it  a witness to K. William's charter of A berbrothock. 'Ile same 

Brice appears a, a witness to ,everal other charters. Macbeth wa, 	Cowry, during the 
reign of 	Chart. Cupre, 	; Chart. of Scone, 54. Roger Kayir, the king'.1 jr4e, wit- 
nessed a charter of Henry, Lord of Anstrother, to the monks of Bahnerinacic Chart. Balmer. 49. 
Constantine sea :jcdge of Straihern at the beginning of they 36 century. Chart. Arberbroth. 49. 
Baldwin was juclqe of Ferne, ils 	Rob.'Indc4. Fereliard, the juelp. of Buchan, was  a 
witness to a charter of 	the Karl of Buchan. Chart. Aberdon, 2°3, Lawrence was 

frol, 
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A new policy appears to have been established by William, the lion, if it 
were not settled, in the preceding reign two justiciaries were established, in the 
place of the supreme justices; the one for the whole country on the south of the 
two Friths, who wa,, called the justiciary of Lcibian ; the other, for proper 
Scotland. 

	

David Olifard appears, before 1165, as the earliest justiciary, on the soutlt 	. 
of the Friths (e). He was succeeded by I1obert Avenel (f ). and this respect.-
able Baron was followed, successively, by Rol...rt de Quinci, William de Linde-
say, Patrick, the Earl of Dunbar, and Hugh de Berkley, as justiciaries of Lo-
thian, during the reign of William, the lion (g). Hugh. de Berkeley seems to 
have been followed by Walter Olifard, who occurs frequently in the chartu!aries, 
and was long justiciary (h). Beside the administration of justice, the justiciary 
of Lothian attended the perambulation of lands, in obedience to the king's pre-
cept (i). Walter Olifard, who died, in .42, was succeeded by David de 
Lindsey, in 124;3; and he continued to be the justiciary of Lothian, through 
the remainder of the reign of Alexander II, and during the first years of 
his successor (k). David de Lindsey was succeeded by Hugh de Berke- 

jueldc of PeolL. .  Chart. Scone; Fragments of „Scot. Hist. 32. Malisins, judiic, appears about 
k.120o. lb. Duncan judiVv,  was one of the inquest in Angus, during the reign of Robert 1,.. 

hIS. Monad. Scotia, .30. 
(r) He witnessed a charter of Malcolm IV. to the monastery of Seam; and scveral charte0 of - 

William, tho lion. Chart. Scone; Crawf. Peer. 376. 
(I) Chart. 
(g) Robert de Quinei, se justiciey, witnessed several charters of K. Willies, between the years 

x171 and 1So. Chart. Paisley, az ; Chart. Kelso, 385 ; Robertson's Ind. 79. William de 
Bay, as justiciary, witnessed several charters of the same king, between 109 and I rot.' Chart. 
Glasg. 	I ; Chart. Kelso, 32 ; Chart. Soltre, 6. Patrick, the Ea) of Dunbar, a, justiciary, 
witnessed a charter of K. Vilma, about i99. Clan. Kelso, 545. Hugh de Berkeley, the 
judiciary ef Lotbian, appears in a charter of this king, between  1202  and 5214. Chest. Newbotiv. 
He mast not be confounded with another Hugh de perkelvy, who was justiciary of Lothian, during 
the reign of Alexander Ill. 

(6) Walter Olifard, as justiciary- of Lothil, appears M many public transactions, and wit-
nessed many charters of Alex. II, from II/ 1 to 244 when he died. Clic... Madras. 

(i) Vivian de NIaleneys grassed half a esnicate of land to the hospital of Sultrei . dies dirs. 
=rata fait per Dom. Walterum Olifurd justiciar' Laudon. ail m. Regis Sedtia,  " 

Chart. Solt. 1. The same Vivian granted Ids wholc lauds of Baru mensurata (nit parr
dots. Walt. Olifard just. Laud.- do prerryito Dom Rtgis " 	la. The judiciaries frequently 

appear at the head of inquests, Which were called by the king's precept, fur deciding the disputed 
boundaries of Iamb, and other controvertcd claims 

(6) David de Lindsey, thejtathiary .14Wicy, witnessed seven] charter. of Alexander 	iu 
20211, the 3,d, and the 33th years a hit 	NIS!  Monast. Scotix, 63 ; Chart. Scone, 67: 

Col. 3 Z. 
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ley (/). How long he continued cannot easily he ascertained. But, it is certain, 
that William de Soulis seas justiciary of I,thian, in 1585.; and continued at the 
trouhlous epoch of the demise of Alexander III. (si). Galfrid de Mowbray was 
justiciary of Lothian, in 1244 (n). Whether he continued to act, during the 
disastrous times, which succeeded, cannot nosy be known. It is certain, that 
Edward, by the ordinance, which he issued, in 1305, for the government of 
Scotland, directed that, there should be two coadjutant justices in Lothian; 
Joins del Isle, an Englishman, and Adam de Cordon, a Scotsman (o). This 
office was restored by Robert Bruce, and seems to hayecontineed till the recent 
establishment or the courts of session, and justiciary (p). 

It is equally certain, that the office of justiciary of proper Scotland, was 
established, by William, early in his reign, if not by his predecessor Malcolm. 
Galfrid de Maleville appears to have been justiciary, in the period between the 
years 1565 and 5171 (q). Ile seas succeeded by Richard Cumyn, who appears 
in several documents, as justiciary, between the years 117 t, and 1 t Sq (r) t as 
Richard Cumyn was advanced in years, Duncan, the Earl of Fife, was associ-
ated with him, as early as t 175. Duncan continued long, in this high office ; 
and died, in 5203 (a). David de Lindsay appears to have been justiciary of 
Scotland, for some time, between the years 5203 and 15°8 (t). William Cumyn, 

(1) He witnessed several charters of Alexander III, in 1165. Diplom. Scotia, 36; in 12(6, 
Chart: Salvo, 9 ; a,d io 1 aCi, Clan. Kelso, 395. • 

(ni I Chart. Pai,Ly, ,c6; Chart. Clang. 397. William de Souls, "Ism Alio. Lod,"  was 
one of the III..unar, Sroo'e, who acknowledged the sucecouion to the crown, in t say. Rym. 

'266. 
(") Chart. Kelso, 195. 	 Ryley's Placita, 5o4. 
Os! In .284, William de Soul is held his court, as justickrr of Lothian, at Glasgow. Chart. 

Paisley, rob. In 1487, James IIL granted to the Abbot of Paisley a remigOon for his tenants, 
who were ttied, at Rearew, by the justiciar a similar remiLion was  granted, i,88, 
James IV and both these remissions were addressed " to our josticiar, on the south half of the 

water of F,..tli." Chart. Paih.fy, :25-6. Li 1430, Sir The., de Somerville sat a usticiary 
of Lothian, as Stifling. Doug. Peer. 6.6. Thy fvegoiog notices show, that thc ju.ticiary of 
Lothian had a.,l', Ms jurisdiction the whole counter,'on th, somh of tb., two Friths. 

(v) Chart. (Rusg. 25. He had hem vicecomes of Edinburgh Cade u> :c{ httRolm IV. CI 
N, 	159, ;75. 

to) Chart. Al:tici.13ibl, rho!. ; 	So:tia., pl. 26 Richard was the at•phew of William. 
aml ;be lather of Willarn Cumyn, who bcca,e the Lad of Buchan, as 

have ,•Ireny 
(/)1 I I lls 	the justiciary, wit ne,fd innoy chatters, and iweec.p., 	 from I 

Al.erdon, 3. a; Cho,. AL:11,..oli. 30.35.49 65 72 ; Cart. Ghog 32-339; Sibbald's, 
iiht 	 4 , C. 

.(1) Chart Aft], 	Harl. 53. 
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who soon after married the Countess of Buchan, appeared as justiciary of proper 
Scotland, in rao8 (u) and he continued to execute this high office, 55 it'd de- 
cisive effect, till the year 5231, when A'exander If, returning t 	t iS a north, 
appointed, at Sr. Andrews, Walter, the son of Alan, the Ski, 	 his 
successor (c). Walter  Was  succeeded in I240, by Richard titt .t.t.,15.5155 and 
there scents to have been associated with hint, in executing that great trn,t, 
Philip de Maleville (y). But, they were too feeble, for such an office, daring 
difficult times. And, they were superseded, in 1243, by Alan, the Door-ward, 
an enterprizing soldier, but a turbulent statesman (z). As justiciary of Scot- • 
land, he acted, corruptly, at the coronation of Alexander III, in 1249 ("). 

r. 

And, being accused of disloyalty by Henry III. of England, the lu,ticiz:y was 
removed from his important office, in 1255 (b) 	Michael de Mott. 	nod 
Philip de Meledrum, were juwitiarics of Scotland, in 1252(r). 	r 
Cumyn, the Earl of Buchan, was soon after appointed their successor. 	Ile 
executed this great office, for  some years, during very factious times (d). Ile 
seems, however, to have had a coadjutor, in the northern parts of Scotland, 
whbre Fergus, scha Was probably his own brother, was the king's justiciary, in 
1254(0. In the meantime, Alan de Lundin, the Door-ward, was again ap. 
pointed justiciary, in 1255, in the place of the Earl of Buchan (f). But, this 

appointment 

(a) Fenian, lih. tii. 0.35. 
(x) Fordun, lib. ix. c.45; Wyntown, book 	c. ix. Walter ari,ear,  as justielary in man), 

I. 	shatters from 1231 to 1245. 

Si) Chart. Cove, 43 ; Chart. Glasgow, ay,. 
(s) Alan, as justiciary, witnessed many charters of Alexander TT, whose 11.11,J daughter he 

had married, from 1143  to t 249, as unsnap see, is the ehartularies• 
(a) Ford, lib. a. c. 	 (5) Chron.blel.os, sty-so; Wyntowu, book vii.. x. 
(c) Rad. Index to the Diplom. Scoria. 
(d,  The disputed boundaries of the lands of Glencaryn and Kingoldrum, is Forfanbire, were 

settled before Alexander Cumin, Earl of Buchan, juileSirixi Seed, 1751. Chart. Ahethrothoc, 
acy. In 1255, the nme justiciary, assisted by, jury, determined a coat:eve:1y between the Ahbot 
of Aberbrothoc and the Lord of P.mmore, agut the limits of Conan, and Tullach, in Forfarshire• 
Id.; Crawford's Off of State, 400. In 12e5, an inquest of Boone was, by command of the 
king, held before Alexander Cutnyn, the Earl of .Buchan, "  tune j,,,iriariar &vie" to decide a-
disputed claim between the king and the Al,bet of Duafermlin. MS. TIonast. Scalia, tit. 

(e) A precept of Alexander, dated in the fifth year of his reign (1234), is addresscd to Fergus• 
jwtho no, ex torte Somali &die." Chart, Aberclon, 2.2E. 
(f) In ta55, Alan, the Doomard, and other leaders of the English fiction, were.fornTally ;O-

mitted into the protection of Henry Ill. oRytn. Fad. i. 559. Under this influence, they stn., 
ized Edinburgh Castle, obtained the tossession of the person of the young king, and queen, and 

ow 	tic. power of the rival party. The Comyns, and the other lenders of the Scotish fac- 
. 
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ppointment did not last. Imp.: when the faction, with which ht acted, was 

overpowered, in 1257, the Earl of Buchan, was restored to the office of justi-
iary, which he held till his dearh, in 1289 (f ). He was succeeded in tis 
ffices by his son, John, as well as in Iris power, and mi,.fortunc,, during those 
risible times (K). Edward I, by his memorable ordinance of t 1.. year 1305, 

W
.ppointed as justiciaiien,Pro the country, lying between the Forth andthe Mound', 

illiam do iCeth, and William Inge: and, fur tlsc regi,n, lying On the north of 
Moun', he appointed 1:eynald de Chcne, and John de Vaux, as justicia- 

' 

	

	(b). This division, which seems to have existed, in prior times, was con- 

ned by Robert Bruce (i). 
The overpowering influence of the Cumyns, during the factious reign of 

..;Alexandr III, created the new office of justiciary, in Galloway, for John 
umyn (k). We thus see, distinctly, whatever the writer on the public law of 
cotland may have seen, that there were, in North-Britain, during thpr age, 

ihree justiciaries ; one in proper Scotland, with a coadjutor sometimes ; one in 
othian; and one in Galloway, during the reign of Alexander III. (/). 
In England, next.  in rank to the justiciary, was the constable (m). Such an 

flicer appeared, in Scotland, as early as the beginning of the twelfth century. 

on, were dismitled 'nom the king's councils. Ala, the Doorgrard, was one of the regents, in 
.new.modelled government, which was to last, for seven years and he was appointed jewiriary 
Scotland, for the same period. lb. 565 6-7 ; Chrow Aleikos, 130-1 ; Fordun, lib. z. c.5-93:0. 
hat, the Doorward, appears, as jo.wiriary of Scotland, M z 056 Chart. ilberbroth. No. 16. 'pie 

6rtwith which heras D.00ISted, being os5iturned, by the rival party, in 1157, lie was de.
'RAI of the office of justiciary ; and he fled to England. Okra,.l Haos;  ass t lot.Paris, 644. 
t. afterwards coalesced with the pwrailing party of the Camyns ;and Le was one of the ten rc• 

dens who were appointed, in 5253, fur the government of Scotland. R 	Fwd. i. 670. 
(f) He was one of the regents appointed, in 215S, for the government of the Itingticin. 
yin. Feed. i. 670. 
(di In 1099, there was a repregillii0 	 flbrerker. 

Joie:noir dr amp, Com. de Barbara tow Jiwtiortroria ob privieghen do reseditar,', dr Abor- 
o 	Chart. Aberbrotb. 5. Ha probably acted as justiciary till t3o5. 
(b) Ryley's Pico, 504. The Novell, or the IIIIaunt, is the eastern cud of the Grampian rang', 
the Murat. 
(i) In 13,9, a dispute was setticil between the abbot of Linde,ns and the burgesses of News 
0, by n jiiry r Comm Dom. Roberto de Kett, Maresca'', et jaujcivrio moo Wmprris ab fig. 
lo Porte urger mower &wee." Chart. Lindores, 	This is the same Robert de Keith, who 

It as appointed by Edward I, in , 3o,, 1,5 rim same office. Thcre remains a charter of Robert 
es  in the ant of ilia reigc, to them  onastery of Scone, whit+ is addressed jraficiarli: cre parr. 

',el; aqua 	F,r,b, et eicrcomitilins de Frith, or de Foram. hIS. Munsst. Scotijii; sP. 

, k) Rym. Fwd. 651. In ts97, Edward I. constituted Roger de Skoterjustisiary of Galloway. 
Calenda, 113. 

,(1) Pub. Law, 75.6 r This writer supposes, that there savor was but cow justiciary, who acted as 
wry, in the king's absence! 	 (at: Malts Eachcq. 39. 

4. X a 	 Edward 
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1( Edward was the constable, during the nip of Alexander 1, and etiminued to  

( 	execute this trust till 140 (n). This great Oilier no_.v beca,le here:lir!! v, in 
the family of Hugh de Moreville 'o). From II ugh Moreville, 61, °f a., of 

'  constable descended to his son, Richard ; and to his grandson, William.. Upon 1

''' 

. 	
ale or 

death of William Moreville, this °Nee passed  to Roland, the Loa' of Gal- 
, loway, who had married Elena, the aa of WilE,n, a',.,1 the daughT, of Ri.

chard Mormille(p). Roland, dying in 1.0, this oilicc descended to his son, 
Alan, the Lord of C.:alloway; who died, in 1 ep, (7). l'he office sit cons,..kle 
now passed, by marriage, to  Roger de Qpinci, the I'arl of Winchester, a, the 
husband of Elena, the eldest daughter o,:.  Alan (r). And, after the death of 
Roger de Ouinci, Alexander Cumyn, the Earl of Linehan, who had married 
his second daughter, Elizabeth, became constable ; owing to the re i:,;natknt of 
her elele; sister, the Countess of Deily. And? front the Earl of IlochMt, the 
office descended to his son, John Cumyn, who lust it, by forfeiture, during the 
contest for the crown (a). Eavid, the Earl of AtIml, exercised the odice of 
constable, for some time under Robert Bruce (C.  It was afterwards 'granted, 
by that king, to Gilbert de klay, by a chart,r, which fixed the office, heredi-
tarily, in a new dynasty of constables (a). 

(o )' Chart• Scone, I ; Dipl. Scot., 16 ; Chart. May, a ; Chart. Clang. 57; MS. Monast. 
Scotia, ,of. 

le) Hugh Moreville, who was constable, gins!. David I, and Malcolm IV, and the founder of 
Dryburgh Abbey, died, in sibs. Chron. Maar., i 68. 

(ft Roland, the son of Uchtred, as the husband of Elena Motevill, succeeded, in , 196, to the 
office of constable, for which. as well . for his lands, he gave a relief of 7co marks of silver to E. 
William. Chins. Maros; Hearne's Fordon, iii. 756. 	 • 

(q) Alan, the constable, appears, frequently, in the chartularies, from 1200 to 5534. 
* (t') Roger de Quitici appears, as constable, in many charters, from 1534 to 5564, when he 
died. 

(x) Alexander Corny, who appears in seieral charters, both as justiciary, and constable, died in 
1589. Hia son John, after being defeated by Bruce, at Inverurie, in 53o8, find to England, when 
both his estates, and office, were forfeited. 

r)  He  was constable, in •1311. Chart. Abalkoth ; Crawford, and Douglas's Peerages. Two 
charters of R6,1, Bruce, in E513, are witnearml by David Com. Athol., connalsdarirs, Scottie. 
Chan. Aberbroth. 199;  2:13. Failing in his allegiance to Brum, he forfeited this office in 1314. 

(u) In 1314, Robert 1. granted to Gilbert de Hey, Knight, for his homage and service, the 
office of constabk of Scotland, with its pert/mots, to he held by him, and halo MI, in fa and Sort-
ing, with the " borrilnk," belonging to the mid office. Diplom. Scotix, o. From this inti-
mation, we may recollect that, daring the days of the de Quinties, there belonged to this high 
office some hosteleries, gardens, and other easements, which seem to have come down to the ac-
cession of the Hays, in 1314. In the Frag. Scot. Hist. App. 6, there is 4 44;410P4 of Al the 
great constables of Sem;snd, from the fourth year of Malcolm III, by Sir James Balfour, which 
may he regarded as a II.ue of mistake, .fiction, and falsehood. 

• From 
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Front the great otrice of •coniitubk, there branched out, during pretty early 

times, a subordinate alue of constable (x). Each of the king's castles was rn- 

ta 	by a constable. silt 	tii8.ilared the duty of constable, ova. iv 

to bane acted, in a judicial capacity, over a circumscribed territory, around his 

fortress. From dds 1,111111,!I011, WC 00)0  pemiee tiae ebeare origin of those 

jurisdictions, in Scotland, V 	I;in dla constables, acre called canstabala- 

ri, ; several whet oaf continu.id 	t, 	I:11 recent ii.iics ; many of these offices 

became hereilital-y, 	.  parti 	 ; others of these jurisdictions wert 

granted, by the kings, to pc ruon,, during WO and, all those constables had 

assigned to them lands, and does, foe their .alaries (v). The Bishops, and the 

Barons, adopted the same policy, in appointing constables, for their castle,, 

who equally exercised authority over their peculiar di:. Cc's ,a). 

To the constable, the next grcitt officer, in England, was the mareuctal (0). 

In Scotland, this office existed, as early as the reign of David 1. Ewen, 

(x) A charter of Earl Henry, the son of David I, is addressed to Unfravillc, his constable. 
Diplotn. Scotia, 2o. 

(A Norman was constable of Inver-uric, in tine reign of William, the lion. MS. Mormst. Scotia, 
20; ; Dugdale':Monast. 0. togs. Alexander de Strivelin was 	 stable of Roxburgh Castle, 
A. 124s and Aloiandor de Chat:to-1 was constable of the same,

con  
in t 2;5. Chart. Relva, 159, 

239. William do Kingorn nat. constablo of Edinburgh Castle, in i278, and 1294. MS Moans, 
Scutim, 	; Chat, Newbotle, 49. Robert I. granted to 	de Soh the office of con-table 
Cluny, in Perthshire. Robertson's tides, 19. David II. granted to Thomas Lipp the office or 
constable of Colon, with several lands, in Banffshire. Ih. 32. The same king granted to Fergus 
Macdougal, the constabloship of Kirkcudbright, with a three meek land, in Dumfries. Id. 
Robert III. voted to William Lindsay of the Byres, the constableship of Iladington, for (if e. 
lb. i42. In the reign of David II, she constableship, and the sheriffship, of Elgin, belonged,. 
hereditarily, to the Earl of kfarch, who conveyed those offices to William de Wallibus; and this 

-oh:nation-was coofioned, by dm same king, in the 33d year of his reign. The Earls of Moray 
afterwards became hereditary constables of the king's castle, at Elgin and had the customs of 

town, the assize of ale, and several lands, for their salaries. They exercised jurisdiction to a 
t.ain extent around the castle, and they decided small offences. Shaw's Moray, mai. The Earls 

'of Huntly were the hereditary constables of the ilk's castle, at Id:mess; and had, for their 
salades, several lands, in Inverness-shire, which were called the Castle-Land, lb. 004. The 

.fiondy of Calder were hereditary constables of the king's castle at Nairn, with similar emoluments, 
and judicial powers, which they continued to enjoy, tit the abolition of heritable jurisdictions, in 

747. 
(o) In 1383, William de Landeles, the archbishop of St. Andrews, panted to .tole Wym," of 

Kinkaldie, and bin httrs,nale, the corntabLhip of the castle, and city, of Sr. Andrews, together 
with some lands, and with a power to substitute couptablcs, in case of minority. Relispine Dini 
Andrea, 1 37. 

(5) Madox Excheq. 43. 
Mitrati.bei 
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Marackallus, witnessed several charters of that king (c). Hervey de Keith ac-
quired the office of mareschal, from K. William, before 1,75 ; and is became 
hereditary,  soon after, in his family (d). Hervey died between I too, and 
219.6 (e). And he was succeeded by his grandson, Philip de Keith, who acted 
as mareschal of Scotland, during the last year of William (f ). His younger 
brother, David de Keith, appears distinctly to have been his coadjutor, in the 
office of mareschal (g). Philip de Keith was succeeded by his son, Hervey, be-
fore the year 122:: ON David, the uncle of Hervey, appears, plainly, to have 
acted as his coadjutor, in the office (i). Hervey de Keith was followed by his 
son, John, at the end of the reign of Alexander II. (a). John de Keith died 
about the-year say° ; and seas succeeded by his son, William, who appears 
but little in the chartularies (1). William de Kehl; was succeeded by his more 
vigorobs son Robert de Keith, who acted, as =rescind, under John Balled, as 
we have seen: and by a happy tergiversation obtained from Robert Bruce a 
grant of this office, to him, and his heirs, with many lands, which gave a new 
lustre  t3  this respectable name  (m). The bishops, and abbots, had their mare-
scbals, as well as the king; as We learn from the chartularies (s). 

• In England, the srbenveballus  was hereditary, as early as the conquest (o). 
In Scotland, this office was conferred, fur the first time, on NV:titer, the son 

(t) He witnessed the foundation charter of the monastery of Dryburgh. Dug. Moeo,t. 
to54. And he was a witness to two charters of David I. to the monks of Dunfermlin. MS. 
Mon.:. Scotia:, 103. Mike Ewen, Malisies Af,...-sdedier witnessed a charter of David I. to  the 
monks of Dunfermlin. Dalrymple s Coil. 393. But, it may be doubted, if either of them  we 
the Marr2rdaRui Srothe. 

(d) The Mareschal appears in various charters, between 1:75 and ;196. In the chart 
*K. William, which Hervey witnessed, he is called o Ilhlerseallur mew." Chart. Arbroth, 

In Hervey's own charters, he calls himself 6,  Mar...mall:a rt.q..r Stole," Chart. Kele°, 94-5 
(e) Chart Kelso 
(f I  Philip, as Mareschal, witnessed s number of K. Viilliatn's charters between 1:96 and 1242" 
(e) Chart. Arbroth ; Chart. Cambuskeneth ; Dalryrnp. Coll. 393, and Pmf. 77. 
(3) Ilervey, the Maresihal, and David, tie Mareschal, attended Ales. II. to York, .d wit- 	, 

timed his marriage-contract, with the princess Joan of England, in 112o. Rym. Pod. i. ass . 
(i) Rym. Fad. i. 22t ; Chart. Ant. Bibl. Hail.; Chart. Camlintlienneth, 167, 23o; Chmt. 

Aberdeen, 23. Chart. of Scone, 1. 6. 
(3, John de Keth, Aferettalles, the son of Ilereey, cre,firmed the grant, of hi, pretlecesiors to 

rnonlis of Echo. Chart. Keho, 87. And he coefiemtil some grants to the htiepBal of Soltre. 
Char,. Soltrc, 26. 

(/ He witnesiecl a charter of the Earl of Lennox, about 1270; but 11c it not  clesigneddlfert-
,1,:!.r. ,Dnngl. Peer. 4(r. 

Robertion's Ind. 5, it, 16. 	 (n,  Chart. Moray Chart. Coldingham. 
Iiiicheq. 48. 

of 
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of Alan, by David I. This office baransc hereditary, in his family, from a 
grant of Malcolm IV. The descendants of Walter, who acquired the name of - 
Stewart, from their of 	acted as conspicuous characters, in the most splendid 
scenes of their country, oil they ascended, successively, the thrones of Scot-
land, in 1375, and of England, in t6>5 'p). 

To the schcneschallus, the next great dike, in England, was the chamber. 
lain (q). This office, which, during many veers, supplies the place of a trea. 
sorer, appears early, in North-Britain, during the Scoto-Sawn period. 'While 
David I. was yet Earl, Adam Coda, 	appears, as one of the witnesses to 
the charier of the mcnastery of Selkirk (r). Edmund, Camerari., witnessed 
a charter of David I, granting Annandale to Robert Bruce (s). Herbert, who 
is mistakingly supposed to ha, been the first chamberlain, appears as a frequent 
witness, in the eli,-rt,s of •Desitl I. i). lie  was succeeded by Nicholas, whom 
Malcolm IV. sent as one of his ambassadors to Rome, in 1159, A.D. (t). And 
Nicholas, who rose to be the chancellor, was followed by a long succession of 
less considerable persons, throughout the Sento-Saxon period (s). 

The next officer to the chamberlain, in England, was the chancellor 
Yet, was this important officer, as ancient, as the Saxon times, though he did 
not thus early perform the same important functions, as in subsequent times (v). 
As  to the antiquity of this great officer, in Scotland, it is not be doubted, saith 
Crawford (x), but that our kings had their chancellors, as well as the British, 
and Saxon kings, bad theirs: yet, reasoning from analogy, in principle, while 
there is no analogy, in fact, cannot be admitted, in fair discussion. It is alto. 

,gether improbable, that Scotland, during the existence of her Gaelic govern-
Ment, should have had a chancellor, although England had the benefit of such 
an officer, dating Saxon 'times. The charters of Edgar do not mentiom 
any chancellor. Herbert appears, as chancellor, in one of the charters of Alex- 

(p) Cawfurd's Hht. of die Stewart,; Stuart's Genealogical Hist. of the Stewart Family; and 
the chartolaries, throughout. The Bishops, and Abbot, the Earl, and Barons, had also their 
stewarts Dag,  was the more early expression ra this officer ; Scher0R-1,411:a, after.the reign of 
Malcolm IV, became the common ter, for this dignified station. 

(.7 ) Madox's Excheq. re 	(r) Chart. Kelso, 4.. 	Chart. Antiq. Bibb Had. 65. 
0) Dalrymple's Cot. 	; Diplom. Scotia, a ; sod the chm,almsn. 
t) Diplom. Scotia, zs ; Chron. Mailros, 1 60. 

tai Chhuford's Off. of State, asz.167. His list is both erroneous in its notices. and defective. 
in its series. 

(n1 Madox's Excheq. Go. 	 (y) Ditgdale's Odgines Jeridie tc, 16. 
(s) OMeers of State, t Crawford supports his d'en;jecturc, by appealing to the fictitious Legtx 

Ilfdeolmi, and to the modern Re:jam hl+jnrat et. 
ander 
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ander I. to Scone (a). The charters of David I, exhibit several chancellors, in 
succession (b). This great officer, front the age of Alexander, to the ration of 
the nations, continued, in Scotland, to instruct by his knowledge, mid to in-
fluence by his wisdom. By the contract of marriage, between the son of Ed-
ward I, and the grand-daughter of Alexander III, it was stipulated, that the 
chancellory should remain, in Scotland; that the old seal should be used till the 
consummation of the marriage; that thereafter  a new seal should be made, 
" de consuctis armis," which should be circumscribed with the name of the 
king of Scotland alone (c). Es 1291, Edward appointed six shillings and eight-
pence, a day, as an adequate allowance to the Keeper of the Great Seal of 
North-Britain (d). And, when Alan, the Bishop of Caffiness, an Englishman, 
was appointed the chancellor of that country, in 1291, he teas sworn " faith-
" fully to carry himself, according to the laws, and customs, of Scotland (e)." 

Earl 
(a) Chart. Scone; Crawford's Officers of State, 4. 
(L/ Diplom. Scotie ; and the chartularies, throughout. 	 ealRym. Emd. ii. 483. 
(d) Ayloffe's Col 7.89. 
(r) km. Feed. ii 557. • The account, as wt..1t as the Reties, of the chancellors,  arc both eery 

defective in Crawford's Officers of State. It is of great importance, that a chTuological list of 
the chanc,bors should be accurately stated ; beer se  it is the mine of the chancellor alone, who 
witnesses the charters, which can clearly ascertain the dates of a thousand charters, during those 
times of general nricertainty. With a view to thin important point, 1 submit to the curious reader 
a more precise assist of the chancellors of Scotland, than is any where else to be found 

Tie Names. 	 The Re(,s. 	The Thu, 
HERBERT, Bp. of Glasgow, d. 1164 	- Alexander 1. & David I. 	rzo. . 
W. CemTN, Bp. of Durham, a rya, d. 1153 	- David I. from 1133 to - 1142. 
Sonnan, the King's clerk 	. 	 David T. • 	. 

• EDWARD 	- 	- 	- 	- 	- David I. 	- 	- 	/43-4. 
Watera 	- 	 - David I, and Malcolm IV. 1146-Go. 
Evc Er., Bp. of Glasrrov:, d. t 173. 	 MI/col/It IV. 	- 	116o.64. 
NICOLAS, the King's clerk, d. t i71- 	- Malcolm IV. 	- 	- tanq.7 r. 
WALTER de 131131.1n, Bp. of Dankeld, d. 1178 	- William, the lion 	1171.78. 
R. a, Bp. of St. Audre 	d. trot 	- Wilfoon 	. 	 5178-89. 
Hen, de Roxsuace, y, t.,1-  Glasgow, d. 1199 - William 	- 	- 1189.9). 
Wm. HAL So  

Bp! 
lips of St. Anchewr, d.. r3:' 	 5199..tzoo. 

FLORENCE, Bp. of Glugow, 	1212 	- 	- WI/LID 	- 	. 12,2 ‘1. 
di Bosco, a. as,3i 	 . tiV df...or, and Alex. II. 	1,1,6. 

1225.7. 
MAT. SCO•E, d. before 1235 	- 	- 	Alexander 	- staid t. 
Wm: de LINDSAY 	- 	 . Alexand, It. - 
WA. de BONDING: or, Fp. of Gla,gool, d. s k 	Alexard,r il. - 	tz3.1-2. 
Ron. Ab. or Dun 	 5 	 - Alexander II, & his son 	ts3r 5o. 1711  
f:Ametlu, Bp. o.lS Andrews, 

 

	

R,c 	v 
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Earl Henry, the son of David I, and Earl David, the brother of William, the 
lifin, the presumptive heirs of the crown, had their several chancelo a, as we 
know front their respective charters. 

In England. next to the chancellor, was rankel the Mower (f). There 
was, however, no sue% officer, in Scotland, during the Srxo-Saxon period. 
In those times of scanty cayenne, the chamberlain is said to hew paformed the 
various functions of the treasurer. Yet, William, the lion, had an Expemarha, 
who performed the variouc darker of the treasurer (g).. It was James, on his re-
turn from England, where he had learned much of his policy, who established 
he office of treasurer ;h). The Bishops, and Abbots, had their Dispemertors; 

we know from 	chartularies. 
of the king appears among the officers of state, udder Wil- 

iam. if not tu:.er David 1. 

	

	Malcolm de Lundin, who Was Hostiariti s, du, 
reign, was succeeded by his son, Thomas, who 

,he remainder of William's life, and during the first 
Ikea r,ign 	Thomas de Lundin was succeeded, as liwtiarius, 

or.  Alan, whose various talents enabled him to perform 
, ing that factious period, till he died, in ins (I). This 

The Tears. 
Alexander 	- rr55-5.7. 

T. 	 , f  St. Andrews, d. 1279 	Alexander lit. — 1257-7+. 
PRASE:,, 111/ of. ..Andrews, 0.1297 	- Alexander III. 	- 1274 Co. 

Si, Tun. CHAS T1.1 IS 	 - Alexander llI. - 	• t 28o-85. 
9,n.v Bp. Of CA1'1111E55 	- 	 - Interregnum 	- 
.Ivrx. K111111Q111/ 	 - John Baliul 	. s296. 

. hr litre% COTES 	 305. 

GV 	
( f ) Madox's Excheq. L 78. . 
(,) Michad, the experrearier of K. William appears, in the chartulary of Soltre, ra 	mar 

me held the kiag's 	pore,. 
C,en Off. of State, 316. Borthwiek's Brit. Antlq. 

(I) Malcolm dr Lundin is the first bwiarin.; of the king, who appears, in the chartulaties, der. 
ing the reign of William. Chart. Cupre, 5 t. The bishops cf St. Andrews had their horriarisr 
before ash;. MS. Monast. Scotia, 503. 

(k) Thomas de Lundin, 0  liorriariur Amin; 	trot.," made several grams to the monasteriv. 
f Aherbrothoe. and C,pre, whirl, were Lonfirtned by K. William. Chart. Capre, 51-2 ; Chart. 
throth 88 9 rne. Ile appears, as a witness, in several charters of Alexander II, whom he 

attended to York, in 122c, and witnessed his martlage contract with Joan the English princes:. 
'gtym. Bad. i. ant. 
.• (/) Bunion, lib. in c.6 r, 	t, 4, 5, 9, 1435 ; Chron. Melros, at9, 	RY.• 

611. 1. 59, 565-6-7s 670, 7,5. 
Von. I. 	 4 Y. 	 office, 
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office, when it was accompanied, in after times, by less talent, and op 
became of touch less respectability ('a). 

The master of the household, and the pametarly.,, came into use, thirin 
snore recent times (N). Sic Andrew Moray, waspanrn/ritt, Sortie, under Robert 
Bruce (a). 

The Bishops, and Abbots, the Earls, and Barons, hnitted the example of 
thtir sovereigns, in the st,oral appointnicnts of their officers ; and these ofilcers 
performed, rot 	the sense functions; though they wore circumscribed, 
within a narrower sphere (p). 	 • 	. 

It is said, however, by 50111e of the lawyers of Scotland, that 
were nut,aneiently deseentlible to their heirs. ',ley  see 
constable, of stewart, of ntarctoltal, and ofdoorwarcl, 
to son, and even to daughters, alto carried their rights 
bands: yet, the Scotish jurists doubt, whether these r 
as they equally doubt, whether lands stare descendilile topnalc hewn, under the 
ancient law (q). 

The policy of shcriffdoms was introduced, gradually, into Scotland, as well 
as to Ireland, after the government of both had become Anglo.Norman t Celtic 
Scotland had not any of thwe divisiont, any more than Celtic Ireland (r). In 
Ireland, shires were not universally adopted, till the reign of lanes 1.: in Scot- 

11.9 David II granted to Ada Dispense the office of " keeping the king's door." 
Index, 47. 

In) C,awf. Off. of State, 355:  Borthwick's Br ii. Antiq. 14. 
(o) Chart. Dryburgli, 147. In the letter foam the Magma, &oil., to  the Pope, in t 

is printed, in Goodal's Fordun, lib. xiii. c.:, Henry de Sancto Class is designed 	Partqarhq 
Srotiql" but, the genuine document gives !din no such officeY. Diplom. Scotia, li. 
apt Reliquim divi Andrei, ch. ,iii. s. a. A charter of Richard the Bishop of St. Andrew, 

from 1,63 to t in,  is  witnessed by his chaplains, his no,sifei, his Pi'n'e, his Cal.' rai is, his 
.ellqraehqllea, and his Hortiorin, MS. Monast. Send, .03. 

(q) " A conceit has sprung up," saith the late Lord Hailer, . that females were excluded from 
the succession to lands, by the ancient Law of Scotland: the examples to the contrary are num-

"  borless." Hist. Hem. Scotish Councils, a 1. The conceit is true, if it was meant to apply to 
the Gat& law of Scotland : but it is quite absurd, if the amine: law be extended back no further 
than too A 0. 

(r) There is some reason to believe, that Henry II. fins appointed sheriffs, in 	; and, 
consequently, assigned them districts. Lcdwich's Antiq. 2,6.  It is, however, certain, that king 
John divided Ireland into shims, and assigned them sheriffs. See Serjeant Mayan's fine argument, in 
Harris's Hibernica, part ii. 66-70: hill, he adds, that the Irish did so haw the English, that they 
would not have the counties called after theig nn  s,  but turned them all into territories, and septa. 
The whole policy was so new, and so odious to t

me
he Irish, that they constantly opposed the laying 

out of shires, and the appointment of sheriffs. 

• r 	•  land, 
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land, the present sheriff-wicks were mostly settled, as early as 1305 ; but they ., 
were not completely established, till more recent times. Every intimation con-
curs to prove, that a revolution of policy took place, in North-Britain, at the 
commencement of the Seoto-Saxon period, when the children of Malcolm Ceari... 
more, imperceptibly introduced some of thelaws of England into those districts, 
wherein a new people superseded the Celtic customs of prior tines. 

The epochs of the Scoto-Saxon period, of record, and of sheriffdom, are 
the same (a). Sheriffs are mentioned, during the reigns of Alexander I, and 
David I. (t). Yet, we must not allow, that every place, which had a sheriff, 
in ancient times, was a proper sheriffdom; as the sheriffs of Scone, of Edin-
burgh Castle, and of other towns, and fortresses : during the Scoto-Saxon pe-
riod, and perhaps, in after times, several of the parishes were called shires, 
front the Anglo-Saxon term, which merely imported a division (n). Yet, Gal. 
loway (x), Argyle, and the western isles, remained, till recent times, wider 

I 	their ancient policy (y). It is apparent, then, that sheriffwicks were gradually 
11

11, 

 laid out, as the Scow-Saxon people gained upon the Gaelic inhabitants, and 
'As the modern law prevailed over past rudeness. Before the conclusion of the 

cote-Saxon period, however, the continent of Scotland, if we except Gallo- 
ay, Argyle, and the western coast, had been progressively settled under the 

useful regimen of sherifFdoms, which were governed, according to the salutary 
,-- 	rule of the Anglo-Norman law. Sheriffships had even then become hereditary, , 

in particular families (o). The appointment of sheriffs was originally in the king, 
whose officers they were: but, in the progress of innovation, or refinement, 

(a) Buchanan ta:ks wildly of Scotland being divided lusts Shires, as early as Even, who is rep. 
posed to have reigned a century before our common a,ra. Hope's Minor Practiks, lot. Wal-
lace on Peerages, tut, in the same spirit of wildness, quotes, upon the same point, the fictitious 
laws of king Reutha, who never existed, of Kenneth II, of Malcolm II, who never performed a 
legislative act  

(t) Dalrymple's Coll. App.; Nicolson's Hist. I.ib. App. 7; Diplom. Scotie, al to saii; 
Chartularies of Scone, Dunfermlin, Kelso, and others. The first sheriff, who appears, in record. 
is Cospatrie, vi,,,,,,., in Earl David's charter to Selkirk, about the years ran. Chart. Kelso, 4. 
Thee s..e sheriffs in P. oxburghshirr, and in B,rwiek, during the reign of Ditvid I. Nicolson'a 
Hits. Lib. p. 363. Yet, I doubt, whether there were, during that reign, any sheriff, in proper 
Scotland. 

(a) Chart. Dunfermlin ; Dalrymple's ca. 383  ; Chart. Aberdeen. The parish of Bathgate, 
in Linlithgowshire, was formerly a real sheriffdom. Sibbald's His. Linlithgow, at. 

In) Stat. Alexander II. c. a; Rene, '4. 
' 	(A Ja. IV. e.59.60.61, enacted, that jlI6Li[eS, and sheriffs, he made for the Mee; and Argyle 
waL, in oornc measure, placid under the sheriffwick,of Perth ; and, in 1503, sheriffs were dimeted 
rob appointed for Ross, and Cattiness. 

(..) See the tVinance of Ed. L 5305, for the government of Scotland. Ryley'i Placita, 5a4. 
4 Y 2. 	 wiles 

   
  



when private rights had h 
equally became necessary, to 
And the Barons, in those dries; 
well as tLe king (b). But, of 

hundreds, Scotland knew n.,thing ; ate tbev 411 arcsc, in England, from Saxon 
Customs, beyond I:7,e CI memory. 

Thus snuch, 51 to, with re, r.! to the f.igSer rank, of men, in 
twin. The middle ttati,s, ire' .ling the 1,rgess'es, were few ; ar 

only incon,iderable, evcri comprehending the Thanes, who are in 
by fiction, than rnetnmah.le.from fact (c). We have already seen h 

ble it was for the Saxon policy of Thanes to have existed, during the Celtic go- 
vernment of North-Britain (d). Thancs,• and thanedoms, were unknown to 

Cultic Scotland, as they were equally unheard of in Celtic Ireland (0). lit 
land, not long after the conquest, when so many juridical changes 

not only the word thane was disused, but the °like was discontit. 
Scotland, where the Saxon policy began to prevail, at th 
changes, the office, and the name, of (Line, were intro 
Anglo-Norman law came into North Dritaia, with the Angl 
tion, by a new dynasty of kings, the appointment of LhaleS probably look 

(a) Wallace Peerages, it r ; Statute Book : In 53cro, it was enacted by [BEd. I. c. 8, that the: 
inhabitants of every county should make choice of their sheriff; where the shrievalty 	not of jr 
This enactment, which appears never to have been the law of Scotland, was attend by 9 Ed. 11. 
Stat. 2. 	 • 	 „.,. 

(8) Richard Moreville, the constable, had Henry de Sinclair, for his sheriff, 
sheriff to William Moreville. Chart. Glasg. 163.5. Hugh Gifford of Tester 
monks of Newbotle, Cressewcll, in Lothian, w si.mt Alex-apace viceconte, 
Chart. Newbotle, 89. 

(e) Like the words shire, and sheriff, the terms tire,,, and thanedoni, werc also derived (ion, the 
Saxon language, and policy. See before, book iii. c. ix ; Clarke 's Connection, 443-6 ; Kcilmnes 
Domesday, 343 ; WIlltaker's Match. ii. 557, 5 74, /82-3. 

(d) See before, book 	c. ix. 
(e) The silence of Ware, and of Ledwich, attests the fact, as to Ireland : it is a still more in. 

:tractive fact, that the than;donas of Scotland lay all on the east coast, the proper country of the 
Is 	Scoko.Saxons, and not on the western shores of Galloway, Argyle, and Sass, the appropriate 

districts of the Gaelic people, who, as they had not the MI, of course, had not the thing. The 
Scotish historians, indeed, speak of the existence of thanes, in North-Britain, during the Celtic 
times of Macbeth but, they are not to be Wined, when they scribble of improbabilities, whereof, 
either as writers, or as W121126328, they knew nothing, but the name yet, sober inquiry resists, in 
Tain, the overpowering magic of Shakespeare, which will for ever convince the eye, and the under-
standing, that rr the Mane of Cawdor 

el in vo. Thaw. 

place- 
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Tiara. Under David 1, the thanes, mod the thanages, appear, in th 

larks, to have been fully established (g). 
Yet, the thanes were never officers of stud, who attended the 

king, if We may believe the silence of the chattularies, which. 
them, as witnesses of the king's hoar hicucer. The thanes were 
fleeted with land, which they managed, as bailiffs, with a just 

ancient functions (,9. And their numbers increased, in proper 

were divided, and manors were settled (1). Thy Abthanc, 

(g) Almost the 	kingdom, in 	 time of Maleolm II, ;:te 03 
was divided into Ida:mgrs. Lib. iv. c. 	For chi; improbabilit 
fourteenth century, has neither fact, nor authority, nor analogY 
not even the Lige, Alak 	 t.. ohni, for his war. The!, is not tl 
tic. of Scotland were c.an- 	th 	th at thagos, or 	there w:m 
in the fictitious histories of ^u` 	a:n1 the in;;;atire chronicle of 
ter: of Edgar, or Alexander I, are thane, or thanedthal, or thanages, Over mentioned : 
ore notited by the elm; tt. I'S of Dar;d I. Diplom. Seotiaovi. See the chartnlaries of 
and of Moray, and the recital, of the grants of William, his grandson. The first thanes, who ap- 
pear, in proper Scotland, on; Macbeth Tlaar Folilind, and Maboure Mani fXellie, in the rug 
of David I. Reg. of St. Andrews j Chart. May. 

(1.) See Cowel in vo. Ti'trim vi, e, 'how and the context of the charters of 
mentned, of Harlington, and Clerkingtort, intimate, that he understood their 
in thename sense, as tai/'?:,  or land-theward. Diplom. Scotile, pl. 16; Antal. 
116-17. Bet, there is a charter of William to the Bishop of Moray, "De d 
Which descnbes his theywr, 30 distinctly, as to admit of no doubt " Si villanus fh 

sam dare noluerit, theyour rub 50' 	err, distringat Mum deeimam 	sire aliam u 
udinem." The king repeats the empbatical expressIbn : "Si thrgarm sub qm math. ere. 

Chart, Mmay, 155. The theynes, however, were not employed in the collection of the king's 
aids, and customary does: the sheriff was the officer, who was generally entrusted, and emneti 
the Earl. Chart. Scone, 17. In two charters of Alexander II, the/it-math, and rhayni, are p 
upon the same footing. Chart. Moray, 59.6o. There is a charter of Walter de Berkeley, wl 
was confirmed by William, the lion, renouncing to the monks of Aberbrothock, the duce, and 
vices, which used to be paid by the people living on the lands of the Mayne of Inverkeledor. Ch 
Aberb. 85 5. In 5;70, William granted to Mathew, the Bishop of Aberdeen, many la 

omnibus na iu4 dictanim terrarum, lbergoir rue, lanIum rwelurix." Chart. Aberdon, so 
We thus see the connection of the tfixiaser, with the tillrynr, and how little the drapes were, 
bailiffs, above the villeyns, who were under their management. Gillenevin, the dergifar, or newel 
of Duncan, 0.3 thane of Stirling, and .vas a witness to a charter by Gilbert Earl of Stratbern 
Malcolm, the son of Duncan, the Earl 'of rife. Chart. in Brit. Museum. Wood of Bathe 
a 	 angerson of oho family, who carried the oaf ,  Orr, in their escutcheon, added to his coat.ar 
rial, for a difference, two figs appentlaat, to denote his gifire of thane of Fettercorne. Nisb 
Herald.. ii. part iii. lo. 

(i) The diligence of Robertson has collected the names of almost forty thanedoms. Ind 
the Records., n. He has remarked, that only one of them is situated 0 
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so little understood, was peculiar to Scotland. The thane has been supposed ' 

to denote a bailiff of less, and the abthane, an officer, of greater dignity (5). 

Selden, by relying on the fabulous historians of Scotland, has shown hose learn-

ing may be deluded by fiction. It is, nevertheless, apparent, from a consider-

ation of the records, that the first was the thane of the king ; and that the 

second was the thane of the abbot t the first was the royal bailiff, or steward ; 

the second was the velcsiartiral bailiff, or steward (/). The distinction between 

the thane, and abthane, arose long after the office was introduced into Scotland, 

from a circumstance, which is distinctly marked in the chartularies : when the 

king granted lands to the bishop, or abbot, reserving particular rights, within 

the same lands, the royal thane attended to those lay rights, while the abthane 

managed the ecclesiastical rights. 

and not one of than on the south of the Forth : Fife, and Kalentir, are admitted to be exception., 
to this rule, and perhaps Hadington might have been added to the exception. My researches have 
enabled me to add to the number; but not so the importance, of the Maw s  their great numbers, 

i 	within a few shires only, evince the insignificmce of the thane, if the narrowness of the thattedom 
did not settle the fact. It is also a remarkable circumstance, that the thanages lay chiefly in the 
shires, on the eastern coast, and not in the shires, on the west; the reason may have bees, that the 
kings, David I, Malcolm, William, and Alexander II, settled their manors along the eastern mast, 
with their thanes, and not in the west, where the royal authority was not fully established till recent 

. 	times. 	 ti, Titles of Honour, z ed. 846. 

(7) John, the Bishop of Dunkeld, confirmed to the monastery of Scone the church of Logy 
Mashed in Athol, o cum pertinentibus, viz. le Rath que est caput comitatus et de tore  Managio 
0  de Dulnwxyd,  et de tato  short gin de Fandufuith." This charter was confirmed by Galfrid, Ri.. 

..n..  shard, and Mathew, Bishops of Dunkeld. Chart. of Scone, 47-S.9, 55. John was BiFhop of 
Dunkeld from 1211, 5012.4, Gatfrid from 1236 to ta.n. Richard from 1250 to ta7a, and 

Ii. Mathew from 1288 to :3c9. Keith. Now; Dul-yawl, both in the II itish, and Irish, signifies 
the ma, Dal. Them is a charter of Alexander DI, granting certain casements to the abbots 
of Scone, which is addressed to his thanes, and other good men of Dull, and Fertcrkill. Cl,,,,. 

w
Scone, 49. From these charters, it appears, that the 46Moner of Dull  were not known, in those 
early times. The district of Dull comprehended an extensive country, the whale; or part whereof, 

r 	belonged to the monastery of Scone; and, for this reason, became distingdshed by the name of 

r 	Dalawych a and,  as this was a Outage, as we have nen, before the &loin of William, the thane 
thereof, naturally, acquired the appellation of ab-thane, the abbot's thane of Dull, al, in the Gaelic, 

!", 	signifying ass  ably, The Dui-month of those confirmations is denominated, hi three charters of  - 

'--.  David If, the a-thaw-h. of Dull. Robertson's Index, 46-53-90. MS. Hart. No. 46o9-462o... 
'Mere are other alothonerit, mentioned among the lands of the hishoprick of St. Andrews. Rel. ,-
Divi Andre, s t7-tat ; Dal. Col. 119, 12,5. There is 4 very mistaken account of the offices of  
thane, and ahthane, by a Peron, who was a lover of antiquities, without being an antiquary, in  . 
the Transaminns of the antiquaries of Edinburgh, i. 185: and see the Frag. Scot. Hist. 17911, 
p.:'^-q,. Crinan, who married Beth., the daughter of Malcolm II, is erroneously said to have 
been Yilban, of DulL Forthin, lib. iv. c. slid. 

The 
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- The thanes, then existed; at the demise of Alexander III, and at the acces, 
slots of Bruce; and the abthanes equally existed at the same epoch. Robert I. 
granted to ;he abbot, the thanage of Scone, which was confirmed by inno-
cent V.I.(nO. This great prince confirmed to the prior of Restcnoi the peen-

, niary dues, wilLls the inonastely was entitled to receive from several Manages 
4'of fofna, tintes (0. David 11. eqi7,11y continued the policy of thanaf;es, as we 
'may learn, from his charters. And this policy continued a century fund a half, 
After the demise of David IF, although the thanes became still mere if.consider-

ttble, as the other orders of men rice in consequence. 
Whether tilt alike of thane were hereditary is doubtful. The thanage of 
del, in Fileshire, is said to have descended from the father to the son (o). 

This afservafion applits, with still more propriety, perhaps, to tile thane of 
Calder, wlx-fse tlianedom seems, indeed, to have been hereditary (p). What- • 
ever there may he in this conjertmfc, the thane of Calder mill live, while tire 
dramas of Linakspeare shall continue to astonish, and delight. The dimness of 
fact pretends riot to emulate the splendour of fiction. Yet, Boece, as we have 
seen, had some foundation, in the realities of his age, for the fables, which he 
conveyed to the Englfsh chronicler, who exhibited their attractions to the keen 
eye of that immortal dramatist. 

Nearly eomrccted with the thanes, as we have observed, were the ssllif.yros, 
the bondmcn, the nativi, who were scarcely, for ages, recognized by freedom. 
This wad condition of the lower orders, arising frequently from war, mostly 
fitnt birth, and often from consent, certainly came down from the strenuous 
Malcolm 111, and the .pious Margaret, to their children (y). From them, Edgar, 

(no Chart. Scone, 31, 67.8, 112. 
(n) Robot 1. confirmed, in 'seta, the verdict of an inquest, finding the prior and canons of 

12,stenot entitled, during the reign of Alexander Ill, " vigin solidus et decem depths percipicn. 
dis per annum de thanagio de thapathaycs, [Tanadice], et seefoodis decimis omnium thauagiorum 
subsoiptorma, viz. de Veteri4lunross, Glairnes, Fingalveny, & Aber/emenach." MS. Mona 

35. 	The abuse rights were confirmed by David II. 
.,(a) Chart. Donferin. Frag. Scot. Hist. 40. 

(p) See the family of balder, in Shaw's Moray, 113.394 ; and Chart. Moray.yoo 
William, three of Calder, and John, 'bane of Brody, appear consp,cuous among other respecta 
men, in Ings. MS. Hart No. 46so. 

(g) We hare already seen how many of the wretched Northombrians, Malcolm, during his 
pent incursions, carried from the north of England into Scotland. Such was the panic_ 
war, in those times, that the prisoners who were not ransomed, remained in bondage. Malcolm. 
and Margaret, pre ce,ain vii to the marl. of DunfermEn. Dalm-rnpl:'s Col. App. See 
the declaration of David " De Fugitivis qui vocamnr Ctonerlarh." Fragments of Scot. Hist. 
App.  a.  The name  of rumerlaeh  was given by the Northumberland Saxon, to those uahappy 
people, from tier common cry of extreme wretchedness. 

Alexander 
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Alexander I, and David I, possessed, with their innumerable manors, a nu-
merous peasantry, who were denominated their proper n: n, and who were 
vendible at will, as their peculiar chattels (r). To David's manor of Horneden, 
in Berwickshire, there were annexed certain tenants called Drengs (a). Among 
the old writers, there ippearl to have been some dilicrence of judgment, about 
the real meaning of drenthes, dr-nes, or drengi, in our juridical sustains the 
better opinion, however, seems to be, that they were ten-ants in pure villeynage, 
who held their tenements in drengagr (t). The chartularies are full of situiliar 
descriptions of servitude, under the dissimilar names, of 	homines, native, 
Berri, award, captivi, bondi, bandagii, tentrneti, barbandii, who might all be 
bought, and sold, with the glebe. 

This melancholy truth will distinctly appear, if we ruts over the circumstatt-
,ces, attending those unhappy people, under the several kings of the Scot., 
Saxon dynasty. Under David I, one of the most liberal of those kings, that 
wretched practice of enslaving an oppressed race, existed in full force, as we 
have, indeed, seen (u). The youthful grandson of David followed hi,  exam-
ple, as to the condition of his people : Malcolm IV. granted to the n. mk,  of 
Newbotle a salt-work, in Kalentyr, with all its arable land there; " rsddendo 
" lode Lodir Mein amtatim quatuor solidos (x)." William, the brother of Mal- 
colm IV, enforced those villien services, during his extended reign 	The 
brother of William, David, the Earl of Iiunti.igicm, granted to Gartnach, Earl 

of 

(r) Frog. Scot. Hist. App. r MS. Monast. 	io3. A 0,arter of David I, giving to 
the church of Dunforadin three .rtrvi, 	 of 	 fm ever. The grants st Edgar, 
and Alexander, to the church of Coldinghan,, include eit men. Smith's Bede, App. o. 

(m) Id. Waldeve, Comes, who mcceeded Gov,. ic, in i 166, gave to tin monks of Kelso 
" Holden, et Wilhelm., fratrem cjos, et mums lib,. costs, et undo, vequalcs coml." Chart. 
litho. 157. 

(r) Bores Westmorland;Kelham's Domesday, sea : and Spelman's Glos. in vo. Dm,,,ragr, 
and Dump, in vo.Dreache, 

(ii) David granted to the monks of Scone, " Canditismicy earn itsminiltis, meths, et aqois," 
Chart. Scone, 16, This charter was confirmed by Robert I. Ia t to, David granted to the 
abbot of Kelso, " ecclesin. di Lesmahago et toton lesmahago coin Gotnini:ro.r." MS. Mon.. 
&ode, 33. In an agreement between the chord. of Eccles, and Stirling, which Oa made be. 
fore David, his son Earl Henry, and his Barons, mention is made " de Hordinannis, et bor., 
" et Gresmanni, et mancipiia." Ib. 106. 

Is) Chart. Newboxle, 113. 
(v) K. William granted, in t yo, to the Bishop of Aberdeen, various .lands in Aberdeenshire, 

" corn ormilms netlivis dimanim terror.), Thaynis meis tamesexchisis." Chart Abadan,
9 no. During the reign of William, Fergus, the Earl of Buchan, granted to John, the son of 

Mitred, several lands in Buchan, " eum nW,vir it Medi," K. William isinned a precept, its favour 
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of Mar, and his heirs, Gillechrlst, the son of C,111chtlygal, and t 
and Gillen, and Gillernart, four sous of Hot fa). 12icllard 
constable under William, and his principal minister, granaal it 

dale, and Ice heirs, Edmand, the son of Bnndc, and :1111end• 
with their progeny, for three marks 

'men shoal not Ire removed from 11 

Alexander 	cnrmnon practice 
learn from many charters (Ii). 	Richard. 

veycd to the hosplal of Soltre, Al/an, the sr. of Tock evill hie 'nog, 

In a chamhALin -con! t, which 	I,!, 14  in csuum puellannn, 

Alexander 	1075, him de trittecitcn ritei:ened into the kine,',  
lands all 	 web all the soil, and roars, WI. were then eh, a: 

-. Whether any of Lilo, degraded Men ry;ained their freedom, toning t 

of 5"' prior of as 	sneer nation, /zontIttett, 	 Clot. 
granted to the moth" of Callaghan, " 	gas 4...5an maatat  hani 
111;g. by another char"tr; " du fngitivi, et nada,. do ColtlingItt 
3,21,1,3 	Chart Cold. 5. Pariolc, Earl of Dunbar, 
" alba:arida. scrum, gat s, priori, do 
aoltat no)nai ay, thaw are, " manandalione,, daaatiaac), vad.Lancs, et ela.nat,00a, 
o can 

 
q. 	1'a 	I h. 2/3. 

(t) Clan, 	a. I)1)1. 19.51. 	 (n!Diptitin.Scotii p 
(f,) 	kr co...111;11,i the Toadies of dia(h, ol,brg of 	; ‘' ct obi 
noara in Lola t: 	1,1 ,,anon.VOS et 	 peas invent.. 
laht dt 	Chan. Kola, ,

110 
	, 39 T . In 12;4, Al, dam!, gcnatod to 

ooh;:. 	of 	"  cam tad th)).....a. 1\ SO. latoaa.". S 
to tie knight of ltaaltm, at 	 all the", Ian 
I ,: 7.. 	inn2 25, T. itttr 	 benvecnthtt 
Ca la!, t ,altet1 tot 	ftty.tte, " .. 	n. decitus 
" 	 t t 	 uti 
the pari"aa,(4-1. Ch.40_ Staa, 5) , in. the clan,:of Cttp,", No.it', 
4,21,2 to I Id o olo; ° St 	.11 	fogiCoos aafa.a a . •,5 	cia a sant 

in, et (a) ta.." 	.551, tIle,d,rgratAttcl 	th, 	 Ct. I,: 
ofr ttitoulit 1, int, o f. - .i 	his,trealtn. Ott, t. 	 , ttutt, 
A odrcw the 	of MtIrtly, [t 227 tO ,a4,1, 	'Walt 
" el acre., .4 "a; hahtla t .415 ; 	a  'fats Ada-cs, 	4 

hat:, haal!!,,44 !!',5 a.' ta t 	t 1.aicos odila hal4,144h , 
ata 	can: ( 	n.. at I, : 	uus°roans a Ida: a, 	oing 
Caalla rovtadar, 	4! a:avg,: naem Walteras Coag- 4 !. 

eladtto ten , 	 d5Inverdranya e, 'lt • 	ala6 tellitt  a 

	

,:ort,1" Mor,rictiatirt 	 -tan omnibus 
at  Cittia!is 	 5d. 
,a; 	 ; !. 

1. 	 - 	4 7, 	• 
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wars, for the independence of Scotland, cannot now be ascertained. The former 
Ian', and ancient practice, certainly continued. Robert I. granted to the mo- • 
nastery of Wm:, a part of the-  Lamp),  of Westerker, " CUM hominibus tam 
" tenentibus quam t,ervientibus eortun re/igito-irum (0).” • On the other band, 
Robert I, confirmed, ii$13.2c, tha verdict of ,,n.:11,auest, which had been held ,
before the chamberlain, 	justiciary, finding the Freedom of Ade, the F011 of 
Adam (f). Durhlg the long, and feeble reign, of .Da-vid II, the proctor of 
bondage seems not to have been relaxed, amidst many :trn-_-.glcs, kr the free-
born of the nation. V.t, many free tenem.v thee were, during that age, in 
North-Bri!ain (g). Many of the peasantry were bombnen, within the L,g!isb 
pales, but not in the practice of the Gaelic people. The example of ,the king, 
in transferring men, and women, and their issue, With the. soil, whereon they 
dwelt, incited the practice of his nobles, and clergy. David, in the second 	-
year of his reign, granted to Sir Alexander Lindsay the tin:nage of Dounay, in 
Forfarshire, " cum bondis, bondagii,, nadvis, et eorum sequelis (b). Robert, 
the Steward, and Earl of Stmthern, granted to Sir Robert Erskine, and Chris-
tian de Kcal, his wife, all his -lands of Ni-stot, and Edinham, " cum 

serviciis libere tenentium cum knells, bowlagiis, ct n01ivio, ac cormn EC-
" quelis (i)." In 5364, Alexander, the Bishop of Moray, repledged two of 
his nafivi before the -sheriff ofoBanff (k). This severe system does not seem 
to have been relaxed, during the reign of Robert tL In the second year of hi, 
reign, Ito granted to Marion Carclney, and 14 the issue procreated, or to be pro-
created, between hint, and her, Weltown, and Watertown, in Aberdeen:hire, 
" cum ,al iris et eorum sequelis (I)." HI 1381, Adam, the Bi,hop of Aber-
deen, granted for life, in consideration of ten marks yearly, his barony of Mur-
thyl, to William de Camera, " cum bo.lis, bondagii,, annals, et corundem 

sequelis (70." It is certain, that Gilbert, the Bishop of Aberdeen, granted, 

(e) lb. 3S. 	(f) Robertson's Index, P. S. 	t it. , t. 	• 	(g) Chart. Aberd.8o7. 
(h) Robertson's Index, 96-do. list also granted to the save Sits:Me:sander Lindsay the barony 

of Inv rarity, 	Forfarshire, enrn Land, Londtgii, march, Stmild. David granted for life to 
Brice Wye! the lands of Bailee)), in kinto,s-shire, t‘ cm» bondis, bondagiis, egnativis, dicta tare." 
It,. 85. I-1, made similar grants, in it)tunfriegaid.s.. 	lb. ilt.gt. 

(i) Chart. Aberdon, S07. 
In Clint. Moray, zed t In the QuonMin Artmdniantents,g, Id. they , the Drcivc of Boob- 

?, or," with the doctrine, of Bondage, in that age. 
(/) Robertson's Index, 134. 
1.1 Chart. Aberd. 387 t When this amedation tea, prolongod by Itittosit Gilbert, in 1401, io 

Thomas, the son of Willistrt de Camera, Pm cords co 	ring the bondtmen, and their i,ne, teem 
omitted either by design, al accident. lb. 577. 

in 
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in r 392, to William /..ange, ono of his canons for life, his lands of Bonnets, in 
Buchan, with the henthAgs, I shhe,s, :nisi the artier (11). 

I have thus traced, rho 	the cdentularies, the degrading pr- dice of vi/kon- 
age', to the colonsence:nem of the trtuu, o century. let, the Scotish lawyers, 
scion avers not, as we have seen, in the habit of dipph4into records, svelte, on 
this curious subject, as if sash a ',anise had never existed (e). 

Ti is a 000c11 more pleasing ha k to ;race the progress of refinement, or the 
sense oL justice, or ]'10 notion 	 which led to the emancipation of 
those villeyos, ;,ad utbdi bar,,::,_.. 	In this, ancient tun:;.;, a similar state of 
Lund ,z existed, la every iihheirt of Europe. lit some of those countries, laws 

cite t., 	 jy, far eholithia,, the Leah: of villeynage, or alleviating the 
condithn of ill, hondmen. la h'rance, -an edict, for to general enfranchisement 
of see 	was p, said, by 1,nuis Id Csh:, in r t a, a (p). Ire Liadjiand, we see no- 
thing lilac that ens: to I'd, individual fdderloni. Wiclilf, Ellewing the exmaple 
of Censtantine, ties greet, was the first to Lel,ue the practi,,, of villeynage to 

mhichoimian. A bill, conteittiiNg bt,:dmen, was rejected by Parliament, in 
t 536 (1). As la e 	157h, there were bendmen, and hendwomen, on the royal 
manors, in ,Aceal shiresmf Enhjand : and, FalzActh then issued a consnsission, 

T manunlinlog [lose wretched people (r), The national mint put an end to 
odious roams of slavery, withons any 1.2:;•islative dedanition. Ill Scotland, 

U' :A. Aboad 	In r453, the baronies drI Cee,he, and Durri,; in litattndin.sabirc, ,,,,,, sold, 
tenandrics. Crattf 0f..ofStat a, 	r,,,nth, many ciauter.:, 	Into 

this h, u_ ore ,,---,tclarly Inda `It .  I, La , :dation 	,va, fa,r the 
I at no ..ample appears, in tlic 	rocorcI. 	t el.,a 	will, the f.,,,,,,,latourcr,, ana 

attacl,rd to the aoil." Hist. ef Scot. lam tha Aad.:F,. of titclIous,, of Stawart,i. 127; tI:ia 
was said, id tIlis face Of one of the oh!est 55.550,15 5 Edgar we:hard to the monks et Sr. 	.troth, 

Past no, cum 	 niLttr, aooth 	taa ,',:,." 	Lad: , 	la ao tasdIta,1 chart, of AI,. 
dade, the S cu art of S,:dtla:n!, 

	

td - 	 wa,Add ta 	at ids 	in f oaut. 
't 	n,A,d;; at rort,r; Ltert unit." 	On the 2(I.I'd of April 13(..1, in a lawsait, 	the Bishop or 

bofoac the 	aiif cf i 	oIald 	co., :Ader LI, 1.:Ing 
Foc,pt, 	v.taa clacidad, by the bdrt,tol roost Ontfhl otn, 	tlo 5ornro, On, the lehl th5 	n5 5 .5 
were " the nati,, an1 II•gc mcn of thd Iithop." Chart. M,day. 	:.. 

(,) CI ait:ea 	 Lb. 	; 	 ; 

of There 	tho Fn 5ton Owe 	a curio., o..55 55 of 	ohoo , 
th, re is -daInng• 	tia,  nfaanaIsiacment, by Lora 

.nat 	on, 	a Main, rd ,,atalaat, stIna 	to It, nand,' uf Dyck 4,2,, witbin Ldc,  cauatt, 
• I.  Ssa,t,,,  

	

a:ice ,antidned IA,k a, to 	;Ilan is 

	

Z s 	 so-either. 
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, -  father. William, the lion, as he lived long, transmitted many statutes, if we 
Islay determine from the inaccurate publication of Slcene, front older col-
lections (I). The Forest Laws are also :Its Muted to William, by the same un-
faith- d publisher of those ancient capitulaies (c): Yet, anachronism seems to 
claim them, for a less dignified author of Loa times. The statutes, which the 
same publish, has assigned to Alescander II., :Ice equally suspected of unfitithful.. 
pos, (d). Jurisprudence, and history, Ilavcb,:;1 set] iciest cause to lament, that 
ilti,:curtIcy, and interpolation, should have so much mingled vii,11 those:  

,. 

 

resist coMpilmitms, whirls have been mad.: to assume the place of to:side, 
statutes. 

....,' 	There Is, 11,tt,vcr, a collection of laws, cn: i kJ the 1 	13,-g61,4117, 11.  hi ji 

r have been attributed to David I„ on sun, ,ounds (a).  Yet, tl,se lx,,,, are 
declared by 'Lord Hailer nut to be altogether lie from the doubts, ,Ilich involv, 

, the ancient laws of Scotland, as they have bran publisged by Skase, e:.. sus-
.  picious cloud of unconquerable scepticism (f 1. 

(1). Lord Hallos 	area, 	 there is reason to bellr, , that the law; olt WOliton aro ot 
" malt, gcnuine, 	,vahnot intelloolation" Att. i. 145. .1 	',Ito of ta:ttnont Invo, 
7ontoto,t1•-, 	ttnir oatannt, 

 
eel thaail, a vory snitionot, tt ;Tr:trot:or ,o 	o azothaot ottot talattoo. 

colloction of tho 1,eir rieelie contains some al tho aF5i,i of r," tii tot, whirta aro to Skettr, 
otal some, wIttoll arc rot. Tle otattateof .61exandallt, oh. 4, 	,,,4t,thttt hing, 

ne  Skean, Wii5 	 made by Wttliarn, in 11 to. Be:, • •Lattectina. 

(e) Skeiie's Ohl Laws. 	 (d) Lard 	tt's Ao. 	Aral dm, it, tt tt 
• • 	,  Welt 	rn  over 	 of Scotland, previotti,t 	,acts of Jones I.  • 

   
  



:mut! 
book 	Scottsh aw, 	 , 	ot by the pen, 
age, of David I. The late Lord Bankton revived the controversy, on this 
curiouS subject, by iniistin2;, in an -elaborate argument, that the Region Md.; 
j estatem is cenaittly a book of Scotish 	This Tredve-ad, though not 
professedly, " The Frkarnination of some of the Arguments for the High Anti- 
" quity of Reg; am Majestatem," by the Iota Lard liailes 	"[Iris Dissertation, 
which was intended to prove, that the disputed treatise k a tev,:ern fabrication, 
brought other disputants-upon the stage, who slid not al tve controvert what 
they were unable to confute. The charge uf frequent11114,1,1,1ihM, as it must 

=for ever remain unanswered, will always consign the 	 oaten to mo. 
'dery fabrication, as peculiarly its oln. 
• It will be found, perhaps,- that none of the opinievr, with. have been given 

xontither side, are perfectly correct. Of the Regla., :11,u.cstaim, there are 
arVcoal manuscript coral: of the fire:x[11 centvry, though no: one tnantecript, 
which, perhaps, contains this treatise alone (a). "f he 	 tale in was 
first published by Sir John Shone, in t6co, as it has alwaya appeared, in manu-
script, as one Octet of a Collection of several Treatises, on the Seotish Law. 

IA r. 	Rc. 	It a wool prinlorn is an obvious intecolation. The aa,a'asi; r the chapters alio 
diflar. In the 	collections, the list of cbapters exten d 	o to  ,ehnadnal and sixteen but their. 
as extended, in 8kene's publication, to one hundred and forty.threu chapters. Lord Harks's 
Exainin. 5. The L,, Burprum cannot 110 doubted 23 a geuiiiiiu code. v a 	6, fare :be 
Keepers of the realm of Scotland, at Ediabprg,h, ir. toot, it was held that, according to RIC CURCirl 
of the hurrowr, dower was a preferable debt. Ryley's Mani., T46-7. Norliing, then, remains, 
but, by collation of various copies of the Lava Ilurgarim, to ascertain the true tcat. 

CO Lord Hailes's Exanan. p. t. 

(i) Lord Itanloon's Institutes. 	(I) it was printed, at Dhabi:,  ih, h 1769. 

(/) I have before Inc very full, and accurate, MS. noirisrefiu. tent r 	copies of she 
)7,ion ,114jeing,n, whrcb arc preserved in the Advocate', 	et lidiaburi;li. 

Lord 
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Lnnl Hailes has demonstrated, that Shone was a careless, and unfaithful, 
editor (te). 

But, accuracy was not the passion of that age. Abacuk Bisset, who, as he 
was secretary to Shone, was (rod at the foot of Gamaliel, has given an account 
of the manner, time. and place, of the compilation of the Region, Afajes( 
with all the precision of car;a:nty, and all the con5dence of conviction 
According to Ila,t's rupecsentuion, David I., like another Justinian, sent out 
vw,sengers to colleer lama the jIrrisfa of every nation materials for .an institme, 
which he dictated at Newcastle. The first part el  this recount is confined l'y 
its own 	; the second i, exploded by the context of the code: 'Ike 1.e.,;;:ain 
Majertaleet, ivy peaking of those, who dwelt in Lothian, considers them, as 
living beyond the water of Forth (o): It posh :deo of any one, dwelling /apnd 
the ,r ate of Spey, in Moray, or in Carlutess (p). num this mode of spe,Itinj, 
it arp3ars t3 he cc' in, that Plis work 	 campoacd somewhere, in the 
heart of pro;, r 	; a;codtne 1.1aec o 

wa,  
f its compilation We, Froleally 

the t ran, wilt re a convemirm met, in t3 c, to choose delegates ta 
1L1,7,d I. to govt la,  a to the Caled,nian ummries (7). 

lw;we,er, wan a la:' .giver. 	Like oth.s cotqc,np..ry 
certalnly, 	atsices, with whatever m,st, an.1 	t. 	11,• 	.331 to 

have t21,1C1,1 the St./Pda Bhegeruni (r). 	the laws of .  lido r 	rat.: .....c0- 
le;sor, the laws ,d alvid. I. ware re 	and CAA! 1-01., at thtr. C.C11151,1 
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Yet, it does not follow, from the foregoing facts, that David L, any more 
than Henry II., or Edward I., ever compiled a code, or forme I a system 'of 

	

laws. Neither Aildred, the panegyrist of David, nor any wri .r of that age, 	• 
- allude to the Regian. Majestatetn. It is never 'mentioned its any of the juridical 
proceedings, with regard to the competition for the crown. It 's not alluded 
to by the estates of Scotland, when they studiously reserved their rights, 

liberties, and laws, in the marriage contract of the Maid,' of Norway Nor, 

is the &giant Mttiestaton  ever recollected, during the parliamentary proceedings 
of Edward I., whets he acted, as paramount legislator of Scotland (t). 

From. 

(a) See Rym. Fed. and Ryley's Placita. Owing to the liberality of the Curators of the Library 
at Berne, in Switzerland, and to the friendliness of M. F. Frendenrich, one of the nobles of that 
city, I have been favoured with the inspection of a manuscript collection of ancient laws, which 
has been preserved, in that valaable library, since the aged Cromwell, when that juridical tremure 
was purchased, in England, and transferred to Berne. It contains a wry good copy of Glanvill de 
legibus. It preserves a copy of the Border Limns, in r en,o, which were published by Bishop Ni-
cholson, under the tale of Lep+ filumbiarstn.  It contains the Brevie, or  Englii.b writs. It also 
comprehends a fine copy of the Slam< of sltrrledrhIgr. These occupy the grearmt part of the 
volume. Then, 55 Incipitot legs Scotie; et primp, de rata° furato, et caltinutiato, de calififil,  
55  niatoribus et calinniatis, Sc warrant's, etdiversis lads ubi calumniatores et calumpuiatos ct 

waranti dcbmit convenire  et  conveniri; et quid juris sit, si warantus noluerit 5convenite ad war. • 
rantiviridinn, et Ati tarries in Ergadia vel in Kentiem quid faciendam fecerit." That 

intelligent lawyer, 	
warran

Luders, who has carefully inspected this collection of laws, informs. Mid, 
that this very valuable MS. appears, from internal evidence, to have been written in the reign of 
Henry III. From a comparison with the SPe<1111P118 of ancient bands, is Casley's Catalogue, and 
in AyVfe's Calendar, the manuscript seemed to me, to be of the reign of Edward I. Thorell 
positive proof, that it is older time the year 1306 t .  Between the Leger SreMk, and the Lrinv Burs 
palm, there had hears or sit a vacant spate; and into this space, Sore appears to love been 
written, subsequently, in a different hand, the following insertions 	Memorandum—quod Witt 
55 lielinus Brezmnr 	compotam die domiuica passion tote Retain Sancti Andre, arm 

mc,cra et codifin die . . et vn ores matrices Sc twit., debit ad comp ..= swum." 
Imin--codcm die Johannes Bertram de MAL . . reddidit cionipotuni mum et eodem die 

capit so dyninuardys et vt oves et etinturn hoggys et; 	quibus debit ad proximum compotrm 

6mon. lime, then, is the date of *c shore inamoimida, when they warm made by some steward 
f a imam, in Vin. .306 i Now, this date, with the accompanying cinces, 	the writing 

of that MS. Colleetialt to have fiieen 	tho demise of Edward I. and the
tconiata  

accemip of Robert 
Er.ime. 

Vat, although the collector had copliil Hanoi//, and had brought together the Leger Scwie, 
them is not 	 citation of his having had any knowledge of the Rrriam Binieriaurn, as a sae. 
The coingila 

i
however, cull. ied  no  few, than thirteen distinct brads of 	thotigh nOt in 

any regular eerier, which corresporal, though mat accurately, with the following chapters, in Skene's. 
Region namely, Book i. ch. ,6, lg, 50; Book iv. ch. 14, .5, 16, s7, ae 
sy, 50, and 34, with regard to  Cre, which Skew declares,  nos to be gond., The former are all hi 
the Latin langtiaze the last chapter is in the law French of that age. Thil interesting MS. 

Voo. I. 	5 A 	 %hone 
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From those Atirnat:onp, it seems to 	sufficiently evident, that the Regiam 
Mainstatem was the wmit of a subsetwtnt age to the reign of David L Some 
of the manuscripts of that code refer c,:pressly to Richard de Lucy, who died, 
the Chief Justice of England, during the year 1 t 79 : The text of almost all 
those manuse::rs speaks loudly of CLuwill, who lived after David, although 
Shone transferred ti. a fatal name from the authentic tc:et to the supposititious 
noles (n). The composition of the Regiani .11",j,tnicni appears to have been of 
a la:er age, than either Glanvill, or Lucy. The loquacious text, spooks several 
times of the Derretals of Gregory IL, who died in 1241; yet, Skene attempts 
to suppress the instructive voice of truth (a). 'Die genuine text quotes the 
Decrcialr of Boniface VIII., which were not pnblished till 1299 A. D.; yet, 
Shone tries to perplex what he cannot conceal (y). Thus, anachronism fixes 

1 
	the true date of this interpolated Code to the la la commencement of the four-

teenth century. The whole context of the Regions Mujestaiem, indeed, re-
presents the law of Scotland to have been, in the uninformed age of David I., • 
what the lam undoubt,dly was, in England, during the enlightened reign of 
Edward 1. (a). Among fair inquirers, Who love truth better than system, 

these 

voinm 
er

e cor.tains the g' Loges et consuetudines quatuor Burgortim, Edinburgh, Rockisborgh, 
Bwit, Striven°, constitute per dorninum David mum Scotto." There is a pretty regular 

series from ch. 1 to sa of Skenel Collection, which has some interpolations. The MS. seems to 
have lost two or three folios, or more, at the cad. It contairs, also, some very curious laws, 
which are not in Skene, and it corrects several of his mistakes, and interpolations. 'The notices of 
this MS. collection furnish additional proofs, that the Region; Afajettevon has unknown, in the age 
of this manuscript, at least to that curious collector. The very lint bead of the Lege, Scour, in the 
Berne collection, says, Statuit dominos sex nod catallum additcatur ad locum in quobbet coml. 
" taro IN Rex nova constituit,” Sc. The law of David is again referred to by the constituent 
Dom ter It 	David, then, could not have been the enactor of this expiratory. 

(al L. Hailo's Examin. p. 7-9. 	 'a; lb. 9. 	(y) 	so. 
(z) tt were easy to prove, that thalaw of Scotland, during the Scoto-Saxon period, was dif-

ferent, in fart, from the tbrory of the Region Majestatem. (t.) Heritage cannot be devised by 
konment, with the Reg. Maj. B. ii. ch. 58, 37. s. 5: Tot, William de Morevillc, the Constable of 
S.otland, who Wed, in r /95 A. D. devised heritage by 'a.m.*. Chart. Melros, 1#3. I did also 
see, 

 
with Sir Jaine, Dalrymple, Cul. 348, a confirmation by P. Alexander III., to Gervase Rid-

del, of the lands, which his brother had left him by /wawat. And see to the same purpose, 
Chart. Kelso, 323-4, and a8a ; Chart. Cupre, 36 5 Chart. Balmer. 7. (al Joho Corey,,, Earl 
of Buchan, sod Justiciary of Scotland, pr,sented a petition to Edward I. in parliament ; mating 
that, by the law, and usage of Scotland, the overlords had a right to the keeping of the lands of 
idiots, who were their vassals; and, therefore, praying, that the lands of Rauf de Laxeles, art' 
idiot, who held of him, should be delivered to 1116 charge, as the idiot's superior. The king re. 
beret this petition n. hi, locum tones,, in Scotland, to report the law, and usage. Rolls of Parlia-
ment, i. 475. In that age, the law of England not laid down by Floss, exactly as  is was stated 

to • 
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ear apparent anachronisms most fix the true epoch of the Regiant Majatatens 
the fourteenth century. Accurate reasoners will not easily bulky:, that a 
natty, which did not enjoy the help of lawyers, could have given a juridical 

olume to a ptople, who enjoyed the benefit of law, as a wine.: (a). 

But, though the date of the compilation may be thus settled, II:: hand of the 

- tanner is still uncertain. Intelligent men, who may have been convinced of 
Bose truths, have supposed the Reg-iani Alajartatem to be the unauthorized pro-

ction of a private lawyer ; to be the mere copy of a despicable plagiarist (L). 
Bi u1 

o be, in Scotland, by the End of Buchan. Blackst. Com. Ed. -Christian, i. 3oa ; Jac 
id. Ed. Tomlin, in ,o. Idiots. Na,,, the Reg. Maj. B. ii. ch. }5, states the law of S - 
d, in contradiction to the Earl of Buchan, and as it was, subsequently, attend is Engla 

y x7 Ed.II. ch. 9. The ChartuLarics show the law to be very different from what it is stated in 
Regiorn Maly:stater, B. iii. as, Anent Kirklamls before the judge ecclesiastical; and anent 
lands of vassals, which should not be adjudged in the courts of their overlords, Chart. A 
dlla 407-450. 	 • 

(e) During the age of Glanvill, the law of England had been already formed into a syst 
g That clause of the gnat charter, which required the courts of juitice to be stationary, was of 

portance to England; because this circumstance soon produced a body of lawyers, who 
laced the law intera science. I have looked, unsuccessfully, for lawyers. in Scotland, during 

to-Saxon period. The pleadings of the competitors, fur the crown of Scotland, were plain 
tun by English lawyers. The bishops, and other d gaited clergy, in Scotland, were, no doubt, 

nonists, and civihms but, they were not municipal lawyers. At the recent establishment of 
court of session, they had not M Scotland a regd. body of municipal lawyers. Sec the of 

of tho4Lords of Scission, p. 1-3, whereby it appear., that most of the earliest 
ds were, what the English judges once had been, more churchmen. There was, indeed, a 
. John Gladataines appointed a lord of session, in 1542, who was entitled Lieraqtarsz in lqidu.r, 

d is called Ivy Lord Gooses. 
(b) Sir George Mackenzie declares the Regiam Majestatem to be the work of a private lawyer. 

astirittions, p.4.. The late Mr. John Davidson, the intelligent deputy keeper of the signet, face 
as his opinion, that the ftegian Majestatem is an inartiMial copy from Glanvill, by a plagiary 
a. Observations on the Regiam Majestaten, p. ay. The notions of Mackenzie, and of Da- 
on, ore tou narrow. Gliiiivill was, undoubtedly, in the viow 	them, who made the first sketch 

the ditiputoil troatise : Bat, the lawyers, who asabted, in that work, had before theta the whore 
its of Englibi law m it gam(' enlarged, and improved, at the conclusion of die long wign of the 

ng Edward I. Tie Qldeht in.:us:rip, of the Regiarn Majestatem, shish a, at present, 
imam are nut oldor, thou she beginning of theiffreeradi century, ac6ording to the opinion of the 

e very skilful Mr. NVilliaan Robertson, on: of the intelligent keepers of sloe Records in Scotland. 
te . she Introduction to an Index of the Records, p. read. The MSS. of the kindred tracts 
Scotilli 1co. which were pubildird, in the same volume, by Skene, are soil more recent ; and 
e 	compiled, after the accession of Bruce, wkiiin the period of record; and, consequently, 

thin the tire of rny. The oldest of those MSS. then, were written a 	:dry after We. 
the ordinance emov Elward I., fur the government of Scotland, 	iiideed, in Lis 

5 A a 	 Institute: 
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But, plagiarism did not, in that age, exist There was not, in North-B 
at that epoch, any. lawyer, who could have compiled a juridical treatise, c 
raining so much Scotish, and English, and Canon, and Civil, law, as appears  
in the Regiam Illajcstateni : And we must, therefore, look for sdme more ade-
quate compiler, who might (;..in the public suffrage, by his more probable 
pretensions. 

To the genius of Edward I., rather than to the pen of David I., may be snore 
justly rilerr5d the juridical compilemcnt of the Rcgilm Majestatop. It was 

I. Edward  who, in 12,5, A. D. made the Ordinaii9 arpar stabilitate ferre Scotia. 
It was, in this memorable ordinance, that the Englids Justinian ordained 
" That his Lieutemlut should, immediately, on his arrival in.Scotland, assemble 
" the grad people of the Ind, in some convenient place; and 'that in their 
" presence, he should reasi the laws, which King Dm id had enacted, and also 
" the amendments, and additions, which had been made, by his successors; 
" that the Lieutenant, with the assistance, which he :,Sall then have, as well 
" English, as 'Scotish, shall amend such of those laws, and usages, as are 
" plainly again ite dictates of God, and reason, as they best may, in so short 
" a space, withoisTconsulting the king; and as to such matters, as they cannot 
" correct of themselves, that they put them into writing, by the common assent 
" of the Lieutenant, and the good men assembled, tg be laid before the king, 
" at Westminster, under the Lieutenant's seal." In that famous ordinance, 
then, we may perceive the true origin of the Regiam Majestatem ! A sketch of 
the old laws of Scotland was drawn by the Lieutenant, with.  the assistance of 
the English lawyers, who then accompanied him (c) ; it was, no doubt, cor-
rected by some of the Scotish clergy, who then attended the assembly ; and the 

Institutes, of the Law of Scotland, p. C, nys, that the Regiain Illajematon Was written by a'private 
lawyer, at the command of David I. If he had been asked, for his authority, he 11.11. have an-
swered that, for such a position, he had none. its fact, we have now seen, in the Berm col-
lection, that a dozen chapters of the Regian, Illajesixem did exist, before the year x3o6, at least, 
as distinct heads, without reference to any code. 

(r) By the ordinance of Edward, Scotland was divided, for the administration of justice, into ' 
four districts, Irish two justiciaries, in each sad of the. two, one was an English lawyer: John 
its Isle, who was appointed one of the justiciaries of Lothian, hart been a judge of axsize in s ega, 
and a baron of the Encliequer, in 1298 William Inge, who was appointed one of the juatidiaries 
between the Forth, and the Mountains, had hem Attorney General, in r aqa, Justice of Assize, 
is .93, and becamcJudge of the Coalman Pleas, in 15  rs, and chieldustice of :he King's Bench, ' 
in 5317 John du Van., who was appointed one of the Justiciaries beyond the Mountain., had 
bee n a Baron of the Exchequer, in 1198, and became Judge of Assize, in 1311 	See Dugdale's 
Caron. Series, and L. Hastes's Ao. i. at. Such were the English lawyers, who assisted, in col- 
piling the Regiam Ihrojerwern 

compilation, 
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compilation, thus co:meted, and 'enlarged, was afterwards transmitted to Ed-
ward I., as the formal return to his legislative precept: A copy was, probably, 
retained in Scotland, by some of the Seotish clergy, who were active in its 
compilation: And, this copy, as it was preserved, in some of the monasteries, 
was discovered, ht suMeepn, 	w!,11 it v. s, doubtle,t, new-modellad, by 
innovating :caul, and inter olst 	hy 	transcription (a).- ...During the 
eilluxion of a bemired mid twenty years, the R 	Mr!;,.rra loot came to 
be considered, by 	i'srlityn,t, at one of the books of the Scotish lay; (u). 
ht 5459, the Parliament 	 :bat the king'8 laws, the Regiant Me- 
jestatcnt, the acts, S.M., zu,a °the lick ', should he put into a vslume, and 
authorized, and'ull other collsetions 	Iry de,teoyc.I 	Yer, those directions 
of Parliament could not convert lotion l.:to fset, th.m,,,lt the legislature might 
have declared such a volume to be lass. 

The only genuine sources of written law, in Scotland, during the Scmo-
Saxon-period, are to be found in the charters of the kings, in the chartularies 
of the monasteries, and in the Berne collection. The charter of David I., 
which granted Annandale to Robert Bruce, conveyed to himtkim gladij over 
that extemive ccuntty. By this grant, We see, that a styrent, jurisdiction was 
conferred on that powerful baron t yet, this sort of hohling is se:truly noticed, 
by the writers on the lase of Scotland. The charter of David seas confirmed by .  
his grandson William, with a reservation, however, ef the Gorr pleas of the 
crown (f). The origin of 	in North-Britain, may be traced iri the 

(s.) The First Chapter of the Regiam Majestatem is obviously an interpolation. (a.) In 
Chapters s —5, ter. it speaks of the king's Jairiar, in the singular; but, from the records it ap-
pears, there were two Justiciaries; one in Lothian; and one in Scotland ; and for a while, one in 

• Galloway: Neither was them any Justiciary, in North-Britain, during the reign of David I. 
O.) 	i. ch. )7, it cabs of the Abbas of Glauloderoch the zeal of Abaruk Bisset tried, in 
vain, to dizeover s,rell a per visage, or places there is, in Perthshire, indeed, a valley, called.  
Glendochart, whicl, is an elongation of Glenlion, and is the great passage from Perthshire into 
Ar ,yle. But, them never was any Abbot of Glendoehart. The Bane Collection also speaks of 
the Abbot of Cdoulmfb me The very 4ifrerent statements of that collection show the intepolations 
of Skene's publication. 	 (e) 	a. o. g Parl. lames L ch. 54. 

(,) Robertson's Pad Record, 157. The compilers of the Statutes stem not to have regarded 
this direction, as an act of parliament. This threction seems, however, to have been obeyed. And 
frem this epoch of 1469, many copies of such a volume appear to have been mad, which still 
n main in the Advocate's library, in the British Museum, and in the Lambeth Library. In 14 87, 
the parliamentary direction of the year 469 was enforced by 24 Pail .1a. III, ch. 115. 

f 	The original charter of David is in the British Museum; the charter of confirmation is 
published, in Ayloffe's ClIendar. Sic Cord, in vo. zladius, for the legal meaning, and effect, of 
the ja/ 

charters 
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charters of the kings, and of their subjects-superior, during the Scoto.Saxon 
period. In the chartularies of religious houses may be seen the nature of the 
royal revenue, which arose, incidentally, from the proceedings of the courts of 
justice, and also from ancient custom. From those chartularies also may be 
learned the ecclesiastical law of Scotland, during that age, much more accu-
rately, than front the juridical tracts of the Seotish writers (fa). Some of the 
assizes of the ancient kings may be gleaned from the Chartularies, and still more 
from the Berne collection, which also corrects the auld laws of Skene (i). 
From those intimations, it is apparent that, were the juridical notices arranged, 
which might thus be collected, they would furnish a satisfactory account of the 

written law of Scotland, as it existed front togs to 1306 A. n., without any re-
ference to the collections of Sir John Skene, and Sir James Balfour, whose inac-
curacies, and prejudices, render them unworthy of trust. 

Is was the original penury of the written law of Scotland, v.hich made an 
opening for the canon, and civil, laws (5). It was the common law, which 
successfully resisted the introduction of the civil, and canon laws, into England. 
But, in Scotlana, the common law had no exigence. The year t 336 forms the 

juridical epoch, when the English barhns declared, that they would not change 

(a) Hope states, mistakingly, in his Minor Practicks, p. 55, that, before the Reformation, the 
Pope was counted the universal patron of all the Mil, of Scotland. Eves Prynne, 	667, and 
Riley's Placita, 6,3, might have shown the intelligent Hops, and his Earned Commentator,That 
the law of Scotland limn- was, as they state it to Inv, been, before the Reformation, in le6o. 

(i) The Berne Collection contains the assiee de arjais et ut filum ci,juslibet ague sit libertirn," 
which Rene, ch. i6, attributes to Alexander it., 3,1 which the late Lord Hades lins honoured 
WW1 a C0111/11,1110r111. Ann. i. 3 e. But, this copy of the o.s, e limps nt mention Sae nae of 
the king, who enacted it. la the same Collection, theni•is an assiza, out mottos rat denue.. 

nisi ulna, de causis," which was made, at Aberdeen, forty days after the coming of Vivian, 
She 	into Scotland, [1177,] This, thereto, is en ansixe of William. There it in the same 
Collection, an assi, which was made, at Stirling, as Monday next, before the feast of St. Mar-
garet, the Virgin, aext after the fuss coronation of Philip, King of the French, [ r 1 79:10 a. 13 

This, then, is an assiee of William, which is ttansferned, by Skene,ato Alexander II., oh. ve. 
Sae Lord Hades's An. i. r6t. In the same Colleetion, there is an assiee de caltimpniatoribtie 
" et calumpuiatis," which veils mide, at Perth, on Thursday next often the fast` of All Saints, 
in the yea wherein the Duke of Saxony first conic into England, [i 18x) s This, therefore, was 
an assize of William, who therein refers to the wage, and autos, •  of David. This Collection also 
contains some very 11111311113 adjudications, during the reign of IVilliam, the Lion. 

(i: Mr. Prof. Buyer's Notes, p. 	It appears, he adds, that the civil law vies known here, in 
5134, from no authentic proceeding, which is recorded in the Chartulary of Paisley. -14.0 alludes 

.10 the article No. 174,,i0 that Chmtulary,  r.  hpair terranan de Mom:fah,. :" And it was the 
claim of the abbot to the lands, which belonged dr jun to the church of Kilpatrick t We see, then, 
that it was an tederartical 

the • 
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law, which' was Interwoven Into the sameAtefiwith th'i-chtil law, was introduced 
into North-Britain, as early as rusa n. 	; and before the year 1269, was 
termed into a regular code (I). Ia subsequent times, the 	 d:clared, 
by several Parliaments, 'to be the common law of the realm (no). The year 1 249 
tiny be deemed the memorable epoch, when the barons of Scotland formed the 
design of opposing the encroachments of the Seotish clergy, and of inci. 
dentally resisting the intiusion of the laws, which the ecclesiastics. delighted to 
study (n). 

In England, the Saxon people transmitted to their posterity the common law, 
Which stood the sheCk of the Norman innovations, and came down, through the 
favour of the people, to the present times. In Scotland, the mixed inhabitants 
have never enjoyed the benefit of the comm. 1411,, (c). In England, there have 
always prevailed special customs, in'pArticular districts; such as the customs of 
aid kind, and Lammed 'English. In Scotland, similar custarns have never 

ekisted (p): The usages of the Scots atid the Britons, which Edward .1. en-
deavoured to abolish, by a legislative ordinance, gave place, in the slow pro. 
gross of revolutions, to the change of manners. A similar observation may be 
made, so hit regard to the usages of the Flemings, wino colonized Scotland, 
during the twelfth century. They sealed chiefly along the east coast, in such 
numbers, as to be found useful ; and they behaved so quietly, as to be allowed 
the practice of their own usages, by the name of Fleming-lautbe, in the nature 
of a 'pedal noton (y). 

(I) Lord Hailes's Publication, in 1769. 
Ja. IV. Act y5; .1n. VI. Pad. 8. ch. 131 j these statute, ow sufficient proofs of the perm,: 

both of the written, and unwritten, laws of Scotland, in those times. 
(a) Lord Hades's An. i. 563-34s 1 Canons, No. 
(o) For proofs of this position, see Book iii. ch. ix. Hales's Ilia. of the Common Law, p. Loy 

and, yet, the canon, and civil, laws continued to be quoted in the English courts of justice, as late 
as the demise of Ldward 1.1 as we are assured by Selden, in his learned Dinertation on FLEV. 
Kelham's Edit. ch. 8. s. 

(p) There did exist. in Scotland, a sort of ropyEe/deri, till the estates of the church, and the. 
church herself, were wept way by statute, after the Reformation. The tenure of lands, under 
the church, was very mild,

a 
 and very liberal; as we may learn from the Chartularies. In the 

Wmhouriek of Glasgow, according to 5Lv var.'', of St. Nave, the widow of a tenant, on IL, haafr's 
rrnral, was entitled, while she remained single, to hold her husband's lands, for lifer This curio. 
Nes sustained by the Court of Session, as Late 111633. MS. Bisset's Rollment of Coups; 
Balfour's Practiq. c. 44. 

(y) Sec the charter of David II. to John Mar. Robertson's Index, p. 61. 
We 
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We have thus seen, that there is an equal penury of the unwritten, as of the 
written, la'sys, in North-Britain (r). .‘  The introduction of the Feudal law into 
" Scotland, says Lord Kaims, is an event, which makes not such a figure, in 
" our history, as it ought to do" (a). But, it could not make any figure till 
it existed. Its origin was obscure; and its progress was slow, and inmer.. 
ceptible: Nor, is there any trace of any proclamation, assize,  or statute, for 
introducing the lotion of tenur, boo the law, or practice, of Gaelic Scot-
land (t). 

It is pronounced by Lord Kaims, as a certainty, " that the feudal customs, 
" in England, and in Scotland, were precisely the same, for a century, or two, 
" after the days of William, the Conqueror" (a). This position requires 

s. 

stronger proofs, than hardy assertion, to support it, as probable. It Was as 
late as to85 A. D., that William, the Conqueror, obtained the consent of his 
great cdun-il to an act ; requring, that all lands should be placed under the 
yoke of a military tenure (c). From this legislative act, three result:M, as a 
necessary consequence, which became a ftudamental principle of English te-
nures, thartheKing is the original proprietor of all lands; and that of course, 
every legal title must be derived frouhhitn (y). In Scotland; there cannot any 

(r) The late Dr. Stuart attributes that penury to  the want  °Fr:wig:2.'1e,  more than to the defect 
It 	of records. Pub Law,  a.  It did n consist with his system to attribute rhatrasqs  to the recent 

cicistoncc of the municipal law, in No
ot  
rth Britain. 

(,) Essay concerning British Antiquities, p. t. When Edward I. conquered Wales, he in- 
k, 	sisted, that it had always belonged to England 7iiire feudal, Barrington, thereispon, elpmesed 

Lis belief, " that no instance could be found., in any record, or ancient historian, of a  jo, frac* 
prevailing in England." °laser, on the more Arc. Stat. p. 93. This remark applies still more 

strongly to Scotland. In the Scot;2h law, we hear of /222, offridal jurisdictions, and of /not./ 
property: But, of a mainr opiont of feudal /ow, there em but very slight traces. The agents, 
with Baldred Bisset at aheir head, whom the Scroish nation sent to Rome, to vindicate the national 
rights against the unjust claims of Edward T., recognized 	reuu ,,..as a  sort of law of nations. 
which the Scotish people weal hare been booed to oliey, 	the English king had been their su- 
perior lord. Hearne's Endue, p. 859. Madnz had begun to make Collections, for a feudal 

k 	&miry of Scotland, which may he seen, in the British Museum, No. 45 ta. These Collections con-
sist of a very few notes, indeed, from the Diglith Records; and furnish no illustration of the ob. 
Ore annals of the Se,oi di tenures. 

(s) Lord Kailts cut:J.:atm:a, Mast the feudal law was introduced into North-Britain, by degrees: 
And, be suppOrts his conj., ms, by what he had often'homd, as a fact, " that as late as the reign 

of James VI , there seem 	gentlemen, in Seotiaml, who never had accepted of a charter" 
ER on Brit. Antiq. p. 23. We may easily Sapp "se, that those gentlemen were  Salk Ifigblirders. 
la fact, there ware statute of that reign, t5 	cll. Os, compelling. all heritoras  and land- 
lords, is the highlands, 	to product. their right..., amp titles." 	(at) Essays, 6-13. 

(22) Relham'a Laws of the Conqueror, p. —.2 	Blackst, Com. b. , 489;Hales's Hist, 
• Wtight's Temtes, 52, 	(y) lilackst. Com, ii. 5o. 

where 
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li0111, from a German source (00). Yet, Muratori • 
.fi,elLon, in any authentic charter, till the eleventh con 

.  nor the tiling, was known, in :;e'dktod, till the begin 
agc. In the practice of North.Britnit., the cants of Dav 

, and of William, were made ' in J.,1; et hcredliate," or, 
t .. 

 
° ditate," lot` a spiel ,erv:ett (a',. 

V 	From those illtilllatiOUS, soC 11,y infer that, in the law of Seed 
't,  no found,ttion, for rinse theories, which system i.. continually arse 

:. ,n9frnise, rather than authority. We have al,ady seen how ofien the Re 
Majeaaton is contradicted by the ltd. Propmy in land is said not to ha , 

[ ,  originally, involved a power of ,Ii.dettion (b). Ytd, is this theory contradicted 
.. 

,..  by the oldest charter of alienati.,a, which has L.Lerto been prode,d, or per-

k '  haps will ever be found. It is the charter, w hich 'lhor-I.on.,us nettle ddrie,  
the nip of Edgar, to the monks of Sr. Cthlthert (e). Doting the rubstement 

'  reigns, it is even asserted, that land could not be sold, in care of necessity, 
!.•  without malting the firsroffer to the heir (d). Yet, is this position contradicted 

!,,S; 	(ns) See the word Newly, in a charter of Witham I.  or William.D. Madox's Formulare, :191. 
▪ (e) See the Diplom. Scotia, pl. air; pl xxii ; pl. xxvi ; it xxv. In Eist, MaLohn IV. wanted 
4 	a confirmation to Walter, the son of Alan, in which he repeats the expre,s;on " in flap ;" and 
4. 	declares that Walter shall hold of him his estates, as freely, 

p
" Sicut aliquis ex harunibus mein lib, 

I 	" rims et quietins feudum worn de me tenet." Chart. Antiq. Bib!. Hart. 9. 
(3) Lord Kaitos's Stat. L., Abridged, p. 4.7 — s9. 
(c) It was first published by Anderson, in his Indyerarnte, Ap. No. VI. : Timer recites, that 

1, 	Edgar had given him Edaaharn, a 	wbic IT, with the king's help, and his  own mom.), he had 
p •
, 	

cultivated, and had built thereon a church This church, with one carueate of land, he now gave 
4 	 for  ever to the monks of St. Cuthhe, to whom the church had been originally dedicated. Sir 
f 	

a
,  indeed asked the confirmation of David, his mon dear lord. In this charter, he exercised the most 
I 	perfect right of sovereignty. DipL Scotia:, pL 	Ste the charter of Earl Gospatrick, who 

exercised a similar right, in favour of the monies of St. Cuthbert. lb. pl. lost. And, see several 
other charters, 'of the same tenor, in thpii,lux;sta, p1.1xxiii to lxxxi, a;.:1 in the chsrtularies. 
Robert Avenel gave to stir monks of Melioa hie lands in Eslidale, which David I. granted to bin, 
"pro rervirin coo." Chart. Mel. 91.  If 	might reason from a statute of William, the Lion, 

• ch. 31, in Slime's Collection, it would appeai, as an undoubted inference, that during the reigns 
of Edgar, Alexander, David, and Malcolm, freeholders might sell their land, For, it enacts t 

6„; 	Cif any-Freeholder gu.g, or sells, any part, or portion, of his lands;  he sould leave  as meikil 
" of the land, as may pay loth overlord the service audit to him forth of the land." As early as 
the reign of William, I see an i.tance of xrd.liy,Saaion very accinately marked, in the charter of 
David de LyndRy, confirming the charter of his'  ather, William ;  " Salvo servicio domino mgis et 

ekis ,prod ad Swan gum Thor et  ed lieredes rice pertinct." Chart. Newbotle, m 
One of the re.r.de which Edward I. !moved from Edinburgh, was, " Litnra Williehni do 
" ravia, quad  non alienabit terrae." Aylolte's Cid. 340. 

(d) Lord Kaime's Stat. Law Abr. p. 4,9. "his  was the custom 	cane of the boroughs. 
by 
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by the Chartulatics; The abbots, frequently, advanced money to necessito 
individuals, and obtained their lands, as payment of the load (r). The law 
Scotland appears, However, to have undergone a change, her we the reign 
David H. (f). ' It is laid down, in the exploded treatise f the Regiala 
festatm, that land;, could not be devised by evil, doting the early ages 
Sculls') law (g). Vet, does the fact, as it is demonstrated, by the CI) 
contradict the theory, as it is stated, by systematic writers (A). 

The inferences, which were drawn by lawyers, from the feudal p 
yielding seices, for the lands, were what have been called, in II 
law, Ward,

ry 
 Mai-Entry, Marriage, and Relle (i). The common op) 

that all those feudal inferences, necessarily, resulted from the Ices Maleohla( 
Craig, the feudist, sought for thir origin in the book of feud,-  (I). On the 
technical points, there are not many notices, in the Chartularics. And fro 
this circumance, it may be inferred, that those feudal deductions 
;carried into strict practice, till the late conclusion of the Scorn-Saxon 

The Chartulaties are full of grants to the religious houses, during tat 
in !Thera CIMOlilla, the Frankalisiin of the Anglo-Norman late. For 

le) Cecilia, the widow of John de Pet t' 	sold her lands, in Ruth I 
in consideration, that Its had supplied her with three cbalders of ua 
Chart. Paisley, S5. She sold the rights of herself, and Arius, 

also Ib. too. Lands were exchanged, without any consent o 
owever that David I., and other kings, of Scotland, as we 

0195f11115S enrolled, in their charters, the assent of their sons, 5 
(A In 1.35e, David II. granted to Alexander de CoklutO the 	of. Cared. 

bdrghtbire, " Q., 	 continsit rdtione C59,51, co qtr, Johannes de 
" baroniatn injoar tdie

nos 
 navit nottra licentia ehn obtenta." 	;Robertson's lade 

() W ttcr di) R'. I left all hit hunts, and goods, jty 	to his bruther 
a taulfirmed by a ball of Pope Adrian IV., from t154 so 1159. Dalrympte 

us contlitated the monks of envie his heirs tUS1,bc lauds 	Kincrdfc. Chart. 
1st Abbot of Forfar, by charter, constituted the' monks of Forfar i18 he— 

' hunt issue. 	lb. 
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quircd, by such grants, no services were done: But, the Chartularies equally 
show many gifts of lands, in consideMtion of divine service to be done: And, 
this retribution, teaser:able as it sa,,, gave rise to many disputes, l':',Iiell Were 	4 
ended sometimes by composition, and often by law-suits. 

There was ,troth, tenure, in that -age of an analogitus nature, :Illti of which 
,rri thc :3,,,,,,I, 1.,,,,,,, LI, lirde noti,,. It arose from i.tratits in li'ret/11 iilarilajil,..!. 

dt 	In 1 ifirc, 7.1;11colln IV. conferred on Dencan, the teed of I .  ire, Villa t001, to 

p •  wife Ada, the king's niece, many lands, in fiberfill, Jilarl5agi,111 (us). Of this 
t 	marriage, was Afalcohn the seventh Earl, who married Matiltia, the daughter 
k 	of the Earl of Stratbcint. With her, he received many lands in liberunt Mal*, 

,, 	gi .7, by the grant of Earl Gilbert, her fatlIer (a). The tnaking Of such 
grants, avhich conveyed a 1-I'tlit, atithout a seiNice, evinces that, in those times, 

.,_  tenures had.  become, familliir, in the feti;;Iiiiit pides, or Scoto-Sanon districts of 
ft' 	h-Britain. 
R( 	There N'lr:ltere were other kinds of services, in North-Britain, which were quite dif- 
','  fercnt, from the Angle Nomtenures; and which are not noticed, by those 
:  Scotish jurists, who speculate about the feudal law. This allusion is to the 

I

Scala:nu,: Scrvicium,ullich is so distinctly marked, in the Charter of Moray (s). 

'  After reserving, for the county, the service of eight knights, the king adds, 
" et Scotia:num 5'0,0.11;, et auxilitun debitum et consuetut," There arc but 
very few charters, in which these Seotican Service: are so clearly mentioned (p7. 
And, these are very nearly allied to c' l',age de Scots & be Bra'," which 
Edward I. attempted to annul, by his ordinance, for the government of Scot. 

(at) Set, this curious charter K ilob. Fife, 95. 
(n) lb. 95. Ada, de Curtenay, ilia daughter of Patrick, the Earl of Dunbar, granted to the 

monastery of Noise, " quondam pan
'' 
	terre de libel, marir.,:::. meot i. terri.,i. de He.," 

''' 	
Chart. Kelso, : ft,. Hugh de Rev4on grentiA certain lands to Galfrid de Et:1,16rd, with Ida 

.,, daughter  Matild'h ''' " '.'"'""".'4'.'" ;''. 547. Rat'''. at.  C.`'  the  ..des .nd 'ord'hiP 
of Kinghorn, to John Lyon, knight,,Lord Glamis, in IiIrrum "writes-hi, with Janes Stuart. 
" es hl ia Ad c Mille regina pognata." '§ibbahl's Fifc, i ta. I: the. contract of marriage, between 
James f5 	I' lord of Dallaitli, and Agnes Dunbar, the ggcr of George Earl of Marsh, the 
earl o , he,,,,,i th gi ve  i,, gb„„w  ,,,,..ip,pi„,, wit h hi, ,,,,,..,  a  b ...led ,,,,„„„i land,  ie  the  1g, of 

Mai, as coon a, it. could he recer,-,I, by lir, or by peat, Rui.crtson's Iodea, 1 3 1. 	b  
(o) Faint 	 t RI  t I. to Roiolph, creating 11111 Eg I of Morey. Lord Raims's Ers. 1 oo,,.r 

Shaw's Moray, App'. Na. 1. le 1286, the so ' ,Worn .i.,ricomoir, v,re cove:milted to be paid, fur the 
lands of Dittfus, in Woriy, .and of Stoatlibror -, ia West Lothac. Chart. Moray, ,a.r. 

(p) In the supposed charter of K. William, to forguad, thc so., al Gillochar, Earl of Mar, which 
&hien published in his Thies of Honour, from a opy ta the  let, ,e of the time, the .,e+vid,nn Seat-
sour, is distinctly stated. But, there are obje ions to the g, cuineness of this document, which 
Seidel, regarded askonuinc. This service i, poin  s  d at, in a ro.,1 charter of Ring William to John 
Wales, of the land of Ballebotle. Attie% Ma. Diplom. Septic, Nu. 4. 

land, 
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land, in 1305. And, those Sreticaa Services were, no doubt, Cashe ratans, 
though somewhat dila:rent, perhaps, from the Can, and Convcib, which era so 
often Mentioned, in the charters of the kings, and biditpi, as thir ancient slues, 
thronAhout the realm, during the whole Scoso-Saxon period. 11,,s, thine taxes; 
or duties, are properly Celtic, as the words imply ; and came idnyn IOtR the 
Celtic Kings to the Seoto-Saxon • dynasty, as legal rights, by lawicl Trans-

mission (q). 
The Constiliitien of Parliament, in North-Britain, as it is a subject of great 

importance, and dignity, has engaged the pens of several writer;. Theory has, 
also, been active to font, a system, which plausibility might adopt, and party 
might propagate. Under the foul it invitations, the Perliam.sst was considered, 
as the king's cosset, fist the whole Cl den t And, it reviised, as a necessary con-
sequence, that the king's vo,ssals were there bound so yield their 'suit, and 
service (r). 

Whether all those positions can be supported by record, and fact, during the 
Scoto-Saxon period of the Scotish annals, may admit of torso doubt. Of le-
gislative regulations, during the reigns of Edgar, and of Alexander, there is 
not the slightest trace. David I. was, uq.doulisedly, a legislator. Some of his . 
assizes still remain, though theyalo not show by whose advice, and assent, they 
were made t Neither do she. /eyes Burgorum exhibit the exact authority, by which 
they were en;cted.. David held ass assenddy of Ilse clergy, and barons, at Car-
lisle, in 1138, which snap be deemed ass ecclesiastical, rather than a civil, 
council ; as it appears to have been called, by the Pope's legate (a). Mal-
colm IV. did not leave any assizes, that have come down to modern times, 
though he undoubtedly had enjoyed aids, which he had obtained of else estates 
of his realm, and may be now traced its the Chartularies. 

	

If we may believe Skene, William, the Lion, left many assizes, which seen, 	' 
to have been enacted, with the consent of prelates, earls, barons, " et alij probi 

homines term (t)." The context shows, that those laws were not copied 
from 

(o) The Can, and Cenvel• appear at the dawn of record, in the earliest charters: and those 
ditties were undoubtedly collected, as well in the Celtic countries of Galloway, and of Argt1c, as 
in the Orate-Saxon disti icts, which may he called she Roglidb pehs. tee charters of Selkirk, of 
Dunformlin, r.1 of Scone, sad of Coldingham. 

(r) Mackertnic's Institutions, 1a; Lord Kaimes's En. on Brit. Antiq. 25 ; Wallace's Peerage, 
CO R. Elaiustald, 3:5. 

(51 Sec Skene's Col. ch. 7-3c 111c. Wight has written a looted commentary on the enacting 
elauses of the it at met, supposing that they arc genuine records. Inquiry, p. s9. In this sup-
position, I Ca not concur; becaose I see, thin they du oat agree with an unsuspected record. I do 

nOt 
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from any record. And, it is more than probable, that those assize; do not 
cgntain an accurate enumeration of tire constituent members of those legislative 
assemblies. Shone.  has also published some statutes of Alexander II.: But, 
suspicion, by questioning their integrity, has also disputed their informations (o). 
There are no documents remaining, with regard to any parliamentary meetings, 
during the reign of Alexander III., except the Parliament Roll of ePty (o). 
There were, iodised, under his adminitttration, some eccicsittogical councils, 
consisting of prelates, and nobles 	and, it is impossible to distingui,lt sue!,  
assemblies, from parliamentary meetings, as they were 	 generally, by 
the same persons, any otherm;ise, than by the circumstance of their being utu-
maned, either by rim king, or by sonic ecclesiastical power. 

'The der', of that 	tnarch. s fit leftfa thousand dispints to he settled, be- 
queathed litany doeunionts, ttrile Ives of history. There assembled at Brig-
ham, in 1090, 0 yi:ry ruli parliamentary meeting of the Scotish prelates, and 
nobltes, in order to agreit to the ne t 	of their sovereign. Not only public 
invitations bait been given, but piticate intrigues had been used, to collect in city 
constituent member (a). Trent this circumstance, we may easily suppose, that 

rot brlieve, that Lille, Willie 	pr,bi loweeeea, exoludve of the soot dairies, and nobles, who wore 
fps:if:ad to tho 	; 	. note I see in a iitmlionontary intim!, that tiler: wero mint other. sat 

the 	lo 	not 	I agree, 	 nit that able eafinsitor, that those :tat., of 
ram, innocroile tr, they too, Mow ntit nctirily, that the romicentativcs

,
A1 the LniOngili did not 

loon any eon:titan. 	t of the Scotinli h:,i.1.1ture, in flee age. 
(n) fikoim's Col 	t. The kilo: cinema: with the ct nom of hi, earl.: This cannot poisiLly 

be too 	For, the :tilt aloini ilia not form a groat council. In els. a, the king is said to have 
enacted wish the consent of ti e Irin op, ahlints, eadr, and Caron., t,  and her ..ode sulijoctsi" The 
enumeratio of this data, it very lien the troth: and would have bran completely aceontingi to 
the fact, it

n 
 th• far,  its had be n added, eel tl,e oa.it raj., hail teen 	oot, who tit :c prim:on ia 

. Zoo, to not rico., in fie, Sees G. kIfirikeiini, 	°l, .. on the Fait. 6, foe tlie rnveml 
fowled., or einitalif ir words 	Ion., 	i.thra that, tt 	le,islative peewee,' is in the kinz," 

(x) Fran. Foulnii. afiik 
In: Fyn,. 'rod. 	: This is an miiiitra?nlated 'rental: arid, every mond mind must mgard 

it tit a real inateincit of diet. 0th, and of the whole truth. It rhow., that there were preanit, 
with dm 	 that numerous mortii.g, 	 miclusitie of the Skim., of :it. Am 
draw, and Crin tom ; three aoltsswenty A thou ;ale n Piton: 	these for: y 	eceimiiimical 
mono wane the men of learning, knowledge, and imaitteia there v rao toolve Etat, ellipite of 
Jett ctittt, 	fottitt, M. Stewart, twoo f the ,firardimit ; and 	ais wore fort no:tam 
so mit. comray salcaten. And that minei..Inge was ititirother fit so be the h.itly [arida of 

ennittry 	 adli. nit, it slid not inchite my rept:a...alio 	lam, ids. As :Mc toiraa of 
all thorn, who wore ',asset, era di 	!nit inom uratell , stated, to am., clearly, who were tile 
4n 	mcolatit, ,Eris of tlin frit _r tine 	Trea.lngee, wheitof r e have any tin:hectic 

miciriat
ifitituant 

 for, do minter of William, sin/ Alartimicr II, which were patio:lied by Slone, roc 
not :itch authentic damotortr, as can be tolled on, for accurate notice, 

every 
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oy pe:son,ce was present at 13righam, wl  o  h I ever bee) e. rum brcd tc,  
Iicotish.legislature ; and oho acted now, for Re who!: community of ,at e 	't 
natipa. Nor, 	i, reasonable to expect, arnid,t rho 	 which cove I, 
upot thedemiec of Margaret, and th.. fcaiotm, that arose among the <come-

thors, for her succession, any °the.. pms, a, constituent merptcrs of the 
Se 	 an olish Parliament, than thee, c' --treys, w

cim  

b a acted on the political stage at 
Brigham (b). 

The examination, which he,  I 	dam ,gicrn to dm Psrliatvent Roil 	the 
legislative assembly, et that 	is already ets- oered a .:itch agitated g 
tion, has; early the rei,resc, 	borougim wore adcditt, d into vi, •-.'ectidt 
Legidature? And, the ...iicyce. 	der is :•d Lau an-.to-ed that quecti,n, by 
showing, that as none were remelt:,  at 	in tent., gs at Ayr, in 1313, 
there hall never Leon any precut, on any former occ.,,,o1(c). 

In arguing such a qm, don, it is absurd to , escort, by analogy, from the con-
dition of towns, in foreign couttut 3, which had no analogy to the Scotish 
villages. Gaelic Scotland had not towns. When strengths wore built, in 

subsequent times, hamlets arose under the shelter of their walls. It is apparent, 

from the charters of .Alexander I, and David I, that the towns were their pro. 

perty vii  devices (d). The Bishops had similar rights in the cities, which formed 

the seam of their power (e). The Abbots, also, possessed several towns, in 
drivers, and the itabitants of them were merely their vassals (f), 

None of the towns of Scotland have earlier charters, than the grants of 

William, the Lion (g(. The charters, .svich remain, as they are silent upon 

the point, in question, strengthen the ptcsumption, th,U the towns did not claim 

theburden of attending the King's council, as one of their privileges. Yet, 
the late Lord Kokos delivered it,  vs  his opinion, " that the Royal Boroughs 

(8) The very first parliament of Robert Brier, conakted, like that of Brigham. of Bishops, 
Abb.., Priors, Earls, Barons, and others his noblemen. Skene's Col. 	; Lord Kaimes's En. 
Brit. Anti+ 3o; Robertson's Index, App. a, for the specification of the record. 

(r) Neither nine them any representatives of burghs present in the great meeting of Parka. 
meat, which was called, in ta84, to settle the descent of the crown. See the Record, in Rya,. 
Fad. is. 166; Robertson's Index, App. 7.9. 

P),titie the charters of Scone, of Dunfermlin, of Selkirk, of Glum, of Abcrdon, and of 
Moray; and  tee  SirJames Dal. Col. App. No.:, 3, 4 the kings granted tofu in she several 
towns, with annuities out of  eh. e 	thttsof. 

(r) Th,  towns of St. Andrews, and Glaagow, wore the name  density of the several Bishops, 
as we learn from their respective cbatularics. 

j) In t3n3, the burgesses of West Kelso ackriowledgd, in the court of the Alablit, tint 
they had done wrong, in making a nose Burger,, without his authority. Chart. of Kelso, aou. 

(y) Wight on Elections. 
" made j 
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., made originally one Of the estates of Parliament (!)." It is sufficiently 
TO 

 weak to reason, without premisses: bur, he who argues against facts, which 
V. ate .attested by records, cannot be praised, as a logician. His opinione!tas 
' • that, since they were the King's vassals, they incidentally formed constilifeht 

members of the King's council (i). Yet, is it certain, that those vassals of the 
King, who were sent for by his writ, had the honour of assenting to his laws (5). 

Iii  It was, indeed, the absurd opinion of a late writer, on the public law of Scot-
,- I-ind, " that the Burgesses were the true and the ancient commons of the king-

" clam (1)." It was a more reasonable opinion of the late Lord Voiles, that 
" la cdmmune, at that time, meant the com::•unities of boroughs (m)." Yet, 
a little further inquiry would have shown him, that la commune, in that age, 
meant the community of the whole realm (n). In the cad, Wight conjectures, 
that the year t3 o4 was the epoch of the introduction of deputies from towns 
into the gat council (,). But, a conjecture, which is founded on a mere 
mistake, does not require an elaborate confutation. The year 1Soh ought to 
b, deemed the true epoch of that important change, its the Scotish constitution, 
ii  a genuine record be the safest counsellor (p). 

t. 	
It 

(L) Es. Erie. Antid. 3 t. 
(i) lb. 35: Even after the representatives of the towns were admitted into Parliament, by Ito. 

i 

	

	hers Bruce, they seem only to have been called, io those times, when monelwas ,tooted) but not 
ton the desecnt of the crown was to be settled. Sae Robertson's Inded.W 
(d) Brady on Boroughs, 53.54. 
(1) Public Lass, la 1 ; After a long searell,• for something more convincing, than mem C011je, 

sale, in support of such an opinion, this writer found a forged charter of Malcolm Ceantnore, 
which he published in his App. 5. The learned Wight was so 'smelt offend, d, by the dogle.dism 
of this confident person that, his indtgnation see 	imt to porceivc the rootedrootedcharter of (Ask elm 
to be an obvious tergery. Enquiry into the Rise of Parliament, zd. Sec . account of the towns 

hd of Scotland, during that age, ill Book iv. ch. vi. 
ll 	(m) Annals i o93. 	 • 

(n) Ryley's Plueita, 545; Wright's Tenures, last page, shows how fond our ancestors were of 
e the word commune, and that the commons of Great Iritain glory in it, at this day. It is apparent, 

e• 
 

from the rectud, that the great Parliament, a Brigham, acted " put tote la commuue de Tsetse° t" 

I: they speak in their own naes, and in the 1111111f " CI, t1.4e la commune.". ,Rym. F.ed. it. dye. Si, 
the marriage, contract of line damsel of Norway with Edwadl'a son, the Bit 	s, Aldo* " ot 

to tum demon," and the Earls, and B.,. " t.,,,nriur communitatem 	Li ld,' are the 
o 	contractffig porbes. Its 411. We hare again me, Llmt e:e r.stittlen 	ers of the Podia. 
4 	mem act fot the °eh?, community. lln fact, th°y wt..° Aie tidy pliiir of 	whole ittegdorn, or 

Icle Ite cow.... Against such documents, theorists speculate ill N aill. 
(0) Iiiquiry. 	Mto the It of Parlament, dd.  

(p) There is an indenture, which was drawn up, is Parliament, between Robert a ace, and ids 
Eart.:,. P.,...z, free te.ats, atm.:far s. of .bcrou41,, and the whole community of his realm; and 

will', 
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It is an inquiry, which has been more elaborately discussed, because it ' 
volved more lasting consequences, when, and on whv occasion, the old, an 
114,W, extents, wet, originally introduced into the Seotish juris, niodence. 
,ithc first record, which mentions distinctly the old entree, is the Mclean 

before mentioned between Robert Bruceand his Parliament, in 1326. It ref 
to the old extent, which existed, in the rime of Alexander Li. Lord Kid 
was, perhaps, the first writ:it., who supposed, that the old extent origitta 
that reign (p), 	ho late Lord aril.s was the fim.: antiquary, who p 

, from tl,e.chartulury of A.12121,1CCII, a r,cord, which speaks, during the 
Alexander Ill, of the old CV., 	This record was probably prodoc 
order to abate the confidence, without mortifying the pride, of lord Kaims. 

'That there existed, during the reign of Alexander III, in the law, and p 
tics of Scothttfil, a well known valuation of lands, which lus then /mai' 
called the old extent, is ce: atin. When Bagimont assembled the Scuds 

275,in r 	he insisted, that they should grant the tenths of their bundle._ 
" sccundum antiquam tawcion,,, sed secundmn verlyn valgretn(r)." 
curious passage proves, that the ancient extent was, in 1275, perfect knot 
to the Pope's legate. In 1269, it was enacted by the Scotish ch 
" non impmatuur, nec .txtieixt 	augeantur (a)." These 
that there must have been an extent, before the age of Alexander 
"ndeed, Akxati4E II. levied a feudal aid of Lto,000 on the lands, fit 
ing portions to tr sisters (t). From this filet, it is supposed, that tie 
have been an eanaii, even its the prect.din age. • A statute of William, the 
tooulch finish this inquiry, if we mold receive it, as a record (,). 

which prows, that deputics from boroughs were then present. This important clocum 
eyed iu the Advocates Library, and appears to be an uninterpolated record it was pu 
ord Raims, in hi, Acc1/7i,,,, t761, App. No.4; and by Wight, in bid Inquiry, A 
‘ras this recccd, uCkich 	 need the late historiograiLler royal, that the year 

ooh of the ap;5earance of the rom.unitiet of borough., in the gocat council. 
19., Low Tracts, 4.t.t 2.  

Ii) Annals, 	Wight's Inquiry, t6o. In /20, when Edward t. fo 
jowlkc pro, di2,1 for the wivca, and widows, of the Scotish prisoners, he granted to 
much value of land, 	according to thd /ego/extent," Itymer's Fad. it. 7cS. He eau 
of tlArki extent, as he knew nodding del),  r-vu exteut. 

(rorclun, Ed. Udall, cVo. 	 (c) Lord Hailer' Colons, to. 
Fordun, hb. ix. c. xlni. ; L. Voiles' An. i. t 49. 

(so Stat. Clam eh x iii 	Ile quha hes affirm. pond lam isdlI ha, an hots, ac 
Tdm hOs s faurric 	 and udl hare ad.bow and arrow. s" the terms, which arct 

last, of, neecssaigg, .uppose previoa. extent. no late Dr. Stuart a,sorts, that the 
o in with JEPC5 I; and he quote, as the support of hie unfounded position, the Glad Oa,. 

ss 
C 	 But, 
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But, there is a genuine record of the aci,11 of William, which ci,,,flynis the 
statute, and ascertains the t%uth. It is a gt. mt of that in,narch, 	Hugh 
was chancellor, which speaks of an aid, that had been a, essed 	 , 
burgh (.r). 	charter carries the recollection back to the year t 	v. hors. 
Richard, the,gerterou, King of Engrind, restored to William, the 	, ..11e 
independence:of his real., 4n patina rem thousand lacr:. of ,.(,,rling 
But, such a sum, by the Excl,glICI of Scotland, could not 611:711 he paid. duel 
William found it necessary to ask the aid of his pe4ple, which teas ac.aft., 
given, at Musselburgh, by an asse,stnent on the valullion of theh. hods. These, 
then, are such. coincidences, as re very rernatkal,le, in themselves, and are 
extremely satisfactoty, in their inferences.'There is another coincidence, which 
seems to carry the conclusions of probability, up to the attestations of c.-taint 
the old extent was taken tempo..., parii; the nrw extent seas made 
brill (y). After that great epoch of the independence of the 1,11s, more tit, a 
a century elapsed, without the recurrence of any national war. 

The true epoch of the• new extent was equally uncertain till recent times. 
Erskine has the honour of haying pointed out the real xra of the new extent,. 
after Lord Kaimes had failed, in drawing this subject from its obscurity. 
Erskine remarked, " that no period appears more likely, for a new extent, than 
" the year t365, or 1366, when a tax was to be imposed for the ransom of 
" David IL (a)." And tins conjecture is now ascertained to have been the 
fact, by the decisive information of a parliamentary record (a)."' The year 1366 
may be properly deemed a time of war, as several towns on the Tweed were 
still retained by the English, and the ransom of David was yet unpaid. Such,. 

then,, 
(x) Lord Haile, was also the first, who brought this charter of William to hear upon the qua—

titan, about the old extent. An, i. i3e. This charter is No.3a, in Lord Stormont's Chart. of 
Scone. Hugh became chancellor, in fin, and died, in 1199. 

(A Hope's Minor Pnicticks, 195 Hope remarks, that the duty, or tax, returnee/ under the 
new ex.!, was very divers, in different shires: it 	sometimes the double, somttimes the triple, 
the quadruple, the quintuple, the sextuple, and 

was  
even the septuple of the old extent. 	The 

lands, in the several shires, have been extended, under very different forms, from those, which 
were noticed by Hope: and, they were denominated, its the ancient language of a Gaelic peon], 
Sec Book iv. ch. vi. The Gaelic names of the lands me sufficient to show the early period, at 
which it was made, when the names were imposed, in the Gaelic language, even in the Lottands 
of Ayr, Renfrew, and Dumfries; and when the lands were of little yearly value, being extended 
in pennies, halfpennies, and farthings.- 

(z) Institutes of 'the Law of Scotland, nas ; Wight's Enquiry, t Gz 
(a) The interesting volume, which his Islajcity caused to b' -transmitted, hi 1993, from his 

Paper-Office to the Register-House, at. Edinburgh, contains that parliamentary recutd the nth 
of July 1366, is the true epoch of the new extent. But, the record does not confirm the obscr. 

cation 
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then, has been the progress of information, hoe uncertainty to knowledge, 
Owing to the efforts of inquiry, on this curious subject. 

From notices, with regard to the.old, and the new extent, we arc led to a 
consideration of the King's revenue, duri'ne; the Scoto-Saxon period. (1.) The 
most ancient is undoubtedly the Can, a Celtic Due of prior time.-  hich seems 
to have been payable on the products of hunting, and agriculture; of domestic 
animals, as well as from the profits of traffic, and shipping,. (II.) The next 
source of revenue seem to have been certain fees, and lines, whirls arose, in 
every feudal country, from the administration of justice: of the same feudal 

4. nature were the advantages of rekli, wards, and escheats. (Ill) As the 
greatest farmer, in his realm, 	King derived a vast income from his various 

:manors, mills, and saltwoiks. (IV.) Of the same nature was the revenue. 
Which he enjoyed, from the fee-farms of his towns, in demesn. (V.) The 
temporary aids, which every feud.d sovereign seas entitled to ask from his feudal 
tenants, fur relieving, the King from captivity, for making his son a knight, and 
for giving portions to his daughters, brought very large sums, at times, into 
the royal Exchequer. (\'l.) Of the like nature were the old custom-house 
duties, which were first establi,hed by a parliamentary grant to William, the 
Lion, whose frequent misfortunes required the beneficent aid of Isis people: 
the new customs were conferred, in this spirit, on Robert Bruce, whose merits, 
and services, were such, as to demand hods the assistance, and applause, of 
his country (6), 

Whatver 
tacos of 'Erskine, " that the new extent is silos than the old; the ancient valor being much 
greater, than the new. 

Thy eld value of all the Bishoprics, excepting Man, being 	- Li5,io9 19 	o 
The tnia value, in :366, being - 	9,555 6  

The total rents, for which the sheriffs were acccuittahle, west, 
the ancient valor, except the rents of Argyle 	• - 	1:45,357 7 

The same, according to the ni7 value 	- . 	et, ic.6 4 	4 

Cl) After the demise of AleKander TIT, and after Edttsrd I. had aequired the ascendancy, acre 
were found in the Cattle of Edinburgh the aeon:tits of the setmal sheriffs, acid othyr soreiiers of 

• the 	of Scitte...; from 1118 to istiy. 'Ayloffes Calendar, 33.7. The Exchequer to 	how. 
ever, tb have been held at Roxburgh, though the castle of Edinburgh u.as the depository of the 
lecordi, like the Tower of Loudon. Id. Among those" records, there was a roll, tt dy diver, 

reddibur erearion porromn, et aliortru, Os. gui sic incipit ; reJaus va,cn. de Aberde,.” 
We th , Is re, th,t the king's rent, is Aberdeee, were paid, in the gross praluce of the both. 
There was en account ofWillirin Cuihyn, the Earl of Buchan, de antipis redditibus s Ilaeir, 

-II', Vet, were there other payments there was rotulus abbatis Archibultli de antiquis redditi- 
lat 	Jenal.iis, et asitiquis Waytingit. Among tItose records, there was a great roll, " de &nu- 

5 C z 	 " 
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Whatever may have been the laws, which were established, in North-Britain, 
either by assizes, or usage, from the accession of Edgar till the sletni,e of Alex-
ander ITT, the nc'don considered them as their safeguard. The marriage con-
tract of Margaret of Norway, with rise son of Edwatd, evinces, that'the Scotish 
people knew their laws, and rights, which they were studious so retain (0`. II 

. Margaret had lived to have been the (teen of England, as well as of Scotland, 
her marriage contract would have been considered, by her Scotish subjects' as 
the great chdrier of her ancient IVIIIII. 	 . 

Thu. much, in respect to the theory of the law, as it is evidenced by record. 
It is now pro;itir to make a kw t`h,q rVations, with ye card to the practice of the 
Seori,ls jurisprudence,- during. the Scots-S,N011 period. The first adjadicdtion, 
which hat yet appeared, is that of Earl David, before Isis accession to tlt, [Iron:, 
betw,ut his Dreagerpf.Horeden,  on the - favdad, nod the mold. of Sr. tdtvi.bert : 
the Lad decided, that if - the monks had legal witnesses, csr his brother's char-
ter, they thould quietly retain the land. 'Choy did produce hi, brother's grant: 
and they did retain thc.land (d). The firs: part of this deci,ims resembl, the 
n,aal nn,..lc of adjudication, in England, during the reip of the tour,  f..ror, 
when every question, with regard to lands, turning upon actual pmsnuion,  was 
decided by lawful witnesses. The next its time, as well as in curiosity, is the 
dispute, between Sir Robert Burgoner, and the monks of Lochleven. The 
knight violently oppressed the monks, who complained to David. The King 
summoned a meeting of the whole county of Fife. and Fortltrit in order to do 
justice to both parties. Constantine, the F.:di of Fife, and the great judge of 
Scotland, collected the power of the county: and the Bishop of St. Andrews 
sent his aroso, which was commanded by Budadh, and Slogadah l Isere, then, 
were two armies assembled, for supporting law, and justice. Without the 
appearance of an inquest, the dispute was referred to three judges ; Constantine, 
the Earl, Dufgal, a judge, venerable for Isis age, and nosed for his knowledge, 
and to Meldoineth, a judge of equal respectability. After hearing witnesses, 
Dufgal gave his judgment upon the complaint, and pronounced sentence against 
Burgoner (e). There seas here no inquest of lawful men : the dispute was de- 

cided 
:'.paths burgorom Scotiz." There was another, '< ,, de compotus  • 	tune iCotix." Vlere 
wa• 	roll of the custom, of wool, at Berwick : and there was another 	the new custom, of the 
hugft of Berwick. 

(s) By that contract, it was provided, " quod jut, kges, Jibe 	 es, et consuetudines regni 
" acoti, integre et  inviobbiliter perpetuis temporibus oln:Nventur." Itym I7,cd ii. 482. 	' \ 

(d) Smith's Bede, 752: by coafounding the o with the n, the name of that ancient parish is 
ni,takingly caned Hoemordrne. 

C,,,,ft....1's Officen of State, 431, who gives thi, curious perambulation, between the lands 

\ 	 _ 
of 
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Forest, while hunting with his nobles, on the peerage of Morgund, the Earl 
of Mar, if we may believe the document, which Selden has published (k). 
1Villiain undoubtedly pronounced an award on certain differences between the 
monasteries of Kelso and Metros (f). In x 235, Alexander II, decided at Lis-
ton, a controversy, between the monastery of Meiros and Eager Avenel, on 
the right, which his grandfather had reserved, when he conveyed the land, to 
the game on their lands, in Eskdale (an). The kings generally granted charters, 
confirming their own decisions, as well as those of the sheriffs, and other offi-
cers, who were constituted judges, under the royal precepts ; as we know, from 
the chartularies, wherein such charters are recorded (n). 

The whole extent of Scotland was divided, though not in early times, into 
royalty, and regality the royalty was judged by the king, or his immediate 
judges; the regality, by the officers of those ecclesiastics, or nobles, who en-
joyed regalities, front the king's grant (a). The personal term, Baron, is corn-
mon, in the charters of David I, Malcolm IV, and of King  Williams: but, the 
territorial term, Barony, appears to have only come into use, in the reign of 

r) curia mea," it always meant, iii those times, that the king was personally present. Chart. Antiq. 
Bibb Ha l. a7 ; Chart. Glasgow, 47-49 ; Chart. Newbutle, .19; Chart. Moray, 54;  where we may 
xee Alexander 11, in I 	assume to himself, from the ecclesiastical court, though authorized by 
the Pope, a suit, touching a lirrony. Ti,, power of choosing judges was declared, to be one of the - 
king s piningiti,nr, by the st Parl. of Ja. 1. ch s. It was declared, by the sth Parl Ja 1I1. c. 47, 
to be hi wfol f,4 the king to take cognizance of matters, that came before him, '6  as it wont to 

Ito of before " 
(,1) ThIcs of Honour, ad edit. 046. 
If Chart. Kelso, No..8 ; which awhni, in nature of a jiidgment, was certified, like other judg. 

maim, by a oral charter, nods the great seal. 
(in) Chart. Mel. 97 It was then adjudged, that Roger Avenel was emitted to all the deer, and 

boars, and goats, and hawks; lnit, that the monks bail no right to kill oar of the ,same, except the 
Ivry Sir George M'Kenzie gives a 	ssive siew of the judicial power, in the 	wing nmancr 
(4) The king himself; (s'. The 

kisucce
ng's council, in civil cases  t  and ishen the Parliament, under 

Retell Bruce, acted in the judicial rapacity, it assinned the place of the king's council (3). By 
the third Parliament of James 5, No. 65, some commissioners of Parliament were to be chosen, by 
rums, who, with the chancellor, were to lie Ile session (4.1 Ey the 4tith act 6th Pad. .games IV, 
the tattoo was maned into a hay sauna!, whivIt was to be chosen by the king, and to reside nhere. 
ever the king had his residence, with the same power, as the renticc had exercised, 15.) In the 
room of A1,11.101 came la Goths,. 	Jutate, and the Lords, as they 110 ,V ass, by the 36th act 

foal. James V. Ohre,. on the Si,,. t 9. 
Chart, Koko, 18 Chart Salm, i7 t  Hence, sa Sir George Mccheacie informs .7, " of 

oh1, 	lee 	were 	the king's wax, [soak) till the inttitution of ilre sea, when all the 
'hen's, 	scam were oiler the quarter seal, Macre. on the Stat. 6. 

(a) Sir George Mackenzie's Obstrs. on the hlkit. 36, which exhibits only a modern view of tiros:. 

Alexander 
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Alvcander 	; and into general L,, under Robert Bruce (,s. As early:.:: 

the reign of Alexander i, the right of regalitiss may, front the lain;' s charter, 
be said to have begun (,/): the Bishop:, and Abbots, were ent7..., e tc.! to hold 
ceurts,•viithin 	it ratan lands, and vete freed front the autherity of other it., 
tisdietions.. David I. followed, with liberal steps, hi, brother's esintple (s... 
The other Scoot-Saxon kinds continued, and enlarged those juridical power, 
which their predecessors had inipret:dently begun, in favour of the eceledasti-
eal orders (a). 'These exemptioes woe cniarged by subsequent kings, and 
confirmed by tinier. Popes, till the 1,..titetaion involved the religiotte.houses, 
and their exclusive privileges, in the ,11:12 ruin (t). We thus see what powers, 
and what modes of t.ial, the Bll.tps, and Abbots, panesscd, front the royal 
grants. 

The Barons very early began In acquire the jurisdictions, which they saw with 
envious eyes, in the possession of .ties clergy (1‘). The Parents, and even the 
vassals of the Barons, appear, in the tdierrolari,s, to have enjoyed a jurisdic-
tion over the people living on their Lind, The Barons t Dort, cortArly deter. 
mined all disputes, like those of the dorm', among their vassals, couching the 

(p) Chart. Atroth, 2 , Chart. Kelso, 35o ; Chart. Soltre, z 7 ; Chart. Coldingliam, 7z ; Chart, 
Morey, at 
(0 	Chart. Seen, 16,8 'rhea -, were grano,1 " own,: ;Imams, sellire 	uriarn, clam plenorIe 

habelidain hi duels, in ten o, 	agile, 	orniaas liberratibiw, ad miliaria port Meiltibus, coin 
lihevtate 	respendentli e.ra wiant curiam propriom." This grant to the monks iris 

firmed hy Malcolm IV, by William, by Alexander II, and by Robert Bruce. 
(i.) Ch!, Puriferm. ; Dal. Col. App. No. II I ; 'file Chart. of Ilvlyrund in Llaitland's Edin. 

1.14.. David granted " ut abhas vane,, /vomits lihere et pleaarie et honorific,. halreat sicut epise - 

' pus St. Andre, et abbas de Dunfermlin, et i0Lcis de Eden eerie.; max Imbent." Davit; granted 
to the monastery of Lesmaltago, the right of sanctuary. Cha-t. Kelso, I. 

(r) In the fonudatie9  char; er of Aherbrotheek, WMiam says" Concede raisin ens liheruni 
terrain sown cum swan et soar-L em thol et thime, et infantile& ; forum, et &ram, fossam 
etEtymn." Char, Aberbr.; Chart Copre, 	;Chart. Balmeri, 	; Chart. Paial. 1172:,8; 

Chart. Colding. 3, which all conveyed similarjurisdictions. 
(t; Some of the monasteries certainly acquired the powers of rechZly over their lands, 211,21'1, to 

the accession of Brace: in 1599, the Abbot of Arbroth replialged one of hie men, from the sawL-
ary court, which was held at Aberdeen, by John, the Earl of Buchan, the king's justiciary, 

" ad privilegiona de regalitatis de Aherbrothock." Chart. Aberbmti, 5. And the monk , amid 
their men, moreover enjoyed a thousand exemptions. Chart. Cup, 8 ; Chart, Balmer. 3 ; Chart. 
No`yb"Ue; 7c; ; CLart. Ccldicg. 3 ; Chart. Paisley, if t. In tajo, it was declared, by ai mpiest, 
at Forfar, that the Laud; of Intierpeffer were held of the Abbot of Arlsroth, to whom the Tool 
owed suit of court.&nal. Chart. Arbruth, 55. 

(u) Malcolm IV. grirted to IValter, the ten of Alan, juridical powers of very ample extent. 
lee his show, in A. Stuart's Gem Hist. 7. 

lands, 
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t
y lands, which were held under them (a). A charter of Fergus, the ancient , 

Earl of Buchan, which he granted before the year a nob, throws the greatest 
light on this obscure subject (y). Fergus conveyed to John, the son of Uthred, 
in exchange for the lands of Slcsnys, and Crtiden, several other lands, in 13u- 

yi chan, " in feodo et liereditatc," for his homage, and service, " cum path?, 
" et per,  elis, et cum onmirnodo eschaetis et rectitudinibus," as fully, end 
honourably, as the vassal of any Earl, or Baron, in Scotland (a). Thee 

• jurisdiclion of the Barons, as well as the Bishops, mast Piave beets sober.. 
.r.' dinate to the King's justiciaries, and shern, as may be interact, indeed, front  
.h,  the chartularies ..• there is not any intimati,m of airy Baron enjoying an .  
. • pendent jurisdiction; Such as were exercised under the rep/Wes, that 

..,..• improvidently granted by Robert Bruce, and by his royal successors. 
! 	 ' The trials, by inquest, were not common till the reign of William. in a 184, 

there was a very obstinate controversy, about the pasturage of the King's forest, 
, 	between the monks of Metros, and' the rn,rt of Wedale, settled before William, • 

his brother David, the prelates, and nobles, by an inquest, consisting of 
chard Ylorvilie, the constable, and twelve fildes Gamines (re). These in 
though under different forms, continued till the recent establishment o 
college of justice (5). But; Chore inquest, seem not to have bee., formed alto-
gether on the English model. The notion of venue, which was so long ad 

is) In the I 3th celdury, Bernard finer evicted from his relation Maria of Hales, She lands of 
. 

	

	 trideli he claimed, as his he, 	in the Earl of Dunbar's court, Will, 	the supe- 
rior of the lands. Chart Newhotle, tot. During the reign of William, e dispute, touching the 
lands of 	was determined by Soy, It Quinoi, the superior lord, in his court at Leuchars, 
in Fife. Chart. Candolhken. 78. 

(y) it has lately been engnOved, at the expellee of James Fergosson of Pitfour, M.P. for Aber. 
deenshirv. The Earl transferred to the son of 	with the lands, the " natild.r et bleGil, et 

" 	 consnettolinibus," to the snore lands belonging. 

(r) The Earl, however, excepted, as to 1116 own court pertaining, " vitte et merit 
qua.° contigerst t" and .101n, the grantee, had to perform to the Earl, and his 
...cloys on. 	til , fariendo per annum tres seats, capitales curia, me, 410e, 
forenti servicio dontint regis qua.. perth.." Y. is it said, in the It ag: no, 

lib. ab c.5 hat conform to the consuctode of the nosh. 	vassal should be a...yelled 
we, touching his Ie.:rid-A, or hvritnge, 	the cot. et his own hml, without the kiJ,g6  

or that oF his yttstiiar. I innyt agyin protest s t vd..st the Ragiaw Alajr)iarcra, as an a.. 
of the ScoriSh la, event.,g the wee, rho, of its compilement. 

(a) 	Chl .on Mailnis, 176

ri 

rosin Clyod Ut ire, , Pt,. 
(I) In i-o,  there was an tut-pest held before Ilebtrt de Kett, justiciary, in t 

tliog a ditto.: he: 	the \ Ishot of Lioderrs, 	the borgesses 	Neobergh. 
aped 	a.0 remo,,l; bevattse Ite oos the servos abbovid. Chart. Lind. ao 
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hared to, in England, scents never to have been the Into r,f Scotland (c!. The 
juries were somelimeS Summoned, in a manner very unlike that of Breland. 
Neither does it seem to have been necessary, in the 1,1,  of Seml.eld,.th...,: h 
Lord Itahns seems to conjecture: odmrwisc, for the juries to be unanimous, in 
their verdicts (.(). 

In aid of die law, which was not perhaps very strictly executed, durng rude 
times, eceLsia,tiCal censures Were Sth,:in.e, thajd, lata in crinad, and .civil 
a;ljaics, touching the church (c). 

C.mnectcd with the administration of MJlice arc charter;, Which mere called 
for, as we have seen, in the 	lawsuh. It was a principle, which came 
down from the Celtic  n.cions of amiemity.to the Celtic people of Scotland, not 
to commit coy thing to  mining. Tilic druidical maxim continued to influence 
every Celtic vibe tilrreeent times. 'f his oblivious prejudice proved fatal to the 
fame of the Celts; because S left their public history, and private rights, to 

uncertain tradition. The annals of the Picts, aml Scots, were thus resigned to 
darkness, and their law,to uncertainty. In this manner, we may perceive, that 
it was scarcely possible, that there should have been a charter found, in North-
Britain, till the end of her Celtic government, any mote than in Celtic 
Ireland (f ). 

Sir 

(r) The sheriff of BanPii, William Moray, smoned 	irrinest, at Ancrilian, in T4.57, to 
uerve Alexander de Drum kir to Sir Alexander Irv

um
ing of the lands of Forglen, in Banffshire. 

Chaff Arbroth. a lo. In 1480, Sir Patric!, Hepburn, the sheriff ef Berwickshire, as,  entitled, at 
Edinbmagt, a jury of ljerwickshim freeholders, to dueide the chums of the Abbot of Metros to 
some toffs, and ilshiugs, at South &m irk. MS. M. on. Seotix, 4n. 

(d) Late 'cruets, 	127 Withill the county court of :tn.:burgh, there W. a jury sun, 
moved to try the right of the noun nar y of Soltre to a flour: of corn, every harvest, cot of the 
runoor of Cialling. The jury was summoned, in the following manner The sertaccri of theca 
contiguous mamort of Echford, of upper Crailing, and of H. ear, summoned each four gottd men, 
fromthose three manor, r the whale ',toy thus formed, who are called antiquinra piirrne, found, 
that else brethran of the said house had very longhorn in use :a receive the said dame of corn. 

(e) inlath', the precentor of Sen., a.,-,jrcgcrent of the prior of Coldingham, the principal 
its,011 a precept, directing the exconnierientien of Sir Patrick ljd,,r, for holding posses. 

of a ca,ceate of land, at Home, which Ix:long:al to the monks of ltel,t. Chart. Kelso, a,.4. 
In "9*, P4e Nicolas IV. issued a bull, which was directed to the Bishop of Durblane ; direct- 
ing him to recover the debts, wh:b h 	were dee to the monks of Balmerinach, ‘, per centuram ecle- 

_n 	Cita., Balmer. 67. During the reign of %then Brae, the Abbot of Vida° or- 
&red the 	of ,Lesmahago to excommunicate David 'Weir, who, with Ids accomplicds, hail 
violently entered within el sanctuary of that 'cell, and sacrilegiously stoln, frum the der:cherry of 
brother Nicolas Lamb, net only a sum of gold and ailve, but divers jewel,. Chart. Kel a, 48.7 

, 	cannot concur with the learned Ruddiman, in supposing, that charters existed, not only 
Vot. 	 5 D 
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1 	Sir James Balfour pretends, indeed, to have seen charters of those Celtic 
!-: times. But, without a cross-examinatlon, our antiquary, who was deluded by 

(.., his passion for antiquity, is not to be credited. He transmitted to Dugdale a 
a supposed charter of Malcolm Ceanmore, which that curious collector published, 

without examination, in his sea nasticon. Bat, this supposititious charter is con-
victed of forgery, by its own context. There is a charter of Duman, also, 
which has been preserved in the Durham archives, and is published, in the 
Diplomata Scotis : yet, whatever endeavours have born used to clear it from. 
doubts, it is still involved in the clouds of suspicion, from its unsatisfactory 
appearance (g). 

The epoch of charters, in North-Britain, is the late commencement of the 
j Scone Saxon period. From this epoch, we find real diplomas, in the genuine 

charters of Edgar, of Alexander I, and David I, and their successors. The 
language of the ScotiFh charters Was invariably Latin; in the same manner as, 
it was of the judicial proceedings, and of the laws in those times (G). The 
oldest document, which I have met with, in the Scotish language, is a contract 
with the Magistrates of Edinburgh, in 1357. But the date of charters is the 
great object, both ash tennis to evince their genuineness, and to assist chronology. 
Neither the charters of Edgar, nor of Alexander I, have any dates. The 
foundMI0/1 charier of the monastery of Selkirk, by Earl David, their brother, 
is dated, .singularly, while Henry reigned in England, and Alexander in Scot- 	.. 

II

land, and while John was Bishop of Glasgow, and Herbert was Abbot of Sill - 

in the time of Malcolm III, and Malcolm H, but, in the ages of Constantine IV, and of Gre- 
gory s he believes the Scotish historians, when they write of such charters, in such times. Introd. 
Dgsl. § nix. I do not : nothing would satisfy me, but the production of the charters, fue the pur-
pose of examination. I apply this observation to the Scutish historians themselves, when they
trent of the Scotish antignitics s I do not follow them ; because[ do not believe their fictions, and' 
falsehoods, and improbabilities. 

(g) Of Duncan, it is remarked by an able diplomatist, that he was the first of the Scotish kings. 
who appended a seal to the crosses of witnesses. Diction. Diplomatique, ii. 2f13. There is some 

, meson to believe, that this uncommon seal was affixed to the charter of Duncan, long after it had _ 
been signed by its witnesses. Them are a thousand objections to this charter of Duncan, which 
stands alone in the Diplomacy of Scotland. 

e 	(h) Lord Hades, indeed, under the year esty, says, "a that time, French was the language 
,... " of business, both in England, and in Scotland. 	.1. sny. All the chartnlaties, for ages, 
'1 . were written only in Latin s the French is never it d; but, in the diplomatic iota rouse with 

France, and with England, sometimes s the tress were generally written in Latin. The Latin 
• of the charters is much mixed wishAnglo-Saska, and even with Gaelic words, particularly, in 

desegibing local objects. The first charter, in the Scotish, that I have discovered, ;sof the year DNS. 

i
-' .:lfhere is in the chartalary of Cambuskannetb, an award, in the Scotish language, of the year .389.  

i. 	 . 	kirk. 
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kirk. The charters of David I. are generally without dates. He often men- • 
lions the names of the places, where they were made. I have seen two of 
David's Charters, which have the year, and ma the calends of the month, 
when they were made. But, there is a charter of David's to N,chtan, the 
Bishop of Abertion, which, from the specialty of its kite, must • undoubtedly 
be a fabrication (i). Seine of David's charters begin, " Do,id vet Scottorunt ;" 
but, they generally begin, " David Dei gratis - rex Scottoruto :" the inscription 
on his great seal is, " David Deo rcetot rex Scotterant." These notices carry 
us down to the sad demise of the vittumn ('.arid I. in I 153 A.11. 

The charters of illalcohn IV, resemble those of his grandfather, and prede-
cessor, in the modes of making them. They are generslly without dates ; and 
often they have witnesses, without a date, or the glete of giving them (f). IIe 
sometimes adjusts the chronology of his grants by the years of his reign. lie 
is studious to remember, at the dating, of Isis chances, when he had rrceived the 
honour of knighthood (I). There are three of 	charters to the Bishops of 
Aberdon tested by binneff its person, tesse secipeo (rst). If w may determine 
front the silence of the most intelligent Mabillon, and the French Diplomatists, 
that form of teste seems never to ha, prevailed en the Etirtspean continent. It 
appears to have been peculiar to this island. And, the gallant Richard, who 
succeeded Henry II, in 89, wasthe,first of die Kings of Engjand, who thought 
fit to witness his own grants, by-the fors of ten? ',kip. ("). This manner of 
testing charters by the king himself, was imitated by the kings, in Nwth-
Britain (a). Malcolm IV. dignified himself by the title of rue Sationtiii but 
oftener by the more solemn expression of " Malcolonts Dei gratia rex Scot- 

(i) Chart. Aberd. 216 ; Dram's Hist. Aleut. 	"Tense roripo aped Forfar, arum re gni mei 
decimo tertio, tricesimo die 111CMI, 7w,ii :" there were no such parlicalarisies,in any real charter, 

during that age. 
(f) Chart. Glasg ao3-.195,97-a99 Chart. Scone, 3n, Sc; Chart. Cure, 	Chart. New- 

bot. 20,215 Chart. Caminis 54,995 Chart. Roast. 8 ; Chart. Rel., 2, &C.; Ch.. Metros, 56 
Sultre, 2 5. 

(I) See his charter to Walter, the um of Alan. Genealog: Hint. of the Stenarts, 5 s Chart. 
Newbot. 159. ry5 	me postquam arnin samefti prinsquam arms imscepi i" for, such was the 
mean iiig of the urn. swell, in that age. 

(se' Char of Ahead. at int z-14.., Ch.. Mora, a55 there cannot, then, be a doubt touching 
the fabrication el those three charters, as well as the preceding one of David I, which was tested, 
in a similar manner. 

(n1 Mabillon Be Re Dip. 180. See an instance of the trite ',ipso of Richard in Madox'a 
Forinelarc, apt:. If the reasoning in the text be true, the Scoti,h charters, which bear to he tate. 
Ineii so before tbe year 1189, are obnoxious to strong suspicion of sputiousneas. 

(e) Rud.Introduct. Aud, Dipl. Scotia', § xii. 
D 2 	 " torn':' , 
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" torunt :" the inscription on his seal is, " Malcolm Dccorectore rex Scotto. 
" rum.'.' The design, and ornaments, of the great seals of Alexander I, Da-
vid I, and of Malcolm IV; are exactly the sane, wills the mere change of 
names each has an open crown upon his head : on the reverse of those seals, 
the sovereigns are mounted on horseback, and are armed at all points. 

'fire charters of William, as his reign was long, and active, are very numer-
ous. 'tic), are generally executed, at some place, Without a slate; yet, many 
of them have the dates of the month, and day. 'Fe r, or three, of those cher. 
tors, mention the year of the incarnation. Two of those charters, which were 

• granted to Mathew, the Bishop of Aberdeen, cypress suspiciously the year of 
die reign (p). William changed the form of the great seal, which had been its 
use, during the there preceding reigns he ia:d aside the crown, for a bonnet 
but, the inscriptions are tiro same, witli only Cie change 'of name (y). 

The charters of Alexander II, and of Alexander III, are also very numerous. 
They generally bear, in their dates, the years of their reigns and they often 
contain the well known date of our common cera. On the great seal of Alex-
ander II, he is bareheaded: but, his shield is very remarkable, for the rampant' 
lion (r). Upon the seal of Alexander III, he appears, on his throne, with the 
crown restored to his infant brow. 

The epoch of Jesus Christ was introduced into Italy by Dionysius, in the 
sixth century. In the seventh, the same epoch was brought into France but, 
it tas not hare quite established till the reigns of Pepin, and Charlemagne. 
This well known epoch was,completely established in England, during the 
eighth, and ninth, centuries (a). This epoch cannot be traced into Scotland 
till the beginning of the twelfth century, owing to the recent introduction of 
charters (t). The date of the year cf gran first began to be used, on the con-
tinent, in 113z. Various, and singular, events were adopted, among the best 
informed nations, as appropriate epochs. The-se singularities were soon intro-
duced into Scotland. David I, and his son Henry, were attentive to date their 
grants, front the day of the capture of their antagonist Stephen (n). The char- 

(p) Sce the several charttilaries. 	 (?) Dipl. Scotia., if. 
(r) 	Dip l. Sea, 3ch 	 (x) Smith's Bede, App. zr. 
(i) 'Phere is in Smith's Bede, App. 20, 2  chattel of Rohehr, the Bishop of St. Andrews, whiclil 

ICal. Aug. in Faro S' Kenelmi inarth is am acl 'near, Domini 11.7." 
Ralard Murville, the contable, dated en iieltrihelcliinent to Eng-eh-am, t!ic Bishop of O!a.gine, 

a lest., ihiiitrecnt. an. Dom. I 170. 	Circa. I Or. l'herh is a chai ter of Cohn, the Al.bet 
of Kelm, dated an. SJ. no ; 

	

	another of 	Scl. ri 7cl. Ch/irt,Aberb.'34-35. A char- 
W39.  dated  ca.  Dom.1 :go. This form became very  C011111.11 ter of Richard, the Ilishop of Moray, 

an 	the dignified eackclasticl, in the hicl5eque at maary, as we may karn learn the charthlaries. 
(e) Chest.  meere„ P i liutuh.,Nurlitumber. App. 3, and is. 

to 
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no qx.lx(1). eX,"and, the constable, seen, to have had no seal 	There is • 
a charter of Walter de Berkeley, rIta chamlya lain, which is wicnessed lo Ro-
land of Galloway, who died in 1207, and which has a very curious seal, dllcur 

of his family, .9r idlico 	There are charters of GoFt.ty1C, Comes, who died 

m.17, and of Go•Tcmi.:, he ,•,,unger, who dicd is TO, which have teals 

appendant (m). But, seals were not used, in 8,otland, by loss considerable 

percorx, 	a much later ac:c. Devil 011acrd, who was justiciary of Lothian, 

1!3,1 	,, had a seal, which lie appended to his charters (n). But, in that 

Lige, 	,41 of the grantor was n,i deemed suiCeic•co by the parties; and it was 

the practice to request, tha t the reds of re:ix:1.11de strangers might he also 
appended to the decd. Helena, the daughter of Alan, I. td of Galloway, 
stc!-  Cr ,/ to her charter to the church of Glasgow, her own seal, with the real, 
of Wit,. 	tie B:shop of GLucgow, and of Henry, the prior.of St. Andrews (o). 

In 127.6, Mcd' _Yea, the Earl of Lennox, thtmght it necessary to confirm his 
charter, by appeniic,., the seals of respectable men :p). It was ako the practice 
of that rude age, to procure honourable fide 	for the faithful execution 
of the deed. In 1237, the Abbots of Newbotk, and Holyrood, entering into 
an agreement, thought fit, for the greater security, to procure the guarantee, 
and seal, of Alexander Il. (7)., Duncan, the Earl of Carrick, impressed with 
sense of gratitude, for the loan of forty marks, from the monks of Melees, 
during his necessity, 'conveyed to them the lands of Maybothil ; and beseeched 
the Bishop of Glasgow to be his security, that he would not revoke his decd. 

75. 	 (I) lb. 8. 
(1) lb. 77 ; The legend states him to have been the " Camemrins regis &worm." There is 

a charter of Walter de Berkeley, which was witnessed by Robertus, ",(rime, qui bons charicar 
" 	Diplom. Scotia:, pl. 77- 

lb. 71. 	 in) Chart. Glasg. 547. 	 Clmrt. Glasg. a31. 
(o) Ib. 37l. In 1277, Maurice, the laird of Las, appended his own seal to his char. but, 

thought it nenssary to  procure the seal of the official of Glasgow. lb. 438. In 527c, Robert de 
Lanerk, the subdeacon of Glasgow, to his own seal caused w be subjoined the seal of the Dean 
of Glasgow, with the common seal of the city. lb.141. Margery de Forgrund of Berwick, 
because her owo seal was but little known, procured, to be appended to her deed, the seals of the 
Abbots of Jedburgh, and of Dryburgh. Chart. Keho, 3. In the same manner, William, Lord 
of Home, in ta68, subjoined his own seal; hut, :mit was little folown, he procured to be affixed 
the official seals of the Archdeacoo of LothIan, and of the Dean of the hforse. lb. 131. Other 
persons, liming no seals, procured the seals of some higher character, or public hely, to be affixed 
to their Ands. lb. 49 ; Chart. Newbotle, 54. Ina charter to the Abbot of Paisley, by John ansi-
wood, he says ; u In witnesyng of ys qwylk thing, in default I hail na seyl of my awyn, 1 have 

proeurit with instanss j..eyllio of wooschipfull tun." Chart, Paisley, a17. 
Chart..Newbotle, 1So. 

The 
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The grantors often swore, in the face of the church, that they would not iron. 
lidate their own acts (r). And the same Earl of Carrick cal!s Sown upon him-
self die censures of the church, if he should ever revoke his comeyance, be-
fore mentioned, to the monks of Metros (s). Such were, he those times, the 
ju.!dical menncr,,. which seem to imply, that the juridical practic4was not quite 
sufficient, for the useful ends of substantial justice. 

In thi, manner, then, was effected a revolution, in the law of Scotland. The 
Cale 	hich universally prevailed there, at the sad demise of 1)0,1- 
leant, were changed, though by e very slow progression, to feudal usages, yet 
wit of the rigid sort, which is supposed by recent writers. If the year ropy,  

were the cpocit of the commencement of that change, and the year '747,  were 

the era of its consummation, it would follow, from those dates, that the com-
plete establishment of the municipal law of Celtic Scotland, required the re-
peated efforts of SIX hundred and fifty years. 

(r) Ch.. McIro9, to. 	 (;) Chan. Sava, nog to. 
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•• 

CHAP. Y. 

Of Manners, kluring dins Period. 

F.Arridrut, representations of manners exhibit. the most agre,arle 
scenes, which either exhilarate, or sadden, the annals of a people. When 
Donal-Pane ascended the throne of Lis brother, the English, who had crowded 
about )Margaret, and Malcolm, were forc.11 to depart 	From this savage 
measure, says the late lord Hailer, we may conclude, that throughout 
reign of Donal, it was the great national object to efface civility, itt ScGt,iand (b). 
But, Iris premisses do not warrant Ms conclusion : 'the expulsion of the English, 
on that occasion, as it was the obvious consequence of national antipathy, was 
not so much the act of the governors, as the prejudice of the governed. The 
fact is curious : yet, we can only Mier from it, that the Scotieh people regard,d 
the English, as strangers, who spoke a different language, and pc.,,•ti:,ed on. 
suitable mantas. "1 he assassination of Duncan, who threw Donal from his 
throne ; the subsequent imprisonment, and the blinding of Donal, by his con-
queror, are memorable events, which were the necessary effects of ravage 
habits. Of David I, it was the remark of Malmsbury, " that his manners 
" were polished, from the rust of Scotish barbarity, by his early converse with 
" our countrymen (e).! '1 he sarcasm of the English historian, though it may 

1,„ .  have been exaggerated by his prepossession, evinces, that tire manners of the Scot-
. ish people appeared to an intelligent observer of a different country, to be 1,s 

•• refined, than the habits of the English (d). David enjoyed, from the bounty of 
Henry I, a corody of seventy shillings and eight-pence, taut of the bishopric of 

(,) Sex. Chm.n o  h99; Sim. Dur. roe. 	(d) Anmib, i. 	(r) W. MaInmbury, tja• 
(d) When tier Papal Legate, in 5,33, obliged the ScutiM army, under on beneficent a prince , 

as David, to engage  0  neither to viola,' church., nor to wander my, oho wire incapable from 
• age, or sex, of waking resistance, and to m.tore the women, who n. they Lad driven into cap-

" tivity," what a dark picture does that obligation exhibit of the pm; lc, and the age. Devasta-
tion was, indeed, the English mods of making mar on Scotland, during the more refined times of 

i
r 
 Edward I. 	• 

Durham, 
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Charlemagne: History acknowledges her ibtot'ance of this farfetched deli- 
. 	cabin, by her silence. - Archaiology, at knlh, comes lot 	in ,,c1, i,ort of 

il 
 

Ire_ two sisters, Genealogy, and 14,,,,:ry. William, she ins c, „ lcss ,he son of 

i.  Earl Henry, who was the sort of Miaul, nho teas the daughn, of Walite.,f, the 
-  Earl of Huntington, and Northin,:berhind s Now,- Waltheof lied a 'lion ram-

r.  pant, for his arms, wi,ich was als:, the arms of Northumberland, aud of Hunt. t. 
(i.). Earl 1 leliry equally d d if ad the saner arms, ax she repeetentatice of 

Waltheof, il tu,d1 II.., .. - eari.den . (/). 	William enjoyed his fddhesds ti3Oiia. 

F
Hw ouc o 	th he ril.s.,1, and lost 	 hi , ia pr,,ecuting s cin,, co Northumb 	d erlan, 

.,we have already sten. From the foieed..iag iniibialtiag, sea may infer, tl,,t it 

il•  was, by those descents,  3, the lion none hu t!,, :c ,i, cial bearing, of the Scotish 

k.  king,, and that the lion rampant was the h.0.1,;., , .i.  'deorthuniberland, and of 
•Huntington, before the k:ng, of beasts 1,, a.1, •: IA iuto nit escutchwa of 

4.  Nardi-Britain. The lion, however, was tlus cot41.'..sunee of Galioway, and 

R perhaps of all the Cultic nations, as 5se may !carp from GcbLiin. The li.m ram-
i,.,  pant appears distinctly, for the first time, on the shield of di Loa:tiler il. (as). 

fX : The nobles e f Scotland carried similar devices on their seals, and t.hields, as early 
y  a, the reign of William (n). Before the 175/U111,1On of this ',cried, the Scolish 
'.ic  bishops quartered the arms of their famili, with the badg. s  of their see,  (a). 

i
s 
 The establishment of heralds, with a lord lion, at their head, is undoubtcdly of 

d.  a much more modern date, although the origin is obscure (1). 
It 

en Seals, z i-s, fn.' the same position. Leland has preserved, " An   wade :Utile of Armes," 
',.` v. ii. Gio, is-Lich is said to Le of the ale of Henry III.; and which the context evince,  to  It.  as 

r s  fade as the rel,,,, of Edwant I. ;  and it describes the arms ,;f Scotland thus: " I.c rot de Sees, 
., ." dor a no Son de goides  il  an leordure der chaotic de genies." In this description,:, we see no- r'; 	thing of the nimble ir,slii,  
. 	(A) Sec Speed's Prospect, No. 46, and the map of Nortliumberlaild, No..30 : Yorke's Union 

of !Iowan', 564.5. 	 (0 'dein. 
(m) Ander. Dipl. Sc Aix, pl. arc t  and the Tamil. p. 54. It is said, however, that Richard I. 

was the fast of the kiegs of England, who had any charge, or device, on his shield. Lewis OR 
Seals, vs.i. 

(1 ) Sec Astle's ctnious work, on the &aid, Seal.!. 

[ 
(a) Ander. Dipl. Scotia., pl. c. t  Astle's Scotisli Seals, No. iii. 
(pt The silence of Sir George Mackenzie, and of Nisbet, in their respective works, on the 

Sidi-Adis: Science, shows the dark Cloud, which covers the origin of the Lord Lion, and his He-
t?  raids, from our view. At the memorable coronation of Alexander III., iidlisx4p, there is not 

fi r .  any trace of :hp, heraldic officers being present, when their assistance would have been peculis sly 
useful. There is a very minute account of this coronation in Furdan, 1. x, C. 14 5  and see Nisbet's 

'Heraldry, part iv. ch. s  I, mho quotes a record, which Sir James Balfour is said to have found, 
with hie usual luck, in the ruins of the inonastel'y of SCOHC. When Alexander III. mot Edward I, 

at 
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'it was from the same maxims 0, chivall'y, connected as it was with feudism, 
that the Scotish kings willingly obeyed the summons, which Was sent them, in 
those tinter, to attend the coronation of the English kings. Neither Edgar, 
however, nor Alexander I., atm:Iasi! such splendid, but degrading ceremonies; 
as they do not appear to have been English barons. David I., indeed, visited 
the court of England, while a youth, from motives of friends-  ip, rarber than 
from maxims of fwd.-tiny t Yet, oiler his marriage, he became Earl of Hunt. 
ington ; and from this relation, ow,,cd attendance on the English 	feudal 
superios. Malcolm IV. spontaneously attended Henry II., and received a com-
pensation, for his services (q). William, the Lion, obeyed the summons of 
Henry II., as a feudary, and of Richard I., as a friend (r). Alexander II., 
and Alexander M. attended the courts of Henry III., and Edward I., merely as 

at Westminster, in 17S, he was not attended by a lion b:rahl, 11.ough he 
s

e had hi, harpers, and 
minstrel, The first authentic notice, which t have discovered, on thicosmosis at the 
coronation of Robert 	oii th.e syth of Mare:1,132f "Then the Itioa King of Arras etas 

called on by the lord Mareschal, who (the Lion] attended on by the heralds, coon in their coats: 
" The Lion eat down at the king's feet, and the heralds went to their stage, pmpared for them; 

and then, the Mnreschal, by the mouth of the Bishop of St. Andrew's, did sar the Lion, 
who being swot, then did put an  his crown, ordaiumi him to wear for the sole

we
mnity, En." 

From op aneient t'Aff. in my library; come:ming 	uccouat of the coronation of the Soxisls kings. 
The ceremonial of the coronation ,t1 Chsrle, I., at Efiinburgh, is in the AI:omnn, Ire icy 'MSS. 
No. r,.7_^. lftte Lion Ihig appeared :tem compicuour "Having a orotra 	on his bead, he 
° 	rim/ in his band the rem/ comuining the sacred oil Two Iftraid, ttudlmt: ou either side of 
t him; the trumpets sounded; :tad  SD  they marched." The Lieu King :)f 	was much 

employed, as a negotiator, with England, during the fifteenth century, either for treat'. of 
peace, or propmah of marriage. In r.l74, hia  signature was, 0  IgoeII, AMi1)1,111 ," 	r413',/, 
his 	

or 
W. " Ityue Kyng of Anos.ft 	Fad. t. xi )(f, 	tH,`,; t. Mi. at, t7t, 

ed 3-4-5, 24/ .(6. 	Lion Kiag attended upon the Earl of Bothwell, whet that noble:man 
.fillenced, by proxy, for James IV., the Princes Margaret of Itugluud( it ;jut. 	Sir David 
0,i, It. 	who is Left, 	 an known, as a poet, th a herald, was much employed, as Liao King, 1,7 
isats,  V , %ellen Hen ry V /II. scat Sir Ralph Sadler to Erliabutgh. Sadler's Letters, x;, 25, &e. 

(2) In the 3c1 of Henry II. [  r  tsy], the Sheriff of Devon was allowed yz. rye. rod. for a 
coredy, paid to the Iiing of Scot,. Moloe. N,reIcq. i. soy. As Malcolm oaf born, iu t tat, 
ma

L- 
, only twelve years of ago, when he  tueceetied 	grandfather. Ytoke my, in ht, Uni,r, 

Iiotenr, 	" Thni ItIehohn was the  cc, 	11,1.-, 	1.1-t 	verimpg, 	wftd, ir: a 
feudal sew, as en Enelisl, bar 

It, .:9,t, Ilinheal I, byo 
n. 

 a charter, thtfiL the Cft.ut Sod, mule what tray be ca"%el 
establishment 	 .cal 	suceettos, when i.eetftud the room of Fe.ft,itud 

eftre to bete a h,mdre 	Inns sterft.1, a-day, on the:f juurni 	condos., hnd g.ting ; 
thirty sinning 	cl,y, while file). remained: Titey wtre 	have ,:ly twelve wostel ce!oo, and 
tmelve siy,nel,akes : a 'propoetion of wine, pen) 	stem, m.d 	: And the honour:tide 
vosele, in which they were to ho conducted, on their imonic, by the bishou,, aud /heri,ift, 	:do) 
.rte_'. Ryni. F. I. i, S2. 

S E a 	 Eftsi,itt 
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English barons; and were furnished with iein'el,  for their eiipmci:i, 	at- 
tendance, in journeyM.; 

'The attendant, or thi. 	 on 	iourri;es to 	I w. re very 
numerous 	t 
eallg]..ter of Henry III., si. 	I 	and 	 ]..1, 
v. 	 the Sem•iih 	Vey]: (/). The ir.nie 

m 	 Lim 
. 

	

	 :.; to Ore, 	 At 	sinim time, the conm:ei people, 
brih Lathe, and Se..to.S1....011, were' but 'wretchedly M.e.,..ad, fed, mid loilgied. 

errata: of the. north v.., felt rs be sivcre, by th 	 who  did not  
thaniselves, v.idl the 	e..;ercisiis of 

..the matatcr, Of 1.110 	introduced a singulir snit of very coe.r., 
even anumg Lines, When -ltrilliatm tile Lion, and King 1,11n, 
their pei;ce, in 	 delivered. his daughters, Margarm, and 1,1,1, 
to the English king, who promised to proii.le them, inoiuitable Inarria:;,,. The 
Scotish statesmen affirmed what the Engli,11 parliament iicknimied3ed that, by 
the agreement, Henry, and Richard, the sons of Jolla, were to marry the two 
princesses: They were atierv.ards 	however, to English barons, or- 
cording 

.
to the practice of those times; Margaret to_ Hubert de Burgh, the 

justiciary, in 1222, mid Isabel to Roger, the son of liogh, Earl Bigot, in 
1225 	When the Scotish queen, the daughtor-of I leery III., went to hi.: 
father's court, to lie in of her fir et child, the Scotiih ritesincn demanded, and 
receivi,1 sLcurity, timit her father would not detrin either the queen, or her 
infant (y). 

The moils of living, the virtues, the vices, of those people; in South, and 
North, Britain, were nearly the same; as they were of. the same extraction. 
The diversions of the nobles were analogous to their warlike. manners s Tour- 

(a) Its. i. AI, ,C3, 13.1,22S, 256, 	,30't 	.16C. William de hmoso  Wel  charge] 
in the Exchcce, 	in the Nth of King dolls, ten hull., mid to 	; as he declined  to  go into 

corland, 	c•ondeet the 	Isto Eng-lanti. Madoe's Exc
cowl  

hequer, i. 46E, 

(t) M. PsSi,,  P. 555. 	 • 	 • 
(s) Pope Nicole', v.1,0 Os 	in 12,0, granted a ball to the men  lee of Lindores, "de bon.ti: 

sensesL em ;" 	pow, ring them  to wear Air caps, in pmcessions, :Ind public worship, as they fir- 
rwontly took rod, 	ie'terrn frigA ." 	Lindon•s, 23. The principal men d' the couhtly 
at that tin, wore beeneil 	h. W 	 n, illiam, the Lio, appears, on his sealselt a bonnet. 

(e) Groffer hit-peter or, red ten pahrop, and ten hawks, that the King of Scotland's Jdightrrs, . 
mi-1,t not be .o.,.., test to his raw. 	tIcheriver,i. 4Re. bre Rpm. Feed. i. 27S. 
Alexander ff. Lad the wardship of Karl 13•Nid, for which, he paid a hundred marks, 'M•dox's 
Exchequer, i. 325. The se king gave five hundred mark=, for also wardship,T his neOh‘ew, Ire 

heir of Hugh Bigot, tire End of Norfolk;  1,1. 
munenis 
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haments were the most splendid ; *sing was th, :acwr fraciaont or thol,,inaso- 
it a king, woLo .11w 	 imitation of do: Nornaat 

ttlite 	 v 	st  ara a  cAstle, 
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a person of consegitence, who merited encOairagotnent (c). And there was also 
a royal brewer, probably, at each of the king's castles (i1;. The nobles, and 
prelates, and abbots, followed, as usual, the royal example, during those ageS:, 
of rudeness, and hostility. OF the domestic pastime, of those rustic tittles, 
there are but Lee notices. Whets David led his army to the battle of the 
standard, in 1138, his varied people ,[ere amused by jesters, buffoons, and 
dancers, as we know from the contemporary Aildred (e). The awe ,,ernents 

the same sort of people, in the two kingdoms, were pretty much the same, 
slating those congenial ages. As the English kings had their minstrels, so had 
the Scotish kings their harpers, their trumpeters, and minstrels (f ). 

There were other manners, whirls will be contemplated with some cons,' 
placency. In 1'232, Patrick, the Earl of Dunbar, who had married Ada, the-, 
daughter of William, the Li., a baron, who seas known for his warlike ex-
ploits, invited his children, and relation:, and neighbours, to celebrate Christ 
mss, at his castle: After four days festivity, he sent for the .abbot of Melros, 

William gmeted to Aileif, 	Pi.: arf m," the iv whole land in Iierlcitb, vdrieli Re. 1  
Cas,111.1e E.,'inburg" had held of the grantor. Sinclair of Rodin', Title-Deeds.. 

William roldirincd this grant to doe son of Aileif. Their posrity became distinguished, by the 
, Ad. 	Nicolas Baker resigned to Alexander III. the

te 
 lands of Inverieith t that he might 

gram them to Sir W. de Sinclair. Id. 
(A) Kiri: William granted to 1Valkclin, " Brari,ori me," the lards of Inrcrpeff2r, in Forfar-

shire, to be In Id of the monk, of Arlooth. Chart. Arbroth. Nu 6. 
(r) Even Edward'. amused himself, ac Carlisle, in 13oo, by seeing Martinet of Gascony, play the 

'fool, heron: him. Wardrobe Account, 166, which attests the payment of two shillings to the 
Cancan bol(06o. 

(f) Ib. v, 	It appears, from this record, that the king, net guccn of England's 
minstrila accompanied them into li,riand, during the' campaign of t3ao. During a prior ago, 
the harper, the troinpeter, 	minstrels, of Alesandct 	accompanied him hi London : In 
1278, 111,, 	paid to El,. the King of Scots harper, as the gift of Edward I. 6os.; to 
trumpeters -of the King of Scots, dc. . ; to two nth:stints of the King of Scot:, 26s. RC. 
AVCri, also paid, as the gift of Edward, 53.r. 9d. co four minstrels of Scotland. These 
notice; are fi om the wardrobe account of the polt Edw. t., in the Tower. In. t a94 
precept for•Eiia, and Uchtred, 	Harpone, "de ter* liberandis." Ayloliel5 Cal 
coronation of David IL, in 1109,11V:1T wore.  paid to minstrels, by the Icing" 
queen, Lion. , 	Irina, eve, Davidson's Chamberlain's Accounts. 1'  
to belies-- , that thc 	boon, entertained, in their castles, minstrels, a 
eighth Ihul 	all.b.tr, 	di-.l,1294, ac.,:srid himself 	the pa 
Theimis 	Ereildim, the principal poi 	and yii.iphet, cir his age. It can  n Ion 
..'nether Thin.; do Eli.ildan, who died, ill 1.29.- , VW:, a  teal per: 	5,, both 

• I 	 cord. the earls of Humid.,, war FlIeliorsof the wile:: territii7y pf 
C'oart. Drybd 	'Damn., the Rymour 	Era Lin, and his son, Thomas, leeld  a p 
Ite 	 robe ds of Ertildna, oader 2112 Earl of Dahl2e, 	 se vaiiisis they were. Id.; nod blurt. 
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received extreme unction, assumed 	monastic habit, bade his guests fxrewell, 
:opt :lied, in the serene evening of active life. (g). Ile hail ex.ettplo of greater 

to.n, who retired from the satiety of wretched ;toverentent to the rinict of o10- 
. 	onioptcn(8, Fergus, the priacc .of Challolvey, withdetit hint the m'e- 

ftehltoe, of his country, in r tfle, to the monastery of 	 at ti's.
1 vrtt,:i, wherein he ashltnetl the cenonical hettir, and diet! 	1;1 a retie age, 

reagned their lam], to the to tiles, for ti dee,st yht ',lop., within 
hou,es, which tut-1,1.11,A annt,emetts, in. trucks:, a,a1 

The ocItiCmion of :melt a itettph: eve analovont to their me:Incest  At the_ 

conclusion of the Sch:;.,It period, the rothient seltool of Abertehtly seas famoni 
in Gaelic. Schtlerhi Ck'. As early as the rt 	of David I., schools seem 
ha, exioed, it, the pinclpal I ov,O; 	 The :tucks, Who wee 

cclac:16.c1 of th, youth, obtained grant, of the 
chiltleen of the most honourable parer 

CL  MI.  Mail.  201 a, 	Flails:. An i. 
(d) A iftf.i3 Sum, iL 161 Fergus died. in 1161, lb. 16r. Robert Ave 
„,e portion of ILI landv, in Eikdale, - to the anmks 	Metros, retired into tl 
lit the autumn of his UK; and died, in 118s. Chine. hleilro,,, whiv.h e,d 

familiariS vaster." Vet, a vassal could not retire into a religious Leafs, wit 
his superior. Henry 	St, Martin, who held some lands. af Wolter, the 
arcessary rev obtain a apecial licence from his lord, before he bemire a mon. 
W elter hat founLd And, Walter, the son.  of Alan, -  confiravd to the own 
St. Martin had granted:them', when he meditated oh his retreat into the mon 
Chart. Paisley, az. 

(i) In r3t I, Adam de Dowan.sc:Ocaa resigned hitlands of Greenriu, to Cie aLlmt a. 
Iso, and they obliged themselves to support him in victual, ie their cr.olmstrr of  I 

d to give him yearly a  rote,  or one mark sterling. Chart. Kelso, 195. TLe Abbot 
considoration of the re,ignation of his lands of Fir:cm-rocks, graLtLd to Reginaid de Cu 
r lands of Little Kype, togcther with docent ,lltO01110, i0 ,icutr.ls, far him, and 

thin their monasteries of Kelso, or Learnahago. 14.
i 
 10-7. 'The Abbot of Kelso 

flu tes Foreman, during life, a corody of meat, .and drink, such as a monk erect 
anther, and hod, and clothes, and grass for a cow. Ili. 5,o. Andrew, the son of 

got a Fosion of four marks a year, from the Abbot of Kelso, in consideration of his resignin 
140 monastery his tenement iu Little hype /b. 533. 

(I t C11171011.1% Offi<CTS of State, AM,. 1.50. 	 • 
(/) David I. granted to the monastery of Kelso all the churches, and schools, in the borough 

of Roxburgh, with heir pertinent, Chart. Kelso, No. t. " Thomas 124.oe molaram de Rokes- 
., 1,,,sc" was witness to a charter of William, the son of Patrick, the Earl of Dumber, in 174c . 
lb. 238. Richard, the Bidur,, of St. Andrew's, [from t 163 to 1173] confirmed to the monks of 
Daaferralia, 	Ecciciant dc Pert et  uularn ejindem vale, et ceelesiam de Strivelin et 441.1 ejas• 
" 	,sib." Sir I.. Stewart's Coll. Advocate's Lih. No. 45 Adam, ''t m4iister .  reolorion de 
" Perth," appears as one of the commissaries of Innocent II., who were to settle the disaate about 

the 

to    
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educated, in the monasteries (a). 	abhor had liberality cnoush 	cocoa.' 	-`'" t rage the scientific studies of the monks, in order to qualify them to be the in- 
strtietors of youth (a). What knodu.)1; 	lueduiuu existed, during the Scow. 	• 
Saxon period, cannot now be known. 	 tinting a lung life, and 
declining auc, had several physicians, who appear as tenors: s to his char-
ters (4). We may also see plericians witnessing the chars t& the bishops, and 
'Eons, and receiving recompence in 1,ful (7). It is pr,t,ble, that the monks 

mohes of P 	d S 	Chart. I 	120. 	 kJi 	 Luring. 
mastrkreer/gruni de Are. rtry, jad,,r•bt 	t Il 	I, 	 of a 

autiatc fromoio, Pope. Th. 514 	The trattr tr. I... H.,/ 	., ,, I 	rbt. noted 	..o• of tit, 
commistaries of the Abbot of Dkryfrrotiu, in 1, 	H 79. C:, 	 , k 
null 

11,r, tha wer
cil regulated school, it,k,r. 	.zyr. cite 	t. Tbr 	at the churrh °FAL,.

e 

yearat 	 , 	tit a tt shoed t 	of Ow Chruccilor of the 
ere uoght 

its] 	Of Moll, to tic abbot 
lad maakr of 11,1110, 	nditioo , that they rbould board, am! oclu 	hor sou, with tkr best 
boys, who were catrusted to [brit rare. Char_ 

(s) There 	the form of a aerate, by the :11,b,11: of Edna, empowcrty, a monk to 
faculty, or scit ace, wbht: [..:.e:0,11 or England. Chart. K. lea, 

CO A thatterof Icing 	 way 	beto,to IC, and yr, 	ottnes5r4 by 
the. 401 	Cif 	G s 	 charters of flae Inoue 	are 	oe 
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stUdied the healing art, its their monasteries, though perhaps with not much 
success (r). 

We may easily suppose, that the speech of the hiltabitams derived a cast, 
from the tongues of the masters, who were not always natives of North-Britain. 
At the beginning of the Scom-Saxon period, the universal language of Scotland, 
if we except the speech of Lothian, was Gaelic (a). It is an instructive fact, 
that Malcolm Ccanmore spoke the English language, as well as his own. His 
children, as they were educated by their Saxon mother, probably spoke the 
Anglo.Saxon tongue, with a Gaelic accent (t). If it were required to state, 
expressly, what language was spoken by Edgar, Alexander I., and David I., 
the answer must be, that they spoke the same tongue as Henry I., though with 
less 'purity, and more rudeness (u). The language of the Saxon Chronicle, 
whirls was concluded, at the demise of David I., may be considered as an ode. 
quate specimen of his Saxon speech (x). The English language began to he 
formed under Henry Ill., who was contemporary with Alexander IL, and 
Alexander III. (y). It will be seen hereafter, that the language, which was 

commonly. 

(r) There'is, at the end of the Chartulary of Kelso, a Treatise on the &raw, which seems to 
have been copied therein, about the end of the fourteenth century, in the Scoto-Sa'son language 
of that age " Her begynys a nobyl tietyse made of a gud phesician John of Burdouse for medicene 

agayne ye pestilens iwyll. Aud it is departyt in iiii partis. Ye fyrst tellis how a man .1 lope 
hym in Lyme of pestileus Tat be fall nocht in to ye ipyll. Ye secund cliapet. tellis luov yis 
sekenas comys. Ye iii chapeter tulle inedicene agayne yi, ix yll. Ye ferde sully, how he sal be 
kepys." 	 (r) See before, book iii. ch. 9. 
(f) The language of St. Cuthbert, and of the people of Tweedside, among whom he was born, 

was the Saxon of Bcde's history. 'rhe speech of Eadfrid, the second Bishop of Lindisfarne. 
from Cuthbert, was 

Vren Fader el ic arch in heofnas:° 
Our Pusher which art in heaven. 

See Camden's Remains, p. t 5. 'rids great antirmary gives another specimen of the language of 
the teeth century 0 Thu ere fader the cart is heofenum." There is, in Smith's Bede, a series 
of Saxon charters, which show the language of Northumberland, and of Tweethide, during the 
eleventh ceotury. 	 • 

(a) Ti.tre 	See. charters of Henry I. in Senmer's Canterbilry. 
(x) Gibson', edition, z03.4.: It is to be unanstood, that some of the last pages of this ix 

valuable chronicle arc regarded, as proper examples of the Scum-Sosoa language of the age of 
David I. 

(y) TI.e.re is in the 	 Hearne, p. 39.1, and in other books, • Proclamation, in • 
the 	language of tIv y; Henry III., .59 " Benno thorg Coles Mame King on En-y.. 

h,,e lox kI.hoaserd on Yrloand, Doh en Norm on Aquitain and Eorlon Aniow 	i gretinge 
to Ole 	bible islands That wizen ye moll site —In the Chartularics, during the Scot°. 

Saxon pc t iud, we may see ScotoBason work, but not renernter a r(rre, the well.known measure 
V.. I. 	 5 F 	 of 
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commonly written in England, at the demise of Edward I., was exactly-  the 

same with the Scote-Saxon, that was wrii:cn, in 1,:.,rth-Britain, at the same 

epoch (a). 

'11e mode of writing, in the two nations, as well as the style, and sentiment, 

,a • 1,tacdy the same, as we may see, in the Chartularies. The art'of writing 

wa, ,carcely przcii,ad in Celtic Scotland. The commencement of the Scots-
Saxon period is the epoch of charters, in North-Britain„ as We have seen. 

'flw,re is a series of such charter,, in the Diplomat: Seeder. The Chartularies 

contain a greater variety of such Diplmsx, which evidence private tra;.sacti,Ar,  , 

and illustrate national manners.. 

At the beginning of the Secto-Saxon period, the namcs, and titles of men, 

were very imperfectly formed. In Celtic Scotland, -neither titles from lands, nor 

appellations from families, were known. Yet, is it said, by those antiquaries, 

who refer - the origin of every uncertainty to the oblcure age of Malcolm Com- 

of land: Mare, Men, the denomination of money; Berg, a castle, as in Edwina/cog, Rokesturg; 
.burn, a rivulet; Dune, a small valley; Wade, a meadow; Trek Wed, a wood; Bits, birVIIWOOd ; 
Cite, a church, as in Selessbirc, Ashchire, Chattel] shire, WodeLyre, islirchettni ; llame, a 
dwelling Tun, a dwelling; Alueb, the influx of a river, as Aynuli, Broormulli, Far, thr fears; 
Mere, a lake; Menu, Lew, a hill; Stream, a rival-, or flood; So/p, or Sup, a ship; Bit, a king-
dom; Re,n,the raven; fl'6ile,111 lelefel; Cleric,a clerk,or clergyman, Doi,ia valley; FS, fish; Bret/r, 
broad, as Brae-Meadow; Civ, CV, a steep rock, as Lillie :say; Aker!:.'; Etch in Finders; Fe,V, a 
ficld; Rig, a ridge; Grene, green, Lang,tspg; Crun,arann; I l'e,15,n, WO, us in Wedale ; Bine, Back; 
ALee, a moor; Limo, a marsh; Ley, Len, rat Wedorkyet Moss, a raos,, ; Gen, the road, and so ap-
plied to the menu ts of towns, in that age, as inWaldhfiose, in Berwick, Castlegarc, in Jedburgh, the 
Canonrate, and Cowpte, in Edinburgh. It is important to remark, that there are, in :loan  of the 
charters of the twelfth century, such Saxon words, on the nyth of the Friths And this fact 
evinces what the truth undoubtedly tech,•hat the eononon language of the country on, then the 
GAslic, and not the Scotia-Saxon, as inaced the maps of those districts also attest. 

(z) The English langtmge was in a state of gradual improvement, throughout the reigns of 
Henry Ill., and Edward I., though it Milt retained much of its Saxon Form, at the beginning of 
the fourteenth emu arty. Take a short specimen from the great charter of Edward I., in the plaits 
EngliSh of that age, which may be incidentally compared with that of Henry III.: 44 Edvardbi 
w to grace of God kyng of Yngelond loverd of Montle Duck of Agnitaina to all, his trenve 

lehe los presente lettres cornea to grotwell. We habbeth iloked 	grete chant,' of sire 
44 	kyng la; was of Yugelonde hones Fodor of ie franchises of Yyngclonde in I os woides 
” Fuca we gran... to God and bi pis present, chart. confermen for has ant fur here !rims evere 

• more, &c." This specimen of the English language, as it was written towards the conclusion 
of the reign of Edward I., resembles very much tile contemporary rauguagc of Thomas of Ereildun, 
though the English'seribc seems to have been much fonder of lopirates ; 

" When the aide is grin ant the newe is cow that don ouch[ 
44 When B.,,nbourne ys /longed with dtde men 
w When men Wee ups  in roper, to hopes ant to ,riles" 

MOM, 
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more, that the introduction of surnames was owing to his policy. Much ittno. 
vation has been attributed to that prince, by those, who did not know, that 
Iris people, and his government, were Celtic; and did not a Ivert, that neither 
. dmitted of considerable change among Garlic inhabitants. At the end of the 

nth century, surnames began to be used, in l'ranee; and in England, at the 
loch of the Conquest (a). The wim.....,es to the charters of the Scotish Ldgar 
d not any surnames, as indeed Camden rarked (5). Neither do any sere 

mes appear in the charters of Alexander I. (r). Such names began to exist, 
string the age of David I. (d). Among the out 	in Domesday-book, 
pear Bras, and Baliol. in England, surnames are said not to have been 
snnted, by the common people, till the . recent period of Edward II. In 
orth Britain, surnames began to he flax], at the commencement of the twelfth 

century; and became generd, before the conclusion of the thirteenth (e). Even 
e Gaelic people cf those times had their surnames, which were either patro-

ymic, - as Mac-Donal, Mac-Deugal, Macpherson, or descriptive, as Gov', 
off, Roy, Bui, Bane: Caw is, indeed, a professional name; as the Smith 
as sloe chief artizan among the Celts. None of the Gaelic people, except 
use who mixed with the English settlers in the lowlands, assumed local stn. 

umes. On the other hand, the Saxon, Norman, and Flemish people, who 

settled, in Scotland, during the Scoto-Saxon period, assumed their surnames, 
from their possessions, : though a few are descriptive, and some are patronymic. 
t was the universal practice, during that period, for the married women to pre, 
erve their maiden names, during their mariiage, and trot, during their wi. 
dwhood ; as we 1,1111 from the .Chartularies (f ). 

Bw., 

,(a) Camden's Remains, 16,5, p. 92 : .And that learned man mys, that wither hu. Me OCI.,•:, 
ho had searched many a record, to satisfy thenwelveL upon ti,.. point, had mow- treed arty tr... 
tary surname, before the conquest.' lb. 93. The Abb6 Bevy Itmarks, that it wa., in s.n.,tw, 
vcoal lords, who were nritlwr dukes, rear °Mints, began to assume surnames, from Ow.: law! 
castles: But, that the peasants, as late as 1339, had only pronanscs, though from this ep...'. 
ey began to take surnames. Hrtoire de la Noblesse, p. 34. 

G) Anderson's Independence, •App. iv ; CanstIon's Remaios, 92. 
le) Dalrymple's Col. App. ii. 

- -(i) Dal. Col. Pref.. 1,1 . In the /,,,...l.i.l... ThrwLirs, A. ,,. 1116, Gurvase Ridd . : .1 
°shut, were witnesses. lb. App N,'. 1. Itiddol, and Corbet, aro the two old,. ...... o• • , 
this can be traccd is the el:art.:larks of Scotia: A : 1,,,,1 yam, w!.ith Istr.: c . ws, • i ....•:. 

de, are the most honourable. See Vorstegant. Antlqui,ler, ell. 
e.  (r) See the.ChartulasieS, Ityn-..7's Faders, and Ragman's Roll, i.. Prytspo. 
(1) Bender do tullo.Campo, the wife of Hugh NI..rosille, the Constable, sta.; called, by t..n 
,den name, during her maniage,11Ind . iuring her widowhood. Cl,,,,. Dryborrh, 8 9-5. , ..' -a. 
icis de Lancaster, the wile of Richard Moreville, also, retained her maiden num, Diplom. 

5 I' 2 	 6,.,,'. 
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But, the sort of manners, which were at once the most remarkable, and! 
attended with the most lasting effects, was the religious zeal, that p, vaded all 
ranks of men, front the highest, to the lowest orders. They were all active,(  
some to endow, and some to enrich, a monastery, according to their circuit,. 
stances, as we have scan (g). Many pert ins of rank, both mile; az.d 
were studious to be received into the fraternity of some ecclesiastical connom 
ray 	it was deemed an ob;.`Cs of great con,quence, to be buried its tho7! 
consecrated ground of the religions houses; and to obtain this end, niany,.. 
lands, and other property, were conferred on the monks; as we know 
chartularies (i). Every monastery had its roll of benefactors, az 
olog,y ; and many a heartbeat with desire, to be placed on the sae 
Feasts were made, and masses were said, for those happy persons, 
made the largest donations to the favourite monks (/). Particular monks were. 
maintained by special donation, to pray for the soul of the giver !in). Christian, 
the sister of Robert Bruce, the widow of Sir Christopher Seaton, founded a -
chapel on the spot, near Dumfries, whore her husband had been put to death by: 
Edward I. (n). The same energetic principle, which induced the people of 
that religious age to build chapels, and to erect- churches, prompted them to  • 

- Scotire, pl. boie. Esphina de Lundoniis, the widow of Walter, the first Stewart, called herself, 
in her charters, by her maiden name. Chart. Kelso, 145-6. The same practice continued among. 
the women of rank, in England, during the same age. Alice de Romelie, the widow of William,; 
the son of Duncan, the Seotish king, called herself, in her charters, by her maiden name. Dug. 
Monast. v. 578. Johanna de Nforevilie, the daughter of Hugh, the Constable, and the wife, and 
widow of Richard de Germin, called herself by her maiden name, in her charter,. lb. at f. The 
lower orders of women, in Scotland, followed that ancient, and universal practice, even down to 
the present times. 

(g) In Book iv. ch. 3. of the Ecclesiastical klittury. David Oliford gave land, and a p.m-age,. 
to the monks of Dryburgb, for the salvatiii5OP his viVn rout, and the salvation of the mules 
those, who had given him those lands. Chart Dryliorgh, 5 i 7. David de Luinisden, about the 
year 123s, gave lands to the mohke of Coldingham, for the redemption of his grandfather, who bad 

ccedrumcd m drab. Chart. Coldinghain, 49. 

(9) Walter, the first Stewart, who died in 1177, and Richard Manville, the Constable, who 
tried, in 1189, we of the fraternity of the monks of Metros, whose Chronicle records them, as 
'5  fainiliaris orter.

er
" Margaret, the natural daughter of William, the Lion, who married Lattice 

de Vescy, gave lands to the monks of Kelso to Inc received, with her husband, and eh* 
the fraternity of those monks. Chan., Kelso, 509. 

(i Chart. 	t its 54a; Chart Paisley, 83. 
(I Chan. Arl,refili, 506 Chan. Balmer. 9. 	(t) Chart. Newbode, i9 
(m) Chart. Paisley, 8s. 	 (n) Sir L. Stewart', Col. 3t. 

found. 
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found magnificent cathedrals, and to deliglit in splendid worship (o). The 
sante religious zeal, concurring with the romantic bravery of the men, prompted 
the warlike pisiion, for rescuing the Holy Land, by erraades, one of the most 
singular delusions, which is.recorded in hi,tory. Connected with this principle, 
was the practice of displaying to the eyes of warrim con .coated banners, which 
ware carried by monks, and greatly influenced dm spirit of sddiers. When 
we practice so wise, and warlike a prince, as Edward 1. making use of this 

artifice, we may easily suppose, what must have been its influence. But, from 
that religious zeal, concurring wish universal ignorance, are., a thousand su-
perstitious practices, which long deluded a confi.ling peopk. 

The age was warlike, as well as religious.' The dignified clergy did not dis-
dain to pot on their cuirasses, with their cassocks. kite bishop,. :lad abbots, 

as well as the barons, had their arm/ger, and their midi era, o ho it they re• 
warded with lands (p). The Bishop of St. Andrew's sent out an army, as we 
have seen, to support the execution of law, under so just a prince as David I. 
The bishops, and abbots, from their extensive estates, and ample revenues, 
Were enabled to equip for the field large bodies of armed followers. William 
Cumyn, the Chancellor of David I., engaged in a seat of civil war, for the 
bishoprick of Durham. 'r he Bishop of Durham was one of the leaders of the 
English army, at the battle of Falkirk. Wishart, the Bishop of Glasgow, with 
his followers, joined Wallace, when he raised the hallowed standard of na-
tional independence. The same prelate defended the castle of Cuper, with the 

,most ski!,  ii resolution;yet, was he taken in armour. Lamberton, the Bishop 
of St. Andrew's, acted a similar part, on the some gory stage, whereon the 

', freedom of the nation was fought for. 	he Bishop of St. Andrew's, with the 
Abbot of Scone, were abo taken in armour, during that hostile struggle: And 

those three dignitaries were conveyed to Nottingham, in their warlike attire (q). 
When the English, during a subsequent season, iNvadcd Fife, William Sinclair, 
the Bishop of Dunkeld, rallied the fugititn. Scots, and repulsed the invading 
foe (r). 

But, what were the arms, with which those. deeds were performed?- Even. 
down to our own times, the Gaelic people retained the weapons of their gallant 

(o) See the Chartularies, wherein are any grants of wax lights Penalties, and forfeitnres, were 
applied to the building of tathedixls See Chartularies of Moray, of St. Andrew's, of Balm,  
winacli. Devotees, also, inadc many donations to the honour of Saints. ‘li..!,rrt, Kelau, ooh. 

(P) Chart. Moray, 	‘44; Chart. Aberdeen, 407 ; Curt. Newbotfe, 5-3 7 ; Chart. Cam, 
busken. 	r. 

(4) Mat. Westminster, 455. 	(r) Purdue, Lb, xii. ch. s5; Parboor, 
ancestors.. 
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ancestors. At the battle of the Standard, in I t38, the Scotish infantry were 
without armour: Their only defence was a target, of leather. Their chief arms 
of offence were a spear of enormous length, and swords of unskilful workman-
ship. Their men at arms were accoutred, like the same class of soldiers, in 
England ; ts they were chiefly the' deoreddants of Englishmen. 

There were other manners, in those times, of a softer sort. When William, 
the Lion, heafd of the captivity of the gallant Richard, he sent him two thousand 
marks, for his redemption (a). William exercised other liberalities: The 
bishops of Salisbury, and Rochester, thinkhig it necessary to retire into Scot-
land, from an interdict, which then afflicted England, took up their residence; 
the one at Kelso, the other at Roxburgh ; where they lived, at their own 
expenses: The Scotish king, as a mark of his regard, sent them eighty _ 
chalders of wheat, eighty of oats, and sixty-six of malt (t). In 1275, Alex-
ander III. requested of Edward I. livery of the lands, which had descended to 
Elizabeth, the Countess of Buchan, one of the coheirs of Roger de Quinci, 
though she could not go to the king in person; she being great with child (O. 
'William, the Abbot of Balmerinach, gave to William Welyeuith the lease of a 
tenement, in Dundee, fof the yearly payment of eleven shillings, good and 
lawful sterlings, with a condition, that the grantor should find the abbot, and 
his successors, and confreres, sufficient lodging, its the same tenement, as often 
as they should come to Dundee (n). This sordid practice prevailed so much, 
and so long, that the Scotish parliament endeavoured, in after times, to enforce 
the use of inns. The, manners of the twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, were a 
singular tissue of rudeness, and civility, of chivalry, and of savageness. But, 
of manners, the variety, in every age, is endless: Many a stroke of manners 
have been intimated, in the foregoing chapters Other representations of man-
ners will be found, in the subsequent chapter, which may perhaps be regarded, 
as more instructive, and agreeable. 

(r) Citron. Med. zyo. 
(1) Chrort. Meil. z53; Fordun. Meal is goon, as charity, by handfula, in Scotland, teen to 

this day. 
(u) Dog. Bar. i IV, from the Chose Rolls of.the 3d Edw. L 
(x) Chart. Balmer. 55. This sort of wore was not unusual either in Scotland, or in England s. 

the GmbH stipulating for lodging, on certain occasions. 
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Ci-121.1`; VI. 

Of the Conzwerce, Shipping, Cali, Agriculture, during this I'eriod. I  

THE historian, who attempt, to write of Commerce, and of the topicks, 
Lich are connected with it, before trade existed, sets sail on a hopeless adven-

'ture. Our commercial chronologists pretend, that the Scots had a fishery, at 
home, and a traflick, with the Dutch, as early as A. D. 836 (a). But, the 
religious prejudices of the Gaelic people led them to consider fishery, as un-
lawful i because they deemed fish to ba unhallowed food: Neither could the 

such m(fdk for fish, before that nation had been formed into a society. At 
e commencement of the Scorn-Saxon period, the inhabitants of North- 

' 	.. Britain can scarcely be ranked . the Deflectable list of traders, when commerce 
was not vary profitable, and profit slid not yet lead to honours. 	' 

The principal seats of trade were the towns, in every country, and in every 
e. Celtic Scotland had not towns, any more than Cehic Ireland, where both 

ortifications, and cities, were the-peculiar objects of the people's hatred. \Viten 
sties, and monasteries, began to be built, in North-Britain, at the commence-
encement of the Scoto-Saxon period, villages arose under their walls: And, 
hen the Flemings colonized the shores of Scotland, fishery began to be an 

jest of traffick, and the means of settling hamlets. It is to those obscure 
igirials, and to this recent existence, that we must refer the commencement of 
c villages, the towns, and the trallick, of North.13Dtain (b). The towns, its 

Scotland, 

, a) Ander. Chron.•Deduct. of Com. i. 4t. The late commercial annalist adopts this notion : 
titer of there writers seems to have adverted, that fishery was deemed sirfal by the Gaelic 

- c,ple. 
.: (5) The followjng arrangement of the Royal &roles of Scotland may be made, under the 

ecal reigns of the kinds, as those communities successively an, ear in,;whatners, Undo. Alex-
',ler I. : Edinburgh,Pmeick, Roxburgh, Striveli, Inverkethiv, Perth, Aberdon 5 the three last, 
which obtained their rOspestive charters fain Willis:,, the Lion. Under David t.: Jodbur„.11, 
i'dington, Linlithgow, Rotherglen, Renfew, St. A, lww'r, Donfermlin, Crail, Fln'o, Focus, 

:o s; Rotherglen, and 'names., had their tires existing chutes from William. " , rler 
William. 
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1.  Scotland, if We except those of Lothian, owe their foundation, as villages, 
around some religious establishment, perhaps, and their names to the Celtic 
people:,  They arc indebted for their rise, from villages to towns, to the 
English, Anglo-Normans, and Flemings, who settled in them, during the twelfth 
century. And though the names of the towns be Celtic, the names 'of their 
streets, and lanes, are Anglo-Saxon, like those of Northumberland, where the 

i 	settler, were the smut (c).  
V 	The Scotish kings of this period changed their. habitations so often, in order 

to consume the provisions, which their numerous manors produced, that it is 
not easy to assign thetn a metropolis. The unial place of the residence of 

.  Edgar cannot be fixed, from a reference to any document. Alexander I., 
,,..  probably, resided chiefly at Scone, if we may judge, from the several grants to 
;.]„  the monastery, which dignified that ancient site of the fatal stone. The edu-
1  cation, and the affections of David I., induced him to cling to the southern 
i .  borders, " which boast of Tweed's fair flood." He resided commonly at Ron-
!,  burgh, and died, after a long sojourn, at Carlisle. Malcolm IV. deemed 
4--  Scone, as it had become the fixed place of the coronation of the Scotish kings, 

William, who granted many chasers to boroughs: Dumfries, Lanerk, Glasgow, Irvine, Ayr, 
Fbrfar, Dundee, Abethrothock, 'Munro, Invermy, Kintore, Banff, Cullen, Nairn. Under Alex. 
ander II.: Annan, Dumbarton, Dingwall, Rosemarkie. Under Alexander III.: Kinghorn, 
Peebles, Selkirk. Under Robert I.; Kirbikly, Queensferry, Loebtnaben. Under David II.: 

.=, Cupar, Invecbcrvie, Dunbar, Brechin, Lauder, Wigton. Under.Robert III.: North Berwick, 

F. 	Rothsay. Under James II, Kirkcudbright. Under James III.: Kirkwall. Under James V.: 
Pitteaweem, Burntislend, Dysart. Under James VI.: Anstrurtier Easter, Anstruther Weacr, 
Culross, Wick, Sanquhar, Stranraer. Under Charles 1.: Dolour', Invcrary, New Galloway, 
Newburgh. Under Charles II.: Tale, Cromarty, Kilrenny. William III.: Campbehown. 
Such is the chronological series of the meal boroughs. Some of them may have existed, as vil-
lages, before they were erected into corporate towns. Selkirk, Peebles, Glasgow, Aberbrothock, 

- Brechin, Burntibland, Newburgh, Pittenweem, and Whithern, were ecclesiastical boroughs; the 

I

- first to the Abbot of Kelso, Peebles and Glasgow to the Bishop of Glasgow, St. Andrew's to the 
.: 	Bishop, Ababrothock to the Abbot, Brechin to titii Bishop, Burntisland to the Abbot of Dom-
, fermlin, Newburgh to the Abbot of Linder., Pittenweem to the monastery of Mey, and Whit-

'̀  	hen to the Prior of Candi& Casa. Some of those towns were boroughs of barons, before they 
ere boroughs of the Ichks : Renfrew was, indeed, granted by David I.' to Walter, the son of 

Alan. Lochrnaben also passed to Robert Bruce by the grant of David I. ,Dunb'ar was early a ' 
town of the Earl, of Dunbar. Lauder was early the town of the Morrill.. North Berwick was 
erected into a port, and convoyed. by Rtbert II. to the Kali of Douglas. T. that potent family 
Kirkcudbright also belonged, as a borough of regality. Wick was the town of the End of Cash-
ness. Inverary, and Campbeltown, were the property of the Earls of Argyle. 

(n) See the Chattnlavies for those names : The nmst commotl term flit the streets was the 
Sax. eau, which assumed the form digt,., in the Scotish, and old English. 

to 
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o be the metropolis of his kingdom (d). Conviction has obliged the historians 
Edinburgh, Maitland, and Arnot, to avow its recent commencement, as the 

etropolitan seat It was the settlement of the Court of Session there, by 
dames V. which first conferred the undisputed honours of the capital on 

dinbutgh. 
The court of the fear borough.: appears, however, to have been established, 

arty, in the Seoto-Saxon period, under David I, their found.er. The four 
owns, which•formed this mercantile establishment, were Bea-wick, Roxburgh, 
dinburgh, and Stirling (e). The four boroughs, by their commissioners, used 

o appeat:, once in every year, at Hadingron, before the chamberlain, in his aye, 
to false the domes of boroughs (f)," These commissioners seem, there-

- re, to ha: e. formed, in conjunction with the chamberlain, a court of ultimate 
ppeal, from the usual adjudications of all the boroughs. By an easy transition, 
he court of the four boroughs, from being judicial, in its principle, became 
egislative, in its practice. And, before the commencement of the fifteenth 
entury, delegates from all the boroughs met, in the convention of the four 
oroughs, " to treat and determine upon all things concerning the common weal 

of all the king's boroughs (g)." The appointment of such internal towns, 
Roxburgh, Lanerk, and Linlithgow, and even as Edinburgh, in the forma-

tion of such a court, evinces that, foreign trade had little efficacy, during those 
'Ines, in such a commercial establishment. 

It is curious, meanwhile, to observe, that Scone was not only the metropolis 
North43ritain, but vas, also, one of the earliest places of foreign com- . • 

(d) Malcolm, in his charter to the monastery of Scone, declared that, Scone was, o  PrinapaliJ 
oar 	noari," the prinzipal oat of Li, hiqdom. Chart. Scone, i6. 

(r) There is an act of Parliament, which was passed ander David II, in 0167, De pallor 
• 'lir. MSS. Paper Oiiicc. It enacts, that as bog as Berwick, and Roxburgh, which were two 
I the boroughs that, ex 	ought to hold the chamberlain court, shall be detained by their 
00,-saries of Enstud, Lanerk, and Linlithgow, shall be received in their place. Sheer places 
is statute, in 130. Auld Lacs, 539.. Jipmw ick, We 111113 see, was one of the Cour boroughs ex 
'qus. But, Berwick does not appear tin the reign of Alexander I. and this intimation attests, 

at the court of the lour boroughs cannot be older slum the reign of the ScotishJustiniun, 
avid I, 	 • 

( f ) The Auld Laws, z4.6 The fidsing of dims ha, long been discontinued. When the object, 
ter the union, was to encourage the trade of Scotlandcommissinnem weir appointed, in rest, 
execute the anciFnt tAce 	 whiuli was said. to 1.e then vacant, and to be is 

. 	e crown. Books of the Board of Trade, Ennd. 	to. The 6,, Lugo am, as we have seen, 
we their  

➢ 
origin to David I. 	 (z) Auld 1..RW5, 540. 

VOL. 1. 	 5 G 	 came. 
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fierce (h). Perth had also a foreign traffic, in those early times (i). St. An-
drews likewise partook, during that age, of the riches, wbich .flow from disrant 
trade (k). And Stirling followed next to those, in the enjoyment of the ad-
vantages, resulting front a commercial intercourse whit foreign traders, by means 
of shipping (/). To Dunfermlin, David I. also granted the customary dues on 
all dips, corning to the Port of Inveresk (at). This munificent prince gave to 
the Bishop of Aberdon the tenth of the can  of ships, which should come to 
Aberdon ; and this grant was confirmed by Malcolm IV. (n). David I. also 
conveyed to the monks of St. Cuthbert the wined 	(c). It is apparent, 
then, front the informations of the chartularies, that North-Britain enjoyed some 
of the benefits of foreign traffic, during the early reigns of David I, and even 
of Akxander I. 

In the meantime, tls towns, which thus enjoyed the semblance of trade, in 
Irir those early ages, were either the property of the king, in demesne, or were his 

tenants, in fee fem. 	Whatever may be said, by theorists, of the dignity of cities, 
before cities existed, the towns of SeotIrmd, throughout the Scoto-Saxon pe- 
riod, appear under the same form, and policy, as the boroughs of England, 
during thes ame period, which were either held, in demesne, by the king, or 

4 -  let  to firm, as the royal property (p). The chartularies are crowded with the 
grants of the successive kings of Scotland to the Bishops, and Abbots, to the 
Barons, and courtiers, of tufts, in their towns, of annuities, from the forms of 

!‘ their boroughs;  and pensions, front the "virus of their burgesses (q). The 
towns 

(b) Alexander I, haying granted to the monastery the custom of ships, coming so Scone, ad-
dressed a writ to the merchants of England; inviting them to trade at Scone ; and p.nising them 

f t  protection, on paying customs to the monks. Chart. Scum, 3. 
8. 	(i) Customs on ships coming to Perth were granted to the religious houses, by David I. Chart. 

Scone, 5, 14,16 ; Mait. Edith. r45 Ch.. Cambusker.01, 199. 
(f) Reliq.Divi Andrew, t65. 
(I) MS. Monast.Scotie, 105 1 Dab Col. 386. David I. granted to the monastery of Combos- 

enneth the land, which lay between the Forth, and the way, that went down fora Strivelin " es! 
; 	'5  num." Chart. Cambuskenneth, 105. He also granted to the same monastery the tan,  or cus- 

tom of one ship, at Strivelin. lb. at, 55. 	 (w) MS. Monast. SCOSIT, 107. 
(n) Chart. Aberdon. aid, 2,7. 
(o) MS. Monast. Scotig, 17. In the Chart. of Coldingham, 88, there is a memorial of John 

Edwalde to inquire at Hull, or elsewhere, shout stir ship of Arnold Blerk. . . In the same char- 
t 	salary, az, there is Magna Placita in Curia de Ayton, pro duodecim devoid, male mceptis per 
t.  " J. Kinkborn nomine scdis unius nevi, aped Eymouth." 

(p) See Brady's Treatise on Boroughs every where; and Madox's Firma Burgh 

°, 	(g) Alexander I. granted to the monastery of Scone's. 5,  unity,. otavi$  sue propria oath fra-
:  5,  tram sire Otis, sum proluqueutur." Chart. Scone, 1. Thi3 grant was confirmed by Mal- 

colm 
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towns were, in those times, very inconsiderable, in populousness, in opulence, 
'end in power, notwithstanding the encouragement, which the kings had given 

do foreign settler's (r). Before the year s 574, as we have seen, in William of 
New'brig, the towns of Scotland were inhabited by Englishmen, and other fo- 

'Feigners (s). 	Scone, the chief city of NOrth..Britain, was will dependent, 

ttd petty (t). The Bishops, and Abbots, had their villages, which were not 

store populous, opulent, nor powerful (u). The Barons had their handets 

but, we see  nothing, in the chattularies, of baronial boroughs, much less of 
commercial towns, till more modern times. Renfrew, indeed, was the town 

Ira IV. and Robert IC Chart. Scone, 15. David I. granted to the monastery of Dunferrnlin, 
very year, for clothing the monks, one mark or slyer, from :he first ships, which should  come  to 
ricelin, or to Path. MS. Monasi. Scotts, .3; Dal. Col. 385. lir extended this grant to the 
rt or Iuveresc. MS. Monast. Scotia, 1.4. And he exempted the ship of the abbot from ali 
stoma. Id. David I. granted to the monaidery of Kelso one tnft, and  ono thip. in Renfrew. 

rt. Kelso, 2. This grant no; confirmed by Malcolm IV. Diplom. Semi:, at,. David I. 
rated to the monastery of Holyrood, every year, for clothing the monks, a hundred shillings, 

m the tax of the first ships, coming to Perth, for traffic. Most. Elio, 142. David I. granted 
e tenth of the  nor  of ships, coining to Aberdon, to rho Bishop. Chart. Aberdon, 2,6. This 

rat MS  confirmed by Malcolm IV, and William. Id. 213-17. David I. made similar grants to 
monks of Cambuckenneth, which were confirmed, and enlarged, by Macolm IV. Chart, 

ambus. 27, 29, 54, 55, t 96. David I, in his grant to the monks of Holyrood. calls Edinbitrgh 
burgh. Mait. Edin. r4.5. 

(r) William, the Lon, granted to Pagan, the goldsmith, a land in Edinburgh, on the south side 
St. Giles'schurelt, where he settled. Chart. Indica, to. William granted, also 	Henry 

old, a goldsmith, some land, in Perth, which his 'propefili had measured off for him, under his 
accept. K. William granted a roft, in Perth, to William the lido...maker, as measured by his 

sheriff, for which the helmet-maker was to render yearly 0  duos °value fern." Chart. Scone. r. 
' fa William of Newbrig is confirmed by the chartularim. Jr is remarkable, that the burgesses, 

the common people of the towns, who appear in the charters of the t 	mmtiiry, are din- 
guished by English, or Flemish names; while thc inhabitants of the mmary, who appear 
men, are distinguished by Gaelic names. See also Prynne's Col. iii, tin mighout. 

(t) In the chart. of Scone, No. 8, there  16  a grant of Malcolm IV allowing the monks to have, 
Scone, one smith, one tanner, and one shoemaker. 
(o) Till the reign of William, the Lion, the villagers or Glasgow were the mer.ri‘;,r, of 
hop. In the chartutary,of GL-sgow, 6142, there is a charter o  Qum' 	 S., hi 
Episcopi Glasguen. quiete et libere sint a solutione tholonei." Between 	75 and 115,, 

'm granted to Jocelyn, the Bishop, 0 that he should have a barsh, at Glasgow, with a inii,k2t 

ton Thursdays."  .  Chart. Glos. 23. it was not till the yea  r 1545, that the burgecses, and men, 
he Bishop, were enah121 to trade in Lennox, Argyle, and Scotland, as freely at the burgesses 
Donbarton. lb. .1(7. /according to die romrtiturio nova, no 	could have a malemale kill, with. 

it the , burgh of Glasw, exerpt those who had rho right of pit and and Gallows t and even Inc, Who 
joyed this right, Oct al:owed only one malt-kill: no one without tie hu;gh coad make any ch;iii, 
Icer dyed, or thorn. See also.* clmrtularies of Kelso, and Alandonc 
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of David I; and was conveyed by that liberal prince, and confirmed by Mal- 
colm IV, to Walter, the situ of Alan (te:. 	„ are there no charters to any 
boroughs remaining, of :my earlier king, than those of William, who began his 
reign, in 165. And from Om, imimations, i: is apparent, that the towns, and 
boroughs, with their ports, and their privilagas, could only derive their com-
mencement from the king's charter (a). The boroughs were first called to Par-
liament by Robert Bruce. And, during the two subo,,,enr centuries, the towns 
acquired a greatdr extent of populaiiou, owing to the progress of settlement, and 
obtained wealth, from the enterprize of industry, and extension of traffic, 
though the advance of both may have beets slow. 

The very principle, upon which the burgh; were formed, was exclusion, and 
monopoly. Each community. tried to obtain a district, within which it might 
alone carry on its traffic, by excluding other towns. The burghers of Dunbarton 
tried to exclude the men of Glasgow, from trading in Dunbartenshire, till 
Alexander III. interposed. The burghers of Cupar endeavoured to prevent the 
citizens of St. Andrews, which is one of the most ancient communities, front 
buying, and selling, within their •district, till the Parliament decided against 
their pretensions, in favour of the claims of St. Andrews (y). Perth, and 
Dundee, have equally disputed about their privileges in trade, and 

(o) Chart. Ant. Bibl. Hard.; Stuart's Gem I-It. of the Stovarts, p, 5. 
(x) Before the accession of William, eighteen of the royal boroughs, were the m 

demesne of the king. The charters of William, not to speak of the grants of snbsequent 

V' 	narchs, demonstrate, that there could not be any borough, or port, or privileged place, w 
charter from the king. The great officers of state appear from the eliartularies to have 
from the kings, tolls, in the different burghs, on which they built houses, for their oven 

IF 	
aidence. Malcolm IV, when he confirined to the first Stewart all Lancer grants, nonfewe 
in each of the king's burghs, throughout his land, a soft, with twenty acres of ground, 
he might make his residence. Hard. Chart. Antigua. The constabk also had a tuft, in 
the king's burghs. Roger de Quinci granted to the monks of Scone the land, in Perth, with she 
.do,u-house, which belonged to the constable of Scotland, and with it the garden, without the wall 
Chart. Scone, 57. And see, on this subject, Robert Bruce's grant to Gilbert de Hay, in s34. 

t -  Diplom. Scotix, 45. To the various monasteries, which were settled, diming the twelfth century. 
the several kings granted tofu, in their towns, for the purpose of building houses, into which they 
introduced arozans, who practised the useful arts, as we learn from the chartularies : we thus per-
ceive how much the monks contributed to the inhabiting of towns, and to the increase of traffic. 

(y) After a long litigation, the controversy between St. Andrews and Caper m as adjudged by 
the Parliament, at Perth, in x369, in favour of the Bishop, and his citizens, against the men of! 
Caper, calling themselves ft aree gild, MS. Paper Office. Prom this decision, the citizens of 
St. Andrews had a right to buy, and sell, within Caper, wOol, thins, and bydes, and other 
ticks of traffic. 

• precedence. 
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.Trecedence(a). Thu boroughs of Aberdeen, and Inverness, had dii it excht- 
ive districts, from the several charters of Willing:, the 	he gave, how-

ever, a participation, in their privileges, to all his burgesses, in Moray (d). 
'The burgesses of Irvine, and Ayr, had also a controversy, with regard to their 

xclusive traffic, which was settled by the verdict of a jury, under Robert II. (11;. 
lFrem that contracted policy, it came early to he settled, as the law of Seedand, 
" that all merchantirs, and borou;1,3, enjoy tlleir own liberties, .3 privilege, ; 

and that foments, dwelling oirheot boroughs, shall not use any in, 3chandiee, 
" nor sell any stepligniefis that none het n,rebant gtd.'d shall buy, or sell, 
" within the liberties of the boroughs (3)." It thus appears, that competition 
.was completely exduded from the ancient policy of North-Britain, by the ex-

!wive privileges, which were early adopted, and long continued, as the este- 
.3,  balled principle of commercial regulation (d). 

It is equally apparent, that the persons, who were employed, during those 
times, in carrying on the domestic trade of North-Britain, were the king's 
burgesses, residing in particular districts. .As those guild brethren were without 
commercial capital, they couldnot carry on an extensive traffic. The English 
merchants, as the nearest, were invited by Alexander I, as we have seen, to 
engage in the foreign trade of his narrow realm. But, the Flemings were, in 

(u) Cant's Hist, of Penh App. No. z. Perth was declared by the Lords of Council and Ses-
sion to be the oldest borough. William, the Lion, the restorer of Perth, granted it many exclu-
sive privileges. Id. I; is said, without authority, to have been thr fra royal burgh of the king-
dom. lb. 24. 'Ellis contest long continued for, " on the aoth December 1367, the Lord hr-
!' gent raid to the parliament lions and yes much troubled to compose these two turbulent .noses 
, of Perth, and Dundie." Birrers Diary, 13. k  

(a) See the chillers in Wight on Elections, App. No. 2 ; and the Chart. of Aberdeen, and 
Moray s In those charters there seem to bc sense peculiarities i ( I.) All the king's burgesses, on 
the north of the Cairn Ohnount, and in Moray, were entitled to the privileges of Aberdeen;  
(a.) The exclusive right of trade extended over the whole sheriffdom of Aberdeen ; (3.) The 
king's burgesses, in Moray, weir equally entitled to the peculiar privileges of Inverness, which 
extended ever the whole shire. 

(b) The " Carta de controversia de burgensis de Ake et de Invyne," was published by Hay, 
is his vindiration of Elizabeth Mere, p. 92. By this charter, it appears, that the town of Irvine 
had an exclusive right to traffic, within the baronies of Cuningham, and Largs. 

(r) MS. Rollment of Courts; Skeste's Borough Laws, throughout; Stat. Wry. oh. 3i-6-7; 
Lord Kahn 's Stat. Law, p. so and the eoestesmio nova of Glasgow. 

(dl During the reign of James I. of Scotland, the royal boroughs were accounted the sixth part 
of the realm. During the age of Charles IL it became a question, whether the other boroughs 
were not entitled to equal privileges, with the boroughs royal this question was referred, from the 
Court of Session, to the Parliament. Sir George Mackenzie's Pleading. 43. The privilege of 
foreign trade was communicated to the boroughs of regality, and barony, upon condition of their 
relieving the royal boroughs of a proportion of the public. taxes. SM. 1693, ch. 3o. 
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those ages, the great traders of the European world. They sent, as we have 
seen, colonies into Wales, and Cumberland (e) : and, as early as the reigns of 
David I, and Malcolm IV, there were Flemings settled at Sr. Andrews, and in 
several other towns, along the eastern coast of Scotland (f). Towards the 
conclusion of the Scoto-Saxon period, the Flemings had placed a COMMG1T131 
factory at Berwick-on.Tweed(g). Before the demise of Alexander III, a trade 
had been opened with Gascony, for the importation of wine, and corn (h). 

Indhe infancy of manufacture, and commerce, the great defect is the want 
of capital. It is this deficiency, which enables the rich, and industrious, na-
tions, and individuals, to take the management, and profit of traffic. It was 
this principle, which induced the religious houses to act as traders, when the 
merchants of Scotland were without the means of carrying on commerce, and 
when paper credit was unhappily unknown (O. We may learn from the char-
tularies, that the monks were the earliest guild brethren, and had exclusive pri-
vileges of trade, and of fishery, when boroughs had scarcely an existence (5). 
We have seen how early the monastery of Scone engaged in traffic. The abbot 
and convent had a ship, which Alexander 11. was studious to protect (I). The 

(e) Ander. Citron. Com. i. 73.7,18-113. 
(fl Reliquis Divi Andres, 167 and see the chartularies of Moray, Aberdon, Scone, St. 

Andrews, and Ineheolm. 
Cg) f.. Hades's An. i. 236. In a commercial treaty with the court of Flanders, during the year 

s t J7, Edumrd I. stipulated, that the Flemings should have free, and secure, trade in Scotland. 
Ryiner's Pad. i• 740. 

(3) John Mason, a merchant of Gascony, supplied Alexander II I, vrith wine, and corn, to a 
large amount t a balance of Ls, t97. S. o remained a.o by rho king to the tnerchant being unable 
to pay his creditor, Alexander assigned to him the customs of Berwick yet, as the debt still re- 

ined due, at the demise of Alexander, and the  nef ewe, of the Fins', had delayed to pay 
it, Mason applied to Eduard t, as au/senor Lord of Scotland, who suoned Jelin Balliol to 
answer the complains,  in a x93. Rye,. Fad. i. 605. 	

mm 
that transaction, authenticated as it  is by 

the record, we  aee a  striking picture of Scotland, in that age we may in it perceive, that the 
debt fur wine, and tom, was large, and that the customs of Borwick were small 

(i) Even at a much later period, money was very rife, and the moons of acquiring it very diffi-
cult. Sir John Vorreater acquired from Henry Earl of Orkney an annuity of twelve merks out of 
bin lands, and coal-works of Dysart, until he was repaid thirty nobles, Which he had loot to the 
Earl, in his great necessity, whereupon he got a charter, in December 1407. Dough Poe,. 371:  

(5) See die charters of Alexander I, and David I, and Malcolm IV, to Scone, Dunfoi 
May, So. We may see in blados'• Formolsre, ao tit., that Hear,. I. granted to tin Abboy. of 
Baur!, wtd Westrigster, certain priviloges in trade. 

(/) The king addressed a precept to his subject, in Moray, and in Caithness vet/nit-Mg them, 
to protect, and 8222011, the ship and men of the abbot add convent of Semi, if they should come 
on their unknown coasts. Chart: :keine, 57. The 	Dorliam had, also, his chip, during 
the reign of Richard I. 'Madosda Exchoq. i. 714. 

other 
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other monasteries had also their ships. Tie monks of the Isle of May, in the 

entrance of the Forth, had also their :hips, Which Were specially exempted front 

can, toll, and esstom, by a charter of David I. From the same authority, they 

had the right of fishery, around their own shores. And they ammired, Gent 

successive kiitge, sn tinny commercial privileges, as to convert them into a trad-

ing, much more than a religions; community (on), The other monastic hous, 

partook abundantly in the profit, which the Scati3h kings derived from the 

royal fishes (it). lloth"thit ,era, and the tit, fisidlr!i, were certainly Object, 

of importance, during the early ptchd of ;he 	century. Whether the 

sea fish were exported, in those times, may admit of some doubt; but, there 

cannot be a doubt,  to we  learn fret us the chanularies, whether the  sea  fish; 

both fresh, and salted, were consumed, in the dornesti, oeconomy of a religious 

age (e). The fishing,, in many rivets, and fakes of Scotland, were, in those 

times, prosecuted, with great skill, and diligence. The tight of fishery, like 

other privileges, emanating from land., belonged to the king: the proprietors 

(tn) The chartulary of May was happily preserved in the curious library of the late Mr. T. Astle 
of Bortersea.rise, who, with his usual zeal for promoting historical knowledge, allowed me t 	toe 
of it from that record, it appears, that II yid I. gave them not only the right of fishery, but the 
privilege for them, mil their wee,  to sell their fah 	porn 1111 Ala in furze." From him they 
had en acquittance for all rim, toll, and customs, on their ships, within his realm. From Mal. 
calm IV, they had a grant of an exclusive fishery, around their own island i by sterile, grant, 
from the same king, they were empowered to demand tithes of all persons, fishing around the isle of 
May i this right of tithes was  confirmed by William, the Lion. From this king, they bad egress 
of cluoms on ships coming to Perth. From him also they had the gift of the freight of one ship, 
fur carrying necessaries to the monastery from Dunbar. From hint they had, moreover, a right, 
freely, to buy, and sell, their proper goods, linoughout the kings lands. William also prohibited 
all persons from building, or digging, in the isle of Mayt and from David I. they had the right 
of commonage, within the parishes of Kelly, end Crail, and, indeed, within his whole kingdom. 

(o) In viS, David I. conferred on the monks of Holyrood the tithe " de omnibus cetis 
his bade qui mihi ant cons ab Avon risque ad Colbrandspaith," along the southem shore of 

the Forth. Maid. Edith. 45. David I. grained to the monastery of Dunfettnlin " de Sdchis 
" qtd est Kingorn capietur postquarn decimati fueriny concedo at emus septimos Sekhis habeant." 
MS. Maria.. Soria, so;; Dal. C01.34. In the Chart. of Kelso, a7c, there is a precept of 
Malcolm IV. to his sheriff, and other officers, in Lothian, and in his whole land, to allow the 
monks of Kelso the half of the fat of the royal filth., which might come into the Forth, on either 
shore. 

(e) They were used greatly, in thou time, fur the purposes of war, in the supply of castles. 
Among the provisions, which were furnished to the several garrisons, that Edward I. has', in the 
southern parts of Scotland, dining the years rt5o, and t;eo, there were large quantities of her-
ring, though it appears not, where they were earthed, and cured: they were bought by the lag, 

'consisting of lox*. The Wardrobe Account of Ed. I. 11841.143. Stockfish were also prm 
vided, in large quantities and Li g, in smaller numbers. Ll. . 
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of the soil afterwards acquired this tight, when they obtained a grant of she 
territory from the king and, during the twelfth, and thirteenth centuries, 
when fishings were so much practised, the owners of the land conveyed their 
right of fishery not only to the monks, who were the most active improvers; 
but to other persons, who derived-a benefit from the fish ; as we know from 
the chartularics. The right of fishery was modified, according to the several 
views of the grantors, and the divers wishes of the grantees (p). During the 
reign of David I, it became usual to grant exclusively piscaturas on particular 
allotments of the rivers, which were called Reyes, from their consisting of the 
space, which might be fished by one net, and a boat (1). During the twelfth 
and thirteenth centuries, Tares were established, in the rivers, which, as they 
were constructed of wood and stones, obstructed, and entangled the fish (r). 
Those Tares were regulated by the well known statute of Alexander II, which 
the late Lord Haulm thought it worth his while to free front the interpolation of 
Shear (s). Even the very lakes, however small, were fished, with great assi-
duity ;' and appropriated with great ardour (1). In the progress of refinement, 

fish 
(p) Alexander I, granted to the monks of Scone the privilege of fishing in the Tay, which was 

adjacent to Scone, in corm,. with himself. Chart. Scene, T. Earl David granted to the monk. 
of Selkirk the privilege of fishing, in the rivers, near Selkirk, in common with himself, and Ids 
/1.1. Chart. Kelso, 4. 

(el The Chartularies are full of such piscatory grants. David I. gave to the monks of Holy-
rood two rec., in the Tweed. Malcolm IV. gave to the monk, of Scone two retes in the Tay, 
and one rele in the Forth. To the monks of Kinloss, he granted a re", in the Ern, •Lthe Find-
horn.] He granted to the monks of Melros one of the two fishings, which he had, in Berwick 
stream of the Tweed. K. William granted to the monks of Arlfroth a rem  in the North Esk, and 

ete, in the Tay, which was called the Slade. Alan, the son of Walter, the Stewart, grarited to 
the monks of Caper, a me, in the Clyde, near Renfrew. David I. granted to the monks of Holy. 
rood the tenth of the fishings, that belonged to St. Cutlibert's church. Malcolm IV. granted to 
the monks of Rindalgros the tenth of the fishings, in the Tay, and Ern. Chart. May, s5. 

(1.) See the several chartulaties. John de Hay of Ardnachtan granted to the monks of Curer a 
yore fur catching fish, M the river Tay. Chart. Cuper, 55. Beim the year ita4, Maldowen, 
the Earl of Levenachs, panted to the monks of Paisley, aye., in the Leven, near Dunbarton. 
Chart. Paisley, 3 so. The same Earl gave to Robert de Hertford, Clerk, "the half of anotheryart, 
lying higher up the same river. 111. 39. And Hertford, becoming preeentoref Glasgow/granted 
this half yore to the monks of Paisley. lb. 314. The Eari of Leven:1,1w confirmed this grant 
and stipulated that no other yam should be conttriseted, in the saine rtver, between that ball fare, 
and Loch Lomond. Ib. 3x7. In /273, Malcolm, E. of Levenachs, gave the same monks liberty 
to take wood from his forests, and stone from his grounds, lw repairing their fishing pees, in the 
Leven. lb. 3 IS. The Stewarts had several ,scre, in the Cart. Chart. Paisley, 

(f) Annals, i. 34e The lex aquarum  is ch. Si1and  in  recorded in the Bern Collection. 
(11 The Earl of Levenachs granted the monks of Paisley the right of fishing, in his lake of 

Laren, 11.0ell Lornood.1 Clan. rili6. 3 ,6. Alan, the son of Walter, the Stewart, granted the 
same 
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Such, then, were the persons, who chiefly carried on trade, in North-Britain, 
during that period, of rudeness, and of penury. The catalogue of her exports, 
and imports, is very short: she sent out wool, skins, and hides, which were 
her staple goods; she imported wine, spiccries, and corn, that administered to 
her luxury, and her needs. 

The commercial lands of North-Britain consisted of a system of slavish, and 
barren, monopoly. Every town had its own district. No one could trade, in 
those times, but guild brethren, or privileged monks when foreign vessels ar-
rived, the ship-masters were obliged to carry then; into sonic borough, and to 
offer the cargo to the appropriate few. When the stranger merrband wasibout 
to reload, he 'soon found, than ire could not buy any wool, hides, nor any other 
mcrchandize, within, or without, a borough, but from a burgess (a). Such a 
system entailed on Scotland, during five centuries, poverty, and wretchedness. 

We may easily infer, from the foregoing intimations, that Scotland did not 
abound in shipping. The monks possessed, perhaps, a dozen thept. The out 
isles, or liebrides, also possessed, from early times, a number of pllies, and 
barks (b). Ages elapsed, before the Scotish.ports were enlivened, and enriched, 
by the frequent appearance of national ships (e). The war of the succession 

" punenda i" in consideration whereof, be renounced an annual rent of stave marks, .which„ he 
had floin them of the lands of Beithoc, and Achnefurc. Chart. Melres, a I. Adam Carpenter 
granted to tho Abbot and convent of Paisley his holds of Ald Ingliston, incoosideration of a aunt 
of money, given him in his great necessity. Chart. Paisley, ay. In 12.81, Man, some time bur 
grss of Glasgow, conveyed his burgage tenement, in Fish-street, mar the bridge of Clyde, to the 
Abbot and convent of Paisley, in consideration of a sum of money, which was given him in his peat 
necessity. lb. 255; and see the same chartatary, 255, 245, for similar transactions. In I 26:;, Ro-
bert de Mythyngby sold his tenements, in Glasgow, to Reginald de Irewyti, archdeacon of Glaze. 
goo, for sum of money, paid him, in his great necessity. Chart. Glasgow ; Gib. Hist. Ap.103. 
As early, indeed, as I s 69, a canon was muck by the Scotish church, 	Ne else ici vet monachi se 
" negoells itninisccant." Lord Hailcs's ed. No. t. And, William, the Lion, had indeed <ti- 

t, 	acted, "that kirkmen live honestlie of the fruits, rents, and profits of their kirks; and sall no* 
" be husbandmen, scheipberds, nor merchants." Stet. Will. ch. 34, in Skene. Bat, such canons, 
end statutes, seem not to have been enforced. At the commencement of the sixteenth century, 

r. 	 nc Abbots of Lindoces frequently granted their bond, to traders, fo\- mom* paid on account of 
the monastery in Flanikrs, end Zealand. Chart. Lindores, 

(a) Borough Laws, ch. IS; Almost the whole of the Borough Laws, and statuses f she Graf, 
consist of local, and municipal, regulations. 

(b) The old charters of those islands required, as the service, for their tenure, one vessel with 
4  twenty oars; upon which ..:COUDI, the grantees carried ships, or lympha;ri, which are still correct 

lo  by the possessors of those countries, as feudal arms. Niaba's Essay on Armories, 9. 
(a) History has, however, recorded She building of n large vessel, at Inverness, in 1249, by the 

St. Peal. L. Hatless An 302, which quotes M. Paris fro Ile fact. 
probably 
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Probably destroyed the shipping, sthich F.,lward T. tried to embargo, in 

It was even said, within the lingli,11 I louse ofCartons, in 1637, Sc 

" iltipptg of Scotland were ad miscritopdiam(d)." 

Scotland, in the meantime, enjoyed the benefit of a domestic mazwfa 

tote, from the beginning of the Scoto-Saxon period (e). Her people 

factored the wool of their floc!,. Their woollen Units were regul 

the assize of David I. (f ). 'Hwy manufaciured their own flax, and tl 

leather. Necessity had early intre•chicul, smiths, tanners, and ,dtoetna 

ever% village, and dyers, and goldsmiths, and arrnourer., into every-

Its 
 

the age of David I, salt-works became objects of great attention; be 

they furnished a revenue to the kings, and nobles, and profit to the monks 

(11 Com.lourn. i. 335. 	 r 

(e, Many of the new settlers, in the towns, during those times, one named from the o 
their trades William, the ended, Alas, the reener,„Entalf, the dyer, Antald, 	6,, Wig, 
the lyre., 

w"lt se"ess'oafil;e'r'dgt.''71:fr.tr'::lo's Chart. tfelmer. a3-7. Mutbew, the 
lsA„ur,  or 

a also 	 rse, 
art. Balms, 44. Raddlph, the exergone, Roger, that 'harmed,' Robert, the /astonish 

hitants of Dumfries, during the reign of William, the Id.. Chart Kelso, 2, 'Si 
r, lived in Kelso, during the same reign. Po. 35z. Sidrdn, the lattrdwas a hurgew of 

t:Newbotle, 207. 	the Wm, itthabite(1 Aberdeen. :Chart. Aberdeen, 343:  Marth 
goldsmith, lived in Aberdeen. Id. Csdh,ei/d., ap,ar so have been ssttled, during that age, 
the chief tow. Of Scotland. Chars. Scope, 4o-C,9-7o ; Chart. Inchoate, 19; Chart. Newbod 

A mach mire numerous lest of snide., in those times, rni,;(it be made out, from Idr,(;- 

aan'a AO, in Pcynne's CARL 
(f  )  IC William's charter to Inverness speaks of cloth, dyed, and shorn, Which should not  be 
de, without the borough, contrary to the .wises of David. Wight on Ekaions, p.s.t. The 
trientio now  of Glasgow, also speaks of cloth, dyed, and elors. Much woe/ was, however, 
rant). 
(g) David 1. granted  to  the monks of Kelso a saltwork, in the Curse, upon the upper shore of 
Eustis. Char...Kelso, I. David I. granted to the monks of Nmbotle a adltwork in Blacke-

d. Chart.ICewbot. S. And the same liberal sovereign gave the same monk; a saltwork at Ka. 
eye. 16. Al. Malcolm IV. confirmed this grant, with rreeeennete,  in his.pastures, and waters, 
d firewood for the..1twork, from the forest of Kalentyr. It,. 183. David I. granted to the 
mks of Cambnakenneth unarn salinam et totidem term ituod habet 	de Salinis meis." 
an. Carob.. ;,Nisomo's Slid. App. ,. David I. granted to the monks of Holyrood a saltwork 

d twenty-sit acres of land, at Ain'. Maitland's Edda. to. David I. granted to the monks 
dedborgh, what Earl Henry confirmed, a .1twork near Sttivelyn. MS. Mull.. Scolim, 27. 
kd both those grants were confirmed by R dscrt I. lb. 27 29. K. William granted to the monks 
Aberbrothock unam Safi.em jorta he 	tn., in Kars aped .Strivelyn," with five acres of land, 
pasture, and other accessary easements. Chart. Abeeb. We thus see, that the kings,  in  those 
s, derived a profit from their ,  saltworld, many of which lay along the arcs of Kaleneyr and of 

ling, on the Forth : and Alexander II. granted to the monks of Newbotre fire mark,, yistePt. 
bums Solindrum ess:re/rum m Kano per manurn vicccomitis et ballivorumnostronno de Strive- 

s H 1 	 iin." 
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In his reign, water-milk were subjected to tithes ; and tenant; wcre restricted.  
to grind at particular mills, as we may learn from the chart ularies. The Scotish 
kingsthad mills at each of their burghs, and also on several of their manners, 
from which they derived a considerable revenue, and which forniThed a elmstant 
source of munificent grants to the religious establidunent, (It). Before the age 
of Alexander II, who died in 1,49, ',windmills had be,n, universally, intro-
itticcd irate Scotland.(/). There was a malt-kill, and a brew-house, inn every • 
village of that errantry; during those times 	even Glasgow was rioted, in 

tint a‘ ,;e, for its nnak-kill, 	oljects 	 as a domestic 

faun, a, 	fromha,bandry, cluing that a• e. 

agrieull are was the univon,t1 object of pursuit, from the prince, to the, 
pennant. In this view of the sal,j,,a, the kings we, within their realla, 

the greatet Barons, v- ho possessed manors, inn every

re 
 shire ; who ntaiured dicer, 

under 	own thanes, 	 ; and who lived upon their own prodder:  

they 	 induced, frequently, to ninth their residence, in order to consume 

CI. ,i't.  N 	.t. 1(;7.non l y alsn, hail their raltsvoldis, 	those times. 	Roland of 
Cs:loan:1y, the tarsi:nide, ea anted to the monks of Kiel, saltworla at I 	I 	ib hie'', in, Me St. 

, with sirtliciem 	...lib liana Iltt woods, to startain the pans 	Ch,t. tat., :.l l 	Inca 
as, dc.,11 of Gilbert, Earl of Carlici granted to xlr,m 	of 	two tally:nks 	any 
col:Teter. p/ace, 	hi; manor of Toridieri, n rat,.night acres of amble ',oil, ',astir., and fire- 
wood. ghat t,Malro 	Roger de Scald:roc graetial id the saline mists oite salsivon Is, and one 
pm, ill any colivenicatI 	 Gomm, with the necessary.eatelneilla 	lb 

Water, 62 son of Alan, the Stre-art, gat :tad to the monks of Paialey all his saltivorl.s, in ha- 
lebtyr, telirolt hail belongsd to II, nce 	ie chancellor. Chart. Paiday, 7.1 	 i.,  
salttvoi Its ors the shores of the Solway. in Gallowey, :nib in Ibillafries,salare. Thole were taltwurlas 
rim the coast of Cuningliain, from Mena die toss, 	 denied 4, name. Th 	were ado 
saltvoirks all 	coast of 	 Slicialeensliiie and oi, the shores of Cat. /Moray Frith. 
Chart. Moray. 	appears, nano the ehartida, 	at Cie salt works, by the lasyment of can, were 
considerable objects of reveal,' 	the king. 

(b) Earl un,inf, inn iti: 	 Selkirk, granted to the monk, tire iesentli part (11 
his mill, at liera 	Cliart. K.I m y. After he Is as, king, he I;-.,e to the morals,. y of 
'Kelso 	chalilers st inter farina:. et tattinentian,” yearly, from his mills of Raab-digit, iiiai z 
ihalrliirs of omit, ysiob, from lib mill of Eilenliast, 	lb.' 	'Dania cobiblical ea the inolinatei y 
'of Idolyroial 	mills nil 	 •ix., and the tenth it the mills of I bertl byi, and a Delia, and 
of the, bow mill 	Edwin,burgh, ;mil a Cratitelimarf. Maitland', 	 ,111,. king 
gnu fed n tlie monastery it Saone ten aflilliogs from tin fir id ini, Irbil. of l'elth, and also the 
test), of las mill, tiros the rivef Anion. Chart. Clam 	mo informed, hained, is Pry.noia 
lien ay l II. p. 7z, that mills first paid tithsa, in England, during alai, reip. 

(i) 	(liar,. of Et -Iron, t3:;.ta ; Chart 	rme,. if be 	5,.: Tin,. was ',intend!, at Alierdsbn,bes 

tbooglit 	!hew he; n, insebteil, is  Inn)) Omen Dixie, of Coin. i. tsp. Lord lbabile aikettal 
that a ...cf....lb stacailist introduced into Italy, 5a1 the fourteenth csidary: Sketolits, i. dg, 

the 
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The gm: body of ilte tillers of the land were, in those e,dy thnes, as ae 
d have seen, bondmcn, and villcyns, rather than freemen, an farnter$, wlm were 

4 employed, indeed, by the Ilings and DaiOni, by the Bishops and Abbots ; and 
.:ho had not of their own any proporty There were also settled in the agri- 
cultuial 	 , abciundetLatf there scare few separate farms, • . 	, man; 	tenan 	 tylets, to  1 nen"  lere,.,, and many cottars, 
rho ho lit cuin 	• 	 -wed some domestic trade ; and yielded 

frequent c,rvic, toY ou topentot6 ,Those classes of busbandmen, who were 
continually au5,,mfhted by tae enumzipated villeyns, could have but little %vital, 
to cultivate their land;, and few hands, but their own, to work with. When 
the Kings, and Baionc, .the Bishops, and Abbots, began to emancipate their 

r 	71,11, those eminent kr,band men leased their lands•ao till, with beasts, to stock 
Fit their farms, and capital, to carry on their operations. In the varieties of such 

the proprietors of the soil gave ihe cultivators not only possession of the 
n  land, hut a lease of the stock, which was to be restored in kind, when the 

contract ceased an). The stock, which thus accommodated both parties, due. 
ing ages of poverty, 'and rudeness, was called, in the law of Scotland, Steelboth 

t.  goods. The juridical doctrine of SterThow still remains, though the origins of 
this singular term seems to be forgotten (n). While agriculture was thus in its 
commencement, we ought not to be surprizcd, that plenty, and famine, fol- 

▪ lowed each other, in quick succession (o). A rude legislator at length inter- 

, , 	
posed. 

„ pet,t.on to Edward a, . Parliament. lb. 473. William, the Lion, granted to the monks 
of HolmenItmm 	wishin his realm, and the right to bring' their 	and other tnerchandiv.e. 

• ' for sale, through his country, and to sell the saw. 	burgis meis.” Dug. Mona. v. 72. 
(en) to the Forniulare hIngticarnin of Masts 	there arc examples of hams, in England, during 

tally times, of demises of manors, with the Aock 5 There is the demise of lands, with the villeyns 
Hereon, 130. In x424 A.D.; there is tikei leasc of a m.o., with the dead, and living stock ; and 
among other articles, there area hull, and thirty cowo, which wer, each valued at eight shillings. 

• There was a covenant, in the language of the times 5 	Alio this to leer nod to delivers to the said 
" 	Skrene, or to his he)TeS atte the terms ende.,' II,. 144. Here, then, is dnu practice 
which became early prevalent, in Scotland, under the name of &allow ; owing to the want of 
agricultural capital. 

In) None of the Seotish lawyers pretend to explain the meaning; of the word &allow, though 
they explain the nature of the thing. In this penury of exposition, Shen, is silent. Now ; sled, 
in the Anglu.Saxon of Somner, signifies Issus, ;halo, 	Ind, in the British; In, in the Irish ; 
is, 	the Scandinavian s and Lye, irk the Anglo.Saxon, mean a  habit:him : So, &cello signified 

the >tat, or condition, of the habitation and we learn, from Stair, Erskine, and other ,Scotish 
lawyers, that the great quality of Stre/Gaw goods was, that they should be restored, at a given 
period, in the same state, and condition, as-when they were leased 	Institutes. 

(0) In 1196, them was so continued a famine, in Scotland, that many persons died for want s 
is 
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posed. William, the Lion, tried to promote agriculture, by giving protection 
to burbandmen ; by promoting general quiet ; by regulating mills; by prevent-
ing the damage of swine, and repressing the multitude of sheep (p). Alexan-
der II. went LI and his father in his zest of agriculture. Ile made a variety of 
regulations, for promoting this salutary object, which would be deemed extremely 
curious, if see could believe those statutes to by perfectly genuine (q). 

While agriculture was yet struggling with the. diPriculties of its first period, it 
• is said, with rnpre confidence than knots-ledge, Chat Scotland was of old wholly 

naked ;, and appears never to have been much visors woody than it is, at pre-
sent ei.). Even the Caledonizt wood of clasdc•times thus is torn up, by a tingle 
blast of systematic scepticism. There is, however, every ,ort of proof, that 

, every diuttia of Caledonia. as the name implies, was anciently covered with 
-oods. The many mosses of Scotland were once 5.7 many woods; • as We may 

.learn from the number of trees, which are constantly dug from the forests, that 
have lain for ages below the surface. Dating the twelfth, and thirteenth cen-
turies, not only the kings, bat the bishops, the barons, and abbots, had their 

;forests, in every district of North-Britain, in which they reared infinite herds 
of cattle, horses, and swine. It will scarcely be credited, that many bleak 
moors, which now disfigure the face of the country,. and` produce only barren 
heath, were formerly clothed with woods, that famished useful timber, and 
excellent pasturage; yet, is the fact clearly proved, by the positive evidence of 
record (s). ,Oak appears, in those times, to have beets the wood of most ge- 

in I 59 ,, there was an uncommon snareity ; and abundant plenty ensued. LordHailes's An. i. 
no.p. In 1:59, there was so great a dearth, that a boil of meal sold for font- nhiWoo. Ib. 

.There arc many notices, in the chanularies, of the wnnts of individual, ; of their relief by the 
Abbots; and of tin conveyance of lands, in repayment. 

(p) Stat. William, ch. 9  a4-33.55,  in Skene. 
(y) Stat. Alexander II. ih. 1•18 in Skein. 	•  (r) Walltor on Peerages, sips. 
(s) The monasteries not only a xpired from the king, and the barons, many ipecial grants, oF 

he use  of particular forest!, in paattrage, panage, and fen-cutting Woad, for building, bunting, and 
l other ',impose., but they also got from the kings general pants of the same peivileges,Ln all 
err tomtits, throughout the kingdom. Lail David granted -this sezeral riglg to ;the monks DC 

Selkirk : And he extended it, after In recruited the throne, t Ain monks of Kelso. Chan. Kelm, 
The monnatsriia of D'Unfernilin, Holrrund, Jedivorth, Dryburgh, Scone, and others, enjoyed the 
stole general privilege, by the grant of David I. Malcolm IV. glantA sinitar rights to the monks 
of Caper, and of Scone. William, On Lion, granted the same privileges to the monks ot'A.rbroth. 
Alexmder II. granted the on,, genend lights to the Knights Templar:, and their men. Chart. 
Aberdeen, 3r. Waitcr, the Stew., granted to the monk, of raislm the use of all his faro., foP 
pasturage, paimage, and nutthig coed, for building, bma.ing, and all other purposes. elan. 
Paieley. It most be remembered, that the rarious grants to the monasteries of the uu of the 
ioreop, cxtemlid to the peep!, living iindur the am:.1 s, and culti,iag their lands. 

n.v). 
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',here not a tree is now tn be 

• (t) John Despanyding, 	C2,1011  of Elgin, wh 
claimed, by petition, twenty oaks ant of the forest 

pro 	uted. 	1:.,11s.of Parliament, 
site of the 	ent fo 

steel there: Yet, very
anci

large oaks have,  in 
g onface. The Lad of. .1.1n,han petitioned 

deration of iliedestruction of 	illation, by the war, he wo.ild grant on  marelthin.: Ed 
milted him fifty,00ks 	 of the forests of Buchan, and Kintor. lb. 469. RatiFe le 
petitioned for two hundred oak, out of the (emus of Thommony, and Longinorgon, widolt 
granted by the same king. lb. 471. The Abbot of Jedburgh petitioned for twenty oaks, out of 
the forest of Platir, in ForFarshire, to repair the Ourch of Rostenot, whirl, had bee doom 
the war: The oaks were granted.. lb. 473. There were forty oaks granted out of the  f 
Selkirk, fora similar purpose, to the Abbot of Molten. „lb, 470. Eilward, to whom 
petitions were addressed, as he had traversed Scotland, knew, from observation, riot such fo 
existed. 

(a) Coal David panted to the abbot and convent of SelLiik the pri,ikge of cutting his woods, 
either for building  or  turning,  as freely as ltims:11 enjoyed the name. Chart. Kelso, 4.; King Dookl.  
gave to the abhot and convent of Dunfermlin,, end their men, a similar privilege of euttin 
woods, either for toil:ling, or Snoring. Chart. DtinferM; MS. Monist. Seotim, nay. T 
king confetn.ti on the abbot and conient of I lolyrood, .and their men, the right of taking f 
forests, in Stirling, and Clackinanoon, wood for building, and other purposes, and also pan 

their.  Mail. Edinburgh, 144. There was, during the tab and,5th centuries, an extenaive 
forest, between the Leader and alto Gala, of which David 1. granted the monastery of Melros the 
free oar, both for wood, and pasturage; and he, granted them the same memento, in his fonists of.  
Selkirk, and Traquair. Chart. hlehos, 54. The rano,  king granted to the abbey of Drybu 
the lands of Cadysley; with free pasture, and the right of cutting wood in his forest. Du 

:..Monast. ii. to54. David L .  also granted to the monastery of Scone the light of takin 
/tom all his forests, throughout Scotland, and particularly, frown the forest, between Seem 
Cargil And this was confirmed by Malcolm IV., and by Robert i. Chart: Scone, 06. 
fame king granted to the monastery ofJedworth a similar privilege of pasturage, and of wood,. 

tr. 	 born; 
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wood, as it was the most obvious to the eye, was probably the earliest file!: 
nd this circumstance contributed greatly, while the spirit of plantation was 

tinct, to dean roy the Seotish forests. As ironworks, in modem times, waste 
lee woods ; so in those early ages, the saltworks thinned the forests (o). 
During the age of David I., turves, and pears, were used ac fuel, as well as 

hood (y). Fossil coal, which was probably known to the ancient Britons, 
organ to be dug, in England, during the reign of John ; and became an article 

of trade, under Henry Ill. (a). The year 1291 is said to be the epoch of the 

first charter, givlag the right to dig for coal, in Scotland (4). The fossil coal, 

owever, did nor become the common fuel of North-Britain, till much more 

treat tittles 

te, in his forests. MS. ',divas, Scotie, 29. There were forests around the royal burghs of 
Igin, of Forms, and of Inverness, in which King William granted the bishops of Moray, and 
icir men, the right of pasturage, and of wood-bote ;  and his burgesses, in those burghs, had the 
MC privileges. Chart. Moray, 73. There was a forest called the Stocket, in the vicinity of 
berdecn, and an extensive forest called the Plater, in the heart of Forfatshire, both which am 

cquenely mentioned, in the charters of the 13th, and 14511 CilltIlriCS. Chart. Aberdsea ; Chart. 
rbroth ; Robertson's Index. Them was anciently a forest, called Druniselch, near the city of 
slinhurgh. .Waltcr, the so, of Alan, granted to the monastery of Paisley, " nzaranivos cc fora-
lium ad cordurntd,,,m," out of his forest of Senemtstre, in Kyle. Clue. Paisley, 4,5. The char- 

• lottes abound with noticss of fo,nies, in every shire, during the Scoto-Saxon period. Jr the 
mions of Scotland, by the English, it was the cortunott portion of the invaders to burn, and 

estroy, the Scurith woods. Knyglitun, 2674-5. 
(a) In the various grants, which the kings, and the barons, made of saltworks to the monks, 

bey gave the right of supplying them with foci, from the woods. Tie waste of woods, by the 
ltworks, was felt, as early as the beginnineof the s3th century; Duncan of Carrie granted to 

he monks of Metros two saltworks, 111 his manor of Tornberry, with eight acres of arable land, 
main pastures, and all other necessary easements; 	quia silve sue quas ad salinas opal Grenan 
habebant penitus etraleme stall es ilegrua.c." Chart. Melros, 117. 
(y) One of the borough laws, ch. 313, provides, that inbringers of fish, and fuel, shall not he 

distrained, but for their own debts; The fuel mentioned is wood, turves, pits. Skene's Auld 
123 ; Hence, pa,zria latt-arm; frequent o'ojeCts of grant to the abbots and convents, during 

Scoto-Saxon period. 	 (5) Brand's Kist. N. Castle, 2.53-.t. 
(a) Armes Edin, 84, v.110 quotes the cliartul of Dinnfermlin. I have, however, an original 
rse, a 	or.lam 	tlic St,,,lari. 	Scutla,,,I, she son of Alexender, dated in January is84-5, granting 

s 	dc P

cs,

,i 

W

t,111 its Eau of 'Franc., with variout privileges, 	moris, et marcsiis, 
hntestr this last expression signified, 	prior tim(s, 	setnns t 	he's op- 

lied to 	 is, that age. 	Hist. N. Castle,. 25;, and the rscords quoted is ,,tn. 
n the Chartidary of N,,,v1,,,; le, Ni-. 73, there is a grant to the monks, by &yet de Qtinei, 

.lenario,n, et quarrarium, Ittewern Whiletide and Pinkie, in Mid-Lothian, during the 
illiam, else Lion, who confirmed this grant. 

to, Os cool of amebic', in the shire of Clackmanaa, was subjected to tithe. Chas, 
mbuskt,,,,th, 30. 

V01.. I. 	 5 I 	 As 
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0 . 	.1s early as the age of Cavicl 1., mines of the precious metal, weer lea. 

kin 	20 objects of attention. That munificent prince r,mnte.1 to Ihe turink, 

Ii. ndin tha tenth of ail gold, that should accrue to 111111 ,v1I11111 
11101hr-111 (ft). ".1 he mince of the 	 were 	 know. 

year t :39 (c). 	 er qua] ri...r; of tannes, for 1,11,11114,1,0 her 
lions., :ilea became the...hjects of frequent grants, in nius.r ear19 times (rfy.' 

Much of the land of Sc.:len,1 was, 	 nos, a .!, iu Oen. ul 

the Irheri, by the eceluslasii,s, .inti by 	011k. Mud) e.as 11,1.1, at v.;11, 

as. And much was enb..y,.1, on 
his? 	, and abbots (o). But, there ova, mn Ce load occupied, in,  
on leases for long tern, in 117,, Richard Tuba, 	Consaa 

hole terrirory of .I. .11emorestun, for flit-cell oars, from 

of Cl 	1,1, 10 M11.11311, ire paid beforehand thr.e hund,ed alurl 

ere were, daring, that tarried, lands rent..al for much longer terms CO. 

it is apparent, from the veracious 111Irrralitlikken of the Chart ularies, Gat, t 

(cr) Ch., of Dunform 	Monet. Scotia-, 1 0. 

• (c) David de Lyndsay, of Cliawfond, in a chavtev td tit, monks of Newbold., before  
bynds the !ands thus r A Fun, Artinni mime ad sr 111101liateM montis qui est super LI III 
a' toic ovine ad summit:nem manes super Balgil." The bottadmics, which were thin settled 
'dimly to the !calla), 

(d) toe Coved, in no. Seallqd. David I. granted to,pe :prior 21" .. p.,14., in Mom " Ste 
4,  lingo, an Feneelity." Chart. Monty, 32. In 1 t 
of Alan, several lands, which Danit11. had  grantd dr'i 
Museum. Malcolm IV. mini-limed to the monast...s. _ 
Cospatrick had conveyed the same to the monks. Clirtit 
granted to the same monastery' titnisdam Sralingds iii Lam 	que pertinebant 	Horcerdenm" 
lb. i39. This grant was confirmed by K. William. lb. it. Earl Patrick, the von of Wnldevc, 
mentions his it Sn.alingas" of Pinkertim, in last. Lothian, in a charter to the monks of Kelsc. 
Ib. 71. 

(e) The bishops, and abbots, granted to many dcdMiving persons lands hi fee firm, for an yearly 

L. 	payment of stipulated rent; as we see in the Chartularies. The harm, made many such grants to 
,a4  - Choir vassals, for the perforinmacc of mil 	services. 	(I) 	Glasg. hr. 

(a) In r 19o, Alan, the ant of Walter, the Stoma, approved of a lease by the monks or 
Kelso to hi, root of Inverwick, of certain woods, and lands, for three and thirty years, paying 
yearly, for the same, twenty shillings. Chart. Kelso, 247. In 1326, Simon, the Abbot of 
Scone, granted a lease, jar hfr, of his whole lands of Girsmerland, to Addreiv de Strivelyn. Chart. 
Scone, 32. The Abbot of Kelso granted to Adam de Culcnhat a lease of the tithes of the parish of 
Kilosbern. for the ye.arly rent of s3 marks. Chart. Kelso, 3a. The Abbot of Kelso granted 5., 
Henry Whitw,d1, a lease, for life, of all the lands, behnigiog to that monastery, in the parish of 
Dumfries, for the yearly payment of twelve shillings sterling. Chart. Kelso, 33o. In the Forms, 
lqrc of Madox, we may ace examples of le.h of every kind; of some for fifty years, and some 

life, 
cicsiastics, 
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Ill the practice of agriculture, whatever disadvantag-es the husbandmen 
havnthen endured, they enjoyed advantages, which our present immors 

possess, The vast woodlands, which every where skirted the arable g 
gave a shelter to the _crops, that greatly promoted their growth, and a 

augmented their produce. The woodlands were still more important 
warmth, which they afforded a bleak country, and for the pasturag 
supplied numerous herds. Thus, the universal woods enabled the` 
to raise larger quantities of corn, and to rear greater numbers of s 
end horses, than modern prejudice will easily believe (k). 

During that period, the cultivation produced oars, wheat, barley, pease, and 

beans; but, in very different proportions - than modern husbandry supplies: 
five seems to have been scarcely cultivated. Oats were cultivated in a much 
grouter, and barley in a much smaller, proportion, than they are at present 

Yet, oats was by far the most common grain; and furnished both bread, and 
drink, to the lower orders (!). Malt was chiefly manufactured of oats, though 
some was made of barley (In). The consumption of malt was very great ;- as 

We know from the number of malthills, and brewhouses, in every town; and 

of Middleharn, 29 husbanehnen rented each a hiribandland, with common pasture, far or. ad. 
and paid various services, and carriages: And if cattagers rented each a cottage, with nearly an 
2CI, of arable land, and common of pasture, for .17,./. Id. 

(3) Tine Chartularies am full of notices, touching the woodlands and speak often of the fort" 
arr., and still more frequently of the mast for swine. 

GI) At all the mills, vast quantities of oats were ground into meal, and malt, as we sc, in the 
Chartularies. Oats, oa pals, and wheat, ar, the only !riainc, which we see disposed 	 in large 
quantities. On the 31st August, 53o5, William de Cadile had 89 wren of oats, 'rt Dernoc!:, 
destroyed by the cavalry of Edward I., returning from Galloway, for which the English king 
made him an allowance of 	Several days after, mother body of cavalry damaged ann addi- 
tional quantity of corn, belonging' to the same person, set some belonging to his inrighhour, the 
widow of Robert de Inn Pierer, for which Edward allowed them two Z., of wine. Wardrobe Ac-
count, rgoo, ],,173, leo. Prom tlucoe notices, We may see the large qtriatity of oats, which one 
of the smaller landholders of Dumfries-shire raised, in one year; and that, upon the 3ist August, 
their dunnage was valued at tu. the.  acre. From the same curious record, we see that the 04, pm-
charid, in the south of Scotland, fine the English cavalry, cost 3r. bet per quarter. And out wilt 
teas furnislncd, for the garrisons, at the same price. 

(In) The Zrarenn, awn.< appears frequently n The nraseun, wild very seldom. Wherever we see 
tang, quantities of malt ground, or disposed of, it is oat mall. Barley mak was more rare, and 
higher priced. In 13oo, not malt Ivan 3a, 6r./., and tarty malt 4e. 4d. per quarter. In the years 
Iv 9, t3so, large quantities of eat malt nos furnished to the various garrisons, which the English. 
king had inn the south of Scotland. Wardrobe Account. The Statutes of the GU, ch. 39, 
regulate the sale of saint  fee LrevAng, in the markets of the towns. 

front • 
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'rout the quantity of :tie, which was consumed, as the common drink (n). 
heat was meth cultivated, during those ages, throughout the south. and east 

Scotland (c). And even in C,Iloway, wheat appears to have been raised, in 
omiderable quantities ( p). fire higher orders, the monks, and the townsmen, 

t chiefly wheat bread, of various qualities (9). As little barley was grown, 
il green crops were scarcely cultivated, the manure, which was not much, 
a, applied to the cultivation of wheat. Pease, and beans, were raised only in 

!mall quantities (r). Mich corn was undoubtedly cultivated, during the 
coto-Saxon period. During fruitful seasons, enough was raised for domestic 

onsumption, and furnished some supply, fur exportation (r): Yet, in those ages 

mine frequently returned, when the people, who did not then enjoy the many 
ubstitutes of modern times, greatly suffered. Besides corn, little else was 

(n) This is attested by the vast quantities of malt which was ground at the.mills ; and he the 
at numbers of brewlmmes, not only in the towns, but 	ery village, and in evcre minds, 

he kings appear to have had breweries at various placcs. David I. granted to the monastery of 
unfcrmliit the tenth of his breies, in rife. Chart. Dnufernalin. 
(o) See the Chartularies throu

wer
ghout. Oats, and wheat, were the grains, which were chic27 

hisated by all the higher ranks, the.  ings, the barons, the abbots, bishops:and their landholders. 
rid I. gisaded to themonaster, of Minim-milk the tenth of the vcr,,,/, and OW, from Isis manors 
Kimshorn, Nellie, and Camil, in rife.. Chart. Ciinform. br  Ism:, William, the Lion, gave, 

a mark of his regard, to the Bishops of Salisbury, and Roch9ter,who had retired into Scotland, 
23o balls of wheat, 128o bolls of oats, and io76 bolls of malt. Crier Madras. Wheat, and oats, 

the only grains, which we See sold in large quantities; and thcy are always 'joined together. 
(p) I yea, whtm Edward I. invaded Galloway, lie purchased considerable quantities of 

heat. which he exported from Kirkcudbright to WilitIaven, and other ports of Cumberland, 
item it was manufactured ; and whence, the liour was scut to the garrisons. of Galloway, and of 
pr. 	'Wardrobe Account of that year. Tim modern agriculture of Galloway could not, perhaps, 
pity such an export ir wheat, as Edward made from Kirkcudbright, in Isco. 
(g) The hype quantities of eheia, which was ground in the mills, particularly, in the mills of 

'urns, attest how much was consumed in bread. Sec the 	
.

Chartularics throughout. In the smolt 
cseianci, wheat was, , t3e sold at 7s. per quarter; wk. flour was mostly :it 6r. but some 

as high as 7r. and Ss. per quart ; and soese was as lore as 5s. 6d. Wardrobe Account. 
(r) In idA, unground pease, fo

er  
r trading, which the English mud, in the garricons of Scotland, 

psi es. 9:1. per quarter, while the beans re their hor.es coil 5r. Bei. per rpiarter. Wardrobe Ac. 
count of that year. I,nrd blailm, from I lemingford, intimates that, while the Bnglisli were be. 
Ieging Dirleton Castle, they sukis,/ o the peaw, and beans, which they found in the sun 

Bounding gelds. An, i. pc. The Etiglishmen may have eat what they found but, they were 
Iblitad from-England. 

(r) In performing their usual services to the Abbot of Kelm, his tenants were obliged to east- 
n each hone to Berwick, the usual place of expor-, three bolls of corn, in Wearer. and two in 

inter. They hrougI3, in return, coals, and salt. Chan. Kelso. Corn w-s ale 7xporterb with 
c wool, and skins, from Leith, and other ports, in Lothian as we Lam from the Chartularies. 

cultivated 
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cultivated in the fields. I,int was certainly cultivated, as we know it paid thhe, 
as early as the twelfth century (as). Though artificial graces wore not culti-

vated; yet, the natural meadows, and the forests, supplied much grass, that 

was made into hay, which paid tithe, as early as the twelfth century ; as we 

learn from the Chartularies (t). 
The operations of agriculture were performed, during the Scoto-Saxon period, 

partly by horse,:, but morAby oxen, which were chiefly dedicated to the 

plough, while the horses were employed in the cart: The oxen were also yoked 

in waggons, whit were only used about' the farm, for short carriages ; while the 

horses ware employed iu the carts, %villein wert(fo a great distance (u). During 

the Scoto-Saxon period, great numbers of horses were reared, both on the 

granges, in domestic studs, and in the es:ten:Svc forests, where many breeding 

snares run smilsi,(x)• The horses of that period,  ins they Wore sleds 11S,1 inn war, 

inn tournaments, and ins the chafe, as smell as in drudgery, Were of great value, 
as they were in considerable demand. 

Black cattle were also reared in great numbers, during the Scoto-Saxon 

period (y). The dairy was a considerable object of :attention in the early ages 

dart. of Glasgow, and of hloray. 

(e) At the demise of Al:amide: IIT., the imsalm of Restennet erroyed the tenth: of the hay, 
which was made witirin the forest of Plarir, in Fel:ma/tire. hIS. hiorrast. Scotia., 31. As early 
ac t:42, the parish t reat 	entiticd to common of ittstunigc, thimughout his ,,halo prorM. 

Is) See the Chartularirs througimut Among the scriiecs, which were performed by tire 
tenants of the Ablent of Kelm, we may perceive, that the oxen wain was employed, in carrying 
the corn, in harvest, and peals int umer but, the carriages to Thirwitri, wear performed by 
boners, with carts. Chan. tint 	'Chemnumerous cott,gcrs. who heed in the hamlet, wenu, among 

* other services, obliged  to arm( the corn of the landlord, LI 

(a) David I. granted to the monks the tenth of the poirlow• of bisbcercling 	in the forests 
of File, and Fothref. Chart. 1)tonferni. 	n :r_-to the Prior mid Canons of Reame, the 
,nor of his horses, which south lived in the harms of l'orliarsitinr. 	Moorist. Semis, .; r. Ia 

1,24.u, Patrick, she Earl of 1)urrimr, Lotil ts the rm.!, of kfuhros Iris whale lerceding surd, in 
Lauderdale. Chart. Melees, r a f. Gilbert du 	panted to the nionks of Kr Ian the tthrth 
of the foals of his brotrilieg mares, 	tlar forme ref Crrirror hre u and, thu  I  foal, lie allowed, fill 1:1.1 

follow their dam, till tl.. y shoold both', tserr ryes, r !I. Chart. Kel, 5e3. In she ac ant of 

the animals, which Irelooged, of old, to the 	ri.. 	r hos, ;?,ero ro ,ra fewer than 325 forost 
mares and hories, 54 domestic mows, so+ door d rr: I ,r• iol fires, or young horecs, 39 them:-
5w, colts, and tho two-year ids] colts. 

ly) In the inure cultivated distriets, cows won. ko; ., in the proportion of  to to every Firing!, 
In the less cultivattfl dim/nets, they were kopi, 	r`111,A1 greater :umbers ; find furnished the chief 
means of subsistence,  a, they had every where shim, 	Celtic times. Cows continued lung  to 

form the general measure of vats., in fihigtOtien, ford furleifurcs, were paid. 
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of the Sr 'rid" hismry ; and cheese had been made, in gr.dd ..bdgdance (o'. 
' 

	

	As the people lived much OR animal food, the cattle were all cgn,sum,d, within 
thd Lund, white their skins formed a ccddidcrable article of export. Sheep were 
numerous in avddy district. 	;bash was consumed, in tine domestic tern. 
nanny; btu, thei r  wool, and 	forngd great articles of household roan, 
facture, and fodrida tragic]k. A the wool was a great object of agriculttnral 
revenue, proper attention appears to have been paid to the cleanness of the 
sheep, 'by washing them, at mete' periods (a). • Saaariag was, in those time5, 
unknown; and while a loge pmportioh.  of the flock consisted of ewes, the 
welders were killed, at three, and even IWO yeerti 0!d ; so contrary to modern 
practice (V). Coats al.,O formed, ion those times, a 	t of the stock, even in 
the districts of the south ; a, we may learnt front the Chartularies. They are 
continued, in the mountainous districts, even down to our own times. Swint, 
also, were reared, in great numbers, in every district, and by every husband. 
man, from the highest, to the lowest; as we know, from the Chartularies (c). 
The numerous woods, which then sheltered the land, supplied abundance of 
toast (d). The swine were. probably all contemned ; as we hear nothing ofany ex-
port of the flesh : The ....-Oncient practice of raising swine seems lately to be resumed, 
with profit, no the individual, and advantage to the country. Poultry', also, 
was an object of great attention, inn those tin.; as we know from the Char, 
tularies. Under Malcolm IV. the ngtonks of Scone received, as their cunveth, 

(z) Earl David granted to the monks of Selkirk the tenth of his ran of cheese, is Galloway. 
Chart. Kelso, 4. In not, David T. conferred on the monks of Kelso the tenth of the cheese, 
which he received from Tweed3le. lb. ,. He granted oho to the monks of Scone the tenth of his 
cart of cheese, from his manors of Gov e, Scone, Caper, and Forgrund. Chart. Scope, 16. He 
gave to the monks of Rindalgros the tenth of his cheese, and corn, from the district around Perth. 
Chart. May, no. The same founder of the Seotican church granted to the monks of Carabusken. 
neth "vsginti endromis easei do redditus mei de Strirclim." Chart. Cambosk, Among the 
ancient does, which were payable to the church of Horkendorach [Anchterderanl in Fife, these 
were " trigista case. qu,aruni quitihct faeit ihindreme, i4e." Reg. of St. Andrew's. Malcolm 
granted, that the monks of Scone should receive, as cunvoli, from every ploughland, yearly, 

vightti dimidias steles easel," with 
 • 

various other a rticlea of produce. Chart. Scone, r6. 
(a) The cottagers, who lived in the hamlets, were obliged, among other onus., to assist at the 

washing, and shearing of the sheep of the landlord. Chart. Kelso. 
(b) Chart. Kelso, Newbotle, Nelms. 
(c) Even the cottagers, in those times, seem to have had a right to common of pasture, for a 

sow, and her pigs The kings received swine, from every district, as can ; and the monks received 
swine, as a pare of their canveth. 

(el) The monks obtained both from the kings,' and the barons, many gnats of (arose for their, 
swine, in the forests. 

from 
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from every pioughland, which belonged to them, ior bens, with other articles 
of the farm, at the feast of All Saints (i). The monks of KelSo had their hero, 
at very easy rates, from their hamlets (f). 

After this full discussion of astral affairs, a reasonable curiosity may desire to.  
know something of the value of land, during the Scoto-Saxon period of the 
licotish annals. In the reign of Alexander II., Richard Barnard sold the monks,  
of Metros a meadow at Farningdun, containing eight acres, for thirty-five.  
mares (g). In ta ay, Adam de Stayed sold to Ermengard, the queen dowager, 
when she was about to found a monastery, the lands of Balmerinach, Ardin, 
and Cultrath, for a thousand mares, legal sterihs (b). The rents of the lands,: 
and of fishings, must have been then very various (i). Yet, from all those' 

(e) Chart. Scone, 16. 
f ) From every house of every hamlet, belonging to the monastery of Kelso, the abbot took•  • 

a he,, at Christmas, fora halfpenny. Chart. Kelso. Some of those hamlets contained from 6o to 
70 households. 

(g) Chart. Maros, so. Stephen de Melginsh told the monks of Scone, a tenement in the vit. 
lage of Ilalursin, with a soft, and two acres of land, for two mares of silver. Chart. Scone, Or. 	• - 

(5) Chart. Balmerinach, 6. 
(i) Two carucatcs of land, in the manor of Malcarvestun, with cornmon'of pasture fora a 

of cattle, sheep, and other beasts, let for fortylhillingo, yearly. A cam.tr and a half  
at Selkirk, with common of pasture, rented for ten mares. A carucate, at home, with fix 
common of pasture, and other easements, in that manor, let for six marks. Two earucates, 
Fogow, with common  of pasture, and other casements, la for four marks. One carucate, 
Cordon, let for two [narks. A grange at Whitemere, which was cultivated by two plow 
for ten marks. A boasts of rich land, at Sprouston, let for ten shillings. Two bovates,-
pring was let for one mark, or tss..11. The general rent of each husbatidland, in Rosho 
was 61. Se-4, though some rented for 6s. Fifteen husbandlands, at Selkirk, containing each a bovat 
let for 4s. each. liutbandlands were small portions of amble land, in the agricultural districts; 
which were cultivated by the ^ liud,rndir," or husbandnwn, who lived in the village. Some 
the husban,llands were eq..al in extent wit,h the borate, while others were larger. Chart. Kelso! 
Four acres of land, at Selkirk, la for Sc. Thirty acres, which were detached, without ;Ile manor, 
let for on. Three sores of land, on Hope.-Kailic, in Tweedale, let for as. Forty acres of hunt,: 
with a brewhouse, common of pasture, and other easements, at Closebufn, is Dumfries-shire, le' 
for two marks. The tenants of all those careen., bovates, and husbandland,, performed' 
services, in addition to the specified rent. Twenty one cottages, at Clarilaw, having each 
three acres of laud, with common of pasture, let, for two boils of meal, each, with certls 
vices. Six cottages, at Whitmere, with an acre of land, and common of pasiune to each, let from. 
4s.Oh. 5o 50. each. A cottage, without land, at the xame place, let for Cd. only So little was 
the house valued: The groat objects were the land, aml pasture. Twel..e , , ,ttages, at Mal., 
est., each having a soft, and half an 2[1, of arable land, with common of 1,AI:re for two cows; 

let, from [5. 6,1  to 4s. each, and certain 	 i nervices..-- T* m these intimations, an idea of the renti, 
precise may be formed. A Soloing, 	 sick, let for f ro. yemly. The fishing of .  

NVuth•horn, at Twcedmouth, ler for 1.1. marks: 	fishing at NoT- thariun, at the same place;! 
let rot 5500 marks. Chart.'Kelso. 	. 

notices, 
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notices, we may infer, that land was plenty, and money scarce, though the 
whole domestic ceconomy of North-Britain was in a state .of gradual im-
provement. 

Horticulture, as a science, came late into northern Europe. Systematic 
writers have laboured to prove, that tire products of the garden were hardly 
known to the modem Scats (k). Yet, David I., coltivated a garden Under the 
walls of Edinburgh Castle, near the spring, which still marks the ancient site, 
by the continued flow of its waters (/). David I. had seen the horticulture of 
England, under Henry 1.: and, we may reasonably suppose, that he was 
prompted by his genius to 'profit front the useful, and to adopt the elegant, M 
that agreeable art. The .-.chle5 followed the salutary examples of the kings, in 
cultivating gardens, and orchards (m). • The abbots, as they were the earliest 

improvers, 

(5) Wallace on Peerages, 39. At the revolution, says he, hai'dly a gaiden was found 
w 	 rror 	

nearer 
Edinburgh, than Musselburgh, and lieresk. He might have excepted the Ho 	mrdioce 
turgcnris, a catalogue of which was compiled by its learned superintendant, James Sutherland; and 
printed, at Edinburgh, 1683. 

(I) The garden of David I. is emphatically mentioned ,by him in his charter of Holyrood. 
Maitl. Edinb. 14+ The same royal garden is aiso remembezed, in other chnetein of David. 
David II. granted to Malcolm Pagnieson the keeping of the king's gardens, at Edinburgh. Ro-
bertson', Index, 39. William, the Lion, „Tooted to the monastery of Cambuskeneth she church of 
Kincardine, " et unum toftuin brasiateri cum tino 	et mune tuft= ad campannin ncti Loh ni, 
cum imo erre, et umun to4um ad baculuni sancti

orm,  
Lolani cum uno or," Chart. Ca

sa
mhask. 132. 

We thus see, that g,ardens were common, 'in the age of William, the Lion. Roger de Quissi 
possessed a garden, without the walls of Perth, which he granted to the monks Of Scone. 'Chart. 
Scone, 37.. Walter, the son of Alan, in his charter to the monastery of Paisley, mentions his 
garden at Inverwic, in Hadingtonshire. Ch=. Paisley, 4.8. Alan, the son of Walter, granted to 
the monks of Newbotle a soft, ne.his girrifin, at Renfrew. Chan. Novbotle, t99. The Bishop 
of Glasgow speaks of his garden, in that city. Chart. Glasg. an]. An agreement, between the 
priory of St. Andrew's, and the monastery of Hadington, in x243, mentions " =arum boratarnm 
w term contentaram in orteri gardino de Stefinston et term que jacet inter vacs garefinurn et cilium 

de Hadington." Antiq. Trans. Edin. 1 179. In Bondingtm, near Berwick, there were 
gardens, in those times. Chau. Kelso, 4t. Peter de Huge, of Bemersidc, granted a messuage and 
garden to the monastery of Dryburgh. Chart. Dryb. 97. Henry de Anstrother granted a me,suage 
with a pude, in Anstnither, to the same monastery. lb, 19o. There are various other notices 
of gardens, in the Chartularies. 

(in) Clues. Scone, 07  i Chart. Paisley, +8-199 Chart. Glavg. aor. Roger, the Bishop of 
St. Andrews, from 1188 to rare, cOnfirmed to the monastery of Scone, the church of Se. Kentb 
gern, of Lochervvart, in Mid Lothian, with one acre and one particutc of land, near the stream, 

sub periwig ejusdurn ecclesie." Chart. Scone, 43. I= =alien slab, vicarages of Hadington, 
by the authority of William, the Bishop of St, Andreas, from 1102 20 1233, there is mention of 
all the tithes, " Cartilagiorum et pourriorm infra burgum." Had. MS. Brit. Mus. The sane 
bishop, in confirming that lusation, speaks of the " &cit. horror= infra burgum.0  Trans. 

Ire, I. 	 5 K 
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improvers, were studious to plant orchards, that are still apparent to the eyes 

of antiquaries; and to cultivate gardens, which can only be traced now in the 

Chartularies (s). 
The dwellings of the Scots, in that age, were either extremely inconvenient, 

or very mean, as we have already, in some Inelisure, seen. The Seetish 
and the nobles, and bishops, dwelt in castles, which, as they were perched on 

some precipitous rock, were built-, with a „view to strength, rather than conve-

nience. The lesser barons lived in square towers, which were constructed, as 
we may perceive, from their thick walls, and narrow apartments"; more for de. 

fcnce, than comfort. The hovels of the common people were Might erections 
of turf,  or Mtge, Which,  as they were often laid waste by war, were built merely 
for temporary accommodation. Their towns consisted chiefly of wooden cot-

U11. Even as late as the sixteenth century, the churches, which were gene-
r,l!y miversd with thatch, were disfigured by the reformers. The cathedrals, 

and abbeys, however, were structures of .great labour, and expene,, of mag-
nificence, and taste, as the judicious eye may perceive in their ruins (e). The 

English, 

Ed ”. 	Richard Merville, the Constable of Scotland, in confirming to Henry-  de 
par,' of land, in Salton parish, in East Lothian, describes it  45 the 1.055, 	jacet 

" justapron,riont, inter Calkeburo et Wacellum good est in parte occidentali Berkerie." 
Set," pl. 14vv. 

(n) Before the begiiming of the 13th century, the Scotisli gardens* been subjected to tithes, 
as me have scen ftbove: ty the 	 , 35, De declini4orinram, it was decreed, in 1:69, that the 
tithes of gardens, 	cities, and bu

p
rg
iton

hs, should belong to tine vicar:; and that the tithes of gardens, 
wherein corn:was cultivated, should belong to the ram °, hot for other articles, cal. 

tivatail in slick garden‘, the tithes should remain to the vicar. L. Hailes's Councils, ao. The 
Statuot Euelesir Abordon, A6' 12,5, states,'"  Id 54111149  cpnonici immones slot. it perpetuum a 
" prmmoione dmihnmonv roiarno, virgultorum et croftotorn, in eivitate de Abcrdon." Chart. Abu-- 
don, PV. 	 •. 

(v) 	HO'. Edk, 6i 5 C1,55CA. Antiquities: Cardoneli's Ph:mom:me Antiquities: Their 
kmink 	th. o 	m hoilt of wood, were frequeialy 	 s. About the 
yeor m4, I Irdh atkii, Roxburgh, Lauerk, 	 Foii-or, Montrose, and Aberheeo, 
were thoo de, 	Enda, I. 	c. 61; 	 i. 	roon as late as Vico, the 
bower of 	i.ram chiefly 	kf wood. hfriil. H554. Edia p. G7. In t,7-,-  a. rs • a 

55 a 	of 	cod one LatabeM, rtspeeth 	land in Berwick, 
beim decided egalii,ir Landv,o, tbe Molmit, from coimniremtion, pave lino a pie, of Imo! at Itox- 
bin4h, mith  40 	sect bulling,. Chart. IC..has, 4m, In an ° 	torrnrom 

,)I, 	t,.,:...,, A. 4. 1,31, 44 51 41 4,8 „Olt', that sixty years Infimi, a polo., milled Bede 
Emilar, inhabited near the shirivli 	 Iiiath-plreli of the 	oportlin  tl 	^r home 

	

vir,;s." Chart Pi; 	274. Roger de 
Cwrohho of 	;voided C tmonk, of Scone his ,tyreI 	Perth, in the sweet 

Scotland 

   
  



he gradual -increase of the torn., in their population, and trade, during the 
Scoto-Saxon period. A comparison of what they Were, ire /.01,CC.I to butte those 
important objects, between Cm thx!fth, and thirteenth centuries, on the one 
hand, and the fourteenth, and lift ci di, on the other, would evince their per-
culpable progress. In the n.ChM century, tar Re, that the kings drew but a 

• very inconsiderable rent from their towns, which had not then acquired either 
inhabitants, or commerce, to afibrd much revenue to the kings, or profit to-the 
people. We have perceived the successive kings, during that age, very active, 
in drawing to their towns new settlers, and promoting their trallick, by parti-
cular privileges, and local monopolies (7). During the fourteenth, and fifteenth 
centuries, the kings may be seen, in the Chartularies, equally busy, in granting 

'annuities, and settling* pensions, on their children, and faVOurites, from the 
trails of their burrows, and the customs of their ports, which had bath increased, 

ring succeeding ages of happiness, and adversity. Frem those intimations, 
e may perceive a progress, though the towns, even during the lifteentheen-

ury, were but hands2ts when compared with the saute towns, during the 
eighteenth century, when industry had invigorated, and enriched their in-
habitants. 

Though the people of every rank were but badly lodged ; yer, were they in 
general well fed The lower classea certainly enjoyed a much larger proportion 
of animal food, than they partake of, at present. Cattle, twine, and poultry, 
were raised by them, in great abundance, 'and were all consumed, at home. 
Their bread was made of wheat and oats t The better ranks enjoyed wheat 
bread; while the lower orders eat the bread of oats, and sometimes of bat-ley, 
and pease. The higher ranks enjoyed the luxury of wine; but, the principal 

retland to build .tune houses. We may learn, indeed, from the Ghartulary of Kinloss, in Moray, 
t when Edward I. came there with his summons attendants, the abbot, and convent, erected 

me houses, for their accommOditiOri, in the English manner. 
(p) During the rebellion Of Glllescop, iit s aa g, he burnt several wooden castles,! in Moray, 

(I) David I., Malcolm IV., and William, made a profusion of grants to individual seeders, and 
the collective monks of toffs, in the towns, for the purpose of building: And we have men the 

•sing inclustrn tad iaeitiog trade. 
K s 	 beverage, 
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beverage of the common people was beer, which they chiefly brewed from.. 
malt of oats. The great quantity of malt, which was ground at the mills, and: 
the number of brewhouses, which appeared in every village, and in every ham.' 
let, attest the great quantities of ale, which was made, and consumed (r). None 
of the malt was manufactured, in those simple times, into the less healthful 
beverage of spirits. Alehouses were settled, in the towns, and villages, as 
early as the salutary reign of David I., who regulated their use, by an 
assize (s). 

[ The agricultural improvements of the country were, during the Scote.Saxon 
period, equally encouraged, and were equally successful. The kings were the 
greatest improvers, and gave the most encouragement to improvement ; as the 
Char tularies attest. The barons followed their useful example; as we have 
already secn. But, the monks were above all the most skilful, and assiduous 
improvers. They had most knowledge, from what they had seen, in other 
lands; they had most capital; they possessed the greatest number of hands, 

' 	from having many villeyns ; and the monks, and their men, enjoying mote 
quiet, security, and exemption, were able to make greater agricultural exertions. 
They cultivated the wastes; they subdued the woodlands ; they rendered what 
was already arable, more productive: And those improvements, which were 
called, in the Chartularics, iewremeniten, and mrinagia, they inclosed sometimes 

' by liiing hedges, and often by wooden fences. 'I hey also pursued the useful-  
practice of drainage. And they moreover gave a value to all those Unprove%  
ments, by facilitating the communications of a rugged country, by making 
roads, upon the Roman models, and building bridges, for passing the torrents 
of a mountainous region (5). 

In See the Chartularies, particularly inns of Kelso, which shows that every village had several 
brewhomes, and even the smallest harnlem, had a brewbouse. In the village of Bolden, [Bowden] 
in Rosborghshire, which belonged to the monks of Kelso, they had under them at husbandmen, 
and 36 cottagers : And in this willage, they had a mill and four brewhouses, each of which, at the 
end of the 3th cents y, rented for to shillings; and the brewers were obliged to sell the abbot a 
Iagen and a bail' qf Leer fur a pain, Chart Kelso, 14.. The lagen and a half were equal to about 
seven crams. There is reason to Llieve, that those brewboosta were also alehoura, where ale was 
sold in retail. 

(a) In the charter of William, the Lion, to Invemess, he comm 	ne anded, that no shoul 
a Moe., in any country village, without the burgh, unless in such a hamlet, whore knig 
reside, nuording to the assi, of David. Wight's Appendix to his work, on Elections. 

(e) All those improvements by the monks appear in the Chartularies, whirls have tr 
theif transactions. They knew, and practised the modern se of making roads ,They 
411 either side, to carry off the water, and covered the roadway, with hard materiels. 
Mekom, t 
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In the midst of all those improvements, and that prosperity, it may gran 
a reasonable desire of information, to ascertain, with all the accuracy of nci 
accounts, the several prices of various articles, boils of necessity 
nience (a). In every commercial and its every agricultural con 
and circulation, are great objects. Domestic animals, as they w 
use, were the circulating medium of almost every country, its the car test 
In North-Britain, cattle were, during the most ancient times, the co 
measure of all things. Throughout the whole efiluxion of the Sc 
period, forfeitures, taxes, and rents, were imposed, in domestic beasts, 
as in money (o). 

Fabulists have carried back the introduction of the Scotish coinage to the 
congenial Reutha, to the fictitious Donald, to Malcolm II. and to Malcolm IF., 
who are usually quoted, as the reputed authors of every art, or invention, 
which is either unfounded, or obscure. Bishop Nicolson, by giving a sort of 
stamp to that base coinage, has adopted the fictions of Boece, and legitimized 
the follies of Leslie (y). That useful bibliographer ought not, however, to be so 
muckreprehended, for saying too little, on this curious subject, as for saying 
too much. 

It is apparent, that coinage was unknown to Celtic Scotland, as it was equally 
unpractised, in Celtic Ireland (s). It is a logical, and a safe, mode of reasoning, 

• 05 
(a) The following statement of pious, from the Wardrobe Account of 13oe,-is submitted 

the reader's judgment : 
Wheat at 7r. and 8.r. per quarter. 
Wheat flour, at 6s. c.r. 6d. and 8.r. per quarter I the greatest part at ts. 
Oats, at 3r. GA per quarter ; oat malt, 00 30. 6d. per qua ter. 
Barley malt, yr. as?. per quarter ; pmse, as. Oel. per quarter. 
Deans, Sr. and 50. fid. per quarter. 
Salt, so. per quarter; some was as low as y. and so. 6d. 
Eeer, at ittr. Sc.1 	as and Br. per dolium, or butt. 
Wine, go dol. (hogsheads) at [3. ty..td. t 16 ditto, at 4 

+ditto, at as ; a ditto, ua 	too 
Carcases of oxen, were 5:. to 6', 8d. 
Bat hogs (10.00110) Were as. od. jr. 3r. 91. cash bacon. 

(e) .ikyLfr,,s Cal. of Anc. Charters, 3 ,7, 	(y) tier. Library, ch on. 
(n) Sham; Laay on Iritb Coin, pl. i. 	; Her 	Ware 	206; Led 	Antiq. 

Sae: By comparing the texts of those authorities with dad. ',hues of eats, it it- perfectly ul 
that the 090111tTI kings wee: the first culla, 	Irelmid. The hid, regoli of the eleventh century 
however, did eota turtle pieces of silver, with inscriptions, in the Mrd character, and language,
we have seen. See 2. CtIlect. Hib. id-7. One of those pieces is inscribed 0  Re March t King 
" Morragh." See Kind Morraugh O'Brien, in Lelaud'a Hist. vol. I. lotrod. p. this. This 

scriptioni 

   
  



	

AN ACCOUNT 	[Book IV.—The,  Sento-S.,mor: 

on such subjects, to infer, that nonoppsrsacc, 	 t'ss 

• $htne, 	argon-Iola. Nally 'coins of 	 ,if 	 S,osts- 

Saxons, hay, been foaild, 	 hp!, 	 : 

The niche 	Cuins, that have yet 	disc 	r,,1 	 .,1• 0. 

those of Al.onnislor 1., .rshish cxkiood 	L.srsd. Pens co!,k,  

Were all of 	; 1.a I  they worc ot 	sio 

those of i 	 y cot 	Eng'. aid. 	 dsnoto the 

mint, of oncc ike Fsoveils tart 2,15 were token. —1:ti.o 	of tic 

homing kingdom, 	L'oriso.1 	n.ach 

coins of Scotland 	tho 	 ,,s 

the miuse c of England, till 	 is,c of :avid 11. (A). This fact eat 

ants esplaMs 	similar Aie of Wilarn, 	hoo The Rh, :psi 	Willom, my,the 
Senn manner, the 1aS1  exp,ohihs for 	 r :sip, fr.ioithic Sroodioa 
of Snorro !I 
. 	(a) Nurismi Ang. et Spot p. y. t. 	which co,aains " Scotish Pennies From Ale,znderl to 
Robert I. d' Ander. ISA 	Ntimis. pl. civil. Scepticism professed his doubts, whether the 

• 1:01118 of the first Alexander we, violin, 	But, cu u" 	(Allile in, at length, to the aid of com- 
mon sense, and established ill, cartainty of truth. An Esay on Coins. Ea. 	97*,  This 
conviction, howeve., never beamed on the writer of ,he Nennirmales Scotia, 	; He thoagl, it of 
suflioient imlmrtance to establish the col. of Witham, the 	about which there had only been 
the hesitation of sellIsulliciency. The anthem laity of the coins of David I. has not been seriously 
questioued. The curious have not yet fotunl any coins of NIalaolin TV. The silver pennies of 
Alc mider 1., Ind of David 1 , 	eo eatremely rare, that a penny Si 0.1111 sells fur P•A pomids. 

	

(6) Rudiliman's Introd. Antlers. Dipl, s 59, wldeli states a Proclamation a Eawma 	, in 
1355, e, n. for the fact. The Coins of Alexander I , David I., Wallin, Alexander il., Ale, 
ander III., and of John Balitd, were minted in the proportion of 	MAIMS 	pennyweights pare 
silver, and of t pennyweights of alloy, Making tz ounces, or a pound, ant of one pound weight 
of ailver So that, during the whole I:Aso-Saxon period, a pound weight of silver, and a pound 
of money, in account, were exactly the same. A pound of silver had great power, dorhrg that 
period, in purchasing- the necriSiaries of rife And, cooscquently, the fractional parts of the money 
pound, in account, or the shillings, and pence, had a proportional energy, in the tralfick of ne-
cessaries for money. I have seldom seen, M any of the Chartularies, daring those early Sim., the 
pot nd mentioned, as money of ,,,,,o, The mirk is the highest denomination of account, which, 
indeed, frequently occurs, in charters. 	earliest notice, that 1 have-met with of the money 
pound, is ia a grant of Fergus, the EIS of Buchan, about the year 5005, which speaks of 

vigint !Zoe, ...Soprani." In a lease fpiin the Abbot of h1;,..toptle to the monks of Holyrood, 
during die year 1037, tlizedoladois " gulag= mamas legalionsarrangoroo, et viginti denariornm." 
Chart. if, This fortraexpression, ',areas strolingnoton) became very familiar, in Scotland, before 
the reign of Alexander III. Char, Kelso, 395. The money, which is mentioned, in the 
charters of David I., of Earl Henry, and of Malcohn DA, ishis/P/us, and mar,en or mart= argent() 
hot, sterling, or aerliitgartion, is never added, as for as I have else <d, during the reigns of those 
early Mop. For a profusion of Lining, on this subject, see the Diocauract of Si,, Evliob 
Iowa', during the ago of Elizaboth, mt. 

not 
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not unknown to Edward I., when he enacted, that no coins should pass current 
in England, except the English, Irish, and Scotish (c). 

room considerations, with regard to coins, we are naturally led to notices, in 
respect to prices. .As there was a very large proportion of metal, and a small 
quantity of alloy, in the coins, during those tint., very few poUnis, or shil-
lings, re pretties, would purchase a large quantity ,of r.ceen.ariss. From those 
intimations, it is apparent, that in estimating all things, during those ag 

ust advert to two points; to the quantity of the precious metals, in thy 
nd to their power over conunodities. 'Co thew two eirconfitances, learne 

ve not mways attended, in forming their judgments of the past, and present;  

et . 
Celtic Scotland did not enjoy the benefit of measures, and Weights, any more 

than the convenience of coins. 'floe Gaelic people had not any names for 

	

weights, and measures; because they had not the things themselves (.1). The 	• 
Scoto-Saxon people, gradually, introduced their accustomed measures, and 
weights, from England, as we may learn, by compring the English Clore:. 

'cies. with the Scotish Chartulades. Among an uncomindrcial pr.q.hq Ills 
measures of land would necessarily be the .great object. In England, we may 
perceive, both frees the mention of her Chroniclers, and the discourses of her 
antiquaries, that those.. topographical distinctions were naturally ilitid.s1 into 
indefinite, which Wore the Most ancient; hood d,lirite, that were the most 
Modern (e): 	first were the carucatc, the 'meat:, the hide, the librata, the 
nominate, aud 	; the second were the acre, the rood, the perch, the 

- yard, the foot, allot others. 
In Scotland, all those stay be traced, from the English practice, into the 

Scoto-Saxon charters. The rarocata is the most ancient, and by ire the most 

(a) to Ed 1. sta. de elfr....en.  
(re) pod. Introd. to: the 	III. 'fable; 	C01,11,10a, I j7 	WI.itaker's 

Manchester,: 	Geoe.r , 	 Ire a 	 has,aI.I.. • 
the meal, appr,clati,.,, 	, 0 ,1 S. 	 34400. 	 of the 

Royal Society. 
Kirk. is 	on thisI., hi, 	 ia ar.riexed so Nicob 

Hi 

	

	
on's 

st, Librays Who, M4 a .: ,s! so :s.se 	Gatirie C6,11.•d,r s., 	s 	I.e nusrdy &nye the 
borrowed En•Oish terms ha. weight, 1.siLl nseasss., ; 	Ists di .1 lips disd,n h:s IM 	 any 

original apiAations, fur. thus, con.anc.,,Iiou., s
aL 

 nz,dardi.' 	 had,indecd, sir ,yora 
ae r 	f a 	oeraL• 	.  • 	• 
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frequent, of any of those topographical distinctions (f ). 'there were borate:; 
or  ',vans, and libratal, which are said t, have con•ained four berates (g 

The Argate, or cagacg, secns to have been the saute I..cal d 

.b,eate, under a different name, though it dues not app.  

often (b). The librata terre oc.mrs but rarely in the Ch 

granted to the monastery of Kel,o, the lands of Traverlen, ire cliagge 

deCein /afro/arum terre in Hardingsthorn (i). The nununaw terre is said b 

Cowel to have been equal to an acre; and this :estimation, from which we m 

learn the nature of the thing, Sreltuan seems to confirm. The  nunimata  ter 

appears, chiefly, in the'west of Scotland ;  in Ayr, and Argyle, and perhaps in 

• ( f) The Imqvir;40 of Earl David found, that the church of Glasgow was entitled to 
corucato," in Peebles, una  caromed," I I 	una  corocaco," in Mercbotle. Chan  

GInsg. .Alcxander I. granted to Scone pinch of land, in ten different places, by the d••nonu 
nation of enruearn. Chart. Scone. William granted to Aberhrothock " una  carman,"  at I 

est The grants of the cameo,a  are very numerous, in all the chartularies, from she earliest 
times: And see the Borough 	it,. 52, 74, r 19, 32 ; and Chandierlayn Ayr, ch. 3n, i 
Skene. For the rarlicat,  see Cone! in vo.; Ker. Par. Antic,. Glos. ; Kelliam's Domesday, 16) 
A comma, from cornea,  as much land as coulebe OW by one plough, in one year : Twelve 
carucates made one  hyde, which, however, never appears, in the Scotish Chartularies. The carve, 
in mentioned in the charters of Edgar, "de unaque tarueu dimidiam matcans argent; monachils 

permlvant." Diplom. Semi:, pl. vi. 	 • 
(g) Burn's Westmoreland, Glos. ; Cowel, in vo. 	David I. granted to the monastery 

of Kelso "duos down,  tern: 'Jima Prestesbridge in territorio de Sprouston, 	excambio duartiro 
bcvatorune terre, in Berewyc." Chart. Kelso, 37t. David I. grantgl to the monastery of Holy,  
rood " Crostorfin cum duabus ht.m,  term et sex  aeric, et.illa eapella de libertune, cum duabut 

bovalac terse." Maid. Edin. 144. Malcolm IV. gmotea  to the monastery of Kelso " dues 
bovotas  terte quits dedi can in excartiliio dam,,m lorctdrant, qua, mild accommodaverunt m 
nachi." Chart. Kelso. William, the son of Patrick, granted to the same monaatery " &last 
datatit terre de dominio men in Whyteside." lb. 75. There .as granted to the same mo-1 

itaitery '5  imam Amite, term in Molle." Id. 155, 1,61. There were several other grams of 
hoarse, of land to the same monastery. Ib. a,4, 5to. The borate appears pretty frequently, in 
the Chaitularies, as a fubordinatc divifoo to the carucate. 

(I:) Sec Cowell in 	ovang, and Spelman Alan de Sartin resigned to the monastery o 
Kelso two avow of land ill Middlebam. Chart. Kelso, 55o. Roger de Atddton granted to tl 
same monastery " dues Levu .  terre," in the manor of Heton. lb. 51o. There was a long 
controversy between the monastery of Cambuskeneth and John Ni,,, about fitir occgarrs.  or bovates, 
of land, in Dunypas. Chart. Cainhusken. 92.6. All ant  of sederunt, in 1595, fixed the oxgate at( 
13 acres ; yet the extent of them  re 	red in some places very unequal : Some of the oxgates, 
the lordship of Strathhogie, arc not six acres, while others are above nineteen acres. Stat. Arc. 
xix..29o. David I. also granted to the canons of Jedwurth the town, and lands of Rule, " is 

esccambium deem libe.anrum terra," which they liad in Hardingsthorn, 
(i) Chart. Kelso ; MS. Monast. Scour, 29. 

• 
bullo ay 
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Galloway (ii). The rienariao term, an we may learn from Cowd, and Spcl-

man, are of a similar nature, with the Mo.rfa ; and like it, seems to I.ave 

existed, chiefly, in the western districts of Scotland (k). '1'? c-husband-bind 

appears but very seldom in the Chartelaries: Alesandcr Purveys, of Erciltion, 
granted to the monastery of Dryburgh, with the consent of Es lord, Patrick 
Earl of March, one mcssuage ,:rn co terra onios flandi," within his tcrtitory 
of Ercildon (I). Shear, for once, supplies tl.e silence of Creel, in telling the 

obvious meaning of the krerbard-land. A co/Pow tare sometimes appears; 

Nicolas do Cosa:min granted to the monastery of Ptisley " unroll cg/I ((ram de 
terra; area de Inverwick (no)." A rent era (e.) term, and also an tu,ciata  

term. (e) occur, in those days of various practice, and unusual cmtorn. 
The definite measures of land were the acre, the rood, the rerch, the foot, 

and others., As the acre appeared often in Domcsrhiy..buok., so it occurs fre-
quently in the earliest charter, of the Seotish kings ',r). yri;ma tare may be 

found 

(ill ring William granted to the borough of Ayr " quingle ennenotth tem," by to foundation 
charter. In nfv, Eugenia, macs, graidod to the Bishop of Argyle "doom et qua . num-
" menu term in Lismore." NIS. Mon .t. Scotite, 6+. DI111.11, the on of Bernhard, and 
Laurnanas 	Maleolini granted to the monastery of Paisley " Alain nom, (1,e, term de Kihns, 

upon Lochgilp," and also " try, dimithas poonnoreas tear spud Bilinmi." Chart. Paid, j38. 
seyr, Engine, the son of Doncao, confirmed the possession of those luoronote, tern, 	3i9.

In tr95, Malcolm tile son, and 	of Laitman, granted. to the motilsr of Paisley " mediotat'm 
" numerefir term," which belonged to the church of Kilmon. 1.b. 34 7. 

(4) ill 12 36, Alexander D. granted to the monastery of Metros, the lake of Dunecore, its 
Nithsdalo, " et illann dor/Awn, tenor," which appertained to the same lake. Chart. Nfelicr, 
Roderick, the son of liginald, tho lard of Kintyre, granted to el' civil of St. Julie " nos 

efroaria, corm," and dna, flmarialo termi to the church of St. Oct,,., both in Biatyro. /IS. 
lifoitast. Seotiro, 63. These grants, were Imfore the year s+o. In 13c+, avid. de Ergalla 
granted to the bishop of Ergadia " quingne rfroariato ((of, cern dimidia sine ru,n3nator ter, in 
" insole de Lisinore." lb. 6+. David II. granted to Malcohn NI'Lude two parrs of tim tem. 
were of Glenelg, viz. " Octo Davatas et unitive donor/win teirx." Charters en the Pape 
Office, Co. 

(f) Chart. Dr) burgh, 19f. 	(w) Chart. Paisley, 9. See C...(1(a., in Cseeet. 
(n) I e i359, William, the Bishop of St. Androw's, confirmed to the monostery of Iladington, 
unaerwern terra, cum pertinciifilms in teiritorio de Storypctii," in Last Linhinn, of the gib of 

Robert de Vetereponte. Trans. Amig. Soc. Edin. 	to. See Caterer, in Cowl, eel Speltha, 
in the sense °fa coast: In Skinner, and A.-4, non, signiths d 1,7d. 

(d) In t344, Dade' It. granted to Rogiuoll, the son of Roderic, de meals, " 0:to uerierth 
term," de Carw hlorwarno. 	is :h.. Paper 0(6,, 57. Sec Cowel in so. wirier, terra.  

De says it oft. occurs in the charters of the British kings. 
(g) KeLham's Domesday, 132.. The 	Alen, Ag.../E(rr, sidnified, lee the Tectonic Is,. 

gouges, moroly a field, an arable field, as we sec in Andrea, I hre, Toi Ennis, lVachter, and Sonnwr. 
Thee  oo emus -al-a:wards to signify a ectinite measure of Ian]. lee CowePin fo..and Kennet's 

Vot., I. 	 $ L 	 Par. 
• 
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found in the Scotish charters (h). Ilat, the j:,!...,Pa was mere 
sdation of the English acre. 'I llo rood of land appears mot 
frequently: it Iv...chiefly confined to totem ;  and i t  be,a,,,, 

surement, hi the borough tenements, daring raptiern tit,— p 
the bumastcry of Drybu;.;11 three mks of land, whit a 11,119 
Candi (1). Prom Cowc1, we may learn, that the /),/, or 7, 
allied to the virgai..-, which may be traced, in the Scottish 
atvid conferred on the umnastery of 551kide six ofrkanu and . 
near the bridge of Nor.-..untun (5). The per/kale occurs oftener 

- gate : and it Was a temporary denomination of small parcels of land, near tithe. 

[

in the south-eastern shire; of North-Britain (!). Of the same nature with the 

	

. , 	per 'irate, is the piece of land, -which may ho met with in she Scottish charsul 

	

' 	ries, during those days of carious usages (In). 

[ ..... Par. Antiq. in vo. Area. When Earl David fended ale monastery of SeIkirk, he :gave t o it one 
carucate, " et deccm arm," in the territory of Sprduston. Chart. Kelso. David I. vv., to the 

.! monastery of Kelso one tamale of land, " et deer nee, et maisureis carocate pertinentes, et tree 
crras de prato, and also xxx error terra de territorio Lillesclifi," 8.1e. Id. David granted to 

the monastery of .Cambuskennetlt the church of Clackmanan, "  COM  quadraginta arris tern," 
.,. • Chart. Carobusken. 81. Malcolm IV. granted to the monastery of Jedburgh one toft, " at wptern 

	

k. 	- error." MS. Monast. Scotia, in  In the time of Joceliim, the Bishop of Ging°, there were 

,f conferred on the nor monastery " octo emu, in territorio de HON." Chart. ,Glasg. a85. In 
a charter to the marks of Arbroth, K. William granted, "lilts ttedecem came terre junta cadet) 
w ecolesiarn." Dug. Monast. ii. 1 o53. 

(A) Malcolm IV. granted to the monks of Dunfermlin " viginti tria jugera term," and a certain 
.... field, near Dunfermlin. Chart. Dunferndin. 

(1) Chart. Dryburg. William, the son of Patrick, granted . the monastery of Kelso, in Green-
law, five acres of land, " et onam rodam," near Cauchesterlaw. Chart. Eels. 7  7. Richard Scot, 
the son of Anselm do Moll, confirmed to the same monastery eight acres and a  rud of arable land 

,in Moll. - Ib. 16,4. In Iscil, Robert, the Abbot of Paisley, granted a tenement in Glasgow, 
containing " Imam rodmu tern burghs viz. sex ulnas term, in fronte anteriori." Chart. Paisl z54. 

If) Chart. Kelso. In 1457, John, the Abbot of Lindores, confirmed to the burgesses of New-
burgh their several rights, and privileges ; rendering yearly for the same out of the borough firms 
sixpence " monete cumuli:, pro tetrgara, set perticata tern." Chart. Lindores. See Skene in 

p

...Zan/. 

	

, 	(1) Caufrid, the son of Viable, of Lilleselive, grated to the monastery of Metros thirteen 
acres, and half a Iffiitme of arable land, in IViltun. Chart. Melro,, zo. Roger, the son of Ber-
nard, granted to the same monastery, thirteen acres of land, and one p‘rticaP, in Farningdon• 
lb. 41. In 1.71, Adam, the son of Duncan, granted to the preaching friars of Aberdon, four per. 

	

44 	tieel.4 of land, near Aberdon, towards the wird-mill. Sir L. Stewart's Col. 48. 	. 
(in) Alan, the Abbot 4 Kelso, granted to Cuthbert Knightson, a burgess of Edinburgh, 

	

.3.., 	tot., illam pd.'m tone," with the penitents, in the barony of Dodingston. Chart. Kelso, 
49. ; and one Cowel, Spelman, Dufresne, and Kea.Rar.Antig. in no. Perin. 

Those 
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Those several Measurements of land, which were all copied from the previous 
practice of England, by the kings, nobles, and prelates, who from habit know 
that practice, were all introduced, with the Saxon polity. During Celtic tiara s, 
the Davoelt was the usual division of land, in proper Scotland; anl like many 
other Celtic terms, and usages, the Davoch has been retained througliou many 

	

succeeding ages (ii). 	In several districts of Calloway, of Perth, port r, 
Aberdeen, Band; Inverness, Ross, Sutherland, the &roach appears to have 
supplied the place of the eareraie(o). The davoch was nearly of the same import 
as the carterate, and comprehended eight oxg,rig a the bi vote, or oxgang, was 
probably a subdivision of each it certainly was a subdivision of the davoch 

In various districts of North-Britain, there also existed topographical divi-
sions of lands, which seem to have arisen from the ancient event, whenever it 
-may have been made; such as the mark and half-mark, the pound, the shilling, 
the penny, the half-penny, and the farthing lands. 

We have seen none of those petty divisions of lands, according to the money 
of account, within the south-eastern shires, where the Anglo-Saxons cal ly set-
tled, and the Scoto-Saxons afterward, introduced a new policy. And those 
divisions of mask lands, half mark lands, shilling lands, penny lands, half-
penny lands, and farthing lands ; all lie in the countries, in the west, and 
north,which were inhabited by the Celtic people, at the epoch of the old extent. 

(u) Before the year 12 I 8, Dovenald, the Abbot of Drechin, granted to the monastery of Ar-
broth ilia Dat,d," which was called Ballegillegrand. Chart. Aberb. toy. In tap, Alex-
ander II. grantcd to the sable monastery the land of Deeuen, which is two davord ; of Carinbegyn, 
which is one Auld,  of Lochkerry, and Tullikarry, which are one davoth of Ilreckerreth, which 
is half a dumb and of Tucht, which is a grafter of a desert. lb. hqa. Allun llostiarins 
granted to the monastery of Cuper " daus daunat term," in his territory of I.rutrathen ; 
Clentolach, and Balcusay. Chart. Caper, 04. In 5345. William, the son of Hugh, Tail of Ross, 
granted to Reginald, the son of Roderick of the I,Ies, " deccm hoar. term de Kciinetak, in 

Ergailie borealis" Chart. in Pap. Olf. David 11. granted to Malcolm, the son of Tormode 
Msclode, 	octo davatar et quinque drrin riot. tern, with the pertinence, in Invernessaire. Id. 
David II. .,..ranted to l'orkyle Maclode « gnawr dautiar term de AS5111l." Id. 

(o) Rubel-troll's 	Stat. Acre. xi. 457. 

(p) Deed, which is pronounced des, in the Gaelic, signifies an so and oche!, signiiirs ri,bt 
hence, the dery-orb, mrans ei,e;ht oxgang eight oxen were formerly the usual number assigned to 
OTIO plough. The Leg, parih of A,sint, 	Siitheehind, is divided into four dav,r1.,- and cv,ry 
4,orb, contains eight 	Suit 	svi .

T
. 14.5. The parish of Kirkmichuel, in Banff. 

shire, is divided into ten dar,,r/i.r. lb. xii. 4.27. 	he loril6hip of Strat hbogie comprchonded qg 

davocha of land; and these Wereeextruded, beyond the original mcating, to 3: °nate, in each. 
Sias. Acco. ,.ix. ape. 'The • Regiim Mipestatem, ind6ed, extended the davooli to flee plough., 
ea di 	eight Om. 

;La 	 From 
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From those intimations, it is apparent, that money seas dear, and that land was 
cheap, during ages of disturbance, rather than periods of industry. 

Orkney, and Shetland, derived their measures of land, with their names, 
front a quite different source, which is altogether analogous to the Scandina-
vian lineage of the original settlers. And, the universal divisions scare demo. 
urinated from the meek, which scents to have formed the basis of all their 

F measures, and weights. 
Of the mode of estimating, M ancient times, the rode produce of the land, 

it is now time to inquire. In reph, the Abbot of Dundrainan, speaks of a  sack 
of wool, in his petition to Parliamunt (q). The Abbot of Mailros also mentions 
to Parliament, in z3a3, his loss: of skins (r). The throve was the comity:a 
measure of corn, in the field, as only as the reigns of David I, who granted, 
that the monastery of Scone should receive, as conveth, from each plosigh land, 
ss decem trawls avene," with other rude produce ',a). This term  was derived, 
probably, from the Saxon sherry;  a handful, a bundle; and the Saxons play 
themselv  ,s have taken their threof from the British drev,  a bundle, or tye. 
The throve comprehended tivo shocks, or stooks, which themselves 'consisted 
of twenty-four sheaves (5). 

Of a similar name was the skep of meal, which appears very early in the char-
tularies, and seems to have been borrowed from the English practice. It is, 
merely, the Saxon sryp of Sommer, signifying a part, a portion, in general, 

[ 

Parliament, in t3o3. lb. 473. The usual mode, then, of packing, and selling wool. dining 
_ 	(q) Rolls Parl. ii. 47 t. The Abbot of Melros also speaks of :rade of wool, in his petition se 

I

those times, M tin, south of Scotland, was by the nub. In England, whence this denomination 
4 	 .-k was deriNed, the rad of wool contained twenty.six stone . the secular of wool, or  for 	was half 
,. a sack, a sack eighty tad, a tad was two stones, and a stone was 14 lb. Data, book i:. ch. tz. 

• . 	The statute of David II, whirls was made, at Perth, in 1365, mentions the sad of wool, un which 
custom of one penny was to be collected. MS. Paper-Office. 

t.;.- 

	

	(r) Rolls Parl. ii. 4.73. A kw signified a burden, in general, from the Saxon Merlon a  and 
a  

thence came to be applied, as a measure, or weipikt : and a  kg of hides, or skins, contained twelve 
dozen. • James, ch. xxxiii. 

(r) Chats Scone, t6. David Olipliard granted to the hospital of Soltre 5' Imam  obrataut de 
.5  blado," for every plough, in his demesne. Chart. Suttee, .6. In int, an  irrouw, from three 

.,., 	neighlatiming manors, found, that the hospital had a right to this 'brave of corn. lb. 17. Thu. 
61. 
	

etas de Haya granted to the same hospital a  throve of corn, in autumn, from each plough, in his 
land, south of the Forth. lb. y3. In 1218, Alexander II. granted to the same hospital '5  imam 

4.  .5  tray.: bladi," yearly, from every plough, in his demesne, on the southern side of the Stotish 
sea. 	Ib. 4 t • 	 . . 

(r) For the Saxon an-re;  see Sornncr, and for the British deer,  ere Owens Diet.: dreva sig. 
aides the number z; : and drrua-bid  means twenty four sheaves of corn, or a  sheave. Mb (d) 
of the British was early converted into the (b) of the Saxon.. 	 • 

though 
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ough custom has sometimes reduced it to a certalaty 	:coyly allied to file 

iv- was the rbahler. This, es a measure of grain, salt, and other articles of 
omestic commerce, was probably defied from the 	chaidern, or violist, 

it is written, in she Patent Roll of the toth of Richard 11. 'Ilse 
ppears, frequently, in the charters of :David I, Male.3m IV, and VC iiliam. 

and 1. gr,ntcd .to the monastery of Ilol) rood eight ebabla-, of barley, and 
'gin cf.:alders of meal (x). The contents of the chalder were probably changed, 

"luring the reign of James I.:• for, Jams 11, by a charter, in 1 459, converted 
a pension, which the monastery of Cansbush,mneth had from the lands of 

othkennar, in Stirlingshire, of seven chalders of grain, antique ;conjure, into 

chalders, measure consuria (y). Whether the bail were a measure of as 

3p
Early use as the tbalder is somewhat doubtful. Th,, boll certainly appears, hi 

the assize of 	whereby he fixed " the multure to be paid by ane free- 
man et the sixteenth veshel , and a fillet out of twenty faille, as knave-

' ' ship (n)." The English seem to have used the boll,  as a measure, in an-

... sent time. (a). Frosts them, the Scots appear to have used the same measure. 

he name is probably from the Anglo-Saxon ladia; vas (b). Yet, the Mash 

ola signifies a basket Be? ;numns any round body : and hence Inaba came to 
'signify' any round vessel, which seas made of straw to hold corn (c). Thelrish 

(is) Eustatius of Stiecenil confirmed to the hospital of Solt, the donation of Nicolas of Stioco- 
'  el, 44 	duos xecppar far; ne avem," to be yearly received from his granary at Lydes. Chart. 

gm 46. Ina grant of Michael, prior of Gisburoc, to Walter the Bishop of Glasgow, of several 
urclms in Annandale, with the tithes of roe, Se.  I. excepted matuor scrppcs &nue," from 

,sty rector of each of the four churches of Cumbretres, Gmenhou, Renpavie, and lkirkpatne. 
hart. Glasg. 47. In z .3, there seas air agreement between sheen,/ bishop, and prior, on the 

e subject, wherein it was stimilsted, that the . quatuor sleppis Mine" should be paid yearly 
by each of the four recto., at a certain competent place. lb. 155. 	samey of the forest of 
nglewood, in 1619, a dep was denied to contain twelve bushels. Banes Cumberland, Gloss; 
ennet's Par Antic. Glos., and err 	and ran., in Cowel, and Dufresne. 
(x) Charter in Mag. Edin. 14+. David 1. granted to theLonastery of Kelso " xx cell,nr inter 
farinam et frumentum," from the mills of Rosiargh, and "sii milras de brasio," from Jib mill 
Edmham, )-early. Chart. Kelso In 1172, the Abbot of. Paisley appears to have had a right 

to two chalders of sail, yearly, from Kalentyr. Chron. Paisley. 
(y) Chart. embus. 49. The legal &alder, at prevent, contains sixteen hells, Lisllthgow ma-

nure, which are equal to idnety-six bushels English standard measure. 
(n) Stat. Wm its, is. 9 a. 	 (a) Ray ;  Mortimer. 
(I) The mcasure,for grain seems to have undergone some change; at the commencement of the 

sign of William, the Lion for, he granted to the monks of Kelso three carucates of land in Eden. 
bans in exchange for twenty chalders of wheat, and flour, " dc 	p menra quo fait temporc regis 

David avi mei," which they received from the mill of Roxburgh. Chart. Nelso,14. 
tyc 	 Diet: 

kolla 
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Jolla is a bowl, or goblet (d). The Sell of whaty wheat was mentioned, pro.  • 
phetically, by Thomas of Ercildon, before the year 1295 (e). The !rim', 
which contains four pecks, or a bushel and a half of English standard measure, 
was probably derived, front the Saxon Femer-let. It was recognized, as we 
have  k  en, by the assize of William; yet, seems to have been too insignificant 
to appear often in the chartularies. In 133R, Sir William of Levingston granted 
permission, however, to the tenants of the Abbot of Newbotle, residing in 
Easter Crags of Gorgie, to grind their corn at his mill of Gorgie, paying to 
the miller " stream  frIciam de aldra, for every accommodation (j). The: 
peek, w hich contains four %Tier, owes its name to the Saxon pores,  as the tipple 
derives its appellation from the Saxon leap,  a basket, such a maund,  as carries'.  
the seed of the sower (g . 

After this full exposition, I cannot concur with the late Lord Swinton, nor 
with James L of Scotland, who was an excellent poet, but an indifferent anti 
messy, in supposing, that David I. gave his people, among other benefits, a syste 
tnatic ordinance on weights, and measures(b). Both his Majesty, and his .  
Lordship, who followed hint, like other Scotish theorists, confounded David I:: 
with David II. The weights, and measures, were originally introduced by  use 
and want and, they were all derived from the previous practice of England,  • 
except one or two commercial measures (i). Some Scotish Writers, indeed, 

suppose, 
(d) O'Brien, and Shaw's Diet: Johnson derives the English kw!, front the WeLh lsuGn :  he y 

should have said bee.'!. 
(e) Bernard of Hayden granted to the hospital of Soltre 0  gunner boll " of meal, to  be  re. 

ccived of him annually, at the feast of St. Nicholas, in Hawden. Chit:, Solt. of. Richard, the 
not Michael of Payston, granted to the same hospital " quatuor be/lar" of good meal, to be 

received of bin at Payston. lb. 29. William do Moray granted to the same hospital gnawer 
Golfs." of oatmeal, to be received yearly of his farms of Bothville. lb. 30. Hugh of Bigger. 

the son of Robert, the soli of Walden, granting some tithes to the monastery- of Lesmahago, ex-
cepted " ciginti dabs "  of oatmeal, ithich the monks engaged to pay yearly to the chaplain ofSci. 
ming, in the chapel of St. Brigid, at Kyp. C rt. Kelso, 	The loll maws. four &lots, or . 
six bushels of English standard measure. See Me,  in Dufresne. 

(f) Chart. Nothotle, So. See:IS-lot,  in Cowel, Spelman, and Dufresne. 
(g) See Kennet's Par. Antiq. Glos. in vo.  SteJml Somner in ss. LuT t Spelman, and Ds-

fresne, in vo.  Lcpa, by the Scotish Act of Parliament, in 16,8, the stand:m.1s of dry measure  Were 
committed to the magistrates of Linlithgow and those of liquid measure to the magistrates of 
St :ling. 

(A) The torough Laws, ch. 52, provided, indeed, that, and burgs may haee in his house 
measure far his comes, ane rInwand, a 	nepcond to wry." 

It) Sec Sir George HPKenaie's Observ. on the Stat. p. 116-22, for his remarks, "on the found. 
ation of weights, and measure,;' Hunter's 7m:tire oa Wriglt, Met, and 

1690; Lon.] Swinton's Propoiakfor Uniformit)ef IVtight,•aad Measurer, by executi,:g the penal 
Law 
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suppose, dsat :he front weight was indigenous, in Scotland: big, they seem not 
to have known, that Flea treats of Irene, as a particular kind of English weight, 
during the reign Yr 	 I. The tern/ear, which was probably derived from 
the French orrpi'irr, a so.rpcloth,* or packing cloth ; and which contained four. 
score stone, was a tern, applied to foreign, rather than domestic, traffic. The 
Scotish merchants introduced what is called tic Dutch weights, from their early 
intercourse with the Netherlands: The Avner, or ilagen, was an ancient mea-
sure of wine, oil, and ale, which was also spoken of by Meta; and was well 
known, in his age, within the monasteries of North-Britain (k). 

The useful coincidence of having an uniformity, in die common standard of 
dealings, within the same island, was delayed by the long wars of the Edwards, 
aid Busies. The Act of Parliament, which united the two kingdoms, and 
which provided, that the English weights and measures should be the stand-
ards, for the united kingdom, merely restored the ancient rules of general 
practice (/). 

The Orkney, and Shetland Islands, have, however, used, at all times, the 
weights and measures of Norway (m). The first settlers brought those weights, 
and mca,ores, from their original country (n). This fact intimates, that the 
Gothic people of the Orkney, and Shetland isles, are a very different race, from 
the Gothic inhabitants of Scotland, wlio came from South-Britain. The Nor-
wegian weights, and measures, have continued to be used in Orkney, and 
Shetland, notwithstanding the Act of Union; so attached are people to their 
practices (o). 

Of commercial circulation, and the balance of trade, it is in vain Jo treat, 
during as.es, when neither were known (p). Ilowever the beam may have 
turned, ir is certain, that Scotland grea ly flourished, during the ticoto-Saxon 

and see airs the late Lord Pr'ry Seal, Ja. Stuart M'Kenzie's Comparison of the English, 
and Scotish Weights, and Measures. 

(I) See Cmvel, Dufresne, and Skinner, in vo Lep, and Kennet's Par. Antiq. Glos. in vo. 
Logenn. In the time of Robert I, it was found b. an inquest, that the monks of Re-tenses were 
in use to receive " dua, lagenaz" of the very best ale, every time that thz king came to their neigh-
bouring town of Forfar, and every Jay, that he remained them, during the reign of Alexander III: 

" When wee sons of ale, and brede ; 
" Of wyne, and was, of gamin, and gle." 

(/) 5 An. ch. viii. art. 18. 
(w) They consist of /Verb, &item, or Lpprindr, and Medr. Swinton on Weights and M<J- 

...es, eoq.f. 	(a) James Mackerzie',1Grievan“s of Orkney, 4-21. 	(0) Id. 
(p) In taut, one 'ark was paid far the ripen ce and risk of convling twenty mcrks front 

Kingassy, in Badenoch, to Berwick. Chart. Moray, fo. Ti. 

period. 
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period. Before the demise of Alexander III, she had acquired all that consti-
tutes wealth, and had obtained a high degree of prosperity. The long wars, 
which followed that event, either for the succession to her crown, or for the 
establishment of her independence, wasted that opulence, arrested that pros-
perity, and entailed on Scotland, in the place of both, lasting penury (q). 

(g) We have already seen how the abbeys, and castles, were destroyed by the ravages of war: 
the chartularies speak of religious houses, whereof dm war bad not If one gene standing on another. 
But, it is from an examination of those surveys of the lands of Scotland, which have been call5t, 
in be policy, the Old Extent, during the Scoto Saxon period, and the Now Ex., of 1366, that 
the amount of her rul5 can be most distinctly estMat,d. The Manuscript in the Paper-Office, 
that has been, frequently, quoted, has happily presersed the ample detail of the rents, and profits, 
which accrued to the crown,,from the several shires of Scotland, as they were stated, in an act of 
'Parliamet, and which are as follows: 

The 01,  La,ent. T1, New Rxrent. 

Lea l.  d. 
Ben irk 	- 62e 4 375 	'7 	3 
Roxburgh 	 5,533 55 50 3 	5 7 	a 
Selkirk 	- 	 99 8o  58 	6 
Peehles 074 919 55 	6 563 53 	4 
Edinburgh, with Hadington, and Linlithgow 	- 4 009 56 so 3,035 5z 
Lanerk 4,552  9 	° 5 '755 	s9 	8  Renfrew 	. 535 	9 	8  
Air 3358 19 	so 1,396 56 	2 

Dmlfzies 	- 2,666 53 	4 88a 55 	4  
Wigton 	- 5, 35 3 	4 0 	2 
Stirling 1,749 19 	4 6,7 	3 10 

Dunbarton 1,445 9 	0 96 	9 	6 

The Total of the southern Shires 	- 21,605 .6 	.5 io,42, 	13 

Clackinanan 335  5 	8 843 14 	8 
Kinro3s 65 o 	o 38 14 	8 
Fife 	• 3,465 5 3 	4 0,453 	0 
Perth 6,t9z I 	6 3,087 	5 	7 
Forfar 3,37o 6 	8 a,a45 	6 	8 

1,088 so 	8 72 0 	0 	o 
Aberdeen 4448  6 	0 5,588 	5 	a 
Banff 5,5 5 5 6 	0 006 	56 	8 
int-cruets 3,564 5 	8 t,o85 	9 

The Total of the northern S!lirct 3,635 5 7 	6 00,6.54 
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4'11AP. Vfl. 

Snppl,n: n al 

THIS Supplemental View, comprehending the most prominent t ansac 
of subsequent times, will of course extend to almost five centuries 
guished events. It will naturally resolve itself into the following 
I, The Briteeait period, which began with the accession of Robert I, lit 
and ended with the demise of David II, in 137r, only comprehends two bu,y 
reigns. 11. The Stemirtioie period, as it commenced with a new dynasty, its 
in 1371, and extends to the dawn of the Refirrictivi, in is 58 , will be found 
to comprehend the unimportant reigns of eight princes. III. From the 
the kfcrimiti,n, five-and.forty years of civil contest, and the feeble 
a corrupt peopk, will carry us forward to the accession of King James, in 
when the crown of Sebtland, and of England, were united, by the voice o 
policy, and of right. IV. Little more thari the eflloxion of a wretched century, 
comprehending civil wars, domestic conflicts, and a memorable revolution, 
still. conduct us to the necessmy union of those two congenerous stations 
V. And another period of almost equal length will convey the readel of t 
subsequent history, through great events, and prosperous times, to the Unio 
of Great Britain with Ireland. 

I. 	rcign of Robert Bruce is marked by great efforts; and occasio 
snihty cht: 	both in property, and in power: yet, is it treated by hi. 

! had been a period of romantic adventures, rather than an.. 
un.,..m....1...volutions. However few, and unimportant, were his 
goners, NV:lin Inc not out for Scone, he was crowned, with the apples 
indignant people. I3is successes,.when be began to try his valour, an 

souls gallant soldiers, as the English, snore net eq..' either to 
11-:e3IIS, or tict,igItt. It uses the battle of Bannockburn, on the 24th 

, 	decided the hue of Bruce, and Gov l tine independence of Sc 

3 l.11 
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land. Recollecting now the miseries of the succession war, Bruce appears as 
anxious, as the nation was Willing, to prevent, by a parliamentary settlement 
of the crown, the return of such disasters, and the reiteration of similar dangers. 
On the 26th of April 131;, the Parlhunent, which ntet, in the church of Ayr, 
settled tl, .• dcseci,, of the crown on Edward Bruce, the king's brother, in 
pr,fercnce to the 	dau,,:lter, :Margery, who was induced, by the anxieties 
of tt moment, to >i miry her aft'ent to this postponement (a). Edward harm 
dictek set .wt ;-,3111 A7r, to clioy, meanwhile, the unst11ble throne of It 
At Dundalk, in 1118, he met the fate, which his rashness 	.1\1 
the claught, of Ilia lust ma rria of Bruce, was meantime 
to Walter, Me steward of 	

ge
: but, the mother of the  

died, in 1316; leaving an only child, Robert, who was b 
March 1315-16 ; and was destined to ascend the throne of his grandfather, the 
great restorer of the monarchy. 	'Walter Stewart, the gallant husband of 
Margery, died in 1326. The death of two such important persons, as the 
king's brother, and daughter, the legal heirs of the crown, dictated a new 
settlement of the government, by the Parliament, at Scone, in December 
13 t 8 (b). The war w ith Englund, in the meanwhile continued,ewith augmented 
anintosity,..amidst domestic treason. The pressure of circumstances induced 
the Parliament of April 1320, to write an epistolary manifesto to the Pope, 
which avowed their determination not to submit to Edward, in such energetic 
language, as halls made a great impression, in every age (c). After all those 
entails of the crown, an heir was born to the king, on the 5th of March 
1323-4 t and, in 1326, the Parliament, and the FOOL', swore fealty to David, 
the infant son of Bruce a wheim failing, they equally engaged to acknowledge 
the title of Robert Stewart, the king's grandson. In this year, the prudence 

(a) Sec the act in Potion, lib. xii. c. 	; Anderson's Independence, App. Nu. a4; Robert- 
mil's Index, App. No. 7 and see Lord Hades's Remarks on Abercrombie, with regard to this 
important subject ; intimating the probability that, in those times, the pretensions of the uncle 
were preferable to the right of the daughter. Ann. ii. 56. This was undoubtedly true under the 
Gaelic constitution. Sac the Genralogiearrallr, facing p. +16. 

(b) Anderson's Independence, App. No. 5 Robertson's Index, App. No, 9, for this second act 
of settinent, The crown was now entailed, if the king should die, without issue male, on Robert. 
Stewart, the king's grandson, and the son of her, who had magnanimously consented to the post. 
ponement of her particular rights, for the public good. 

(e) This memorable document is engraved in the Diplumata Scotia, pl. et. The clergy did' 
not sign this epistle but, they assented to its magnanimous principles, and adopted its manly inn. 
guar. Fordun, lib. xiii. c. 23. They had already, in a too, issued an unanimous declaration of 
equal energy, and effect. Anderson's Independence, App. No. 4. 
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of Bruce induced bier to send .Randolph ambassador to France, v:ho concluded 
a treaty, offensive and defensive, with Charles the IVfh (d). After Many conflicts 
of various success, the rising -vigour of the one country, and the universal 
debility of the other, induced ,the English government to acknowledge the 

ingship of (truce, and to admit tire independence of the ration. This ac-
knowledgement was made by the Parliament, at York, on the 1st of Itlarch 
1327-B (e'). This previous act was full oared, by the treaty of Northampton, ott the 
s7th of Mach 1327-8, which settled rite peace, between Scotland, and England, 
as two independent states ; and which was also confirmed by Parliament, who again 
cknowledged the sovereignty of Scotland, according to its limits, at the demise 
f Alexander Ill. (f). In pursuance of this treaty, and those confirmations, 
he infant prince of Scotland married Johanna, the daught.n. of Edward II. 

Itobert Bruce had now by his own efforts, the firmne'ss of the clergy, and the 
'perseverance of his baronage, restored the Scotish monarchy. And, he died 
of a lingering disorder, the natural consequence of his privations; his hazards, 

d his struggles, at the premature age of 55, on the 7th of June 1329. 
The revolution, which took place, when the Saxon dynasty of kings ascended 

the Scotish throir, was scarcely greater, than the changes, that happened under 

(el) Rymer's second letter to Bishop Nicola., 13. The Abbe Bevy chews, that this treaty 
;plated, in cam either king died, without issue, the suiviror should protcct the lawful heir. 
Moire dela Noblesse, 47t. 
let Byrn. Eel it 33.7 This transcript of that important act was printed from the chronicle 
Lama-coat ; and is supposed to be the only copy in eximence. The fact , that this interesting 
mama was also recorded ill the chartillaries of Scotland. In 1.1, 	Chancellor, it, the nett 

the three etteetes, then sitting, at Perth, prodnewl a transirapt of that decinitivit ; and prayed, 
hat it might be recorded, as a memorial of the truth This curious transaction, with a tram:inapt 

the act, is contained, in a NIS. Collection, which appears ta hem bi,11 11,dC by JOilt, Cons, 
deputy keeper of the records, at Edinburgh, 1739  ; and aelOch is pus 	in my Wirary. 

( f ) The late Lord Hades elluld nes discover either the might:it, or my transeript of this 11.10,r 
p.n.s treaty. Hews thus obliged to collect the stipulations of it, whieh he coniti not ao- 

t, may adjust, from public 1116,11111,1M 	ii. :6-7. Three is a transcript of the treaty of 
ithampton, which the English wiimrs swat not very studious to discover, in the Kt. Collet. 

that the King directed to be mamferred, from the Paper Office to the Register Blouse of 
diuhurgh. lichertscii's Index, ter-3. We lime row mm, that Edward III. was empoiemwd 

Patilianterit to treat with Seethed, 	an in /1,11111V. 	we have also perceived, that the 
ulisequent 'misty of Niimhanipt 	s 	emir: mad by Parliament: rt, 	oppm.iiion to them tiro 
ts of ratlianimit, Edwawl, and hi, 	 ct,Littrrly, 	i,d the 1115,:rd pretension of the .. 
iidaldeiendence 	Scotlaiml, till th; nice. age of 	ecv when her ministers, in defiance of 
oar 1hr:is; revived tlo same prom •on, W;111 the guilty ;impose iif aflosting the 	of Mary 
.,wart s yet, the English come, who was implicated in that guilt, ilisthainied, by proclamation, 

of a 	 anitw ci Scotland. Anderson's Indepeiidence, App. No. :a. 
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cc so encourage. those re,riagcs. It is not, perhaps, too Inn 
one half of the lands of Scotland, as tiny had been f 
d on new proprietors, who gave a clacreat cast to tit 
d people (p). It was the fault of Bruce, that he some 

hey to his gratitude. He conferred a principality on his nephew, Sir Thomas 
rdolph, the Earl of Moray, whose merits, indeed, as a statesmen, and 
icr, were equal to his reward, vast as it was (b). Ile conferred on Sir 
es Douglas, whose merits were afro grout, most extensive. estates, in the 
them spires, which enabled his descendants, who had less merit, and more 
bition, to contend for superiority with the less able successors of the royal 
sr (i). Much as the gratitude, or nmniticence of that great prince con-
ed on those, who had fought by his side, in many a conflict, he tried to 
e nothing away from those, who were innoxious to law. Yet, are we told, 
the legend of Bocce, that the restorer of the Scotish monarchy, in order to 	. ii  
eck the growing power ofothe nobles, stinunoned them to chew, by what 
ht they hold their lands. They accordingly assembled; and the equity .. 
ng credo, they cried out, drawing their swords, " By these, NVC acquired. 	. 
our leads; and with these see Will defend them." Such is the romantic t. 
the fabulous Bocce! 	Ihy the late Lord Ilailes, it was ridiculed, 

o (k). By the late I lidorlographer Royal, it was embodied nue Is  
. • O. To tl....f:L.,, to whom Bruce is said to have besot so much 

(0 a e Rhbertion's ...l... to the Rtaiords, during site reign of Robert. I, for these forfeitures, 
(/...) our the Chart, of Moray; Robertson's Index, 9. 

(t) P•,,,1`'011'i 1,2,, ici. 	 (1) Ann. ii. 97. ' 
(i) PS, Scot.,. S. 0• It seems to have been is maxim, in that age, so 
V. titsy (sad,' bi,..;!, thaiin at Iski own the territory, which his sac, 
Many.' gssat . siyi;sitions ascre gained by the nobilityi in that 
iiir, en TO,- inifutnided in Inc[ i there is no example of any man claimm 

ge, by r ., of conquest. There was no other right to lands, during the reigns 
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Icgillative power. It was, in this reign, also, that the enfeebling practice of 
granting to the baronage regedities, which, as they acted independent of the 
king's courts, greatly lessened the executive power of the crown (a). Though 
the constituent members of the Parliament were augmented, towards the con 
clufion of this reign, by the admission of delegates from the boroughs ; yet, 
the members, and dignity, of this assembly, were never restored to their former 
greatness. 

'the demise of the great restorer of the Scotish monarchy transferred his 
gory crown ro his son, David, a child of five years old. 'Throughout a reign 
of more than'one-and-forty years, the Scotish king was either an infant, or a.  
fugitive, the prisoner, or the instrument of the English monarch. The alai-
tion of Edward III, which was full as insidious, as it was insatiable; the claims' 
of the forfeited Distorts, who were the subjects of England ; and the instrumen-
tality of Edward Ballo], who acted, as the pretender to the Scotish crown 
were the genuine causes of the rencwment of a war, which lasted, with short 
intermissions, five-and-twenty years. The two great supporters of Bruce's 
throne soon departed from the bloody stage of national conflicts a Sir lames 
Douglas died, in .1330 ; and Randolph, the Earl of Moray, in 1332 (p). The 
three battles of Dttplin, in 1332, of Iftelun-',i11, in 1333, and of Durham 
in 1346, might seem to have decided the fate of Bruce, and of Scotland : yet,, 
such was the resolute spirit, which then inspired a hardy people, that men came 
out irons every vale, and every hill ; and showed by the bravest actions that, 
while two of them remained, they would not submit to the English king. It 
was amidst the reiterated hostilities of a lengthened struggle of bloodshed, Ili 
tripe, and perfidy, that the Douglases rose pre-eminent, in power, and in 
lawle,sness, among a warlike baronage. The ambition, and the amts of Ed-
ward III, as they grasped the two kingdoms of Scotland, and of France, were 
disappointed, in all their objects. And, lie now began to think how to c 
the captivity of David II, to the most profitable purpose. A protracted 
nation, which was full of artifice, ended, during the year 135.1, though 

(o) Aft,r so many lands had been conferred on Si, Jam. Dough,, the gratitude of 
ercctoi the whole has a free rqulifie. Ro.ker.on's lr.dex, to. His fay it grimed to Robt 
Keith, the Mareschal, his banes to " to bode from the sheriffs court 	lb. 2. Hie 	impolic 
conferred on the Abbot of Arbmth a rego:iiie over 	lands, in Abertleemliirc, like the 
that he then enjoyed 02, ili5,11102 lands. Chart. Arbroth, ,gg. 11,s f. 	to the 
Moray confe,c3 on his warlike nephew most princely powerg rat we see in the charter of 

ill The prutlen, of Br_, had induce d h'ic Parliament to appoint thoge two eminent men n 
t 	,ocressive Regent.: of hi, ton, and ki,igdorn. The eubsetioent appointownt of 	insufficient 
)2,1". or that high tout Lad wen nigh r,ined bosh the king, and people. 

not 
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not completed till the year 1357 (1). A ransom for the king of ton thotr and 
marks a year, during a long, and captious term, placed his country in the de-
graded condition of a tributary state. Here began a practice, on the side of 
the Englkh government, in negotiating with Scotland, which. was clearlt,t 
illegal, a, it was certainly impolitic Cr). The Ertglisi. kings, vho theurtfertit 
aimed at the direct duminion, of North-Britain, would never consent t en,ke 
a permanent peace; but would any agree to a trance of short duration. The 
year 1355, is remarkable, for the surrender of the kingdom of Scotlx1d, tiy 
Edward Beliol th Edward Iii. (a). The two parties to this transaction t...tailecl, 
as far as in them lay, on a harassed people, the sad cidamities of perpetual 
war. A few years of insidious intrigue, and low amour:, occupied the subsequent 
life of David II, after his releasement from captivity t he employed his latter 
days, et the Ituiird of his personal safety, in trying to persuade his Parliament, 
to transfer the entailed crown front his father's grandson to Edward Ill, Ii' 
father's foe t but, his Parliament Was too firm, as well as too resolute, tat denude 
themselves of their rights, or to deprive the Stewart of his title. David II. 
ended his inglorious raver, on the .22d of February t3/o-r, in the Castle of 
Edinburgh, after casting many a lingering look to England, in the 47th year 
of 1115 age, .d the 42d of his reign. 

Robert Bruce, and his posterity, are said to have reigned, with an authority 
not inferior t, that of its former monarchs (t). Bur, this position was ha-
yarded, without a perSide knowledge of the past, or accurate consideration of the 
future. The royal prerogative had somewhat declined, in the possession of 
Robert Bruce the hands of his infantine successor could hardly support the 
Sceptre, which seemed too weighty for the vigorous.grasp of his powerful father. 
The death of the two regents, who had been appointed, by the Parliament, to 
an infant king. left the nation, without a government, while the sovereign was 
obliged to sack protection in France. The quick succession of regents, during 
that infelicitous cerii,d, necessarily enfeebled a prerogative, which was only 
exercised by the weak authority of delegated powers. It was ia this reign, that 

(r) Two Hot  Ii.h acts of Parliament had acknowledged, as we have seen, the sovereignty of 
Scotland: yr, the Eriglish government, disregarding both thew laws, treated the :cots, as 
ferwlaries. This nowise, not to My illegal conduct, threw a brave, and irascible people, bar, the 
arms of Erase, 

(s) Ryro. Ore.!. v. 030.6. We have already seen Edward III. perch:wet!, supposititious title of 
Fit: Urn to the Steaartship at Scotland became the Stewart had a parliamentary right to the 
Sem WI crovh. 

(e) Robertson's Hist. Scot. 73. 
the 
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the practice of inaiircni began, when the powerful wished for followers, and 
the weak wanted protection (a) :  this circumstance evinces, with strong convie. 
tion, the debility of government, amid the convulsions of those times: Of such 
a king, it is not 	that he would, in his proper person, administer justice 
to his people. yet, the form of the ancient government remained, while its 
energieS were no longer felt. The Parliament, meantime, continued the prac-
tice, which had e.mun.niceil, during the late reign, of acting full as much as 
judges, - as ligit..lators. Vrc may even sec the feeble David giving his grants 
o in photo parliantento," as if his prerogative had been unequal to the execu-

. tive: government of 'inc ancient kings. In 1367, commenced a parliamentary 
practice, which seems not to have been quite constitutional, of appointing a 
conunittee of Parliament, with the whole power of the legislature, under the 

, pretence of commodiousness (.c) this practice, however, continued long ; and is.  
supposed to have given rise  to the anomalous institution of the Lords of articles, 
in subsequent ages. 	Parliament, in this reign, gained lastMg honour by 
its firmness it explicitly refused the impolitic solicitations of the king,  to place 
a son of Edward III. in the entail of the crown, in the room of the Stewart, 
the grandson of-the great Bruce, the son of Margery Bruce, who had herself 
merited well of the nation (y). The feebleness of David II. required the meet-
ing of many parliaments, during this long rein; and their acts would be curi-
ous, if they were ascertained as records. The neat extent  was certainly settled, 
in 1366, under parliamentary authority ; and it attests the deplorable state of 
Scotland, after an inveterate war of seventy Tears, wkli few interinksions. 
While there seas but little change in the state of the ancient ',a:rage, there were 
very few Peers added to the old, during this disastrous 	 he same 
enfeebling impolieies of granting rczalities in fee, and sheriikhipi fir life, which 
had begun under the father's rule,  on as continued with .greater profulion, by 
the son  (.1). In all those grants, and its that impolicy,  we  see Daxid 11. in the 
act of ab.kcatkig a part of his authority, by transferring his prerogative to 
Barons, Without any attempt, on his part, to le3sui the poster of the nobles (64 

(a) The fm t -.adsaction of this sort, which I have' met whh, 	ind.ntere, between John, 
Lord of theides, end 	n of Lorn, in 1351, to ho found arnongthe pul.11, archives, at Edinburgh. 

(x) Lord Mikes A I. 	:.61, with the MS. v dih he quotes. 
f.y) She had beena holtage, in Eeidand I she had con,ented to postpone  her ow,  right to  the  

ass,-11, in order to let in her mule Edward Now, for the public pitel. 
(e..) M.Jeslin Fleming sVal-ereated Earl of Wigton, in f3 42. William Douglas was made Earl 

of Pongi.d, in 1357. Rob,•rtson't. Index,  3 r. Jan Ste, art, she trek' of the Stewart, had the 
revived title of.Cidrick conferredon Hal, in 1,69. 1 in. 4os Crawfurd's Peerage, 493, 7, 

(.1).Scc"Robertson'a lodes, liming David II 's reige, for those impolitic grants. 
(() 'Phi, is a very dif -tcrent conclef.it,e, fen:, wlat 	err in Robertson's Hie. Scot. i. 46. 

IL Not- ., 
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'  H. Notwithstanding the intrigues of Edward III, and the solicitations of 
avid II,, Robert, the Stewart of Scotland, at the ripe age of fif.y.five,  sue-

„needed to the crown, without further opposition, under th: parliamentary 
-entail of December 1318 (c). All persons acknowledged a title, which, as it 

ad been often legalized, by eonstituti nal authotity, could 'not possibly be 
"sputed. The very person, who is feigned to have pretended a title to the 

crown ; and who was of great importance; hastened to swear allegiance to the 
-  egal heir. The Stewart was crowned at Scone, on the a 6th Of March 1371 (d). 

,  And recollecting the mischiefs of a doubtful succession, and even of filmic 
. 	heirs, he hastened to settle, by an act of Parliament, the descent of the crown 

on his sons, successively, and their heirs male (e). In his usual administration, he 
ems to have been willing to cultivate amity with England, by paying the instal-

nes of David IL's ransom,whereof there still remained unpaid 52,000 merks(j). ' 
But, he appears to have been still more solicitous to renew the old league with 

ranee; as it was deemed a convenient policy, in that age, for the weak powers 
o unite against the strong (g). The impolicy of England continued, in dc- 

(e) Anderson's Independence, App. as; Robertson's Index, 9. Yet. Lege., wider the 
roa cf history, came out with an assertion, that William, the Berl of Douglas, W uniting is 
himself the dubious pretensions of Ctonyn, and the solid title of Baliol,” unexpectedly claimed 
e mow, on the demise of David II. This fiction became a party question, which  was  pertina-

loitIly de
n
bated, about the year 5747, at Edinburgh. In r7+8., the learned Ruddiman published 

idonorgraion, titer William, the Earl of Douglas, had neither any selationship of blood, no 
'  ea-sanction of family., with the Comps, and Ballots: and he might have added, that the Earl of 

oughts had no alliance of marriage with the Stewart, When (I:nodal published his edition of 

'ortion's chronicle, hr repeated the proofs of Roddiman, in order to warn the ,ender against that 
goad. Yet, she late " History of Scotland from the accesaims of the house of Stewart." 
pears the same legend, in opposition to Ruddiman's moors, and to Goodal's warning. What pre. 

eore of title could Douglas have, in the face of so many acts of Parliament, which had recognized
he Stewart, and his heirs ! The whole clergy, by an unanimous declaration, in x3oo, had ex-
loded the title of Baliol, and recogniaed the right of Bruce, and his posterity. Anderson's 
dependence, App. No. ht. It is incredible, that the Parliament could meet, at Lithgow, 
cording to the Legend, to appoint a successor to David II, when every constistent number 
st have known, that a 	or had been already appointed by law, The whole story of 

bouglas's claim is an egregious fable, which was scarcely worth the repetition; sod which, we 
ay hope, will never be again repeated I m   

-; 	(.1) Robertson's Index, App. 13. 	(r) lb. of ; Hay', Vindication of Elizabeth More, 1 1 s. 
(I) Robertson's Index, tog. 
(g) lb. 3 t  Itymer's second letter to Bishop Nicolson, which Ives written to disprove the pro. 

il

k .....  _  omied old froze, with Chmlemagne, and to assert the  ow odd lodge, by John Babel, contains 
' ,eery of the treaty between Robert li, and Charles, the good, dated. at Edinburgh, the sash of 
, ctober 1.37, MS. Paper Dike. 
t 	Vas.. I. 	 5 N 	 clinhig 
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dining to acknowledge the sovereignty of Scotland, by trusty, though i 
been recognized, by several acts of the Fog 	POI limo tt. A thousand inro 
on 'either :lido, 
krt.-ail!, and o. 

the Stewartine dynasty, kit many 
Lines CO. The numerous brothe 
him a great accesolon of strength the issua cf Robert II, by 
arid subdividing property, induced prodigious weakness in his govatud 
uncea,ing pottery, iu his revenue (i). 

There is not a trace of any attempt by Robert II, who seem, to have do. 
lighted in domestic ertioyments, to Ludt the power of the nobios, whatever lie 
may have added, by hi, improvident grants, to their indepenikno a. Ile ap-
pears net to have attempted to rake the royal prerogative, from the debasement, 
in which the imprudence,. and tnisfortunes of David II. had left it. By eon- 

(b) See Crawford's Hist. <lithe StelVertfnmdy,17-21. 

(0 Robert II, who came of age, in t337, appears to have formed an early connection sn 
Elizabeth More, the daughter of Sir Adam More, by whom he had several children, befo 
marriage. to 1147, at the age of thirty-one, he obtained a Papal diTensation, for his 
with chat Lady, whom he espoused, in the face of the church, during the year 1349; as 
the contemporary historian, had truly stated. This divensatiou, from the Vatiemb is pri 

Andrew Stuart's Gm Hist. of the Stewarts, 41(t. This dispensation, and subsequent in 
legitimized the previous issue of Robert and Elizabeth, according to the legal notions 
age: the Sunfish Parliament of int recognized that principle, when the legislature acknowledged 
John, the eldest son of that marriage, to be the heir of the crown. rn r;55., Robert obtained aoil  

other Papal Dispensation, for marrying Euplmnda, the daughter of the Earl of Rots. lb..szo., 
Of those marriages, she most absurd stories were related •by Silo Scotian historians, who diare, 
graded the authority of Fordun. Buchanan, who was very capable of deliberate falsehood, boldly' 
-Asserted, that Euphemia was the fast wife, and Elizabeth, the second spouse of Robert, without 
caring to what confusion etch falsehoods might lead, And party, during the agitations of civil 
war, e..ring into the question, in respect to the legitimagy of John, the eldest eon-of Robert/I, 
pertinacity contused to dispute with demonstration. Ent, the publication of those dispensations, 
from the Papa/ records, will probably silence for ever the loquaciousness of calumny, since neither 
party, nor person, can hope to gain, tram maintaining unprofitable fiction. 

seritin. 
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tenting to an act of the Legislature, which appointed his second son the 

utenant of his kingdom, he scents to love abdicated his own p aver (k). 

John, the eldest son of Robert ii, succeeded to the throne, under the par-

mentary entail of the crown, 5375, by the more popular name of Robert Ill, 

had scarcely stieed the scepe in Ids feebler gasp, when the wolf of Bade-
orb spread devastation through Moray. So mild a prince, and so weak a man, 

s not very likely to make any attempt upon the power or others, when he 

ould scarcely support his own. in 1398, he created David, his eldest son, 

Ike of Rothsay, from the royal castle of that name in Bute, an andenr 

session of the Stewarts. This prince acted wildly, which was the fashion of 
age; and he entered into an unworthy marriage, according to the - manners 

his father, and grandfather. He was assassinated, by his uncle the Duke 

Albany, with the concurrence of Archibald, the Earl of Douglas, his 

-other-in-law (/). In his intercourse with England, which continued to make 

sations from war, rather than treaties of peace, short truces, and frequent 

roads, only embittered the spirits of rival nations. In 14.oz,,the battle of 

omildon was fought on the marches, between Douglas, and Percy, with the 

obatinate valiance of personal rivality. The Scotish speals view obliged to yield 

o the English bows. Such conflicts displayed the bravery of the contiguous 

'ople but, 'ley only ended in some short cessation, Which led to a sub,e-

tient inrcad (k1). In the midst of that warfare, the Scotish king, on the loth 

December 5404, settled on his sop James, the heir of his crown, the whole 

constasted his fourth tos/aleander of Dade:loch, Lieutenant, from thr halite of Moray 
the Pentlead Frith. Robertson', Lake, f IS. This versos was loop Limos by the Lanni of 

See% wash:t mai:Dies, that he won daserred this ati,. Itc rriardi the 
:Imp of Mersy's Isods Endenoch; sail being eacononiniinin..1, fic, rerrstmert, Dan the Loi9s 

nOe, tie choir of t!ic chord, slid the muse of tbe orebilesesii, 	M.iy 	is the. 
:qua's 	hers the tows of Elfin, the 	of St. Mc, the bfaitbs airs, and 
stitedrid, with ei,hterit buses of the sesions. For a'S 	roirehirr, and sacrilege, he nerft 
reparstios to the church ; but, be was nut banged ! 	HiLE. Moray, 296. Robert If. 

his son David the Entidom of &rather, which he 	iota sfber 
onr 	the criaril. 401/C1'9011% 111.1,, 95. TO dohs °nobs, 	blargeiT, his cvifq 

be 	liter, Robert gar, the De Dom of Men y, Lbtli the four plOas 	crow. 
n6 	Lb °Lb, caber, bre% at1. 	 a oiljaintf, he 9 

row Doinparii, 	lir:Ishii, the office of Demprtier, ril l - 

tho sheriff:mart of iforIir. lb. Fo-z. 
(I) to Lord Ijaile'a Rfirearkt 	to iii tore of Scotland, 229, may he seen ae 
tart' ressiun for Sat Oi:.16 deal, in the film of a e!artier from Rohm HI, - who had 150 

roll:as son, the  may hole of his year, 
Sre RicipoLlib Boob, 	threibbbrot. 

	

N 2 	 • 	Stewartry. 
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Stewartry, as a free regality, during his life, for an appanage to the prince of 
of Scotland (a): he thus denuded himself of the extensive property, and in-
fluence, which belonged hereditarily to the Stewarts. Recollecting the fate of 
the Duke of Rothsay, he deemed it prudent, however, to send his only son, 
to be educated in France, under a friendly prince, who owetl hint protection, 
front treaty. But, during a treacherous truce, the prince was taken, on the 
coast of England, as a convenient prize, on the oth of March 1405. The 
aged king, v ern out with infirmities, and cares, and bereft of the only hope,  
of his age, died on rite 4th of April 5406, at his Castle of Rothsay ; leaving - 
the heir of his crown, in the hands of his adversaries, and the administration 
of his kingdom to the misrule of Isis ambitious brother, the Duke of Albany. 
The two first kings of the Stewartine dynasty seem to have acted as barons, 
rather than as kings : their privacy induced unimportance ; and their facility 
gave rise to crimes (o). 

Robert III. was scarcely dead, when the Parliament recognized the title of 
the captive prince, and confirmed the regency of the ambitious Albany. The 
regent amused the Scotish people, with fruitless negotiations, for the king's 
release. The English are said to have made some amends, for detaiLing James, 
by their care of his education: yet, was it obviously the policy of the English 
government, from the capture of David, in 1346, to obtain the possession of 
the Scotish king, either by force, or fraud. Nothing could be more wretched 
than the administration of Scotland, while the sovereign was a captive, and the 
governor a regent. The ravages on the borders were the natural consequences 
of that impolicy, which preferred a precarious truce to a permanent league, 
with the delusive hope of obtaining the sovereignty, at some moment, propitious 
to ambition. The domestic administration of Albany was not more happy for 
internal quiet. The year 145 5 is memorable, for the battle of Harlaw, in 
Aberdeenshire, which was fought for the Earldom of Ross, between Donald, 
the Lord of the Isles, and the Earl of Mar; the one commanding the Celtic 

(n) See the charter in Carmiclsael's Tracts, ro3. 
(0) Their marriages, coneubinage, and their issue, have been already mentioned, as the lasting. 

causes of singular debility, ia rho monarchy. The sta.er of this reign, es they have been pub-
lished by Skene, speak of ir the misgovernance of the realine ; of the great and horrible destruc-
rr 60114 ravages, burning, and daughters, that are so commoidy done throw all the kiarielt." 
Such were the.  necessary effects of 11, feebleness of the sovereignty, and the jurisdiction of sire 
baronage. How many rezd;fic.r, and judicial 2ffitu, for life, were granted by the imprudence, 
or weakness, of Robert III, may be arin Robertson's Index, raj-s57. In Sir Robert Gordon's 
case, claiming the Peerage of Suther 	'Apo. 29, there is a bond of moment, from James, the 
tart ti Douglas, to Robert III, whiiii.svould.he cmcmcly curious, if it were genuine. 

people 
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people of the Hebrides ; the other, the Saxon inhabitants of Aberdeen, and 
iAngtia this domeStic conflict, for an object, which, in other times, the law 
would have decided, was valorous ly contested till the Saxon steadiness prevailed 
over the Gaelic ferocity the Lord of the Isles was obliged at length to snake 
his ftirned submissions. There were other internal commotions, which were 
less bloody, that mark however the sad weakness of the established govern-
ment. After many years of ambitious misrule, the Duke of Albany died, at 
the age of eighty, in 1419. And the office of Regent descended to his son 
Murdach, as if he had been the lawful king, from ancient descent. Such, 
then, was the anomalous nature of the Scntish government, in that wretched 
age; consisting of a captive king; a feeble regent; an uncontroJed baronage; 
and a misgoverned people. 

The Scots had now, under illustrious leaders, made themselves felt, in France. 
And the Protector, Bedford, adopted the solid policy of resting at liberty their 
captive king; of enfeebling his government by an enormous ransom ; and of 
engaging his amity, L by the seductive means of marriage. James 1, who has nor 
been celebrated beyond Isis merits, married the object of his love, Joan, the 
elegant daughter of the Buch.ss of Clarence. 	And, on the 19th of 
April 1424, he returned to.his kingdom, at the age of thirty, amid the accla-
mations of a harassed people. This accomplished prime now employed up-
wards of a dozen years, in restoring the government, and promoting the 
interest of his kingdom (p). The regent Murdach, and this sons, and conner. 
tions, were now made to pay the forfeit of their lives to the offended laws. 
The Lords of the Hebride Isles, and the chieftains of the Highlands, who bad 
beerwompletely lawless, under the long regencies of late times, were obliged 
to submit to regular government. Ho cultivated amity with England; yet, 
made he an alliance with France, and a commercial treaty with Flanders. But, 
though he delighted in the arts of peace, he was not afraid of the hazards of 
war. In 1436, he conducted a large army to the English borders yet, amid 

'his vast preparations For hostility, he found that, his influence star nor equal: 
to his authority; and learning the discontents of his Barons, he thought it prui 

, dent to dismiss his undisciplined army. James retired to his usual residence as 
Perth, where he was assassinated by his relation, the Earl of Athol, by Robe 
Graham, and other conspirators, on the oath of February .437. 
punishments, which were inflicted 	the several assassins, ;mat 

es, and the savageness of ti. age. 

(p) Sae tie Black A • af Pad. throug 
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The laws of this reign, genuine as they are, furnish the most satisfactory 
state of it. domestic ceconomr.•• Like 7uftiniart'r Codex, the statutes oftarious 
parliaments open with deolaraSon§, in favour of the Aura.. The first act of 
Prue .'s i:arliament renewed the statute of Robert I, " forethe honour of God 
" and the colic kirke." It was observed, that this act was made, for 4Itucing  
the clergy to support the king against the regent (q). The act, for protecting 
the : church, was followed By three acts, for securing the state (r). The patience, 
and inactivity of the nobles, when they saw the king punish the.highest of their 
order, is not, th.in, amazing, when we see such statutes made, for preserving 
quiet, and enforcing law (s). Tier acts of the first Parliament of James show 
a systematic purpose of wise statesmen, to establish legislative acts, as the just 
terror of the strong, and as the safest shield of the weak (5). It is, perhaps, 
too narrow a view of the policy of James, to attribute all those salutary mea-
sures, as so many means to aggrandize the crown, and to depress the nobles (it). 
If during eighteen years residence, in England, he saw a regular administration 
of government; scion laws enacted; and a nation flourishing: and happy; because 
all ranks of men were accustomed to follow thtise rules (x); it is not too much 
to suppose, from the contest of the statute-bodk, that it was the salutary 
object of a wise prince, to oblige every order, in his kingdom, to respect hts 
government, and to obey his laws. Atniela thousand regulations, for the 
benefit of his people, two measures weer long attended, with important effects; 
the one produced, its 1427, a change in the constitution of Parliament(; 

(T) Sir Coo. Mackenzie's Ober,. on the Stat . 
(r) There ens one of those acts, " f4tobsorving sicker peace within the realm, and p 
log private war," there was another, "chart no man should robel against the king's p 

and there was a third, declaring hens e to he rchel, talto should disobey the king', command 
notorious rebels. Pdack, Acts, ch. ii, iii, iv. 

Cs) l'obertsan's Hist. Sees. i. 5 5, . 
55) The Black Acta, ch. is. for enforcing the 0,1 	a'  ion or 

.Tal,l,custorns wen co 
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and the other, ameliorated the administratidil of jurticd, in 1425 	James 

spears to have 10c11 cal ambit: 	to etntil.ne David I, as the le;_ritlator irf 

Scotland (a). Happy 	II, live

05,i  
d ,0 carcase SVICIly 111C laws, whieiy in s: 

many parliaments, I Intil wisely rt1 acted, for 	uidueral t:tood cf a Vor,ICII,J.  

'...,:s.,1,141Son 	en • I, 	ith evil hoes for !It p, ,l,. tratidifirrid his 

bloody .1.1,11, I 	ds ost .elincs, in 	•„. • ••vitiiih it•-„r of his ago. 	Ile was 

't crowned, as w 	 the record, on 	 d aeth of Alarch 5437. 

floc., coogroldn, osi 	 o 	eed11 t ha glcostith sgegoglo,, 

tie hbtory 	tittitdd, 	,i.• 	lo 	 ; 	iiara,sitig to their 

subjects, end it t 1:, 	 titte•si b. et II:.- out. 	l'wo of the 

ablest mil:triers Id! nut laic 	st r, catrost,d, by vbiaisiier authority, ("rich- 

t.), as Chancellor, altdidrintittaii, a gtivernor of the 	person. To the 

jealtnniet, Cr,! distrust ion.t, width 00 CAI 	'OF FUJI an ailininistration, in 

such an age, mas stir craddsti the marries,: of the rittertzt dowager to Sir James 

Stewart, in rdito, stiit o feinted pry .• iidons to power, that only weakened the 

frauds of minidtern, which were iii, I ly too weak, from rivalry. Much of the 

history of that period turned upon the result of the several pretensions of those 

three competitors, for rite charge of the king's person. A truce of unusual 

length teas made with England, while the odious factions of Scotland were 

engendering civii war. Archibald, the Earl of Douglas, who was at the head 

of the most potent family, in, North-Britain, took the lead in raising the standard 

(1 By the 6g111 act of die 3d Parl. James I it was enacted, that the king, might appoint the 

Chancellor ands:three discreet persons of the three estates, who were to aft, at rho swion, where. 
ever Me king obould think fit, three times in the year, for the determination of such canoes, au 

wet, befpre adjudged by the king, and lois council. Mackenzie's Observations on the Stat. ob. 

In fast, Jones sat, personally, on the triarof the Duke of Albany. This was the ancient prac.. 

tine o and 0 was followed by his successors. See RobensoIds Path Record, throughout., 

(111L, 425, it 	enacted by.Parligm 	that six wisc mth of the thruse 	51101:hl 
mine Coc hooks of law, , that is, the Regiat

ent,

a Aljueddion, gad (2uunidni .Andugunerga d and amend 
• svIont rcools am...n.11110,5. 3 Pool. Ja. i. 54. 

(5i i2,1,org.dtd, Hies. Scot. i. or A brief statement will justify that representation. In 

743-, soncethc.1 James Ii. when he iVali Only sin years and four months old. To hint,. followed 

hie son bunts tot, ia 146o, when he was boot six years and oeven months old. On hio agau.ina-

tion, he wig succeeded, by his 'heir, James IV, ellen he had advanced to sisteen year; and three 

months. I-le was succeeded, a hen he was slain 	Flodon.lield, by James V, an infant of one 

year and live months old. On his premature death, succeeded his daughter, Mar 	of of seven 

days old. And onther expulsion, James VI, her son, who was born, in June , and way 

crowned, in July ry67. Such a sad succession of infant sovereigns is unexampled in the history 

of any other kingdom and would have deranged the best established government. 
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of independence, during the king's minority. He died in 1438. The two 
sons of that great Baron, were, by a barbarous deed, made to pay, in 1440, 
the forfeit of their father's guilt. This treacherous violence did not add any 
thing to the stability of,  the perpetrators of that unjustiliak.le action. In 5444, 

the king, at the age of fourteen, assumed the governm.nt ; and clibse the 
young Earl of Douglas for his favourite. In attempting to avenge the wrongs 

of his family, this headstrong chief raised a civil war, wherein he seems to have 
delighted. In that age, one Douglas rose after another, who,.by their succes-

sions, and marriages, became each more powerful, and turbulent, than his 
-predecessor. In 1450, the Douglases rose to pre-eminence: they incited the 
jealousy of the king; they provoked the enmity of the nobles; and by their 

various oppressions, they roused the hatred of the people: William, the Earl of 
Douglas, became the terror of all those, who did not contribute to his power. 

He intrigued with the king of England : he entered into a league with several 

of the Scotish Barons against their common sovereign : he put to death, by 

his own command, some eminent persons, who refused to worship his ambi-
tion. He was at length summoned to court but he refused obedience, with-

out a safe conduct and declining, in a personal conference with the king, to 
dissolve his illegal combinations, James II, on the 13th February 1450, by a 
stroke of indignation slew this haughty chief (r). The Douglases flew to 

arms : but, they were every where overpowered. And in August 1452, James 
Earl Douglas yielded a feigned submission to the king; and was received into 
favour, which he again abused. The king perceiving his ill faith, promptly 

invaded his country, and secured his strengths. The Earl, bringing a powerful 
army into the field, made a feeble attempt to relieve his castle of Abertom, 
which was besieged by the royal forces : butAis partizans, seeing his indecision, 
placed themselves under the king's standard. 'f he contest was nosy e.t an end, 

which was to decide, whether the house of Stewart, or of Douglas, was henceforth 

to govern Scotland. In June 1455.  the Earl of Douglas, his mother, his 

brothers, his adherents, were forfeited by Parliament (a). While they werei, 
thus driven from Scotland, they were received into the protection of England. 
Those rebellious Barons, attempting to penetrate from England into the south- 

(t) On the lath of Jour 45a, the three estates passed a declaration, upon the dmtli of Doe. 
glas, whio

p
i
t
eerned by them to have been in actual rebtlhon, in favour of the king's conduct, 

who is a 	stifled, for that unworthy act. 
Id Two yeah had scarcely elapsed, when the forfeitures of the Earl +of Douglas were con- 

ferred by inemp,rienee on the Earl of Angus, a chief cad.t of this ambitious family, ,ho ran the 
same career of disloyalty; and in his torn war ohs forfeited. 

western 
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western marches, were defeated by the Earl' of Angus, the king's Lieutenant 
The subsequent year was distinguished by an inroad from the south, and by 
an invasion from the western isles: but, the resit of both those Imstile intru-
sions _was some years repose. The encouragement, which all those rebels 
receive from the English government, amidst the renewinent of so many 
cessations from war, was known to James It, who resented those insidious 
measures. And taking advantage of the civil war, between the contentious 
families of York, and Lancaster, the Scotish king led an army to the siege of 
Roxburgh, in July 146o : he was here slain, by the bursting of one of his 
own cannon, in the twenty-fourth year of his turbulent retn, and the thirtieth 
of his premature age. His heroic queen, Mary of Gadder, encouraging his 
army to persevere, the castle, which had so long defied the skill, and valour 
of the Scotish people, was taken, and razed. 

The great efforts of the government of James IL were not so much to lessen 
the power of the nobles, as to protect thg sovereignty against the overpowering 
ambition of one family (e). Amid the turbulence of the. times, many salutary 
laws of a more general tendency.were passed, which, if they had been prudently 
executed, would have meliorated the condition of every order in the state. But, 
it was not the fashion of a rude age to consider an act of Parliament as the rule, 
which, as all had assented to its enactinent, every one was bound to obey. 
And there is even reason to believe that, in proportign as several classes of men 
were exempted from attending in Parliament, the three estates became less nu-
merous, and less respected (f ). When the nobles saw the whole power of 
Parliament ielegated often to a few of its nirthers, their disobedience was the 
necessary consequence of their contempt (g). Yet, the legislators of those 

times 

(0) Several of the wise laws, which were passed by the ohree water, during this rtign, point 
directly at the lawless outrages of the Douglases. Sir Geo. Mad:ea.:ea Observations on the 
Stet. 3 4-5 

( J.) If the members of Parliament, who generally a4ended, in those time., be compared with 
the constituted members of the Parliament, at Brigham, in tayo, they will appear •ery incousi. 
doable, and inefficient. Robmson's Parl. Record, 153,31. 

(g) The first act of Parliament, during this reign, was a derloriltion of filer:, to sloe 1;ing. 
This is said by 5k George Mackenzie, in his Obserr. 33, to have been unprecedented. Yet. 
this practice is as ancient as the age of David I.; and was continued, through m the Scoto. 
Saxon period nor, was the ecclesiastical estate required to give the oath of 	on such 
occasions. (a.) The act of revocation of the property of the crown is said.  to' 	n made 
now, for the first time. Id. Such acts were ode, repeated; but, without the desired effort. 
(3.) An act was passed prohibiting sloe disposal of sloe annexed property of the crown: 7.4 
was this salutary Ian disregarded; because ever:, one had no interest to disobey it. lb. 45. 	s. 

Voi...I. 	 5 0 
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times meant well; and if the prck,ga,ise of the king was weak, and the pen plc 
wretched, the defect was not so muds in the law, as in manners, which led to 
disobedience, and to crime, Vather than to babies of submission, and she prat. 

'tics of morals. 
'the demise of James II, in 5455, transferred his blood-stained crown, to his 

infant stn, lames ill. A turbulent reigns of eight-and-twenty years ended in the 
revolt of the Barons, and the assassination of the king. The Duke of Albany, the 
Mugs brother, was the most treachejousf those subiects, for his own ambitious 
ends (b). Next to him in baseness, thought his superior in power, suns the Earl 
of Augur, wino had now succeeded the Earl of Douglas, in his pretensions, 
and atrocities (i). We may judge'what must have been the imbecility of the 
government, and the manners of the age, which could allow suds a man to 
live, after committing such a crime. The family of the Boycls, uninstructed 
lky experience, raised themselves, by the king's favour, to pre-eminence, fitly 
to lie envied, and undone. James III, by snaking a prudent marriage, with 
the princess of Denmark, acquired die Orkney, and Shetland Isles: those a*- 

q 
vantagcous. acquisitions were annexed, by act of Parliament, to the crones, 
though a thousand statutes, in such lawless times, were unequal to the end of 
preserving such possessions from tlic frequent grasp of necessitous rapacity. 

veral acts were passed to prevent the granting of resalides ; and to retain those jurisdictions, in the 
crown, which should rem. to I% by escheat, or forfeiture. lb. 35-4347. But, the ambition of 
the Barons easi:y prevented thy effect of such salutary laws. (5.) The 76th act of the I 4515Parl. 

Ja. II, declared drat,-no freeholder should be forced to come to Parliament, unless be held a 
an L land of the king. This statute merle the passion of the age, for exemptions from parlia-
mentary antics; as ieced we way tee hilEe record, 'that there were ales as maity members, 
were absent, as were present. Robertson's Parl. Record, 231. (6.) There were many - regula-
tions passed, for the promotion of agriculture, though perhaps the agricultural theoriosts of thr 
present times would not think them quiet judicious, particularly the laws against rtgratort. In 
1449, first appeared, 25 Sir George Mackenzie observed, p. 35, the well known expression in the 
criminal law of Scotland, art or parr, which may be seen in the 9tla act Of the 5th Parliament of 
Sooner Il. 

(hi Rym. Fred. xii. tS4, attests the &testable lanachcry of this pricer, who told his count rt 
to Edward or England. For Ids treason, he was attainted in Parliament. Black Acts ; Parl. 
Record. He Sod to Franc% where he died. He was the father of that Duke of Albany, who, 
AS regent, ntiogovcmd Scotland, daring the minority of James V. 

(i) This Earl, at the head of his partigans, in ;Os, executed six of the king's principal ser-
vants, in the 1able's presence, in the midst of his army, at Lander-bridge. For this attrocious 
act, including murdkr, and treason, he was never tolled in question. He was soon taken into 
favour. Sic was at the bead of those, who assassinated this unfortunate king yet, after enjoying 
the greatest offices of the state, Inc died quietly, in 15,3. 

Lord 
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Lord Hamilton, by marrying the king's sister, Mary, connected himself' with 
the royal family ; but, at the same time, weakened the royal prerogat ve : the 
great-grandson of this union lived to be the regent, during then inority of Mary 
Stewart ; and to be 'declared, next to her, the second person in the kingdom. 
But, it was the Earl of Angus, who continued to act a character, as artful as it 
was insidious, who conspired with several of the nobles to dethrone the king. 
Calumny, operating on the manners of the age, was made to produce a revolt. 
James III. tried, by the pacification of Blackness, to reconcile conspirators, 
who were too powerful to be punished,. by the existing powers in the state, 
legislative, and executive. But, as their rebellious object was to overthrow an 
unstable throne, the arts of reconcilement were tried, without success. The 
conspirators, by an effort of treachery, and force, placed the prince of Scot-
land, a youth of sixteen, in the front of their enterprize. Tie: two armies met, 
in bloody conflict, near Stirling, on the Is tit June 148, when the Icing itras 
obliged to flee before his son. In his flight, having fallen from his horse, he 
was slain, by a treasonous stroke of rebellious malice, in the a9.11 year of his 
unhappy reign, and be the 35th of his premature age. 
. If we were to form an opinion of the manners of those times, from the acts 

of the Parliament, during the reign of James III, we should suppose them to 
have been more refined, than the actions of the same period evince. The estate: 
again confirmed the tights of the church (k). Yet, ..we have seen from events, 
how little effect religion had on the morals of the age. One of the first acts of 
this reign was, to give the Icing the right of presentation to all benefices of 
ecclesiastical patronage, while the episcopal lees were void (1). 	he king was 
empowered to hold plea of any matter, personally, at his ompkatante, as it was 
tenor to be of 14'ore (to). The Parliament again delegated to a few of its mem-
bers the whole legislative power. The substitution of the supreme power has 

(5) Black Acts, di. i. 
(/) mare's MS. Clu'onology, which quotes the Parl.lecord of the TO, October 146z; 

Concilia, i. 582 ; Cannichael's Tracts, 41. Yet, the Black Act; of this reign begin with 
alms, of 1466, which are said to have been made, Us the lirct year of acmes III, who came to the 
throng, qn the 3d of August 14.6o. In this error, concur tlf:laws and arts, t63a, it se, which 
are deemed so accurate. 

(a) 5th Parl. Ja III. 26. Sir George Mackenzie, in etpounding this act, tuna back into the 
Striptara, and into the canon, and civil laws, without seeming to Immo, that tlelsowasymrely a de-
daration of the ancient lain, no it was practised, thr,,,,hout the Scoto-Saxon period, and indeed 
in subsequent reigns: this act was only in effmnanee of the fundamental power of the king, ea 
supreme judge of his people. Observ. on the Acts of Pal, 67. 

5 0 	 beep 
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been noticed, as dttngerous to the state (n).- Yet, was it not felt, in that age, 
as begetting contempt, which induced disobedience. The Leger Burger,. were 
declared to be a part of the law ; and the books of Region Maj.:Waren; were 
called his Majesty's laws (a). In those declarations, we may perceive the truth 

of what has been intimated, that the legi-lators of those times were not very 
accurate antiquaries: yet, did the estates display a very just anxiety, for 
the preservation of their Roth, and Regiders, by directing that, they should 

be put into books (p). 	With an allusion, perhaps, to the atrocities 

of that period, the three estates declared, that murders, much less assasina-

tions, should not be entitled to sanctuary (q). During this terrible reign, the 

Parliament displayed greater zeal, than knowledge, perhaps, for promoting the 
agriculture, and fishery, and for regulating, the trade, the coinage, and ship-

ping, of a people, who still wanted credit, and capital, and circulation, for the 
enjoyment of an active, and gainful trade (r). The legislative acts of this reign 
show to an inquisitive eye some progress in society, though its history attests,. 

that there had been none in the morality of character, or in the softnesses of 
life. 

James IV. was placed on the bloody throne of Isis father, on the r nth of June 
1488, by the loud acclaims of a rebellious faction. The same Barons, while 

stained with the blood of their prince, and their peers, met in Parliament, wherein 

they passed an act of self-approbation, on " the debait of the field of Stirling," 
with a condemnation of the late king, and his " perverse counsall." The 

same faction conferred lands, honours, and offices, on  one another, in contempt 

of the recent laws. After some inefficient struggles, those Barons, who had 
remained loyal, submitted to the new government, since they could not re-esta-
blish the old. And the Parliament of 5490 passed an act of " universal concord 
" amongst the king's lieges," with other healing laws, for promoting general 

quiet. The affairs of the two contiguous nations became henceforth completely 

(n) The parliamentary record is full of sogh substitutions, in slut age. The Lord Advocate 
remarked, that the burrows of Scotland might meet of themselves, in Lyons to commerce ; but, 
no other estate, without the king's authority. Observ. on the Acts of pad. 92. 

(e) 	77-8. 
(D) lb. 74. How much the parliamentary record has been dilapidated, since that age, needs 

scarcely be mentioned. 
(g) lb. 69. Sir George Mackenzie remarked that, the ennui, house pretended to be a  gird, 

or sanctuary, in Scotland, like the mini-house, in England. Observ. on the Stat. 69. 
(r) The Black Acts throughout. The Lord Advocate remarked that, Bruges had formerly 

hero tim mad of Scotland : but, that in tili3 reign the Scotish trade had been removed to the ports 
af France, Obsess, on the Stat, 6c. 

interwoven. 
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'nterwoven. Henry VII. cultivated peace with James IV; yeS was he not un-
willing, or ashamed, to practise ally unworthy art, or to take any unfair advan-
tage (s). He pet severed, however, in his salutary purpose, of cultivating amity, 

hick best suited his designs. From the year 1492, a long peace ensued, 
which was equally advantageous to the two kingdoms. Notwithstanding 
yarions obstructions, he married his daughter, Margaret, to the Seotish king, 
Who was altogether worthy of her. She came into Scotland, with a splendid 
train, in 1503. This must be allowed to have been one of the most fortunate 

• events, in the annals of Britain ; as it produced, at the end of a century, amidst 
many changes, the union of the two crowns (r). Hoeing this reign, Scotland 
wppears to have risen considerably in the estimation of fortign powers. James IV.. 

egotiated with most of the powers of Europe; and he sent effectual aid go 
dome of them. Henry VIII. renewed the peace, on his accession, in 1508 

;'out, his aims were less steady, and his objects less salutary, than those of his 
Cher. In an evil hour for James, who was more chivalrous, than politic, he 

was made knight to the queen of France, in t 312, according to the romantic 
otions of a romantic age. He, in consequence, made preparations for war 

with England.. He soon passed the Tweed, with a gallant army. In the 
battle of Floddon, which was valorously fought, on the 9th of September 
1513, the Scotish king lost the flower of his nobility, and his life, in the 39th 
year of his age, and the 25th of his reign. 

Like the other Parliaments of that age, the e.rtates, during the year 1489, 
gassed an act " for the freedome of halie kirke:" it seems note, for the first 
time, to have been made criminal for any one to intermeddle with " the 

profits, or duties of halie Ake (a)." This act, in favour of the church, 
and the clergy, which did not long protect them from rapacity, was very pro-
'  petty followed by legislative declarations, " for universal concord among the 
" king's lieges (n)." They endeavoured also to protect the king's privileges, 
considering him, however, as a tniffnr(y). But, amidst such manners, they 
*cried in vain to restore the royal prerogative to the necessary vigour of ancient 
*Imes (z). The authority of Parliament was not either enlarged, or strengthen- 

(r) In 1491, be gave marry-to Lord Bothwell, and Sir Thomas Tod, On on engagement, to 
deliver to him the king of Soots. Ayloffe's Cal. ;II?. In the same year, Henry entered into a 
treaty, offensive, and defensive, with Archibald Earl of Angus, and his son, George. Id. This 
is the same insidious Earl.of Angus, who dethroned the late king, and continued to embarram the 
present. 

(i) lb:  311.16. (y) s Part. la. IV. 7. 	 0,1 lb. 0. 
i. 	( y) Sir George Mackenzie's Observ• on the Stat. 57. (s) lb. Lbs. 

ed; 
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ed, when additiogal exemptions were given to those members, whose duty 
required them to attend (a). Yet, was the general principle of former ages 
again recognized, that the king, by his precept, might summon any of his 
subjects, to give their presence, and advice, in parliament (c). And considering 
how much of the public revenue was paid, by the Borrows, it was a salutary pro-
vision, that they should be always summoned, as one of the three estates, when 

.contributions wereintended to be asked (d). There seems to have been much 
zeal, for promoting domestic ceconomy, though the best means were not al-
ways used. Agriculture was promoted ; weights and measures were settled ; 
eraltmmen were regulated ; coins were struck, money 'Was debased (e); and 
shipping were required to come first to free burrows. In addition to all those• 
regulations, it was enacted, and: a penalty, that Baronsoilmd freeholders, 
should send their eldest  sons to the schools, to learn Latin, and In; (f). It 
had been of much .more importance, to have taught them morals, and manners, 
of which this nation had none, for many an age: and the history of those 
reigns attests, that  a people }must be misgoverned, and wretched, who arc un-
principled, and unmannered. 

From Floddon-field, was transmitted the blood-stained sceptre of James IV. to 
his son of the same name, who had been recently born, on the 5th of Aprils 512. 
The Lords of the Council gave it as their opinion to the queen, " that the king be 
" crowned on the 2 1st of September, in the kirk of the castle of Strivling (g)." 
The queen seems to have had power to take upon herself the government of her 
son, and the regency of the kingdom, at least while she remained single : but, no 
motive could induce her to continue a dignified Vow, the guardian of her child, 
and the governor of his kingdom : in the 2ith year of her age, she married the 
young Earl of Angus in 1 514(h); and after her divorce from him, Henry Stewart, 

(a) 6 P,rl Ja. IV. 78. Sir Geo. Mackenzie's Obacrvations, s 14. It was undoubtedly a wise 
provision, that every part of the Scotiih territories should be rut.d by the king's laws, and by none 
other, with an allusion to the Heluble, the Orkney, and Shetlaad Isl.'s. 6 Farl. Ja. IV. 79. 

(e) Sir G. Mackerniei. Ohser..atiorv., na. 
(d) 6 Pall. Ja. IV, 85. The royal burrows used to pay " one  .fixrb of the taxation of Scot. 

" 
(e) The leg::Int,r, of 11a ogre wcr, aware that, a fraud was committed, when money was 

ehimb.1,1: 	 T., I, ob. debt.,  ,!lovIki be paid, according to the value, when the debt 
„
U )

,  
5 Pad. Ja. IV. 54. 

fri Robet,on',  Par1.12,cotd, 525. Crawford sari, he was crowned at Scone, the ordinary 
inao3tmticn. Hist. of the Stewarts, 34; and Dr. Henry adds, in December. 

tt 	Oi thin at nage, wa,  horn the Lady Margaret Douglas, who married the Earl of Lennox; 

who hall, ;:t. Lord Darnley, the Imsl.nd of Mary Stewart, and an father of Jamcs v r. 
a brother 
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a. second son of Lord Avondale. 1 Le firtnne:sr with which the Scotith people 
heard of their defeat at FlmIdon, and of the threatened invaeon from England, 
does thorn great 110110.: thiSy resolved to defend their laud to the last extremity. 
This rexhition to resist saved them from invasion. The queen's marriage oiM 
the Earl of Angus induced the estates to choose the Dukc of Albany, the son of 
that Duke, wha was the brother of dames III, and was expelled, as we have seen, 
as their regent. He seems to have been Veil qualified, for this station, among 
an unprincipled baronage, by his talents, and vigour. The calm, which ensta.cl, 
only produced a conspiracy, fur his removal. The conspi, atom were protected 
by Hem),  VIII, who saw, with uneasy eyes, a Frenchman of abilities at the 
head of the hated nation. He intrigued with the Scotish Pat liament, who gave 
hint a spirited answer. The year 152s) is the disgraceful epoch of' tpe com-
plete fortnationAf the English, and French pas tins, he Scotland, the natuial 

	

consequence of the infancy of its king, and the factiousness of its baronage. 	" 
Amid their preparations for war with England, the Duke of Albanir departed 
to Prance. On his recess, its- 5524, the king nos declared, cby Parliament, to 
he of sufficient age to govern, though he was only twelve and to assist his 
youth, the cloaca, and a council, were assigned him. The Earl of Angus soon 
after besieged the king, the queen, and the council, in Edinburgh Castle. lie 
was thus enabled to obtain the king's person; and, in Is 25, to size the whole 
government. Various attempts, which were attended with great bloodshed, 
were made to free the king Irons this thraldmn, which he bore, with extreme 
impatience. In 152,8, he himself accomplished, by address, and.  vigour, what 
had been denied to arms, by making his escape, from Falkland palace, where 
be was detained, to Stirling Castle, Wimp he was free. His Barons crowded 
around him, when they saw, that he could act for himself. Angus, and his 
friends, were attainted by the Parliament of Scotland ; but were of course pro- 
tected by the government of England. The retreat of those turbulent men 
restored that tranquillity, which had been disturbed by their ambition. This 
internal quiet enabled James V. to inflict on else borderers, who were guilty of 
almost every 'crime, the most exemplary punishments. An unusual quiet of 
several years ensued, from this act of rigid justice. The king's enterprize led 
him to visit the Orkney, .d Hebride Isles, where he endeavoured, with some 
success, to make his government respected. He now sailed to France, where 
he was a welcome visitor; as he sought a wife among her accomplished daugh- 
ters. In May 5537, he brought with hint Magdalene of France to his own 
kin!dom, where they were received with the sincerest granulations. But, she 
lived not to see the pageants, which were preparing, for her reception. 'rite 
king did not, however, hesitate to alliance anotherLady of Franee,filaryof Loraine. 

the 
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the widow of Longueville. She brought hiss two sons, in two years, who di 
not live long. Henry VIII. tried in vain, for several years, by various intrigues, to 
bring the Scotish king to his purpose of change. The negotiations were followed 
by warfare. But, James V, who was not aware, that his nobles had been cor-
rupted by Isis uncle, Henry, soon found from grievous experience that, in his 
army, lie had neither authority, nor influence. And when his troops approached 
the western border of England, they deserted their leaders, who fell into the 
hands of the English, without striking a blow, at Solway-moss. James V, who 
was already afflicted with the loss of his two sons, when he learned the mis-
conduct of his army, gave way to despair, which brought him to his end, on 
the 14th of December 154.2, in the 3 ist year of his age, and the 30th of his 
reign. While he languished on his deathbed, he was told, that his queen had 
brought him a princess but, he only said, in a feeble voice " that it had 
" come by a lass, and would go by a lass." 

The I*s of this reign do not admit of much review. I.ike their predeces• 
sort, when the clergy had less influence, the three estates renewed their former 
declarations, in favour of the freedom, and privileges of the kirk (i). There 
mere many acts made, for promoting essential objects of domestic reconomy 
the planting of woods was encouraged: the breeding of horses for war was 
promoted fishing was incited and traffic was regulated. Depredations, rob-
beries, and spoils, were subjected to additional penalties: There was a general 
remission of crimes. There was passed an act of revocation of improvident 
grants, during the king's minority, which was followed by another, for annex-
ing many lands, and regalities to the c5own. But, the legislative measure of 
the present reign, which was attended with consequences, as lasting as they were 
important, was the establishment of the College of Justice, with a body of lawyers. 
It is apparent, that there was some progress in jurisprudence, as well as in man-
ners ; and it only required to bring to some maturity the interests, and happiness 
of the people, that the life of a king of so much knowledge, and vigour, 
should have been prolonged throughout a longer term. 

James V. was immediately succeeded by his daughter, Mary, whatever 
theorists might write against the regiment of winces (k). The Parliament soon 
recognized her title, by appointing the Earl of Arran her tutor, and governor 

H Pad., Ja. V. s. 
tit Eras wrote one that topic. The royal historisznphee mem, en consider the rule of women 

as somewhat unprecedented in Scotland: but, Inc did net Mficiently recollect, that the nctilth 
Norway had succeeded to the crown, with universal concorrence ; and had hero as much, and ns 
roughly courted, as Mary Stewart. He forgot, that the crown (sad bees entailed on Margery Bence. 

of 
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of her realm. He was also declared the second person in the kingdom, being 
the - great-grindson of Mar:, the sister of lames III. And the queen was 
crowned, on the gth of September 1543, at Stirling, amid domestic faction{ 
and foreign war. The queen-mother contended for pre-ernin.nce with the Earl 
of Arran, and Cardinal Beaton, a man of great talents, but of inordinate urn, 
bition, who was at the head of a third party, and pretended to rule, because he wag 
regarded as the most fit : the whole nation was divided into two great factions, 

.:  the English, and the French, who spread universal corruption *rough the1  
land : and, the reformers began to raise their heads, in opposition to late, a 

.•  455 the face of prosecution. In this state of Scotland, under their youth= 
ful queen, and a wretched government, Henry VIII. imitated the policy of 
is father, thotIgh with less artifice, by endeavouring to obtain possession of 
e Scoti,li sopgn, as a captive, or a daughter-in-law. The firmness of 

,the Parliament, and the indignation of the people, disappointed both those 
'ms of the English king. He invaded Scotland by sea, and Ian., without 
btaitting a royal heiress by so rough a courtship, or a captive either by opett 

force, or by private intrigue. The Parliament, after they had assented to  the 
Views of Henry, were provoked to marry their sovereign to the heir of Franeee 

. to which she was sent for safety, for her education, and espousals: she del  
parted in 1548, and returned in 10r. Meantime, the assassination of Car, 
final Beaton., the chancellor, in his castle of 1St. Andrews, in May 5546, br  
Norman Leslie, and other conspirators, deranged the government of ' 
tracted country (/). The whole power of the Regent was unable to ret 
castellated house of the Cardinal Archbishop, supplied as it was by the 
'government. The galleys of France compelled the conspirators to surrender, 
,in the subsequent year. The queen-mother, in order to strengthen her pop 
tarity, solicited their pardon. Scotland was freed from a languid and harassinv 

ar, by a peace between England and France, in lune 5546. 'Elie death of 
envy VIII, in January 1547, rekindled the flames of war, in Scotland, with' 

• he vain hope of terrifying a people, who had long been used to devastation.. 
he battle of Pinkie, on the icth of September 5547, only irritated the gal. 
t nation, which had withstood the Edwards of former times, though tltq 

]English government tried, by intrigue, to secure the principal entrances into the 
'kingdom (m). Their perseverance met with the usual reward of valour. Theis 

righ o  
(0 The Privy Council Register attests the participation of Hoary VIII, in this odious decrit 
th..arri VI. pcmit.ned the as.561114, and sent them a rrinforcement of men, gunners, arms, ant: 
mnuition, for retaining the castle. Privy Council Reg. May i 147. 
(in) The Privy council Register winos that, the Earl of Lennya was engaged to deliver Dun, 

V011t. I. 	 i P 	 honor' 

   
  



144; 
right were recognized, and 
concluded between Raglan 
Throughout Scotland an unusual  

tranquillity but the intri.:,ucs of 
With tire influence of ifranic, and 
object, in 1554. She did 11,,, h 
%Lite equal to the pro fence, where 
to obtain a,lancbtax, for maintaining 
necessitous baronage, who felt this unusual measure. She attempted t 
contiguous nations in war, for the interests of Franc, "1 he ann., 
solicitations had raised, a.,!:vanced, indeed, to the Twe,d, h, , 55O ; bu 
entreaties, nor artifice, could induce a dissatic.lied pco,;1,, to err::; 
urinous stream. Its the subsequent year; the king of Frailici, 
tinge of the Scotidt queen with tile Dauphin. CounnissionTrs 
by Parliament, to witness that important ceremony. Nor, were they i 
tive to secure, by the marriage contract, the privileges of the people, a 
independence of the nation. And the dmirriage was celebrated, with all the  ,r  
pomp, which that refined court could display, on the rg.th of April 
Every effort was now made to identify Scotland, and France. The people of 
the two nations were mutually naturalized. And the Dauphin was admitted 
into a full participation with she Scotish queen, in the government of her 
country, under the indefinite notion of enjoying the anatrin,nial 	(it). 

Of the Siewarline period, it may here be proper to take a short review, under 
several heads: (t.) To look upon the condition of the great body of the people 
is •always interesting. The practice of -,-i/Aynage existed, as we have seen, 
throughout the Scoto.Saxo4 period. This degrading practice has been traced to 
the commencement of the fifteenth century (n): it did not exist, in Scotland, 
at the beginning of the sixteenth (p): and it plainly follows, from this import-
ant fact, that the discontinuance of slavery took place, under the mild reigns of 
the Jameses, upwards of a hundred years, before the practice of bondage had 
been discontinued, in England. (2.) 'lire prerogative of the king, through. 

barren Castle into the hands of did Eng,lish, The Earl of Argyle offered Li; devotion. Privy 
Council Reg. of date 15th February 554743. Lord Grey was paid money, for delivering Drone, 
my-castle on the Tay. lb. istli.latuary 1547...8. And a citadel {VAS ordered on be built, 
dee. On the 17th of Jane 1545, forty shillings were issued to Mr. CeFil, as a: reward 
Brown, for a plat of the coast abnnt tic river of Tay, in Scotland. 
tbat date. 

(n) See Robertson', Pad. 	73°-9, 
p•7 2 .3. 	 (P) Stat. t Parl.h. V 
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.out the Soto-Simon period, was the same, if not greater, in Scotland, than it 
was, in England, even under so able a prince as Edward I. (q). This prero-
gative came down to RoberBruce, though it was perhaps soinewilat lessened, 

its transmission, from the contest for the crown. The princes of the Stew- 
ine dynasty only busied thernseli'CS to enfeeble their juit authority, without 

being conscious of their torn impolicy t by their improvident grants of regal 
uristlictions, they raised up !heir Barons to dispute their legal jurisdiction. 

;Under so many minorities, the royal prerogative became quite debased. Yet, 
are we 'assurcd that, " those Scots kings endeavoured to extend the royal 
" auth;rity ;"—that, " each king pursued some plan, for humbling the 

nobles (r)." (3.) It was altogether condsient with such improvid.we, that 
obert III. settled the Sinuarery on the prince, as an apana,-,e: under such a 
ate of societyjItYltile the law was set at nought, this 'appointment merely 
aised up a principality, within a kingdom, and degraded still more the just 
athority of the royal prerogative. (4.) The change in the constitution of 

liament, by admitting representatives, and dispensing with the attendance 
f the constituent members, tended to le,sen.its authority. It was no longer 

(I) The Sews, which late been given of the royal prerogative, or legal capacity of the king, 
ere represented from the records of the kingdom. See before, Ronk IV. ch. iv. of the Laub 
he late royal historiographer gave a VinV of the Scotish constitution, by analogy, from mot fsiddi 
su of eon, entente), Kobe, Hie` Scot. i. 15. Barrington, an antiquary lawyer, could not ;hid 
c _feudal la., in England, as we have seen. A ;mire recent historian of the law of England 

as little successful, in findirig, in that country-AIR: feudal hvi he rather considersyhe thpories, 
a cliing the feudal law, an visionary. See Reeve's Elist. of the Law, i. 	These oboe,- 

ions apply to the birisprinicsee of Seed, 	'Doting the Gekie government of Scotland, there 
as no frudal law, in that country. During the Scoto-Saiwn period, whatever of flediA, they 
d, came out of England. And rvr 	y rhos perceiee, tlait it is pite cl.s.mid to scans, anal, 
cally, 	the feudal law, a nonentity,

:na 
 is opposition to the records of the country. Sec before' • 

.696. Yet, said the royal historiographer, " the royal aighorhy was ne.eii great,"—" the king's 
judicial authority was extremely dn....ascribed." }list. Soot. 20. I I I. 	The thaw, he aJds, 

cre tho equal, and rivals of their 
than 

lb. 29. This was said in opposition to the re- 
rds, whih d cenimisicAn, that the lh,/ were him land ate.... l-6, or baililth, who bad the ms.

eine. of the villeyns. See beton., p. 717. 
(r) Rohr, 	Hi. of Seat. 4;4 Nghing can he more apocryphal, thau this 

royal hittoriographer noi hing can be so little supported by fags ; and nothing can 
ousigwg with analogy. The undsrsteedbig E ;hocked, whan we hear it grawiy said 

t,' or a captive juin, plitisued a plan for humbling the nobles. SVIaiii the Earl of; 
bearded James 11 ; When he 1-Cii15.1, IO Ob, y tlic comirgod of the supreme magistrate, to di 

n illegal combination, tin pig himself in a stuth of rebellion against lawful authority ; as  eltiir 
amen t very propeeltreguwd, 15 ill:: 	inn of that swoke of t. digestion, which cut Sown 

tor 	 „ 	bur,,  
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reverenced, as the teat of wisdom, and of valour. Yet, the statutes of succes., 
sive Parliaments evince much good sense, and much solid policy. It was only, 
to be regreted, that the royal prerogative was tot...weak, or too irresolute, to 
execute 'the law, in protection of the people. (5.) The judicial power was 
wholly possessed, and executed by the king, as the fountain of jurisdiction 
during the Scoto-Saxon period, as we have seen (a). When the Parliament, 
under Robert I, began to act, by its committees, in a judicial capacity, it 
merely acted as the king's court. The king, sitting on his bench of justice, 
continued to exercise the high trust of justiciary. The judicial rower of the 
crown was recognized by Parliament, as an ancient authority. At length. 
under James V, the Prince, the Parliament, and the Pope, concnrred to est:, 
blish the College of juitice, which continues to distribute law, and right, to the 
people, under happier influences (Q. (6.) The Scotican church had no longer 
the influence, or the power of ancient times. The form remained but, the 
spirit had fled. In 1471, Bishop Graham obtained a bull from the Pope, erect-
ing the see of St. Andrews into an archbishoprick ; and he was imprisoned, by 
the king, for his presumption. Id January 548-9, the bishoprick of Glasgow, 
was erected, by act of Parliament, into a metropolitan see, such as the archbi-
shoprick of York (0; and the goods, and liberties of the church of Glasgow 
were confirmed by a charter of James IV. (x). During the feeble reign of 
Robert III, collegiate churches were first erected; and the passion for such 
establishments continued, till the infancy of Mary Stewart saw a new spirit 
arise, which was more studious to throw down ancient fabrics, than to erect nose 
superstructures (y). (7.) The Parliaments of those untutored rinses appear to 
have been aware of the value of education, since, without instruction, laws are 
enacted in vain. Scotland certainly enjoyed the benefit of schools, in very 
ancient ages. It was reserved for the Stewartine period to see six colleges 
erected, within that kingdom, for the instruction of youth (z). Yet, the great 

(r) la Book IV. ch. iv, of the Law: yet, says the royal historiographer, n the king's judicial 
authority was extremely circumscribed." Hist. Scot. ao. 
(r) 7 Parl. Jo. V. 93. 	(u) Innes's MS. Chron. which quotes the record.' 	(a,) 
(y) From 139z to 1545, there were established, in Scotland, thirty-five collegiate chorales 

whereof eleven Fri, founded, under James II they consisted chiefly of a dean, or provost, with 
prebendaries, or 	, and tinging boys; and they Were endowed with rents, advowsons, and 
other ecclesiastical

101 
 rights, and privileges. 

(z) In 4ra, the University of StAndrews was founded by Bishop Wardlaw : St. Salvador's 
College was erected by Bishop Kennedy, in 458: St. Leonard's College was e-octal by Prior 
Hepburn, In 15rz St. Mary's College WU erected by Archbishop Har‘iltim, in 155z. The 
University of Glasgow was founded by Bishop Tornbul, in 453. And the University of Aber-
teen was established by Bishop Elphioston, in goo; 

defects 
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defects of that country, for ages, after the liberal foundation of those scholastic 
institutions, and even long after the Re:for/torten, was want of suavity of 
manners; want of habits of submission to law, or regard to the finesses of 
things. 

Ill. The epoch of the Reformation will be for ever memorable, as the thing 
itself will always be deemed important, for its object, though its means wore 
not always either legal, or fit. The dawn of the Reformation may be traced 
to the reign of James 1, when a IVikclitilte seas condemned; and a law was 
passed, for thopunishment of heretics, and lallards (a). Ages elapsed, before 
toleration was thought either politic, or useful, for blunting the aspen ides of 
controversy, of softening the rigidities of zeal. And James V. condemned, in 
his Parliament, 'a the danmabill opinioriis of the greit heretike Luther (b) ;" and 
passed other laws " against heretikis (c) ;" while Patrick Hamilton, a man of 
some fantily, who was fervent with zeal, was condemned to the flames, by a 
sentence, rather harsh, than illegal. This prince resisted the several applica. 
tions of Henry VIII; his uncle, for reforming his realm, according to the wild 
plan of that rough reformer. The many acts, which were passed, during the 
Ste-tear/Me period, as WC have seen, in support of the privileged rights of the 

halic kirke," are satisfactory proofs, that the power of the church was in its 
wane. Before the demise of James V, the Abbots, and Bishops, adopted the 
practice of relinquishing some of their privileges, and property, to some power. 
ful Baron, to protect their rights against violence (d). Those bonds of man-rent 
began, during times of anarchy; and were continued by the Bishops, When they 
felt themselves insecure, during the progress of innovation, and the imbecility 
of law (e). It was under the minority of Mary Stewart, that the reformers 
began to quicken their steps, to avow their opinions, and to propagate their 

(a) a Parl. Ia. 1. eli.31. of the Black Ant : limes remarked of Skene that, he had castrated 
the word lollarch in his edition of the orator,.. 

(b) Black Acts, 1535, ch. viii. 	 (a) Keith's Hist. te-ti. 
(d) The Duke of Chatelherault, the second person in the kingdom, gave n hood of manor: to 

the Bishop of Glasgow, who had been once so powerful. Innes's MS. Chronology, under the 
years 1545,  and 1559. The Earl of Ciawfurd seas the baillie of the Bishop of St. Andrews, as 
the consideration for his support. Rel. Diri Anthem, 77. The Earl of Huutlie, and his friends, 
were under bonds of martrent to the Bishop of Aberdeen, for maintaining the Catholic faith. 
Keith's Hist. on. Norman Leslie, the principal assassin of Cardinal Beaton, had giveLl a bond of 

area to that eminent person, on the a+th of April, a year before his asaassination. Innes's 
MS. Chronology, 'under 1545. 

(r) in 1555, the Stat. 6 pad. Mary 43, prohibited all particular leagues, and booth of eta:watt 
as illegal. 

doctrines. 
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doctrines. But, it was not till the 3,1 Of December 1557, that a few persons 
of rank entered into a regular bond, for renouncing the established church, and 
for supporting the congregation of Christ, with their whole diligence, power, and 
substance (  f ). Front this epoch the reformers were known by the 'name of the 
Congregation. The statute-book attests how many laws were made, in that age, 
for reforming the state. The frequent councils of the Scotican church evince; 
how readily the constituted authorities concurred, in the general desire, 
reforming ecclesiastical abuses. Yet, when the zeal of innovation is 
the reasonable voice of just legislation is no longer heard. The. lords o 
war was now carried through the land. Other events infused a still more brie.. 
terate spirit into domestic dissentimt. When ltlary of England tied, in 1558i 
Henry II. of France directed the Queen of Scots to assume the title, and arms: 
of the English crown. Elizabeth never forgave this assumption in vain did 
her cousin, Mary Stewart, apologize, by saying that, when she had ane this, 
she was like other married women under the power of her husband, and was 
also identified with the government of France ; but when her husband died, 
the had desisted from pretensions, which she now disclaimed. Front this time, 
Elizabeth never ceased from inciting the factions of Scotland; she encouraged 
the reformers; she furnished them with a fleet, an army, and money, for sup-
porting their efforts against the established government. France also sent an • 
army to Scotland, for maintaining the rights of her queen, and the preeminence 
of her rivalry. Whether England, or France, should henceforth influence 
Scotland, was now contested, its many a bloody conflict, in the neighbourhood 
of Edinburgh, during the year 1559. Every mischief of anarchy ensued; and 
the contending parties became somewhat desirous of mutual reconcilemen 
Meantime, died Henry II. of Franca, and the queen-regent of Scotland 
principal reformers, with the Duke of Chatelheralt at their head, entered 
licentious treaty with the Duke of No'rfolk, the Lieutenant of Elizabeth, 
had for its egregious pretence the security of the ancient liberties of Sco 
and, for its principal end, the expulsion of the French (g). The ling, 

(f) Keith, cc. Haw illegal 	association was, 'Sr have late
balf doss., persons, fhb the Eat or Asgyle, the instice Geaeral 
oppose the laws, and day the goymment. When we behold the J 
under 16, .holow,a feet ; when wene matrisnunid 	assasin 

in 	presenee; when we s the Chancellor 	ia :hat a 
we behold the Pesys of the ref'f, erring 	assassins gYve olust t,y,ct so! 
the Ann:11,4 p .ople, 	t.noes such rulers. 

(a) This so me it, tra,..y Of. 
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French ambassadors soon after arrived.vip adjust the mutual wrongs or their 
nations. As the!, was little to de'adjatsted, such dextrnui ntdt.rteers. stunt 

termed a treaty of amity (9. 	In tills dotestent, however, the :.1;e les r • 

11:4 	 SOU:, 	 3:,pf.ar to 11,1, 	 ' 	 tIssit 

tion, tiles': shat they care seems to be strentisst; disputed 	 Itsu ;S: it, 

ntlEsd.ech sstaides, husst,diately ',lsed. 	And 	•. 	. s; s protddied 

text-nide e pull; sm. ot, wishous 	az! e 	ssf their sovereign, t 	• tes !t  

treaty had leeeu made, or such 	 had Eno :ts.sonecl(k). 'rot, dd.; islet., 

prdcoed tepee:111in the vs !tele -cdsdet.issal 	teblitinnese of the kingdom by acts, 

mitith they 	I7.1Ve 	 is 	 si, vcre;,n (... 
They adopted anotlice unusual esdasure. The r<s vdsein sett; en etnbaidague 

Elizabeth, oilfring Iser the Earl of Arran fin a I. t hand, in order to promote 

perpetual amity. 	!the civilly desdissett this mus•-ss, tel.; it they had no authority 

to make. lint, sinc assured them, that she.svould 	Isetlect :my thing, for tile 
common (Terence of the two realinu against any c•in11111,11 -nervy. This intima-

tion, which plainly pointed to the sovureign et heutland, a. she common enemy 
of Elizabeth,. and of the reformers, was soon rendered itstatory, by the death 

of 'Prancis 11, without issue, on the gilt of December i 56c. Mary, when she 

(b) Ib. 114. The principal stipulation consisted in the eagagement of Francis. and Mary, to 

dishotitinite the its, of the arms of England. It is apparent, that Elimbeth's ombnisadors gate 

the law to the French upon every pnint. 

	

(i) Sec the supposed to, 	n Keith, 137. If these he gennioe. Monloc, and Itardin, 

did not understand the waning of their own terns t for, they gave sway from the king and queen 

the whole sovereigntyof Scotland to the podeinirtata faction. "The sovereign authority," says 
the late royal historiographer, " was by this treaty, transferred wholly into the Nandi of ibirsonge,. 

" gation s that (loosed presszori, which the crown hod hitherto possmed; was abliost entirely alined. 

" fated; and the aristocritical power, which always predorniimted in the Scotish got-es:em, 

" bdcame supreme, .d incontrolable." Hist. Scot. i. 545. Mr. Whitaker strenumgly h

m

oists, 

that the whole is a forgery. Vindication of Mary, rd. 465. Some rows:rim,  were granted: but, 

the contents of the only copy, which remains, are so extravagant, that sober lama may well hesi-

tate, before they receive it, as genuine. We may, however, we how studious the kiog's Liston., 

vaplier is to display hi, egregious wont of kuoiskidge of the Scotisli constitution. 

(I) Keith, 545. 

(I) See in Keith, iyi, " Ow.. made in the pretended parliament of Airiest :Op." There 

arm not wanting those, who protesitil'at the time against this convention, as an illegal assembly. 
But, from the names, and numbers, of the persons, who were admitted, a plainly appears not to 

have been a parliament, consisting of constitutional members. The goers declined to see the mes-
senger, whewse sent to solicit her confiimation of thou act5. And the Regret Moray, after he 

had deposed the spleen, in the first Parliament of James VI, ratified those several =aims. as if they-

Lad been passed, in a lawful parliament. Sir Geo. Wkieusiv's Obsetv. on the Stet. s 72. 

ceased 
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.1, ceased to be consfdered, as queen oflce, was courted both by the Protest-
ants, and Papists of Scotland each party sent an envoy, to lay before her its 
pretensions, to offer its attachment, and to solicit her return to her native king-

.• dom. Meantime, Elizabeth intrigued with the reformers, in Scotland. Mary 
declined to ratify the treaty of Edinburgh, which seemed to have sacrificed her 
just authority, the established constitution, and her people's safety. 	And 
Elizabeth refused to grant a safe-conduct to the Scotish queen ; and attempted 
to intercept her passage to Scotland yet, did she arrive safely in the port of 
Leith, on the loth of August t 561. 

Mary Stewart was nosy, at the age of nineteen, to enter on the difficult task 
of governing a corrupt people, and a factious nobility. As kite was aware, 
that the Protestants were the most numerous part of her subjects, as well as the 
most enterprising, she placed her administration in their hands. She gave her 
chief confidence to James Stewart, her bastard brother, who, as he had been 
born, in 1 533, seas at the age of twenty-eight ; and who was soon created Earl 
Earl of Moray, by her goodness, rather than her gratitude (nt). She issued 
a prudent declaration, for continuing the state of religion, as she had found it, 
on her return : yet, the concessions, whatever they were, of the treaty of Edin-
burgh, seem not to have been any more recollected ; so that she possessed all 
the constitutional prerogatives, which had come down to her from her ancestors. 
Queen Elizabeth congratulated Mary on her safe arrival; professed her sincere 
regard; but pressed for the ratification of the treaty of Edinburgh; and she 
continued to intrigue with the Scotish nobles, and with the reformer Knox. 
Under such circumstances, it was impossible to govern sucha,people, with the 
best intentions, and talents, to any salutary end. The year s 56a is the epoch 
of the first-assembly of the reformed church, which soon assumed an authority, 
and claimed a submission, that the Parliament had not lately enjoyed. 'The 
year r 565 is memorable for the restoration of the Earl of Lennox to his rights; 
for the arrival of his son, Lord Darnley, the cousin of Mary Stewart, and the 
great-grandson of Henry VII, by his daughter Margaret. At the age of nine-
teen, he was introduced to the queen of Scots, who had been courted by many 
wooers, to each of whollithe envy of Elizabeth had made some objection con-
sidering the birth, the age, the connections of Darnley, there could not easily 
have been found a less objectionable match, fur Mary Stewart. The intrigues 
of Elizabeth were again interposed to disappoint the wishes of the rival queen, 
though she had connived atias journey to Scotland, its the hope, that it might 

(H) The epoch of the b:rth. of Moray, which has been hitherto unknown, is ascertained by the 
MS. Letters of the famous Leshe, the linhoit of Rot. 

lead 
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lead to a matrimonial union. Yet, 	married Darnley, on the 25th ofluly 
1565, though it was opposed by some of her nobles, who had an interest,..in 
preventing the birth of an heir to their crown. The Earl of 1‘1,  ray, the Puke 

, 	Chatelheralt, the Ea.1 of Argyle, and others, broke out into rebelliOn. 
; But, as they were not cheered by the voice of the people; as they were closely 
pursued by.the queen's army, the conspirators were obliged to sack for shelter, 
under the previous promises of Elizabeth, who yet disavowed them. The year 
1566 was marked by a still more atrocious conspiracy. This was a combination 
orDarolcy, the nominal king, Morton, the Lord Chancellor, Maitland, the 

.Secretary of State, I.ord Lyndsay, Lord Ruthven, and other conspirators, for 
the assassinaton of David RIZZIO, die queen's private secretary, and one of 
her lutcnists. 'their odious purpose was executed air the 9th of March, at 

!seven in the evening, in the queen's closet, within the palace of Holymodhouse, 
:while the queen was at supper, with her sister, the Countess of Argyle. The 
,̀conspirators dragged Rizzio from the queen's presence, and have him a thou. 
,isand mortal stabs. So foul a murder, and so aggravated an offence, were never 
.committed before, in any country, in any age (s). Alter two days imprison-
,ment, in her palace, the queen prevailed ott Darnley to flee with lice to ])unbar, 

	

ds here she was immediately joined, by her more foyal Barons. 	principal 
:conspirators mere now obliged to seek for that shelter under Elizabeth, which 
41. never denied,to the perturbators of Mary's peace. Alcantimc, Moray, and 
;the other rebels, who had found protection in England, returned, at this critical 
'Moment; and found-favour with the Scotish queen, amidst her disnesses. The 
'great object of That frightful assassination was now,  accomplished, by the restora. 
non of Moray (o). On the 19th of June ts66, the queen was delivered, in the 

(g) The motivas of that terrible assassination may tit be disclosed. Dander, who had 
created an Earl, and a Duk, and declared king, by Mary, before their marriage, en ohiu,Jly urged 
Ow queen to confer on him the trown maiYhmon1al. The old law of :Scotland Sri nothing of a 

rnrimoniel 	hint, Mary herself explains what the understood, by his 	 " the 
haill government of our realm." Itch', sin. Darnley, 1,.1k, and prulhgate young 11100, 

hoes pushed on by his associates, to urge this am, and to concur in that crueler, in ,,,dor 
create a breach with the queen 01Id to raid both. Moire,,, 	Chanedlna, entart.1 into this

conapiracy ; 	order to prevent the meeting of Parliament, which wts 	have assembled, 
We days often the murder and which was 	

It 

	

to Lave f,,,,litsd Moray, A 	and other relict 

rds, on aecouq of thgnle pen'n maniage. Lindsay, sad talwas, who wird two 	tl d most 
roeious lords of those sarage tittles, had 'nest taught to look on Rini°, with indignant nye, at 
f.,,gur, who had intruded hims,lf into the queen's fiwour, by scandaldus r,r noes. 

(o) Moray noon after pro- _tad tlw pardon of Morton, Lindsay, and 1: tally.. We 1.111.13 per.. 
Wa, front the facts, tharthe psi eipal conspirater, daring those. wretched times, played the 
hats ga,”e of treason iota eneh Uth,'S 	fat prisms, the most interested, and tbs. ends the 
at base. 

vet.. I. 	 5 Q 	 Code 
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Castle. of Edinburgh, of a prince, AV :  Was demin 
hazards, to unite the two congenerous crowns. It:is 
only two persons, 'Thomas Scott, and Henry Yair,  ne 

cute!, for two such crimes, as thesassassination of R 	z -an 
against the queen (p). 	 • 

The year t567 is' memorable for events, wllielt were mill more  c 
and which were the natural cif,ts of thus, p,evious conspit 
9th of February, Lord Ihunley was hiins...1f assassinated, 
without the walls of Edinburgh (7). .lhe Earl of Bothwel.f... 
suspected of being, the chief perpetrator of this hideous crime( 
Chancellor Morton, who had returned front England a tumult before, knew, 
Bothwell's fell intent, without preventing it, without revealing it t but, there 
was nothing to prevent him, from pointing the public indignmian againit Both-
well (s). Lethington, the Secretary of State, knew the design of Bothwell, 
without disclosing it (r). The agents of Elizabeth sent from Edinburgh many 
intimations to her ministers of such a plot against Darnley (te). And Mary 
herself seems to have been the only person of any consequence, who was unac-
quainted with a design, which was attended with such mighty consequences (u). 

Various 
• 

(p) Arnot's Gina, Trials, 377. 	 Birrel's Diary. 	(,-) Keith's Hist. 365. 
( t) James Earl of Morton was appoioted Lord High Chancellor, for life, by a commiuion, 

dated the 7th January r56,3„ Crawf. Off. State, 3,5. He was named a member of Mary's 
first Pliny Call5efill yet, he SOWN! dis,ention between the q1104.41, and Darnley. He seems to 
Dave been the principal adviser of Hanky. He was actually present at the as 	illation of 
Riazio. He was denounced a traitor, for being the principal instillment in that murder:

sas 
 and, he 

was obliged so .4ek shelter in Enghlnd. Yei, wu 	pardoned for that horrible crime. Keith, 
326.7-3,334. On the scaffold he confessed his knowledge of the murder of Darnley, 

both before, and after the fact. Sec his Cc f mien in Bannatync's Journal, 493-9. 
(s) 'Cho Secretary of State was one of the assassins of Itizzio ; yet, received a pardon from 

the queen for that odious deed. Keith, 334. He knew of the design upon Darnley, the. 355. 
(n) lb. a37-329. 
(01 See Mary's 11,tter to the A.relthishop ()Glasgow. Keith viii. Yet, has it been made a quo. 

?lion, for debate, from that age to the present, whether Mary had been an liccomplice in the 
imirdei. of Darnley, her husband. The pr< jinlice of the late Lord Orford hd him to say,  a  that 

a plea DC such length serves vaulter to confirm than weaken the evidence for the fact." Cat. 
of Royal and Nob. Authors, ii, sc.6. Bet, it had been an observation full as just, as well as logi-
cal, to bare said that, since the erti4ations of two hundred and forty years have not proved her 
wilt), she Tight to be fairly de )d innocent. Party has, however, entered into this questioN 
with its usual oda loess s and it IS :opposed, that she ought to be presumed to be guilty, rather 
than 	5 it Acing more tit y, that a wife would murder her .husband, and a queen act as an 
assassin, than that 	who-were accustomed  to crimes, should perform this atrocious action, 

and- 
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Various motives concurred to prodticeJthe assassination of Darnley. A wretched 
age was familiar with such crimes. A corrupt baronage was in the habit of 

_perpetrating, with impunity, the most horrible deeds. Darnley had made him-
self obnoxious to several persons of great influence. He had offended the Earl 
of Moray, who dial nocsoon forget, or easily forgive an injury. Ile had en-

raged Morton, the Chancellor, and the other assassins of Rizzi°, by disavow-
ing them, after he Llad participated in their guilt. And, the Earl of Bothwell 

seems to leave entertained a criminal passion for the queen, as well as a fixed 

hatred for Darnley. Suspicion soon settled upon Bothwell, as the principal 

and cast the offence, from themselves, on as innocent person. The same inconsistency argues that, 
as she was educated in a corrupt court, she must have been corrupt yet, her sonnet, and hersorrow, 
for the loss of Peat s, her first husband, SUM that, leer heart was yes uncontaminated with corm;. 
tion ; and the steadiness, with which the adhered to her faith, admidst twenty years 	rs,ution, 
esinCe, that, religion had its proper influence upon her .soul. Hitherto, M this argument, no po. 
drive evidence has been adduced to prove her guilt and, therefinT, she ought to be acquitted as 
innocent. But, 'at length, certain boar, lee wee, and betneea fdary, and  Bothwell, 
base been  

➢ 
introduced, as proofs of a guilty intercourse, rather than a direct participation in the 

cis 	: and those I Prer.?, sonnets, and contracts,  were first produced by the Earl of Morton, the 
que

me  
en's chancellor fin- life, who pretended to have found them in the custody of Dalgleish, a Ser. 

.woe of Bothwell. Yet, this wretchedmagistrate had committed murder, and treason, at the assas • 
tination of Rizzi°, he knew of the design to assaissinateDamley, yet, he concealed is ; and was 
thereby guilty of misprision; he knew of the crime, and was of course a participmt for which he 
was brought to the scaffold, where  be errfnemlr.lerel bee crime:: neve, this convicted crindnal would 
not be admitted, as a witness, in any court of justice, within Great Britain, and, the prodsction 
of such‘oeuments by such a wretch, at such a time, casts strong, suspicion on such papers, which 
were coritiminated by his guilty touch. (2.) When those reaps ions epistles were first introduced 
into the Privy Council, they appeared, as the register attests, to hare been eerier, and Jul-
.eerilerl, by her own hand, and sent to James Earl of Bothwell. (3.) When those pose !mere 
wei.e first brought IMO the SCOII6h Parliameut, they appear only to have been haehe written with 

her awes hand," as the record evinces, nod not subscribed by her. (4.) When those dubious 
letters were first produced before the commissioners, at York, for jaJghlg of the proofs of he: 
guilt, they seem to have been pepererrela  to Bothwell; yet, they aftoewatis appeared*befsne 
Elintheth's commie,ioners, at Wostmismmr, srithout any superscript... to any man; and rho,  
letters, thus ilmdly appear to 	n 	...Ascribed by Mato, nor superscribed m Bothwen. 
(5.) When 1.110, hear rs wcre 	 berm: P.p. Privy Council of Sentlabd, tray w. 
written ise the 	 .• 	to the commissioners, m York but, w hen they 
were produced to the 	 II 	e tlicy were wriften in &ris..t. The whole 
thusappears 	tohave hem a  j.,,,ge of 	cov.ca 	Fop:, 	 'flee wettings, 
:sod couiracm, have been emtally 	by thrir own contexts, of f,,,.4;ery. I hayereml the 

contnovemy on the 1.,;et.nie.'ness, mfor,:ry, of thom slocummt,; I 141e...ransacked the Paper. 
()Mee, for information on thi 	stilMmt ; and there doe, not appear to  •toe  to he a tittle 
of evidence. ekrinsire or 60, despicable hezeri..<, to prove, that Islary Stewart had any know. 
ledge of the murder of her husband. 

5  Q a 	 perpetrator 
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perpetrator of that foul offence. Placards were affixed to the public places of 
Edinburgh, accusing Bothwell, with others, as the guilty persons. The Earl r.  of Lennox, the father of Darnley, continually prayed. for justice of the 
queen (y). The Privy Council, ought 2 dth of March 5567, ordered the trial 
of Bothwell, on the lath of April following ;  the Earl of Lennox eras directed 

g'  to attend; and all persons, who had any 'knowledge of this business, were 
warned to appear. The Earl of Lennox now declined to mend as the prosecu. 
tar, owing to whatever cause, after all his prayers. On the rath s f April 
seas the court held, by the Earl of Argyle, as Justice General, with four assist-
ants (i). A jury consisting of nine Peers, and other resrictable gen:Linen, 

at 	were sworn to decide upon the guilt, or innocence, of Botim ell. But, as 
there was no evidence given against him, he was unanimously aceuittc.I. 'lire 
whole proceedirifs evince, that Bothwell's trial was collusive (01. Morton, 
and the other ruling  men  of that period, who knew Bothwell's gu;is, re..olved 
to screen the criminal ; because they were aware, that he could reveal many se. 
crets (6); and could be made the instrument of other crimes. The leer 
assessors were the creatures of the Earl of Moray (r). On this conclusion of 
such a trial, by his Peers, Bothwell appears to have assumed a higher d 
of audacity, amid an audacious baronage. Two days after his acquittal,.„ 

.. the Parliament assembled, Bothwell carried the royal sceptre, though not 
the queen. He attended this Parliament, assiduously, wherein crimes were 
remitted, and many ratifications were made. On the rgth of April, see:eral 

f•  of the nobles disgraced themselves for ever, by signing a declaration, testify- 
y;;  mg, 	innocence of Bothwell; and recommending him as a husband to the 

(Y) 
(a) The assessors were, Robert Pitcairn, the commendmor of Dunfernilin, Lord Lindsay, who 

had been acre of the assassins of Ritaio, James MaeGill, who had also been guilty of the same 
ofence, and Drury Balnates, who had assisted at the assassination of Beaton; and had received 
a pension from Edward VI. After the acquittal of Bothwell, these four assessors went into Eng-
land to accuse the queen of the murder of her husband, by means of Bothwell. The Justice 
General had himself gone out into rebellion against the queen on account of her tharriage 

j Darnley. 

(a) Keith, 374.7. 

7-
, 
	(0) Thc Earl of Morton was afterwards convicted for that odious offence. Antot's Crint. 

Law, 388. Archibald Douglas, she parson of Glasgow, the cousin of Morton, and his creature, 
was tried, and collusively acquitted of the murder of Darnley. lb. 7. 

(r) Three days before the trial of BothwenFigoray set out for France, with the queen's leaec, 
probably, though not on her busine,s calurat>y, indeed, remarked, that this artful man always 
went out of the was, when any sigmd Mhdlia ‘,35 111COIlleMplaL1011. 1{6th, 374. 

queen. 
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queen (d,,. His ambition vaulted one 'step higher yet. On the 24th of tilt 
same month, he arrested the queen at Almonbridgc, on -her return from Stir-
ling to Edinburgh; he carried her forcibly to Isis castle of Dunbar ; and he 
there boasted, 	that he would marry the.queen, who would, or whO would 

not; yea, whether she would, or no(e)." Sir James Melville, who hat! 
been carried with the queen to Dunbar, asserts " that she could not but marry 
" Bobwell, seeing jie hod lain wills her against her will (f)." Bishop Lostic 
said, in her tlefence, " that she yielded to  Ilia, to which those crafty, collud-
" ing, seditious heads, and the necessity of •  the time, as then to her conned, 
" did in a manner enforce her (g)." Anal Mary married Bothwell, on the 
ts:IsOf May t557, she fell into the snare, which those .rditims heads had been 
preparing for her, by the commission of so many crimes, 

This necessary marriage of Mary was scarcely consummatid, when peddle 
distmtiafaction appeared. A faction was immediately formed, on the pretence 
of presers Mg the prince from the possession of Bothwell. 	he t ash of June 
1567 is the epoch of civil star. The faction, on that day, issued from Edin-
burgh a proclamation, avowing the cause of their taking arms to be, " to de-
liver the queen from the captivity of her husband'; for presehing the prince; 
and for punishing the murderers of the late king (5). Both parties made hasty 
preparations for hostile collision and an army soon collected around the queen. 
Mary, and Bothwell, marched from Dunbar towards Edinburgh : the faction 
advanced to meet than: and at Carberry-hill, a battle was every moment ex-
pected, which was to decide the fate of a distracted country. But that princess, 
after a short communication with Kirkaldy, who commanded an advanced 
party, agreed to quit Bothwell, to join the associated Lords, by whose councils 
She was now willing to be directed, on the condition of their " respecting her, 
as as their born princess, and queen (i)." Bothwell left the field. She Was 

(d) Eight Bishops, nine Ea* among whom were Bundy, Argyle, and Mons, and asset 
• Le: da, subscribed that infamous declaration. • Ib. 

111 lb. 	' 	 (s) Id. 
(5) Keith, na-g. The chiefs of this faction were the Earls of Morton, Mal., and the Lords 

Burner  Sempil, ansILindsay s we may remember, that Mortar, and Lindsay, had bran amis,, 
procuring the colinsive aconittal of Bothwell. When the Freud, allissador tried to reconcile 
this fa Lion, with the government, the Earl of Morton replied that, they had not taken arms agstr  ins[ 
the queen, but against the mur4rersof their late king[ and if she would separate herself front her 
husband, they would readily continue their obedience. All this was said by the wretched chancel-
lor, icho was afterwards °imputed, As one of the murderers of Dvolry. Such Imre the mane" 
and mor.21.r, of reformed Scotland 

(i) IL. noi-a, 
Conducted 
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conducted to Edinburgh in mournful triumph ; where she was received with 
reproaches by the lciw, and commiseration by the good. After the repose of 
a wretched day, she was committed a prisoner for life to the fortalice of Loch-
lever, which was kept by William Douglas, who had married the concubine 
of James V, the mother of the bastard Moray (k). Whatever pretences were 
still used, by the associated Lords, it is apparent, that they had finally resolved 
to dethrone the queen. And she was obliged, by the brutality of Lord Lind-
say, on the 24th of July 1567, to sign a formal resignation of her crows t 
which had thus been tarnished, by so many afflictive incidents. She, at the 
same time, assented to the regency of Moray. After all those events, and 
notwithstanding all those guards, Mary made her escape from that insulated castle, 
on the 2d of hl ay 1568 (/). As she had many fiiends, she was soon sur-
rounded by an army. The queen, and the regent, now prepared for civil 
war. But, the fortune, and conduct of Moray prevailed, at the battle of 
I angside, on the 13th of May 5368. And Mary fled from the field of battle 
first to Kirkcudbright, and afterwards across the Solway to Workington, in 
England, notwithstanding the remonstrances of those, who foresaw that, she 
would be received, with insidious welcome, by her cousin Elizabeth. 

.111 the meantime, the infant James was crowned, in the church of Stirling, on 
the 29th of July 1567. Moray was formally appointed regent ; and with the 
aid of Elizabeth's intrig,tie, and money, soots after arrived from Frame, to 
assume the distracted rule of a harassed people. If he had acted with less 
harshness to individuals, he would have merited the praise of vigour; and he 
would have been more safe. The Parliament forfeited Bothwell, and some of 
Isis instruments, for the murder of Darnley ; and ether persons of less note 
were executed, for that odious offence t but, as the Chancellor Morton, and 
his Cousin, Robert Douglas, were both allowed ,to live, and to rule, these 
circumstances evince, that the scales of justice were still held by factious hands. 
These executions led on to the inquiries, which were carried on, in the subse-
quent year, betwei n Elizabeth and Moray, for the disgrace of Mary (to). The 

letters, 

(i) Ib. 4:3 : Lord Le.ay., and Lord Rothven, two of the S.P[SirI9 of Ricoh), were the putty 
persons, who were employed Sr conduct Mary Stewaa to her prison.

(!) Keith, 47 t. 
On) to Lodge's lgnsna of e, . r-f, there is a most intelligent letter on the affairs of Scotland, 

at that :1,,restsng moment, dated from York the szd of Oetbber 1565, from the Earl of Smset 
io Sir W. Cecil : This matter, says this wise man, musts at lengthe take an end, ether by fled-
" ing the S. Queue gyltye of the etymes,41at be objected ageynst tier, or by some mann, of 

composytyon ve a shove of savyng betildior. The fyrne I 	bardely be attempted 
Tor 
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letters, and sonnets, olio coot bless, and confessions before mentioned, were 
now formally produced, in various rhapess, to uteri helm with infamy the.  
Scotish graters (n). The Id torlins, ahe, in relating that insidious transac-
tion, allowed themselves to be deludes], by such shallow artifices, have ineurresl 
lasting discredit. 'lie regent retorted to Scotland only to end hid days amidst 
the violence, in which he had lived (o). the Earl of Lennox, whose feeble-
ness, or folly, had contributed to produce so much distraction, was appointed 
regent, on the 27th of Itinisary 157z, wilt Morton, for hie Lieutenant. A cis d 
war soon began to produce it:: usual nsi:,cries. Two Parliaments eat within 
Edinburgh, and its suburbs, and within Silt ling and I Sdinhurgh, which denounced 
each other. And the regent Lennox was surprized, by his opponents, and 
slain, at Stirling, on the 3d of August 1570. .1 he Earl of mar now succeeded to 
the r:0:11cy, which Isis own weaknos, and the intrigues of Elizabeth, induced 
him to telinquish, while he was hastening to his grave. Ost the oath of No-
vember 55/2, Morton was, in his room, raised to the pre-eminence, whirls he 
had committed so nanny crimes to obtain. The two factions of the queen, and 
king, divided an unhappy people into endless hostility. The castle of Edin-
burgh was held for tlw queen. And Elizabeth, seeing the prevalence of the 
queen's party, sent an army to Edinburgh, wlisch compelled the castle tosur-
render, on the 29th of May 1573, after a vigorous defence. Kirkahly, the 
governor, was executed (p). And a :sort of calm ensued, which only foreboded 

other 

for trio Caere,: the one, for that yf her adverse partee accuse her of the murder, by produring 
ber letters, she will deny them, and accuse the moste of them of manifesto consent to the monk, 
hardely to he denyed s so as, upon the tryall on both sydes, her profes wyll judycyully talk 

" baste mote, as it is thowght," &c. 
(o) Mora:, Morton, Lord Lindsay,  and attics, nffierned on choir honours, and consciences, 

that those writings " 	 undoubtedly the said quart's proper hantloo lie.' The original dean. 
rati.n is printed in Anderson's Col. ii..aso. But, documents, which aopeared, in Mich iAd011ki 
shapes, sometimes as written by her, and  now  mbscribeds sometimes as .1pm-scribed, and not su 
perberibed soinetimcs as written in Sottish, and other whites in Fre,,h, ,o one could swear to he 
genuine, without the imputation of perjury. 	 • 

(o) He was shot, in the streets of Linlithgow, no the :6th of rebro ro-y 157o, by Hamilton of 
Bothewell-haugh, whose wife bad been esiiclied his house, and 	zo 	by the horsb., 
of Moray's measures. 

( p) This man, a gallant soldier, had been concerned in all the hretile i ob rprizes of that bloody 
age. He acted a part at the assassination of Beaton. He job.ed :he I 	Lords against the 
q0000. He was the officer, to whom she surrendered 1,F:el f,  at Co 	on c.clitions, 
which were immediately violated. He resented that 	; and wa oiby- pacified, by the ss,7_ 
t011ances of the Lords, that they had intercepted. letter from the year  to Lott:lea, aft, her so, 
render, which evinced the moat inordinate love for the onirdena of Darol,y. Yet, Iiirkeldy 
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other storm=. A party df the baronage attached themselves to James, even at 
the age of twelve.' On the loth of March 1578-, the king, and his nobles, 
seized the government. But, Morton was not a man to be foiled by boyish 
politicians. On the t 6th of April, he surprised the Castle of Stirling, wherein 
the king, and his advisers, resided. A sort of civil war now began between 
the king's friends and the regent's faction, But, an accommodation, between 
the contending parties, was formed on the 14th of August. The sovereign 
now began to assume the government, though he was still overshadowed by the 
regent. Means were soon formed to remove Morton for ever, though he was 
supported by the intrigues of Elizabeth. He was accused of being one of the 
murderers of Darnley; he was found guilty on sufficient evidence, by his 
Peers ; and he confessed his guilt at the block, when he was executed, on the 
stl of June t 581 he was the last of the four regents, Who had thus perished 
untimely : and be seas perhaps the most artful of the unprincipled men, who 
had involved their country in so many miseries. Yet, there remained other 
nobles, who, as they had been bred in the satire school, and were incited by the 
saran patroness, disquieted James by their intrigues, and disgraced their country, 
by their crimes. In August 1382, the Earl of Gowrie detained the king's person, 
on the factious pretence of removing die Earl of Lennox from the king's pre-
sence.. Lennox retired to France; the king made his escape front thraldom; 
and Gowrie, continuing his rebellious practices, under the influence of Elizabeth, 
seas executed, on the 4th of May Is 84. The year 1587 will be always re-
membered, for the sacrifice of Mary Stewart to the guilty passions of Elizabeth, 
tinder she form of law (q). James tried to save leis mother's life ; hut, he was 
betrayed by those, in whom he put his trust. The nobles continued to contend 
with each other: and the king. used, in vain, all th, arts of reconcilement, 
while the insidiousness of the neighbouring, sovereign constantly incited their 
animosity. Elizabeth essayed to embarrass the marriage of James, as she had 

tsi'ned a wcret attachment to her cause. He was aprioted by Moray the govornor of the Castle 
of Elia orgb, which he defonchdl now wtil such oldtinate ,hill, as to require the army of Eliza. 
!nth to gdolne it. And, like suite chi:f, of thos comid times; he ended his guilty career by 
rblie 

CO The who!, tpdsti of Mary Stewart, touching her treatment, in England, is very folly 
diFoo,,d, by Ms. Ward, 

on 
in hi, " Enoniry into the Lea- of Nations," ii. 554.99. He a:lows 

ol,adi ;hat, slic was drained frookpo thrst, os no enemy; but, at a real smeroigo : whoocd, 
conclude, that this dotruldm ,var,Voth, aa If bo.diliiy of Eli noth agaimit Mary. He goes 

rare that. " the conclusion of this c,lebrnted,intir wa,equaly nn;., on the part of the English, 
cth itscommenmdnt 	fronAlic o bolo civoundtant,, " that boo death, at best, 

46  pcdolgo, ran only he eallo.ralogol x Liddyr!" 
opposed 
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opposed the nuptials of his mother but, he easily leaped over all those obstacles, 
by an effort of, gallantry, of which he was .supposed incapalaie.rand on the 
22d of October 1599, he sailid to renmark, where he married Anne, the 
daughter of Frederick II, i the sixteenth year of her age. Yet, domestic 
peace was not restored. l'he noble, now contended about religion ; while the 
reformed clergy assumed the popish privilege of dictating to the conseicnces of 
men, and domineering in the affairs of state. They were supported in such 
absurd pretensions, by popular tumult. And the three estates at length inter-
posed; and by wise regulations, placed the ecclesiastical, under the civil power. 
The year 'Goo is memorable for what has been calletthe mysterious conspiracy 
of the younger Gowrie. But, the refinement of history has merely created 
difficulties, where the fact, as it has been attested by thirty witnesses, does not 
admit of the question, s! nebeiher this were a plot of Grithe against the king ; or 
of the king against Generic? The experience of forty years exhibits so many 
conspiracies of the nobles against their prince, and not one plot of the prince 
against the nobles, that the probability would decide, in favour of lances against 
Gowrie, if there were.no evidence upon the point: but, the most satisfactory 
proofs have been produced, which establish a rumple fact, that is altogether 
consistent with probability, and experience (r). Amid such conspiracies, James 

waited 

(r) The Earl of Cromertie, in 1715, published " an historical account of the conspiracies of 
the Earls of Cowrie, with the Deposit . from tee Record." Mr. Aniut printed, in reF5, the 

trial of John Earl of Cowrie, and of Alcsander ltdahrcu, w his Criminal Trials, so. The fact, 
as it is attested by sew depothissr, and 'bit 	,imply 	On the 5th of August 115>o, a 
micro, in the morning, while the king was about to mount his Itur, with design to hunt in Falk. 
land park, Alexander Ruthven, the brother of the Earl of Gowns, spoke familiarly with James. 
After the hunt was over, the king desired the Duke of Lennox to accompany him to the End of 
Cowrie's, at Penh ; telling him, that Alexander Ruthven lad invited him to get some highlen 
ereander 

 
butt willed the Duke to hare an eye on himself, and to follow him, wherever be went, 

with Alexander Rtithren. When they arrived, it was observed, that Gowrie's servants avrre 
armed. A fter the king lad dined, Ruthren carried him to thy uppermost part of the hnnre and 
attempted to make the king a misoner, and to bind his hands t Luc, the king resisted, and and 
out treason, fr..m the window. Si, John Ramsay, who carried the king's hawk, fast entered the 
chamber, where he sae Alexander Ruthrrn Atruggliag w.ul, the.king. He smus dispatched this 
person ; and the Earl of Gown, entering with a sword, in each hand, followed by scold ern, 

Aar, conflict, wa, inorial/y wooadcd, by Sirlihn Ramsay. §uch are the facts, as they 
were attested by the oaths of twenty respectable .11111,6i.. \\-here, then, is the difficulty ? The 
same ecclesiastics, who voted the treasonable compir.tcy of Gowne's Ether in 158s, It Fe an ac-
erford,Ir service is God, would not believe those oaths, and disendited the kiag's declaration. But, 
total tnotive bad Cowrie to act thus ? The answerpnat be, the same motive that his father had. 
in 1582, and other conspirators lad, on a dozen occasions, to colas ;he king's person I in order 

Vob. 1. 	 5 R 	 to 
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waited phticntly, for the demise of Elizabeth, which he knew, from his psi  r, 
vire' rorrespordenies, would ,ettaisrly transfer to hint her crown. This. 
happened on the t gilt of March tGo3, tvh,n he was immediately prod 
and soon was seated on the throne of 

It may be convenient, at this epoch; to tal, a ,light review of the 
that have just elapsed. (t.) The period of the kformatim,  as we have 
may he deemed she' p,ried of reinter. The people were reformed, from 
to protcstantisen ; yet, was there no reform in their morals: about 
there was much declamation ; blit, on fife, and manners, rdigien seems l,3 
had little influence, if we may judge,- from the facts of those revolts 
annals. Conspiracy followed conspiracy, and crime induced crime, in 
succession (s). History evinces that, every great revolution produces the' 
unhappy influences on the human character. Add,.it „is certain, f 
annals of the reform, in Scotland, that the civil conflicts of those tittles 
a very sharp edge upon the peoples spirits (s). (a.) We have already seen; 
that the reformers were more studious to pult4own, than to build. The whole 

'  estates of the ancient church, were appropriated by the nobles, before any esta..  • 
bli.hment could be made for the reformed clergy (it). Laws, for promoting,.,  
and securing the reformation, were extremely multiplied upon every topic, 
except a provision for the ministers (e). (3.) The church judicatories, and the 
to govern, in his name. The dispatches Of Nicolson, the English agent, at Edinburgh, which 
remain in the Paper-Office, show clearly, that Elizabeth bad not any concern, in this conspiracy: 
The truth seems, at length, to leave driven the lovers of scepticism, into  a nro rimy, in respect 
to the motives of Alexander Ruthren, and Gowiie. It A  said, that King James's wife, who was  
an intriguer, at least in the whispers of calumny, intrigued with Alexander Ruthven ; in order to 
gratify her guilty passions. lewas forgotten, when that ihrerl  was adopted, that the queen was 
delivered of Charles I. on the zoth of November t6co, three months after Ruthveri had inveighd 
James to Pmth. It would require troop of but, sari',  to establidl such a theory, in opposition td 
,tech an improbability. Yet, there is no other evidence, but the calumnies of the times, which are 
brought forward now, to puzzle a plain question. 

(s) We may see, in Dirrel's Diary, an execution, at Edinburgh, every day, for some of tit,  .7 
most odious crimes: etch executions, indeed, as those of Morton, and of Gowrk, did not daily 
OMIT. 
11)  It became necessary, in some.meamre, to disarm the people: a law was made against bear-

ing, wearing, or shooting of colverings, and dags. 6 part. Jo. Vf. 87. We may or some other 
laws, in the statute-book, of a 	tendearg,.; snob as the act against single combats. 16 Par!. 
Ja.Vf, sa. and the law, for extinguishing drolly feuds, or  family conflicts. 

(a) In March 1596, it was calculated that, of 	oco ehtmlies, in Scotland, there were then 
aoo, without ministers, or readers; that is, at the end of forty years, after the reformation began. 
Birrel's Diary. 

(x) See the statutes of King James, and his Regents, throughout, and the remonstrances of 
theciergy, in their aneraltlict. 

reforested 
ti 
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reformed clergy, took the place, and assumed the practiqa of the papal esta-
blishments, and their popish functionaries (?). Tile ministers censured from 
the pulpit James's conduct; they disputed Isis authority; they promoted tumults 
through the land and the King:Jihd.Parliament, found it necessary to mutt 
a variety of laws, for enforcing the submission of the ecclesiastical to the civil 
power (z) and some of the clergy continuing contumacious, the King c4elled 
them his kingdom, though he incurred popular odium. In 158o, the clergy, 
its a convention, at Dundee, abolished episcopacy. The King opposed theta 
with a canister declaration and, in 5597, the Parliament passed a law, whica 
enacted that, " ministers provided to prelacy should have a place in the three 
" estates (a)." We may here sec the beginning of contests on this topic, which 
led on to very fatal consequences. (4.) In the humour of a churth, which was 
scarcely formed, to erect its assumptiom upon the ruins of the state, it became 
necessary to interpose some barriers to such pretensions. In 5534, the Parliament 
declared, that the honour, authority, and dignity, of the Mates shall stand, and 
continue, in their ancient integrity, supreme over all6things, and all persons (5). 
This aflirmatidn was supported by au adequate penalty. It was declared to be 
treason, to call in question, or to diminiSh the power of the three watts. All 
other conventions, or assemblies, pretending to meet, without the King's au-
thority, were denounced, as illegal. What was thus declared, as to the supreme 
power of the state, amidst the ravings. of anarchy, were only new allinttatiore, 
of the ancient law. Those wise provisions were followed, by a whole code, 
respecting the constituent members, the mode of titling, anal the authority of 
the three estates (e). (5.) As a new power had arisen, not so much in the 

Male, 
(y) In 1566, Ow adir and (011Sth,I1;031i, during the reigns of the lea Jarnesec, and Mary, were 

printed, by authority. A late profesaor of law has cnid, in It. /nee 	Cmalaati,n, that tit de 
due were 	 voluted;inter 	and lo: ehargdd tang Jet rill, the in:eels:dation, inorder to fa. 

cilisate his innovation:: on the constittition. Bo t, the Bid i:, that the 1?4,1 n'et: or.: not ituespc- 
/c....a/s they are only rastrate./. 	late lamented Doke of 12oclsorttli, by collating the :e& ,teal  
edition, of the Bkink Acts, eslablithed that :helot:: Bet. His Clete, eat. ed those eac,stion: to 
he reprinted ; 	artist; of elleant eels of daeica V, and 	of 	y, 	siipport of the 
A.W. It was the edition of the Black As:,, dated on the a nth 	Naretaaer 	:did not the 
edition, doted on the tath of October :pat:, whielt has easieStal and it was the reformers, 
than 	amt the statute book ; 	order to purge it of a dozen acts, 	::nre inch:is:dent tekh 
their cothos of scram. NOO' ; the teamed p,vf fan beftne mentioned did net reesileet: tispt 
King dames VI. :ens barn or: the tvtli of Jnnc ,56, ; and, a ,uursc, 	I, ing is his eagle. 
when these castration: nese ,node, by re5rming hands. 

(:,1 a Parl. dn. 	; 131 r Sir Geo. Madsen: is': Olher, on the Sir,. 8,ta p. 
Bork da VI, 00. 45Tstrl. da. V I.13s. 	 (t) 8  

;,) 	h.,' I. 	" Anent the Parliament:" 	ant re,ites th,t, 	the 
5 z 	 aotr 
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state, as its the church, to dispute the King's legal capacity, the Parliament, in 
its seal, aekhowledged his royal prerogative, and privilege of his crown over 
all estates, persons, and causes (d). 	he three estates, engaged to maintain, 
with their lives, lands, and goods, the royal`prerogative, and privilege of the 
.crown (e`. And they even did snore, amidst the treasonous practices of the 
times, by providing a standing, guard, for the King's person. (6.) The judicial 
power of tine state acquired an useful improvement, for the happiness of the 
Foplf, when the Calt-ge of jutrice,  woe established (f). Yet, if the senators 
could not act, without question by individuals, justice held her scales in vain. 
An4dst the wildness, and irascibility of thofe times, some of the judges had been 
thus quessioned : and the Parliament interposed between justice, and wrong, 
by declaring, that whoever should challenge a senator, for his opinion, should 
be punished with death (g). (;.) During Gaelic times, there existed, in every 
part of North-Britain, clanship, from blood. Throughout the whole Scott, 
Saxon period, as we have seen, there eyisted from conquest, and birth, univer-
sal Villeynage, which disappeared, during the fifteenth century. Amidst the 
anarchy of Fubsequent timer, there arose various clans, which v..6re divided, in 
the policy of those ages, into the clans of the turd-xi, and the clans of (b.: 
highlands (h). Front this state of society, and the want of employment, we may 

i now of full age, and considering the decay of the lone, honour, and majesty of his supreme 
ss court of Parliament, by occasion of the troubles, that had second since the decease of James V.; 

and being willing to venom the sant, to the ancient order, dignity, and integrity," Etc. 
(d) t8 Pad. Se. VI. I. 

I  (,) Sir Geo. Mackenzie observes, that tine act first mentions the word prrrogutk”, which was 
formerly called thrprivihr of I& crown and, therefore, this act mentions both the old, and the 
naso'suerifi, Obser, on the Acts of Peel. sic, 

• 
7 	In When Mary Stewart was dethroned, and imprisoned, the Court of Session fled from Edit,. G `_-burgh:and en the asst lane 1567, the rebel Lords, who, on this occasion, for the first time rsintned the title of ese Lord: of Secret Cowe 	nd il, requi 	the Lords of Session, the Advocates, and n

olicitors, to repair to Edinburgh, and to proceed in the administration of justice, with an assur. 
'ance of safety, and with a threat, that if they shouldcontinue to absent them...Ives, they should 
be deemed partakers with the authors of the king's 'Arden Keith, 406. Bat, the dethrone- 

,. 
gent of the queen had dissolved the commissions of the Judges ! 

• 	(g) s6 Petit la. VI. 4.: Sir Geo. Mackenzie's °beet, 3 to. Previous to this act, several judges 
'  had been aseaseinated n and es late as s689, Sir George Lockhart, the President of the Session, 

as deliberately murdered, by John Chidie, for what he had done as a ;Inds, Arnot's Crim. 

e (8) There were seventeen dans on the borders ; and font-and-thirty, in several other parts of 
72  Scotland. There is a roll of those clans annexed to the ant. e e Ja. VI. gs, which endeavoured to 
`.'regulate then since they could not be prevented. 

account 
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account for the facility, with which greet bodies of men could then be brought 

into action. In 1587, the chiefs of all those clans were obliged td give sureties 

— for their quiet conduct, and were made answerable for their wrongs (I). TII, 
...  •union of the too crowns dissolved the clans, and established the quiet of the 

horders : several of the other clans remained to our own times, often disturbing 

domestic tranquillky, and sometimes defying the mandates of lmr. 

IV. The efiluxion of time, from tile union of the crowns to the union of the 

nations, may be considered as an energetic period of civil wars, and singular 

revolutions. The demi. of EIL:alsetli left her throne for King James, at the 

age of thirty-seven, to ascend, amidst the acclamations of his subjects, as well 

.the Scots, as the English. An unusual calm ensued, within his ancient king-

dom. The spirit of the nobles scents to have been somewhat broken, or was ' 

,,  perhaps turned to more distant vim. of ambition, and other Objects of pursuit. 

I

+  

4.There were seven Parliaments, called by dames, after his accession, ivhereinhe 

resided by a commissioner. This was a new officer its the state, which a moo 

'..situation of things required. The statute-book arrests hose many laws were 

;made, always with good intentions, though not always with the best effects. 

There was passed a law, in 16°6, for the restitution of the estate of Bishops, 

-which else King declared, he had never intended to suppress. This restoration 

- 	Wan followed, by a great variety of laws, for giving proper effect to the general 

principle. 'The estate of the Bishops was not, however, restored  to the peoples' 

confidence. There were many laws enacted for promoting domestic ceconomy. 

When we see  the playing at  eards, and dice, prevented, and horse races pro-

hibited, we may inter, that puritanism began to supercede fanaticism. James 

did not long survive his visit to his native-kingdom : he died, on the 27th of 

March 1625, after governing Scotland, with more authority, and success, dur-

ing two-and-twenty years absence, than while he was present, amidst the effer-

vescence of popular delusion. 

He was immediately succeeded, by his son, Charles I, in.the twenty-fifth 
year of his age. Ten years of quiet, perhaps of prosperity, were succeeded, 

1)y frequent perturbations. The King returned, after a long absence, in 1633, 

to be crowned, and to hold a parliament. With ample power, and high pre.  

rogatives, he possessed no influence, having nothing to bestow. Yet, was the  ", 

_ Parliament as servile, and submissive, as any of their predecessors. Among . 

IV

'  ,many laws of a salutary tendency, they passed an act, resuming to the crown 

..:those lands, which the baronage had wrested from the church : though the }.. 
...-' 

fi) Sea the Stat. of the rith Part. is. VI.  
end .  ! 
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end of this resumption was useful, yet was the effects most afflictive (6): the 
clergy were thus benefited, the people were relieved, but the Barons were 
offended. In the midst of those dissatisfactions, the Ring introduced a book 

!`  of canons, and a new liturgy. These were the signals of insurrection in the 
capital, and discontent throughout the kingdom ; it being supposed that, such 
innovatiohs ume preparatory to the restoration of Popery. The year 1637 may 
be considvmd as the epoch of a civil war, which lasted, with short intermissions, 
during fifty yiars. It is in vain to impute to the weaknms, or the violence of 
Charles I, the guilt of so much bloodshed, and devastation such a multipli-
cation of miseries could not have been continued, or indeed begun, on such 
frivolous pretences, if the baronage had not been factious, the clergy pragma-
tic, and the people fanatical. The contentions, in England, for civil liberty, 
and the reelamations, in Scotland, for 'religious prejudices, added fuel to the 
flames of each other. Long before Charles I. had fallen, in 1649, a sacrifice 
to the furious conflict of political, and religious discord, North-Britain had 
become completely exhausted by her own efforts of mischief. 

'fbc Scots, after selling Charles L (1), proclaimed his son; wanting a pageant, 
rather than a magistrate. The English Parliament declared war against then:. 
Cromwell passed the 'Tweed on  the eo..l of July 165o. He defeated them at 
Dunbar;ai 	owing more to the madness of the ministers, than to any want of 
skill in the generals, or bravery in the men. The King marched into England : 
and at Worcester, on ;he 3d of September 1651, met the fate, which his des-
pair had prompted, and his rashness had merited. Scotland was now COI, 

quered. And, in April 1650, by an ordinance of the English Parliament, it 
was incorporated into one conunonwcalth, with England, in whose fortunes, 
whether happy, or fortunate, it now partook. 

The restoration of Charles II. to the throne Of his ancestors, in England, 
4 	seas followed by his restoration in Scotland. When he sent a mandate from 

London, dissoliing the government, which had given them some years quiet, 
I 	there was none to dispute his authority ; sa great a change had the revolutions, 
if .  and bloodshed of twenty years, made in tmn's minds (n). Thu Parliament 

(h) One of the greatest lawyars of the ag ., Sir 'Moen.: Hope, the Ring'. Advocate, drew 
that am of resumption ; and was amwor..ble to hi, 	for aft ite effects. 

(/) The 'Three Dotes,,, after the 	 {1116 	to hay.- hcen done by a prem.. 
teat party, .againq the judgezneut of the loyal ..abj,cts 	and they expresaed their ablturyence 

and detQatation of it. 	5 Parr eh. ii. to. 
(ni) Aft, the R,twat:...., the Tllrt..• 	11,1ingly,of .4  the sad condition, slavery, 

ba::b;c thisal.cient kingdo.ah,h,,..,ed andel, dari.ig th,e twcnty.thme years 

r  a Thad: 	0.. 	.-te.01,0, Ch.., II. 57. 
assembled, 
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assembled, 'under the Earl of Middleton, the King's commissioner. on the rat 
of January 16.61. Much of what had been done, during those three-and-
twenty years of trouble, and bondage, was now rescinded. The power of 
Parliament, the King's prerogative, the judicial power of the College of Jus-
tice, were acknowledged, in wards terms of animated loyalty. Yet, nothing. 
on those beads, was declared to be constitutional law now, which had not 
been the known law, before the accession of Robert Bruce. Ti, King de-
clared, in Parliament, his resolution to maintain the true reformed protestant, 
religion, as it had been established, during the reign of his fathdr, and grand-
father; intimating, however, that he would restore the episcopal government, 
though he allowed, meanwhile, the administration of Session,, Presbytries, and 
Synods. The mealures, which were then adopted, for promoting dontes, tie 
oaconomy, were of full as much importance; as they tended to turn the hearts, 
and hands, of the people to souse useful employments (n). The three estates, 
amidst the effervescence of their loyalty, sank' on the King an annuity of 
[ 40,000 Sterling, during hi: life. "f his is a clear proof how mach the S'cotish 
people, had bee:: nrhau=ted, by their three-and twenty years troubles. There 
were but few sacrifices offered to the manes of the dead. Yet, amidst Ode 
unanimous loyalty, there still existed several bodies of men, who, as they were 
actuated by their old fanaticism, refused obedience to the King, to the legis-
lature, to the laws, or to any power under heaven : hence, proceeded plots, 
ptivy conspiracy, and rebellion. As the people were irascible, and disobedient, 
the government was severe, perhaps tyrannous (a). 

The demise 9f Charles li, on the 6th of February 1685, transferred his 
feverish administration to his brother James II. He professed his intention to 
support the government, in church, and state, as by law established yet, 
without adverting to the experience of his father, he immediately adopted the 

In) There were acts passed formhe'promotiag of littlitri,) for erecting manufactories ; for plant-
ing and inplosing ground ) far the making ot.  linen attar, tutrt ; for encomagiug tbippMg ; for making 
soapworks ; and there were some subsidiary laws passed, for preventing the capon arm, materials; 
and prohibiting the import of manufactured amides. The intemst of money was redtmcd fun 
tight, to six, in the hundred. 

(o) In the London Gazette of the act's of December 166i, there i, the (Joking am: 
from Edinburglr; by authority t Six heads were aet up on 	 bet  
burgh, for a murder coffimitted on rise Laird of Nfall, and his bitither, led on by one Alester 
Abutkeil, one of the Laird's own vestals Tim offenders being required to some over (from the 
lsle of Mull] and make answer to the aeousation, slighted the charge whereupon the [Privy] 
Council ordered the 	that lived near tkeln, to take arms, and to brimg over their beads, which 
accordingly was performed. This AlzAer, and his comrades, killed and wouadmi eighty men, 
before they were taken. Th.s far the Gazate ! This proceeding was legal: but, this is • 
complete example of the To, kish goverament. 

imtprttdClia 
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imprudent ambition of converting his people to the Catholic religion. He was 
encouraged, in such imprudence, by the servility of the Scotish Parliament, mho 
seemed willing to invest him with absolute power. The late turbulence of the 
people now began to run in a contrary direction. And, when Argyle invaded 
his country, in order to overturn a violent, not to say illegal government, he 
found few, to. support Isis dangerous enterprize. This success did not contri-
bute to inspire the King with more prudence, and less precipitation. Yet, 

when James applied to Parliament, for an indulgence to his Catholic subjects, 
that assembly, however complaisant, as to their civil liberties, resolved to ad-
here to their religious principles. As the Parliament thus refused their concur-
rence, that imprudent prince had undisguised recourse to his prerogative, for 
effecting an illegal change in the religious establishment. Universal discon-
tent was the result of this disgustful measure. When the people of Scotland 
heard of the landing of the I'rince of Orange, and read his declaration, in 
favour of liberty, and in support of law, they concurred zealously in the 
passions, which, by those events, had been excited, in England. The nobles 

began to intrigue. The populace broke out into insurrection, at Edinburgh, 
to which zealots flocked from every shire. The Earl of Perth, the Chancellor, 
a new convert, imitating the pusilanimity, and distraction of his master, now 

deserted his charge. And, the Privy Council, which was noted, equally, for 

its servility to the Sovereign, and harshness to the people, on this occasion, made 
their application to the.Prince of Orange; to whom every one looked up, as the 
tirneful satffour of the two natior.s. This able Prince, finding In London several 
of the Scotish nobles, and gentry, asked their advice, on their distracted affairs. 
Without much debate, they offered to the Prince the provisional government of 
their country. He now sent out circular letters, summoning a convention, at 
Edinburgh, on the. lid of March 1639.. We may easily suppose, that the 

most zealous, and active of the constituent members, would attend, on such 
an emergency. In England, at the Revolution, it was of great importance, to 

the security of the conffitution, and the quiet of the country, that the two 
great parties, into v hich the nation was divided, were so equally balanced : 
but, in Scotland, the members of the comyntion were all of one party, and 
were ail actuated by a strong sense of their recent wrongs. After a slight op-

position, they boldly decided, that Kind James, by his abuse of power, had 

forfeited the right to the crown ; and immediately declared the Prince, and 

Princess of Orange, to be King and Queen of Scotland (p). This act, which 
involved 

(j.) The Revolotion, is England, is raid to have been conducted, comititutionlly, by the Eng- 
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involved such mighty consequences, was attended by a declaration of their 
wrongs, and their rights. Former insurrections, thou8haccompanid beo, inp 
mischiefs, passed away, wi'llout any advantage to the nation. The list 
of 5639, brought with it, a civil war, indeed, but was the means of StO=O7[il 
jog the constitution, of preserving public liber:y, and securing private 
The presbyterian church was now erect:, on the ruins of episcopacy. 	Ira 
prerogative was restraiiad to its proper 	; you, the administration re- 
tained much of itS ancient harshness; and much remained to be done, for 
giving efficacy to law, and affording 	to property, and persons. This re- 
volution was also follav,i! by touch salutary legislation, fur promoting domestie 
orconotny. The civil war, though chirp, did not la,t long but, rho fiereigi, 
tear with France cetffintsad till 1696, when it was closed by the peace of ky: 

supposed, hy its silence, that the Scotish people hail nu ancient 
rights is France to be snaiU,niud. 

The demise of -William, in spot, transferred the crowns of the two nations to 
Queen Anne. She wrote to the Scotish Ptivy Counsellors ; authorizing them to 
continue their authority ; and assuring them, that she would support the ma-
blished government. And the same Pinliament, which had established the 
Revolution, continued to act, on the accession of Anne, though not without 
protestations of its illegality. They passed an act, for treating of an union 
with England, which they annalled, in the subsequent year. The spirit of 
division seems to itave overspread toe land. In 1703, the Parliament refused 
to tolerate episcopacy ; and they declined to concur, in adopting the protestant 
succession fo' their crown. Thl -carried their ill.humour, nor to say their ille- 
talky, one step further. 'I n 	used the power of the %seen, the suc- 
cessor of David I, to negative t 	hills. They issued a declaration, which 
intimated a purpose, in case of tiat demise of the crown, to appoint a different 
sovereign from the English king. And both the contiguous nations passed 
hostile laws, and made slight preparations, for renewing ancient warfare. 
Such were the movements, which led to the appointment of commit:hatters, to 
treat of an union between the sister kingdoms (a). An incorporateaunion was 

lish Parliament ; but the Rce.oligion, in ScotlaAd, by the Seotieh conventLen, to have Leen per-
formed, useonstitationally. Ward's Inquiry into the Loa of Nations, ii. 13. The English 
found a oete,eney of the ebrose, which they supplied; the Scots mods Mr m emery, which they filled. 
This may he concidcred characteristic of the two nations; the one 	grave, the other more 
vehement; the one regarding forme, the other disregarding law. 

(a) The COMMIO11011CTS for the lid. InCt, me the loth tif April l and eigned the artichs, in the 
lad ad*, 1706. 

VOL. L 	 5 S 	 ai 
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at length agreed upon, between England, and Scotland, which thereafter were 
to form one kingdom, by the name  of 	Britain. The two nations were 
to have, M future, the same sovereign. There was to be but  one legislative au-
thority; consisring of the Parliament of Great Britain. The judicial power  was 
to continue separate. And there were concerted various regulations of domestic 
ceconomy, for identifying the industrious pursuits of the two people, and for 
promoting their commercial benefits (I). When we look back upon the fre-
quent collisions of the two kingdoms, this may be deemed one of the most 
fortunate events, in their annals, whether we regard the happinesslof the people, 
or the power of the state. 

Of the accession period, a short retrospect may be given, under the following 
heads: (t.) The Peerage of Scotland, during this busy, and factious ellluxion 
of a century, was considerably augmented, in numbers, though not in respect-
ability (c). (a.) The great body of the people gained nothing in numerosity, 
or its morals; they sunk into the lowest fanaticism ; and in proportion as they 
resigned themselves to the guidance of this passion, they became ungovernable ; 
and being disobedient to all law, the magistrate thought himself obliged to treat 
them as inanimate slaves, rather than as rational freemen. (3.) The Parliament,. 
consisting of three estates, within one chamber, with their Lords of articles, 
never well performed the useful ends of wise legislation. Acting sometimes 
sycophantic, and often pragmatical, the constituent members seem to have had 
but very imperfect notions of liberty, as the happy result of law. When the 
convention of 1689 declared the king to have forfeited  the crown, those zealous" 
conventionists wounded the constitution, which they meant to strengthen: when 
the Parliament of 1703 denied the right of the crown to assent, or dissent to 
parliamentary legislation, they laid the axe to the' main branch of the consti rpi -
tution. And the freeing of the people of Scotland from their parliament was  1! 
one of the important objects, which were obtained by the Union. (4.) During 
the five.and-forty years, which elapsed from the epoch of the Reformation to 

(f)  5  Anni, ch. viii. There had been two attempts formerly made to obtain an union between 
Scotland and-England ; one in 1604, and another, in t67o : the English Parliament, in 1604, 
thought the objections insuperable : in 167o, the Scotish lawyers deemed the constitutional argu-
ments ag;inst an incorp,rate union unanswerable. Sir Gco. Nfackenzie's Obscry. on the Stat. 3 ,5.. 

. King Wdliam recommend.d to the Scatish convention an union, in his fist communicfition the.. 
Scotish convention, in answer, prayed thc.King, " to dispose England to the same purpose." 

(c) At the ranking of the Scntish Peers, in 1605, they consisted of s Duke, z Marquises, 
sq. Earls, and 37 Lord,; in all, 64 i at the epoch of the Union, in i7o6, the Seotish Peers coo- • 
silted of so Dukes, 3 Marquises, 74 Earls, 17 Viscounts, and 4.9 Lords; in all, 153 	that, 
there had been an augmentation, during this period, of 89 ; consisting. of 9 Dukes, z Marquisck; 
So Earls, s7 Viscounts, and so Loses. Carmichaers Trams  38.5dw. 
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the era of the accession, the Scotican church lay in a ruinous Hate (d). After 
the establishment of the presbyterian forms, in 1560, throughout the reign of 
James Vi, this church may be said to have existed in a feverish state. Had it 
been more moderate in its aims, anal more moral in its effects, it would have 
been more secure, and more useful : but, it domineered over the state, while it 
very little enlightened the understandings, and 'till less meliorated the habits of 
the people. It triumphed, however, in 1638 ; it was abolished, in 1662 ; it was 
re-established, %Vial its intolerance, in 1689; and it was finally settled, at the 
Union, as it was generally desired by the people. (i.) At the revival of learn- 
ing, the Scots entered with ardour into the study of letters. Poetry blazed 
out, with extraordinary lustre, at the same interesting epoch. But, the Re. 
formation turned the pumuits of the students into less congenial inquiries. And 
the voice of the muses were no more heard amid the crash of churches, and 
the frequent tumults of civil e, ,nflict. The accession of King James induced 
languor upon the spirits of the Scutisit ',topic, which was not very favourab 
to the revival of learning. Every elegant, every rationel, every useful stud 
was extinguished, by the long, and wasteful wars, which erewhile ensued;  
the same time that, the finer spirits of men were completely debased by 
frenzy. Charles II. stied to revive the long lost learning of the Scotia 
He established the office of rya! /./iftotiogropber, to illustrate the an 
and to cultivate the history of his ancient kingdom; with a retrospective glanc 
perhaps, to the fictitious, if not fictions narratives, of Buchanan. He 
pointed a royal topographer, to ascertain local facts, and to investigate natur 
knowledge. But, the lassitude of some, and the fanaticism of others, pr 
vented any beneficial result from either of those institutions. (6.) After 
plunder of the Scotican church, rapacity scarcely left enough to King 
not to exhibit the splendours of royalty, but to support the decencies of 
The civil wars of the seventeenth century wasted equally the fiscal of th 
quer, and the fortunes of individuals (f). The annuity, which the loya 

(d) At the Reformation, the Bishops were denuded of their benefices, and deprivod of th 
functions, yet were deemed by King James, as fit Lords of Parliament. Episco 
to have been re-established, in 1605. It was supeifedcd, in if 38. It was a 
66a. And it leas finally abolished, in s659. 
(e) During the latter pan of Elizabeth', reign, King James mceiand from her 

of money,•either as'gmtuiti 	or a pension. NIS. in the Paper ()Ili,. 
If) The subjoined Notes, from Tr i is ha in thegAdr,cav, Libtary, exhibit a 

view of the domatic state of Scothrml, 	the year 1056, that 	under Cromwell 
ation : 
The whole shipping at Seethed 	of 93 vesit•I,, carrying i7i4 tons; with 13 bark 
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!,: 	this kingdom settled on Charles II, was scarcely equal to the rent-rolls of some 
of the baronage, or the profits of some of the traders, during the happier 

	

;' 	influences of late times : yet, does it attest the penury of a people, whose atten- 
tions had been turned, during a century, to the unreal pursuit of religious 
frenzy. The Parliament endeavoured, indeed, with some solicitude, to turn 

	

,'• 	the ardour of the people to more enriching occupations. But, whoever has the 

	

; 	habits of industry to learn, and his connections to form, cannot soon expect 

	

i 	the benefits of wealth. The Parliament, indeed, established in rlios, tire Bank 

	

, 	of Scotland. Yet, a people must have made some progress, in agriculture, 
and manufacture, in the adventures of traffic, and in the practice of circulation, 
before a bank can give them the facilities of credit, and the advantages of capi- 

	

1 	tal (g). In the midst of this domestic debility, the nation formed a company, 

I for colonizing Darien ; expecting wealth from foreign adventures, before in- 

	

.. 	dusny had taken deep rom M their native land. But, the government of King 
William opposed them at Hamburgh, and Jamaica; as neither prejudice, nor 
hate, foresaw, that the jealousy of the Spaniards, and the damps of the 
climate, would destroy the hopes of visionaries, without exciting the indigna. 
tion of disappointment. 

	

1 
 .* 	V. The period of the   Union will be found to contain great events, and salutary 

	

, 	effects, though that measure was not at once completed, nor were those effects im- 
mediately felt. With that epoch, the history of the decline, and fall of Scotland, 

	

k; 	is supposed to have been accomplished : it is a much more pleasing task, to give 

The whole customs, on imports and exports, were 	 L5.,47 
The whole excise on imports, and sale of goods 	- 	 .6,733 0 
The excise on ale, spirits, and salt 	- - 	 - 364,4 0 ° 

L39•°44 o 

During that era, lands were commonly soil, in Ireland, at two years purchase 5 as we learn from 
Sir William Petty. In Kirkcudbright Stewart., farms were offered, during the same age, by 
advertisement, to good tenants, without any rent. Below this, the value of land, could not easily 
fall. Miserable must be the condition of any country, which &els solace, in comm.. 

(g) The nominal stock of the Bank of Scotland was Clow:Apo Sterling: but, Lgo,con were 
fouad to be a capital guitesufficient, at that epoch, for transacting the banking business ot North-
Britain. On the 0th of April 1690, branches were planted at Dundee, Aberdeen, Glasgow, and 
Montrose. Yet, the Directors, soon finding, that the profit of those subordinate banks were 
unequal to the charges, recalled thore establishments : on the as.tlk of December 1696, from Aber-
dren, and Montrose; from Glmgow, on the ad of January 16971 and from Dundee, on the Gth 

	

...• 	of October 1698. Record of the Baola What a wretched picture of commercial debility ! none 

L

--,  ay those towns could employ a bank on the smallest scale: and 43o,000 was a sufficient capital for 
at 'walla,  bank I 

• an 
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an historical sketch of her resuscitation, and prosperity. The regulations of 
-trade, under new circumstances, are supposed to have repressed the desires, and  
.the efforts of foreign commerce. The fact is, that the Scotish people were not 
:in a condition, to derive much benefit, from the advantages, which were held 
tap to their anxious eyes they wanted habits of industry ; they had fete con-  • 
bections of business; they had scarcely any commercial capital; and, although  - r 
they had a bank, they had hardly any paper credit. The ratification of the 

,'Union, indeed, calmed their troubled 'spirits ; yet, did they feel, for some  11  
time, the debility, which is the-usual consequence of every uncommon effort.  ut 

Nor, were they roused, by the artifices of faction, after their Parliament had  a  
adjourned, for ever, on the 35th of March tyoy. Every measure was essayed 
to give fair effect to the Union (h). The people of Scotland now partook of  •, 
all the privileges of trade, which the inhabitants of England enjoyed. Of 
North-Britain, the traffic of coal was facilitated; the linen manufacture was i 
promoted; the fishing was regulated: and, in ty is, the interest of money, 
which, in Scotland, seems always to have kept puce with that of England, was  '',, 
reduced front six in the hundred, at the epoch of the Union, to fivc (i). The 
coins, which circulated, in Scotland, were 7A:coined, with the aid of the Bank, 
to a greater amount, than had been supposed to exist (h). ..And, in syt 1, the  ii  
Post-office, which is so commodious to the country, and as a mode of revenue 
so easy, was extended to Scotland. The statesmen of that reign, seem to have 
been diligent to render the Union, which had been left imperfect, still 1111,1•6 

mplete. On the 1st of May 1708,  0116  Privy Council was settled, for the 

(A)  In respect to the trade of Scathed with England, the Commissioner. of cu.toina repre-
ted various points, which required consideratiotri and whielawere referred to the Law olfacii-

e rw, Ivho gave their sense of every article to the lord High Treasurer Godolphin. 
open, dated the 5th of May 1707. He immediat. ly ordered their opinion to h.; adop 
ried into practice. A commission, fur thc rnamigement of the evivalent, am 

39ll,clty 	o, which was to be paid to Soothed, was, at the same time, issued. 

• 
I) 'a An. ovi. The comparative state, which is subjoined, of the rate of interest fur 

,England, and Scotland, at successive eras, will illustrate the bbarvation, in the teat • 
Zr England. 	 hl Scotland. 

	

In qv, rattled at 10 per Cent. 	 In 107, at  I  o per C,. 

	

1614, reduced  to  8 per Cent. 	 • 	16,3, tot per Coat. 

	

:65,: I reduced to 6 per Cent. 	 I reduced to 6 per C 

(11 The sum, which ma actually brought to the Mint.wat, tytt,[17  t o 9; but, Ruchlimno 	. , 
ppoeed, from various circumstances, that the whole circulating coin, in gold, and silver, amounted 

ptw,coo. Pref. to the Diplont. Scotia ; Anderson's China, Com. ii. 545. 

t'aitcd 
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United Kingdort. The useful institution of Justices of the Peace was extended 
to Scotland (1). The circuit Couttl, which brought justice into every district, 
were regulated. The English laws of treason were communicated to the Scotish 
people: and, it was declared, that no person, who seas accessed of any crime, 
should be subjected to torture (nt). An act of general pardon was passed (4.). 
Those various measures were undoubtedly considerable improvements. In laddi. 
don to all those ameliorations, some ecclesiastical measures were adopted, 
perhaps, with equal success, though they were opposed by the church judica-
tories. Episcopal congregations were protected as legal : and it was declared 
that, no forfeiture should be incurred, in consequence of any ecclesiastical 
censure (a). The right of patronage= was restored. to those, who were supposed 
to represent the original founders of the several churches (1). In order to give 
effea to all those measures, a secretary of state for Scotland was appointed, 
who seas soon found to be of less use, than had originally been conceived. 
Yet, was it believed by those, who lived in those eventful, and factious times, 
that much remained to be done, for making the Union complete, by freeing 
Scotland from ancient abuses (9). 

The demise of Queen Anne, on the 1st of August x 754., transferred, under 
the act of settlement, the united crown to George I. The early measures of 
the new reign were dictated by extreme violence. And this irnpolicy produced 
disaffection, in England, and rebellion, in Scotland. A few months of the 
year rq 15 saw the rebellion suppressed. Forfeitures followed in its train. And 
the jurisdictions, which were thus transferred, from the ancient proprietors, who 
had only used them for selfish purposes, seem annexed to the crown. The 
spirits of men, during those party conflicts, were still greatly embittered (r). 

Ill  6 Anne, Ch. vi. 	• 	(in)  7 Anne, ch. xxi. 	 (a) 7 Anne, ch. xxii. 
(o) is Anne, ch. di. In ',7ta, the assembly of the church addressed the Queen against a 

Loon,Ilha seleration, which was supposed, by the addressers, to  le beyond the pew, f Parliamem re 
Artablith. 	 (p) 7  AnnE, ch. xi. 

(q) There are many memorials to this effect, a, the PaperOffice. There is a list, in the rape:- 
Office, dated the Gth of November 17 so of the several Sheriffs, and Stewatts of Scotland, under 
three distinct heads t Of the whole 33, there were During pleasure 	- 

For life, and lives 	- 
Hereditary 

(,) The Karl of Ilay, whose address, and neatness, greatly contributed to suppress the rebel. 
lion of ,715, wrote the Secretary of State, from Edinburgh, on the soth of September 1755: 
4,  There ha, happened an accident, which will suspend the Justice Clerk's fury against me for, he 

and she King's Advocate have had a  corporal di parr; I  mean literally; for, I parted them." 
This letter is in the Pape,01Sce. Adam Cockburn of Ormiston W05 Lord Justice Clerk from 
1707 10 1735.. Sir David Dalrymple was Lord Advocate from 1707 001710. 

And, 
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And, the year 1718 was marked, by the issue of a commission of ,vengeance,  , 
twhen the terrors of insurrection had ceased. Colmissioners of Oyer and 

creamer sat at Perth, Dundee, at the shire town of Fife, and at Kelso on the 
weed, to inquire into the treasons, which had been conunitted, in .7 t 5. But,, 

Ile firmness of the grand juries, in negativing the presentments, taught their 
_'rulers the wisdom of forbearance, after justice. had had her ...orifices:a). In 
. e subsequent yrar, there was an invasion of North-Britain, by a small num. 

er of attainted nobles, on the western coast of Ross-shire, which was soon.  
epulsed. The Parliament, in t7as, enacted, that the highlanders should he 
'sarmed t and, this delicate operation was performed with the mildness, and 

discretion, which were characteristic of General Wade. But, insurgents of a , 
. 	very different sort soon came upon the stage. The malt-tax, which had occa. 

. 'oned, during the late reign, a motion, in Parliament, for a dissolution of the 
nion, was extended over Scotland, during the present. The consentient voice 

:f every party, and every person, in this country, now concurred, in reproba.  - 
'on, and resistance, of this hated measure. It was at Glasgow, a city noted 

r its loyalty, that an insurrection, on the a4th of June 17a5, sacked the house 
f her representative in Parliament, and expulsed the king's troops. Every! 

_,. 'town, and every village, were ready to imitate this example. And the king's ' 
servants at length saw, With reluctant eyes, that the united passions of a whole 
people must be respected (t). They abolished the office of secretary of state for 
Scotland. They sent to that country, as a confidential agent, the Earl of Bay, 

, 	a nobleman of uncommon address, and talents, yet of little scrupulosity in his 

Ipearls. General -Wade, with Duncan Forbes, the King's Advocate, marched 
the head of an army into Glasgow, where there was none to oppose them. 

he principal insurgents were arrested ; the Magistrates of that city were carried 

(r) I have a MS. account of the proceedings of those courts, in September tp8, which shows, 
that all the authority, and artifices of the judges, and lawyers, could not overcome the firmness of 
the grand-jurors, in negativing the bills of indictment: Lawyers won sent from London to assist, 

anoccasion so new, in Scotland, as such trials, for high treason. 
(I) The Duke of Newcastle wrote to Lord Towultend, the Secretary of State, attending the 
ing, et Hanover, on the 1st July ,715 " It is most evident, that neither the malt.tan, nor 
the disarming the Highlanders, could have occasioned any disturbance; and those two points 
being happily got over, Scotland will be as much in his Majetly's power, ahnow as the least cm,  
potation in England." Thin long letter, giving an account of the disturbance, in Scotland, for 
e King's information, remains in the Paper-Office it attributes those disturbances to the 

and misconduct of the King's senorita, in Scotland, " who did not use their united endca-
VOUrS make the people easy under those measures ;" the eMb.iars, and the &w k o, all: to 

it for statesmen to End any defect in themselves 
prisoners 
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pdsoners to Edinburgh, where they were` not long detained (u). By great 

efforts of Minagement, and perseverance, the maimax was enforced, sift some 

mitgations , but a proper respect was henceforth paid to the spirit 0 

peopila (i). 
Hare, then, is the epoch of the improvement pf Scotland, arisin 

emergcury of popular effervescence. While the law was enfo 

.l.remed of full as much importance, to turn the ardour of the 

i!seli'; to give a spirited people useful employments; to enrich them,'Iry 0-16 ,  

salutary means, %;,,h.ich are gradually supplied by agriculture and manufacture, 

fishing and traffic. And, in June 1726, the King invited the conventim of ,  

royal 1/1,1.311'S " to prepare schemes for their future welfare (z). Royal 

tea 	appointed, in t 727, for carrying all thcse velum: into practical ed.  

A Royal Bank was, at the same time, established, at Edinburgh, with a je 

though unmerited retrospect to the Bank of Scotland. But, the competi 

(a) The insurgents were tried before the Court of.Justiciary, wherein the Earl of nay, as Loud 
Justice General, presided. Sir Walter Pringle, Lord Newhall, who is praised by the late Lord 
Dreglsorn, in his Cri.inal Trial., as a gentleman of worth, and a lawyer.of eminence, led the coat 
against the ..1119tiCC General, in support of a mild construction of law, and of a mitigated infliction  . 
of punishment: some of the guilty persons were whipped in.  Glasgow, and some of them MTG .  
transported to the plantations. 	Earl of play gave a very heated account of the conduct of 
the Judges to the Duke of Newcastle, the Secretary of State; in his letter, tat 
September tyay, which remains, in the Paper Office 	I find four of the Judges 

ail they can, and much more than there is any shadow of law to warrant, in ord 
criminals from justice those I mean are Lord Ntwliall, who is a w big, and t 

ong them; and, consequently, does the most harm on this oion, to far as to 'In neiCe.. 
Lord Poison, and Lord Pencaitleand, both Whigs; the other is Lord

ccs 
 Dun, a tory, of the name 

a; of Areskine : Lord Royston, son to the late Earl Cromartie, agrees with me in curry point 
and was today very fret with the rest of our brethren upon that subject." We have seen aim, 

what punishments were inflicted by the Judges: bat, the Lord Justice General wanted to make they  
crime of the rioters to be robbery. 

(i) The malt.taz act, in favour of Scotland, specially directed that, after paying Lao,coo to 
the public, the surplus should be applied towards enconraging her manufacties, and commerce. 	se 

(a) In the Paper-Office, there remains a very intelligent report of 'that cocial convention, 
dated the 9th November t 7:6, to the King; stating the funds, which bad been

mmer  
Settled, for the 

useful ends of domestic ecconomy, M consequence of the Union: and pointing out the most proper 
objects of manufacture, and fishery, to which they ought13 be applied. 

(1) At this epoch, the surplus linen, over the consumnia, which was made, in North-Britain, 
was estimated at 2,000,000 yards: the quantity, which was made for sale, in that country, 
Tarried up, by the prudent taxi:age:stem of those trustees, during many years, to 24,000,000 yards, 
ad the progress of the linen, wafiopped, by thecompstition of the cotton. 

and • 
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and clash of the two Banks, as well obstructed the plans of iniproi ement, ae 
incommoded the motions of life (y). 

lite star of agricultural melioration began to twinkle at the Union 
In 1723', a society of improxiers ire the knowledge of ogri.-Ithute was formed.  at 
Edinburgh, consisting of all, who were eird., high, or eihilent, or learacd, or 
ingenious, in Scotland. This seeiezy coi.iinued its meetings, and exei dons, tilt 
the rebellion of 1745 shed its baneful influences upon them. Rut, those 
pro,crs had sewn the seeds, which after a while ripened inio a harvest of  
agricultural intelligence, and lively eiThrt ; so that many a field of core grew, 
in 1743, Where none had grown in prior times (a). 

Meantime, lib.: demise of Gcor;te. I., on the 1 'Pa of May 1707, tr..ii,iferred 
hie rights, uncle.- the Aft of Settlemen.t, 'whit his miniaers, to Georgell. The 
nation had undoubtedly prosp.ered amidst the late negotiations, a..,1 phij.dert 
insurre(lions, and wars. The ten yea, peace, which succeeded that demise; 
`contributed still MOM to ai., nationii.1 prosperity. The great domestic manu. 
facture of North-Britain more than doubled, iu that protiperous period (b). 

Af:cr 
I,) 	'f he royal trustees stated to the king, in 17 as, that the little progress they had her,' able 

to make was 4,  ow itig principally to the seartiity of money, and lowness of credit, occasioned by 

A
the disputer hotwiten the itivia Bonk," PIS. in the roper Office. Duncan Forbes, the King. 
dvocate, a magistrate, who i% rice,, so litt rue-intoned but 	plat., wrote from Edinburgh, 

on the 26th of June, 1:(28,10 the Diik, 	 " The Trustees, appointed hy I.it M tjcity, 
for taking care of the manufactnr-, pea c.,1 with great 2,1, and indlotty r but, t pwsent, 

" credit is 1.1111 SO low, by a strug,i12 lictwoct, the Ilitik, lablo erected by 	1,73,2ity, :Tod the old 
Dank, that money can scarcely be found to tpi to marl, st ttlt " Letter to the Paper Uwe. 

'The olar Bunt., however, on the ,4th of July, I 737; 	0,1131'1110w at Glargow,A1,rd,en, 
Dundoe, and Borwick t Yet, were they all recalfrd, on the altor July, '733. Rcaord, o... 
Bank. The 	tht. cu.'rtwottired to e,tend the toi Fri 	1hr But•lo t But, thew reseal 
[01,16 	yet sufficiently prept.red to niceivc such comr.1261.11 aid r. 

(o) Lord-Pollsaven, who is remembered for Ilia s7cattl, 2,7tiost thit 	published "An Ad- 
s,  vice to the Farms, in East Lothian, to Lb., arid Milo°, thcir Grouuds.' 

(o)• The TrantaaiPri• of thattrocitity r* IT publielicd;by Robert bittwiweil, it 1743.  The sw, 
plus of corn, which  MIS expo, Led, M the Tittion, may he stitwd tit 23,000 ,itrti,• 	5743, at 
56.coo ituttoters. The averago prtce of Wu,. too),  be i6v,tn from the legal mica of Ilndington, et 
the Union, at 12r. 36. /or Doll and of wet, 	7r. .311 	The prim' did not ri. beyon 
these averages, during many pm:limos ye2ra. The rouv-ntiott 	:he roy.11 burrows gotcrl to lite 
Ring. in 1726 : " That. the wino o

i
f

i

tic emars2 woo', ro•antd 	ffl 
its 6  in 	who :Wm, 1 ,1. o:7 rd , o 	t it 	 at tire l'oton ; ow t• g eittiitly to the law, I  mt. 

" 	tl. export of it." MI; Paper Mae.
vow, 

  It, 1715, o law was enacted, which run Lase 
" had .u7111, efrect oawicultural it 	r The whole ny sruns. of the reed laws, which hod 	t.  

xisted, in Scottand„ before the Urtiott, Wilt confirmed, tool enforced. 	Geo. I 3o. 
(t) The surplus of linen made, alms the consumption, VA; in 17se, 2,,83,97g 	is 

253",  066,0E1, The mu,his quantity of corn exported 1,35 in flf great, proportioo But, 
Vol,. 1. 	 5 T 	 titer 	, 
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After some years of captious peace, a war began, in 1738, with Spaln, which 
drew on hostiliries with France, in 1744: And hi additir ,n to the calni 
both, Scotland was soon involved in the miseries of insurrection.. Mu 
been done, for preserving quiet;' 	yet, more remained to be 
during tie Cr,,ting circumstances, for 	vigour to 
obedience to the gaverned. 'rhe whole country was distrait 
fraion. 	districts, lying nortlovard of _the rorlb, were actua,...d  
cnntes 	whi.,11 were peculiar to themselves. Wall thus? disqatisfactio 
King's tni,l,ters were amply informed ; yet, 	 ..7 
unpropitiqua times, to apply adequate remedies to those various discrdc.  

this state ci ahuia, the nation was threatened wi;11 an invasion, from 
In Augi§t 1 745, ,he standard of revolt was rahul, within the 1,C,SES 
highlands, urn:, lee auspices of a sr...Loa ol Jam. VII., who now _c 
What his grandf..tlo.r Mt declared to have f:rfeioal. The race 
revolted, during eight months, evinced the weakness, and hnp 
King's streams (..)• At length, on the 16th of April 1745, th 
standard was torn down, for ever, at the battle of Culloden. A 
al that decisive day, the King's troops continued to do military e 
they r,eixoda.t illtillIa1011 from the Coact of Scssion, that tiny,  
against last'. Sacrifices were now offered to justice; and the  p 
forfeiture were  fully inflicted. But, the more difficult tin remained of 
moving the causes of a revolt, which had proved a diversion to the enemy, and 
had shaken the throne. 

Memorials were now given to the King's servants ; pointing to the cans 
that mighty mischief ; and indicating of 	remedies, for those 
disorders (6/). After much hesitation, was passed, on the 25th of March I 

the, 

the surplus of the no depends so much on the seasons, that it is ROL so good a criterion of 
prosperity, or decline. The laws, which had been recently made, for allowing the export of native 
commodities, free from duties, and for allowing the importation of the materials of manufactures 
rqually free, must, nu doubt, have had a considerable effect. 

(a) There are various documents in the Paper Office, which show very clearly, that the King's 
Ministms were warned, as early sa the year .740, of the discontents of many considerable persons, 
both in South, arid North-Britain; and of their purpose to revolt. 

(d) Thou memorials still remain in the Paper Office. It was said that, the great argument 
which induced the Scots to come into the Union, not only to etipy the invaluable privileges of the 
English constitution, but likewise to hold those privileges, by the same title if there be any 
thing wanting to complete that design, oue of the contracting parties is deceived and cons,. 
quently must be discontented, but that 	no real Union din exit. till what is essential to such 
kl Uaioa be jperforrpe,i ; that coder tom. ti on of a complete Union, wherever any of the Fop! 
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the act " for taking away those heritable jurisdictions," which had keen so 
unfitly obtained, and so long complained of O. Other laws were passed, 
for giving full effect to that salutary measure ( j). It was objected, indeed, 
that those jurisdictions had been saved by the Union, to the proprietors: 
But, it was observed, that the power of Parliament had been also reser,d to 
alter the Union, for the obvious melioration of the whole people : And, ano-
ther principle of the constitution was brought in, to aid that rtservation ; 
by declaring that, the fair value of those private rights should be settled by 
the Court of Session, and paid for by the public (g). The great object appeal,: 
to have been " to make effectual provision, for the regular administration of 
.‘ justice, throughout North-Britain, by the King's judges ,(h)." Sukh were 
the measures, arising from the rebellion of 1745, which gave completeness to 
the Union of 1706. We have seen, in the foregoing pages, what indeed all 
history attests, that morals seldom exist among civil conflicts, and religions 
frenzy. If it be inquired, when Scotland became a moral country, the answer 
must be that, when law was settled as the universal rule, and justice was 
equally administered, the people acquired morals, and the state became safe. 

A nine years war was ended by the peace of .748. North-Britain furnished 
her fair proportion of men, and of money, towards those hostilities; she had 
been disturbed by ninemonths insurrection; yet, it does not appear, that her 
industry had been much interrupted, or the progress of her prirperiry long 

of Scotland fell short in their enjoyment of chow privileges, with the people of England, it may 
prove of the most dangerous consegoence to the whole conoitutiont In order to make cut those 
points, this intelligent n.entorialist went a,o a 	a.ii of those Ovidtgr, mi.erierifier, and 
jorardir:foo, 	n,they were here ilitary in psi ticulve fanlili .5, 	teiled to endave the 
pet.ple, and to endanger the state; as successive insurrections had miov.d. 

ao Geo. II. 43 s 11.  GQ0. 	/9 	Those jurisdiction, had certainly been revervied by the 
oet of Union ; and this had been made 	idjection to every proposal, for removing thom 
lint, it was answered, that where the state is endangered, by the enjoyment of private Tights, 
these lights must give place to the general good, on making toiequfte fatisfaction to the interested 

(f) The forfeited es 	were vane.:,. to the crown , and commiisioners were appointed, for 
appliVng disk produce to stir imponement of the highlands, the inhabitants of which wet, agatet 
disarmed. 

(g) These we, claims 	in, amounting to L6a±,t27. 	art: The real proton,inne were 
uq uidated, by th, Cott, at 	It L152,237. 15, 4,/ Acrliog Money. 

	

(b) For that impurt.t 	tho, 	sum Fold far, and removed and dwriE, con. 
siting of rafeHed en,:,:, were appointed by the King, with adequate salaries j as the Court Of 
Sauloa had recommended to the Hot. of Peers. 

5 	 detained 

   
  



(1) It is an instructive fact, that the United 
factuves, more trade, owl more shipping, in 17 
made, in Scotland, during th: year 17,5, rand, 	4, 
This is the true barometer of her internal pro3pc 
exported frm Scotland, in 1738,  V/3.9 45,608 quarter, ; in 774 

the fir, stagecoach began to run between Edinbulgh and  G 
pro, ea was soon n.linquished, for want of employmcf.t 'Ills 
communications, and the deficiency of intercourse.

(1) It was in the period abovementioned, that the system of Gm:17u, in S 
encrgia, the people, after they had been prepared, by previous measures, to dcri 
their opratims. The capital of the Royal Bank hod been augmented to  Cr 
The British Linen Company had been established, at Edinburgh; in 174.,,, with a 
of Cx00,ono ; and immediately began to issue notes. In 0748, a Bank was established, in Also'
deco, by four merchants, whore diummts were prosecuted for usury. This prosecution did not dot 
the intelligent traders of Glasgow from establishing, in that city., two Banks, in t 750, who 
notes were circulated to a considerable extent. Whatever abuses may have been committed, b 
any of those establishments, they have promoted the industry, and augmented the wealth 
North Britain, in a greater degree, than theorists are disposed to acknowledge. The co 
',math. of f, tyo,eeo, which was granted for the heritable jurisdictions, may be considered. 
much active capital, that neadded to the efforts of Scotland. 

(1) 	757, Lord Barron, the Secretary of War, thanked tlic people of Scotland, for the 
aCtivity, 	raising the nei vies. The  dans had not yet been compelled lo seek for comforts, in 
other countries. There .Arc still, in that country, many persons, who preferred the levities of 

to the drudgeries of industry. 

• 
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izi their shoal ions, and Icon industrious, in their smployments (es). It is one of 
tie peculiarities of one happy island, that a nation .of iroenkn never fail to carry 
the ene,sics, which they acquire in war, into the occupations of roar 

The den;i%, of GCMIC ii,, on the asth of October 1760, t.ansfetn,d alt hi, 

evtin 
*protection of arts, and of science, by an erdight led 
eign; the promoting, and perfomance of voyages of dis't 
sgement of agriculture, and manufacture, the incitement of traffic and nay/. 
ation ; such arc the topicks, which future historians will delight to narrate, 
Id explain, with jolt commendations. Of all those unwonted excitements to 
nulalion, North-Britain enjoyed her full share. Various now professorships.. . 
are settled, in her universities, for t1-,e instruction of youth, in the useful, anti 

he elegant parts of scholarship. The office. of hiskrkgranher royal was revived, 
e the more diligent cultivation of the unwoeslcd winks; of hex history, though 
ithout much ;Axons, A Royal Society, for the Cultivation of Natural Know..  • 

edge, and tree Science, was established at Edinburgh. At this scat of 
earning, and of law, an A .1 Ira; y .Pali, t y was settled, with chart'ered privileges, 

order to cultivate the Artbakkgy of a nation, which cannot boast of its 
aiquaries• 	he forfeitures of la, times se,. relinquish,'; proscriptions oc 
.inciplea, and of drofi, were rep,,aled ; intolerance of ovary kind was dis-
intenanced ; those descriptions of Christians, who hail been driven into 

isaffceti,m, by harshness, were rod:dined by lenity; and at length, every 

(el) To carry out slieue products before the war 1..epa, required, of shipping 661,04 tons. 
At,,, the nestomtien or peace 	- 	 7o8,co8 

i.evalue of thou cargoes, in the first period, was 	 " Z./599,11 n 
the second period 	 14,9n5,95. 

,754, the revenue of the'Post Office nos 	 z To,663 
1764, the .me revenue arnounted to 	 231,535  

,Ittc of enrgoes, exported from North.Beitain, in 175.f, was 
in 5754 	- 	 1,244.,000 

175.1, the surplus quantity of hoes, which Ans.& for sale, in N. Britain, was 8,914.369 Yn/d3- 
1764, the surplus quantity was 	• 	 n,823,o48 

meeting 
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meeting of Christians were heard to pray, with sincere animation, for the 
safety of a Sovereign, who had shown himself, by so many acts of beneficence, 
to be the true father of his people. 

Meantime, the peace of 1763 left the State embarrassed, by the debts of the 
war, which were soon liquidated, and settled, by the prudent application of the 
national energies. During the dozen years, which followed that event, site 
greatest efforts were made to improve the surface of our island (n). The 
manufactures were promoted, by many laws of equal efficacy. The fisheries of 
our shores were also encouraged, by regulations, and bounties. Commercial 
circulation, which is of such mighty consequence, in industrious countries, 
was, with the practices of bankers, promoted, and regulated. Great attention 
was paid to the affitirs of the mint, while a new practice was introduced into the 
theory, and circulation of the coins. Those active measures were attended 
with the most saintaiy effects, as to she industry, and commerce of this enter-
prizing nation (o). North-Britain partook, as we may easily suppose, in all 
those encouragements, and in that prosperity. (p). 

In 1779, while the nation thus prospered, her transatlantic provinces placed 
themselves in that state of revolt, at which they had aimed, from the epoch 
of the Revolution, as the State Papers attest. Why a nation, that had lately 
overpowered France, and Spain, did not quash that revolt, not its one cam-
paign, but its several years, it is the business of some future historian to explain. 
If a station will negotiate, when she should fight, and fight when she should 
negotiate, in vain does she expect success: The revolted Colonies were joined 

(n) In the first fourteen sessions of the present t,ign, no fewer than coven hundred acts of Par-
liament were passed, for dividing commons, inclosing wastes, and draining marshes. in that 
period, were passed four hunched and fifty acts of Parliament, for the making of roads, in different 
districts. In that period also WM niDcwea laws enacted, for making art,fictal canals, exclusive of 
the many harbour, whkh were impoo,:d, and secured. Such were the arts, by which a great 
nation was enabled to bear burdens, and to accumulate wealth 

10) Sr 	1764, the whole chirping, which Were employed in foreign trade, 
amounted to - 	708,ocS tons. 

T. 1774 	 • • • . 	860,t75_ 

In 1.7E4, the cargoes exported in that as" quantity of tonnage, amounted to L:1+,945,950 
Se 1774, 10 	- • 1;,613,,03 

--- 
(p) 	the cargoes, from 	,term of the value of 	. 	1,143,957 

In 5 774 	 - 	1,37a011 
--- — 

	

The stains book attrsts how snap 	 were lased, during that periol, for the domestic improve. 
mot of North•lhitain. 

by 
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by France, in 1773, by Spain, in 1779, and by Holland, •in 1781. 
...Colonies were acknowledged to be independent in 1;13,1 ; and p 

'with those powers, successively, in 1783, 0.r.d in 1784. 1,11,1 
barras,ing hostilities, the for,gn trade of this 

land hoc linar,ccs were wasted, though her re..1,1,70 1 
dt requi:_d groat efforts of xzill, F.1,-,ricrance, and nsaga`- 
Itulion, to that state of prosperi.y, eicich she Ln.y.ed, before t 	stractt 
mar b.gan, But, her affairs, finar..ial, and commercial, were soon restore 
;Ilex deb, were settled; her exchcwa was 	; and a Sinking fat 
lof a yearly million was cst,':lished, 	principles, as to lighten the burd 
)of the public debts, 	strengthen tile national mak, and to energize th 
yariou, pursuits of a diligent people (!), Meanwhile, the Ens:India afrai 

crc r 	the national fi..Eherles were cleouraged the native thippin 
00000 prt,..od.Cd, by a new navigation act ; foreign treaties were renewed 

anufactories were promoted; agrictilatre was encouraged; a thousand In, 
'ivere made, for local impr,vements (r): And, the necessary result was a eta 
sf prosperity, in 1792, whia, far vxateded what ;this powerful nation had en,  
enjoyed, in the most prosperous limos (S). In this prosperity, and in 

kIt  ncouragcmcms, North-Britain 	partook, and equally obtain 
benefit; (t), 

Yet, amidst all that felicity, ensued, in 1793, bankruptcies, at ho 
stititit, abroad. The evils, arising from the first of those misfortune, we 

(7) The national rewenne wag below floc expellee of the public establishmente, in 5781, tno 
illions of Founds 	792, the revenue exceeded those egablibhments two mi 
(r) 	statute book is the hest voucher, for all those mcamnes. 
(,).The 	which were employed, in the foreign trade of Great- 

Britain, amounted 05 5771-7-4 to 	- 	 - 	6 
in 5785-6-7 to 	- 	 1,t7o 
in 1750-91-91 to 	- 	 5i4 

the fir's period, the once of their cargos s amounted to 
the second, to 

n the third, to 	- 

(t) In 177r, the MITIw value of her linen manufacture cocci 
To 5714 to 
Li 1752, to 	- 

In s 763, there were employed ships, in the foreign trade of Notch-II 
1782 	- 

n 592 " 

• 72,58 

[3,089,006 
- 	55,148,7 

   
  



46,t20,96a 

	

The nanb, at ct,-, belonging 	do a]ti,,h dominion's, 
t792, as 16,0;9 bearing 1440045 tons. 

in I 	- 2e2,56i 	2,1,18055. 

,e Book etteste shb, inctrnetive feet. 

	

111113, a hi 	b, iceged to C,,,,troi, carried, itt t-9: 	91,527 
in 

	

it,c,,cd to 	izsc,864. 

the 
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essed, and credit was immediately restored: The war with France 
first, with Spain, afterwards, and with the powers of the North, in the 
end, continued, for years, rather to waste our wealth, than to interrupt our 
domestic industry, or to embarrass our foreign trade. \\?,, now enjoyed, 
from our naval victories, as much as from our skill, and wealth, almost the 
whole commerce of the world (u). Peace was restored to a harassed, rather 
than exhausted nation, in October 1So, Throughout this war, our do-
mestic improvements went on, without interruption: In the eight years, which 
elapsed with ,s800, there ware upwards of a thousand laws parsed, fur local 
meliorations (N). A great dcbt had, however, been contracted by the state, 
which was lightened, by a new policy, that consisted, in appropriating a 
revenue to redeem every loan. In all those measures, both of war, and of 
peace, whether happy, or adverse, North-Britain, felt the distre,, and enjoyed 
the benefits (y). 

At this epoch, Olsen a new century bcp;an, and another Union was formed, 
it may be proper to review the period of the Uniin, ,  w ills a retrospective glance 
to the past, in order to recd.! some of the most inn:-•rtant topick:, for. marking 
a progress, and ascertaining the result. (z.) The most important St pick is 
the great body of the people. It is a knoivn circumstance, in the history of 
mankind, that they have a tendency to increase, and multiply, even unifier ti e 
most adverse circumstances. The numbers of the people of North-Britain, at the 
epoch of the Scotish Union, was unknown to the statesmen, who conducted 
that difficult measure to a happy end. By carrying- back the mind, front the 
enumeration of stlw, to the returns, that were made, in 1791, and in 1755, 
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the whole people, in 17o5, may be fairly estimated, at 1,093,coo (0). They 
multiplied in proportion as they advanced, and as they enjoyed allitional 
security, and rearer comforts. They because a moral people, as cc have 
seen, when the law was established, its /7.7, as the rul.. of their conduct, 
and the measure 'if their safety In their progres,, they pet haps acquired mo,d, 
as they gained habits of industry ; and while they obtained walth, by their 
labours, they bccame virtuous, frosts their applications. (a.) The admi. 
the people of Scotland, 'by their represmrotives, iota the Parliam.int of 
Britain, which is so much better consdtuted its its theory, and s 
useful, in its practice, was a most advantageous acquisition. T 
their Privy Council, an the 1st of hlay 1708, was alsno,t of eq 
to them. The criminal jurisdiction of that corrupt bossy seem 
Measure, to have devolved on the King's Advocate 'their civil a. 
transacted, by a Secretary of State, for Scotland ,a). 'they were, subse 

(a) Thee  numeration of 5805 	 iditomoo s 
etu The rrns of - 	 1,516,oco 

The returns of . 1755 	 i,s(c,coo 

. 	The numbers of people, who lbed, us 51st principal towns of Scotland, at those epoch, rie 
stated, in the following manner ; 

In i7o5. — 	In 'coo. 
Edinburgh contained of souls 	• 30,,95; — 	.17,790; 
Leith 	- 	 - 5•iro — 	9,405; 
Glasgow 	 - 5 4 ,910 ; — 	57•451  ; 
Dundee 	 • 9,920  — 	2,4.7: 

• p„.0., 7,040 — 	9, too; 
Paisley 	 - 2;530  — 

(a) This office was abolished, as we have seen, after the insurrection of Glasgow. The 	1 of 
Ilay was sole employed, a; a political agent, under the two Secretaries of George I. After his 
return to court, is, 1725, Duncan Forbes, the King's Advocate, corresponded with the Ring' 
servants, doling lit,Otol years t lib Correspondence is full of knowledge, candour„and modgutit 
The Earl of flay, who died in 576s, long ruled, by a delegated, but soy 
Office, at Edi Murgh, was for some time infested, by the two Dukes of 
wrote to Sic Robert Walpolo, 	1738 ; " I ran forced to send this I 

miles ont of to 	when; the Duke of Argalc's attorney canna handle a 
William Stewart." John, Duke of Argyle, Odd on the 351 of April 574 . 0., the mh of 

March 174.;41, General Bland, the Commander of the troops, wrote to the Scummy of Suite 
" That his lals/. Were opened at the Edinburgh Post-011iee; and I thilSk the, is door by order of 
" a ncode Duke; in order to know my secret sentiments of the people, and of Ids Gmcc If this 
" pro mice is not stopped, the Ministers cannot hope, for soy real information." We have Log
lived, lived, in happier till.; No person dare new open letters at the Bost•Office, which is sacred. 

VOL. I. 	 5 U 	 ruled 

—• 
— 

— 2.54 
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ruled by serreragency, under the King's ministers, rather than by any avowed 
minister. Their administration was-gradually improved, e well by positive 
LIIV,  as by the spirit of the Parliament, and the temper of the nation. (g.) The 
public revenue of North-Britain tnay be considered, under different aspects, at 
distant periods, in proportion to the abilities of the people. In 165G, as we 
have seen, rho whode revenue, which could be derived from an exhausted 
snort ry, was k39,',44.  It may have been double this potty contribution of a 
dispirited people, in the three subsequent reigns. At the Union, in 1706, site 
v 	revenue was estimated, at 416o,coo. At the Union, with Ireland, 
in tSoo, the yearly revenue, which was actually paid, by Scotland, into the 
Xxchcquer, was at least 1,79e,coolterling pounds (b). If we were to consider 
the sums, which were appropriated, by the act of Union, and actually applied, as 
a mercantile project, towards encouraging the industry of the people, we might 
thus see how tench profit.was derived from that prudent application of very 
inconsiderable soots. (4.) The enriching industry of the North-British people 
may be viewed under several aspects. The agriculture of Scotland was early 
encouraged, as we have seen, though certainly, without much success. It has 
advanced greatly, doing the present period; and it may perhaps be asserted, 
that the surface of Scotland has been more meliorated, during the last fifty 
years, by every sort of manurance, than England, which has born greatly 
improved O. The agriculture, and manufactures of North-Britain Were not 
probably, after 96 many Conflicts, and revolutions, in a better state, at the 
epoch of the Union, than tirq had been, at the demise of Alexander III. 'They 
had been sorncti4es encouraged, as we have seen; but, they seem to have 
never advanced beyond the domestic supply. During the period of the Union,, 
the industry, and manufactures of Scotland have been assiduously cultivated; 

(t) icon,, of the Po,01, wId3chillust.cs so many points of domestic 
- 	1:,6 was 	• 	4 

, 	•„, 	 •• 	in JIIol — 	 89,S17 

TLr  ann,nnt 	 17c6 was 	- 
• • 

in 1706 ,sec 	 4 34,000 

in ,s01 	- 	 576,000 

6,,  land, at tl,e 'Union, was only - 	24,937 quartvra. 
+.5673 

I, 	inn, and anangthcnted consumption., the import of cure has 
k•..,...., , 1,1• • 	I; 	

and 
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and those endeavours have, in the todittus remit, proved successful, bind 
the  expectaiieet of hope (el) 	In addition to the linen manuf.tytme, tic 
tmderrtert work up tilt:1ml all the crool, Whieil the S rorish si.aep 
They Lave roa,teuver anytniudthe manufactures 	.:, silk,  mi 
vast amontd, betides vaii ,91 other ingosions ISOmiehs IS a f,, ,d tstt, 
the wh. 	oak, of 	 legusur, sabich were eapon,I. Itort 	ialua 

in 	p 	ads only 	663,401 TtiC 	Cu goes, wIlich 9229 29;povic,1 t129,, 
in t F...3., were vabnd, iit the Custom-htnne, to the nomunt or  f 2, 
The ialimies, in Stall md, have alm.tys been promotn.1, 	 m 
the .inlportance, !bough not always teeth mtnal ,luth7OVS (Po 	'111 ,C il,hi 

• ttilth:,u1:tcaly Leen some increwe both in the F.sh,a'y, 	sl.i,,pauj 	Norio, 
,Bri,iit, doting the rnizn. of Clt....los lL 	'Thee will an additional ;tug- 
'tinenfttion of ships, fief re the epoch of toe 	t And there han 11,11 an 
incrcase, in the intervenient period, proporticarate to the moue!, of th. 

• Fr ov,aents, and the int matmt of ti 	t ra 	). And the opulence of, 
the people aceumulate.d, amordiug to the activity of their advancement, and 
their habits of meonomy t IE the 	revenue may I, considered, tnt atuadc- 
quate meanure of private wealdt, in a nation, where the practice of finance has 
been brought to perfection; then, n oil ithe private wealth of North.Tiritain, 
have increased, tel 	the pet iatitg tha Union, in the proportion of ,C1;:e,,ao 
to £1,790,000 (G)...(5.) A very slibt inquiry would thew,' that Scotland bas 
produced, during that age, a vast mass of .genius, crafftion, and liken, ey 

(i) At the lin., the WO, mantifactuer of linen, in Nuethlkitain, 
could not hese beet more than 	. 	 .,sco,uon yard, 

In Ms]; the surplus amounted to 	- 	 - 
Which were valued at Li,o,8,6ys sterling. 

(e) It was est ..rontoth in 1724 that there were occupied, in the four shires of Lanerk, Renfrew, 
Ayr, and -Ovrt...ton, by those various employments, ps,o,, men, 	and children, wh .  
earned daily r 6,7311, ,  Cad37,2uo smiling a-year. Teem were importe

women, 
 d into Scotland of 

	

cotton wool, during tile getw.T79; 	 zos,/1.1 lb.. 

	

, • 9 	 - 

	

in 'Fog 	 - 	13,620,9,6 

( f) to /760, there were caployed, in the Scesd, ihery, r3 vcseels, carreto; 	1,142. ten, 
,S00 	 - 	5.0 	 7.3,61e 

(s) Lt,er O, there bdunged to Scotland, of ships, 115, marrying 	.  
n h805 	 2,58, 	 2,0,293 

(h) In 	/!- intone lam of North-Britain ma. spread over '1,531 persons nl var:ous faculties, 
titose Mennes were assemeg al• 4 4,5 11670 , 0,,  which was  Paid '6  344'15.  

5 U 2 	 effort. 
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l' effort. A full proof of this intimation might be found, were we to run over 
.i~ 	only the learned professions of Lew, P bytit, and Divinity. The reign of 
ef.. Charles II. was the period of great lawyers, in Scotland, as the reign of „lames I. 
_ had been the age of learned lawyers, in England (i). The subsequent reigns 

produced uncommon jurists : "the President, Duncan Forbes, whether we 
regard bins, as a lawyer, or as a man, was beyond all praise. And North-
Britain, in the same period, sent lawyers to the English bar, who would have 

i..; dignified the forums of Rome, and of Greece, during the bent days of their 	- 
r; oratory, and jurisprudence. 'The schools, for! teaching the healing art, may be 

said to have been opened,' in 1631, when the College of Physicians seas 
-established (k). In the subsequent age, Pitcairn seems to have carried away 
the palm of erudition, and discovery, in his own art. At an after period, the s 
schools of physic appear to have been agaiti refounded, by those eminent ' 

.•' physicians, Alston, Monro, Rutherford, Sinclair, and Plummer. By individual 
,Ct. exertion, and royal munificence, the University of Edinburgh became generally 
!K+ known, in subsequent times, for still greater masters;  in the healing art. As 

the reign of Charles II. was remarkable for illustrious lawyers, else reign of 
Charier I. was distinguished for learned divines. The family of Forbes produced 
several theologians of profound erudition. And the University of Aberdeen 	' 
could then boast of several doctors, with .Baron, at their head, who were 
celebrated by Clarendor, for their fortitude, and praised by Burnet, for their 

,•_' temper, as well as*thei.. learning. Tho, extraordinary scholars have not yet 
',-4 been surpassed, in their knowledge of theology.• Yet, more recent times, 'have 

produced, in this faculty, among other learned theologues, Leach's:tan and 
,,Macknight, Gerard and Campbell. If we were to diverge, front those learned * 

professions, to elegant literature, and to the higher sciences ; were we to follow 
5  BAcox, throughout " the parts of human learning, which have a reference to 

(i) That position may be made out by the following ennli tarmac: The President. Sin john 

IL 	111 s ed 	 itte Lord Prcsitlent, oiittlIelltith of 	1) 
,,p1,nnA;on to CHrl, 	 ,110, 	Sale:ler 0011,111, e011,111,e,i 	tJ,Is 

of the GI,gow ,;, zer; ; 	 iiis 	hy 	Earl of 71,F. 
(k) 	Oil 	 1.11, rtumor of that vxdbli,lm-1.1,was Sir Robert Sil/atj, and the 

or Yitca:ril. 	?, 4.• 
" 
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" the three parts of man's understanding, history to his memory, poesy to his 
" imagination, and philosophy to his reason;" our inquiries would find 
distinguished men, in every department of letters. Keith has.shown an admirable 
example hose history may be cultivated, when it is to ascertain facts, and to 
inculcate truths, with regard to the events of turbulent times. Natty miters 
of memoirs have arisen, during this period of the Union. Robertson, and 
Hume, are supposed to have approached almost to the perfection of historic 
composition And they had both attained it, if the one had had more know-
ledge of the aflitirs of Scotland, and the other had had more research into the 
annals of Britain. They have been followed, in their, faculty, by several 
writers, who emulated their celebrity, without success, and envied their pies, 

.;without acquirement. North-Britain Las not yet produced an antiquary, that 
necessary helpmate to the historian, as few delight to labour a field, where 
there is much toil, and little profit. Neither has North-Britain yet succeeded in 
biography, that more a7..recable department of historic writing; as research was 
requisite, and the reward was doubtful. 'The Scotish poets contested the prize 
of poesy with the English, till the rise of Spenser, and Shakspcare. During 
the Union period, the 	pacts of Scotland have carried away the palm from 
the greatest of the English lyrists (I). Thomsen has been assigned " praise 
" of the highest kinds his mode of thinking, and of expressing his thoughts, 
" being original." In dramatic poetry, the Scotish writers are acknowledged 
to have failed: But, they only failed, as compared with the great dramatists of 
England, who, by a rare feli.:;,y, have surpassed the writers of every other 
nation, in the arduous accompli,hment of reprarentative poesy. They sue-

*eroded better, in what Lord Bacon calls Parabolical poetry; as we know from 
the Erb!, of Ramsay, and of 	Scotland has been long distinguished 
for its pathetic music: On the theory of this ag-r,eable art, Malcolm La 

written, with uncommon learning And the Earl of Nellie carried up 
practice, by scimtifi, effor,s, to extraordinary e.celience. The , 
the art of criiicifat had u late b:-ginning, M Scotland: D.in); the (vet fit7 
years, it has Leer ext..ndcd to 	1.ight, by the sueccs,lk 
Kailas, George Catophel, I 	ad 	Yet, kw have 	d 
themselves, dMing that s 	t cl sc,ic , lernin;; 

(/) There is . not 	5,, y 	 ,.I 	 .1 	 r.: 

Matron's liaam a./ 	 nrver 	 4/.. 
n,  fur pathetic ,enthrrrt, 6rd 	versiLab.r, rcc.,rding to 12 	be,r, 	d 

ally-thing, that tner 	wriben." Nov, ,111 	br 	 thr b.irb 
Scotland 	be rego,1,:d was ports, who hair couriL,cd td the ILUTIVU:$ of th,,rr 

knowledge, 
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knewledges its importakte; Ruddiuron, i.tdced, and Doig, were- teholars, mid 
Lord Monboddo had learning, if he had lutc.wn bow to 	this 
much has been written, on illa,iiphyth's, during late tin:, Reid teems to 
have gained the first place, in this department of letters, from Isis itcutem,..., 
and pet-soy...ranee, as much as front the reedtude of I:is piniyme : Ihund maid- 
taimd 	fdia 

 
hens 	as a Se ptiotrl philosophqr, till im wa, ontiounttircid by 

Beaule, ui o sheaved rare futility ef such s 	 I sit 	cf 
bhiding it a Z., he, tytt tttnn on airy 	: 	Vet, the 	..ii It w,i'.,tirs 
to labour, its thi,  ttit.:,1, with wdrililess 	. 
in obi of ..y, er ltda.turs could best  	from noilsing,:s. Its sp.ititdaimis 
of a.diddrent 	tie cultivation of wl.at B.: 	calla 	 ttifiee 
miters Lace  obtzined scanted applause Sir 	Swart, and ',um Adam 

dit,;ngui.hed themstives above all others, in noviihg Ac lessons 
of 	nntt:notny, though their docirin, had been 111013, sv.d fret ry_ 
thvy h.lighEed indre, in the tt,cetitainintint of tae's, than in the 
theories. '1 he rip of Chairs II. 	nut: different 
North-Britain. 	In tIht age, Sir Rohtsit Sibbald acquired El.ti 
honour of being the chief 	a of mat 'era! kip 	(NI). Sutherlad, 
Martini, and Wallace, followed hiS example. But, it was Alston and Hope, 
who, in subsequent times; cultivated the curious field of botany, ell scientific 
principles: Eliiabeth Blackwel, and 	Ayton, distinguished 11.ms:dyes 
us herbalists. The year 1635, may be deemed the epoch of Elle introductiitin of 
tile Newtonian philosophy, into the public schools of the learned Metropolis of 
North-Britain. In the meantime arose the Greg tries, a most ingenious family, 
who will ever be data to scientific men. They were followed by the two Rails, 
who left viritingt, which attest howwdl they had cultivated the field of science. 
Those very able men were succeeded in their scientific career by Matthew Stewart, 
and Colin Mac Lauren, who, with superior talents, followed science to its 
utmost bounds. Neither were there wanting mcn, who cultivated in those 
times, what ILicont entitles Peached Phi loscpby. And, in this, period, which 
was so fruitful of genius, North-Britain produced several men, who have 
distinguished themselves, in the arts of painting, and modelling, of en- 

(in) On theirath of Drcernber 	Sir Robert Sibbald had e pen,ion of ‘ino settled on hint, 
as tlic King's ordinary Physician. Ring William was too much occupied with w 	and his 
Ministers ware too busy with faction, to give any eumiragemt to science, or the arts.

ar, 
 Queen. 

Arum 60011 allOpted a Mow liberal 	011 011., cad 1,i•r
en

ti11113ry 	a pcnrion of so 
a-yese was settled utt Jalta,3 Sutherland, the Botanist. In the runic year, a yearly pension of 4.6o 
sae settled en Mathew Martin, who was scat to the Hebrides, in pursuit of natural knowledge. 

gineering, 
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gineeaing, and architecture. We have now seen, from those short _hatches, 

how cinch North-Britain, during the period of the Union, has hcrease.I 

people, energized her induf-try, improved her manufactures and traflic, 

augmented her wealth, and diatinguishL herself, by the cultivation of the 

useful, and the elegant arts. 

The same causes, which had -induced the Union, between Scotland, and 

England, gave rise to the Union between (treat-Britain, and Ireland. At lioth 
those epochs, it became apparent to the wisest statesmen, that a crisis had 
arisen, which must end either in a separation, or conjunction. Wisdoin de-

cided, that the -happiness, and safety, of Crcat-Britain, and Ireland, could be 

only enjoyed by on Union. The essential principle of the former Union was 

adopted in this ;- the incorporation of the two nations, by uniting their legisla-

tures. Different circutnstances, however, introduced, on this occasion, very 

different details, as to policy, and commerce. But, the 1st of January t8o t, 

will be always considered, in the history of the kingdom, as the happy epoch 

of one of the greatest achievements, in her annals. The Britannic islands, as 

we have seen, was originally settled by the sante Celtic people. The conquests 

of the Romans, and the intrusions of the Saxons, produced separations, hand 

estrangement, a different language, and a distinct polity, within those several 

islands. The irruption of the Normans into England gave a new cast to those 

separations, and to that estrangenient. Scotland, by great efforts of valour, 
and fortitude, during a long continued contest, maintained her independence. 

- The intrusion of the Etigiish into Ireland, under Henry II, introduced a stew 
speech, and a novel polity, amongst a very different people. Ages of criss.ai,.. 

faction, and struggle, were the result. And, the Units with 	has again 

conjoined the several people, and interests of the British isles, units one intel-
ligence, and on legislation. Let it be rho wish, and the eadQasour of sysay 

wise, and good, rum, that this Union may be perpetual ! 

EINIE 
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ABBOTS, the privileges enjoyed by R. 680.3 
Lords of Parliament 	 700 
thch-jurisdiction 	• 	- 	75t 

Aber, a British word; its meaning 	• 	2 05 
Amcor, the monastery at 	• 	325, 406 

the bi.hopric of 	4 	327 
Aberdeen, Roman coins found at 	• 	006 

the College founded at 	• 	844 
..4dernien, the ancient monastery at 	- 	432 

the bishopric-of 	 • 	430  
the early trade of 	- 	. 	778 

,fieroribv, the metropolis of the Picts - 
church and round tower of 	• - 370 
Culdec settlement at 	 435 
the schools at 	 • 	475 

the family of 	- 	• 	542  
Aborigines, of Britain, who 	- 	5-.7 

of Ireland, who 	 IR, 09 
of North.Britain, who 	- 	30  57 
their manners 	- 	- 	69 
their religion 	 - 	99-0 
their antiquities 

Ad-Manes,  an account of them - 	- 	503 
Areorior p rim,  a review of 	 66 
Achelar, his league with Charlemagne - 098 9 

whether fictitious, or genuine 	- 
Adrian, visits Britain 	- 	• 	+05 

his culminations there;   his policy 	- 
hTlfriel, first applied the Anglo-Saxon tom 

boded to  Irelard 	 - 	273 
4:theitston, the coofederncy against him , 	307 

defeats hie opponents in battle 	- 357-0 
"grierla, his operations, in North-Britaiti 203,03 
• his real: and death 	. • 	14 
...4eirsbars, the early 	- 	78?.)o, 996-8. 804 

regulations for promoting 	834, 939;838 
Vat. I. 

Arica/rum, the modem improvement 
of 	 - 	P. 873, 83. 

Alum die Scotish king; the crams of his 
reign 	 2 47. 253, 073..8+-3 

Aida,, the Bishop, menvesto the Northum-
bria.; founds the bidmpric of 
fern 	 - 	324 

Ainbleiblarb, the SObtish king, his reign 278, 290 
Aleerva, a Roman station ; where 	43, 066 
Ammo, a town of the Damilii 	 60 

a Roman nation ; where 	• 123,14i, 070 
Alban, the country so called 	• 	. 008 

a name of North-Britain 	- 	3911 
.s.fitmi, their politic, their names .thcir 

mountains 	 . 	64 
',Many, Robert Duke of 	- 	806, 1308R 

John Doke of 	- 	 839 
Ablvd, the metropolis of Strathcluyd - 	231 

called Ceder,: Amturi 	- 	244 
racked by the Samos 	 257 
fooled by the Danes 	• 	354, 380 

Alexander I. thalweg, of his reign - 6,5, 674 
the events of Iris reign 6349, 644-6 

his statutes; whether genuine 	• 	726. 740  
- III. the events of his reign 639.643.674-6  

his dentine produced what  events 	- 	6/6 
Atka,  tie King of Scots 	 300  .4 

- the pine of his death ascertained - 	303 
Amigfebl, a  Roman fort at 	 t37..53 
Amon River, the 0712070 in des- h tOUrie 	- 	041 
Afireurin,  a  N. Brititit post 5,, CI, 214, 234, 237. 

24t ,  .5. 
AngNbettlr on  the Tweed 	 050- 
Agh-Memenr, Many settled in Scutt-oil; 

when 	- 	 - • 522  3.586  
Aviv-Sew:, adopted myth of the British 

• 5 X 	 kagiusge. 
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Anglo-Saxerfe, language, and topography •00,3  

settled Lothian; when 	- 	252 
settle in Scotland; when 	+97 .5e 2 

Alums, a Scutish chief; in what age .74 5,279 
Augur, a district of N. Britain 	- 95. 

Roman stations in 	• 	 175 
Mnormors of 	- 	- 	397,452 
Mended by the Danes 	- 	400  
Rads of 	- 	510,832,835,838.9 

Anlaf, a Danish chief 	 387-9 
Annandolr, Roman remains M ,33.4,137, ,51.0 
Amtrulher, the family of • 59,  
AnliTeitirx-of the Aborigines in N. Britain 70-tot 

of the Scotish period 	 465 
Aodb,  or Hugh, K. of Scots 	- 	375.382  
afrefejin, a SastisIrKing 	• 	278, 294,6 

his laws reenacted; by whom 	- 	3,7 
Are pivot Imp. Romani; where 	- 	287  
Ardorre, a Roman post at 7 	111, 169, 173 
ArderYer, Roman mans found at 	- 	a 79  
Arderytb, the battle of; when; and where 	246 
AAA,  a British town: Roman station 

6,, 2 23i 145, 
Argylt, Sept of 	 281 

name, and extent of 	- 	336-7i 453 
insurrections in 	- 	- 	635,638 
the bishoprick of 	 • 	685 

Armorial bearing, of Scotland; of Ire- 
land - 	- 	099. 463, 76,-2  

of the Celts 	- 	• 	- 	464, 762 
-Armoury of the Britons 	• 	99, 100 

of the Soots 	- 	- 	774 
Arm, heraldic, of Scottand ; whence de. 

rived 	 299,  463-4, 76,-. 
of Ireland 	- 	 463 
of Galloway 	- 	• 	760 

Arran, Earl of,Governor of Scotland 1342-1,34.8.9 
Ara., of history, his achlevements  

what castle called after him 245 
memorials of him, in N. Britain 	- 143 

Aria, the parent country of every peoyle 
the instructer of nations 	- 3 

, 	her antiquities and knowledge' 	- 3  
peopled what countrim 3 

4,/,‘”, of David I., what 	. 	• 7 25 
Amyria anti'', the fall of 	• . 	5  

A711, 111c <1,,trict of 	• 	 n• 470 
Mace-moo of 	- 	- 	392 
Earls of 	. 	 425 

Atrarotti, their poshioa; their nano 	64, ,9F 
Avenel, the family of 	. 513.,4 

Barktrat 1, Roman remains in 	 atta 
possmsed b7ithe Corny.; how early 	563 

Bagimeneh roll, when made 	- 	683 go  - 
Raker, the kings; when 	 765 
Balarboir, the palace of; where 	. 	377 
Bobo!, the family 	 • 	567, 

John,  a  competitor fur the crown 	648.653 
crowned King of Scotland 	• 	654 
dethroned by Edward I. 	 657 
imprisoned in the Tower of London 	66, 
delivered over to the Pope 	- 	66 
his death; when; and where 	• 	66, 

Ranaria, a British town ; a Rumen station; 
where 	 - 	64,t79 

Bank of Scotland, the epoch ; and progress 
Of 	 - 	868 

(Royal) establishment and progress 
of 	- 	 87x•3,876 

of the British Linen Company 	- 	:76 
in Aberdeen, else first established them 876 - 
two established in Glasgow 	- 	876 

Bankins, the epoch, and progress of,869,872.5,876 
Baron, the title of 	- 	 702 
Baronr, thoir juriatliction 	 75 2.2  
Barony, the epoch of 	- 	 750.2  
Barro.bill, a British fort on 	 90  
Burros., sepulchral, what 	 79 

every where, in N. 13, itain 	• 	8o, 26+ 
Barry-hill, a British fort on 	- 	90-1 
Batik of Mons-grampins; where 	- 	 111.13 

of Cattraeth ; where 	- 	237,.53 	- 
of Arderyth ; where 	 046 
of Dawstane; where 	 047, 253 

Nechtateemere ; where, and when 	255 
of Brenanburg when 	- 	368, 367 
of the Baud,; where - 	- 	392  
of Loomrty when 	- 	591.-5 
of Mortlach ; when 	- 	- 	399 
of Aberhenno ; when 	 400 
of the Standard; when 	• 	600 	• 

• Bade 
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Battle of the Large: when 	• 	p.640 Boyd, the family of 	 I,  575,834 
of Stirling: when 	• 	66o Boyne, Roman remains in 	 :29 
of Falkirk when 	- 	- 	663 Brndin, the monattery ; and bishopric of 430,436 
of Roslin when 	- 	• 	668 	the castle, siege of 	 669 
of Bannockburn: when 	- 	617 
of Otter boor,,; when 	 825 

• of Harlow; when 	 823 
of Floddon when 	 837 

yadpltle-dines, a RomanCcamp
• 

 - 	149, z 76 

on (Cardinal) assassinatn1; by whom 	64: 
"Beer, protected by the Brebon No 	- 	309 
BrIga, a Celtic people 	 16, 07 

r

thovrigio of choir name 

	

- 	r7 
Is, introduced into churches, when 	- 	328 
deny, or Barclay, the family of 	528.30 

`Born MS. of Scots law, whence obtained 725,734 
Bernuid burnt 	 . 	635 
Bin, a Roman port at 	- 	035, 255 
13irrenr, a Roman station at 

Biahopolos (early) not defined 	- 	674 

	

- 	251 

	

- 	593 his, the family of 	- 

which settled by David I. 	- 	678 

Bishops (British) at tie Council of Alla. 	304 
early it, North.Britain 	. 	3221 
one resided in each of the early monnsteriee 32t 
regulationa 	ing 	- 	326 
appointment of,

concern 
usurped by the Pope 	687 

Lords of Padiament 	 700 
ynisdictions of  

Beek r1r0 of P. castrated: by whom 	• 859 
II larendranr, a Human post at 	- 	142 

Blarkneer, a Roman port at 	- 	218, 067 
/Amon Bufslurn, a Roman station 	- 051 
Bodo, b, British and Roman pasta at 	r7a. 
Ponel,e, when introduced 	. 	6: r, 719-28 

when abolished 	- 	- 	840 
/2,3/ere, how chastised 	- 	839 
Poron,ebt (Royal) chronology of 	- 775 6 

the earliest charters 	- 	.744, 780 
their representation in Parliament 744,780,838 
(flour) court of 	- 	- 	777 

• the names of, Celtic 	- 	486 
coavenrien or i.....7 .6 	. 	, 	872 3 

maned, the family of - 	- 	- 	583 
Boone, the Kira.) of, in Sciolend 	- 	896 . 

Beckon lan, 	 307-8  
Brennan, a town of the Ottadini • 58, 1:3 
Brewer, to the King 	 766 

several Pictish Eng. of this 200,0; 	• 

when they reigned 	 206 

Bridri L defeata the Scom 
embraces christianity • 	• 	209. 

Bridti Ill. defeats the Saxons 	- aro, 855 6 
Britain, settled by Celtic tribes from Caul 	IS 

the topography of Britain nod Ireland 
compared 	 20 26 

the topography of South.  and North- 
Britain compared 	- 	32 56 

different name= of 	- 	 338 
Brig Irian& when, and by whom settled 	IS 
Bonne Fern 	 • 	- 	87 96  

opposed by Roman posts 205-6, 010, 158-
16o, 053, 1683 172.3 

converted into Roman posts 88 g, :60, :74 
British name, in N. Britain 	• 	215, 480 

1201115 111 the Scotiab language 	2 of, 0 7 
in the law terms 	 17 

	

in the names of place a 	• 	480 
Br;thh J,b000 CP11.707, established 	876 
Briton, of Valentin, converted by St. Nittiau 385 
Brom, the faririly, migin, and settlements of 569-373 

• Robert, a ionmetitor for the crown 	648 
Robert, tfirEarl of Carrick, his conduct 

before he mounted the throne 659.64,662.-
663, 662, 671-8 

crowned at Scone 	 673 
view of hisign 	 8,7.820 

BrionanGergb, the
re 

 batch. of; when 	364, 387 
Baelran, invaded by the Danes 	- 	390, 400 

Earls of 	- 	553 9, 55 6, 656 
Borghred, a British town, and Roman station 

- 	63, :29 
the Dana settle at 	 398 
a Roman had, dimovored at 	Pref. 

Burghs, their trade, monopoly of 	770.0, 786 
Burgs, or Scandinavian forts 	- 	34. 4 

44488.411, the Carl of 	 950, Darlhl, mode of 	 • 	989,  330  

	

5 X 2 	 Bernd. 
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thefamily of 	. 	• 	p. 586 
Born, bland, a Roman station there 	z 10, 066 
Curreerwa,k-bill, a Brithh fort; 	 .an 

camps on 	 87,127. 172 
Furrow 	 7:6,713,, 74,, 

• 
Caosttn twn, n town of the Sdgovie ; ' 

whore 	 - 	67, 1,5.7 
Ctrritalcr, a BriSdi town and Roman station 021 
Cott, river, a Roman In idge 0000036,56 

a wow of N. licitain 	szlicnce 
drtivnd 	- 	 35g 

Case 	 :rim, make a treaty with the Romans 1,33. 
• - 	 ur 	- 	1,3 

i;sonty nit h CarrraJa 	 190 
acgoilo tlietith.. of Pnts 	• 	191 
ravage the iioriat lir/winces 	- 	1,1 
defeated 3i)/ Cr- Romiins 	 .98  
various appellztinns of 	- 	2012, 225 
and Pets,  t.,e urn: I,. ogle 	225-5, 031 

Catelonii, their position ; their name - 64, 200 
ConnIon, 2 1101,211 00531151 	- 	I 00 170 
Compkell family, origin of 	 597 
Can, a Celtic (hay 	. 	 4461,  747 
Ganda; Coca, a British town 	- 	6n, tzry 

thatch of 	- 	 3'5 
bishopric of 	- 	- 	3z8, 675-6 

Carob-, of the Britons, where found 	101 
Canon lam, when introduced 	- 	735 
Cach f, their position ; their corn, 	- 	656 
Cannata, his tn aty with the Caledonians 	,yo 
Corky-till, a British fort on 	- 	98, 159 
Carlin'„ granted to St. Cuthbert ; by whom ; 

when 	 319 
Cornatii, their position ; their name. 	- 66 7 
Cen.rtatff, their location; their name 	- 	67 
Corns (Druid) 	 75 

(sepulchral) 	- 	- 	83 6 
Carrick, the earldom of0 when created 631,573 
Caedr-etyler, a Roman station there 001, 135, /55 
C301,410,5  a British. and Roman post 19,,139, 053  

Garrido, a British fort at 	 94 
Caterthunc, .1,17151 forts 	 69 

.Carbnar, the Scandinavians settle in 	866, 489 
dominion of 	 34./ 418, 454 
earldom of 	• 	- 	6z5-6,633 

• 

0 LT 71 T 	 [Tr, --. 

(...agnins, Earls of 	- 	p. 632 - 3, 635 r, 
C.-Si, their locrtion, and name 	- 	67 
C 	

n
the n.-comit of 	• 	825-04r 

1.11,10,51112, 03 115111121C 	 ,9 

	

555e51 W0,11 510 :5110 	- 	151 
Cant- sir.lint the IA, . of nu, 	; 

and worn 
the notnbc. 3  of rcnrod, in N. Brit 	; 

7158  9 
Cairo/4. the battle of ; it. cow:stencil 2,, ; 
1/,,.,., uscd 	 97 

the retro:an of do,. 4r, 	 3'7 
Caw, Tgr, of thc C51111111521 Ill it0115 	1' 215 .5  
Cui 1116 CC, wrianing of the terms 	

• 
- 	2 

tli.- torn:, for thz Ewitipcans 	- 	6 
?farm, 	 and metviAmi,:11 213 19 

copious 	 0 t 
prrrnIciwe of, in the Engl:i.11 lati,,tazc, 02: 
11211, o,lopted by the Saxons 	- 	281 
word. in the nun, of plh. 	 460 

	

in the Scolnli langiirje 	- 	2 if, -17 

	

in the law/151113 	- 	a 7, 336 51 	, 
the language of Scotland, during the 

8/8n 	Pednd 	• 	440, 477-9/ 
and (3:41tic different construction of 	790 z 

the iii-4 people of Europe 	- 	6, 7, 
their di/onion • 	- 
coal/mil/1,d with the Scythe* 	- 	7 
people Britain 	 0517. 30 0  
and Ireland 	 18, 19 
their language 	- 	- 

Crlan what weapons 
Cr/yridon, the country so called 	 - 	003 
ermine, 01,0h-10001ton 	 61 
(.1./o/dcriain. the office of 	 700 
Chancellor, the office of 	- 	 711-00 
Chancel/ore. the strict of 	- 	- 	 718,3 
Channel-Bo-4, a Roman station, 00 	1 40, 163 
Charlenowni , fictitious league with 
Chart, I. notices of his wig„ 
-- 11. hi, restoration, and reign 
Chao-twit. the family of. 
Charier, the epoch of 

the dating of 
the sources of written law 

Mut, how early made 	- 

298 
861.2 
86z 3 

587 
753'4 
754-7 

- 	731 

Cict9,r9, 

   
  



-INaer.] 	 Or NORTH-BRITAIN.• 	 Fid 
bin:, the family of; an account of 	p. 594 Co,.b 	of Scotland and 1,.3,,41 	- 	p. 

enter-kno ao, a Roman post 	- 	153 Cob:JO, 	t 	03'.  the 13,111211 	64  2,7 
r, Roman post 

1i4e,o, the first 210Vt2122t OF 

alp introduced 	- 	- 	760 Co/f, 	h.:3 	• 	 844 

	

ntiy, the intrudoction of 	- 	3,3.50  f ; 	s e1cocitcc. the e; 	of 	- 	3,4 
enihraucd I y tho Pets 	 uo) 	 - 	3,6 
biting', by the Souto-lridt ioto North- 	r 	 b,e; 	Rh, 3 	3, 5  . 

	

Britain 	- 	- 	31 4 318 	of Eiu,44, how perforined 
introduction and pro4re, 	- 	3 ,3 	of 	R ticin ' 
introduct 	imo Imland 3,, 	.ti00 	 f N,;.11,131-acia 	- 	- 	351  

sionarics 4 ,,  F1 9 
oriotesicaf tables, of whoa; oo6, 073, 3cii, 373 cot 1,0 	,.:.a N. 	it,in 	3 , 9  

elironaisy, (Gait, '.w) 	tho Coolf, 
Cliu,100, 241 21Cl 	 433 	tach, o 	d to Ittlokeld 	- 	407-3 
Cl oof ;Scuti;11 

ellt  
) bherty punted to by Chicthe 	

4ove 	
- 	- 	543 

Jaw, respeothig 	 ; 388 !Oen, flit 	Of, olon ii, tiuducch 	-a 
councils of 
independence of sopportod 	610,6.o,6,,, Cilantro', of the Scow SaXtui reliod 	775,773 

674, 5, 6;7,9, 6006, 6;45 Covvoo 	(thc) never '14,4,4, in &iit- 
refounded by David f. 	- 	679 	100,1 	 445; 795 
privileges of confirmed 	- 	683.4, 666 (:),,r/ I. King of the Scots, 	- 	a 7 Q, o 4 ;  
revenue of 	 - II. -Id; reign 	 - 	278, 047 
supported by parliament 835, 837, 81.0, 9..5 Coterve4on, the lord; of ; their couch 	Vci, 

"70I"thm' 4. 	843, 859, 091. 84c, 367 Creisfeff„ the office i6 	 7.7 9 
property of, appropriated by the nobks 	Cu.eltf 1;m, the X. of Picts 	- 	au6, 

at the reformation 	 8,5 ---- If. K. of :4,4 	-  375,3,,a0  
Clourchei, to ho vithed 	- 	0 	 111. K. of Scots 	- 	371,  A5 u9 
Clara, a Scoto-Irish saint 	 3; I, 3 07- i 	-- 	 IV. It. of 5000.075,7,6 
Gil, the moaning, and use of 	- 	3,3, 307 Corbel, the family of 	- 	' 	5°61 
Cist4 can, what; the meaning of the word - 84 Cord,  a  tow ll  of 	S4g,i00 	- 	153 
Civil la, when introiRcel 	 735 - Cori, a town of the Dainob, wher; 	la,. 35  
Clew. Gaelic, their rights 	- 	454-5 Co'',. rated in in the So, Saxon perftd 	796-7 

of the: borders and di ighlands regulated rho 	.exports 	 873,8;6,880 

	

Claudio, in Carrick ; in Galloway 	• 458 Coronofireo ,tone, the, it. history. .476, 467, 653 
Clighorn, a Roman camp at 	- 	155 Coma, cecleibutical - 439.4, 678, 68,e, 
Clrogy„ warlike habits of 	- 	773 	 600, 69, 
Clyde, depth Of the fords in; at what 	Ceinut, when, and whore held in the open air 737 

epochs 	- 	 118,139 -- • of justice, profits of grasted 	749 

	

the Roman !tor through 	 I Conn!, what 	 433 
the Roman roads through - 134 6, 0389 fLyfr, the 34. of the Cinr,,hrian Britons 	- ;  0;4 
thoRoman reinains in 	- 	 -6, Civranrill, a Itmnan station at; how Lets43, 166 

033, 054_ 6, Creenc, their country ; their name 	- 	69 
Cool, fossil, when first used 	- 	793 Crinan, the Abbot of Dunkeld; hi. in

iv 	
. 

Coiriag, or the Union, the amount of 	- 869 	&Inc, 	- 	 403,  ;PR 

	

used 	- 	- 	464, 600 Cro, of the Scotish law; what 	- 	308 

   
  



894 • Ao A C COUNT (THE 

Cromlechs, an acco ant of 	- 	P. 73-5 
the real origin of the word 	. 	75 

Crown (Scotish) the descent of 	- 	699 

	

competition for 	- 	6+8 5, 
Grubb. of Ireland 	2,8,073-4, 783-4, 086 

colonize Galloway 	- - 	, 358  9 
Caldron, an account of 	• - 	434-9 
Caen, King of Scots 	375, 390 
Cumbria, over-run by the Saxons 	- 	349 

conquered by Edmund 	 ib. 
transferred to the Scotish king, 	35o, 389 
ruled by the heir to the Scotish crown 350-0 
over -run by Ethelred 	 397 
annexed to England 

Clontrian kingdom, the history of 	- 	035.7 
Camps, the family, an account of 	- 556-66 

of Badenach, bow early 	 560 3 
Earls of Buchan 	- 	558-9, 565-6,655-6 
Earl of Monteith 	 563 4 
of Kilbride 	 - 	507.8 

CuningInn n, the family of 	 536  
Canveth, what 	 - 	447 
Cupar-anTue, a Raman camp at 	- 	0 48,  .75 
Curia, a town of the Gadeni its position 

fined 	 - 	59,003,043,165 
Currackn, of the &Koos 	 I 0 I 

of the Scoto-Irish 	- 	- 	300 
Custom, of the Caledonian Britons 	- 	69 

of the Santo 1,950 	- 	307, 3l0-, 1 
of the Scots, from 85,3 tort o97 A. 0. 45570  

Cuthbert (St.) in account of 	- 	305 

Dairy, the,.an ob'ret of attemion, how early 7. 8.9 
Dalriarl., of Ireland 	 a73.4- 783 

migrate to N. Britain, when 	- 	27, 

	

- Daman a N. British tribe 	- 	60, 037 
their position, and town, 	- 	6, 

Dan, invade N. Britain 212- 13,35+, 376,379. 

38.,038 1-5,  39.,  394.398,  401 
invade Ireland, and settle on itS 511,.. 	374 
ravage Iona 	- 	- 	471 

Danish inva,ions, 	epoch 	 379 
of 

	

1.1,1,11,11, a  account of 	- 	468 
Darkp 
Dar's:, Ids cai,c..Uoo mgr oat the Seli'Llans 10, ,3  

ThIrtlity (Lord) married to Q. Mary 	P. 848.9 
	 assassinated 	 85o 

David I. <yenta of his reign 	• 	6.-4 
refounded the Scotish church, settled 

bishoprics, and established monasteries 678 

	

had a corrody from Henry 1. 	- 	760 
David II. his reign 	- 
Davoch, a Celtic division of land 	• 	at s 
newt., the battle ofiRden, and by whom 

fought 	 747,053 
Dealgirtrosn, a Roman station at 	.73, 0 45, 0 70  
Dempster, office, and name of 	- 	807 
De Quincy family 	 .50,3 
Dcsiford, Roman remains at 	- 	073 
Dora., a town of tho Taixali 	- 	63 

	

a Roman siation 	 005 
De Verni family 	 - 	537  
Diealcdoace 	 - 	19.1, 201 

I.Vrpeninn of mankind, the epool, of 	. 
Divine, (learned) in Scotland 	- 	884 
Domangart, thc K of scot.;  his reign 	078.9 
Dominic. Friars ,settled, in Scotland 	- 	685 

0,,K ofhis 111.17 278, 385-6 
Donal-duin, the K. of Scots 	- 	,73,53 
Dorm/ Mac Alnin, K. of Scots . 375, 377.8 
Dona! IV. K. of Segts 	- 	371, 04 
Donal-bans, K. of Scott his history 375,405,40" 
Dom.'', the °Mee of 7.3 
DcaNe trecsure, in the Scotish arms; a law 

against 799,  454 
Drug!, family, the origin of ascertained 579 84 

E.3113 of 	- 	 831.a 

	

Earls of Angus 	• 	• 83a, 335, 838 9 
Drens, who 	- 700  
Drat, K. of the Picts 	 zo6,  
bruid.,,, 	religion of the Colts 

in North-Britain 7 0, 3.3 1,1172:, of, in North.lbitan 
po.ibid by the Romans 

".soled by tIni,timity 	 3'4 
3'5 Pop', 	tht. Ilm:ched hod, who 	
,o7 

	

ana,t...ry at 	- 583 67., 

	

the K. or Soo t 	 37S. a 
D...ni,ns, a PoIc•laalt  at. 	 - 	660 

.mole or, ,o,o.c 383  
latra 	- 	- 	3(.8, (35 

Dunb. r, 

   
  



luny.] 	 Or NORTH 

Darfur, Bads, or own of tie fool, • p. 499  
ihiullarten, Ronan station et 	• 	:67 

the 13ritish Alcluyd 	 • :38 
Diallanth burnt by the Briton. 	• 	376  

a monastery and bishoprick of 	43*436 
Doman, K. of Scots 	- 	375,405.6 

II. K. of Scots 	• 	375, 4:3-9 
the place of Ids death ascertained 	423.4 

Ameba-kg, a Scow-lrish king - • 278, 2904 
Duane family 	- • 	• 	588  
Domeier, a Rptaaa StilliOn at 	- 	03 

castle besieged 	• 	- 	630-1 
Dundbardnif, a hill fort 	- 	• 	94 
Duero, a British fort 	• 	• 	91 
Degreellin, the monastery 	- 	4.39, 67o 
n eva, the K. of Sane 	 27 
Dengfax, a Roman port; wliere 	- 118, 167 
Dunield, church and monastery at 376, 408, 439 

Abbots of 	- 	39 5 0, 4.3, 406  
Bishops of 	- 	• 	09. 435 
the Ans of 	- 	 435  

•BRITIS1N. 	 895 
Eituudwe, rally 	- 	• 	p. 76, 

act for enforcing 	- 	• 	638 
college. established for 	. 	$4.4 

Edward I. his proceedings for subjecting 
Scotland . 	- '6+4473 

his progras in Scothand, ;304,12. - 661 
the Fame in 1103, •. o. 	• 	67, 

	

Edwin. K. of Matlilinh64 	- 	237.; 
the founder of Edinbt,g1t 

EdroinJur, foir.del 	• 	- 	.54 
spoiled b.. Af.t ...dstan 	- 	363 
evacuated by 0.ulf 	- 	369. 392  

Egfrid, K. of Nore.amberland, defeated by 
the P.a. ; .WIMG 	- 	/O. 2541 

Elelcrobile, a Bri6sli and Roman post, at • tab 
:so, ,6o 

&landed, (Q.) Id;r hostile conduct to Q. 
Mary 	- 	• 	- 	046.9, 856 

goin, K. of the Picts 	- 	ac6, 	3o3 

	

rapneo, carried into Scotland 	497.8  
- (many) settle in Scotland 4974, 751-600 

Pt./Verb., the battle of, whom fought 
ascertained  

espelled by the Gaelic people 
the Gaelic people rise upon 

- 	.493, 760 
40o 

Deno h., the fortifications . 
notices of 	- 

4, 
id. 

surnames, in Scotland.  
Eq/O6 language.  analysis of 

599, boo 
- 	;222 

Durham, the family of 	• 	• 	• 593 -pair,, in Scotland 	• - 	' 	6,6 
Peuelliez, of the Scots, sellat 3o2 Endo-1j, K. of Scots 278, 063 

Eoelooriosod. K. of  SCOIll 	• 278, 089 
Eatheer, the Bishop of St Andrews; when 675 Loots III. K. of Scots 	- 278, 29: 
Lost, the title of, in Scotland 	• 	454, 

the epoch of 	 • 
700-0 

id. 
Eccles-ennui, K. of Scots 	- 
Eeda V. K. of Sc,:, 	- 

07n, 093.9 
375. 382-3 

Earl, created by Robert 1. 	- 8:1 Eagan, K. of the Sc do-Irish - 	at R, 294 
by David II. 	- 	374 Efidir, their location ; their name; N. Britiat 

tribe 	- 	 63 
Erinuluey, the revolutions of - 859, 86,, 865 
Anub,- what the firm 	- 

the epochs of tuiversal history 	- 	5 
the epochs Of the Scotish history 	- Prof. 

Zee, the father of thv Scotish princes 27+ 5, 300 
.E,rea,  a Roman station; where 	- 
.Ehrdele, Roman remains in 	- 	053 
Eidelfeid, K. of Narthombtia 	- 	053 
Europe, whence, and whel peopled 	- 	3.8 

the seemd colondd., who • - 
Expewriar, the office of 	• 	. 	713 

Exprt.ta 

Enver, controversy about the celebretion of 326-8 

	

Berleeito Oral doe, epoch of 	- 	433 
council. 	• 	439-40,  681-1,684-8,69; 
censures used in aid of law 	. 	7.53 
:even., a twentieth of granted by the 

	

Pope, for I crusade 	- 	637 

	

Eeffor, K. of Scots; his reign 	- 	6 t7 -18 
K. of Englaad 	 394 

	

notices of 	. 	4.7.08,  404.5 
Edinburgh; see 4deeMsboq. 

when the capital of Scotland 	- 	776  

	

Edrevorten, the family of • 	- 	586 

   
  



An ACCOUNT 	 [Too—. 

Export:, ,,,d• imports 	- 	- 	p. 786 Cat/tree, K. of Scots 	p. 209, 278, 280 
the value of, at different epochs 877-80, 883 atifeni, theirposition ; their principal town 55S 037 

Extent (the Old and New) discussed 745-6, 806 Gaelic poetry and music 	 476-7, 
the language of Scotland, durisp; what 

Period 	- 	440, 1.77-9, 482.4 
people expel the E„0,1, settlers 	479, 760 
people rise against the English settlers 	48.0 
words in the names of places 	. 	481 
in the law terms 	 446-5, 
nam 	in the Sontlrof Scotland 	487.8 

Galleetra,
es

Agricola's route 450 - 105.7, 154 
wasted by lialfdane 	 354 
ovals-run by the Saxons 	7 	357 
isolonized by the Cruithne 	 358 
origin of the name 	- 	- 	359-60 
topography of, examined 	357 8, 363-2 
entent of, under David I. 	- 	363 

ms of 	Y.- 	409 	govetment of, in the Scotish period 363-4 
Antler!,

oron' 
 ornan station  00 	 146,173 	soverignty of the Scotch kings over 	365 

Firella, 	nates Kenneth III. 	- 	395 	churc
e
hes 	to whom Inlonging 	- 	427 

Finn n,  Bisho
assassip 

 of Lindisfarn 	 3:6 	Gaelic people of, enjoyed their own 
Olt, the prejudice of the Celtic people 	• laws 

against 
Firbety,  ear 	 - 	775, 783 5 

regulatio
!/„. n of 
	- 	 - 	836 

modern, increase of 
" Fleming, of liarorlian 	 Go, 

earl of Wigiou 	 603 
Kerning, settle in Scotland 	 600.4 

chief families from 	- 	- 	602-9 
let sled in tl,. to .a of Scotland 	- 	7e2 
enjoy their own laws 

Piot baked', and arrowheads, where 

Falcoter; the office of 	- 	- 	765 
	 family, the origin of 	- 	540 

>al(irk,  the battle of 	• 	- 	663 
" Fate(  ,tone (what) brought to Scone 	376, 467 

it: history 	- 	 658 
Krohn, the K. of Soots 	- 	278,284-5 
Erscharfartn, the 18.0f the Scots 	-  175, 059 

the K. of Scots; his epoch 	:74 5, 

278-9, 297 
lel Ina, never existed, in Scotland, as 

0500000 	- 	456, 69e,73.6, 738, 843 

	

ifr, the distlict of 	- 	• 	45 2  
Roman remains in 	- 	tic, i60.9 

- 	 443 1, 699  

	

459-90 	sucre,sion of peop 	 - le in 6 is 
insurrections in 	627, 509-30,636-S 
division of, among the daughters of Alan 637 
over-run by.I.n English army in 0300 664.6 
justiciary of 	- 	 707 
arms .  her.ahlic of 	- 	 762 

Galloway-men,  at the battle of the standard 	Ei3 
dismissed from the army of Alex. II. 	635 

Caro( es, how,:arly 	 8o0 
735 	Gard, inhabited by Celtic tribes 	- 	6 

Gaels, sad: in Germany, and over-run Italy 	6 
found 	 99, loo 	overom'n Thrace 	- 	- 	7 

F. 'oeldon, thesbattle of 	- 	- 	837 	invade Asia 	- 
Fss,/, of the people; how to he considered 	503 .  Gaaelfittel, law of 	 • 	306 
Perdue,  a Roman sista. 	- 	,24,077 Gee,ratIty,  110 WC  to  history. 	• 	. 	8 
--, the chronioler 	 - . Prof. Gecrse 1.  nut-ices of his reign 	 870- 

, a 	
0 

Ft',  a Roman SIRS!. at 	• 	• 	131 -- III.  his  reign. charseterined 	877 

	

mind . - 	'do Geretau, Mot peopled by Cekic triBes - 	/5 

	

296 	afterwards kttled by Goths 	• 

	

/74 Criy:z(t1  family, acco,n 	 . 	516.17 

   
  



   
  



314 

463 
460-0 

5 
020-30 

126 

• 

12 ACC 
• 

is  a British far: and tem. stntion 
at 	- 
tat e, produce of, it Scotland 	- 

Ac:family, ....count of 
inp....rt, 001 by 	- 	- 	153-3 

cf money, chnnges of 	. 	869 

.15/..,-,-54c,c, in •llc,•,1591.1. 	. 	657 
- 	- 	1(4 

ae early troth. of 	- 	- 	75S 
./n•corg‘cuci, Rumou camp . 	023, 05.7, 182 

at 	• 	- ' 4'5 
lank given 1° C.  

who founn Ir.0,1,1[1y :f1 :1 	3 t 	3, 9 
the n5ani.15:5 	its 	 rcall...le; 	309  

,ries of thc f Abets of 	 .14.1 
relic, of Coi..thl,a remo.01 Com - 376, 4.27 
furnished r.ligi00 teacher, to Galloway 427 
ravaged by the Danes 	 474 

Irtland, settkd by Col5c 	when, and 
by when 

topography of 1315:55in and Ireland com- 
pared 	- 	 20.6 

the topography of, Celtic - 	e0.6, 
few Gothic Ila111es in 	 28-9 
the topography of analyzed 	- 	3o 
the Scandinavians settled oily its shores 	31 
the original coo,try of the SCOLY 	2(9-71 

ar, of its tribes 	- 	 2.8.5 
scads colonists to N. tilt 	- 2.74 5, 358 
ancient consthution of its government 	305 
ancient laws of 	 - 	306-9 
ehristianity introduced into 	- 
the heraldic oro0 of 

Irish;  war-ery of 	. 
holy,  the first settlement of 

*leer IX. of Richard traced  

1,o V. traced 	- 112 
Pt,' X. traced 	. 131-2 
fiuna, a Roman station 127 

Jame, I 	capture of - 	828 
the events of his reign • 805-30 
- f f. the events of his reign 880-3 

III. the events of his reign 834.6  

0 -; 	T 	 fTldr....4••• 

• 1-1.1.rh.es 	2•.;9 
o 

ownc.1 	. 	' 	354 
a:sun.c55/5” go, c5mneat 	- 	855 

acor.rton to 11,2 English throne. 	- 	8,3 
ci, 	 - 	- 	'61 

VII 	 reign 	- 	86j-4 
.1 	nit 6. ic;!;i1 ; by 2:cont 	- 	426 

r,  K. of Eng15.5.1. meads Scotland - 	635 

	

- 	703 
”;sel.fil, of thcbishopa, abbot:. and barons 751 

Jars 	anner.ed to the er0V. 	- 	87o, 
( 	) 	 973 

.1 n7.. tic 	 75.'3 
fizinion J Pince, nitroduced into Scotland 	870 
f,.r 	office of 
	

7o3 
of Lothian 	 7.4.5 
of Scotland 
	

7.5'5  
of GAloway. 	 7.7 

Alan, the meaning, and use of the term 	- 93 
F5c6 f.in 	account of 	 5,8.19 

Roman camp at 	 rn9, 076 
o5'..545-easek, a Roman post  
Ifine,...6.rear i li.. of 	his history 	278,28+ 
Kenna!, Alac Alpin, events of his 	. 

.73 ;7.4-5 ,  330'3, 376  
Kc,n,th 11 I. K. of Scot, 	- 	375, 393-5 
-- IV. K. of Scuts 	- 	3'S,  390'7 
16,iai,en, Bishop of Glasgow 	246, 316,427 
Ker family, 1111 cc not of 	- 	- 	543 
Ki/, the meaning, and use of the term 	353,3 17 

edin oces, Roman remains in 	288 9 
Kinengiih, the custom 	 308 

gs (Pictish) series of 	- 	 201; 
examination of their names 	207 
11011Celi of their reigns 	- 	 209,0.3 
(Scoto-Irish) true series of 4 

	
- 	273 

notices of their reigns 	- 	=79-305 
genealogical table of 	- 	• 	300 
(Scutish) series of 	 375 
history of their reigns 	- 	376-425 

genealogical 
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ICiagr (Scotish) genealogical table of 	p. 457 
prerogative and power of - 	454, 844 
(Scoto-Saxon) their regal pourer 	677.8 
judicial praeedings of 	 748 
adminiater juaice personally 	- 	748-50 
their row tm 	 • 	747 
allowance in going to the IInglb court 764 

,  .Alrhokkad parish, the principal scut of Undid 
• remains 	- 	 701, 76 

Roman rcmninaat 	137,134 
Withoad, pas.ion for 

	

.1rjle, seized by &glut 	 . 043,057 

Ewa, the value of, in the Scoto.Saxon gel iod SOo 

12, 22 1 
(Ell 	 .5 722 

of the S 	 269 
of Scotland, vv/tnr, during the Scotish 

period 	. 	477 9, 482-4, 769 
011ie, and Gothic, the different con- 

111,1C(10i1 of 	, 	- 	 491-2 
of Scotland, in the Scoto-Saxon period 769.70 • 

:ailed family, an account of 	 • 993 
e. .ati:6  the language of public deeds 	. ,77  
teal , 2 tribe of Italy. 	- 	 5  

BRITAIN. 

Legatee, Papal, in Scotland 	- 	6,4 i 
Lena, earls 	- 	 do, 
Lat, the family of 	- 
Lieldal meat, a Roman pant 	- 	1 

Liaidadr, British and Roman 7..,ta in - 90, t 

Lind,tre', or Holy !,land 	- 	3,4- , 
the bishops of 	- 	- 	306 
the rxtent of the bishopric of • 367, 4 ; 6 

Linden, town of the Dunne 	- 	6, 
Id °nun station 	- 	- 	tea, 5 45 

Lind,., family, an account of 	- 	507.8 
Linen nlanufittur e, prop, 

of 
Linlithgow, a British town, and Roman villa a66 

• fart built at, by 13d, ard I. 	- 	667 
LUrAUdgely.ebira, Born. remains 	66.7  
Lim, in the anus of Scotland, whence 

derived 	 464, 760-0 
the arrns of Galloway 

	

and of the (2t•hi, people 	- 
King, establidled 	- 

Literature (modern) state of 	-
Lillie. a:646., a !tornm, post at 
Liadaptan family, the migin of 
lion, the meaning, mad use of 
Loa, IC. of Scots 
Lath Lem, monastery of 
Luba, Roman camp at 
Jr:gnaw farrdly, acesdunt of - 
Lava 23f6rd, Id-onion ,_main, in 
Logi, their location; theirs  wn, 
Ligierait, a Roman medal found at 
Lollard, a luau aguinst 
LeIliai U. bleu, 1111 .2.121 ion, 
London firnily, an acco,n. 01 

power of 	- 844 
Arianaird family, the origiligf - 	542  
Alai, origin of the namo7R• 	- 274 

Sept, of  281 
Eirataldie, the (': uldeet at 	- - 	439 

mcasulc. and divlaions of ' 809-to 
Landed propeny, whether alienable 738.9 
Lansriteer, common origin of 	- . 	12 

• • of Oa 	Britons_.:,- 211.-13 

(Ce 219,2 

- 	760 
464,762 

• 762.3 
567, 884-6 

• 084 !SF 
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Lodian,wastiot resigned hyMalcolna IV. 5.373,526 
extent of, in the reign of David I. 	- 616 

1.oudo, family, 012 origin of 	- 	55. 
Lacopibin, a tuten of the Novantre, where 60, 107 
Lulach, K. of Scots, his tide - 	373, 4 1 4,6  
Gunrarty, the Inttic of; its epoch 	• 	3,4-5 
Londie, the families of 	- 	• 	533 -4 
Lurba'x opinions condemned by parliament 845 
Apr,. Roma„ ,amp at 	- 	• 	1 57 

Mac 43pin Lama t, their spuriousness 	376, 439 
.314,5db, the Blaormor or Rots 	- 	4o5 

his hostilities with Tort., Earl of 01-1,ncy 3.; t 
twit. the 50,447, thonno 	- 	4,6 
the genuine story of 	 445-' 
the chatna of 	- 	- 	4:0-0 ' 
his son died 001 him 	- 	4..' , a 
laws of, Sp1101430 	- 
his castle 	- 	- 	4,3-14 
consid, rabic persons of this name 	- 	441 

Afrsedetb (Lady) who she was 	- 	405 
her marriages ; hor ,011V 	- 	4co-lo 

AftuArf, 45,, Mnormor of rife 	403-1o, 4 i 7 
Matdef's Cass 	 - 	466  
M. in r3;41111 (1) mud) insurrections of 63:, (14 
Magma, K. of Norway, subdues Ow Orkneys, 

and Hebrid“ 	- 	341,6,5-,7 

I

-  

ill,iden Cao,was., ii, Aberdeen.shire 	- 	149 
, 	elfedrofm I. 1.1,, events of 7119 r121,111 	375, 38,,,, 

events --- II the 	of his reign 375, 39,4cz 
kw. of,  'i444,45 	- 	403-4 ,  .; 58,  737 
his ge4ve."44 	- 	 466 

-- III. Ceanmnre,.fled to Cum1.4.0..41 on 
. 	his father's death 	- 	- 	406 

invades Scotland 	- 	- 	4.7 
dethrones fachelli 	- 	- 	4 , o 
elefeats and kill, Litlach 	- 	4 t 6 
its toard,ge and children 	- .: '7,  4'. 

•. 	Lis inve,ion, of Lakin.- 	4' 7-10 
- 	slain at Alowiek 	- 

did cot horodnee new,  law, or ,:tics 455-6 
Malcolm Iv. event, of his reign 	- 	615.8 
Malt, the mttu,,, of 	. 	• 	.133 
.4941,6n, K. of th2 Er111/118 	- 	1+7 
Mob in, rceistetoc of 	- 	471 2 
Max, islaild of 	- 	 6J6  

Manrent, bonds of 	. 	. 	5 7e5 814 
law of Q. Mary against 	 F.45 

Mamlurttera,  early, in Seetla1 	- 7'17 
(L111111I3211 for) appointed 	 870-3 
modern :ocroa.., of 	- 	 Bt 3 

MadaVo, K of Scots, hi., reign 	178, 106 
Afoormort of Scotland, who 	- 	454. 
-- the title of, supplanted by .,. 

Er Arl 	 - 	45+. 701 
Mariam, 11., Q. of IrOt3 	- 	633-7 
Marlen, K. of the Strathclayd Britons 	145-6 
oliare5,ue fit e) laods 'granted 	- 	740 
Arareeth 5, 41,0 °Bloc of 	 709 

family of 	a 	 - 	510 

--. Q. of boots, events of her lire, and 
r"48 	• 	840 z. 446-34, 456 

uneutuc,tin  s of Darnley 's murder 	45o 
the letters to Bothwell forgeries 	- 	59 t 

0/ de family, the origin of 	 5 
,I7oc=11 family, the origin of 	- 	5 to 
illmsares, of land 	- 	- 	807-1t 

dry and liquid 	. 	- 	St:-is 
and weight, regulated 	- 	E13.3 

	

early practice of 	 767 
modern kienco of 	 - 	1;44  

Arefros, the Roman remains at 	14 	.60 
monastery of 	- 3.5,4,.5, 67o 
spoiled by the Soots 	 368 

Melvi fir 	the origin of 	- . 	54-5 

	

stones of 	- 	- 	87, 465, 6 
Mn,ia family 	- 	 - 	58+ 
M.,,14 of women CYplained 	- 	45,4 
Merw, the di,trict of 	 453 

Roman ,111311/11, in 	- 	- 	177 
insurrections in 	 - 	395 
M4°""°". of 	- 	- 	395,  4 z 5,  453 

3!.,,,, British and Roman remains in 	t63 
Nero, their country 	- 	- 	67 

the family of 	 - 	591 
Loshi.rn, %m um remains in - 443,16+-5 
early, 744; windmill, how early - 758 

1115011, early wrought 	- 	- 	794 
ifineritir.r, o, the 64.6tish government, hoot 

fatal 	- 
Minshvb, of the Scotish kings 	- 764, 766 

irfonartrrirs 
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	 Or NORTHARITAIN. 	 90. 

Mateittrio (nay) • r• 303. =, 40,10,  4349 Ar.,44, K. a 8.30 	 • 	P. R78. 292-3 
of the Coldees 	 4141 Mork, &elfish, the origin of - 	476, Isy 
(Mason) 	• 	- 	305. 406, 608 AhtnIdurgb, a Roman Port at 	- 	of.; 
founded by Aloanudar I. 	 676 Myra,, a Caleklouin poet 	sin, sy4, a46 
under David 1. 	• 	- 	678 	. 

	

.11'atrn, Roman Coins found at 	• 	079 under Malcolm IV. 	- 	• 	630 

	

Nebcpkwar, the epoch of 	- 	 y 
under K. Wham 	- 	603 Nechtan'J steer, the Imola of, when 	- 	es 5 

• 044 • 
Need., K. of the Picts 	- 	$06, 307 

dostroyed • 435' 667' 	
3'c 

111,nanir Lk, passion for 	 Nimes, a mythological personage 	- 	9 

	

11041. remains 	- 	136,, tsy 

	

in  Scotland and Ireland• 4041, Soo Nail, 
 no settled plan to repveas 306•-, 	 ,43 

0no in and progeess .sf 	- 	3:3,9 A',,,nr.m 	fond, who 	 53.'0 Noah, the great improvers in the useful 

	

.W.srthunstsn. the 	of, when 	Sty 

engagedin tra ffic- 	- 	78' I. 7'5 	the &soh 	- 	- 	3,-ts 57 

Mann C,005oivr, Oh, hauls o to 

 station 	- 	- 	nil 	

pography of North and oath Britain 

16ner'Y 	 inlc:bmit's7Vy 	Celtic tribes, When - y7-9 

	

Ab"w"' ""c' their 
 ''''°""" 	• 	(9 

 
evaded by the Romans 	- 	- 	f=4 

Angus Earl of 	• 	 61. notices or it, history 	 053-7 invaded by Donald Mal:William 63,,.634' 	 • 

	

847.55 	Iona 	 - 	304, 326. 
M"r,g9P.'''Y'`."""''f 	- .. 50" 	&lewd bftl4 Soots 	- 	400 

:ifOrr,l'im7rf,7117;ain°0ily"of''' of . - 	5'9' 590 	muis a them emigrate to Scot- 
- 	5,9 

Morilaeb, battle of, when 	. 	 10,..1 	- 	- 	4 0 ',  497,  50 

	

mligions enahhshoseat so 	. 	if, 3,979  1.{..eseesiosz ravage N.139,ain 	- 	ate . 

	

"o 	I ' Orkney , d 1 . ,  a 	6  
Morton,. Earl of, theeegent 	- 	642.56 	sett a la 	ao otst.,.. 	- 	: 3 

dl., F.arderr, Roman remains M 	7 	,„s 	. plant oh: lieb,tiks 	- 	- 	i66 

Illo Or y family, svhb 	- 

' 
AL:sfick., fanily, who 	• 	. 	599 

3 
 

111.7.* (:10 . 0000080  of 	046,  3167  40 7 
custom of 	 . 	

735 
 

• 

under Alexander II. 	 643 
wider Alexander III, 	- ,St ) ai acemmt of 

clohmed 	- 534 	No.snan-.1:}”, a Roman station ; whore - 	fay 

North.Bri:a;ff, s 	 iribes from 

the bankers of those times 	 id 

Mostsalt, the family of th, it positions sh.scriLed 	e 	• 58-63 

lf,ryNera4, monastery 

	

- 	433 	abdicated by the Romans 	- 	- 	'96  Menbill, the jostice seat 

	

- 	737 	different names of 	 33,-5. 

	

Morsi, distria of 	- 

	

453 	successive people, who woofed i. 	yyy6 

	

""d'rd:of  : 	ft- 	- 	' 	463  NortlwOrrland, &sons settle in, Wilfil 	:se 
ow...To...m..9  3-9-9o,  403,4.5, 6t9, he r, 

	

6 	
wasted by Match, Ill. 	• 	4.7+4.9 

	

invaded by the Danes ' - 	39037,',  64'0:  
603-.1. 
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Maormors of 403, 405,  497, 44.i, , 413 Norguvlbrian 'Ion 74, founded by Ida, 
6,9, 60 ,  when 	• 	- 	- 	252 

...mill 	• 	• 	- 	'041 	gt the lights of 0.05i.:mnity from Earl of, the regcni 

NOTII., who ; whom settlod 	fo7-9, 037 
• 

RMly, who 	- 	 5,9  od, the p.ioopal. wood of Ohs Scosith 
tons ts 	- 	 - 

0.1;n, a rnstilslogical porton 
Oper7 of::..rr, ia Scotland 
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ayar./ loudly,. account of 	- 	p. 789-06 
Olympiad', epoch of 	 5 
Orange, the Prince of, declared K. 	Scot- 
. 	land 	- 	- 	 864 

71-1 
Sol-z 

• 78  
8z 

26o-r 

Oratariu, of thc Druids, what 	• 
chard, how early 	- 

island, Druid remains in 
sepokhral antiquities in 
their discovery; and na 

7  colotiisc,1 by the Celtic tri
me  

be. of 
N. Britain 	 261 

resettled by the Scandinavians 	- 	26z 
christinnity introduced into 	300,, 34.o 
subjected to Norway 	- 	34o, 341, 6,6 
the Picts, sod Scots, had  no  right to - 344 
acquired by Jan...III. 	- 	614, 834 

; 	Scandinavian topography of 	- 	489 
weights and measures in 	- 	81,15 

	

a town of the V nrieoset 	 62 
a Ronun station - 	003, 1321 147, 0 7. 

erian, refleflions on 	- 	 189 
.. 	his poetry 	 477 
sward, K. of Northumberland, educated in 

Iona 	 304 

	

toy, K.of Northumberland 	- 	009 

	

tadini, their location; their name 	58, 037 
tern K. of the Stratheloyd Britons 	- 
Nen ufed in Agriculture, how early 	- 	795 

aide,  a British town ; a Roman station at-, 
what called 	 - 	6i, 056 

	

;to population, at what epochs 	- 	881 
andarisu, the office of 	- 	- 	714 
schist, the epoch of 	309, 426-7, 430, 674 
arliniernA eho.tittttioa  of 	- 	74.... 8;3 

judicial power of 	 Ilzr, 804 
he term Ant ufed 	. 	- 	821 
the first representation of boroughs in 	8.x  
committee of 	. 	• 	804, P35 
ceprefentation of fiveliolder; 	830 

t 	KAM..nf enemption from 	• 	b34, 838 
members summoned by [Ito koig's ...tit 838 
its supremacy over the church 	8595111141 

Palmas., ecclesiastical 	• 	693.4, 
Pedru to the Play, What poem . • 	• 
1'e...rage, increase of 	- 	 866 
Percy frivol!, ; the younger brandies planted, 

III Scotland 	- 	• 	5o8.9  

0 U N T 	 [Toe—.. 

the early trade of 	- 	• p. 778 
Philnnopby, .aneedotes of, in Scotland 	- 883-6 
Physician, oldie kings 	- 	459, 768, 886 

college of established 	 85} 
eminent in Scotland 	- 	- 	884 

PiSo:io, the extent, and divisions of 	- 	335 
Pictish Chronicle 	- 	- 	- 	soy 
--- Kings, a Chronological Table of 	soli 
	 theli names explained 	- 	207 

	

',Slew of 	- 	2e3 
Pith, their first appearance in history 	- 	03 r 

their lineage 	• 	t99, 202, 224-5, 231 
their name 	 2o3 
their country _ 	 - 	oaf 
their history 
civil war among 
their name applied to various objects 	2 04 	• 
the;•• language 	- 	- 	014,9 
their religion 	 22j 
did not pewees, I.othian 	- 	236, z58 
not  any part of Valeutia 	 267 
converted to christianity 	- 209, 318, 3zo 
united with the Scots 	- 	304,  391-3 
when their government end:d 	x13, 331-4. 

Pier-road, in the Merns 	- 	- 	049 
Pitt-work', British forts so called 	• 	94 
Pia,cnori-dideb, an account of 	- 	239-42 
Pincerna, the office of 	 • 	703 
Peeing, (Scotiah) in modern times 	- 	885 

Economists (Scotith) 	 886 
Pop.' ‘rn,3, of Scotland, at several epochs 	880- 

of the chief towns, increase of 	- 	88 
Poernmeri, the monastery; at 	 437 
Pots Office extended to Scotland 	- 	569 

incretwe of its revenue 	- 	877 
Pow/gar/Jo, of the Seotist Kings 843-4, 860, 863 

mistaken by the Historiographer 
Royal 	 843 

Prtedyserhrnipn, the revolutions of 	- 	867 
Priers, of provisions, in t 300 	- 	905 
Prince of Scotland 	 60.9 
Principally, the biltury•of 	- 	828 
Prier, folds ofparliament' r. 
Prihy toonedk& Scotland, abolished 	88 
Pe9roloo, s British and Roman station, 

where 	 . 	63, 109.- • 

Q1,11,417, 

   
  



P.11, At  Cry, Roinan camp 	12.4-5, 177 
GI,Itnsii,rt a H.,1111311 camp 	1,7, 178 

Rap  r 	• noted Vi-aiagr, where 
Ire died 	 376 

lieolfay, ,be Petit y, origin of 	- 	541 
--the lyrih 	* 	• 	885 
Rath, what in Ireland 	 - 	96 
Relam,  in 1705 	 8 po-i 

in '745. causes of 	- 	• 	874 
22eet Friars settled, in Scotland 	- 	opt 

Refsmative, vise, of 	- 	 845 

litforeron period, review of 	- 	8513 ali  
jatied1,tion of 	. 	- 	750,  

R:go9. er impolitic grants of 	822, 824, 827 
act against granting 	 804 
annexed to the Crown 	- 	840. 870 
abolished 	. 	• 	- 

litstats Majestatem, the epoch of 	- 	 72763 
its origin shown 	 727.33 
called the King's Law 

Relizion of the North Britiah tribes 	- 	7.-x 
Religious Manners 	 - 	772  3 
Reefreee burgh 	 . 	780 

Reitssetittet, a town of whom, and where 	- 6° 
Are-nine  of the Scotia Kings 	- 	747 

of Scotland aono 0656 	 5'S 
of Scotland, in 1.706, and 1805 	- 	882 

-volution in 0686 	 - 	86+ 
Bithard,'hi het. traced 	- 	1.00-132  

-the epoch of them 	 o6 

supported by facts, !Ind by discoveries 59, '30  
Riebard I. of England, hts renunciation 	632  
Rids:family, an acceurst of 	- 	504-6 

Rid:mall, a Roman post 	- 	14.1, r 62 

Rive in Britaink and Ireland compared 	20-6  
in South ,hd North Britain compared 37.9* 

Rizzi:, his assissination ; when and by whom 849 
Avid, (Roman) 	- 	. s 433049 

ancient, in Strathspey 	 049 

	

the same in Braemar, and Strathdee 	05° 
the same in the Morns 	 049 

view of his reign 	• 	807'°  
Ra. his reign 	7 	. 	1125-6  

••••—/wm, ; 

,Qt•ter.e, haw early wrought 	- 
(,,e'esf,,, ti,e epoch of the name 

OF NORTH-BRITAIN, 	 9- 3 

	

p. 7,4 Rolm III. his reign 	 p. 827.3 

	

483-4 It,6eet, Polo of Albany 	• 	826, 8o8-2 
?,.ling ,Ipna, their universality 	- 	76 

ReLts.1, the lord of Galloway 	• 	335, 630 
Rolle, the family of its origin 	540 
!tenon roads traced 	 1 33 '49 

the West road 	 '33-6 
its 	. 

' the East road 	 03:23 
road Son, the wall northward 	• 	044-9 

anal roads 	- 	'37-9, 0434. 046, 2 
walls 	- 	- 
stations, In Valenti. 	 15 

in Vespasians 
posts opposed to the British fowl 

lc, 053-60, 163, 068, t 
the Roman policy investigated 	1.5 

Rosin, invade N. Britain, when 	- 
abdicate their government, when 	- 

Rorer, the epoch of 

	

- 	- 
Rn„ 	account of 
Rol, district of 

Mi....is of 	- 	403,  405,  407, 
n. 	actions in 	- 	63 r, 
Earl 	- 

Peet...,  6ot-ought, an account of them 	- 	7' 
6 retheen family, the origin of 	- 
Ityrlderth, K. of the Strathelut d Britons 	2 

4916.11tarl. British and Roman posts on 

St Warm, ancient names of 
monastery at 	• 	389, 7  
bishopric of 	- 	409,  436' 
biahops of 	429, 430,  6747, 60, 6 

694'
.  

early trade of , 
archbish.,,eic of erected 
colleges founded at 

St. Mango, See 11.Yenge. 
St. Serf,-churches dedicated 1.0 	- 	436- 
&limpet*, how early in Scotland 	- 	787-8 
Seminaryal  privilege a/enjoyed by whom 692,, 836 
Sasser, their incursions on the Roman states tst 

Battle in Lothian 	- 	252 
adopted most of the Celtic throes 	• 223 
their conflicts with the Britons 247, 253-6, 

282;363 
Sancti', 

   
  



settlement of its government by Edw. 1. 670 
sovereignty of confirmed 	 609 
French and English factions in 839,840,946 
subdued by Cromwell; and incorporated 

wish England 	 - 	862 
its union witlangland 	. 	865-6 
its prosperity after the uhion 	869-883 
secretary of  00037 for, appointed 	- 	870 
and aboli.hed 

	

Solo-Ira, settle in N. Britain 	- 
kings, series of 
genealogical table of 
their history 	, - 
constitution of their government 
their laws and cuRtonts 	- 
united with the Picts 	- 
settled on the south of the ri iths 

S.:sh, their first appearance in history 
th,ir 	..ions into Britain 	- 

- 	87. 
074-5 

078..94.5 
3o1 

279-3.5 
• 305-6  

3°7..4  
304, 330.3 

487 
to, 26s ? 

'98, 094 
their limag., and language 	- 	2/9 
settle in N. Britnin 	 .74-5 
their king, from so; to 843 	- 	278,901 
[1101, LiLtory 	- 	 279 -305 
united with the Picts 

Sculptural Son„ 465-6  
5754, uncertain origin of 7,8 

their remote annals: 6,,.-k 
confouncl,d with the Celts 
fceitious erect; of 
hhl notice. of 	- 
cohfoonded with the Goths 

7 

8, 9 

St Sit 	oh of 	- 464,  757-8  

9e4 	 Au ACCOUNT 	 (Tun.—. . 
Bann', their conflicts with the Sooto. 	Stofkhd, inte88effn .8  

	

m , 	- 	P. 648,54, 657 
Irish 	- 	P. 247,249, 282, 368 	C0111110titiOn for the cmwn of 	- 648-54. 

Some topography, difference of the North, and 	claimed by the Pope 	 666.8 
South 	 487 

• different from the Scandinavian 	. 	449 

Sonlirinvirt, the fictions Qfficinagentivin 	04 

Snandinavions, settle in the Orkney .and Shot- 
land islands 	- 	 262 

in the Hebrides 	- 	- 	266 
in 'Cathness, and Sutherland 	- 266,439 

. 	forte coded by them 	 342-4 
Sretrutinahign topography examined 	- 	489 
Scholar,, (Scotian,) of modern times 	- 886 
School, how early, in Scotland 	767 

act for sending Youth to 	 834 
Science, review of 	 884-6  
Scone, the monastery at 	 433  

inaugural stone of 	- 	439,  460-7 
the metropolis of Scotland 	• - 	776 
early commerce of 	 778  

Soar „a Semi e 	 740-1  
&with kin,, a chronological table of 	- 37i 

genealogical table of 	 ‘P 
Seseid, territories i,t a  D. 1097 	• 	6 , 4 

language 	- 	- 	754,  7 ,5'7 0  
Scotland, who the author of this nat. - 	27 

	

e fast apped to Ireland 	 271 
Ai when applied to N. Britain 	- 	339 

i,varied by the 1)anish pint. 	- 	375 
divillohs of, in ,arly 	 454-3 
people, language, and government 0f, 

,1. 1101, 10 .1•111  bcotizh period - 458, 477.9, 

482  4,  7,9 
topography of, Chltie, at CI, end of 

Scoth,l, period 	 432-5 
arm. heraldic of 	• 	299, 4'3-4 
1101110i  of thc 11,16, (11,01010 are  Celtic 

into - 4 
,ome A nhl,, 	 1.11d. 

- 
Co 'I. 	 c44i, 

many 	and An,-lo-Norman, 
stale in 

Man.; Flemings sreth in 	- 	6oh4, t,2 
l,ndaries of estaLhf,h,d 	 607 

faht alliance with Franck 	629, 8-5 
i..d.pender,cc of restored 	 632  

5,77000, their position, 	
10 

and name 	59 6n, :37 
Min a Roman :ARCO, 1,,0 	- 	008 a, 

	

if. of S,0t0, his reigt. 	- 	090 
',iv. 	 27 297 

oho office of 
41,14n-win, 	 7945 ,  465'6  

7 ,-3,9,  30,  459 
under what beads to be considered 	- 79 

Sce4anc, the office of 	- 	 440 
So,,,,,, (the) thtablish,.1 by -Tames 1.- . 	850 

holm of, established. when 	- 
Senn finnily, the vi,in 
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CUNT 
Union of the kingdothe 	• 

period, review of 
of Britain and Ireland 

Univertitier established 	• 
Urn" (sepulchral) 	- 
Urellurn, a  to. of the Selgovx 

Roan  

[Tats— 

p. 865-6, 569 
88o-6 

887 
8.14 

So-5 
6o, o.5 

n 65 , 
 

53 

1111611111. 

9'; AN ACC 

Tel ',Ira* of Britain, and Ireland 
compared 	 - 	p. 2o-6 

of Treland examined 	 a7-3. 
of South and N. Britain compared 	33.57 
of the Hebrides examiaed 	- 	066-7 
of Galloway examined 	- 	357-8, 360.0 
of Lothian examined 	- 	370- n 
(C.Itic) of Scotland 	- 	482.6, 458 
(Saxon) differences of 	 487 
(Scandinavian) c..amitted 	- 	489 
of N. Britain, what it proves 	- 	68 
its great importance 	 490  

Twin, earl of Orkney, his history 	- 	341.2 
Torture, a statute against 	 Slo 
Torauoodr,aer, Roman camp on 	- 	a50 
Taw, origin of 	 6m, 775-6 

belonged to the kings, bishops, and 
abbots 	 743,  7 80  

early  commerce of 	 777-9 
inhabited by Englishmen 	- 	779 
Flemings settle its 	 780 
progress of 	 803 

Trade, (early) of Scotland 	- 	775.8  
regulation of 	• 	 836 

Treavir,r, office of 	 7t3 
Trite, the North British, their positions 	57-63 

their antiquities 	 69-los 
Trio:wait, a' town of the 

Selgosz 	- 	6o, 118, 120, 152 
Roman camps at 	 120,  5 
he position mistaken by Roy 

Treed, a British town, and Roman 
station 	-  

Umdluin Monte, to Galloway, the meaning of 
the word 	 60 

ia Ross 	- 

Palo 9-i, their position; their toms; their 
rivers 	 63 

Valentin,  a Roman province ; 
Roman stations in 	 251.67 

AtionErfunt4, account of 	- 	526 8 
Tandoori, a town of the Danmii, whom 	6r 

a Roman station at 	 t56 
Paris, a Roman station 	 131 
Tunah had the right of jurisdiction 	75 n-a 
Paw family, an account of 	- 	586 
Traurioors, their situation 	 ton 
Frnrieonce, their polition ; their towns 	- 	6/ 
Tense,  not in the Scotish 	 • 	753 
Trapani", a Ronmn provmcc 	 167 

Roman stations in 	 167x. 
evacuated by the Romans 	- 	a Sz-3 

Vertrejaonte family,  account of 	- 	55' 
Tierric, a  Roman station 	- 	x23, t45, a 
Tilioal,r, who they were ; ravage 

N. Britain 	 21.-n3,  354,  474 

116-19 
or everts 185  

6.4.,  ,9.  Pilleynagr in Sootlond 	- 	611, 719.24, 742 
' 	another R. station, where 	- 	13 a 	when  in c.d.' 	• 	- 	94: 

Tumuli (sepulchral) 	- 	. 	no, Virrifft,/j0,,,  an account of 	- 	471.3 
Turzot, bishop of the Scots . 	- 	44.n, 675 Thd"vmn,  v n , 	. 	 353 
7'aurreide, Roman remains in 	' 	157 Wall, of Adrian 

, Tyninsbam, Saxon monastery at 	- 	325,426 	of A't"i'ne. 	- 

Udared, lord of Galloway, his history 	629.30 MA .7.1,,,i:::, a, ,,,,,,..f 	- 	577  9 
.1 

 
Urn, K. of the Picts 	- 	nod, n  , 3 	Sir William, his IL,Iion, and his 
Inner Anna!,  error in the trne dates 	- 	0 to 	clmvact, 	- 	- 	658-9 
Utritbraville family, an account of 	-• 	5 a o 	dvi""de, the  Hine," n',  S‘,0,1..d 	655-53 mg', K. of the Picts 	. 	,,,,6, s  ,,,,, a 	9,10  to  deal!, by E.1"v. I. 	 671 
Union, of the Picts, and Scots 	- 	331.3 	his in.,u•, to whom ma,ted 	- 	579 

	

of the Scottish, and English aroma. 	66, Woe Camel, of the S,,IS, and Mill, examined 26o, 
Warddre, 

   
  



Or NORTH-BRITAIN. 	 -44 	9.7 
!Verdiha.  • Roman erno 	• 	p.149, 136 trillium, the Lion, hit trip o, K.of Same p. 6.8.34  
Wordlatv, a Britidt town ; and •  Roman 	obtained Huntingdon 

station at 	- 	6o, Si, 005,053 	his ddpute with the Pope 	- 
MalingStreet, a name of the Boman 	 monasteries founded i Ms reign 	• 643 

roads 	- 	 035, 040 	his antutee 	 - 	706,74,  
the meaning of the tem  14o4n, 	140 	ha gift to the bidmps of Sabory and 

IYrnpo4o, of ho Britons, what 	- 	63, 100 	Rutheaer 	 774 
/Frisk, and nmasitres, whence derived 314405, F,38 14T/Irm III. notices of his reign 	. 	867.5 
Wolub, their tr,lty with 4e Scots 	- 	640 Worn, regimen of 	 840 
Irvreree /.//0,  an account of 	- 	264.7, 77641 Wort., abounded, in Scotland 	- 	790.1 
Whither,  a British town, and Roman 	 41anting of encoarard 	- 	840  

station at 	 - 	60 007 50,!, inanufafture of 	787, 797, 889 
monagery at 	 - 	3 5 5 /Vend, the la0. K. of the Pieta 	206, 74,4 
bishopric of 	- 	308.9, 675  tryniondi  the pretended Earl of dfmay 	- 624 

IVP/Orm the Conseror invadot Scotland 	400 
his treaty with M Ceanmure, Where 	418 Mier family, an account of 	. 	5'7 

limn Rid', invades Scotland 	- 	449.:0 
 York, the archbishops of, claim the superiority 

Nom, the Lion, inherited Northum- 	 of the Sank. Church 	63440, 695 
berland 	 6.5 

FINIS. 
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